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COLLABORATORS
/. PARTIAL LIST OF CONTRIBUTORS TO THE CYCLOPEDIA

The asterisk designates

proofs and in other xcays.

the contributors to the third volume. Many of the contributors have also asiUted in reading

Adams, Geo. E., Asst. Horticulturist, R. I. Exp.

Sta., Kingston, K. L {Rhode Island. Rhuharh.)

Ames, Oakes, Asst. Dir. Botanic Garden, and

Instructor in Botany in Harvard Univ., Cam-

bridge, Mass. {Several genera of Orchids.)

Andrews, D. M., Nurseryman, Boulder, Colo.

{(Enothera. Opuntia. Native western jdants,

fspeciallij hardy Cacti.)

Arcudeacon & Co., Commission merchants. New

York, N. Y. {Mushroom.)

Arnold, Jr., Geo., Florist, Rochester, N. Y.

{China Aster.)

Atkins, F. L., Florist, Rutherford, N. J.

iPlatycerium.)

Atkinson, Geo. F., Prof, of Botany, Cornell

Univ., Ithaca, N. Y. {JJushroom.)

Balmer, Prof. J. A., Horticulturist, Wash. Exp.

Sta., Pullman, Wash. ( Washington.)

Barclay, F. W., Gardener, Haverford, Pu. {Bot-

any and cultivation of Herbaceous Perennials.)

Barnes, Charles R., Prof, of Plant Physiology,

Univ. of Chicago, Chicago, 111. {Fertilization.

Flower. Tc'atology. Has read many proofs of

physiological subjects.

)

Barnes, William H., Secretary Kans. S^ate

Hort. Soc, Topeka, Kans. {Kansas.)

Bayersdorfer, H,, Dealer in florists' supplies,

Philadelphia, Pa. {Everlasting fioicers.)

Beach, Prof. S. A., Horticulturist, N. Y. Exp.

Sta., Geneva, N. Y. {Corn. Thinning.)

Beadle, C. D., Botanist and horticulturist, Bilt-

niore, N. C. {Bamboo.)

Beal, Prof. W. J., Mich. Agrie. College, Agri-

cultural College, Mich. {Grass. Has read

proofs of many genera of grasses.)

Beckert, Theo. F., Florist, Allegheny City, Pa.

{Bougainvill(ea.)

Berckmans, p. J., Pomologist and nurseryman,

Augusta, Ga. {Lawns for the South. Magno-

lia. Melia. Michelia. Persimmon. Pome-

granate. Has read proof of many groups of

importance in the South.)

*BEssEr, Charles E., Prof, of Botany, Univ. of

Nebr., Lincoln, Nebr. {Plant. Trees for the

Plains. Has read several articles on grasses ayid

native plants.)

Blair, Prof. J. C, Horticulturist, 111. Exp. Sta.,

Champaign, 111. {Greenhouse Glass. Illinois.)

*Braxdegee, Mrs. Katharine, Botanist, editor of

Zotj, San Diego, Calif. {Several genera of

Cacti, as Mammillaria, Melocactus, Pelecyphora^

Pereshia, Phyllocactus, Pilocereus, Rhipsalis.)

*Brandegee, T. S., Botanist, San Diego, Calif.

{Xolina.)

*Braunton, Ernest, Landscape gardener, Los

Angeles, Calif. {Xerium, Palms, PhceniXf

Pittosporum, and other plants cultivated in

California.)

Bruckner, Nichol N., Dreer's Nursery, River-

ton, N. J. {The article ^^ Fern." Many groups

of tender ferns.)

BuDD, J. L., Prof. Emeritus of Horticulture, Iowa

Agric. Coll., Ames, la. {Roses for the Prairie

States. Has read proof of Iowa and of articles

on important fruits.

)

BuFFUM, Prof. B. C, Horticulturist, Wyo. Exp.

Sta., La*"" 't, Wyo. {Wyoming.)

*BuRBANK, Lu'i'.fER, Plant -breeder, Santa Rosa,

Calif. {Nicotunia. Has read proofs of Gladi-

olus, etc.)

Burnette, Prof. F. H., Horticulturist, La. Exp.

Sta , Baton Rouge, La. {Lmiisiatia.)

Burrill, T. J., Prof, of botany and horticulture,

Univ. of 111., Urbaua, 111. {Protoplasm.)

*BuTZ. Prof. Geo. C, Horticulturist, Pa. Exp.

Sta., State College, Pa. {Carnation. Peim-

sylvania.

)

Cameron, Robert, Gardener, Botanic Garden of

Harvard L'niv., Cambridge, Mass. ( Various

articles and much help on rare plants. Alpinia,

Campanula, Echinocactus, Xemophila, Primula^

etc.)

Canning, Edward J., Gardener, Smith College,

Botanic Gardens, Northampton, Mass. {Many
articles and much help on rare and difficult

plants. Anthurium. Echinocactus. Epiphyllnm.

Gloxinia. Peat. Puya.)

Card, Prof. Fred W., Horticulturist, R. I. Exp.

Sta., Kingston, R. I. {Nebraska. Botany and
culture of bush -fruits, as Amelanchier, Berberis,

Blackberry, Buffalo Berry, Currant, Loganbei-ry,

Raspberry .)

(v)
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Clinkabeury, Henry T., Gardener, Trenton,

N. J. {Certain orchids, as L<rlM.)

CoATEs, LeoMapd, Fruit-grower, Napa City, Calif.

{Olive. Orange. Has helped on other fruits.)

*CocKERELL, T. D. A., Entomologist, East Las

Vegan, N. M. (New Mexico.)

*CoLLiNs, John S., Fruit-grower, Moorestown,

N. J. {Pear.)

*CoNARD, Henry S. Fellow in Botany, Univ. of

Pa., Philadelphia, Pa. {yymjthmi.)

*CooK, O. F., Special Agent for Tropical Agri-

culture, Div. of Botany, Dept. of Agric, Wash-
ington, D. C. {Coffee. Paritium. Help on

Porto Biro.)

CoRBETT, Prof. L. C, Horticulturist, W. Va.

Exp. Sta., Morgantown, W. Va. ( IVest Vir-

ginia.)

*CouLSTON, Mrs. M. B., Formerly assistant

editor of Garden and Forest, Ithaca, N. Y.

( Various native plants.)

Coulter, John M., Professor and Head of the

Dept. of Botany, Univ. of Chicago, Chicago,

Illinois. {Echinocaetus.

)

*CowELL, Prof. John F,, Dir. Bufifalo Botanic

Garden, West Seneca, N. Y. {Odontoglos-

sum. Phormium.)

CowEN, J. H., formerly Assistant in Horticulture,

Colo. Exp. Sta., died 1900. {Certain Colorado

plants, as Lepaehys, Leueovrinnm. Verbena.)

*Craig, John, Prof, of Extension Teaching in

Agn-j., Cornell Univ., Ithaca, N. Y. {Canada.

(rooseberry. Kale. Kohlrabi. Pomology.

Qiiiiiee. Rape.)

Craig, Robert, Florist, Philadelphi"., Pa. {Arau-

caria A rdisia . Codiceum
.

)

Craig, W. N., Gardener, North Easton, Mass.

{Mushroom.)

Crandall, Prof. C. S., Div. of Forestry, U. S.

Dept. Agric, Washington, I). C. {Colorado.)

*CuLBERTSON, H., El Cajon Packing Co., El Ca-

jon, Calif. (Peach.)

Cushman, E. H., Gladiolus specialist, Sylvania,

Ohio, (aiadiolus.)

*Darlington, H. D., Wholesale florist, specialist

in heaths and hard-wooded plants, Flushing,

N. Y. (Epacris. Leptospcrmum. Pimelca.

Has read proof of many articles on hard-wooded

plants.)

*1)avis, K. C, Botanist, State Normal School, St.

Cloud, Minn. (All genera in Ranuncularea:

,

e. g., Clematis, Xigella, Pwonia, Banunculus.)

*Davy, J. BuRTT, Asst. Botanist, Univ. of Calif.

Exp. Sta., Berkeley, Calif. (Acacia. Callis-

temon. Eugenia. Eucalyptus. Maytenus. Va-

rious Myrtacece. Pittosporum. Psidium.)

*Dean, James, Florist, Bay Ridge, N. Y. (Ne-

})hrolepis.)

Deane, Walter, Botanist, Cambridge, Mass.

{Herbarium. Has helped on rarioHS botanical

problems.)

*Dewev, Lyster H., Div. of Botany, Dept. of

Agric, Washington, D. C. (Mentha. Phyto-

lacca .

)

DoRNER, Fred, Carnation specialist, Lafayette,

Ind. (Carnation.)

DoRSETT,P.H., Associate Physiologist and Patholo-

gist, Dept. of Agric, Washington, D.C. ( Violet.)

*Douglas, Thos. H., of R. Douglas' Sons, nur-

serymen and specialists in conifers, Waukegan.
III. (Larix. Picea. Pseudotsuga.)

*Drew, E. p.. Manager Rocky River Nursery,

CI ifton Park , O . {Picea .

)

*Duggap., B. M., Asst. Prof, of Botany (Plant

Physiology), Cornell Univ., Ithaca, N. Y.

( Photosyn thesis . Physiology of Plan ts . Pollen .

)

Dunning, D. M., Amateur, Auburn, N. Y. (Grapes

under Glass.)

DupuY, Louis, Wholesale florist and specialist in

hard-wooded plants, Whitestone, L. I. \Ericu.

Has read other articles on heath-like plants.)

*Earle, Prof. F. S., Horticultr:':?% Ala. Poly-

technic Institute, Auburn, Ala. (Alabama

Packing.)

*Earle, Parker, Horticulturist, Roswell, N,

{New Mexico.)

Egan, W. C, Amateur, Highland Park,

(Eremurus. Has helped on hardy plants.

)

*Eisele, Jacob D., Manager of Dreer's Nursery,

Riverton, N. J. (Cordyline. Pandanus. Has
read proofs of several important subject.^.)

Elliott, William H., Florist, Brighton, Mass.

(Asparagus plumosus.)

Emery, S. M., Manhattan, Mont. (Montana.)

Endicott, John, Bulb-grower, Canton, Mass.

(Littonia.)

Endicott, W. E., Teacher, Canton, Mass. (Achim-

cnes. Acido.nthcra . Ixia. Has made important

corrections in many articles on bulbs.)

Evans, Walter H., Office of Exp. Stations, Dept.

of Agric, Washington, D. C. (Alaska.)

Fawcett, Wm., Director Dept. Public Gardens

and Plantations, Kingston, Jamaica. ( Tropi-

cal fruits, as Cherimoya, Marmalade Plum, Egg
Fruit, Mango, Mangosteen, and others.)

*Fernow, Prof. B. E., Director College of Fores-

try, Cornell Univ., Ithaca, N. Y. (Conifers.

Forestry. Pine.

)

Finlayson, Kenneth, Gardener, Brookline, Mass.

(Diosma.)

*Fletcher, Prof. S. W., Horticulturist, Wash.

Ex. Sta., Pullman, Wash. (Iponuva and va-

rious other Convolvulacea . Helianthus and re-

lated genera. Nemophila. Nierembergia. Nolatta.

Pollination.)

M,

111.
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'*FojRD, J. A., Asat. in Dairy Husbandry, Cornell

Univ., Ithaca, N. Y. (Xew Hampshire.)

*Francesc»i, Dr. F., Manager S. Calif. Acclima-

tizing Ass'n, Santa Barbara, Calif. {Rare

plants grown in S. i'alif., as Dasylirion, FUt-

courtia, Fonqttiera, Furrrtea, Uazardia, Park-

insonia, etc. Has read many proofs and made

numerous corrections. )

Galloway, B. T., Dir. of Office of Plant Indus-

try, U. S. Dept. of Agric, Washington, D. C.

{Floriculture. HaJ read various important

articles.

)

*Ganxett, Frank E., Editor, "The News," Ithaca.

N. Y. ; formerly Sec'y to President of the

U. S. Philippine Commission. {Philippine

Islands.)

*Garcia, Fabian, Horticulturist and Asst. Prof,

of Horticulture, College of Agr. and Mechanic

Arts, Mesilla Park, N. M. (New Mexico.)

Garfield, Chas. W., Horticulturist, Grand Rap-

ids, Mich. {Michigan.)

*Gerard, J. N., Amateur, Elizabeth, N. J. {.Many

articles, especially on bulbous plants, as Crocus,

'm, Muscari, yarcissus.)

Gil ett, Edward, Nurseryman, Southwick, Mass.

{Hardy Ferns. Liparis. Has read numerous

proofs on native plants.

)

GoFF, Prof. E.S., Horticulturist, Wis. Exp. Sta.,

Madison, Wis. ( Wisconsin.)

Gould, H. P., Acting Entomologist and Asst.

Horticulturist, Md. Exp. Sta., College Park,

Md. {Brussels Sprouts. Celeriac.)

*GoULD, Mrs. Thos., Petunia specialist, Ventura,

Calif. {Petunia.)

(Jreen, Prof. S. B., Horticulturist, Minnesota Exp.

Sta., St. Anthony Paik, Minn. {Minnesota.)

*Green, Wm. J., Horticulturist, Ohio Exp. Sta.,

Wooster, Ohio. {Ohio. Greenhouse suh-irrigr

-

tion
.

)

Greene, Edward L., Prof, of Botany, Catholic

Univ. of America, Washington, D. C. (Dode-

catheon.)

Greenlee, Miss Lennie, Bulb-grower, Garden

City, N. C. {Ixia.)

*C REINER, T., Specialist in vegetables. La Salle,

N. Y. {Garden vegetables, as Artichoke, A^jxira-

gus, Bean, Cress, Corn Salad, Kohlrabi, Lettuce,

Onion, Parsley, Parsnip.)

*Grey, Robert M., Gardener, North Easton, Mass.

{Xumerous impcitant orchid groups, as Cypripe-

dium, Epidcndrum, Lycaste, Maxillaria, Mnsdc-

vallia, Odontoglossom , Oncidium, Orchid, Pholw-

nopsis.)

Groff, H. H., Gladiolus specialist, Simcoe, Ont.

{Gladiolus.)

GuRNEY, James, Gardener, Mo. Botanical Garden,

St. Louis, Mo. {Cacti.)

*Hale, J. H., Nurseryman and pomologist, South

Glastonbury, Conn. {Cimnecticut. Peach.)

Halsted, Prof. B. I)., Rutgers College, New
Brunswick, N. J. {Diseases. Fungus.)

Hansen, Geo., Landscape architect and botanist,

Berkeley, Calif. {Epidcndrum.)

Hanszn, Prof. N. E., Horticulturist, S. Dak.

Exp. Sta., Brookings, S. Dak. {South Dakota.)

Harris, Frederick L., Gardener, Wellesley,

Mass. {Lisianthus. Medinilla.)

*Harris, W., Acting Dir. Dept. Public Gardens

and Plantations, Kingston, Jamaica. [.Mani-

mce Apple, Persea, Pomelo and other tropical

fruits.)

Harris, W. K., Florist, Philadelphia, Pa. {Ficus

elastica. Help on Lilium Harrisii.)

*Harrison, C. S., Nurseryman, York, Neb.

{Pseudotsuga
.

)

^Hasselbring, Heinricii, First Asst. Horticultur-

ist, W. Y. Exp. Sta., Geneva, N. Y. {Iris, and

mot orchids front Gongora to Zygopetahim.)

Hastings, G. T., formerly Asst. in Botany,

Cornell Univ., Ithaca, N. Y. ; now Science

Teacher, Santiago, Chile. {Some tropical

plants, as Berria, Bertholletia. A few grasses,

as Hierochloe, Holcus, Hordeum.)

*Hatfield, T. D., Gardener, Wellesley, Mass.

{yumerous and varied contributions, as Gesnera,

Gloxinia, Lachenalia , Leca, Macrozamia, (Enoth-

era, Oxalis, Pelargonium.)

*nEDRiCK, U. P., Asst. Prof, of Horticulture,

Agricultural *.' i^.'ge, Mich. {Eiuporation of

Fruit, Prifiic.)

*Henderson & Co., Peter, Seedsmen, New York,

N. Y. (Bulbs. Eccremocurpus . Polianthts.

Much proof and nmny suggestions.)

^Henderson, Prof. L. F., Botanist, Idaho Exp.

Sta., Moscow, Idaho. {Phacclia.)

Herrington, a. II., Gardener, Florham Farms,

Madison, N. J. {Chrysanthemum coccineuni.

Hollyhock.)

*Hews, a. H. Manufacturer of earthen ware,

North Cambridge, Mass. {Pots.)

IIexamer, Dr. F. M., Editor * American Agri-

culturist," New York, N. Y. {Several biograph-

ical sketches, as Fuller, Harris, Thnrbcr.)

Hicks, G. H., late of U. S. Dept. of Agric,

Washington, 1). C. (deceased). {Seed-testing.)

Hicks, Henry, Nurseryman, Westport, L. I. {Li-

gustrum.)

Higgins, J. E., Horticulturist and teacher, Hono-
lulu, n. I. {Hawaiian Islands.)

Hill, E. G., Florist, Richmond, Ind. {Begonia )

*HiTcncoCK, A. S., Asst. Chief, Div. of Ag-

rostology, U. S. Dept. Agric, Washington,

D. C. {Most of the genera of grasses from
E to Z. )
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HoLLisTEK, E. J., Specialist in celery culture,

HoUey, Colo. (Celery.)

HooPES, JosiAH, Nurseryman, Wejt Chester, Pa.

(Hedges. )

HoRSFGRD, Frel H., Nurseryman and specialist

in Lilies, Charlotte, Vt. (Alpine Gardens.

Lilium. Has read proof of many articles on tia-

fire plants and hardy herbaceous perennials.)

HuNN, Charles E., Gardener, Cornell Exp. Sta.,

Ithaca, N. Y. {Forcing of Vegetables. Mign-

onette. Strawberry.)

Huntley, Prof. F. A., Horticulturist, Idaho Exp.

Sta., Moscow, Idaho. {Idaho.)

HuTCHiNS, Rev. W. T., Sweet Pea :<peeialist,

Springfield, Mass. {Sweet Pea.)

*Irish, H. C, Horticulturist, Mo. Botanical Gar-

den, St. Louis, Mo. {Cajisicuui. Lactuc^.

Pepper.)

Jackson & Perkins Co., Nurserymen and spe-

cialists in Clematis, Newark, N. Y. {Clem-

atis.)

*Jaenicke, Adolph, Manager propagating dept.,

J. L. Childs, Floral Park, N. Y. {Primula.)

*Jeffers, a.. Editor "Cornucopia," Norfolk, Va.

{Kale. Potato.)

*Jordan, A. T., Asst. Horticulturist, New Bn^ns-

wiek, N. J. {Sew Jersey.)

JuNGHANNS, R. L., Poughkfepsie, N. Y. {Reseda.)

*Kains, M. G., Horticulturist, School of Practical

Agric. and Hort., Briar Cliff Manor, N. Y.

{Minor vegetables, as Horse- Radish and Okra.

Herbs, as Hyssopus, Origanum : also Ginstng

and Glycyrrhiza.)

KEAiiNEY, T. H., Div. of Veg. Pliys. and Path.,

Dept. of Agric, Washington, I). C. {Three

orchid genera, Grammangis, Grammatophyllum,

Habenaria.)

*Keller, J. B., Florist, Rochester, N. Y. {Many
groups of hardy herbaceous perennials. Article

on Herbaceous Perennials.)

*Kelsey, Harlan P., Landscape architect, Bos-

ton, Mass. {Xorth Carolina plants, as Galax,

Leucothoe and Paronychia.)

Kennedy, P. Beveridge, Horticulturist, Nev.

Exp. Sta., Reno, Nev. {Many genera of grasses

in Vols. I and II. Begonia.

)

Kehr, J. W., Nurseryman, Denton, Md. (Mary-

land. Help on Plum.)

KiFT, Robert, Florist, Philadelphia, Pa. {Cut-

Jlowers.

Kinney, L. F., Horticulturist, Kingston, R. I.

(Celery.)

*Knapp, Dr. S. A., Special commission U. S.

Dept. Agric, Lake Charles, La. {Philippine

Islands.)

Lager & Hurrell, Orchid cultivators, Summit,

N. J. (Catfleya.)

*Lager, John E., Orchid specialist, Summit, N. J.

(Oncidium.)

*Lake, Prof. E. R., Horticulturist, Ore. Exp. Sta.,

Corvallis, Ore. (Oregon.)

Landreth, Burnet, Seedsman, Philadelphia,

Pa. (David Landreth.)

Lauman, G. N., Instructor in Hort., Cornell

Univ., Ithaca, N. Y. (Geranium. Impafiens.)

*Lewers, Ross, F uit-grower, Franktown, Nev.

(Xecada.)

Lonsdale, Edwin, Florist, Wyndmoor, Philadel-

phia, Pa. (Const rratory.)

Lord & Burnham Co., Horticultural architects

and builders. Irvington - on - Hudson, N. Y.

{Greenhouse Construction.

)

Lothrop & HiGGiNS, Dahlia specialists, East

Br'dgewater, Mass. {Dahlia.)

*Lyon, T. T., Pomologist, South Haven, Mich.,

CDiedlOOO). {Pear.)

-JcFarland, J. Horace, Horticultural printer

and expert in photography, Harrisburg, Pa.

( Border. Photography
.

)

*McKay, Prof. A. B., Prof, of Horticulture and

Station Horticulturist, Miss. Exp. Sta., Agri-

cultural College, Miss. {Potato.)

McMillen, Robert, Wholesale grower of migno-

nette. Pearl River, N. Y. {Mignonette.)

McWilliam, Geo., Gardener, Whitinsville, Mass.

{Dipladenia. Luculia.)

*Macomber, J. T., Fruit-grower, Grand Isle, Vt.

(Peach.)

MacPherson, James, Landscape gardener, Tren-

ton, N. J. {Euphorbia. Has read proofs of sev-

eral orchid genera.]

*Manning, J. Woodward, Horticultural expert

and purchasing agent, Boston, Mass. {Pachy-

sandra. Pyrethrum. Hardy herbs. Has read

2)roofs of many groups of perennials.)

Manning, Warren H., Lands'-ape architect,

Boston, Mass. (Herbaceous Perennials. Rock

Gardens.)

Mason, Prof. S. C, Dept. of Horticulture and

Forestry, Berea College, Berea, Ky. {Labeling.

Layering.)

*Massey, Prof. W. F., Horticulturist, N. C. Exp.

Sta., Raleigh, N. C. {Fig. North Carolina.)

Matkews, Prof. C. W., Horticulturist, Ky. Exp.

Sta., Lexington, Ky. {Kentucky.)

Mathews, F. Schuyler, Artist, Boston, Mans.

(Color.)

*Mathews, Wm., Florist and orchid grower, Utica,

N. Y. ( Various rare and important orchids,

as Gongora, Grammatophyllum, lonopsis, Lima-

todes, Miltonia, Pholidofa.)

Maynard, Prof. S. T., Prof, of Horticulture, Mass.

Agr. Coll., and Horticulturist, Mass. Hatch

Exp. Sta., Amherst, Mass. {Massachusetts.)
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•Mead, T. L., Horticulturist, Oviedo, Fla. {Cri-

num. Orange. Has helped in matters of ex-

treme southern horticnUnrc.)

Meehan, Joseph, Nurseryman, Germantown

,

Philadelphia, Pa. {Idesia.)

Meredith, A. P., Gardener, South Lancaster,

Mass. (Hutnea.)

*Mische, Emil, Ay.^t. to Olmsted Bros., Land-

scape Architects, Brookline, Mass. {Quisqualis.)

*MooN, Samuel C, Nurseryman, Morrisville, Pa.

{Oak. Trees for ornament.)

*MoRRiLL, Roland, Fruit-grower, Benton Harbor,

Mich. {Peach.)

*MoRRiS, O. M., Associate Horticulturist, Okla.

Exp. Sta., Stillwater, Okla. {Indian Territory

Oklahoma.)

MuNSON, T. v.. Nurseryman and grape hybridist,

Denison, Tex. {Grape culture in the South.)

MuNSON, Prof. W. M., Horticulturist, Me. E.xp.

e*:a., Orono, Me. {Main?. Vaccininm.)

Nehrling, H., Milwaukee, .Vis. {Pheenijc. Has

helped on other plants eultimtcd in his garden

at Gotha, Fla.)

*Newbury, H. E., Specialist in tuberose culture,

Magnolia, N. C. {Polianthes.)

*Newell, a. J., Gardener, Wellesley, Mass.

(Certain orchids, e.g., Odontoglossum.)

*NoRTON, J. B. S., Botanical Assistant, Mo. Bo-

tanical Garden, St. Louis, Mo. {Genera of

Enphttrhiacefc. Phyllanthus. \umcrous botan-

ical puzzles.)

Ogston, Colin, Gardener and orchid cultivator,

Kimball Conservatories, Rochester, N. Y.

{Dendrohium.)

*Oliver, G. W., Div. of Gardens and Grounds,

U. S. Dept. Agric, Washington, D. C. {.Many

articles on palms, aroids, succulents and rare

])lanfs, and much help on pro«}fs. Alsfrtvmeria.

Amaryllis. ye])enthes. Ochna. Pemmetum.
Petrea . Sarracen ia

.

)

*Olmsted, Jr., F. L., Landscape architect. Brook-

line, Mass. \Park.)

*0'Mara, Patrick, of Peter Henderson & Co.,

New York, N. Y. {Potting. Has read various

important articles, suggested contributors and
giren other help.)

Orpet, Edward O., Gardener, So. Lancaster,

Mass. {Many articles. Border. Cyclamen.

Dianthus, and certain orchitis.)

Parsons, Jr., Samuel, Landscape architect, New
York, N. Y. {Lawn.)

Peacock, Lawrence K., Dahlia specialist, Atco,

N.J. {Dahlia.)

*Pennock, F. M., Horticulturist, San Juan, Porto

Rico. {Porto Bico.)

"Peterson, "Wm. A., of the firm of P. S. Peterson

& Son, Nurserymeii, Chicago, iii. iPwonia.)

Powell, Prof. G. Harold, Horticulturist, Del.

Exp. Sta., Newark, Del. {Cherry. Delaware.

Help on Peach, etc.

)

•

*Powell, George T., Dir. School of Practical

Agriculture and Horticulture, Briar Cliff

Manor, N. Y. {Pear. Has read proofs of other

important fruits.)

Price, Prof. R. H., Horticulturist, Tex. Exp.

Sta., College Station, Tex. {Texas.)

*Prince, L. B., Pres. Board of Regents, New Mex.

Exp. Sta., Mesilla Park, N. M. {Prince.)

PuRDY, Carl, Specialist in California bulbs,

L'kiah, Calif. {California native plants, as

Brodia'a, Calochortus, Erythroninm, Fritillaria.)

*Rane, Prof. F. W., Horticulturist and Prof, of

Horticulture, N. H. College, Durham, N. H.

( Xew Hampsh ire
.

)

Rawson, Grove P., Florist, Elmira, N. Y. {Lan-

tana.)

Rawson, W. W., Seedsman and market-gardener,

Boston, Mass. {Cucumber. Lettuce.)

*Reasoner, E. N., Nurseryman and horticulturist,

Oneco, Fla. {Many articles, and much hdpon
extreme southern horticulture. Ccesalpinia. C'U-os.

Guava. Kumquai. Lemon. Lime. Mango.

Musa. Orange.)

*Rekder, Alfred, Asst. at the Arnold Arboretum,

Jamaica Plain, Mass. {Botany and culture of

most of the hardy trees and shrubs.)

^Roberts, Prof. L P., Dir. College of Agric, Cor-

nell Univ., Ithaca, N. Y. {Drainage. Fer-

tility. Manure. Potato.)

*Rolfs, Prof. P. H., Botanist, S. C. E.xp. Sta.,

Clemson College, S. C. {Eggplant. Florida.

Okra. Onion. Pineapple.)

*Rose, J. N., Asst. Curator, U. S. Nat. Herb.,

Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D. C.

( Agave . Proch nyan thes
.

)

Ro«'", N. JoNSSON, Landscape Gardener, Dep't.

oi' Park, New York, N. Y. ( rarious exotics.

)

Roth, Filibert, Asct. Prof, of Forestry, N. Y.

State College of Forestry, Cornell Univ.,

Ithaca, N. Y. {Fagus.)

Rowlee, Prof. W. W., Asst. Prof.

Cornell Univ., Ithaca, N. Y.

Liatris. Salix.)

*RoYLE, Mrs. Emily Taplin, Asst.

New-Yorker," N'^.v York, N. Y.

Sargent, Prof. C. S. , Dir. Arnold

of Botany,

{Definitions.

Ed. "Rural

{Nepenthes.)

Arboretum,

Jamaica Plain, Mass. {Abies. Has read proof

of Picea, Prunus, etc.)

Seav!:y, Mrs. Frances Copley, Landscape gar-

dener, Brighton, 111. (Railroad Gardening.)

*Se'OTi\ Wm., Florist, Buffalo, N, Y. (Importantflor-

ists' plants and flowers, as Acacia, Convallaria,

C'jclamcn, Cytisus, Smilax, Mctrosideros, Peper-

omia, Perilia, Piqueria, etc. Also Packing Fliwcr^.)

^
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Scott, Wm., Gardener, Tarrjrtown, N. Y. (Ber-

tolonia and other tender foliage plaats.)

Semple, James, Specialist in China Asters,

Bellevue, Pa. {Aster.) »

Sexton, Joseph, Founder of tlie pampas grass

industry, Goleta, Calif. {Gynerium.)

iSHiNN, Charles H., Inspector of Experiment

Stations, Univ. of Calif,, Berkeley, Calif.

{California, Fig, Loganberry, Sequoia, etc.)

Shore, Robert, Head Gardener, Botanical Dept,,

Cornell Univ., Ithaca, N. Y. {Various artic'vs,

as Acalypha, Bedding, Dichorisandra , Episcca,

Fittonia, UymenophyUum.)
*Siebrecht, Henry A., Florist and nurseryman,

New York and Rose Hill Nurseries, New Ro-

chelle, N. Y. {Much help on rare greenhouse

plan ts, particularly orchids and palms. Draeana

,

Ficus. Fuchsia. Gardenia. Ixora. Lapageria.

Laurus. Xerium. Nepenthes. Puya.)

SiMONDS, O. C, Landscape Gardener, Buena Ave.,

Chicago, 111. {Landscape Cemeuies.)

Slixgerland, Prof. M. V., Asst. Prof. Economic
Entomology, Cornell Univ., Ithaca, N. Y.

{Insecticides. Insects.)

Smith, A. W., Americus, Ga. {Cosmos.)

Smith, Elmer D., Chrysanthemum specialist,

Adrian, Mich. {Chrysanthemum.)

*Smith, Irving C, Market-gardener, Green Bay,

Wis. {Onion. Help on Kohl-Rahi, etc.)

*Smith, Jared G., Dir. Hawaiian Exp. Sta., Hono-
lulu, H. I. {Nearly all palms. Various other

genera, as Centaurea, Cerasiium, Cotyledon.)

Spencer, John W., Fruit-grower, Westfield, Chau-

tauqua Co., N. Y. {Grapes in the North. Help

on important fruits.)

Starnes, Prof. Hugh N., Prof, of Agriculture and

Horticulture, Univ. or Georgia, Athens, Ga.

[Georgia. Sweet Potato.)

*Steele, E. S., Div. of Botany, U. S. Dept. Agric,

Washington, D. C. {Perfumery Gardening .)

Stinson, Prof. John T., Dir. Mo. Fruit Exp. Sta.,

Mountain Grove, Mo. {Arkansas.)

Strong, Wm. C, Nurseryman, Waban, ^lass.

{Kdirick.)

*Stubbs, W. C, Dir. La. Exp. Sta., Baton Rouge,

La. {Orange.)

*8TUBENRAurH, ARNOLD V., Fcllow in Horticulture,

Cornell Univ., Ithaca, N. Y. {Olive. Plum in

California. Pilocar]nis. Pimelea. Platycodon.)

*Taber, G. L. , Nurseryman, Glen St. Mary, Fla.

{Persimmon.)

Taft, Prof. L. R., Horticulturist, Mich. Agric.

College, Agricultural College, Mich. {Green-

house Heating. Hotbeds.)

*Taplin, W. H., Specialist in palms and ferns,

Ilolmesburg, Philadelphia, Pa. {Culture of

many palms, ferns and foliage plants.)

*Taylor, Frederic W., Dir. Dept. of Horticul-

ture, Pan American Exposition, Buffalo, N. Y.

{Nebraska.)

*Taylor, Wm. a., Asst. Pomologist, Div. of Po-
mology, Dept. of Agric, Washington, D. C.

{Various articles on nuts, as Hickory, Peciai.)

Thilow, J. Otto, of H. A. Dreer, Inc., Philadel-

phia, Pa. {Leek. Muskmelon .)

Thompson, C. H., formerly Asst. Botanist, Mo.

Botanical Garden, St. Louis, Mo. {Some genera

of cacti, as Echinocereus, Epiphyllum.)

Thorburn & Co., J. M., Seedsmen, New York,

N. Y. {Hyacinth. Hare read many proofs of

bulhs, annuals, vegetables, herbs, etc.)

*TouMEY, Prof. J. W., Yale Forestry School, New
Haven, Mass. {Arizona. Dote. Opuntia.

Boot Galls.)

Tracy, S. M., Horticulturist, Biloxi, Miss. {Mis-

sissip2)i.)

*Tracy, Prof. W. W., Seedsman, Detroit, Mich.

{Cabbage. Lettuce. Michigan. Pea. Badish.)

*Trelease, Dr. Wm., Dir. Mo. Botanical Gar-

den, St. Louis, Mo, {Certain desert plants of

the lily family, as Aloe, Apicra, Gasteria,

Haicorthia. Oxalis. Tucca.)

*Tricker, Wm., Specialist in aquatics, Dreer"s

Nursery, Riverton, N. J. {Aquarium. Most

Aquatics, as Limnanthemum, Limnocharis, Nym-
phoea, Nelumbo, Ourirandra, Victoria, etc.)

*Troop, Prof. James, Horticulturist, Ind. Exp.

Sta., Lafayette, Ind. {Indiana. Persimmon.)

Turner, Wm., Gardener, Oct unic, N. J. {Forc-

ing of Fruits. Mushroom.)

TrTTLE, H. B., Cranberry-grower, Valley Junc-

tion, Wis. {Cranberry.)

*Underwood, Prof. L. M., Columbia University,

New York, N. Y. {Botany of all ferns.)

*Van Deman, H. E., Pomologist, Parksley, Va.

(Date. Nut Culture.)

Vaughan, J. C, Seedsman and florist, Chicago

and New York. {Christmas Greens.)

ViCK, James, Horticulturist, Rochester, N. Y.

( Malra viscus. Melofh ria
.

)

Voorhees, Prof. Edward B., Dir. N. J. Exp. Sta.,

New Brunswick, N. J. (Fertilizers.)

*Waldron, Prof. C. B., Horticulturist, N. Dak.

Exp. Sta., Fargo, N. Dak. {North Dakota.}

Walker, Prof. Ernest, Horticulturist, Ark. Exp.

Sta., Fayetteville, Ark. {Annuals. Basket

Plants. Heliotrope. W'tering.)

*Ward, C. W., Wholesale florist. Queens, L. I.

{Pelargonium. Help on carnation.)

*Watrous, C. L., Nurseryman and pomologist,

Dos Moines, la. {loira. Pear.)

Watson, B. M., Instructor in Horticulture, Bus-

sey Inst., Jamaica Plain, Mass. {Colchicum.

Cuttagc. Forcing Hardy Plants. Hou.'ie Plants.)
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Horticulturist

Scalp Level,

oi

Pa.
Watts, R. L., formerly

Tennessee Exp. Sta.

[^Tennessee.)

*Waugh, Prof. F. A., Horticulturist, Vt.Exp. Sta.,

Burlington, Vt. {Beet. Carrot. Cucumber.

Greens. Lllium. Plum. Salad Plants. Ver-

mont.)

*Wkbber, Herbert J., In cbarge of Plant Breed-

ing Laboratory, Div. of Veg. Phys. and Path.,

Dept. of Agric, Washington, D. C. {Citrus.

Pomelo. Murnuja and otha citrous genera.

Plant- Breeding.)

Wellhouse, Col. Fred, Fruit-grower, Fair-

mount, Kans. {Kansas.)

*Wheeler, C. F., Asst. Prof, of Botany, Michi-

gan Agric. College, Mich. {Pijrola.)

Wheeler, H. J., Chemist, K. I. Exp. Sta.,

Kingston, R. L {Lime.)

Whitney, Milton, Chief. Div. of Soils, Dep^.

of Agric, Washington, 1). C. {Irrigation.

Soils.)

Written, Prof. J. C, Horticulturist, Mo. Exp.

Sta., Columbia, Mo. {Missouri.)

*Whyte, R. B., Amateur, Ottawa, Ont. {Hemero-

callis. Liliiim. Narcissus. Papacer.)

*WiCKSON, Edward J., Prof, of Agricultural Prac-

tice, Univ. of Calif., and Horticulturist, Calif.

Exp. Sta., Berkeley, Calif. {Almond, Apricot,

Cherry, Grape, Lemon, Lime, Nectarine, Pear,

etc., in California.)

*WiEGAND, K. M., Instructor in Botany, Cornell

Univ., Ithaca, N. Y. {Coreopsis. Cordijline,

Cyperus. Dracwna. Juncus. Lysimachia. Musa.

Myosotis. Potent ilia, Scirpus.)

WooLSON, G. C, Nurseryman, Specialist in hardy

herbaceous perennials, Passaic, N. J. {Mei -

tensia. Has read numerous proofs.)

Wortman, S. W., Mushroom -grower, Iselin, N. J.

{Mushroom.)

^Wright, Charges, Fruit-grower, Seaford, Del.

{Peach. Help on Delaicare.)

Wyman, a. p., Asst. to Olmsted Broj., Landscape

Architects, Brookline, Mass. {Dircu, Epigiva,

Exochorda, Halesia, Hypericum, Rerri'i_ Liquid

-

ambar, and other hardy trees and shrubs. Also

Lathyrus, .Lupinus.)

Yeomans, L. T., Fruit-grower, Walworth, N. Y.

{Pear. Help on Evaporation of Fruits.)

*Zirngiebel, Denys, Florist, Needham, Mass.

{Pansy.)

II. PARTIAL LIST OF THOSE WHO HAVE ASSISTED BY BEADING PROOF, AND
IN OTHER JTAYS

Allen, R. C, Fruit-grower, Bonita, Calif.

{Olive.)

Alverson, a. H., Specialist in cacti, San Ber-

nardino, Calif. {Cacti.)

Ball, C. D., Wholesale florist, Holmesburg, Phila-

delphia, Pa. {P<ilms and decorative plants.)

Barker, Charles, Fruit-grower, Milford, Del.

{Peach.)

Barker, Michael, Editor "American Florist,"

Chicago, 111. {Many suggestions.)

Bassett & Son, Wm. F., Nurserymen, Hammon-
ton, N. J. {Nitive plants, as Hibiscus.)

Bergek & Co., H. H., New York, N. Y. {Japa-

itese and C< lifornian plants.)

Betsciier C, Florist, nurseryman and seeds-

man. Canal Dover, Ohio. {Gladiolus.)

Blanc, A., Seedsman and plantsman, Philadel-

phia, Pa. {Cacti. Canna. Novelties.)

BoARDMAN, S. L., Sec. Maine Hort. Soc, Augusta,

Me. {Maine.)

Brackett, Col. G. B., Pomologist, Dept. of Agric,

Washington, D.C. {Hicoria. Hickory. Juglans.)

Breck & Sons, Joseph, (Corporation), Seedsmen,

Boston, Mass. {Portrait of Joseph Bred.)

Breese, J. S., Fayetteville, N. C. {North Caro-

lina.)

Brotherton, Wilfred, Mich. Wild Flowers,

Rochester, Mich. {Native hardy herbaceous

perennials.)

Brown, O. H., Bordentown, N. J. {Aquatics.)

Budlong & Son Co., J. A., Manufacturers of

pickles and vinegar, Market-gardeners, Provi-

dence, R. I. (Cucumber. Martynia.)

Bush & Sons, Bushberg, Mo. {Grapes.)

Caldwell, Geo. C, Prof, of Agric. Chemistry,

Cornell Univ., Ithaca, N. Y. {Fertility. Ferti-

lisers. Lime.)

Clark, Miss .Josephine A., Librarian, Dept. of

Agric, Washington, D. C. {Information as to

species after the date o^ Index Kewensis.)

Clark, J. C, Dreer's nursery, Riverton, N. J.

{Pansy.)

Clinton, L. A., Asst. Agriculturist, Cornell E\\t.

Sta., Ithaca, N. Y. (Lime.)

CoviLLE, Frederick V., Botanist, Dept. of Agric,

Washington, D. C. {Juniperus. Suggestions in

various matters.)

Cranefield, Frederic, Asst. Horticulturist,

Wisconsin Exp. Sta., Madison, Wis. {Irri-

gation.)

Dailledouze Bros., Wholesale florists, Flatbush,

Brooklyn, N. Y. {Mignonette.)
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Dailey, Charles L., Fruit-grower, Salem, Ore.

(Prune.)

Danby, Charles E., Prune -grower, Salem, Ore.

(Prune.)

Daxdridge, Mrs. Danske, Amateur, Shepherds-

town, W. Va. (Hardii plants.)

Darlington, E. D., Superintendent of Trials,

Fordhook Experimental Farm, Doylestown, Pa.

(Pea.)

Davenport, Ge . Botanist, specialist in ferns,

Medford, Ma> (Several genera of ferns.)

Day, Miss Mary A., Librarian, Gray Herbarium of

Harvard Univ. , Cambridge, Mass. {Rare books. )

Devron, Dr. G., Amateur in bamboos, New Or-

leans, La. (Bamboo.'^

Dock, Miss M. L., Lecturer on plant life, for-

estry and village improvement, Harrisburg,

Pa. {Jiartram.)

DoscH, H. E., Sec y State Board of Hort.,

Hillsdale, Ore. (Oregon.)

Downer" s Sons, J. S., Fruit-growers, Fairport,

Ky. (Kentucky.)

Dreer, Henry A. (Inc.), Seedsmen and Plants-

men, Philadelphia, Pa. {Many and varied

services, especially in aquatics, ferns, foliage

plants and rare annuals.)

Elliot, J. "Wilkinson, Landscape architect,

Pittsburg, Pa. (Kochia, Oak, and some herba-

ceous perennials.)

EllwANGER & Barry, Nurserymen, Rochester,

N. Y. {Hardy platifs.)

Fields, John, Dir. Agr. Exp. Sta., Stillwater,

Okla. (Oklahoma).

Fisher, Dr. Jabez, Fruit-grower, Fitchburg,

Mass . ( Massachusetts .

)

Ganong, W. F., Prof, of Botany, Smith College,

Northampton, Mass. (Cacti, and mayiy sugges-

tions. )

GiFFoRD, John C, Asst. Prof, of Forestry, Col-

lege of Forestry, Cornell L'niv., Ithaca, N. Y.

{Poinciana.)

Goodman, L. A., Fruit-grower, Kansas City, Mo.
{Missouri.)

Halliday, Robt. J., Florists, Baltimore, Md.

(Azalea . Ca mellia .

)

Harris, J. S., Fruit-gi*ower, La Crescent, Minn.

{Minnesota.)

Heiges, S. B., York, Pa. (Pennsylvania.)

Heiss, J. B., Florist, Dayton, Ohio. (Palms.)

Heller, A. A., Botanist, Lancaster, Pa. {Porto

Rico.

)

Hewson, Wm., Orchid grower for "Wm. Scott,

Buffalo, N, Y. (Odontoglossum. Oncidium.)

Hill, Robert T., U. S. Dept. Agric, Washing-
ton, D. C. {Porta Rico.)

Hosmer, a. W., Botanist, Concord, Mass. {Po-

lygala. )

Hutt, H. L., Prof, of Horticulture, 0» Agric.

College, Guelph, Ont. {Kale. Kohlrabi.)

Jack, Mrs. Annie L., Chateuguay Basin, Prov,

Que. (Native plants.)

Jennings, E. B., Specialist in pansies. South-

port, Conn. {Pansy.)

Jones, Rev. C. J. K., Los Angeles, Calif. {Vari-

ous Calif&rnian plants.)

Jordan, Dr. W. H., Fir. N. Y. Exp. Sta.,

Geneva, N. Y. (Fertility. Fertilizers.)

Kedzie, Dr. R. C, Prof, of Chemistry, Mich.

Agric. Colle^i^e, Agricultural College, Mich.

(Fertility. Fertilisers. Lime.)

*KiNG, P. H., Prof, of Agricultural Physics, Univ.

of Wisconpin, Madison, Wis. {Irrigation,

Mulching, etc.)

Latham, A. W., Secretary Minn. Hort. Soc,
Minneapolis, Minn. (Minnesota.)

Leib, S. F., Prune-grower, San Jose, Calif.

{Prune.)

Lindley, J. Van, Nurseryman, Pomona, N. C.

{North Carolina.)

Lupton, J. M., Market -gardener, Gregory, L. I.

{Cabbage.)

Lyon, Wm. S., Census Bureau, Washington, D. C.

(Palms.)

MacDowell, J. A., Nurseryman, City of Mexico,

Mex. (Cacti.)

Macfarlane, Prof. J. M., Dir. U. of P. Botanic

Garden, Philadelphia; Pa. {Nepenthes. Pin-

guicula.)

Mackenzie, R. R., Secretary J. M. Thorburn

& Co., New York, N. Y. (Many important bul!<s.)

Makepeace, A. D., Cranberry -grower, Wast
Barnstable, Mass. {Cranberry.)

Manda, W. a.. Horticultural expert, South

Orange, N.J. (Orchid pictures.)

Manning, Jacob W., Nurseryman, Reading, Mass.

{Dried specimens of herbaceous perennial i)lants.)

Manning, Robert, Sec. Mass. Hort. Soc, Bos-

ton, Mass. {Biographical sketches. Horticul-

ture.)

Maxwell Bros., Fruit-growers, Geneva, N. Y.

(Quince.)

May, John N., Florist, Summit, N. J. {Florists^

Flowers.

)

McDowell, Prof, R. H., Agriculturist and hor-

ticulturist, Nev. Exp. Sta., Reno, Nev. {Ne-

vada.)

McTear, John, Gardener, Montecito, Calif.

{Some plants cult, in Calif.)

Meehan, Thos., Nurseryman, Germantown, Pa.

(The article " Horticulture.''')

Meriam, Dr. Horatio C, Salem, Mass. {Pceonia.

Papaver.

)

Miller, E. S., Specialist in bulbs, Floral Park,

L. I. {Many articles on bulbs.)
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Moon, Wm. H., Nurseryman, Morrisville, Pa.

(Pennsylvania.)

MooRHEAD, James R., Specialist in Cacti, Cactus

Farm, Moorhead, Tex. {Cacti.)

Moses, Wallace R., Fruit-grower, West Palm

Beach, Fla. {Oranfje. Pineairph.)

MUDGE, W. S., Hartland, N. Y. {Munkmelon.)

Nanz & Neuner, Florists, seedsinen, and nur-

serymen, Louisville, Ky. {Kentucky.)

Nash, Geo. V., Asst. N. Y Bot. Garden, Bronx

Park, N. Y. {Genera of gras.ses.)

Nickels, Miss Anna B., Specialist in Cacti,

Laredo, Tex. {Certain (jenera of Cacti.)

Ohmer, Nicholas, Fruit-grower, Dayton, Ohio.

{Ohio.)

Parsons, Samuel B., Nurseryman, Flushing,

L. I. {The articles ^^Horticulture" and ^^ Po-

mology."

Pendergast, W. W., Pres. Minn. Hort. Soc,

Hutchinson, Minn. (Minnesota.)

Pericat, Alphonse, Gardener, West Philadel-

phia, Pa. {Ixeliocattleya.)

PiERSON, F. R., Nurseryman, Tarrytown-on-

Hudson, N. Y. {Bulbs.)

Ragan, W. H., Div. of Pomology, Dept. of Agrie .

Washington, D. C. {Indiana.)

Rea, Frederic J., Nurseryman, Norwood, Ma>>.

{Polemonium.

)

Rebmaitn, Jeremiah, Lincoln, Nebr. (Philippine

Islands.)

Rider, Prof. A. J., Philadelphia, Pa. (Cranberry .)

Robinson, Prof. B. L., Curator Gray Herbarium

of Harvard Univ., Cambridge, Mass. {Various

articles on native plants.)

Robinson, John, Author of " Ferns in their Homes
and Ours," Salem, Mass. (Several articles on

ferns.)

Rock, John, Fruit-grower, Niles, Calif. (Plum.

Prune.)

Ross, J. J., Fruit-grower, Seaford, Del. {Peach.)

Sander & Co. (A. Dimmoek, Agent), New York,

N. Y. {Recent importations, particxdarhj or-

chids and palms.)

Sandiford, Robert, Specialist in pelargoniums,

Mansfield, Ohio. {Pelargonium.)

Sjhultheis, Anton, Florist, College Point, N. Y.

( Woody plants from Australia and the Cape, as

Erica.)

ScooN, C. K., Fruit-grower, Geneva, N. Y.

{Cherry.)

Scribner, F. Lamson, Agrostologist, Dept. of

Agrie. , Washington, D. C. ( Genera of grasses.

)

Sears, Prof. F. C, School of Horticulture,

Wolfville, Nova Scotia. {Canada.)

Shady Hill Nursery Co., Boston, Mass.

(Herbaceous peren n ia Is .

)

Shaw, Thos., Prof, of Animal Husbandry, Univ. of

Minn., Minneapolis, Minn. (Medicago. Meli-

lotus.)

Shinn, J. C, Fruit-grower, Niles, Calif. (Pear.)

SiEVERS, John H., Specialist in pelareoniuras,

San Francisco, Calif. {Pelargonium.)

Slaymaker, a W., Fruit-grower, Camden, Del.

{Delaware.)

Small, John K., N. Y. Botanical Garden, Bronx

Park, N. Y. {Polygonum.)

SoLTAV, Chris., Grower of pansy seed, Jersey

City, N. J. {Pansy.)

Stanton, Geo., Ginseng specialist. Summit,

N. Y. {Ginseng.)

Steele, W. C, Horticulturist, Switzerland, Fla.

{Orange, etc.)

Storrs & Harrison, Nurserymen, Painesville,

Ohio. (Various jdants.)

Sturtevant, Edmund D., Specialist in aquatics,

Station E., Los Angeles, Calif. (Aquatics.)

Suzuki & Iida, Yokohama Nursery Co., New
York, N. Y. (Japanese plants.)

Thompson, Mrs. J. S. R., Spartanburg, S. C.

{Perfumery Gardening
.

)

Thurlow, T. C, Nurseryman and specialist in

pseonies. West Newbury, Mass. {Pceonia.)

Todd, Frederick G., Landscape ai'chitect, Mon-
treal, P. Q. (Hardy trees and shrubs.)

Troth, Henry, Photographer of plants and

landscapes, Philadelphia, Pa. ( Photography.)

Vick's Sons, James, Seedsmen, Rochester, N. Y.

{Various plants.)

Webb, Prof. Wesley, Dover, Del. {Delaicarc.)

Wedge, Clarence, Fruit-grower, Albert Lea,

Minn. {Minnesota.)

Whilldin Pottery Co., Philadelphia, Pa. {Pots.)

White, J. J., Cranberry-grower, New Lisbon,

N. J. ( Cranberry .)

Willard, S. D., Nurseryman, Geneva, N. Y.

{Important fruits, as Cherry.)

Wittbold Co., The Geo., Florists, Chicago, 111.

{Palms and ferns. Nephrolepis Wittboldi.)

Young, B. M., Specialist in nut culture, Morgan
City, La. {Pecan.)

.Si.:



ABBREVIATIONS

/. OF GENERAL EXPRESSIONS

cult cultivated, etc.

diam diameter

E east.

ft feet.

in inches

N nortli.

S south.

irop tropics, tropical.

W west.

//. OF BOTANICAL TERMS

fl,
flower.

fls flowers.

fld flowered.

fr fruit.

h height.

//. leaf.

Ift leaflet.

Iv8 leaves.

st stem.

sts stems.

syn synonym.

vnr variety.

///. OF BOOKS AND PERIODICALS

To aid the student in the verification of the

work, and to introduce him to the literature of the

various subjects, citations are made to the por-

traits of plants in the leading periodicals to

which the American is most likely to have access.

These references to pictures liave been verified as

far as possible, both in the MS. and in the proof.

A uniform method of citation is much to be de-

sired, but is extremely difficult, because periodi-

cals rarely agree in methods. "With great reluc-

tance it was decided to omit the year in most

cases, because of the pressure for space, but the

student who lacks access to the original volumes

may generally ascertain the year by consulting the

l)ibliographical notes below.

An arbitrary and brief method of citation has

been chosen. At the outset it seemed best to indi-

cate whether the cited picture is colored or not.

This accounts for the two ways of citing certain

publications containing both kinds of pictures,

as The Garden, Revue Horticole, and Gartenflora.

The figures given below explain the method of

citation, and incidentally give some hints us to

the number of voiunies to date, and of the number
ol pages or plates in one of the latest volumes,

A few works of the greatest imj ortance are

mentioned elsewhere by way of acknowledgment

(p. xv). The standard works on the bibliography

of botany are Pritzel's Thesaurus and Jackson's

Guide to the Literature of Botany; also, Jackson's

Catalogue of the Library of the Royal Botanic

Gardens, Kew.

A.F. •'•.
. . TLe American Florist. Chicago. A trade

paper founded August 15, 1885. The vol-

umes end with July. Many pictures re-

peated in"Gng." (14:i524=vol. and page.)

A.G. . . . American Gardening. New York. Represents
1-4 extinct horticultural periodicals, includ-
ing The American Garden (1888-1890).
Founded 187!>(?) (20:8%=vol. and page.)

B The Botanist. Edited by Maund. No years
on title pages. Founded 18."J9. 8 vols.,

50 colored plates in each vol. (8:400=:
vol. and col. plate.) Cumulative index.

B.B. . . . Britton & Brown. An illustrated Flora of
the Northern U. S., etc. New York.
1896-1898. (3:588=vol. andpage.)

B.F. . . . Se.3 F.

B.n. ... La Belgique Horticole. Ghent. 35 vols.

(1851-1885.)

B.M. . . . Curtis' Botanical Magazine. London,
Founded 1787. The oldest current peri-

odical devoted to garden plants. The
vol. for 1899 is vol. 125 of the whole
work. Index to first 107 volumes by E.
Tonks. London. (7C90=col. plate.)

B.R. . . . Botanical Register (1815-1847). Vols. 1-U
edited by Edwards: vols. 15-33 by Lind-
ley. In vols. 1-23 the plates are num-
bered from 1-2014. In vols. 24-33 they
are numbered independently in each vol.

There are G88 plates in vols. 24-33. "An
Appendix to the First Twenty-three Vol-
umes" (bound separately or with the
25th vol.) contains an index to the first

23 vols. An index to vols. 24-31 may bo
found in vol. 31. (.33:70=vol. and col.

plate.)

. . Dana. How to Know the Wild Flowers.
New York. 1893. (298=page.)

. . Emerson, G. B. Trees and Shrubs of Mas-
sachusetts. Boston. 2 vols. 149 plates.

. . The Florist. London. 1840-1884. (1884:
192:=year and page pp. col. plate. ) Editors
and title pages changed many times.
Known as the Florist, Florist's Journal
and Florist and Pomologist. Sometimes
improperly called British Florist.

. . Floral Cabinet. Knowles & Wostcott. Lon-
don. 1837-1840. (3:137 vol. and col.

plate).

I).

Em.

F.

F.C.

(xiv)
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ABiiKEVlATlONS XV

F.E. . . . The Florists' Exchange. New York. A
trade paper, whose pictures sometimes
are repeate«l in "A.G." Founded Dec. 8,

1888. ( 11 : 1298=vol. and page.

)

F.J. . . .See F.

F.M. . . . /loral Masrazine. London. Series I. 1861-

1871, 8vo. Series 11 1872-1881, 4to.

(1881:450=year and cci. plate.)

F.P. . . . SeeF.
F.R. . . . Florists' Review. Chicago. A trade paper.

Vol. 1, Dec. 2, 1897, to May 2r., 1898. T.^o

vols, a year. { ' :600=vol. and page.

)

F. S. . . . Floro des Serrts. Ghent. (1845-1880.)

Inconsistent in numbering, but the pi''*"

numbers are tflways found on the plaie

Lse\t or on the pa>;e opiM>site. Valuable
but perplrxing indexes in vols. 15 and 19.

(23:2481==vol. and col. plate.)

G.C. . . . The Gardeners' Chronicle. London. Se-

ries L 1 1841-1873) is cited by year and
page. Series II. or "New Series" (2874-

1886), is cited thus: II. 26:824=series,

volume and page. Series III. is cited

thus: III. 26:410. Two vols, a year, be-

ginning 1874. A select index is scattered

through 1879 and 1880. Consult II.

r2:viii (1879), and similar places in sub-

sequent vols.

G. F. . . . Garden and Forest. New York. 1888-1897.

(10:5l8=vol. and page,)

G.M. . . . Gardeners' Magazine. London. Ed. by
Shirley Hibberd. Founded 1860. Vols.
31-42 are cited. (42:872= vol. and page.)

Gn. . . . The Garden. London. Founded 1871. Two
vols, a year. (56:1254=vol. and col.

plate. .56, p. 458=vol. and page contain-
ing black figure.) An Index of the first

20 vols, was separately published. Com-
plete Index of Colored Plates to end of
1897 in vol. 54, p. 334.

Gng. . . . Gardening. Chicago. Founded Sept. 15,
1892. Vols, end Sept. 1. (7:38*^vol.
and page.)

Gt Gartenflora. Berlin. Founded 1852. (Gt.
48: 1470= vol. and col. plate. Gt. 48, p.
070=v()l. and page containing black
figure.

)

G.W.F. . . Goodale's Wild Flowers of America. Bos-
ton, 1886. (50=col. plate./

HBK. . . Humboldt, Bonpland & Kunth. Nova
Genera et Species, etc. Paris. 1815-2.").

7 vols. Folio.

1. n. . . . L'lllustrationHorticole. Ghent. (1854-1896.)
(43:72=vol. and col. plate, ) The volumes
were numbered continuously, but there
were 6 series. Series I.=lV)4-63. Se-
ries II.=1864-69. Series III.= 187(>-80.
Series IV. = 1881-86. Series V. = 1887-
93. Series VI. =1894-96. The plates
were numbered continuotisly in the first

16 vols, from 1 to 014: in vols. 17-.33

they run from 1 to 619: in series V. from
1 to 190: in Series VI. they begin anew
with each vol. Valuable indexes in vols.
10 and 20. Series V. in 4to, the rest 8vo.

J.H. . . . Journal of Horticulture. London. Founded
in 1848 as The Cottage Gardener. Series
III. only is cited, beginning 1880. (III.

39:504=series, vol., page.)

K.W. . . . See F. C.

L In vol. 1 of this work, sometimes means
Lindenia, sometimes Lowe's Beautiful
Leaved Plants. See " Land." and " Lowe."

L.B.C. . . The Botanical Cabinet. Loddiges. 1817-
33. 100 plates in each vol. Complete
index in last vol. (20:2000=vol. and col.

plate.

)

Lind. . . . Lindenia, Ghent. Founded 1885. Folio.
Devoted to orchids.

Lowe . . . Beautiful Leave d Plants. E. J. Lowe and
Howard. LoLdon. 1864. (60=col. plate,

^

M \. tJ.Free'u.r Mitford. The Bamboo Gar-
den. Londo I. 189G (224=page.)

M.D.G. . . Moller's De' *-..•' leGiirtner-Zeitung. Erfurt.
Founded 1886. ( lb97:425=year and page.

)

Mn. . . . Meehan's Monthly. Germantown, Phila-
delphia. Founded 1891. (9:192 = vol.
and page opposite col. plate.)

N Nicholson. Dictionary of Gardening. Vols.
1-4 (1884-1887). Vol. 5 in preparation.

P.F.G. . . Lindley & Paxton. Flower Garden. Lon-
don. 1851-53. 3 vols. 4to.

P.G. . . . Popular Gardening. Buffalo. 1885-90.
(5:270=vol. and page.)

P.M. . . . Paxton's Magazine of Botany. London.
1834-49. (16:376= vol. and page oppo-
site col. plate.) Vol. 15 has index of first

15 vols.

K Reichenbachia, Ed. by Fred. Sander. Lon-
don. Founded 1886. Folio.

P.B. . . . Revue de I'Horticulture Beige et Etrangere
Ghent. Founded 1875? (23:288=vol, and
pag*' opposite col. plate. ) In the first vol. of
the Cyclopedia "R.B," sometimes means
Belgique Horticole, but the confusion is

corrected in later vols,, where Belgiqtie
Horticole is abbreviated to "B.H."

R.H. . . . Revue Horticole. Dates from 1826, but
is now considered to have been founded in
1829. ( 1899 :596=year and page opposite
col, plate. 1899, p. 596=year and page
opposite black figure.

)

S Schneider. The Book of Choice Ferns.
London. In 3 vols. Vol. 1, 1892. Vol. 2,

1893.

S,B,F.G. . Sweet British Flower Garden. London.
Series I., 1823-29, 3 vols. Series II..

1831-38, 4 vols.

S,H, . . . Semaine Horticole. Ghent. Founded 1897.

(3:548=year and page.)

S.M, , . . Semaine Horticole. Erroneously cited in

this fashion a few times in first vol.

S.S. . . . Sargent. The Silva of North America.
13 vols. Vol. 1, 1891. Vol, 12, 1898.

(12:620=vol. and plate, not colored.)

S.Z. . . . Siebold & Zuccarini. Flora Japonica. Vol.

1, 183.'>-44. Vol. 2 by Miquel, 1870.

(2:150=vol, and plate.)

V. or V. M. Vick's Magazine. Rochester, N. Y. Founded
1878. Vols, numbered continuously

through the 3 series. Vols, begin with

Nov. (23:2.')0=vol. and page.) Some-
times cited as "Vick."

% Additionni ahhreviations and explanations will be found in the introductory pages of Vol, J.
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Cyclopedia o^ American Horticulture

NABALUS. See Prtnanthes.

N£6£LIA (Karl von Xjppreli. late professor of bot-

uny at Munich). Geanerdcett^. About half a dozer
tropical American herbs allied to Achimen«'s. but the

rts. arranged alternately in a leaHess terminal panicle

(in Achin»ene» the Hs. are axillary). Because of the

panicled flowers, Nte^relias are very ornamental plants.

They are watmhtmse .subjects, propajjatiuK by stolons

or offsets. In cultivation the plants are oftener culled

(iesnerias than Naegelias, but they are distinguished

from that genus in usually having an annular or ring-

like disk at the base of the corolla, rather than a deeply
lobed disk. Tubers usually none. Napgelias hybridize

with other Gesnerias. One liybrid ra<*e is known as

Na>gelio-Achimenes and another (F.S. 10:987-8) as

Mandirola. L. H. B.

In general, the cultural methods given under iJts-

ncria suit Njegelias well. The bulbs should be stored

in the pots in which they have been grown. It is a bad
plan to keep any bulbs or tubers of the Gesneriacete in

dry sand in a dry store-room. After being well ripeiie«l,

Kipgelia bulbs shouhl be kept in the greenhouse under
the benches. Keep them out of the drip, but water
them occasionally. T. D. Hatfield.

A. Fls. nearly scarlet, or hrirk-red, marlcfd irith

ivhitv.

cinnabarlna, Lind. {Oesnh-in ciunabarina. Lind
Fine winter-blooming i)lant, l^i-'Z ft. tall, soft-hairy:
Ivs. round-ovate and cordate, crenate-dentate, thickish,
green, with red or purplish hairs: Hs. about 1

long, hant;ing on the ends of spreading pedicels, gib-

bous-tubular to the very base, the calyx -lobes acute and
spreading, the short corolla-lobes unequal and obtuse,
the flower cinnabar-red or nearly scarlet on the upper
side, but paler an«l spotted on the under side. 5lex,

B.M. 5U3G. Lowe, 33.

AA. Fls. orange-.tcarlef or scarlet, marked irith

yellow,

zebrlna, Kegel (Gexuh-ia zehrXna, Paxt. ). Fig.
14.">4. Much like the above, but brighter colored, red-
dotted below, and yellow within and on the under side:
calyx-lobes short and appressed : corolla contracted
towards the base, whereas they are gibbous or swollen
to the very base in X. cittuaharhta. Brazil. B.M.
3940. B.R. 28:1(5. P.M. 271.-A fine plant, of which
there are several forms. The commonest species.
Names belonging here are Gesneria regalis and
G. splendens.

achimenoldes, Hort. Hybrid of 3''. sebrina and
Achimenes or (iloxinia (said to be with A. glor-
ini(eflora) : fls. very large (often 2 in. long), yel-
lowish rose on the oiitside, yellow and rose-
spotted on the inside, the segments clear rose.

AAA. Fls. white, cream color or rose,

amdbilis, Decne. {N. multifldra. Hook.). Fls. white
or cream color, numerous, hanging, the tube curved
and not much swollen, the obtuse lobes subequal:
plant bearing long, glandular hairs in addition to the
velvety covering : otherwise much like iV. zebrina.
Mex. B.M. 5083. F.S. 12:1192 (as Achimenes [iVVge-
lia] amabilis). G.C. III. 22:413. -The tenable name of
this species is iisually held to be Hooker's iV. tnulti-
flota, which dates from 1858; but Decaisne's iV. amah-
iUs, or N. amabilis, Hort., is older.

hyacinthina, Carr. Of horticultural origin, probably
a hybrid: fls. white or rose, in a very compact pyra-
midal panicle. R.H. 1877:29.

\. fulgida, Ort. Fls. vermilion : Ivs. large, oval, deeply
toothed. Mex.— 3r. Gerolfidna, Regel. Continuoustlowering

plant, allip<l to N. zehrina. Mex. F.S. 2:pl. 4, for April.—y.
fceptre corail Carr. Fls. many in jin open panicle, rinnabar-
red, yellow-spotted ins itb-. R.H. lH«i9. p. l.'Vt and col. plate,

^or pi 'tare i of varieties and hybrids, see F.S. H):l«71-2: 10,

987-8. L. II. B.

KJ^GELIO-ikCHIMENES is a trade n:ime mentioned
unde • Sifg iia.

NA.'DlNA (Japanese ni-me). Berberid(ice(F. A
small, tei. '»*r shrub, with bright red or white berries,

said tc be c^lt. in every little garden in Japan. "At a
distance, says ivtempfer. it has a reed- like appearance,
many simple stems springing up from the same root,

which are branched toward the top (ml> . and are termi-

nated with a pyramidal panicle of red l)erries the size

of a pea."— B.M. The .stems are about as thick as a An-
ger. The foliage is evergreen, and graceful at all times,

being twice or thrice ternately cut. The young growth
is prettily tinged with red, and the bases of the lower
stalks are often swollen into red globular bodies.

The fls. are small, numerous, white and panicled.

1434. Naegelia zebrina.

(Generally known as a Gesneria.

This shrub is rarely grown North iinder glass. Tot-
grown plants or seed.s are procurable from Japanese
dealers. The seeds are said to be of an uncommon
shape, being convex on one side and concave on the other.
The genus contains but one species. It is the only erect-

growing shrub in the barberry family outside of Berberis.
It agrees with the common barberries in having G stamens
and an indehiscent berry, but the fls. are differently

67 (1055)
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1056 NANDINA

1455. Narcissi.

a a, N. Pseudo- Narcissus; b, N. Juuquilla: c, N. poeticus.

colored and the sepals more numerous. There are about 6
petals, but the numerous sepals erradually pass into petals,

the outer ones beinj; small, preen and leathery, the inner
larger and whiter. Ovules 2, ascending from the base.

dom6stica. Thunb. Described almve. Lfts. entire.

Japan and China. B.M. 1 109. tin. 2:5, p. 329; .=58, p. 13.

W. M.
Xandina dnmestira is an old favorite in S. Calif.,

and many fair-sized specimens may be seen, though 8
ft. high is the largest the writer can call to mind now.
Of late years the sale of Nandina has been very slight,

as it is not very desiralde. except for its general effect

as a shrub, an«i it tak«'s some years to make a show.
Many faster growers and better bloomers have taken
its place. It does not produce sufficient foliage; the
stem is always bare, leaving an indistinct whorl of Ivs.

at the extreme top. The fls. are inconspicuous. It is of
easy cultun and does >)esc in a posititm shaded from
the sun during the hotter part of the day. It stools

very freely, and for this reason is somewhat used in
shrubberies, where its otherwise naked stems would
render it valueless. Ernest Brauntok.

HAFOLEONA (after Napoleon Bonaparte). Myrtvl-
CP(F. y<tpnhoH(i imperidlis is a truly imperial plant,
and worthy of being named after the distinguished
military leader. It is a tropical African tree, with
flowers that at once suggest a royal crown. They look
something like a gorgeous passion flower, with equally
rich though different coloring, and the same simpli-
city and symmetry of design expressed in the same
rich multiplicity of detail. They are shaped like a
saucer, al>out 2 inches in diameter, and the dominant
color is apricot. Inside the saucer are two crowns, one
within the other, the inner one smaller. The rim of
the saucer is broken up into about .35 blunt teeth, all

regular and formal, each one with a plait running down
the back to the center of the saucer, and each tooth mi-
nutely serrate around its margin. In the bottom of the
saucer is a circular fringe of green threads, all of equal
length and fineness, springing from the base of the
larger crown. This fringe is displayed against a rich,

dark red background, which imitates in outlint the
toothed rim of the saucer, and colors perhaps three-
fourths of the bottom of the saucer. In the Flora of
Tropical Africa the fls. are said to be red, white or blue.
Elsewhere it is stated that the fls. turn bluish as they
d^cay. This interesting tree seems never to have been
offered in America, but is probably procurable from
Europe. B.M. 4.387. G.O. 1844:780. R.H. 1853. p. 301.

NARCISSUS

NASCtSSUS (old name, thought by some to be de-
rived from the story of the youth Narcissus, and by
others from the (ireek word for narcotic, in allusion tl>

the narcotic-poisonous properties of the plant ). Attia-
ryllidiheit. Plate XX. Figs. 14.").'>-14r»2. Narcissi are
amongst the choicest of hardy spring-flowering plants.
They have long been favorites. In recent years some <»f

the species have come into pnmiinence as subjects for
winter forcing. Baker, in his Handbook of the Amaryl-
lideff, 1888. reduces the species to 16, but garden au-
thors usually recognize thrice that many. They u-e
mostly native to southwestern Europe an<l the Medi-
terranean retrion. The peculiar chara<-teristic of the
Narcissi is the conspicuous crown or short tube in the
throat of the corolla, with which the stamens are not
united. The flowers (Fig. 14.56) have «> spreading seg-
ments, 3 of whi«-h are exterior: stamens <>, attached to the
corolla-tube: fls. single or several from a dry spathe,
usually standing at an angle on the pedicels: biilbs tuni-
cated, the outer scales dark-colored : fr. a thin dehis-
cing capsule.containinsr nearly globular or angular seeds

:

lys. linear or even awl-like, appearing with the flowers.
Narcissi are spring-blooming bulbs, most of them per-
fectly hardy in the northern states and capable of being
naturalize*! in cool and grassy pla«'es. Some of the
species are popular bull>s for winter forcing. The genus
includes the Daffodils ( Daffy-down-dillies) and Jonquils.
There are autumn-flowering species, but they are little

known to cultivators. These auttimn bloomers are of 3
species: iV. ririfliflorus, Schousb., fls. green throughout,
Ivs. nearly terete and usually not appearing with the fls.

;

iV. xerotinuH, Linn., pure white with yellow corona, the
Ivs. nearly terete and appear-
ingafterthe fls. ; iV. ehgans,
Spach, greenish white with
yellow corona, the Ivs. ap-
pearing with the fls. Many
of the ganlen Narcissi are
hybrids. Some students sup-
pose that some of the rec-

1456. Narcissus incomparabilis.

Corona shorter than usual, a shows the corona; c, the
ovary; 6, the spathe. Natural size.
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-9.

otrnizcd species (»n y.inrompartthiJiit an«l -V. ntinriiit)

an- hyliriilrt. SSee Engleheart, Juurn. Roy. Hort. Soc.

17, p. ;r..

The word Daffodil is variously used. In this rotintry

it means iisuaily the full douhie fonus of .V. Psrudo-
Xitrvii*Au:i, plants which are very eoninion in «dd jfar-

dens. M<Miern named varieties of this I>atT<. til type are
Van Sion and Rip Van Winkle. In England, however,
Daffodil is a more treneral t«*rn>, used for most speeies
exeept the Poet's Narcissus (.V. porticns).

Tiiere are numberless f(»rms of garden Narcissi,
Some of these are hybrids and others are direct varia-
tions from the pure or oriirinal species. Many of these
forms bear Latin names, as if they were species, and
thtreby confusion often arises. The most serviceable
classification is based on the size an«l shape of the crown
or corona. Baker recog^nizes three jrreat sections, which
are followed below. The standard works <»n the Narcis-
sus in En;rlish are Burbid^e's " The Narcissus," with
many colored plates, and Peter Barr's "Ye Narcissus or
Daffo<lyl Flowre, and hys Roots." Haworth wrote a
Monograph of Narcissi in I8.'n. in whi«*h he ma«' • 1<>

genera of the plants which are now referred to Nai.-is-

8us. For .'{00 years and more, some of the species have
been known as cultivated plants. In the following ac-
count, the main or stem species are given ; and the
most common trade and class names are given in an
introductory paragraph, with notes as to their botanical
positions.

Following are the common and important Latin-
form trade names (see the main list, below) : Albicans,
a form of N. Pseudo- Narcissus, var. moschatus. the
segments white and the corona primrose, changing
to white. — ^lyVr-r is an old generic name for N. Ps»'udo-
Narcissus; this species is now sometimes called the
Ajax Narcissus. — B<i<-khouxei (Pse .»-Narcissus x
incomparabilis) has single horizor* yellow flowers
with tube nearly equaling tne Sf,rments. — Barrii
(poeticus X Pseudo-Narcissus or inc jmnarabilis x poet-
Icus), of the medium-crowned se«'t;on. l.as yellow hori-
zontal tis. with long, slen<ler neck ; "covers a series of
forms intennt'diate between incomparj, bills and poeti-
cus, nearer the former than the latter" (Baker); Fig.
U'}7.— Bern<irfU is like N. Macleaii. but with a more
plicate and deeper-colored citrona. — Buvrh-flouered
Ditffndils are N. Tnzt'tta. — BurOidtjei (probably incom-
parabilis X poeticus, in a series of forms) has the habit
of N. poeticus, with a solitary drooping flower with
white segments and a very short corona with a yellow
base ami red rim. — CamhricKs is an early whitish bi-
colnr. — Capax plenns is an old name for a double form,
now undeterminable. — OrHHM«, form of N. Pseudo-
Narcissus, var. moschatus, with a drooping, silvery
white fl.; early. — Corbuhiria yarcissi are the N. Bul-
bocrxUum forms. Corbularia is an old generic name
for this apecies. — Ci/clamineHS (B.M. G950) is a sub-
species of N. Pseudo-Narcissus, with
a drooping fl. with leraon-yellow seg-
ments and orange crenate narrow co-
rona.— F^aY-Zf-rtrerf Xarris.si are the
various f'irras of N. Pseudo-Narcissus.

— Gantftnfdex is an old generic name for N. triandrus
and its forms. — ^y/f/fn*^*-**."* = Sir Watkiu. — 6'«i#//j«<» is

a form of N. Pullioccidium with
small (-reafn-white fls. H.M. b47;{

h. — (rrtindiflornn it appli«-u

to a large-fld. white fonn of N.
Tazetta. — Humei (incompara-
bilis X Pseudo-Narcissus ) has a
single noilding yellow flower

1458.

Trumpet Daffodil—

Pseudo-Narcissus.

(X %.)

1457. Narcissus Barrii. One of the popular liybrids.

with long, straight cup (often equaling the segments
but variable in size).-Z*f<7.'*it (probablv poculiformis
X incomparabilis) has slender-tubed 'horizontal or
drooping fls. with white segments and yellow to
whitish corona

; one of the medium-crowned kinds-
Baker mentions a var. Leedsii of X. incomparabilis
with yellow fls. and orange-red rim to the corona -
Xfwf A<///=N. Pseudo-Narcissus. - i,«/>«/aWt/« is a
confused name, usually applied to the deep yellow dou-
ble Daffodil, N. Pseudo-Narcis.sus.— ZrtrjYo/n/s desig-
nates forms of N. Pseudo-Narcissus. -ZM.sw7„„jr«.>f is a

nanie for a bicolor N.
Pseudo-Narcissus.— J/rt-
eleaii (probably Pseudo-
Narcissus X Tazetta) is
a 1- to 2-fld. plant of
stout growth, bearing
horizontal short - tubed
fls. with white segments
and yellow crenate co-
rona half or more the
length of the lobes. B.
-M. 2.-)88. B.R. 12:987.-
Major (N. major, Curt;
B.M. 51) is a form of N.
Pseudo-Narcissus, very
robust, with deep golden
yellow flowe-. — J/a.s^^r-
sianus is a hybrid of N.
Tazetta and N. poculi-
formis,— J!faxz»i?«.? is a
large - fld. form of N
pseudo - Narcissus with
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yellow f\n. — MilHfri, hybrid of N. ini-ompamhilis and N.
I*st-u«lo-N*rci><HU», var,iiio.HchatuH. — .l/<»ior (N. minor,
Linn.) In a very dwarf form of N. Pi^eudo-Nari'lMsus (>

in. or less high),with sulfur-yellow sejfiuentM and deeper
yellow corona. — JfoM/»i MM ji = p«KMilifonnJ«. — MuticuA
(Ajax muticus, Gay) in a form of N. Pneudo-Nan-issus
with narrow yellow corona and sulfur-yellow segments.
— A>/«oni, a subtyj»e of N. Macleaii, very robust, and
fls. larger (2-3 in. acrosH), the corona more than half as
long as the negmentH. — Obvallarin is a dwarf form of N.
Faeudo-Narcissus, with floiiferous habit, bright yellow
fls. and rather short segments. — Or»ui/M.>< i» an early
form of N. poeticus. — /*«//<t/MX, a white form of N.
Pseudo-Narcissus. — Pffr/fj*^ yarriMni are the forms of
N. incomparabilis. — PoculiformiH (or N. niontanus,
Ker; B.R. 2:123) has 1 or 2 nodding white fls. and a

1459. Paper White Narcissus—N. Tazetta. var. alba (X 73)-

straight corona about half the length of the segments;
origin doubtful : by some regarded as a hybrid and by
others as a native' of the Pyrenees, Pritwepx, sulfur-

yellow and yellow-crowned, a form of the N. Pseudo-
Narcissus type. — ,^Me/^ia is an old generic name to dis-

tinguish the group comprising N. incomparabilis.—
Rip Van Winkle is a double variety of N. Pseudo-
Narcissus.—^oma» Narcissus is a name for double-
fld. N. Tazetta, white with orange cup. — Bugilobus.
large-fld. pale yellow variety of N. Pseudo-Narcis-
sus.— iSco/icMS, N. Pseudo-Narcissus with deep yellow
corona and whitish segments; known as Scotch Gar-
land Lily.— .S'jV Wafkin or qigantetis is a very large-

fld. form of N. incomparabilis.— jSptm?<.s, a yellow N.
Pseudo-Narcissus, a subform of var. major. -Tf/flrwio-

nius, a yellow N. Pseudo-Narcissus, usually known

«« Van Slon. — T'^/nmoN/H;* plrmin is a double form.—
Tennior is a slender fonn of N. griwiliH, the small pale
Hs. changing t4) white. B.M. M9. — TurtiioMUn has twisted
segments : a fomi of N. Pseudo-Narcissus, var. mos-
chatus.- rnJi/m iiJi is like N. Nelsoni, but has 2-3 fls.,

with tul>e usually olwonic— Van Sion is a large pur«
yellow and very double form <»f N. Pseudo-Narcissus,
much used for forcing. There is also a single Van Sion.
— \'nriifnrmin is n form of N. Pseudo-Narcissus with
canary-yellow corona and white segments, the tls.

variable.

IXDIX TO XAMKS IN TUE MAIN U8T.

alhce, 7ft.

albii8, 4, II.

niirantis, 4.

axirruB, 7c.

Bertolonii, 7c.

bicolor. 2, 7a.
biflorns, 11.

brevifliiB, 2.

Balb<K-o4liuin. 1.

calathinus. 3.

Caiiarifnais, 76.

Chinese Sacred Lily,
7a.

oitrinns. 1.

Cluaii, 1.

Corrpretifig. 7a.
eupvlarig. "ir.

("5 Muineu • flowered
Nan-issus. .'{.

linffodils. 1. 2.

dnhiug. 7ft.

F«'Hi'ilis, tf.

ii op-Petti«*oa»D»f-
ro4lii. 1.

Jlorafifliiii. 2 .

incorapHraliilin, 4.

interrnodinn, 8.

Ilalicim. 7c.

Jonquil. 10.

Jonquil la. 10.

Jnncifclius, 6.

lacticolur, 7a.

I^'iit Lily, 2.

luteie. 7c.

monopliyllus, 1.

moschittus, 2.

orhri)leiim$, la.
odorus. r>.

orientuliK, 7a.

pneht/Mbon, 7ft.

J'anizzianua. "ft.

Piil»er White. 7ft.

papyraceua, 7ft.

patultis, la.
Phejwanf H Eye. 12.

poeticus. 12.

polyanthut, lb.

Polyanthus Narriii-
SUH. 7.

Primrose Peerless,
11.

Pseudo • XarriiBus,
'2.

radiiflorus. 12.

Tazetta. 7.

triiiiKlrus, 3.

Trnmpet Daffodil.

A. Maonicoronati or Laroe-Crownkd spt>ries: corona
ax loHtf OK thf .snftnfuf.s, <>r even lottijfr, trumptt-
shaped or c///'>i(/W« .//. — Daffodils. (Formsof No.
3 may be sought here.)

B. Lvs. green, few (often only 1), very slender and
nearly terete, chaunetltd.

1. Bulbocddium, (..inn. Hoop-Petticoat Daffodil.
A slender plant, with bulb 1 in. or less in diani., and
the very slender Ivs. (usually 3 or 4 to each .stem)

mostly overtopping the blossoms : fl. 1, ascending or
horizontal (not declined), IH or \'% in. long in most
forms, normally bright yllow in all parts, the very
prominent thin corona entire or crenulate ; stamens
inserted near the base of the tube, declined, rather
long. S. France to Morocco. H.^L 88. — Runs into many
garden forms and hybrids. Fls. usually borne .5-8 in.

above the ground.

Var. monoph^lltis, Baker (.V. monophyUua, Moore.
y. Clusii. DuTuili. An Algerian form, now in cult.,

usually with 1 If., and H. sessile Hnd white: corona cre-
nate. B.M. 5831.

Var. citrinus. Baker,
the corona crenulate.

Fls. large, pale lemon-yellow.

BB. L>:s. glaucous, several, flat.

2. Pseildo- Narcissus, Linn. ('ommon Daffodil.
Trumpet Daffodil. Lknt Lily. Fig. 1458. Strong
plant, 12-18 in. tall, with bulb lJ^-2 in. in diam. : Ivs.

narrow but flat, erect, usually about reaching the blos-
soms: fl. about 2 in. long, horizontal or ascending, pale
yellow, the segments and corona usually of dilTerent
shades, the corona deeply crenate or almo.st crenate-
fimbriate, more or less plicate; stamens inserted near
the base of the perianth, short. From Sweden and Eng-
land to Spain and Austria. — Exceedingly varia))le in
size, shape and coloring of fls. There are full double
forms (Common Daffodil) in which the corona di.«ap-

pears as a separate body, and supernumerary segments
are present. It is one of the hardiest and commonest of
Narcissi.
This species is the Trumpet Narcissus, so named

from the long corona. The normal foniis are Yellow
Trumpets, but the Bicolor Trumpet, var. bicolor, Hort.
(y. bicolor, Linn.), has pure white segments and yel-
low corona. To this variety Baker refers iV. br^viflos.

Haw. (B.M. 1187). and Iv. Hdrsfieldii, Burb. The
White Trumpets are var. mcschitus, Hort. {N. mos-
ehdfns, Linn.; B.M. 1.300), which has cream-white or
white flowers.
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NARCISSCS

AA- MEDioronoNATi or MEnrrM - TRowNEn npteifn :

corona unHnlbf ahont half thr (ctujth of the »eg-
tnentn, rnpshn pid. (Forms of N. triandru.H may
have larii^e crownt*.;

B. St'jmenta nnrrotr. ntnmling utraight barkivardu
(reflfSfil).

n. triindrofl, Linn. CvrLAMEx-ri/^WTRKn NARrissu)*.
SlentU'f iscape 10-18 in. tall), bull* '4 in. or lens in

NARCISSUS 1059

1460. The Jonquil—Narcissus lonquilla (X %).

diani., the Ivs. few, very slemler and .semi-cylindrical
and not overtopping the blossoms: fls. l-several, hori-
zontal or drooping, an inch long, both the lanceolate
segnu-nts and the entire cup-shaped corona pure white
in the type ; stamens sometimes a little exserted.
Spain and Portugal.

Var. calathinus (X. calntMnus, Red., Burbidge, etc.,

not Ker-Gawl | , Corona larger, nearly or quite as long
as the segments, the flower pale yellow. Island of Brit-

tany.

BB. Segments oblong or broader, spreading.

c. Lvs. flat {but narrow) and glaucous.

4. inco^par^bilis, Mill. Figs. 1456. Strong fine

species, with large bulb (IJ^ in. in diam. ) and li-5 Ivs.,

which are nearly o. uite the length ( 1 ft. long) of the
distinctly 2-edged scape: fl. always one, not fratfrant,

horizontal or somewhat ascending, on a very short pedi-
cel, the tube usually greenish, the segments and cer-
nate-plicate corona pale yellow in the type (but varying
toother color combinations), the stamens not exserted.
S. France and Spain to the Tyrol. B.M, 121. -One of
the commonest species in cult., the fls. often .'{—4 in.

across. Double forms are frequent. Var. ^Ibus, Hort.,
has white fls., with the corona usually pale yellowish.
Var. aurdntis, Hort., has the corona orange at the top.

c. Lvs. linear and channelled, green.

5. oddms, Linn. Lvs. half the width (H in.) of those
of y. incomparabilis, the bulb nearly or quite as large,

the peduncle terete or very nearly so : fls. about 2
(sometimes 4), fragrant, the tube more slender than in
iV. incomparabilis, and the corona somewhat smaller,
the fl. bright yellow throughout. France and Spain and
eastward. B.M. 9.34 (as xV. calathinHx). —A good hardy
species, diflfering from y. incomparabilis chiefly in its

narrow leaves, 2 or more blossoms to a peduncle, fls.

fragrant.

r>. jtmcifdUui, L:ig. Small, nlender apeeies, with
bulb ulMmt >,, in. in diam., and very narrow, msh-like
lvs., about 6 in. long and about equaling the terete
scape: fls. 1-4, horizontal or ascending, the tube slen-
der-cylindrical (S in. long), the broail-ovate, spreading
segments and the cup-shaped, crenulate corona bright
yellow. S. France and south. — A choice fancier's
plant.

AAA. PARViroRONATf or Small-Crowned xpeciea

:

corona usuiifhf murh lea.H than half the length
of the gf-gmentM, montly saucer-shaped.

B. Corona soft and uniform in texture: Iva.

various.

c. Li'.i. 14 in. or more broad, flat, somewhat glaucous.

7. Taz^tta, Linn. Poltanthis Narcissis. Fig.
1459. Strong species, the bulb often 2 in. in diam., the
lvs. \}i ft. or less long, aboi:t the length of tlie flat-

tened peduncle : fls. several (4-12), horizontal or de-
clined on slender pedicels, tie tube less than 1 in.

long and greenish, the bpreading, broad segments pure
white, and entire corona lemon-yellow, the whole fl.

about IVa in. across. Canarv Isl. to China and .Tapaii.

—The commonest species and the most variable. "Of
the multifor n Tazetta Narcissi about 100 have received
specific names."- 7y«i^»'r. "The numerous forms of j.V.

Tazetta are so extremely variable that nothing short of
fifty folio plates would do the plant justice."— /^Mr-
bidge. All this mass of varieties is readily grouped
under one specific type, however, which is recognizable
by the many 8mall-crownf'<l fls. and the broad lvs. The
variations are largely in color and in size of fls. Baker
makes three groups:

a. bicolores, the permiitu white and the corona yel-
low. Here are to be placed lactirolor, Corcyrensis,
patulus, ochroleucus and many others. It is probable
that the "Chinese Sacred Lily" (3^ orientalis, Linn.
B.M. 948) i? a form of this subtype, although Baker
suggests that it is y. incomparabilis x Tazetta. It is

known as Tazetta, var. orientalis, Hort.
b. (ilbcp, entire fl. white. Here belongs the "Paper

"White," very popular for winter bloom. Here are to be
referred the names papyraceus, Panizzianus, dubius,
Canariensis, pachybolbos, polyanthos.

c. /ri/ffp, entire fl. yellow. Here belong ajirpM«, c«pH-
laris, liertolonii, Italicus.

cc. Lvs. ^ in. or less broad, mostly terete or subte-
rete, not glaucous.

8. intermddiuB, Lois. A yellow-fld. species, distin-
guished from y. Tazetta chiefly by its subterete. deep-
channeled green lvs., which are only ^4 in. wide:
peduncle nearly terete. S.
France and Spain.

9. firrdcilis, Sabine. Smaller,
1 ft. high, the peduncle 2-edged,
the bright green lvs. % in. or
less wide and verj- convex on
the bock: fl. pale yellow, the
corona usually somewhat deeper
colored than the segments. S.
France (?). Known chiefly as
an old garden plant. B.R. 10:
81«i.

10. Jonquilla, Linn. Joxqiil.
Fig. 1400. Very slender and
graceful ph'.nt, 1)4 ft. or less

tall, the lvs. and peduncle about
equal in height, the lvs. glossy
dark green and very narrow and rush-like: fls. 2-6, fra-
grant, the slender cylindrical tube greenish yellow and
an inch or less long, the segments yellow, obovate and
scarcely overlapping, the corona Very short {% in. or
less long), crenate. the same color as the segments. S.
Eu. and Algeria. B.M. 15. —One of the old-fashioned
fls., perfectly hardy in N. Y
BB. Corona with a prominently hardened or dry

rim : lvs. broad.

11. bifldrus, Curt. Primrose Peerless. Strong
species, with bulb 2 in. or less in diam. : lvs. 1-2 tc.

long and nearly or quite K in. broad, and slightly glau-
cous, usually equaling and sometimes exceeding the

1461. Narcissus

poeticus (XX).
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'dRPtl peduncle: fls. !-.'{, usnally 2, white, with
A pale > ,'llow cup, the tube greenish white and 1 in.

lon^, the segments broad-obovate and overlaj';)in{r, the
corona % in. l<»ng, with a crisped edge. Var. dlbus has
white fls. S. Eu. B.M. 197.— This plant has a wide
range in the wild state, bnt some persons regard it as

a hybrid of X. Tazetfa and X. poeticuK. Apparently
little known in this country.

12. posticus, Linn. Pheasant's Eye. Figs. 1401. 14r»2.

Strong-growing species, sometimes 1 Va ft. high, the bulb
about 1 in. thick, the Ivs. equaling or exceeding the 2-

edged peduncle and J^ in. broud, somewhat glaucous:

1462. Double White Narcissus—N. alba plena ordorata.

a form of N. poeticus ( X 'aJ.

fl. solitary (rarely 2), fragrant, wide open, the obovate
overlapping segments white, the very short, yel'""-ish

corona much cri«>ped and red-edged'. Meditei;t.uean
region.—An old favorite, recognized by the red-mar-
gined, short corona. A double form of this (Fig. 1462)
is a pure white, a rare color amongst double narcissi.

Var. radiifldms, Burbidge (iV. radiifld^us, Salisb.).

More slender and Ivs. narrower: corona narrower and
more erect: segments narrowed below so thai they do
not overlap. L. H. B.

Culture of ^he Xarcisstns.— '^&rQ'is^.i are among the
oldest of cultivated plants, but were much neglected for
many years. During the last two decades there has
spread a renewed interest in the family, with the usual
result in such cases that the habitats have been closely
«<earche<l for new forms , and new hybrids have been
raised till we have now a surprising number of beauti-
ful flowers a\ailable. Recentlv manv of these have

become so plentiful that they are within reach of the
most impecunious ganlener. and there is no reason why
American gardens should not be tilled with good collec-

tions of these beautiful flowers, or why florists should
not force a more interesting list. With few exceptions
the Narcissi are hardy and strong-growing under ordi-
nary cultivati<m. The "bunch-flowered "or Polyanthus
Narcissi and Corbularias are better grown under glass.

The Moschatns varieties, which are white (or properly
sulfur-white) forms, seem to be of rather ten«ler
constitutions in most gardens. Otherwise the Nar-
cissi as a rule succeed in good turfy loan>, but no
manure, rotted or otherwise, must touch the bulbs. Of
course drainage should be goo«l, and moisture plentiful
in growing season. In the garden it is well to plant the
bulbs say 6 or 8 inches deep, and \i inches at most apart,
and allow them to remain till thej' ft»rm strong groups,
or till they show signs of too much exhaustion from
numerous oflFsets. As decaying foliage is unsightly in
the garden, a good plan is to dress the beds in the fall

with some rich manure, either animal or chemical, and
in early spring start seedlings of annuals to cover the
beds when the Narcissi are through flowering, the
dressing being necessary for the sustenance of the
double crop. Too strong a cultivation of the Narcissi
is not to be recommended, an extra vigor of growth
being detrimental to the purity (- 'he color of the
flowers. If the object is to incrv. ne's stock as
quickly as possible, biennial or even an, . lifting and
separation of bulbs is advantageous. For naturalizing
in waste places, in the grass, or near water, many of the
strong-growing kinds will succeed perfectly. What to
select is somewhat experimental for, as every gardener
knows, plants equally hardy and vigorous will not grow
in everj' garden.
The proper time to plant is in late summer or early

fall, and the Poeticus kinds should not be kept out of
ground longer than possible; knob-like excrescences
at the base of the bulbs indicate that growth is com-
mencing and that planting should not be delayed. All
Daffodils force easily after being well rooted, and should
be brought on in a moderate temperature, as they are
naturally low temperature plants— so much so, in fact,

that in the open the flowers are very apt to be ruined
under our sunny skies, especially if exposed to drying
winds. A most satisfactory planting ot Narcissi for
house decoration is the use of flat lily pots, say 8 inches
in diameter, placing the bulbs closely together. Ihe
flowers carry best and keep better if cut when half open.
The intending collector will perhaps be confused

when he opens a list of say 200 varieties, and it may be
as well to say that a moderate commencement may be
made by selecting a few of each section into which these
are usually divided in good lists, bearing in mind that
price is not an indicati(m of the beauty or iisefulness.
As a mjitter of fact, the lower price is usually an indica-
ti<m that these are not uncertain and are probably more
valuable in the garden. There are a few forms, such as
N. Horsfieldii, Emperor Maximus, Mrs. J. B. M. Canim,
Stella, and all forms of Poeticus. which no well-consti-
tuted garden should be without, but one can scarcely go
amiss. J. N. Gerard.

In Europe, the Narcissus, next to the tulip, is the
most extensively grown and popular of the spring-flow-
ering bulbs for outdoor culture. Probably owing to
many varieties not proving hardy in our climate of ex-
tremes of temperature, it has never occupied the posi-
tion it deserves in American ganbns. Though many
varieties are n«»t hardy here, there are enough that can
be successfully grown to make them among the most
desirable of our spring-flowering bulbs. Though our
hot suns ripen them much faster than in the equable
climate of Britain, still a good selection of varieties
will produce a greater profusion of bloom for a season
of five weeks than any of our bulbous plants.

Most varieties are very accommodating in the matter
of soil, succeeding well in any good garden that is not
very sandy or a stiff clay, but good drainage is always
essential. As they can occupy the same place for five

or six years, it is well to prepare the bed by deep dig-
ging and liberal fertilizinp- with well-rotteJ ^tr>'*» ma-
nure. The bulbs should be planted from 4 to 5 inches
deep from the upper end of tl e bulbs to the surface.
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and from 4 to 6 inches apart. Those that increase slowly,
as the Trumpet varieties, should be 4 inches, junl the
more vigorous Poeticus andlnconiparahilis surts f^liould

be at least G inches apart, as they increase so rapidly
that in five or six years they will orcupy the whole
space. No variety should be disturbed till the bulbs
are «o crowded that they force themselves to the
surfi; -e.

In the northern states and Cana<la plant in Septem-
ber, as soon as the bulbs arrive from Europe, or during;
the month of October, not later; after the end of Octo-
ber the bulbs cannot make roots enough before winter
to produce good flowers tiie following spring. As soon
as the surface of the soil is frozen, cover with strawy
stable manure 4 to G inches deep, which shouhl be
raked off and removed as early in the spring as possi-
ble. After flowering, the foliage slumld be allowed to
die naturally each spring; if cut off when green the
bulbs do not ripen properly, and the flowers next sea-
son are inferior in quality ; no seed pods should be
allowed to form. When cutting for house decoration,
cut as soon as the flower bud opens; the flowers last
much longer than if exposed to the sun after openintr. If
specimens are to be mailed to a friend, cut before the
bud opens; they will travel nmch safer, and will open
out perfectly when put into water.

All the Poeticus varieties are perfectly hardy, and
profuse bloomers, except Alba plena odoratn ,\\-h\v\i

cannot stand the hot suns of our average climate, and
which blooms freely only in a cool, wet season. Most
years the flowers are formed, but the spathe does not
open. X. poeticus. with white perianth and reddish
}>urple crown, is the sweetest perfumed and freest
bloomer of all Narcissi, and should be in every garden.
Its season is the last half of May. Poetims ornntns.
not so sweet perfumed, but a'lar^rer and showier
flower, has a perianth of thei)urest white and an orange
crown, in bloom the first half of Ma\. Another very
handsome form is bil'lnms, white, with pale yellow
crown, flowers always in pairs, season about the same.
The tjrpe Burbidijei an<l its numerous varieties are all

desirable, but the above three kinds are the best of the
short-crowned section.
The medium-crowned Narcissi, including X. inffnn-

parabilis and the hybrids Jiarri. Leetlsi, llnmei, Xel-
soni, etc., is the largest of the three sections, many
dealers offering over one hundred varieties. They are
all, with the possible exception of X. Hnmei varieties,
quite hard> and very desirable garden flowers, many of
them increasing as rapidly as X. poetictts. The pre-
vailing color is yellow in va-ying shades: sometimes
the perianth is white, though never so pure a color as
^V'. poeticus. They vary in size from the dainty little

X. Lecdai eleqauH, white, with a pale yellow crown, to
the Giant Sir Watkin, golden yellow. w..h a darker
<'rown, a magnificent flower that should be in every
collection. Other very satisfactory sorts are Stella,
Cynosure, Sunray, Circe an<l Golden Gem. The best
doubles in this section are double Incomparabilis, a
ver>' free bloonjer, and Sulphur Phoenix, the most beau-
tiful of all double Narcissi.
The large-crowned or Tninipet Narcissi are the most

elegant and beautiful of all spring flowers . Unfortu-
nately they have not the vigor or adaptability of the
other sections, and most of them die out after two or
three years' struggling against the unfavorable condi-
tions of our climate; but numy of them are so low in
price now that they are well worth a place in the bor-
der even if they h.ive to be replanted every two or three
years. They are divided into three groups : (1) Yel-
low-flowered, in which the periantl* and trumpet are
both yellow, though sometimes of different shades. In
this group Obvallaris and Emperor (a lartre flower)
are quite hardy, while Golden Spur. Henry Irvinp-.

Trumpet major. Trumpet maximus, Shirhy Hibbani,
Countess of Annesley and Von Sion. all splendid
flowers, bloom well the first si)ring, indifferently the
second, and generally die after the third year, except
under very favorable conditions, (2) The Bicolor
group, in which the perianth is white or pale primrose
and the trumpet deep yellow; among the whites Hors-
fieldii. (irandis and Empress are quite hardy and very
beautiful. The best of the primrose perianths is the

well-known Princeps, so cheap that it should be largely

planted in ever>' garden for cut-flowers. X. bicolor,

Pscudo-Xnrciss'us Scotticnx and Michael Foster are nt<t

quite hardy. (.1) The white-flowered, in which both
perianth and tmmpet are white, though generally with a
tinge of sulfur. None of this group are (juite hunly.
Most of them are t<K> expensive to plant for one season's

bh>om, hut Moachutus, Moschatux albican.^ and PalUdus
pnfcox are low enouirh in price to be worth trying. The
well-known <louble Von Sion, so extensively forced by
florists, is not quite hunly in the Canadian garden. It

blooms well the first year, and sometimes the s^-cond

year, but in the third or fourth year it turns green in

color and gradually dies out.

None of the Polyatithus Narcissus, Jonquils, orlloojt-

Petticoat Daffodils (A', liulbocodium) are hardy enough
to be worth planting in the colder parts of the northern
states or Cana4la, unless in very favorable locations.

Pot CuLTi'KE. — All varieties of the Narcissus are
suitable for pt)t culture. Those of the Poeticus section

require careful handling for success, but all the other
kinds are of the easiest culture. Especially desirable

for their beauty and delicious ouor are the Jomjuils,

single and double, Odorus rugulosus and the Polyan-
thus or bunch-flowered Narcissus, the best known of
of which are the Paper White and the so-called Chinese
Sacre<l Lily.

The large-flowered sorts may be planted three in a
.^-inch pot, and the smaller bulb3, as Jonquils and Bul-
booodiums, five in a 5-inch pot. Set the bulbs with the
neck at the surface. The soil and treatment given
hyacinths will ensure success. If enough are planted
to b". ^g fresh pots forward every two weeks, a contin-

uou.-. succession of ' bhmm can be maintained from
December to May. r. p. Whyte.

NABTH£CIUM (an anagram of Anthericum, from
the (ireek Antherikos, supposed t(i have been the As-
phodel). Lilidce<e. Boit-asphouel. About 4 species of
perennial rhiz<miatous herbs, with linear, equitant basal
Ivs., wiry, v?rect, simple stem, and terminal racemes
of vellow tts. N.ttivfs of Eu., E. Asia, Atlantic States
and Calif. Stem 10 in.-J ft. high : Ivs. .'{-8 in. long, 2

lines or less wide: fls. on bracted pedicels; bractlets
linear ; perianth of (J narrowly lanceolate segments,
reflexed or spreading in fl., soon erect, persistent; sta-

mens 6; anthers 2-celled: stigmas small, terminal ainl

slightly lobed : seeds numerous, ascending, with a long
bristle-like tail at each end.

Calif6nucuin, Baker. Stem 1-2 ft. high: basal Ivs.

IJ'2-- lines broad; cauline Ivs. 2-3 in number, short:
raceme 3-.") in. long, loose: fls. 30—10. j'ellowish green:
capsules of paper-like texture, slender at top, 3-valved,
when ripe a liright salmon color. Swamps, Calif. Intro-

duced by dealers in native plants in 1888 or 1889.

M. B. COI'LSTOX.
NASEBEEEY. See Sapodilla.

NASTIJETIUM (classical Latin name of some cress,
from nusHs, nose, and tortus, distortion; referring to
the effect of its pungency upon the nostrils). Crucif-
erct. This genus includes the familiar Water Cress,
X. officiualc. It is too well known to need much de-
scription, and is of easy culture. (See Cress. ) Water
Cress is a hard\', aquatic, perennial plant, which grows
in pure running water, and has a delijrhtful pepi)ery
taste. It is much used for garnishing and for salads.
The stems are spreadins? and take root at the lower
joints. The Ivs. are usually lyrately or pinnately parted
and eared at the base: Ifts. .'{-11, more t>r less rounded
and wavy: fls. small, white. An allied plant is the
Common Wiiitcr Cress or Yellow Rocket ( Harhnrea
vuUjaris), but this is a dry land plant, with yellow fls.

In the tropics X. Tudivum is a desirable cress. This is

an erect annual, with yellow fls. It is said to have been
cult, in Europe, but Pailleux and Bois say it is useless
outside the tropics. Nasturtixin) is a gemis of 20 or
more widely scattered s]»ecies. They are herbs of vari-
ous habit and duration, terrestrial or a<|uatic, glabrous
or pubescent: Ivs. entire or variously lobed or pinnati-
sect: fls. usually yell<»w: petals scarcely clawed, some-
times lacking; stamens 1-4J: pods short or long; seeds
usually in 1 series. ^y ^j
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NATIVE PLANTS. It has been said that Americans
do not appreciate the indigenous plants of the country.
This may have been true, but it is not true now. The
desire for native and natural plants is one of the promi-
nent movements of the present time. It is not stranaje

that wild plants are not appreciate*! in a new country.
The first necessity of our civilization was to fell the
trees that ground might be tilled and habitations be
built. The necessities of life were imported; the litera-

ture was exotic; the plants were transported from other
lands. In Europe the c<mditions of living had become
established. People luui outgrown the desire to remove.
They appreciated their own plants and also those from
tlie New World. American plants attracted attention in

Europe rather than in America.
Ten years ago, the writer ma<le r. census of indige-

nous American plants whi<h were known to have been
introduced to cultivation. The statistics were published
in ''Annals of Horticulture for 181)1." It was found "that
there are in North America, north of Mexico, about
10,150 known species of Native Plants, distributed in

l,')~)o genera and 1(>8 families. Of these, 2,410 species
are recorded in this census, representing 769 genera
and 133 families. Of this number, 1,929 species are now
offered for sale in America; 1,500 have been introduced
into England, of which 487 are not in cultivation in this

country." All these species are catalogued in the census.
The only other account of the entire cultivated flora is

that whi<;h is contained in this Cyclopedia, and fur
which the lists often years ago were a preparation. The
final summing up of these V(»lumes will show an in-

creased number of Native Plants in cultivation in this

country. A brief sketch of ihe history of recent efforts

towards the introduction o>' Native Plants is given in

the preface to the census above mentioned.
Formerly, the term "American Plants" had a tech-

nical meaning in England. William Paul in his book
on " American Plants,"' published in Lomhm in 1858,

writes as follows: " Th»^ history of American plants
may be briefly told. The term is popularly applied to
several genera, principally belonijing to the natural
order Ericaceae. They are generally 'evergreen,' pro-
ducing their flower< for the most part in the months of
May and June." The book is devoted largely to rhodo-
dendrons, azaleas and kalmias, although European and
other heaths are included.
There is a strong tendency towards the production of

peculiarly American types an<l races even in Old World
d<maesticated species, as of the carnation and sweet
pea. As American plant-breeders come to give greater
attention to native species, the divergencies between
the horticulture of the Old World and that of the New
World will be accentuated. l_ j-{ 3

NAUMBUBGIA (after Naumlnirg). Prinnih)rt'(P.

Spiked Loosestrife. A monotypic genus of the north
temperate z(me, with opposite Ivs. and fls, in short,
axillary, peduncled spikes ; corolla .5-7-parted, rotate;
stamens 5-7, opposite the divisions of the corolla: cap-
sule 1-loculed ; seeds several on a central placenta. Dif-
fers from Lysinuwhia in the spiked Howers, nearly sepa-
rate stamens, and the presence of tooth-like staminodia.

guttata, Mfpnch ( Lifxhndchia fhyrsiflbra. Ait.}.
Erect, perennial herb, l-2.'2 ft.hitrh: Ivs. lanceolate,
acute, narrowed at the base, lower cau-
line scale-like: fls. 2-3 lines broad,
yellow, purple-dotted ; lobes of the
corolla linear -oblong. May -.July.
Swamps. B.M. 2012. — Grows best in
shallow water, k. M. Wiegaxd.

jilaces, but affords the lx>'»t general horticultural condi-
tions. This is in part ow>i g to soil and the possibility
of more favorable sites, -a part to the milder climatt-,
and in part to the heavji r rainfall of the region. The
central part of the state is more even in surface, and
subject to a high rate of evaporation from dry summer
and winter winds, therefore less favorable. Beyond the
prairies, to the westward, lie the sand-hills, which are in
turn followed by the buttes and Bad Lands of the ex-
treme western part. West of the UMtth meridian fruit-
growing of all kinds is diflicult and uncertain, though,
as the conditions come to be better understood an(l
guarded, planting is being pushed farther and farther
westward. As irrigation develops, fruit will be far
more grown than now.
Commercial orcharding under irrigation is just begin-

ning in the western and central portions of the state.
According to E. P. Stephens, of Crete, Neb., who has
closely followed its devel<>j>ment, only about .300 acr^s
have been planted, the largest number being in Lin-
coln county, which has about 180 acres. A beginning
is also being made in small fruits under irrigation.
Shipping facilities are excellent, since several fa.-t

freight lines already run through the state.

The State Horticultural Society has divided the state
into nine fruit districts, which are very generally recog-
nized in the discussions and recommendations of the so-
ciety. These districts are indicated on the accompany-
ing map. Tiiey are known, in the order numbered, as
the (1) Southeastern, (2) Northeastern, (3) East-central,
(4) West-central, (5) Lower Re])ublican, (G) South-
western, (7) Lower Niobrara, (8) Northwestern and (9)
Western districts. In the revised fruit list published
by the society, apples are recommended for general
planting in Districts Nos. 1 and 2, and for trial in the
balance of the state. Peaches are recommended for
general planting in District No. 1 and for trial in Dis-
tricts Nos. 5 and 6. Plums (native varieties) and cher-
ries are recommended for Districts Nos, 1,2,5 and (>,

and for trial in the balance of the state. Black rasp-
berries are reconnnende«l in Districts Nos. 1 and 2, an<l

for trial elsewhere. Grapes are reconmiended in Dis-
tricts No. 1, 2, 5 and 6, and for trial in the other
districts.

The fruits which thrive best in the state are apples,
native plums, sour cherries and, in the sStatheastern
part, peaches. Extensive apple orchards occur adjacent
to the Missouri river, both north and south of the Platte.
In some respects the methods in vogue differ from those
in the eastern states. The trees are shorter-lived and are
planted closer. Low hea<ls are conunonly employed as a
means of protection against the high winds and intense
sun, but this practice is not uniform. Trees demand less
pruning than in the East, for the climate is dry and the
sunlight so intense that fruit colors well even in shade.
This is one of the reasons why low-headed trees prove
satisfactory. Fungous diseases seldom caiise serious
trouble. In a series of wet years the apple-scab becomes
noticeable, but it is usuallv conspicuous only by its

absence. Among insect enemies, the codljn-moth is par-
ticularly troublesome, because several broods appear
during the long, warm summer. The apple-maggot and
bud-moth have not yet become prevalent. Apples tend
to mature early, and most varieties do not keep well.
The chief problem is the one of water sujtply ; hence

NEBRASKA, HOBTICULTUBE IN.
Fig. 14()3. The state of Nebraska pre-
sents sonif what peculiar horticultural
conditions. It consists, for the most
part, of gradually rolling prairies,

slowly ascending toward the northwest
The elevation of the southeastern part of the state
is about 900 feet above sea-level, while that of the
extreme northwestern part approaches 5,000 feet, the
highest points somewhat exceeding that. The south-
eastern portion is rolling and broken, even rough in 1463. The Nine Pomoloirical Districts of Nebraska,
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thorough, continuous cultivathin becomes imperative,

though in the river counties some measure of success

may be attained with<»ut it. In varieties the Ben Davis
leads all others for market purposes. It is a large apple

which yields well, colors well, keeps well and ships well.

Thus far it has always sold well in market, notwith-

standing its poor quality. It is, tlierefore, the Nebraska
apple which far out-distances all competitors. Other
varieties of prominence are Winesap, Janet, Wealthy,
Grimes, and Jonathan. Duchess is the leading summer
apple.

In the 100-acre orchard of E. T. Hartley, Lincoln,

lath screens are used to protect the trunks from the

fierce heat of the afternoon sun. The orchard is ten
years old, and 3Ir. Hartley reports that the entire ex-

pense, including ground rental value, interest, replant-

ings, and all the operations necessary to extensive culture

has not exceeded $1 per tree. The cost of cultivation has
been greatly reduced by the tise of a broad, heavy
cutting-blade devised by Mr. Hartley, which is attached
behind the disk-harrow. This implement takes every-

thing clean and leaves a fine, loose mulch on the surface.

By its use 140 acres of orchard, containing nearly 12.000

trees, were kept in perfect condition from the latter part

of April to the middle of August in 1898, an unusually
wet and weedy season, at a cost of about $225, or less

than two cents per tree.

The native plum thrives well over a wide range of the
state. Some varieties suffer from the plum-pocket
disease, and the pluni-gouger is a troubles<mie insect,

but the results are generally good. The lea<ling varieties

are Wild Goose, Miner, DeSoto, Wolf, Forest Garden
and others. European varieties have been little planted
a« yet, though they succeed in the eastern portion of
the state.

Cherries also thrive over a large part of the state.

The fruit is sometimes deficient in siz«', but is remark-
ably free from insect attack, a wormy cherry being
almost unknown. Early Riclummd, Montmorency, and
English Morello are the leading varieties. Sweet cher-
ries do not tli^^rive.

,J. M. Russell & Son. of Wymore. on the southern
boundary of the state, have made a decided success of
peach-growing, and now have about 2'>5 acres planted at

Wymore aai near Lincoln, 80 acres of wliich are in
bearing. In 1896 they harve:;ted 12,000 bushels. They
head low, prune but little, and give thorough tillage dur-
ing the early part of the season. Among the varieties
which prove most satisfactory are Alexander, Hale
Early, Early Rivers, Cooledge Favorite, Champion, Hill

Chili and a variety locally known as Wright. The early
vjvrieties are particularly satisfactory, owing to com-
parative immunity from rot.

Among the smalle.' fruits, grapes thrive, but require
more bearing wood than in the East and generally yield

less. The leading eastern varieties are popular. Rasp-
b( rries and blackberries suffer from drought. They may
be grown for home use, but do not yield satisfactory

commercial crops without water. The same is true of
strawbeiries. (^irrants and gooseberries thrive, the
latter yllding well, though the fruit is not large. Cur-
rants commonh* y'eld but little, but under irrigation

excellent results have been obtained.
The nursery interests of the state are important. The

actual acreage of nurserv crops is estimated at about
500 acres. Apple trees, ; <\ especially apple seedlings,
are largelj' grown. Root grafting is the method used in

their propagation. This is partly because trees on their
own roots are found best adapted to the conditions pre-
vailing on the plains and partly because the weather is

likely to be unfavorable at the time <»f budding.
Gradually, floriculture and ornam«>ntal gartlening are

increasing, particularly about the cities. Because of
tV.o clear climate, greenhouse work must become popu-
lar a.s soon as better markets develop. Seed-growing
has already made the state considerable reputation.

Fred W. Card.
In the eastern third of Nebraska, con<litions are prac-

tically the same as those prevailing in Iowa and central
Illinois. The most trying condition which has to be
guarded against by the orchardists is the scant supply
of water during the winter time which leaves the soil,

which is naturally light and porous, so dry that the
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trees are frequently winter-killed or injured. The rain-
fall during the icrowin^r seasons averages about the
same as that of Ohio, while the rain-fall during the
entire year is very little over one-half that of the latter-

named state.

The greatest need to insure better results for the
fruit-grower is a better stock for plums and cherries.
The Myrobalan and the Mahaleb are both widely used,
but neither is adapted to the dry winters, and an
earnest effort is being made to substitute in place of
these something which shall be better fitted for the
conditions. More or less has been done in the way of
experimt-ntation as to the use of the Sand Cherry, in

the sandy parts of the state, as a .stock, and with some
degree of success. The effect of this stock is io dwarf
the trees somewhat but not to a much greater extent than
does the Mahaleb. The native plum is by far a better
stock than tlie Myrobalan, but the period during which
it may be imdded' is very short, and it is. consequently,
very hard to use. On "the other hand rcMJt-grafting of
the plum is a process which has never come into very
great use by reason of the small percentage which the
average propagator is usually able to make unite an«l

grow.
Root-grafting is practically the only method of propa-

gating the apple, by reas(m of the ftu't that the work
may be done at a time in w-inter when there is little

else to do, and because the process can be carried on
much more rapidly than Imdding. There is the further
very important reason that trees grafted on piece-
roots grow practically as cuttiiiirs, thus securing the
tree on its own roots, lending <m an average much addi-
tional hardiness.
Grapes thrive extremely well, especially in the eastern

portion of the state. In the vicinity of Omaha, I'latts-

mouth and Nebraska City, many vineyards are estab-
lished on a mercantile scale follov/ing the lea«l of the
other very large growers located just across the Mis-
souri river in Iowa.
Raspberries and blackberries produce profitaV)le crops

in the eastern and especially in the southeastern por-
tion of the state.

Strawberries usually produce good crops of fruit of
the highest quality. As a commercial venture very
little has been done in growing the small fruits, by
reason of the fact that in north Arkansas and southern
Missouri, where the season is much earlier, immense
(|uantities are produced with which all the state, prac-
tically, is supplied long before the home product is

mature.
Currants and gooseberries are indigenoxis and thrive

well in the eastern portion of the stat€, but bear less

bountifully toward the west.
Wherever irrigation has been practiced, even on a

small scale, anywhere in the state, the success in the
growth of fruit has l)een verj' marked. In the parts
of the state where there is insutTicient rain-fall, the
addition of water is all that is required to lirintr satis-

factory results, the soil, except in the sand-hill por-
tions of the state, being extremely rich.

In the early da\s of the territory and state the
thickets and wooded strips along the streams were
abundantly supplied with plums of deliciojis quality,
two or three species of the grape, and the wild crab.
There were also to be found, occasionally, gooseberries,
currants and mulberries. p^ -^y Taylor.

NEGTABINE. A smooth -skinned peach (Pntvus
Persint, var. \ectarina). Fig. 1464. Formerly it was
thought that the Nectarine was a distinct species of
plant. By DeCandolle it was called Perstica Itfvis.

Roemer in 1847 made two species of it, Persica violacen,
the freestone Nectarines, and P. heris, the clihgstone
Nectarines. It is now known, however, that Nectarines
often come fr<mi seeds of peaches, and peaches have
come from seeds of Nectarines. Either may originate
from the other by means of bud-variation. (See Dar-
win's "Animals and Plants under Dorae.stication " for

historical data.)
The ctiltivation of the Nectarine is in all ways like

that of the peach. Because of the smooth skin of the
fruit, it is perhaps more liable to the attacks of curculio.
It is Iccs popular in the market than the peach, and
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therefore is les« prrown, although in California it is

planted on a coniinercial .Hcale. In that state it does
well on almond stocks. Nectarines are usually inferior
to peaches in quality, probably because less attention
has been given to the breediner and selection of varie-
ties, and from the fact that there is no conventional
standard of excellence. Nectarines thrive wherever
peaches do. Varieties are few, as compared with

i^^
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1464. Nectarines.

peaches. The most prominent in this country are Bos-
ton, Downton, Hardwick, Early Nevvington, Pitmaston
Orange, Stanwick, Humboldt, Lord Napier, Advance,
Elruge. In color, size and season. Nectarines vary as
peaches do. See also Peach, and Forcing.

L. U. B.

The Nectarine is grown in California almost exclu-
sively for drying and canning, and even for these uses
is but of minor importance. As compared with peaches
for canning, the product of Nectarines is only about
one-eighth of one per cent that of the peach, and for
drying only about one per cent that of the peach. The
varieties grown for both canning and drying are the
white varieties, because they do not color the syrup in

canning, and because when sulfured they make a beau-
tiful, amber-colored, translucent pro<luct.

E. J. WlOKSOX.
N£6B0*S IIEAD. Unusual name for the ivory-nut

palm, Phytehphas tnacrocarpa.

NEGUNDO. For N. acemules, Californicum
fraxinifoliuniy see Acer yegundo; also Fig. 254.

and

N£ILLIA (named after Patrick Neill, at the begin-
ning of the nineteenth century secretary of the Cale-
tlonian Horticultural Society at Edinburgh). Unsiicea-.

Small, deciduous shrubs, with alternate, stipulate, usu-
ally 3-lobed Ivs. and rather inconspicuous whitish Us.

in simple or panicled racemes at the end of the branches.
The one species in cultivation is not hardy North : it

requires protection even in the Mid«lle States, and is

often killed to the ground in severe winters, but usually
vigorous young shoots spring up and bloom and fruit

in the same season. On account of its handsome bright
green foliage it may be used as a border plant for
shrubberies. It grows in almost any moderately moist
soil. Prop, easily by greenwood cuttings under glass,
and also by seeds. Seven species in the Himalayas anil

China. Fls. in racemes, with the pedicels shorter than
the bracts; calyx-tube rather large, campanulate or
almost tubular, with .'"> erect sepals exceeding the 5 oval
petals; stamens 10-^0; carpels 1 or 2: pod dehiscent
only at the inner suture, with several shining seeds.
From Spiraea it cliffMrs. like the allied genera Physo-
carpns and Stephanandra, by its stipulate Ivs. and
shining crustaceous seeds.

thyrsifldra, D. Don. Upright shrub, to 6 ft. high,
but usually not exceeding 2 ft. if annually killed to the
ground: branches angular, glabrous: stipules rather
large, serrate: Ivs. ovate, cordate at base, long-acumi-
nate, usually .'Mobed, incised-serrate, glabrous above,
pubescent only on the veins beneath, 2-4 in. long: fls.

in panicle*! or sometimes solitarv racemes; calyx-tube

campanulate, pubescent, with the sepals about % in.
long. Aug., Sept. Himalayas. R.ll. 1&88, p. 416.

S. AmurensU, Nichols.=Phy8O0arpus Amnrensis.— .V. opuli-
foliut. Brew. & Wats.=l*hyso<'arpus ojmlifolius.— .V. TntidkiP,
Franeh. & Sav. ^Stephanandra Tanaka?.— A'. Torreyi, Wats.=
Physocarpixs moaogyuus. ALFRED RehUER.

HELTJMBIUM. The prior name is Xelumho.

NEL0MBO (Ceylonese name). Xympha-iice(i>. Usu-
ally written yelumbium. Two species of strong-grow-
ing a<iuatics, one yellow floweretl and native to N.
America, the other white or cyanic-Howereil and native
of the Orient. From Nyniphwa, or the true wnter lilies,

Nelumbo differs technically in having distinct carpels
(which are imbedded in the receptacle), with a single
ovule in each. Nelumbiums have strong and thick
and usually .tuber-bearing rhizomes, which creep
in the earth in tlie b»jttoius of ponds and slow streams:
Ivs. peltate, orbicular or nearly so, entire, usually very
large and long-petioled an<l mostly standing high above
the water (sometimes flouting): fls. large and showy,
single, on peduncles which e«iual or exceed the Ivs'.;

sepals 4 or 5; petals many, erect or erect-spreading;
stamens many, on broad, short filaments: fr. a large,
flat-topped perforate*! receptacle (Fig. 1465), in which
are immersed the many carpels.
Nelumbiums are l>old plants, suitable for large ponds

and for masses. The oriental species, commonly but
incorrectly known as Egyptian Lotus, is one of the best
of large pond plants, being grown for its stately habit
and showy flowers. Its roots should not freeze. Cover-
ing the pond with boards and litter, or filling it with
water, may be made to afford ample protection to the
roots.

A. Fls. yellow.

Ititea, Pers. American Lotus, or NELt^iBO. Water
Chinkapin. Lvs. usually raised 2-6 ft. out of shallow
water, cupped or depressed in the center over the at-
tachment of the petiole, 1-2 ft. across: fls. pale sulfur-
yellow, 4-10 in. across, with obovate-obtuse concave
petals and hook-appendaged anthers: root-tubers and
seeds edible. In ponds and slow streams from S.
Ontario and Mich, to Fla. and La. ; usually local. Mn.
10:li:{. —A bold and useful plant for colonizing, deserv-
ing to be better known.

AA. Fls. pink, red or white.

nucifera, Gaertn. {yelumhium specidsum, Willd.
Xeluntbo Indica, Pers.. and X. yelumbo. Karst.).
Indian Lotus. Fig. 14(55. Lvs. usually larger than
those of y. Intea, glaucous: fls. fragrant, usually pink
except in horticultural varieties, overtopping the Ivs.

Warmer parts of Asia and N. Ausfalia. Gn. 28, pp.
426, 429; 4:5, p. 46;j; 44. pp. 229, 4;{5; .50, pp. 267, 469.
G.M. 38:809; 40 :."4; 41 :8:{:{-5. I. IL 42:27. (ing. 5:114;
6:295; 15:3:>4. — This plant is known to the trade as
Egyptian Lotus, but the Lotus of the ancient Egj-ptians
is a Nymphaea. This plant is not native to the Nile re-
gion. There are many named forms in cult. Var. (Llba

( JV. dlbtim, Hort. ). the "Magnolia Lotus," has white fls.

Gn. 28, p. 427. G.C. III. 14:41. A.G. 20::{69. Gng.
7:146. A. F. 14:726. Mn. 9:73. Var. kermesina, Hort.,
has light pink fls. Var. rdsea, Hort., has rose-colore(l
fls. There is a striped form known as var. alba Striata.
A large double rose form is rdsea plena. A large double
white form is known in the trade as y. Shironntn
(F.E. 10. Suppl. FVl). 12). A free-flo\-ering early sort
with white fls. shaded pink is y. Kinsh,ren of the trade.
There are other forms with Latin names. l H. D.

Whilst it may be historically true that the Egyptian
Lotus is not a Nelumbium, the yelumbitiin Kp^ciosum
(or more properly yelnmbo nucifera) is everywhere
known uncler that name, and it has lieen so distributed
in good faith. In fa<;t. it is doubtful if it is worthwhile
to change the common name at this time.
America may be honestly proud of possessing such a

fine aquatic plant as yelumbo lutea, the well-known
American Lotus. Wliile China and Japan are the
recognized homes of the splendid yelumbo nuci-
fera, they do not possess a yellow Lotus. In the
Central states and near the Great Lakes, y. lutea is

found in abundance, but it is .scarce in the Middle Atlantic
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and Eastern states. Where well established it is a ina^-

nitifent plant, and when in blossom it is a si>;iit worth
traveling miles to see.

Nelumbiums, with Nynjpha>as and other a(|uatic

plants, were among the few flowers known or cultivated

bv the ancients. No mention is made in history of a

yellow Lotus prior to the discovery of America by white

men, but over four centuries ago it was well known to

and cultivated by the Indians in the waters of the Ten-
nessee and Cumberland rivers, and was abundant on
the tributaries of the Mississippi. It was carried north-

ward and eastward by the Indians, and was established

as far east as Connecticut. At the present time (IIM)O)

it is established and cultivated in most of the states of

the Union.
The late Isaac Buchanan received tiibers of X. nuciUra

from Japan, which were planted in a stream on Long
Island, but there they perished. Later other efforts

were made, and some tubers from the same source were
received and planted by Samuel Henshaw in an artifi-

cial pond in the gardens of the late Mr. (Jreen, at New
Brighton, Staten Island, N. Y., where they grew most
Kiitisfactorily, some of the original stock being still in

evidence on the estate.

About the same time E. D. Sturtevant, of Borden-
town, N. J., who had introduced a number of tender

1465. The Indian Lotus. Nelumbium speciosum of the
trade, but properly Nelumbo nucifera.

water lilies into commerce, and knowing of its being
irrown in the Jardin des Plantes, Paris, ma<Ie an exami-
nation of the condition under which it existed there and
determined to experiment in the culture at Bordentown,
N. J. Roots were obtained from Kew Gardens and after-
ward planted in shallow water in a sheltere<l spot in a
iiiill-pond near Bordentown. Here the plant grew
amazingly, and its success and hardiness were fully es-

tablished. Froih here was disseminated the now famous
Egyptian Lotus, yrlumbo nuiiftra, to all parts of
the' Tnitetl States. Several varieties have since then
been introtluced from Japan, including white and tleli-

cately tinted varieties, also deep rose, and double forms
of both white and rose.

The cultivation of the Nelumbium is of the simplest.
The r<K)ts or tubers should not be transplanted until

there is evidence of growth, as the tubers, being usu-
ally l)uried deep in the soil below the water and out of
the reach of fr.»st, are not afft'<*ted by the warm rays of
sunshine as early ar, Nymplweas and other terrestrial

plants. If Nelumbiums are dug before they start into

growth, the ttibers should be kept in a warm place or
planted where the temperature is such that growth will

begin at once. In the Mid«lle Atlantic states and east-

ward and westward. May is the best time to transp.laiit

;

southward earlier. Tubers may be planted in shalh'W
water near the margin of the p<md where it is intended
they shall grow. The tuber should be placed horizon-
tally in the soil, first making a little trench or opening
to receive the same and covering with about three
inches of soil. Means must be employed to keep the
tul)er securely in position and, if necessary-, a stone or
brick laid over the ttiber. In artificial ponds a walled
section should be built to hold the soil and keep the
roots within bounds. The walls should have no corners
at right angles; where there are stich they should be
rounded off, so that the runners are not intercepted and
crowded in bunches at the comers. The natural soil

and deposit in ponds are, in most cases, all that is re-

quired for these plants. They will flourish equally well
in a stiff or tenacious soil, but when grown in artificial

ponds it is best to use a mixture of two parts turfy loam
and one part thoroughly rotted cow manure. Do 'not

use fresh or green manure, and when possible have
sods cut in the fall and stacked with the manure ( in

this case it may be fresh). In early spring have the
same turne«l over two or three times before using.
Resort may be had to cultivation in tubs, but the Lotus
being such a gross feeder the result in most cases is

that the plants are starved into rest at an early date.
The leaves turn a sickly yellow and present a sorry ap-
pearance, and in many cases produce no flowers. If no
other method can be adopted, then secure the largest
tubs possible and during the growing season use liquid
or artificial manure liberally.

It must be understood that while the Nelumbiums are
hardy, they are only so as long as the tubers are out of
the reach of frost. The depth to which frost penetrates
the soil or water may be termed a ;lead line.

The tubers are farinaceous and edible, and are of
considerable market value in Japan, but a taste must
first be cultivated for them in the United States. The
muskrat, however, has developed a highly cultivated
taste for these sacred morsels, and it is necessary to
watch these animals lest they take up their abode near
ponds where the Nelumbiums grow. There are now in
cultivation in the United States a dozen or niore varie-
ties, including single and double forms, pure white to
<leep rose, and yellow.
As to insect ]>est8, V)lack-fly or black aphis is some-

times troublesome. The best remedy is the lady-bird
beetle and its larvie. T*- • 'eaf-cutter, or roller, is preva-

. both young and old leaves
of the leaves and flowers.

e» .les in the form of wasps
"> !'quid insecticide can be

bt . .lape of a dr\' powder can
be depended on. Paris green, mixed with land plaster
or plaster and powdered slake Jime, is excellent, but dry
hellebore in powder-form, applied by a powder bellows
is the best material to exterminate them.

Wm. Thicker.

NEMASTYLIS (Greek, fhread-Uke styles: because the
styles are not united). Syn., Xema.stylHx. IrUlncfip.
A few species of tender American Imlbs, with blue (»-lobed

rts. about an inch across which last only a day. Strictly
Nemastylis is a genus of 3 .species, found only in the
southern U. S. and cha-a<'terized r)y haviner the filaments
nearly free. Baker, however, in his Hainlbook of the
Irideae, includes (,'hlamydostylis as a subgenus of 14 spe-

lent in some .-^ctior

are attacked, ?.^ ^
"

These have their
and even sparr' o, ai

used, only such as are in

'\
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cies fouTKl from Mex. to S. Amcr. and characterizod by
having the tilameiits united in a column to the summit.
Generic characters are: root-lvs. linear: spathes 1 or

mare, peduncU^d: fls. more than 1 to a spathe: perianth
without a tuV>e; inner segments a littU' smuUer than the
outer: ovary 3-celle«l; ovules many, superposed; style

branches alternate with the anthers; capsule loculicid-

ally 3-valved. Some of the following species have been
rarely advertised by dealers in native plants; the others
by Dutch bulb-growers.

A. Filaments nearly free. Sithgentis Xi'wa.tfijl is proper.

B.. Cluster of fls. single: spathes usnallif 1-fld.

ccel^stina, Nutt. Root-lvs. 1-2. 1 ft. or more long: stem
1H-- ft. l'>ti!^. bearing '.i-4 reduced Ivs.: tls. sky-blue.
Pine barrens, Fla. to S. C. and westward.

BB. Clusters of fls. 2-3: spathes SS-fhI.

acilta. Herb. (X. geminiflftra, Nutt.). I?oot-Ivs. 2-.?,

5^-1 ft. long: stem %-\ ft. Xons, bearing 1 large linear

l^-af at the fork, and sometimes another below it: fls.

"bright blue." Tex., Ark. B.M. 6066. F.S.21:2171.

AA. Filaments united in a column to the summit.
Subgenus Ch lamydostylis.

B. Fls. brownish purple, inner segments tipped yellow.

bninnea, Wats. Stem bearing a single leaf 0-8 in.

lontr and a sheathing bract at the base of the peduncle:
spathe 2J'2 in. long: outer segments obtuse, inner ones
acuminate. Mex.

BB. F^s. pale blue.

Pringlei, Wats. Stem usually simple, with a single
leaf at the middle: spathe 114 in. long: fls. fragrant:
outer segments obtuse, inner ones minutely apiculate.

Mexico. W. M.

N£M£SIA (old name used by Dioscorides for some
sort of snapdragon). Scrophulariaceip. One of the
horticultural novelties is ^tmesia strumoxa. It is one
of the most interesting annual fls. introddced in the
last decade of the nineteenth century. The flowers
are very distinct in shape and have a wide range
of color. The fls. are about an inch across and borne
in great profusion. If started indoors in March and
transferred to the open in May the plants will fur-
nish a continuous sheet of bloom from June through
September. The colors range from white, through pale
yellow and rose, to orange and crimson, with numerous
intermediate shades and a great variety of throat mark-
ings. This species has been known to botanists nearly a
whole century: it grows only .">() miles from Cape Town,
and it exhibits all these colors in the wild, yet it was
never exploited until 189:i. the first live plants seen in
Europe being shown in 1892. Sixteen distinct color varie-
ties were recognized in the first batch of cultivated
plants, and the process of selecting strains has barely
begun. The lower lip of the flower is about twice as
broad as long, and notched at the point farthest from
the center of the flower. The upper lip consists of 4
smaller, nearly e<iual l»<bes, the side lobes being usually
more nearly separate than the mid<lle ones.
Nomesias are slender annual or perennial herbs, some-

times woody at the base: Ivs. opposite: fls. in racemes
at the tips of branches or rarely solitary in the axils;

calyx ."i-parted; corolla-tube short, with an anterior spur
or sac; capsule compressed, septicidal, with navicular
valves. Alxmt 30 species, all S. African. The following
belong to the group with fls. in racemes. They are gla-
brous or nearly ««o. 1-2 ft. high, and branched from the
base. J. N. Gerard thinks that Nemesias are not des-
tined to become popular. He finds that the seed is

likely to germinate poorly and that the young seedlings
are quick to damp off.

A. Fls. with a sac at the base.

Btramdsa, Benth. Root-lvs. oblong-spatulate, entire:
stem-lvs. lanceolate or linear, entire: lobes of the upper
lip relatively shorter and broader than in the next two
species: throat with a long beard inside: Ivs. few, the
floral ones bract-like: capsules -Mj lines long, .3—4 lines
wide. B.M. 7272. G.C. III. 12: 277. R.H. 1898, p. 87 ( var.
grnndiflora). V. ir):7.—Var. Suttoni is the strain com-
monly offered. G.M.35:4.j9.

NEMOPHILA

AA. Fls. with a spur at the base.

versicolor, E. Mey. Lowest Ivs. stalked and ovate;
upper Ivs. few, sessile, oblong, lanceolate or linear, entire
or toothed: lolies of the upper lip equal among them-
selves and as long as the lower lip; throat with 2 callosi-
ties, pubescent: spur incurved, about as long as the
lower lip, 4 lines. Not advertised by naitie. but iV. rom-
pdrta, vars. alba and v(vrulea, Hort., belong here. R.H.
1898, p. 87.

florib^nda, Lehm. Lower Ivs. stalked, ovate, dentate;
upper ones few, small, ovate or lanceolate, subsessile:
lobes of the upper lip not cpiite as long as the lower lip:

fls. white; throat lined with blue, the callosities of the
palate yellow. According to De CandoUe. the lobes of
the upper lip are about equal among one another, but in
B.R. 24:39 the middle lobes are narrower and longer
than the side lobes. Advertised abroad. Fls. smaller
and with a narrower range of colors than xV. strumosa.

W. M.
NEMOPANTHUS (Greek words, referring to the

thread-like ri«iwer-stalks). Aguifoliiicetp. Mountain
Holly. A genus of one species, confined to eastern
N. America. It is a mediiun-sized, hardy shrub, rarely
cult, for its showy pendulous red berries, which are
borne in autumn. The genus is distinguished from the
common holly (Ilex) as follows: calyx often obsolete,
especially in the fertile fls. ; petals distinct, linear, acute;
stamens free. (In Ilex the calyx is present and persis-
tent in both fertile an«l sterile fls. ; petals slightly grown
together at the base, oblong, obtuse: stamens grown to
the base of the corolla. ) Xemopanthus is now largely
used, and the plants attain 10 ft. in cultivation.

fascictll&ris, Raf . ( ^V. Canadensis, DC. ) . Dense-grow-
ing, purplish barked shrub, attaining <i ft. : Ivs. often
clustered on spurs, 1-1 V^ in. long, elliptical, mucronate,
entire or minutely serrate, thin but Arm: fls. about 2
lines wide: drupes dull red, about 3 lines thick. B.B.
2:393.

NEMOPHILA (Greek, nemos, a grove, and phileo, to
love; referring to the habitat of some species). Hydro-
phyllacevB. Nine species of hardy annual herbs, all

from N. Amer., are now referred to this genus. They
are of dwarf, comptwt habit, and produce an abundance
of showy bell-shaped fls. from early spring to late sum-
mer; hence they are valued for bedding and for the
border. Whole plant more or less hair\': stem diffuse,

becoming prostrate: Ivs. alternate or opposite, pin-
nately lobed or divided, petiolate: flower-stalks usually
longer than the Ivs., terminal or lateral, slender, 1-fld.:

fls. blue, white, purple, or variously spotted; calyx im-

parted ; lobes erect or spreading, with o supplementary
reflexed lol)es alternating with them; corolla broadly
bell-shaped or wheel-shaped, deeply .'»-lobed, with 10
scaly appendages on the inside of the throat.

S. W. Fletcher.

All the species are propagated by seeds sown in the
fall or early spring. If plants are desired for very early
flowering, seeds should be sown in Aug. out-ox -doors
and the plants fansplanted in late fall; or they niay be
started under gla.<s in Mar(ili. Seeds sown >:. April in

the open will give plants for summer and full flowering.
These are preferably tianoj^'iaiueu. if a later .sowing is

made it shouhl be where the plants are to flower." Most
species seed freely, but they cannot be trusted to re-see<l

themselves satisfactorily. Nemophilas love a moist loam
with partial shade, but accommodate themselves to any
goo«i ganlen soil and a sunny site. X. Menziesii, how-
ever, should be planted in a moist place if possible, and
X.aurita is impatient of intense sun. Few hardy an-
nuals are more valuable for bedding than Nemophilas
because of their compact habit and free-blooming quali-

ties. They are also fine fore '-flowers, window boxes
and pot-plants. .V. insignis ai >'. Memiesii,^^! their
many garden varieties, are mosi popular.

F. W. Barclay.

The above method of culture is not adapted to all parts
of the country. It is very <loubtful whether Nemophilas
have ever been successfully grown outdoors during
summer in the vicinity of Boston. The writer has
tried them over and over again without success. His
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best results have been attained by growing them in

pots in a <'ool greenhouse. Neniophiias are said t(»

do beautifully outdoors in Maine, where the summer i:^

cooler and moister. In Scotland, Nemophilas are es-

teeme<l most delightful gar«len plants. An odd thing

about Nemophilas is that cats are extremely fond of

rolling in them as they do in catnip.

Robert Cameron.

A. Lvs. mostly alternate, all with an ear-nhaped and
clanpinij base or winged petiole.

aurlta, Lindl. Stem 1-3 ft. long, weak, with stiff, re-

curved bristles by which the plant tends to climb: lvs.

deeply cut above into 5-9 oblong or lanceolate segments,
which are usually turned back: later fls. not accom-
panied by lvs., and hence appearing to be in loose ra-

cemes; coroUt. about 1 in. broad, violet. Low, shady
grounds. Calif. B.R. 19:ir»01.

1466.

Nemophila insienis.

AA. Lvs. all opposite, base not ear-shaped.

B, Scaly appendages on throat of corolla narrow.

M^nziesii, Hook. & Am. (xV. afomdria, Fisch. & Mey.
X.disrdidalis, Lem.). Stem straggling, succulent: lvs.

pinnatittd, the lobes ovate, nearly entire, slightly hairy:
fls. light blue to nearly white, marked with dark brown
spots towards the center. Low grounds, western Amer.
B.R.2;i:1940. B.M.:}774. P.M. .'1:99. V. 2:2r,7.-rnd<r
fult. the species has given rise to var. discoid^lis {X.
discdidalis. Lem.), in which the spots on the corolla are
fontluent into a large, brownish purple eye. (rarden
forms of this are: var. vitt^ta, velvety black margined
with white (Gn. 9:2.32); var. Slogans {'X.atomdria.var.
i^lfffnns, Hort. ), tis. pure white, with chocolate center
(V. 2:268), and var. oculita, white, with purple center.

BB. Scaly appendages very broad or roundish.

c. I'ls. blue, with white center.

phacelioldes, Barton. Leaf segments obtuse, margin
sliirhtlyciliate: lower lvs. narrowed intoashort petiole:
lobes notched at end: corolla bell-shaped. Western N.
Amer. B.R. 9:740. B.M. 2:J73.

cc. Fls, xchite, with a purple blotch at the tip of
each lobe.

maculita, Benth. Lvs. lyre-shaped, the 5-9 short
lobes obtuse, entire; upper lvs. wedge-shaped, some-
times only 3-lobed: fls. 1-2 in. wide, showy; sometimes
the purple blotch is poorlv defined. Common in west-
ern and central Calif. P."M. 16:fi. P. S. .t:431. R. H.
1849:201. V.2:267.-Good garden forms of this are var.
Albida and var. grandilldra. Var. variegita has varie-
,::Ued leaves.

CCC. Fls. vivid blue {pure tchite or lilac in vars.).

insignis, Benth. Fig. 14«M). Lvs. pinnately parted into

7-9 oblong segments, which are sometimes 2-3-lobed or
toothed: fls. i^-l in. wide. Low ground, Calif. B.R.
20:1713. B.M.348.-). P.M. 3:151. V.2:2()8; 5:168; 8:215.
— There art' many garden varieties of this desirable
species. Among these are var. grandifldra, with large,

clear blue tls. Hit. 34:370) ; var. 41ba, tls. pure white;
var. margin^ta, tis. blue, edged with white.

S. W. Fletcher.

N£NQA (Malayan name). PalmAceve. Two or three
species of Malayan palms, one of which is cult, as
Areca pumila. In Areca, however, the ovule is erect

and fastened at the base, while Nenga belongs to a lar^e
group in which the ovule is fastened on the side and
more or less pendulous. Nenga is distinguished from
the 5 cultivated geut-ra of this group (which are listrd

under Hedyscepe) by the following characteristics :

staminate tis. with narrow sepals much surpassing the
petals; stamens 6; anthers erect. Nengas are graceful
spineless palms with erect, slender, ringed trunks: ivs.

terminal, equally pinnatisect; segments linear, acumi-
nate or obliquelj* 2-fid or 3-fld; margins folded ba<;k at

the base; primary nerves sparsely scaly below; rachis
3-sided; petiole short; sheath cylimlrical, strongly ob-
lique at the throat: spadix with a short peduncle and
slender pendent branches: spathes 2, the lower sym-
metrical, lanceolate, folded, 2-crested, the upper un-
sj'mraetrical, persistent, or lacking: bracts .'Mid.;

bractlets scaly: fls. white: fr. ellipsoidal, smooth, re<l-

dish oiange.

Wendlandiina, SchefF {Areca pumila, 'Rlmne). Stem
10-20 ft. high. 2-.'{ in. in diam.: lvs. 8-9 ft., pinnate
nearly to the base; pinnse alternate, ensiform, acumi'
nate, 2)^ ft. long, %~\% in. wide, bright green, cori-

aceous, 2-ribbed: petiole slender; sheath sub-ventri-
cose, 2 ft. long. Java. Jared G. Smith.

KEOTTOPTEEIS. Consult Thamnopteris.

NEPfiNTHES (name explained below). NepenthAceie.
About 35 species of insectivorous pitcher plants
which rank among the wonders of the vegetable king-
dom. The wonl Nepenthes o<*curs in the Odyssey,
where Helen threw a drug into the wine which was sup-
posed to free men from grief, anger and all ills. In de-
scribing one of these pitcher plants, Linnieus said: "If
this is not Helen's Nepenthes, it certainly will be for
all botanists. What botanist would not be filled with
admiration if, after a long journey, he should find this
wonderful plant ? In his astonishment past ills would
be forgotten when beholding this admirable work of
the Creator."
Ther« are about .35 species of Nepenthes, all trop!«'al

and mostly Malayan. They are all remarkably alike,

and different from anything else in the world. They
are probably supported in part by animal matter which
is caught in their pitchers. The fluid in the bottom of
the pitchers is largely secreted by the plants and is com-
parable to the gastric juice. It helps to decompose and
digest the food. The glands which secrete this digestive
fluid may be seen with the aid of a hand-lens." This
fluid is used by the natives of Borneo as a remedy for
indigestion, as fresh ripe figs are often used. It has
been analyzed and found to contain pepsin. It is se-
creted before the lids open, even in the baby pit<?hers.

and the lid is believed to keep the rain from diluting
the viscid fluid.

It is supposed that insects are attracted by nectar
glands situated near the mouth of the pitchers, and per-
haps also by the o<l()r of the fluid. Later, the odor of
ilecomposing flies is thought to attract flesh-eating in-

sects, and thus a second harvest is secured. One spe-
cies is said to be still further specialized in its tastes.
Burbidge relates that N. Veitchii, from its peculiar
habit of growing on dead trees, catches mainly such
beetles and boring insects as exist in decayed timber,
and ants innumerable. There is, however, a species of
ant which outwits one of the pitcher plants; viz., X.
bicalcarafa. " This ant's object is water, and to obtain
this it bores a hole throuerh one of the large sugar-se-
creting glands of the stalk behind the pitcher, just
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below the water-lino, seeminj? to know by instinct— or is

it experience?— that the water of the pitrFiers so«)perate«l
upon will well up the hole as it does in a syphon pipe."
The two speries of pitcher plants ju^t nientioneJ are
constantly robbed by insect-eatingf binls. The Bomeans
call the pitcher plants " monkeys' cookintr pots," Bur-
bidere was presented by the natives with delicious rice
daintily cooked in clean pitchers of X. Ilookerinna.
The pitchers of Nepenthes are borne at the ends of

the leaves. They are usually flask-shaped, sometimes
mue:-shaped. rarely cylindrical. ( For examples of these
y shapes, see Figs. 1470-72.) A pitcher always has a lid,

1467. Nepenthes Veitchii.

Celebrated for its wide rim.

a mouth surrounded by a rim, a little spur at the back
( which is usually just where the midrib of the back of
the pitcher joins the lid) and two wings running up and
down the front of the pitcher. The broader these wings
and the longer their fringes the handsomer the pitcher,

as a rule. The rim around the mouth sometimes bears
numerous downward-pointing teeth, which have been
supposed to turn back insect refugees.
With the exception of about half v. d<»zen very distinct

typos which will be mentioned later, Nepenthes species

are too much alike. So far as records and pictures go,

practically all the hybrids are as much alike as so many
peas, at least so far as pitchers are concerned. A few
exceptional kinds can be told by the hairiness or broad
bases of their leaves, or by venation. Even the flowers
furnish little help in «listinguishing species and, as a
rule, the cultivator wants pitchers, not flowers. The
pitchers will "hold water," but it is doubtful if the pres-

ent classiflcation of them will. The difficulties of the
case will be apparent from the following account of how
the picchers i-'.^rnge in form and color as a plant de-
velops.
Hoiv the Pitchers Change.— When a Nepenthes is

grown from seed, the very tirst thing that develops after

the cotyledons is a little pitcher. "These young pitch-
i-rs," tttrcording to Hj-.ry .lames Veitch, "are at flr.st

c(mtinuous with the l)lade and form part of it ; then
sessile, and later separated from it by a prolongation of
the mi<lrib; they are produced sinuiltaneously with the
blade, not after it. as in the adult plant. • • • As
leaves continue to be produced, so a gradual change in
the size and shape of the {litchers becomes apparent.
Instead of the pitcher being pro«luced simultane<ius1y
with the blade, it lags behind, as it were; the midrib is

perceptibly prolonged lieyond the apex of the blade while
the pitcher is still rudimentary, and this continues till

leaves are p)ro<luced with full-sized pitchers. If the stem
is allowed to grow without check, the pitchers appende<l
to the leaves successively produce<l undergo a change in
shape and dimensions still more remarkable than what
takes place during the progress of (levelopment from the
infantine to what is reganled as the perfect form of the
pitcher. • • * [See Fig. 1470.] As leaf after leaf is

produced from the ascending stem, the pitchers tirst

become longer and narrower; then follows a gradual
diminution of the parts while the pitchers are being
modified fr(»m the flask shape to the cylindric shape;
the ventral wings constantly diminish in breadth antl

the ciliate fringe disapfiears until the place of the wings
is denoted only by two narrow keels, and instances
have been observed in which even these are oblite-

rated. The pitchers not only undergo change in size,

form and color, but t'ley also change their position in

respect to the prolonge«l midrib. By the time the seventh
or eighth pitcher has been produced above that which
we have already referred to as the perfect pitcher, the
prolonged n.idrib has made half a revolution on its own
axis, so that the pitcher has now its dorsal side toward
it. As the pitchers diminish in size with the ascent of
the stem, so when a certain stage of growth is reached,
and as the plants arrive at the time of flowering, they
cease to be produced altogether, but the stem continues
to grow and produces leaves with prolonged midribs,
affording a support to the plant and its inflorescence
while maturing its seed. Sir Hugh Low observed of
iV. nmpulhtria, which he saw in Sarawak, that the flrst

formed leaves have no blades but only pitchers, with
which the ground is frequently covered as with a
carpet."

Other habits of growth are no less interesting. Some
of the Nepenthes keep to the ground, but most of them
climb tall trees. The species are, with very few excep-
tions, all more or less epiphytal, and ^V. Veitchii is said
to be wholly so. As they climb, the tips of the leaves
take a turn or two around a nearby twig. Like all pitcher
plants. Nepenthes are poorly supplied with roots, and
as the plants grow above they are said to die away below.
Thus their lowest point may be 20 feet above ground.
However, they can send out new roots all along the stem
and penetrate the thick covering of moss and lichen
often found on the trunks of trees growing in hot,
moist rearitins. As to size of pitchers the species vary
great'y. The kinds flrst known to cultivation, as N. grac-
ilis, aitipullnriii and Ph}/lla>nj>hora, have pitchers
about as large as a man's thumb. Others, as iV. JS'orthi-

a»a, Veitchii, Hafflesiana, hicaLarata and sauguinea

,

may be 6-12 in. long or more. T'le great Rajah, which
is a dwarf plant about 4 ft. high, with its pitchers rest-

intr on the ground in a circle, has been known to have
pitchers holding 2 «iuarts, while in another was found
a drowned rat. The fls. of a Nepenthes are produced in

a pseudo-terminal fashion on old plants. The male an«l

female fls. are borne on separate plants. They are green
or purple, small, a hundred or so in a raceme or panicle,

with 4 perianth segments. Ordinarily Nepenthes are
not permitted to flower, the stems being stopped, partly

for the sake of taking cuttings, but chiefly because the
most and best pitch<'rs are produced from the new
growth of compact plants rather than from tall and
straggling specimens.
"Of the .% species, or thereabouts, known to science,'

says Veitch, "14 are confined to Borneo, .*? more are
common to that and adjacent islands, l.'{ more are extra-

Bomean but strictly Malaysian, the remaining 6 are
much scattered— there is one in North Australia, one
in New Cale«lonia, one in Ceylon, one in the Seychelles,

one in Madaga.scar and one in northeast India." The
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fjreat majority of the species are found on equatorial

i-iliin<l» at low elevations near the seacoast, in a cliinute

of wonderfully uniform temp«^ratures and a yearly rain-

fall of 70-80 in. As a general rule the j^reatest heat of

the day does not exceed 90-92° F., while it seldom falls

durintr the night below 74° F. The usual daily range is

only 10° and the extreme 15^. During a large part of

tlie year the air of the Nepenthes region is nearly satu-

rated with moisture, so that a very slight fall of tem-

p'-rature produces copious dews and showers even at

iiigh temperatures and low altitudes.

The species which grow at higii altitudes foini a most
remarkable and exceptional group. There are four of

rliem. which grow only on Kina Bal(»u, a mountain in

M irneo, which is \'Aj()0 feet high. These species are

f.iiind at altitudes ranging from 5.000 to 10,0«H) feet, in

the following order: ^V. Lowii, Kdtvartlsinntt, Jinjuh

and vUlo.sa. These four are amongst the largest and
Tii(»«t distinct of all Nepenthes. iV. Ijowii gapes at one

like a sardonic pelican (see Fig. 1472). X. Itajah has

pitchers of immense size and uni(jue shape ( Fig. 14721.

.V. villosu and Ethvnrdniana differ from all other species

in their rim, which is cut up, as shown in Fig. 1472, into

rather few large coarse disks instead of numerous fine,

• rowded rings. Some of the best collectors in the world

have been sent after these treasures, and the history of

the chase for them rivals the most romantic and excit-

ing orchid hunts. Up to Sept., 1897, only the Rajah had
been successfuly brought to our northern hothouses,

where it remains an unwilling prisoner. The capture of

the others should be one of the horticultural triumphs of

the twentieth century. In the particular zone in which
these four species grow there is a peculiar combination
of cold and wetness in the .nir rising from the sea which
meets the cohl air decending from the peak. There is

a constant state of "Scotch mist" associated with a
terap. of 40-45° F". "When plants of these noble species

are brought down to the hot plains they soon die off, and
even if shipped safely in Wardiaii cases, they cannot
withstand the heat of the sea voyage." The Rajah was
introduced in the form of seeds.

To grow the Rajah may well be regarde<l as the sum-
mit of tiiC gardener's skill. " It is terresirial in yellow
loam and decomposed granite, with its great basal
pitchers resting and often buried in dead leaves, moss
and other detritus or debris." ^V. viUosa is also terres-

trial; y, Loivii an<l .V. Edivarflsiaun epi[)hytHl. For
tlie Rajah and its three companions Burbidge proposes
a cold greenhouse surrounded by hot ones, so arranged
that the warm moisture-laden air of the latter could be
admitted to the former, thus imitating th«' cold mois-
ture-saturated atmosphere of their native habitat. In
such a house the Odontoglossums of the higher slopes
of the Andes and many other difficult things should bo
able to thrive.

As a whole. Nepenthes is a difficult group to grow.
Pitcher plants deserve a house of their own, and they
often get it. Within the group, however, there are cer-

tain kinds which are relatively easy to cultivate. The
hyl)rids, as a rule, are easier to grow than the species.
Anyone who wishes to begin in a small way slumld start

with X. Mast'^rsiana, which is often said by connois-
seurs to be the largest, best colored and most desirable
of all Nepenthes. This fine hybrid is named after Dr.
Maxwell T. Masters, editor of the hardeners' Chronicle,
who has done more to preserve careful records of Ne-
penthes hybrids than anyone else. Some of the points
of a good hybrid are: It should be easy to propagate
and easy to grow; every leaf should bear a pitcher; the
pitcher should be large and highly colored, the reddest
ones being the most attractive; the wings should be
broad and copiously fringed; the plants should never
be without some pitchers, and the perfect pitchers
should last all summer at least, without browning at
the top. All or nearly all these points are met in N.
Masfersiana, pitchers of which have been known to
last two years.
Among the species one of the most distinct types is

y. Rnfflesiann, which is remarkable for its high neck
supporting the lid. A form of it. known as .V. Hookeri-
(i»<i. is thought to be a parent of more hybrids than any
other Nepenthes. The wide rim of N. Veitt'hii gives it's

pitchers a strong individuality and makes it a favorite

for hybridizing. The four Kina Balou species are very

distinct, but for most pe<»ple impossible. N. alho-mar-
(jintttit and a supposed hyl»rid of it named cineta are re-

markable for a u hite ring just below the rim. The rest

are for the hobbvist.
The literature of Nepenthes is very extensive. The

only botanical monograph is that by J. 1). H<K)ker in

DeCamlolles Prodromus 17:91-10.") (187:5). This is an
account in Latin of .{4 species, of which a dozen or so

are cultivated. For the origin and development of the

pitihers, see J. D. H«v>ker in TrHns F.inn. S«>c. 22:41.'>--

424 (l«.)9). For the horticultural si«ie, sco Vrllrh and
Burbi«lge in Jour. Roy. Hort. Soc. of London 21 :22«»-

202 (1897).
Nepenthes are fanciers' plants par exceJletire. The

problenjs connecte<l with their insectivorous habits are

of perennial interest to scientists, students and the gen-

eral public, but to the gardener the fascination of Ne-
penthes lies chietly in their o«ldity and the difficulty of

their culture. The feeling of curiosity soon yields to

a sense of their beauty. America is too young to have
made many contributions to fanciers' groups in general,

but the hybrid Nepentlies raised in America by the late

Mr. Taplin are so remarkable for their continued suc-

cess on both sides of the water that they deserve separ-

ate notice. w. M.

Thf Taplin ITifhrids.— It is certainly true that my
father's hybrids were superior to many of the European
hybrids. He worked on them for many years, but left

nothing whatever in the form of manuscript concerning
them. He never wrote for publication, and the notes he
made fr«)m time to time were distinctly hieroglyphic,
and merely concerned the period of bloomingof different

kinds. He began his work in this line while at Chats-
worth, but many varieties did not flower satisfactorily

in England, or did not ri()en viable seed. Consequently,
he succeeded much beyond his expectations in this

warmer climate. Most of his hybrids resulted from
two varieties blooming at different times, and the under-
signed has vivid recollections of an array of little

thumb-pots, carefully lined and sealed with tinfoil, and
kept in a dry pla<'e, whiidi contained pollen saved from
one period of blooming to another. He used iV. Plnjl-

lamphora, Hooki'viana, distilhttoria and Sedenii quite
largely. The majority of his hybrids were sold to B. S.
Williams, of London, when the George Such collecticm

at South Amboy was dispersed. ^V. Taplini is a very
richl}' colored one. ^V. Monjanicp, Ontrntniava, Wil-
liamsii and Law re neea tut are his varieties, and the
writer is fairly certain that Courtii is also, Court and
Outran! both being warm personal friemls. Most of the
plants were renamed when sent out in England.

Emily Taplin Royle.

Nepenthes Culture at Washington, D. C.—Nepenthes
are increased by cuttings and by seeds. The ripened
shoots, with 4 or .5 leaves attached, make the best cut-
tings. They may be put in to root from December till

the end of .Tanuary, but under proper -conditions the
operation may bo performed at any time during the
year. Some of the free-rooting kinds, such as N. Dom-
iniana, y. hrvis, X. grarilis, A'. PhyUamphora and
N. Afastersiana, may be rooted in sand under •. glass
with a little moss tied around the base of each cutting.
Under this treatment the temperature of the sand should
be about 80° F. When the roots show through the moss
they should be put in small pots and kept close for a
couple of weeks. The most satisfa<'tory method of
propagation is to put the base of each cutting through
the hole of an inverted 2-inch rose pot, plunp'ng the pot
in sphagnum moss in a temperature of from 80-90° F.
See Fig. 1408. During the operation of rooting they
must be kept in a close propagating frame and frequently
syringed. See Fig. 1409. When the roots are about
three-quarters of an inch long the cuttings should be
potted, using a mixture of finely chopped fibrous peat,
moss and sand, with a little finely broken charcoal
added. They should be replaced in the moss and kept
close until the pots are fairly well filled with roots and
then gradually hardened off. All of the kinds do best
suspended from the roof of n hothouse, the temperature
of which should not fall below (>.")° F. in winter. The
plants may be grown either in orchid pots or baskets.
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In potting or basketinj? plants from 4-in p<>t«, lar^r*-

pieces of potsberd aiul rharcoal should be Hnnly pla«'ed

here and there anion>; the potting material, whieh should
e«»nsist of rotigh tthrous pent, nioss and sand. The
plantH should not be allowed to grow as vines vii.less

they are intended to produce seed. When large-sized
pitchers are wanted the en«lH of the shoots should be
nipped out after several leaves have been made and the
pitchers are in the process of development; this throw.s
strength into the last-formed leaves and produces very
large pitchers. When the plants are in a<'tive growth
they should be well drenched with water at least once
each day and syringed frequently, but care should be
taken not to overwater newly potted specimens. They
should at all times be shaded from bright sunshine, and
when a house is devoted to them, or jiartly occupietl
with plants requiring similar treatment, it should be
shaded with cloth Hxed to rollers. Well pitchered plants
may be taken from the growing house and exhibite«l in

good condition for a long time in a house under condi-
tions which wouhl be unfavorable for their growth. All
of the hybrid forms are of easy culture. y.Mnsttrsiatui,
y. Dominiaua, y. Siebrer'htii, y. Otttramiana ami
y. llenryana produce pitchers verj' freely. The species,
as a rule, are not quite so free, but some of them thrive
etpially as well as the garden forms. .V. Hajnh, y. yor-
thiand, y. .<<a»<fuinea, y. (tlho-nidrghiatn and y. biriil-

citrata are all more or less difficult to manage, as the
conditions under which they grow in their native haunts
are sometimes not easily imitated, y. ampullaria,
y. Jiitfflexiana, y. Pht/llamphora, y. distillatoria,
y, hfvis and y. Kennedyana are usually seen well
r-'rnished with pitchers. G. W. Ouvek.

iV 'penthes Culture at yew Rochelle, iV. F.— In
propagating these charming plants the writer prefers
cut^^ings of w»;!l-npened wood, not too hard, and of 2 or
H eye.' in length. The Ivs. are trimmed in one-half or
more. The cuttings are placed in a dose glass case,
with a steady bottom heat of at least 80° or 85** in a
bed of cocoa fiber or of sphagnum moss and sand
mixed. The cuttings are always kept moist, and only
enough air is allowed to reduce condensation.

After they are rooted, which takes from two to three
months, they are planted into shallow pans or orchid

1468. Good method of propagatine Nepenthes.

The putting is placed in an inverted pot. The stick
at the right wedges the cutting and keeps it tight; it

may also curry the label. The pot is cut in two vertically

to show how the roots form in the air, without the aid
of sand, water or even moss.

cribs in a mixture of fibrous peat and sphagnum moss,
with perhaps some pieces of charcoal and crocks at the
bottom. This material should be packed in firmly and
tied down. Then set the plants again into bottom heat.

in order to have them firmly established. Increase the
air gradually until the plants are stuniy enough to i»e

placed in the greenhouse, either u|M>n a rack or sus-
pended fron< the ro'jf. The temjierature where Ne-
penthes are grown should never In- less than ()0°, and it

might be as high as 80° or 90", providing plenty of
moisture is given. Copi«mH syrinjfinir, and during' the

lt69. A simple propagatintr frame.

Used by Robert Sliorc for propiigutiii« Nei»»^nthe8.
Dracaenas and other tropical subjects..

summer months, dipp'ng of the plants in water, is very
beneficial. When the plants get too high, say above
18 in. or 2 ft., and their pitchers become smaller an<l

smaller, as they grow taller, the best plan is to cut them
back to within 4 or 5 eyes oif the crown. Then the next
growth of new leaves will give the very finest and best
pitchers. When well established in their pans or cribs,

and while in good growing condition, a light concoction
of liquid manure is very beneficial. When the |>otting

material is exhausted, it is essential that it be renewed
at least once a year. Very fine plants can also be
raised from seeds. When the plants are in bloom the
miniature flowers should be carefully examined, to see

that both sexes are represented, for if either sex be
absent there can be no fertilization. The seed, when
ripe, should be sown in pans in much the same material
as was pre.scribed for cuttings, the pans placed in about
the same sort of a place, and the material always
kept moist. It takes from six weeks to two months to

geniiinate the seed. After that, care nmst be taken that

the young seedlings do not damp off. Once they are
strong enough, with 2 or .'{ leaflets, they can be prickfd
off and planted into other pans and fresh material, at

the same time gradually accustomed to the air, and thus
in from eighteen months to two years' time nice little

plants may be had. In the experience of the writer the
following kinds are more easily cult, than the others:
iV. AUeniana, ampullaria and vars., bicalcarata, Che/-
Honi, Curtinii, etflindrica, distillatoria^ Jfotniniaiia.

£yermanni, hybrida, var. ntactilata, HoQkeriaua,
Hookeriana var. elotujata, lanata, Latrrenciana, Mus-
tersiana (2 vars.), Morganiana, (hitramiana, Pater-
sonii, picfurala, Jfafflexiana, var. ifisignis, Savageatia,
Sedeni, ISiebrechtii, Steu-aitii, Taplini, Tildeniana,
Veitchii, Zeylanica var. rubra.

ampullaria, 7, 23.

atrosanguinea, 28.

bicalcarata, 1.

Burkei, 15.

Chelsoni, 25.

cincta. 18.

coccinea, 32.

Courtii, 31.

Curtisii. 21.

cylindriea. 10.

Dicksoniana, 29.

distillatoria, 12.

Dominii, 44.

Donnanniana, 35.

Edinensis. 26.

Eyermanni, H.
gracilis, 19.

IXPEX.

Henryana, 40.

Hookeriana. 27.

hybrida. 9, 45.

intermedia, 30.

Kennedyana, 5.

Khasiana, 14.

lapvis, 11.

lanata, 6.

Lawrenciana, 37.

Madagascariensis,
2.

major, 7.

Mastersiana, 4.

mixta, 22.

Morganiana, 34.

Northiana, 20,

Nortkisii, 22.

H. A. SlEBRECHT.

Outramiana. 43.

PhyllamphorH. 13,

Rafflei^iaua, 27.

Ratcliffiana, 42.

R^ijah, 24.

rufescens, 8.

sangninea, 3.

Sedeni. 36,

Stewartii. 39,

Stuartii, 39.

Veitchii, 6. 16.

villosa. 17.

virtata, 7.

Williamsii, 3:^,

Wrigleyana, 38.

Zeylanica, 8, 12,
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A. Color of pitrher nhollff or

chiefly red: no npotn.

B. Pitcher irith 2 inward-
pointimj xpnrit 1. bicalcarata

BB. Pitrher without inward-
pointing spurx.

c. Shape of pitcher tthort-

ftask- or miuj-nhaped— 2. Madagascariensis

CC. Shape of pitrher quite rijliu-

driral :{• aanguinea

CCC. Shape of pitrher rylitidri-

cal, but narrower adore,

V. Length of pitcher 7 in. or

more •*• Mastersiana

DD. Length of pitcher 5 in 5. Kenuedyana '

AA. Color of pitcher wholly or

chiefly green: »pot» few

if any.

B. Wings always fringid.

C. Foliage hairy beneath 6. lanata

CC. Foliage not hairy beneath,

nnleifit along midrib.

D. Lidnmaller than the month,
^

erert or bent fiark 7. ampullaria

Vtf. Lid an large as the month.

%. Upper part of pitrher

flashed red: nerk low... 8. rufescens

EE. Cpperpart ofpitrher green:

nerk high 9. hybrida

EEE. Cpper part of pitcher with
a few red spots: neck
rather high 10. cylindrica

BB. Wings not fringed (except

sometimes JV. hfvis).

(\ Base of lid notched 11. laevis

CC. Base of lid not notrhed.

D. Inflorescence panicled 12. distillatoria

DD. Inflorescence racemose.

E. Lvs. petioled KJ. Phyllamphora
EE. Lrs. sessile 14. Khasiana

AAA. Color of pitcher more or less

spotted.

B. Pitcher wingless Lj. Burkei
BB. Pitrher winged.
c. Foliage hairy beneath.

D. Him composed of many fine,

close rings 16. Veitchii

DD. Him composed of few coarse
distant disks 17. viUosa

CC. Foliage not hairy beneath.

D. Ba.ie of lvs. rather broad,
the lvs. sessile or nearly
so.

K. Mouth of pitcher with a
white margin below the

rim . , 18. cincta
EE. Month of pitcher without a

white margin.
F. Back of pitcher 1-spurred . . 19. grracilis

FF. Back of pitcher 2-spnrred. .20. Northlana
DD. Base of lvs. narrowed into

a petiole, which, however,
is usually margined,

z. Shape of pitrher like a
tube, i.e., cylindrical, not
constrirfed.

F. Under side of lid 2-spurred .2\. Curtisii

rr. Under side of lid not
spurred.

G. Lid not bent back 22. mixta
rii * I. J f2.*{. ampullaria,

oa. L,d bent back | ^.J^ ^^^^^^^
EE. Shape of pitrher like a mug.
r. Month ofpitrher bigger than

the bottom '.
24. Rajah

FF. Month of pitcher smaller
than the, bottom.

G. Wing fringes sparse 25. Chelsoni
26. Edinensis

GO. Wing fringes copious 27. Bafflesiana
EEE. Shape ofpitcher like a flask,

i.e., inflated below, more
or less cylindrical above,

6S

NOS. 28 to 4.'». Fl.AMK-!«HAPED AND SPOTTED PlTrHEU
Plants, u k«y to which will be founU on pa>?t' 107:t.

1. bicalcarata, H^M>k. Younj? pitphers »)owl->*hai>»d,

.3Sxy in.: oM piti-ht-rs 8x«i in., iiu'liuliiij? a xwrk 2 in.

long: color of pirrh»-ri* U'hs vivid tlian in N.sanguinea.
Borneo. I. H. 28:408. G.C. II. KK'iOl. Gn. 17:237; :W,

p. 2t». — Tl«e sptirs resemble
the fun>;s of a nnake. Appa-
rently no other Hp«Tie« has
snrh spurs. G. W. Oliver
writes that all the speeiniens
he has seen have been y«'llow-

ish jfreen, covered with ru.st-

colored, downy material.

1470. How the pitchers

change their shape.

The earliest and best are
mug-shaped ones; the topmost
pitchers of old and tall plants
are cylindrical. A'. Kafflesiana,
l>oth trrtm same plant. Adapted
from B. M. 4285.

1471. Three old-time

Nepenthes.
Much confused in collec-

tions and difficult to dis-
tinguish : N. Phyllam-
phora above, N. Khasiana
in the middle, N. distil-

latoria below.

2. Madagascariensis, Poir. Lvs. leathery, reddisli
beneutli, 5 x 1 M in. : pitcher 4-6 in. lon^, crimson, flask-

shaped; mouth nearly circular, with scarcely anv neck.
G.C.II.ir,:«;85.

3. sanguinea, Lindl. Pitcher 12x2 in., ^nite cylin-
drical; no neck. Malaya. F.8. 22:2:{4:{. (i.C. 1872:'541

;

II. 11:13. F.M. 1874: 128. -This is one of the very few
species that has a sessile leaf.

4. Mastersi^na, Veitch (3'". sanguinea x N. Khasi-
(ina). Pitclier 7x2 in., cylindrical, but the upper third
narrower, deep claret red, sometimes with spots of darker
red. G.C. II. 16:749; 21:249. I.H. 33:618. Gn. 23:390.
Gng. 4:183.— This superb hybrid has the sessile leaf and
red pitcher of X. sanguinea, with a form of pitcher in-

termediate between its two parents. There is a dark
colored variety and a lighter colored one.

5. Kennedyina, F. Muell. Pitcher 5 x 1>^ in., reddish,
cylindrical, but narrower above; lid as large as the mouth
and nearly horizontal. Australia. G.C. II. 17:257.
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6. laaita, Masters. Here UMt'<I for the
plant with the jf^een piti'her and yelh»w
rim which in one uf two thinf^n paMtiinK in

the traile as *V, \'ritrhii. The name A'. /«i-

natit WBH tlfMt uxed at the Itottoui of plate

261, vol. 2:i of I.H., hut the sccompanying
text is heade<l .V. I'fitrhii, and Masters
dfolareH that the text refers to 3'. I'ritrhii

and not to the plant tliere tijfnred. Ma?«ters

^uve, therefore, the first description of .V.

lanaht in O. C. H. 17:178. hut he fails to

clearly diHtinikCtii^h the tw«> plants. He
Hays that X. lanatn nas hiaokish hairs on
the under side of the Ivs. and that the
rim is "ultimately red<lish hrt»wn.'' The
typical .V. I'ritchii (B. M. 5()80) is said
to have "rufous" hairs on the under side

of the Ivs. B«»rneo. l.H. 'J-Jr^rd (proha-

bly a poor picture). On. 17: 2:^7 (as y.
y'citchii). y. Iintata should perhaps rank
merely as a variety of S. I'eitchii.

7. amptdl&ria. Jack. This and Xos. 2
and 12 Hooker distiujruishes from all other
siu'<-ies by their inflorescence, which is

more or less panicled, insteatl of racemose.
IMtcheroblonj?. 3 in. hm>;; lid smallerthan
the mouth, erect or bent ba<*k. Malava.
F.S.22:2:{J.'> (copied from B. M.51()9 and
reversed. — Var. vittJtta is a spotted var.

l.H. 24:272. Var. m&jor also has been
offered. Burbitljfe says thin is the only
kiml that has no honey glands, but J. M.
Macfarlane declares that all species have
honey glands on the rim. though this spe-

cies has none on the rudimentary lid.

8. Tuf68cenB, Veitch ( y. Zcfflnnica, var.

rubra x y. Court ii). Stem retldish, closely

covered by brood decurrent leaf-stalks,

which are about 1 in. h>ng: Ivs. 12x2Kin.

:

pitcher narrowly flask-shaped, 73^x2 in.

— Fresh pitcher sent by Siebrecht differs

from CJ.i.'. III. 4: »09 in having a very nar-
row green rim, higher neck and lid faintly

flushe«l red al>ove but freely spotted
below.

9. hybrida, Veitch. Lvs. 8-9x2: pitcher

5 in. long; mouth ovate; lid spotted; neck
rather high. y. KJiasiaua was the male
pan-nt. .Judging from the structure, J.

M. Macfarlane thinks that y.(/rarilis was
the female parent. FuUv described in G.
C. 1872:.')41.

10. cylindrica,Veitch. HybridofX Z^.v-

lanica, var. rubra x y. Vvitchii. Pitcher
6-8 in. long. 1-1 ^ii in. wi«le, pale green,

with a very few crimson spots, inflated be-

low, but perhaps not quite flask-shaped;

lid oblong, much spotted at least beneath

;

rim is shown as narrow and regularlv

rolled back in G.C. III. 2:.')21. but said to

be frilled and somewhat dilated toward
the neck.

11. Ifflvis, Lindl. Lvs. narrow, leathery,

without pubescence, fringes or teeth :

pitcher 2-4 in. long, cylindrical but nar-
rower above ; wings narrow-fringed or
not; rim entirely without ribs (a unique
character, if constant). Java, Singapore.
G.C. 1848:0.').").

12. distillatdria, Linn. Fig. 1471. This
is one of the oldest names among lovers

of the pitcher plants. V)ut Masters says
the plants cultivated under this name are
really y. Khaniana. y. distiUatoria is

one of very few species that has pani-
cled fls. Lvs. narrowed into a
broadly winged, half-clasping stalk.

which is scarcely or not at all decur-
rent; texture leathery : pitcher 4-

6x 1-13^ in., cylindrical, obscurely
dilated at the base, more or less

flushed red upwards ; lid about as

1472. Five distinct types of Nepenthes.

Beginning from the top they are : N.
rillosa, Limii, Rajah. Kaffleriaiia, var.

Hookeriann and Raffletiana. The l^rst

three lielong to the famous Kina Balou
grotip. The fourth is the parent of more
hybrids than any other kind.

NEPENTHES

large as the mouth antl horizontal. Ceylon.
P.M. 4:1. L.B.C. II: 1017. Not B.M. 279«.
which is y. Kfntniana.
y. Zeylanira, Hatln., is referre<l by Index

Kewensisto .^V. diatiilatoria. y. Zriflauiea,
var. rubra, Hort.. is an old garden name
which Veitch in (i.e. 111,2:521 refers to iV.

hirtuta, var. ylnbrmcrnn. An abnormal form
of y. ZeyluHica, with 2 nudribs and 2
pitchers from the same leaf, is shown in O.
C. II, 13:309.

1.^. Phyll4mphora,Willd. Fig. 1471. Lvs.
with a long wiugt-d petiole, halt-clasping or
less; nerves numerous longitudinal; tex-
ture of young lvs. membranous: pitcher 4-6
in. long, siibcylintlrical; lid altout \s large
as the mouth and horizontal. Cochin China,
Moluccas. — The alMjve tlescription is from
Hooker, not from B, 31. 2629, which, accord-
ing to H. J. Veitch (J. H. S. 21:2.T2), is

really y. graciliti. In R. H. 1887, p.^ll, is

a picture labelled y. Phy'lawphnra, which
is the .same thing as the one in R. H. 1861.

p. 173, labelled y.dintilUitoria.

14. Khasiiina, Hook. Fig. 1471. Not ad
vertisfd, hut prol»ably common in cult, un-
der the name of y. ilintillatoria. Lvs. ses-

sile, claspinif. shortly decurrent; nerves pin-

nate : texture firm, but hardly leathery:
pitcher 4-7 x 1 Jii-3 in., spotted above, larger
than those of y. distiHatoria. Himalayas.
B. M. 2798 (erroneously as y. difttillatoria ).

In B.M.2798 the pitcher is cylindri'-nl but
narrow at the bottom. J. M. Macfarlane ver-
ifies this description, and adds tnat the true
iV. Khattiana has a long, narrow pitcher
which is green or tinged with brick red.

1.'). Burkri, Mast. This is distinguished
from apparently all other species by the
absence of wings. It has the wide rim, with
irregular fluted projections of y. I'eifchii.

Pitcher 8 x2'a in., oblong, but swelled in

the lower third. Borneo. G. C. Ill, 6:493.

Var. prolifica. Mast., has a more slentler

habit, narrower lvs., smaller and less highly
colored pitchers, produced in greater pro-
fusion.

16. Vditchii, Hook. Fig. 1467. A splen-
did plant, renuirkahle for its extremely
wide rim, which sometimes attains2 in., anil

is often boldly scalloped at the margin in-

stead of being rolled neatly back. Being
one of the most distinct in general appear-
ance, it has iieen much used in hybridiz-

ing. The name has been endlessly confused.
It is commonly said that there are two forms
of y. I'eitrhii passing in the trade— one
with a spotted pitcher and red rim. and the
other with a green pitcluT and yellow rim.
The latter is here called y. lanata. The
former is indisputably the true y. Veitch ii,

since the original description of iV. Veitch ii

consists in a mere citation of B. M. 5080,

which, bv the way, bears the erroneous
legend of IV. villoaa. B.M. 5080, therefore, is

the type of y. Veitrhii, and that is a spotted
pitcher with a red rim. y. Veitch ii has a
large hairy pitcher, attaining 10x3H in.,

which tapers toward the base, is nowhere
bulged, ami has an ovate mouth, surrounded
by a wide, high-necked rim; the lid seems
small in comparison. Borneo. F. M.1877:
2(55. G.C. II. 16:781. Perhaps, also. G.C II,

18:809 (as ^V". sauguinea). Burbidge says
that y. Veitch ii is a true epiphyte, grow-

ing 20-100 ft. above ground and dif-

fering from most, if not all, other
species in actually clasping the trunks
and bearing its lvs, in a 2-ranked
fashion.

17. villdsa, Hook. Fig. 1472. This
is distinct from all other species here
described by its rim, which is com-
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po^fKl of distant dUks whlrh hte circular except for teeth

which |»ri»j«'('t «l<»wn into tiic pitclu-r. .V. Kdu-drdniatKi

in i>rol>«l)ly the only other kind with nuch a rlni. Bor-

neo. Trans. Linn. 8oc., plate >"., not B.M. .')0«0, which is

X Veitehii. — Sot in cultivation anywhere ati yet.

18. clnct*, Ma«t. T)ie leaf tapern to a broad dilated

baiie, which in "intermediate between the Hesnile leaf of

X ychrfhiaMU and the lonjc taperinjf utalk of .V. afho-

mnrgintitn:" pitcher cylindrical, roun<led at the bas«',

7-8x2?4 In.; rim lobed, not entire an in N. alhii-mnnji-

nata ; back of pitcher 2-j«purret4. Borneo. (J. ('. II.

21: 576. —The white band is narrower than in .V. albo-

marginof'i.

19. gnricilis, Korth. Lvs. seHsile, lung decurrent :

pitcher cylindrical but indated at the base and con-

stricted at the middle, 2^-4 in. lotitf. Borneo. B.M. 2029
(erroneoUHJy an A'. Phifllamphnni). V, :{:221 (p«M)r as

to shape of pitcher ) . Var. mijor in the only form offered.

20. Northi^na, Hook. Remarkable for its wide rim,

which is said to attain 2 in. an«l is perhaps nearly as wide
as in y. I'eitchii. Pitcher Hask-shaped, 12-lG x :JVa-5

in. Borneo. Gn. 23, p. 41Mi. R.B. 21, p.271. S.H.I, p. 107

(all the same out). (}.C. II. H»:717 is misleading as to

width of rim, and was perhapH done from a very young
pitcher.

lM. Ctirtiiil, Hook. This species is very distinct by
reason of the shape of the pitcher. Pitcher 7x1'^ in.,

as nearly cylindrical as in any species of the »fenus.

The mouth and neck are like y. Raffle»iana, but the
pitcher is not bulged below and the tis. are green instead
i.f dark red. This species is unique by reason of its

spurs. The back spur is btime not at the juncti«)n of
back and lid as usual, but on the back of the pitcher.

Moreover, the midrib of the lower surface of the lid is

produced into 2 spurs—one near the base and a longer
ont' near the apex. Borneo. B.M. 7i:W. G.C. III. 2: r»8y.

I.H. 35, p. 59 (same cut). O.C. III. <>:0<il.-A fresh
pitcher sent by Siebrecht shows that this is even more
distinct and splendid than the pictures show.

22. mixta, Mast. ( .V. Xorthisii, Veitch ) . Hybrid of .V.

Siirthiitnn and N. Curtisii, having the cylindrical pitcher
of the latter but not the 2 spurs on the lower side of the
lid. The Ivs. are remarkable in being somewhat notched
at the apex of the bla<le. Pitcher 8 in. long; rim deep
crimson. G.C. III. 13:47. O.M. .36:7.54. R.B. 21, p. 208.
—According to Veitch, the fls. are panicled.

'2'i. ampull4ria, var. vittita. Here may be sought the
spotted var. of N. ntnpulhiria described at No. 7. In
I.H. 24:2?2 this spotted var. is represented with a small,
liroadly oblong, unconstricted pitcher and a lid bent
back to a wholly exceptional degree.

24. Eijah, Hook. Fig. 1472. Distinguished by the
inmiense size of the pitchers, their o«ld shape, the great
niouth, the disproportionately large lid, an<l also by the
tendril which is given off, not from the apex of the leaf,

as usual, but from the under surface a short distance
below the apex. Pitchers a foot or more long and three-
fourths as wide. Borneo. G.C. II. IG:49;{. Gn. 22, p.
122. F. 1883, p. 157.

25. Ch6l80iii, Veitch (X Dominii x X. Jfaffhaiona).
Pitcher 3—tx2Kin. More fully described in G.C.
l872:.->42.

%. Edin^nsis (X. Bafflesianay. Chelxoni). Raised
at the Botanic Gardens of Edinburgh, but not described
so far as known. A.F. 7:.'581. — Cult, at U. S. Botanical
Gardens, Washington, D. C.

27. Rafflesiina, Jack. Fig. 1470. This is one of the
most distinct species by reason of its high-necked
pitchers and purple tls. The young pitchers are mug-
shaped (excluding the neck), while the mature ones
(rarely seen in cult.) are actually wider at top than at
bottom and taper gra<iually to the base without any
sudden constriction. Stem green and glabrous : young
pitchers oftenSJ^xS in.; old ones sometimes 7x2 in.

India. B.M. 4285 (copied and reversed in F.S. 3:213).
F.S. 16:1698; 22:2.343. F. 18.50:77; 1872, p. 221. G.C.
III. r2:.553; 1872:541 . R.H. 1869, p. 1.30 (as N.RafJexea ).

Var. intignis, Mast., is a more robust plant: stems
covered when youne with white chaffy scales: pitchers
nmjr-shaped. 9x4 in., thickly beset with .small, brownish.

utelllform halr«. O.C. IT. 8:425. Var. nivea is densely
covere«l with white down. Var. p411ida is cult, at WaMh-
ington, D. C. Var. Hookeri4na ( X. llooktriiitut, Low.
y. Jlookeri, Alphand). Fig. M72. Said to be the parent
of more hybrids than any other kind. It seems to l)e •
distinct lH*tanical variety from B<irneo, differing essen-
tially in having a low neck. According to Master*
(G.C. II. 16:812), it alsodiffers in having a short petiole

which is very broad at the base, and u tlatti-r, not hood-
like lid. Also the Ivs. are thicker, with ^t-5 secondary
nerves on ea<'h side of the midril> and parallel to it, the
tertiary transverse nerves much ni()re closely arranged
than in X JiafneHiana. The Htrure in <}.('. II. 16:813
(repeated in G.C.III. 12:.557, I.H. 41. p. 145, and S.H.
1:57) is iiuiccurate as to the spur, which is distinctly

shown as a prolongatit»n of the rim, rather than of the
lid or the midrib of the back. See A.(». 18:877. Also
Alphand's Promena<les de Paris, last colored plate of
the volume of plates.

FLASK-SHAPEO AND SPOTTEr> PITCHER PLANTS.

(The key continued from pasre li»71.>

This group (No8.28 to 45) is composed wholly of hybri<ls. and
the blood of A'. Raffletiana enters largely into them. The high-
necked kinds are more like typical N. Ratfleaiann. while the
l<)wne<'ke«l kinds resemble N. Kafflfgiana, var. Iloukirinna.
All of these hybrids seem to be more flask-shaped than .V. Hat-
flfsiana, i. e., they are proportionately longer, and more con-
stricted above.

r. yeck extremely hir/h, associated
irit' a very oblinne mouth, as
in !• ly. 14/ Ji (bottom).

O. Spots red and yellow : pitchers
chiefly red 28. atTOsangruinea

GO. Spots red and yreen.
H. liim wide, 1 in. or so 29. Dicksoiiiana

HH. Rim narrow.
I. Winys wavy and fluted (as well

as frinyed

)

30. intermedia
II. Wings not wary 31. Courtii
PF. yeck shorter: mouth less ob-

lique. See Fig. 147ii (next aftove bottom).
0. Spots red and yellow^ hardly

green.

H. Rim parti-colored 32. coccinea
:i3. Williamsii

HH. Rim self-colored, dark 34. Morganiaua
GG. Spots red and green.

H. Wings wary (as well as fringed)lio. Dormanniana
HH. Wings not wavy.

1. Shape of > ' roundish rather
than oblong.

J. Base of lid heart-shaped, i. e.,

notched ,36. Sedeni
jj. Base of lid not notched.
K. Jiim green 37. Lawrenciana

.38. Wrigleyana
KK. Rim dark red or parti-colored. IVJ. Stewartii

40. Henryana
41. Eyermanni
42. Ratcliffiana

II. Shape of lid oblong 43. Outramiana
44. Dominii
45. hybrida,

var. maculata

28. atrosangruinea, Hort. American hybrid, said to
resemble X. Stdeni and X. rubra. Said to be much
richer in color than X. sanguinea. Pitcher 6x2J^ in.;
rim red and blackish. G.C. II. 17:827.

29. Dicksoniina, Masters (y. Rafflesianax Veifchii).
This has a rim almost as big as that of X. I'eitchii, but
not so flat. Pitcher 10x3'^ in.: Ivs. with 3 parallel
nervfcs between midrib and margin. G.C. III. 4:541.

.30. intermddia, Veitch (X. Eafflesiana x ?). Stem
covered with pale rust colored down: Ivs. taper to both
ends: pitcher 6x2J^ in.; rim flatfish, parti-colored ; lid
less hooded than in X. Rafflesiana. G.C. II. 17179-
III. 12:125. F. 1875, p. 257 (neck to,> low).

31. C6urtii, Veitch (X. / x Dominii). Stem purplish
and hairy: pitcher 5x2H in., of very firm texture.
G.C. 111. 6:845.
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'.i2. coccinea, Mast. Amcrifan hybrici of unknoTm
parentatro. Pitcher 6x3 in., crimson, slijjfhtly speckled
with yellow, rim red and black; lid .spotted. G.C. II.

1«:1G1). I. H. 41, p. 14:{. -Cannot be distinjnnshed by
original descri{)tJons and pictures from the next. The
le:if-margins of both have numerous, regularly disposed,
minute teeth.

33. Williamsii, B. S. Williams {X. Sedeni x .V. Hook-
eri). Pitcher 4-5 in. long, intermediate in shape l)etween

its parents; interior spotted red; lid /eddish brown be-
neath. G.C. II. 14:40.— In Gn. 27:494 the rim is errone-
ously shown as dark and self-colored, but afresh pitcher
gent by Siebrecht has a beautiful, shiny, richly parti-

colored rim.

34. Morgani^na, Hort. (y M^rganiir, Hort. ). One
of Taplin's American hyb.ids, supposedly between N.
Hookeri and .V. PhijUamj'hora. Lvs. reddish, margins
entire: pitcher medium-sized. Originally said to have
a green lid, but in Gn.2'J:.'{yO the lid is light yellow,
spotted red, at least below ,

35. Dormanni&na, Masters. Possibly an American
hybrid; parentage unknown. Lvs. finely ciliate at the
edges: pitcher (>x:{; lid spotted, (t. C. II. 17:525.—
Fresh pitcher sent by Siebrecht has a i>arti-colored rim.

36. Sddeni, Veitch. Masters, in his careful descrip-
tion in G.C. 1872:542, says that the lid is cordate, but
this feature is not shown in the Veitchian tratlecut used
in F. 1872. p. 54 and S. H. 1 :104. Stem terete, glabrous:
lvs. 7x1^4 in.: pitcher (probably not mature) 3x 1 in

37. Lawrenci^a, B. S.Williams {X. Sedeni x Ilook-

erii). Pitcher 4-5 in. long, intermediate in shape be-

tween its parents, and in 1880 said to be a brighter red
than any kind except X. sanguined. Lvs. slightlv ser-

rate: lid reddish beneath. G. C.II. 14:40. I.H.21?:460
(lid spotted above).

.38. Wrigleyana, Hort. Said to be another hybrid of
X. PhtjlUimphora and X. Hookeri. Lvs. light green,
like those of X. PhyUamphora, 10-12 x 1^4-2 in., acute
at both ends, glandular beneath, and with 2 or
parallel nerves on each side of the midrib. (J

17:143.

39. 8t6wartii, Veitch (.V. Stua^ii, Hort.?). Same
parentage as X. Morganiana. Lvs. sain to have the
light green color of X. Phyllamphora, -with the leathery
texture of X. Hookeri. Pitcher intermediate in size.

F. 1879, p. 157, where the pitcher is said to have a "promi-
nent rib "on the back. Specimens cult, at Cornell Univ.
have parti-colored rims.

40. Henry&na, B. S.Williams ( .V. Hookeri x .T. S-den i

)

.

Pitcher 5x2. I. H. 29:460. Gn. 27:494. Here may belong
I.H. 34:15, but the pitchers are larger and redder except
on the li<l, which is nearly gree?i and unspotted, the rim
decidedly parti-colored and the wings entirely unfringed,
the last point being the most suspicious.

41. £yenxianiii, Hort. Lvs. 10x2 in., dark green,
leathery, with a few minute teeth on the margin : pitcher
4x U'ij in.,hantlsome dark red, with relatively few green
spots: mouth ovate, rather short-necked: lid roundish,
as large as the mouth, freely spotted above, scarcely
beneath: rim narrow, slightly parti-colored; wings in

the specimen sent with a short fringe above and none
below. Described from fresh pitcher furnished by Sie-

brecht.

42. Katoliffiina, Veitch (X. PhtiUaniphoraxX. Hook-
eri). Lvs. litrht green, leathery. 12-15x \yi in.: pitcher
.'Mi X 2 in. ; rim parti-colored ; lid abtmt as large as the
mouth, ovate, glandular and spotted below. G.C. II.

17:178.

43. Outraxniina, B. S. Williams (X. Sedeni xX. Hook-
eri). Pitcher 5 in. long; interior well spotted: rim
parti-colored; lid spotted, at least below. G.C. II. 14:41.

F. 1880, p. 156 (same cut). F.M. 1879:384.

44. Domlnii. Veitch (.V. Dominiana, Hort.? X.Haf-
fle.'<i(in<i x/). Stem purplish, slighth' downy: lvs. 1(>-18

x3in., 1-nerved: pitcher6x2 in., lid spotted. — Siebrecht
sends a small pitcher with a high neck, narrow, parti-

colored rim, lid faintly flushed above, freely spotted
below. There is more green than red la the pitcher.

45. hybrida, var. macul&ta, Hort. {X. FThasinnnxf).
St4im glabrous: lvs. 13x2^4 in., l-nerved: pitcherox iVi

in., cylindric, but slightly contracted above the middle.
The coh,r of the lid is not lecorded. . M. Macfirlane
thinks that X.grnciliit was the other parent.

The following kindh have been offered in America but can-
not at present be distiiiguislieU from those jjiven above: N,
Allmidna, Hort. Siebreclit.—A. anuihilig. Hort. Said to W a
hybrid between N. Hookeri and N. Rafflesiana; int. 188«.—A.
Anienidna, Hort. Said to be a hybrid between N. Rafflesiana
and N. H<H)keriana; int. 189.1.

—

X. Clayton ii, offered 18J»5 by
Pit«'her and Manda.—A. eompdrta. Hort., is fijrured in Gn. 27,
p. 497, but c!i" hanlli" l>e distincruished bv the tipure from any
other spotteu, tfa-sk-shaped, low-nt^k»»d kind.— .V. Craiyidna,
Hort. Siebre<'ht.—A. Edmundsii, Hort. Pitcher and Manda —
A. Elmenhorstidna, Hort. Siebrecht.— A', excelsior, H' ...
Hybrid of Rafflesiana and N. Hookeriana. Pitcher 9 in. long,
8potte<i, oblong, rounded at base.— A'. FindU.idna, Hort. A
hybrid with meilium-sized spotteil pitchers: int. 1><^.—A.
Uamiltonidna is said to 1)6 the same as N. coccinea. —A. Uib-
berdii is probably the correct name of the hybrid jidv^rtised by
Pitcher & Manda as N. Hilberdii. Pitcher spottetl; id green
above, indistinctly marked with red below; 18K$.—A. Johnsunii,
Hort. Siebrecht.—A^ Ldnewoodii or A'. Loneuoodii, Hort.
Siebrecht.—A. Jf«//i. Hort. Siebrecht.— A'. 0»6or7ifri?ia, dirt.
Pitcher & Manda.— A". Parad\j(s. Hybrid, 1883. Fit her
spottetl, much narrowed near canter. 4-3x2-2/^; rim gr en;
lid green al)o\e, reddish beneath.— A. Pdtergonii, Port. 'anl.
Spotted. Pitchtr cylindrical but narrower above.

—

X.pict- ,ata,
Hort., is flguretJ in Siebrecht's catalogtte with an oolong
pitcher, which is .^lightb' wider below but not t1ask-shape<l.

—

N. Pitcherii, Pitchtr & Manda. Hybrid between N. Paradiste
and N. Henryana. Pitcher deep pink; 189.").— A'. Rvblinoii,
Pitcher s Manda, 1895. Pitcher almost gIol)ular, medium-
sized. Slotted.— A'. Saragedtui, Siebrev-ht, has mug-shajKHl,
spotted pitchers.— A". Se^man7ni. Hort. Pitcher & Slanda.—
N. Siebrechtidna i» said to have immense pitcliers, resem tiling

N. Amesiana but lighter color»i «.id dente<l on one side.— A'.

S^abrijhtii of Saul's catalogue is probably the same thing as
the precedJBg, though S.-iul says it is in the style of N. Raffle-
siana.— A'. splMdida, Hort. Pitcher & Manda.—A\ superba.
Hort. Hybrid having the habit of N. Hookeriana and pitcher
intermediate between N. Hookeriana and N. Se<leni. F.M.
1881:4.34.—A. Tdplini, Hort. Siebrecht.—A*. Thorp -iana. Hort.
Siebrecht.—A^ Tildenii, or Tildendidna, Hort. Pitclior &
Manda.— A'. Wddleuana, Hort. Siebrecht, allask-sh.ip<>dpitc}ier
which is much redder above. ^ -^j

N£F£TA (Latin, perhaps from Nepete, an Etrurian
city). LdhidtiF. This gt-nus includes Catnip, Ground
Ivy and some other hardy perennial herbs of the easiest
culture. Catnip is a familiar weed near dwellings and
barns. Cats are fond of it, and Catnip tea is a pungent
memory with those who have survived the era of
homely simples. The seeds of Catnip are still offered.

1473. Catnip—Nepeta Cataria. Enlarged.

Ground Ivy also grows wild in America, a, " a form of

it with variegated foliage is cult, for edging flower-

beds or covering banks and stones. J. W. Manning
writes that it is hardy in light, well-drained soils, but

sometimes winter-Rills iu moist soils. It is also used in
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1474. Leaf of Catnip.

vftses and baskets. Nepeta is a genus of about 120 spe
cies, mostly in the northern hemisphere outside the
tropics. Perennial or annual herbs, tall and erect, or
dwarf and more or less trailing: Ivs. dentat(> or incised

the floral ones like the rey.
or reduced to bracts :

whorls of fls. crowded in
a dense spike, or in a
loose cyme, rarely few-
fid, and axillary: fls. blue
or white; calyx 15-nerved;
corolla 2-lipped; perfect
stamens 4 : ovary 4-parted.
The genus is placed be-
tween Lopanthus and
Dracoceph&lum, and is

characterized as follows:
calyx tubular, the mouth
straight or oblique, 5-

toothed; stamens usually
parallel, ascending; anther
cells divergent or divari-
cate. See Fig. 1473 .

Nepeta Olechoma is a
perennial creeping plant
of easy culture in any
loose, rich, fairly moist

soil, in either shade or full sunlight, but to be luxuriant

in the open it should have a moist soil. It is a very
rapid grower, and is therefore often troublesome when
planted with other low-growing plants. It is useful as

a ground covering in shrubbery borders and shady
places generally.

A. Blooms s*naU, inconspicuous.

B. Color of fls. white or nearly so.

Catifia, Linn. Catxip or Catnep. Catmint, Figs.
147;!. li"4. Tall and erect: Ivs. heart-shaped, green
above, whitish below, crenate. stalked. Eu., Orient.

BB. Color of fls. blue.

Glechdma, Benth. Ground Ivv. Gill-ovek-the-
Gkoi'M). Makes a dense mat: Ivs. roundish, more
deeply notched at the base than Catnip, and green on
both sides, the floral ones like the others, not reduced
to bracts as in the other kinds here described : whorls
axillary. < .v-fld. Nat. from Eu.. Asia. B.B. 3:87.—The
green-ivd. form is less cult, than var. variegata (^V.

hederitcea, Trev.. var. rariegcita, Hort. ).

AA. Blossoms larger, shotcy, blue.

B. Lvs. not notched at the base.

macrdntha, Fisch. Erect, branching, nearly glabrous:
lvs. short-stalked, ovate-lanceolate, green on both sides:
cymes peduncled, few-fld.: fls. 1 inch long; ])racts

minute. Altai. B.M. 2185 (Dracocephalum Sibiricum).

BE. Lvs. notched at base.

c. Fls. pedicelled.

betonicaefdlia, C. A. Mey. Upper lvs. green on both
sides: bracts a half shorter than the calyx. Caucasus.

cc. Fls. sessile.

Mussini, Spreng. Diffuse; branches ascending: lvs.

gncii above,whitish below: racemes unbranched: bracts
much shorter than the calvx. Caucasus, Persia. R.II.
18ia:300. B.M. 923 (X. lo'ngifofia). -Kot adv.

F. W. Barclay and W. M.

NEPHfiLIUM (old name of the burdock applied to
this genus because the rough fruits were supposed to re-
semble those of burdock). Sapindficf'<F. The Litchi nut
can be obtained in the ilried state in the larger markets
of the eastern states and is often seen on the tables
of trans-Pacittc steamers. The tree is cult, in the
West Indies but not in the U. S., unless in Porto
Hieo. The whole fniit is about as large as a small
walnut. The outer covering consists of a thin, brittle
shell, under which is a layer of soft, aromatic and
delicious pulp; finally in the center is a rather large,
smooth, hard-shelled seed, from which the pulp readily
^ppsirates. It is one of the most delicately flavored
fruits that the tropics produce. In dried state it will

keep a long time, and can be transported to distant
parts. Thus dried, the pulp shrinks from the shell and
becomes tough and less aromatic and delicate.

The tree is a native of southern China and the Malay
archipelago, where it has *>«en cult, for at least 1,500
years. It has been brought to he extreme scuth of
Japan and to various tropical countries. It was intro<luced
to southern Fla. in 1H8«>. Only a limited area is suited
to its growth, as it dt)es not readily adapt itself to cli-

mates which differ much from that peculiar to its orig-
inal habitat. It is a good-sized tree, said to attain a <'i-

ameter of 2-3 ft. It is probably cult, uniler glass in u
few Europeau botanic gardeus for its economic interest.

The preceding account is abstracted chieflv from
G. C. Georgeson's article in A.G. 12:2(59. W. A.'TayI«,T
writes : "The Litchi nut is also sold in Chinese s' eg
in the larger cities in the form of presc -ves pa:'k in

syrup in glass jars. In this form the peculiar fragrance
and flavor of the fresh fri;'t are well preserved."
Nephelium is a genus of about 20 species of oriental

trees: lvs. alternate,
abruptly pinnate;
1ft;?. not quite op-
posite, oblong, en-
tire, rarely serrate:
panicles axillarj* and
terminal, many-fld.:
fls. small, regular,
polygamo - dio'cious;
calyx small, cup-
shape*!, 4-G-cut; pet-
r.ls none or 4-0, vil-

lous or with 2 scales

;

stamens 6-10: ovary 2-?-lobed.
is allied to the soap-berry.

Litchi, Cambes. Lit<^hi or Leechee. Fig. 1475. Lfts.
about 3 pairs, lanceolate, 1-nerved beneath. China.
A. G. 12:269.

NEPHRODITTM. A name used at Kew for species of
Dryopteri-s, which see. N. emersutn, var. cristatuni is

advertised, but unknown to botanists.

L. M. Underwood.
NEPHB6LEFIS (Greek, kidney scale ; alluding to tho

indusia). Palypodidceo'. A genus of subtropical ferus
with pinnate lvs., the pinnje articulated to the rachis,
free veins and a reniform <>r roundish indusium rising
from the apex of the upper branch of a vein. See Fern.

1475. Litchi Nut—NepheUum (X >^).

Botanically the genus

acut.-i, 3.

liauxfi. 3.

Jiogtoniensis, 2.

cordata. 1.

cordifolia, 1.

davallioides, 4.

IKDKX.

Duffii. 1.

exaltatji, 2.

fnrcans, 4.

Paradi8(T. 2.

pectinata, 1.

Ptiilippensis , 2.

plumosa, 2.

rvfexceiis. '.i.

tripinnatifida. 3.

tuherotta, 1.

Washingtonensis, 2.

A. Bootstocks bearing tubers.

1. cordifdlia, Presl. (.V. tuberdsa. Hook.). Stalks 1^
in. long : lvs. 1-2 ft. long, 1 ^2-2 in. wide, with close, often
imbricated pinnap, usually blunt s.t the apex. Mexico to
Japan and New Zealand. A", pectinatn, Schott, is a form
with auricled lvs. and no tubers. X. Duffii, Moore, is

apparently a monstrous form from New Zealand, with
tufted habit and branching fronds. A', mrdata compacta,
Hort., is said to be a var. of iV. cordifolia,

AA. Rootstock,: tvithout tubers.

B. Margins entire or crenulate.

2. exalt&ta, Schott. Sword Fern. Stalks 4-6 in. long:
lvs. 1-2 ft. or more long, 3-(i in. broad; pinna? close, usu-
ally acute, the edge entire or slightly crenate, the upper
side auricled. Fla. to Brazil, Hong Kong and East Africa.
The "Boston Fern," or var. liostonien.sis (see Plate XI)
of the horticulturists, is highly valued but has no stand-
ing as a botanical variety. It is sometimes in the trade
under the horticultural name X Paradisa-. jV. exaltata,
var. plumosa, Hort.. has double, overlapping crests.
X. Philippensis, Hort., with dark-lvd., dark green foli-

age, probably belongs here. X. Washingtonievsis and
X. Wai(hingioniensis, var. pendula, Hort., are said to be
f<irius of this species, (t. W. Oliver says that their fronds
last well after being cut.
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3. actlta, Presl. {X. Bnunei, Hort. ). Lvs. 2-4 ft. long,

8-12 in. wide, on short slightly scaly staliis; pinniP >2-l

in. wide, acute, with entire or slightly crenate margins,
the lower basal angle rounded, the upper auricled: in-

dusia suborbicular. Fla. to Brazil and in the tropics of

the Old Wor i.— JV. ruUscens, Presl.. is a woolly variety.

N. tripinnatifida is said to be a variety of this species.

BB. Margins pinnatifid.

4. davallioldes. Kunze. Lvs. drooping, 2-.3 ft. long,

1 ft. or more wide ; lower pinnae inciso-crenate, the upper
narrower, with deeper lobes. In cultivation the pinnae

are forked often several times and are sometimes irregu-

larly crested: their form resembles the horticultural va-

riety fiircans. Java. — Var. furcans miilticeps is also

advertised.

N. aerruldta cristata, once adveitised by John Saul, seems un-
known to the botanies.— .V. Wittboldii, F.R. 5:247 (1900) ; 6:525,

is a variety of Boston Fern with fronds thrice as wide as the
type. The pinnae r-e said to have characteristic convolutions.

L. M. Underwood.

1476. Nerine curvifolia, var. PothereiUi (X %).

The Boston Fern, JVephrolepis exaltafa, var Bostoni-
ensis, is without doubt the most valuable ornamental
foliage plant for house and conservatory decoration that

the trade has put on the American market for years.

Its many good points made it a welcome addition to

our list of plants, and the flower-loving public soon dis-

covered that it was a fit companion for the palms, en-

during with them eqtially well the dry atmosphere of the

house. Thriving under indifferent care, it has pro\ ed

itself a very valuable plant. It grows where many of our
best house plants had been failures. It is a plant that can

be procured at little cost and is easily grown. It is prop-
agated by division or by the creeping rhizomes. This is

best done in early spring. The rhizomes may be pegged
down in small pots and when well rooted may be de-
tached from the parent plant. A good compost for pot-
ting consists of soil and leaf-mold, with some well-rotted
luanure added. Shift into larger pots or pans as the
plants require. Secure goo<l drainage and give plenty
of water, especially during the summer months. This
treatment will make specimen plants of 3-5 ft. in diam-
eter by October, with graceful fr»mds drooping in such
a manner as to hide the pot or pan. A well-grown speci-
men suspended in a bay-window is a sight long to be re-

membered. There are many plants in good condition
that have been in use for several years during the sum-
mer on the veranda and in the house during the winter
"aoii<^^s- James Dean.

NEPHTir?"TI8 (name borrowed from Egyptian my-
thology'; Nephthys, mother of Amibis, wife of Typhon).
Ardce(f. About half a dozen species of tropical African
creepers, 2 of which are cult, in hothouses for their va-
riegated foliage. The lvs. are all more or less halberd-
shaped or arrow-shaped, with scarcely any sheath on
the petiole. Inflorescence terminal : spathe concave-ex-
panded: ovary 1-celled; ovule solitary, pendulous.

pictur^lta, N. E. Br. The white markings form a pat-
tern resembling the tips of fern fronds laid between the
nerves, with their points all directed towards the base
of the midrib. Plant stemless, spreading by runners:
petioles 10-1? in. long: blade 6-12 in. long, 5-9 in. broad.
Congo. V^ar. angnst^ta, N. E. Br., has smaller and nar-

rower lvs. Figured in catalogue of
U. S. nurseries 1895.

triph;flla, Hort. "A pretty stove
creeper with dark green thrice-di-

vided lvs. marked with greeni.'^h

white in the exact shape of the leaf."

NEPTtNIA pl^na is a rare sensi-
tive plant of aquatic habit found in
the East and West Indies and S.
Amer. It has foliage much like that
of the common sensitive plant, JUi-

tnosa pudica. The fls. are so odd
that no one at first sight would
imagine that they belong to the
legume family. They are more or
less egg-shaped in outline, 1^-2 x 1

in., and borne singly on stalks 6 in.

long. They are drooping and have
numerous stamens. The singular
feature of these fls. is a mass of yel-

low ^etalage composed of 6 or more tiers of reflexed,

narrowly lanceolate strips, which are reallj' transformed
and sterile stamens. The plant floats on the water and
has grooved stems, the portion under water being white,

spongy and full of air-cells. It is of difficult culture

and can probably not be secured in Europe at present,

but would iiake an interesting addition to our northern
botanic gardens. B.M. 4695.

NERtNE (a nereid of Greek mythology). AmaryUi-
dactif . A remarkable genus of tender bulbous plants,

ot which the commonest species is N. Sarniensis, long
known as the Guernsey Lily from the island where
these bulbs are grown to perfection. They will never
become popular with florists, because the winter is their

growing season instead of flowering time. They belong
to the very small class of autumn-blooming bulbs. The
common kinds flower from Sept. to Nov. without any
foliage, and the lvs. are developed all winter. About
May the lvs. die down and the bulbs rest from May to

Aug. The fls. range from scarlet through salmon and
pink shades to white, and are borne in umbels of 4-20

fls., on scapes varying from 1-3 ft. long and averaging 1 K
ft. The fls. are '6-parted, the segments more or less

rolled back and sometimes crimped or fluted.

There are 10 species, all from South Africa. A com-
mon trade name is Nerine Japoniea, which is really a
Lycoris since it has black seeds, while all the true

Nerines have g^reen seeds. It, however, has the au-
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tumn-bloominjor habit and fls. of the same general ap-

pearance as true ^serine. Nerines have two distinct

types of beauty, illustrated by Figs. 1476 and 1477.

The kinds with the narrow perianth segments, which
are crisped or fluted, have a spidery look and are not a>

pooular as the kinds with broad, flat segments, which
niake a showier cluster of fls. The segments vary from
one-twelfth to one-half an inch in width. The showiest
kinds are hybrids or varieties of ^V. S(frnien.tis and
N. ctin 'Hia, the former species being the most pro-

lific of V eties. In these two species the strong, ver-

tical lip of the erect, long-protruded stamens make a
striking feature. The fls. of the other species have
more of a drooping tendency and the stamens are

shorter and dedinate, as in Fig. 1477. N. pttdiea is

perhaps the choicest white-fld. kind. Nerines have
bulbs 1-2 in. or less in diam., and about 6 Ivs., varying
from 8-18 in. in length and 4-9 lines in width. Among
the uncifltivated kinds are some with short, stout

scapes and others with appendages at the base of the
filaments. The Ivs. appear after the fls. in the first two
species, but with the fls. in the others. Baker, Hand-
book of the AmaryllidesB, 1888, and Flora Capensis,
vol. 6, 1896-7.

The following American experience is condensed from
an article by the late John Robertson, in the Florists'

Review 1:673.

Nerines are noted for the sparkling texture of their

fls. In strong light they have the appearance of being
frosted over. No flower with which the writer is ac-

quainted appears to better advantage under artificial

light than xV. Fothergilli, var. major.
The secret of success with Nerines is to secure the

fullest possible development of the bulbs. This refers

to their winter treatment. They enjoy abundance of
water at the root and overhead, with occasional appli-

cations of liquid manure. This treatment should
never cease until the Ivs. turn yellow, which is a
sign that the plants are finishing their growth.
Then diminish the water supply gradually, lay the
pots on their sides where they are not likely to get
wet, and in full sunlight, so that the bulbs may
ripen thoroughly.
Nerines do not like to have their roots disturbed, nor

do they require much root room : they grow and flower
best when hard pot-bound. Three bulbs plante<l in good
fibrous loam with a little sand may remain in a 5-inch pot
for five or six years, or even longer, as the offsets can be
rubbed off and separately potted while the parent bulbs
go on increasing in size. Each year as the flower-scape
appears pick off about an inch of the surface soil with a
sharp-pointed stick, and give the ball of roots a good
soaking and a slight top-dressing.

A maryllis, 1,2, 5, Q.

camosa, 1.

cornsca. 1.

cnrvifolia. 2.

riexuosa, 3.

Fothergilli. 2.

INDEX.

humilis, 6.

insijjnis, 1.

Manst'lU, 3.

Plantii. 1.

pndica, 4.

pnlehella, 3.

rosea, 1.

Sarniensis, 1.

splendens, 6.

undulata. 5.

venusta, 1.

A. Stamens and style nearly erect.

B. Lvs. green, suberect.

1. Sarniensis, Herb. Gcernsey Lilt. Lvs. linear, not
curved laterally: fls. bright crimson; perianth segments
hardly crisped. B. M. 294.- Var. PWntii, {.Y. Pldnfii,
Hort. ) has a longer scape, duller fls., and more distinctly
clawed segments. Gn. 21:329. Var. venusta has bright
scarlet fls. produced earlier than any of the other varie-
ties. B.M. 1090 {as Amaryllis venusta). Var. rdsea has
lvs. darker green than the type: fls. rose-red: seeds ob-
lonsr instead of globose. B.M. 2124 (as jV. rosea). Var.
cordsca (.V. conisca, Herb.) has bulb tunics not chaffy:
lvs. broader than in the type, with distinct cross-bars
iH'tweeu the main veins : fls. large, bright scarlet. B.M.
1089 (as .4war///?»s humilis). Gn. 21:329. X. eorusra
major has rich crimson-red fls. Var. carndsa, Van Tu-
bergen, carmine rosy. Var. insignis, Hort. Krelage, is
considered by Baker synonymous with the tvpe, but is
probably horticulturalfy di.s"tinct. The flowers are said
to be rosy.

BB. Lvs. glaucous, sickle-shaped.

2. curvifdlia, Herb. Lvs. strap-shaped, curved later-

ally, thicker than in X. Sarniensis : fls. bright scarlet:

perianth segments hardly crisped. B.M. 725 (as Ama-
ryllis curvi folia). R. B. 22:13. — Cult, only in the form
of var. F6thergilli (>V. Fothergilli, Roem.), which is more
robnst in all parts (Fig. 1476) : fls. more numerous, be-

tween crimson and scarlet. Gn. 22, p. 463. Var. Fbther-

gilli m&jor {X. Fothergilli major, Hort.) is a form with

still larger fls. F.R. 1 : 675.

1477. Nerine Manselli (X K).

AA. Stametis and style declined.

B. Outer fls. of the umbel opening before the inner ones.

c. Segments distinctly crisped or fluted.

3. flexudsa, Herb. Scape flexuous, longer than in the

other kinds, sometimes 2-3 ft. long: fls. generally pale

pink. Var. polch^Ua has glaucous lvs., firmer than in the

tvpe: scape not flexuous: fls. pale pink, keeled rose-red.

B.M. 2407 and Gn. 21:.T29 (as .V. pulchella). X. flexuosa,

var. pndica was offered in 1890 by Reasoner Bros. ^V.

Manselli, O'Brien. Fig. 1477, is a fine hybrid between
N. flexuosa and Fothergilli. Gn. 56:1460.

CC. Segments hardly crisped.

4. pMica, Hook. Lvs. 4-<>, glaucous: umbels 4-6-

fld.. the other kinds being 8-20-fld.: fls. white, keeled
pink abovp, ^ in. wide: stamens a little shorter than
the perianth. F.S. 22:2464. Gn. 21:329. -Showy, not
spidery.

BB. Outer fls. opening after the inner ones.

c. Length of perianth segments %-'% in.

5. undulata. Herb. Fls. pale pink, very much
crisped. B.M. 369 (as Amaryllis undulata).

CO. Length of perianth segments l-lH "'•

6. hiimilis, Herb. Scape often smaller than in the
other kinds, %-\]4 ft. high: fls. bright pink or rose-red,
somewhat crisped. B.M. 726 (as Amaryllis humilis).
Gn. 21:.329. — Var. splendens, Hort. Krelage, is pre-
sumably the best form of this species. Fls. purple-
crimson.
The following names are mos+lv important hybrids which in

many casos are more popular inan the species: N. amnhilis
(pndica X humilis), rosy, da ti-striped. Var. grandirtora,
Hort. Van Tuhergen. has lart t fls.— iV. crispa, Hort. Thor-
hxim, scarlet.— X. elegans (riexiiosa X Sarniensis, var. rosea),
pink. Var. carminata, cerise. Var. coer.ilea, shaded blue.— A".

exeellens, Moore (flexuos.a X humilis. var. major;, carmine
rosy, dark-striped.- A'. Hajilocki (cnrvifolia X flexuosa, var.
pxilchella). One of the oldest hjbrids in cult. Raised by Wm.
Herbert. The others in this list are more modem.—A". Japonica,
Miq.=Lycoris radiata.

—

N. Manselli (flexuosa X curvifolia,
var. Fothergilli^. warm pink, late. See No. 3.—y. Meadow-
hanHi (Sarniensis X cumfolia. var. Fothergilli).—A'^. O'Brieni
(pndica X Sarniensis. var. Plantii). Var. copndea. Van Tu-
bergpn, pale violet, tinged "olue.— .V. tardiflhrn, Hort. Van Tti-

bergeu, uot accounted for by Baker. Fls. bright red in Dec.

W. M.
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NfiRITJM (ancient name for Oleander, supposed to

be from Greek ueros, "moist;" alluding to the places in

which it grows wild). Apocytidcece. The 01ean«ler is

an old-fashioned evergrreen shrub known to everybody,
and cultivated everywhere in southern countries. The
Bermudas, especially, are famous for their Oleander
hedges. In the North the Oleander is a common house
plant, being grown in tubs for summer decoration, and
ranking in popularity after the sweet bay and hydrangea.
It attains 7-15 ft., and blooms in summer, the fls. being
salver-shaped, 5-lobed when single, l%-3 in. across, and
commonly pink or white, though the colors range from
white through creamy white, blush, rose and copper
color, to crimson and dark purpU with variegated
forms.
The genus contains only 2 or 3 species. They are

glabrous shrubs : Its. in whorls of 3, rarely 4 or 2, nar-
row, leathery, tr^^asversely fenther-veined: fls. in ter-

minal cymes; calyx with many glands inside at the
base; corolla-tube cylindrical at the base; throat bell-

shaped and containing 5 wide or narrow teeth; lobes
twisted to the right; anthers 2-tailed at the base and
tapering at the apex into a long, thread-like appendage

;

style I: ovaries 2, forming pods; seeds twisted.
Oleanders are of easy culture, and are well adapted to

city conditions. Their chief troubles are scale and mealy
bug. The scale should be sponged off; the mealy bug
is easily dislodged by the hose. Sometimes a plant
forms buds which open poorly or not at all. This is

often due to the imperfect ripening of the wood. The fls,

are borne on the growth of the year, which should be

1478. Spray of Oleander—Nerium Oleander.

well ripened in June in order to set many strong buds.
For this purpose give the plants plenty of light and air,

and water more sparingly when the vegetative growth
seems to be finished. After flowering, give the plants
less water. Protect thera from frost in winter; keep
them, if necessarj-, in a light shed. In April, prune back
the old wood wh'ch has borne fls. and give more warmth

and water. The ripened leading shoots can be rooted iu
a bottle of water. Oleanders are poisonous, and some
people have died from carelessly eating the fls. Cattle
have been killed by eating the foliage. E. S. Miller
writes: "We have gooti success in rooting ripe wood in
the winter. The cuttings remain 3 to 4 weeks in the
sand, with moderate bottom heat. Tbey grow like weeds
when potted." ^_ ji_

Oleanders in the £ast.—The Oleander is becoming
somewhat fashionable again, especially the double-
flowered variety of cerise color. The following method
of Oleander culture has been pursued by the writer
with success. Propagation is performed after the flow-
ering period. Good-sized cuttings are taken, and every
one grows. When rooted, the cuttings are potted in
small pots and kept barely alive over the winter. They
will need scarcely more attention than geraniums un-
til February or March, or whenever growth becomes
more active. Later in the spring the young Oleanders
arc planted outdoors in the open ground, in good rich
loam or garden soil. (This is sometimes done with
ivies or euonymus, but the common method is to
plunge the pots outdoors during summer). Take up
the Oleanders in September, pot them and bring them
indoors for their second winter. The following spring
the plants will bloom, but they will not be shapely.
The time has now arrived to train them, either as bush
plants or ?rown standards. Top fhem at whatever height
is desireu, say 2 or 3 feet, and the plants will make good
crowns the saraeseason(i.e., their second summer). Do
not allow the plant to bloom the following spring,
(which is its third spring), and the result will be a fine

specimen in full flower for the fourth summer.

H. A. SlEBRECHT.

Oleanders in Ca7t7or»ita.—Oleanders are much grown
in S. Calif, and would be extremely popular were it not
for black and other scales, which seem to prefer them
to everj-thing else. We have five colors here, perhaps
all of the same species— white, light pink, dark pink,
scarlet and butT. Most of these colors, if not all, can be
had in both single and double forms. The writer has
never seen an Oleander more than 15 ft. high, but he
believes they will grrow larger. One Los Angeles man
planted the red variety thirteen years ago for sidewalk
trees. (For this purpose, if cleaned of scale when nec-
essary, the Oleander is one of the very best. ) The trees
are heavily pruned and topped each year. They are now
12 ft. high and 4-5 in. in diameter at base. Oleanders
need no attention here, and are as readily propagated
from hardwood cuttings as willow. They are very flor-

iferous, and the inflorescence comes out in large, heavy
heads, necessitating a close pruning to make them self-

supporting. Ernest Braunton.

A. F7s. not scented.

Ole&nder, Linn. Oleander. Rose Bay. (Another
plant called Rose Bay is Epilohitnn angustifolium.) Pig.
1478. Lvs. in 2's or .Ts, lanceolate: appendages of the
anthers scarcely protruding: segments of the crown
'{-4-toothed. Mediterranean region. Orient. Gn. 51, p.
81 (fine trees in vases). A.F. 10:265 (Bermuda shrub
with a spread of 25 ft.). L.B.C. 7:066 (raT,Jjoddi(fe.sii,

with a variegated fl. and the appendages entire, ovate
and obtuse), y. album, atropitrpnrexim, cumeum and
roseum, Hort., are doubtless varieties.

AA. Fls. scented.

oddrum, Soland. Sweet-scented Oleander. Lvs.
in .Ts. linear-lanceolate: appendages of the anthers
protruding: segments of the crown 4-7, long and nar-

row. Persia, India, Japan. B.R. 1:74. B.M. 1799 and
2032. —A less robust plant, with lvs. commonly narrower
and more distant, and angled branches. In wild plants
the calyx-lobes of X. Oleander are spreading; of odorum
erect. ' Not advertised but cult. Has some range of
color and single and double form.?. w. M.

N£BT£RA (Greek, lowly ; referring to the habit).

BubidceiF. The Bead, or (\)ral Bead Plant ( .V. depressa )

is a hardy perennial Alpine or rock plant which forms a
dense mat of foliage covered with orange-colored,
translucent berries the size of a pea. The genus com-
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prises 6 species of similar habit found in the mountains
of the southern hemisphere. The best of the geuus,

probably, is y. depressa, wh\(rh ranges throughout the

Andes, from the tropics to Cape Horn. It also inhabits

Tristan d'Acunha, and the mountains of New Zealand

and Tasmania. The Bead Plant is prop, by seed or di-

vision. It needs a sandy soil, with some leaf-mold, and
prefers shade in summer. It may need
some winter covering in the North. It

makes a good house plant and well-fruited

specimens are occasionally used abroad in

fancy bed<ling as a novelty. The fruit

may last from midsummer well into the

winter.
Xerteras are slender creepers, with

sntall, opposite Ivs. which are stalked or

not, ovate or ovate-lanceolate; stipules

grown into a -iheath with the petioles, 2-

deutate or eutire : fls. axillar\% incon-

spicuous, sessile; corolla 4-lobed; sta-

..: >'\s 4: ovary 2-celled; drupe 2-seeded.

depr^ssa, Banks and Soland. Almost
glabrous: stems 0-10 in. long, 4-cornered:

Ivs. 2-4 lines long, broatUy ovate, acute

or obtuse, leathery or almost fleshy; peti-

oles about as long as the blades ; stipules

verv small: tls. solitary, greenish. F.S.
21:2167 (charming). B!M. 5799. w. M.

NES^A. See Decodon.

NEVlt^SIA (after Rev. R. D. Nevius, who discovered
it.). Hosdcea. This is a verj' rare shrub which grows
wild only on some shaded cliffs near Tuscaloosa, Ala.
It is, however, quite hardy as far north as Philadelphia.
Its long, slender, wand-like branches remind one of
Kerria, but it has no petals, and its beauty is after the
Spirspa kind. The fls. are about an inch across, 6 or 8

NETTLE, rrtica.

False N., B'jehmeria.
Dead N., Lamium.
Tree N., Celtis.

NEVADA, HOETICULTUEE IN. Fig.

1479. The northwestern part of the state

along the eastern slope of the Sierra
Nevada mountains is the chief fruit sec-

tion. In the southern part of the state,

which is also near the Sierra Nevada
mountains, some very fine semi-tropical fruits

are grown, but lack of transportation facilities

prevents their more extensive production as yet.

There are possibly 1,500 acres planted in apple
trees, a great many of these being young trees, not yet
in bearing. As to other fruits, the acreage planted is

small, as they can be sold only in our hcmie market,
which is very limited. Some of the largest apple or-

chards contain 30-50 acres each. An orchard of 30
acres in full bearing would produce about 6.000 boxes
of marketable apples, worth here $1 per box ; the ex-
pense of evervthing connected with them would be
about $1,000.

All fruit and other crops require irrigation. The water
for irrigation is obtained from rivers and creeks, and
sometimes froju reservoirs. The water is sometimes run
all over the ground and sometimes in furrows.

Black, sandy loam with a granite base appears to be
the best soil for apples, pears, plums, raspberries and
strawberries. Some kinds of fruits, such as peaches,
plums, prunes, strawberries, etc., do well in more
<>ompact soil derived from slate and volcanic rocks All
Nevada soils are well supplied with iron, and some have
•A very high percentage of potash. An elevation of from
4.000 to 5,000 feet seems best for hardy fruits. The price
of good orchard land is about $200 per acre, and of bear-
ing orchard about $500 per acre ; this includes water.
None of the fruit is subject to injury in winter; the

only time it is liable to injury is in May, when the trees
are in liloom.

The San Jos^ scale has appeared in < few places.
The woolly aphis and green lice are sometimes trouble-
some on young trees and grafts. The codlin moth also
is present in some places.
Of apples the following are cultivated: Newtown

Pippin (both yellow and green ), York Imperial, Spitzen-
burg, JonathSm, Pilot, Smith Cider. Wagener, Buck-
ingham. Grimes Golden Pippin. Northern Spy, Wine,
Wine Sap, Strawberry, Rome Beauty, Ben Davis and
Pioneer. Other kinds of fniit are grown only for the
local market, and their production is very limited.
No new varieties seem to have originated in the state

^ J'*^^' Ross Lewers.

in a cluster, and the clusters strung along 2 or 3 ft. of
wand-like stem, forming ropes of feathery bloom. This
fringe-like beatity is caused by the numerous white fila-

ments of the stamens. Botanically this genus is a
puzzle, but it is probably nearer Rubus than Spiraea.
Generic characters are: calyx-tube small, flattish, per-
sistent; lobes 5, large, spreading, leafy, serrate, imbri-
cate; petals 0; stamens in many series, persistent; disk
flattish, enclosing the calyx-tube : carpels 2-4, small,
sessile, silky; styles incurved at the apex; ovules soli-

tary, hung from the top of the cell: akene drupaceous,
small, included by the ample calyx.

Alabam^nsis, Gray. Snow Wreath. Height .V7 ft.:

Ivs. altenuite, petiolate, ll4-3}i in. long, pale green,
ovate or oblong-ovate, usuallv doubly serrulate: peti-

oles ."M? lines long. B. M. •.^06.—Alfred Rehder writes
that it is hardy at the Arnold Arboretum (at least in

a sheltered position), rad blooms every year.

NEW HAKPSHIBE.
14H0. Horticulture in th*.

with the first settlement.

HORTICULTUBE IN. Fig.
Granite State began almost
In 1623 Ambrose Gibbons set
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the first vineyard, together with other fruits, near the
mouth of the Piscataqua river, now Portsmouth. There
are many such old horticultural landmarks.
The native fruits are only too ahumlant in the state

at the present time. The old idea that the destination
of the apple was the cider barrel got so strong a foot-
liold in some sections that, as the virgin soils began t;»

1480. New Hampshire, with three cultural divisions.

decline and the wheat crop and its associates in agri-

cultural operations moved on to the West, it was not
thought worth while to adopt modem methods of fruit-

growing. In other sections, however, quite the reverse
is true, as there are signs of awakening at later dates.

Some towns are noted for their large areas of old or-

chards still in bearing but rapidly declining. In one
town where from 20,000 to ."JO,000 barrels of apples have
been shipped in a fruit season, the industry has now
nearly run out. However, the land containing these
old trees is, it is said, worth twice as much as other
land. Comparatively few new trees have been set in

this section, and it is found that the whole industry is

the result of one man's interest and labor two genera-
tions ago.

In some places g^rafting the native apple tree-^ to

Baldwins or the improved fruits has been very exten-
sively practiced, with good results. Where this has
been done, however, the trees are now old, and as cul-
tivation and renovation of orchards have scarcely ever
been practiced, they are naturally on the decline.
While these conditions are not flattering, thej* never-

theles.s show what must be overcome in the future.
However, it is surprising to see what a quantity of fruit
is raised in favorable seasons, and this goes to show
that under intelligent and progressive management
success will be assured.
At present the horticultural interests are gradually

being better understoml, and the trend has begun in
the right direction. There are many things accountable
for this awakening. The people are coming to realize
that there are newer and better methtxls. an<l that the
new agriculture stands for more business and energv.
The development of this condition is coming through
the eflforts of the grange, experiment stations, the
agricultural press. State Board of Agriculture, and
agricultural teaching in state colleges, — all of which
have in the main the same objects in view.
Here and there young orchards are being set. and the

pretiictions are that the near future will tind New
Hampshire as one of the best fruit states. The Bald-
win apple is the standard variety throughtmt the south-
em part of the state. In the northern part of the state
the Bethel is being planted and, it is thought, will be
to this section what the Baldwin is to the other. Almost
all other varieties common to New York are grown with
equally good success. Even in the White Mountain re-
gion it is being demonstrated that orcharding is a worthy
industry. A list of apples adapted to the northern
part of the state, named in order of their ripening, as
furnished by Mr. J. D. Howe, of Lancaster, a large
fruit-grower, is as follows : Yellow Transpan iit, Tetof-
sky. White Astrachan, Red Astrachan, Peach. Duchess
of Oldenburg, St. Lawrence. Alexander, Fall Jennet-
ting, Fameuse, Wealthy, Nodhead, Porter, Talnian
Sweet, Gideon, Bethel, Mcintosh Red, Twenty Ounce,
Yellow Bel! flower. Northern Spy, Stark and Ben Davis.
Pears aii<i plums do very well generally throughout

the state. Peaches do fairly well in the southern part.
During 1897 an«l 1898 there was a very tine crop. The
varieties of greatest value are Mountain Rose and Early
Crawford. Small fruits generally are easily grown in
the state.

The wild grapes found quite commonly on the stone
walls and hedges in the southern part of the state are
not the native varieties, but wildings showing indica-
tions of Vifis viniftra blood. Many of them are very
palatable and valuable.
New Hampshire has manj' advantages for horticul-

tural work. The markets are usually good and within
easy access ; and the great number of simimer hoarders
also makes a ready market. It is also within easy
reach of exporting stations, which in seasons of large
crops is an advantage. p_ Wm. Rane.
New Hampshire is a small state, and may well be

called a land of horticultural possibilities rather than
achievement. With some of the best markets in the
country within a day's journey, and the rapid extension
of electric railroads, both in mileage and usefulness,
there seems no good reason why all the hardier kinds
of fruit may not be raised at a profit.

The southern half of the state is hilly but can hardly
be called mountainous. Through it run several fertile
valleys with excellent opportunities for gardening and
small-fruit raising. The uplands protiuce apples of fine

quality even under the present system of neglect, and
it would seem that in this whole region commercial
horticulture must become more and more profitable and
popular, as improved methods of culture are adopted.
The White Mountalr.s cover the greater part of the

northern half of the state; here, the entertainment of
tourists and visitors in summer, and lumbering in win-
ter will probably continue to be the leading industries,
unless rational methods of forest management are too
long postponed.

It is recorded that a vineyard and other fruits were
set out on the eastern coast of New Hampshire as early
as 1G23. Doubtless much of this succumbed to the
severity of the long winters, and it is the apple alone
that stands out preeminent in horticultural history as
the fruit of the (Granite State. Many of the early set
tiers came from the southwestern counties of England.
To them cider and perry seemed almost as necessary
as food, and ver>' soon after their arrival they began to

set orchards of apples and pears. Their particular ob-

ject was not the fruit itself, but the beverages made
from it. The following item is taken from one of the
many town histories that have been published in New
Hampshire, and although it may be slightly exaggerated,
it gives some idea of the apple industry one hundred
years ago:

I

f
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"About this time— 1800 to 1810— the apple orchards in

town which had been earlj set out, pro«luced apples in

abundunce, which were made into cider. Every man
had his orchard, and every tenth man his cider-iuill.

Every well-to-do fanner put into his cellar yearly from
20 to 50 barrels of cider which was all dnink on the
premises. Col. John Bellows had an orchard of ;{0

acres, the largest in town. In 1805 there were 4,800 bar-

rels of cider made and every drop drunk in town."
At the present time a good many old and somewhat

neglected apple orchards are to be found, and these
often bear good crops of marketable fruit. At the
annual meeting of the New Hampshire Horticultural
Society in January, 1899, it was estimated that .f2,00(».000

worth of apples were exported from the state in 1898.

Of these about one-half were raised in the two south-
eastern counties— Strafford and Rockingham.
The varieties most commonly grown for export are

Baldwin, Rhode Island Greening, Northern Spy,
Fameuse, Blue Pearmain, Yellow Bellflower, and King.
The newer varieties are of course being introduced, but
very few large orchards are being set. Summer and
fall apples are abundant for local consumption.
Very little has been done in a commercial way with

the drupaceous fruits. Plums are successfully raised
on a small scale. The Lombard is undoubtedly the
favorite variety, although the Japanese plums appear
to be able to withstand the climate, and are rapidly
growing in favor.

Peaches are raised in a few somewhat isolated in-

stances, and it is worthy of note that the peach-growers
of five years ago are still in the business. The intro-
duction'of this fruit as a money crop is of such recent
date that records are hard to obtain, but it is estimated
that three crops in five or possibly six years is about
the average production. Perhaps hardier varieties will

be developed as time goes on. The Barnes peach, a
New Hampshire seedling, is a step in this direction.
Its originator describes it as being "of good size and
color, a freestone, with very yellow and solid flesh of
fine flavor." "It ripens in the southern part of the
state about Sept. 10, and is the hardiest in wood and
bud of anything yet fruited here."
Market gardening and the raising of small fruits

receive some attention, especially in the Merriraac
river valley.

Greenhouse gardening is carried on to a limited ex-
tent near the larger towns and cities. Flowers receive
their full share of attention, but a good many winter
vegeta])les are still imported from the neighboring
state of Massachusetts.
The New Hampshire Horticultural Society was

organized in December, 1893, and after a year of pros-
perity was granted an appropriation of three hundred
dollars a year by the legislature. This sum enabled
the society to hold an annual exhibit in each of the
two following years, and also several institutes in dif-
ferent parts of the state. The legislature which met in
January, 1897, however, failed to make the appropria-
tion, and the society was compelled to relj' upon its

officers and members to carrj' on the work. The annual
exhibits were then held in connection with the State
Grange Fair.

A department of horticulture was established at the
New Hampshire College of Agriculture and the Me-
chanic Arts, at Durham, in 1895 and has grown in both
usefulness and influence.
With the two last-named powers for good, working

for the advancement of horticulture in the state, and
the fact that emigration from the farms to the cities
is rapidly decreasing, if not already reversed, it is to
be hoped and expected that within the next decade
New Hampshire will rank as a horticultural state,
iudged not so much by the gross amount of the output,
as l>y the qualitv of her products, and the intelligence
of the producers. j .^^ P^^^.^

NEW JERSEY, HOHTICULTURE IN. Fig. 1481. The
state of New Jersey, situated as it is between the large
markets of Philadelphia on the one side and Newark,
Jersey City and Greater New York on the other, is almost
necessarily a market-garden and fruit-growing state. The
soils found in the different sections also contribute to this

end. In the northern part, disintegrating sandstone and
slaty formations abound— a soil in which the peach does
its '.M-st. The sandy soils of Sotith Jer^^ey make that part
of the state noted for its truck, berries, etc. Between
these two classes of soils are found others of all grades,
in one or another of which nearly everj' kind of fruit and
vegetable finds a congenial habitat.

It is estimated that there are in New Jersey approxi-
mately 34,000 farmers. A little more than one-tenth of
these are engaged in commercial pomology—commer-
cial in that they are growing fruit for market, depending
on their fruit-product for the money-crop of the farm.
Those who have planted larger or smaller areas primarily
for home use, yet in good years have a surplus to dispose
of, are not included in our data. The total area repre-
sented is something over 41,000 acres, including all

counties of the state except Ocean, from which no com-
mercial orchards are reported, and gives an individual
average of 12i4 acres. This average acreage may be all

of one kind of fruit, or it may be two a<'re8 each of a
half-dozen kinds, as the case may be. Individual acre-
ages range from one acre in the case of berries to 100
and 150 acres for peaches.
The fruit of fruits for the state is the peach. The area

devoted to its culture excee«ls that of all the other tree
and small fruits combined by nearly 100 acres. In the
distribution of this area, a little over 83 per cent is

found in the five northern or northwestern counties,
i.e., Hunterdon, Sussex, Warren, Morris and Somerset,

tANTfc crrr

1481. Horticultural reeions m New Jersey.

named in order of importance, though with its present
rate of increase Sussex will soon be first in area.
The second fruit in importance is the apple, although

the area devoted to its culture is a little less than one-
third that devoted to peaches. The other fruits, in order
of importance in total areas, are strawberries, pears,
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blackberries, raspberries, grapes, currants, cherries,
gooseberries, quinces and plums.
These fruits are all grown to a greater or less degree

in the different parts of the state, but those mentioned,
except peaches and apples, are more largely grown in

the southern sections. The central part of the state is

the chief apple producer, while the northern, as we
have seen, is the peach section. In the accompanying
skeleton map (Fig. 1481) the numbers in the county
indicate its relative importance in total acreage devoted
to fruits, 1 being the largest. The names of the two
fruits most largely grown in the different counties is

also given. While this well shows the general distri-

bution of the principal fruits, it does not give the chief
growing centers for all the fruits, which are as follows
(by counties)

:

Applet. Pears. Peaches. Straicherries.

Monmouth, Burlington, Hunterdon, (.'nmlterland,

Burlington. Monmouth. Sussex. Atlautic.

Blackberries.

Atlantic.
Cumberland.

Gooseberries.

Burlington,
Camden.

Orapes.

Ctiml)erland,
Atlantic.

Cherries.

Burlington,
Camden.

Raspberries.

Atlantic.
Monmouth.

Quinces.

Burlington.
Cumberland.

Currants.

Rnrliiigton,
Essex.

Plums.

Camden,
Burlington.

Only in two counties, Burlington and Camden, are all

these fruits reported. In Cumberland all aie grown
conimercially except currants and gooseberries, while
in Essex the exceptions are blackberries and plums.
The cranberry industry of the state is considered

apart from the above fruits. The annual yield is sec-

ond only to the output of the New England bogs, with
an occasional year when it exceeds that of New Eng-
land. In quality of fruit New England does not boar
the palm. Burlington county is the chief center of the
industry, though cranberry bogs are scattered through-
out the southern half of the state. From 100,000

to 125, (XK) bushels is the approximate annual yield

from Burlington county; Ocean county, fr«>m which
no other fruits are reportv'd, is second in cranberry-
growing, with an annual yield of approximately 30,000
bushels.
The truck industries of the state are large and varied,

but confined chiefly to the southern half. Monmouth
county is a section producing asparagus and tomatots,
as well as other vegetables in wholesale quantities. As
an illustration of the extent of the asparagus industry,

the shipment of "grass" from one little way-stution
amounte<i in one month to over 100 tons, beside quanti-
ties sent l)y boat from a near-by landing.
The sweet potato is another of Jersey's noted products

that is grown in large quantities. They are admitted to

be the "sweetest of the sweets."
Vegetable-forcing is a growing industry that is as yet

in its infancy. Already there are several plants ap-

proaching in size those that have made Arlington,
Mass., famous.
The growing of cut-flowers is another horticultural

industry that has assume«l immense proportions. The
northeastern part of the state is the center of this in-

dustry. Roses, carnations, chrysanthemums, violets,

mignonette and smilax are probably the most important
ones grown to supply the trade. To say that the indus-
tr}' is large does not convey the right idea of its extent.

The fact that the value «>f roses alone annually reaches
into the hundreds of thousands of dollars will bear out
the statement that "the growing of cut-tlowers has as-

sumed immense proportions." j^^ f. Jordan.

NEW JERSEY TEA. See Ceanothus.

NEW MEXICO, HORTICULTURAL PROSPECTS OF.
Fig. 1482. New Mexico includes so many diverse con-
ditions of climate and soil that no statements can be
made on horticultural subjects which are applicable to

the whole area. Indeed, every valley has its own special

features, and the problem of the future is to find or de-
velop such fruits, vegetables, cereals, and forage plants
as are best adapted to the several localities, so that each
cultivated area may produce a maximum crop of the
best quality.

While it is impossible to enter into details within the
limits of a short article, it may be said, in brief, that the
following zones are well represented and of horticul-
tural importance in New Mexico:

(1) Cana«lian zone: at about 8,000 to 9,000 feet. Ce-
reals can be cultivated successfully, and goml pasturage
is found; but fruit trees, with one or two possible ex-
ceptions, will not withstan<l the cold. Irish potatoes do
very well in this zone. In this zone crops are often
grown without irrigation, as on the Sacramento moun-
tains in Otero county.

(2) Transition zone: at about 7,000 feet, as at Santa
Fe. The deciduous fniit trees and all sorts of snuiil

fruits do admirably. Com also does very well, and
sugar beets have been grown with much success.

('.i) Upper Sonoran zone: at about 5,000 to 6.000 feet,

as at Albuquerque. Sweet potatoes and the Eurt>pean
grapes do very well, and the deciduous fruit trees are
largely grown. This is a good peach region, but apples
are less profitable than formerly, owing to the abun-
dance of the codlin moth, which increases very rapidly
owing to the warm climate.

(4) Middle Sonoran zone: somewhat lower than the
last, as in the Mesilla valley and at Deming. Horticul-
turally, this resembles the last, but its native products
resemble those of the Lower Sonoran. (See American
Naturalist, April. liKK). ) Cotton can be grown, but is not
considered as a possible source of profit.

T. D. A. COCKERELL.
New Mexico lies altogether above the altitude of

.^.OOO feet. Some cultivated valleys, in which many
fruits and vegetables succeed, are as high as 7,000 feet.

This is the altitude of Santa F^, where gardening and
orcharding are succe.ssful. It is mostly a country of
mountains and mountain valleys. The mountains reach
to 14,000 feet. The average height of New Mexican
valleys and arable areas probably exceeds 5.000 feet.

While the territory is verv large, the area of the monn-
tain districts and of the arid and untillable hillsides is

so great in proportion that the lands suited to farming
and horticulture which can be irrigated when all water
resources are utilized, will not much exceed 2,000,000
acres. A small proportion of this amount is at present
in actual cultivation. Of the acreage under cultivation,

agriculture claims the larger share.
There is a possibility that as nnich as 500.000 acres

may ultimately be devoted to horticxiltural uses. The
preeminent adaptability of these soils, and of this cli-

mate, to ull the garden, vineyard and orchard crops of
temperatti latitudes, leads one to hope that the laws of
supply and demand will finally consign a large porti<m
of these arable lands to the uses of horticulture.

The precise conditicms for successful horticultural pro-
duction are found in narrower areas in America than
those that favor common farm crops; hence when the
demands of the future American population crowd
the resources of supply of the higher orders of human
food, it will of necessity follow that the soils and con-
ditions that will yield the largest amounts of the most
valuable foods will be devoted to these ends. As this

time draws near— a quarter to a half-century hence— the
resources of New Mexico for the growth of the most im-
portant crops will surely be developed. The soils pos-
sess inexhaustible richness of mineral elements, and
under good husbandry are permanently fertile. The
great average elevation above sea-level gives exemp-
tion from most of the destructive plant diseases of hu-
mid climates, hence surer, cheaper, better and larger
crops. The altitude gives moderate summer tempera-
tures, while the latitude protects against severe winter
cold. The grapes of Spain and Italy are grown with
little or no protection. In fact, the perfect salubrity of

the climate renders horticulture easy in nearly all its

branches.
It must be understood that crop-growing in New

Mexico is largely dependent on in'igation. There are

motierate annual rains, which mostly fall in summer.
The avcage rainfall i3 about 12 inches. ^Most of the

crops reqoire as much more. The standard of water
supply of th° irrigation companies is 12 inches. The
possible limits of irrigation fanning in the old states

are v;'rA' narow.
State*! Ill brief terms, irrigation costs money and
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energy and some skill, but its rewards are great and
sure. The farmer in the rainfall stales ihten well if he

makes two acres of land keep one cow or horse or steer

sunmier and winter. Here one acre will carry two
animals. In a t^eat measure this applies to the crops

of the gartlen and the orchard. There need be no
droughts nor floods; the land can be made to do its full

duty every season. There
is no doubt that the aver-

age weight of garden and
orchard crops in any ten

years under wise irriga-

tion will be twice as

great as in most regions

in which it is considered
unnecessary or impossi-

ble. Hence it seems that

within the limited dis-

tricts of the semi-arid

belt of the United States

that are susceptible of

irrigation, there is an
important field for the
horticulturist. In this

field he will find his

greatest rewards. Lands
in horticultural crops
will produce from two to

ten times as much neces-

sary human food as lands
under the common crops

of agriculture. The
parts of this continent

in which irrigation hor-

ticulture is possible is

but a small fraction of

the whole area. New
M»'xico has probably a
larger proportion of irri-

gable lands adapted to

horticultural use than
any of our states or terri-

tories.

All garden crops suc-

ceed well in all parts of
New Mexico where water
can be comman<led for

the land. All orchard
crops succeed admirably
in some parts of the ter-

ritory, and the most im-
p<»rtant of all. the apple,
is a successful crop in

nearly all parts. In that
portion of the territory

lying on the eastern
slopes of the Rocky
mountains, in the coun-
ties of Lincoln and
Chaves, the apple seems
to reach its most perfect
development. There are
beautiful apples without
blemisli grown in many
parts of the arid west and
along the Pacific coast

;

but in too many cases the fruit is

quiUty. But in the counties named

where man has destroyed the delicate balance of the

seasons by the wider.prea«l destruction of native for-

ests. It is apparent to some of us that this wide, high

region, which never ha<l great areas of forest to be de-

stroyed, possesses more permanent conditions of suc-

ces.sful fruit-growing than are possible in any country

where the vicissitudes of flood and drought, of great

County map of the territory of New Mexico

disappointing in

all varieties of
apples that have been fruited show a very high apple
quality. The freedom from defect is remarkable, and
the iinexampled beauty of color and clear complexion in
bushel after bushel as they come from the trees is a
constant surprise. The Yellow Bellflower and Newtown
Pippin reach great perfection.

In most of the old apple-growing states, the apple is

subject to many insects and diseases. In the arid
resrion of the country we have escaped many of these
evils. While we shall not escape all the troubles of the

1^
orchardist, yet the elevation of the country, the control
of tlie water supply, the purity and dryness of the air
and the everlasting sunshine will cotnbine to protect
from those serious evils born of humid climates and
low altitudes, or that result from weather conditions

cold and great heat, are the inevitable associates of
the year. Parker Earle.

In New Mexico the apple grows verj- well. The coun-
ties of Chaves and Lincoln in the southeast,San Juan and
Santa F6 in the north, and Grant and Dona Ana in the
south, are well known for their fine apples. Four varie-
ties from Mesilla Park, in Dona Ana county, received
second premium at the World's Exposition, in Paris,
1900. The following are the varieties: Ben Davis, grown
by Frank Burke ; Missouri, Pippin, grown on the fa-

mous Woodland Orchard ; and the Gano and Lawver, from
the Agricultural college. At present the apple is free
from the common diseases. The only insect enemy is

the codlin moth, which in i ^me sections is coming to be
a serious pest. The early varieties, such as the Red
June. Red Astrachan, Early Harvest and Yellow Trans-
parent, are almost free from the codlin moth, while on
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the other hand the hite kinds, and especially the winter
apples, are more largely attacked by this insect.

The pear grows as well as the apple, but not in such
large areas. In most of the apple-growing sections the
pear can be found in very limited quantities. However,
there is a bright future for a more extensive cultiva-

tion of this fruit, as wherever it thrives it grows to a
large size, and is fine in quality. The pear blight, whidi
is so bad in other states, is not in the way of pear cul-

ture in New Mexico,
Perhaps the fruit that is second in importance at

present is the peach, which is grown with more or less

success throughout the territory. In the agricultural
districts of southern New Mexico the large commercial
peach orchards are located, and the Mesilla valley, on
the lower Rio (irande, has the most and largest of them.
From this valley many car-loads of early peaches are
shipped to the markets of Chicago, Kansas City and
Coloratlo. The early-ripening kinds, such as the Alex-
ander, Waterloo, Hynes Surprise, are the most success-
ful. This is due to the fact that, as a rule, the early-

ripening peaches bloom later than the late-ripening va-
rieties, and thus they escape the late spring frosts,

which are so common in this territory and which are
often so fatal to the late peaches. The late spring frost

is the worst drawback to peach-growing in New Mexico.
No diseases or insect pests have yet threatened the
peach crop.
While the apricot grows as well as the peach, and has

no insect enemies or fungous diseases, it has failed to

be a commercial success on account of its blooming too
early. If some late-blooming variety could be found,
this" fruit would, no doubt, be one of our best fruits to

grow. The trees grow to a great age. There are many
apricot seedlings on the lower Rio Grande that were
planted by the Mexicans forty or tifty years ago.

The plum is making a place for itself in New Mexico.
It has been but a comparatively short time since plums
were considered to be of any importance, and even now
the areas planted to plum trees are very small. How-
ever, conditions are changing, and there is a growing
demand for them. The plum tree seems to be perfectly

hardy in this climate. The Japanese plums are vigor-

ous growers, but are not a success owing to the liability

to late spring frosts. Their fruit buds seem to be stimu-
lated to growing during the warm spells in February
and March, and thus they bloom before the danger of
frost is over. On the other hand, the Pninus domes-
tiea and Prunus Americana varieties are, as a rule,

late bloomers. The former group is gaining in popu-
larity throughout the territory. Imperial Gage, Yellow
Egg, Coe Golden Drop, Damson and German Prune seem
to 1^ among the best varieties in the northern part of the
territory. In the southern part, the above-mentioned
varieties, with the addition of the Silver Prune, Clyman,
Pond Seedling, Jefferson, and Robe de Sergent, are
among the best.

Cherries grow well in the territory, but in the southern
part they do not grow as large nor as fine as they do in

the northern part.

Quinces and nectarines thrive in many of the horti-

<«ultural districts, but as yet they are only grown for

family use.

Perhaps the distribution of the grape is less extensive
than that of the other fruits. Wherever the grape is

grown it thrives. The American varieties are not of any
commercial value. The fruit is usually f^mall, bunches
loose, and vines are poor bearers. The European kinds
are a success, and are the grapes grown for market.
Their culture is confined to the southern and hotter val-

leys, and particularly to the lower Rio Grande valley.

The varieties planted in the commercial vineyards' in

this valley are the Mission or El Paso grape, Muscat of
Alexandria, and more or less the Gros Colman and Flame
Tokay. Other varieties are being introduced. The grape
is free from fungous and insect pests. Even the phyl-
loxera has not yet made its appearance. The Mission
grape, which has been in cultivation for over a hundred
years, shows how free the grape is from any pests. The
only thing that injures the vines is the dry, cold win-
ters. In order to obviate this trouble the vines are
heele<l up with earth 6 to 12 inches above the last

year's growth. The stump method of pruning is prac-

ticed altogether in the grape culture. Attempts have
l)een made to trellis the vines, but have not been very
satisfactory'.

The small fniits are grown with more or less sueeess
throughout the territory, but as yet they are of minor
importance in the horticulture of New Mexico.

Fabian Garcia

NEW YOBK, California and Florida may be reckoned
as tiie great horticulfural states. In rantre of species
which can be grown, California and Flori<la excel.
California excels in tonnage of many horticultural pro-
ducts. New York, however, excels in the great variety
of its c<mimercial horticultural interests, for to its fruit-
growing must be adde<l the very extensive nursery busi-
ness, cut-rtower growing, fiorists' plant-trade, »eed-tra«le,

and a great development of the vegetable gardening
interests.

In sluipe and position New York (Fig. 148.'i) may be
likened to a ship sailing westward, its rudder (Long
Island) in the Atlantic and its prow touching the Great
Lakes. Its commercial preeminence is supreme. A
population of more than six million lives within its bor-
ders, an<l a million more are tributary to it in New
Jersey and Connecticut. It has more than 40 cities with
populations al>ove 10,000. Great variety of soil and
surface invites a varied population. Water-power is

abundant and unfailing. All this means extensive mar-
kets for horticultural produce.
The land area of the state is .30.470,800 acres, of which

about one-half is readily cultivable. The state has an
extreme length east and west of 412 miles, and north
and south of about 310 miles. Excepting asmail area in
the southwestern part, the entire surface is glaciated.
In the northeastern part a true mountain system is shown
in the Adirondacks. of archsean formation. In the middle
eastern part, the Catskill highlands attain the dignity
of mountains, although they are in reality eroded table-
lands, having been laid down in the interior sea and sub-
sequently uplifted. These highlands extend westward
entirely across the state, being pronounced and almost
mountainous in the southern half. The northern part
of the western half of the state is relatively level,

although the tract from Syracuse to Lyons an<i

westward is marked by very bold drumlins,— the work of
the ice-sheet. The bar-beach of the geological Lake Iro-

(juois extends from near Niagara Falls to Oswego, par-
alleling Lake Ontario at a distance of about 10 miles.
This geological beach is a distinct physiographical fea-
ture known as "the ridge," and it is the location of one
of the notable highways of the state. This ridge marks
the southward limit of the best natural peach region.
There are fossil beaches on the Erie shore, and these
are important to the grape-growing of Chautauqua
countv. (See Tarr, "Geological Historv of the Chautau-
qua Grape Belt," Bull. 109, Cornell Exp. Sta. ) Long
Island is a moraine, with an ocean-floor formation on
its south, and this latter area comprises practically the
only flat land in the state.

There are five great watersheds in the state. (1) the
8t, Lawrence system, draining the Great Lakes and the
larger part of central and western New York. (21 The
Hudson system, draining the southern slopes of the
Adirondacks and the Catskill highlands, with its great
tributary, the Mohawk, which, in pre-glacial times, was
a part of the St. Lawrence system. (3) The Delaware
system, draining a part of the southeastern area into
Delaware bay, (4) The Susquehanna system, drainirig
s(mie of the southern-central part into the Chesapeake
bay. (')) The Mississippi system, which, by means of
the Allegheny river, drains the extreme southwestern
part of the state. Chautauqua Lake drains into the
Gulf of Mexico, but almost in sight from it is Lake Erie,
which flows into the St. Lawrence. Along the Hudson
and other large streams, special horticultural interests
have developed. The broad Mohawk valley is one of the
most fertile parts of the state, and it is the site of the
hop and broom-corn industries. The shores of the cen-
tral New York lakes are the homes of highly developed
horticultural interests, particularly those of Keuka and
Seneca. These central lakes, of which Cayuga, the
largest, is 40 miles long and one to five miles wide, are
deep bodies and have great influence in ameliorating

I
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1483. County map of New York State.

the climate in their immediate neighborhood. The
shores of Lakes Erie and Ontario conserve horticultural
interests,— the former being farac'i«! for its grapes, the
hitter for its strawberries, peaches and apples. Because
of its snug winters, there is rarely any starting of fruit-

buds by "warm spells," and consequently little danger
of loss from spring frosts. The fruit-growing suffers

Its-; from frost than it does in the soutliern states.

New York contains about 2.'J0,000 farms. Agricultu-
rally, the most important industry in New York state

(aside from general mixed farming) is dairying. The
second industry is fruit-growing, and this seems to be
extending more rapidly than the other. The leading
fruit is the apple. Nearly all parts of the state grow
apples easily, but the great commercial apple-growing
rei^ions are the counties of Wayne, Monroe, Orleans,
Niagara, with important extensions in Ontario, Gene-
see and a<ljacent counties and in Columbia and other
east-Hudson counties. A full crop of apples in New
York is nearly or quite 7.000,000 barrels. Baldwin is

the leading variety, with no varieties which occupy a
close second place. Northern Spy, Rhode Island Green-
ing, and Araerlcan Golden Russet are important com-
nieicial varieties. Of late, Ben Davis has been widely
Elaiited, but it is probable that this variety will always
old a secondary place in the northeastern states. Un-

til within the last decade, most New York apple orchards
have been in sod; but, under the stimulus of rational
horticultural teaching, 75 per cent of the orchards
in the ai)ple-growing counties are now under a
most thorough system of clean tillage. Fig. 148.5. Most
of these orchards are sprayed. Crops have been heavy
in recent years and prices have averaged good ; as a
jresult, the apple industry is in thriving condition. The
in<'>t thorough business methods are employed in ear-
in:; for the orchards and in disposing of the crop. A
Jaru'f part of the apple crop is exported, although there
lis u very large business in evaporated fruit.

The grape occupies second place in New York po-
mology. More than 50,000 acres is devoted to this in-

dustry, of which al)out half the area is in Chautauqua
county, lying in a narrow strip against Lake Erie. The
other special areas are the central lake region and the
Hudson river valley. These three areas stan<l for three
types of viticulture— early and special table grapes for
near-by markets in the Hudson valley; staple varieties
for wine and grape juice in parts of the lake region
(particularly on Keuka lake)

;
general-purpose varieties

for distant markets in the Chautau<jua region. In the
lake region, Catawba is a leading variety. In Chautau-
qua, Concord far outstrips all others. A normal out-
put of table grapes in New Y'ork is about 60,000 to

70,000 tons; of wine between 2,000,000 and .3,000,000

gallons. The grape areas lie close to the lakes or large
rivers, thereby receiving the benefit of the ameliorated
local climate.
New Y'ork is known also for its pears. The applo

counties mentioned above, and Oswego, Onondaga, and
Columbia counties are the leading pear areas. Bartlett
is the staple variety, but Kieffer has risen to near the
first place in recent years. The number of commercial
varieties, however, is relatively large. The culture of
dwarf pears is popular and has reached a high degree
of perfection. Thrifty and productive orchards 40 and
50 years old stand in various parts of the state.

The plum is largely planted in western New York, in
many varieties. In acreage, Lombard probably leads, but
several other varieties excel in commercial importance.
The Damsons are largely grown; also the German and
Italian prunes (but the latter are not dried). The
Japanese plums are now widely planted, and are giving
general satisfaction. They are rarely injured by late

spring frosts. The improved native plums are relatively
little known.
Peaches are crown about all the central lakes and in

the Hudson valley, but the only distinct natural peach
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1484. Distribution of peach-growing in a part of western New York.
The shaded parts show the chief peach-nn-hard areas in Niagara and Orleans

counties.

region is near the Ontario shore west of Oswego. In
the western half of the state, about 10,000 acres are de-
voted to peach-culture. Fig, 1484.

Apricots are pfrown with little trouble in the peach
regions, and there are sev^ral commercial plantations.
Cherries are grown both for the fresh fruit and for

canning— the former chiefly in the Hudson valley and
the latter chiefly in western New York. The canning
cherries are the sour type— chiefly English Morello and
Montmorency. The large canning factory industry
(some 25 factories in western New Y'ork) makes the
sour cherry industry profitable.

Quinces are probably more largely grown than else-

where in the Union.
The sniJiIl fruit interests are very large, but there are

no reliable statistics. In the northern counties of west-
ern New York, black raspberries are grown as a fann
crop and the product is mostly evaporated. The annual
output of dried raspberries five years ago was approxi-
mately 1500 tons, but the amount is now less. While
the strawberry is an important crop in all parts of the
state, it reaches its largest acreage in Oswego county
(Fig. 1486), where about 1200 acres are devoted to it.

This region supplies the late markets, producing an-
nually about 2,000,000 quarts. In Oswego
county there are about 250 acres of red
raspberries, mostly Cuthbert. Cranberry-
growing has attained some importance on
Long Island.
Western New York has long been the

center of the nursery business of North
America. Of the 4,510 nurseries reported
in the United States census of 1890, 530
were in New Y'ork. Illinois was second,
with 434, and Ohio third, with 393. Not
only is the number large, but the variety
of stock grown is also significant. Roches-
ter and Geneva are the chief nursery cen-
ters, although the stock which is sold in

these centers is grown over a wide range
of country. In acreage in 1890, New York
leads with 24,840 acres, followed by Illinois

with 17,812 acres, Ohio 10.790, Nebraska.
15,641, Missouri, 15,190. The total capital

invested was nearly $12,250,000 in New
York, as against $4.7.50,000 in Illinois.

In seed-farming. New York stood next
to New Jersej', in 1890, in amount of capi-

tal invested, -12, 176,076.72
as against |2,:t.'i:i,0('>6.68. In
number of seed-farms, Con-
necticut bad 85, New York
78,Tenneii»ee 35, New Jersey
34. The principal seed-crops
gniwn in New York are bush-
bean, Bnissels sprouts, cul)-

bage, sweet corn, cucumber,
kale, onion, pea, turnip, as-
paragus.
The trucking interests are

very large because of the
large populati<m and the
many means of transporta-
tioii. The largest single geo-
graphical region is Long
Island, which, because of its

light soil, warm local cli-

mate, and accessible Iwa-
tion, is one of the leading
market-gardening regions of
the New World. Long Islaml
has an area of 1,700 square
miles, of which the western
third is largely devoted to
trucking interests. Parts of
the eastern end are also
trucking areas, particularly
for cabbage and cauliflower.
Cabbage seed is extensively
grown in this eastern ex-
tremity of the island.
The floricultural interests

of New York state are large
and grrowing. Of the 9,000 commercial florists' establish-
ments that Galloway estimates for the United States,
not less than 1,100 or 1,2(X) are in this state, with glass
amounting to nearly 4,500,000 square feet. New York
city is a market for a large geographical region. As
early as 1885, John Thorpe estimated that 4,000,000
roses that were sent to the New Y'ork market by nine
growers in one year did not constitute half the number
sold in that market. The census of 1890 reports the
total investment of New York in floricultural business
to have been about $9,500,000 (although only 79.3 estab-
lishments are accounted for), as against tjpwards of

5,500,000 in Pennsylvania, the next heaviest state. The
lower Hudson region is the center of the violet industn.-
of the United States. Long Island grows quantities of
bulbs.
Because the horticultural interests of New Y'ork are

separated in more or less distinct geographical regions,
there has never been a representative state horticultural
society. The New York Horticultural Society was es-

tablished in New Y'^ork City in 1818, and it was probably
the first distinctly horticultural organization in North
America; but it was really a local society and it is long
sii'-e extinct. Efforts have been made to revive it, or

.;<».V

1485. A New York apple orchard.
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rather to orjfanlie a n«'W mM-it'ty un<!«'r tlie old name,
the l»«t effort luiun nm«le the preHtiit year. In lH2*J,

the Albany Hortii-ultural Society was organized, but this

»l»o wa« short lived. The oMent H«>oii'ty in the Htate is

the WeHtem New York Horticultiirul S<M-iety, with htwl-

quarters at R<K-ljester. The preliniinary organization of

this society occurred at Rochester, February 27. lH.'..j, un-

der the name of The Fruit <Jrower's Sm'ietyof WeHtcrn
New York, to comprise the counties west of Onondaga.
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1486.

An Oswego straw-

berry field.

The late John .J. Thomas was the first President. This
society, with its one big meeting each winter, is the
greatest American organization of its particular type.

One of the earliest experiment stations in North
America was organized at Ithaca in February, 1879, as

the Cornell University Agricultural F^xperiment Station.

In 1H88 this institution wa« reorganized as a federal

station, but previous to this time it had published three
reports. Tlie New York Agricultural Experiment Sta-

tion, supported by the State and locate4l at (Jeneva, was
establisluMl in March, 1882. TIjese two stations give con-
siderable attention to horticultural matters, particularly

the State Station at (Jeneva which is located in one of

the best of horticultural regions. Each station now
receives supf>ort from both the state and the federal
treasury.

The Agricultural College of New York is a part of
Cornell University at Ifhaca. It is practically unique
amongst agricultural e<lucational instituti«ms in giving
courses of true university gra«le, and its postgraduate
courses lead to the degree of Ph.D. Short course in-

struction of elementary chara<'ter is also alTorded, and
the university is the center of a movement for the ex-
tension of agricultural knowledge amongst the people.

L. H. B.

NEW ZEALAND SPINACH. Fully treated under
Tttntijotda.

NICANDBA (Nicander wrote on plants about 150
A.l).). JSolundcea'. One Peruvian herb differing from
Physalis chiefly in the ;i-5-loculed ovary and fruit and
in the larger and more showy fls. N. physaloldes,
Gaertn., known as Apple of Peru, is a strong sj.reading
annual, 3-4 ft. high, grown for the showy blue lis. and
(Mid fruits: glabrous: Ivs. elliptic or elliptic-ovate, sinu-
ate and toothed, narrowed into a prominent petiole: fls.

solitary in the axils, on recurving pedicels, an inch or
more itcross, shaped like a potato flower : fruit a thin-
walled and nearly or quite dry berry, inclosed in an en-
larged, strongly 5-winged calyx. B.M. 2458.—The Apple
of Peru is an old-fashioned garden annual, now rarely
soen.^ It has escaped from cultivation in some places in
the U. S., and it is now widely distributed in the tropics.

' It is often confoumled with the ground cherry and alke-
kengi, which are species of Physalis. Not advertised.

L. H. B.

NICOTIANA (.John Nicot was French ambassador to
Portugal in the sixteenth century, and was instrumental
in spreaujng a knowledge of Tobacco). Solandcew. Fifty
or more herbs, or one species shrubby, mostly of tropi-
cal America. The Nicotianas comprise several stately
plants, valued for their rapid growth and large foliage'.
Other species pro<luce showy flowers, and are popular
flower-garden subjects. They are mostly viscid-pubes-
cent herbs of strong odor, and possessing nareotic-

C9

polsonotis properties. Lvs, alternate, never compound,
entire or undulate, mostly sessile or nearly so by %
tapering base : fls. long-tubular, mostly opening at night
and most fragrant then, in terminal racemes, panicles
or thyrses ; calyx usually pt'rsisting and covering the
fr. ; corolla salverfomi or funnelform, the lolies usually
plicate in the bud, the 5-lobeti border nearly or quite
regular; stamena 5, inserted on the tul>e, generally In-

cludetl, the filaments straight; style single, with a capi-
tate stigma: fr. a capsule, normally 2-hM'uh-d, but usu-
ally splitting into 4 valves; seeds numenms and minute.

Nicot iunas ure of the easiest cultu'-e. They love a hot
exposure, and l<M>se, well-drained soil. They are all ten-
der to frost. For subtropical effects, the seeds (by which
they are usually propagated) shouhl be start e«l early
uncfer glass. The seeds are so small that they do n(»t

germinate well in the open unless the grtnmd is fine and
holds moisture near the surface. iV. alata is the only
species which Is p<jpularly known as a flower-garden
plant, being grown everywhere under the name of N.
offhnn. Of the robust species used for subtropical bed-
ding, y. t/lattra, y. tntHfufoHa and forms of iV. Ta-
bacutn are best. l^ pi_ p^

Nicotianas are tropical herbs requiring in northern
latitudes adeep, loamy, rich soil and full sunlight. The
soil should be especially rich in lime and potash, both
of which may be supplied by the addition of wood ashes.
Nicotianas will not grow well in very moist or poorly
drained soils. In co<d weather the seeds germinate
slowly, so that when it njay be desired to raise the
plants outdoors in early spring the seeds should be
"sprouted" before sowing by keeping them moist and
warm until growth may be seen. The method generally
pursue<l in northern tobm'co-growing regions is to mix
the seed, about April 1, with very fine rotted apple tree
wood (apple wooil is preferable to others, as it contains
less tannin, which w^ould be destructive to germinating
seeds), and to place the mixture after moisti-ning in a
glass jar, and seal. The jar is then placed in a tem-
perature of 80° to 90° until the seed is seen to be germi-
nating, which should be in from four to six days. The
seeds are then sown in frames covered with cloth or
glass and rolled in with a light rolhT, or simply pressed

1487. ^'iotiana alata.

in with a board. Another method of sprouting the seed
is to spread it on a thin cloth stretched over a vessel of
water placed where it will be continually warm. When
very young, Nicotianas will endure severe frost, which
property they lose with age, becoming quite sensitive to
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frost when mature. Nicotianas are well adapted for
culture in pots or tubs, and are then tine plants for
summer porch decoration. p_ y^^ Barclay.

A. Fls. yellow or yellowish white: Ivs. distinctly
petioled.

B. Plant glabrous and glaucous, becoming woody (iV.

rustica is not to be sought here).

glatica, Grah. Becoming 20 ft. high and tree-like in
its native place (Argentina), glabrous, glaucous-blue all

over and sometimes developing purplish tints: Ivs.

large, ovate, sometimes subcordate, more or less repand,
the petiole conspicuous: fls. in a loose panicle, tubular
and constricted below the very short limb, curved,
1-2 iv. long, greenish at first but becoming yellow, soft-
pubescent on the outside. B.M. 28l{7. — Not uncommon
in cult, for its strikmg glaucous-blue foliage and stately
habit; also run wild in Texas and S. Calif. Usually
does not bloom in the northern states. Easily grown
from seeds.

BB. Plant pilose, herbaceous or half shrubby.

wigandioides, Koch & Fint. Tall-growing, reaching
6 and 7 ft. high, with a straight central shaft and bear-
ing very large and heavy foliage: Ivs. ovate and pointed
or sometimes acuminate, often undulate-margined but
not toothed, hairy: fls. yellowish, short, in drooping
panicles. Colombia.—A very striking plant, sometimes
used for bold subtropical effects.

AA. Fls. u'hite, long-tubular: Ivs. mostly not petioled
and more or less clasping: annual and perennial
herbs. In some of the following species the fls.

are green or purplish on the outside.

B. Corolla-lobes acute.

al§lta, Link & Otto (iV. a ffinis, Hort., under which
name it is universally known in gardens). Figs. 1487,
1488. Slender but strong-growing, 2-'.\}4 ft. tall, viscid-
pubescent: Ivs. lance-obovate or ovate-elliptic, becoming

14». Nicotiana alatalX 1 3).

Commonly known as JV. affinis.

small and narrow above, clasping and sometimes de-
current, entire or remotely repand-dentate : fls. remote
in a wand-like raceme, spreading, the very slender tube
5-6 in. long, the limb oblique and 2 in. or more across,
the narrow - pointed lobes unequal. Braz. G.C. II.

NICOTIANA

10:141. Gn. 34, p. 520; 42, p. 12G; 50, p. 212; .%, p. .'{84

Gng. 5:182. B.R. 19:1592 (as iV. Persica).-A de-
servedly popular plant, blooming freely all the season.

-

until killed by frost. It is well to plant it in a place
which is protected from strong winds. It is apparently
perennial, but is treated as a tender or half-hardy an-
nual. It self-sows, and often maintams itself from year
to year in the Mi«ldle States and South. In the warmer
parts, the roots live over winter with a little protec-
tion. Fall-sown seedlings make excellent pot-plants for
the window. The fls. open at night-fall, but close in the
daytime. At night they are very fragrant. During the
last ten years the plant has become very popular.

Var. decurrens (^V. decnrrens, Hort.) is lower, branch-
ing near the base, very floriferous.

8ylv68tri8, Spegaz. Fig. 1489. Lvs. larger and better
than in 3'. a/«^rt, rugose and veiny, more prominently
undulate, the stem well furnished near the ground: fls.

large, hanging in whorl*^, or fascicles in a heavy large
panicle, in shape like those oi iV. a lata but the limb less
oblique and the tube more swollen, and not closing in
the morning or on cloudy days. Argentina. Gt. 47, p.
mo. G.C. III. 2G:;J57.-One of the novelties of 1899 and
1900.

longifldra, Cav. Erect, 2-3 ft., slender, the prominent
foliage radical: lvs. oval-lanceolate to lanceolate, promi-
nently undulate, pointed: fls. 4 in. long, the tube green
or purplish, but the limb (lobes about % in. long) white
at least inside, borne in simple racemes. Argentina.—
Little known in cult., being inferior to JS^.alata. The
flowers open late in the day. Perennial, but annual in
gardens and in northern countries.

BB. Corolla-lobes obtuse or rounded.

snav^Iens, Lehm. (iV. unduldta, Vent. X. longifldra,
var. II ml II lata, Voss). Variable: 1-2 ft., annual or bi-

ennial, usually viscid: lower lvs. long-stalked and ovate
or spatulate, the upper ones narrow and sessile and
sometimes clasping, all undulate-margined as a rule:
fls. in loose terminal racemes, on slender pedicels, sal-

ver-shaped, the narrow cylindrical tube about 2 in. long,
the circular limb 1 in. or less across, pure white (or
greenish outside). Australia. B.M. G73. Gn. 21, p. 291.—
The broad lobes usually overlap, so that the limb often
appears as if entire. Sweet-scented at night. Plant
pubescent or glabrous. Not rare in gardens. It is said
that it will endure moderate shade.

noctifldra, Hook. {X. longifldra, var. noctifldra, Voss).
Very like the last, and perhaps a geographical form of
it: lvs. lanceolate-undulate: fls. often purplish outside
but white within, the spreading lobes notched or emar-
ginate: plant very viscid. Argentina. B.M. 2785. —A
night bloomer, like the last. There is a var. albifldra,

with pure white fls.

AAA. Fls. distinctly colored {usually with shades of

red), the tube relatively broad or even inflated:

annual and perennial herbs.

B. Lvs. stalked.

rdstica, Linn., was cult, for Tobacco by the Indians
and is run wild in many places, but its nativity 's un-
known (probably indigenous to the Old World, accord-
ing to Gray) : annual, usually not over 3 ft. tall, viscid-

pubescent: lvs. large, ovate and obtuse: fls. yellowish
or greenish, 1 in. or less long, the base narrow, tube
thereafter inflated, orifice contracted, the lobes short
and rountled. The fls. are open by day. Inflorescence
paniculate.

BB. Lvs. sessile and decurrent.

Tabacum, Linn. Tobacco. Tall, strong-growing strik-

ing plant, :i-5 ft., annual, usually glutinous: lvs. mostly
ovate or ovate-lanceolate, acuminate-pointed: fls. 2 in.

long, rose or purplish, in a large nearly naked panicle,

the tube swollen upwards and the spreading lobes

pointed. S. Amer. — Cult, from earliest times by the

Indians, and occasionally run wild. Its commercial
cultivation for Tobacco is an agricultural subject, and
therefore is not discussed in this work. It is a striking

plant in the garden. There are several forms cult, for

ornament, those with large red fls. being most known.
N. grandiflonim , iV. purpureum . etc., are names given tc

these forms. The fls. are diurnal. See Fig. 1077, p. 757.

m
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NICOTLAXA

tomentdsa, Ruiz & Pav. (N.coldssea, Andr^K Peren-
nial, rarely bloomin;? in the North, but easily propagated
by cuttings and treated as a tender annual: 8 to 10 ft.

and more, very stout and branchy, viscid - pubescent

:

Ivs. obovate-oblong and acuminate, narrowed to clasping

and decurrent base, 1-3 ft. long, pale and reticulate be-

neath: fls. short, the tube inflated at the top and slightly

curved, pubescent, the lobes ovate and obtuse and nearly
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1489. Nicotiana sylvestris ( X H) •

or quite equal, the color of the tube pale green and of
the limb yellowish outside *nd pale rose within. Brazil.
B.M. 7252. G.C. ill. 9:8:.. Gng. 1:97. A. G. 11:117. -A
most remarkable plant for large and rapid growth. Very
useful 'n making subtropical effects. The plants came
up in soil in which Brazilian orchids were shipped to
France, and it began to attract general attention in France
about 1889. It usually has reddish stems, thereby adding
to the bold eflfect. Seeds should be started under glass,
There is a var. variegiita, Hort., with mottled and mar-
gined foliage. R. H. 1893, p. 9. G.M. 37:01.

iV. ocuniindfa, Hook. Slender: Ivs.petioled, broad-lanceolate,
aoiiininate: fls. long-tubuljir, with small obtuse lobes, white.
Argentina. B.M.2919.— .V. /rdfliraH*, Hook. Three to 4 ft.: Ivs.
sessile, obovate or spatulate: fls. with vei-y long, slender tul)es
(as in N. sylvestris) and a large spreading regular limb with
eniarginate lobes, white. NewCaledonia. B.M. 4865.— A'. Zdnj;*-
rior^ii, Schrank. Two to 3 ft., viscid: Ivs. sessile, oval or ovate:
fls. tmmpet-shape<l, the tube enlarging at the top, the limb flar-
ing and nearly entire, yellowish green. S. Amer. B. M. 2221,
2.V),">.— y. paniculata, Linn., from S. Amer., is allied to N.
Langsdorfii. but is smaller and all the Ivs, are stalked.
several Nicotianas are native to the Texan-CaUfomian region.

One, AT. qnadrirdlvis. Pursh, B.M. 1778, is native as far north
as Oregon, and was cult, by the Indians for tobacco, l^ jj_ b_

NICOTtTl'flA is a name given bv the undersigned to
hybrids of Nicotiana and Petunia offered in 1893. They
were originally described as follows: "The plants have
slender, drooping or trailing toraentose green, red and
purple stalk.s and leaves twice or three times as large
as the Petunia; the flowers are handsome, white, pink,
carmine or striped and borne in plenteous profusion.
Ko seed is ever produced, but they are very readily
multiplied by cuttings."
These plants have unfortunately vanished from culti-

vation. They were, of course, annuals. They were

semi-trailing plants, the leaves covered with abundant
short, woolly hairs. The cross was Petunia hybrida,
var. grah'I flora x Nicotiana wigandioides, var. rubra,
the former probably being the seed parent. The singu-

lar thing about the cross was the fact that the root

seemed in all cases to be paralyzed and very defective,

though the tops in all the many hybrids produced grew
with much vigor. The blooms were beautiful, and it is

a pity that the plants were not grafted on tobacco roots.

LrTHER BVRBAXK.
NIDULABIUM (from Latin nidua, a nest). Bro-

mtliin-eif. About 15 Brazilian epiphytes, by some re-

ferred to Karatas and other genera, but by Mez (DC.
Monogr. Phaner. 9) kept distinct. The flowers are per-
fect, borne in simple or compound heads, the petals

joined at the base and not ligulate (in all the typical
species): anthers attached mostly on the back (in some
related plants attached mostlj- at the base). Leaves
strap-shaped, ovate or oval, in dense rosettes, the flowers
mostly sessile, red, blue, or white. The inner leaves of
the rosette, here called bract-leaves, are usually highly
colored and constitute most of the merit of some species.

Warmhouse plants, requiring the treatment of Billbergia,
which .see.

In the following account, the genus is held to comprise
the species referred by Mez to Aregelia, having simple
flower-clusters, whereas Nidularium proper has com-
pound clusters.

A. Flower-cluster simple (Aregelia).

B. Length of flower 1% in. or less.

trfste, Kegel (iV. marmordtum, Hort., not Morr.
Karatas tristis, Baker. Aregelia frisiis, Mez). Lvs.
6-12, from 6-12 in. long and half as broad in the middle,
green dappled with brown, somewhat scurfy beneath:
flower purple: bract-lvs. narrow-linear: fr. oblong, white.

BB. Length of flower IVi in. or more.

HorreniiLiiuin, Makoy (Karcttas Morrenichia, Ant.
Aregelia Morrenidna, Mez). Lvs. many in a dense
rosette, with tev^ very minute spines, not striped, densely
scurfy beneath : fls. many, dark purple: bract-lvs. linear-
lanceolate.

N. CarollnsB, Lem. (iV. Meyendorfii, Kegel. Kardtas
Carolines, Ant. Gusmdnia picta , Hort. Billbergia Caro-
lince, Beer. B. blens. Hook.). Lvs. several to many,
strap-shaped, rather thick, flnely spiny-toothed, 12 'n.

long, bright green on both surfaces, the bract-lvs. bright
red: fls. blue-purple, in a short head nestling in the
bright leaf-cup. B.M. 5502. I. H. 7:245.

prfnceps, Morr. (iV. spectdbile, Hort. Kardtas prin-
ceps, Baker. K. Meyendorfii, Aut. Aregelia princeps,
Mez). Lvs. 15-20, about 10-12 in. long, broadest at
the middle, firm, spiny-toothed, lightly glaucous: fls.

numerous, violet-purple, surrounded by about 8-10 oval,

bright red bract-lvs.

Bindti, Morr. (iV. Makoydnum , Kegel. Kardtas Binbti,
Morr. Aregelia Bindti, 'Slez). Lvs. 15-20, strong-spiny,
scurfy and transversely banded on the back, the inner
ones similar in color: fls. many, white. Not to be con-
founded with Bromelia Binoti.

AA. Flower-cluster compound.

B. Petals joined below.

c. Floivers white.

Iimoc6ntii, Lem. (Kardtas Innoc^ntii, Ant.). Stem-
less and stoloniferous : lvs. about 20, in a dense rosette,
strap-shaped, about 1 ft. long, broadest near the middle,
with many small, spiny teeth, green but more or less

tinted brown or red, the oval bract-lvs. bright red: fls.

in a dense head, white. I. H. 9:.329. —Named for the
Marquis de St. Innocent, amateur, of Autun, France.
There is a form with yellow-striped lvs. I. H. 41 :5.

This species is one of the best Nidulariums.

Stri&tiuil, Baker (iV. Makoydnum, Morr., not Hort.
Kardtas neglecta, Baker). Lvs. 8-12 in. long, strap-

shaped, fine-toothed, prominentU striped with central
bands of white and shading to cream-color towards the
marcrin. the body color deep green and not brown-tinted.

G.C. in. 8:183 (desc.).—A good species.
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CC. Flotcers blue or violet.

Schereineti^wii, Kegel (Kfrrdtaa Svheremeti/irii,

Ant.). Lvs. 10-15, in a short rosette, lanceolate, 10-18

in. long, with many small but conspicuous spiny teeth,

rather tiriu. brijrht green above and pale green beneath,

the bract-lvs. bright red and showy, the points recurving:

As. blue, iu a small head.

fdlgrens, Lem. (X. picfum, Hort.). Lvs. 1.V20. in a

dense rosette, strap-sliaped, with large, stiong teeth,

mottled with green of ditferent shades, paler an<l scurfy

beneath, the bract-lvs. oval and scarlet: tls. blue.

BB. Petals separate.

Lfndeni, Kegel (^Ee'.mii-a ehurnea. Baker. Gitznidtiin

fr(}ijntHS, Hort. CauLstratn Lindem, Mez). Lvs. about

20. in a dense rosette, tonientose, green-spotted, the

bract-lvs. cream-white: Us. white or greenish.

Amaz6nicttm, Lind. & Andre {FT'inltas Amas&nico,
Baker. Cani.stnnn .Imazoiiicum, >L/. JJehinea Ama-
eoniea, Hort.). Lvs. lo-20, 10-20 in. long, and rather

wide at the middle, greenish brown above and light

brown beneath, not spotted or scurfy, the bract-lvs.

greenish brown: tls.white,with a green tube, in a dense
head.

y. ChantriiTi Andre, is n hybrul of X. Inno'entii and N. ful-

geus, with very brilliant letl l-rnti -leaves, obtained by C'haii-

trier Freres, I ranee. R.H.18y'.:4u2. L. H. B.

NIEREMB^ROIA (for John E. Nie-eraberg [1590-
15G3], a irpanish Jesuit and first professor of natural
history a. Madrid). Solani}cece. Cup-Fr. )WEK. About
24 speci' s of hardy perennial herbs fron tropical and
subtrop eal \nierica. allied to Petunia and "haraeterized
by the ong and very slender tube of the c>>rolla. The
specie.- iu -^'dtivatioii are valued chiotly f*)*- the o]>en

border or for pot-phints. and are mostly of prostrate
habit, with showy tls. borne freely throi;gh the summer
and aucunin. Stem decumbent or creeping, rarely sub-
e»- .'t, diffusely branched, the branches tisually slender
and nearly glabrous : lvs. alternate, scattered, entire :

fls. borne singly on the tips of young shoots, mostly
white with a purple center ; calyx "t-purted, tubular or
bell-shaped ; sepals spreading ; tube of corolla long,

slender, attenuated below, abruptly expanded above into

a broa(l b«'ll shaped, saucer-shaped or funnel-shaped
limb, which has 5 broad, obtuse lobes.

Several species of Nierembergia have distinct value
for certain purposes, y. yradlis makes an excellent

pot or bfisket plant, attd is also i)opular for the border.
iV. fntfeifi-ena does tinely in the open, but is more desir-

able as a pot-plant. X. rivitlaris is perhaps the most
desirable species of the group, and is adapted to a wide
range of con<litions. It thrives best in a moist soil with
a half-sha<ied exposure, but often makes fine patches on
a dry bank, or even in the rockery. Both X. gracilis

and X. fntfeseeHK love a loose, rather r.ioist soil, but are

not impatient of dryness. These three species endure
winters without protection in tlie latiturle of N. Y.
Nierembei.^ias are propagated chiefly by cuttings taken

in the fall, or by seeds. X. rivularis is most readily
increased by dividing the creeping stem where it has
rooted at the nodes.

A. Stem prostrate or creeping : branches ascending.

B. Fls. rt amy ivhife, sometimes slightly tinted irith

rose or bhtt

.

rivtiUris, Miers. White-Cup. Whole plant glabrous

:

stem slender, creeping, rooting freely at the nodes, form-
ing a dense mat. the branches seldom rising over (> in.

high : lvs. oblong to oblong-spatulate, obtuse membra-
naceous, variable in size, with a long, slender petiole:

fls. sessile or short-peduncled; calyx cylindrical, the
lobes oblong-lanceoldte, slightly spreading: corolla-limb
broadlv bell-vhaped. 1-2 in. broad; throat golden vell«»w.

La Platte river, S. A. B.M. ."><;08. J.H. III. 3l:'m. On.
23, p. 1S8; 25, p. 145. —A very adaptable and desirable
species for a stream bank, dry border or alpine garden.
The fls. are lurge and beautiful. It is diflicult to eradi-
cate after uuce established, as small pieces of the stem
"^ill take root and grow.

BB. Fls. icJiite, with imrple center.

grricilia, Hook. Fig. 1490. Branches very slender,
ascending t>-8 in., slightly downy: lvs. scarcely Kin.
long, linear or slightly spatulate, those on the younger
branches somewhat hairy: limb of corolla spreading,
convex, white tinged and veined with purple towards
the center, throat yellow. Argentine Kej ublic, S. A.
B.M. 3108.—A channing little plant for the hanging
basket. A garden var., Crozy&na, has lis. tinted with
lilac and appears to be more floriferous than the tvpe.
F.S. 14:1410.

BBB. Fls. pale lilac.

VMtchii, Berkeley. Stem 8-12 in. long, with slender,
glabrous or slightly pubescent branches: lvs. %-\ in.

long, short-petioled or sessile, the upper linear, the
lower broadly spatulate: calyx-lobes linear-oblong, re-

curved: corolla-tube %-% in. long, white, the limb
broadlv bell-shaped. Trop. America. B.M. 5.599. F.

1872, p'. 141.

AA. Stem nearly erect.

frut^Bcens, Dur. Tali. Ci'p-Flower. Stem 1-3 ft.

high, much branched, shrubby: lvs. scattered, linear:

fls. about 1 in. broad, tlie limb saucer-shaped, white
tinted with lilac or blue; throat yellow; handsome.
Chile.—The fls. resemble X. gracilis in color, but are
nmch larger. Valuable in the grreenhouse or for the
border. As a pot-plant it makes a fine bnsh and bears
fls. almost continuously. It can be used as a bedding

1490. Nierembergia gracilis (X J^).

plant with excellent results if started under glass and
transplanted. A garden form. var. ^andifldra (-V.

grandiflbra, Hort.), has somewhat larger fls. than the

^yP^- S. W. Flktchek.

NI0£LLA (diminutive of niger, black ; referring to

the color of the seeds). Jfantinculdceie. Love-in-a-
MisT. Devil-in-a-Bush. Fennel Flower. Hardy
annuals with erect stems and flnely divided alternate
lvs.: fls. showy, white< blue or yellow; sepals 5, regu-
lar, petal-like, deciduous; petals 5. with hollow claws,
notched or 2-lobed ; carpels 3-10, fusing at the base
into one cavity, cells opening at the top when mature:
seeds many, black and hard. There are about 12 spe-

cies, including Garidella ; mostly natives of the Medi-
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terranean region. The following 2 are only species now
used in America. They require little care. The setd

should be sown in the open border in good soil any time

after the middle of March, and the seedlings thinned,

if necessary, to a distance of about 8 in They seldom
succeed well if transphiute*!. If the seeds be sown in

early autumn the plants may withstand the winter and

1491. Love-iH-a-Mist—Nigella Damascena (X %)

be ready to flower earlier the next summer. By plant-

in? at different seasons the plants may be continued in

beauty nearly throughout th»* summer. The seeds of

y. .s<ttiv(t, Linn., or bla'*k cumniin. are sometimes used
as seasoning in tb»i Old World.

Damascena, Linn. Fig. 149L IToight 1-2 ft.: Ivs,

hriiiht grcfii. very tinely cut : fls. white or blue, large:

involucre very dense and tine: styles erect in the fr.,

nearlv as long as the capsules: fr. not divergent at

top. Summerr S. Eu. B.M. 22. (in. 'M. p. i;?0.-Var.

nana, Hort. A dwarf form with very large fls.

Hisp&nica, Linn. Lvs. much divided, but less so

thau in the preceding : fls. deeper blue than the last,

witli deep red stamens: involucre absent; styles rather
spreading: fr. divergent at top. July. Spain and N.
Africa. B.M. 1205. On. :i7:7.'H).— Vur. Fontanesiina,
Hurt. {.v. FontavfsiriHa, Hort.). Much like the type,

but said to flower two weeks earlier. k. C. Davis.

NIGGER TOE. Xuts of B^rthoUetin.

NIGHT-BLOOMING CEEEUS. See Cereusi.

NIGHTSHADE. So^nuum uiqrmn. Deadly N.,
Air<'j«i litllttdoHHit. Enchanter's N., Circifu. Three-
leaved N., IVillium.

NINE-BARK. PJnfsocarpus opuUfoVta.

NIPHiEA(rireek, niphos, snow; alluding to the white
color of the fls., which is rare in this family). Oesner-
aeen'. X, oblom/a is a plant something like a Gloxinia,
but instead of a large spotted tnroat the flowers have
so small a tube as to appear almost .T-petaled. Nipha-as
are tropical American stemless or dwarf herbs, with
heart-shaped, coarsely serrate, hairy lvs. and clusters
of about a dozen fls. an inch or so across, borne singly
on reddish stalks about 2 in. high. For general cult.
tlit'v are inferior to Gloxinia and Achimenes. but they
are desirable for botanical collections as being one of
tlie most distinct types of the gesneraceous familv.
Tliey have a creeping root, and no tubers: lvs. soft,
wrinkled, petiolate, opposite: corolla nearly wheel-
shaped; disk absent; filaments sht>rter than the an-

thers, straight; anthers erect, free, thr cells facing in-

ward, parallel, confluent at the apex: glands noa:'.

"Like mary other plants from Guatemala," says
Lindley in B.R. 28:5, speaking of JV.oblonga, "it seems
to require a temperature between that of n greenhouse
and of a stove. In its general habits it resembles
Achimeues rosea. It flowers in the autumn and winter,
after which the stem" die off, !\nd the plant remains in

a dormant state until the following season. Whtn in

this state it ought of course to be kept perfectly dry,
on a light, warm shelf, and then when the season of
rest is past, which will l>e iniUcated by the young stems
making their appearance, it may be repotted and liber-

ally supplied with water. It forms a great number of
curious imbricated scaly buds, both on the surface and
under ground, by which it may easily be multiplied in

the same manner as Achimenes; it also strikes readily
by cuttings. Any rich light soil will do for its cultiva-
tion."

obl6nga. Lindl. Lvs. heart shaped or perhaps some-
what (Wilong, more or less whorled: fls. drooping: co-
rolla about iVi in. across : lobes rounclish, concave at

first, then revolute. Guatemala. B.K. 2iS:5.

NIFHCBOLUS Lingua, var. corymbifera, is a tough-
leaved, crested fern, recommended by G. W. Oliver for
win<low boxes. Oliver writes that this plant can be
quickly increased by tlivisicm of the stems, which grow
near the surface of the soil. Niphobolus appears in a
few trade catalogues. By English writers it is gen-
erally referred to Polypodium, but L. M. I'nderwood
refers it to the genus Gyclophoms. The tvpical form
of XiphoboJuH Liii'/ua has the sori set in close rows of
4-(i each between the main veins. Rhizomes wide creep-
ing, covered with rusty scales: stalks 3-6 in. long, firm,
erect : lvs. entire, oblong acuminate, 4-8 in. long, 1-4

in. wide, matted beneath with close, cottony, somewhat
rusty down. It is a native of northern India and Japan.
Its var. coriftnhifera has the lvs. much divided at the
apex, forming a flattish, corymb-like cluster. N. N.
Bnn-kner writes that var. variegata is also cult. ''It

has light yellow lines about an eighth of an inch wide
and three-f(mrths of an inch apart, running across the
fronds at right angles to the midrib."

NITROGEN. The role of Nitrogen in horticulture is

discu>se(l under Fertiiittj, Fi rtilizers, Leyumrs and
Jfa nitres.

NOLANA (from nolo, a little bell : referring to the
shape of the corolla). Conroivnl()ce>f. About 18 species
of prostrate annual herbs with showy blue fls., opening
only in sunshine, all native to Chile and Peru. They
are valued chiefly for covering poor or rocky soils.

Stem often slightly angulate, usually spotted and
streaked with purple above, much branched, the ends
of the braiiches ascending several inches: lvs. solitary
or in pairs, entire, usimlly fleshy, the lower long-peti-
oleil : the upper short-petioled, sessile or attenuated into
a wing»'d petiole : fls. borne singly in the axils of the
lvs.. mostly short-peduncled, commonly blue or ]turj>le,

rarely white or rose ; calyx 5-parted ; conilla funnel-
shaped or bell-shaped, entire, 5-angled or 5-10-lobed :

ovaries ;"> to many, l-.l-seeded. arranged in 1-2 series or
clustert'd irregularly around the base of the style.

The characters by which several species of Nolana
have been separated are not well defined. It is probable
that y. atn'pllcifofia, N. prostrata and jV. paradora
should be considered as one sjx'cies. The chief char-
acters which have been used to distinguish them are the
number of ovaries in each fl. and the number of seeds
in each ovary ; but these characters vary in different
plants of tlu'se and other species of Nolana. X. atri-
pUcifoUa is commonly sold under the names of the
other two. Consult Benth. and Hook., Genera Plan-
tarum 2 : 879. Lat<*st monograph D.C. Prod. 13 :9 ( 18.52)

.

Nolanas grow readily from seeds sown in the open in
May. For early blooming and for seed production they
should be started under glass in March and transplanted
iTj May. X. afriplicifolia is used with fine effect when
planted in large patches in the border or on rocky hill-

sides. All of the species do well in pots.
They prefer a light soil and sunny sitxiation. X. atri-

plici folia is well suited for use in vases and baskets.
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A. Stem smooth or sparsely hairy.

B. Fls. large {1-2 in.), dark blue, not striped.

parad6xa, Lindl. {X. atriplicifdlia, Hort, X. gran-
difloni, Lvhm.}. Fig. 1492. Root-lvs. very long-petioled.
ovate; steni-lvs. ovate, mostly sessile or with winged
petiole, fleshy: sepals ovate-lanceolate; limb of corolla
blue; throat white, inside of tube light yellow: ova-
ries commonlv manv, 1-seeded. Peru and Chile. BR.
10:805, not B.M. 2(;64, which is iV. tenella. -Thin is the
most common species in cult. Var. 41ba, Hort., has
white fls. Var. violiicea {X. jmraddxa, var. violdcea)
has violet fls. F.S. i:{:1294.

Nolana paradoxa.

BB. Fls. small (% in.), light blue, striped u-ith

dark purple.

prostrilta, Linn., not Hook. Throat of corolla marked
with violet-purple veins; sepals triangular: ovaries
commonly few, 2-4-seeded. Perhaps this should be
united with the preceding. Chile and Peru. B.M. 731.

AA. Stem densely Jiairy.

B. Stem-lvs. lanceolate, thick: plant hoary-pubescent.

lanceol^ta, Miers. Stem-lvs. mostly in pairs, 2-6 in.

long, the base obliquely clasping or slightly decurrent
on the outer side: fls. 1-2 in. broad, with a spreading,
5-lobed limb, each lobe deeply notched ; limb of corolla
blue, throat yellowish white. Chile. B.M. 5327.

BB. Stem-lvs. ovate, membranaceous: plant
fiscid-hairy.

ten^lla, Lindl. Stem very slender: upper Ivs. obtuse,
with rount'ed base and winged petiole: peduncle long-
hairy: fls jlet-blue,with a white throat; limb 5-lobed,
each lobe ipped with a broad point. Chile and Peru.
B. M. 260i (TToneon^ly as X. paradoxa, but poorly
drawn, as o hairiness is indicated).—Not advertised in
America. 3^ \7 Fletcher.

NOLINA (after P. C. Nolin, joint author of an fssay
on agriculture. Paris, 1755). Lilidcece. Syu., i/« ir-

nea. Nolinas belong to the remarkable group of «. t rt

succulents in the lily family known as the Dracaena tribe,

of which the Yucca is the best known example in our
gardens. Xolina recurvata, which is perhaps thf? most
desirable species, has a striking appearance. It has a
fleshy trunk .>-0 ft. high, surmounted by a crown of 100
or more leaves, which are long, linear and gracefully
recurved. The base of the trunk is swelle<l into a sort
of tuber a foot or more thick, which sits on the ground
like a huge onion. It has numerous very small, green-
ish white, fi-lobed fls., borne in panicles on flower-
stalks several feet high. Nolinas are essentially Mexican
plants. They are cult, in S. Calif., requiring similar
treatment to Agave, Dasylirion and Yucca, but Ernest
Braunton writes that they are not popular. In the East
a few kinds are oft'ered. They are desirable plants for
fanciers who can house a collection of succulents.
Nolinas are nearest to Dasylirion, but their Ivs. are

unarmed, ivhile those of the latter usually have hooked
spines. Fls. itolyganio-dio^cious, the loose racemes form-
ing a simple or compound panicle. Their stamens are
included, while those of Dasylirion are exserted. For
differences in fruit characters, see Dasylirion. The
species of Nolina are imperfectly understoo*!. In addi-
tion to those given below, X. Beldingi is offered. This

was lately discovered in lower Calif, by T. S. Brandegee
on mountains above Cape St. Lucas, 'it is arborescent
and similar in habit to X. longifolia, but with glaucous
Ivs. (see note below). Beaucarnea glauca of the trad«'
doubtless belongs in Nolina. Franceschi says it has
a crown of stiff glaucous Ivs. on a slender trunk with
a bottle-shaped base.

A. Li's. 8-15 lines wide.
B. Habit of foliage recurred.

C. Trunk scarcely bulged at the base.

longifdlia, Hemsl. {Da$y^irion longifdlium, Zucc.
Beaucarnea longifdlia, Bak^ •). Trunk in cult. 4-G ft.

high, 6 in. thick belo^v the crown of Ivs.: Ivs.
100-2W* green, M) ft. long, 9-15 lines wide, per-
ceptibly narroweu from middle to apex. A glau-
cous form has been cult. G.C. II. 7:493, .%7: III.

16:t>7. R.H. 187G, p. 454.

CC. Tntnk tcith a bulge at the base a foot or
more thick.

recary^ta, Hemsl. (Beaucarnea reeuri'ata,
Leni. ). Trunk in cult. 5-0 ft. high.

"* 2-3 in. thick below the crown of Ivs.:

Ivs. green, equally wide all tho wav,
8-9 lines wide at base. G.F. 9:9t3. G.
C. 1870:144.5. F.S. 18. p. 20. I.Vi. 8.

Misc. p. 59.— Var. intermedia, H )rt..

has Ivs. which are less recurved and
shorter. Var. iHbra, Hort., has the
Ivs. tinged red near the base. No
varieties, however, are advertised.

BB. Hdhit of foliage strict.

c. Width of Ivs. 10-12 lines.

Bigelovii, Wats. Trunk unknown: Ivs. thick, flat,

^i-4 ft. long, 10-12 lines wide above the base, with a red,
horny entire margin.

CC. Width of Ivs. 5-6 lines.

recurviLta, var. Stxicta, Lem. (Pincettictitia glaitca,
Hort.). Lvs. shorter and narrower than typical X. re-

curvata, 2-3 ft. long, glaucous.

AA. Lvs. 2 lines wide.

Hartwegri^na, Hemsl. (Dasylirion junceum, Zucc).
Trunk unknown: lvs. 2 ft. long, with only 7-9 veins
instead of about 50. ^f. M.
y. Bildingi. Brandg. Aboresoent, branching freely: tnink

columnar, 1-lK ft. in diani.. 8-1.") ft. high: branches short
bearing numerous old and new leaves towards the ends: leaves
glaucous, a yard or more long, ^ in. wide, tlat, thin, tapeririK
to the point, serrulate on margins, about 50-ner\-etl, weak aiul

recurved: panicle compound, 6 ft. long or more: fruit emargi
nate: seeds ronud-ovate, not bursting the cells. Mountains of

the cape region of Lower California. Apparently nearest N.
Bigelovii, from which it differs in the thinner, more flaccid

leaves, and the very much jreater size.

T. S. Brandegee.
NONESUCH, or Black Medick, is Medicago lupulina.

Nonesuch rarely luesius Lychni.s Chalcedonica.

NOFALEA (from the Mexican name of the Cochineal
Cactus). Cactdc€(r. A genus of 4 or 5 species, often
placed with the Opuntias, but diflfering from the latter

in having leaves longer than the perianth, as well as in

many minor details. Natives of the West Indies and
Mexico. N. coccinellifera, Salm., an arborescent, flat-

stemmed plant, with a somewhat cylindrical trunk
6-10 in. in diam.. is widely grown in semi-tropical coun-
tries, but is rarely found in the U. S., and then only in

the largest collections of Cacti. It is chiefly interesting

in being one of the important foo<l plants of the cochi-

neal insect. B.M. 2741, 2742 (as Cactus cochinellifer).

J. W. TOUMKY.
NORFOLK ISLAND PINE. Araucaria excelsa.

NORTH CAROLINA, HORTICULTURE IN. Fig.
149.'{. Occupying the sunny slope eastward from the

highest mountains east of the Mississippi, North Caro-
lina has a g^reater variety in soil and climate than most
other states : hence the hortictiltural capabilities are

varied accordingly. In the region of high plateaus,

ranges and valleys lying between the Blue Ridge and
the Great Smokies, which mark the line of Tennessee,
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is a region dear to botanical collectors for its wonderful
flora and of great interest to the borticulturisst on
account of its capacity for the protluction of fruit, espe-

cially of apples. Here the apple flourishes and pro-

duces the most wonderful and uniform crops under
conditions of absolute neglect. What could be done
here in the production of apples, with careful and intel-

ligent culture and proper handling of the product, has

been abundantly shown in the exi>erience of the few

who have attempted the culture. In this same region

the French wine and table grapes have been flou'ishing

for years, grafted on the native stocks. A complete
failure of the apple crop has never been know i in the

mountains of North Carolina. On the eastern slope of

the Blue Ridge are found the thermal belts. These
belts are on the mountain slopes and are singularly

free from the effects of early frosts in the autumn and
late frosts in the spring; in fact, hoar frosts are almost

unknown. The cold air settling down in the valleys

pushes up the warm air an<l prevents frost above a cer-

tain line, thus insuring the safety of fruit above the

frost line. These belts are peculiarly marked in Polk
and Wilkes counties. In the high valley lands of Wa-
tauga and Ashe counties, lying .'5,500 to 4.000 feet above
the sea, are meadows where the finest of cranberries

grow wild, and on the northern and western slopes of

and Delawares; they go north early in July, and the
business has been a profitable one. Later it was found
that the peach flourished on the sand-hills even better
than the grape, and that there is seldom a total failure

of the fruit. In the same neighborhood there are now
at least 1,000 acres in peaches, — over 400 acres in one
orchard. Shipments begin here about the first week in

June, and in some seasons the Sneed peach is ready
the last of May, A large area is being devoted to black-
berries ant' strawberries also, as blackberries can be
se.Tt from here before strawberries are ripe in New
YorL'. Here, too, it is being found that the bulbs im-
porteo so largely for the use of florists for winter forc-

ing, suth as lilies, Roman hyacinths and narcissus, can
be grown to great perfection. Experiments are being
made with the Bermuda lily, and it is hoped that the
bulbs can be produced here early enough for the early
forcing, and that we may be able to grow healthy bulbs
to take the place of the diseased Bermuda stock.

Horticulturally, the most interesting part of the
state is the great level coast plain. Here the mellow
soil, mild climate and abundant rainfall combine to
make conditions favorable to great production, espe-
cially in the culture of small fruits. Along the line of
the Atlantic Coast Line R. R. strawberries are grown
by the thousand acres, and the culture has brought

the mountains in Mitchell county there are acres of
lily-of-the-valley and Viola tenella, native and to the
manor bom. On the exposed uplands of this secti«m the
grape and the peach flourish in wonderful luxuriance,
though nothing has been done with these in the way of
commercial culture. In these upper mountain counties
of late years the cabbage and the potato have become
important farm crops, the produce being sent to the
southern coast cities in winter. The mountain section
is in fact a vast fertile, but undeveloped, region horti-
culturally. Coming east of the great barrier of the
Blue Ridge, we reach the wide rolling uplan<ls of the
Piedmont section, stretching its billowy swells eastward
to the line of the coa.st p^ain, and varying in altitude
from 1,.')00 feet above the sea-level near the mountains
to about .350 where it drops off into the level sandy
plain bordering the coast for 125 to 150 miles inland.
Throughout this region cotton has held undisputed
sway for many years except on the northern Inirder,
where tobacco has taken its place, and each has shut
out muf'h enterprise of a horticultural nature. Still, in
some parts of the vast middle section there have been
efforts to grow fruits, and in this section are the im-
portant nurseries of the state. Near the edge of this
uj)laiid country, where the clay uplands break up into
the rolling forests of long-leaf" pine, and swelling sand-
hills take the place of the red clay, it has been found
that the dry soil and balmy winter climate were partic-
ularly favorable to those suffering from lung and throat
troubles, and many people from the North, having
found health there, remained to make homes on the
sand-hills. And making homes, they want«'<l to grow
fruit. Then it was discovered that the sand-hill c»mn-
tr)' could be made to grow the finest of grai>es. and
now about the town of Southern Pines there are fully
1,000 acres devoted to the culture of grapes for ship-
ment north. These are table grapes, mainly Niagaras

1493. North Carolina, showinK horticultural rcKions,

wealth to the growers. This, too, is the section where
the greater part of the tuberose bulbs used by florists

in this country and in England are produced on con-
tract for the dealers in New York, Philadelphia and
Chicago. Some attention is being paid, too, to the cul-
ture of caladiums, gladiolus and other bulbous and
tuberous crops. The winter culture of lettuce in frames
covered with cloth and glass has of late become a very
important item in the gardener's list of crops in this
section. It takes but little protection here to grow in
winter lettuce as fine as that produced in heated houses
in the North, and the rapid -^ailroad communication
makes the selling a sure matter. An industry that will
grow here is the shipping north in winter of cut-flowers
of narcissus and Roman hyacinths from frames and
the open ground, and of gardenia flowers from the
great bushes in the open ground in snnmier. Near the
coast, as at Newbem, the market-garden business ab-
sorbs the entire attention of cultivators. From this
sect'on there are shipped of vegetables of all kinds in
the spring and early summer over $4,000,000 worth
annually, and the business is increasing stea<lily. With
the coming of a dense population, the great swamps
that now cover hundreds of square miles will be
drained and more land of inexhaustible fertility will
be a<lde<l to this fertile region ; here will be located the
future bulb farms of the United States, and the dealers
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of New York and other northern cities will come here
to make their contracts instead of ^o'mg to France.
Italy and Holland. Already some Holland growers are
talking of coming to spy out the land, and the great
development of the future in North Carolina will evi-

dently be, so far as horticulture is concerned, in bulb
culture. W. F. Massev.

NORTH DAKOTA (Fig. 1494) lies between lat. 46°

and 49-^ N. and long. 90° 25' and 104° \V. The special ad-
vantages of soil and climate for the production of grass
and the small grains have given the state great agricul-

tural prominence, but little has been done along horti-

cultural lines. While it possesses undoubted possi-

bilities along certain lines of fruit production, and in

the growing of certain vegetables can hardly be excelled,

yet these things have always been considered incidental
and not to be classed with the leading soil industries.
North Dakota settlers, for the most part, did not come
from fruit regions, and in no case have they occupied
the land with other intention tlian to raise stock and
grain. At the same time, as population increases and
homes become established, there is the natural ten
dency to protect these homes with trees, ornament them
with shrubs and tiowers, and furnish the tables with
vegetables and fruit. Such is the present incentive to
activity in horticulture, and its future status will be
controlled by the following natural conditions:

Physical ami Gfoloyic /•''eatures.— lt>i distinctive re-

gions are referred to as the Red river valley, the Tur-
tle mountain country, the Devil's Lake region, the
Mouse river country, the James river valley, the Mis-
souri slope and the western range country, inchidintr the
Bad Lands. The Red river valley is a level plain from
20 to 30 miles wide on the North Dakota si«le and ex-

tending across the state north and south, thus embrac-
ing an uninterrupted area of some <i,UOO sq. miles, all

level and of great fertility. This is prei^minently the
wheat belt of the state, and the character of the soil is

such in both physical an<l chemical properties as to in-

sure an excellent growth of such plants as are hardy
and will mature within the season. The soil is a lacus-
trine deposit containing about Xi per cent of very fine

sand, 55 per cent clay and silt, and 12 per cent organic
matter and soluble salts. It is so rich in nitrogen and
phosphoric aci<i as to be quite indifferent to fertilizers,

even when appli«'d to such garden vegetables as demand
the most fertile soils. It randy bakes under reasonable
cultivation, is never lumpy and is very retentive of mois-
ture. It is unusually well adapted to the cultivation of
practically all vegetables, particularly celery and other
plants requiring a deep, fine, easily worked soil.

This general type of soil is not confined to the Red
river valley, but is the predominating surface soil for
most of the state lying east of meridian 101 and of
considerable tracts still further west. The suV)soil in the
Red river valley lying under three or four feet of very
dark loam is uniformly a soft yellowish clay extending
to a great depth. ^luch of the subsoil outside of the
valley is largely made up of firmly compacted sand,
with a small percentage of clay. Such lands are not so
good as those having the clay subsoil, but with the good
surface soil which they support they are capable of pro-
ducintr large yields in seasons not too dry. They are
naturally not so well adapted to horticultural operations
as are the lands having the clay subsoil.
Speaking in general, the soil lying west of the lOOth

parallel, also that of the Missouri slope. Turtle moun-
tain and Mouse river countries is all well suited to vege-
table and fruit culture, though partial failure may re-

sult from short seasons. This is especially true upon
the level, rich soil of the Red river valley, which ten<ls

to prolong the growth of such plants as the trrape and
apple beyond the season in which they should mature.
The more rolling surface of the land along the Missouri
river affords opportunity to select favorable sites for
fruit plantations, and there is doubtless some advantage
in the soil itself. This is apparent in the cultivation of
the grape, or such vegetables as the tomato, squash and
melon. So far attempts to grow fruit on the lighter and
more rolling soils, avoiding the extremes, has met with
reasonable success. On the heavier soils an«l level
lands success has been confined to the cultivation of

such small fruits as the currant, gooseberry, raspberry
and American plum and vegetables maturing not later

than the earliest sorts of tomato or second early sweet
com. In connection with the fact that attempts at

apple culture have generally been unsuccessful, it

should be remembered tliat plants, as a rule, cannot
make long jumps. The line of apple culture is gradu-
ally moving northwest, the successful varieties being
those, like the Wealthy and Peerless, that have origi-

nated in the newer places. A region so far removetl
from the apple districts as North Dakota is must have
the time and opportunity required to develop varieties

of its own.
Climate and ^</j»*/V///.— Removed from all influence

of large l>o<lies of water. North Dak«tta has a dry climate
subject to consi<lerable extremes of temperature. The
mean annual rainfall at Fargo for the years 1892 to 1899,

inclusive,was 19.87 in., distributed by s»'asons as follows:

Spring, .'). 49 in.; summer, 10.02 in.; fall. 3.(51 in.; winter,
..')! in. Most of the precipitation is in spring and sum-
mer, when it is most needed. The average rainfall for

June is 4.17 in. The fact that the great majority of agri-

cultural lands in the state are absohitely flat, as near as
land may be, and composed of a soil very retentive of

moisture, makes what would otherwise be a light rainfall

generally sufficient for ordinary needs. Further west
than Fargo the rainfall gradually becomes less. For the
twenty years between 1870 and 1890 the annual rainfall

of the places named below was as follows: Bismarck,
18.90 in. ; Fort Buford, 13.29 in. ; Fort Totten, 17.78 in.;

Pembina, 20.;J0 in.

The temperature is very uniform throughout the state,

with the general difl'erence that the range country in the

western part has milder and more open winters, an»l the
higher altitude, as well as latitude, of the northern tier

of counties gives them a sljorter and cooler sumnier.
more inclined to frosts. It is only in that section that
corn has not been considered, so far. as a possible crop.

At Fariro the mean temperature for the different

mouths since 1S92 is as follows

:

.Lin l.fi May 54.8 Sept 59.1

Ffl> 6.

J

.lun<' «.*>.y Oct 4-J.3

March 10.7 July 68.7 Nov 18.3

AprU 40.7 Aug 66.2 Dec 9.4

The following table of soil temperatures, comparing
Fargo with Geneva, N. Y.. is instructive and shows why,
with the longer hours of dayliirht. vegetation develops
rather more rapidly in North Dakota than in New York:

180G 1 in. 3 in. 6 in. 9 in.

June — F.nrgo 6.'>.1 62.2 50.6 58.6
< teut'Vji 67.3 6G.."» 6.J.5 65

.lu!v — Fargo 75.9 tW.8 ftt.8 04
(ieneva 76.G 72.4 69.3 67.8

Aug. — Fargo 76.5 68.1 67.3 <>:« 6
Geneva 73.2 70.8 69.3 68.3

S.i»t.— Fargo 60.1 .56.1 .5.3.9 .55.5

Geneva 64 63.1 62.1 61.2

The amount of soil moisture given in the following
table, covering the years from 1892 to 189<», inclusive,
shows that the comparatively high soil temperature i.s not
due to extreme dryness. The samples were taken tach
week to a depth of 7 in. from a cultivated field in which
wheat was grown a greater part of the time:

A cerage for five yeart
May 29.66 per cent
.lune 23.61

July 21.48

Aug 20.19
Sept 20.10

Oct 19.78

A= the water capacity is abotit 70 per cent and the land
level, there is practically no loss from leaching or draifi-

age. While these tables represent tests in a single lo-

cality, yet they would apply with exactness to (i,000 .square

miles and approximately to some 4.000 more.
Soil Fertility.— Samples of soil taken from different

parts of the state from time to time and analyzed by
Prof. E. F. Ladd, of the experiment station at Fargo,
show that the nitrogen rarely falls below .2 per cent and
in most instances reaches from .3 to .5 per cent, with
an occasional sample yielding .7 per cent. The potash
ranges from .2.5 to 1 per cent, the averaere sample giving
about .5 per cent. The phosphates range from .15 to .25
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per cent on the average, with many samples giving a.s

high as .30 per cent.

General Climatic Conditions.— The winters are cold

bijt dry and agreeable. An occasional winter with t<K>

much sunshine kills j-oung trees of the thin-V»arked va-

rieties through the process of desiccation.

The springs are short, the warm days of summer com-
ing very soon after winter and some time before the frost

is out of the ground. In sunmier the days are long and
sunny, with nights invariably

cool. This condition gives the

nust perfect development of

hardy vegetables, like the cab-

bage" ami celerj-, but retards

the cucurbits and other semi-

tropical species. At the same
time, the fruit that does mature
is of undoubtedly high quality

and rich flavor, while the sugar
beet and sweet com give a very

high sugar content.

The fall is usually dry and
very pleasant, favorable to the
maturing of woody plants, but
rather liable to frosts. The
ground freezes permanently
about November 10.

Fmit-groiving. — Genera] set-

tlement of what is now North
Dakota did not begin till the
building of the first railroad in

1873, and any effort to grow
fruit has been made since that

time. In 1874 Andrew McHeneh,
of Fargo, made the first attempt
at fruit-growing upon any ex-

tended scale. In that year he
bought, at a nursery in Minne-
apolis, a car-load of young apple
and crab trees of such varieties

as the Wealthy, Hyslop, Trans-
cendent, etc., and the year fol-

lowing planted 7,500 root-grafts of these and other vnrie-

ties. Though Mr. McHench obtained some fruit and at

dilTerent times grew trees that were models of thrift

and fruitfulness, yet the venture was not a success.
The varieties that successfully resisted the cold win-

ters succumbed to the blight {lidcilhis amiflororu.s)
shortly after they came into bearing. Other attempts by
different men made along the Red river valley since then
have resulted similarly. In other sections of the state,

particularly the Missouri slope, experiments in apple-
j;rowing have been more successful, this being due espe-
cially to less prevalence of blight. It is rather early to
make the prophecy, but it seems reasonable that with
irrigation the southwestern part of the state will, in

time, become the apple region. Even without irrigation
tliere are already indications of success.
The strawberry does not thrive in the strong sunshine

and winds of North Dakota, and the blackberry finds the
winters too cold, but gooseberries an<i currants grow and
iiear well anywhere and the hardy varieties of the rasp-
berry thrive with winter protection. Grapes havt- never
lieen thoroughly tried, but it is doubtful if their cultiva-
tion ever becomes general.

Vffjetable Cutfare. — There are but few vegetables that
• unnot be produced abundantly and cheaply. This is

purticularly true of celery, onions, parsnips, etc., that
require a deep, mellow soi'l. The season is long enough
for the earlier sorts of com, l>ut tomatoes do not alwavs
ripen before frost. Theeasewith which the soil is worked
and the ftvct that no fertilizer is required reduces the
cost of production to the minimum.

The Flora.- So far as collected, the flora of North
Dakota includes abt^ut 600 spermaphytes and vascular
(Tvptotrams running through 80 families. The grass
family is by far the prevailing one, though the compos-
ites present the largest number of species. About H.^

grasses have already been collected. Forests are found
only along streams and in the broken areas south of
wevil's Lake and in the Turtle and Pembina mountains.
The number of species of trees is very limited. The
more prominent of the trees as regards distribution and

size are the bur oak and white elm in the eastern part
of the state, and Cottonwood and green ash in the western.
The box elder, linden, aspen and hackberry are about the
only other trees commonly found. The red cedar is found
to some extent along the Little Missouri. In establish-
ing tree plantations, the white ash, white willow, box
elder and cottonwoo«l are the trees usually employed.
With reasonable cultivation it is not difficult to obtain a
thrifty, rapid growth of these. In proportion to the trees

1494. North Dakota. *o showr some of the physioeraphlcal features.

the number of shrubs is large ana, be«^ides several of the
commoner kinds of the Mid»lle States, includes such
striking species as Hhepherdia urijentea and Elcpagnus
argentea. Ro.sn hlanda is found everywhere in great
profusion, exhibiting a variety of exquisite colorings.
Aside from the grasses tlie compositse are most in evi-
dence, and throughout the summer and fall the bright
colors of Gaillardia, Rudbeckia, Echinacea, Liatris, sun-
flowers and asters make a profusion of gaiety. The
legumes, too, are very common, the bright Petalostemons
and Astragalus adding much to the showiness and rich-

ness of the landscape. The high nitrogen content of the
soil is probably due in large measure to the y>revalence
of the Amorphas and vetches. The prairie fires that
swept over the state annually for many hundred years
have «loubtless greatly modified the flora. As a result,

the indigenous flora had very few annuals or plants with
perennial tops. an<l these only in broken places, or along
streams where the fires did not penetrate. In the west-
ern part of the state insufficient moisture would account
for lack of forests. The remains of large trees in pet-
refactions and lignite deposits tell us that in cretaceous
times the conifers found a most congenial home, while
towanis the tertiary period the angiosperms appeared,

N(ifive /VH»7.<f. — While the wild fruits occtipy an in-

considerable portion of the total area of the state, yet
they are important in that they furnisli thousands of
families with their yearly supply of jellies and other
fruit products. A list of the wild fruits in order of their
importance would be alwut as follows: plum, buffalo
hi^rry ( Shepherd in a rgentea), cherry (Pninus demissa),
grape ( l''ifii< vulpina) and Juneberry {Antelanchier
nhiifolia). The red raspberry and strawberry are also
found sparingly. The only plum in the state is P.
Americana, and this is found wherever other trees or
shrubs grow. It is sometimes confined to thickets, as in
the Middle States, or it may be scattered for miles along
with the thorn and Juneberry. It is strongly variable
in almost every character except fruitfulness. all forms
being decidedly prolific. The shrub rarely grows more
than 8 feet high. The fruit generally is of good quality,
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sweet and rich when ripe, but too soft to keep well. In
a domestic way wild plum jelly is recognized as a staple

article of superior merit, and though the plums are
abundant in most seasons, yet they readily bring |2 per
bushel in the local markets. The improved strains of
this plum, like the DeSoto, Weaver and Aitkin, are
being introduced and successfully cultivated. The buf-
falo berry is found from the James river westward,
gn*owing in thickets along streams and coulees. Tha
bright red acid fruit is borne in the greatest profusion,
but is rather difficult to gather, as it is sessile and
thorns are plenty. It makes a clear jelly of reddish
amber color and delicate flavor. The choke cherr>' of
North Dakota is a puzzle botanically, and until further
studied may as well pass for P. demissa. It is nearer
to that, in superficial characters at least, than to P. Vir-

giniana. The fruit is used to some extent for wine and
marmalade and with other fruit in making jellies. P.
pumila is widely scattered but not abundant, and the
fruit is used but little. In the western part of the state

the Juneberry produces abundantly a large fruit of
rich tlavor, but is more often used fresh from the
bushes than in a culinary way. The rapid settling of

the state has increased the demand for native fruits to

such an extent that their value is being appreciated,
and private ownership even in wild fruits is being in-

sisted upon and recognized. This, of course, leads di-

rectly to the development and preservation of the better
strains. Clare Bailey Waldron.

NOETHWEST TERRITORY. See Canada.

NOTHOFAGUS (Greek words, meaning not r tnie

beech). Citpuliferce. A genus of about 12 species, native

of S. America, Australia and New Zealand, closely allied

to Fagus, but chiefly distinguished by the fls., both
staminate and pistillate ones being borne in 3's or soli-

tary. The Ivs. are generally small, often evergreen and
either plicate in bud, like those of Fagus, or not. The
wood of some species, especially that of ?r. Dombeyi and
N. procera, in Chile, and of xY. Cunninfjhami, in Aus-
tralia, is much valued. They are not hardy in the North,
and but little known in cultivation; they are probably
not cult, in this country, though the following 4 species

have been introduced into European gardens and have
proved fairly hardy in England: JV. Antarctica, Oerst.,

iV. obfiqua, Oerst., y. betnloides, Oerst., N. Cunning-
hami, Oerst., all trees or sometimes shrubby,with small,

ovate or elliptic, crenate-dentate Ivs., /^-l in. long. The
2 first named are deciduous, the other 2 evergreen.
They are perhaps oftener enumerated under Fagus, but
besides the difference in the fls. they are strikingly dif-

ferent in habit, especially on account of their very small
Ivs., large only in ^\ procera. Alfred Rehder.

NOTHOLANA (Latin, spurioti.<t, cloak; from the
rudimentary indusium). Polypod idcerv. Often written
Nothochlcena, but the above is Robert Brown's original

orthography. A genus of mostly warm temperate rock-

loving ferns, diflfering from Cheilanthes mainly in hav-
ing no marginal indusium. Some of the species are
coated with a golden or silvery wax-like powder. The
following have been advertised only once by a dealer in

native plants. See Fern.

A. Frondii densely matted beneath.

B. Lvs. once pinnate.

sinuita, Kaulf. Lvs. 1-2 ft. long. 1-2 in. wide, grow-
ing on short stalks from thick, scaly rootstocks; pinnsB
thick, entire or deeply pinnatifid ; lower surface with
rusty scales. Southwestern U. S. to Chile.

ferruglnea, Hook. Lvs. &-12 in. long, J^-1 in. wide,
growing on wiry black stalks from thick, dark, scaly
rootstalks; pinnae deeply pinnatifid, with blunt lobes;
texture thinner : lower surface densely matted with
wool. Southwestern U. S. to West Indies and Chile.

BB. Lvs. 3- to 4-p innate.

N6wberryi, D. C. Eaton. Cotton Ferx. Lvs. .1-5 in.

long, on stalks of the same length ; ultimate segments
%-% line wide, covered on both sides with slender,
entangled hairs, which are more dense on the under
surface. Calif.

PArrjri, D. C. Eaton. Lace Fern. Lvs. 2-4 in. long,
tripinnate, with crowded roundish obovate segments 1

line wide, which are densely covered above with entan-
gled white hairs, beneath with a heavier pale brown
wool. Utah to Calif.

AA. Fronds with white or yellow powder beneath.
cret^cea, Liebm. Rootstock short, with rigid scales:

lvs. 1-2 in. each way, pentagonal on brownish stalks
2-7 in. long; ultimate .segments oblong or triangular-
oblong, crowded. Southern Calif, and Ariz.— Less
handsome than the similar but larger and less divided
y. Hookeri of Texas to Arizona.

Candida, Hook. Rootstock creeping : lvs. 3-6 in. long,
ovate or deltoid-ovate, pinnate; lowest pinnro with
inferior pinnules elongated and again pinnatifid; upper
surface green. Tex. and New Mex.

AAA. Fronds naked below.

t6iiera, Gillies. Lvs. .3-4 in. long, ovate-pyramidal,
2-.'{-pinnate

; pinnae distant, with ovate or subconlate,
smooth, naked segments. S. L^tah and Calif . to Bolivia.
— Very rare. l M. Underwood.

NOTHOSCOEDUM (Greek, false garlic). Lilihcecf.
About 10 species of herbs having an onion-like bulb
and closely related to Allium. Most of the species are
found in tropical S. Amer., 1 in China and 1 in the
U. S., ranging from Va. to Ind., Neb. and southward,
in open v:oodlands and prairies. The bulb is without
the onion odor and taste: scape 6-12 in. high: lvs.

linear, basal, 6-12 in. long : fls. yellow or white, in an
umbel : «.'apsule oblong-obovate, somewhat lobed, ob-
tuse: style obscurely jointed : ovary 3-loculed ; ovules
several i:2 each locule.

striitum, Kunth. Yelix>w False Garlic. Streak-
leaved (jrARLic. Bulb globular, 1 in. through, some-
times bearing bulblets at base : scape 1 ft. or less
high : \v.i. 7-8 in. high, 1-2 lines broad : fls. white, 6-7
in an timbel on slender pedicels, the segments narrowly
oblong, 4-6 lines long : ovules 4-7 in each cell. Early
spring, Va.,west. B.B. 1:415.— Hardy. Procurable from
dealers in native plants. m. B. Coulston.

KOVA SCOTIA. See Canada.

N0FHAR (from the Arabic). Nymphcehcece. Spat-
ter-dock. Yellow Pond Lily. Six or eight aquatic
plants of the north temp>irate zone, with stout root-
stocks creeping in the mud, and large, cordate-ovate or
sagittate lvs., some of which are floating and others
either floating or standing erect above the water: fls.

usually standing above the water, yellow or purplish,
single on the scapes, the sepals 5 or 6 or more and con-
stituting the showy part of the flower; petals numer-
ous, small and usually simulating stamens, the latter
numerous and short: ovary short and globular-ovoid,
with 8-24 stigmas forming rays on its top: fr. a small,
emersed capsule. The largest part of the Nuphars are
North American. They grow in stagnant pools or on
the margins of slow-running mud-bottom streams.
Although several species have been offered by dealers,
most of them have small value for the cultivator, al-

though the foliage efl'ects of X. advena may be striking.
For culture, see Nymphoea and Aquatics. By some the
Linnapan Nympha^a is used for this genus, and Castalia
is used for the true wat^r lilies. See Nymphira.

A. Lvs. mostly cordate-ovate: not them.

B. Plants strong and large.

&dvena, Smith. Common Spatter-dock. Fig. 1495.
Lvs. large (about 1 ft. long), varying from cordate-
ovate to cordate-oblong, thick, with a deep and mostly
open basal sinus, the lower surface often pubescent;
submerged lvs. usually wanting: fls. 2-3 in. across,
more or less globular (not wide-opening), yellow or

purple tinged, the petals fleshy and truncate, the sepals
6: stigma with 12-24 ravs. N. Brunswick to Fla. and
west. Mn. 1:17. G.C. IL 20:557.

rubrodisciun, Morong. Lvs. somewhat smaller; sub-

merged lvs. usually present: fls. \-\% in. across, yel-

low, with 5 or 6 sepals, the stigmatic disk bright red

and 9-12-rayed, the petals spatulate and fleshy. Penn.
to Mich., and north.
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po'"«*palum, Engelm. Larfjer than 3'. ad re na, [the

Ivr^tnnM-fourths as broad as Ioiijj:, erect in shallow

water and ti»»atin>? in deep water: fls. 4-5 in. across,

yellow, the sepaN 8-12, and the petals 12-18 and broad.

N. Calif., northward and east to the Rockies.

1495. Nuphar advena {X%).

lutemn, Sibth. & Smith. European Yellow Lilv.

Lvs. cordate-ovate, floatinjj or risinor little above the

water: fls. yellow, somewhat fragrant, smaller than

those of N. advena, the sepals '^, and the petals very

numerous: stigma 10-30-rayed. Europe.

BB. Plant slender, often delicate.

minimtim, Smith {y. pumilum, DC), Slender: lvs.

small, oblong, with a deep sinus and spreading lobes

:

fls. 1 in. or less across, yellow : stigmas 8-12, prominently

indented. Eu.—By Bentham considered to be a form of

N. luteum.

Kalmiitniim, R.Br. {y. luteum of American authors,

at least in part ) . Slender,with prominent submerged or-

bicular, lettuce-like lvs., and the emersed ones floating,

and only 3 or 4 in. long: fl. 1 in. or less across, yellow,

with 5 sepals, and thin spatulate petals: stigmas 6-7.

N. Y., west and south.—A very interesting plant.

AA. Lvs. long-sagittate or narrou'-ohlong: southern.

sagittsefdlium, Pursh. Rather stout: emersed lvs.

floating, about 1 ft. long and 2-3 in. wide: submerged
lvs. similar in shape, numerous: fls. 1 in. across, yellow,

the sepals .5, the petals spatulate: stigmas 11-15.

Southern Indiana and Illinois southward. l. jj. B.

NIJRSERT: in horticulture, an establishment for the

rearing of plants. Properly, a nursery exists for the

rearing of any kind of plant, but in America the word
is restricted to an establishment devoted to the growing
of hardy, more particularly woody plants. This is be-

cause of the early and great development of orcharding

and Tree planting and the relative infrequency of glass

structures.

In North America the nursery business, as we now
know it, is practically an instituticm of the present

century, although there w^ere nurseries more than a

centurv ago (see Vol. II, p. 766). As early as 1768,

according to J. H. Hale, the New York Society for Pro-

motion of Arts awaried Thomas Young a premium of

ilfl for the largest number of apple trees, the number
I'cing 27,123. But the large trading nursery developed

simultaneously with the great orchard planting industry

which began in western New York and extended west-
ward, and, since the civil war, to the southward.
The only available statistics covering the general

range of the fnited States nursery bu.siness are those
published in Bulletin 109 of the Eleventh Census (figures
for 181K)), by J. H. Hale. The census enumerated the
items of 4,510 nurseries, o<'rupying 172,800 acres and
representing a valuation of $41,1)78,835.80. The total

capital invested was about $52,500,000. These establish-
ments employed 45,657 men, 2,279 women, and 14,200
animals. The total number of plants and trees was
3,.386,858, 778, which figure does not include unenumer-
ated plants on 1,477 acres of nursery grounds. Of this
enormous total, fruit trees comprised 518,016,612 plants,
and grape vines and small fruits <J85,(i03,396. Apple
trees alone, the highest figiire given for a single species,
numbered 240,570,666. It is safe to assume that each
plant in this uncountable number was the subject of
thought and solicitude on the part of the propagator;
yet it is probable that not one in a hundred has lived to
bring satisfactory reward to the buyer. It has been esti-

mated that the apple trees now standing in orchards iu
the United States are 100,000,000, or less than half the
number growing in the nurseries in 1890. The elements
of loss are many, Init the greater part of the failures
occur after the stock has ]>assed to the hands of the
final purchaser.
The largest nursery center of North America, con-

sidering the number of persons engaged and the variety
of stock grown, is western New York. The headquarters
of this industry is Rochester. See New York. Nearly
one-ninth of all the nurseries enumerated in 1890 were
in New York state, and these establishments employed
a capital of over $12,000,000. Very extensive nursery
enterprises are now established in many other parts of
the country, and it is probable that the center of the
nursery business will move westward.

In America, nursery stock is grown on a large scale.

This is particularly true of fruit trees. These trees are
to be set in wide and open orchards, and the nursery
practices are therefore very unlike those which obtain
in Europe. In the latter country, for example, fruit

trees are trained in the nursery row to assume definite
shapes. Some are trained for standards,— to grow to
one straight, bare trunk. Others are trained for bush
specimens, some for growing on walls and espaliers,
some with round heads, some with conical heads, and
the like. It is the pride of the American nurseryman,
however, that his rows shall be perfectly even and uni-
form. Any break in this uniformity is considered to be
a blemish. If every tree could be a duplicate of every
other, his ideal would be attained. Ordinarily, fruit
trees are trained to single stems, the top starting at two
or three feet from the ground. All fruit trees are bud-
ded or grafted. In the older parts of the country, bud-
ding is much preferred. In early days, root-grafting the
apple was a common practice in the eastern states; but
it has gradually given way to budding and thereby a top
is supplied with one whole strong root. In the western
states, however, root-grafting is still popular, partly
because more than one tree may be made from an indi-

vidual root, and paitly because it allows the operator to
use a long cion and to piit the foster root far below the
surface, thereby allowing the cion to send out its own
roots and causing the tree to become own-rooted and to
have a known hardiness.
There are many diseases and difficulties in the grow-

ing of all kinds of nursery stock. The most widespread
and fundamental difliculty, however, is the inability to
grow many crops of trees on the same land with good
results. In fact, in the case of fruit trees it is usually
considered that land which has been "treed "is therefore
unfit for the growing of other fruit stock until it shall
have rested in clover or other crops for a period of five

years or more. Ornamental stock is often grown con-
tinuously on the same land with good results, even when
the same species is grown. This is largely due to the
fact that ornamental stock is sold by its size and not by
its age. and therefore rapidity of growth is not so im-
portant as it is in the case of fmit trees. It has been
supposed that this necessity of rotation is due to the
exhaustion of certain plant-food elements from the soil.

It has been found by careful experiments, however, that
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audi is not the case. The chief difficulty seems to be a
physical one. Lands which are devoted to nursery stock

for one crop, which is from two to live years, becomea
void of humus, and the digjfing of the stock when the

land is wet or unfit to be worked tends to impair the

physical character of the soil. Experiments have sliown

that commercial fertilizers will not always reclaim lands

which ijave been treed, whereas barn manures and green
crops may go very far towards revitalizing them. As a

1496. View in an American apple-tree nursery.

result of inability to grow vigorous stock on treed land,
a large part of the nursery stock of the country, partic-

ularly fruit trees, is grown <m rented land. On the
nurseryman's central grounds a variety of stock may be
grown, chietly ornamentals, but the larger part of the
commercial fruit stock is farnx-d out to persons who are
willing to rent their land for this purpose and who will

give the requisite attention to the growing trees.

The nursery interests of this country are represented
in a strong organization known as the American Asso-
ciation of Nurserymen, which holds a movable annual
meeting in .June and publishes a report. There are also
societies representing ge4»graphical regions. At the
present time, there is one periodical «levoted to the
nursery business, "The Practical Kurserynian," pub-
lished monthly at Rochester, N. Y. The American cur-
rent book writings devoted specifically to the business
are Fuller's "Propagatitm of Plants "and Bailey's "Nur-
aer\--Book." L IT. B.

NUT in common language usage is any hard -shelled
fruit which will keep for a more or less indetinite time
without special efforts at preservation. In a botanical
sense, a Nut is a hard and dry indehiscent 1 -seeded
fruit in which one or more ovules have been suppressed
by abortion. In this sense, walnuts, hickory-nuts,
acorns and cocoanuts are Nuts, but almonds, peanuts
and Brazil-nuts are not. l^ jj_ g^

NUT, AUSTRALIAN. Macadam in temifoliu.

NUT, CHILEAN. Gevttina AveJlaun.

NUT-CULTURE. From the earliest times nuTs have
been used as an article of foo<l in North America. The
prehistoric tribes left evidences of their use in the
specimens which were buried with their remains. When
the white settlers came they found several kinds of nuts
growing wild and bearing abundantly, and thought to
introduce the cultivated nuts of Europe along with fruits

and farm crops that seemed to tlourisli in the virgin soil.

But little success seemed to attend their early efforts,

largely because of the unsuita))ility of the varieties
tested. The sweet almond and the hazels were found to
be of this character, and the few experiments with the
European walnut and chestnut, where they did succeed,
were not followed up by extensive plantings for many
years. Nor were any of the native nuts brought under
cultivation until very recently. Now there are many
orchards and groves of both foreign and native nuts,
some of which are already yielding profitable crops.
The A1..M0ND (PrttWM.'* ^4 mi/grrfrt /««).—Among the first

nuts to be tested were the cultivated almonds. All the
experiments up to the present day lead to the conclu-

sion that the choice varieties are not suited to any section
east of the Rucky mountains, except, perhaps, in south-
western Texas and New Mexico. The close relationship
to the peach would cause us to expect that it would
succeed wherever that fruit does; but the trees of the
choice varieties are too ten<ler to endure any but very
mild climates, and the fruit-buds are still more tender.
The chief failing, however, is the habit of very early
blooming, which causes the crop to be cut off by spring
frosts, except in peculiarly favorable localities. Then'
are differences in the ability of the varieties to endure
cold and in time of blooming, even where they are
counted a success. Not until seedlings were grown and
tested, from which selections were made of suitable
kinds, did the growing of this nut prove profitable.

JieyiuHS and Methods of Culture. — At the present time
the culture of the almond is confined chiefly to California,
and to some extent in Oregon, Utah, Idaho, Arizona ami
New Mexic«». Fair crops of almonds of the highest
quality in all respects are grown there. There are single
orchards in California of hundreds of acres in extent.

The crop of 181>9, in that state, was estimated to be about
50 car-loads of 20,(KM) pounds etudi. It is thought that tlie

production of new seedlings will still further overcome
the weak points already mentioned, and materially ex-

tend the culture of really choice varieties. Th«' methods
of planting an<l cultivation of the soil are about the same
as for the peach. Twenty feet is a good distance apart
for the trees in rich soil. Unlike the proper treatment
for peach trees, the almond tree should have but little

pruning, owing to a ditferent habit of the fruiting
branches. See also Almond.
The Walnuts. —J rtJtr/cfln Walnutn.—The kernels of

all species of the walnut family are liked because of
their rich and delicious fiav< r; l)ut some of them are so
small and difficult to get out of the shell that they are

of little or no commercial value. Our native black
walnut, Juglans nigra, and butternut, •/. cinerea, are of

this character. At present there are very few trees of

either species that are grown for their nuts; but there
are some prospects of improvement in this direction.
Asiatic Specie^. — Within the last 2.") years there have

been introduced from Japan two new species of walnuts,
«/. Seiboldiana an<l J. cord iform is, and from Manchuria
one, J. Mandshtn-ica. These make beautiful and stately

trees, but the nuts of all but J. cord iform is have too

thick shells to be of much value. See Juglans.
Persian .S'/JfceV.-*.— The Persian walnut, J. rf^ria, which

has long been called English waltuit and by several
other titles, has been cultivated for many centuries for

its thin-shelled and richly-flavored nuts. It is a native
of Persia and the regions about the Caspian Sea. The
(Jreeks and Romans took it to southern Europe before

the {.^hristian era. It was brought to America in the

early settlement of the country, but did not succeed
everywhere, and the few trees that survive in the

eastern states have been mostly neglected. Some of

them have borne nuts abundantly and others have not.

Unproductiveness has generally been due to the iso-

lation of the trees and the inopportune times of the

blooming of the flowers of the two sexes. These isolated

trees are scattered over the eastern states from New
York to Georsria, and rarely beyond the Appalachian
mountain chain, because of the more uncongenial
climate there. Whether or not there will eventually be

orchards of this nut in the eastern United States is

doubtful.
Hegions of Successful Culture.—On the Pacific coast

the Persian walnut is a great success. True enough,
there are some failures, but they are mostly due to lack

of proper pollination, a matter which can and will soon

be generally understood and overcome. There are ex-

tensive orchards already in bearing, and with the

advantages which are now being afforded by the intro-

duction of the best varieties from Europe and the

origination of improved seedlings, the walnut industry

is sure to ra])idly advance in that region. The soil of

tlie richer valleys of the Pacific slope is just what i-

needed, and where there is an abundant supply of watir

a few feet under the surface there is no need of irriga

tion. But in poor, dry soil it is folly to expect succf^-

The crop of California, alone, in 1899, was about 5'"

car-loads of 20,000 pounds each. It is confidently ex
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pectod that Califoniia will, within a few yearn, produce

all that our h<»me markets require.

Propagation and 7'i I la(je. — The larger numberof bear-

iiiif trees are seedlinjfs, but thoHH ji^rafted or bud<led

with choice varieties are far preferable, and such trees

will form the walnut orchards of the future. The dis-

tance for the trees to stand apart in the orchard is from
2."! to 50 feet, according to the vigor of the variety and the

richness of the soil. Clean tillage is best for the trees

until they reach bearing age, when the ground may be

seeded to some grass that does not make a compact sod.

If hoed crops are grown between the trees until that time

it will do no harm and economize the space. Almost no

pruning is needed for this tree, except to keep the

branches from getting so low as to interfere with tillage.

See Walnut.

The Vhrbtsvts.—American Species. — Like the wal-

nuts, our native chestnuts are not so desirable ft»r mar-

ket purposes as tliose from foreign countries. The wild

American chestnut, Castanea Americana, is richer in

quality than any foreign kind, but the size is less than half

that of the introduced nuts. Throughotxt the larger jiart

of the eastern United States, and extending into lower

Canada, there are untold millions of native chestnut

trees, yielding a wealth of nuts that find ready sale in

the markets, so far as they are gathered ; but the prices

are only about half those of the large cultivated and im-

ported product. At the present time there are but few
attempts made to cultivate this species. Some of the

choice varieties with the largest nuts are being collected

for experiment, and there is reasonable prospect that by
hybridization and selection of seedlings we may yet

have varieties combining the vigor and hardihood of the

wild trees with the characteristic natural sweetness an«l

large size of the foreign nuts.

The chinquapin, C. pnmila, is ihe smallest of the

chestnut family, in size of both nut and tree. Rarely is

it anything more than a mere bush. It has rarely been
cultivated, although the bushes are productive and the

nuts of good quality.

European SpecieK.— The Old World chestnut, C. stit-

ifu, has been under cultivation almost as long as his-

tory goes. It was brought to America in the first

century of its settlement by Europeans; but not until

within the last 25 years has there been more than an
occasional tree found on our shores. The accidental

finding of a chance seedling, which was finally named
Paragon and sent out to the public about 1887, and the
bringing to notice of the Ri<lgeley shortly before that

time, were the means of exciting the first general inter-

est in chestnut culture in America. Both these kinds,

and a great many more named varieties, are now being
propagated and scattered far and wide. They are all of

large size but not as sweet as our native chestnuts, and
generally have bitter skins. The trees are of robust
character and v-^ry productive, !)Ut more tender than our
natives.

Jiipitnese Spt-rie.<i. — Ahout the time that the European
species was becoming popular in America attenticm was
drawn to a number of seedlings from nuts that had been
brought from Japan during several previous years. The
most of them were larger than any that had been known
before, either in this country or in Europe, Many of
them are now named and widely distributed. Some of
the smaller varieties are exceedingly early in ripening.
Nearly all of them begin to bear at an early age and are
even more pro<luctive than the average of the European
species. In quality, the nuts of most of them are not
quite so sweet as the European kinds. The habit of
growth is less vigorous than that of other chestnuts.
From these two foreign species we have all of our varie-

ties that, up to this time, are worthy of general cultiva-
tion. They vary from seed much as do most other im-
proved varieties of fruits, etc., and grafting and budding
must be practiced, which are exceedingly difiicult to suc-
cessfully perform on the chestnut, as is the case with
all other nut trees. They will both unite fairly well
with our native stocks; although sometimes the union
is imperfect and the top breaks off.

Grafting. —The most successful method of propagat-
inif nut trees, so far as the writer has experimented or
learned otherwise, is late bark-grafting. This requires
that the cions be cut before there is any possibility of

the buds starting, and put in some very cool place until
after the sttx'ks have l>egun to leaf out. The stocks are
then cut otT as for cleft-grafting, but the bark oidy is

split with a knife for an inch or more at the top of the
stock. The cion is trimmed to a long wedge, all from
one side. The point of this wedge is intro«iuced under
the bark at the top of the slit and gently forced down
until the cut surface of the cion is even with the t<»p of
the stump. It is then tied fast with a string and the
wound securely waxed. Large trees may be thus to|»-

worked in their branches with considerable success.
Small stocks should be grafted just under the surface
of the ground and banked nearly to the top of the cion.
Stump Ororf.s. — ln several cases large tracts of chest-

nut stump lands have been grafted over to the improved
varieties of the foreign species with good success. All
other trees should be cleared away and only two or three
of the strongest sprouts left on each stump. These
should all be grafted and allowed to grow until it is sure
that there will be a sufiicient stand, when those that are
not needed should be cut away. In future years more
may be cut away to give the remaining trees ample room.

Chestnut Orrhards. — The best results are said to be
attained in chestTiut-culture by planting grafted trees
on open land, about 25 feet apart and in regular orchard
form. This plan admits of giving the trees g<K)d tillage

until they have attained large size, when grass may be
sown and stock allowed to graze it, except when the
nuts are falling. Such orchards are said, by those who
have tried them in comparisi»n with grafted sprouts, to
yield more than twice as mu<dj per acre. Well-drained
sandy or shallow lands are the l>est for the chestnut.

Weevil. —The woTKt feature of chestnut-culture is the
weevil. In some cases the nuts are so badly infested
that they are practically worthless. The eggs from
which the larvje develop are laid by a long-snouted
beetle while the nuts are growing, and by the time they
are mature the most of them are either hatched or
nearly ready to hatch. By treating the nuts with the
fumes of bisulphide of carbon the eggs or larvae can all

be destroyed. Scalding with boiling water for ab<mt
ten minutes will also kill them, but it also destroys the
germinative power of the nuts and necessitates drying
them. See Castanea and Chestnut.
The Pecan {Tlicoria Pecan).- In the Wild State.—

Of all our native nuts the Pecan is the best Its nat-
ural habitat is the lower Mississippi basin, from Iowa
to the Gulf coast, but it will grow e(jually as well in any
ciinnite and soil of approximately the same character,
l''., tree is almost as hardy as any of the other hickories,
except some of its more southern varieties. In size the
tree varies from me<lium, on land of ordinary fertility,

to gigantic proportions on the rich river and creek bot-
toms. The nuts vary in size and shape from round and
}4 an inch in diameter to oblong and 1% inches in length.
The kernels are exceedingly rich and sweet, and the
shells usually thin. Pecans are found in all confec-
tionaries, and bring almost as high prices as any of the
imported nuts. The largest and thinnest shelled varie-
ties are found in Louisiana and Texas. Millions of
pounds are gathered annually in those states and sold
to dialers, thus bringing a hamlsome revenue to many
people of moderate means,
Under Cultivation.—The decrease of the wihl prod-

uct from the cutting down of the trees, and the better
prices obtained from large, thin-shelled nuts, have in-

duced the planting of pecan orchards. The nuts sprout
readily, and the trees are of easy growth, with reason-
able care, in proper soil and climate. In Texas there is

one orchard of 11 .000 trees planted on 400 acres and grown
from the best nuts procurable. In Florida there is another
of 4.000 ^'rafted trees on 100 acres. There are many
smaller orchards planted in nearly all the states from
Virginia to Missouri and California, southward. The
line of 40° north latitude is about the limit of success-
ful pecan culture, and the region from 35° southward
is nnu'h better. The nuts do not fill and ripen well
where the growing season is short.

It has been learned that by cutting back the tops of
wild trees (tluis causing an abxmdance of sprouts), and
then budding in August or September, large trees may
be quickly transformed into such as will produce the
highest grade of nuts.
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Planning the Orchard. — There are two ways to make
a pecan orchard. One is to depeml on ttetMlliii^M. If

really choice nuts are piantud there is a n-asotmble
prospect of securing; tree.'* bearing somewhat similar
nut.>4. and many follow this plan. The other is to de-
pend on budded or grafted trees instea4l of seedlings.
There is also a division of opinion as to the advisa-

bility of planting the nuts where the trees are to stand
and rearing theai for a year or more in a nursery. Both
ways are good, but each has its advantages. If the
formerof these plans is followed, then twoor three nuts
should be planted where each tree is to stand and a
cedar or cypress stake driven at the spot. I'ine stakes
are said to induce worms to attack the little pecan trees.

A still safer plan is to enclose the little seedlings in
narrow boxes aitout a foot hii^h, made of cypress boards.
This secures them from the depredations of rabbits,
which sometimes prove very destructive. By this plan
there is no labor or danger of loss by transplanting.
All but one of the trees should be remove*! after two or
three years' growth. If the nursery nu'th<Ml is followed,
the transplanting should be done at one of these ages.

Propagation.— Grafted or budded trees are far pref-
erable to seedlings, because of the certainty of the va-
riety, convenience of gathering the nuts at one time, and
the atlvantage of having an even and high grade to sell.

The same difficulty is met with as in case of the chest-

1497. Cocoanut.

The most important of tropical nuts.

nut— the trouble and expense of securing grafted or
budded trees. However, it has been found that both
these methods of propagation are reasonably successful
in skilful hands. Either the cleft-, tongue- or bark-graft
will succeed, but all styles do better on small stocks
just below the surface of the soil than above. Ring- and
plate-budding are much more successful than the shield
method. They have been profitably used in nurseries of
young seedlings and on sprouts on large trees.

Planting and Citltiiation. —The distance for planting

should be not less than .'»0 feet between trees, because
they get to be very large. It might be well to put them
half that distance and cut out halt when crowding be-
gins. Thorough tillage will pay abundantly and should
never be neglected while the trees are young. Farm
crops, such as com, cotton and potatoes, may be grown
l>etween the trees until they begin bearing, which is

from 10 to 1,') years from planting. Then the ground
may be seeded to grass. See Hicoria and Pecan.
The Cocoanut (Fig. 1497).— Where Grown in Amer-

ica.— There is comparatively little territory on the con-
tinent of North America where the cocoanut will grow;
viz., a small portion of Florida and the warmer coast
regions of Mexico. In the warmer parts of California
the climate does not seem to be sufficiently humid. In
the vicinity of Lake Worth, Florida, there are many
bearing trees, and along the east coast and adjacent
islands from there to Key West, and as far north on the
west coast as Charlotte Harbor, there are many thousands
of cocoanut trees growing. In central Florida the cli-

mate does not seem to be suitable. Proximity to the sea
in all countries seems to suit the cocoanut. It will

flourish in almost any soil, although the richer the bet
ter, but a warm and humid atmosphere is indispensable.

Origin of Cocoa nut-(Jrowing in .ii meWen. — The oldest
cocoanut trees in Florida were probably chance see*!

lings which came from nuts that washed ashore from
the sea long years ago. Such trees are very rarely
found. There are also a few old trees that grew from
nuts planted by settlers at Key West and other place.s

along the coast. The chief cause of the impetus to co-

coanut-growing was the wrecking of the Spanish bark
Providencia laden with cocoanuts on the beach near
Lake Worth, Florida, Jan, 9, 1878. Many thousands of

the nuts were gathered from the surf and planted for

many miles up and down the coast. The trees grew so
rapidly and began to bear so st»on, usually at from six

to eight years from seed, that visions of wealth tempted
many more into planting groves. One near Biscayne Bay
consisted of about 4,000 acres, in which were 300, (HiO

trees. Another at Cape Sable contained 42,000 trees, and
there arc many more of less extent.

Present Status. — iJoh\ waves and occasional frosts

have injured many of the cocoanut trees, in some cases
killing them outright. In general, the trees bear good
nuts in reasonable quantity, but in a business way the
industry is uncertain, owing to danger from frosts and
the cheapness of imported nuts. As an interesting
novelty, the cocoanut in southern Florida is an eminent
success. See Cocos.
There are three American publications devoted to

nuts: "Nut Culture in the United States," 18%, being a

bulletin of the Division of Pomologv, U.S. Dept. Agric;
Fuller. "The Nut Culturist," 1890'; Parry, "Nuts for

Profit," 1«97. H. E. Van Deman.

NUT-GRASS. Mentioned under Cyperus.

NUTMEG. Treated under Myristica.

NUTTALLIA (Thomas Nuttall, professor of natural
historv at Philadelphia; author of "The Genera of North
American Plants" [1818], "The North American Sylva"
[1842], etc.). Soshcecg. A genus of 2 species of north-
western American plants, one of which is the Oso Berry,
iV. cerasiformis. This is a shrub 6-12 ft. high, with
white, 5-petaled fls. It is one of the earliest shrubs to

bloom in spring. It is rarely cult, in the East and of

doubtful hardiness, but is esteemed in England, where
it is compared to a flowering currant. Botanically, how-
ever, it is nearer Prunus than Rubus. Generic charac-
ters are: fls. polygamo-dioecious; caljrx between top-

shaped and bell-shaped, deciduous; petals broadly
spatulate; stamens In, in 2 rows, 10 inserted with the

petals and 5 lower down on the disk lining the tube;
tilaments very short; carpels 5: drupes 2-4, oblong.

cerasi!6rmi3, Torr. & Gray. Oso Berky. Shrub or

smal! tree, 2-15 ft, high: Ivs, broadly lanceolate; petiole

2-4 in, long: racemes shorter than the Ivs.: fls. J^-l in.

across: fr. blue-black. 6-8 lines long; flesh hicter; stone
soT^ iwhat compressed. Moist places. Caiit', Gn. 34, p
78. G.C. II. 19:309: III. 19:489,-Said to "exhale a
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hvilrwyanic odor." It emlur<'H the winter under pro-

jection at the Arnold Arboretum, Boiiton.

y spUndi'iiim, ailv. HO by John Saul. i« presumably an

error. Probably aoroo other genus.

KYCTEBlNIA. Spp Znluziamakga.

itin" the north uiid south temperate and tropical zones.

About :{2 well-marked species,with numerous local varie-

ties and many cultivated hybrids. Herbs, perennial by

horizontal or erect rootstocks or tubers, rooting in mud,

covered by 3 in. to G ft. of water (rarely in »M)gs not

submerged): Ivs. floating, or when crowtled rising a

few inches above the water, round or oval, entire or

dentate or sinuate, flssi-cordate, often sub-peltate, 2 in.

to 2 ft. in diam. : fls. mostly showy, white, yellow, blue

anil red. in all shades, 1-12 or U in. across ; sepals 4;

petals and carpels many; stamens very numerous; pis-

til with a broad cup-like depression in the center of the

rt., surrounded by a ring of fleshy processes, the car-

pe'llary styles, and with a knob at the center.

The petals and stamens of Nymphiea a|)pear to be at-

tachi'<l to the sides of the ovary; but this surface is to

be considered as the outside of a cup-like receptacle, its

cavity being completely filled by the radially placed car-

pels, with whose backs it is fused. Several species show
easy gradations from sepal to petal and from petal to

stamen, thus illustrating the homology of floral parts.

The peduncles and petioles are traversed by a number
of longitudinal air-canals, from whose walls star-shaped

cells and rounded cell-groups project inward; in the

walls of these stellate internal hairs are imbedded num-
berless minute crystals of calcium oxalute ; they are

objects of great beauty in microscopical sections. The
distribution of these, as also of the air-canals, differs

in diflferent species. Three types of leaf may be dis-

tinguished: (1) very thin and fragile submerged leaves

on short petioles; (2) floating leaves, thicker in texture,

with storaata and palisade cells on the upper surface

only; ('.i) aerial leaves, leathery in texture, sometimes,

at least, bearing stomata on the under surface.

The leaves come from the rhizomes in spiral orders

of varying complexity, irom two-flfths up; the growing
apex of the stem is protected by the colorless stipules

and a dense growth of long, fine hairs. The roots spring

usually from the bases of the leaves. Flowers are extra-

axillary, arising as members of the leaf spirals or in a
spiral "of their own. The rhizomes of species which
dry ofif in the resting season ( Lotos, Hydrocallis, Lyto-
pleura) become protected by a strong corky bark; others

remain continually in a state of more or less active

growth.
Habits of Opfninq.— The flowers of every species

open and close at a particular time each day, so that in

a pond with 18 or 20 kinds there is some change taking
place at almost all hours. The hours of blooming are

quite regular, though the tropical species are more
sluggish in cool weather, and the hardy ones are irregu-

lar in very hot times. Each flower opens in from one
or two to five or seven successive days (or nights), be-

ing about aT' Iiour later to open and an hour earlier to

close on its first than on subsequent days. The flower
then goes down into the water by a spiral coiling of the
peduncle (or simply bending over if in shallow water)
where the seed ripens. When in 6 to 10 weeks the pod
matures and bursts, the seeds rise to the water-surface
and float for several hours by means of a buoyant aril

;

this finally decays and drops the seed at some distance
from the parent. To secure these, the floating seeds
may be dipped up in a wire sieve, or better, the pods
may be inclosed in muslin or cheese-cloth bags before
riiienin?. all of the seeds being thus secured.

The nifbrida.— The species of a single group hybrid-
ize quite readily among themselves, and in the Lnto^
K'roup the hybrids are more or less fertile. By means
of this condition all shades of color have been obtained,
from the pure white iV. Lotus, var. dentata, to the dark
criirson-red N. rubra. In this group and in Castalia.
varieties have so multiplied of late and fanciful names

hare been so freely given that an accurate cla-tsiflcation

of all of them is no longer possible. In the liniehgreras
IfToup, hybritls occur almost certainly If ..V. SSa**:it>ir-

ieHHiH is grown in the sanu* pond with othrn* of the
gr-)up; thus have originated some very fln.* varieties.
Outside of single groups only Cnntalia and X(iHtkantka
have yet been interbred. Between the »|M>carpous and
syncarpous species, the writer ventures to suggest, a
hybrid wouhl be impossible. Authorities differ as to
the best time to transfer |>«>llen; .-ertain it is that the
flowers are pistillate on the first day of opening, the
pollen being shed on succeeding «lays, or late on the
first day. Home say that pollination shotibl take place
in the early morning hours, abotit daybreak ; others
consider the time most favorable just as the flower is

closing for its first time.

Trouble with the ynmes.— Grf'&t confusirm has existed
from the beginning in the naming— alike scientific and
popular— of certain species of Xymphwa, partly from
carelessness, partly because of the great variability of
some species. A good degree of order was introduced
by Caspary, though he left the matter still incomplete.
iV. ctemlea, minutely described by Savigny, from
Egypt, in liH02 (Ann. Mus. Paris. I p. 3ti6 ff. ), Was im-
mediately confused with .V, Cupcnsis, of South Africa,
by the editor of B.M. and several other writers. It was
also confounded with the very similar ^V. stellata, of
India. Caspary, in Bot. Zeit. 1877, p. 200. finally set
the matter straight, though American gardens are as yet
not all corrected. ^V. ampla and N. Amitzonnm were
coafiised because DeCamlolle's original s|>ecimen of X.
ampin consists of a leaf of the first, with a flower of the
second species; and ^V. Amazonnm has been distrib-
uted in this country under the w^rong name. Both are
fully described by Caspary in Martins' Flora Brasilien-
sis (Fasciculus 77). N. blanda of our gardens is prob-
ably a form of X. tuberosa. The term .^V. blanda was
first used by G. F. W. Meyer (1818) in a most faulty <le-

scription of a member of the Hi/drocallis group. The
name was attached also to two other species of this
group by later writers. See full deacription and syno-
nymy in Fl. Brasil., I.e.

The True Egyptian Lotus. —Amon^ common names
the term " Lotus " has been remarkably misapplied.
It seems to be consistently used among us for the genus
Nelumbo, yelumbo nucifera being generally styled
"Egyptian" or "Sacred Lotus.'' Historically this is

entirely wrong. Nelumbo is not native in Egypt, and is

not now found there in a wild state. It was cultivated
extensively along the Nile in the R^mian period, prob-
ably for food, and tb*^ flower is suppose<l to have fur-
nished one form of capital of the Egyptian columns. It

is a native of southeastern Asia; is found near temples
and carved on the walls of cave-temples in Hindustan,
showing a veneration, which it shares, however, with
Ntimphiva stellata, rubra and Lotus. Nelumbo seems
to have been regarded as sacred about temples in Japan
and China. In Egypt, however, Xymphita C(t>rulea and
N. Lotus, the "blue lotus " and "white lotus," are indige-
nou-^. The root (rhizome) of the former is said to have
been pointed out as edible by Isis— or by Menes; its

fl )wers, buds and leaves are often depicted on the monu-
ments, the first sometimes in color. The flowers are
figured among offerings under the IV. dynasty (3998-
3721 B.C.), and the plant is certainly known from the
V. dynasty. Petals of this and of X. Lotus were found
in the torab of Ramses II., the Pharaoh of the Israelitish
captivity. X.Lotus was less regarded than X. ca>rulea
in Egypt, though an object of profound veneration in
India. Herodotus and other ancient writers speak of
these Water-lilies indiscriminately as the "lotos " of the
Egyptians. With these facts, and the additional one
that, except as referred to above, Nelumbo never appears
in Egyptian carvings, the identity of the sacred lotus
cannot be doubted. But the erroneous use of the word
lotus is deeply rooted, and may never be supplanted.
Personally, the undersigned would not attempt to up-
root it, but only to remember that the so-called "Egyp-
tian Lotus " is not the plant of the tomV)s and monuments.
(The lotus of Tennyson's poem. "Lotus Eaters," is .still

another plant, a shrub or tree which hangs out over the
water; and the genus Lotus (q. v.) is distinct from all

these.

)
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Economic Fa/we.— The seeds and root-stocks of seve-

ral Water-lilies, beinx very rich in starch, are used for

food in parts of Africa, Asia, Australia and tropical

America. The \ jit«-flowered species of Europe and
America have been reputed mediciual. The herbage of
ull the species contains considerable tannin; nine sub-
stances of this class have been isolated from jV. alba.

The Marliac Hybrids.—Two types of hardy, free-

flowering hybrids akin to JV. alba and its variety rubra,
but of uncertain parentage, have been Introduced in the
last 10 or 12 years, one of sturdy habit, raising its Ivs.

(4-8 in. across) and rts. (IMi in. across) well out of the
water when crowded, the other slender in growth, the ivs.

(3-6 in. across) and fls. (2>^-4 in, across) usually float-

ing. Most of these superb varieties were introtluced by
M. Latour-Marliac, of Temple-sur-Lot, France, whose
methods, however, remain a mystery. It seems highly
probable that excellent culture combined with careful
selection, and wise hybridization have brought about
these magniticent results. The first group seems to in-

volve only A", alba (type) and ^V. alba, var. ro.^ea. The
second starts with a hybrid, probably of X. alba, var.

rosea and X. tetragona, giving .V. Laydekeri, var. ro-

sea, to which is added, in varying degrees, bloo<l of X.
alba, var. rosea and -V. Meiicana : but this does not by
any means account for the whole group. Nearly all of
both groups are entirely sterile. Believingthat xV. a?/>«,

and -V. alba, var. rose*/, have given a decided tone to
both groups, we have described them as an appendage
to this species, though some have more the habit of X.
tetragona.
Important Species.— Thti following account, which

contains 93 varieties and al)out ^{0 synonj-ms, will seem
rather formidable to the beginner, but the species of
the first importance are only 7 in number: X. Lotus,
rubra, odorata, fuberosa, alba. Capensis a.iu\ Zamibari-
ensis. The great majority of the jther names rej. -esent

garden varieties and hybrids. It is impossible for any
form of arrangement to be clear and logical on the one
hand, and exhibit natural relationship on the other, at

least, not in a genus so greatly mo«lifled in cultivation.
However, the true species are prominently indicated by
bold-faced type and indention as usual, while their de-
rivatives are thrown into the background.

Henry S. Conard.
Water-lilies or Nymph-eas ar3 amon;:: the most royal,

gorgeous, diversified and universally admired plants in
cultivation. No class of plants in our public parks can
compete with them in attracting the people. Moreover,
America is the most highly favored country in the
world for the cultivation of aquatic plants. Ours is the
only country which can have so rich and continuous a
display of aquatics in flower from April to October in

the open without artificial heat.
The Prf> -ession of the Water-lilies. — In onr parks and

private gardens are to be seen, flowering early in spring,
all our native Nymphseas, and others from E^tirope and
Asia. The species begin to flower in April and continue
until early fall, when a number of the hardy hybri<ls

continue to flower uninterruptedly until the end of the
season. In the central states and southward the hardy
varieties decline when tropical weather sets in, and the
nights and days are hot. In the eastern states, and
especially near the coast, where the nights are cool, the
season is much longer, and the color v.i «ome of the pink
varieties is more 'ntense. Following the hardy Nym-
phaeas come the Nelumbiums in all their oriental splen-
dor, brightening the summer season, and bridging over
the declining period of the hanly Nymphfeas. and the
approaching season of the tropical Nymphapas, which
arrive at maturity toward the latter end of .July or be-
ginning of August, and continue until fall. Finally the
grandest of all acjuatic plants, Victoria regia, may be
seen in America growing in a natural pond, and produc-
ing its chaste flowers as late as the middle of October,

The American Climate and American Species.—
America is rich in native species of Nymphaea, and it is

the only country which has native white-, pink- and yel-
low-flowered species.
Of the Am«'rican Nymphapas there are about 5 that

are best known. The common white Water-lily is

Xymphrra odorata. Its variety rosea is the Cape Cod
Pink Water-lily. iV, tuberosa (Syn. X. reniformis) is

a white-flowered species, inhabiting the western lakes.
The yellow kind, X. flara, is indigenous to Florida and
other southern states, but is hardy in New Jersey an«l

southern New York, Another southern kind is the
white-dowered X. odorata, var, gigantea. In addition
to the ab«»ve well-known kinds, there are several dis-
tinct fonns and hybrids.
The commencement of the cultivation of aquatics in

America led to the commingling of species, especially
of .V, odorata and tuberosa. The result is that in sev-
eral sections are to be found many similar varieti«'s,

an<l forms of both white and pink, some of which arn
valuable, being dist net in color and having large, hand-
some, fragrant flowers, while a host of others are worth-
less, so far as distinct var. es are concerned, X. tu-

berosa was known as the largest and purest white
Water-lily, distinct in foliage, flowers and rootstock.
This species has proved to be the most susceptible of
cross-fertilization. One great hindrance to the cultiva-
tion of such half breeds, is that most of them produce
seed. The seedlings are either white or pink, and sel-

dom, if ever, like the parent plant. There are in difl'er-

ent sections of the country distinct forms of X. tuber-
osa, some having long, narrow petals an<l slightly fra-

grant flowers, others ag:<in having broad, incurving
petals, forming handsome cup-shape<l, highly fragrant
flowers; still others have very full flowers, quite dou-
ble, the numerous petals crowding each other until the
reflexed sepals inclose the stalk, forming spherical flow-

ers like balls of snow. iV", tuberosa, in any of its forms.
should not be planted in a small pond with other Nyni-
pha*as, for it is such a rampant grower that in a short
time it will smother the less vigorous kinds. This spe-
cies delights in plenty of space, and water 2 to '.i feet

deep, with soil of a tenacious character. However, it

will thrive in almost any soil, and is well adapted for

naturalizing in lakes and ponds. Attempts at naturaliz-
ing or cultivating on a small scale have not been very
satisfactory; but the species will well repay anj' extra
care to establish it in desirable localities.

Foreign Species and Recenl Triumphs in Hybridiza-
tion. —Two or three species are indigenous to continen-
tal Europe, notably X. alba, the well-known English
white Water-lily, X. unidida, the white Bohemian ^Va-
ter-lily and X. alba, var. rosea, the Swedish Water-lily.
The last named is the only distinct or true red-fiow-
ered, hardy species. Still another species, which has
played a very important part with specialists of the

present day, is X. tetragona (X. pygma>a), from China
and .Japan,
X. odorata was introduced into F^ngland during the

eightee.tth century, and was probably the first for-

eign Nymphsea to reach that cotintry. Other species
followed later, mostly tropical; but, although the En;;-

lish people w^e anient horticulturists and lovers of

the beautiful in nature over a century ago. Nym-
ph apas never became popular, and remained a neglected
class of plants until a few years ago, when M, Marliac,
of Temple-sur-Lot,France, conceived the idea of crossing
the English white Water-lily with the well-known Cape
Cod pink Water-lily, and the Florida yellow variety.

Nothing in the horticultural world has created more sur-

prising results in the blending of the American ami
English species, The.se species have been the ym-
genitors of numerous varieties, which have madt tins

class of plants the most popular and desirable of all

a<|uatic decorative plants, and within reach of all. Their

popularity has kept constantly increasing and ever

brightened by new additions. America, too, has contrib-

uted its quota to the list of novelties, and some of

these are unsurpassed by any European introductions.

The General Principles of Water-lily Culture.

-

Prom the apparently simple conditions under which our

native varieties are found growing, many amateurs have

concluded that all these plants require is water and pos-

sibly some mud to keep the roots in. Many attempts
have been made to grow these plants in pails and tiilis,

with the inevitable result— failure. Professional gar-

deners, also, have made grievous errors, for, while tlio>

have used every means to secure fine specimen plant*

of flowers, vegetables and luscious fruits, they havf

usually given meager attention to Water-lilies, and have

not supplied half their wants. Water-lilies, all Nym
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Dhfpas, succeed best when grown, as near as possible,

iindtr their existing natural conditions; these are a rich

alluvial soil in abundance, water, and clear uninter-

rupted sunlight. Where natural ponds exist these con-

ditions P-e found, but often there is a deticiency of light,

caused b shatle trees. Let the trees remain, but select

open spots for the Nynipha>as. They may be planted on

the margins of sluggish streams, in bays and sheltered

Construction of Artificial Ponds, «'/r-. —Where artiti-

cial ponds are resorted to, the most satisfactory- method

is to build solid walls of masonrj', with a concrete bot-

totn. provided with an outlet and overtlow. In all cases

make the pond as large as existing means will allow,

not for a moment considering it possible to be too large.

One method of providing for the sustenance of these

plants is to place a layer of soil in the bottom of the

pond from 9-12 or more inches deep. This will suit the

The pond should be 2 to -1% feet in depth. The soil
should be a strong loam, the top-soil from a pasture
composted with cow manure in proportion of one-third.
This should be prepared six months, at least, before
planting time. This soil is suitable for all acjuatic
plants. In any case, when flUing the boxes or placing
the soil in bottom of poml, tread moderately firm and
cover with an inch of siiud.

The watrr mny l)e spring water, rain water or that
from any available source. The clearest spring water
will soon turn green from exposure to the sun and air,
but after f«nuentation settles elear. Do not place the
plants in a newly constructed pond or basin immediately
after it is finished, as the caustic property of the cement
will injure the plants. Let the water stand a few days,
or if the basin is small, the water may be changed.
Plantitig of the hardy varieties may be done in April
and Mav, according to the latitude and earliness or late-

1498. Nymphseas in an effective and natural settine.

plan' a<ii.'n'.H''

strucit 'n a V\-.'.

required to a^ \ '

sary occasionrJl '

few choice flowe' -

A-i^if -al ponds are ustuilly con-
"ot, where everything is

J . jn such situations it is neces-
. " ''ome dead leaves, or cut a
•

-1. i^ey cannot be reached from
the edge of the \. ..<?, the attendant must wade in after
thcni. The result is that the water, which should always
be clear, is muddy, and when it settles there is a muddy
df-posit on the leaves that makes them very unsightly.
M'Tcover, this treading in the soft soil breaks nunier-
iCus roots. To avoid these and other attendant evils
lace the soil in l>oxes from .'i-4 feet square, and 1

oot deep, and in these plant one sintrle plant of the
nffnrnu>( and moderate growers, allowing ample space

b> r\v<M.ii the boxes. One plant of any tropical Wat«r
ily grown in such a box will require from "><> to 100
quare feet of water surface, as will also the stnmtr va-

rii'ties of hardy Nymphapas, since these may remain
" rn years tmdisturbed, although some of these are best

planted every season.

70
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ness of season. The conditions should be conducive to
active growth at once. Tropical Nympha}»»s should not
be planted until there is evidence that summer has
come. Hardy Nymphteas may be planted during spring
and summer; late planting is better than deferring till

next spring, as the plants under such conditions will

get established before autumn closes, and the plants
will start naturally in spring, receiving no check.
The al-.ove methvxl of construction and cultivation is to

be commended, but other methods are adopted with a
fair amount of success, but with attendant evils which
are discouraging an<l at times very annoying and costly.
Tanks or artificial ponds may be constructed with
cement, digging the pond the desired size, having slop-

ing sides and afterwanl lining the same with concrete
and finishing with a facing of cement. However, such a
pond will not stand the effects of hard freezing weather
even if protected ; and what is worse, the new or freshly
removed soil will settle during the season, and the pond
is very apt to spring a-ieak. Some morning the pond is

i
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likely to be found empty of water just as the plants are
showing their first howers.
Another method of construction which is better than

the preceding is to line the pond with well-tampered
clay, from 4-0 in. thick, atiyrward covering with 2 in. of
sand. Such a pond can be made water-tight, but the
sides will wash and repairs are needed; the water is

muddy and the plants are dirty and anything but a
thing of beauty and a joy forever.

There are yet the advocates for tub culture. Yes,
plants '^i^I grow in tubs, and as soon as the plant-food
is exhau ted, which is often at an early date, the plants
exist awiiiic ami Ihen draw out a miserable, exhausted
and discouragin • career.

Fountain basi s are often made the receptacles for

Nympha^as. There they may be grown if the right con-
ditions are accorded them, but there must not be a
stream or spray of cold water running all the time, as
the water can readily be made cold, chilling the plants
and checking their growth.

A'uewiVs. — Nymphopas have insect pests like other
cultivated plants. Aphides are sometimes troublesome.
The best remedy is their natural enemy, the "lady bugs"
or "lady birds." A colony of these voracious insects

makes short work <»f the aphides, as do also the lace-

winged flies. An insect of recent acquaintance with
Nymphseas is a leaf-miner, the larva of a small fly,

which cuts channels throujrh the leaf in all directions.

Sometimes only a few of these are in evidence, at other
times the leaves are fairly alive with them. The trotible

is e Hected The marks suggest Japanese writing
or the of you^^hful artists. A simple and effec-

tive rem. 'lerostne emulsion, applied with a fine

spray at evening after the flowers are closed. Another
troublesome insect has its home in Florida, and has
come north to spend the summer in a favored clime.

This is a leaf-cutter, Utfdrocampa proprialis. The
larva cuts out pieces of the leaf a'ld hides between two
pieces, which makes a kind of tent. In this tent the
larva moves about. At first it moves slowly, but as it

nears maturity the Iprva becomes ravenous and then
eats the surface of the leaves near the center, and cuts

off much larger pieces of the leaf for caraping-out pur-
poses. The best remedy for this pest is a lamp trap for

the mature insect. Frogs and dragon-flies will catch
numbers of them.
Nymphaoas are also subject to a fungous disease, a

leaf-spot which is easily discerned after a spell of warm,
humid weather. After such a spell of weather, followed
by bright sunshine,the leaves are scorched and crumpled,
and as a result, the plant is sadly crippled by being
denuded of its foliage; new leaves are weak and
smaller, and so too are the flowers, if indeed there are
any. This disease must be checked at once or the plants

will be severely set back, if not ruined. The only rem-
edy is Bordeaux mixture, or any of the various mixtures
with sulfate of copper as the basis. Use a fine spray,

and dilute the mixture to half the strength recommended
for most plants. It is best to spray twice with a weak
solution rather than to spray once with too strong a so-

lution and to damage the foliage. Wm. Trickek.

Water-lilies in California. — The culture of Nym-
phaea in California presents fewer <lifliculties than in the

eastern states. The varieties which are hardy in the

East flourish equallj- well an<l bloom for a longer period.

In frostless localities, especially where the h'lnon tree

is free from injury, such tend ,arieties as Xyniphtra
Devoniensis, S^. denfata and A. Zanziharieu^h may be
left in the open pond during winter. In colder locali-

ties the tubers should be removed to warmer quarter>

in November to remain until spring. If a greenhouse
is not available, a small pool built in such a niatin«*r

that it can be covered with hotbed sash will afford

suitable protection. Very little room is neede«l for these

when they are dormant. The manner t>f cultivating

both the hardy and ten<ler varieties is nnich the same in

California as in the eastern states. For growing a small
collection a pool 8 or 10 feet across may be made by
excavating 2 or 'A feet, making the walls of concrete,

brick or stone, ami covering the bottrmi with c<mcrete.

The best quality of cement should be used for all the
work. An overflow pipe should be put in and so ar-

ranged that the pool may be emptied when occasion

requires. Basins 20 or 30 feet in diameter, or even
larger than this, are desirable for growing a good col-

lection. In a small pool, wooden boxes 10 inches deep
and 18 inches to 2 feet square may be used to hold soil

for the plants. In a large basin some of the boxes may
be 3 or i feet square. While most aquatics will flower
freely in contracted quarters, they will attain greater
perfection and produce much larger flowers if they have
abundance of room both for the roots and the leaves.
The majority of these plants are gross feeders, and it

is well-nigh impossible to make the soil too rich for
them. It is .lot necessary to go to a swamp or natural
pond to obtain what is suitable. Any soil which will

grow good vegetables will, if properly enriched, grow
Water-lilies. A compost, consisting of two-thirds good
soil and one-third thoroughly decayed cow or stable
manure, with a sprinkling of bone meal, is recom-
mended, A dark friable loam, which is intermediate
between "adobe" and sandy loam, is desirable for this

purpose. The tenderest varieties, such as iV. Devoni-
ensis and N. dentata, will flower for a long period with-
out any forcing; but if started into growth in March in

a greenhouse or hotbed «.:id planted in the pond in May,
there wiil be a great gain in the length of the flowering
season. The soil for the tender varieties should be
renewed every year, and that for the hardy ones every
two years.

If aphides or the worm known as the leaf-roller make
their appearance the leaves should be sprayed with
kerosene emulsion very much diluted, using 1 part
emulsion to 15 of water. If large ponds or lakes with a
natural earth bottom are iised for grt»wing Water-lilies,
care must be taken that noxious weeds do not got a
foothold. Cat-tails [Typha latifoJia) and "tules" or

bulrushes are troublesome if not destroyed when they
first make their appearance. In California the number
of tropical and subtropical trees, shrubs and plants
which may be planted out permanently is very great.

Palms, both fan-leaved i-nd feathery, giant bamboos.
Musas, Strelitzias, Papyrus, ji,:Rnt grasses, Fatsia and
Caladiums are among the things which can be used to

ornament the surroundings of the water-garden.
Edmund D. Stubtevant.

The Gent's NvMPHiEA divides itself readily into 2

main divisions, which again are subdivided into 6

groups, according to Casparv (Ann. Ik.as. Lugd.-Bat. 2,

p. 240 ff
.

; Engler-Prantl. Pflanzenfamilien 3, 2, p. 7 ff. )

:

Section I. Syurarpous Nymphcpas, i. e., carpels en-

tirely fused together. {Symphytopleura , C&»p.)
Subgenus I. Lotos. Sepals prominently veined: a

space betw'^en the insertion of the petals and stamens:
stamens broad, flat, rounded at apex: carpellary styles

linear: Ivs. sharply dentate: rhizome ovate, stolonifer-

'^us. —Tender night-bloomers: fls. red or white on strong

scapes 3-12 in. above the water, opening on 4 successive
nights. Two or 3 species in S. Europe and Asia and N.

and Central Africa.
Subgenus II. Hydrocallis. Sepals not evidently

nerved; carpellary styles long, club-shaped: petals in

alternating circles of 4 : stamens much as in Castalia.
all opening about the same time: rhizome ovate, stolon-

iferous.— Tender night -bloomers: fls. creamy white.

About 9 species in tropical America.
Subgenus III. Xanthantha. Sepals not evidently

nerved: plant spreading rapidly by runners (except in

liybrids): fls. yellow throughout; stamens as in Cas
taliA : rhizome short, erect.— Day-bloomers, half-hanly.

Two species in S. North America.
Subgenus IV. Castalia. Sepals not evidently

nerved: carpellary styles flat, not clavate: outer sta

mens petaloid, becoming narrower inward; inmost sta

mens first to ripen, their filanients short, narrower or but

slightly wider than *"he anthers: rhizome horizontiil

(except in N. tetragotia), with no bark or other prottH-

tion against drought. — Hardy dav-bloomers : fls. white,

pink or red. Mostly natives of temperate climates.

About 6 species in Europe, N. Asia, and America.

Section II. Apocarpous Nymphcfas, i. e., carpels free

at the sides, united at their edges to the central cohimn

of the fl. and at their backs to the receptacle. — Outermost
stamens ripening first, inmost last : rhizome ovate,

stoloniferous.-Tender day - bloomers ; fls. on strong

.«^iaL.^^.^^v: .^.jj....a^ ........ ^-,^^.
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(Lyfopleura,

• s with
s short,

ill species

scapes 4-12 or 14 in. above the water

i'asp )

^ubtrenus V. Brachyceras. Outermost s'

an'"appendage above the anther: carpellary

trianjoihvr: fls. white, blue or pmk.-Abou;

in the tropics all round the world.

Subfrenus VI. Anecphya. Stamens all slender, half

•IS lone as the petals, almost without any appendage:

carpellary styles wanting: fls. blue, rosy or white. One

species in Australia.
'^

INDEX.

a(ir«»a, see Nnphar.

ulba,4H.
albida, 52.

Amazonum, 25.

ampla, 25, 80.

.\n(lreana, 6.).

Arnoldiana, 19.

Astraea, 92.

Aurora, 6C.

.izurea, 90.
_

biradiata, 47.

blanda. 24. 26, 43.

Boucheana, 16.

piprulea, 76, 81,84.

Candida, 47.

candidissima, 51.

Capensis. 81, S8.

carnea, M.
Carolinensis, 38.

Caroliniana, 38.

chromatella, 31.

colorans, 8.

Columbiana, 12.

Deani.ana. 7.

delicatissima, 6.

dentata, 2.

Devoniensis, 15.

Diana, 14.

Eastonensis, 9, 82.

edulis, 1.
_

elegans, 75.

Ellisiana, 67.

exquisita, 40.

ttammea, 71.

flava, 28.

flarescens, 31.

Froebelii, 50.

fulva, 63.

Geo. Huster, 13.

gigantea, 37, 93.

Gladstoniana, 53.

glorio.sa, 68.

gracilis. 83.

grandiflora, 14.

Greyae, 87.

helvola, 30.

ignea, 72.

James Giimey. 69.

Jubilee, 4.

Kalmiana, see Xu-
phar.

Kewensis. 21.

Lajlia, 8.

Laydekeri, .")7-60.

Lotus, 1.

Luciana, 39.

lucida, 61.

Marliacea, 31, .52-74.

Mauvii, 86.

maxima, 44.

Mexicana, 27.

micrautha, 77.

minor, 35.

Mrs. C.W.Ward, 85.

Niobe, 20.

nitida. 33.

odorata. 34.

O'Marana. 18.

Ortgiesiana, 2. 17.

Parkeriana, 42.

plena, 45.

pubeseens, 3.

pulcherrlma, 78.

pyghicea, 32.

reniformis, 43.

Richardsonii, 45.

Robinsoni, 62.
Rohinsoniana, 62.

rosacea, 41.

rosea. 11, 36, 46, 56,

91, 92.

nibicunda. 23.

rubra, 10, 17, 36.

rubra-punctata, 73.

Riidgeana, 24.

sanguinea, 74.

scntifolia, 76, 81.

Seignoreti. 64.

semiaperta, 47.

Smith iana, 5.

sphcerocarpa, 49.

stellata, 76, 79.

Sturtevantii, 22.

sulphiirea, 29.

superba, 38.

tetragona. 32.

therntalis, 1.

tuberosa, 43.

Union, 35.

versicolor, 79.

Wm. Doogue, 55.

Wm. Falconer, 70.

Wm. Stone. *4.

Zanzibariensis, 89.

SECTION I. SYNCARPOUS NYMPH^AS.

Subgenus I. Lotos.

A. Fls. white or light pink.

1. Ldtos, Linn. (X. idiilis, DO. X. thermdliif, DC, ot

the hot springs of Hungary). White Lotus. Fig. 1499.

Lvs. orbicular, dark green above, under surface brown-
ish, smooth or slightly pubescent; diam. 12 to 20 in.:

(is. white, the broad outer petals suffused pink, 5 to 10

in. across, open 7:30 p. m. to 11 a. m. : sepals pure green;
petals concave, 19 or 20; stamens 90-103, yellow; anthers
shorter than the filaments. Egypt. B.M. 797. F.S.
7:706-7.

2. Var. dentata, Schumacher & Thonning (X, Orf-

qiesihna. Planch. ). Lvs. glabrous or somewhat pubeni-
lent beneath: fls. pure white, 8 to 10 in. across, open until

1 P.M.; petal narrower than in the type, ovate, opening
out horizontal ; anthers longer tlian the filaments. Cen-
tral Africa. Sierra Leone. B M. 4257 (as X. dentata).

F.S. 0:627-8.

.*?. Var. pub6scen8, Willd. Lvs. densely pubescent
beneath: fls. whiV; outer petals tinged pink. India.

Gahden Varieties ok Nymph.e.\ Lotus.

N. Lotus and varieties seed freely, and are valuable seed-
parents for hybrids, of which the following may best be classed
here: 4. ./i//n/ef, with fls. delicate pinkish white: lys. blotched
withbrown.cnimple<l at margin. Di.stributed by Henry A.Dreer.
Riverton. N. J., in 1895).— 5. ISniithiana (N. Lotus X N. Lotus
v.tr. dentata). A shade more pink than 4: petals broadly ovate:
lvs. plain diirk green, lying flat at margin. Distributed by W.
Tricker from Clifton, N. J., in 1893.—«. ('. delicntissinm (N.
Lotus var. dent.ita X N. rubra). Light pink; a shade darker
than 5: !vs. slightly bronzy, a little crumpled at margin. Dis-
tributed bv W. Tricker from Clifton, N. J., in 1894.— 7. Dean-
iann. Hybrid same as 6. Pure light pink; darker than 6:

s.p.ils deep rose pink; petals broadly ovate; stamens rod: lvs.

d^irk green, scan'ely bronzy, much crumpled at margin. Sent
on- by W. Tri<'ker. from Clifton. N. J., in 1894.-8. irt-Zirt (N.
<' imbianaX N. Smithiana). White or nearly so: lvs. bright
i:-n,\ar.colu rails, smaller than type; fls. shaded pink: lvs.

with open sinus. Originated with O. Ames, X. Easton, Mass.,
1900.—9. Eastonensis ( N. O'Marana X X. Smithiana). Lvs.
dark green, bronzy when young; sinus wide: fls. white.
Originated with O. Ames, N. Easton, M;iss., 1900.

AA. Flowers red.

10. rtlbra, Roxbg. Lvs. orbiculate, reddish brown,
bronzy, becoming greenish, pubescent beneath, 12 to 18
in. across : fls. deep purplish red, G to 10 in. across,
open 3 or 4 nights from 8 p. m. to 11 a. m. ; sepals dull
purplish red, 7-nerved, never opening more than 10"*

above horizontal; petals 12-20, narrowly oval, rounded
at apex ; stamens about 55, cinnabar-red, becoming
brownish. India. B.M. 1280. F.S. 6:629.-Only distin-
guishable from X. Lotua, var. pubeseens, by color of fis.

The two run into each other and may not be specifically
distinct.

11. Var. rdsea, Sims. Lvs. bronzy green, blotched with
brown : fls. large, magenta to dark red, open from 8 p. M.
to 10:.'}0 A. M. ; petals narrow, pointed; stamen tips
orange-brown. India. B.M. 1.364.

Garden Varieties of Nvmph.ea rubra,

first group.
12. Columbiana, with deep red fls., darker than the type,

of medium size (6 in. across) ; foliage dark bronzy red. Chance
seedling from N. rubra. Sent out by W. Tricker from Clifton,
N. J.,in 1894.-13. George Huster. Fls. deep red, 8-10 in. across,
closing about 11 a. m.: lvs. bronzy green. Sent out by Henry
A. Dreer from Riverton, N.J. in 1899.-14. Diana (N. Sturt-
evantii X Amazonum). Intense magenta sh.'ided \vith crimson;
lvs. deep olive-browTi. sinus open. A.G. 21, p. 517. V&r.grandi-
flbrn is larger and deeper in color. Originated with O. Ames,
N. Easton, Mass., IIKH).

SECOND GROUP.
15. Dernniensis. Yiook. Fig. 1500. Lvs.dark bronzy green,mod-

erately peltate, Lying flat on tlie water, 18 in. across; under s\ir-

face greenish brown, puberulent: fls. pure red, 10-12 in. across,
open from 8 p. M. to 1 P. M. of next day; petals ovate. 4 or 5 in.

long by l3^ in. wide. B.M. 4665. The first hybrid of note (if

hybrid at all) ; said to be X. Ijotus X N. rubra, raised at Chats-
worth, Eng., in 1851. A universal favorite.— 16. Boucheana.
Very near 15; hybrid(?), of same p.irentage; color of fls. a
little lighter. F.S. 10:103.3-4.-17. Ortgiesianorubra. Much
like 15: fls. d.-irk red. F.S. 8:77.>6.

1499. Nymphsea Lotus.

Retlrawn from the old fig\ire in Botanical Magazine (1804). show-
ing an historical picture of the true white Egjptian Lotus.

THIRD GROUP.

18. O'Ma} ana. Lvs. bronzy grecTi. m.irgin occasionally
cnunpled: fls. 10-12 in. across, open from 7:30 P. M. to 1 or 2
p. M. of next day; sepals reflexed when fu'lyoi)en; petals pink-
ish red, with a nearly white streak up the middle; stamens
orange. N. I.rf>tusXN. Sturtevantii, sent out by P. Bisset,
Washington, D. C, about 1894.— 19. Arnoldiana. Much smaller
than 18: lvs. somewhat crumpled: petals crumpleil. N. Lotus
var. dentata XX. rubra, by G. W. Oliver, Washington. D. C.~
20. Niobe (X. rubra X ). Bright carmine pink: lvs.
undulate and <lpntate margiTied. d.-irk green above, sinus oi)en.
Originated with O. .Vmes, N. Easton, Mass., 1900.
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AAA. Fls. pure pink.

Gabden Htbbii>s ov N. Lotus and N. kubra.

21. Ketcetisia, Hook. f. Lvs. orbicular, dark green with a few
brown patclies, sligiitly bronzy, Lying nearly flat on tiie water,
rather broadly peltate: fls. 6 to 8 in. across, light pink; i)etals

broadly ovate; sepals light brownish green. N. Lotus, var. den-
tataXN. Devoniensis, raised at Kew in 1885. B.M. 6988. Said
to have dieil out, but a plant of that name and description is

still found in American gardens.

22. Sturtevdntii,'HoTt. Lvs. lightbronzy green, rather broadly
I>eltate, much crumpled at margin: fls. 8-12 in. across, quite dou-
ble, pure pink to bright red, closing about 11 : :{0 a. M. ; petals very
broad, concave, incur\-ed ; stamens incurved, tips I'ght brown-
ish orange. G.F. 7:35.5. A huge massive flower ; varies greatly
in color of leaf and bloom, according to culture. Chance seed-
ling from N. Devoniensis, raised in 1884 by E. D. Sturtevant
at Bordentown, X. J.— 2:{. rnhictinda, Ames (N. Sturtevantii X
N. Jjotus). Deep ricft pink : lvs. dark green. Originated with
O. Ames, X. Easton. 3Iass., I'.HKt.

Subgenus II. Hydrocalus.

24. Kudgeiaa, G. F.W. Meyer (.V. hldnda, Planch.,
not of gardens). Lv.s. elliptic to suborbicular. 18 in.

long, margin coarsely and irregularly sinuate-dentate

:

fl.s. 3-6 in. across, imperfectly open 2 or 3 night.s from
twilight until dawn. Usually only the sepals and 4, 8 or
12 oiiter petals open, the remaining parts forming a
closed ovoid bud; occasionally a slight aperture is

formed by drawing apart of the tip of the bud, which
occurs before midnight. Petals usually 16-20; stamens
43-8.'}. Trop. Amer. Flora Erasiliensis 77, pi. 32, 34, 35,

38. Not in cultivation here.

25. Amazdnuin, Mart. & Zucc. (X. dmpla, of Ameri-
can gardens). Lvs. ovate, entire; lobes rounded ; upper
and lower surfaces spotted brownish or blackish, under
surface reddish brown; petiole with aringof long hairs

at the point of joining the leaf: fls. 3-6 in. across, im-
perfectly open 1 or 2 nights; the bud opens about half

and closes again between 3 and 6 a. m. the first night;
the second night the sepals and outer row of petals open
about 7 P. M., the other parts remaining as a tight,

white bud imtil 3.30 A. M., when the fl. opens fully from
4. .30 to 5 A. M., then closes by 6.30 a. m. and draws down
ifito the water ;

petals usually 20 ; stamens 93-297.

Tropical America. Fl. Brasil. 77, pi. 35. B.M. 4823.

26. bldnda, G. F. W. Meyer (not of American gardens).
Lvs. small, membranous, entire, .suborbicular ; lobes

slightly produced, subacuminate and su!»hastate : fls.

4 in. across ; habits of opening unknov.u
;

petals 16;

1500. Nymphaea Devoniensis ^X 1-20). No. 15.

stamens about 65. Central and 8. Amer., in the tropics.
Fl. Brasil. 77, pi. 36. —Not in cultivation.

Subgenus III. Xakthantha (and hybrids).

A. Spreading by runners {type species).

27. Mezic^na, Zucc. Floating lvs. ovate, margin ob-
scurely and tinely sinuate, dark green above, beauti-
fully blotched with brown; under surface djirk crimson-
brown, with small blackish dots, when crowded the lvs.

rise ;j-5 in. above the water, are orbicular, cup-shaped
by overlapping of the straight sinus-margins, entire,
3-5 in. across, dark green and shining above, under
surface bright green, with fine purplish brown mot-
tlings: fls. 4 in. a<'ross. raiso<l 4-5 in. above the water,
bright canary yellow, open from 11 A. M. to 4 v. M.; pet-
als 23, grading in size and shape insensibly into the

stamens, which are about 50, light golden-yellow; rhi-
zome erect, tuber-like, discoid, plane beneath, 3-5 in. in
diam.; runners terete, % in. thick, white, rooting at the
tip and semling up lvs.; the young plant flowers in a
few weeks and again .sends out runners, Mexico.

28. fl4va, Leitner. Like 27, but more slender, weaker
grower, less free bloomer, fls. paler yellow. Probably
only a variety. Florida, in St. John's and Miami rivers.
B.M. (J917. — Hardy as far north as New York, "in 2 ft.

of water, covered with boards and a few leaves;" Ge-
rard, in G.F.

AA. Without runners {hybrids).

29. odorata, var. sxdphurea. Lvs. all floating, 4-6 in. acro.ss,

like N. odorata, but blotched with brown: fls. light yellow, 4-5
in. across, borne 2-4 in. above the water; open during the
morning. One of Marliiic's hybrids, doubtless N. odorata X X.
flava. Hardy. Shown in Paris in 1889.

30. tetrdgona,v&T. helvola (N.pygma»a,v,'ir. helvola, Marliac).
Lvs. floating, oval, 3-4 in. across, similar in shape to those of
N. tetragona, blotched all over with brown: fls. floating, small,
yellow, 2 in. across, open during the afternoon. Hybrid, prob-
ably N. tetragona X N. Mexicana. Hardy. Introduced into
America about 1892.

31. Marliacea, var. chromatella (N. tuberosa, var. flavescens
of Kew.=\. Marliacea). Floating lvs. orbicular, much blotche<l
with brown, 3-8 in. across; when crowded the lvs. rise as much
as 8 in. above the water, are dark green above, lighter beneath;
peticles sometimes with longitudinal brown stripes; fls. bright
yellow, 3-6 in.Kcross; i>etals numerous, broad, concave: sta-

mens deep yellow. Hybrid, raised bv Marliac ; probably N.
Mexir-ana X N. tuberosa (or alba). Strong grower, free
bloomer; a general favorite. Flowered in this country in lt89.

Subgenus IV. Castalia.

A. Rhizome erect: fls. pure white.

32. tetr&gona, Georg. {X. pygma>a, Ait.). Lvs. horse-
shoe shape, entire, the lobes diverging, slightly pro-
duced and subacute, dark green above, inclined to

brown blotching, reddish beneath, 3 to 4 in. across: fls.

VA-2hi in. across, open on 3 or 4 days from noon until

5 P. M. ; base of fl. square; petals 13-17; stamens about
40, yeliow. E. Siberia, China and Japan ; also in N.
Idaho, U. S., and Ontario, Canada. B.M. 1525.—The
smallest of the genus ; free bloomer; makes no side

shoots from the single crown, but grows readily from
seed. Seed next to the largest of the genus.

.33, nitida, Sims. Lvs. entire, suborbicular; lobes ob-

tuse: fls. white, cup-shaped: tender. Described in B.M.
13.59 without habitat, and neA'er positivt iy

identified since.

AA. Bhizome horizontal or, if not.

fls. pink or red.

B. Lvs. scattered loosely on the rhizonn.

34. odorata,Ait. Sweet-scented Watkh
; LILY. Lvs. nearly orbicular, entire, some-
what coriaceous, dark green above, pur-

plish red when y<mng ; under surface
deep red to reddish green or almost pure
green; diam. 5-10 in.; lobes usually di-

verging, btit often touching or slightly

overlapping; petioles greenish or brown-
ish: fls. (in the type) white, 3-5 in. across,

open three days from 6 a. m. till 12 m.; .<je-

pa!s green, tinged with reddish brown
petals 2;j-.32, ovate to lance-ovat«- ; >ta

mens 55-113, yellow; outer filaments broad, white, jtita-

loid; seed medium sized. Eastern U. S., common. R.

M. 819 (small). — Varies greatly in size and color, ap-

proaching N. tuberosa.

35. Var. minor, Sims (A^f/n ion). Lvs. deepred beneath
(or green when aerial) : lobes diverging; diam. 2-5 in.

:

fls. white, 2/^-3/4 in. acr<^ss; sepals strongly purple
colored

;
petals 17-24 ; stamens 37-78. Sometiiii<!>

growing where water recedes entirely in summer; umi-

allv in shallow water. Same range as type; often a shy

bloomer. B.M. 16.52.

.36. Var. rdsea, Pursh (var. rubra). Cape CodWatkk-
LILY or PoND-Lii^v. Lvs. dark reddish on both sides wlifii

youn,% becoming green above: fls. pink, fading on the

sticcessive days of opening, 4 in. across. Southeaster).
Massachusetts. B.M. 6708 (too pale).

^iy2iiJ^:.L^i.^.it^.^iJt,J^'-:Si!i^a.^t^i'S!i~JiijS^^ :£;-S:*'k:
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q? Var gigantea, Hort. Rice-field Water-lilv.

T vs iarjre 12-16 in. across, green beneath ,
at times tinged

nurnlish toward margin; edge oft^-n turned up; petioles

Jr^lri- fls 4-7 in. across, pure white; sepals green;

petals' 24-31 ; stamens Gl^l'iO. Del. to Fla. and La.

Approaches X tuberosa.

Oabdex Vakieties ok the N. odoeata Type.

w Carolinidna, Hort. (var. Carolinensis = var. saperba=N.

nCrosa var. superba). Lvs. entire, 12 in. across, smus barely

;.inVwi- Eteen above, rel l>eneath: fls. fragrant, , in. across;

netals'uarrow. abundant (42?). delicate rosy pink: rhizorne

?foat A robust plant, raised by Dr. Bahns^n. 8alem. N.C
,^urai 1890. Probably N. odorata. var. rosea X N

.
tuberosa.-^J.

^adna. Hook. Like 38 in habit, et<-., fls. ro.sy Pmk -40. exQUi-

tita Marliac Lvs. green above, intense red beneath: fls. large.

bloom in spring, continuing until frost; very robust.
Most desirable white variety.

Garden Vartf,tiks and Hybrips of N. alba and or
>i. AUIA, VAK. ROSEA.

FI'^iST GROUP.
52. Marliacea,xHr. dlbida. Fl. large, diizzling white; petals

narrow, numerous ; stamens with a tendency to be flushed
pink. Int. alK>ut 1889. Gn. r>2:1147, p. 444.— 5U. Gladatonidna,
Trifker, is much like 52, larger and of more open growth. Int.
by Geo. Richardson, Lordstown, Ohio, in 1898.

rosyrosy carmine, darkest of this group; very near to 36. Intro-

duced about 1890.-41. rosacea. Marlim-. Fls. salmon pmk, more

deUcate in tint than 3(5. Int. by MarUac in 1891.

4'' Parkeriina, Lehm. Habit and foliage of .34: fls.

large, pure white with bright yellow stamens and 16-'J<>-

raved stigma; petals broader and sliorter than 34.

Guiana.

43. tuberdsa, Paine{y. renifdmi is,Wah.

(Gray) 3'. blanda of gardens?). Fig. I'Ml.

Distinguished from No. 34 chiefly by the

numerous slenderly attached and spontane-

ously separating tubers, 1-3 in. long on

the rhizome. Lvs. when floating less

coriaceous than in 34, and more veiny

above; petioles marked with longitudinal

brown stripes ; no purple or red color

about lvs. or sepals: fls. 4-9 in. across,

pure white, open three or four days from

Sa. m. to 1 P. M.; petals broad, concave:

seeds the largest of the genus. North cen-

tral U. S. G. F. 1:366, 367; 6:416 (good).

B.M. 6.5% (poor). A luxuriant grower;

when crowded or in shallow water the lvs.

and fls. rise 4-6 in. above the water;

spreads rapidly by tubers. Moderate bloomer.

44. Var. m&xima (
y.odorata,xar. maxima of gardens )

.

A fonn with round lvs. and closed sinus, the lobes

curved out at apex to a short point; petioles pubescent,

with long hairs, with a few faint longitudinal V)rown

stripes: fls. medium to large, pure white, somewhat
cup-shaped. Lake Hopatkong, N. J. Rather smaller

than the type! Possibly a natural hybrid of iV. tuberosa

and odorata.

Garden Varieties of N. TrsERosA.

45. Riehardsonii, Tricker (==var. plena) . Fls . very double, pure
white, standing well above the water; sepals and outer petals

drooping. Int. by Geo. Richardson of Ijordstown, Ohio, about
lgi)4 —46. rosea, Hort. Fl.s. pink, standing above the water.

Probably N. tuberosa X N. odorata. var. rosea.

BB. Lvs. crowded o, the rhizome.

47. cindida, Presl. (N. biradii\ta, Somraerauer. N.
semiapt'rtd, KlinfiRTSLef). Similar to 48. Angles of at-

tachment of sepals projecting; all the filaments broader
than the anthers: fr. ovoid: seed large. Fonns sterile

hybrids with 48. Central and northern Europe.

48. 4Iba, Linn. Lvs. roundish, entire, floating, 4-12 in.

across, red when very young: rhizome black: fls. white
(in the type), 4-5 in. across, open from 7 A. m. to 4 p. m. :

petals broad, ovate, somewhat concave; antrlts of at-

tachment of sepals rounded; filaments of inmost sta-

mens not wider than the anthers: fr. more or less

spherical; seed small. Eu., Siberia. — A robust species.

49. Var. rdsea, Mast. ( y. a Iba ,var . rtt b ra= .V, a Iba

,

var.

sph(fr(trdrpa= N. alba, var. Cdsparii). Outer petals

rosy, intermediate ones intensely rosy, inmost petals

with the filaments and processes of carptds deep nd-
brown; variable in puritvof color. Fairertjirn. Swe«leTi:

rare. B.M. 67.36 (stamens poor). R.H. 1879:230.-Diffi-
cult to manage in this country.

oO. Var. Froebelii, Hort. A dnrk-fl<l. form of 49; also

hard to succeed with in this country.

'A. Vsir. candidissima, Hort. ( N. candidissima. Hort, )

.

Lvs. orbicuiar; lobes strongly curved, overlapping: yel-

lowish when very young: rhizome brownish, sometimes
3 in. through: fls. large, pure white, sterile. The first to

1501.

Nymphaca tuberosa.

.')4. Marlidcea, var. cdrnea, like 52 except in color, which is a
soft flesh pink, deepening toward the base of the petals; fra-

grance of vanilla. Int. about 1889. 55. Wvi. Doogue, like 54,

but of more open growth: petals evenly colored, broader and
more concave. Int. by Henry A. Dreer in 1899.

.56. Marlideea,y&r. rosea . Fls. large, deep rose color; young
lvs. purplish red, changing to deep green. Int. about 1889.

SECOND GROCP.

.57. Ldydekeri. var. rosea (N. Laydekeri), with a thick erect
rootstock, forming no offsets: fls. small, rosy pink, changing to
purplish, opening al)Out 11 A. M. Int. by Marliac about 1893;
probably N. tetragona X N. alba. var. rosea.— 58. Ldydekeri
lildcea (N. liliacea -= N.lilacina), color soft rosy lilac, with yel-

low stamens; odor of a tea rose: lvs. with occasional dark
blotches. Int. in U. S. in 1895.

.59. Ldydekeri, var. fnlgens. Petals concave, crimson pink:
stamens dark red. Very brilliant. Int. in 1895.— (50. Ldydekeri,
purpiirata (N. L. purpurea). Fl. rosy crimson; stamens orange
red. Int. in 1895.

61. Jficida. Fls. large, rosy vermilion: lvs. blotched with
ri'ddish bro\vn. Int. by Marliac in 1895.

62. Jiobitisnni (N. RoV)insoniana). Fls. large, floating: a yel-

low ground color, overlaid witn pur|'l'><h re<l: lvs. blotched.
Mav lie N alba. var. rosea XN. Mexicana. Marlijw hybrid, in-

troduced i o U. S. in 1895. Gn 52:1147.

63. ft'dra closely resembles 62: lvs. spotted brown al)ove. red
beneath. Int. by Marliac in 1895.

64. Seignoreti. Fls. delicate yellow shaded with rose and
f-armine; borne about 6 in. above the water: lvs. mottled.
Probably N. alba, var. rosea X N. Mexicana, Int. by Marliac
;(b.iut 1897.
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65. Andredna. Outer petals dull, whitish at ?ipex, red below;
inner petals dull dark reil : stamens bright orange: Ivs.

blotcheti: lobes overlapping. Shows blootl of N. Mexicans,
Int. by Marliac about 16U7.

66. Aurora. Fls. rose-yellow on first day. becoming deep red
on the third; general effect orange: sinus of leaf open. Int. by
Marliac about 18U7,

67. Ellisidna. Fls, brilliant carmine purple. Int, abont 1897.

68. gloribsa. Very dark red; mtich like 67. Int. in 1899. 69,

James Gumey. Fls. 5-6 in. across, dark rose color. 70. Win.
Falconer. Fls. 6-7 in. across, bright garnet color. (Nos. 69 and

1502. Nymphaea gracilis (X 112). No. 83.

70 resemble 67). Int. by Henry'A. Dreer in 1899. 71. Marlideea.
var. fldmmea (N. flammea). Very similar to 67. Int. in 1895.

72. ilarlidcea. var. ignta (N, ignea). Similar to 67. Int. in

1895. 73. Mariiacea, var. mbra-punctata. Fls. deep rosy pur-

ple, spotted carmine. Int about 1897. 74. Sanguinea. Similar
to 73. Int. by Marliac in 1898.

SECTION II. APOCARPOUS NVMPIL.EAS,

Subgenus V. Bk.\chvceras.

A. Lvs. entire or slightly icavy at base.

75. Slogans, Hook. Lvs. narrowly peltate, orbicular to

ovate, margin entire or with 5 or small scatiere<l

teeth; under surface dark purple, diam. Tin.: fls. pale

violet, 3-6 in. across, open three days from 8 A. M ^o 1

P.M.; buds ovate; sepals marked with black lines and
dots; petals ovate, obtuse, 12-20; stamens stout, about
75, vellow; appendage a mere tip; filaments broad.
Mex. B.M. 4604.

76. caerulea, Savigny {N. sfelldta, Caspary. iV. scuti-

folia of garden- . Blue IjOtus of Egypt. Lvs. nar-
rowly peltate, c I, entire or slightly sinuate at base;
under surface gn en with dark purple blotches, purplish
at margin, 12-16 in. acro.ss: fls. 3-6 in. across, open three
days from 7:.30 a. m. to 12 m. ; buds conical; sepals
thickly marked with black lines and dots: petals 14-20,

lanceolate acute, light blue above, lower half dull white;
stamens 50-70; outer filaments broad, yellow : appen-
dage long (three-sixteenths in. on outer stamens), pale
blue. Egvpt, northern and central Africa. Ann. Mus.
Paris, voL 1 (1802), p. .366c. p. F.S. 7:653. -Free grower
and bloomer but not showy.

77. micr&ntlia, Guillemln & Perottet. Lvs. elliptic,

entire in apical half, rest of margin sinuate; sinus
deep; lobes spreading, much pro<luced and acuminated,
bearing bulbs which produce new plants at the top of
the petiole! Under side of leaf green, tinged with
purplish brown and minutely dotted: fls. small, white,
;j-5 in. across; calyx pale green, unspotted; petals
lanceolate and very acute. West coast of Africa. B.M.
4535. — Not yet introduced into America.

AA. Lv«. distinctly or deeply .finuate.

B. Sepals spotted with blackish dots and liv.es.

78. pulchenima, Tricker. Lvs. somewhat peltate, or-
bicular-ovate, strongly sinuate, angle of lobes acumi-
nate; under surface green, densely blotched with pur-
plish black; margin purplish red; diam.l6 in.: fls. light
blue, lf^l2 in. across: buds sharply conical; petals 22.

lance- '.-ate, whitish at base: stamens about 140, appen-
Oaged; filaments yellow, outer ones broad; appendage

and back of outer anthers blue. Probably N. Capensit
> N. cant lea. Kaised by W. Tricker.

79. stellita, Willd. (including iV. versicolor, Roxhg.
B.M. llbi»). Blue Lotus OF India. Lvs. elliptic-orbicu-
lat«, rather broadly peltate; margin irregularly repand-
dentate; lobes hardly produced; green above; deep blue-
violet beneath: fl. 3^7 in. across, pale blue (rarely pink
or white), open three days from 8 a. m. to 2 p. m. ; buds
ovate; sepals with minute blackish dots; petals 11-14.
dull white at ba.se; stamens 3:i-.54; appendage blue;
anthers and filaments pale yellowish. Southern and
eastern Asia. Andrews Bot. Rep. 5:330. B.M. 2058.

80. dxnpla, DC. (not of gardens). Lvs. narrowly
peltate, sub-orbicular, sinuate or nearly entire,
with small black spots above and below,' 6-15 in!

across: fls. white, diam. .3-8 in.; sepals cori-
aceous, ovate-lanceolate, acute; petals 7-21, lance-
ovate; stamens 30-190, outmost ones much longer
than inmost. Texas, south to the West Indies
and Brazil. Fl. Brasil, 77, p. 129 pi. 28-30. B.M.
4469. — Very near of kin to iV. gracilis.

BB. Sepals without blackish markings.

81, Cap6n8i8, Thunb. {If. .tctiti folia, DC. .V.

ciPrulea B.M. 552 and American gardens). Cape
Blue Water-lily. Lvs. rather narrowly peltate,

orbicular-ovate, strongly sinuate-dentate, angle
of lobes produced, acuminate; 12-16 in. across:
fls. rich sky-blue, (jS in. across: open four days
from 7 A. M. to 4 p. M.; buds ovate; sepals pure

green outside, whitish within; petals 20-30, lower third

nearly white, narrowly elliptic; stamens about 150 (97-

221,Casp.); filaments yellow, outmost ones broad, in-

most filiform; appendage and back of outer anthers
blue. S.Africa. And-. Eot. Rep. pi. 197. F.S. 6:645.-
A very desirsible species. 82. Var. Eastoni^nsis, Ames
(iV. stelldta, var. Eastoniensis). Fls. steel-blue; pet-

als broader and more rounded than in the type, rather
larger: lvs. longer, oval, more deeply toothed. Seed-
ling from the type, raised by C. Blomberg, gardener
to O. Ames, N. Easton, Mass., in 1896. G.F. 9:475.

83. gr^*^cilis, Zucc. Fig. 1502. Lvs. narrowly peltate,

deeply and irregularly sinuate or nearly entire, subor-
bicular; angle of lobes rounded; under surface i)ure

green (or suffused purple in hybrids). 15-17 in. across:
fls. white, 6-8 in. across; sepals pure green; petals
16-20. acuminate; stamens about 60, deep yellow: out-

most filaments short, broad, petaloid; anthers with long
yellowish appendage. Mexico.

1503. Nyssa sylvatica (X ;;j).

Garden forms of y. gracilis .- 84. Wm. Stone (and var. copru-
lea). Habit 3nd form of 83: tls. large. open from early morning
till evening: sepals green outside, blue within: petals dark
blue, with a purplish cast ; stamens very numerous. Doubtless
a hybrid of N. gracilis and N. Zanzibariensis. Raised by W.
Tricker, Riverton, N..T.. 1899.-85. Mrs. C. W. Ward, like 84.

except in color,which is a beautiful pink. A charming varietv.
exhibited by W. Tricker, in 1900.—86. ifawm.^fls. delicate pale
mauve, sweet scented;" seedling raised by S. Henshaw. at W.
Brighton. N. Y.. al)OUt 1892—87. Qreyiv, a form of 83. raised by
Benj. Grey, Maiden, Mass., with blue fls. shadins to white.

^^..Jrf . >^...w-^^/^ •-^v. :,-'.i:-»>st.tj;:?iirtifiyiv»niti
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g« Capensisy.Zamibariensis. Ijvs. somewhat pel-

tate
'

orbicular-ovate, strongly sinuate, angle of lobes

«!-uminate; under surface dark purple: 8-16 in. across.

Ha rich blue, open :J-5 d.iys, from 9 a. M. to 4 or 5 p. m.,

6^ in across: sepals green outside, blue within; petals

n-"0 n.arrow, acute: stamens 00-1OO; appendage blue.

Cult, about Phila. Free bloomer, strong grower.

89 Zanzibari6nsi8, Casp. Lvs. somewhat peltate, or-

bicuiar or orbicular-ovate, margin closely sinuate-den-

tate* angle of lobes hardly pointed, under surface more

or less suffused violet; diam. 8-15 in. : tls. {\-Vl in. across,

open three to five days from 11 a. m. to 5 P. M.; sepals

trreen outside, margins purple, deep purplish blue

within; petals 18-24, oblong, obtuse, deep blue: sta-

mens i3(>-242, appendage dark blue; back of anther

dark crimson-violet; outer filaments obovate, yellow.

Zanzibar, B.M. 6843 (as X. stellnta, var. Znuziharieu-

sis). Un. 25:431 (small). 90. Var. azurea, light blue,

and 91, var. rdsea, pink, are otherwise like the type,

but open earlier in the morning; they come up pro-

miscuously from seed of the type or of one another.

o2. Astraea, Grey {X. gracilis x 3". Zanzibariensis).

hi'-Aves floating, with general habit of a strong-growing

y gracilis, green, tinged purple beneath. Fls. stand-

ing well above water, stellate, with a resemblance to iV.

gracilis, but much larger; sepals green, shading to j-el-

low at base, the inner surface bright blue, shading

throus^h white to translucent at the base; petals blue,

shading to white at base, usually about 17 in number;
stamens less than 70, linear-lanceolate, yellow, tipped

with blue-purple; stigma less than 20-celled, with blunt-

toothed, yellow apices. Both parents hybridize freely

either way. but the hybrid is sterile. Unites the Ameri-

can (Mexican) with the African species. Var. rdsea,

(trey, is like the preceding, but the color is rose-pink

instead of blue; it is hybridized with N. Zamibarien-

sis rosea instead of the type.

Subgenus VI. Anecphya.

93. gigant^a, Hook. Lvs. narrowly peltate, elliptic or

ovate, margin sinuate-dentate, sinus open; under sur-

face brownish pink, becoming purple; 18 in. across: fls.

light blue to violet (rarely rose color or w^hite), open
seven days from 9 a. m. to 6 p. M. ; diam. 6-12 in. ; se-

pals pure green; petals very many, dark blue at tip,

shading to nearly white at base; stamens 680-745;

filaments mostly filiform ; anthers bright yellow.

Australia. B.M. 4647. P.S. 7:751. — The most Ueiicate

and lovely, and withal one of the largest of the gentis.

Henry S. Conakd.

NYSSA (name of a water nymph : these trees grow
in swamps). Corndce(s. Tupelo. Pepperidoe. Souk
(lUM. Tupelos are bold and picturesque, hardy decidu-

ous trees, valued for the flaming scarlet of their autumn
foliage and for the distinctness of their winter aspect.

They grow in swamps and are usually 40-<>0 feet high,
attaining a maximum of 10<1 feet. Old specimens
often have a melancholy appearance by reason of the

drooping habit of the lower limbs. The up»per branches
of a Tupelo are often twigg>', crooked or "kinky." The
foliage is leathery, and as glossy as if varnished.

Tupelos are hard to transplant from the wild, even
when heavily pruned, because they have remarkably
long roots with few rootlets. Nursery-grown trees that
have been frequently transplunted are preferable, >mt
seedlings are easily raised. Of the 7 specu s, 2 are na-
tives of eastern Asia, the rest of North America. The
onlj- species offen-d by American nurserymen is N.
sylcatica.
Nyssas are trees or shnibs with petiolate, usually en-

tire l»'s. and small fls. borne in short racemes or dense

1504. Pepperidge—Nyt^a sylvatica.

heads. Unlike t!»e Dogwoods (Cornus), they belong to
a group in which the fls. are unisexual, instead of her-
maphrodite. From Aucuba and Garrya they differ in
having alternate lvs. Nyssa is distinguished from its

immediate allies by the following characters: petals
of the male fls. none, or 4 to many, imbricated; stamens
4 to many: ovary 1-celled; style i, simple or 2-parted.

sylvdtica, Marsh. (iV. multifldra, Wang.). Tupelo.
Peppe::idoe. Black Gum. Sour Gum. Figs. 150:j-4.

Lvs. usually entire, obovate or oval, mostly acute or
acuminate. 2—1 in. long: staminate fls. in compound
heads ; pistillates larger. 2-14 together: fr. 3-7 lines long,
nearlv black, acid, with an ovoid stone, little flattened.
Me. and Ont. to Mich., to Fla. and Tex. G.F. 3 :491 ; 7:275.
B.B. 2:547. w. M.

I
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1505. Variable foliagre of the

Oak.—Pin Oak type.

OAK. Plate XXI. Strength, solidity, durability are

symbolized in the Oak. The tree is connected with the

traditions of the race, and it is associated with litera-

ture. It is a tree of struuf? individuality, with bidd, free

growth and massive framewt)rk. Its lonj^evity ai)peals

to every person, even thoujjh ho has no feelinjt; for

trees. It connects the present with the past. It spans
the centuries.

This feeling tliat the Oak represents a long span of

years is itself the reason wliy we shouhl consider the

tree with veneration and let "it live its full time; and
this is the particular lesson which the writer would im-

press, ."^pare the isolated

Oak trees! Of whatever
kind or species, a mature
Oak is beyond price. To
allow it to remain be-

speaks culture and kind-
ly feeling.

Many species of Oak
are now available in nur-
series. There are per-
haps 25 species that can
be relied on for planting
in the northeastern
states, and there a)"e par-
ticular varieties adapted
to almost every habitable
part of North America.
The planting of cheap,
quick - growing willows
and poplars is so com-
mon that one almost de-
spairs of the time when
such strong and expres-

sive trees as Oaks shall be planted. There is little diffi-

culty in the planting of Oaks if one secures nursen,--

grown stock. They grow more slowly than some other
trees, but what they lack in rapidity of growth they make
up in character and foliage color. If quick effects are
wanted, some fast-growing tree may be planted with
them, to be removed as the Oaks need the space. Some
of the species grow nearly or quite as rapidly as hard
maples, when young. Other species are mere bushes
and make an excellent border-mass on the farther side
of large grounds. Of such is the native Scrub-Oak
{QuercHS ilici folia) of the eastern states. The native
species are usually the best for any region, from the
fact that they are adapted to climate and soil ; and
then, a feeling for common native plants is an indica-
tion of the highest appreciation and of the keenest re-

sponse to the conditions in which one lives.

For a full sketch of the kinds of Oaks, see Quercus.

L. H. B.

Among the native deciduous trees of the eastern
United States no kinds are more useful or attractive,

either in economic value or for ornamental planting,
than the various species of Oaks. Hardiness, lon-
gevity, beauty of foliage and fruit, exemption from the
injurious attacks of disease or insect pests, and beauty,
strength and durability of the lumber are among their
especially valuable characteristics. The family of Oaks
is a large one, but they mix and vary so much by
natural hybridization and geogra[»hical variations that
their botany is puzzling to all but the most astute
scientific students. Casual observers and amateur bot-
anists who attempt their study find them an interesting
but difficult family to identify. A sprig from a tree
which is probably a hybrid between the willow and Pin
Oaks, Fig. 150;'*, is a fair sample of the kind of variati«ms
which are frequent in Oak forests. Experienced woods-
men, who are quite familiar with all the Oaks in their
neighborhood, find that, a few miles from home, on dif-
ferent soil and elevation, they meet with varietal differ-

ences of bark, foliage, fruit and general appearance of

trees which they can scarcely associate with the species
as they have known them.
That Oaks have been esteemed and admired from

time immemorial is evidenced Ity the numerous forms
in which their leaves and fruit appear in all kinds i,i

ornanu ntations in all ages.
Acoris of all species are objects of interest, but the

larger forms, especially those of the Fringe<l or Mossy-
cup Oak, are particularly attractive.

In aittimn the foliage of Oaks remains green until

many (ther trees have shed their leaves; then they as-

sume rich shades of red, bronze and brown, presentini;
a splendor of ripening foliage less brilliant but not less

beautiful than that which, a few weeks before, arrayed
some of their forest companions so gorgeously.

It has been said that "Who plants Oaks, plants for

I>osterity." Too often this has been interpreted to mean
that Oak trees grow and develop so slowly that a planter
may not reasonably expect to realize nmch benefit from
his own plantings, but that long after he has passed
away posterity will reap the harvest which he has sown.
JudgecL from a lumberman's standpoint, this is nearly
correct. The Pin Oak and some other species are ma
ture at from T.l to 80 years of age, and seldom live more
than 100 years, but the White Oaks are not fit for

sawing into lumber until they have passed 125 years of

age, and most of the large valuable trees are much older
tkan this.

The White Oak, found naturally on low lands and clay
soil, is un<|uestionably the patriarchal aristocrat among
native trees of the eastern U. S. While it is a sorrow-
ful fact that nearly all the tall forest Oaks with large
trunks have fallen before the march of human progress,
still there are a few venerable specimens left, with very
large, spreading heatls, but whose trunks are so short
as to have little commercial value. These have un-
doubtedly stood for several centuries, and are still in

unimpaired strength and vigor, being typical speci-

mens of the natural development of their species when
allowed time and room for growth in open clearings.

One notable example is a White Oak in the Friends'
graveyard in the city of Salem, N. J. Its trunk is 19 ft.

in circumference 3 ft. from the ground, and its branches
cover an area 118 ft. in diameter north and south, and
105 ft. east and west. Another specimen in North Mt.
Moriah Cemetery, in Delaware county. Pa., in the sub-

urbs o1: Philadelphia, measures 28 ft. 4 in. in circumfer-
ence ol: trunk a foot above ground, and 22 ft. 4 in. at '.I

ft. above ground, the branches spreading 96 and 100 ft.

in diar leter.

A few years ago one such white Oak was ruthlessly

destro;.-ed near South Glastonbury, Conn., by its vandal
owner for the value of the fire-wood it contained. These
trees were no doubt well
established in the soil be-
fore Christopher Columbtis
discovered America. Such
'^i. cimens are now so scarce
i" . a pity that they cannot
i.. protected by law, an<l

unnjjpreciative owners be
aaght to regard such vener-
able trees for the pleasure
which their presence affords
to an intelligent public, if

from no other motive. A
fine old pasture Oak is

shown in Fig. 1506.

Considered from a gar-
dener's or ]>lanter's stand-
point, the Onk'f> are among
the most valuable of our na-
tive trees. An i<lea that they are very difficult to trans-

plant and slow of growth, for many years almost barred
them from cultivation, but experiments made within
the past 20 years have done much to correct this popu-

1506.

Field-grown white Oak.

(1110)
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lar prejudice, and have hIiowti that by usinpr good trees

and bv giving proper subsequent care and attention,

OakM will grow as easily and develop as rapidly as

many other species, and are very satisfactory. A Pin Oak
in the grounds of the writer, about 65 years old, is more
than 70 ft. in height, <»0 ft. in spread of branches, and
11 ft. in circumference of trunk 3 ft. from the ground.

A Swamp White Oak in the same lawn is about 50 years

old, and is 50 ft. in height, 54 ft. in spread of branches

and 7 ft. in circumference of trunk 3 ft. from ground.

These trees are growing on a rich, sandy loam, which

is well drained by a substratum of gravel and sand.

A notable object lesson in the use of Oaks in orna-

mental planting is found in Pairmount Park, Philadel-

phia, Pa. After the close of the (Centennial Exhibition

which was held there in 1870, the buildings were
removed, the grounds cleared, and from 1880 to 1884

thousands of Oaks were planted in this section; a ma-
jority of them Pin Oaks, but interspersed with them
White, Swamp White, Red, Scarlet, Black, Chestnut,
Willow, Bur, Shingle, etc., as well as maples, ash. lin-

dens, elms, poplars, buttonwoods and some others.

These Oaks are now from 20 to 40 ft. high, and from 2^2

to '.i% ft. in circumference measured at 3 ft. above the
ground, and are equal or superior in size and develcp-

raent to most of the other trees, which were planted at

the same time, excepting Carolina poplar and button-

wood. These trees are on level land and in heavj* clay

soil, which appears to l>e a favorite condition for most
of the larger growing species of Oaks. Fig. 1507 may
suggest an idea of the remarkable progress and devel-

opment which these trees have made in from 16 to 20
years. There are few trees even among those which are
considered fast-growing varieties that will show better

measurements or more symmetrical developments at

the ?ame age.

If seedling Oaks are taken up when one or at most
two years old, transplanted every three years, and
well cultivated on good land, they will form fine trees,

with root systems which can be moved with but little

risk until they attain considerable size, but unless they
have had such culture, the transi)lanting of any but
very small trees is usually unsatisfactory. Attempts at

moving trees which have stood too long without trans
planting or which have grown without cultivation have
generally resulted in failure, and such experiences have
caused the prejudice which has prevented their more
general use. Under favorable circumstances most Oaks
are rapid growers, but unless conditions are favorable
their roots do not become readily reestablished in the
soil after transplanting, and for this reason they are
often slow to stait into vigorous growth. For this rea-
son judicious nursing, with plenty of manure and water
and cultivation of the soil, will be abundantly rewarded
by shortening the period of convalescence.
While many soft-wooded trees transplant more readily

than Oaks and will grow more rapidlv immediately
after transplanting, still the Oaks will in time outgrow
most of them, and will be in their prime when many of
the companions of tiieir youth are declining or gone.
The best Oaks for planting in the northeastern and
middle section of the U. S. are White, Swamp White,
Mossy-cup, Scarlet, Pin, Red, Willow, Laurel or Shin-
gle and Chestnut. Of these the Pin is at present the
most popular, because it develops quickly a thick, com-
pact head, forming a beautiful symmetiical tree while
luite young; but after it is 25 or 30 years old the in-

terior branches of this dense head begin to die and a
tangled mass of dead brush soon accumulates. Unless
this is removed (and it is not an easy task), it gives
the tree a neglected and unsightly appearance. Other
species of this type have this tendency also. The White
and Chestnut Oaks and their allies have more spread-
ing branches, are more open-headed, and are not sub-
ject to this objectionable chara<*teristic. but they con-
tinue to increase in size, with xinimpaired beauty and
symmetry of form, for centuries.

Plate XXI shows a group of Oaks familiar to many
who have traveled between Philadelphia and New
Verk via the Pennsylvania railroad. The trees stand
about 100 yards north of the railroad track in a field a
quarter of a mile east of a small station called Anda-
lusia, 7 miles west of Bristol. The large tree is a White

Oak, measuring 15 ft. in circumference .'{ ft. from the
ground, with branches spreading 78 ft. in diameter. It

is a typical specimen of the habit of this tree as it

grows in open land. The middle tree is a Pin Oak prob-
ably 50 or 60 years old. It has several dead branches
and is evidently declining. Thenexttree isa WillowOak.
They stand in heavy clay .soil on rather low land, but
not swampy. There are numerous tine specimens of
Oaks in this locality, which for many years have at-

tracted the attention of travelers. The Black Jack and
}<crub Oaks, which as bushes and small trees cover
large areas of the sandy belt stretching along the At-
lantic coast from Long Island to Florida, and the Rock

1507. Avenue of Pin Oaks.

Fairmonnt Park, Fhilaatlp^iia. plant«d about 1884.

Chestnut and other species, which find subsistence on
the steep and rocky hill-sides of the eastern states, do
not often attain large size. Neverthelefis their presence
is of great economic value in covering barren wastes
with vegetation, where few other trees can find enough
to support life. In many other situations these dwarf
Oaks are admirably adapted for producing desirable
effects.

The "grand old Oaks of England ' hav^ been admired
and venerated for centuries, but in this country the
American Oaks are far superior to any of the Euro-
pean species, as they develop faster and are more en-
during. Quercns Hobur, which is the European spe-
cies most commonly planted in this country, appears to
be short-li'. ed here, usually declining before it reaches
50 years of nge.
E.-erywhere ir. the southern states the Live-Oak is

popular (Fig. 1508). It is associated with every old
nlartation. It is the characteristic tre« of the country
from the Carolinas south and west.

Samuel C. Moon.

0AK£SIA (Wm. Oakes. New England botanist),
Lilidceie. A genus of 2 species of American nardy per-
ennial herbs, having the graceful habit of such choice
wild flowers as the Solomon's Seal and more particularly
the common bell-wort, Uvuluria perfoUata. In moist
woods it grows about a foot high and bears one or few
pendulous, yellow, G-parted fls. about % in. long. The 2
kinds can be transferred from the woods. O. sessili-

folia is also offered by a few dealers in hardy plants.
It prefers a rich light soil in a rather moist, partially

shaded position, and improves greatly under cultivation.
The Oakesias can be easily told from Uvularias by

their leaves, which are merely sessile instead of per-
foliate, i. e., the base of the leaf does not surround the
stem as it does 'n Uvularia. Oakesias were formerly
placed in Uvtilaria, but in 1879 Watson removed them,
largely because of the seeds, which are brown and
nearly spherical in both groups, but in Oakesia they
have a very much swollen, spongy, brown ridge, while
in Uvularia they are covered by a thin white aril (an
appendage growing from near the point where the seed
is attached to the ovary ) . Other generic characters are

:

tls. few, solitary on short pedicels opposite the Ivs.;

segments without callosities : capsule membranous,
elliptical, acutish at each end. very tardily dehiscent:
Ivs. more or less rough on the margins.
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etsilildlia, Watn. Stem once forked: Ivr. oblong-
laiifioliiti-. a<'ute at each end ; luurginH minutely sca-

brous: capsule borne on a cliistinct stipe. Canada to Fla.

and Ark. li.M. 1402. L.H.tM:{:12(;2. O.W.F. l«i. D.'A.

V. W. liAKcLAV and W. M.
OAT. A vena sat Ira.

OBELISCABIA. See Lepachy.n.

1508. The wide-spreadine Live Oak -of the South.

(See Oak, page 1111.)

OCHNA (old Greek name for a wild pear, which some
of these plants were thouj;:ht to resemble in foliage).

Ochndce<T. O. multiflorn is a cool greenhouse shrub
cult, by a few fanciers for its remarkable appearance
when in fruit. The fl.s. are yellow, appear in spring,
and are borne to the number of lO-M in racemes ter-

minating short lateral !)ranehes. The blossoms are
short-lived, but the calyx is persistent. Its 5 sepals are
greenish in tlower, but become a V)right re i in fruit. The
receptacle increases until it becomes an inch or so thick,
globular and bright red. U; on it are borne Itlack seed-
like bodies, which are the carpels. The red and black
make a tine contrast. This rare plant is best prop, by
cuttings struck in autumn. It is cult, in Anierica, but
not advertised.
Ochna is a genus of about 25 species of trees and

shrubs from tropical Asia and Africa: Ivs. deciduous,
alternate, minutely serrate, leathery, shining : fls. yel-

low, rarely greenish, jointed to the pedicels; sepals 5,

colored, imbricate, persistent
;

petals 5-10 ; stamens
indefinite; anthers opening longitudinally or by pore-
like slits : ovarj' deeply 3-10-lobed ; lobes 1 -celled,

1-ovuled; styles connate; drupes 3-10, sessile.

maltindra, DC. Glabrous ^hrub, 4-5 ft. high: Ivs.

oblong-elliptical to oblanceolate-oblong: petals sessile:

anthers as long as the filaments, opening longitudinally

:

sepals in fruit about 4 lines long. Upper Guinea.

G. W. Oliver and W. M.
Ochna multiflora is a remarkably handsome shrub

for conservatory decoration. It is usually regarded as
a stove shrub, but has done well with us in a green-
house temperature of 55° (min.). It has a unique effect,

and to be properly appreciated specimens should stand
out. The drupelets are black, making a striking contrast
with the enlarged red receptacle, at a glance reminding
one of a spindle tree. In a good bottom heat, seeds ger-
minate in a month, and make neat little plants in a
year. We have not been so fortunate with cuttings.
Unfortunately for us, cat -birds appropriated all the
berries as soon as they became ripe. The\' entered
through the open spaces in the annex to our conserva-
toT- T. D. Hatfield.

CCIMUM. See Basil.

OCOTILLO. Fouquieria splendetiH.

0D0NTAD£NIA (Greek, toothed (ftanda). Apoey-
ndcece. Here belongs the fine tropical yellow-fid.

climber sold as Dipladenia Harrisii, which rivals in

beauty the well known greenhouse AUamandas, The
fis. are fragrant, about ^ in. across, funnel-shaped, with
5 rounded, spreading lobes, and are more or less

streaked with red in the throat, at the base of the lobes,

and on the back of the tube. The treatment which George

McWilliam has given Dipladenias with xuch gooil resultn
(see Dipladenia, \o\. I) should be attempted for Odoii-
tadenia, but if. ttpeciomi perhaps grows at lower ulti

tudes, and may require the treatment usually given to

bothou.se vines. AH Odontadenias have yellow fi:*.,

while Dipladenias are yellow only in the throat.
Odontadenia is a genus of about 8 species of tall,

shrubby, tropical American climbers : Ivs. opposite :

cymes loose, usually ample, rarely few-fid. and «carc«ly
branched: calyx 5-parted, the lobes remarkably blunt oV
rouniled; corolla-lobes twisted in the pointe«l bu«l, over-
lapping to the right and twisted to the left; stanuiis
fixed at the top of the narrow part of the tube. The
genus is distinguished from Diplmlenia by the shape «>f

the calyx-lobes and by the cup-shaped group of tootht d
glands below the pistil.

specibsa, Benth. (Dipladenia Harrisii, Hook.).
Shrubl»y, branched climber: largest Ivs. 10-15 by 4-.')

in,, oblong, tapering, scarcely leatherj', feather-ve'ineil.

often purplish beneath; petioles stout, scarcely 1 in.

long: racemes axillary and terminal; pedicels red, often
1 in. long, curved downwards: corolla-ttibe with a round-
ish base about % in. long and thick, then suddenly con-
stricted, then gradually widening into a funnel-shaped
fl. Brazil, (luiana, Trinidad. B.M. 4825. W. M.

ODONTOGLOSSUM (Greek, /oo/A-/ongru^; in allusion
to the crest on the lai>ellum). Orchiduceie. A genus
of orchids embracing about 100 species, natives of tlic

higher regions of the Andes from Mexico and Guatemala
to Colombia and Bolivia. On account of their han<l-

some fiowers these plants are among the most favorite
orchids of cultivators. O. vrixpum is one of the finest of

all orchids.
Plants epiphytic, with short rhizomes and 2-lvd.

pseudobulbs, often with sheathing leaves at the base:
fis. in few- to many-fid. racemes or panicles arising from
the base of the pseudobulb; sepals and petals spread-
ing, free^ or the lateral sepals rarely somewhat united
at the base; base of the labellum ascending parallel to

the column and sometimes adnate to the latter; lateral

lobes small, often erect; middle lobe large, spreading,
variously shaped; column clavate, narrowed at the ba.se,

longer than in Oncidium.
This genus is closely related to Oncidium and Mil-

tonia, some of the species of the latter being generally
cultivated as Odontoglossums, These two genera are

easily distinguished from Odontoglossnm by the label-

lum, which expands directly from the base of the col-

umn. There is perhaps no genus of orchids in which
the species are more variable and more closely related

than in Odontoglossum. Numerous varieties connect
the species by intermediate links, and the occurrence of

many natural hybrids makes the limitation of species in

this genus almost impossible. However much this may
add to the perplexity of the botanist, it gives the genus
an additional horticultural value and interest resulting;

in the production of numerous garden hybrids and in

the selection of many varieties, one species, O. cri.ipum,

having over a hundred named kinds.

Heinkich Hasselbring.
Odontoglossums follow the high western mountain

ranges from southern Mexico to southern Peru, and
usually grow at great altitudes. With few exceptions,

they are found in extremely moist situations where the

annual rainfall is excessive and the temperature more
or less even and cool throughout the year.

The extreme heat of our summer interferes somewhat
with the culture of Odontoglossxims in America, espe-

cially those of *he O. cri.spitm section, and it is neces-

sary to use every i>recaution during that season to

insure success.
A lean-to or half-span roof structure of northern ex-

posure, protected by a brick or stone wall on the south

side, and with ample means of ventilation, is best suited

to Odontoglossum culture. Moreover, it should be pro-

vided with rolling shades elevated on framework IH or

20 in. above the glass, to afford abundance of light, free

access of air and requisite shade, with the additional

assistance of keeping down the temperature in summer.
The interior is best fitted with solid beds, if possible,

but benches of stone fiags or wood covered with ashes

or gravel an inch or two deep will answer very well.

i
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Tfiese with the floors, Hhould be hostnl down two or

three 'times <lai'y, to keep the house as cool and as

loist as possible.

Ventilation is highly essential at all times, especially

ill dull or wet weather. When the ntniospht-re is over-

.harired with moisture, the quantity must be governed

bv outside conditions. Top ventilation Is most satis-

f M'tory, because it allows the heated air to escape, gives

less direct draft on the plants, and does not have the

Irving ''ff*"*** produced by side cjjrrents.

The temperature during winter shouM never rise

alM)ve 65° F., even with mild sun heat, and may full to 48^

or .'lO" at night, or even lower, without injury; during

summer it must be kept as low as the outshle tempera-

ture will admit. Fire heat sh<mld be dispensed with as

early as possible in spring.

O.'lontoglossums do w-ll un<ler pot culture, excepting

a few, such as (>. Londesbnrouijhinninn and O. corn-

nariiiln, with long creeping rhizomes; O. ritrosmitm,

which has pendulous flower-scapes, ami some of the

smaller growing species, such as the O. Bonsi section,

which are more easily cared for under basket culture.

Repotting should be attended to in October and No-

vember, never during the summer months, ("hopped

fibrous peat, live sphagnum and clean decayed leaves

in equal quantity, well mixed together, aflford a very

satisfactory compost. About one-half of the pot space

should be devoted to drainage of charcoal or broken

potsherds. The plants should be firmly potted, leaving

the surface slightly convex, thus elevating the base of

the plant a little above the rim of the pot when finished.

The O.crispum section, which includes O. CoraiUnei,

<>. (jlorioHum, O. cirrhonHni, O. iKteo-purpurentn, O.

Pescntorei, and kindred species, require an abundance

of water at all seasons ; in fact, the compost should

never dry out, and judicious light overhead syringing

once a day is beneficial in bright weather, but on very

warm days it should be applied in the evening, at the

same time allowing free ventilation to ensure good
atmospheric action. Weak liquid cow manure during

the flowering period is also of assistance.

Species of the O. grande section do not require as

much water at the roots as the O. crispttm type ; the

compost should be allowed to dry out frequently. They
are also benefited by a little .sun during winter.

O. citrosmttm is an exception to the genus as regards
temperature, and should be grown 10° warmer, it does

very well in the Cattleya department, enjoys a good
supply of water at the roots at all seasons, and may be
easily induced to flower freely by giving it a sunny loca-

tion during winter.

Very few of the species can be satisfactorily propa-

gated by division ; the trade depends principally on
fresh importation.

Among the worst enemies of Odoutoglossums are

sings and the small shell snails. They destroy the ten-

der flower-scapes, often attacking them even in the leaf

sheath. A piece of cotton wrapped about the base of

the pseudobulb will afford a means of protection, and
many may be caught by distributing bits of apple,

pot.ito, or saucers containing dry bran freely among the
j)!a!its. Look them over morning and evening with a
lantern.

For other cultural notes on Odontoglossiims, see
Orch. Rev. 4:22. Robert M. Gkey.

CooJ Odonto(j}os!<i(m a .— The management of the tropi-

cal Odontoglossums found in high altitudes is one of
the most difficult and fascinating problems in orchid
culture. Nearly all American collections of them have
decreased and have had to be refreshed from the tropics.

The collection of H. H. Hunnewell, at Wellesley, Mass.,
has long been noted. alth«mgh it has decreased in the
last twelve years. The undersigned has been asked to
pive an account of the methods by which F. L. Harris
long maintained this fine collection with perhaps less
decrease than in any other collection in the country.
The great problem, of course, with these plants is to

keep them cool enough in summer. The difticulty will

probably never be wholly solved until the advent of
artififial refrigeration. Shading alone is insufficient.
The best principle to take advantage of is the coolness
produced by the rapid and excessive evaporation of

water. An example in the wet rag wrapped around a
canteen in a hot desert, which keeps the drinking water
C04ll.

How to produce a great and constant evaporation is,

then, the particular problem, and Mr. Harris' device
was an exceedingly ingenious one. Back of his Odon-
toglosMum house he had a l»ri<'k wall coveretl with Eng-
lish ivy, and he had water dripping over the whole vine
dtirifig hot weather. This gave him an extraonlinarily
lai • evaporating surface.

In general, it nuty be pointed out that the conventional
water pan gives a relatively small evaporating stirface.

A gravel bed yields a far greater evaporating surface.
As an illustration, the undersigned would cite his own
experience at the Buffalo Botanic Harden. There was
a house built for Victoria rcijia an«l other tender aquatics,
which was unoccupied during winter. .An attempt was
made to utilize this space in growing palms. The water
tank was boarded over for the palms, but the water
below <lid not furnish enough atmospheric moisture for
the palms, and they ha«l to be removed. The trouble
was that the water in the big tank, being colder than the
air, actually acted as a condenser. The next winter the
tank was again boarded over, but the water in the tank
was drawn off and the floor covered with a G-inch layer
of gravel. The results were entirely satisfactory.

J. P. COWELL.
With Odontoglossums we have had good results the

past season by using what we call the Cookson formula,
recommended by Mr. Norman C. Cookson in the "Orchid
Keview''for May, 1899. The formula is as follows:
Three ounces of potassium nitrate and 2 ounces of am-
monium phosphate, dissolved in a 3-gallon jar of soft
water. In watering any orchids when making their
growth, or when flowering, 1 ounce of the solution is

a<lded to each gallon of water used. In the experience
of the writer, the above mixture is the best food met
with for cool orchids. In time it will probably bring
the plants into such a vigorous state that they will be
able to stand our hot summers without so much suffering.

A. J. Newelx..
INDEX.

album, 27, 40. facetum, 9. naevium, 30.

Alexandrce, 34. Uouvilleanum, 34. nebulosum, 36.

Andersonianum, 34. gloriosum, 13. Nevadense, 21.

Andersoni, 39. grande, 3. nobile, 33.

apiatum. 34. grandiflorum, 6. odoratum, 14.

Ashworthiannra.'W. guttatum, 34, 30. Oerstedii, 3S.
aspersum, 10, 24. Hallii, 16. pardinum, 1.

bellulum, 18. Harryanum, 19, 20. Pmcatorei, 33.

Bictoniense, 27. hastilabium, 28. pulchellum, 41.
Bltintii, 34. Hebraiciira, 10. punctatxim, 40.
brevifolium, 2. hystrix, 8. radiatum, 8.

candidnhim. .36. Insleayi, 4, 5. ramosissimtim, 29.
castanenni. 1.'). Krameri, 37. Reichenheimii, 17.
Or\antesii. :<9. laeve, 17. rosellum, 40.
cirrhosnm, 31. latemaculatnm, 14. roseum, 40.
citrosmum, 40. Lehmannii, 34. Rossii, 43.
constrictum, l.'». leopardimini, 5. rubescens, 43.

Coradinei, 6. Lindleyamim, 7. Ruckerianum, 32.
cordatum, 26. Londesboroughian- Sanderianum, 22.
eoronarium, 2. um, 1. sceptrum, 8.

crispatnm, 8. luteo-purpnreum, 8. Schlieperiamim. 4.

crispum, 34. macranthxim. 4. Schropderi, 34.

cri.statum, 2."). maculatum, 11, 34. splendens, 5, 27.

Dawsonianum, 44. Madrense, 35. superbuni, 6.

Dayanum, 25. majus, 39, 41, 43. Trianae. '.\A.

decorum, 39. Marije, 34. tripudians, 19.

Edwardi. 4.'>. maxillare, 3."), .36. triumphans, 23.

Egertoni, 42. meinbranacmm, 3Q. Veitchianum. 33, 34.
Ehrenberghii, 43,44. mirandxim. 12. WallLsii, 18.

Synopsis of Sections.

A. Fl.^. tjeUoiv, rnriousli/ spotted with brown, crimson, etc.

Section I. Ground color (»f the labellum yellow.
Species 1-14

Section IT. Ground color of the labellum white,
rarely pale yellow or changing to yellow. Species 1.^28

AA. Fls. white, sometimes shaded irith rose or cream,
never with a bright yellow or greenish yellow
ground color.

Section III. Plants not dwarf: fls. numerous, in
branchoil panicles much exceeding the Ivs

Specie.s 29-.34
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Section IV. Plants manifeatly of dwarf habit:

fls. few, in slender racemes, with the scape (and
often the whole inflorescence) shorter than the

Ivs., rarely exceeding them Species 35—44

AAA. Fls. dark purple.

Section V. Fls. numerous, small, in large,

branched panicles Species 4'>

SECTION I.

A. LabeUnm renifnrm, lar-

ger than the rest of (he

flower 1. Londesboroughiantun
A. Liabellum oblong or fun-

shaped, sliOrfer than
the sepals: apex
rounded, emarginate,
or acute: margin en-

tire.

B. Apex rounded or emar-
ginate.

c. Sepals sub-rotund 2. breyifoUum
cc. Sepals oblong to lanceo-

late.

V. Column with 2 blunt
auricles .'?. grande

4. Schlieperianum
DD. Column with 2 cirrhous

teeth 5. Insleayi
BB, Apex acute (J. Coradinei

7. Lindleyanum
AAA. Labellum v a r i o i: s I y

shaped, fim b ria fe Itf

toothed, and ha rim/ a
pectinate crest 8. iateo-ptirpureum

9. facetum
AAAA. Labellum triangular or

triangular - oblong,
long-acuminate 10. Hebraicum

11. maciilatum
AAAAA.Labellumlanceolate,cc'-

date or hastate at base.
B. Column witJi rhomboid

wings 12. mirandum
BP. Column trith 3 subulate

awns at apex l.*{. gloriosum
14. odoratxun

1. Londesboroughi&niun, Reichb. f. Pseudobulbs
roue :.sh ovate, 1-2-lvd.: raceme 3-6 ft. long, bearing
as many as 30 fl.'*. : sepals oblong, undulate, apieulate;
petals obtuse, apieulate, wider; both light yellow, with
many abrupt, narrow, concentric brown markings:
blade of the labellum extending beyond the sepals, over
1 in. ,»-:"03S, light yellow, with few brown blotches at

base. Autumn. Mex. I. H. 30:497. Gn. IC. p. 502.
F.M. 1877:24(5. —A distinct plant resembling an Oncid-
ium. Var. pa^linum, Hurt. Lip profusely dotted with
brownish cri.. on. Gn. IG, p. 503.

2. brevifdlium, Lindl. (O. coronhrium, Hort. ). Plants
with leathery, ovate-oblong, spreading Ivs. and erect
racemes, about 1 ft. high, bearing 10-20 fls. 2-2^2 in. in

diameter: sepals subrotund - unguiculaU', undulate:
petals similar, smaller; labellum sniallerthan the sepals,
cuneate-emarginate, yellow in front, marked about the
c<^lumn with vellow and purple. with a 3-toothed tubercle
on the base. " Colombia. I.H. 21 : 170. G.C. II. 24: 177;
111.18:489: 19:79. (J.M. 34:.-I9; 38:127.

3. grinde, Lindl. Baby Orchid. Fie. 1509. Pseudo-
bulbs 2-1 vd. : Ivs. broadly lanceolate: scape few-fld.. twice
as lontr as the ivs.: sepals lanceolate, the lateral ones
keeled, yellow, ban<led with rich reddish brown spots;
petals ohloMir, broader, obtuse, subun<lulate, apex yel-
low; labfllum almost rotund, apex slifrhtly einargiiial

yellow, banded and spotted with rusty blotches, and
with a large-lobed tube.-cle on the claw. Autumn.
Guatemala. B.M. .m55. F.S. 1:24-20. P.M. 8:49.
Gn. 48. p. 219; 51:1105. G.C. V\. 17:41 (abnormal fls.).

— A magnificent species with half-drooping racemes a
foot long, bearinu: few large, brilliantly colored fls. ,">-(>

in. in diameter. Fig. 1509 is reilrawn from "The (irarden."

4. Schileperi^num, Reichb. f. (O. Insleayi, vnr. ma-
crdnthuw , Lindl). Fls. on erect racemes, pa' yellow,

blotched and barred with deeper yellow mostly on the
lower half r the segments. Autumn. Costa Ricji.

G.C. 1805: 1082; II. 25:209. F.S. 17. p. 78. -Resembles
a small pale O. grande, but fine for srmmer flowering.

5. Insleayi, Lindl. (OncidtHw /««/<'« jf/i. Barker). Lv^.
leathery, oblong, shorter than the raceme : fls. 3>^-4 in.

across, yellow, spotted with brown, borne in a .stiff,

erect raceme; sepals and petals oblong, undulate, nearly
equal ; labellum shorter, ovate, retuse, sagittate and
tuberculate at base, orange-vellow, spotted with reddish
brown. Oct.-Dec. Mex. F.S. 1:49. Gt. 39, p. 474.-
Free-flowering. Resembles O. grande. Var. splendens,
Reichb. f. Fls. larger, labellum and segments clouded
with brown, yellow only at the tip. Gn. 25:428. G.C
11.25:305. Var. leopardinum, Hort. A highly colored
form. Segments pale yeilow, heavily barred with chest-
nut-brown. R.B. 14:01.

6. Coradinei, Reichb. f. (O. Lindleyanum, Reichb. f.

and Warsz.x O. crispum, Lindl.). A supposed natural
hybrid with the habit of O. crisputn. Raceme arching,
few-fld. : fls. stellate, Sin. across, dark sulfur color, with
few chestnut-brown spots; sepals and petals oblonj;,

acuminate, undulate ; labellum shorter, (»blong-acute,
whitish, with a large oblong red-brown blotch near the
center and several smaller ones on the disk; crest
3-toothed on eat'h side. Resembles O. triumphant,
but of more slender growth. Winter. Colombia.
G.C. 1872:1068 ; II. 24:200 ; 25:209 ; III. 25:315. -Var.
sup^rbum, Hort. A more robust var. with richly colored
fls.: panicle much branch'd, 2 ft. long. Mexico. V'ar.

grandifldrum, Reichb. f. Fls. yellow, blotched and spot-

ted with dark brown, large and handsome. Colombia.

7. Lindley&num, Reichb. f. and Warsz. Lvs. linear:

raceme lax: fls. 2-3 in. across, thin; sepals and petals
yellow, blotched and striped with brown; lateral lobes
of the labellum small, white, with purple spots; middle
lobe red-brown, tipped with yellow. Spring. Colombia.
—A variable species, supposed to be the parent of many
hybrids.

8. luteo-pnrptireum, Lindl. Lvs. ensiform, narrowed
at base: fls. showy, 2-3 in. across, in a robust horizontal
raceme; sepals ovate-oblong, undulate, brownish purple,
with a yellow margin ; petals similar, toothed and spotted
with purple brown; labellum quad rifid, cordate or oblong,
fimbriate yellow, spotted with purple and rose; crest on
the claw pectinate. Winter and spring. Colombia.
G.C. II. 21.585; 25:140.— Owing to its wida geographical

1509. Odontoslossum grande.

scope, this species is extremely variable. A very mixed
progeny has resulted from the crossing '^l' this with other
species, and the intermixture of the (lescendants. Var.
radi^ttim, Hort. {(K radi()tutn, Reichb. f. ). Sepals and
petals nanow, yellow, heavily spotted with dark brown;
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towanl the

1 1.1 .i.

I

P.

in. lou„. .a

labelluni expanded in front,wnite. shading into a brown-

ish blotch at base. G. 0. II. 2r):7G. Var. crisp^tum,

Reichb. f . Front half of the labelluni convolute into dccj)

folds, tirabriate. G.C. III. 5: 2:53. Not advertised. Var.

sc6ptriim, Reichb. f. Sepals creamy yellow, barred and
washed with t)rown; petals broader-toothed, densely

Fpotted with brown; lab«'lliim whitish. I.H. 18:73; 37:99.

Not advertised. Var. Hystrix, Hort. ( O. ITi/strix, Hort. )

.

Labellum much fringed, and crests very spiny.

9. facdttun, Reichb. <*. (O. EuUii Lindl.x O. luffo-pnr-

puirum, Lindl.). Natural hybrid. Sepals lanceolate,

fitraipht, light yellow, with very large cinnamon-colored

blotches; petals lanceolate, straight, finely toothe<l,with

uuraerous small spots; labellum almost circular, short,

fiuelv fringed, convolute, undulate, light yellow, with a
genii-circle of radiating keels, some of which are fringed

uud in front of which is a horseshoe-shaped spot.

10. Hebr&icum, Reichb. f. (O. cristiifum. Lindl.x O.

cirrhdaum, Lindl. ). Natural hybrid. Fls. 2]4 in. across,

borne in a panicle; sepals lanceolate; petals wider, un-

dulate, all prettily marked, lemon-yellow, whitish in the

center and spotted with red-brown markings suggesting

Hebrew characters ; labellum triangular or oblong,

acuminate, erose-dentate, darker yellow

base, with a large maroon blotch and ^^'

ones. Wintt-r. Colombia Gn. 21:.339 (\

—Var aspersum, Rolfe. Differs sMgL.i^

in its h '•acemes of ^^olden yellow fls.,

purp' -brown.

L. maculitum, La Llave. & Lex
ovate, 1-lvd.: l*'s. lanceolate, acute, 6-8

cenie pendulous, loosely many-fld., longer than the Ivs.:

sepals narrowly linear or lance-oblong, acuminate,
brown ;

petals ovate-lanceolate, acuminate, undulate,

yellow, spotted with brown; labellum wide triangular,

acuminate, crisp, yellow, brown-i potted, claw short, 2-

cre^ted: column white. Mexico. B.M. 6455 (not 4878.

which is O.cordatum, Lindl.). B.R. 2«):.30. — Fls. freely

in June. Racemes a foot long, with stellate fls. 3 in. in

diameter. Var. spl^ndens and var. 8up6rbtun are recom-
mended.

12. mirindtun, Reichb. f. Lvs. lanceolate: raceme
stiff, 1-sided: sepals and petals lanceolate-acuminate,
almost wholly red-brown, with yellow margins; label-

lum linear-lanceolate, similarly marked, and having a

few purple lines at base, callus h~ ^ed: wings of the

column rhomboid-serrate. Colom' ..

13. gloridsum, Linden and Reichb. f. Fls. pallid

ochre, spotted with brown, paniculate; sei)als and
petals oblong-ligulate, acuminate; labellum lanceolate-

acuminate, cordate at base, denticulate, about as long
as the petals ; claw with a 4-lob'^d, 4-toothed callus:

column toothed below the middle. Colombia. G.C.
ISCkoTB; II. 24:680.

14. odOT&tum, Lindl. Pseudobulbs 2-3 in. long, nar-
rowly ovoid, compressed : lvs. 1 ft. long, narrowly eii-

siform : panicle sometimes 2-3 ft. long, copiously
branched and raany-tld. : fls. l%-2 in. across, dull

golden yellmv. blotched with brownish red; sepals and
petals similar, narrowly lanceolate, acumirite, waved;
labellum hastate, lateral lobes short, roii .<d; terminal
loite broadly sn))ulate, narrowed, pubescent, waved;
disk with 2 pairs of longitudinal, obtuse, erect teeth.

Winter and spring?. Mexico. B.M. 6.502. G.C. II. 15::i37.

-Var. latemaculitum, Andre. Fls. larger: spots purple-
brown, la* r»'r and more intense. July, Aug, I.H. 17:39.

(it. 37, p. 492. Free-tlowering.

SECTION II.

A. LabeUhtn more or less con-
siriefrd in the middle, fiddle-

shaped.
Column not uinged, but ha ring
2 projecting horns nt the apejr.l'i. constrictum

Column winged: wings pectinate
or consisting of few decu 'cd

spines 16. Hallii

BUB. Column winged: wings toothed

or entire.

0. Crest oftsolete, 5-ridged 17. laeve

cc. Crest falcate-pectinate IH. Wallisii

B.

BB.

ccc. Crest of radiating keels toothed
or entire 19.

20.
cccc. Crest a bifid callosity 21.

•>«)_

AA. Labellum withanovate or oblong
blade, often cordate at the base.

li. Lateral lobes not upriy^'t: label-
lum with a toothed crest 23.

24.

25.
BH. Liif< ral lobes 0. ''law fleshy,

upright: labellum with ofifuse
crest or none 26.

27.
AAA. Labellum hastate 28.

tripudians
Harryanum
Nevadense
Sanderianum

triumphans
aspersum
cristatum

cordatnm
Bictoniense
hastilabium

15. constrictum, Lindl. Lvs. linear-lanceolate, elon-
gate: panicle long, slender, loosely branched: tis,

1-1^4 in.; sepals and petals nearly similar, oblong-
lanceolate, acuminate, bright yellow, blotched with
orange-brown; labellum flddle-shaped, with rounded or
truncate, apiculate blade, white, with a rose-colored
blotch on each side, toothed. Small-flowered, but a
profuse bloomer, often bearing 4-5 many-flowered pani-
cles 1-V4P.. in length. Venezuela. B.M. 5736.— Var.
cast&neom, Hort. Spots on sepals and petals covering
nearly the entire surface. I.H. 35:66.

16. H411ii, Lindl. Lvs. a foot long, ensiform, narrowed
at the base: scape 1-2 ft. long, with a niany-fld. raceme
of e«iual length: fls. 3 in. across; sepals and petals
spreading, sub-similar, oblong-lanceolate, long-acumi-
nate with recurved points, golden yellow, with trans-
verse bands and spots of j-ellowish brown; labellum
white, with a blood-red spot on the middle lobe and few
spots on the lateral ones, erose-cientate, mid-lobe emar-
ginate, with a short awn in the sinus, with 2 spinous
crests on the claw. Julv. Ecuador. B. M. 6237. I.H.
18:58. F.S. 17, p. 81. G.C. 1865:962; 11.25:140.—The
spots on the labellum are sometimes scattered.

17. l^ve, hindl. (O. JRe\chenheimii, Linden & Reichb.
f. ). Lvs. 6-10 in. long, oblong-lanceolate: sepals and
petals oblong-linear, acute, plane, yellow, blotched with
cinnamon; labellum smaller, white in front, violet on
the upper half. .Spring:. Guatemala. B.M. 6265. I.H.
6:213. B.R. .30:39. -Plants bear 4-6 strict, stout pani-
cles, 3 ft. loner, with numerous fls. 2 in. in diameter.
Not much esteemed.

18. Wdllisii, Linden & Reichb. f. {O. b^llulum,
Hort.). Lvs. linear-lanceolate: sepals and petals ligu-
late, honey -colored, marked with brown streaks: label-
lum white, with a violaceous anterior part and marked
with similar streaks at the base, with 3-falcate calli on
the base. December. Colombia. I.H. 18:56; 38:127.—
Elegant, \^-ith slender, drooping, mostly unbranched ra-

cemes, V)earing few large flowers.

19. triptldians, Reichb. f. and Warsz. Lvs. 7-9 in.

long, linear-lanceolate: raceme stiff, erect, longer than
the lvs., 8-10-fld.: fls, 2 in. across, dull yellow-green on
.he back; sepals oblong-acute or subacurainate, dark
jrown, with yellowish green tips and bases

;
petals simi-

lar, with yellowish bands; labellum short, panduriform,
as long as the segments, white, with rose-colored
blotch«*s. with about 10 keels radiating from the disk;
lateral lobes rounded, crenulate ; central lobe snbreni-
form. erose-dentatt. Peru, B.M. 6029. F.M. 1876:208;
1880:407.

Var. Harryanum, Reichb. f . Sepals and petals almost
blackish inside, tipped with light yellow, with a few
similar marks at tlie base of the petal: labellum light

yellow, with the base covered with — n maure purple.

20. Harry^Lnum, Reichb. f . Lvs. anout 2, oblong-ligu-
lat«', obtuse, 6-12 in. long: raceme up to 3 ft. long, bear-

ing t)-12 large fls.: sepals and petals ligulate-oblong,
acuf>', wavy, brown with irregular, transverse, greenish
yellow ma»*kings; the petals project forward; labellum
large, flat, u lulate, somewhat pandur' " rm, lower half
white, changing to yellow; upper half brownish marked
with mauve lines and having about 7 serrated crests :

column with 2 verv small toothed wings. Colombia.
Gn. 33:6.33. G.C. II ^ 169. Same as var. of No. 19

f
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21. Nevad^nse, Reichb. f. Pseudobulbs ovate, acumi-
nate: Ivs. linear-lanceolate, base narrow, keeled : sepals

and petals similar, lanceolate, long-acuminate, dark
brown with a irolden margin, outside dark green; limb
of the labelluin vide, hastate, deHexed, fimbriate, white-

spotted; apex Jicute, subincurved. appendage on the

claw bifid. Spring. Colombia. I.H. 17:45. Gn. 19, p.

425; :r2, p. 589; 3«J, p. 250. G.C. II. 1G:461: 24:201.-

A showy plant, with slender, arching, O-lO-fid. panicles,

and fis. ;5-t'-2 in. across.

22. Sanderi&ntun, Reichb. f. Resembling O. Xeva-
dense. Vis. stellate; sepals and petals lanceolate, acu-

minate, yellow, with numerous chocolate-brown mark-
ings; labellum cuneate, panduriform. apiculate. toothed,

white or pal»' yellow, with a purple blotch in front;

lateral lobes erect. Early spring. Trop. America. — Free-
flowering.

2.3. triumphans, Reichb. f. Pseudobulbs .3—4 in. long:

Ivs. oblong-lanceolate, 1-1H ft. long: scape arching,

branched and many-fid., 2-3 ft. long: fis. ,'}-4 in. across;

sepals and petals lance-oblong, subacuminate, undulate,

yellow, blotched with deep crimson-brown; labellum
ovate, cordate, acute, toothed and undulate, white with
a roseate tip; crest of vellow or white teeth. March,
April. Colombia. I.H'. 1G:(;09. G.C. 18(>7:516; II.

24:205; 25:141; III. 27:213 (van). R.B. 18:121. G.M.
34:89. F. 1877:217.

24. asp^rsum, Reichb. f. (O. maculiitum. La Llave &
Lex. X O.Roasii, hindl.). Natural hybrid. Lvs. oblong,

acute: raceme few-fid.: sepals Hgulate, acute, keeled,

pale yellow, mottled with numerous brown blotches;

petals oblong, acute, much broader, similar in color;

labellum with a cordate, acute blade wholly whitish,

callus, toothed, yellow, with brown lines, pubescent.

Feb., March. — Free-fiowering.

25. crist^tum, Lindl. Lvs. linear-lanceolate, a little

shorter than the many-fid. scape: sepals and petals

lanceolate-acuminate, yellow, spotted with brown; label-

lum oblong-lanceolate, white; apex and margin brown,
with purple striae, with a digitate crest on the disk;

wings of the column semi-ovate or subqxiadrate. Peru.
I.H. 17:21. — Var. Day^num, Reichb. This is colored

like the type, but the lip is rhomboid, apiculate, ser-

rate, :ind the teeth of the crests on the labellum
cross each other like the bristles on the nearly closed

leaf of Diomea miiscipnla.

2fi. corditum, Lindl. Pseudobulbs obiong, 1-lvd.: lvs.

oblong, acute, 6-8 in. long: Hs. large and handsome,
with the sepals and petals yellowish green, richly

blotched with brown ; labellum cordate, acuminate,
subcrtnate. white, with a purplish crest at base and
spotted with brown on the limb; sepals lance-iinear,

acumina^; petals broader and longer, undulate. Mexico.
B.M. 4878 ( as (>. macnJafum). I.H. 2(5:355. P.M. 13:147.

Gn. 27:475. F.C. 3: 100. -Stem 2-3 feet high: few or
mauy-ttowered.

27. Bictoiii6nse, Lin 11. Pseudobulbs oblong, 2-3 in.

long, 2-3-lvd.: lvs. 1 ft. long, ensiform, undulate,
spreading: raceme 3 ft. long: fis. 1 V.^ in. across; sepals
and petals sabequal, linear-lanceolate, greenish yellow,
blotched with brown: claw of the labellum bilamellate,

blade cordate, Jicuminate, undulate, white or roseate.

Autumn. Guatemala. B.M. 3812 (as Zijifopetalinit

A frii'a niim) . — Thlii was the first Odontoglossum to reach
England in a living state. It is free-flowering, but not
as good as plants subsequently introduced. V^ar. ilbum,
Hort. Like the type, but labellum pure white instead of
wine-red; sepals and petals brown. I.H. 19:91.

Var. spl§nden8, Ch. Lem. Labellum rose-lilac; other
segment^ spotted. Seems to be like the type, with more
pronounced color. I.H. 12:449.

28. hastil^bium, Lindl. Lvs. linoar-oblong; scape
1*2-2 f*.: bracts lontr. deciduous: fis. numerous, large,

handsome, varietl with pale green, purple an«l white,
fragrant: sepals and petals spreading, lanceolate, very
acuminate, pale erreen, with transverse purple dots and
lines; '"bellum large, the lateral lobes forming 2 horns
at b:»se, the central r.ne with a purple, crested claw, and
orl)i.'ular-ov!it4'. white, acute lilacle : column slender,

winged, purple. Summer. Colombia. B.M. 4272.

SECTION HI.

A. Column without mw'»;/x 29. ramosissimum
AA. Column uith J .spreading a wn.f .'AO. naevium

31. cirrhosum
AAA. Column pluricirrhose : seg-

ments lanceolate ;{2. Buckerianum
AAAA. Column with fimbriate or

toothed wings: segments ovate
or rhomboid 33. nobile

34. crispum

29. ramoafssimum, Limll. Lvs. linear-oblong, acute,
1 ft. long: panicle much branched and many-fid., 2 ft.

long: fis. !^ in. across, white, spotted with pale purple
or violet ; sepals and petals very undulate, narrowly
Hgulate, the latter wider ; labellum rhomboid, acumi-
nate, cordate at base, crested, tomentose. March, Apr.
Colombia. J.H. 111. 29:77. I.H. 40:170 (var. ccel^ste,

Linden & Rod.). —A distinct and beau*iful plant whose
fis. have been liKcned to large spiders.

'^^^^ ^^fcjj^^v'i' Odontoglossum

'^*"^kI?/ J^Y'a^'^^^ crisp utTi.

.30. naevium, Lindl. & Paxt. Pseudobulbs oblong:
lvs. thill, lanceolate: panicle erect, arching, much
branched, bearing numerous star-shaped fis.: sepals
and petals 2 in. long, narrowly lanceolate, beautifully
crenate-undulate, white, profusely spotted with rose-

purple; labellum shaped nearly like the petals, shorter
and broader, with 2 large crests on the vellow bas<'.

May. June. Ccdonibia. F.S. 0:,")94. G.M. 31:559.-
Closely allied to O. cirrhosu^H.

31. cirrhdSuin, Lindl. Pseudobulbs lanceolate, com-
pressed, _'-3 in. long: lvs. 4-<» in. lonv,', linear-ensiforni,
leathery: panicle often over 2 ft. long, droo{>ing or in-

clined: fis. 3 in. across, snow-white, blotched with crim-
son or brown, base of the labellum yellow, with brown
lines at the sides; sepals narrowly lanceolate, ending in

long, curved points; petals wider; labellum two-thirds
the length of the petals, with 2 ciliate lateral lobes and
a narrow acuminale middle lobe. Apr., Mav. Ecuador,
Peru. B.M. <i317. I.H. 25:301. Gt. 41:1383. Gn. 9, p.

401; 10, p. 19. G.C. 11. 5:501, 503; 9:181; 25:12. F.M.
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1876 -222. — This species sometimes produces stout few-

tid. st'euis, which shouhl be cut to save the vigor o£ the

plant.

S"^ Buckeri^num, Roichb. f. Rehited to O. erispum :

sepals ami petals lanceolate, acuce, creamy white,

bordered with violet and spotted with brown, waved;

libellum rather narrow, oblong, angular-lobed on each

side of the base, yellow at base, with few chestnut-

brown blotches ; callus ihomboid serrate. Colombia.

(r.C. 1873:105; II. 24:204, 748 (var. insigne). J.H. III.

30:455 (var. spleudexs).

^fl^.r^r-y
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1511. Habit sketch of Odontoelossum erispum.

;i3. n6bile, Reichb. f. {O. Pescafdrei, Lin«'ien). Pseu-

dobulbs ovate, bearing two strap-shaped Ivs.: panicle

2-3 ft. long, diffuse, bearing numerous white, membra-
naceous tls. slightly tinged with rose : sepals o-ate-

obloug, slightly undulate
;

petals similar but nmch
wider; labellum cordate-oblong, pandurate, with a yel-

low fimbriate crest and a few rose -colored spots.

Spring. Colombia. F.S. H>:1G24. I.H. 28:407. Gn.
21:3:50. G.C. II. 24:212; 111.3:245; 7:200: 25:()9. A.F.
5.1g;},_A fine species producing numerous large, erect

panicles. Var. Veitchiinum, Keichb. f. Like the type,

but the parts of the tlower have large, crimson-purple
spots. Gn. 20:452.

34. erispum, Lindl. (O. BIAnlii, Reichb. f. O.Alex-
rtHf/rfP. Batem.). Figs. 1510 and '511. Pseudobulbs ovate,

compressed, about 3 in. long: Ivs. linear, 1 ft. long:

panicles rather short, but attaining a length of 2^ ^ ft.,

with few short branches and crowded fls. : tls. white,

variously spotted wi'rh crimson, brown, etc.. or tinged
with rose, 2-3 in. across; sepals ovate to oa ate-lanceo-

late, often undulate; petals ovate to rhomboid, toothed
and undulate-crisp ; labellum oblong-ovate, fringed
with teeth, wavy and crisp. Fls. aie produced at any
season of the vear. Colombia. F.S. 10:1^52. (th. 4, p.

241; 20:291; 21, p. 95; 23, p. 210; 40, p. 590; M\, p. U\);

53. p. 297. R.B. 21:3. Gng. 0:24. .J.H. III. 34:499.

G.C. III. 21:.303, 379; 23:105, .390; 25:67, 179, 187. A.F.
13:34. F.E. 9:327. —As was stated in the introduction.
this species has probably more than a hun<ired named
varieties. Many besides those cited have been figure<l

in horticultural and botanical works. Very few varie-

ties are found in American trade lists, but some of the
most distinct are given below

:

Var. Andersonitinuin, Hort. (O. Atxlersoniiitium.
Reichb. f. ). Fls. creamy white, with broad, loniritudinal

bands of cinnamon. F.M. 1872:45. ( l.C. II. 24:680. 681

:

III. 17:739. — Listed in America.

Var. api&tum, Ballantyne. Fis. very large; sepals
and petals laciniate on the edges, whito, with rich choco-
late-brown blotches. G.C. 111. 15:375.

Var. Ashworthiiinain, J. O'Brien. Fls. almost entirely
rose-{>urple, with white margins and a few white marks
on the sepals and petals, G.C. III. 19:197.

Var. Gouville&num, Ed. Andr^. Fls. large, white:
petals irregularly toothed, with few small cri ison

blotches; sepals heavily blotched. R.H. 1888:132.

Var. gnittiltum, Hort. {O. AIex<in(h-tr, var. qnttntum.
Hook.). Sepals linear -oblong, with several pale pnrpl<>

blotches; petals brofder, similarly spotted; labellum
oblong-quadnite, contracted in the middle, spotted with

rose and having a large rose patch on the disk. B.M.
5697.

Var. L61iinaniui, Hort. Labellum broadly ovate, bright
ruby red, broadly edged with white; crest yellow;
sepals and petals tinged with rose, with tew red spots.
G.C. III. 24: 147. -In American trade.

Var. macul^tom, Hort. Fls. white, spotted with pur-
plish brown

;
petals suborbicular, laciniate-toothed.

G.C. III. 16:248.

Var. Hariae, Ed. Andre. Fls. pure white, except a few
red spots on the base of the sepals. I.H. 25:325.

Var. Schroederi, Hort. Fls. with 1 or 2 large and sev-
eral small, brownish red spots on the white segments.
Advertised in America.

Var. Tri^naB, Hort. (O. Alexandrat, \i . Trianre,
Hook.). Dorsal sepals with a single roseate spot; lateral
sepals suffused and spotted with rose; petals pure white;
labellum with a large 2-lobed spot. B.M. 5691.

Var. Veitchiilnum, Hort. Sepals ovate, undulate,
white with several brownish crimson spots; petals
broader, color like the sepals but mostly in one large
central blotch; margins undnbte and toothed. G.C. III.

1:799. F. 1884:177.

SECTION IV.

A. Sepal.s and pe'al.s tiih ilarly
colored.

B. Colnmn u-ithoiit u'i}igs.

C. PseudobnUis compressed and
edged.

D. Labellum tcJiite or colored like
the peta Is 35. Madrense

36. nebulosum
\>\y. Labellum violet 37. Krameri
fv. Pseudobiilbs smooth, terete. ..'.IS. Oerstedii
BB. t'olumu irith entire icings 39. Cervantesii

BBB. Column with toothed or crenate
icings.

c. Labellum reniform 40. citrosmum
cc. Labellum oblong-quadrate 41. pulchellum

42. £gertoiu
AA. Sepals and petals dissimilar in

color 43. Rossii
44. Dawsonianum

35. Madrense, Reichb, f. {O. maxilldre, Hook.).
Pseudobulbs long-ovoid: Ivs. strap-shaped, 10 in. long;
fls. 2H in. across, 4-10 in a raceme; sepals and petals
lanceolate, keeled, white, with a purple blotch at the
base; labellum shorter than the sepals, the lateral lobes
forming 2 acute recurved appendages on the claw, mid-

1512. Odontoelossum C'rrvantesii var. decorufn (X 'a).

die lobe trowel-shaped, white, with a yellow base and
an orange blotch. Summer. Mexico. B.M. 6144. I.H.
.30:480. F.M. 1875:1.58. Gn.
(seed pod). O.M. 39:117.

10, p. 443. G.C. II. 25:116
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3G. nebulosom, Lindl. (O. maxilhlre, Lindl.). Pseu-
dobulbs 2-:Mv(i.: Ivs. oblong, acute, 9 in. long: scape
about as long as the Ivs., 5-<)-fld. : fls. 3 in. across, pure
white, with the bases of all the parts profusely spotted
with brown; sepals membranaceous, oblong; petals sinii-

liir but wider, all pubescent at the base; labellum with
2 large, erect lobes on the yellow claw ; limb ovat«',

a;!ute, dentate, pubescent. Mexico, at an elevation of

10,000 ft. I.H. (>:200. G.C. 1««»7:572 and II. 2r):r)97.

Not B.M. 0144, which is O. Jfa</r<'n.s«'. — Var. candldu-
lam, Reichb. f. Sepals and petals pure white, with a
brown blotch and a few spots on the la-

bellum. G.C. 1807:710; II. 25:590. Var.
gntt&tam, ReichI). f. Sepals and petals

spotted to above the middle. I.H. 31:524.

37. Krilmeri, Reichb. f. Pseudobulbs
subrotund, compressed and sharply 2-

edged, 1-lvd.: Ivs. 7-9 in. long, 1^2-2 in.

broad, keeled: scape 4-8 in. long, inclined
or pendulous, 3-5-fld. : fls. in di-

Plants small:

4^

ameter; sepals and petals subequal, ob-
long-acute, pale violet-red in the center,
with broad white margins; labellum with
a stout yellow excavated claw bearing 2
erect calli ; middle lobe subquadrate, 2-

lobed, pale violet, with white and brown
streaks at base. Costa Rica and Mexico.
B.M. 5778. I.H. '{2 .=)02. F. S. 23:2409.

G.C. 1808:98; II. 25:750.

.38. 06r8tedii, Reichb. f

Ivs. linear-oblong,
4-5 in. long, nar-
rowed to a petiole:

raceme sub - erect,

few-fld.: fls. IK in.

across, white, with
the base of the la-

bellum golden yel-

low; sepals and petals broadly
oblong, the latter narrowed to

a short claw; labellum sessile;

literal lobes small, auriculate;
middle lobe suborbicular, plane,
deeply bifid. Feb.-Mav. Costa
Rica. B.M. 0820. Gn. 20:4.>t.

G.C. II. 7:811 ; 25:757; III.

19:77.

39. Cervdntesii, La Llave &
Lex.(0. membr<iudceiim,huuU
Pseudobulbs usually 4-angled,
2 in. long, bearing a single
oblong leaf 4-0 in. long: scape
sheathed with large bracts,

bearing 2-(» meinbranaceoiis fl'^.

:

fls. 2 in. across, pure white, with
transverse streaks of red near
the bases of the segments; se-

pals broadly lanceolate to ob-
long; petals ovatt'-rotund ; la-

bellum with a yellow claw; lat-

eral lobes small; middle
large, broadly cordate,
produced in winter, very
grant and lasting several weeks.
Mex. B.M. 4923. B.R. 31:.30;

32:.34. I.H. 1:12. i\M. 12:193.

(}n. 19. p. 3.33; 32, p. 323. G.C.
II. 15:7.53. F. 1881, p. 43.-Var.
raiijus, Hort. Fls. larger, with brighter spots
25:313, Var. d6corum, Hort. Fig. 1512. Fls.

spotted inside an<i outside with bright red. I.H.
Gn. .32:017. J. H. III. .30:423. F.M. 1877:254. Var An-
dersoni, Hort. Fls. white; base of the sepals and petals
barred with reddish brown ; labellum bordered with
spots of the same color. Mexico.

40. citrdsmiun, Lindl. Fig. 1513. Pseudobulbs subro-
tund, compressed, smooth, 1-lvd.: Ivs. oblong, obtuse,
thick, somewhat shorter than the raceme: scape pen-
<lent, 8-12-fld. : fls. large an<l full in outline, 3 in. across,
white to rose, with a violet labellum; sepals and petals
oblong, ol)tuse; labellum unguiculate, reniform. Mav,
June. Guatemala. B.R. 29:3. R.B. 21:205. F.S. 0:033.

lobe
Fls.

fra-

!.H.
large,
'^'>-90.

Var. 4lbum, Voitch. Fls. white, except the yelluw
claw of the labellum. Gn. 24:413. Var. ro861Iam, Lo-
maire. Fls. rose-colored, except the yellow claw of tlie

labellum. I.H. 2:59. Var. roseum, Veitch. Blade (if

the labelhmi deep rose. Var. punct^tum, Veit«'h. Fls.

pale rose; sepals and petals spotted with purple. A
variety called maximum is also advertised.

41. pulchellum, Batem. Pseudobulbs oblong, com-
pressed, 2-lvd.: Ivs. grass-like, rather stiff or rigid,
9-12 in. long: scape weak, 0-7-fld. : fls. white, except the
yellow crest of the labellum; sepals ovate, acute; petals

obovate, acute, somewhat
undulate; lateral lobes of
the lal-ellum triangular,
middle lobe oblong, sub-
quadrate, apex recurved;
column very short, with 3
fimbriate wings. Spring.
Guatemala. B. M. 4104.
B.R.27:48. — Easily grown,
and never fails to bio -

som. The flower-spikes
suggest the lily-of-the-val-

ley. Fragrant. Var. m&jus,
Hort. More robust than
the type, with larger fls.

Var. grandif Idrum is

listed.

42. £gertom,Lindl. Like
O. pulchellum, but with
the fls. only half as large

:

labellum acute, not almost
truncate, excavated at

the base and with 2 teeth
inflexed over the excava-
tion. Guatemala.— This is

probably only a form of O. pulchellum.

43. B5ssii, Lindl. Pseudobulbs small, much com-
pressed, 1-lvd.: Ivs. about in. long: raceme about as

long as the Ivs., 2-5-fld. : fls. 2-3 in. in diameter; sepals
lanceoh'.te, acuminate, cream-colored to greenish yellow,
with short bars of dark brown; petals white, with a few
brown spots at base, oblong, obtuse, revolute; labellum
round-ovate, emarginate, undulate, pure white, except
the yellow claw. Winter. Mex. F.C. 3:129. B.R.
25:48. B. 5:222. Gn. 19, p. 300; 28:.507. F.S. 20:2110.-
This is an extremely variable species, and probably in-

udes the forms cultivated as O. Ehrenhergii and (>.

Dnu'soniannm, which are united v>-ith this species by
some authors. The name majus has been applied to

several varieties. Probably I.H. 1:30 (as O. Ehren-
hergii) and F.S. 8:840 (as O.Ehrenher(jii = 0. apteruni.
ex-Index Kewensis) also belong here.

Var. rub^scens, Carr. (O. J^ostiii hiajus mhe-scen.^,

Hort.). Fls. large; petals clear rose, with dark brown
spots at the base. R.H. 1880:492. Gn. 28:507; 39, p.

345. G.C. II. 21:.345.

44. Daw8oni6,num, Reichb. f. {O. Ehrenbergii, Hort.,
not Link, Klotzsch & Otto). Raceme few-fld.: sepal.-i

lanceolate, subacute, rose-colored, blotched with crim-
son to the apex; petals oblong, acute, pure rose; label-

hmi broadly ovate to subrotund, crenulate; apex retuso,

colored like the sepals; callosity with 2 teeth at tlu'

apex. Mexico. G.C. 1805:1220; 11.25:409. F.S. 17, p. 70.

SECTION V.

45. £dwardi, Reichb. f. Lvs. 2 ft. long, strap-shaped:
panicle suberect, curve*!, 2 ft. long, the rachis beariiif.'

many horizontal branch< s covered with many rather

small dark purple flov^-ers : sepals and petals oblonjj

to ovate-obvuse, reflexed and wavy; labellum tongue-
shaped, obscurely lobed, with a prominent yellow lobu-

late callus on the disk. Spr.iig. Ecuador. B.M. 0771.—

A distinct plant, easily cultivated.

Supplementary list of sjTionyms and imperfectly known
kinds: O. Arnoldianvm.— O. bldridum, Re\chb. f. Sepals am!
petals cnneate-laiiceolate, acuminate, pale yellowish white,

si>otted with crimson-brown; labellum ovate, acuminate,
crisp. Resembling O. naneum, with the labellum nmch
broader. Winter and spring Colombia. Fls. in a noddinc
raceme, creamy white, spotted with reddish purple; labelhim
white, spotted like the petals and stained with yellow at tlie

base.— O. Dawiamim. Perh.ips a misprint for Dawsoniarum

m
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— O deUedtum.— O. Edyertoniitnum is probably Egertoni.—

O Karwinsk-ii, Reichb. f., is probably a synonym of O. laeve.

— O leopardinuin. See No. 5. — O. FhaUrnopsis, Linden

& Reichb. f.= Miltonia Phalaenopsis.— O. Rcezlii, Reichb. f.

=^Miltonia Roezlii.— O. gplendeng.— O. vexillarium, Reichb. f.=

Miltonia vexillaria.— O. Victoriense and vars. album and su-

nerbum.— <^>- ^ydntfri. Lindl.==Onpidium Warneri.— ^>. Wfirsce-

Kif'ii, Reichb. f.=Miltonia Endresii.— O. Wettoni, Hort.=Mil-

Umia Warscewiczii. Heinkich HASSELBRlx<i.

(EC6CLADES, See under Dendrophylui.

(ENOTHfiKA (said to be Greek for wine-seevtiufj; in

allusion to the ancient use of the root.s). Onagrhcen-

.

Evening Primrose. Herbs, or sometimes shrubby at

the base, with alternate simple or pinnati.sect leav, s and
mostly showy fls., which are yellow, white or rose-color:

calyx with a tube prolonged beyond the angled or cylin-

drical ovary, with 4 usually strongly reflexed lobes;

petals 4, mostly obovate or spatulate; stamens 8, with

narrow mostly versatile anthers: fruit a 4-valved locu-

licidal capsule. The CEnotheras are mostly dry-soil

plants and are chiefly North American, Some of them
are South American, and Bentham & Hooker admit one
plant which grows in Tasmania. The genus is poly-

morphous, and there is consequently great difference of

opinion as to generic bounds. What i.s commonly re-

garded as one genus is broken up into ten or a dozen
penera by some authors. These minor genera are here
treated as subgenera, for the group is fairly homoge-
neous from the horticultural point of view, and an en-

tirely new set of names in sev^>ral strange genera could
scarcely be forced on the trade. The Godetia section

contains some excellent flo'\-er-garden plants, and some
of the true CEnotheras make glowing displays of yellow

in the border; but the greater number of the species

are of only secondary importance to the cultivator.

Amongst the best of the border-plant species are (E.

fnitkona, var. Youngii, iE. glauca, var. Fraseri, Ch\

c(Tifpito!<ft, (E. Missourienai.., (E. speciosa. For a
i»otanical revision of the North American species, see

Sereno Watson, Proc. Amer. Acad. Arts & Sci. 8:573
(May i:>, 1873). L, H. B,

There is nothing special to say about the culture of
Oenotheras except to note the tender kinds and the bi-

ennials. All do well in ordinary garden soil, enjoying
sunshine. They are easily raised from seeds and cut-

tings. (E. acaulis, eximia (properly (E. opspitosa) are
low-growing biennials which do we;, "^"eated as annuals.

They will not endure the winter. (E. Jlissourii'nsi.'i is

a splendid trailer, with enormous yellow flowers, and
K>ed vessels. It is quite hardy, an<l a fine rock garden
plant. (E. biennis, the common Evening x*rimrose, is

rather weedy, and only fit for the wilder parts of the

frardon, (E. biennis, var. grandiflom, is a better form.
(A', fruficosa and (E. Eraseri are two of our best

border kinds, with stiff, branching stems. <E. liiienris

!•* a pretty little species, often naturalized but well

worth growing. Childs' Mexican Primrose is tender,
hut makes a pr tty plant for hanging pots. (E spiriosa

is a very fine species, but spreads so quickly t»y under-
pround stems as to become a weed in favorable situa-

tions: it is good for naturalizing in wild grounds.

T. D. Hatfield.

(Enothera is represented in Colorado by a diversity
of specific forms which have been segregated into no
i'-wi'T than six genera. Of these nearly all are peren-
nial. (E. albiranlis, Pursh, being an interesting excep-
• oil. Of the perennials, CE. serridata will bh)om the
tirst season from seed, and probably some others will if

sown early. A few kinds are slow to germinate, notably
(K.hrachifcarpa ami (E. ctfspitosa, which usually j>r<)-

I'.ucc some plants the first s«*ason, but most of the seeds
rimain dormant until the second year. (E. brarhtfcarixt
includes two forms of swciflc rank, the typical form
Itlunijing to the western slope of the Rocky mountains
and aicreeing with Brittc»n & Brown's descriv»tion and
illustration, but flowers 2 inches broad, seeds purplish
liai'k. The (E. brach ifcat-pa of the eastern slope, so

called by botanists and collectors, has fiowers 4 to 5
in'-hes broad, capsule \\4 to 2 inches long ( !l, broadly
wiiijred, seeds larger than of any other species, of angu-
lar form, light brown. Foliage resembling hat of (E.

iHisKonrienifis and seems to be most nearly related to
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the latter species. The western type seems not to be in
the trade.
As to culture, most sorts seem to prefer a porous soil

with a rather large proportion of sand, an ideal soil
consisting largely of decomposed granite with some
vegetable matter. They seem to be quite adaptive, and
(E. brachycarpn, Alissouriensis, etc., are found some-
times in stiff clay soil. An abundance of sunshine is
natural to most sorts.

acaulis, 17.

albicaulis, 7.

amoena, 20.

biennis, 5.

hifrons, 'JO.

bistorta. 2.

brachycarpa, 19.

cjBspitosa. is.

Caiifornicu. 8.

che'ranthifolia, .'{.

Childsii. 1.-..

Drummondi, 6.

eximia, IS.

F'raseri. 10.

fruticosa, 11.

INDEX.

glanca, 10.

gloriosa, 21.

granditlora. 5. 21.

Lainarckiana, 5.

Lindleyi. 20.

linearis, 12.

inncrocarpa, 9.

major, 11.

marginata, 18.

D. M. Andrews.

piimila. 13.

purpurea, 20.

({uadriviilnera, 22.

riparia. 12.

rosea, 16.

roseo-alba, 20.

rnbicunda. 20.

serrulata. 4.

.speeiosa, 14.

Mexican Primrose, taraxacifoUa, 17.
15. tetraptera, 15.

Missouriensis, 9. Veitchiana 2.
Nir.ertiana, 20. vinosa, 20.

ovata, 1. Whitneyi.21.
pinnatifida, 7. Youngii, 11.

A. Stigma capitate or disk-like, entire
B. Cnlyx-fiilte filiform I. Taraxia, below.

BB. Culi/x-tube short, obri>nic or fiinnelform.
II. SPH^KROsTHiMA, below.

AA. stigma deep! If 4-cleft or at least 4-toothed.
a. Stamens of equal length.
c. Calijx-tube shorter than the ovary

III. Meriolix, p. 1120
c< . Cali/x-tube usually much exceeding the

ox'ary.

I). Seeds angled, horizontal in the pod
IV. Onagra, p. 1120

I>u. Seeds not angled, ascending.
E, Fls. yelloiv, erect in bud: seeds in 2

rows in each locale V. CEnothera, p. 1120
EE. /7,s-. ichife or pink, drooping in bud:

Heeds in 1 row VI. Anogra, p. 1120
BB. Stamens of unequal length,
c Anthers versatile.

D. Plant caulescent (with .ftem),

E. Fls. yellow.
F. Seeds crested VII. Megapterit^m, p. 1120

FK. Seeds not crested VIII. Kneiffia, p. 1120
EE. Fls. white, pink or reddish

IX. Hartmannia, p. 1121
i>i>. Plant .ftemless.

E. Capsule with wrinkled wing-angles
X. Pachvlophus, p. 1121

EE. Capsule with plane or entire wing-an-
glis XI. Lavavxia, p. 1121

<(^. Anthers attached at base, erect or nearly
so XII. Godetia, p. 1121

I. St'EGENis Taraxia. Stemless, usually perennial :

stigma capitate: calyx-tube filiform: capsule
sissile, narrow to ovate, usually not winged: fls.

yellow.

1. ov^ta, Nutt. Perennial, slightly pubescent: Ivs,

ovate to lance-oblong, 8 in, or less long, acute, serru-
late: calyx-tube sometimes 4 in. long, the petals less
than 1 in. long and yellow: fl.-bud erect: capsule y^ in.

long. Calif.

II. SuBGENtrs Sph.«;rostigma. Stem -bearing: stigma
capitate: calyx-tube short, inversely conic or fun-
nelform: capsule sessile, linear, not winged: fls.

various.

2. biBt6rta. Nutt. One to 2 ft., the base decumbent,
hairy and pubescent: radical !vs. spatulate to lanceo-
late and petiolate, dentate: stem Ivs. mostly sessile-
ovate to narrow -lanceolate and about 1 in. long, dentate:
fls. yellow, turning green, the petals (about J4 in. long)
usually with a brown spot at the base: ca'yx-tube 1-3

in. long : capsule % in. or less long, 4-angled, con-
torted. S. Calif.

Var. VeitchiSina, Hook. More slender: radical Ivs.

narrow-oblanceolate and long-petioled: capsule longer
and narrower (\-\% in. long) and little contorted.
S, Calif. B.M. 5078.

71
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3. cheiranthifdlia, Hornein. Steni.s decumbent or as-

cending?, 2 ft. or more tall, canesceut: Ivs. thick, about
1-2 in. lonjr, broad -ovate to lanceolate or the lower ones
spatulate, the upper ones becominfr sessile, most of
them entire: petals yellow, l4-h\ in. lonyr: capsule '4

in. or less long, curved, somewhat hairv. Cal'f. B.R.
12:1040.

III. Subgenus Meriolix. Stem-bearing: stigma disk-
like Init 4 toothed : calyx-tube shorter than the

ovartf, enlanjiug upward: capsule linmr or
nearly cylindrical, sessile: fls. yellow, axillary.

4. 8errul§,ta, Xutt. Slender, simple or branched,
about 1 ft. hifrh but variable in stature, nearly jjflabrous

to canescent: Ivs. linear to lanceolate,
1-3 in. lonj::, usually sicut**. attenuate to

the base, sharply dentate : petals broad-
obovate, J4 in. lontr, wavy-margine«l.
Minn., west and south. Biennial or
perennial. Mn. 7:41.

IV. Subgenus Onagra. Stem -bear-

ing : stigma 4-cleft : caiyx-tnfte

elongated and cylindrical, en-
larging at the throat: capsule
linear-oblong to long-conic, 4-

angled: fls. yt-llow, opening in

erening. — TnvK Evening Prim-
roses.

5. biennis, Linn. Common Evening
Primrose. Fig. l'A\. Tall, strong,
simple or branching bienniul (often
4-5 ft.), closely pubescent or some-
what hairy: Ivs. lanceolate to oblong
to ovate-lanceolate, often G in. long,
acute, remotely denticulate, the low-
est ones petioled: calyx-tube 1-2 in.

or more long: petals bright yellow, %
in. or less long: cai»sule pubescent or
hairy, often 1 in. long. Generally dis-

tributed, and now a common weed in

the Old World, (in. 2(J, p. 480. -The
fis. open suddenly at nightfall. It is a
weedy plant and has little to reccmi-

mend it to cultivation, althoiigh it is

offered by dealers. In France the
thickened roots are mentiimed as an
edible vegetable, to be used after the
manner of salsify or vegetable oyster.

The root should be eaten, according to

Vilmorin, "at the end of the first year
of its growth."

Var. grandifldra, Lindl. {(E. La-
niarckit)na, i<er.). Fls. much larger,

the petals 1-2/^ in. long. Very showy
when the fls. open. Commoner west-
ward. B.M. 20G8. B.R. 19:1604. Gn.

26, p. 482; 46, p. 64.

<''tej3

1514. Capsules of

evening Prim-

rose (X 34)-

V. Subgenus CEnothe
deeply 4-cleft

:

or linear : f

4-angled, wi
locnle: fls.

C. Drummondii,
an oblique or decu
lance-oblong or obla
abruptly tapering intv

toothed : calyx-tube u>

fls. 2-3 in. across, noct
sule 1-2 in. long. Tcxa-
but grown as an annual

VI. Subgenus Anogra.
4-cleft: calyx-tube
irards: capsule o)

pink, opening by da^

7. albicaillis, Pursh (<E.

( 1 ft. or less tall ) , stems whitt
ascending, slightly pubesrenv
lanceolate, oldanceolate or 1,

deeply pinnatifld or some ot

strongly toothed, 4 in. or less loi

,1

I - bearing : stigma
'y long and filiform
^ylindric, obtusely
i in 2 rows in each
jwy.

One to 2 ft., from
ly pubescent: Ivs.

eitlier gradually or

S entire or slightly

g and very narrow:
yellow, showy: cap-
. — Perhaps biennial,

hearing: stigma deeply
fed and enlar-fhig up-

• linear: fls. >ikite or

ifida, Nutt. ). Low
ireddy, the branches
parsely hairy: Ivs.

obiong in outline,
larger ones only

ess]le or nearly so;

fls. large (3 in. or less iwross), diurnal, white and fading
to rose, the petals «>bcor»late. Prairies, west. h.U
14:1142 {as (K. pallida).

8. Califdmica, Wats. {CK.albicaulis,\ur. Calif&mim,
Wats. (. Smaller and h«)ary pubescent or villous, the
stems only .3 or 4 in. l«»ng: Ivs. narrow-ol ...iceolate and
acuminate, usually stalked, toothed or pinnatifld: Hs.

often liirger, fragrant, the petals lol>ed. Central and
southern Calif.

VII. Subgenus Me<}apterii^m. Stem-bearing: stigma
4-cleft: calyx-tube eery long and shnder, en-
larging at the top: capsule very broad and
strongly 4-winged: fls. yellow, showy.

9. Missotui^nsis, Sims {(E. macrocdrpa, Pursh).
Low, with a hard base, the ascending stems usually not
over 1 ft. long, usually f)nbescent: Ivs. thick, varying
from oval to linear to narrow-lanceolate, ;^ in. or hss
long, acuminate, narrowed to a petiole, entire or re-

motely denticulate: petals 1-2 J^ in. long, very broad,
vellow: capsule 2-3 in. long and nearlv as wide, broad-
winged. Mo. and Neb. to Tex. B.M.1592. Gn. 2(1, p.

480. R.H. 18o7, p. 598.

VIII. Subgenus Kneiffia. Stem -bearing : sfignm
deeply 4-lobe-d: caljix tube very slender, some-
what dilated at the top: capsule rather snuiit,

club-shaped, 4-angled or narrowly 4-u'inged

:

fls. yellow, diurnal.

A. riant more or less glaucous, glabrous.

10. glattca, Michx. Erect perennial, 2-3 ft. : Ivs. ovate
to ovate-oblong, 4 in. or less long, acute or somewhat
obtuse, sessile, remotely denticulate: fls. large, in short

leafy clusters, the calyx tube about /^4 in. long; petals

an inch long, more or less emarginate: capsule oblong,
broad winged, short-stalked. Va., Kv., and south. H.M.
1606. -Var. Friseri, Torr. &Gray {(E. Friiseri, Pursh 1,

is a form with ovate-lanceolate often slightly petioled

Ivs. Southern states. B.M. 1674.

X*\

1515. CEnothera Drummondii {X%).

A.' . Plant not glaucous, usually hairy or pubescent.

11. fruticdsa, Linn. Sundrops. Perennial (or soiup-

times biennial), erect and more or less branchy, rather

stout, 1-3 ft. high, the terete usually reddish stems

somewhat villous: Ivs. ovate to narrow-lanceolate, 3 in.

or less long, firm, usually actite, remotely denticulate

or entire, mostly sessile: fls. l|..-2 in. across and sliowy,

in an elongating cluster, with linear bracts: capsule

oblong to obovate, short stalked or sessile, stronjrly

winged. Dry soil, Nova Scotia, south anil west. B.M.

rflliiii tMiiim^Si^ammaiiiiiiM -MM»'.ii-.^^j;i!a^i;_i;»A;,;Xiia <.!;.. .laj^tvi-jiyt^^^^^
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oTO _ Very variable. V'ar. Yoimgii ((h\ Voungii, Hort.)

u'common in cultivation, and is prized for its stocky

CTowth and profusion of bloom. It i.> a strong, larger-

K. ived plant, with firm, shiny, slightly glaucous foliage,

aiid bearing many bright lemon-yellow flowers: 2 ft.,

Tuuch brancheii and somewhat decumbent at base. Ex-

cellent. Var.mAior, Hort., is a strong-growing Horifer-

ous form, forming a dense bush-like specimen.

1'^ linearis, Michx. (CE. frttticbsa, var. /int-dW.s.Wats.

(j.'"ri{)(iria, Nutt.). Usually lower ami more slender:

IvV linear to narrow-lanceolate: capsule mostly less

hruJuUy winged, clavate. Conn., south. Gn. 26, p. 481.

i;{. piimila, Linn. Slender, erect biennial: Ivs. ob-

lan«eolate or oblong, usually glabrous, entire, the ra«li-

(.;il »<patulate: tts. an inch or less across in a loose, leaiy

spike or raceme, the calyx-tubo shorter than the ovary,

the petals obcordate: capsule mostly clavate, short-

stulked or sessile. Nova Scotia, south.

IX. SCBOENUS Hartmannia {including Xyloplenrton,

etc.). Stem -bearing: stigtna 4-lobed: cahjs-tube

funneUorm, often very long: capsule club-shaped

or obovate, broad-winged: fls. white, pink or red,

diurnal.

A. Plant canescent or villous, usually erect, or at least

prominently ascending.

U. specidsa, Ntitt. Perennial, with a roolstock, erect

or ascending oranches, 2 ft. or less high, canescent:

Ivs. linear to lance-oblong, 4 in. or less long, remotely

or sinuately dentate, or the lower ones pinnatitid, at-

tenuate at base: calyx-tube as long as the ovary; pet-

als large, obcordate, white : capsule }4-% in. long,

g-winffed, acute at top. Mo., \V. and S. B.M. 3189. Gu.

26, p. 482.

15. tetriptera, Cav. Villous : capsule larger and
more broadly winged, very abruptly contracted at top:

calNTC-tube shorter than the ovary :
" ..aite, becoming

rose. Texas, south. B.M. 4G8. Var. Childsii ( Ct\ ro-

sea Mexicdnn, Hort.) is a handsome form intro<luced

from Texas by John Lewis Childs in 1892. It was found

in the wild. "We first secured the pink," Mr. Childs

writes, "and afterwards someone else sent ur the white,

blush and the other shades, ail from Texas." In some
respects it differs markedly fron' IE. tetraptera, and it

is not impossible that it is a distinct species. In culti-

vation it is a trailing plant. The Ivs. tend to be broader
and less pointed than in CfJ. tetraptera . It does not pro-

duce seed in the North, but is readily propagated by
cuttings. It i^ an excellent plane either for the flower

garden or for pots in the conservatory. It is popularly
known as the "Mexican Evening Primrose."

16. rdsea, Ait. Root biennial or perennial : stem
erect or ascending, 1-2 ft., branching from the base:
Ivs. lanceolai;e to narrow ovate-lanceolate, mostly acumi-
nate, rather abruptly narrowed to a petiole, entire or re-

motely denticulate or the largf^r ones small-lobed at the
base: calyx-tube shorter than the ovary: fls. small,

fuchsia-like, purple or rose, the petals rounded and en-
tire: capsule like that of (E. speci'^fsa. Texas and New
Mexico, south. B.M. 347.— Offered by seedsmen.

AA. Plant glabrous or essentially so, nearly stemless
or else prostrate.

17. acatilis, Cav. (<J7. taraxacifblia, Hort.). Tufted
pt-rennial or biennial plant, at first stendess, but pro-
ducing prostrate, somewhat zigzag stems: Ivs. oblong
in outline, 5-8 in. long, petioled. divided into many un-
equal narrow <livisions (like a dandelion leaf) : lis. usu-
ally opening white, but changing t) rose, large (2-3 in.

across
;

, the very slender tube ;i-5 in. long: capsule short-
oHovate, broadly triangular-winged above, (^hile. B.R.
',t:76;5. Gn. 26, p. 480.—A very interesting plant.

X, SrncENi's Paohtlophus. Stemless or essentially
so: stigma 4-cleft: calyx-tube very slender but
enlarging unirards, longer than the ovary: cap-
sule with wrinkled or contorted uings: fls. white
or pink.

18. csespitdsa, Nutt. {(F. erimia, Gray. (K. nKirtji-

ih\ta. Nutt.). Crown 2-4 in. hitth, perennial or biennial:
ivs. clustered, oblong to narrow-lanceolate or spatulate,

sometimes 1 ft. long, attenuate, repan<l-toothed, pubes-
cent: fls. white or pink, 1 '-.,-3 in. across, the i)etals ob-
cordate; calyx-tube 2-«> in. long: capsule oblong-pointed,
1-2 in. long. Neb., west and south. B.M. 1593,5828.
Gn. 26:469; 47, p. 4(i.

XI. SUBcsENts T AVAixiA. Stemless Or essentially SO:
calyx-tnhe very slendtr, enlarging upwards,
longer than the ovary: capsule witJi plare or
entire wings: fls. white, pink, or even pale yel'
low.

19. brachycirpa. Gray. Perennial, <lensely pubescent:
Ivs. thickish, ovate to very narrow-lanceolate, about 6 in.

long, long-stalked, entire or notched or lyrately pin-
natitid: calyx-tube 2-3 in. long; petals about ij.j in.

long, purplish: capsule ovate, often 1 in. long, the
wings not wrinkled. Kansas, west and south.

1516. Godetia amcena.

Cr. rubicuuda .splendeus of the trade (X %).

XII. Si'BOENUS GoDETiA. Stem-bearing : calyx-tube
short and usually broad : capsule ovate or lin-

ear, 4-sided, not winged: fls. lilac, purple or
rose, showy.

The Godetias are very showy garden anntials, with
brilliant pink or red-purple flowers of satiny luster.

They are genervMy of easy culture in any warm garden
spot, although sometinii'S subject to what appears to be
a disease of the root. They are i'xcellent subjects for
pot culture, either under glass or in the open. The gar-
den forms are derived from two species.

20. amoBna, Lehm. ((E. Lindleyi, Dougl. (E. rdseo-

dlba, llorneni. iE. b)f--'>}is,lAni\\., n«..t Don. (J-^\ pur-
purea, Hort., not Curt. Godetia rubininda ami O.
vinbsa .\a\uV:. (w. Lindley()na,Spaeh. (,'. yirertiana,
(toujon). Fig. l.">16. Rather small, often slender, small-
leaved, the Ivs. usually linear to narrow-lanceolate or
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smull-ublong, entire or n<'arly so: fls. 1-13^ in. across,

white or rose or lisrht-purple, rarely conspicuously
spotted in the throat, scattered on leafy branches:
stigma lobes about 1 '2 lines lonjr: capsule \}i in. or

less lonff, taperint; at b<»th en<ls, on a pedicel Ja in. or

less loni;, the seeils in one row in each locule. Pacific

coast, from Vancouver Island southward. B.M. 28:52.

B.R. 17:1405, 22:1 K'>r.,18S0. R.H. 1872:4:U).-The com-
mon old-time fjarden (Jtxletia, and much given to dwarf
forma. One of the best forms is known in the trade as

Godetia ntbicun<l(t sph'nthmt (Fig. ir)lG). A conunon
form is known as Bi.iou. There are double forms.

1517. CEnothera Whitneyi.

Godetia Wliitueyi uf the tnule (X 'a».

21. Whitneyi, Gray {(E. grandiflbra, Wats., not Hort.
Godetia gt-andifldra, Lindl. G. Whitneyi, Moore. G.
gloriosa, Hort.). Stouter, broader-leaved, compact in

growth: fls. 2—4 in. across, light purple, with dark pur-
ple spot fat the throat on each petal, borne in a saort,

dense, not leafy spike or raceme; stigma lobes .3 lines

long: capsule about 1 in. long, oblong or linear, the
seeds in two rows in each locule. N. Calif. B.M. 58G7.

B.R. 28:61. R.B. 21:193. -The large-flowered Godetia
of gardens, givina* rise to such varieties as Lady Albe-
marle, Duke of Fife, Duchess of F'ife, Duchess of Al-
bany, Grandiflora maculata, Brilliant.

22. quadrivalnera, Dougl. {Godetia qxiadrivulnera.
Spacli). A very slender species 1-2 ft.: Ivs. linear or
nearly so, sessile, or with a very short, narrowed base,
entire or nearly so: fls. about "% in. a<Toss, purple, with
enxled petals; stigma-lobes short: capsule 3^-/4 in.

long, 2-ribbed at the alternate angles, sessile, with seeds
in I row. Calif. B.R. 1.'}: 1119. -Once offered by Orcutt.

(t: »p?Md<»n«, "light yeilow," appears in trade lists, but its

identity is unknown to the writer. Tlie name splendensis also
commonly used for a form of Godetia araoena.

j^ pj^ g^

OHIO, HOETICULTUEE IN. Fig. lalS. Ohio lies in
nearly a s(iuare boily, aitout 200 miles from north to
south and the same from east to west. The surface is

undulating, being somewhat hilly in some portions,
particularly in the southeast and along the Ohio river,
and quite level in the northwestern part of the state.

There are no great elevations nor large bodies of
water in the interior to modify the climate. Lake Erie,
on the nortii. <x«'rts considerable influence for some dis-
tance along its shores, but there are no w^ide climatic
variations betwj-en different parts of the state. The
rangp in temi)erature is considerable, sometimes reach-
ing 98^^ in summer and falling as low as ;{0° below ztm
in winter, although such extremes seldom occur in the
lake region. Some of the more tender fruits and orna-
mental plants often suffer because of low temperatures,
but all horticultural products which can be grown in the
same latitude are successfully cultivated within the
state. The annual rainfall is about 38 inches, and severe
droughts sehlom occur.
Ohio has great horticultural possibilities, none of

which ate fully developed, but along some lines the
limit seems to be almost reached; at kast until wider
markets are opened. The market for Ohio's horticul-
tural products is mostly within the borders of the state,

the most notable exceptions being grapes, strawberries
and celery, these articles being shipped to other states

in largre (piantities. The outside trade in nursery prod-
ucts ii also considerable, the exports of trees and
plants being much more than the imports.

To t'lie awakening of interest in horticulture and dis-

semination o* horticultural knowledge, much is due to

the efforts of such men as Kirtland, Warder, Elliot.

Bateham, Campbell and Ohmer. The first united efforts

of early horticultural workers was in the organizatit)n
of the Ohio Pomological Society, in 1847. The name
was afterward changed to the Ohio State Horticultural
Society. This organization remains active at the pres-
ent time, and during the entire period of its existence
has numbered among its members many of the foremost
horticultural workers in the state. Its influence has
been Avidely felt, both directly through its members and
publications, and indirectly through the county and
local societies, a number of which are offspring of the
state society.

The State University and State Experiment Station
have, in recent years, exerted a decided influence on the
horticulture of "the state in helping to a better knowl-
edge of plant diseases and insects, and to methods of

controlling them, as well as in special horticultural
work, pertaining to methods, varieties, etc.

Anything like a complete statistical review of the hor-

ticultural products of the state would be impossible, for

si.'ch statistics ha\e not been gathered for all crops.

Statistics of this kind have only a transient value, how-
ever, and hence may well be dispensed with, exce'.t in a

few cases where comparisons need to be made.
Apples are grown iu all parts of the state, and, while

some sections are better adapted to apple culture than
others, there can hardly be said to be any well-detined
a.')ple belts within its borders, as shown by the orchards
planted. There are commercial orchards in all parts of

the state where alluvial soils abound, except in limited

areas of the northwest. But few large orchards are

found in any part of the state. Orchards exceeding r»0

acres in extent are rare. The apple crop of the state

is of considerable commernal importance, however, as

shown by the fact that it often reaches a total of

17,000.000 bushels. Owing to the fact that the majority
of the orchards are not planted for commercial purposes,

much of the fruit produced is inferior in quality, (.'oni-

mercial orchardists, hov ever, are giving considerable
attention to spraying an 1 other necessarj' details in

orchard management, a,'d are securing very satisfactory

results.
Although the state is but little more than 200 miles

across from north to south, there is a notable difference

in tbe varieties of winter apples grown in the extreme
northern and southern portions. The Baldwin is the

leading variety in two or three t'ers of counties lying

alon? the lake; Rhode Island Greening finds a congenial

homa in this section also, and the Northern Spy in the

northern tier of counties. None o^ these varieties is

^mg nm^ ilMiiiittiiliiiiiliii ggl.
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satinfactury b<*lo\v the coiitrul portion of the stat«>.

Rome Beauty is -the leading sort in the soutlu-rn part

aiul i^ "i"-"* »* home in the counties lyini,'Hlonjr the Ohio

river Ben Davis is well adapted to the same sectioti

also. The Willow Twig is very safisfaetory al<»ng the

river in the eastern part of the state. iJrimes <toM«Ti.

Jonathan, York Imperial, and Huhbardston are found to

'l)e verv satisfactory winter sorts in nearly all parts ..f

« C K

!g^ Areas of largest peach production.

^g Areas of largest celerj- and onion production.

IQ Areas of largest grape production.

1518. Ohio, to show horticultural regions.

the state. Of early varieties, essentially the same sort.s

are grown in all sections.

The conditions for successful peach culture are more
favorable along the shore of Lake P^rie than any other
part of the state. Ottawa county is the center of peach
culture in this section, Catawba Island taking the lead.

In this locality the vineyards have been almost holly
replaced by peach orchards. The same state of affairs

fxists in a less marked degree on the adjacent islands
and peninsula. Athens, Muskingum and Coshocton
counties, in the southern and central parts of the state,

produce large quantities of this fruit also. There are
about half a dozen other counties in which peach cal-
ture is made a special feature of fruit-growing, but the
industry is not developed to the extent thst it is in lose

above named. In 189C the total peach crop of the state
was nearly 2,000.000 ))ushels. and of this Athens. 3Ius-
kinj,'uni, Coshocton and Ottawa counties produced more
than one-fourth. Mountain Rose, Oldmixon. Elberta,
Smock, and Salway are the varieties most commonly
grown.

There are no large areas of pear, ])luni and cherry
pro<iuction in the state, although a considerable number

of cherry orchards have been planted near Clyde, in
Sandusky county. Japan plunis have not generally
proved reliable. K,il .June. Burbank and Chabot have
prov»'d the most satisfactory of any. None are relial)ly
hanly. Of grapes, there are about l.'t.OOO acres within
the state, nearly all of which are along the lake shore
and on the islands near Sandusky, Cuyahoga county
taking the lead with about 4,000 "acres "of vineyards.

Owing to low prices of
grapes, plantings have
been limited in recent
years, but not many vine-
yards have been de-
stroyed, except to give
place to peach orchards.
< 'oncord, Worden, Dela-
ware and Catawba have
been planted more than
any others.

Small fruits sufficient

for the home demand are
i;rown in nearly all sec-
tions, but the shipping
trade is less than form-
erly ; hence the acreage
ilevoted to these fruits
lias fallen oflF in some lo-

calities. The total acre-
age has not fallen off,

but there has been an
increase rather, and the
cultivation of these
fruits has become more
general. In both area
and product strawberries
take the lead, folhiwed
by black raspberries,
blackberries, red rasp-
berries, currants and

gooseberries, in the order named.
The demand for black raspberries
has fallen off considerably of late,

and the acreage has decreased in

consequence. Market-gardening is

carried on mostly to supp y local

markets, but there are a few special-
ties which are grown on a large scale

in a number of localities.

Early tomatoes and cucumbers are
grown in large quantities along the
Ohio river for northern markets, and
the same is true, to a less extent, of
melons. Large celery and onion
farms exist in Hardin, Huron, Me-
dian, Wayne, Cuyahoga, Summit and

Stark counties. Reclaimed swamps consisting of muck
are used for this purpose. In Ross county the grow-
ing of onion sets has become a large industry, the soil

in this case being alluvial.

Several pickling establishments are in operation in
various parts of the state, and for these are grown
many thousands of acres of cucumbers and cabbage.
A number of canning factories are found within the
state, and these take the products of large areas of
tomatoes and sweet corn. Fniit is not used in the can-
neries very largely, nor are peas, except in a few eases.

Vegetable-growing under glass is practiced in or near
nearly all towns of a few thousand inhabitants. The
business has assumed very large proportions near To-
ledo, C'eveland and Ashtabula. In nearly all cases
greenhouses of the best form of construction are used,
and are mostly heated by hot water. About Cincinnati,
hotbeds are more common than elsewhere. This is the
center of radish production, but lettuce is the leading
crop in greenl uses. The houses are occupied with the
crop from Septem'oer until May, and about the middle
of February toma' oes or cucumbers are planted in the
lettuce beds. These crops are in bearing during May
and June. Tomatoes and cucumbers are seldom grown
as winter crops, as lettuce is more profitable and more
easily grown in midwinter than either of the others.
Grand Rapids lettuce is grown almost exclusively.

Floricultural establishments are found in all parts of
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the state, in most l<>c:ilitit^H the products beingf for the
h(»rae demand only, Jmt liir«:e oohctiis at Painesville,

Callu, Springfield an«l Dayton have an immense ship-

1>ing traide of plants, the mailiutc trade bein^ particu-
arly larpre. Cut-flowers are ^•'«>wn in considerabh^
quantities also, the principal centers being Cleveland
and Cincinnati. Larjre nursery centers exist at Paines-
ville, on the lake shore, and in the Miami valley, near
Dayton and Troy. The stock prown in these and other
nurseries of the state consists mainly of fruit trees and
uniall fruit plants. Ornamental trees and plants an*
grown in comparatively limited «{uantities, for the rea-

son that landscape ^'ardeninj; and ornamental planting
have not been given due attention. More or less pre-

tentious park systems are in a state of development in

some of the larger cities, Cincinnati, Cleveland and
Toledo leading in this respect. A number of cemeteries
show considerable care in maintenance and some skill

in planting, but well-arranged private grounds are rare.

Spring Grove cemetery, in (.Mncinnati, was one of the
first large landscape cemeteries in the world. Mount
Auburn, in Cambridge, was the first rural cemetery in

this country. See Landscape <w<ir(le»in(j and Sf ranch.
While landscape art is in a rather backward coTidition

witnin the state, there is quite a fun«l of accumulate*!
knowledge regarding the adaptability of species and
varieties of trees and plants to this climate. It would
bf too broad a statement to say that foreign species <lo

n(»t succeed here, but so many have been disappointing
that there seems to be little of any value h-ft. Fortu-

nately there is an abun<lance of suitable material in our
own and neighboring states.

Ohio is a great agricultural state, and this fa<'t has
somewhat retarded horticultural development, l>ut, »)n

the other hand, large manufacturing interests have had.
and will continue to have, the opposite effect, and Ohio
will in the near future take high rank as a horticul-

tural state. W. J. Gkeen.

OKLAHOMA, HORTIGUL'i (JBAL POSSIBILITIES
OF. Fig. I'iVJ. The northern boundary of Oklahoiu.i

is 37° north latitu<le. The southern
boundarj' is an irregular line, but
does not extend far south of the ;j.^tli

parallel. Except a small strij) which
extends to the 10;>d meri<iiun, most of
the territory lies b<'tween 90° liO' west
and 100° west longitude. The greater
portion of tlie country has an altitude

of 800 to 1.400 feet.' The surface of
the country is rolling prairie, with
numerous small rivers and creeks
flowing east. The longer streams are
wide, shallow, and very sandy. The
shorter streams are narrow and have
high, steep banks. In the eastern
half there are considerable areas
covered with timber, the greater part
of which is black-jack and post-oak.
Elm. Cottonwood, pecan, hickory, red
cedcr, walnut, hackberry and honey-
locust are common, but do not form
separate forests as the oaks do. In
the western part timber belts follow
the streams, and in the extreme western part only bnish
an<I small trees are found. The soil is usually a tine

sand, the particles lying very compactly.
Previous to the settlement of the country, in 1889, the

prairies were burned otf each year. This kept the soil

poor in humus. There is very little clay soil in the terri-

tory except along the small streams, the bottomlands of
which contain consi<lerable clay. The soil is fertile and
contains a good supply of plant-food. The subsoil is

very compact, usually joint-day, where the surface soil

is a black or gray color: but the red or brown loam sur-
face soil is usually underlaid with a more loose and
mellow subsoil. The black and gray soils are usually
found at greater altittides, and are seldom covered with
timber. Often these soils contain large quantities of
alkali, and the well and spring water in such localities is

very poor. Stone is abundant in some sections and
very scarce in others, but there is not enough surface
rock to be a factor in controlling the amount of till-

able land. Red and gray sandstone are the most abun
tiant.

The extremes of temperature between summer and
winter are great. In some plat;es the temperature
reaches zero during the most severe storms of winter.
Except during occasional storms, the winter is mild and
usually dry. A snowfall of more than six incln'S in depth
is arre, and soon melts. Plowing and other such farm
work may be «lone nearly all winter. During th»; sum-
mer a maximum of 1(K)° F. is frecjuently reached. The
high temperature is nearly always a<-coinpanied by a
dry wind. In the hottest weather the nights are coul

and refreshing. The average mean temperature is

about J»0°. The witul is a prominent fa<'tor in the clinnitc

of Oklahoma. The prevailing wind is from the south
during most of the year. The air is dry, and the wind
and hot sun dry the soil rapidly. The rainfall usually
is light during July and August, and the warm, dry
winds from the soutlj and soutliwest make this the nios't

trying season for vegetation. The wind is so strong and
constant that it »loes considerable damage to young trees

an<l vines unless they are protecte<l by some form of
wind-break. Many snow and rain storms are accom-
panied by hard winds, which are seldom destructive.

The average annual rainfall for the territory is about
30 in. For the eastern half it is about ;{3 in., and gradu-
ally decreases to ab<mt 20 in. in the extreme western
part. The rainfall for any «)ne year varies greatly in

ditferent localities, and these areas of light and henvv
precipitation are variable in size, shape an«l locatinn

from year to year. The line of average e<|ual rainl'all

runs almost north and south, beariny: to the west in tlic

southern |)art of the territory. The winter and lati-

summer are dry. Light snows fall during .January,
February ami March, but usually melt in two or time
days. Snow storms sehlom reach the stmthern portion.

and are litrht when they do. The rain and snow storms,
almost without exception, travel from west an<l north to

east and sotith. They travel very rapidly and last only
a short time; the heaviest rains last only a few hours.
Slow rains are rare. :ind come only during the colder

C OLO. (

1519. Geographical features of Oklahoma.

part of the year. In 1897 there were about 2.")0 days of

sunshine, which is about the average. There is very
little dark, foggy weather ; and heavy dews, thoujrh

common, are nmch lightened by the almost constant
breeze.
The flora of Oklahoma may be said to be a mixture

of the floras of Kjinsas and Texas, there being few spe-

cies found here that are not found in one or both of

these states. The predominance of yellow flowers is

one of its most prominent characteristics. The botani-

cal collections of the country sire far from contpletf",

but are complete enough to justify the statement that

the flora is not a very extensive one. The number of

perennial species is very small, and only a small por-

tion of these are trees. The trees r,re usually low ami
much branched, and give a pof r quality of lumber,
which is, no doubt, partly due t-» the annual burni:i)r,

and neither represents the quality or quantity of tim-

ber which the country is capable o! producing when

iiiiiiliii iitiiiiiiiiii^iiHi rt'airriiiirifi¥hrif -yr'^ 1^h.Aia^.i:=!Y rvvj;iiMff^li.'^ii:^^:^Si~>kim-ii3l
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npotftcted from the flfH. Wild fruit plants an- ahun.limt

[ nearly all parts of the territory, and usually h«fir

iiKMlerately ",'ell. The plum, pf rsiiiiiuon. jfraitf. I.luck-

j„.rrv aiul dewberry are niont comtnoii. With a rtason-

Hl.le amo'int of cultivation, most orchard fruits do well.

Youni? orchards are betfirininjf to hear in nearly all

Diirts of the territory. These orchards contain only a

.short li-^t of varii'tieH, but most of these seem well

al ipted to the country. Most varieties show a stront;

tendency to early bearinic. The fniit is of >;ood fonn,

siz.e and quality, and promises to become one of the

leading crops. See /mlinn Territory, o, M. M«)RKIs.

OKRA, or GUMBO (
TlibiHcuH esculentuH

)

. Introdu«M'(l

intii L'ni'ted States and West Indies from Africa, and

cultivated for its fruit pods, which are used in soups,

stews, catsups, etc. In soups and catsup, it iLrives b.>dy

to the dish; stewed, it is mucila^^iuous, and while at

first not agreeable to many people, a taste for it is easily

ttciiuired. It is also <lried and canned for winter use.

Sow in sprint? after the >?round is thoroutfhly warmed.

In Kood vej?etable land. Make the rows A to .'> feet apart,

according to variety, and drop seeds about li inches

apart in the row; cover I or2 inches deep. After plants

are six inches high, thin to 1 foot apart for dwarf varie-

ties and to about .'{ feet for the largest varieties. The
seedling'^ transplant with considerable ditHculty, so they

need to be started in Hower-pots if an extra-early crop

is desired. The pods must be gathered before the fiber

develops in them: the size will vary with the variety,

hut if it is too "stringy " to cut with a dull case-knife it

is too ol<l. Keep all ofd pods cut otf. The dwarf varie-

ties are in greater favor in the South because of their

habit of bearing early. A plant, jonstantly cropped, re-

mains in bearing condition until frost kills it, but al-

lowed to retain pods it suspends growth until the seeds

hiive matured, when a second growth may take place.

Okra will grow for years if not killed by frost or other

aiiverse conditions, i. e., it makes an indeterminate

growth like cotton, malva. hibiscus, etc. For shipping,

cut tlie stems (pe<iuncles) an inch or so long as to pre-

vent wiltinir in transit. I'ack Hrmly in vegetable crates.

The ileinand for this vegetable is increasing, especially

in New York City. Seed is easily gr(»wn and saveti.

Tlie plant is subject to several <liseiises to such an ex-

tent that it is imprat^ticable to raise a crop on certain

pieces of laud. Rotation is the best remedy.
P.H. R<)i.Fs.

Okra is a half-hardy annual in the North, originally

from Africa, introduceil into the I'^nited States from the

West Indies. It is cultivated for its young green pods.
which are used in soups, stews and
catsups, to impart a thick, viscous
consistency, like tapioca or sago.
When ripe, the black or brown
white -eyed, globular seeds are
sometimes roaste<l .•itid Jised as a
eotfee substitute. Okra should be
sown in a <lry, warm soil, of me-
dium fertility and texture, after
danger of frost has passed, ^^)r an
early crop the plants may be started

in a hotbed foiir weeks earlier than
sowings in the open ground. The
see<ls shouhl be covered about an
inch deep. 1-2 ft. asunder, and in

rows 2-'.i^i ft. apart, accordiuir to

the variety, whether dwarf or tall.

In the South Okra is very generally cultivated; in tlie

North it is almost unkncnvn an<l only the <hvarf varieties
(Fig. l.V2i)) succeed.

'

M. G. Kains.

OLD MAN. Another name for the ."southernwood,
Arftmisiu Ahrotaninn ; also for the Rosemary, i^o.s-

untrinus officinalis.

OLD-MAN-AND-WOMAN, or common Tlouseleek.
Si t)i{><'rvinttn tectonim.

OLD MAN CACTUS. Pilorerfu.-i senilis.

OLD MAN'S BEABD. In Europe, Clematis Vitnlha;
in America our common W^ild Clematis. C. Virgininun:
also Saxifraga sdrmeutosa ; rarely the Fringe Tree,
Chionanthus.

1520.

Dwarf Density Okra
A small variety vain
able for the North.

OLEA (classical name for Olive l. (Hei)ita>. Oi.ivk.
Hetsv«-»n ;{(» un«l JU trees or shrubs of the tropical and
warm temperate parts of the Old World to New Zealand.
Lvs. evergreen and thick, opposite, usually entire, and
often rusty-tomentose beneath: tls. small, xisually im-
perfect, white or whitish, in forking panicles or fascicles,
the short I'alyx 4 tootbe«l (corolla sonietinu's none), the
Hh«)rt-tubed ci>ndla with 4 valvate lobes, the Htaniens 2:
ovary 2 l<M'uled, bearintr a short style and cajMtate
stigma: fr. an oblong or ovoid «lrupe.' The best known
species is 0. Europdea, Linn, (see Olive). It is a small
tree, rarely ex<'etding 2t) or 2.'> ft. in Iieight, an<l bearing
small lancetdate lvs. and axillary forking racemes of
yellowish white fragrant tls. It is probably native to the
Mediterranean region. It has been in cultivation from
the earliest times. 0. chrysophylla, Lam., from tropical
Africa, has been introdu<-ed by F. France.schi, Santa
Barbara. It is a small tree, noteworthy Itecause of the
golden color of the un«ler surface of the lvs. The drupe
is large and blackish: lvs. lance<date, acute, entire,
shining above. P'«»r O. fragrans, illicifnlia, Aquifol-
ium. and for garden treatment of the true Oleas, see
Osmitnt/i us. L II B

OLEANDEB. See .Xeriiini Oleander.

OLEABIA (derivation uncertain). Cotupfisitip. O.
lliKtstii in New /ealanti lorms a small bushy tree of
rounded form, wiili very stout branches densely clothed
with deep green foliage md covered with numerous
snuiU white tlowers. Tlie ),.enus is a very large one, and
is conllned to Australia and New Zealand, where nutny
«)f the species art- kno » as Daisy trees, i). Ilaastii,
however, is far n-nioved from our common idea of
either a daisy or a composite. The heads are about
three-eighths of an inch across, and look like an ordi-
nary small 4-petaled whit«* flower. They are b<»rn<' in
Mattish branched clusters of a dozen or so. The rays
vary from :{ to ,') in number, and the disk is reduce<l to
4-*\ yellow tls. This rare jdant is said to be hardy in
easti-rn Kntrland. It was ofTered in America in 1W)1>.

Olearia is a genus of H7) or more species. Shrubs,
sometimes arborescent or sulTnitescent. rarely br:in«'h-

ing herbs: lvs, alternate, rarely opposite, fiather-veined
or l-nerved, entire or dentate: heads large, medium or
small, solitary, C(»rymbose or ])anicled ; rays white or
blue: disk yellow or rarely purplish blue. For generic
characters, see Flora Australi« iisjs :{:4t!.^ where the
genus is split into .) sections based on the kind of hairs
forming the silvery coating usually found on the under
sides oi the lvs.

Hadstii, Hook. Lvs. %-\ in. long, elliptic or ovate-
oblong, obtuse, shortpetioled, very leathery, <lark

j;re«'n above, white, but not shiny below. B.M. (t.")92.

(i.e. III. 20:."):{3. (in. '.W. p. 14<>. F. 1874, p. 198. ^y, ^j,

OLEASTEB Popular name of EUragnus hortensis.

OLIVE. Figs. 1,=)21, 1.522. California is the principal
stat«' in the Union in which the Olive is grown, althojigh

there are portions of Arizona and New Mexico in whu-h
the climatic conditions are such that it is probable that
th:* industry will in time become pennanently estab-
lished on a rather large scale.

The history of the Olive is of peculiar interest, not
alone because it is so closely interv oven with the eco-
nomics of the ancients, as well as with the daily life of
the people in Asia Minor and in southern Europe, but
because of the vicissitudes of cultivation, the difficulties

to confront — not yet overcome— and the great possi-
bilities for the culture of the fruit commercially. Bo-
tanically. the Olive is known as Ohn Eurnp<rn (which
see), belonging to the natural family Oleaceap. Olea
is a genus of trees and shnibs "having opposite, ever-
green, leathery lvs., which are generally entire, smooth,
and minutely scaly: small tls. in compound axillary ra-

cemes, or in thyrsi at the end of the twigs ; a small
4-toothe<l calyx, a 4-cleft corolla, 2 stamens, a 2-cleft

stigma: the fr. a drupe." It is a native of Syria and
other Asiatic countries, and has for many centuries be-
come naturalized in the .south of Europe.

In the Mission San Diego, in the far southern part of
(.'alifornia, were planted the Hrst Olives, according to
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the early historical accounts, which are more or less
authentic. It is known tiiat in 17(»'J sundrj* fruit and
vegetable seeds were imported into California from
Mexico by Jos6 de Galvez, and it is assumed that among
them were seeds of the Olive, for in after year's, as new
missions were built, the Fathers planted C ive trees
grown from cv.ttings taken from trees at the old San
Diego Mission. Hence the name "Mission" by which
this variety became known; and it was the only variety
with which Califomians were familiar until about 1880,

I

1521. Olive in ilo>ver and fruit.

after w^hich time many tr*>es were annually imported
from Italy, Spain and France, though some were im-
ported in smaller numbers previous to this time.
There is an immense area in California suited to the

cultivation of the Olive, both as to climate and soil. It

extends from the southernmost extremity to the foot of
Mount Shasta, nearly 600 miles, and in width from the
foot-hills of the Sierra Nevadas to the coast,varied siccor-

ding to soil and other local conditions. Theoretically this

range is true, the Olive requiring a mean annual tem-
perature of 57°, the mean for the coldest month to be 41°,

and at no time must the temperature fall below 14°. But
while the OJive will grow and bear fruit under these condi-
tions, as wiih all other fruits there are certain peculiar
localities where soil and climate combined are best
adapted to its production in the greatest degree of ex-
cellence and in the most remunerative form. As with
other fruits, there was formerly much misconception
regarding the requirements of the Olive, which has re-

sulted in a great deal of disappointment and pecuniary
loss. Pessimists proclaimed that the culture of the Olive
was a failure, that it "did not pay," but thi-y forgot that
lack of success might be due to errors in judgment on
the part of the planter.
The Olive thrives best in a warm, dry atmosphere,

where the soil is rich and well drained. However, it

will grow and bear crops in a greater variety of soils

than most trees. While the tree may live when the
temperature falls to 14°, the chances are against it, and
any frost during blossoming, or great heat or strong
winds at this time or while the fruit is young, is likely
to destroy prospects of a crop, or to materially diminish
them. Because the Olive was said to be able to grow
anywhere in California, and to profer a rocky hillside,

hundreds of thousands of trees have been planted in
such uncongenial surroundings, which of itself Is suffi-

cient reason why the preseni; crop returns do not at all

come up to expectations according to the published e. ti-

mate of acrefige in trees compiled from the bocks of
the county assessors. Such estimate shjws the number
of Olive trees in California to be nearly .?,000.000, but a
large number oC these trees are neglected, bein un-

profitable because planted where neither plant-food nor
water is available in sut!icient quantity. Many other
groves were planted too near the coast, where the ocean
fogs are prevalent during the summer months. This
condition was not right, for while the trees would grow
and bear crops, the fruit was not of the same quality as
that pro<luced under a sunny sky, and the trees suffere<l
more from attacks of scale (Lecanitmi) in a foggy cli-

mate than in the warmer interior valleys.

The Olive grows to perfection in good soils through-
out the length and breailth of the San Joaquin and Sac-
ramento valleys; in many of the smaller Coast Range
valleys, and up to an elevation of 1,000 feet or more in

this range, and in the warm belt of the foot-hills of the
Sierra Nevada mountains. As fine trees for their age
and as fine fruit, either for oil or for pickling, may be
se*»n as far north as Oroville and Palermo, in Butte
couxity, and all through the northern Sacramento valley,
as in the counties in the extreme south.
The Olive is propagated in various ways: from the

seed, from tips, from long cuttings, from sprouts,
suckers, and by layering. The seeds require some time
to germinate, frequently two seasons, and the growth of
the young plants is slow at first. This method, includ-
ing the after-}>udding or grafting, is tedious, and there-
fore not popular, althoxigh a tree on a seedling root
will be more robust and long-lived. Nurserymen usu-
ally atlopt the "tip " system. "Tips " are small branches
or ends, usually the laterals, taken from the tree when
it is in its most dormant state, cut 4 or 5 inches long,
the upper Ivs. partially trimmed, while the lower ones
are cut oflf close to the stem. These are then planted in
a sand-bed or the propagating box until STifliciently well
rooted to transplant to the nursery row. Many growers
prefer to grow their trees from cuttings 14 inches long,
made from 2- or 3-year-old wood, and up to 1)4 inches
in diameter.
The Olive requires irrigating to the same extent as

f *her tree' . In other words, if there is not sufficient

moisture by rainfall, tnen water must be applied artifi-

cially. As it thrives best in the warmer regions of the
state, where evaporation is very rapid, the inference
must be that irrigation is generally necessary for the
Olive. TLere is a saying in Italy, "No manure, no oil,"

which means that the Olive needs suitable food, and
without water it cannot obtain it.

Almost every known variety has been imported into
California, and, unfortunately, planted too extensively
before it had been determined by experiment which
was the better adapted to the varied, and to some ex-
tent foreign, conditions. Hence many orchards are un-
profitable because the varieties planted, from whatever
cause, do not bear crops in paying quantity. The "Mis-
sion" is still more largely planted than any other va-
riety, as it seems more universally adaptive, and is

valuable both for oil and for pickling. Some of the
other varieties which are known to be good, and which
may supersede the Mission, are, for oil, Atrorubens,
Manzanillo, Nevadillo Blanco, Pendoulier, Precox,
Razzo, Rubra; for pickling, Ascolano, Lucques, Macro-
carpa, Polymorpha, Regalis, Sevillano. Atroviolacea is

valuable for drying, losing its bitter taste in the pro-
cess; also the Sweet Olive, which has no bitterness.

For extracting the oil the same methods are employed
which were in vogue thousands of years ago, with this

difference, that the improved ma<'hinery of the present
day with steam power reduces the question of labor to a
minimum. It is essential that the Olives be perfectly
ripe and sound ; when picked they are spread upon trays
piled one above the other, allowing for free circulation of
air, until the water in them is mostly evaporated. Crush-
ing is done under stone or iron rollers that are made to

revolve in a large stone or iron basin in which about 350
pounds of Olives are placed. From this pulp the first

or "virgin" oil is extracted by gentle pressure, the
pomace is removed and again pressed to secure a s"C
ond grade of oil, and sometimes a third grade is se-

cured. The oil left still in the pomace is used by the
soap-maker in the manufacture of Castile soap, and the
residuum is valuable as a fertilizer. There are man/
details, all being important in themselves, absolute
deanliiess and scrupulous care being observed in all

the operations.
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Pickling Olives is a simple matter in theory, but even

more judgment is needed than in the oil-extracting pro-

cess. The "bitter" is withdrawn by the use of lye, or

else by long and daily immersions in fresh water. There

is an increasing demand for Californian ripe pickled

Oiives, the crop invariably being sold before ready for

delivery. In quality and flavor they are distinctly supe-

rior to the best imported green Olives. The most dis-

couraging feature connected with the marketing of

Olive oil is the fact that the imported oils are nearly all

adulterated more or less either at foreign ports or in the

United States, some showing 80 or 90 per cent of cotton-

seed. Until some national law is passed by which cot-

tonseed oil shall be labeled and sold as such and not

iinder names designed merely to deceive, such as " Pure
Lucca Oil," "Pure California Oil," "Sweet Olive Oil."

etc., the prospects for the California Olive-grower will

not brighten as far as the production of oil is concerned.

Given such a law, California can and will produce all

the Olive oil that is needed in the United States.

See report on the Condition of Olive Culture in Cali-

fornia by A. P. Hayne, Bull. 129 of Calif. Exp. Sta.,

issued May, 1900. Leonard Coates.

Olive Products. — Olives are almost entirely used for

making oil and pickles; some varieties are prepared by
simple drying, but the quantity so used in the U. S. is

very small and need hardly be considered a market prod-

uct as yet. The general use of Olive oil in this coun-

try has been somewhat retarded by the introduction

and sale of refined (clarified) cottonseed oil under vari-

ous names and brands as substitutes for the more ex-

pensive genuine oil. In some cases Olive oil is adul-

terated, to a greater or less degree, with the cheaper
cottonseed oil, and sold as "pure Olive oil." This state

of affairs is owing almost entirely to the fact that the
general American public does not, as yet, appreciate the
delicate flavor of a properly prepared pure Olive oil. At
present the market demands that an oil must be clear

and brilliant, without reference to its quality or flavor,

and consequently even pure Olive oil is "clarified" and
filtered until it loses its delicate and characteristic

aroma. It is th»'n no better than the cheaper cotton-

seed product with which it has to compete. But grad-
ually th»: differences are being appreciated, and the de-
mand for the true article is slowly but surely increasing.

Pickled ripe Olives have steadily grown in favor, pnd
the more their value as a food material is appreciated
the greater will be the demand for a properly prepared
product. As yet little or no pickled green Olives are
prepared in California. These do not serve as food,

however, as do the ripe Olives, but merely as a relish,

and must be considered as a delicacy rather than as a
staple article of diet; hence their preparation can only
be undertaken under special conditions, each manufac-
turer having his own particular process or recipe.

The manufacture of Olive oil, though apparently a
simple process, requires the most painstaking care, and
the closest attention to every detail, for the production
of high-grade oil. To l)egin, the fruit nnist be carefully
picked by hand, avoiding all unsound dn:t>es, and han-
dled as little as possible in order to avoid truising. In
some of the orchards in Europe the fruits &ie dropped
into pails half filled with water, thus reducing lo a mini-
mum the danger of bruising. This is specially im-
portant when the Olives have to be kept for any length
of time befort^ crushing. It is by far the best plan to
crush immediately, but this is not always possible.

Then the Olives must be .tried, and stored in layers not
over three inches in d"pth, with a free circula*^'r>n of
air between the layers, in order to prevent mo'^ing
or fermenting. In no case must uwsound fruit be
used, as even a few slightly mohly or fermented ber-

ries will impart a disagreeable odor and flavor to the
entire product. When Olives have been frosted they
must be picked p.nd crushed immediatply ; a delay of
twenty-four hou-s will render them unfit for use. The
proper stage of ripeness is an important factor. The
tendency is to allow the Olives to overrinen. This is a
mistake, as the quality of the oil is thereby deteriorated.
Just after changing color has beer found to be the
proper stage for picking, for then the maxinuim oil-cor

-

tent and keeping (pialities of the oil have been readied.

Various devices have been used for crushing Formerly
it was the practice to crush fruit and pits Iwjjjether be-

tween heavy millstones; but it has been found that the
oil from the kernels not only imparts its characteristic

flavor to the flesh oil, but also impnirs its keeping quali-
ties. At present crushers are used with the stones st-t

far enough apart to avoid breaking the pits. Roller
crushers are sometimes used, but these are, as a rule,

objectionable on account of the liability of chemical
action between the acids of the Olive juice and the iron,

resulting in an inky color and taste. In Europe the

1522. California Olives, showing one method of

crushed pulp is pressed in special mats made of esparto

grass, holding about twenty-five pounds each; but in

California these mats have been found to be too expen-
sive, and linen or sail-cloth has been successfully used
instead. The best form of press is a screw-press, so

arranged that the pressure is very gradual, and pro-

vided with a perforated steel basket (wood would not
do on account of the absorbed oil becoming rancid), and
all exposed cast-iron carefully covered with tin. The
steel basket is filled with pulp in layers of about twenty-
five pounds each, each layer being surrounded by cloth,

and as much direct screw pressure as possible applied
very gradually. After all the juice has run out, the
resulting cakes of pulp are taken out, mixed with pure,

cool water, and again pressed, this time as much as

possible with the screw lever. This operation may be
iopt. d a third and even a fourth time, the resulting

oil L-ein? each time of inferior quality. In California, a.s

a rule, but two pressings are made, forming first- and
second-grade oil; in some cases the oils from the two
pressings are mixed, and but one grade marketed. The
oil can be recovered from the juice by simply allowing
it to rise and accumulate on the surface, as it will nat-

urally, being lighter than the watery juice. But this

process is both slow and dangerous, because fermenta-
tion is liable to start in the juice, ana greatly impair
the quality of the oil. It thus becomes important to

separate the oil as quickly as possible from the acrid

juice. Several means have been devised for accom-
plishing this. The most satisfactory (of Italian inven-
tion), and one which has been tried at the California

Experiment Station, is the washing out of the impurities
by means of pure water. The apparatus consists of a
tin tank about 4 feet high and 2 feet in diameter, pro-

vided with a perforated false bottom, below which a
running stream of pure, cool water is admitted. Just
above this false bottom a small stream of juice is run
in. The water thus washes through the juice, the oil

rising at once to the surface, passes through the long
4-foot column of water, and is thus freed from most of

the vegetable matter, which falls to the bottom, where
it is drawn off thn ugh an outlet provided for that pur-
pose. The oil as it comes from this "separator," or the
hand-skimmings from the surface of the juice, h-ts still

fine particles of pulp mixed \.'ith it, which impart a
"prickly" taste, and it must be uUowed to rtand in a
cool (Hi)out .')0° F.) room until these impurities settle.

It is then "racke«l " off, and can be sold as "new oil;" or
acrain allowet' to stand for further precipitation and
racking until no more dregs are visible. This will give
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a clear oil of the true Olive flavor and color. But the
American market dcinantlH u perfectly clear and bril-

li."nt oil put up in glass, and this is usually obtained by
filtering. This is detrimental to the Havor of the oil,

for the more it is filtered the more neutral and "greasy"
will the taste become. This practice, therefore, should
be discouraged, and the desire for the tnie Olive flavor
cultivated, making it impossible for cheap, neutral,
greasy substitutes (such as cottonseed oil) to take its

place in the taste of the consumer. Of the highest
inij;ortanct throughout the entire process is the itera
of ^eanliness. The mill, press, floors, trays and all

apparatus should be scalded <laily— when in use— and
no strong odor permitted about th«' premises; for so
absorptive is pure Olive oil that it will immediately
"take up" all unpleasant odors, and thus impair its deli-
cate flavor.

For making pickles, no set rule«< can be laid down
except to emphasize the importance of caref'.il picking
and handling (to avoid bruising) and cleanliness. Here,
again, the Olives shouhl not be allowed to overripen:
if they are, they are likely to soften, and a first class
pickle will be impossible. The Olives as they come
from the trees contain a most acrid an«l bitter principle.
This is extracted by means of pur*' water. change«l
daily, or by a weak solution of lye. '..: ,' latter is nhnost
universally used, though the water-extracte.l pickles
are considered the best. The extreme length of time
required (from '30 to 90 days), and the consequent dan-
ger from bacterial and fungoid coniaminatiou in the
water process, renders its use impossible, except in
special cases. For lye -extraction a solution containing
from 1 to 2 per cent of lye is used, and th" Olives
allowed to stand in this until nearly all the bitter prin-
ciple is extracted. Then they are soaked in pure fresh
water (chanirfd two or three times daily) until all the
lye has be( i issolved out. They are now ready for
salting. Thib is done gradually, i. e., a start is 'nia<le

with a weak brine, and the strength gradually increased
from time to time until it is strong enoutrh to float an
egg. This prevents shrinking and consequent toughen-
ing. The pickles are now really for storing, and if prop-
erly prepared and put into boiled brine will keep for
years. This is the process in outline : but in actual
practice each detail will require modification bnmght
about by varying conditions, and no 'rule-of-th»imb"
can be laid down to suit all cases.
See Bulletins 104 and 12.'{. and the annual reports of

the California Experiment Station.
*

Arnold V. Stibenrauch.

OLIVE-BAKK IEEE TermivaUa Cafappa.

OLIVE, WILD. Olea Europcea ; also EhKignns.

OMPHALODES (Greek, navet-shaped : referring to
the seeds) EorraginHcea'. N.welwort. Of this
genus we cultivate S low-growing, hardy herbs, with
fls. much like those of forget-nie-not, but larger and
usually with a white 5-pointed star dividing the corolla-
lobes. The fls, are often more or less pinkish, particu-
larly toward the center. They like moist situations, but
in deep shade grow too luxuriantly; also the fls. are
fewer and of a weaker blue. Partial shade or full sun-
light is preferable. The commonest kind is the "Creep-
ing Forget-me-not," O. vermi, which is a spring-bloom-
ing perennial of easy culture, producing runners freely
and easily prop, by divisiim. It can be grown by the
yard in a rockery and can be easily i aturalized in wild,
moist, half-shaded spots. It is alsvj fine for fringing
walks. It is said tv?. like best a cool, moist loam, with a
few bits of sandstone among which the roots may ram-
ble and from which they may derive coolness and
moisture. The choicest kind is O. Lurilio', also a
spring-blooming perennial, but of tufted habit and im-
patient of division. It is a typical "uncertain " alpine:
for some it flourishes like a weed: others have tried
time and again to establish it nermanently without suc-
cess. It is a native of two localities in Asia Elinor at a
height of 8,000 ft., and grow3 in fissures of vertical
<*liffs. it is said to like a loose limestone soil, deep and
well drained. When once established it self-sows. In
America O. Luciluv has been successfully grown by ,1.

6. Keller, but the plant is not now advertised in this

country. O. Unifolia is a summer-blooming annual of
easy culture. O. rerun has a white-fld. form, which is
pretty but lacks the interest of a blue- fid. forget-me-not.
Omphalodes is a g«-nus of about 10 species, native to

the Mediterranean region, middle Asia and Japan. An-
nual or perennial herbx of low growth, glabrous or
sparsely and minutely villous : root-lvs. long-stalked,
lanceolate, ovate or cordate; stem-lvs. few, alteriujte;
racemes lax, with or without a leafy bract at the base:
cal\Tc 5-parted; corolla-tube very short; lobes 5, imbri-
cated, broa<l, obtuse; stamens 5. affixed to the tube,
included: ovary 4-lobed. From Myosotis it diff'ers in
having depressed nutlets and nearly horizontal seeds,
while in the forget-me-not genus the nutlets are ovoid,
and the seeds erect. The descriptions given below are
adapted from DeCandolle's Prodromus, vol. 10(1840).
with »Thich the pictures cited agree rather poorly.

A. Plant a sximmer-bloominQ annual.

linifdlia, Ma*nch. Erect, slightly glaucous, 1 ft. high

:

radical Ivs. wedge-shaped; stem-lvs. linear-lanceolate,
margin remotely ciliate: corolla twice as long as the
calyx: nutlets dentate, inflexed at the margin. Dry,
stony hills of Spain and Portugal. June-Sept. Accord-
ing to DeCandoIle, the fls. are normally white, and it is

var. caerul^scens which has bluish fls,, sometimes tinged
with rose. This belongs to a group in which the nut-
lets are affixed laterally and lengthwise to the style,

which is pyramidal and has a square base.

AA. Plunts spring-bloomiug perennials.

B. Habit creeping by runners.

v6nia, M<pnch. Creeping For(jet->ie-not. Stolo-
niferous: flowering-stem erect: Ivs. sparsely pubeni-
lous; radical ones long-petioled, ovate or subcordate,
stem-lvs. short-petioled, sublanceolate; all Ivs. acumi-
nate, callous at the apex: fls. borne in pairs in a ra-

ceme. April, Mav. Eu. B.yi. 7 (Cynoglossum Otnpha-
lofles). Gn. 2fi, p. 31o; 40:818. -Flowers ligh. blue, ac-

cording to DeCandoIle. Var. diba is also offered.

BB. Habit tufted, not creeping.

Lucilise, Boiss, Glabrous, tufted: Ivs. oblong, obtuse,
the radical Ivs. narrowed into a long petiole, the stem-
lvs. sessile, upper ones ovate: pedicels longer than the
nearest floral leaf, erect, then arcuate - recurved : fls.

blue: calyx-lobes ovate-oblong, somewhat obtuse, about
one-fourth as long as the pedicels; corolla broadly fun-
nel-shaped, about four times as long as the calyx: nut-
lets with an entire membranaceous margin. 5it. Sypilus
near Manesis, and in Cilicia near Gulf of Scanderoon.
•It 8.000 ft. B.M. 0047 (some fls. light blue, others pink-
ish purple, all with a white eye). Gn. 27:482: p. 194.—
This and O. vema belong to a group in which the nut-
lets are depressed, shorter than the persistent style,

scarcely adhering to it at the base, and smaller than the
<*ah'x. to which it is adnate. Fls. about 14 in. across,
twice as large as those of O. rema. \y yi

ONCtDIlJH (Greek, a tubercle : alluding to the^crest
on The labellum). Orchidctceir . A large genus of orchids
with over :{00 species distributed in Mexico, Central
and tropical America, and in the West Indies. In range
of altitude the genus extends from the hot coast regions
to elevations of 12,000 ft. in the Andes. The fls. of this

genus show a remarkable diversity of form. In O. vari-

cGKum, O. tiijrinum an«l related species, the labellum is

greatly developed, forming the most conspicuous part
of the flower, while in O. serratum and O. macranthum
it is inconspicuous. The sepals ar.d petals vary in si^e

in relation to each other an«l to the rest of the flower.

A remarkable instance is (). Papilio, in which the petals

and dorsal sepal have been transformed into linear-erect

segments, recalling, on a large scale, the antenna? of

some insect. The general habit of the plants is no less

variable than the fls. They range in size from small,

eif 't forms scarcely 6 inches in height {(). pumilunt ) to

those resembling O. alfissimum, with immense climb-
ing panicles 9 to 12 ft. high, and covered with numerous
medium-sized fls. The prevailing color of the fls. is yel-

low, spotted and barred with brown. White or rose-

colored fls. occur in a few rare instances (O. incurvum,
O. ornithorhynchum).
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Pseudobulbs usually present, wanting in a few spe-

cies, 1-2-lvd., with sheathing Ivs. at the base: Ivs. plane,
terete or triangular: petals like the dorsal sepal but
often much larger; lateral sepals either free or par-
tially united; lubellum variable, but never with its base
parallel to the column (Odontoglossum), s])reading

nearly at right angle;} to the column : column short,

winged.
As a class, Onoidiunis are short-lived under cultiva-

tion. Few growers siiccecd in maintaining them in

good condition for any irreat lonffth of time. The stock

is constantly renewed from the tropics.

Heikrich Hasvelbrixg.
The genus Oncidium embraces a great number of

species which are found growing under sxich peculiar
and varied conditions in their native homes that imita-
tion of the same is usually impractical)le and often quite
impossible. A fair degree of success, however, may
be obtained by careful observation ami distribution of
the exceptionally difficult species among the several
orchid departments.
The Sarcoptera section, which embraces such species

as O. Cavendish •nam, O. Lanceanum, O. litridum, O.

1523. Oncidium serratum (X J^).

pulvinattim and others of similar structure, and the
O. Papilio section, with O. atnplintiiin, maj" be suc-
cessfully grown in a bright, warm portion of the
Cattlej'a department in small baskets suspended from
the roof, using for a compost a mixture of clean chopped
peat and sphagnum moss, freely interspersed with
lumps of broken charcoal.

O. CHCuIlafHm, O, inrumim, O. ninrranthinn. O.
ornithorhynchum, O, Phnlffnopsis, O. varirosinii, with
a few others of like nature, do well under treatment
similar to that given for Odontoglossums, which see.

When a large collection of species is cultivated, a
majority, including many of the above, can be readily
grown in one iiouse if it be espec'-\lly adapted to then.
Such a house should be a span roof structtir*' of east

and west exposure, at an angle of about 40°, which will
admit the longest possible light. The early morning
and late afternoon sun striking the glass at right angles
produces and prolongs the natural sun heat for u greater
portion of the day, while at midday, when the outside
temperature is highest, the sun's rays strike the glass
obliquely, giving less heat, with little danger of the
plants becoming sunburned from lenses in the glass.
Oncidiums require more sun and air than most orchids.
The benches may be of either wood or .stone, and

should be covered an inch or two in depth with sand,
ashes or gravel. The benches and paths should be
wet down once or twice iaily to insure a moist atmos-
phere. Ventilators should be arranged on both sides of
the roof: air may then be freely adniitted without caus-
ing direct drafts on the plants' by using the ventilators
on the sheltered side. In winter the temperature should
range from '>0° to "»5° F. at night and (iO° to G5° by day,
or a few degrees more with sun heat and ventilation. In
summer it must be kept as low as outside conditions
will permit. From March until October shading must
be applied to the glass sufficiently heavy to keep down
the temperature without excluding indirect solar in-

fluence. A good shading is made of turpentine and
white lead; it stands well and is easily removed. It can
be applied rapidly with a whitewash brush on a long
pole, and removed with a hard brush in the fall.

Oncidiums may be grown in either pots or baskets,
but as many species are of rambling habit, the latter are
preferable. The tiny species, such as O. Limminqhii,
do best on blocks with little compost beneath them.
Clean chopped peat fiber and live sphagnum moss, equal
parts, make the best general growing material, and
this should be liberally interspersed with br'>ken pieces
of charcoal. The plants in all cases must be securely
fastened, and the compost must be pressed in moder-
ately firm, but should be tised sparingly. Overhead
syringing should be given frequently, once or twice a
day in bright weather, but care must be taken not to
keep the compost too wet, or the roots are liable to de-
cay: it is advisable to let them dry out occasionally.
Stock is increased by division or notching the rhizome

between the pseudobuibs just before the growing seasoii,

allowing three or four pseudoltulbs to each piece and
separating the par.s after the first growth is matun^J.
For other cultural notes on the genus, see Voitcb's

Man. of Orch. Plants, vol. 2, Section Oncidium, page .">;

Orchid Review 1 : 290, and Nicholson's Diet, of Gard.
^•^^'^- Robert M. Grey.
Owing to the wide geographical distribution of the

Oncidiums, it is almost impossible to give any general
cultural directions for the whole group. We find that
the greater bulk of the Oncidiums succeeds admirably
in a Cattleya house, and by placing such varieties a«
enjoy more heat and moisture in the warmest part of
the house, the balance of the Oncidiums are compara-
tively easy to take care of in any part of the structure
wherever light, air and moisture are maintained. The
following are a few enjoying more heat than the others

:

Oncidium avipliafutn, O. bicaUosum, O. Carthiiginvnse.
O. Cafenditihianum, O. Lanceanum and O. luridnm.
Oncidium varicosum, the most popular and most use-

ful of all the Oncidiums, delights in a position close to

the glass, especially under the ridge of the house, where
it receives an abundance of light and air, and in such a
posiHon this plant will grow well and flower profusely.
Oncidium Papilio and O. Kramerianum do best grown
in baskets or on blocks and kept rather dr\'.

The following thrive well in a cool house, such as an
Odontoglossum house: Oncidium macranthum, O. omi-
thorhynchum, O. incurvum, O. tigrinum and O.cuculln-
tum. The first mentioned is one of the most beautiful
of the entire genus, but being a plant verj* difficult to

import, very few are seen in collections in this co" i ry.

It occurs at a very high elevation in the C>rdillt_!« of
Ecuador.
Oncidium cucullatum is another plant which is diffi-

cult to grow successfully here on account of our hot
summers. It occurs in several places in the Colombiati
('i)rdilleras, but always at a very high elevation. With
these few exceptions mentioned, the greater part of th'

Oncidiums will succeed in a (^attleya house. Indeed,
most of the species are found in the Cattleya and LipMa

MHfliiliiiiiiiic^ii mm
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regions under more or less similar conditions. A tem-
perature of 55*^ to 00° at night, and correspondingly
higher during the day, will suit most species. An abun-
dant supply of air and light, though in partial shade, is

indispensable. Water must be us»h1 freely during the
growing season and sonuwhat reduced during their

respective resting seasons. An occasional dipping in

manure water (either cow or sheep manure) will greatly
assist these plants in bringing to perfection their

flower-spikes, which are oftentimes very large. In a
good many species the flower-spikes are out of all pro-

portion to' the size of the plants, and unless they are
assistetl as indicated, they will very soon run out.

For potting, use very soft fibrous peat, with a sprink-
ling of live sphagnum. Pot firmly, or the plants will be
very slow in taking hold. John E. LA<iER,

INDEX.

alhiflonim. 31. excavatnm. 20. micropogon. 1.

album, :U. flexucsum. 13. imhigeiniin, 11.

altissimum, 24, 25. Forbesii. 7. orniihorhynehiim,
arapliatum. 19. grandiriorum, 9. 21. 31.

anrosuin, 20. giitt:itum, 44. Papilio, 4.').

Barkeri 21. Harrisianinn, 29. Phalapnopsls, 15.

Batemannianum, Harrisoniiiuuin, 29, phymat<»chihim, 2.

"is. hastiferuin. 5. pulvinatiim. 33.

Baueri. 24. HenchmaJinii. 43. piimiluni, 38.

bicallosum. 40. incurviim. 2.3. rertexum. 27.

bicolor, 12. indifoliuiu. .39. Rogersii, 14.

Carthaginense, 43. Jan^irennf, 16. roseiim, 43.

Cavendishianum, Jonesianum, 47. sanijuineuin, 43.

41. iuticifolium. 48. serrati.m. 3.

CeboUeta. 48. Krameriaiinm. 46. sphacelatnm, 26.

cheirophomra. 37. Laneeantiin. 42. splendidum. 22.

coneolor, 18. leucoohilnm. 30. superbiens, 4.

cornigerum, 10. Limniinghii. 36. superbiim, 1, 42.

crispum, 9. longipes, 16. tigrinnm, 21.

Crista-galli, .39. Louvrexianum, 42. triquetrura, 49.

cucullatuui. 11. luridum. 44. undulatum, 43.

cnrtum. 8. macranthum. 5. unpuiculatum, 18,

dasystyle, 17. macxil.itum, 35. 21.

divaricatum, 32. Marshallianum, 6. varicosnm. 14.

Eckhardtii, 45. Martianum, 12. Warneri, 34.

Synopsis of Sections.

A. Leaves plane, not terete.

B. Lahelluin btnnllei' than the sepals and
peta Is Species 1-.5

BB. Labellum at least as large as the other
segments, often greatly exceeding them.

C. Lateral sepals more or less united at base.

Species 6-18
CC, Lateral .'iepals free.

D. All the segments having a distinct blade,

none of them Unear-subterete.
E. Psendobnlbs present Species 19-37

EE. Pseudobulhs wanting or obsolete .. .Species 38-44
DD. Onlg lateral sepals with distinct blade:

dorsal sepal and petals elongate, linear,
erect, with an obsolete blade Species 4.'>-46

AA. Fa'S. terete or snbterete Species 47-48

AAA. Lvs. snbtriangular in section Species 49

Description of Species.

A. Lateral sepals united at base-.'i. micropogOU
AA. Lateral sepals free.

B. JSepals and petals linear,
flaccid 2. phymatochiltun

BB. Sepals and petals broad, ser-

rate 3. serrattun
BBB. Sepals and petals broad, entire

or snbentire.
c. Fls. brown 4. snperbiens

CO. Fls. yellotc 5. macranthum

1. micropdgon, Reichb f. Pseudobulbs almost in 2
rows on the rhizome, broadly ovoid : lvs. 4-0 in. long,
linear-oblong, rounded at the top, leathery: raceme
8-10 in. long, on a long stalk, flexuous, pendulous: fls.

m in. across ; sepals linear-oblong, undulate, yellow,
barred with brown ; petals clawed:, orbiculnr, yellow,
with a deep red-brown claw: labellum yellow, smaller
than the petals, having 3 almost equal, rounded, clawed
lobes. Aug. Trop. Amer. B.M. 0971. — Var. snp^rbum,
Hort., is advertised.

2. phymatochllum, Lindl. Pseudobulbs broadly fusi-

form, i~5 in. long, purplish brown, with several large

scales at the base: lvs. membranous, oblanceolate, 12-14
in. long : scape ratijer slender, uvt-r 1 ft. long, with a
pendent panicle more than a foot long : sepals and
petals linear-subulate, flaccid and somewhat twisted,
greenish yellow, with deep orange blotches; labellum
shorter than the sepals, white, with a yellow and orange
crest : the middle lobe triangular-ovate, acuminate.
Brazil. B.M. 5214. F.S. 23:2405. G.C. 1848:139.

3. serritum, Lindl. Fig. 1.523. Pseudobulbs 4-6 in.

long, ]>artly enclosed by sheathing lvs., 1-2-lvd.: lvs.

about 1 ft. long and 2 ii broad: inflorescence a long,
twining, loosely-branched panicle, 6-10 ft. long : lis.

numerous, 3 in. across; upper sepals broad, reniform,
the lateral ones very much longer, obovate, all chocolate-
brown, with yellow tips and margins, strongly undulate,
serrate; petals shorter, oblong, wavy and curled so that
they almost meet over the column, yellow with brown
spots, margins serrate; labellum small, hastate, fleshy,

with a crest of 5 ridges. Winter. Peru. B.TVI. 5632.
F.S. 6, p. 167.

4. superbiens, Reichb. f. Pseudobulbs 5-4 in. long,
ovate to ovate-lanceolate, much flattened: lvs. linear,

14 in. long and 1 V4-IV2 in. broad, some sheathing the
pseudobulb: panicle 2-3 ft. long, loosely branched and
flexuous, bearing 20-30 fls. each '2}4 in. in diam.: sepals
long-clawed, undulate, chocolate-brown with yellow tips;

the upper one trowel-shaped, with a cordate base, the
lower pair more ovate ; petals rather smaller, with
shorter, broader claws, much recurved and wavy, yellow
with brown bars; labellum less than half as large as the
sepals, revolute, trowel-shaped, with auriculate side
lobes, brown with a vellow crest. Spring. Venezuela,
Colombia. B.M. 5980'.

5. macranthum, Lind^ (O. /ms/t7«r?OM,Hort.). Pseudo-
bulbs ovoid or flask-shaped, 3 in. long: lvs. narrowly
lanceolate, acuminate, 1 ft. long : panicle climbing,
loosely branched and many-fld. : fls. 3-4 in. across; se-

pals rounded-oblong, with green claws, the upper one
yellowish brown, the lower pair orange-yellow; petals
similar, golden yellow, streaked with blood-red at the
base; labellum small, hastate, purple-brown, with a
prominent white crest. Spring and summer. Cent.
Amer. B.M. 5743. Gn. 24r416. F. 1871. p. 187. J.K.
III. 34:337.—A magnificent orchid, of which there are
several varieties, some of secondarv merit.

A. Petals clawed, with a broad,
obovate or rounded blade,
not much smaller than the

labellum.
B. Fls. ffellow: column trings

short, quadrate 6. Marshallianum
BB. Fls. red-brown: column wings

narrow, angular 7. Forbesii
BBB. Fls. dull brown, with yellow

markings.
c. Column wings small, truncatt. 8. CUItum

CO. Column wings large, sharply
serrate 9. crisptmi

AA. Petals and dorsal sepals obo-
vate, cucullate, not clawed.. \0. comigerum

AAA. Petals and dorsal sepals sub-
sitnilar, very small: label-

lum larger than the rest of
ths flower.

BB. Labellum tvhite. spotted with
rose-purple 11. cucullatum

BB. Labellum yeVow.
c. Blade bifid 12. Martianum

l.'{. tlexuosum
CO. Blade quadrifid 14. varicosum

AAAA. Petals ind sepals lanceolate,
ovate, etc., at least one-half
as long as the labellum and
of a different form.

B. Fls, whife,spotted with purple.''.^. Fhal enopsls
BB. Fls. yellow or greenish, spot-

ted and barred with browh.
c. Crest serrate 16. longr.pes

CC. Crest a ,<moofh. heart-shaped
callus 17. dasystyle

BBB. Fls. entirely yellow 18. concolor
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6. Marshalli&num, Reichb. f. Pseudobulbs ovoid,
2-4 in. long: Ivs. uarrowly oblong, (i-S in. long: fls. nu-
merous, 2K in. across, borne on a stout panicle 1-2 ft,

high; the upper sepals oblong-apiculate, the lateral

ones united, yellow, with purplish bands; petals much
larger, fiddle-shaped, wavy and 2-lobed, golden yellow,

with few blotches of chocolate-brown; labellum with a
very large spr ading 2-lobed middle lobe and ear-like

side lobes, yelh x, with orange-red sftors on the base.

May. Brazil. B.M. 5725. P.M. 1877:285. —A very effec-

tive and showy plant related to O. crispum.

7. Fdrbesii, Hook. Pseudobulbs rather small, oblong,
compressed and sulcate: Ivs. lanceolate, dark green,
9 in. long: panicle about 1 ft. high, bearing numerous
handsome fls. 2 in. across: fls. rich reddish brown, mar-
gined with yellow; sepals small, obovate; petals twice
as large, obovate-rotim«l: side lobes of the labellum
small ; middle lobe spreading, f-.n-shaped. Autumn.
Brazil. B.M. 3705. G.C. II. 11:525.-A rare but very
ornamental orchid.

8. curtimi, Lindl. Lvs. and pseudobulbs like those
of O. crinpum : inflorescence an erect, much-branched
pyramidal panicle: fls. 1-lJ^ in. across: lateral sepals
united, rather small; dorsal sepals and petals obovate-
obtuse, yellow, with reddish brown bars and blotches;
labellum with small lateral lobes and a roundish,
notched middle lobe, yellow bordered with brown; crest
lobed and warted, vellow with red spots. Brazil. B.R.
33:68. Gn. 10, p. 131; 31, . . 198; .34, p. 87. -Blossoms
in spring, the flowers remaining fresh for several weeks.

9. crispnin, Lodd. Pseudobulbs oblong, sulcate, rough
and usually dark brown: lvs. leathery, lanceolate, about
9 in. long: flower-stem l-lVa ft. high, arched, bearing
20-50 large fls. l}4-3in. across: fls. shining brown, with
few yellow and red marks at the bases of the segments;
sepals obovate, obtuse, recurved and iindulate, the lat-

eral ones united; petals twice as large, broadly obo-
vate, obtuse, much waved and crisped ; middle lobe of
the labellum large, rotund -cordate, waved and crisped;
lateral j<>bes small, horn-like. Fls. at various seasons.
Brazil. B.M. .3499. B.R. 23:1920. L.B.C. 19:18.54. F.S.
21:2147-48. F.C. 2:54. B. 1:26. -Var. grandifldrum,
Hort. Fls. very large, the segments edged with yellow.

10. comigerum, Lindl. Pseudobulbs oblong, sulcate,

3 in. loug, 1-lvd.: lvs. dark green, broadly ovate to ob-
long, fleshy, ribbed, 4 in. long: panicle about 18 in. long,
drooping, branched and crowded with fls. above: fls.

small but numerous, yellow, spotted with red; dorsal
sepals and petals obovate, concave, undulate, the lateral

sepals smaller and united; labellum with long-linear
Literal lobes and 2 hom-Iike processes at the base; mid-
dle lobe obovate, suhrepand. April, Mav. Brazil. B.M.
3486. B.R. 18: 1542. -A compact free-flowering plant
which is very attractive when grown in baskets so that

the long racemes can hang over the sides.

11. cucullitum, Lindl. Pseudobulbs oval, l?4in. long,

smooth, becoming ribbed: lvs. oblong-lanceolate, 6 in.

long: raceme almost simple, 8-12 in. long, bearing t>-12

fls. IJ^ in. across: dorsal sepals and petals small, oval,

prfenish, shaded with rose-pur])le ; lateral sepals almost
entirely united ; labellum cordate-panduriform. with the
middle lobe much dilated and 2-lobed, white to rose and
spotted with dark purple. Spring, Colombia. F.S.
8:835; 23:2457. I. H. 25:305. Gn. 22:.3.50 (var. fjigan-

teum).—A species with many varieties, which differ in

shape and coloring of the fls. It is one of the coolest of
the Andean orchids. Var. nublgenum. Lindl. Raceme
suberect: sepals and petals white or light purple, with
green tips; labellum white, with a purple blotch around
the crest. B.M. 5708.

12. Martiinum, Lindl. (O. hirolor, Lindl.). Pseudo-
bulbs ovate, compressed tnd ribbed : lvs. oblong,
striate: fls. jellow, j^potted ; lateral sepals united,
ovate, acute ; petals obovate, concave; middle lobe of

the labellum larger than the rest of the flower, 2-parted
by the deep sinus in front, clear yellow. Autumn.
Brazil. B.R. 29:66. —A beautiful yellow species, with a
panicle 2 ft. high.

13. flezndstun, Sims. Pseudobulbs ovate, flattened.

2 in. lor.i;: Ivs, linear-oblong, 6 in. long: fls, scarcely 1

in. across; sepals and petals small, recurved, yellow,

with chestnut bars; labellum yellow, with few reddish
spots; siile lobes small: middle lobe reniform, notched.
Brazil. B.M. 2203. L.B.C. 5:424.-The plant blooms
freely at various seasons. The fls, open in succession
on a loose spreading panicle about 2 ft, high.

14, varicdsum, Lindl, Pseudobulbs ovate, angled,
2-4 in, long: lvs, rigid, linear-lanceolate. 9 in, long:
fl, -spikes strong, arching. 3 ft. long, with numerous tis.

1 in. across: sepals and petals small, green, with brown-
ish blotches; labellum very large in proportion to the
flower, bright yellow, with a curiously toothed crest;

1524. Oncidium varicosum. var. Roeersii (X 7^).

lateral lobes rotund; middle lobe reniform. obscurely
4-lobed. Winter and spring. Brazil. — One of the most
attractive. Var. Bdgersii, Reichb. f. (O. ROdgersii,
Hort.). Fig. 1524, The best variety. Specimens have
borne 1.50 fls., with the lip over 2 in. across, rich yel-

low, with a few red bars at base. G.C, 1870:277, F,S.
18, p. 150. F. 1870:25. Gn. 55:1226. G.M. .39:366.

15. Phalsendpsis, Linden «S: Reichb. f, A small-grow-
ing })laut, witli pseudobulbs obloug, somewhat ribbed,
1-2 in, high: lvs. narrow at the base, broadening up-
ward, about 6 in. long: fls. .3-^; on a slender raceme,
gaily colored, creamy white, with the sepals and petals
barred with reddish purple, and the base of the lip pro-
fusely spotted with the same color; sepals and petals
quite similar, oblong, acute; labellum pandurate, with
2 rounded lobes in front. Blooms at various seasons,
and lasts a long time. Ecuador, I. H, 17:3, Gn, 41:859.
J,H, 111, 28:51.5, —A beautiful little plant, worthy of ex-
tended cultivation. Much like O. rucnUatum.

16. I6ngipes, Lindl. {O. Janeirenae, Reichb. f, ),

Pseudobulbs narrowly ovate, 2-lvd,: lvs. narrow: scape
p.everal-fld., eijualing the lvs.: fls. on long pedicels;
lateral sepals elongate, pendulous, united at the base;
dorsal sepals shorter and wider, recurved; petals ob-
long, plane; all yellowish green, barred with brown;
labellum yellow, spotted with brown at the base; lat-

eral lobes small, obtuse; middle lobe transversely
broadened, apiculate, the narrow pait serrated Sum-
mer. Brazil. I.H. 2-54. B.M, 5193. ca'ued O. Jongipes,
is O. Cra'sus, Reichb. f.—A .small species.

17. das^'Style, Reich?>. *. Pseudobulbs ovate, flat-

tened, strongly rugose: ivs, 4-5 in. long, linear-lanceo-

liMHl mm .JiHiMiMiMliiiiiiliiliiliili iriiiiiittiiiMlib<MMki
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late: scape very slender, 0-7 in. lonif. bearing 2-5 fls.,

each 1^2 in. across: dorsal sepals and petals subequal,
lanceolate, pale yellow, blotched with pnrple-brown;
lateral sepals larger, united half-way; labellum large,

sulfur-yellow, with a blackish purple callus; lateral

lobes small, triangular; middle lobe round-fan-shaped,
membranous and undulate. Jan.. Veh. Organ Mts.,
Brazil. B.M. G194.

18. cdncolor. Hook. (O. unguiculHtum, Klotzsch).
Pseudobulbs small, oval-oblong, slightly furrowed: Ivs.

lanceolate: fls. 1-2 in. in diam., rich yellow, borne on
pendulous racemes 1-2 ft. long; lateral hibes united for
half their length, smaller than the dorsal sepals and
petals, which are obovate; labellum twice as long as
the sepals, broad, flat, bilobed, with 2 reddish ridges
running down on the base. April-June. Organ Mts.
B.M. 3752. I.H. :{0:487. R.H. 1881:30. (in. i:{:lll.-A
plant of close and compact habit, making one of the
most attractive yellow coolhouse orchids.

A. Labellum irifJi a large reni-
form m i (I - lobe : latera I

lobes small or none.
B. Petals much broader fhan the

sepa Is 1 !

20
Petals and sepals nearly of

the same size.

Fls. over 2 in. across: label-

lum large, forming the most
conspicuous part of the

flower: panicle stout 21

ampliatum
ezcavatum

BB

c.

cc.

E
EE.

F,

FF.

FFF.

FFFF.

UD.

DDD.

E.

EE.

AA.

B.

BB.

C.

CC.

D.

DD.

DDD.

E.

EE.

22,

Fls. medium-sized, numer-
ous, in long, climbing pan-
icles.

Sepals and petals linear-
lanceolate, acute.

Fls. ivhite and purple 2:J.

Fls. yellow and brown.
Column wings ver

if
truncate:

crest of several interrupted
ridges 24.

Colum n wings rounded,
slighfli/ cren ulate 25.

Column wings erose, sphace-
late 20.

Column wings falcate, den-
tate 27.

Sepals lanceolate: petals
spatulate 28.

Sepals and petals linear to

oblong, obtuse.
Color of labellum yellow 29.

Color of labellum white 30.

Labellum with the middle
lobe var io u s I y shaped,
rarely re niform, but more
so than the lateral lobes,
large.

Fls. rose -colored 31.

Fls. yellow, v a r i o u s I y
marked and spotted.

Crest pulvinate, pubescent . .32

3\.

Crest not pulvinate.
Apex of labellum deepli

si-lobed .34.

ApiX of labellum apicula e.

lateral lobes tooth-like. . . ..35.

Apex of labellum merely
emarginate, lateral iObes
large.

Middle lob: broadlt reni-
form , cla wed .3fi.

Mid-he lobe not rhnr d, sepa-
rated from the ,at ral lobes
merely by a sfior > constric-
tion 37.

tigrinum
splendidum

mcurvum

Baueri

altissimum

sphacelatum

reflezum

Batemanuiacam

Harrison'anom
leucochj.um

oriithorhynchum

divaricatum
pulvinatum

Wameri

maculatum

Limmiughii

cheirophorum

long-lanceolate. 9 in. long: inflorescence a large panii!*-
1-3 ft. long, with numerou" 'A>.. which are yellow, spotte<|

with red at the bases of the segnniits; sepals an
petals small, the former entirely free; labellum reni-
fomi, spreatling, wavy, IM in. across, narrow at the
base, with two small lateral lobes and a prominent lobe<l

crest. Mnrch-May. Throughout the coast of Nicaraifua.
B.R. 20:lGi»l». — The flowers are produced in magniflceiit
panicles. In var. m^joB, Hort., thov are half again as
large as in the tvpt-. F.S. 20:2140.' O.C. III. 17:173.
On. 45, p. 491. <i.M. 37:475.

1525. Oncidium tisrinum (O. Barkerii, to show habit.

(O.
1 -.o:

B'irkeri, Lindl.
Pseudobulbs

19. tmpli^tum, r..»idl. Pseudobulbi' subrotund. com-
presseik. bright ^reen with purple spots, becoming
blackish purple and wrinkled with age: Ivs. plane, ob-

20. ezcavatum, Lindl. (O. aurbsum, Reichb. f. &
Warsz. ). pseudobulbs oblong, compressed, 3-5 in. long:
Ivs. \% ft. long. leathery, shining green: panicle 3-5 ft.

long, with numerous fls. 13-2 in. across, yellow, spotted
with brown: sepals obovate, obtuse, free; petals oblong,
retuse; labellum sessile, with several broken ridges
near the base, pandurate, excavated on the under side;

middle lobe rotund, emarginate. Autumn. Peru. B.M.
5293. I.H. 17:34. — Strong plants produce as many a.s

100 flowers on each panicle.

21. tigrinum, LaL'ave & Lex.
O. unguiculdtum, Lindl.). Fig.
oval, compressed. 2-lvd. : Ivs. oblong-lanceolate, thick,

1 ft. long: panicle erect, stout. 3 ft. high : fls. 2}^ in.

across; sepals and petals similar, lanceolate, undulate,
rich reddish brown, with few bars and spots of yellow;
labellum yellow, with a very large, orbicular-reniform
blade supported on a long claw, lateral lobes oblong.
Winter. Mex. I.H. 1 :2; 22:221. P.M. 14:97. R.H. 1889,

p. 176. —Very much like O. splendidum, from which it

differs by the longer claw of the labellum having a thick
keel, and the oblong lateral lobes of the labellum. Both
are among the most showy Oncidiums in cultivation.

Var. grandifldrum, Hort., is advertised.

22. splendidum, A. Rich. Pseudobulbs small, round,
compressed, 1-ivd.: Ivs. leatherj', oblong-ovate, 6-12 in.

long: fl. -stalk erect, 2 ft. long: fls. 3 in. across; sepals
and petals similar, lance-oblong, acute, recurved, yellow-
green, with broad brown bands; labellimi ver>' large,

yellow, the broad claw of the middle lobe expanding into

a large reriform blade ; lateral lobes small, rotund.
Spring. Guatemala and Mex. B. M. 5878 as {O. tigri-

num. var. splendidum). F.S. 18:1825. Gn. 51:1121.
R.B. 17:108. G.C. 1871:42; 111.3:108,

23. incurvnm, Barker. Pseudobmbs ovate, compressed
and ribbed, 2 in. long: Ivs. 9 in. long, ensiform, acute:
panicle 2-3 ft. long, slender, much br»nched and grace-
fully arched: fls. 1% in. across, numerous; sepals and
petals linear-lanceolate, undulate, white, banded with
purple ; labellum white, with a purple blotch ; lateral

lobes rotund, small: middle lobe subreniform. concave.
Bears numerous paiiifles in autumn. Mex. B.M. 4824.

B.R. 31:64. I.H. 2:4!t: 29:444 (white variety).

24. BatJeri, Lindl. (O. altissimum. Linr'l.). Pseudo-
bulbs oblong, compressed: Ivs. ensiform, rigid, keeleil:

panicle with numerous branches and rather dingy fls.:

sepals and petals about as long as the labellum, linear-

lanceolate, undulate, yellow, with red spots ; labelhim
with 2 spreading lateral lobes and a reniform emargi-
n.'ite mid-lobe, yellow, with a reddish band. Trop. Amer.
B.R. 19:1651 (as O. altissimum). —A gigantic epiphyte
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with flower-steius 0-0 ft. lonj; and "Ivs. an long." It

has been coufuMetl with <K alti:s,thin4n».

25. altlssimum, Swart z. Pseinlobulbs nearly rotund,
much c<)iHprtss(.-(l and edged: lv.s. 1-2 at the top and
several at the base of the pseudobulb, ensifonn. keele<l,

lVi-2 ft. lonj;: intlorescenoe an almost .simple, droop-
inj; raceme, 4-(> ft. long: sepals and petals free, similar,

spreading, linear-lanceolate, undulate, pale yelluw. with
olive-brown bl<»tehes; labellum nearly as long as the
petals, fiddle-shaped, with the niid«ile lobe renifomi,
spreatling, yellow, with a l)rown band near the center,
prominentlv crested. Aug. W. Indies, U.M. 291)0.

B.li. 22: 18.il.

26. sphacel&tttm, Lindl. Pseudolmlbs elongate-ovate,
compressed: Ivs. long, ensiform, apex recurved: scape
strict, bearing a niany-fld. panicle: sepals and petals
linear-lanceolate, uixlulate. yellow, spotted with brown;
labellum about as long as the sepals ; lateral lobes
auriculate ; middle lobe with 2 rotund lobes, yellow,
with brown spots at the base. Spring. Honduras.
B.R. 28:30.— Var. grandifldrum, Hort., is a better va-
riety.

27. refl^XUm, Lindl. Pseudobulbs ovate, 1-lvd. : Ivs.

narrowly lanceolate, acute: panicle with its stalk .'i—

4

ft. long, pendulous: sepals and i)etals linear-lanceolate,
undulate and reflexed, ytllowish, shaded with i)ale

brown; labellum with a larire. renifonn. emarginate
middle lobe and rotund lateral lobes, yellow, with few
reddish spots on the base. Mex. B. 3:116.

28. Batemanni^num, Parmentier. Pseudobulbs large,
4-5 in. long, with sheathing Ivs. at the base: Ivs. ob-
long-ensifomi, 2 ft. l«>ng: scape erect, (>-8 ft. long:
sepals lanceolate, un»lulate, reddish brown, slightly
nuirked with yellow; petals similarly colored, spatulate
and very much undulate: lal)ellum brilliant yellow,
with the crest marked with brown; lateral lobes small,
rounded ; middle lobe large, renifonn, emarginate.
Brazil. F.C 3:137.— Related to O. altisjinntm.

1526. Oncidium orrathorhynchum (X /^).

29. Harrisoniinum, Lindl. (O. ITarriitidnuni, Hort.).
Pseudobulbs subglobose, 1-lvd. : Ivs. linear -oblong,
acute, tieshy siud recurved: panicle about a foot high,
erect, with the stem and branches gracefully curved

:

sepals and petals linear, obtuse, yellow, spotted with
purple-brown; labellum yellow, longer than the sepals,
with small lateral lobes and a subreniform, emarginate
middle lobe. Autumn. Brazil. B.R. 19:1569. L.B.C.
20:1917. R.B. 18:253.

30. leucochllum, Batem. Pseudobulbs sulcate, ovate,
compressed, 2-4 in. long: Ivs. sword-shaped, 1 ft. or
more in length: scape '.i~i ft. high, with numerou.H
branches on which the tls. are loosely scatTere*! : sepals
and petals oblong, (dituse, green, bli»tched with reddish
brown ; labellum pure white ; lateral lobes small,
rounded; middle lobe broadly reniform, emarginate.
Autumn. (Uiatemala. Batem. 1. F.S. 5:522. P.M.
7:241. — A noble spe«'ies, with the habit of (>. Baueri.
Panicles 0-9 ft. long. Var. spl^ndens is listed.

31. omithorhjnchtun, HBK. Fig. 1526. Pseudobulbs
oblong, compre>sed, 2-3 in. long, 2-3-lvd. : Ivs. grass-
like, 8-12 in. long: stalks I ft. long, slender and arched,
many-tid. : tls. scarcely 1 in. acn>ss, soft rose-purple;
sepals linear-oblong, wavy; petals t>blong and a little

broader; laltellum pandurate, with small lateral lobes
and a larger dilated, emarginate middle lobe. Fragrant.
Autiimn and winter. M-.x. B.M. 3912. B.K. 26:10.
F.C. 3:1.36. R.H. 1876:2.30. -This is an easily grown,
free-flowering plant of dwarf, compact habit. Its soft
rose-purple color is very delicate and unusual in the
genus. Var. albiflbrum, Reich b. f. ( var. «///*/(». Hort. ).

Fls. whitish, with onlv the calli vellow. F.M. 188:,3'.t8.

«.<.'. III. 16:781. J, H". III. 29:399. CJ.M. 38:18. There
is also a variety called majllB.

32. divaric&ttun, Lindl. Pseudobulbs compressed,
each with a Heshy, oval, apiculate leaf: scape 1}4 ft.

high, with the branches of the panicle extremely divari-
cate: sepals and petak oblong-spatulate, greenish yel-
low, spotted with purple toward the base; labellum yel-
low, spotted with red; lateral lobes large, half-rotund;
middle lobe smaller, emarginate. Aitumn. Brazil.
B.R. 13:1050. L.B.C. 13:1212. P.M. 3:4.-A floriferous
species easily recognized by its singular oval, fleshy
leaf and the divaricate panick

33. pulviD^ttun, Lindl. Panicle very much branched,
in a loose, spreading manner, weak, 8-9 ft. long: fls,

yellt>w, with the sepals and petals blotched with red;
segments obovate, acute; the 2 parts of the labellum
nearly equal; lateral lobes rotund-crenate and crisp;
middle lobe undulate, crest a vil! jus cushion. Summer.
Brazil. B.R. 25:42. -One of tht largest of the Oncid-
iums. The fls. last a long time. Var. m&jiUi, Hort., is

said to be desirable.

34. Wkmeri, JAndl. {OdnvfngJu.tnum TTrtrMf-rj, Lindl.).
Pseudobulbs ovate, somewhat angular: Ivs. linear-

lanceolate: raceme short, few-tld. : sepals oblong;
petals a little wider; all white or yellowish, striated
with rose-purple; labellum brilliant yellow; lateral

lobes subquadrate; middle lobe deeply divided into two
rounded lobes. Autumn. Mex. B.R. 33:20 (var. pur-
pura tutu, Lindl ).

35. macul&tnm, Lindl. Pseudobulbs ovate, com-
pressed. 4-angled, 2-lvd.: Ivs. broadly linear-oblong:
fls. IH in. across, yellow, spotted with deep purple; se-

pals and petals subequal, rather fleshy, ovate-subacumi-
nate; labellum oVdong-apiculate, the lateral lobes form-
ing: 2 large teeth near the middle; middle lobe ovate,
sulfur-yellow, base marked with few red lines, claw
with 4 liorn-like plates. Winter. Mex. B.M. 3836 (var.

ecoru duui ) and .3880. B.R. 24:44. F.C. 2:57 (all as Cyr-
tofhtlum mact'latum).

36. Llmmingliii, C. Morr. Pseudobulbs oval, com-
pressed: Ivs. oblong, acute, mottled: raceme l-2-fl<i..

erect, several times longer than the small Ivs.: fls. yel-

low, spotted and banded with brown; sepals and petals
lanceolate, the lower pair larger; labellum with large,

auriculate lateral lobes and a transversely broadened,
subreniform, emarginate mid-lobe, spotted with red.

June, July. Caracas. F.S. 18:1827.—A pretty dwarf
plant with the habit of a Sophronitis.

37. cheirOpliorum, Reichb. f. Pseudobulbs 1 in. long,
ellipsoid : Ivs, :M> in. long, linear-lanceolate : sca]>e

bearing a dense 2^anicle longer than the Ivs.: fls. about
% in. across, entirely bright yellow, with greenish se-

pals: sepals and petals small, rounded-ovate, spreading
or reflexed: labellum nr'-h lartrer with three largo

lobes, the middle lobe notoaed. Colombia. B.M. 6278.

G.C. 1871:168 (description;.
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A. Plants dwarf, scarcely over 8
in. high.

B. Labellum with S equal lobes. 38.

BB. Labellum with small lateral
and a 4-parted middle lobe.X).

Plants large.

}yin<i.t of the column narrow,
falcate 40.

41.

Wings of the column flrshi/,

rotund, reniform, etc.

Labellum pandurate, with
triangular lateral lot>fs . ..\'l.

\:\.

CC. LohcUum reniform, with
small blunt lateral lobes.. 4i.

AA
B

BB.

O.

pumilum

Crista- galli

bicallosum
Cavendishianum

Lanceanum
Caithaginease

luridam

38. ptimilam, Lindl. A small plant about (> in. high,
without pseudobulhs, and ^vith oblong, leathery Ivs.:

inrtorescence a small, branched panicle, scarcely longer
than the Ivs.: sepals ana petals ol)ovttte, yellow, spotted
with brown; labellum vellow, rounded, trifld. Spring.
Brazil. B.M.3581. B'.R.11:920. L.B.C 18:17:J2.

.39. Crista-grallt, Reiehb. f. (O. iridifdlium, liindl.,

not HBK.). Lvs. radical, cuneiform-ligulate, 2-3 in.

long: ti. -sterna several, 1-2-fld., slightly exceeding the
Ivs. : fls. ye'iow, with few red spots at the base of the
segments ^nd labellum; sepals lanceolate, acute; petals
oblong, r/isp, much wider; labellum large; lateral lobes
oblong <'uneate ; middle lobe divided into 4 lobes, of
which the inner 2 are smaller. B.R. 22: 1911.—A very
sm-.il. neat plant.

40. bicalldBtim, Lindl. Pseudobulbs none: Ivs. large,
oblong-lanceolate, keeled, thick and leathery- : panicle
many-fld., variable in size: tls.2in. in diam.; sep;,!sfree,

obovate, concave; petals oblong-obtuse, undulate; all

rich yellow or honey-colored, bordered with cinnamon
color; labellum with small, narrow lateral lobes, and
a pair of tubercles for a crest ; middle lobe large,

transverselv expanded, emarginate, subcordate. Autumn
and winter.' Guatemala. B.M. 4148. B.R. 29:12. I.H.
12:4.=>8.

41. Cavendishiantun, Batem. Pseudobulbs none: Ivs.

fleshy, broadly lanceolate 1-1 }<2 ft. long : scape 4 ft.

high, erect, with a dense panicle about 1 ft. long: sepals
and petals oblong-obtuse, greenish yellow, witli bright
chestnut spots; labellum yellow; lat»^ral lobes rather
large, spreading, rounded, narrowed to a claw; mid-
lobe broadly reniforra and deeply emarginate. Guate-
mala.— Grows very slowly.

42. Lance&num, Lindl. Pseudobulbs wanting : Ivs.

fleshy, oblong, acute, 1 ft. long and about 3 in. broad:
scape stiff, erect, branched above and 1 ft. or more in
length: fls. 2-3 in. across, numerous; sepals and petals
oblong, obtuse, fleshy, concave, yellow, marked and
barred with chocolate-brown or crimson; labellum nar-
row in the middle, with the 2 lateral lobes forming a
hastate base, middle lobe broadly expanded, cuneate.
The color of the labellum is variable, usually rose in

front, becoming violet toward the base. Summer.
BritishGuiana. B.R. 22:1887. F.S. 18:1842-43. P.M.
4:U>9. F.C.2:79. G.C. IL 21 :609.-Var. 8up6rbum. Hort..
is described as a superior variety. Var. Louvrezi&num,
Hort. (O. Lourrexidnum, Hort.). A var. with yellow
fls.. prettily spotte«i and marbled ; labellum yellow at

the base, white in front.

43. Cartliasin^nse. Swartz.

(

O. Hhichmanni . Lodd. O.
rdseum, Lo«id. O. undulcltum, Salisb. O. snnguineum,
Lindl.). Pseudoimlbs obsolete: Ivs. solitary, oblong,
acutish: panicle 3 ft. long and loose: fls. small, whitish,
marked and blotched with red and bordered with yel-

low; sepals and petals oblong-ovate, free, waved: label-

lum with horizontal, triangular lateral lobes and a fan-
shaped middle lobe, crimson, with a yellow border.
Summer. Trop. Ame.-. B.M. 3806 (as O. ^MnfganMwi ).

P.C. 3:97 (as O. hiridum, var. Henchmanni).
44. ICkridam, Lindl. Lvs. elliptical, thick, rigid, dull

green, 15 in. long: scape slender, 3 ft. high, much
branched and many-tid. : fls. nearly IJ^ ii.. in diam.,
dark green or olive-frreen. with indistinct dark, r spots;
sepals clawed, undulate, erenate, obtuse, warted on the
back, the upper one rotund, the others spatulate-oblong;

petals larger and without warts; labelhim reniform,
almost plane. S.Amer. B..M.3(i08. B.IJ. 9:727.-The
\ <uiicle is said to grow to a height of 9 ft. A var. rdseam,
Hort., is said to have rose-colored fls., spotted witii

white and Iwirdered with yellow. Var. gutt&tnin, Lindl.,

has yellow fls. spotted with orange. B.R. 2."):1»».

45. Papilio, Lindl. Bitterfly Orchid. Fig. l.')27.

Lvs. oblong, very leathery, olive-green, mottled with
purplish brown, 0-8 in. long: peduncle 2-3 ft. long, flat-

tened and jointed, producing fls. .several years in suc-
cession: fls. 4-5 in. long and 2% in. across; dorsal
sepals and petals erect-lin«'ur, with a small lanceolate
expanded portion, brown, with bands of yellow; lower
sepals lanceolate-falcate, curved downwards, yellow,
with heavy bands of brown, labellum pandurate, usu-
ally plane, with the middle lobe rounded, transversely
broadened, emarginate, yellow, with a broad band of
brown around the margin; wings of the column toothed.
Fls. at anv season. West Indies. B.M. 2795 and 3733

1527. Oncidium Papilio i;X >^).

(xM.limbatum). B.R. 11:910. L. B. C. 11:1086. F.S.
9:920. P.M. 5: 175. -Variable in color of fls. and lvs.

Lvs. sometimes green on the upper surface. F.C. 1:12.

F. 1842:49. Var. fickhatdti, Linden. All parts of the
flower very large; sepals and petals golden yellow,
barred with red; labellum yellow, with a broad margin
of brown. LH. 30:500.

46. Kraineri§lnam, Reichb. f. This species is mucli
like O. Papilio. Pseudobulbs rounded, 4-7-angled:
stem terete: petals and dorsal sepals shorter than in (>.

Papilio, apex more distinctly dilated: lateral sepals
golden yellow, spotted (not banded) with cinnamon-
brown, crisp, undulate, finely toothed; labellum very
crisp and undulate, finely toothed, pale yellow, with a
narrow band of cinnamon-brown spots around the mar-
gin; column wings entire. Cent. Amer. F.S. 19:195»;.

I.H. 41, p. 206.

47. Jonesiiiiitiin, Reichb. Plants with fleshy, rush-
like lvs. 3-12 in. long and usually hanging downwards:
fl. -stems 6 in. to 2 ft. long, the largest bearing about a
dozen fls. 2 in. across: sepals and petals oblong, wavy,
cream-colored, with sepia-brown spots; labellum white,
yellow at the ba.se, with a few crimson spots near the
isthmus; middle lobe large, subreniform, 2-lobed, wavy;
lateral lobes toothed. Fls. at various seasons. Para-
guay. B.M. 6982. R.B. 15:7. Gn. 31:583 -The hand-
.somest of the round-leaved species.

48 CeboUeta, Swartz. (O.JM«cj75?iM>n, Lindl. ). Pseu-
dobulbs very small, each with a single, terete, obscurely
furrowed leaf: lvs. 1 ft. long, spreading, harsh in tex-
ture: panicle rigid, erect, about 2 ft. high: sepals and
petals nearly equal, obovate, greenish yellow, spotted
with red; labellum large, bright yellow; lateral lobes
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brt»!nlly olK»vate; niidtUe lob«> broadly olK>vateor mihn'nl-
fitriii. umliilate, notcln-U in front. Sj>riii;; and Miuuuier.

Untzil. 1J.-M.;J.".G8. B.K. I'lJillWi; 2ii-A(an O. longifolium).

i'}. triquitrum, f{.Hr. {(';fnihl,Uum triqurfrum, Swa.
iipiilimlrum tfn/netrum, Swz.). Psfudohulbs none:
IvM. f«'W, 4-«» in. Ion)?. tri»ju«'frou!< and irroovt-d; sra[>«'

ftlMMit as ioni; as the Ivs., {xirplish. b<'arinir u rarfnu' of

It>-I2 nM'dium-sizi'd tis.: sipals brottiliy lanct'olat*-, (h»
|i»w«'r pair united, purplish jfreen; petals ovat«-, white,
tinjred with green and .nptitted with purple; labelluni

c.tnliite ovate, constricted near tJi«* niiildle. white spotted

with purple; ore«t orange. Autumn. Janiait-a. H.M.

A napplem^titary H«t of synonyniK and imperfpctly known
kirn!"* advertised in Aiiu-rii'a: it. an»iferuin. Hf'vMi. f. S»'j»al>

atnl petals oblonK-obovate, free, crisp; labellum with li|fulat«>

lat» ral lobes and a reniform. emaricinate midiile lobe, goldfu
yellow, with 2 dark brown bars at the base, tia«*cid. The sepal-i

HTid petals are Kreeninh, wi.'h yellow tipn— O. Italdecidimr,
K»-i<hb. f. (O. Balderrama*. Keichb. f.). Panicle ample: durnal
(lepal!* rounded, olawe<l, crisp, yellowish olive-brown witli a
y«»lli»w liorder; h»wer sepals li>nt;er clawe<l, cuncate-oblon^.
nnicolored; petals obloug, short -clawed, crisp, nearly compli-
cate, smaller than the sepals, yellow, with brown blotches:
lalx'llum hastate, lieulate, obtuse. Summer. Colombia.— ^>.

Hietoniense, Hort. ex-Lindl.^OdontOKlossum Sp.— O. Forater-
tnanni.—O. fusedtum, Reichb. f. = Miltonia Warszewiczii.— <>.

Uardnrri, Lindl. (O. Gardnerianuin, Hort.). Resembles O.
rrispiun andO. Forl»esii. Fls. lemon-yellow, spotted and barred
vith chestnut-brown on the sepals and petals: lalK>lluni broad,
yellow, margined with the same color; all segments undulate,
crisp. Brazil. tJ.C. II. I»i:x6. F.M. 18«0:.t0l. This is probably
t>. curtum. Lindl., which sbouhl Ik* referre<l to this species.—
(). (iffrtidnum, C. Morr. ((». ciesium, Reichb. f. ). A spefdes
probably based on a variety of <>. reflexum.— O, Grnvfsidnum,
Koife. Pseudobulbs broadly oblong-compressed, 3 in. long: Ivs.

elliptic-oblong, 4 in. long: panicle large, branching: tis. 2 in.

a<T08s, yellow, spotted with brown; dorsal sepals spatulate;
lateral sepals lanceolate-oblong, united at base; petals o1k>-

vate. wider than the s»*pals; lal)ellum pandurate, with small
spatulate lateral lobes and a broadly orl)icular-ovate, undulate
middle lobe. Brazil. R.B. 21:73. dr. MI. ll:6.'.l. Near O.
crispum.— O. hnxtdtum. Lin<ll. Sepals and petals yellow,
spotted with brown; laltelluin pale yellow. Mex.— (>. lannfi>-

Hum, Lindl. (O. sessile, Lindl. & Paxt.). Pseudolnilbs otdong:
1 vs. short, pale green: panicle much branche<l and liearing a
large number of fls.: sepals and petals large, olituse, yellow,
spotted with cinnamon-brown at the base; lal)elhim large, of
the same color. Kcu;idor.— <>. Ldvenderi.— <K Lau'reiicidnum,
Keiclib. f. =Brassia Lawrenciana.— O. niiinnnm. Reichb. f.

A species with numerous small yellow fls. fn)me in panicles.—
O. nbryzdtum, Reichb. f . & Warsc. Fls. golden yellow, spotted
with brown, borne in a much-branched panicle. Peni. Said to
be an elegant winter-flowering orchid.—O. Retrhenbachii.hiniU
Colombia.— O. n^senm, Beer.=Cochlio«la rosea.— O. rupi'*tre,

Lindl. Fls. numerous, in a branched panicle 2 ft. high, brilliant
yellow, spotted with brown. Peni. Said to be desirable— O.
RuKflUdnum, Lindl.= Miltonia Russclliana.— •>. aareodex,
Lindl. Pseudobulbs sulK*yiindrical, 'A in. long, 2-:Mvd.: Ivs.

lanceolate: panicle branched, many-fid . slender: fls. large,
yellow, si)otted with brown : sepals free, ol>ovate : petjils

larger. clawed, ol>ovate-spatnlate. repand: l.a) ,-llum with small
sorrate lateral lol>es; middle lobe large, emarginate, undid.-ite.
Brazil. LH.2l:16">. Near (>. ampliatiim.— O. Si hille-idivnn,
R»>ichb. f. Trop. .Amer.— O. Schllmii. Linden. A largf,
ranijiant spe<-ies. with yellow fls. marked with brown, alxuit
1 ill. in diam. Nov. Cent. Anier.— '^>. npnciilnfmn.— (). sfrl-

hgennn, Reichb. f. Sepals and petals oblong ligul.-ite. stellate,
yellowish, with many brown «lots: laWllum with short, oVituse
angled lateral loljes.a narrow isthmus, and a cordate, rotund,
cuspidate middle lo]»e, pale yellow, with a d:irker callus.
Mex. Near O. hastatum.— O. Volmr, Reichb. f. Venezuela

—

<). Warxzeiciczii, Reichb. f. Pseudobulbs rounde<l. cfimpressed:
Ivs. 1 ft. long, thi..: scape stout, with an 8-i:{-t1d. j: inicle: fls.

yellow, with puii>le spots anil the middle of the laliellum bloml
red: upper sepals Lvnceolate. .tcute. crisp; lower pair oblong,
shorter than the labellum. unitetl: petals oblong, much wider
than the dorsal sepals: labelluni with auriculate lateral lol)es

and a reniform Idfld middle lobe. Colombia.— O. Weltoni,
Hort -Miltonia Warszewiczii. H^iKRirn Hasselbrino.

ONGOBA (Arabian. nnkol>; name of a North African
species). Bixfirefp. Shrubs or small trees of tropical
and subtropical Africa, sometimes spiny. Lvs. alternate,
without stipules : fls. terminal, solitary, white, large
for this order, bisexual: sepals and petals .">; stamens
very numerous, inserted, in many rows on a tieshy winj;
beneath the ovary; filaments filiform: anthers linear,
2-celled, attached to the base, erect, opening at the sides

;

stignia dilated, notched: ovary free, 1 -celled; style cylin-
drical: berry leathery, pulpy within; seeds numerous,
used as ornaments by the natives.

KratlBsiina, IManch. A branching shrub without
th<»rns, the older branches having a nmgh ash-colored
bark: Ivs. elliptic-oblong, obtuse or t«ubactite, entin . 2
in. long, with ninlrib, pinnate and n«tted veins, sonie-
what pule on un<ler side: peduncles terminal or opposite
the Ivs., '2-'A in. long; fls. erect, .solitary, more than an
in. a«'n>ss, white ; .sepals roundish and very roucav* ;

petals twict? a;* i'>n;r. sprea<ling, with narrow claws,
cuneate uf base, broadly obov:ite. with scattered, woolly
hairs; anthers (*ointless; stigma .'>-t>-rayed: ovary hair> .

PriH'urable in S. Calif. — This makes a very tine po't-

plant in a gnenhouse t«m|>eruture, flowering in spring.
It is also useful for subtropical bed<ling. Prop, from
ripewood cuttings, also from seeds. <iive the plant a
sunny position, and plenty of water while new growth
is making. jf g Coru^TON and H. A. StrimrrHx.

0NC0SF£RMA (T^reek, tumorshnpfd sr^d). Pal-
miimt'. !<tolonifer«nis palms, with low, very spiny
trunks: lvs. equally pinnate; Ifts. eiisiform-actlminate,
entire, equidistant or somewhat clustered, the veins
scaJy beneatli; rachis convex on the back, with a blunt
keel alM»ve; f.-. small. Oncospenna differs from Ku-
terpe in *'.' small, actife si-pals: stamens «>-12, the im-
thers erect; albumen riuuiuate. Species 0. Trop. A.»ia.

fasciculitum, Thwt'>es. Caudex at length .30-10 ft.

high, ,~>-G in. in <liam. : Ivs. is ft. long: piniue fascicled,
rj-lH in. long, 1-2 in. wi«le, lanceolate, long-acuminate,
the tips drooping; sheath 2'j ft., armed and scurfy: fr.

globose, black-purple, J^ in. in diaiu. Ceylon.

Jaked G. Smith.

ONION. Plate XXII. All the Onions of common or
general cultivation are forms of one variable specir-s,

AWium Cfpn. This plant is probably native to south-
western Asia, but it has been domesticated so long and
has varied so nmch that its aboriginal form is not
well understood. It was grown by the ancient Egyp-
tians. It is grown primarily for its bulbs, but the
leaves are sonu^times use<l as seasoning and in stews
Under long-continued cultivation and selection, the
bulbs have <leveloped into large and 8ha{>ely organs.
Now and then the bulb does not develop and the neck
(or stalk just above the bnlb) lemains relatively thick:
such onions are "sctillions." Seeds from poorly selected
or deteriorated stock may be the cause of scullions:
they are to be consi Vred as reverted or run-down
forms. Sometimes scullions result from very w« t soil,

whereby the plants grow too much to top. Seeds grown
in the South or in a long-season climate tend to pro-
duce plants in short -season regions that do not ''bot-

tom " before catight by frost.

The Onitm is one of the hardiest of vegetable gar-len
plants. In the s<»uthern climates it is growr largely as a
winter crop. In the northern states and Canada the
seeds are sown or the bulbs plante<l as soon as the
ground can l»e fitted in the spring. It is always best, if

possible, to j)repare the ground in the fall in order that
the seeds may be sown on the first approach of warm
weather. When Onions are grown from seeds, it is

essential that the ground be fine and loose, and all sur-

face stones and litter remove*!. The seeds are small and
do not germinate quickly. The young plants are .surface

feeders. If the seed is sown late or if the ground is

droughty, the fdants will either perish or make no
headway. Lund which is foul with weeds should not be
planted to Onions, for the young Onion plants cannot
withstand such competition. In the <fld -fashioned
gardens, it was the custom to plant <)ni<ins in short
rows crosswv-' of "aised beds, as in Fig. 1.^28. This
entailed an '.U-ss amount of small hand labor and
usually resulted in the expenditure of more time and
effort than the Onions were worth. The better method
is to grow the plants in long rows which are far enough
apart to adroit of the use of a wheel hoe. Fig. l.")29.

Even when a small (quantity of Onions is desired, it

is better to phu-e them all in one row than to have
many short rows. With the best of land and manage-
ment, an<l with the use of wheel hoes, more or less

finger work will be necessary in order to bring the ci^p
to full p( rfection. The seed may be so^vn thick in the
home garden, and as the y(uing plant^s begin to crowd, they
should be thinne«l. The plants taken out i;i the second

72
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aiul third thinnings may !>•> used on the table. Fipr.

1530. It is very iniportutit that the best jjrade of »ee<l

be used, for tke Onion deteriorates rapidly from seed
whieli is not well grown nor carefully seleete<l. There
are trreat numbers of varieties. Tin- most popular
standard field kinds are ^^outhport Wed and Yellow

1528. The old-time Onion bed.

Globe, and these are also to be advised ^or the main
reliance in the home garden. For earl • and for
variety, great immbers of kinds may bo ^ ed from
reliable seed catalogues. Some of the qui .. growing
southern Onions are excellent for early use.
There are two general methods of propagating the

Onion—by seeds and by bulbs. Onion seed is ordinarily
known as "black seed," although the;e is no Onion seed
which is not black. The niain field crop is grown from
seeds, as explained in the articles which follow. The
Onion seed of the market is produced f'-oni full grown
and typical bulbs of the desired variety. 1 nese bulbs
are grown from seed and are kej)t over winter as other
Onions are. la the spring they are planted out in rows
two feet apart and r.s near together in the row as they
will stand. They send up a flowt r stalk which bloom's
in early summer, and the seed is harveste<l.

Propagation by bulbs is employeil for the purpose of
securing early Onions for home use or for the special
early-season trade. Until within recent years, all the
very early or bunch Onions were raised from bulbs, but
recently a so-called "new Onion culture" has come into
vogue, which consists in sowing seeds in hotbeds or
coldframes and transplanting the young plants. Bulb-
propagation is of three general categories: (1 ) The use
of bulblets or "top Onions" which appear on the top of
the flower-stalk in the place of flowers; (2) the use
of bulbels or separable parts of an Onion bulb, known
as "multipliers," or "potato Onions"; (.*{) the use of
ordinary bulbs which are arrested in their growth,
known as "sets."

Bulblets, or top Onions, are shown in Fig. l.").?l. If

one of these bulblets is planted in the spring, it

quickly produces a young bulb, and the growing bulb
maybe pulle*'. at any
time and eaten. If

allowed to remain
in the ground, how-
ever, it sends up
a stalk (either the
first or second year)

yJ^^^ ' > which bears a clus-

d^Jj^f^ ter of bulblets,

1529, The new-time Onion field.

--"if
^^ ' sometimes mixed

with flowers, on its

top. There are two
or three strains of top Oniors on the market, although
the leading ones are the white and the red, these names
applying to the color of the bulblets. The so-called
" Egyptian Onion " is a top Onion : also the " tree Onion."

Multipliers are shown in Fig. 1532-3. Instead of con-
taining a single "heart " or core, as in most Onions, it

contains two or more. When the Onion is planted, each
of these cores or bulbels sends out leaves and grows
rapidly for a time; that is, the old or compound bulb
separates into its component parts. The growing
bulbels may be pulled and eaten at any time. If allowed
to remain in the ground, each of these bulbels will make

a compound bulb like that from which it came. Some-
times flower-stalks are pro<luce<l from multiplier or
potato Onions. The best results m-ith multipliers are
secured when the bulbels are separated on being
])lanted, for each one has room in which to grow. T\v«)

or three •<in<ls of multiplier Onions are known, the
variation being chiefly in the color of the bulb.
Onion sets are merely ordinary Onions which are

arrested in th«'ir growth, and when planteti will resume
growth. They are grown from seed. The seed is

sown very thick on rather poor land, so that the young
bulbs soon reach the possibilities of their growth : they

mature when still very small. These small
bulbs or sets are then harvested and kept
over winter, and used for planting the follow-

ing spring. When planted they grow rapidly
and may be pulled ami used for the table.

If allowed to remain in the ground, they
send up flower-stalks and produce seeds,
as comuKm Oii'ons do. Sets are not allowed
to seed, however, since the seeds from sets

wouhl probably produce an inferior race of
Onions, Any vaiiety of seed-bearing ( )nion
may be grown and propagated as sets, al-

thotigh there are relatively few that give uni-
formly good results. In the trade. Onion sets are usu-
ally designated as yellow, red or white. In order to

secure gootl results from Onion sets, it is essential that

the sets be small and firm. They should not be over
one-half inch in diameter, if they are of the best. If

they are much larger than this, they tend to run to seed
rather than to produce bulbs. Sometimes the very small
and inferior Onions are saved from the regular crop
and are used as sets the following spring. Such sets

are generally known as "rareripes." Usually they do
not give the best results.
The varieties of Onions are numerous. In 1889

(Annals Hort. ) 78 varieties of "seed" Onions were

^.^

1530. Bunch Gtiions from the early sprine sowine.

offered by American dealers, and also about 20 kinds
of multipliers, potato Onions and sets. For purposes of

careful scientific study, the varieties may be classifu d

into geographical races, but for purposes of descriptit n

they may be assembled into groups characterized I'y

such arbitrary features as form and color of bulb.
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Ooff (fi Rep. N. Y. State Exp. Stu., for the year 1887),
classities first by shape of bulb and then by color. He
makes four primary groups: bulb oblate, spherical, tiip-

tihape, oval or peur-shape. Each of these ^rroups is

divideti in three .•ections: color white, yellow or brown-
ish, red or redoish. Another classification ( Hailey,

Bull. 31 Mich. A|Erri<^. Collejre, 1887), makes three pri-

mary sections on methods of propagation : propagated

1531. Top Onions (XJ4).

by division (multipliers), by bulbletsor "tops," by seeds
(or sets). The last section (seed Onions) is divided
into bulbs silvery white and bulbs colored, and these
groups are again divided on shape of bulb.
Aside from the chapters on Onions in the vegetable-

gardening manuals, there are special treatises, as (irei-

ner's "Onions for Profit," and "The Ne'v Onion Cul-
ture." Greiner and Arlie's"How to Grow Onions," and
the Orange Judd Company's "Onion Book."
The cultivated onion-like plants may be named under

six species, as follow^s:

A. Leaves terete and holow.

B. Plant annual or biennial, tin bulbs evident.

Allium C^pa, Linn. Co>rMOX Onios*. Bulbs various,
but distinctly rounded at top and bott jm: scape tall and
stout (usually 2-.T ft.), enlarging in the niiildle. glau-
cous, much exceeding the large soft hollow leaves: fls.

in round umbels (Fig. 15.14) white or blush. Persia and
adjacent regions.

Var. bulbellifera, Bailey. Top or ree Onion.

Var. multiplicans, Bailey. Multiplieror potato Onion.

Allium fistuldsum, Linn. Welsh Oxion. CiBorLE.
Fig. 1.535. No distinct bulb, but only an enlargement
at the base: Ivs., scape and fls. muc i as in the Common
Onion, except that the plant is usrally lower when in

blooTi and the leaves are more cluste -ed. Siberia. B.M.
1230. — Grown for its leaves, which are used as season-
ing. It is as hardy as the Onion, il is grown prefer-
ably from seeds, but the rc;>-. r^uj be divided. The

seeds are usually s'>wn in the fall, vnless the climat'' is

severe, and the leaves are ready for early spring use.

Allium A8cal6nicum, Linn. Shallot (which see). A
small plant, with .short awl-yhaped leaves, and an umbel
of lilac fls., but distinguished chiefly by the small ob-
long-pointed clustered bulbs. These bulbs are borne on
a common disk, forming a more or less con»puct com-
pound bulb that reminds one of a multiplier onion or
garlic. It is native to Syria. —The Shallot is rarely seen
in this country. It is grown for the little bulbs or "c".o\ es"
which are used as Onions are. The young leaves are
sometimes used for flavoring. The bulbs or cloves may
be planted in early spring, the same as onion sets. The
true Shallot rarely blooms. A snjall strain of Onion is

often known as Slialhtt.

BB. Phitit truly perennial, producing a dense sod-like
clump.

Allium Schoendprasum, Linn. Civr. (which see). Fig.
15.*{«). Out- ft. or less high, in a tough clump, scarcely
bulbous, producing umbels of rose-purple fis. in sprmg.
N. Eu. and the northern part of N. Amer. Grown for
its leaves, which are used for seasoning.

AA. Leaves flattish, not hollow.

Allium sativum, Linn. Gaklk- (which see). Fig.
894, page G28. Bulbs small, breaking up into many small
bulbs or "cloves:" Ivs. very narrow, keeled: fls. pur-

plish, but usually not forming or replaced by bulb-
lets. Eu. — (irown for the bulbs, and cultivated like
Onions grown from seeds.

Allitun P6rrum, Linn. Leek (which see). Fig.
ir)37. Strontr, robust plant, with the simple bulb lit-

tle thicker than the stout neck : Ivs. verj* broad aiid
stronglj' conduplicate or keeled: scape pr. duv-ed tht;

second sf ason, bearing a large un^bel of white or blush
fis. Eu. Grown from seed, after the manner of Onions.
The leaves and bulb are eaten. L. li B.

The New Onion Culture ( Tran.fplanfinff Pmrtss).—
The idea of raising Onions by growing seedlings in beds
and transplanting to the open, which are the essential
features of what has been termed "the tiew Onion cul-
ture," is not new. It has long been put in practice in the
Bermudas, among the Portuguese growers in Califor-
nia, and in various places in Europe. This, however,
does not detract from the credit due to the writer, as well
as to Prof. W. ,1. (ireen, of Olii(», for the rediscovery
(about 1889> of thi„ old, but in tljeir hx-alities and in
most portions of the United States before that wholly
unknown, plan of Onion-growing. There are only few,
if any, mo<lern innovations which have left an equally
deep impression <m our garden pra<'tices. The trans-
planting method is admirably adapted to the character
of the large foreign Onions, especially those of the
Spanish type, and l)y it the American grower is enabled

produce l)ulbs in every way the equal of those largo
sweet Onions which are importe«l from Spain and other
foreign cotintries, and sohl in our groceries at 5 to 10
cents per pound. A portion of the Onions now palmed
off on the unsuspecting buyer in varicms places as "im-

1532. A multiplier Onion.

1533. Section of a mul-
tiplier Onion.

ported Spanish" are really nothing more than these
home-grown bulbs of the Prizetaker variety, and the
buyer is not the loser by any means. This Prizetaker
is perhaps the best of this class of Onions to be grown
by the transplanting process at the present time — large,

of good shape, perhaps a little darker in color than the
imported Spanish, and its equal in mildness < f flavor.

The newer Gibraltar is still larger, milder, a little later.
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not as good a keeper, but altogrther one of the best

Onions which the home grower, as well as t))(> market

-

gardener who can sell his crop before late fall and at

good prices, eon Id produce.
Start the plants under glass (preferably in green-

house) during Januarv or February, sowing seed rather

1534. Onion in flower-

thickly in drills an inch and a half or two inches apart,

and using about an ounce of seed to ten square feet of

bed surface. The soil should be sandy and very rich.

Keep the plants in good growth, and as soon as the patch
outdoors can be properly prepared in spring, set the

seedlings in rows about 14 inches apart, and from U to 4

inches apart in the rows. Little hand-weeding will be
necessary, but the whee'.-hoe should be used freely. We
also grow a portion of our green or bunching Onions in

this way. For that purpose the plants are set more
closely in the rows, say not over 2 inches apart. Seed
of the Prizetaker is mostly grown in the Unite«i States,

while that of the Gibraltar is as yet all imported.

T. Gbeinek.

Commercial Onion Ci'LTrRE in the North.—
.S'oi7. — The soil should be a rich, moist, but not wet,

loam with a subsoil of clay, or dose compact sandy loam,
not coarse gravel, as that lets the water leach out too

quickly. Onions will stand a large amount of fertiliza-

tion, and there is little danger of getting the soil too rich.

Soil that has been under cultivation for three or four
years at least is much better than new land. The ten-

dency of the latter is to produce too much top-growth
and improperly ripened bulbs.

To prepare the soil, pk»w 10 or 12 inches deep, if the
fsoil is of sufficient depth, or down to the snl)soiI. Care
should be taken not to turn up much subsoil, or the crop
will not mature evenly.

Fertilizenf. — If. the soil is poor, plow in .') to 10 cords
of stable manure to the acre, and spread on an e((ual

amount of well rotted manure after plowing, to be har-
rowed in. Unleached hanl wood ashes is also a good
fertilizer, especially on rather dry land, as it aids in the
conservation of moisture. The action is quick, which
makes it valuable where a little of the subsoil has been
turned up in plowing, giving the young plants a good
start, when, without it, they would be too light-colored
and weak in growth. Ashes should be spread as evenly
as possible, 75 to 100 bushels per acre on the ground
after plowing, and harrowed in.

Tillage. — Thi^ harrowing should be thorough, using
some kind of a disk or spring-tooth, for the first time
over, with a Meeker or some other smoothing hanow
for the finish. It is impossible to get a good even stand

of plants if the ground is rough or lumpy, while tliose

tnat do grow are weak and puny on rough ground. Hand-
raking is sometimes necessary to insure germination of

seed in a satisfactory manner.
Drninnge.— The drainage must be nearly perfect to

get best results. There should be no hollow places in the
beds. Even on a sloping piece of land, the dead fur-

r<»ws or alleys should be kept open. If there is a natural
sag in the land which cannot be surface-drained, it is

often practicable to underdrain so as to get satisfactory

results; for there is no crop grown in the ordinary
market-garden which will pay a larger percentage of re-

turn for underdraitiing, in nearly all locations. If the
foliage is of a light color, and the crop does not ripen
evenly, an underdrain will usually correct the trouble.

The time to drain is when the ground is being j. re-

pared for planting, not after a heavy rain, when water
is standing in pools over the field.

Onion Seed.— There are a few growers who can profit-

ably grow their own seed, but the masses should buy.
This should be done early, so that there may he no dehiy
at planting time, and ai*=o that one may get the best

stock obtainable. If one ants 10 pounds or more it is

sometimes advisable to order from some one of the larpe

seed houses of the countrj-, but if there is a reliable

local dealer who buys seed in bulk, go to him and make
your wants known and you can often do better than to

send direct to the large seed house, even on quantities

of .")0 to 100 pounds. Be sure to know where the seed conies

from, and if possible test it before planting. In any case

always buy the best seed obtainable, no matter if it costs

<louble the price of other stock.

The sowing of the seed should be done with one of the

standard garden seed drills, the first essentials of which
are that the machine can be regulated to sow evenly and
in the quantity desired without clogging. The machine
should open a row, sow, cover, roll, and mark the next

row, all at one operation. The machines which have a

sliding piece at the bottom of the hopper, which opens
and closes a diamond-shaped opening, are the best, as

the operator can regulate exactly the amount of seed

sown.
The seed should be sown in rows 12-14 in. apart, and

at the rate of 'Sy^-4% pounds {>er acre, according to soil

and seed. A .soil which produces heavy tops requires

less see<l than the drier, sandy soil which grows small
tops. The plants shoi l stand from 1-3 in. apart in the

row. The seed should l>e sown from J^-1 in. deep,

according to soil.

Tillage should begin
as soon as the plants are
up enough for the rows
to be seen. Begin with
a double-wheel straddle <

cultivator if one is at

hand, setting the knives
as closely as can be
worked without covering
the young plants, and
continue as often as nec-
essary to keep weeds de-
stroyed and the groun<l
h)ose on top until the
plants are too large to get
through. The last time
through may be done
with a single-wheel ma-
chine, which will throw
a little earth up to the
plants. A single-wheel
machine may be use<l

throughout the season,
but tlie double-wheel is

preferable for the first

part of the work.
A han<l-weeder may be

used with profit after the
young plants have gotten
'A-o in. high. This works two rows at one passage, stir-

ring the soil in the rows where the wheel-hoes do not

work, and greatly reduces the amount of hand-weeding
to be done. Of course, hand-weeding must be <lone as

often as necessary to keep the beds clean.

1535. Allium fistulosum—

Welsh Onion.
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Harvesting may be done in the following manner: If

the crop ripens evenly, so that there are no j?reei ' ps
standing, the topping can be done most rapidly X,. 'ore

the Onions are pulled. By using a thin, sharp knife,

taking the dry tops in one hand and cutting from the
person, the work can be done quickly and well. Be
careful not to tear the skin down the side. The length

to cut the tops is a point of importance and must not

be overlooked. If the tops are left too long the%- have
a ragged appearance, and if too short, there is danger
of causing the Onions to rot in the tops, because of
bruising or because of water having gone .o the inside

of the Onions. The proper length is about half an inch

from the bulb; or, take an Onion by the top, with the
thumb and forefinger close to the bulb, and cut the top
close to the fingers. The pullinir tuay be done by hand,
but a puller made to fit a hand-< tivator is much more
rapid and does not injure the iulbs. The puller is

.«iniply a knife with one or more fingers to move the
bulbs slightly as the roots are cut. In light, dry soil it

works very well without any fintrers.

Many growers prefer to pull the Onions first, allowing
them to dry a few days before topping. This is what
should be done if the tops do not dry evenly, or if the
crop is late and needs to be hurried; and is all right in

any case, though not quite so rapid as the other way.

Storage.— After the Onions are topped they should be
jrotten under cover as soon as possible. Let them dry
a day or two if the weather is favorable and then pick
them up and store in the curing shed. If allowed to lie

too long on the ground the skin peelt off too nnich. The
shed should have doors or ventilators at each end from
top to bottom, so that the air can pass t.jrough freely
aud be free under the floor. If the Hoor is tight, with
no circulation under it, lay some 2x4 scantling on the
floor and lay a loose board floor over them without nail-

injj; then take some pieces of 2x4 sawed just 1 ft.

long and nail them to the floor at even distances for
posts to carry stringers for the next floor. Use 2x4 for

the stringers; set them on edge, nail them to the posts
and all is ready for the Onions. This gives a space of
16 inches. Fill 12 inches (the length of the posts) and
leave the 4 inches for air space. Lay another floor and
proceed as before, being careful to get the upper posts
directly over the lower oncs,or the stringers will break
after two or three floors are in.

In handling the Onions, bushel boxes are the most
convenient. Pick them up in coumion baskets, leaving
all small, defective, or odd-c<)lore«l bulbs on the ground,
to be picked up separately and sorted as occasion may
require. Dump in the boxes, then drive along the side
of the bed with a platform wagon, and loa<l. Have a
screen about 4 ft. long by 2 ft. wide raa«le of narrow
strips %-\ in. wide and about 1 in. apart. I'ut legs on one
end about 14 or lo in. long and on the other end long
enough to give it a sufficient incline to make the Onions

roll down freely. With
an old coflfee sack make
a bag like a sheet hung
l>y the corners with
Irioks, to hang under the
screen, in order to catch
the dirt and leaves.
Carry the boxes of
Onions directly from the
wagon to the screen an<l

pour them over it. This
will take out all the dirt

and most of the loose
leaves, and make the
Onions come out of the
shed in much better
shape. They should lie

in the shed until they
are dry enough to peel off

another skin, and rattle

and crackle when the arm
is run in among them.

If all has gone well the cro]> should average 500
huxhels to the acre on good land, or <>00 busliels on very
rich land, and 700 or 800 bushels on a single acre selected
from the best part of a ten -acre field.

Marketing,— There is an old saying, "The time to sell

1536. Allium Schcenoprasum

—

Give.
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is when someone wants to buy." This is a very good
rule to apply, unless one is prepared for cold weather
or is reasonably sure of an advance in price. In a
general way it is best to ship in sacks of even size and
not too large, one and three-fourths to two and one-
fourth bushels. These points nuist be governed by tho
market. In sacking to ship, always throw out all de-
fective bulbs and all of
another color. In size !\ / /'^^^'^
down to about 13^2 to 134 . ^^^^(T^v/ //^ ^
inches in diameter is a s\^ \ 1 \ iVti a/^T^Vgood scale to use in a *->. \,^^ \l\[j)^(^'^ \_
general way, but this ^^<^^A\ c!r!llil^lf/7^Vt\
point must also be gov- /yXVWiO^WIflB'lr /^^
erned by the market. (/ ^¥if^KmWM^jCf\ ^

Sell Ity s'ample as far as /-T^J AM^^BnJr ''r il

J7/r*V//V,s*.— There are /^^ /vMR^^uWy'^'*
three varieties of Onions

ff //^YwWbIw \-^
which take the lead ^ / rxUSK^-^^^ ^

')
clearly above all others A/ 4l\1^ \ I

J

in the big markets of the / ^N,.^y!^ V/
country,— the W h i t <•

/tJ^i^^'^'^^^^r^^ ^\
Globe, Yellow Globe, and x/ ^ \ '\

Red Globe. These come ^ i M '-4 « i'under ditferent names, / *
i f i^ 1 l|

as Southport Yellow i ' -A'^ \Globe an<l Michigan Yel- I ' J^' ^-^
low Globe, but the object 1^6s^^>l^'s
in view among seed- 7^9&^Ŝ ^^^
growers is to get bulbs '^W^W'^- ' (^
as nearly globe-shaped 1537, Leck-Allium Porrum.
as possible. The skin
should be thick and two or three layers deep, to prevent
bruising. Ikvikg C. Sm.th.

Oniok CrLTrRE in the Soi'TH. — Twenty years ago
Onion-growing fnmi seed was not considered practicable,
and by many it was considered impossible south of tho
Potomac. The introduction of varieties from South
Europe and mtire careful attention to details of the
work have made Or! :>n-growing not only possible but
often exceedingly profitable.

The eastern South consumes large quantities of the
mild forms, such as the Bermudas. In the markets at
Jacksonville, I'la., these are sold by the piece, frequently
retailing at 5 cents and 10 cents each. Nowhere in die
South are (Anions grown exclusively on an exteiisive
scale, but they form a supplementary crop, or nuiy bo
grown extensively at times. The southern Onion-grower
must keep in close touch with the northern and foreign
Onion markets. As there are no extensive cold storage
plants, the crop must be sold soon after rii)ening. The
extensive Onion-grower of this section must then-fore
keep his land in proper tilth and wait for the year when
the price of Onions will warrant his planting.

Soit. — The soil should be alluvial, sandy, and of a
fine texture. A level tract, freed of all debris, and one
that can be plowed deeply, is desirable. In the coast
region such land may be obtained in great abundance.
It is frequently used for vegetable-growing, but large
areas are still uncleared or are used for farm crops. In
the hilly regions of the interior. Onion lands must be
sought mainly along rivers or old rivei- beds.

i*>rf<7/«c/*. — Undecomposed vegetalde matter should
not be applied imme<liately preceding the crop. Even
cotton-seed meal should be used three weeks or more
before the seed is sown and then carefully incorporated
with the soil where the rows are to be, or if the rows are
to be a foot or 14 inches apart the cotton-seed meal
may be sown broadcast and cultivated in.

When the land is deficient in the three ingredients
considered essential in fertilizers, the following formula
will supply the approximate proportion taken off by a
crop of Onions:

Nitrogen 5l(

Phosphoric acid, available 6<
Potash 9<

From one to two tons of the above formula will not

be f<mnd excessive, but the amount that will give the
greatest profit will be different on each field.

The following table gives the amounts of different
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Nitrogen.

Phos. acid

PoUsh

.

•If gnat
phosplioric

substances which are required to give the degired
umouuts of each of the three elements:

' 1.600 to 3.200 lbs. fotton-seed meal.
l.+OO to 2,800 lbs. ifiiaiio.*

l,(h>0 to -'.(KK) lbs. dried blood.
700 to 1.400 lbs. nitntte of so<la.

500 to 1,000 lbs. s.Jph. ammouiii.

f 1 200 to 2,400 lbs. afiJ phos.

(. 1,000 to 2.000 lbs. dissolved bone.

f 2.200 to 4.400 lbs. kainit.

J 700 to 1,400 lbs. low-grade sulfate of potash.
::00 to 720 lbs. high-grade sulfate of potash.
JtiO to 720 lbs. muriate of potash.

> used, re<lnce the potash .13 per cent and the
id 50 per t-eut, since guano contains large per-

centages ot luese elements.

/^ffTiw//.— Seed-sowing in the field occurs in the
upper jlistricts as early as the tirst of April or a I'ttle

earlier, in the ceiitml district about the kist of Febru-
ary, \i'hiie in the Gulf n ^ior it may occur late in fall or
any time duiing the wintei , beirg gauged larueiy by the
time required for the variety to mature, and the market
to be met. It is a good rule to put f»n an abundance
of seed, about twice as much as recommen.ied in gen-
eral, especially in the Gulf region. 31any tield*" suffer

from deficient stand more than from any other cause,

and in some years it is the only cause for an unprofi-

table crop.

(Sftjf.—Good crops may be grown from sets, but the
':»bor involved and cost of the "seed" is usually so

great as to deter many from planting them. In using
sets they should be separated into three or four grades,

ihe largest size maturing earliest and the smallest
last. In most cases the smallest sets grow such inferior

Onions that thej* would better be discarded. This takes
for granted that the sets were all grown at the same
lime and from the same seed in one field.

Growing Se/». — Nearly all the sets used in the South
are shipped in, while they may be grown as well here
as anywhere. In the (iulf region there is time enough
to grow a crop of sets after the northern crop has been
harvested and marketed. Thus in case of shortage in

northern-grown sets, it is entirely practicable to ship
the seed south, grow sets, and ship seta back in time
for spring market.

Tlie yew Onion Culture.—Much has been written
nnd spoken about raising the plants in a seed-bed and
then transplanting to the field. While this maybe prac-
ticed successfully, the greater quantity of Onions is

raised by the old-fashioned method, i. e.. by seeding in

the drills where the plants
are to mature bulbs.

In certain localities it is

advantageous to plant out a
seed-bed before the general
field will permit working,
and then transplant as soon
as all conditions are favor-
able. In the upper districts

of the South, seed may be
sown in hotbeds as early as

the first of February, and
the plants may usually be
set out by the first of April.
In the central South, seed
may be sown in protected
coldframes as early as the
middle of December, or in

an open bed in February.
The earlier plants may be
transferred to the field by
the last of February, or as
soon as danger from frosts

is past. In the Gulf region
the seed may be sown dur-
ing the fall in an open bed.
and transplanting to the
field may occur when plants
are of proper size and favor-

able condition of weather prevails.

Harvesfing is often attended with considerable diffi-

culty, and in some cases special dryinir houses have to

be constructed to secure the crop in first-class condi-

1538. Creole Onion.

tion. The crop is a perishable one, and must be pulled,
gathered and shipped in as short a lime as possible,
when sufliciently mature.
There .seems to be no generally accepted i>lan fur

marketing, the crop being placed in bo.xes, barrels or
bags for shipping.

yarietietf. — Tho. following varieties hi>.ve given good
crops in the hands of expert growers and m.iy be recom-
mended for the entire South : White Bermuda, Red
Bemmda, Prizetuker, YeHow Danvers, Giant White
Italian, Giant Koeco. and Large Tripoli. Other varieties
than those named here have given a.s good or better re-

turns, but do not seem to huve been so generally success-
ful. In additi<m, are Creole (Fig. I'uib) for Gulf region
and Red Wethersfield for central and upper district.

Di.seftses.— Hh'X'k Moid { Macrosiwriiitn Porri): This
disease ^.oreads rapidly over the field, especially late in

the season. i?ome good may be done by spraying with
Bordeaux mixture, but its application is limited almost
to the diseased porti<m.
Smut ( Urocyatis C'epulfp) : The name of this fungus,

smut, describes it fairly well. About all that can be done
is to subject the field to rotation, and to sow seed from
smut-freedistricts. Some years nearly all southern- grown
Onions brought to market will be more or less infected.
Rotting is especially severe in wet seasons when the

crop cannot be properly handled, and is caused by a
number of fungi. Best preventive is to store in a dry
place, and consume as soon as practicable.

Insectx.—Onion fly, or Onion maggot, is one of the
most severe pests when it enters the field. There
seems to be but little encouragement in combating the
pest. It often leaves the field as mysteriously as it

appeared. This disappearance has been coincident with
the application of some supposed remedy, and has con-
sequently led to the recommending of unreliable reme-
dies. A thorough application of ground toba co stems
down the row seems to act as an insecticide and a repel-

lent, besides being of value as a fertilizer.

Thrips: These insects attack the leaves at times, and
become so numerous as to cause the tips to turn brown
and finally destroy the whole leaf. Besides the insect

injury they open the way for such fungi as Macrospo-
rinm. This insect may be treated successfully with
kerosene emulsion, tobacco decoction, resin wash and
possibly with kerosene-water mixture. p_ g^ Rolfs.

ONION, SEA. Vrginea maritima; also applied to

Orn ithogalum cu udatum

.

ON0BEYCHIS(Greek,asses7ortrf). Legximinbscp. This
genus includes the forage plant called Sainfoin or Holy
Clover. It is a perennial herb, which grows a foot or
two high, and has numerous small, oblong Ifts. forming
an odd-pinnate leaf, and spikes of light pink fls., borne
in summer on long, axillary peduncles. Its stipules are
thin, brown and pointed. The pod is semi-circular,
flattish, wrinkled, and bordered with short prickles or
teeth. Sainfoin requires a limestone soil, and in the
V. S. is grown chiefly in the southern states. In
some sections it is considered indispensable, as it in-

creases the flow of milk. The seeds are thought to be
more nutritious t'.ian oats, and are eaten by fowls. A
hundred pounds of seed is sown to the acre.

viciaefdlia, Scop. [O. Kotlvo, Lam. JTedftsanim On6h-
rychifi, Neck.). Sainfoin or Saintfoin. Holy Clo-
ver. Described above. Eu., Asia. For a picture and
further information, see Bull. 2, Div. Agrost. U. S.

Dept. of Agric, by Jared G. Smith.

ONOCLEA (Greek closed vessel; alluding to the
closely rolled sporonhylls). Polifpodiaceo'. A small
genus of co.irse ferns of north temperate regions, with
creeping rootstocks, anastomosing veins and two sorts

of leaves, the segments of the sporophylls being closely
rolled about the sporangia into bead-like bodies. For
O. Struthiopteris, see Matteuccia.

sensibilis. Linn. Sen.«5itive-fern. Fig. l.').*^9. Our
native species, with broad triangular Ivs., growing in

low, wet places. l. M. Underwood.
Onocleas are tenacious of life, and will grow under

almost any conditions, especially O. sensibilis, but
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tliPV prefer a moist, rather heavy loam, in a cool but

jiot iiecessarily shaded position. O. Strnthiopterin (a

Mntteuccia) in the sunny border is likely to burn

dnringr severe droufjiit. It is a suitable deciduous f«-rn

for the greenhouse, and may easily be had in foliage

before their natural season. p\ w. Barclay.

1539. Sensitive-fern—Onoclca sensibilis.

Fruiting frond at A.

ONONIS (old Greek name of dubious meaning).
Ijeijttminome. Rest-Harrow. About GO spenes of half

-

shrubby or rarely shrubby herbs, natives of the Medi-
terranean countries, annual, biennial or perennial. Lvs.
usually pinnately trifoliolate, the stipules attache<l to the
petiole: fls. yellow, purple, pink or rarely white, soli-

tary, 'i-."? in the axils or in peduncled racemes; calyx
bell-shaped, 5-parted, deeply cut, narrow ; standard
large, striped; stamens united in a tribe, the members
sometimes partly free; pedicel awn -like: pod usually
swollen, few-seeded, without foot-stalk.

A. Fls. in groups of 2-3, rose -colored.

rotundildlia, Linn. Rouxd-leaved Rest-Harrow. A
neat, attractive, shrubby, hardy plant IH ft. high. Lvs.
trifoliolate; Ifts. subrotund to ovate, serrate: peduncles
axillary: racemes 2-;{ Hs.: fls. pea-like, bright rose, not
bracted ; standard striped with lines of a deeper shade.
Of easy cultivation in border and rockery, not liking
too much shade. Prop, by division or seed. Summer.
B.M. 335.

aa. Fls. solitary, yellow.

N^trix, Linn. Goat RvX)t. Yellow-flowered Rest-
Harrow. Low, nmch-branched perennial: stem 1-1

K

ft. high : lvs. trifoliolate: Ifts. elliptical or oblong, ser-

rated near the apex or sometimes entire; stipules large:
fls. axillary, the standard finely striped with red. Mid-
summer to fall. B.M. 329. ' m. B. Coulston.

ONOPOBDON (ancient Greek name). Composite.
The Scotch Thistle, O. Acanthium, is a vigorous bien-
nial plant, growing 5-7 ft. high, with cottony white,
spiny foliage, and heads of pale purple fls. lJ^-2 in.

jicross, borne singly (m the branches. It is not adver-
tised for sale in America, but is sometimes cultivated
for "auld lang syne," and occasionally it is used with
striking effect by some lover of hardy plants. It is

then placed against a background of dark shrubbery,
which sets oflf the silvery foliage and bold habit of the
Scotch Thistle. The plant is rarely found growing wild
in the Atlantic States, having come from Europe. The
Scotch Thistle will probably never be a weed of the
first importance in America, as is the Canaila Thistle.
Nevertheless, care should be taken not to let it go to
seed. A w^hite-fld. Scotch Thistle was advertised in

Germany in 1894 as a horticultural novelty.
Onopordon is a genus of al)out 12 species of coarse,

woolly. Old World herbs, with stout stems winged by

the decurrent bases of the lvs., which are large, alter-

nate, prickly, dentate or pinnately cut: involucre glo-
bose, the bracts imbricate<l in n)Hny series, and in some
cases spiny: receptacle flat, fieshy, hont-ycombed, not
bristly: pappus not plumose, but with bristles in sev-
eral series.

Acdnthium, Linn. Scotch Thistle. Much-branched,
.3-9 ft. high: lvs. oblong, lobed and dentate, acute, the
lower often 1 ft. long. Julv->iept. B.B. 3:491. Gn. 46,

p. 9. R.B. 20. p. 200. Var.' 41ba, Hort. (it. 45, p. 107.-
The Scotch Thistle is often called the Cotton Thistle;
sometimes also Argentine, Asses', Down, Oat, Queen
Mary's or Silver Thistle. w. M.

0N6SMA (owo.-*, an ass, and osme, smell ; the odor
reputed t<» oe liked by that animal). Borragindce(P.
About 70 species of bristly hardy herbs or undershrubs,
with long, narrow, alternate lvs. and one-sided, simple
or cymose, bracted racemes: the fls. yellow or purple,
tube-like, or inflated on one side, sessile, or with short
pedicel; calyx 5-parted or cut; corolla-throat dilated or
contracted; lobes 5, very short; stamens 5..

stellul&tum, Waldst. & Kit. Golden -Drop. Cult,
only in var. Tatiricum (O. Tnuricnm, Pall.). Stems
branching from ground : lvs. linear-lanceolate, with
revolute edges; scape branching, leaning, 6-9 in. high;
raceme terminal, pendulous : fls. yellow, tubular, ex-
panding above. 8-12 in a raceme, \% in. long. July, Aug.
Perennial. Succeeds well on high ground or on sunny
rockerv. with light, open, deep soil. Prop, bv cuttings
generallv, or bv seed. B.M. 889. G.C. II. 16:21. J.H.
III. 35:11. Gn. 50, p. 251.

J. B. Keller and M. B. Coclston.

ONOSMODIUM (like Onosma, a European genus of
this family). JJorraijinaceo'. Fal.se Gromwell. Five
or 6 species of North American and Mexican branching
herbs, generally perennial, bristly, 1-4 ft. high. Lvs.
oblong, sessile, ribbed-veined : fls. white, greenish or
yellowish, in long, erect, leafy, raceme-like clusters

;

corolla tubular or oblong-funnel-shaped, with throat
naked, the lobes erect, acute; the sinuses more or less

inflexed; style filiform or capillary, very long; stigma

^f^^ .^^
^^^"^t;.*?!^!

1540. Onychium Japonicum.
(X^4.)

Showing fertile and sterile fronds

(See Onychium, p. 1142.)

exserted before the corolla opens: nutlets ovoid or globu-
lar, bony, smooth and polished, white. Closely related
to Lithospermum.

Carolini&num, Torr. Stout, branched, 1-3 ft.: lvs.

ovate-lanceolate or obhmg-ovate, sessiie, 5-9-ribbed, 2-4

in. long: fls. yellowish white. June. Oan. and western
N. Y., west and southward. — Offered by Tvestem dealers
in hardy plants. Prop, by seeds. y^^ g_ Covlston.
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ONTABIO. See Canada.

ON^CHIUM (Greek, outfr, a claw: referring to the
shape of the lobes of the Ivs. ). PoljipodiAceie. A genus
of ^tmall, mainly Asiatic ferns, witli the sori arranged
on a continuou-* linear receptacle, as in Pteris, but with
narrow segni»'i)ts in which the iiulusia extend nearly to

the midrib. For culture, see Fern. The orc'ii<lH occa-

sionally advertised as Ouychiums are Dendrobiums.

anr^tum. Kaulf. Lvs. orate, a foot or more long by
half as wide, qu-idripinnatitid, with membranous indusia
and abundant sporangia oi; a golden color; divisions of

the sporophylls pod-like. India and adjacent islands.

Jap6nicum, Kunze. Fig. ir)40. Lv?. o^ate. a foot or
more lung by half as wi«lc, quadripinnatitid, with pale
indusia and brown sori ; divisions ot the sporophylls

linear-mucronate, similar to those of the
sterile leaf. India, China, and Japan.

L. M. Unt»erwood.

OPHfiLIA. See Sicertia.

OPHIOeLOSSUM (Greek, .'serpent's
tongue). 0/>'>i<></los!it}ce(r. A genus of
small, fern-like plants of wide distribution,
with a more or less elongated terminal
spike formed of two rows of coalescent
sporangia, and bearing a single leaf at or
below the middle of the stem. Rat'ier diffi-

cult of cultivation, and mainly of interest as
curiosities.

vnlg^tnm, Linn. Addkk's Tonole Fekn.
Fig. I.")41. Six-lL' in. high, with a spike ^4-1

in. long, bearing a single ovate leaf near
the middle of the stem. In low places.
Europe and North America.—May be cult,

in moist peat in a partially shaded spot.

Occasionally found in large numbers i i

peaty meadows.

L. M. UNDE.twooD and F. W. Barclay.

OPHIOPOGON (Greek, snake's beard ; a
translation of the Japanese name). Hcema-
dordcece. Of this genus we cultivate 2 spe-
cies of hardy, low-growing herbaceous per-
ennials from Japan, with linear foliage.

1541. which is often striped or spotted with white
Ophioglos- or yellow, and racemes of small, 6-parted,
sum vul- pendulous fls., varj-ing from white through

A^d'd"
~ lilac to violet-purple. The species nien-

Tongue^^ tioned below are not very exciting. They
are pro<'urabIe from a few dealers in hardy

perennials, from specialists in Japanese plants an<l

from Dutch bulb-growers. J. B. Keller writes that the

most popular form is O. Jahuran, var. aureua varit-

gatH.<i, which is chiefly used as a greenhouse foliage

plant. The fls. of O. Jabnntn are followed by large,

showy, shining dark blue berries. It is easy to manajrc
in the window, and is almost hardy. O. spicatus is prop-
erly Liriope spicata.
The genus is an oriental one of about 7 species of

herbs. The plants have a short, thick rhizome, and the

fibrous roots sometimes act like runners, and sometimes
are thickened into tubers: lvs. linear or ol»long-lanceo-

late and narrowed into a petiole: bracts small, scari-

ous: perianth -ttibe none; stamens 0, fixed at the base of

the segments; tilaments erect, distinct, shorter than the
linear anthers: cells of ovary 2-ovuled: seeds in the
form of a globose berry.

A. Lower fU. in groups of 2-3.

Japdnicus, Ker. Perei'nial, stemless, glabrous herb,
with a stoloniferous rhizome: fibrous roots long, slen-

der, often nodulose : root-lvs. numerous, erect, narrowly
linear, >4-l ft., \-\% lines wide. 5-7-nerved: scape 2-4

in. long: raceme lax.few-fld., 2-\) in. hmg: fls. drooji-

ing, violet-purple to lilac or more or less whitisli. .Tap..

Corea, northern China. B.M. lOfj;?. — Var. variegitus,
Hort., has variegated foliage.

AA. Lower fls. in groups of 6-9.

Jabtiraii, Lodd. Habit of the above, but more rolmst:
lvs. l>^-3 ft. long, 4-(i lines wide, many-nerved: scape

H-2 ft. long: raceme 3-G in. long: fls. white to lihic.

Japan. L.B.C. 19:187G (a fine pure white). — Var. coeru-
leus, Hort., hs-s "blue " fls. Var. aureus varieg^tus has
foliage striped golden yellow. Var. argdnteu* variega-
tU9 has foliage spottecl white. Var. arg6nteu8 vittatus
has ftliage striped with white. -yy ^^j

Ophiopogons are said to be hardy, but they are not
reliably so. O. JaponicHs lived for three winters in an
exposed po-^ition on our rock garden, so that we felt in-

clined to believe it would continue so. One severe win-
ter every plant died. O. Jabnrau will occasionally live,

bu^ its foliage gets badly spoile<l, so that we now lift it

and store in coldfmmes. The variegated form, espe-
cially the one with blue flowers, is very ornamental. !t

may be used effi -tively in a variety of ways. It com-
bines nicely with dwjirf foliage plants ii: the make-up
of mixed vases for parlor decoration. It has a perma-
nent value, as after its new growth is made in spring-
time its variegation <loes not change nor lis growth in-

crease. Its leaves are leathery and durable, and thus it is

effective the whole season. Spikes of blue flowers sent
up in August add much to its beauty, combining most
e^ectively with the yellow and green variegation. It is

increased l)y divisions of the rhizomatous roots. Any
soil and situation will suit it. We have had it do well
in peaty soil and also in ordinary loam and shady cor-

ners, where scarcely anything else will grow. But. of
course, the plants have been put out after their season's
growth has been made in cohlframes in spring.

T. D. Hatfieli>.

OPHBYS (Greek, ^-f/cftroic). Orchid()cece. A genus of
terrestrial orchids mostly in the north temperate zone
in Europe, Asia and N. Africa, the greater number be-
ing found in the Mediterranean region. They have the
habit of Goodyera, bearing a basal rosette of lvs. with an
erect flower-ste terminating in a raceme or spike of
fls. Sepals sini.lar, spreading: petals smaller, often
pubescent: ,labellum generally convex with incurved
margllis, not spurred, entire or3-lobed: column short.
Culture as for Habenaria.
The following are advertised by Dutch bulb dealers:

A. Margin of (he labeUum brown or purple -brown.

B. Labeilum scarcely longer than the sepal.

c. Sepals green,

arauifera, Huds. Spider Orchis. Resembles O. apif-
era. Sepals green; petals very short; labellum dull
brown, marked with paler spots, obscurely lobed. Spring
and early summer. Europe. B.M. 5712. B.R. 1-4:1197.

Msca, Link. Lvs. oblong-lanceolate, those on the
stem narrower: sepals green, ovate-oblontr, the upper
one smaller, oblong; petals half as long, lanceolate-ob-
tuse; labellum oblong, dark purple and hairy on the mar-
gin, disk light blue, polished. Mediterranean region.
B.R. 13:1071.

cc. Sepals rose-colored or white.

arachnites. Lam. Stem erect, leafy: lvs. ovate-lan-
ceolate: fls. distant; sepals ovate concave, rose-colored,
tinged with green ; petals conical, fleshy, smaller i ban the
sepals and colored like them; labellum roun«.. witlj

the sides reflexed, black-purple, with yellow marks and
green appendages. Cent. Europe. B.M. 251G.

apifera, Huds.(0. arflrcftw)f^.«!,Reichard). Bee Orchis.
Stem y-18 in. high, with few oblong or lanceolate lvs.:

fls. 3-t>, rather large; sepals ovate, pale pink or
white; petals smaller, erect: labellum broad, convex,
lobes all turned, velvety brown, marked with paler line?

or spots. Fls. early summer. Dry pastures. Cent, and
S. Europe.

BB. Labellum longer than the sepals.

Speculum, Link. L(>okin<}-Glass Orch's. Stem 4-12

in. high, 3-6-fld. : lvs. linear-oblong: fls. /a-l in. across;
se])als linear-oblong, green, with purple bands; petals

very small, triangular-lanceolate, dark purple-brown;
hibellum quadrate, oblong, very convex; disk shining
blue, with a yellow edee; margin pilose and fimbriate,

ttiaroon -purple. Mediterranean region. B.M. 5841.

B.R. 5:370.

muscliera, Huds. (O. nnfod s. .Tacq.). Flv Orchis.
Stem very slender, 3-4-fltl.: sepals oblong or narrowly
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ovate, greenish; petals narrowly linear; lal>ellum lonj»,

obKnig, purplish brown, with pale white or blue marks

in the center; central lobe notcluMl. Sprint? and early

summer. Cent, and E. Europe. R.B. 21:241.

AA. Margin of the lahtlbttn yellow or greeninh yellow.

tentliredinifera, Wilhl. Sawfly (~)RrHis. Stem in.

hiirli: Ivs. elliptic-luui ^-olute: spike ;j-h-rtd. : ris. nearly

1 in. across ; sepals oblonjf, obtuse, mncave. varyinj?

from rose to white; petals very small; labelluni l)roa(lly

obcordate, greenish y"ll(;w, pubescent, with a lari^e

chestnut -coloretl spot on the disk. Metliterraiit-an

re^im. B.R. 3-20.J; KJ.IO'X'. B.M. 1930 F. 1872, p. 128.

mtea, Cav. Stem 4-7 in. tall, many-fld.: Ivs, linear-

obloiiij: tls. H in. across ; sepals obi i<f. «»l)tns«'. iu

curved, gree. ; petals much smaller, line;—-<>bl<)ii;r;

labellum ouadrrte. gohU n yellow, with a purple disk.

.Mfditern-.uean region. B.M. 5941.

Aerra* inthropophora, Br. Advertised as Ophrj-s nthro-

pophoi i, jiinn. Man Okihis. .Sumu al>out !> in high, the

spike b -I iig 2-4 in. long: Ivs. ovate to oblong or laiH-eolate: tls.

«hill yellowish green : sei>als and petals converging o^er the
column; labelhim much longer than the sepals: side lol»es long,

narrow, and the middle lol>e split into two narrow lo^s. Pearly

summer. Pastures, S. Euroi>e. Ophrys diiTers from Aceras in

li.iviiii; a ver>' convex labellutn. Both genera Jire distinguished

from Orchis by the absence of a spur.

Heinrich IIasselbrinu.

OPLfSMENUS (Greek, aimed : referring to the awns >.

a r'tmineif. A genus allied to Panicuni, containing 4

species of the warmer '•ei;ions, oTie of whieh is cult, in

C'.>nxervatories for ornament. Spikelet 1 Hd.; tirst and
se»"«)iid glume, and often the third, awned.

1542. Oolismenus Burmannii.

Burmannii, Pal. (Panicnm variegatum of florists).

Fig. 1542. A half-creeping perennial, with small, simple
p:inicles, the common form with neatly white and pink
striped leaves. Trop. Asia. — Popular for edires of beds
and for hanging baskets. Propagated by divisions of
the rooting stems. Gn. 47, p. <i8. ^_ g_ HirrHCorK.

OPIUM is the product of Papaver nomniferifm, the
common annual suinmer-bhutming poppy of our gar-
dens with smooth, glaucous leaves.

OPOPANAX. See Acacia.

OPtJNTiA (old Latin name used by Pliny, later used
for the Indian Fig, thought bj' some to be derived from
Opus, a town in Greece: by some atithors the name
is said to have been derived from a small port. Opus,
in South America, from whence plants of the Indian
Fig were early exported to the Old World). (^arfiliUiP.

Opuntia is a genus of great variation in habit and ap-
pearance, and, from tin frequency of natural hybrids
and ill-detined specitic lines, one of the most difficult

genera ot tiowering i)lants to satisfactorily present in

systematic order. Opuntias vary from small, prostrate
plants a few inches above the ground to trees with
s{ireading tops 20 or more feet high. The stems are flat,

clavate or cylindrical, and bear more or less elevated
areolae, from ea«*h of which appears a small caducous
pointed leaf, rarely spreading and foliar. An oval or
circular area, more or less covert<l with soft wool, inter-

mixed with barbed bristles and usually a variable num-
ber of spines, occurs in the axil of each leaf. The
flowers are Lome singly toward the upper portion of
the joints or stems, on the bristle-bearing part of the
areola ami .lave spr ^ding. showy corollas. The usually
tuany-ovuled inferior ovaries are not of foliar develop-
ment, ami sometimes ditfcr but slightly in appearance
from normal stems. They are usually bristle- and spine-

bearing. Fr. dry or succulent, frequently edible: seeds
large, fl:ittened, discoid and often margined. Some of
the forms of Opuntias are seen In the illustration h

(Figs. i:)43-1541)).

Some of the largest Cacti are Opuntias, while nearly
all that are of economic value belong to this genus. The
genus numbers about 130 species and many varieties

and hybrids. It extends from British America south-
ward thnmgh the United States, Mexico, West Indies ami
< 'entralAmericatothe southern portion of South America.
The species are ccmfined niostly to arid and semi-ari<l

regions: however, some are found in regions of heavy
rainfall. They are found in greatest quantity and variety

of species in southwestern United States and northern
Mexico, where they are often trees and form the most
conspicuous part of the flora. A few species are ex-
tensively cultivated in warm regions for their large,

edible fruits, while others are grown as hedges. Where
introducetl, many species have escaped from cultiva-

tion and become dangerous and troublesome weeds.
Although the Opuntias are less attractive as pot-plants
and, on account of their barbed spines and bristles,

more difficult to handle than most other Cacti, they are
coming into favor on account of their unique appear-
ance, rapidity of growth and attractive fls. They grow
best with an abundance of heat and sunlight, the char-
acter of the soil being a secondary consideration. Like
all other Cacti, they require perfect drainage. They are
readily grown from cuttings, and also from seed under
proper management.
Economic ra?»c.— Economically considered, the

Opuntias are by far the most important of the Cacti.

Although originally confi led to tLe New World, the
more important species are now in cultivation or have
escaped from cultivation and become wild in every arid

and semi-arid region of the globe where the tempera-
ture permits their being growTi. Wherever grown, their
tendem^y is to escape from cultivation and become per-
sistent and troublesome weeds. In this respect they
are much more to be dreaded in foreign countries than
in America, the place of their nativity.

Ornamental Ua/Mc —As ornamental plants, Opuntias
are unique rather than pleasing. From their stiflF, for-

mal aspect they do not harmonize, as a rule, with other
plants, and on account of their spines and bristles they
are difficult to handle and are considered by most gar-
deners as a nuisance in decorative planting. It is as
hedges and as groups of mixed species that they are
most effective.

Most species grow rapidly and bloom profusely. The
fls., as a rule, are large and showy and of various colors,

although yellow predominates. They soon wither after
blooming and remain at their best only for a few days.
The spines and bristles which usually cover the base of
the fls. render them of no value as cut-flowers. With
many species, such as O. leptocanlia, O. tetracantha,
and some fonns of O. Tana, the bright-colored fruits,

which remain on the plants for a long time after ripen-
ing, render them more attractive in fruit than in flower.

Crested or fasciate forms (Fig. 1543) aie common.
The /^rfu7o//^^0/j?<«/mi{.—Although extensively culti-

vated for their fruit in many countries, where they fur-
nish an important article of diet for 4-.^ months each
year, they (lo not as yet take a pomological rank with the
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horticulturist, thoiif^h they are much more widely used
ami of far more economic importance than many plants
which have an established place in pomoloirical litera-

ture. From th«? fact that Opuntias flourish best in

n'srions wh«'re experimi-ntal lnjrticnlture n-cj-ives little

or no attention, the development of desirable economic
varieties has not been what might be expected of plants
which respond so rea<lily t*, cultivation and selection,
anil which may be hybridizcl with so little difficulty.

Botnnically considered, the fruit is a kfnl of bf-rry.

varying from dr> to rte.«>hv and succulent. Morpho-

1543. Opuntia ramosissima.

To illustrate fasciation. wliich is of frequent occurrence
in nearly all species of Cacti.

logically, it is a modified stem with the true seed capsule
sunken into its apex: hence it bears leaves and spines,
and usually under suitable conditions and frequently in

the natiiral state, when it becomes detached, will biul

an«l grow like a normal stem-cutting.
///.s^^ri/. — Opuntias were cult, by the aborigines of

America at the time of its liscovery, and were early
taken by the Spanish explorers to Spain and Spanish
colonies in other parts of the world. After becoming
established in the Canaries. Azores, and Madeira islands,
it was not long before their culture extended to Portu-
gal, Spain and the whole littoral region of the Mediter-
ranean. From there they spread to Egypt. India, and
other parts of southern Asia. In comparatively later
times they reached South Africa, Australia, anil New
South Wales, where they are fast becoming: a serious
menace to agriculture and grazing. In all the regions
above noted they have escaped from cultivation and
have become pestiferous weeds.

Varieties in Cultiration. — The want of fixed charac-
ters, the great variations in most species under different
soil and climatic conditions, and the readiness with
which natural hybrids occur, make the identification of
cultivated and introduced species so difficult that the
considerable literature on this subject is extremely un-
certain as to nomenclature. The common names Indian
Fitr. Barberry Figr, Prickly Pear, and Tuna, are applied
indiscriminately by most people to any fiat-jointed Opun-
tias, but more particularly to the kinds with edible
fruits.

Tbe two most widely distributed and extensively cul-
tivated are O. Firns- T^uiu-a and O. Tuna. These plants
have often been confused by authors. Much that has
been written under the name of one species really applies
to the other. They are closely linked together by hybrids,
and each has been in cultivation for so long a period
that numerous cultural varieties have developed, par-
ticularly in Mexico and Sicily. It is possible that the
many cultivated forms of both species originated from
the same source.
Although the Mexicans and Indians eat the fruit of

more than a score of indigenous species, the two named
al»ove, with theii many cultivated forms, are by far the
most desirable and palatable. <K Ficim-Indica is piefer-
able in most respects to O. Tuna on account of its fewer
and smaller spines and usually larj^er fruit. The latter,

however, makes a more formidable hedge and is more
frequently planted in the Unite«l States. Hedges of
this plant are to be seen at many of the old Spanish
missions in Arizona and California, where they were
probably first intrtxluced into the United States, O.
Fiens-Indira is frequently grown by the Mexican popu-
lation of New Mexico, Arizona and California. In south-
em Florida it has escaped from cultivation and become
n-furalized. Tlu' fruits are usually la'-ger and fewer-
seeded than in (>. Tuna, and are commonly yellow. They
frequently measure 3 or 4 in. in length and 2-.'l in. in

width. Forms of this species about the old missions of
southern California vary considerably. One form,
known as Tuna Colorado, has an insipid, light crimson

-

colored fruit, while another. Tuna manse, has a yellow-
ish fruit, irregrularly mottled with crimson.
The Fruit Economicalh/ Considered.— Thene two

Opuntias, and possibly a few other closely allied ones,
are extensively grown in Mexico. The fruit begins to
ripen ^u June and July, while the later varieties last

u*^*:! December. The fruit is consume«l by all classes
and conditions of people. The fine bristles which invest
the fruit are usually removed before picking by rubbing
them with straw, grass or leaves. The fruit is later
picked by the han<l, or, in some instances, with wooden
tongs. In large plantations, when the fruit is raised for
commercial purposes, it is usually harvested with a
heavy knife, the workman first cutting off the joint
bearing the fruit, and later detaching the separate fruits.

In preparing the fruit for the table, a thin slice is cut
from each end an«l a slit ma<le throuirh the paring, join-

ing the cut surfaces. The thin paring is easily sepa-
rated from the mealy but juicy pulp, and quickly re-

moved with the fingers.

To-day the finest Opuntia fruits are grown in Sicily,

where they are one of the most important crops that the
island produces. From July to November the peasants
live almost entirely on this fruit, and considerable
<juantities are yearly exported to other countries, some
of which finds its way to New York and other American
cities. It is grown extensively by the Arabs throughout
northern Africa, and forms an important part of their
food for a portion of each year.

Nutritive Value of the Fruit. — The nutritive value of
this fruit ranks high, as shown by the following analy-
sis by Wolff:

Per cent

Dry siibstanoe 21 .60

Ug^neous matter 3.70
Proteid substances .TO

Fatty bodies 1.80

Sugar 14.

Yield per Acre. — It has been ascertained that some
of the best varieties are capable of producing on lean,
sandy or rocky soil, ill-suited for growing ordinary
crops, as much as 18,000 lbs. of fruit per acre. When
we consider that this is equal to 2,500 lbs. of sugar, as
well as other valuable food constituents, it may be
readily seen that the food value from the standpoint of
nutrition is considerable.
Method of CM/^Hr^.— Plantations are usually made on

dry slopes of hills, as the plants do not thrive where
there is much moisture or on heavy clay soils. Joints,
cut or broken from the plants, are used instead of seeds,
and are planted at distances of 6 to 8 ft, in furrows from
€i to 1.5 ft, apart. No tillage is practiced, as they grow
rapidly, and in a few years shade and smother out
all other growth. Before planting, the cuttings are
exposed in half sunlight from seven to fifteen days,
that they may partially wither, in order to facilitate

rooting.
An important advantage in the culture of these plants

is the regularity of the yearly crop. They begin to bear
in about three years after planting, and continue in

bearing for many years.
Of the Opuntias indigenous to the United States, none

as yet have been grown for fruit, or with an effort to

improve them, O. Fngelmattvii has a large but poorly-
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flavored fruit, rarely oaten oven by the IndianH. O. Icrvin

Las one c»f »he larj^e^t aiuJ in^ -t palutaMf fruits »f auy
of tiic »peri»-H found growing wild within the I'nited

Srates. This plint also he- '• e aflvantage of having
hut few »i»iMes. O c'' •'• \}iic«r, <>. Jiafintm/uii, (P.

chlorolicii, (K I'lhfuiani,... nd (K tmicrocetttra have
iiie«lium-sized fruits, insipii a:

' unpalatahle to the cul-

tivated taste, hut eaten by lu«iia. and Mexicans.
Wherever gn>wn extensively, the OpmitiH fruits are

u«!ed for making a weak alcohol -drink. The juices of

the highly colored sorts are sometimes ised to color
confectionery.
Opuntias as Forage — yinny of the Opuntius I'ave

considerable forage value. parti<'ularly during pe -iods

of long drought when other foiage crops are srort.

The range cattle of the southwestern United States . •»d

on either the branches or fruits, or both, of nearly all

the indigenous species, the flat stems of O. Kmjrhintutiii

and ^e pendulous fruit clusters of O. fulyidn being most
largely consume<l. When cattle feed largely upon spiny
Opnntias the spines and bristles often collect in their
8toma<*hs, forming large phyto-bezoars. During j-ears

of scarcity of other forage, thousands «>f cattle die in

Texas, New Mexico ami Arizona, where the cause as-

nigned is starvation, when in reality the direct cause of
death has been the perforation of the alimentary canal
by the numerous spines of Opuntias,
In northern Africa the flat joints of the forms with

few spines are used as forage for cattle during the dry
season, after being allowed to ferment slightly. In
Tunis, plantations are sustained by dain-'meu for the
purpose of feeding their cows upon the fleshy stems.
O. Tuna has run wild to a remarkable extent in south-

em Africa. It has spread rapidly during the past cen-
tury, and in many places has crowded out the grasses
an<f become a nuisance. Two forms of the plant are
rectjgnized by the Dutch farmers: viz., a thorny variety
growing on the open country and on stony hillsides

known as Doornblad. and a fewer-.'-pined larger variety
with thicker stems known as Kau'.blad. It is probal)le

that these two varieties origi!iate<l from the same intro-

duction, for, according to Mr. Macdonald, the seed from
the Doornblad or Kaalblad variety may give rise to
plants resembling either or both of them. It is exten-
sively used as feed for cattle, ostriches and pigs, either
akme or when mixed with other forage. Here, however,
much harm has come from range cattle eating it in

times of little or no other forage, and ostriches become
blind from the spines and bristles getting into their

ej'es in eating the fruits.

In New South Wales and Australia, where several

species have escaped from cultivation and spread over
large areas of arable land and driven out more valuable
forage plants, the land has depreciated 50 per cent in

value. Here, however, some of the worthless species,

such as O. vulgaris and O. monavantha, are more
widely spread than the more valuable varieties of O.
Ficus-Indic't and O. Tana.
Possible Improvement of Presert Varieties.— From

what has been said it may be seen, first, that varieties

of O. Ficus-Indica and O. Tana produce large crops of

edible and nutiitious fruits; second, that plants with
lew or no spines are tiie general rule in O. Ficas-Indiea
and of not infrequent occurrence in O. Tuna ; third,

that Opuntias are strong, vigorous plants that will grow
in situations in which few other plants will thrive; fourth,

that spineless forms make valuable forage.

With these and more qualities to recommend them, it

yet remains for horticultural enterprise to develop a
spineless and bristleless variety that will not only be of
value for forage but will pro«luce large crops of fruits

as attractive to the educated palate as to the savage.
From the experience gained in establishing a garden of
nearly 70 species and varieties of Opuntias, comprising
about 300 plants, and watching their growth and be-

havior for several years, the writer believes that they
offer great possibilities in the way of improvement in

the hands of a careful plant-breeder. j, \7. Toumet.
Hardy Opuntias satisfy a rather general desire for

something unique or grotesque, while at the same time
they possess enough ornamental value to recommend
them to everyone, and especially to those lov ^rs of cae-

taceous and succulent plants whose space indoors is

limited. Being natives of the western plain* and foot-

hills of the mountains, they can scarcely suffer from
long-continued drought, and the sunny side of the
rockery will suit thtm exactly, as it will allow all sur-
plus moisture to drain off, and no artith-ial watering
will be ne'*e.tsary. Mr. William Falconer, who has used
large quantities ut Schenley I'ark, Pittsburgh, Pa.,
writes as follows: "In certain localities, as on bleak,
exposed banks and about rocky knolls, Opuntias and
I'ucca anguttti folia can be used unsparingly with per-
fect success." He also says, "All have been planted out
of do«'»r«, rviuttiiiing unprotected summer and winter,
and all have been perfectly hardy." They have suc-
ceeded also at Kew Oardens, in the very humid climate
of England, without protection. Their requirements
s<*eni to be as follows: a porous, well-drained soil, a
sunny exposure, "tid a season long enough in which to
/•nen the fruit aud an iial growth; these conditions
being c«implied with, they will endure almost any degree
of cold to be experienced even in the most northern
portions of the U. S. Their altitude-limit in Colorado
indicates that they will succeed as far north as Indian
corn ean be matured. The following kinds have been
used successfully, as above indicated: <J. arenaria,
with small, round to oblong, very spiny joints, the
spines varying much in color from gray and straw color
to purplish brown, it.arborencens, the Tree or Cande-
labrum Cactus, the tallest of this Mst, is of cylindrical
branching growth, with bright purple flowers and yellow
fniit. <K t'amanchica has ver>' large, orbicular joints,

the upper half thickly beset with spines, fruit purple.
(>. fragilis resembles O, arenaria, but is smaller. O.
mesacantha includes a multitude of forms, all of which
are very hardy. O. phceacantha, var. major, is one of
the most striking sorts, with immense, glaucous joints,

dark purple spines, yellow flowers, and purple fruit.

(J.polycantha is one of the most variable, as well as one
of the most showy. The spines vary from ivory white
to purple and brown, and from short and stout to long
and slender. Nearly all the Opuntias have very showy
flowers, usually in various shatles of yellow and orange.

b. M. Andrews.
In the following synopsis it has not been possible in

all instances to group the species so as to show re-

lationships. A purely artiflcial key has not been at-

tempted, as the species at best are separated by a great
variety of characters. It will be seen that the list runs
to Gl species, or practically hiilf of all the known kinds.
It will be noted, also, xliat a large part of the species in

the trade are from Mexico and other .southern regions.

The Cochineal plant, often referred to Opuutia. musi be
sought under Nopalea. For the relationship of Opuntias
to other cactaceous plants, and for additional hints on
culture, see the article Cactus in Vol. I.

acanthocarpa, 46.

albispina, 14, *Jy.

arlx)rescens, 'A.

arbuseula, 59.

arenaria, 31.

aurantiaca, 4.

ba.silaris, 7.

Bernard ina, 48.

Bigelowii, 52.

brachyarthrji, 32.

Bra.silien.«.is, 1.

< "amanchica, 20.

candelabriformis,
11.

chlorotica. 16.

i'lavarioides, 35.

••lavata, 40.

cQccinelUftra, 61.

crassa. 12.

crinifera, 5.

••ylindrica. 33.

r-ymochila, 24.

Darwmii. 37.

rKivisii. 45.

diademata, 38.

e<'hinocarpa. 47.

Emoryi, 43.

Engelmannii, 18.

feroz. 29.

Ficusln lica, 13.

filipendula, 23.
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fulgida, 51.
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alauca, 12.

Grahamii, 41.

gigantea, 20.

lireenii, 24.

Grizzly-bear, 27.

horrida, 15.

hystrieina, 28.

imbrieata, 53.
invicta, 44.

leptocaulis, 60.

leucotricha, 9.

macrocentra, 21.

macrorhiza. 24.

mamillata, 51.

niegacantha, 24.

microdasys, 6.
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Missouriensis, 29.
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nigricans, 22.

oplocarpa, 24.
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Pes-corvi, 26.
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platycarpa, 29.

polyant ha, 14
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Rafiuesquli. 24.
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rutila, 30.

Salmiana, 36.

Schottii, 42.

senilis, 5.

serpentina, 49.
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sideiidens. 29.

stellata. .>4.

hteno«-hila. 24.

trxseilata. 61.

tetracantha, 58.

Treleasii. 7.

triacantha, 10.

tricophora, 29.

Tuna, 15.

nrsina, 27.

variegata, 3.

versicolor, 57.

\tilgftris. 25.

vestita, 34.

Whipple! , 56.
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A. ArtivHlat'n>H*or jiiinfs xtrik'

inijhj different, flat to cif-

uiulrical I . Braiiliensis

AA. Articulation:^ or joints sim-
ilar, more or less flat-

tened.

B. Species from S. America... 2. Oalapageia
:<. monacantha
4. aurantiaca
5. crinifera

BB. Sperirs from y. .tpnerira.

*.\ Joints pa bescent 6. microdasys
7. basilaris

8. puberula
cr. Joints not pubescent {except

sometimes in O. pycna-
cantha ).

D. Frnit fleshtf or succulent.
E. Size of joints large: plants

mostlff lartje (<>. crassa
moderatehj small).

r. Color of spines trhite 9. leucotricha
10. triacantha
1 1

.

candelabriformis
FF. Color ofspines fiellow (some-

times red to trhite in it.

Engflma r.nti, poh/anfha

.

cra.'<sa.and Ficus-Indica.)
<». Spines none or few \'2. crassa

13. Ficus-Indica
«0. Spines alaays present, few

to manif. {One form of

O, mncroeentra has no
spines, and occasional
plants of (>. rhlorotica are
without spiufs. 1 14. polyantha

1.1. Tuna
Iti. chlorotica
17. pycnacantha
18. Engelmannii

FTF. (\tlor of spines reddish
brown to black, usual Iif

a-ifh purplish joints 1'.). phaeacantha
20. CamancMca
21. macTOcentra
22. nigricans

EE. Size of joints small: joints
variable in .sh<tpe: plants
mostly Ion- or prostrate.
{Some forms of O. Rafin-
e-tquii have moderately
large joints.

)

23. filipendula
24. Bafinesquii
2.5. vulgaris
26. Pes-corvi

DVt.J>^ruif dry. more or less

spiny 27. ursina
28. hystricina
29. Missouriensis
30. rutila
31. arenaria
32. iragiiis

AAA. Articulations or joints simi-
lar, more or less cylindri-
cal.

B. Species from S. America.
c. Joints cylindrical, mostly

elongated 3.3. cylindrica
'.U. vestita
3.~>. clavarioides
36. Salmiana

CO. Joints globose to broadly
obovate .37. Darwinii

^ 38. diademata
BB. Sperie.'i from 3'. America.
C. Spines without sheaths:

plants mostly small, a ifh

cla vate joints 39. pulchella
40. clavata
41. Grahamii
42. Schottii
43. Emoryi
4'4. invicta

EE. Fruit fleshy, proliferous.

€Hy. Spines sheathed: joints cy-

'indrical or nearly so,

more or less elongated.
V. yumher of spines variable,

always more than ok**.

E. Fruit drif, Hsually spinif.. .47}.

46.

47.

48.

49.
.")0.

51.

Fruit flrshy, rarely prolif-
erous .')2.

,'»3.

54.

55.

56.

57.

58.

DD. Number of spines few, usu-
ally one, rarely more or
wanting 59.

60.

61.

EEE.

Davisii
acanthocarpa
echinocarpa
Bernardina
derpentiua
prolifera

fulgida

Bigelovii
imbricata
arborescens
spinosior
Whipplei
versicolor
tetracantha

arbuscula
leptocaulis
ramosissima

1. Brasili6nsis, Haw. A lariro. tne-like plant rt^aoh-

inj? a hiiirht «»f I.VIH ft.. muiuTously branched, with a
thick, roundish crown an«l an upritfht trunk, 4-6 in. in
diani., and l>earintr numerous spines 1 in. or less in

lenjjfth: joints of two kinds, cylindrical, unarticulate,
elongate ones and others which are shorter and much
flattened and which arise as offshoots from the former;
the la^'ter leaf-like, thin, 2-6 in. lonj?, oblong, rarely ob-
long- lanceolate or orbicular, dark green, margin angu-
lar, sometimes irrtgular: areola* with short, gray wool
and numerous brown bristles; spines usually 1, some-
times 1-3 small additional ones, 1-2^ in. long, mostly
from the marginal areolie, white, with browni.sh tips;

tls. numerous, citron-yellow, 2 in. wi<le: fr. gI«>bose or
ellipsoidal, yellow, about }}4 in. in diam. Brazil and
southward. — One of the species most frequent in cult.

2. Galapag^ia, Uemsl. An upright, tree-like plant
6-10 ft. high, with a circular, spreading crown and a
very spiny trunk, ii-S in. in diam., and light-colored
bark bec«miing loosened and hanging in fragment.s
from the older stems: joints elliptical to oblong, thick,
10-14 in. long: spines at first 3-4, spreading, flexible,

increasing in number and size with age. finally cover-
ing the joints with long, brush-like bundles: fls. small,
less th.in 1 in. wide, red: fr. sxibglobose, red. Galapa-
gos Islands.

3. monacantha. Haw. An upright plant branching
from the ground and reaching a height of 6 or more
feet: joints oblong to elliptical, rather thick, temjinal
ones much thinner, 5-12 in. long, 3-6 in. wide, bright
green: areolae with uniformly short wool and yellowish
brown bristles; spines 1-2, seldom more, erect, H-D'^
in. long, yellow to dark reddish brown: fls. yellow, 3
in. wide: fr. ellipsoidal to pyriform, occasionally pro-

liferous, red, somewhat spiny. Argentine Kepublic.
— The horticultural variety varieg^ta is in the trade.

4. aurantiaca, Gill. A numerously branched, rather
weak, semi-prostrate plant 3-5 ft. high: joints linear-

lanceolate to lanceolate, 2-10 in. long, V.j-1 in. wide, ellip-

tical in transverse section, dark green. turgi«l : areobp
with a tuft of grayish white wool and bright yellow
bristles ; spines 4-^, spreading, straight, stiff, brown
to yellow, the longest less than 1 in. in length: fls. yel-

low, lH-2 in. wide: fr. carmine-red, globose, with short
spines; seed with woolly hairs. Argentine Republic.

5. crinifera. Pfeiff. (O. set})li.'i. Parm.). A much-
branched, wide-spreading plant, about 3 ft. high: joints

obovate to elliptical. 6 in. long and 3-4 in. wide, dark
green, occasionally glossy: areolje crowded, small, with
white wool, numerous golden yellow bristles, and a
variable number of long silky hairs; spines 6-8. later

more, white, glisttniner. reaching 1 in. in length, the

long silky hairs parti'-nlarly developed on the und<r
side of the young joints : tls. 3K-4 in. wide, golden
yellow, often reddish. Brazil(?).
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fi. microd&Byi, I^ohin. An erect. wide-spreatHnj? plant,

rarely fxfi'eiiinjf 'A ft. in Iiei|;ht: joint * «'ili)iti<-al to <»Im>-

viitf, 3-4 in. Ion;; and nearly an wi<l«', thit-k, l>rii;ht

green, densfly pulx'sceiit : nreoljp with short, whitish
wool aiul nuineroui* pihlrn yellow l»ri"«tles of vuriulile

lensrthx; spiiu's wuntin;;: tls. ^rreeiiish to lemon-yellow,
ahoiit 2 in. wide: fr. «'oiii|»!irativ«-ly Hiiiall, oval, h'-n

than I in, in «liani., arnie<l with nuuierouM yellow bris-

tles: tle.Hh whitish. Northern Mexieo southward.

Var. rtlfida, K. S<-h. Of more ro})tist trrowth : joints

ronn«ler and larjrer. paler trreen, the bristles inclined to

reddish brown. Mex.

1544. Fruit of Opuntia Ficus-Indica (X >i). No. 13.

7. basiUris, Engelm. and Be^t'l. A low, spreading
plant, rarely 1 ft. hiirh: joints thiek, variable, usnally
broadly obovate, with rnore o less truncate top and
branching from the ba> t-7 in. long and 2-4 in. wide,
bluish green, and ve" nutelv pubescent: areola? de-
pressed, close together, and with brownish yellow wool
and numerous short, yellowish brown bristles ; spines
wanting, rarely prevent: is. dark purple, rarely white,
.'{ in. or more in diam.: fr. .short, thick, green, becoming
white and dry at nmturity and filled with many large
white seeds. Southwest W. S. and nor? t-rn Mex.

Var. ramoaa, Parish. A smaller plant, with joints
branching from the upper end, and usually glabrous.
J>. Calif.

Var. Treldasii, Coult. Differs from the species in
having larger orbicular or obovate joints, with terete
base, and larger leaves. S. Calif.

8. pub^rola, Pfeiff. A numerously branched and up-
right plant, 2-3 ft. high : joints obovate or somewhat
rounder, when young covered with very soft ]>ubescence
which becomes bright green with age : areola? with
short, brownish yellow wool and numerous short, am-
ber-colored bristles; spines .">-7, 1 in. or more in length,
straight, cylindrical, white, with amber eoh)red ba.se,

shining, the lower on<'s the longer: tls. 1)2-2 in. wide,
greenish yellow: fr. oval. If-^ in. in diam., the many
areolae bearing short wool and many bright amber-col-
oretl bristles; flesh sweetish ; seeds many, correspond-
ingly small. Mex.

1>. leucdtricha, P. DC. (O. fnhiap'ina. Salm.). An up-
right, numerously branched plant, sometimes reaching
the height of 10 ft. : joints elliptical or narrower, mostly
rounded at the end. 8-10 in. l<mg and half as wide, dark
green: areolae small, with white or whitish gray wool
and numerous short brown bristles; spines very slen-
der mostly 4 at tir^t, but later as many as 10-12; some
rejwh the length of 3-4 in., becoming bristle-like and
very flexible : fls. 2-3 in. wide, yellow, with reddish
center: fr. spherical, 1-1 J^ in. in dium., pale green to

white, thickly beset with velvety wool and brownish
yellow bristles; pulp sweet, edible. Mex.

10. triactotha, P. DC. An upright, tree-like plant,
reaching 10-12 ft. in height: joints often very large,
occasionally 18 in. long and 10 in. wide, obovate, thick,
grayish green: areolae remote, from P4-1J^ in. apart,
with short, g^-ayish wool and yellow bristles ; spines
."J-t, white, with yellow points and bases, an in. or less

long: fls. 2J^-3 in. wide, carmine to orange-yellow: fr.

elliptical, 134-2 in. long; pulp acid. West Indies.

11. candelabrifdrmis, Mart. An upright, sparingly
branched plant, 2-4 ft. high: joints elliptical to obovate,
thick, dark green, 0-10 in. long and half ns wide: areo-

l»* with brownish white w«Md, "ater l»ecoming gray, imd
numerous wb.r*' bristles; spines 4-.'>. of which'3 ar«-

very stnniu'. white, 1*4 in. or less in length: fls. 2>a-3
in. wide, carmine-red: fr. spiny. Mex.

12. crista. Haw. {(t I'lthm, Hort.). A sparingly
branciicd. tiprit;lit plant. 4-<( ft. high: joints oblong to
ovate. ;{'.>-."i in. loni; and two thirds us wide, glau<-ous,
greenish blue, thick: an-oije with brownish wool, anil
few bristles of same color; spim s u>ually wanting,
souM'tiines 1-2 an inch or less long, straight an«l nee<lle-
like. .M<x.

13. Fictis-lndica, Mill. Injuan Fkj. Fig. 1544. An
erect, tree-like plant, reaching the height of 10-15 ft., and
with a woody cylindrical trunk: j«»ints elliptical or ob-
long, (iften with bluish bl*.om. thick, often IH in. long and
one-third as wide: areoUe orbicular and sparingly cov-
ere<l with white wool and yellow bristles ; spines usually
waiitint;, occasionally 1-2 snudl, weak ones are prest-nt:
fls. yellow, expanding to 3-4 in. in «liuni.: fr. yellow,
with reddish pulp, bristly, 2 in. in dium., edible. Mex.
—A species widely grown throughout the warm tem-
perate regions of the world. In some regions, escaping
from cultivation, it has become a troublesome weed.
Frequently cultivated for its fruit under the name of
Indian Fig.

14. poly&ntha, Haw. A much-branche<I, spreading
plant, :s ft. or less in height: joints obUmg to obovate,
dark green, weak-spined, 4-<> in. long ar«l 3-4 in. wide:
areola? with white wool and brown bristles; spines ;{-8,

slender, golden yello'' , seldom over "4 in. long: fls. 2%
in. wide: fr. broatUy oval, deep red. West Indies ( f).

For var. albisplna consult 0. MisBourienBis, No. 29, of
which it is perhaps a form.

15. Tiina, Mill. (OJuUriiht, Salm.). Figs. l.')45, l.')4r).

An erect, wi<le-spreading, tree-like plant, rapid-grow-
ing and frequently 10-12 ft. high : joints deep gn'en,
mostly elliptical, 10-H in. long and (5-10 in. wide: areo-
lff» with whitish wool which later becomes diity gray,
and a fascicle of long brownish yellow bristles; spines
4-<5, rigid, stout, yellow, frequently subulate, spreading,
une<iual in length, 1-2 in. long: fls. '.\-A in. wide, yellow,
fading to red: fr. pear-shaped or rounder. 1-1'^ in. in

diam., sweet, edible, dark reddish purple. West Indies
and Mexico. — Probably the njost extensively cultivated
of all the Opuntias. Und^-r the name of "Tuna" it has
been grown in southwestern I'nited States, West Intlies

and Mexico since the earliest Spanish possession. It is

extensivel}' grown both for its fruit and as a hedge
plant. It has escaped from cultivation and become
naturalized in North and Smith Africa, southern Europe,
southwestern Asia and Australia, and in some places ha*
become a troublesome weed.

7Ss

1545. Opuntia Tuna. No. 16

16. chlorbtica, Engelm. A compact, upright, mo<Ier-
ately branched plant, from 3-<) ft. high, the trunk and
nuiin stems becoming woody and terete, and densely cov-
ered with long straw-colored bristles and spines: joints
orbicular, somewhat glaucous. U-IO in. in diam.: areolae
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crowded, with flne, g^ray w<»ol aiid very nunuTous jfoMen
yellow bristles of unequal length : f»pineH ;MJ, rarely

none. t»n old MteniH occaxionally 40 or more. une«|ual,

angular, golden yellow, iletlexed. usually 1 in. or lesH

long: ti». yellow, 2-;i In. in diani: fr. dee[) purpli-. nioder-

1546. Hedge of Opuntia Tuna. No. 15.

ately bristly, edible, 1% in in diam., broadly obovate to

globose; seeds comparatively small, sometimes sterile.

Southwest U. S.

17. pycnac4ntha, Engelm. An upright, moderately
branched plant, 3-5 ft. high: joints oval to orbicular,

occasionally somewhat pointed at the ends, 4-8 iu.

long, sometimes pubescent, armed with a densely inter-

woven covering of mostly detlexed spines : areola?

crowded, approximately ^a in. apart, with dark brown
wool and numerous long, yellow bristles; spines .'{-7. on
old stems 20 or more, straw-colored to ashy, mostly less

than 1 in. long: tis. greenish yellow, 2-:{ in. broad: fr.

obovate, 1/4 in. in diam. and covered with numerous
spines and bristles. Lower Calif.

18. fngelmannii, Salm. Fig. 1547. An erect to semi-

prostrate, profusely branching, coarse plant. 2-5 ft.

high, forming large, impenetrable thickets, usually

with a short, more or less terete, woody trunk, with
grayish bark which becomes unarmed with atre: joints

broadly obovate to orbicular, pale to bluish green, veiy
variable in size, in large specimens 12-14 in. long and
nearly as wide, moderately thick : areolaej-emote, about
1 in. apart, with gray wool antl large, rigid, gray to yel-

low, unequal bristles; spines mostly 2-4. sometimes l-;{

small ad<Iitional ones, very variable, homy, variously

colored, mostly yellow, or white with reddish base,

usually compressed or angular and curved or twisted:

lis. yeilow, red within, fading to red, 2%-'.i in. in diam.

:

fr. broadly pyriform to globose, frequently 2 in. in

diam.. dark purple, with insipid purple flesh. U. S.

and Mex.—This species, with its numerous varieties, is

the nijst widely distributed and abundant of the large,

flat-stemmed ()puntias in the United States. It varies

greatly in different localities, and its many forms have
not as yet been adequately defined.

19. phaeac&ntlia, Engelm. A diffuse, serai-prostrate

plant, 1-2 ft. high, and freely rooting from lower mar-
gin of joints: joints broadly obovate, moderately thick,

4-0 in. long : areolae about 1 in. apart, with short wool
and reddish or brownish bristles; spines mostly toward
margin or on apex of joints, 2-5, straight and stiff,

reddish brown to almost black with lighter tips, 1-2^4

in. long: fls. 2% in. broad, yellow: fr. usually long-

pyriform. 1 in. or less in diam. and twice as long, pur-

cie, with greenish acid pulp. Southwest U. S. and
Mex. — This species and a number of the following be-

come deep purplish green during autumn and winter.

In the spring they lose their purplish color to a large

extent and take it on again in the fall. The spines are
aUo much darker in winter than in summer.

20. CamAnchica, Engelm. and Begel. A prostrate,
widely sprea<Iing plant 1-2J^ ft. high, and freely rooting
at the lower margin of the joints: joints broadly ol>ovate
to orbicular, 4-4) in. long, moderately thick: areolfp about
1 in. apart, with light brown, short wool and yellowish
brown bristles, mostly armed ; spines very variable,
usually 1-3, sometimes '.{-(>, on marginal areolip, reddish
to blackish brown with lighter tips, variable in length,
sometimes 2.';i in. long : Hs. 2?a-3 in. wide, yellow, with
reddish center: fr. oval to glolK>ge, Hometimes pyri-
form, deep red, sweet, edible, 1-13-9 In. in diam. South-
west J. S. — V'ar. gigant^a of the trade proves to b«
O. phinic<iHtha.

21. macToeintra, Engelm. A semi-prostrate, spreading
plant, 2-3 ft. high : joints strikingly purple-green, very
thin, broadly i»bovate to nearly orbicular, 5-l> in. in diam.,
with a few remarkably long spines on the marginal are-
ole: areola about 1 in. apart, with grayish wool and
short, grayish yellow bristles; spines rarely wanting,
usually 1-2. re<ldish brown to almost black, annulate
3-5 in. long, slender and straight or variously twisted,
sometimes 1-3 much smaller, lighter colored, secondary
spines: fls. 3 in. wide, yellow: fr. oval to globose,
rarely ovate. 1 in. in diam.. red : pulp sweet, edible.
Southwestern L". S., Mex. — This species is remarkable
for its exceedingly long, dark spines and purple joints.

22. nlgricana, Haw. A large, robust, upright plant,
2-5 ft. higii: joints usually obovate, dark green, rarely
tinged with purple, about 10 in. long an«l (5 in. wide,
mo(lerately thick: arcidw with short, grayish wool and
yellowish brown bristles; spines 1-2, awl-shaped, 1-2

in. long, strong, dark brown, at first yellowish : fls,

114-2 in. wide, yellow with red center. Mex.— Frequent
in cultivation.

23. filip6ndula, Engelm. \ small, semi-prostrate plant,

frtely branching fron) the base of the joints, rarely 10

in. high and with thick, tuberous, moniliform roots:
joints small and thin, bluish, glaucous, rarely 3 in. in

greaiest diam., orbicular to broadly obovate, sometimes
diamond-shaped, frequently flattened at the top and
broader than long: areola^ orbicular and with an abun-
dance of whitish wool and many long, slender, yellowish
green bristles, which are very conspicuous, particularly
on the older joints; spines sometimes wanting, when
present usually 1-3, rarely more, white, very slender
and flexible, 1-2 in. long, mostly marginal: fls. yellow.

1547. Opuntia Engelmanaii (XH). No. 18.

lJ^-2 in. in diam.: fr. clavate to narrowly obovate, 1}{
in. long and half as wide, greenish yellow, with few
seeds. Texas to Ariz., extending into Mexico.

24. Bafin^squii, Engelm. (O. menacdntha , 'Ra.fixi.). A
wide-spreading, prostrate plant, freely rooting from the
lower margin of the joints, roots sometimes tuberous:
joints obovate to orbicular, usually 2-5 in. long and 2-4
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In. wi«le, sonietinu's twict* uh larKc, dark to Ught Kroen:
nrcolii* with igny wool and bri)(ht retldiMh brown Urin-

\lv*', HpitM'H Monit'tiniCH wanting, when pn-st-nt I-.'l and
mostly niarginal, Htuut, I in. lon^c. white with durk^r
tips and bases, fre<iuently l-.'l snmll Heeniitljiry opines
aNo present : tis. ;{ in. or leMs in diam., tC'ddcn yellow,
frequently with reddinh center: fr. slender-elavate or
broader, IVt-^ in. lonjf, yellowish re«l to purple, with
Insipid purplish pulp; see<ls eoniparativrly liirtfe. West
central U. S, — An exceedinjcly variable spt'cies of wid*-

distribution and iniperfeotly known. Many varieties
have been described, some of which are in the trade.
Tiie extreme forms varv >rr»'»fly from the type. Of
these fonns vars. Orednii, oplocArpa, cymochlla, iteno-
chlla and macrorhlza have appeared in the trade,
llurdy in Mu^s.

L'.l, yitlg&ris, Mill. nAKBRKRV Fia. A diffuse, pros-
trate plant a foot or less hi^h: joints usually restinR on
tlie trround and rooting frou) the lower mart;in, (dM)vate
to suborbicular, thick, 2-4 in. in trreiitest diam., pale
ureen : areola* with grayish wo<d ajid a few shor*. ^jreenish
yellow bristli'> ; spines rarely present, whe present
usually 1, stout, erect, lesH than 1 in. lontr, yellow, often
viiriejjated : lis. *J in. wide, pale or chrome-yellow: fr.

obovate to sphericiil. 1 in. in diam., red, flesh iuitipid.

Kastern U. S. Hardy iu Ma-ss.

2fi. Pes-c6Tvi, LeConte. A small, difftisp. prostrate
plant, rarely reachiji^f 1 ft. in height: joints fra;ril»-,

somewhat tumid, narrowly ovate to olK)vate or oblont;,
2-4 in. lonrf and less than half as wi<le, fre(|uently much
snialU-r, very thick, broadly oval in transverse section,
brif^ht preen with a bluish tinjje: areola* circular, with
short, whitish wool and a few short, slender, pale
bristles; spines rarely exceeding 2, frequently none,
slender, white, often brownish, less than 1 in. lonfj: lis.

yeli»)W, 1 J^ in. wit'e: fr. obovate, bristly, purplish, 1 iti.

or less in diUiU; Heeds comparatively large, very few.
Florida.

27. urslna, Web. {(irhzlif-hear Opuntia). Fijr. 1548.
An up'-ight, diffuse plant, 1-2 ft.hij^h: joints obhmg to
obovate, ^rrayish t^n-eii, thi<-k, IMJ in. Ion;; and 2-4 in.

wide: ariolir with white wool and nunu-rous yellow
bristles; spines 12-20, red«lish white, very slend«'r and
bristle-like, sometimes 4 in. lonj,'. fre<)U*'Utly almost
completely hidini; the epidermis of the plant: fls. 'D-i-'-^

in. wide, reddish vellow. Calif. — Popularly known as
"Grizzly Bear" Cactus.

28. hystricina, Eneelm and Bigel. A semi-prostrate,
gpreadintr plant. %-\% ft. high: joints obovate to or-
bicular, .'i-.') in. long, moderately thick and very spiny:
areoljB with grayish wool and yellowish red bristles;
.spines 10-1,5, 2 in. long or shorter, white or dusky, slen-
der, flexile, angular and twisted: fls. light purple^ 2-3 in.

\\ide: fr. broadly obovaie, 1 in. in diam., armed with
many long spines. Southwest U. S.

29. Missouri^nsis, P. DC. (O. fPror, Haw. O. npji^n-

defiK, Hort.). A prostrate, wide-spreading plant, rarely
rising 1 ft. above the ground: joints variable, from
elongate-o]>ovate to orbicular, usually bright green, fre-
quently wrinkled and tuberculate, 2-(» in. long: areolsB
about 14 in. apart, with short, grayish wool and long,
reddish brown bristles; spines 0-12, very variable in
length, number and color on different fonns and plants
from different localities, mostly marginal, white or va-
riously tinged with red or brown, slender, twisted and
flattened, some reaching a lenerth of 3 in.: fls. yellow,
darker within, 2-2'^ in. wide: fr. broadly ovate or sub-
globose, ^4-1 in. in diam., armed with numerous rather
short spines; seeds comparatively large. West-central
U. S. — A species of wide distribution and very variable,
some high mountain forms entirely without spines,
while other forms are arnu'd with a close network of
closely interwoven ones. A number of the forms have
been segregated as varieties, of which the best known
are ruHspina, platycarpa, microep^rma, albisplna and
tricll6phora. All the forms appear to run together and
the varietal distinctions are of doubtful value. Hardy
in Massachusetts.

30. rttila, Nutt. A low, diffuse plant, K to 1 ft. high

:

joints tumid, readily becoming detache<l, and covered
with a close network of slender, interwoven, light gray
spines, thick, elongale-ovate, 2-4 in. long: areolae

crowded, less than ,'v in. apart, with short, white wool
and yellow bristles; spines ;{-.'», some! inns a f«w short
accessory ones, slentler, reddish gray to white, with
darker tips, 1^^4 in. or less in Niigth, larger ones olteii
flattened and twiste«l: fls. red, I 'j-J In. wide: fr. broadly
ovate to subgl(dM»se, usually armed with very lonir, in-
terwoven spines: s;edH comparati\ ely large. iSouth
west United States.

31. areniria, Enxrelm. A diffuse plant with upright
tertnitial joints. ran-Iy reaching 1 ft. in heiyht: joints
thick, olM>vate. 2-5 in. long and half as wide, tumid,
strongly tuben-ulafe: areola* crnwde<|, »4-'i in. apart,
with sparse white wool uiid nunierous yellowish brown
brist'.es; spines very variable in immber and size, .'{-10,

slemier, flexible, white to ashy gray, usually 1 in. or less
long; fls. yellow. 2-2 'i in. l»road: fr. ovate to g|o»K»se,
very .<piny; seeds large and irreini'ar. Southwest U. S.

32. irigilis, Hnw. A small, prostratt- plant, rarely
more than 4 in. hiiirh: joints tumid, fragile, easily de-
tached, oval, elliptical, or subglobose, 1-2 in. long and
nearly as thick as broad.
bright green: are<d«* %~
yi in. apart, with w hitish
wo<d and a few white
to jellow bristles, which
are much longer ana
more abun<lant on older
joints; spines 1-4, occa-
sionally a few small ad-
ditional ones, weak, dark
brown, the upper one
usually longer and
stronger than the others,
rarely an inch in length:
fls. greenish jellow, 1-

H4 in. wide: fr. ovate
to subglolM)se, with few
spines or bristl»*s, mostly
sterile, an inch or less
long ; see«ls few and
large. Rocky mountain
regicm from British
Amer. to New Mex. —
Var.brachy4rthra,Coult.
A plant with more swol-
len joints, more numer-
ous an«l stronger spines,
smaller fls. and more
spinv fruit. Colo,, New
Mex.

.33. cylindrica, P. DC. A moderately bran«'hed upright
plant, 10-12 ft. hi;rh, with main stem 2-J'2 in. in «liam.,
new growth tlark green, the comparatively long

( % in.)
I vs. persisting for some time: areola* depressed, with a
little white wool, a few white bristles ami some long
white hairs: spines at first 2-3. erect, rather stiff, % in.
or less long, at first whitish yellow, later Tayisli: fls.

rose-red. 2-2K in. wide from end of joints: fr. pyriform,
2-2}.2 in. lomr. yellowish green, somewhat spiny! Chile.
— Var. cristata is offered.

.34. vestlta, Salm. A small, upright, numerously
branclu'd, ramify.ng {.hint a foot or more in height:
joints rather short, 1-2 in. long and half as thick, usu-
ally dark green: areolae with white to grayish wool and
a number of long, rather soft, grayish white hairs;
spines 4-8, either short, flexibh' and grayish yellow or
f<mr times as long ( }4-% in. ) , stiff and red : fls. 1-1 % in.

wide, mostly lateral, dark red: fr. ellipsN>idal. }^-% in.

long, bright red and covered with grayish woo' Bolivia.

.35. clavarioldes, Link «& Otto. A low. numerously
branched, spreading plant, 1-1 '.. ft. high : joints rather
fragile and slender, % in. thick, cylindrical or ..oniewhat
clavjite, frequently cristate, with numenms terminal,
slender branches : Ivs. extremely small : areolie close to-

gether, small, with white wool; spines 4-10. sometimes
fewer, very small and appressed, white: fls. 1-1^ in.

wide and twice as long, greenish red: fr. elliptical,

H-/^ in. long; seeds with woolly hairs. Chile. — Var.
crist&ta is offered.

.3r>. Salmi^na, Parm. A numerously branched, up-
right plant, about '6 ft. high, with very long, propor-

1548. Opuntia ursina. No. 27.
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tionately slender brunches : stems about three-fifths of
an inch in tiiuni., with rouffh, ttssured or cracked, gray-
ish brown or lea(l-«Md()r»'d l>ark, the terminal joints pen-
cil-like, .'}-lt> in. l<»nj? and ':«-'« in. wide: areolae on
younj? growth with sparst- white w«m»1 and few bristles.

on older growtjj th«,' bristles are very nnnif-rous and
somewhat spine-like; spines :{-5, spreading, about 'a in.

long, grayish: tls. i in. wide, red: fr. pyriform, 1-1 V4 in.

long, scarlet-proliferous, rarely fertile. Brazil.

.37. D&rwinii, Hemsl, A small, numerously jointed,
prostrate, ramifying [)lant a few inches high: joints

globose to broadly obovate, 1% in. in greatest diam.,
olive-green : areolae with yellowish wool an<l few bristles

;

spines rigid, l'i-2 in. long, the lower ones shorter and
darker: Hs. only on top of terminal joints, 1-1 '2 in. wide,
yellow: ovaries as large as the joints. Southern S.

America.

.38. diadem&ta, Lera. (O. paptfracdnfha, Phil.), A
low, moderately branched, spreading plant, rarely more
than 4 in. high and forming dense patches several feet

in diam,: joints l-m in. long and nearly as thick, glo-

bose to broadly clavate, usually growing several in suc-
cession, one above the other, young growth bright green,
soon becoming grayish: areolae with abun«lant white
wool and brownish black bristles; spines 1-2, ])apery,

flexible, white or brownish with darker tips, one-tifth ( ?

)

in. long and half as wide: fls. rather -imall, pale yellow.
Argentine Republic.

.39. pulch^Ua, Engelra. A small, spreading, numerously
branche<l plant, seldom more than in. high: joints as-

cending, 2>2 in. long an«l Va in. thick, obovate to clavate:
areola? crowded, with white wool, and yellowish bristles

which become more numerous and larger witli age;
spines 10-1."). of variable length, the eentral one flattened,

flexible, somewhat papery. 1 in. long; fls. from the top
of the joints, purplish to rose-red, \-l}i in. wide: fr.

broadly cluvute. 1 in. long, with long, hair-like, flexible

white spines, dry. Nev , Ariz.

40. clav^ta, Engelm. A low, spreading plant, i-(\ in.

high, forming dense mats of aiicending join?-' 4-5 ft. in

diam. : joints 1-.3 in. long and 1 in. thick, armed with nu-
merous short, flat spines: areolie with white wool and
rigid, white bristles; exterior spines 6-1 4, white, >^-54 in.

long, interior 4-7, larger, flattened, scabrous and 3^-1 Vi

in. long, 1 of th;^ central spines usually very broad: fls.

yellow, \% in. wide; fr. long-clavate, yellowish, dry.
\%-\% in. long, armed with many white radiatifig

bristles. Nev., New Mex.

41. Gr^hamii, Engelm. A low, spreading plant 4-8 in.

high, with thick, fusiform roots: joints 2-.3 in. long and
J'a in. thick, armed with long, dark spines, bright green:
areolae svith white wool and numerous long, yellowish
brown, rigid bristles which become very conspicuous on
old joints; exterior spines 4-8.';, in. long, interior 4-7,
more rigid and longer (1*2-2 in.), reddish to ashy
brown: Hs. yellow. 1 '4-2 in. wide: fr. eirpscti<lal. VA-\'%
in. long and half :is wi<lt>. armed with m.my large, radi-
ating spine-like bristles. New Mex., Tex.

42. Schdttii, Engelm. A wide-spreading, prostrate
plant, 4-(i in. high, with numerous short, curved branches:
joints short-davate, rarely more than 2 in. l«)ng and
armed with numerous dark-colored spines: areohe with
white wool and very few bristles; exterior spines «)-10,

very variable, '2 in. long; interior usually 4. flattened
or irregular, 1*2-2 in. long, brownish n-d: fls. greenish
yellow to reddish. \% in. wide: fr. short-davate. the
numerous areoljp covered with white wool and many
short bristl"s. Texas, Mexico.

43. £moryi, Engelm. A prostrate and spreading plant
with comparatively larg»'. long-clavate. curved joints
and reaching a height of 8-12 in.: joiiits 4-7 in. long
and \-\% in. thick, with large, elongatetl tubercles:
areolae remote, with white wool and a few long ( % in.

)

yellow bristles; spines numerous. exterio»* 10-20. Vo in.

or less long, very bulbous at base; interior .'i-lO, brown-
ish to reddish black, more or less flattened and some-
times .3 in. long: fls. yellow, reddish within. \%-2 in.

wide: fr. ellipsoidal, yellow, 2-2H in. long and 1 in.

wide, armed with numerous bristles and spines. South-
western U. S., northern Mex.

44. invlcta. Brand. A numerously branched, spnad-
ing plant. 1(>-14 in. high, bluish green and armed with
niany rigid, erect spines: joints 4-0 in. l<mg and 2-2^2
in. thick, nearly cylindrical: areolae with whitish wool
and yellowish red bristles; spines l.'j-2.^. exterior 6-12,

% in. or less long ; interior 10-1."), very strong and
rigid, 1-2 in. long, more or less flattened : fls. yellow,
132-2 in. wide: fr. broadly obovate, dry, armed with
numerous retldish spines and bristles. Lower Calif.

4.1. D&visii, Engelm. and Bigel. A procumbent, spread-
ing shrul>, with Arm. woody skeleton. 1-2 ft. high :

joints 4-7 in. long and 'a-'u in. thick : areola? with
short, white wo<d and numerous straw-colored bristles;

spines usually 8-1.3, exterior M in. or less long; interior
4-7, triangular, brownish, with lighter tips, 'M-l/^ in.

long, very loo.se-sheathed : fls. greenish yellow, 2-21+
in. wide: fr. clavate, 1 in. or more long, often sterile,

spiny. Tex. to Calif.

40. acanthoc&rpa, Engelm. V id Bigel. An arborescent,
erect plant, 4-8 ft. high, wit j reticulate-tubular
skeleton and ascending, sprt.> " branches : joints

usually 4-10 in. long, sometimes ,0, and %-\ in. irj

diam. : areolae with short, white wool and scanty bright
yellow bristles; spines very variable in length and
numbers on ditferent plants, usually 8-25, IK in. or less

l(»ng, with loose straw-colored or brownish sheaths:
fls. greenish yellow, with reddish centers, conspicuous
for stamens with stout red filaments, \M-i% in. wide:
fr. subglobose to pyriform, 1 in. in diam. snd usually
armed with many long, stiff spines. Ariz, rnd Calif.—
A factory has been established at Tempe, Ariz., where
the wood of this species is made into light furniture,
picture frames, etc.

47. ecMnoC&rpa, Engelm. and Bigel. A low, spreading
shrub, with reticulate woody skeleton, rarely exceeding
I'i ft. in height: joints VA-W in. long, rarely 4-0 in.,

'% in. thick, somewhat. clavate: areolae with short white
wool and a few coarse, straw-colored bristles: .j^ines

very variable in length and number, exterior 8-10, 1 '4

in. or less long; interior usually 4 forming a cross, 1-1

X

in. long, with loose white or straw-colored sheaths:
fls. greenish yellow, lM-1% in. wide: fr. depressed

-

globose or hemispherical and armed with many long

( 1-1 3^ in.) spines on the upper areolae. Utah, Ariz, and
('alif. —The fruit of this species, like most others with
dry fruit, ripens in the early summer, while most spf-

eies with fleshy fruit do not mature them until fall or

the following spring.

48. Bemardina, Engelm. A slender, branched, upright
shrub, ;{-5 ft high, usually v;ith several long, straight,

stems arising from the base: joints 4-24 in. long and
'4 in. thick, armed with numerous short spines: areohe
with grayish white wool and numerous yellow bristles;

spines yellow or brownish, 8-14, usually with inconspic-
uous sheaths, '% in. or less long ; fls. greenish yellow,

1-1 J^ in. wide: fr. obovate, 1 in. long, armed with nu-
merous rather short spines. S. Calif.

49. serpentina, Engelm. A prostrate, rarely ascending,
sparingly branched shr ib, a few inches to 2 ft. in

height: joints much eloi fi;ated. 0-20 in. long and J4-1 in.

thick: areola? with short, white wool and whitish bris-

tles: spines comparatively short, usually .'-9, someti.iies

15 or more, yellowish or rusty, 3^ in. or less long- fls.

greenish yellow, 1-1 3-2 in. wide: fr. hemispherical. \4~%
m. in diam.. armed with numerous short spines and
long woolly hairs S. Calif., Lower Calif.

.^0. prolifera, Engelm. An arborescent, thick-stemmed
plant. ;{-8 ft. high, with nmaerous horizontal. sprea<l-

ing branches, the erect trunk sometimes 8 in. in diam.:
joints short-cylindri;'al, rounded at the ends, very succu-
lent, tumid and readily det;u!hed. bright green, 2-0 in.

long and 1*^-2 in. thick: areolae with "-liitp wool and
on older joints with nu.nerous straw-colored bri:»;les;

spines variable, usually (>-10, with conspicuous, loose,

yellowish or rusty sheaths and much-barbed, usually
about 1 in. long: fls. \H-ll4 in. wide, greenish red: fr.

subglobose. %-\}4 in. in diam., light green, with few
small spines and bristles, pendulous in clusters, fre-

quently sterile. Calif.. Lower Calif.

51. fulgida, Engelm. A numerously branched arbores-

cent plant, often 10-12 ft. high, with erect trunk 8-li in.
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In (liam., having a thick, pjrayish, scaly, unamipd bark:

j >iiits congested toward the en<lH of the larjfer branchi'.-i,

ovate to ovate-cylindricrJ, 2-8 in. long and often 2 in.

thick, very fragile and tumid, easily becoming detached
and taking root, bhxish green, somewhat glaucous: areo-

la? with white wool and bright straw-colored bristles;

spines on young growth 5-8, increasing yearly until

ultimately :{0-50, finally deciduous, with loose, glisten-

ing, white or straw-colored sheaths 1% in. or less long:

tls. %-l in. wide, pink : fr. ol>ovate to globose, light

green, pendulous, in large, proliferous clusters, some-
times 50 in a single cluster. Southwestern V. S. and
North Mexico.— The common "ChoUa" of the Arizona
plains, where it often becomes a fair-sized tree and nota-

ble for its formidable armor of barbed spines completely
hiding the surface of the plant.

Var. mamilliita, Ooult. Differs in having fewer,
shorter spines.

52. Bigreldvii, Engelm. An erect, compact plant, 4-6 ft.

high, rarely higher, with fragile woody skeleton which
does not appear in joints of the tirst year's growth, the
most densely spine-covered and difficult to handle of
the cylindrical Opuntias : joints readily detached and
forming formidable burs, ovate, short elliptical to long
and cylindrical, with rounded ends, readily breakinj^

from the plant and taking root, pale green, fragile, tu-

mid, terminal ones frequently .'J-5 in. long and naif as
thick: areolae close together, with white wool and pale
yellow bristles; spines 10-2(», some verj' small, increas-

ing in number as stems become older, straw-colored,
loose-sheathed, 1 in. or teas long, completely hiding the

snrface of the plant: fls. greenish red, J in. broad: fr.

very spiny, ovate, n^-2 in. long and one-third as wide,
few-seeded, mostly sterile. Ariz., Calif.

5.3. imbricilta, P. DC. A wide-spreading, irregularly
branching shrub, rarely more than 5 ft. high, the trunk
and larger branches with dark, rough, unarmed bark:
joints frequently 12 or 14 in. long and 1-1^ in. thick,

witli very prominent long, cristate tubercles : areolip

with yellowish wool and straw-colored bristles; spines
2-"), of variable length, 1 in. or lexs hmg, loosely

sheathed, white to straw-colored: fls. 2-23'a in. wide,
hght purple: fr. unarmed, depressed glol>ose, with large

tubercles, yellow, l-Da in. in f'iani., adhering to the
plant and drying on the stems during the winter. Tex.
and northern Mex. — Usually confuse 1 with O. arhores-
eens, from which it differs in its smaller growth, differ-

ent habit, much longer joints, larger, more prominent
tubercles, and fewer spines. The fruit and flower also

show marked differences.

54. arborescens, Engelm. (0..«(^'//r^^a,Salm.). An arbor-
escent, numerously-branched plant. 4-8 ft. high, with
trunk of larger plants having very rough, dark, unarmed
bark: joints with moderately prominent, narrow, cristate

tubercles, verticillate, horizontally spreading on mostly
pendulous, moderately spiny brandies, mostly .'{-<; in.

lung and 1 in. or less thick: areola* with dirty-white
wool an<l small yellow to light brown bristles; spines
6-20, variable in length, 1 in. or less, central ones more
lo(»><ely shea*^hed, homy or reddish l)rown, white to

straw-colored sh<'aths : fls. puri>le. 2-'.\ in. wide: fr.

unarmed or with few spines, conspicuously tuber 'ulate,

subglobose, 1 in. in diam., yellow to yellowisn red.

Southwest U. S. — Frequently confused with (K huhri-
ciitii and O. spinosior, intermediate between th" two.
Differs from the latter in having much larger, more
cristate tubercles, fewer spines and different fniit.

"). spindsior, Tourney. A small tree. 6-12 ft. high,
with nunuTtius verticillate branches, forming a rounded
head, the cylindrical trunk usually branching a few
feet above the ground, and with rough, dark brown or
grayish unarmed bark : joints verticillate and pendulous,
ultimate ones usually 4-b in. long and about 1 in. thick,

d:irk green, frequently more or less purplish, with
short, crowded rhombic tubercles: areola* with white to

reddish brown wool and usually few, small, variously
colored bristles; spines lO-iiO, increasing in number
yearly as the joints become older until Anally deciduous,
short, and rarely conspicuously sheathed, usually K-"*4
in. long: fls. showy, bright to dark purple, 2-234 in.

wide, in whorls at the ends of the joints: fr. elliptical to

oblong, rarely obovate to globose, \%-2)/i in. long, yel-

73

low, frecjuently remaining on the stems during the sec-
ond year. Ariz., northern Mex.

56. Whipplei, Engelm. and Bigel. A spreading, sub-
prostrate shrub, rarel}' exceeding 2 ft. in height, with
numerous ascending secondary branches, having short,
crowded, prominent tubercles: joints variable, terminal
ones clavate, 2-5 in. long and 7:!-:'4 in. thick, mostly
armed on upper half: areola* with short white wool and
a few short, light-c(dored bristles; spines white, very
variable, on terminal joints, u.sually from 1-3 con-
spicuous loose - sheathed interior ones and several
small, deflexed or ra<liating ones: fls. greenish yellow,
crowded at the ends of the joints, 1-13.* in. wide: fr.

unarmed or with few spines, pyriform to subglobose,
densely tuberculate, yellow or tiiited with scarlet, J^-l
in. in diam., drying and remaining attached to the plant
during the winter. Southwest U. S. and northwest Mex.
— This plant is frequently confused with O. ifpiiiosior,

probably from confusion in the original description.

57. versicolor, Engelm. A small, numerously branched
tree, 6-10 ft. high, with rounded head and a short trunk,
having smooth, light brown or reddish brown, unarmed
bark : joints much elongated, usually 6-12 in. long, some-
times 20 %-% in. thick, deep green, more or less colored
with red and purple: areol® with short gray wool and
lighter colored bristles; spines variable, on terminal
joints, usually from .")-13, older joints with 10-20, rarely,

however, increasing in numbers after the second year,
reddish brown, with inconspicuous, close-fltting sheaths,
%m. or less long: fls. bronze-colored, 1-1 34 in. wide:
fr. pyriform to clavate, of same color as joints, never
yellow, sometimes tinged with red or purple, unarmed
or with a few persistent short spines, 1-2 in. long.
Ariz., northern Mex.

58. tetracdntha, Tonmey. An irregularly branching
shrub, 2-5 ft. high, primary branches from a stout, up-
right trunk 2—t in. in diam., and bearing numerous
short lateral ones at irregular intervals : joints very
variable in length, usually 4-10 in. long and % in. thick:
areolae with whitish wool and a crescent-shaped tuft of
light brown bristles; spines 4, rarely more or less, %-
13^ in. long, stout, loosely sheathed, straw-colored,
flattene«l. strongly deflexed, not increasing in numbers
on older joints: fls. greenish purple, 3>-l in. broad: fr.

obovate to subglobose, 3^-1 in. long, juicy, scarlet, un-
armed, or with a few stiff deflexed spines. Arizona.—
One of the most attractive of the cylindrical Opuntias
on account of its numerous bright scarlet fruits.

.59. arbiiscula, Engelm. A short, numerously branched,
round-headed, arborescent plant, rarely reaching the

1549. Opuntia ramosissima. No. 61.

height of 5 ft., but always with an upright, well-defined
tnmk, having rough, brown, unarmed bark: joints usu-
ally 2-4 in. long and % in. wide, easily broken from the
plant: areola* comparatively large, with white wool and
brush-like tufts of long, slender, yellow bristles: spines

yellow, usually 1, frequently a small, slender, additional

one at either side, %-VA in. long, loosely sheathed: fls.

bronze-c«»Iored, %-\ in. wide: fr. unarmed, of sajue color

.«^-
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as joints. Ions:, clavnte, 1-2 in. lonir amlone-tliird as wide,
mostly sterile, ft-rtile ones with a few remarkably large.

irregular-s])heroi(lal seeds. Arizona, Sonora.
tJO. leptocaulis, P. DC. {O. frutescena, Engelm.). An

erect shrub, 2-4 ft. hi^'li. with lonjr. slender, flexible

1550. Orange iSatsuma).

Showing tlie miiltipln-ation of locales or compartments

Stems branehinf? from near the «rroiind. and numerous
lateral secontlary «»nes, very short, usually unarmed and
easily detached: joints about one-tifth to ^4 in. thick:

areola* with short, white wool and numerous, reddish
brown, conspicuous bristles: spines usually 1, sometimes
wanting, erect, stout, frequently 2 in. long, brownish or

horny, with a loose yellow sheath: Hs. greenish yellow.

%-}4 in. wide, with' deriexed perianth: fr. scarlet, suc-

culent, obovate t<» oblong, rarely globose, }\^-^:^ in. lonir,

fre«|uently proliferous, armed with tufts of lonir. red-

dish brown bristles. .Southwestern U. S. and Sonora.

Var. m^jor, Hort., is advertise*!.—One of the slenderest

of the Opuntias. It differs from other species in that

the tis. do not open until late in the afternoon. Several

forms of this plant o«-cur throughoiit its raiiare, some of

which have been separated as varieties. One
of the most frequent of the cylindrical Opun-
tias in cult.

Gl. ramoslssima, Engelm. ( O. tesseUtita,

Engelm.l. Figs. ir>4;{. ir)49. A spreading bush,
2-5 ft. high, with numerous slender branches
arising from a short trunk, l-.'J in. thick, and hav-

ing dark, scaly bark : joints ashy to bluish gray,

variable in length, ultinuite ones 2-G in., H-la
in. thick : areola? with sparse white wool and
a few small yellow bristles: sj^ines sometimes
wanting (Fig'. 15;{7), usually 1, stiff, erect, n.j-2

in. long, loos«dy sheathe<l: fls. reddish purple,

''2--r< in. wide. dry. narrowly obovate. 1 in. lonir,

Va in. wi<le. with 1 or 2 seeds, frequently sterile,

armed with numerous long, grayish bristles.

Ariz., Calif., Sonora.

O. coccinellifera. Mill. = N'op.ilea. — O. corntgata,

Salin., is adv<'rtised. but little known. — <>. plauco-

phylla. — O. Kh'iniir. 1K\ is also advertised. — O.

Itlrida is probably- O. arboresceus.

.1. W. TorMEV.

OKAGH, or French 8pina<'h. is a pot-herb cult, and
used nuich like spinach. It is an annual, grows '>-(> ft.

hiirh. has furrowed stems and arrow-shaped, sliirhtly

crimped Ivs. of soft texture. The iulloreseence suir-

gests that of amarantus-like plants. The individual

Hs. are very small, devoid of petals, and greenish or

reddish accordiiiir to variety. For a more technical de-

scription, see Afripli'x liortinsis.

There are three main types of Orach, based on the

color of the Ivs. The white variety is the one most
commonly grown. The Ivs. are pale green, almost yel-

low. The red or dark red variety has stems and foliage

of d.irk red color, which disappears in cookintr. It is

occasionally cult, as an ornamental foliaire plant under
the name var. atroxanfjuinfit. The green variety is per-

haps the most vitrorous type. The Ivs. are rotnider than
those of the white var. and less toothed. So far as is

known, only the red and white varieties are offered in

America. The seed is usually drilled into the open

ground in early March. The plants are used in their
young state. They bear hot weather fairly well, but
soon run to se«'d. Monthly successional sowintrs
are therefore desirable. Orach is little known in

America.
'VV. M.

OBANGE. Plate XXIII. The Oranse is one of
the ol.it St of cultivated fruits. Its nativity is stiil

in doubt. Iiut it is probable that it is indigenous
to the Indi>-Chinese n'a:i«>n. It is now widely
distribiit«'d in all warm-temperate and trojiical

Countries, in nwny of which it has run wild and
Iwhaves like a native plant. In parts of Florida
the (range wa.s found wild when p«'nnanent set-

tlements were made, but it had probably spread
fronj stock that was intr«iduced by the early
Spaniards. In stature of tree and ch:ir:.cter of
fruit, the Oranire has varieil immensely. Nor-
n»al'y. the fruit contains ten compartments or
locules ; but under the influence of domestica-
tion these comi^artments have been increased,
and in some cases a secondary a.xis, with its

ai'companying locules. has been thrust into the
center of the fruit, causitii; the "navel" appear-
ance of some varieties. Fiir. lo.'Hl; also Fig. 47(>,

p. .'J22. These navel Oransres, of which the
Washin;rton Navel or Hahia is the l»est known, are
chance seedlintr varieties, as other varieties are. The
immediate cause of this ]>articular kind of variation
is unknown. The Washinirton Navel was introduced
from Brazil in 1870 by the late Wm. Saunders, of the
I''. S. Dept. of Atrric., an*l by him distril>uted as the
Bahia (see Van Deman. Kept. Dept. Airric, 188'», p.
2»i7). In recent years, some of the o<ld and grotesqiie
types of .Japanese Oranges have been introduced into
this country, but they will i>rol>ably always l>e curiosi-
ties rather than connuercial ponioloirjcal products. See
Figs. I5.')l-2 and cf. Shinn. A.<t. 18«X). :n:?-r>.

There are three well-developed Orange regions within
the conrines of the Unite<l States: central and southern
Florida; the delta region of the Mississippi; California.

1551. The Natsu-dai-dia, or Summer Orange of Japan.

The fruit is large, sugste.sting a shaddock. It is not eaten till

tlie second summer.

Parts of Texas and the Mexico-Arizona region will no
doubt develop into commercial Orange sections in the

near future. Until within recent years a large part of

the Oranges consumed in this country have come from
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Plate XXIII. Citrous fruits (about one-half natural size).

Oranuks. Nonpareil and Parson Brown; Mandarin, Cleopatra: KiMyiAT. NaKami; Pomki-o. Royal.
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Mediterranean regions, but the Florida Orange has
taken the place, to a large extent, of the imported fruit.

Since the great Florida freeze of 1895, however, the
California Orange has come to be much better known
in the eastern states.

Fifty years and more ago. Oranges were commonly
grown under glass in England and parts of the conti-

nent. At that time there was no rapid transportation
between the Orange growing regions and northern
countries, and the Orange fruit was a luxury. Special
houses, known as orangeries, were devoted to the cul-

ture of the fruit. The trees were ordinarily grown in

large tubs or boxes (Fig. 1.")."):}), and w»'re kept in the

open in summer and were placed in the oranjjery in

winter. These orangeries were scarcely greenhouses
ill the modem understanding of the terra. In many
oases they had slate or shingle roofs, the sides only
being provided with an extra amount of glass in the

shape of windows. Some of them, however, were
houses with glass roofs. As imported Oranges came to

l>€ more common, these Orange houses gradually fell

into disuse. It is doubtful if there are any of these
establishments now standing in this country, but one
sees them occasionally in Europe. As the Orange trees

disappeared, other plants were grown in the house, so
that an orangery came to mean a particular kind of
house in which plants are grown that will thrive in con-
ditions suited to the Orange, It came to be no uncom-
mon thing to see orangeries in which there were no
Oranges.
The Orange tree is still a popular subject in conser-

vatories, however, and in window-gardens. In the latter

conditions it rarely produces fruit of any consequence,
but the shining evergreen foliage and the very fragrant
flowers make the plant interesting and desirable. The
plant is subject to scale and mealy bug, and constant
jvttention must be given to syringing and sponging the
foliage. The leading difficulty in the growing of an
Orange tree in the dwelling house is a tendency to keep
it growing the entire year and to keep it too wet at the
roots. After the fruiting season, in late fall or early
winter, the plant should be allowed to rest for a time
in order to harden its wood for the next year's bloom.
It may then be kept at a temperature of 40° to 50°

and fairly dry at the roots. Water should not be with-
held entirely, however, because the plant should be
kept in such condition that the foliage will not drop.
After a period of relative inactivity of one or two months,
the plant may be set in a sunny place and given a some-
what higher temperature, and water and liquid manure
maybe applied at the roots. It should be in bloom dur-
ing the summer and early fall. Best restilts are secured
if the roots are somewhat confined. When the plant is

small, it may be potted on from time to time; but after
it has attained the height of five or six feet it should
not be given more root room than a small tub or a half
barrel. Ordinarily, it will not need repotting for several
years at a time after it has attained this size. Some of
the surface soil may be removed from time to time and
fresh soil added and liquid manure applied. Usually
the stocks which are used are grown from seeds, and
the plants vary as peaches or apples do. S< me of the
plants may give desirable fruit, but the larger part of
them will give fruit of indifferent or even inferior
quality. If the best kind of fruit is wanted, the young
plants should be budded after they are well established
in the pots. Buds may be secured from any tree that
bears a desirable fruit, or they may be obtained from the
South.

In recent years the Otaheite Orange (described in
Vol I, page '^2'^) has come into prominence as a pot-
plant. Fig. 1554. It is a dwarf form of the common
Orange species. It is undoubtedly the best form of Or-
ange for growing in the house. The fruits are small
and handsome, and the flowers have a pinkish tinge
and are very fragrant. These plants will bloom and
bear when not more than a foot high if the roots are
somewhat confined or the plants not overpotted. Usually
they will bloom the greater part of the vear, but. like
most hard-wooded plants, the best results are secured
if they have a period of rest, as described above. The
temperature for all Orangesf should be relatively low;
that is, it should be the temperature of the intermediate

house or one which will grow carnations, chrysan-
themums, geraniums, and the like.

There is much literature on the Orange, but there is

no full and comprehensive treatise <m Orange culture in

North America. An authoiitiitive general work on
Oranges is Risso and Poiteau, "Histoire et Culture des

1552. Japanese types of Orange.

Top. Saknra-jinia, small, dwarf in growth, coarse
in quality. Second from top. Shiriwa-koji. sweet and
solid, of good quality, the rind tJiin and yellow. Oor-
shiii or Satsnma. one of the "kid-glove" class. Ka-
wachi, also a " kid-glove " Orange.

Oranges," Paris. On the oriental forms and histories
of Oranges, one should consult Bonavia. "The Culti-
vated Oranges and Lemons of India and Ceylon," London,
1890. The American books on the Orange are as fol-

I
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lows: Garej', "Orange Culture in California," San Fran-
cisco, 1882 ; Moore, "Treatise of Oranffe Culture in
Florida, Louisiana and California," N»'W York and
Jacksonville, Third Edition, 1883; Manville, '^Practical
Orange Culture: including the Culture of the Orange,
Lemon, Lime, and other citrous fruits as grown in

Florida," Jacksonville, 188:{ ; Spalding, "The Orange:
Its Culture in ('alifornia." Hiverside, 1885. One should
also consult Wickson's "California Fruits." an«l the pub-
lications of the California State Hoard of Horticulture.
For an account of the Orange from the botanical

point of view, see Citrtts. l_ jj g_

Orange Cultt-re in Florida.—The foundation of
Orange culture in Florida was laid, it is believed, by
the accidental distribution of sour Orange seeds by the
Indians, who obtained the fruit from trees planted by
the Spaniards in early days, and which were probably
grown from imported seeds.
These sour Oranges were carried from camp to camp,

and the seeds thus scattered through the northern and
central parts of peninsular Florida found congenial soil

and conditions in the open hardwoo<l forests and live-

oak groves of that region, and in time formed wild groves
of great extent, always in places where more or less
protected from sun and radiation by towering live-oaks,
magnolias and similar trees.

Sweet Oranges were grown to some extent for family
use even before the civil war, but in the absence of
transportation facilities were considered of no commer-
cial value.
Between 1865 and 1870, however, the Orange trees

along the banks of the St. John's river began to attract

attention as a profitable investment, and a little later

an enterprising horticulturist bought a portion of a wild
grove in the interior, near Orange Lake, and budded
the tops of the sour trees to sweet varieties. The prof-
its were prompt and large, so much so that this pioneer,
who began with an investment of only $1,000, had a crop
valued at $231,000, for the year of the great freeze,
1894-5.

Many of these wild groves were injured or destroyed,
however, by the removal of the protecting live-oaks,

Indian river hammocks being justly celebrated for the
quality an<l abundance t>f the fruit, while almost ever>'
kind of soil and exposure had its champions as best ff,r

Orange culture. The winters for several years prior to

1553. Tub-grown Orange tree.

and being located on about the 30th parallel of latitude,
the Oranges themselves had to be marketed early in
the season to avoid destruction by frost. By 1880 culti-

vated groves spread over all parts of Florida where
railroad or steamboat transportation was accessible; the

1551. Otaheite Oranee in a pot.

1880 were almost frostless, and the rains abundant all

the year round, so that the growth of well-cultivated

young groves was phenomenal, and the whole northern
half of peninsular Florida gave itself up to Orange cul-

ture with reckless enthusiasm— it was estimated that

the Orange at 12 years of age would pay from 10 to 150

per cent interest on a valuation of $100 for each tree,

and in the case of individual trees even the highest
figure was sometimes realized.

The first check to this state of affairs was received in

1886, when a three days' blizzard from the northwest
swept over the state and cut back or at least defoliated

all the Orange trees down to the 29th degree, and still

further south in all but the most protected stations.

This injury, however, was only temporary in most cases,

and wliile'much of the crop of 1885-6 was lost, there

was no diminution in the crop of the following yejtr,

although the trees themselves had received an evidtiit

check.
From 1886 on, there has been a succession of frosts,

generally not sufficient to hurt old trees but enough to

destroy or seriously cripple nearly all the young groves

north of the latitude of Tampa, so that few, if any, new
groves have been brought into successful bearing north

of that point since 1886.

In December, 1894, a still more severe northwest bliz-

zard defoliated all the trees as far south as the Manatee
river, and this was followed in February by another
similar freeze, which caught the trees covered with

tender shoots and young foliage, with active sap, &vA

killed most of them to the ground from Tampa nortl'.

and, moreover, so enfeebled them from the repeatui

shocks that the majority were unable to rally, and are

to-day either den '>r worthless. The loss to tiie Florida

Orange industr\ this double freeze is reasonably
estimated at $l(i0,0<»(),000.

The crop of l8t>4-5 was the largest hitherto produced,
and estimated at 6,000,000 boxes, each of 2 cubic feet.

The following year about 75,000 boxes were produced,
all from south of the latitude of Tampa, and the crop

has been increasing till that of 1900-01 is estimated it

1,000,000 boxes, 95 per cent of this coming from regions

south of Orange county, which just about reverses the

proportion observed "before the freeze."
The following table was supplied by Mr. E. O. Painter,

editor of tlie "Florida Agriculturist," after consultation

with the officers of the Florida Fruit Exchange, and may
be relied on as substantially correct:
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rLORIUA OEANGE CROPS.
Boxes

1884-85 600.000

188rr-86 900,000

1886-87 1.260.000

1887-88 1,450.000

1888-89 l,9rK),000

188»-90 2.1jO,000

1890-91 2,4.-^000

189l-i>2 3,761,843

1892-93 3,400,000

1893-94 5,0.VJ.367

1894-95 6,000,000 (Est.)

1895-96 100.000

1896-97 250,000

1897-98 216,579

1898-99 225,000

1899-1900 400,000

1900-1901 1,000,000 (Est.)

Many groves in Orange county and northward have

been brought into fair conditit»n by banking the trunks

with earth during the winter so as to limit the injury by
frost, and if another series of frostless winters like

those between 1870 and 1880 were to occur, these groves,

with others newly planted, would gain .sufficient age and
.size to defy the ordinary frosts and make this region

zi;,'ain productive. Many acres have recently been
shedded over with slats or canvas— usually removed in

summer— and, thus pro-

tected from the cold, are
promising large returns on
the heavy investment re-

(juired to build the sheds
— from $000 to $1,000 per
acre. Figs. 155o-<J. They
are usually heated during
the coldest nights, either

with open wood fires or—
'..^i stoves burning coke or

"**
coal. The most extensive
shedding operations are
those of John B. Stetson,
of Deland, who has ,37

acres covered, various sys-

tems of protection being
employed on different

plots.

The Orange has been grown on the most varied soils

in Florida, but successful groves have been mainly on
"high hammock" and "high pine," and the greatest
profit, as a rule, has been from the hammock groves,
where seedling trees came into bearing much earlier
than on pine-land, and both seedling and budded trees
produce more abundant crops.
The Orange groves of California and Arizona are sub-

jected to greater winter cold than those of Florida, but
suffer comparatively little damage from it, since the
winters are more uniformly cool and dry and the trees
are consequently dormant, while the usual warmth of a
Florida winter keeps vegetation constantly in more or
less active growth, and hence more sensitive to sudden
frosts. Thus in 1894-5 not only Orange trees but peach
and mulberry trees and old Wistaria vines— all hardy as
far north as Canada when dormant—were frozen to the
ground. The mean temperature has changed little, if

at all, during this alternation of mild and fro.sty cycles
of years; indeed, the mean of maximum and minimum
observation taken daily at Mount Dora. Fla., for six
comparatively frostless years prior to 1886 was half a
degree F. colder than the mean of six years of injurious
frosts subsequent to 1886.
The Orange tree is a gross feeder, and in the sandy

.soils best adapted to its culture in F^lorida can use to
advantage large amounts of commercial fertilizer, pro-
vided the ammonia is balanced by abundant potash and
care is taken to avoid an excess of crude fermentable
materials containing nitrogen, such as cottonseed-meal
and dried blood.
On the moister grades of hammock land, such, for ex-

ample, as those bearing the fine groves near the Manatee
river, it is considered unsafe to give more than 10
pounds of commercial fertilizer a year, even to the oldest
bearing trees, on account of its liability to produce dis-
ease; and additional sulfate of potash is used, even
with standard brands of fertilizer rich in potash. On

1jS5. .Movable shed to protect
an Orange tree from cold.

I* iias a board top and cloth
side^ The 8ides can be re-

moved, allowing the trees full

light.

the high pine-land at Deland, profit has been found in
applications of 80 pounds to the tree, or 2 tons to the
acre, but the average amount used by successful grow-
ers is 20 to 30 pounds to the tree of special brands,
costing from $30 to $.'$7 per ton.

So long as the soil is not unduly depleted of humus,
frequent cultivation is an important factor in producing
rapid growth of Orange trees. As an experiment, a seed
was planted and hoed every day except Sundays for
four years. It was then about the size of an average
eight-year-old tree in the region— one celebrated for its

fine and fast-growing Orange groves— and bore four
boxes of Oranges— about what would be expected from
an eitrht-year-old seedling in that place.

5oi7.t.—The surface soils of peninsular Florida are
almost wholly of subsierial origin— that is, are composed
of particles cast up by the waves of the sea and carried
to their present positions by the wind. The process
may be observed at the present day in some places on
the coast, for example, wliere a gentle slope inland from
the beach ends in a thicket of underbrush and small
trees. At such a place the slope abruptly ends at an
angle of 43 degrees, and whenever a breeze blows from
the sea on a dry day a continuous stream of sand may
be seen blowing over the crest and falling down the
steep angle, gradually engulfing and burying the
thicket in a layer of sand sometimes 15 feet in depth.
The trees and bushes form a wind-break and thus check
the blowing of the sand towards the sea wlien a lan<i

breeze prevails. As might be expected, the elevations
in peninsular Florida are small, the highest point of the
peninsula being but .'{00 feet above the sea-level.

The result of long ages of wind action on a soil com-
posed wholly of fine particles has been to assort these
articles according to weight and size ai. I other physi-

cal characteristics into innumerable patches, small and
great, each of which has its own peculiarities in its re-

action upon the vegetation which it bears. This makes
the soil capabilities of any tract of land a bewildering
puzzle to the newcomer, and the only certain clue to its

solution is found in the character of the vegetation al-

ready growing on it. Chiefly in accordance with this

natural growth, the soils are classified as high ham-
mock and low hammock, high pine and low pine, or
flatwoods, prairies, scrubs, bays and shell-mounds. Any
land bearing an abundant growth of hardwood trees—
live-oaks, hickories, magnolias, etc., is hammock land,
and if not less than 3 or 4 feet above water is suitable

for Orange culture. The larger and denser the hard-
wood growth the better the Orange will flourish on it.

An elevation of 8-10 feet above water is preferable to
lower hammock. The word hammock is the aboriginal
Indian natne for hardwood forest.

"Hisrh pine" land is characterized by the predominant
growth of the long-leaved or yellow pine. This is also

1556. One method of protecting Orange trees in

Florida.—A slat shed.

suitable for Orange culture; the larger the pines the
better the land. If the pines are intermixed with willow-
oaks and an occasional hickory and cabbage palmetto,
the land is sometimes called half-hammock, and such
land is more fertile than ordinary pine land. Blackjack
oaks, on the contrary, are an indication of poverty of
soil.
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As tires sweep ovit the pine himls annually, burning
the resinous pine straw, there is a goo<l deal of finely

divided charcoal in these soils but very little humus,
while in hamniuck soil the percentage of humus is often
very large.

F'latwoods (low pine land) is characterize*! by several
Hiuall-coned species of pine, which otherwise very much

1557. Florida Orange grove.

resemble the long-leaved pines. This land is often un-
derlaid with hardpan a foot or two below the surface.
Much of it is subject to overrtow in the rainy months,
and when overgrown with gallberry bushes it is useless
for Orani;e culture.

A prairie is a tract in the flatwoods overgrown with
grass only and covered by standing water during a
part of each year.
A scrub is a tract of white sand— often like clean

granulated sugar— overgrown with dwarfed live-oaks
and other bushes, mostly of the heath family and usu-
ally only a few feet high, with scattered spruce-pine
trees, the open spaces often covered with reindeer
moss and allied lichens. It is entirely worthless for
Orange culture, though suited for pineapples if richly
and constantly fertilized.

A bay or bajiiead is a deep accumulation of humus—
muck and peat. Wlien drained, such lands make the
best vegetable gardens.
The shell-mounds are, as their name implies, accumu-

lations of the shells of marine or fresh-water mollusks,
intermixed with a little sand and humus. They are apt
to be thirsty, though fertile when plenty of water is

supplied, and although the Orange will grow upon them
antl produce tine, silky-skinned fruit, the trees are not
long-lived, as a rule, and seem subject to disease. The
finest silky-skinned fruit is rarely, if ever, produced by
trees in vigorous health and rugged growth.
The tendency of Orange trees on pine land, especially

bottomless pine lands— those not underlai«l with clay—
is to wood growth, and the postponement of abundant
fruiting till a great age has been reached; this is es-

pecially the case with seedling trees. The coarser the
pine land soil in texture, the longer, as a rule, will the
Orange tree take to reach a bearing age, sometimes
requiring twenty or thirty years, even with abundant
fertilizing, on the coarser sands. On the hammocks,
seedlings fruit at a much earlier age, and budded trees
often dwarf themselves from overbearing.
South of the 27th degree of latitude there are some

rich, red, loamy soils, while the sand consists largely of
coral debris instead of quartz. In these southern re-

gions the Orange is supposed to flourish only upon the
scrub lands, being <lwarfed and sul)ject to disease on
the otherwise rich and fertile red soils.

When not injured by frost, the Florida Orange tree is

immensely productive of thin-skinned delicious fruits.

A good Florida orchard or grove is shown in Fig.
1.557. A new tree arising from the stump of a frozen
tree is shown in Fig. 1558. Many groves have been re-

newed in this way.
Varieties. — Of the leading varieties, Homosassa

may be taken as the type of the tinest seedlings origi-

nating in Florida; other Florida seedlings have been

named, but they are much alike. Jaffa and Majorca
are typical of the best thomless foreign varieties; the
\Va.shington i.i the only navel Orange sufficiently pro-
ductive to warrant planting in Florida, where none of
the navel Oranges are as prolific as other sorts. Of the
kid glove Orange, the Tangerine has quite displactd
the Mandarin in Florida, the brighter color of the for-

mer always ensuring a higher market price. Satsunui
has the merit of being earlier than the Tangerine and
possibly being hardier, hence is largely planted, though
not equal in appearance or quality to the Dancy Tan-
gerine. Of the two varieties of Kumquat or Cherry
Orange, the "obloiii;" is the best market fruit, the
"round" being too variable in size and often too small.

Theodore L. Mead.
Another View of Orange Culture in Florida.—

In primitive Orange culture the tree was a seedlinju'

from selected fruit, and even at this time the majority
of bearing trees in Florida are seedlings. Seedlings
are late in coming into bearing, their fruit is of variable
quality, and the roots of sweet Orange trees are likely

to get the "foot-rot," or mal-di-goma. Therefore grow-
ers are now more careful as to stocks used and seldom
plant the sweet seedling tree, but graft or bud on niore

suitable roots. On very high land of best quality whicli

is deeply drained, it is possible to raise the sweet seed-

ling without great danger from foot-rot. As long as

the roots are healthy the trees produce fruit in abun-
dance, and many growers conterd that the fruit pro-

duced, whether of Orange, lemon or pomelo, on sweet
Orange stocks is better in quality of juice, has less

"rag" and a thinner skin, and hangs on the tree in per-

fection longer than when grown on other roots.

The sour Orange as a stock for other citrous trees is

a contestant with the longer grown sweet Orange, and
as it is free from gum disease, commonly called "foot-

rot," and yields abundant crops, it is planted on soils

which naturally suit it ; these are low, rich lands of

both pine and hammock. In the central part of Florida
it has run wild, and grows in the open hammock woods
where some years ago the best thickets were budded or
grafted to the sweet Orange, and up to 1895 bore enor-

mous crops of fruit. The sour Orange does not do so
well on higher land, though sometimes ]danted there,

and will not grow at all in dry, coarse sand, where the
"rough lemon" manages to exist and produce frtiit.

This "rough lemon" seems to ))e a natural hybrid
citrus, with leaves and flowers somewhat resembling
the commercial lemon and with large, round, coarse

r:^^'^^

H

"^^
1558. Sprout-grown Orange tree.

fruit with a lemon's acidity, but with the appearance of

a coarse sour Orange.
For quickness of growth and prolific fruiting, no

citrous tree compares with the "rough lemon " as a stock

for Oranges, lemons, etc., and growers are more suc-

cessful with it than with any other stock on diverse

soils so far tried.
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Another prominent stock for citrous trers is the wild

hardy Citrus trif»li<ita of Japan. It is a very thorny
deciduous tree of somewhat dwarf hahit. succeediniar

well on good Orange land not too dry. It influences the

cion growing upon it to a great extent and causes a

considerable increase of hanliness against cold, as well

as earlier ripening of fruit ; the tree itself blooms very

late in the spring and ripen.s its fruit comparatively

early. In north Florida and along the (iulf coast it is

now being largely planted, worked to all varieties of

()rani?e, pomelo, kiiraquat, etc., with more or less like-

|iho<Kl of successful fruition. It will probably nevrr

be wanted as a stock in localities free from frosts. The
Orange tree is also worked to a .amall extent on the

roots of other citrous trees, as pomelo, lime, bitter-sweet

Orange, etc., with more or less success, as the nature

of the land detemunes.
Propagation of these various trees is usually effected

by seed. For sweet seedlings intended for orchard
planting, the seed is carefully selected from the fruit

of very best qualities, and only the vigorous plants are

saved ; for the nursery, to be worked by budding or

gnifting to various sorts, the seed is taken from any
fruit available, whether good in quality or not. The
seeds are squeezed out of the fruit by hand, after cut-

ting the skin, and not allowed to dry. The seed of

Citnts trifoliata may be dried, as it keeps longer
without loss of vitality.

Seed-beds are prepared by thoroughly digging and
pulverizing the soil, which should be of a light or
sandy nature, and, unless of very good quality nat-

urally, should be manured slightly with composted
stable manure or chemical fertilizer. Seed should be
sown thickly on the loose soil and pressed down well

before covering ; soil of the same light nature should
now be thrown evenly over the surface to a depth «f

about an inch, and if the bed is considerably exposed to

the sun should be mulched lightly with straw or leaves.

Planters usually provide a temporary shading for the
beds or else select a situation shaded by trees or walls,
although the seedlings will grow in full sunshine if

only mulched, but require more attention in watering.
After two to six weeks, according to the warmth of the
weather, the seedlings will appear above the surface
and must be kept as free as possible from weeds, in-

sects and fungous diseases. "Damping oflF" causes
much trouble, and whole beds may be lost unless
sprayed in time to check the spread of this fungous
trouble. Bordeaux mixture seems to be the best prepa-
ration to use, although thorough dusting with flowers
of sulfur sometimes is eflfectual.

The seedlings at the age of six months, or say during
the summer rainy season, may be planted in nursery
rows, about 10 x 48 in. apart. Less ri'-k of loss, how-
ever, results when transplanting is done in midwinter
with one-year-old plants, which at this age should he
G-18 in. high, according to variety. Watering is neces-
sary both at time of setting and occasionally afterward,
unless rains are frequent enough to keep the ground
well moistened.

Fertilizer is used on poor soil about three times per
year in the nurserj', and clean tillage is a necessity to
pnniuce healthy trees quickly. At the age of three or
four years the seedlings are usually budded to the
desired varieties just before the growth ceases in the
autumn. In spring the tops are cut off a few inches
above the live buds, which quickly push out and grow
strongly the flrst few months. Care is now essential in

keeping down sprouts from the stock and in training
the young bud. Most growers drive a small stake at
each stem and tie the shoot thereto with soft twine,
topping it to induce branching at the desired height.
After a full season's growth the young budded trees
will be well hardened and available for planting out in
the permanent orchard during the winter months,

(irafting the Orange, as well as all citrous trees, is

not so certain a process as budding, the hardness of the
wood and heat of a warm climate being against success.
Bark-grafting, or sprig-budding, is practiced on old
stumps fairly successfully, but •ther forms of grafting
usually fail.

In starting an orchard, the character of soil and
drainage must determine the kind of stock to be used.

The distance apart for standard tr»-es should be ample,
25-30 ft. seeming about right. Trifoliata stock may l>e

set closer. The land must be staked off and holes thor-
oughly prepared some time Ix'fore setting trees. If

land is newly cleared and somewhat acid, the soil

thrown out of the holes may be sweetened by a liberal

mixture of fr«'sh lime, and will be benefited if allowed
to remain exposed to sun and air for two or three

1559. Mandarin, a Kid-elove Oransre.

•Months, after which it may be thrown back and the
surface fertilized <if necessary) a week or more before
setting trees.

The young trees ought to be judiciously pruned at
the top to counterbalance loss of roots in digging, and
part or all of the leaves may be removed if transplant-
ing takes place in cool weather; the removal of leaves
is additional security against loss, less water being
needed to establish the roots. In summer, however, the
hot sunshine makes it advisable to leave on some
foliage to avoid burning or scalding. Winter trans-
planting is preferal)le in almost every case.
After transplanting, the trees will be greatly benefited

by a mulching of straw, leaves, or trash, which will
keep the ground cooler and moister, and in rotting atld

humus to the soil. Fertilizer during the first years may
not be needed if the natural soil is rich, but by the time
fruiting commences some elements will probably bo
needed. If the grower is undecided as to what his soil

lacks, a series of soil analyses may be useful in giving
a suggestion. Potash, phosphoric acid and nitrogen are
the main elements in manures, and the formula? us«-d

in mixing chemical fertilizers may be readily varied to
suit each particular orchard. The fertilizer may be
purchased ready mixed, or the growerby care and study
can make his own mixtures, buying the various ingre-
dients to best advantage. Sulfate of potash, bone-
black, and sulfate of ammonia are safe and favorite
chemicals for all citrous trees. Fertilizing is usually
done in December and again in May or June; some-
times a third application may be necessary in early au-
tumn to properly fill out the fruit.

Cultivation has been for some years along the same
lines: light plowing about the time of the winter fertil-

izing followed by thorough harrowing all through ne
spring and early summer, keeping weeds and grass well
under, and conserving the moisture through the spring
drought. After the rains settle down in earnest, all cul-
tivation is suspended and the orchard is sown to various
soil-enriching forage-plants, or allowed to develop crab-
grass. The abundant foliage of the forage-plants keeps
the ground cooler and renders the tree less liable to scald
during extremes of heat and moisture; the forage may
be cut and cured for hay, but when so doing a return of
such loss ought to be made to the orchard, to some ex-
tent, from the barn lots, or in applications of mulching
or leaf-mold. At all events the orchard should be
mowed previous to the time of fruit-gathering.

Since the destructive freezes of 1894-95 and the fol-

lowing three cold winters, growers in the upper portion
of Florida have used various forms of protection against
frost, for Orange trees. The most general work along
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this line iiaH Ijeen tli«' bunking of tree-tninks with soil

up to a heif;ht of 1-4 ft., wiiirii in the event of freezinjf

carries the IhuIiUmI stem safely throujfh tlie winter and
saves considerable growth. This is only a niakestiift,

however, to preserve the budded variety and does not
protect the top or bearing; part of the tree, so that many
forms of tents for eoverinj? the whole tree have been
devised, with heatinjf apparatus. Sh«'ds have also been
made with tight walls, covering large areas of trees an«l

having either slatted or movable roofs: during severe
cold, open tires, aided by the higli walls, keep the
temp'^rature above the freezing point. There is also

the possibility of wanning the air by means of sprays
of water, forced from set nozzles by a steam pump, as
the temperature of well water in Florida is constantly
about 75° Fahr. or warmer. Under sheds trees may be
set closer ami kept at the very highest state of growth,
removing crowded trees fr«>m time to time as it may l>e

expedient.
The gathering of the Orange crop may proceed some-

what at the will of the owner; picking, of ccmrse, pro-

ceeds with the ripening of the different varieties, the
early sorts being fit to gather in Octol>er, weeks or
njonths before medium and late ripening sorts: all

varieties will keep in perfection for several weeks while
hanging on the trees.

Tlie fruit troni all citrous trees should be cut off, and
never pulled, as a rough treatment would cause early
decay. Packing is carried on quite uniformly in a
great degree of perfecti<m through all the Orange sec-

tions of the country; the main essentials to success
are a slight wilting of the fruit (two or three days),
and a firm, but n»»t extreme degree of pressure, in each
package. E. X. Keasoxek.
ORANOECULTrRE IN THE MISSISSIPPI DELTA. — F'rom the

early settlement of Louisiana to the present day Orange
culture has received attention in the h*wer Mississippi
valley. Until recently the seeds of sweet Oranges were
planted and the young trees transplanted in and around
the yards and gardens. No extensive groves were grown
'-;ntil after the close of the civil war. At first groves of

seedling trees only were planted and these proved ex-

ceedingly profitable up to the very cold spell of 18!>.^,

which destroyed nearly every one in tlie state. In the
meanwhile extensive experiments had been made in

budding the choice varieties of sweet ( )ranges on various
kinds of stocks, and many of the experiments demon-
strated the power of resisting the cold by certain kinds
of stocks, notably the Citrfis irifoUnta. Accordingly
many of the old groves and a number of new ones

• .-;t

1560. The banking of Orange trees on the Mississippi delta

were planted in budded stocks, using the buds o** se-
lected trees of sweet Oranges and establishing them
upon the Citrus trifoUata.
Budded stock has thus entirely superseded sweet seed-

lings. The sour Orange, the bitter-sweet Orange, the
rough lemons, the grape-fruit or pomelo and the Citrus
trifoliata have all been used successfully as stock for
the sweet Orange. In the meanwhile several hardy
Japanese varieties, including the Satsuma. Mandarins
and Tangerines, were introduced and budded upon va-
rious kinds of stock. In 189,"), with tlie temperature going

down to 15"^ F. in New Orleans, it was found that the
combination of the hardy Japanese varieties upon the
CitruH trifoUata alone withst«>od the cold. This experi-
ence caused an a<loption of the CitmH trifoliata as the
chief stock for future groves. Accordingly nearly all of
the groves planted since that time have been with this
stock.

But there is a frost limit beyond which this combina-
tion is destroyed. This was evidenced by the unprece-
dented freeze of February, I8i)9, which again destroyed
nearly every grove in the state. Since that time Orange
planting has made very slow progress, and only a few
large groves are to-day to be found in the state. The
industry is, however, so profitable that a renaissance
may be expected at an early ilay. The budded trees
bear early and yield profitable returns in three to five

years after being transplante<l in the grove. The city

of New Orleans furnishes a home market for all that
can be raised, and the Louisiana Orange is about one
month ahead of those of Florida and several months ahead
of California in ripening, and, therefore, reaches the
market when, on account of scarcity, good prices prevail.
These fat^-ts, coupled with the rea<lily pro<luctive soil,

requiring no fertilizers, and the abundant rainfall, dis-

pensing with irrigation, make Orange culture exceed-
ingly profitable in Ltmisiana, and the only drawback is

an occasional blizzard from the northwest, which drives
gulf ward the usually balmy climate and temporarily
chills the groves. At rare intervals these blizzards are
so intense as to destroy tree and fruit.

How to protect groves against these destructive
frosts is to-<lay the "burning <juestion"with the Orange
growers. Flooding the orchard with water from the
river upim the appioach of a freeze has been practiced
uptm a large scale without complete success.

The practice of banking the tree— piling the soil around
the stem to a height of a few feet (Fig. l.otJO) — on the
approach of a blizzard whose intensity and time of coming
are usually predicted by the government weather bureau,
is n<)W almost universally adopted as the best protection
against excessive cold. This banking retains vitality inthe
main trunk, and while the outer linibs are killed young
shoots will start from the tree when the soil is remove«l
and spring advances. This practice gives only partial
protection. The tree is virtually destroyed, but new
shoots from the protected trunk will soon appear an<l

ii a year or two the tree has resumed shape and is ready
to bear a crop. The crop for the ensuing year or years
is destroye<l, but by skilful care the grower is enabled
to secure a renewed plantation quickly.

The sweet, the sour, the Mandarin (Fig. l.'ioQ),

Tangerine and Satsuma, the Shaddock, the grape-
fruit, the Kumquat and the trifoliata, are all

grown quite largely in Louisiana. The Myrtle
and the Otaheite are occasionally found as orna-
mental trees.

The Orange is grown in this state directly
from seed and from bu<ls. Budding is done at

any time of the year from early spring to late

fall. When performed in the fall, the buds re-

main dormant through the winter. The various
stocks have particular merits for special soils

and other conditions, and several kinds are xised.

as already said; but when the chief obstacle to

successful Oranee culture is cold, all other
considerations must be dispensed with and tnily

the most resistant stocks used. These are,

tirnt, CitruM trifoliata, and, second, sour Orange.
Hence nearly all the Louisiana groves are on
these two stocks, a large majority being on the
former.

Planting a grove is always preceded by a nur-
sery. The latter is ma<le by planting the seed of the
Citrus trifoliata or sour Orange. When the young
trees are one to two years old they are shield-budded
with buds from selected varieties. One year after,

these buds are large enough to be transplanted to the
grove.
The soil (»f the grove is thoroughly prepared and pul-

verized, and well drained. The trees are planted at in-

tervals of 20 to 40 feet apart both ways, and the grove is

cultivated until the trees are large en<mgh to shade the

ground. After that only the weeds and bushes are kept
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down. Late and early cultivation of an Oranjfe »frove

is usually (liMcoura^etl um having a tendency to induce u

too luxuriant, .sappy growth, which may be injure*! by
subsequent froMtw. The cultivution i.<* Uiiually p«'r-

funneU with light plow.H or wuilable cultivators.

In three years after a grove is planted the trees

{ihould begin to bear, increasing its products every year

1561. Satsuma Orange (X 5i).

thereafter and becoming exceedingly profitable at 5 to G

years. It has been found best here to head the Orange
tree low, and prune it only for shape and comfort. Ex-
cessive pruning is never followed.
When ripe, the Oranges are gathered by hand from

ladders, assorted and packed in boxes or barrels and
shipped to New Orleans. Before the late excessive
cold the crop of the state was estimated at 500,000
Itoxss. It was quite small last year, as the result of this

freeze.

A fertilizer containing 50 pounds nitrogen, 50 pounds
potash, and 25 pounds phosphoric acid per acre is the
oue usually recommended in this state. It is usually
applied in March or April. The following varieties have
been grown in this state, which, for convenience, are

here divided into three classes: first, early ripening;
second, medium; third, late.

Of the first class there are numerous creole strains,—
Beach Nos. 1 and 2, Bmme Early, Brar.il-

ian, Centennial, Early Obhmg, Foster,
Homosassa, Nonpareil, Parson Brown.
Peerless, Pride of Malta, and Whitaker, of
the sweet varieties ; and the 8atsuma ( Fig.
1561) and Mandarin, of the dulcis type. In
the second class are Acapulco, Baldwin
Xos. 1, 2 and 4; Beach No. li, Bessie, va-
rieties of Blood Orange, Circas.-iian, Cun-
ningham, Dulcissima, Exquisite, JaflTa,

•loppa. Magnum Bonnra, Majorca, Mad-
anie's Vinous, varieties of Navel Orange,
Old Vini, St. Michael, Portugal, Prata,
Queen, Ruby, Selecta, Star Calyx, Stark
Seedless, Sweet Seville, Tahiti and Trav-
eler, of the sweet Orange. an<l Tangerine,
of the dulcis type. The third class— late

maturing varieties — which are unpop-
ular here on account of danger of frost
(luring winter, are Acis, lieach Nos. 4
and 5, Dorr, DuRoi, Higley Late, Lamb
Summer, Long, Maltese Oval, Mediterra-
nean Sweet, Mott, Pineapple, Rio, Rivers
Late, Simms Summer, Hart Tardif, and
White, of the sweet, and King, of tin-

dulcis type.
The Kumquat is grown both in the round and the ob-

long. A dozen or more varieties of the pomelo are also
grown,while a few varieties of the sour Orange and shad-
dock are wcasionally to be found. ^\\ (- Stvbb.s.

Oranoes in CALiroKMA (Fig. 15fi2).-In 1769 th»-

Franciscans moved northward into what is now known
as California. In connection with the Missions which
they e?«tablished they planted gardens and orchanls,
and the tlrst Orange trees planted were from seeds,
cuttings, or plants intro«luced by these worthy ami
thrifty padres.
The Missions were scattered over a wide range of

country, as far up as Sonoma, some fifty miles north
of San Francisco. The planting and care of orchards of
both citrous and deciduous fruits was encouraged, but
after the secularization of the Missions, in IH'M, interest
waned and they were neglected, so that in 1846 Fremont
wrote of them that "little remains of the orchards that
were kept in high «'ultivation at the Missions. • •

Fertile valleys are overgrown with wihl mustard: vine-
yards and olive orchards are decaye<l and neglected."
At the Mission San Gabriel, in what is now Los Ange-

les county, were the most extensive orchanls; and it

was Wi years afterwanls that the seed of an Acapulco
Orange was planted at Sacramento, and four years lafer
transplanted to Bidwell's Bar in Butte county, in the
northern part of the state. an<l more than five hundred
miles from the locality selected by the Mission Fathers
for their first plantings.
While the climate of California, from San Diego in the

south to Shasta in the north, is more or less suited to
the Orange, and there are localities especially well
adapted to its culture, there are some regions in the
coast range as well as in the Sierra Nevada mountains
where the low winter temperature prohibits its growth.
The question of si»il also enters largely into this prob-
lem, an«l considerable special knowledge is required in

order to make a judicious selection.

The southern portion of the state was first selected aa
most promising, but since about 1890 every year has
shown a vast widening-out and extension of the Orange
belt. The business did not assume any commercial im-
portance till 1880, when, and for some years afterwards.
Orange groves were plante*! with feverish haste, conse-
quent upon the enormous prices obtained for the product.
As a natural outcome thousands of inferior trees were
set out, unsuitable varieties in unsuitable localities, and
seedlings which were of little value. The nurserymen
could not grow stock fast enough, and the stock was
often bought a year in advance. In a few years, however.
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1562. A California Oranee grove.

Orange culture became better understood, until in 1899
the returns made by the county assessors showed ana«'re-
age in Orange trees alone, not including lemons, of 155,000,

or ;{,.")00,000 trees, nearly half of which v.ere in bearing.
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The foot-hill rejfion of the Sierr»a wm» noon found to

h** capable of priHlucirit^ tine Oranges, notably iu I'lafer

Ooiinty; later on in Kern, Tulare, an«i Fresno countiej^.

anil in the whole of the Sacramento and Sun .loa4{uin

valley!! were found larjfe an^as where OranjfeH c«)ul(l b«-

grown an flue an those in Houthern California, and in

some instances they were found to ri|>en earlier.

In some plufes, notably alH)ut Oroville in Butte
county, near the extreme northern part of the Sacra-
mento valley, the citrous industry thrives, side by side

with gold-mininj?. The red, mineral lands, with abun-
dance of water carried in ditches from the high moun-
tains, grow to perfection the Washington Navel and
other Oranges.
Though the temperature of the great San .loaquin

valley is lower in winter than at i>oints nearer the coast,

the summers are warmer, and the Orange thrives in the
Runshine, away from the c«»ast fog, and the trees are
healthier an<l less affected by scale insects.

The so-called "thermal belt" cotnprises some 1.500,000

acres of lan<l aiiapteil to the cultivatiim of the Orange
commercially, an<l in every part of California, with ex-
ceptions above noted. Oranges may be grown in a small
way, to satisfy the taste an<l embellish the home
surroundings. This "belt" runs from San Diego to

Tehama, and is nearly 700 miles long, and from two or
three to twenty-flve miles wide. Its altitude «loes not
exceed 1,800 feet above sea-level, and from that down
to 30 feet.

Orange seedlings were gro^vn mostly from seed of
imported Tahiti Oranges, and later from miscellaneims
seed from any varieties. Seed from the Florida Sour
stock has been largely use<l, but does not give general
satisfaction. The young plants are budded in the nur-
sery at two years oM, and transplanted one or two years
later to the orchard. Very many large, old trees have
been "worked over," because the variety was f«mnd to

be unprofitable. There are several ways of doing this,

perhaps the most successful being to cut back the top of
the tree, and to bud into the young shoots that Will grow
as a result of this cutting. In three j'ears the old tree will

have a new top, frequently with a good crop of fruit.

The Orange is a gross feeder, throwing out many and
widely-spreading roots, and for this reason, though the
soil may be naturally rich, it is necessary that it be
plentifully supplied with fertilizers as well as water.
This is done systematically and regularly, the trees be-
ing irrigated not less than once a month through the
summer by means of shallow furrows opened by the
plow on either side of the row.
The varieties considered most valuable for market are

Washington Navel, Paper-rind, St. Michael, Malta Blood,
Jaffa, Mediterranean Sweet, Parson Brown, Homosassa,
and some of the Tangerine varieties. Of all these the
Washington Navel is by far the most valuable. The tirst

trees were imported from Brazil by William Saunders,
of Washington, D. C, in 1870, and by him sent from
there to California in 1873. The fruit is see<iless, which
adds to its value. Oranges are cut from the tree with
small shears in preference to being pulled. After they
have been kept in the packing-house for a few days to
allow the rind to shrink, they are graded and packed in
the regulation case, which is 113-2 xlU^x 20 inches.
This work is done with the utmost care, and by exper-
ienced, skilled hands.
The output of Oranges from California, for the last two

seasons (1897-8 and 1898-9), has reached the enormous
amount for each season of 14.000 car loads, or 4,000.000
boxes, representing a value of about $6,000,000, f. o. b.

California. Leonard Coaxes.

OBANGE, OSAGE. See Toxylon.

OBANGE BOOT. Same as Golden Seal. IIifdrnKth
Canadensis.

OBCHABD. In America the ward Orchard is used
for any laid-out plantation of fruit trees. It is not ap-
plied to bush-fruit plantations, as it is sometimes in

England. The Orchard is apart of every typical Ameri-
can homeste«»d, although it may be of very small extent.
The universal Orchard, except in the warmest parts, is

the apple Orchard; pears and plums are probably next
in domestic importance. Consult Pomology.

OBCHABD GBA8S. DactyliM ulomrmta.

OBCHABD HOUSE, a name frequently used in Eng-
land for K'asshouses tlevoted to fruit trees. Consult the
article on Forcing of Fruits, p. 5i>8 (Vol. II.) of this
work.

OBCHID. The Orchids are p«*rennial herbs distin-

guished from other mon«K'otyledons by tlie union of the
stamens and (listils with the tloral axis, forming a
unilateral column. With the exception of the Cypri-
pe«linefe only 1 anther and 2 stigmas are fertile; in

the Cypripedine» 2 anthers and all 3 stigmas are
fertile. Tue nearest relatives of the Orchids are tlie

Scitaminaccjp, The Orchids form a vast g'oup of plants
|alM)ut 10,0«M) species) which, on account of the unusual
transformation of their Howers, their strange shapes
and ghtwing colors, and their varied adaptations for

securing cross-pollination, are amongst the most fasci-

nating of all families of plfnts.

Part I. Popular Account of Orchids.

The peculiar interest which attaches to Orchids is due,
in a great measure, to the endless variation of the
tiowers. Few Orchids not in flower are remarkable for
their beauty. The barren canes of l)endr«»bium or the
shriveled leafless pseudobulbs of Pleione are curious
but scarcely beautiful. In many groups the color of the
flower is of secondary importance. Many of the highly
prized Cypripediums have only nuxlest colors, while
some cacti have brilliantly colored and lasting flowers,

yet these have not become general favorites.

The great variety of the Orchid flower is produced,
not by the creation of new organs, but, as everywhere
else in nature, by the modification of parts already
existing. The general plan of the Orchid blossom is like

that of most of the flowering monocotyledons, as, for
example, the lily.

The Sepals. — Ot all the floral organs the sepals are
uiur.lly least mo<lifled. Tliey can be easily recognized.
In some cases, however, they are sufficiently modified to

change the appearance of the flower. Often the lower
pair are more or less or entirely united (Oncidium.
Cypripedium ) . In Masdevallia all the sepals are united
into a short tube and then expand into blades terminat-
ing in long curious tails.

The Petal.'<. — Ot the second whorl of floral organs two
only are generally petal-like, the third being trans-

formed into the labellum. The two similar petals usually
resemble the d<»rsal sepal. This resemblance is often
carried out to a striking degree, which is most remark-
able in cases in which these organs are unusually modi-
fied {Oncidium Papilio). Some peculiar modifications
of the petals exist. In Selenipedium caudatnm ( Fig. l.')(J3 )

they are elongated to an almost ludicrous extent, often
attaining a length of three feet. In this species peloric

flowers occur in which the third petal or lip is also

petal-like (Uropedium Lindeni). In many other in-

stances the petals differ greatly in size and form from
the sepals (Bullophyllum. Masdevallia).

The Jyabellmn.— The form or type of the flower
depends greatly on the character of the labellum. This
is the most wonderful and most modified of all the
floral organs. It is often the most conspicuous part of

the flower and is of the greatest importance to the
plants, as Darwin has shown, in attracting insects and
guiding them to the nectar, and hence to the pollen and
stigmas of the plants. In Cypripedium and related

genera the lip has the form of a sac often compared to

a shoe, as the name Lady's Slipper indicates. The sides
of the sac are folded inward, surrounding the column in

such a way that an insect which has entered the label-

lum must crawl out through a narrow opening near the
anther, which is thus brushed. Some of the pollen
adhering to the body of the insect is thus carried to the
stigma of another flower.

One of the most common forms which the labellum
assumes is that of a trumpet-like tube inclosing the
column. The front portion is expanded into a large,

variously-shaped blade, which is often of a deeper color

than the rest of the flower. The color becomes more
intense toward the tube or throat of the labellum, which
is further ornamented by ridges, crests, and markings,
all of which serve to guide insects to the poHen masses
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nn'i Htli^nuui. The trumpet form of the lip is character

iNtic of many uf thu moHt Ijeautiful South American
Orohidn, A8 Sobralla, La'Iia, CattU-yu, tc. In other

jf»'ijera the labellum is variously mo«liti»'«l. Sometiiuea

it i!i Hmall and i»etal-like, Nonu'timeti fcreatly expanded,
forming the nu»*t conspicuous part of th«* tlower ( (>*-

cniiumtiynnHm,OdontuylogitHm Lotultufufroughianum).

1553. Selenipedium caudatum.

In other instances it is almost indescribably transformed
(Stanhopea, Gongora).
In nearly all cases the labellum is provided with raised

lines, crests, and markings for guiding the insects. In
many genera the base is protluced into a sac or spur,
which secretes honey, or whose walls contain juices
which are sought by insects. In the curious Madagascar
Orchid, Angro'ciim sexquipedale, the spur attains the
astonishing length of 10 or 11 inches (Fig. loW).
T^« habit of Orchid plants is almost as varied as that

of the flowers themselves. It is dependent upon the
mode of life of the plants, which, in this respect, may
be divided into three classes, — saprophytes, epiphytes,
and terrestrial Orchids. True parasites are not known
to occur in this family.

Tlte saprophytic Orchids are the most reduced forms,
devoid of chlorophyll, and depending for their carbon
food upon the orgranic matter of the humus in which
they grow. The subterranean stem or rhizome consists
of a much-knotted coral-like mass which takes the place
of roots. In most species the rhizome has been found

to be invented with a fungus by means of which organic
matter of the humus is absorbed and transformed into
comjmunds available to the plant. The annual shoot is

a brownish or yellowish xtem Ix'aring a tew scales and a
Miraple tenuinal inHonscence. Few, if any, of thene
plants are suecfsHfully cultivated, as it seems impos-
sible to reprwUiee «dl the natural conditions. Common
examples are the North American C'orallorhizas.

The epiphytic (hchidn e.\hibit the mo^t varied fom«s.
These inhabit branches of trees, tlead trunks, and often
barren rocks in expo8«'d places. They grow, without
exception, in tropical or subtmpical countries where a
part of the year is unfavorable to growth. As a result
of this, they have deveIope<l special f(Kjd reservoirs,
pseudobulbs, terminating; each season's growth. In this
t?roup there an- n.niparatively few plants of attractive
habit. They an- jfenerally iltvoid of graceful foliage,
each pseudobulb bearing a few stiff, leathery leaves. The
older pseudobulbs bec<m»e shriveled and leafless, detract-
ing from the appearance of the plants, an«l in Pleione the
plants are entirely leafless at the flowering time. In
some of these, however, the pseudobulbs are numerous
and cloHt'ly crowded, and r«'tain their foliage, making
plants of neat, compact habit (Coplogyne, Milfoiiiai.

The terre:ifrial species include some <»f the largest and
most stately Orchids of the tropics as well as n«ost of
the Orchids of the temperate zone (Ilabenaria, Orchis,
etc.). Many of these are ornamental even when not in

flower. The species of Sobralia are noted for their tall,

reed-like stems well clothed with graceful foliage. In
the tropics they often form dense thickets from (1-12 ft.

in heitcht. Most of the species of Selenipedium also
have luxuriant foliage, which is attractive at all times.

Foliage Plants. — The Physureip, a s lall group of
Orchids distributed in tropical Asia ai. I the Malay
Islands, with a few spe-
cies in Africa and North
America, are renuirkable
for their beautifully
variegated leaves ( Phy-
surus, Ano'ctochilus).
The plants themselves
are usually small, with
the habit of Goodyera, a
North American repre-
sentative of the group.
Variegated or mottled
leaves occur also in

some otner groups (Cy-
pripedium, Phalff'nopsis,
and Oncidiuni).

Historical Sketch. —
Species of Orchids have long
been known to botanists, but
the first plants were introduced
into hothouses scarcely over a
century ago. Plants were sent
by missionaries and officers

who visited tropical countries.
In 1731, Bletia verecunda was
received in England from the
West Indies. In 1789. Commo-
dore Gardner sent plants of Epi-
dendrum fragrans from the
woods of Jamaica. One of
these flowered two years after
and was the first Orchid figured
in the "Botanical Majrazine,"
plate 1.12, as E. cochieatum.
Phaitis grand ifoli us had been
introduced nine years before
and the Vanilla was also known
in English conservatories. In
1807 Martyn's edition of Mil-
ler's "Gardeners' Dicti«)nary"
enumerated 124 Orchids.
At first the wants of these

plants were little understood,
and many perished from irra-

tional treatment. But as more species were introduced
and their natural climatic conditions became l>etter

known the plants were treated in accordance with their
requirements.

1564.

Aneraecum
sesquipedale.

To show very

long spnr.

(XM.)
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The middle part of this century is remarkable for the
great mimher of new and striking kinu . of Orchids dis-

covered. Immense sums were paid for single new plunts.

The fabulous prices paid for novelties caused collectors

to scour every part of the tropics, risking their lives in

1565. Vanda, an example ot monopodial gro>vth

in Orchids.

the mountains, jungles and fever-haunteu swamps in

search of these wondrous plants. At the present time
collectors are still engaged in searching the trop)ics, but
striking novelties are rarely introduced. Large quanti-
ties of Orchids are annually imported to replenish north-
ern hothouses. It is probable that large sums for sintrie

plants have been paid more frequently for On?hids than
for any other class of plants. A thousand dollars for a
unique plant is perhaps pa'd ic<<s frequently nowadays
than in the mi(ldle of the century Nevertheless the
interest in Orchids is not de^'lining. On the contrary, the
love for Orchids is becoming more widespread. There
never has been atiy distinct Orchid craze followed by a
severe reaction, as in the case of tlie tulip, dahlia, zinnia,
camellia, etc., but the interest has gradually extended
and is likely always to increase steadily.

Citt-Flowers. — The use of Orchids as cut-flowers is

slowly becoming more and nu>re general. Many kinds
are easilj' cultivated with general florists' p ants and are
thus becoming widespread in cultivation (Cypripediuni,
Cattleya. Liplia). As yet none of the Orchids can be
reganled as florists" flowers in the same sense as roses
and carnations. Their use is mostly restricted to spe«'ial

purposes, although they are gaining in popularity. Cat-
tleya, Cypripediuni and Dendrobium are, perhaps, the
only genera listed in the wholesale market during nii<l-

winter. The wonderful keeping qualities of Orchids as
cut-flowers are well known. An Orchid flower loses its

beauty within a few hours after fertilizaticm.

Orchid nybri(!s. — i)\w of the nn)st fascinating pha><es
of Orchid culture is the pnxluction of hybrids. By
crossing of diflFerent species j,nd even genera numerous
new Orchids have been produced, many of which are
superior to the natural species. In some jrenera the
hybrids now far outnumber the original species, notably
LoBliocattleya.

A larjfe an<l special literature on Orchidv has frrown
up. Magnificent periodicals, with <lescriptions and
colored plates, have been entirely <levoied to Orchids.
Notable among these are "Lindenia." (Jhent, lSi»r> and
continuing; "Reichenbachia," pulilished by Sander.

"The Orchid Album," by R. Warner and B. S. Williams,
L*»ndon, 18»*J-IM); "L'Orchidophile," Paris, x8«l-l893,

and the "Orchid Review," London, 1893 and continuing,

are more popular journals devoted to Orchids. Among
the larger monographs are Bateman's "The Orchidaceaj
of Mexico aad (iuatemala,"and "A Monograph of Odon-
toglossum," by the same author. Many plates and
descriptions of Orchids occur in the " l-otanical Maga-
zine" and in the " Botanical I agister." Many of Reich-
enbach's new species were describe<l in the "Gardener's
Chronicle.'' Among the manuals which have appeared
are "A Manual of Orchidacetnis Plants Cultivated under
Glar,s in Oreat Britain," by A. H. Kent, issued in parts
by James Veitchand 8ons, and "Orchids: TheirCulture
and Management," by W. Watson. No comprehensive
American work has ps yet appeared. A list of all known
hybrids, however, is given by Geo. Hansen, "The Or-
chi ! Hybrids," IH95, including flrsi supplement; second
supplement, 1897. This is an American worl .

Specirs in the American Trade.— Orchidia -.re mostly
advertised in special catalogues. All the names found
in the catalogues of Wni. Matlunvs ;18".K)), John Saul
(189;M>), Pitcher & Manda (189;,^ and Siebreeht &
Wadiey are acccmnted for in this Cj"! »pedia so far as
possible. Some catalogues of Europtan dealers who
have American agents— as Sander & Co.— are included.
The Mathews collection has fewer species now than ».i

189(). but it is larger in a general collection of commer-
cial kinds. The collections of Saul ani'i f ' Pitcher «fc

Manda are dispersed, and many of tb*» ra» >^r and nion^
diffic^ilt subjects have doubtless perishet' In the na-
ture oi the case it is impossible to determine at any
given time what species of Orchids are cultivated in

America. The great private collections contain many
rare kind:-' imported through foreign dealers. Many
>ipecies which are known to be ctiltivated by American
amateurs, have been inclu(!ed in this work, although *he
species are not listed in American catalogues.

Part II. Botanical. Accotr.vr op Orchids.

All Orchids are perennial herbs which increase in one
of two ways. The simplest form which the vegetative
axis may assume is that of a monopodial stem which
increases by the continual growth of the terminal bud.
Monopodial stems occur in Angra>cinn, Vanda (Fig.

1505), Phaljpnopsis, etc. Lateral branches may be
formed, but they do not interrupt the growth of the
main axis, and never exceed it in length. The growth
raaj' be interrupted by a period of rest, but this is not
manifested on the stem by the formation of scales, etc.

1566. Dendrobium ; r sympodial Orchid with
'prat flovvcr shoots.

The dark and . parts, a a and b 6. represent each
till growth of one shoot.

All the leaves are similar. The inflorescen<e consists
of .1 separate axillary branch bearing bracts and flowers.

In the greater number of Orchids the terminal l)ud
ceases to grow at the end of the season, either terminat-
ing in the inflorescence or blindly. The new growth
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Is continued by an axillan' bud oripinatiiig in tho axil of

one of the leaves. The whole plant is thus built up
of branches sympodially united. The lower part of

each new axis is prostrate at tirst and bears only M-ales.

It is known as the rhizome. Later the apex turns
upward and bears ordinary leaves. lu T»:nny the erect
portion of the stem becomes thicker 1 into a food
n'servoir known as a pseudobulb. The pseudobulb
itself may consist of several intemodes, as in Leplia,

C'attleya. It is then clothed with leaves, at least when
younc:, and bears the scars of the falK i leaves. In
other cases only a single internode is thicke'ed. This
l)ears 1 or 2 Ivs. at tht? summit, but has no leaf-scars.

The new shoot which continues the growth of the plant
arises in the axil of one of the scales below the pseudo-
bulb. The manner of growth is shown in Figs. 1.5(>6 and
ir>t»7, in which the parts marked (i a and b b, respectively,
represent the growth of a branch with its basal portion
or rhizome and the terminal portion or pseudobulb. In
the terrestrial Orchids pseudobulbs are usually not
formed and vhe erect portion is a long or short stem
clothed with leaves (Sob.-alic, Selenipedium). The in-

florescence is eithfcj uxillary (Dendrobiuui, Fig. 1566)
or terminal (Cattleya, Fig. 1567).

The habit of the plants depends in a great nu^asure
upon the rhizome. When this is long the plants are
loose and straggling, and when it is short they are com-
pact in habit. In some the rhizome becomes suberector
climbing (species of Lycaste).

a b ;i b

1567. Cattleya.

The liiiht and shaded i)arts. a a and b b, each represent
one year's growth.

The Orchid flower exhibits perhaps the greatest
specialization and adaptation found anywhere in the
vegetable kingdom. The 2 outer whorls of floral organs,
the sepals and petals, have been sufficiently described.
In the monocotyledons there are normally present 2

whorls of stamens. In the Orchids only 1 or 2 of these
are fertile. In the Monandne (Cypri]>edium. etc.) the
o<ld stamen of the outer whorl is <leveloped into a wing-
like stuminodiiim (Figs. l.")«)8, 15(5'.), st). The similar sta-

mens of the inner whorl are fertile, and form 2 anthers,
1 on each side of the staminodium ( Figs. ir>()S. 1569. a).

1m all the other Orchids, except in abnormal cases, only
the otld stamen of the outer whorl is fertile, bearing an
anther situated at the top of the column (Fig. 1570. a).
The similar two of the inner whorl are developed as
staminodia, forming the sides of the clinandnim or
anther-bed. Often they are developed into crests or ears
on the column. Traces of the other stamens are rarely
found in the Hower. Compare Figs. 642-*>44, Vol. I.

Tlie :{ pistils are developed in ('ypripedium and a few
related genera. In these the stigma is clearly .'M«)bed.

showing the union of W pistils (F'igs. 1.568, 1.569, x). In
most of the other genera only 2 of the stigmas are
receptive, the third being develope*! into the curious
rostellum. In some cases the stigmatic surfaces are
confluent into one, while in others they remain more or
l">«s distinct. Generally they appear as flat surfaces
often sunken in a (lei>ression in the column jLjeliineiP,

Fig. 1570, s, and many others). In a few cases the
stigmas are more or less elevated «>n stalks i Habena-
ri-i). In Sophronitis they extend partially along two
winir-like projections of the column.
The odd pistil, the rostellum, is situated above the

stign;as, separating them from the anther-bed. In the
Lieliineap its lower surface is still continuous with the
stigmatic surface (Figs. 1570, A. B, r). The principal
function of the rostellum is the secretion of a viscid
fluid, by means of which
the pollen masses adht>re to v A^st
insects visiting the flowers.

- a

1568. Cypripedium.

»t, staminodium; a, anther;

s, stijmia.

1569.

Selenipedium caudatum.
s^ stami- um; a, anther;

$t 3-ivii.<ed stignia.

The anther lies above the rostellum, within a depres-
sion or anther-bed (Fig. 1570, a). Its cells vary from
2-4 or 8. In nearly all the Orchids the pollen coheres
in masses or pollinia (Fig. 1570, p), the number of
pollen masses corresponding to the number of anther
cells. Often the viscid substance uniting the pollen
grains is prolonged into a stalk (caudicle/, which ex-

tends beyond the anther and comes into contact with
the viscid substance secreted l>y the rostellum, which
forms an adhesive disk by means of which the pollinia

became attached to insects. In many (Orchids the otiter

layer of the rostellum itself separates by a dissolution

of the underlyintr cells, and thus forms a stalk (stipe),

which becomes attached to the pollinia by means of the
product of the dissolved cells. Whatever its origin,

the stalk, with its viscid disk, forms one of the most
important parts of the mechanism by means of which
pollen is transported from flower to flower, ins.iring

cross-pollination of the group. The details of the
mechanism by which this is accomplished have been
beautifully explaine<l by Darwin in his classical work,
"The Various Contrivances by which Orchi<ls are Fer-
tilized by Insects."
The relation of the parts of the flower to one another

is often greatly changed by the peculiar growth of the
floral axis. This is convex in the very young stages of
developmetit. but it soon becomes <'up-like ami finally

tubular, inclosing the ovary. Special latera! outgrowths

Column of Cattleya.

o, anther : r, rostellum;

fy stigma

B. Section throuch the col-

umn of Cattleya.

i>. IMjUiniuni : r. rostellum;

». stigma

1570. Details of the column of Cattleya.

near the toj) t»f the ovary form the "foot" of the column
found in many orehids ( Pescatoria, I'haitis). When the
f«>ot is present the labellum is attached to its apex, and
often the sepals are decurrent upon it, fonniug a men-
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turn. In nearly all Orchids the stigmas and anther are
carried up by au elongation of the floral axis, to which
in this instance the name " column " is applied. In Gon-
gora the petals and dorsal sepal are carried far away
from their normal position.

The fruit of Orchids is a dry capsule requiring a long
time to ripen, so that if au Orchid is fertilized during
one rainy season its seeds are not disseminated until

the next wet season. Very few fleshy fruits occur in

this family. The seeds are minute and extremely nu-
merous, thus compensating, perhaps, for the uncer-
tainty of fertilization.

The Orchids are distributed over the entire world.
They are most numerous in the tropics, becoming rare

in the cold zones. They are chiefly collected in three
re .ions, the South American region embracing Mexico.
South America and the neighboring islands. Most of
the large genera are found in this region (Epidendrum,
Pleurothallis, Oncidiura, Odontoglossura, etc.). The
second region, embracing India and the Malay Islands
to Australia, is rich in genera, but most of them are
small, containing far less than one hundred species.

The largest genus of this region is Dendrobium. with
300 species. The South African region contains few
terrestrial Orchids, of which Disa is the only one of
importance in cultivation. Heixrich Hasselbring.

Part III. The Culture op Orchids.

Tntr< J uctorif . — During the early days of Orchid cul-

ture the treatment of the plants under glass was imper-
fectly understood, and with the meager knowledge of
the natural conditions surrounding them in their nitive
habitats, little successful progress was made for many
years. The few cultural directions to be found were in

works of foreign publication, scarcely applicable to

plants grown in our houses in America, wiiere the
winters are severe and changeable and the heat of our
summers more intense and less humid, necessitating a
different mode of treatment. With a more satisfactory

understanding of their requirements duri' l' the last

25 or 30 years. Orchid culture here has mad rapid ad-

vance and most of our best collections hav ome into

existence, many of which offer a very favorable com-
parison in fine, well-grown specimens with those of the

Old World.
Orchid Houses and Their Construction.— Y&tiovl?, are

the opinions of cultivators regarding the proper con-
struction of Orchid houses to obtain the best results.

Twenty-five or more years ago many fine specimens of

Orchids were grown without a special house, along with
general stove and greenhouse plants, and we still find

many good plants cultivated in this manner, but where
a general collection of Orchids is grown four separate
houses or divisions will be found necessary to obtain

the best results. These are known as the "East Indian."'

"Brazilian," "Mexican" and "New Grauadau," or Odon-
toglossum departments.
The East Indian department requires a winter tem-

perature of (j."»° to 70" F. by night and TO^' to 75^ F. by
day; a few degrees' rise with sun heat will do no harm.
The temperature should be gradually increased 10 de-

grees toward midsummer and gradually decreased toward
late fall. This is the warmest house and is used for the
cultivation of Aerides. AnarraBCums, the warmer tropical

Cypripediums, Phahi^aopsis, Calanthes, Dendrobiums
and Thunias while growing.
The Brazilian department should range during winter

from 60"^ to 6.1" F. at night and about 70° F. during the
day, allowing a few degrees more with solar heat, and a
rise of 10 degrees toward midsummer. This department
is for Bulbophyllums. Cattlej-as. warm Epidendrums,
Brazilian Lnelias, Miltonias of the cuneata and specta-
bilis sections, Odontoglossum eitrosmum, Stanhopeas,
and various genera and species requiring a like tem-
perature.
The Mexican department is used chiefly for the culti-

vation of C'tloqifne cristata, Mexican Lcelias, growing
Lycastes, Anguloas and Acinetas, many species of Max-
illaria. a majority of the Oncidiums and warm Odonto-
glossuras, Phaius and allied species which require a few
degrees lower night temperature and usually a little

more sunlight to ripen their tissue for flowering than is

aflForded in the Brazilian department. It is also invalu-
able for resting Dendrobiums and many other deciduous
and terrestrial Orchids.
The New Granadan or Odontoglossum department

must be kept as cool as possible in summer, and during
winter should range from 55° to 60° by night and 60° to
65° F. by day, and as cool as possible during summer*
it is used principally for Masdevallias, Odontoglossunis'
more especially O. crispnm, and allied genera, Disasj
cool Oncidiums, such as O. ornithorhynchum and o!
varieosum, Lycastes in warm weather, and many other
individual species from high altitudes which require a
cool house at all seasons or they suffer from the heat
of our summer.
The fundamental principle in building an Orchid house

is to get a structure that can be easily heated and which
has a naturally moist atmosphere, without excavating
deeply, for houses built much below ground lack circu-
lation and almost always prove detrimental to Orchid
culture. The houses (excepting the New Granadan house)
should be built to run north and south with an east and
west exposure, in order that they may receive the bene-
fit of the early morning and late afternoon sun, with the
least possible heating effects from it at noonday, thus
making little ventilation necessary; atmospheric mois-
ture will be more easily retainedin such a structure.
The houses maybe as long as required ( with the potting-

1571. Section of a small, well-constructed Orchid house

heated by hot water.

shed at the north end to avoid unnecessary shade and
protect the houses in winter against severe north wind),
and about 16 ft. wide, which will allow two side beds of

2% ft. each, two walks of the same width, and a center
pit 6 ft. wide. From floor to ridge should be 10 ft. and to

the eaves ii-i-o ft. Top ventilators should extend along
both sides at ridge, thus affording protection from direct

cold wiuter drafts in airing by using the sheltered side.

Side ventilation is unnecessary and often injurious,

the direct drafts causing plants which are out of condi-

tion to shrivel.

In glazing Orchid houses the glass used should not be
less than 12 x 14 in., and larger if possible. It is also im-

portant that only the best quality procurable be used, free

from lenses which would burn the leaves when shading
is removed. Plate glass is much to be preferred when
it can be had, as it contains no lenses and gives a pure
even light. If this is used a size about ](Jx24 in. will

be found very serviceable. Poor glass should not be

used in any case, as it necessitates shading long before

this is beneficial to the plants.
The outside walls should be built of brick or stone

when possible, and the beds and pits within should be

of the same material, 8 in. thick and about 3 ft. in height,

filled solid to the top, using stone or rubble for drainage
in the bottom, following it up with finer material and
finishing with an inch or two of fine gravel. Wooden
benches may be used if desired, often with first-class

results, by covering them 2 or 3 inches deep with ashes,

sand or gravel, but the soHd benches are more sure to

give better satisfaction. They give off moisture more
gradually and offer a cool footing for the plant both

winter and summer, which is essential and natural.

Good results will follow from either steam or hot water
heatingwhen both are properly conducted, steam neces-

sitatintr. perhaps, more care. Unless the range of

glass is large and a night fireman is kept, the old-fash-
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ioned method of hot water under natural circulation will

be found best, usinj? the regulation li^-j-inch pipe, run-

ninir the flows aloner the back beneath the eaves and re-

tuniing along the li')ors beneath. See Pig. 1571, which

1572. Lcan-to house with northern aspect for Odontoelos-

sum crispum and other New Granadan Orchids.

fairly illustrates a properly constructed house. The
quantity of pipe required for heating a house depends
upon the location and degree of heat desire<l. A slab or

board should be placed along the back of the side beds
to throw the heat against the eaves and protect the
plants from direct heat before it has assimilated with
the moisture of the house.
The New Grana<lau house should be a lean-to struc-

ture of northern aspect, with a wall of stone or brick
along the south side to protect it from solar influence as
much as possible (see Fig. 1572). The glass should be
protected by canvas roller shades raised 15 or 20 inches
above the glass on framework. One side of the canvas
should be tacked along the top of the house, and the
other to a round wooden roller 3 or 4 inches in diameter
and as long as convenient to draw up; the two ropes
should be fastened to the ridge, carried down beneath
the shade around the roller, and up over the top to a
single pulley near the ends; thence through a double
pulley in the center and down over the top of the shade
to the ground. By these ropes the shade can be raised
and lowered in cloudy and l>right weather at will (see
Fig. 157.1). Solid beds and piping similar to the other
Orchid houses can be used, or as in Fig. 1571; viz., a
dow and return down each side connected with valves
so that either or both sides may be used as desired.
Shading of some sort on the glass is necessary f->rall

Orchid houses from earlv February until November,

1573. Cross section of New Granadan Orchid house to show^

solid beds and methods of heating and shadine.

fresh lime is perhaps the best to use, as it is easily re-
moved in the fall. The tirst application in February
should be light, following it with a second coat a month
later, and, if necessary, a third one in July. This will
wear off gradually and in most cases should be entirely
removed during December. It is easily removed with a
stiff brush. There are also patented shadings.
The Tiro Great IIorticnJtnrnl Groups.— Orchidia are

horticulturally divided into two large sections; viz.,
terrestrial and epiphytal, the former embracing those
which grow on the ground and derive their nutriment
moreor less directly from it; and the latter those which
usually attach themselves to rocks and trees, an<l derive a
greater portion of their nutriment from the atmospheric
gases and accidental deposit of decaying leaves, or grow
among the various ferns and vines, which grow in
abundance on the rocks and trees of the moist -wooded
tropics, al)sorbing the various elements of their slowly
decomposing humus.

Terrestrial Orchids grow at various altitudes, and
are widely distributed throughout both hemispheres,
the polar regions and arid deserts excepted. Many are
deciduous and tuberous-rooted; some grow from under-
ground rhizomes; others are pseudobulbous and decid-
uous, while not a few have reed-like stems. Example;*
of terrestrial Orchids are Catasetum, Calanthe. Cyrto-
podium, most Cymbidiums, some of the Cypripediums.
Disa. Goodyera, Govenia. Habenaria, Lissochilus, many
Masdevallias, Microstylis, Neottia, Orchis, Pogonia,
Peristeria, Phaius, Sobralia, Spathoglottis, etc.. all of
which should be sought un<ler their special erenus head-
ings in other portions of this work for cultural direc-
tions. They differ very essentially in structure, and in

and in some cases also during the winter months, to
protect the plants from the sun. It may be either of
canvas, as in Fig. 1574, or consist of whitewasli or paint
applied directly to the glass. Whitewash made from

1574. Method of shading Orchid houses.

many cases require a special method of treatment for
individual plants of the same genus, as Habenaria for
example, where some are found growing in rich, turfy
loam exposed to sun, while others inhabit wooded,
swampy locations.

Many species of terrestrial Orchids nearly or quite
defy successful treatment under cultivation from lack
of knowledge regarding the mineralogy of their native
habitats.or from the plants being practically saprophytic
on certain species of decaying vegetation, or growing
only in connection with the mycelium of special fungi,
which may assist them in making proper growth.
The hardy species, where a general collection is

grown, should be cultivated in pots in coldframes, as
many need protection during winter and others require
shada which can be supplied by painting the glass.
Our native hardy species, however, do best planted out
in a properly constructed rockery, laid out in pockets
so that each may receive its proper compost.
The more tropical species—Cymbidiums, Cypripe-

diums such as inKii/ne, Phaius grau'lifoliits, P. macit-
latus and P.WaUiihii, Sobralias and some other ever-
green species— thrive best in the Mexican or cool end
of the Brazilian house.

Antectoch'.Ius, tropical Goodyeras and Cypripediums,
Spathoarlottis, and several genera of like nature, re-

quire the same general treatment as epiphytal Orchids,
with temperature of the East Indian department at all

seasons.
Bletias, Catast tums, Cyrtopodiuras, Calanthes, many

Lycastes, tropi^'al Liparis and Microstylis, Phaius
liumblotii an-^ P. tuf)erosus, Thunias artl many other
deciduous and : ^mi-deciduous species, should be grown
in the East In .ian, or warm end of the Brazilian de-
partment, and during the resting period should be placed
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in the Mexican department, allowing them only sufti-

cieiit water to keep the plants in sound condition.
Epiphytal Orchids are found chietly in the humid

forests of tropical countries, often along streams where
they receive their condensing moisture during the dry
season. A few grow in op«'ii grassy situations or among
brush. These consist chietly of climbing Epidendrun s

of the E.evectHm section, a few Oncidiums of the cau-
lescent type (the distance between the pseudobulbs
often denoting a year's growth), and some of the terete

Vandas, etc.

Aerides, Phaltenopsis. Vanda and the epiphytal Cyp-
ripediums are distributed throughout India, Malay
Peninsula, Cochin China. Celebes, Borneo, Philippine
Islands, Java and some of the Oceanic islands, usually
following the moist forests of mountain ranges, occa-
sionally at high elevations. With one or two exceptions.
as Vanda carnlea, all do satisfactorily in the East
Indian department, reserving the warni«\st part for Pha-
henopsis, which as a rule grows nearest the sea-level.

Angrapcums are natives of Madagascar and tropical

Africa, with one isolated species, A. falrafinn, which is

from japan. They grow in humid, shady locations,

where they can receive 5^ copious supply of water at all

seasons, and are closely \llied to Vanda, requiring the
same general temperature and treatment.

Den.irobiuras are most common throughout India,
Moulmein being a central district, but they are also
plentiful and widely distributed throughout eastern
Australia, New Guinea, the islands of the west Pacific
and Oceanica under various climatic conditions. A ma-
jority of them, especially the deciduous species, are
subjected to Umg droughts and long resting periods,
liut as they lose their foliage at that time their evapor-
ating surface is reduced to a minimum, and the effect

of the dry heat through the day is more than counter-
a.'ted by heavy dews and the condensing vapors, which
arise during the early mornings in those countries.
Bulbophyllums and C«plogynes have their homes

principally in the mountainous forests of East India and
Borneo, where they are copiously supplied l>y frequent
rains. Nearly all grow best in the Brazilian department.

Cattleyas and Lielias inhabit the humid forests of the
various mountain ranges of tropical America, from
Mexico south through the U. S. of Colombia to Peru,
the North Amazon valley, through Venezuela and
Guiana, and the mountain belt of eastern and southern
Brazil, usually at an altitude of 2,000 to 5,000 ft., except-
ing the Mexican species Jj. alhidn , L. aurepx, L. autifm-
nalis and L. majitlis, which grow at from 5,000 to 8,000
feet, commonly among Polypodiura fern.

Cattleyas and Lielias grow on rocks and trees often
devoid of other vegetation along the margins of rivers

and ravines usually in shade, where they receive a copi-

ous supply of water from heavy dews and condensation
of morning fogs which saturate the forests during
the dry season, and often excessive rains while growing.
They should be grown in the Brazilian department,
excepting Cattleya cifritia, the Mexican La»lias and L.
Jonijhcana, which thrive best in the M»'xican depart-
ment or wanii end of the New Granadan house.
Stanhopeas are foun<l fr<»m southern 3Ii-xico south to

Peru, Venezuela, Guiana and Brazil at rather low eleva-
tions, often in dense forests, the individual species hav-
ing a very wide range. The Brazilian house affords

them t]»e l)est temperature, but tlu'V may be grown in

any of the dt'i)artments with success.
Epidendnim is a large and varied genus, widely dis-

tributed throughout tropical America, from ISouth Car-
olina to southern Peru, and one of the few epiphytal
genera inhabiting the United States, ''hey are found at

all elevations from sea-level to 10.000 ft. or more. The
writer found IJ. fhatjuense growing in quantity on the
margin of perpendicular clay ridges fully exposed to

the sun at this altitude in the U. S. of Colombia in a
robust, healthy state, and the same species below 5,000
feet in the same condition. Many of the individual
species cover a wide range of distribution. They require
the same general treatment as La^lias and Cattleyas.
Few speries are worthy of cultivation except for botan-
ical purposes.

Maxillarias cov»'r much the same range as the last

genus, but are not quite so widely distributed. They

grow equally well in either the Brazilian or Mexican
departments.
Oncidiums are distributed along the mountain ranges

from southern Mexico to Peru, in the southern and
northern portions of Brazil chietly along the coast, the
Spanish Main and Islands of the Caribbean sea. The O.
Carthagitttnse and Papilio sections are found at sea-
level and seldom above 500 ft. elevation. These grow
best in the Brazilian house. Nearly all of the other
species may be grown in the Mexican department,
except a few, such as O. cncnUatum, O. Phnlienopsis
and the O. macranthiim section, which are found at high
altitudes; these should be grown in the New Granatlan
department.
Odontoglossums follow the higher wooded mountain

ranges from southern Mexico, Central America and the
Central Andes of U. S. of Colombia south to Peru and
the northwestern portion of Venezuela, ail at hijih

altitudes. They usually grow in the moist shady forests,
where the rainy season is long continued or condensing
fogs and dews are very heavy, keeping many of the
species in an almost perpetual state of saturation, their
only relief of excessive moisture appearing to be from
the frequent heavy winds that prevail in these regions.
The Mexican species grow well in the cool end of the
Mexican department, while those of the O. litteo-pur-

ptireum an«i criKpum type require the new Granadan
house.
Lycastes are distributed from southern Mexico to

Peru along the mountain ranges, usually at an altitude
of 4,000 feet in rather shaded locations; they are most
common from southern U. S. of Colombia to their
northern limit. L. tetragona is from southern Brazil
and far removed from the general area of distribution,
with little resemblance to any other species. Its 4-an-
gled monophyllous pseudobulbs produce serai-pendent
scapes carrying often as many as eight flowers, not un-
like a Cymbidium in general appearance. Lycastes
irrow well in either the Mexican or New Granadan
«lepartment.
Selenipediums are the South American representatives

of Cypripedium. They are distributed from Costa Rica
south to Bolivia, through Venezuela, Guiana and eastern
Brazil, at from 3,000 to 8,000 ft. elevation, in wet
marshes and on the branches of trees in shaded forests,

in all cases where they get a bounteous supply of water
at all seasons. The Brazilian or Mexican department
suits them eqxially well.
Masdevallias, Restrepias, and Pleurothallis fn"ow at

high elevations in Venezuela, Mexico and south to

Peru, with a few in the Organ mountains of Brazil,

their principal center being U. S. of Colombia near the
Odontoglossum district. They always follow the moun-
tain ranges, growing on trees, rocks and on wet, marshy
slopes, in extremely wet locations. The Chimtera sec-

tion is found at the lowest elevation. They all grow
best in the New Granadan department.
Xen-ly Imported Orchids.—On arrival of cases of

Orchids from their natural habitats they should be care-

fully unpacked as speedily as possible, in an isolated
room where insect pests that often arrive in the cases
may be destroyed, and laid carefully and loosely against
one another, on the bench of a shady, well-ventilatt-d

house or packing-shed. Should they all be found in

good condition, the pseudobulbous species, such as

Cattleyas and Lfelias, should be hosed over thoroughly
and allowt'd to remain for about a week, at the end of

which time they should be examined for any signs of

decay and bruises. All such parts should be removed
with a sharp knife. The plants should be cleaned and
sponged to remove dust, potted or basketed, as the
case requires, and placed in a shady portion of their

respective departments, allowing them sufficient water
to gradually start them into action, after which time
they will require the same treatment afforded established
plants of their kind.
Cypripediums, Masdevallias, Phalienopsis, Vandas,

the Batemannia and BoUea sections of Zygopetalum and
other non-pseudobulbous genera should be placed on
damp sphagnum in a well -shaded, airy department for

a week or ten days, without syringing, until it is ascer-

tained what amount of damage they have received in

transit. After sponging the leaves carefully and reraov-
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in? any decayed and bniised parts, they may be potted

and basketed, und removed to their pn)per quarters,

watering spaririijly until they start new action.

It is customary in some establishments to hang newly

imported Orchids by the roots, tops down, from the roof
of the house or beneath
the benches until they
show si jrns of new action,

but they invariably suf-

fer more or less from
this practice and are bet-

ter treated as above.
PotH, Banket.s, etc.—

Many Orchids are best
cultivated in the ordinary
earthen pots and pans,
more especially terres-

trial species and a few
of the epiphytal kinds,

which grow on rocks in

marshes, and among
quantities of humus and
fern roots. A majority
of the epiphytal species,

however, need special

structures that will ad-

mit air to circulate freely

to the roots; otherwise,

1575. Commonest and best style

of basket for eeneral culture

of Orchids %vith pendulous
scapes.

1576. An Orchid
cylinder.

Used for very tal 1

species.

these are liable to decay through excess of water if con-

fined in close pots when inactive during winter, which
must eventually weaken the constitution of the plants.

FiiTures 1575-1583 fairly illustrate the best and most
practical pots and baskets for successful culture. Fig.

lo7."> shows the Orchid basket most commonly used : it

is the best a<lapted for the general cul-

ture of Cattleyas, Corj-anthes, Den-
(irobiums, Epidendrums, Lfflias, Mas-
devallias of the Chiniaera section, On-
cidiums, and a majority of Orchids with ^)
pendulous flower-scapes. They can be
made of cedar, teak-wood, cypress, or
any durable wood. The wood is cut
into square (or round) sticks of any
length desirable and in proportionate
thickness from K-1 in., and carefully
perforated at each end. Through the
holes is inserted a stroner wire, which
is looped at the upper end when linished
in order to receive the wire hanger.
These baskets can bp as deep as de-
sired, but three sticks on each of the four sides are
usually enough for most Orchids, with two or three
placed crosswise throuffh the bottom, to hohl the com-
post. The hanger is made by twisting together and

bending down in the middle two pieces
of galvanized or copper wire, forming
four ends to insert in the ba^iket-loops

and a loop or hook at the top by which
to suspend it.

The Orchid cylinder (Fiir. ir>7('») is

very useful for standing on the bench
or pit, and is used for Renantheras,
Aerides, Vandas, Angrapcums, Epi-
dendrums, and many other tall plants
that are too tall or difficult to suspend.
Cylinders are made in all sizes and any
diameter desired, with either square or
ri»und sticks. They are bored a sh«>rt

tlistance from the ends and a wire in-

serted through them, with a small
block between each stick, to make an
opening for air. When large enoutrh
the sides are brought together and
fastened. The depth is adjusted by
movable cross-pieces.
The (Orchid raft (Fig. l.")77) is made

in much the same way as the cylinder,
but is left flat wi i the openings be-
tween closer toget . r. Oblong-square

blocks of hard, rough wood, an inch or less thick,
answer much the same purpose. The Orchid raft or
tilix-k is very useful for many species, such as Cattfef/n
f»7r«Hrt, Barkerias. Epidendrnm falcatinn, Dendrobium

0_
1577.

An Orchid raft.

I'swl for much
the same punwse
IS the cyliiuler.

1578.

Earthen basket.

For Stanho-
peas and other
Orchids, wliose
pendulous
scapes isstie
through the
holes in the bot-
tom.

J. ttkinsii, Oncidittm Limminyhii and Papilio, Scuti-

carias, etc.

The earthen basket (Fig. 1578) is useful when the
comi>ost is tine and when the roots do not require much
atmospheric action; also to properly mature tissue in a
few terrestrial species, thereby inducing them to flower

more freely. The earthen basket is especially useful
for Acinetas, Peristerias with pt-ndulous s<-apes. Stan-
hopeas, etc.; it is made with ovate openings around the
sides and a round one in the center to
admit pendulous scapes.
The perforated pan (Fig. l.'»79|is usu-

ally made only in small sizes and u.sed

for BullKjphyllums, the conc«dor type
of Cypripedium, Dendrobiums, and
many other small-growing species that
do well suspended from tlie roof.

The perforated Orchid pot (Fig.

1580) is for bench use and is useful
for many epiphytal Orchids that are
not to be suspended, the perforations
or holes supplying abundant air to the
roots, a safeguard against losing them
through overwatering in winter.

Figs. 1581 and 1.582 show the stand-
ard earthen pot and pan for terrestrial

species. The/ should have the drain-

age holes made on the side at the base,
instead of directly underneath, as a
preventive against earth-worms enter-

ing from the benches.
Pottinff, Soil, etc., for Terrestri>tl Orchids. — Terres-

trial Orchids as a general rule grow best under pot cul-
ture. P«)tting material for the following genera— Acan-
thephippium, Bletia, Calanthe, Cymbidium, Cypripe-
dium insigne and most of the hardy species, Cyrtopo-
dium, Habenaria.Liparis, Microstylis,Peri.steria,Phaius,
Pleione, Sobralia, Thunia, an<l some others— should con-
sist of about one-third each of choppe«l sod with some
of the fine soil removed, chopped live sphagnum and
leaf-mold, a<lding a little ground bone for some of the
strong- growing kinds. One -third of the pot space
•-hould be devoted to clean drainage, covered with sphag-
num or rough material to keep it open. After removing
all decayed portions, the roots should be carefully dis-

tributed and the compost worked in gently but firmly
around them, leaving the surface a little convex and
slightly below the rim of the pot as in Fig. 1.581 (the
dotted lines denote drainage required). The con-ex
surface gives the rhizonu- an opportunity to dry out fre-

quently, thus avoiding fungi, which are troublesome to
some species.

In repotting terrestrial Orchids sufficient pot room
should l>e given to last a year or two if possible, as they
dislike to have their roots disturbed oftener than is

necessary. The best time to repot is just before the
rooting period, or when they are starting their new
g^rowths in spring. The deciduous species of Calanthe
can be easily increased at this time,
if desired, by removing the old bulbs
and placing a number together in a
pan or shallow box, covering them
]>urtly with compost and placing- them
in a warm house until they start action,

after which time they should be potted
as desired, two or three together.

Ann?ctochilus, Ar]>ophylhims, Cj'pri-

pediums, Disas.rJ<»odyeras,Spathoglot-
tis, and many allied genera, grow best
under pot culture, but otherwise re-

quire compost an«l treatment similar
to the epiphytal kinds.

Potting, Bnxlcetitui. and Compost
for Epiphytal Orchids. — The roots of
epiphytal Orchids are usually very
porous, and numy are covered with a
corky substance (velamen). capable of
absorbing ami retaining water for con-
siderable time. In their native homes a great many of
the roots are ai^rial or grow ii: loose, fibrous material,
such as moss and the fine roots of Polypodiums and other
f'Tus. where they have free access of air at all times.
It is important that ti^ey receive similar treatment un-

1579.

Perforated pan.

-Vdapted t o
small Orchids
th.it do well
when suspended
from the roof.
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1580. Perforated

Orchid pot.

Atliiptod t<>»'p-

iphytos whii-h
iHH'il plenty of
nir at tlu' nnits
ami art' in <lan-

cer of over*
watering.

der cultivation so far a« is* consistent, with the differ-

ence of their environment taken into consideration.
Thus it is apparent that one of the special feattires in

the culture of epiphytal Orchids lies in the proper
^election of c«>nipost and the method «»f potting and
i>asketini; for the best re>ults in after-

cultivation.

IVat flher. sphaurnum moss and h-af-

inold constitute the principal nuiterials

of Kood compost, usually lasting one »>r

two years without reiu'wal. which is

important, as the n»ots sutler more or
less in beinj? disturhed. liy peat tlher

is meant the fibrous roots of various
wild ferns, with the tin*' soil removed
by first chopping it into small pieces,
then rubbing it across a coarse sieve.

The several species of Osmunda fur-

nish us with the best Orchid peat.

The sphagnum moss used for Orchids
should consist of Spliotjniint S(junrro-
.VH»». .S. tmicrophnllutii and the coarse-
leaved species only ;

>*. acutifolium
and other weak-growing species should never be used,

as they soon tlecay and be«'ome di'triniental to the roots.

Leaf-mold is nnuie from decomposed leaves. The
leaves of almost any tree will do. but those of hard-

Wt>od trees are niost desirable, especially oak. When
collected in the fall the leaves should be heaped up t«i

decay for a year *>r luore, and turned over at least twice

during that time.
Charcoal is the best material to use for drainage and

for mixing or interspersing with the compost. It is

best made from hard wood and should not be over-

burne«l. Hn>ken potshenls are often used, but they are

nt>t as good; being porous, they either abst>rb tot» nnu-h

water at times or l)ecome overdry t«M> often and nr->

liable to prove injurious. Charcoal i-

lighter in weight, and ct>ntains nntre

useful properties.
Where closed pots are used, nearly

one-half of the space should l>e devoted
lo drainairc .ind the balance to com-
post, consisting of about e«iual parts

of peat fiber, cli(H>P»*d sphagnum and
leaf-mtdd for most gentTu, adding a

few pieces of chanM)al in potting, and
a piece beneath the rhizome of the ten-

<ler ones, (^are must be exercised in

potting to distribute the ro<»ts properly
and nuike the ctmipost nuxlerattdy finn

about them, leaving the finished sur-

face convex, to throw off surplus water
and protect the rhizome from an «>ver-

abundance of wet. Top dressing with live sphagnuni
is beneficial to many Orchids, such as (hhrntiujloasuhi

rrisfiinn and allies, and gives the surface a neat appear-
ance. Fig. 1583 illustrates a finished pot. the dotted line

in Fig. 1581 indicating the amount of drainage re-

qiiired.

When perforated or open-work pots or baskets are
used, no direct «lrainage is necessary. Kough. broken
pieces of charcoal should be freely used in the compost
while potting, as it helps to keep the mass firm and the
roots of nearly all species attach t«) it freely; also it

lessens the quantity of c«m»post and so modifies its tex-

ture as to allow it to dry out nu)re
readily than when packed in a
solid body.

Cattleyas of the ('. iutmnedia
type, Coryanthes. Cypripediums of
the /jitirii and Stomi sections,
some Dendrobiums, f>»/r/(//»»M Car-
(hnijinense, O. rriapuni, <). ma-
(•ranthum. (). Pupil io and their al-

lies should have the leaf -|mold
omitted, while Aerides, l*iialn»-

nopsis, Sacc(dal>iums, Vandas and
kindred genera require only chopped live

and charcoal as a compost.
Waterinrj, /Iiimiditif. — It is impossible to lay down

any hard and fast rules for watering Orchids. Watering
is a very important operation and requires more or less

1581. Standard
earthen pot.

For terrestrial
On-hitls, with
drainage holes
at the side in-

stead of at the
b«>ttom.

1582. Standard
earthen pan.

For t errest rial
Orchids, showinj;
side drainage holes.

«phagtnim

practical experiei.ce, connected with a knowle<lge of the
general coiuiiti(uis surrounding the plants in iluir
native homes. As a rule nu»st Orchids nee«l a liberal
supply while growing, but the condition of the }>Iant
an«l compost and the nianm-r in which it is potted cr
basketed have nnn-h to do with this.

The evergreen terrestrial species, which grow chiefly
in loam fiber, as Cymbidium, Cypripedium iusitj),t,

I'haius, Sobralias, etc., retjuire water whenever the
surface of the compost is becoming <lry,with o<'casional
Iis;ht overhead syringing in tine weather, which will
MNsist in kei'ping down red spider, thrips and otlitr
pests. An occasional application «d' weak litjuid cow dp
sheep numun* is of great benefit while the plants are
growing.
The tlecidnotis species have a decided peritni of re«<t,

at which time they are pr.ictically inactive and n«e(i
very little water. «'nough only to keep the stems and
pseudobulbs in sound con<lition. When growing, how-
ever, they require a good supply and siu>uld have a
thorough watering to the bottom whenever the soil is

l»ec<miing dry. but slu>uld not be kept in a wet condition
at all times, t>r the soil s«H>n be<'omes sour and infested
with worms, untler which condition no Orchitl can do
well.

Kpiphytal Orchitis, or a greater part of them, in their
native habitats gn»w in locations where heavy rains are
fnM]uent *)r of alnmst daily occurrence dtiring their
gnvwing season, and where condensing vapors settle on
them like drippin,.: rain, while the early morning fo^rs

rise among the fon'sts, charging the atmosphere almost
to saturation during the early part of the «lay in llic

resting season. Such species as are subject*'*! to a s*--

v«>re *lry resting seas*>n are often deci«luous (see J)ni-

(Irohium. ami als«) {>. ll«»(i). Many of the extrenuly
alpine speci«'s, such as the Masdevallias and (hlotito

f//<>.s- .*»»! ciispum, are stibjected to
two annual rainy s*'as*)ns. and wher*'
these s«*asons are nnu'h prohmg*-*!
the un*l«'rsigne*l has obs«'rve<i the last-

in*>nti*)ji«Mi s}>eci*'s in its native habi-
tat nuiture as many as three pseiulo-
bulbs in the year. Tims the pseu-
d(d>ulb is no indication of annintl
growth, but a reserv*>ir of supply in

case the plant is overtaken by severe
or sudden droughts, t'ach pseudo-
bulb b«'ing supplie*l with a mature
secondjiry bu*l for farther r*'pro<luc-

tion sh*>uld the proper l*'a*l be de-
stroy e*l.

8uch genera as Aerides. Cypripe-
diums, Masdevallia. Vanda, etc., which have no ps*u-

(hdnilbs, r«dy more or less directly on a tiaily supply

at all seasons. These, with many of the extreme al

pine species, shotild have a liberal supply of water at

all times.
Many of the pseudobull)ous kinds, inchnlingCattleyns

and Lselias, are also constantly in acti*>n p* rfecfing new
roots or maturing thtdr fiow*'r-bmis. aft<r the ps»'u<'o-

bulbs are complete*! an*i they ar*' appar«'ntly at r* st.

For this reastm careful obs*'rvation of each specie.*- is

necessary to make their cultivation successful.

Under basket culture there is least liability of injury

through overwatering, and excepting genera like the

Onci»liums an*i DendrobiumH (which n»'ed a dry and cool

resting peri«>*l to in*hice them t*> flower). an«l d*^« idu-

ous species at rest, nearly all shouhl receive a goo*l sup-

ply of water, weaiher permitting, whenever the compost
is becoming dry. with frequent .syringing *>verhea*! in

fine weather, wlu'ti the temp«'ratnre is normal and ven-

tilation can be given. A stinnilant *>f weak sheep or ccw

numure apjdie*! occasi*>nally to plants in action will

benefit them.
On cold, cheerless da\ s. when the temperature is bel«>w

nonnal and the atniosph«'re is overcharged with m«>is-

ture. very little watering or *lamping is needed, and un-

less it be some j>articular species which cannot endure

drying, or tiny seedlings, it is safest to withhold water,

as at these times the stomata cease acti*)i\ and the

plants become overcharged with wat*'r; thu» tli*>se with

weak constituti«)ns ami innnature growths are liable to

attacks of wet-spot aiul n)t. The best means of coun-

1583. l«etho<io{
pottine an
epiphytal Or-

chid.

Showing the
r a i s o il a i> il

ronntl top of
sph.ignum.
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tenM'tion in such eases is to apply fire hont and ventila-

tion. A close, sta^iant atmosphere is always to be

avoided.

As a safei?uanl atJrainst excessive chancres in huini<lity

» hviirometer should be kept in ea<*h department to as-

certain and regulate the deirrees of moisHire. espevially

durinu fall an*! winter. When overabundant. ni<»jsture

can l»t' re«luced by applying tire heat and ventilation,

and if insufficient by wetting down the paths and
shelves, »>r pits, and reducing the ventilation. Well
if^iilated departments should bo kept as near as pos-

sible to 70^ or 75° through the day or SO"^ to 8.'»-^ with

free ventilation, and about 80° at night. ,Tust after

u.unpiiig and watering it will often rise to 85°, but this

is of no eons«'quence, as it soon recedes. Orchids at

re>'t. such as Calanthes and Dendrobiums, should be

held at r».")° to 75°. In no case, where it can be avoi«led.

should it ffo below 60° nor rise above W^ for any length

of time, ; s serious results are very liable to follow.

lV>j/i7(i^/<>». — The ventilators shotihl ext«'n«l the en-

tire length on both sides of the ridge, and be supplie<l

with the best modern lifting apparatus. Extendimr
them continuously along the roof necessitates raising

them but a small height to alTi)rd proper circulation

to the plants an»l egress of overheated air. without los-

imr too nuich moisture. Having them on both sides

assists in avoiding direct tlrafts, 'y using the si<le pro-

tei'ted from the direct wind.
()ne essential point to bo consi«lered is this: When

should ventilation be applied so as to be of the most
possible benetU to the plants? Air nuist be given at all

times, when possible, to keep the atmosphere active, as

well as to lower temperature, also to reduce the <lensity

of moisture when excessive in close, imdement weather
and during the night. In briurht weather ventilate

enough to alhnv egress of the ht'ated air.

It is custonuiry with some cultivators to close down
ventilators in wet weather and «luring the night to htdp
retain heat, etc. This is a serious mistake. It may show
no visible injury in bright weather, when the «lensity of

moisture in tho atm»)sphere is at a minimum, but this

b:ul practice surely accounts for the «lecaying of many
young growths, which are lost during wet, close and
cloudy nights.
Propagation. — "Many species of Orchids can be propa-

);ated l>y divisi«»n and from cuttings. This is usually
resorted to when it is desired to increase the stock of

nire and nnicjue species and varieties. With the more
oi>mnion species, however, it is cheaper and better to

Iniy freshly imported stock, as it often takes two, three
or more years to bring the young plants up to the tlow-

erins stage.

The pseudobulbous species, such as Cattleyas, Odon-
tosjlossums, Cad<)gynes, etc.. are propagated by cutting
part way through the rhizome three or more pseutlo-
hulbs behind the lead with a sharp knife. This will

usually retard the sap and force the dormant eye behind
ihe eut to grow. The back portion may then be removed
;iiul potted or basketed s«'parately. or left on the plant
to mature the new growtli, and be removed when it

st.irts action the following season.
With the decidu<ms Calanthes. the old bulbs should

be removed when potting them in spring and put, sev-
eral together, in pans or flats and partly covered with
siihagnum or potting c«>mpost until they start to grow,
when they should be potted in the regular way. Thn-
ni;>s are easily propagate*! after the young growths are
well advance*!, l)y cutting tho last yeir's stems into
pieces 4 or 5 inclies long and inserting the ends in
chopped sphagnum and sand, placing them in the propa-
(rating house until they grow, when they may have their
normal heat. I)en«lrobiums are managed in much the
same way, or the old canes can be lai<l on wet sphag-
num, when many will produce new growths from the
side eyes on the nodes. Aerides and Van«las are in-

creased by removing the upper portion with a sharp
knife, leaving a few roots ami at h»ast a foot of stem to
each top. The old bases of the stenjs usually break new
irrowths freely, often producinij several new shoots
from each. Cypripediums should be divided between
the older growths, leaving at least one old growth with
each lead. an«l potted separately, allowing them a little

extra moisture until they start to grow. Masdevallias

and allie«{ genera can be s«'parated in the same manner,
leaving several leaves and one or more new growths or
leads to ejw'h piece. All species should be propagated
at the commencement «»f the growing season.

Reproihtction of Orchitis from >>(•»/. — The reproduc-
tion »)f Orchids from seed through crossing and hybri*!-

izing has been carried on for many years successfully by
a limitrd number of hybridists, principally abroad, and
it is only within the past 10 or 15 years that it has re-

ceived much attention in America, but in that limit of
time very many beautiful hybrids have sprung into cul-

tivation, and to the late tirm of Pitcher He Manda, of
Short Hills. N. .1., nnich cretlit is tlue for the fine work
they carried on in this line. Many of our establishments,
botii private and commerci:»l, are now paying niucli at-

tention to this l>ranch «»f On-hi*! culture, with various
degrees of success. The fertilization t»f Orchicls is very
easy and re<|uires no special skill, but judtrment should
be ext'rcise«l in the selection of proper species for the
work, in order that th«> results may be an improvement
over both parents, if possible.

The seed-bearing parent shotihl possess a good, vig-
orous ciMistitution. of fr«-e-gn>wintr and tlowerii.g hal>it,

as the hybrids usually follow this parent in i\>rn) of
growtl>, and the polh'U pan^nt in color of tlower. Fer-
tilization is eflfected by pl.Hcing one or niore of the pol-

linia or pollen masses on the stigjna i»f the tlower to be
fertilized, selectint; always plants of relatively th*> >-anie

genus for the operation. Crosses between genera widely
removed from each other in general character usually
prove fruitless, for though the ovary may become stimu-
lated by foreign p«>llinia and an api>arently successful
cross be etTected, the se»'ds will either fail to mature or
the results will follow the seed parent in every detail.

It takes about a year to ripen the see«! of most Or-
clii«!s in our climate, with exceptions in a f<'W genera.
Mas»!evallias mature in alwnit six montlis and Selenipe-
diums in about three months.
The seeds g«'nninate best when sown soon after ma-

turity, and many lose their vit.-dity in a few months if

kept ttK) dry ami warm. When sowing the seeds tho
l>est results are often obtained when they are (lusted

on the surftice of pots or baskets containing a plant of
the same genus as the seed and carefiilly w.-itered with
a very tine rose until they becoine attached, watching
carefvilly for snails, slugs, ari«l tlepredators in general
that infest the compost. The pots or baskets selected

should have a favorable-l< oking surface, with the com-
post in gootl coiulition. firm and free fn»m ftingi. I'so

pt)ts or baskets that will not have to be disturbed for a
year or more, as it often takes that length of time for

the seedlings to come through. 8e«'<! sown in early
spring seems to germinate soon«*st. The writer has had
Selenipedimn seedlings up in three months from sow-
ing, and airain has waited for Cypripedimn twenty-threo
months before the seedlings appeared.
After the seedlings have perf«'cte«l 'J or H leaves it is

quite safe to remove them t<» small pots, singly, or sev-
eral to a small pan. using compost
of the same material as that for the
parent, but cut a trifle liner.

Many tiny see«llings are lost short-

ly after germinatiJig. through the

soil becoming sour or through fungi.
When thus at-

tacked t h e y
shoiihl be trans-
ferred to otfier

pots or baskets
not infested.

Fig. l.')84 illus

trates a newly
germinated seed-
ling of Ph a I u s

huhriilas : Fig. 1,585 a three-months -old
(^ifpripfdinm imtit/ttr, var. Sandenr, in

dition to be transferred to a pot : Fig.
months-old plant of Phaina Wallirhii :

tw»'lve-months-old hybrid Cattleya ( C. i»termt'<1in x C
lahia(a): Fitr 15SS .a Cypripediuuj thirteen months old;

Fitr. 1589 .1 two-year-old hybrid between a Cattleya an«!

ha^lia (C intermedia x A. pnr.stauM).

The raising of Orchids from seed should be encour-

b
1S84.

Newrly eerminated
seedline.

(PAaiiw hul>ridus.)

1585. Three months
tfcm seed, and
ready to trsnsfcr
to a pot. ((.i//n
jiedium iufiinie,

var. HanderiP.)

seedling of
prop*'r con-
l.")8ti, eijrht-

Fig. 1587 a

s*^
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aged, and enlist the energy of every Orchid culturist,

not necessarily for the production of hybrids alone, but
also for the reprmluction of rare species and varieties, and
a number of species which are fcst decreasing or beconi-

intr extinct in tlieir native homes. Asi«le from the finan-

cial inducement offered the commercial grower, it will

apices and on new growths of deciduous and plicate-
leaved sp<*cies, indicate either lack of sufficient wuter
at the roots or an overdry atmosphere, both of which
conditions can be easily chanired.

Snails and /Mat-f^.t. — < )rchids are attacked by many
forms of snails. Insect pests are a great annoyance

1586. ElEht months from seed.

[Phaius Wallichii.)

1587. A year from the seed.

{Cattleya iutenwdia X C. labiata.)

1588. Thirteen months from seed.

( Cypripedium.

)

prove instructive to the botanist and afford infinite

pleasure and pastime for the amateur.
i><.>«'»/.'<^x. — Orchids are subject to many diseases.

Those having importance from a cultural standpoint and
most troublesome to the grower are known as wet- and
dry-rot and spot. Wet-rot is caused by an overmoist or
stagnant atmosphere, and is usually first detected by a
semi-transparent appearance of the parts affected, which
soon become dark brown. It spreads slowly along the
tissue. If noticed at the commencement it can be
readily checked by slitting the epidermis with a sharp
knife and removing tlie plant to a more airy position in

the house for a few days. Dry-rot is caused by a fun-
gus which attacks the rhizome of the plant. It is often
produced through burying the rhizome or base of the
plant with compost. Cypripediums are subject to it.

Large, healthy growths when atta<rked quickly show a
sickly pale color in the foliage, which, on examination of
the base, will be found discolored, and with a light

brown appearance. If the portion attacked is quickly
removed with a sharp knife it will usually give no fur-

ther tnmble: otherwise it will travel through the en-
tire rhizome and desi^-oy the plant in a very short time.
Spot comes from '. arious causes : the appearance of

small dark brown spots on the succulent leaves and
pseudobulbs is usually an indication of cold and over-
waterintr. Spot also prises through weak tissue, espe-
cially in Phala?nopsis, Saccolabiums and Antrrapcums
durintr winter, which have been grown too warm, shady
and moist. The affected parts should be slit with a

1589. Two-year-old hybrid between a Cattleya

and Lselia.

sharp knife and a little flowers of sulfur should be
rubbed over the wound. When they make new growth
the plants should be placed in a brighter and more airy
position to induce a better growth. The brown dots which
make their appearance on the leaves, especially at the

to the cultivator. They can be kept in subjection only
by constant attention. Slugs and shell snails are very
destructive. If allowed to increase they devour young
shoots, roots aud fiower-buds. The best means of captur-
ing them is to pla<*e saucers of dry bran on the shelves
among the pots, and look them over morning and even-
ing. By this means many wil! be destroyed. Various
species of scale insects attach themselves to the leaves,
pseudobulbs and rhizomes of nearly all species of Or-
chids,and can be eradicated only by the use of a soft brush
and washing with a sponge and water. A little whale-
oil soap added to the water is of great assistance, and
also useful in destroying red spider and green and yel-

low fly. Black and red thrips attack the young growths
of many species and often become very troublesome.
Fumigating the houses with tobacco stems lightly about
three times during the week will soon cause them to dis-

appear. Fumigation is also a sure remedy for green fly.

The Cattleya fly is very injurious to young growths of

Cattieyas, Laelias and some Epidendmras. The flies

lay their ei^gs in the very young growth at the base,

causing an enlargement which is easily distinguished.
The only remedy is to remove the growth, and burn it.

The mature fly can be eradicated by fumigating the

house with tobacco stems about three times each week
during early spring.
The Dendrobium beetle larva burrows in the stems of

various species of the genus, and is detected by a small

discolored spot. There is no remedy, except to cut

away and destroy the parts attacked. An insect which
is much more to be dreade«l is the Dendrobium mite,

which perforates the can«'s and rhizomes of Dendro-
biums and many other Orchids, laying a number of

eggs in each perforation. On hatching, these eat away
a part of the plant tiround them, causing that portion to

decay. They can be found only by careful and close

observation, and this often after the plant is beyon<l

redemption. There is no remedy but cutting them out,

and unless the plant aTta«'ked is valuable it is best to

bum it and keep the pest from spreading.
Mealy bug is usually not very troublesome to Or-

chids. It is readily seen aud destroyed without much
injury to the i)lant.

Roaches are usually very troublesome, and hard to

eradicate, as they feed at night and remain hidden
through the daytime. They destroy roots, growinsr
snoots and young flower-biuls and scapes. Bran, pow-
dered sugar and Paris green, mixed together and placed

around the houses in saucers, will usually keep them in

subjection, and they should be hunted down at night

by the aid of a lantern. Many can be caught in this

manner.
Sow bugs or wood lice are usually common in every

part of Orehi<l houses, pots and baskets. They do a

great deal of damage to young leaves, roots and the ten-

der portions of flower-scapes. The Paris green mixture
used for roaches is very effectual in reducing their

number, but it is impossible to be entirely free<l from

t^em. Robert M. Grey.
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OBCHIS ((Jret'k word, referring to the shape of

the tulx-rous routs of certain npecies). Orrhidiivfir,

On-his is the typical >;euus of the great family of Or-

chids. It contains about 70 speries, all terrestrial and
natives of the northern hemisphere, chiefly in Europe

and Asia, with 2 species in North America. IMants pt-r-

ennial by means of simple or palmate tubers : stem
simple, erect, terminating in a raceme or spike, with

few to many ratlier small fls., and bt-aring several Ivs.,

with long sheaths; brai-ts often fo'iaceous: sepals all

similar, connivent or spreading: petals often smaller,

entire: labellum 3-lobed, mi«l<lle lobe entire or parted,

hase spurred : column very short or none : stigma

plane, not pnxluced (Habenarial.

Orchises are not showy, and tliey have no horticul-

tural standing, but lovers of our native Orchids are

always collecting them and trying to cultivate them.
usually with little success. F. W. Barclay writes:

"The American species of Orchis are woodland plants,

requiring rich leaf soil, with rather heavy shade, and
that even condition of moisture characteristic of deep
woods. Where these conditions cannot be supplied the

plants invariably prove short-lived." See also discus-

sion on terrestrial orchids, page 116.").

hirclna, Crantz (U ima ntngl Ahuu m hire\nu»i,

Spreng. ). Flower stems \-l ft. high, bearing a loose

raceme 4-8 in. long: tls. greeni><h white, exluilintr a
ilisagreeable odor; miildle lobe of the labellum long,

'itrap-like and twisted, lateral lobes much snudler: Ivs.

few near the bottom of the scape, oblong-Iance(date.

May, June. Europe and northern Africa. Adver-
tised by Dutch bulb-growers.

spectdbilis, Linn. Fig. 1.590. A native species*

with 1 largf obovate. shining Ivs. 4-8 in. Iong»

home near the ground, and a stem 4-7 in. high,
hearinir a niceme of IMJ small \;u\^ purple and white
ris. April-June. In rich woods, northeastern U. S.

The following species are advertiseil in America by Euro-
pean (lealers, but are not knt>wn to l>e cultivjite«l in America.
Most «)f tliem are hardy European plants. The syuonomy of
the group is somewhat confusetl. O. lirancifortii, fis. purple.

—

O.
folidsa. large, leafy spikes of purple fls.

—

O. fiisca, purple- and
rose-colore«l fls.—O. latifolia. spotted Ivs. and purple fls..- O.
lonificornis. fls. rich purple. North Africa.— f/. niaculata, fls.

lilac purple.— O. indscttla, fls. pun>le. in long spikes.— O. »/ii7t-

tarlg. rts. purple.

—

O. Mbrio, fls. purple and green.

—

(). pdlletis,

pale sulfur yellow.

—

(). pnpiliondcea. fls. purple and white.—
(). prorincidlis, long spikes of pale lemon-yellow fls.— <>. Rn-
bertidna, fls. purple, brown and white, in large spikes.— (/.

snnibuclna, fls. yellow.— O. itndulatifolia, fls. white- and rose-
colored. Heinrich Hasselbrino.

OECHIS, Rein. ITabe»aria.

OREGON. HOETICULTUEE IN. Fig. 1591. Oregon,
hR-ated between 42'' anci 46° 15' N. and 1 16=* 45' and 124° .'iO'

W., with an area of 94..")()0 square miles, has, horticultur-
ally speaking, fourquitedistinctdistricts. — the valleys of
the Rogue, rmp<jua, Willamette and Columbia rivers,
together with tlK4r tributaries. There is climatically
a very wide difference between these various sections.
In the Rogue river valley the annual rainfall is 20-35
inches. The mean temperature for the winter m«mths is

;{;P, spring months 57°, the summer months G7°, the
autumu months 52°. The Ump(jua valley has a rainfall
of 22-43 inches. The average temperature for the sea-
sons in the same order as the above is, 41°, 51°. 05°, 54°.

In the Willamette valley the rainfall is 35-50 inches,
the average temperature, 41°, .50°, 03°, .").3°. In the Co-
lumbia valley it ranges from an average rainfall of 75
inches, in the lower part, to one of 15 inches in the up-
per part; and the temperature as above ranges from a
mean annual average of .50°, varying from 39°-01° for
the lowpr part, to one of 48° for the upper part, with
hot summer months and cold winter months.
Not only does the difference of climate exist, but

there is also a corresponding difference in the character
of the soils of these different localities. In the Rogue
river valley the soil is largely one of decomposed gran-
ite. A warm and open soil predominates, though in
places the soil is remarkably heavy and of the same
origin as a large part of the "soils of the state, namely,
basaltic. In the I'mpqua valley the soil is generally of
a medium character: clays predominate on the hills and

on the higher parts of the valley proper, while on the
river bottoms sand and open se/limentary soils are the
more common. In the Willamette valley the .soils are
generally heavy, though there are occasionally streaks
of lighc sandy or gravelly soil, usually along the streams.
The soils of the Columbia region enibriwe all trrades,

from the light drifting sand of its upper basin to the
cold clays of its lower basin.
The transportation facilities are good in all these dis-

tricts, except the Rogue atnl I'mpijua valleys, which
have only one railroad; while the other sections, except
the extreme eastern portion of the Columbia basin,
have both railroad . •'nd river transportation facilities.

In all these districts the hanly fruits grow to perfec-
tion one year with another, and this without irrigation,

though in some of the newer territory being tested for
horticultural purposes irrigation is practiced.

The apple finds in Oregon a most congenial home,
and while only a small part of the crop is marketed it

is in no wise <lue to the climate and soil. Our best va-

rieties are Baldwin, Esopus Spitzenberg. Hen Davis,
Newtown Pippin, Red Cheek Pippin, York Imperial, anil

Jonathan. The apple thrives best in the higher alti-

tudes and especially in Hood river valley, an offshoot
of the Columbia river valley, and in the Rogue river
valley. Lately car lots have been shipped from the
hitherto little known sections of eastern Oregon.

Pears grow to perfection in all parts of the state.

The Bartlett, White Doyenne, Winter Nelis. Duchesse
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dent aiul Lake, develop into the choiceMt of fruits. The
l^te l>ukf. Late Kentish, Richmond and Montmorency
Ordinary, in fact all cherries, do well, though the.se latter

are of no particular commercial inifxirtance.

The plums, and especially those varii-ties of Pntnun
damestica which have come into general cultivation

werp and Marlboro; of strawberries, Wilson, Sharp-
less, Clarkf, MagiMm and Everbearing: of g(M>sfi>f>r-

ries. Champion, Downing and ('hautau({ua. The wine
grape is grown In southern Oregon and particular lo-

calities along the Columbui river, but the output (••in

hardly be said to havi* commercial signiticance as vet
tliough it is rated asof'ex-

1591. Oregon, showine, by the shaded areas, the horticultural reeions

in the more favorable sections of the country, thrive
throughout the state, though there are particular locali-

ties where those varieties cultivated as prunes do much
better than in others. As a commercial crop the prune
has become of much importance to the state, the output
for 1898 on a conservative basis being put at 400 car-

loads of ;{0,000 pounds each and valued at 3^4 and 3>a
cents per pound, f^or green fruit for local market the
Yellow Egg, Peach, Columbia and Bradshaw are grown.
Several attempts have been made to ship the Peach
variety in a fresh state to the East, but thus far all such
efforts have ended in failure. It will not keep long
enough and stand up under the jar of transportation.
For the prune crop two varieties are grown, the Italian

and the Agen, locally known as the French or Petite.

At present there is a much larger acreage of Italians

than of Petites. There is a 'imited acreage of Golden
Drop, locally known as Silver Prune, but as the tree is

not robust, and as the fruit needs sulfuring before it is

cured, this variety is given much less attention now
than formerly, and only a limited quantity is grown.
The curing of the prune is all done by means of driers

or evaporators, of which there are numerous designs.
(See Evaporating of Fruits.)

Of small fruits it may be said that they grow and fruit

most abundantly in all parts of the state. Only about
the larger cities are they grown as commercial crops,
though at Hood river, which is a favored locality', large
quantities of strawberries (the Clarke variety) are grown.
In 1898 about fifty car-loads of these berries were shipped
U> the Rocky mountain states, returning to the growers
something like $;?7,000. Blackberries, gooseberries,
strawberries and raspberries do well in nearly all locali-

ties. Usually it is necessary to select favored sites for

blackberries and strawlvrries: the former on account
of water, our long, dry summers being uncongenial : tlie

latter, on account of our heavy soils, will not generally
d') best on other than river bottoms or sandy ravines.
Of currants the chief varieties are Cherry, Fay, White
Grape and Black Naples; of blackberries the chief va-

rieties are Lawton. Kittatinny. Erie; of the dewbern.-,
Lucretia; of raspberries, Cuthbert., Gregg. Red Ant-

cellent ({uality. During the
past few years some lurt;e

plantings of wine grapes
have been made in tlie

Rogue river valley.
In the Willamette valley

the Moore Diamond, ('<(ii-

cord, Worden, Delaware an<J

lsal>ella are the most gener-
ally grown. Along the Co-
lumbia, the Sweetwater, the
Muscats and Tokays are Cdn-
sidered best. In southern
Oregon both the Ameriean
and foreign grapes Hourisli.
The Mission grape of Cali-
fornia, Sweetwater, Ham-
burg and Muscats fully ma-
ture in this section.
Chestnuts of the American

and Japan varieties have
been planted in numerous
localities, and are just be-
ginning to bear fine crops.
French walnuts and filberts

are likewise grown in many
localities by amateurs, and
much interest is being numi-
fested in this fruit an<l in

the near future commercial
plantings will undoubte<Hy
be made. From the experi-
ence of the past and the
character of the nuts pr«>-

iluced, it is confidently predicted that the nut crop of
the future will be one of nmch value on the foothill

land of the state. The almond, the apricot, the black
fig and the loquat grow and fruit quite freely in the
southern sections of the state. The cranberry thrives
along the coast, and there are a few small bogs under
cultivation in favorite spots. g^ |j^ Lake.

OBEOCOME. See Selinum.

OBEODOXA (Greek, mountain glory). PalmdretT.
This genus incliules the Royal Palm, the pride of Florida,

and the only tall palm native within the borders of the

ITuited States be fore the annexation of Porto Rico and
Hawaii; also the Cabbage Palm, which is cut down
when three years ol<l for the central leaves, which are

tender and edible. Oreodoxa contains .5 species of pin-

nate palms from tropical America. The nearest culti-

vated allies are Euterpe and Acanthophoenix, but in

these the petals of the pistillate fls. are free, while in

Oreodoxa the}' are grown together at the base. Oreo
doxas are spineless palms, the solitary, erect, robust

trunk cylindrical or swollen at the middle: Ivs. termi-

nal, equally pinnatisect; segments narrowly linear-lan-

ceolate, narrowed at the apex, unequally bifid ; midnerve
rather thick, scaly beneath; margins not thickened, re-

curved at the base; rachis convex on the back, sulcate

toward the base, and acute toward the apex above;
petiole half-cylindrical, sulcate above: sheath long:

spadix rather large, with long, slender, pendent
branches: spathes 2. entire, the lower semi-cylindri-

cal, equaling the spadix, the upper ensiform, ventrally

fissure<l: bracts and bractlets scaly: fls. small, white,

in scattered glomerules: fr. obovoid or oblong-ovoid,

small, violet.

Of the Royal Palm Reasoner writes: "It is one of the

grandest of pinnate palms, growing to a height of over

100 ft., with immense, plumy, feathery leaves and a

straight white trunk. It is a grand tree for extreme S.

Fla. for avenue planting, and is valuable in all sizes,

but especially when 4 ft. or over in height."
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A. Lfttfni>gmt>utii unt wriMKlfil or wavy.

B. Trunk nH'olltn at or a ho re the middle.

rdgia, II BK. Rotal Palm. Fig. 1592. Caudt-x 4«MK)

ft. Iii>;h: l**uf Hfjfineiit!* 'l)i ft. long, 1 in. or Iphm wide,

lin**!ir. iMMiniinate: fr. ovoi«l, Sin. Everglades of Flu..

Culia. Antigtia. «.F. 9:1.55. S.8. 10:505. U.l'. III.

17:2J"J; 27:297. A.F. 12:311. O.M. supp. Oct. 1. IH92.

HB. Trunk not mrollen at the middle.

olerAcea,Mart.(i4rPrrt oler>)ren..]m'i\. ). Cabba<je Palm.
C»Mdex 100-120 ft. high : leaf-segnu-nts lunceolate-linear,

aiMjniinate, .'{ ft. long, IH in. wid**: fruit ol>ovoid-ob-

luug, ^4 in West Indies. Cult, in S. Fla.

aa. Leaf-segments trrinkled and wavy.

Sancdna, HBK. Stem 120-150 ft., snjooth, glabrou.«<,

jfrayish blat-k : Ivs. pinnate: Ifts. membranaceouH :

wofjil vt-ry hard, us»'d in buibling houses. Colombia.
Cult, only in S. Calif. — Franceschi says it has brownish
leaf-»talks and in more tender than the other 2 species.

Jaked O. Smith.

OREOPANAX (i.e., mountain Pnnar). AraliAreir.

Soiiu- »'ijijhty species names have been referred to this

genus, but the number of species is probably not one-

half tills number. In the trtt«le, the species of Oreo-
paniix are usually known as Aralias. but in the Aralia
tribe the petals are imbricate in the bud, whereas in

OreDpt-inax they are valvate. The Oreopana.xes are tropi-

cal .\merican trees and shrubs,with simple or compound
entire or toothed thick Ivs.. and tls. in dense heads
which are arranged in racemes or panicles: calyx with
minute or obsolete limb: petals 4-7. usually 5, the sta-

mens of the .same number and with ovate or oblong
anthers: ovary ;{-7-loculed. the styles rather Utn^ an<l

l>earing a flat, not thick, stiirmu: fr. globose and berry-

like. Few species of Oreopanax are known in cultiva-

tion. They are hothouse subjects, requiring the treat-

1592. Royal Palm, Oreodoxa reeia.

ment given tropical Aralias. Harms (Engler & Prantl,
Pflanzenfamilien) divides the species into .1 groups,—
Ivs. digitate, Ivs. lobed, Ivs. not lobed. The species
described beyond are those which are now roost often
mentioned in gardening literature, but the writ*>r has
seen only the first in American collections.

A. LvM. all fimple.

reticulittun, Decue. & Planch. {AnMia retiruldta,
Willd.i. Fig. 159.'}. Small tree, with alternate, thick,
entire, oblanceolate Ivs. 12-18 in. I<»ng, somewhat revo-
lute on the margin, strongly altemate-veine<l an<l re-

ticulated with shades of green: H.-hearls spherical,
nearly or quite an inch in diam. S.
Amer. — A handsome plant for foliage.

AA. Some of the Ivh. strongly digi-
tatrly lobed or angled,

8anderi4num, Hemsl. Shrub or small
tree, with habit of Fatsia papyrifrro :

Ivs. glabrous, thick
and glossy, 1 o n g-

stalked, triangular-
ovate in <mtline, on
young shoots deeply
.'{-lobed but on flow-

ering plants cordate
and entire: fls. mi-
nute, in small, glo-

bose heads, which are
arrange<l in racem(»se
panicles, (fuatemala.
(i.e. III. 13:451. A.
F. 8:1283.

\l //

/?:i

^,

1593.

Oreopanax reticulatum.

AAA. Sotne or all of

the lv.-i. digitate.

Epremesnili ^ n urn,
Andre. Shrub of striking habit
Ivs. large, l<»ng-stalked, «ligitate,

the leaflets 7-9, oblong or lanceo-
late and usually tapering at

either end, the middle ones deep-
lobed: fl. -heads in a spike. Ori-
gin unknown: perhaps a trarden
form of O. dactylifolium, Hort.,
in which each of the 7 lobes is

usuallv lobed. R. H. 1884. pp.
320,:rjl. Vm. 29, pp. :{.')4, 'A^h; 30,

p. 447.— Named for C<mnt Epr^-
raesnil, Dieppe, France. Well-
grown plants resemble Fatnia
tTapotiiea {Aralia Sieboldii).

Andre&num, Manhal. Shrub,
with variable foliage: Ivs. ellip-

tic to roundish, stalked, the lower
surface and petioles red-tomen-
tose, varying from angled to deeply digitate and the

divisions' i»innatifld: fl. -heads globular, in a terminal
rac«'me. Ecuador. K.H. 1882, pp. 524, 525.

Thibatitii, Hook. Small tree, stellate-pubescent on
the young parts: Ivs. long-stalked, 5-7-foliolate. the
leaflets lanceolate or olilanceolate, entire, fi in. or less

long, dark green: fl. -heads J^;, in. in diam., in a terminal
raceme 1 ft. long. Mex. B.M. G340.

pedancal&tam was once listed in Calif., with follow-

ing description: "Ivs. palmate, tinged with red; makes
a fine foliage plant. (Guatemala." It turns out to be
Kiflrenteria panirulata. L. H. B.

ORIGANUM ( ancient Greek name said to mean delight

of mount(tin.s }. LahiatiP. This includes several plants

known as Marjoram which are fully described below
from the popular and horticultural points of view.
Botanically these plants are closely allied to the thyme,
but the fls. of Marjoram are borne in heads surrounded
by an involucre, while those of thyme are borne in few-
fld. whorls which are axillary or r.picate above.
Origanum is a genus of about 25 species of subshmbs

and herbs mostly natives of the Mediterranean region.
Whorls 2-rid., rarely G-lO-fld., crowde<l into globose or
oblong spikelets: bracts colored and larger than the
calyx, or green and smaller than the calyx: calyx va-
rious, 5-toothed or 2-lipped : corolla 2-lipped.
Authorities differ as to whether the common Pot Marjo-

ram is O.rKlgnre or O.Onites: Vilmorin's Vegetable (war-

den liohlinir to the first opinion, while Nicholson's Dic-
tionary of hardening and J. M. Thorbiirn& Co. take the
latter. Tin- two plants are very distinct, as the following
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de*rrfi>tlon« «how. and tli«« point ran l**- •a»ily H*»tfled

hy carti reader for tht- (mrticular plaiitit whirh he ih cul*

tivatinx*

A. Calyx of 5 equal frffh: hrftctn roiorrd.

olffira, Ijtnii. \ViiJ> Makjokam. Lvh. Mtalked,

broadly ovate, xubnerrate, bromliy rounded at the base,

vIUoum: Hm. purplish, in eorymbed ehiHtrrs or short

•spikeH.— (Jult. in ohl gardens; aho wild alon^j ea»teru
roailMide!^, beint; naturalize<l from Eu. H.H. :t:lll.

AA. Calyx i-lippefl: brartn not mlnrrd.

MajorAllA, Linn. liVH. obhin^-ovate. entire, tonien-

tose: tlw. purplish or whitish: spik«-hts ohiunt;, ^•'» in a

eluHter.
HB. Lvh. not xtalkctl.

Onltes, Linn. Lvm. ovate, nubserrate, villous or to-

nientose, mostly cordate at the base: tls. as in O.

Mujorann but a little larger: spikelett* ovoi<l, very
numerous in a eluster. Southeantern En., Asia Minor.
Syria. \V. M.

Orhjnuum Mnjorann, Sweet or Annual Marji>rani. is

u native f>t the countries borderinjtr the Mediterranean
sea. It is an erect, branchinp perennial, beurinju: ffrayish

Ifreen, rounded or oval leaves, small, whitish flowers in

terminal cluiiterM which appear in niidsumiuer, and
little, oval. «lark brown seeds. The plant has a pleasing
odor and warm, aromatic, bitterish taste, due to a vola-

tile oil which is soluble in water, is officinally credited

with tonic and frently excitant properties, and, as an
infusion, is employed in domestic medicine t«» "brinjr

out the rash" in such diseases as measles. More fre-

quently than in medicine, however, its jfrf^n parts are

used as a condiment, being hi>;hly esteemed as a season-

ing^ for soups, stews, meat pies and dressinjfs. In the

jfarden this plant is treated as an annual, hence the
name "Annual Marjoram.*' This practice became neces-

sary since the plants are prone to winter-kill unless
carefully protected. Its propaieration is also somewhat
precarious, owint; to the small size of the seeds and the
tendernesM of the seedlinjjs when exposed to the sun.
Shade, therefore, until the plants are well rooted is usu-
ally necessary. Successional plantings may be ma<le
throughout the spring; sometimes transplanting from
hotbeds or coldframes in May or June is practiced.

The plants should stand (i inches asunder in rows 12

inches apart, in light, dry, but good soil, be kept clean
throughout the season, and harvested for winter use
just before Howering, the plant being cut close to the
ground and hung in a cool, airy pla<'e to dry. If planted
early, leaves may be gathere«i in late sprhig. Accord-
ing to Dreer, American-trrown seed is better than im-
ported seed for winter use, as it makes more bulk, while
imported seed is better when the plants are to be cut
green for summer use.
Origanum vnlrjare. Pot Marjoram, a branching,

hardy perennial, al>out 2 feet tall, bearing in mid-
summer pink or purple flowers, and small, brown, oval
seeds, grows wild on the skirts of European woods.
The highly aromatic leaves and the young shoots gath-
ered just before blossoming are used like those of
Sweet Marjoram. The plant is of easy culture, succeed-
ing in all warm garden soils. It may be propagated by
seed, but, where established, divisicm in spring or
early autumn is generally practiced. The plants should
be set 10 inches asunder in rows 1,5 inches apart, and
kept well cultivated. Dwarf l*ot Marjorai , a variety
that comes true from seed, bears large heads of whitish
tlowers, and is often used as an edging plant.

M. G. Kains.

ORtXA (Japanese name). Jfufi)ce(r. Deciduou??
shrub, with alternate, petioled, almost entire Ivs., and
greenish inconspicuous tls. It has proved hardy in
Mass., but has no decorative merit bosi^^'S its bright
green foliage, which is not attacked t»y insects or fungi,
and has a strong disagreeable odor Hke that of Ptelea.
Orixa seems to grow in almost any soil. Propagated l)y

greenwood cuttings; also by layers and root cuttings
and by seeds. The genus has but one species. Fls. dicp-
cious, appearing with the Ivs. on the branches of the
previous year; sepals and petals 4, staminate fls. in ra-

eemen. pistillate fl«. Rolifary: fr. consisting of 4 delli^.

rent pods, each containing 1 blat'k, Hubg|ol)OMe secti,

Pilttillate fls. and fr. are described as s4ditary bm stated
above, and so they are on Japanese specimens, but u
plant in the Arnohl ArlM)retum has the pistillate fls. art.l

fr. in sh«>rt racemes.

Jap6niea, Thunb. {CelfhtruM Orixa, Sieb. & Zu.,..

Ilex (trixd, Spreng. Ofliera (hrlxa, Lann). Shrub, t<»

H ft , with sjtreading branches pubescent when youn^:
Ivs. <d>ovate to <ddong, «d)tusely pidnted, entire <)r flnelv

crenulate. bright green above, flnely pubescent beneath,
translucently glandular punctate, 2-4 in. long : Hs.

small, greenish : pods about ';, in. hmg, light greenish
l»rown. April, May. Japan, (tt. .'G:l2.'r2.

Alfkei> Rehdek.

OBNAMENTAL OARDENINO, or ornamental horti
culture, is tliat bram-h of horticulture which isconcern«(|
with cultivating plants of all kinds f«)r ornament rather
than for food. It includes th»riculture and also the cul-
ture of trees for shade and display. ( The culture of trees
on a large scale for tind»er and for other profltable pur-
p«»ses aside from ornament is forestrj-. The cultjjre i)f

trees in general is arboriculture. | Ornamental gardenini,'
inchnles .-arpet-bedding an«l formal ganlening in gen-
eral, while landscape gardening is concerned with mak-
ing nature-like pictures, or at least with the general
plan of the place.

OBNITHOOALUM (dreek, bird and milk ; application
unknown}. Liliaretr. This gemis includes the Star of
Bethlehem, a dwarf, hardy bulbous plant which bears
umbels of green and white fls. in May and June. Orni-
thogalum is one t»f the largest genera in the lily family,
containing about 100 species scattered over Europe, tin-

Orient, North and South Africa. In 1873, when Baker
monographed the genus (in Latin) in the Journal of the
Linnean Society, he recognized 73 species altogether,
but in 1897 he gives an account (in English) in Kl()ra

<'apensis of an ecjual number from South Africa alone.
Baker ma<le 7 subgenera, based chiefly upon the color
of the fls. and the shape of the cluster, though one sub-
genus was cut oflf from all the rest by having the sta-

mens perigynous instead of hypogynous. The majority
of the species seem to have more or less green in the
fls. either on the face or luu'k or both, and often the
green is prettily set oflf by a narrow white margin.
S<mje species have pure white fls. and a few I ave yel-

low or yellowish ones. Some of the dominant tonus of

flower-clusters are oblong-cylindrical, broadly triangu-
lar, subcorymbose and lanceolate. Omithogalum is <lis-

tinguished from other genera as follows: perianth per-

sistent; tube none; segments (», usually spreading:
filaments more or less flattened aiul in many species
unequal ; alternate ones being broader at the base:
ovary sessile, 3-celled; ovules many in u cell, super-
posed : style short or long : capsule membranous,
loculicidally 3-valved : seeds globose, usually not
crowded nor compressed : often the perianth segments
are keeled and the green color follows the keel.

Horticulturally, Ornithogalums may be divided into

hanly and tender groups, and each of these may be sub-
divided into dwarf and tall. The hardy kinds are con-
sidered by English amateurs amongst the choicest
summer-blooming bulbs for wild gardening. With the
remarkable increase of wild gardens now going on in

America, arrangements should be made so that ama-
teurs may procure these bulbs cheaply and scatter them
with a free hand along woodland walks and in the grass.

The common Star of Bethlehem, O. ttmht llatxni, a
dwarf kind, is the only Omithogalum that is at all com-
mon in our gardens. O. mttans has escaped from a few
old gardens but seems never to be advertised in America,
and rarely even by the Dutch bulb-growers, Imt in Eng-
land "it is a very popular species and one of the most
easily managed of all the Ornithogalums. In borders
amongst other named bulbs, however, it becomes a
great nuisance, an account of the freedom with which
its innumerable bulbils are formed. In a semi-wild or

uncultivated spot it is a capita! .subject for groundwork;
it requires no attention whatever, and flowers freely all

through April and May."
Of the taller hardy kinds O. latifolium and O. pyra-
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miiliilr >»««em to hv the nw^t deHirable. Th»'«e are th«»

iK'st to piiM't' Hiiioni? <4hriil»)M*ry und l»'avt' un<liHturlH-d

foryt'ttrn. A purtlcularly n»f»ust clump of <>. /«M7o/i»om is

recorded an hcuririf; ovtT a hundrftl MpikcM of Howeni
on »«talkM 'A ft. hi^h. <>. pttntmitlnlf is hen* doubtfully
referred t«i <>. ynrbnnenHf, but there Ih no doubt alM>ut

the henuty of the pliint which Kntrli'^h jfHrdeners call O.

pffriimulalr. For foruial b»'auty it in hard to excel. It

fiuiiietimeH niakeH a pt-rfect pyramid of starrj' whitt*

flowers, the »pik«' I'J-lM in. lonjft the tls. an inch acruMs,

atid a hundred or more tls. in a spike.

The u*nder kinds in cultivation are ohietly from the

Cape of Good Hop*-, though O. Anihirum is found in

the Mediterranean rejfi«>n. C'oimoisHeurs are divided be-

tween (>. Arabirutn and O. rfvolntnm, but the former
hn'* been more pictured and has a »freat«'r number of

admirers. When well grown Itjis probably the showieHt
plant of the whole genus. O. Arnhivnm is a Hckle plant.

It jfrows to perfection in Guernsey, with stalks .'{ ft.

bisrh and Hs. 2 in. ai-ross, imrne in free, informal clus-

ters. The tall-spiked waving masses of white remain in

t«MMi condition for some weeks. In (hiemsey they are
esteemed for cut-Howers. The white of the large, broad-
petaletl tls. is set off by a gleaming bla<*k pistil, which
makes a striking ttn<l j » ret ty feature. (}. Antbirutti is

suitable for pot culture in northern conservatories, but
p«'rhaps the best way to grow it is in quantity in a frame.
The bulbs have a way of remaininjf dormant for a season
or two, V. diftictilty possibly to be associated with their
iiisiifiicient ripening. W. (}<ddring writes : "To keep
the pots with the Imlbs in them in a greenhouse and
not watered is not suflReient; they shouhl be kept in a
dry atmosphere, and if bake«l in the sun, so nuich the
better. Autumn is the best time t(» get bulbs, an«l after
potting they should be kept dry till sprint;, and with the
siirns of growth plenty of water should be given, and
occasional weak manure water." It is suspected that
there are two varieties, a shy-blooming and a free-bloom-
ing kind. This may explain some of its reputation for
capriciousness. O. thyrnoides is easierto grow and earlier

to bloom. With gentle forcing it may be had for Christmas
in a mo<lerately warm house. (). rrrolutuni is very dis-

tinct by having revolute instea«l of sj)rea«ling segments.
It was cult, by a Cincinnati amateur in \HH'.l, l>ut to-day
one nmy search a dozen of the largest bulb catalogues
without finding it offered. O. canddtum is similarly rare
in trnde catalogues, but it is still cultivated in dwelling
houses under the erroneous name of Sea Onion. The
Sea Onion is f^njinea tnnritima, a plant of the same
general appearance but distinguishable in leaf, flower
and fruit as follows: t'rginea maritimn has Ivs. 2-'.i in.

wide: raceme 1^2-2 ft long: bracts '.i-4 lines long: fla.

white with a brown keel: seeds crowded, disk-like.
Ornithogalum caudntnm has Ivs. \-\% in. wide: raceme
J^-1 ft. long: bracts iV-M lines long: fls. keeled with
green: seeds not crowded nor compressed.
Perhaps the best purely horticultural reviews of this

group are to be found in The Garden: the tender kinds
hv GoldriUK in Gn. 49, p. :i08: the hardy kinds bv "D.K."
in Gn. 41, p. 376.

A. Fix. i*e1f-colored, both front and bark.

B. Pistil prominent, ahininy, greeni-nh black.

Ardbicum, Linn. Fig. l.')94. Bulb ovoid, 1-H^ in.

thick, proliferous : Ivs. 5-8, glaucous green, 1-1 H ft.

long, ^4-1 in. wide: .scape 1-2 ft. long: raceme (>-12-fld.,

roundish or deltoid in outline, '.i-5 in. long and wide:
tls. self-colored, odorous; filaments lanceolate, not cus-
pidate, alternate ones distinctly broader, but not quad-
rangular on the base. Mediterranean region. B.M. 728.

Gn. 49:106.3 (good). B.M. .'{179 and B.R. 11:906 (as O.co-
r,fmf).i.tum). G.C. II. 19:665. Gn. 22, p. 249; .32, p. 145;

11, p. :{77; 48, p. .30*). -The pistil is a beautiful and strik-
ing feature.

BB. Pi.'itil not a .striking feature, dull, .smaller.

c. Number of floirer.s in a clnxter 12-30.

thjrrsoides, Jacq. Bulb globose, l%-2 in. thick: Ivs.

5-G. lanceolate, r>-l2 in. long, 1-2 in, wide: scape %-\}4
ft. high: raceme 12-.30-fld., dense, triangular in outline.
3-4 in. wide: t^s. self-colored; filaments alternately
longer and lanceolate, alternately shorter, dilated above

the base an<l bicuspidttte. S. Afr. H.M. 1164 (tls. white,
with a brown eye).

Var. atreuin. Ait. (<). aureum. Curt.), has golden
yellow tls. B.M. 190 (tls. saffron!.

Var. navAiceni, Ker., has pale vellow tls. B.R.
4:305.

CC. Number of flower* in a elunter 'tO-KH).

latildlium, Linn. Lvs. 5-4i. ascending, glabrous,
tle.xhy herbaceous, broadly lorate. 12-15 in. long. lS-*i
in. wide in cult. : filaments about equal, lanceolate.
Tauria, Caucasus. Kurdistan, Arabia. Ejcypt. B.M. H76.

B.R. 23:1978 (rts. green only at tip »»f keel, and borne
in a perfect pyramid).

AA. Flit, with a grt-en fc'e, the outer segments nar-
rou'ljf margined white.

B. Cluster inversely pyramidal in outline.

tentiifdliam, Guss. Bulb ovoid. 1 in. thick, simple:
Ivs. 5-6, narrowly linear. .5-tJ in. long, 1-2 lines wide,
unspotted: scape 2-;j in. long: riu-eme 6-10-fld., corym-
bose or inversely triangular in outline, 2-3 in. long and
wide: pedicels ascending: fis. with outer perianth seg-
ments mart;ined white. Mediterranean region.

BB. Clusters quadrangular in outline.

V. Number of flowers li-H).

umbell&tum, Linn. Star ok Bethi.rhem. Bulb sub-
globose, 1 in. thick, bearinj? numen>us bulbils: lvs.

6-9, narrowly linear, 6-12 in. long, 2—t lines wide, deeply
channeled, distinctly spotted white: scape 4-tJ in. long:
raceme 12-20-tld., quadrangular in outline. 4-<5 in. long,
6-9 in. wide: lower pedicels in fr. spreading: fis. with
outer perianth segments margined whi^e. Mediter-
ranean region. Escaped from old gardens in U. S.

CC. Number of flowers S~12.

exsc&pnm, Tenore. Bulb ovoid, %-\ in. thick, not
proliferous: lvs. 5-6, narrowly liuear, 4-6 in. long. 1-2

lines wide, glabrous, spotted, disappearing after the
fls.: scape l-lj^ in. long: raceme .'i-12-fl«l., quadran-
gular in outline, \% in. long, 2''2-3 in. wide : lowest
pedicels in fr. deflexed : bracts '%-\ in. long, shorter
than the pedicels: fis. with outer perianth segments
margined white: style very short. S. Eu.

1594. Ornithugalum Arabicum (X ^^).

AAA. Flowers more or less irhite-faced, but keeled
ifith green on the back.

B. Blossoms nodding.

ntltans, Linn. Bulb ovoid, 1-1 Va in. thick, producing
offsets freely: lvs. pale green. 1-1/^2 ft. long, 3-<» lines

wide, disappearing after the fls,: scape 8-12 in. long:
raceme 3-12-tid., oblong-cylindrical in outline: pedicels
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shorter than the bracts: fls. green, margined white on
bar*k, the lower ones nodding. Eu., Asia Minor. B.M.
269. Gn. 32:021 & p. 77; 41, p. 376. -Rarely escaped in

U. S.

BB. Hlonsoms erect or ascending.

C. Width of leaves S-€ lines.

Narbon^nse, Linn. Bulb ovoid, 9-15 lines thick: Ivs.

strap-shaped, 1-1 % ft. long, 3-6 lines wide, glabrous,
glaucous green, scarcely disappearing before the end of
flowering: scape 1-1 ^a ft. long: raceme 20-.50-fld., ob-

long-cylindrical, 4-8 in. long, lK-2 in. wide : lowest
pedicels 9-15 lines long: fls. whitish, keeled green on
the back ; filaments lanceolate at base, not squared. S.

Eu. B.M. 2510 (striped, green back and front).— O. pif-

ra middle, Linn., is considered by Baker to be a robust,
larffo-fld. garden form, but it is said to grow wild in
Spain and Portugal and may be a distinct species. Fls.
white, w'.th a green stripe on back. Gn. 41 :854.

cc. Width of leaves 9-18 lines.

D. Filaments alternately linear and lanceolate.

longebracte^tum, Jacq. Lvs. rather fleshy, glabrous,
lanceolate, 15^-2 ft. long, '%-!% in. wide, persistent
until after flowering: scape lJ^-2 ft. long: raceme
dense, 30-60-fld., oblong-cj'lindrical, 6-9 in. long. ]i>-18

lines wide: lowest pedicels 9-12 lines long: fls. whitish,
keeled green on the back: bracts 9-15 lines long; tila-

nients alternately linear and lanceolate at the base. S.
Afr.— Baker says the bulb is 3-4 in. thick.

DD. filaments altertiatehi lanceolate and quadrate
at the base.

caud^ttun, Ait. Lvs. lorate, l%-2 ft. long. 1-1H in.

wide: scape 13^-3 ft. long: raceme dense, >2-l ft. long:
fls. banded green on face, and keeled green : bracts &-9
lines I'^ig. S. Afr. B.M. 805. Window plant.

vAAA. Fls. white, with a brown or greenish yellow
eye: perianth segments revolute.

revoliittun, Jacq. Lvs. lanceolate, 6-9 in. long, 6-9
lines wide: fls. not keeled with green, many in a sub-
corvmbose cluster; style very short and stout. S. Afr.
B.M, 653. B.R. 4:315. W. M.

OBOBUS is considered a subgenus of Lathyrus, but
for O. formosus, see Pisnm, and for O. lathyroides, see
Vicia. Since Lathyrus was written for this work, the
names of 3 other species of Orobus have been promi-
nently mentioned in this countrj*: O. aurdntius= Viri"

aurdntia; O. ftaccidus=Lathyrus vernus, var. flacci-

dits, Ser., which is distinguished from the type by its

very narrow, flaccid lvs. ; and O. Pannonicns, a puzzling
name, which is discussed in the next paragraph.
Orobus Pannonicus, Jacq., is by Index Kewensis re-

ferred to Lathyrus Pnnnonicus, Garcke, but older au-
thorities, as DeCandolle and Koch, refer it to Lathyrus
albus, Linn. f. L. albus differs from other species as
follows : root of clustered, clul)-shaped fibers : stem
angled, upbranched, narrowly winged above: Ifts. 2-3
pairs, linear-lanceolate and linear: style linear. Nor-
mally it has white or j-ellowish fls., with the standard
often flushed rose color on the back ; but var. versicolor,

Koch, has a purple standard, with yellow wings and
keel. This is B.M. 675 (as O. varitts) and probably the
form in cult.

OBONTIUM (one of many names arbitrarily applied
by Linnaeus ; he probably had in mind some water
plant growing in the Syrian river Orontes). AraceiP.
Golden Club. Omntium aquaticum. or Golden Club, is

a hardy, native, aquatic plant, which bears in early
spring yellow "clubs " on white stalks. The "club " is a
cylindrical spadix 1-2 in. long. The lvs. are ascending
or floating, according to the depth of the water. They
are oblong-elliptic, with a blade 5-12 in. long, and no
distinct midrib, but numerous parallel veins. The fo-

liage is handsome, dark velvety arreen above, silvery
below. The plant is very strong an ! deeply rooted, grow-
ing in water 10-18 in. deep. On account of its firm liold on
the soil it may be planted in swifter water than most
aquatics. It has the fault of b^ing difficult to eradicate
when firmly established.

Orontium is a genus of one species, which is found in
swamps and pools from Mass. to Fla., mostly near the
seacoast, but extending as far inland as central Pa. and
La. Spathe usually soon deciduous : fls. hermaphro-
dite, >vering the whole spadix ; sepals scale-like, im-
bricaied upon the ovary, usually 4 in the upper and 6
in the lower fls.; ovary 1 -celled; ovule solitary, semi

-

anatropous : fr. a green utricle.

aqu&tictim, Linn. Golden Club. Blade of lvs. 5-12 x
2-5 in.: stalk 4-20 in. long: scape >2-2 ft. long. B.B.
1:364. L.B.C. 5:402. R.H. 1888:85. Gn. 27, p. 213.

F. W. Barclay.
OBOXYLON (Greek, a mountain tree; nevertheless

it grows anywhere from sea-level to an altitude of 3,000
ft.). Also written Oroxylum. Bignonidceae. A genus
of one species, an Indian tree, which, as Franceschi
says, is "remarkable for the large size and striking form
of its leaves, almost black flowers, and long, sword-
shaped pods." This tree is cult, outdoors in S. Calif,
and under glass in Europe. It attains 2.">-40 ft. in In-
dia, has lvs, 2-4 ft. across, which are shining and twice
or thrice temately pinnate; Ifts. 5x.3—4 in.: raceme 10
in. long: fls. fleshy, 2% in, long, 2-3^-^ in. across, bell-

shaped, and white or purplish according to the Flora of
British India,
This tree has no near ally of garden value. It might

be roughly compared to a Catalpa for its long pods and
winged seeds, a'.v' for its much -cut foliage to Jacarnn-
da ovalifolia, which is one of the most striking and
elegant trees cultivated in subtropical countries. Ge-
neric characters are: calyx large, leathery, truncate or
obscurely toothed : corolla-lobes 5, subequal, round,
crisped, toothed ; stamens 5 : capsule septicidally 2-

valved: seeds thinly discoid, with a broad, transpar-
ent wing.

tndicum, Vent. Lvs. opposite ; Ifts. ovate, entire:
peduncle 1 ft. long: capsule 1-3 ft. long, 2-3 in. wide,
hardly 4 lines thick. India, Ceylon, Cochin China, Ma-
laya.

^ J
-

OBPINE or STOKE CBOP. See Sedum, particularly
S. '1\ lephium.

0B3IS-B00T or IBIS-BOOT. See Iris Florentina
and Perfumery Gardening.

OBTHOCABFUS (Greek, straight fniit, vrhich distin-

guishes this genus from Melampyrum). Scrophular>d-
cea>. O. purpurdscens, Benth., is a plant something
like the Painted Cup (Castilleia). It is a Californian
annual, growing a foot or less high, with yellow, crim-
son-tipped fls. and gaudy bracts. Gray says it is "com-
mon along the hills and mountains of the coast, from
San Diego to Humboldt Co., so abundant as to give the
ground a purple hue for miles in some places; occasion-
ally, with duller or only pallid color, in salt marshes.
The reddish, soft and copious beard of the narrow and
hooked upper lip which marks this species is composed
of many- and close-jointed hairs." This plant was
offered in 1891 by Orcutt. J\>r fuller description see

Gray's Syn. Flora of N. Amer. In Orthocarpus the
calyx is 4-cut; in Castilleia many-cut.

OBTHBOSANTHUS {Greek, morning flower; because
the fls. op'-'U in the morning and fade before noon).
Iriddce(F, O. multiflorus is a charming plant some-
thing like our blue-eyed grass or Sisyrinchium. It has
a tuft of grassy foliage a foot or two high, and sky-blue,
6-parted fls. an inch or more across, which open one
after another for a week or so. Horticukurally it is

classed among tender bulbs, though its rootstock is a
short, thick rhizome. This choice plant comes from
Australia, which, unlike the Cape of Good Hope, is very
poor in showy bulbous plants of the iris, lily and ama-
rj'llis families.
Orthrosanthus is a genus of 7 species, 2 from tropical

America and 5 from Australia. Lvs. firm, linear, equi
tant: clusters many-fld., panicled: fls. pale blue; pedi-
<'els so short that the capsule is not protruded from the

spathe; perianth-tube very short or none; segrments
olilong, nearly equal, spreading; filaments free or con-

nate only at the base: ovary 3-celled; ovules many,

iii^Maiiiii
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8aperp)osed ; style-branches alternating with the an-

thers: seeds minute, very near Sisyrinchium, which is

a more variable genus, and has lunger pedicels. See
Baker's Handbook of the Irides (1892).

There seems to be no recorded American experience
with O. multiflorus. Krelage lists it among bulbs suit-

able for frame culture. Nicholson says it thrives and
does best when planted in the border of a cold conser-
vatory, and adds "if, however, it is necessary to grow
them in pots, use turfy loam and leaf-mold, and insure
efficient drainage."

multifldrus, Sweet {LibMia azurea, Hort. ). Lvs. a
dozen or more, 1-1/^ ft. long, % to % of an inch wide:
panicle 4-6 in. long: capsule obtuse. Southern and
western Australia. L. B.C. 15:1474. B.R. 13:1090 (ajr

ai&yriMchium cyaneum). \)y jj^

OB'f^ZA (derived from the Arabic name, Eruz).
Graminece. Six species of the tropics, including O.
gativa, Linn., the well-known rice of commerce. This
IS a native of the Old World tropics, and is naturalized
in Brazil; cultivated extensively in China and India
and more recently in the coast region of our southern
tates. A marsh plant, with flowers in panicles; spike-

lets 1-fid. ; empty glumes 2, small; fl. -glume and palet
about equal, laterally compressed, keeled, the former
usually more or less awned. Contrary to the usual sup-
position, rice paper is not made from rice, but from
Paper Mulberry or Bamboo. ^_ g^ Hitchcock.

OBTZOFSIS (Greek, rice-like; from a fancied re-

semblance to that grain). Graminece. Mountain Rice.
('ontains about 24 species of temperate regions. Mostly
tufted perennials, with n.^rrow panicles of rather large
greenish 1-fld. spikelets. Empty glumes thin, nerved,
nearly equal: fl. -glume coriaceous, becoming involute,
,.rovided at base with a short callus, and at apex with a
simple untwisted deciduous awn. Three of our native
species are offered by dealers in wild plants.

melanocdrpa, Muhl. Distinguished by its leafy culm,
the lvs. being broad and flat : panicle simple or com-
l)ound; fl. -glume blackish :»awn about 1 in. long. Rocky
woods, NewEng. to Mo. — Blooms late in summer.

asperifdlia, Michx. This and the next have tufted,
naked culms, with flat, concave or involute lvs. : culms
9-18 in. high, bearing sheaths with rudimentary blades:
lvs. rough-edged, evergreen: awn M in. long. Northern
states to Colorado. — Blooms early in spring.

Canadensis, Torr. Culm 0-15 in.: lowest sheaths
leaf-bearing:: lvs. involute, thread-shaped: awn very
short, deciduous or wanting. Me. to Minn., on rocky
hills; rare. A. S. Hitchcock.

OSAGE ORANGE. See Toxylon.

OSIERS are willows used for baskets and willow-ware
In general. Some dogwoods are also called Osiers.
The various, kinds are described under Salix and Cor-
pus. Osie culture is generally considered as belonging
to sylviculture rather than to horticulture, and is there-
fore not treated here, but the interested reader should
procure "Osier Culture." by John M. Simpson, a pam-
jihlet of 27 paeres. issued in 1898 as Bulletin 19 of the
Div. of Forestry, U. S. Dept. of Agriculture.

OSMANTHUS (fragrant flotcer). Oledcece. The cul-
tivated members of this genus are usually known as
Oleas, but Osmanthus is distinguished from Olea by its

imbricate rather than valvate obtuse corolla-lobes: fls.

fascicled or in short, perfect or imperfect racemes: lvs.

generally opposite, entire or serrate, thickish : ever-
green trees or shrubs, of 7 or 8 species in eastern Asia,
Pacific islands, and one in North America. O. fragrans
is the only common species in cult., and this is a green-
house plant in the North, being grown for its very fra-
grant fls. It is of the easiest culture in an intennediate
temperature. It is almost a continuous bloomer, al-

though ordinarily it should be rested in late winter or
summer in order to ripen the woml for fall and winter
bloom. Be careful not to overpot, and keep the plant
free from mealy bug. In the South and in California,
it thrives when planted out in a place shaded from the
midday sun.

A. Lvs. uma 11-toothed or entire,

frigrrans. Lour. {Olea frdg^anti, Thunb.). Fig. 1595.
Small tree or shrub, usually cult, as a pot-plant: lvs.

oval to oblong and lanceolate, finely sharp-toothed
(said to be entire in the wild plant), thick, lighter col-

orofl and veiny beneath: fls. small, white, the corolla
divided nearly'to the base, in clusters in the upper ax-

ils, very fragrant: fr. not produced on the cult, plant,

but on the wild plant said to be ellipsoid and %x% in.

India. China, Japan. B.M. 1552. L.BC. 18:1786.

1595. Osmanthus fraerans {X%).
Olea fraurans of gardens.

AmericiLniis, Benth. & Hook. Devil-wood. Florida
Olea. Glabrous small tree or tall shrub, with whiti.sh
bark: lvs. thick, evergreen, lance-oblong, with a short
petiole, entire, shining above: fls. polygamous or dioe-

cious, dull white, in panicles which are shorter than the
lvs.. fragrant: fr. a small dark purple drupe. Blooms
in spring. N. Car., south. S.S. G:279, 280--This plant
is in cult, in choice collections south, but it is not now
advertised.

AA. Lvs. nsnally spiny-toothed and holly-like.

Aqoifdliiun, Sieb. Small, evergreen tree, with elliptic

or oblong-ovate, stiff spiny-toothed, shining lvs., ;j-4 in.

long : fls. white, in short axillary clusters appearing
in autumn, very fragrant, larger than in O. fragrans.
Japan. G.C. II. 6:689. Very variable. Var. ilicilblius,

Hort. {Olea ilicifolia, Hassk.),is a compact dense
shrub, with smaller lvs. There are variegated-leaved
forms ( as O. A quifoliam, vars. aurevm and argenteum )

.

Var. myrtifdlius, Hort., has compact habit, with ri^id,

spineless lvs. Osmanthus Aguifolinm is hardy with
some protection as far north as Baltimore and Phila-
delphia. Variegated forms are sometimes grafted on
privet, but they lack in constitution.

O. latifolia and O. ligustrifolia of the trade are probably
Phillyreas. O. huxifoUa. Hcrt., is probably Olea Capensis,
Linn., a shrub from S. Africa. l_ jj^ b_

OSMORHlZA (Greek; referring to the sweet, aro-
matic, edible roots). Umhellifera. A small genus of
perennial herbs, l-;j ft. high, with ternately dec«mipound
foliage and white fls. in few-rayed umbels. They are
sometimes called Sweet Cicely, but the true Sweet
Cicely is Myrrhis odorata, a closely allied European
plant, the lvs. of which have the .scent of anise seed and
are used in flavoring. Two western species were once
advertised in the eastern states, and 2 eastern species
are rarely offered. F. W. Barclay, who has charge of a
very large collection of native plants, writes that the
eastern species require a loose, rich, rather moist loam.
He adds that they are usually to be found in sha<ly

places, but where soil conditions are suitable they do
well in the sun. Wilfred Brotherton remarks that their
foliage tunis a hamlsonie purple in autumn.
Generic characters: Caljrx-teeth obsolete: fr. linear,
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glabrous or bristly; carpel slightly flattened dorsally or
not at all; styles long or short; seed-face from slightly

concave to d<;^?ply sulcate. Coulter and Rose, Monograph
of North J^ T lerican Umbelliferte, 19()0. The generic
name is also spelled Ostmorrhiza.

A. Fr. with prominent caudate attenuation (^-4 lines
long) at base, very briatly.

B. Style a line or more lomj.

longristylis, DC. Stout, glabrous or slightly pubes-
cent. Canada to V^a. and west to Dakota. B.B. 2:r>;U).—

Roots with a stronger smell and taste of anise than O.
brevistylin. Brotherton says it is a much prettier plant
than the next, with larger umbels.

BB. Style half a line or less long.

«'. Lftx. 2-S in. long: rays stout, 1-2 in. long.

brevistylis, DC. Rather stout, villous-pubescent:
Ivs. 2-.'{-temate: style and stylopo<Uu;!i half a line King.
Canada to N.C. B.B. 2:530.

cv. Lfts. y,-2i». long: rays slender, 2-4 in. long.

ntlda, Torr. Rather slender, somewhat pubescent or
glabrous: Ivs. twice ternat*-: style and !'*ylopo<lium %
line long. Mts.. Calif.

AA. Fr. irifhoxf caudate attenuation at ba.se.

occidentilis, Torr. (3fyirhis occidentalis, Benth. &
Hook.). Rather stout, puberulent or pubescent: Ivs.

2-.'{-ternate ; Ifts. lV.2-4 in. long: umbel G-l'i-rayed:
rays I-') in. long: stylopodium and style }i-l line long.
Calif, to Wash., east to Mc-itana. -^y^ -^j

OSM0NDA (from Osni under, a name of a Saxon god).
(/smunddci'je. A small genus of showy native ferns,
with rather coarse foliage, but highly ornainental from
their clustered habii. The sporangia are formed in

panicles borne on the veins of reduced !vs., provided
with ^ rudimen*:ary transverse ring and opening verti-
cally.

A. Lvs. fully bipinnate.

rogalis, Linn. Roval Fern Growing in clumps 2-5
ft. hi'-rh, si/iue of the leaves bearing paniob-s at tlieir

summits; pinnie 1-2 in. long, rounded at thf base and
isually blunt. Well adapted f'.r open, moist places.

1596, Royal Fern—Osmunda cinnamomea.

i"]u., N. Amer. and Japan. — Cvminionly called Flowering
Fern or King-fern. O. Jftponim, Tbunb., is a form with
the sporophylls fonuintr distinct leaves and sooji with
eringaway; various crested forms appear in cultivation.

AA. Lvs. bipinnatifid only.

cin:. ^momea, Linn. Cinnamon Fern. Fig. 1.19G.

rMat« XI. Urowiti:; in clusters 2-4 ft. high or even
more, the sporophylls appearing earliest, at tirst green.

but becoming pale, long and narrow, cinnamon-colored
at maturity of the spores, the lvs. growing about a
crown from a large, mostly vertical rootstock. N. Amer,
— Very handsome for decorative purposes, especially for
low grounds.

Claytoni&na, Linn. Growing in crowns, with the
sporangia confined to a few (4-10) of the central pinnw
of the leaf, and of a dark brown color. Similar to the
last, but lacking the little tuft of wool in the axils of
the pinnae which characterizes the Cinnamon Fern. N.
Amer; said also to grow in India.

L. M. Undekw(X)d.
Osmundas are strong -growing ferns of vigorous

constitution, and well adapted for general culture in
any fertile soil which is not over dry. They are deep-
rooted ferns and, therefore, require considerable depth
of soil. All the species do well in full sunlight,
but the most satisfactory positi jn for all the species
would be a deeply dug, thoroughly enriched border ly-

ing north of a wall. O. regalis reaches perfection only
in rich, wet swamps in full sunlight or thin shade,
where it may attain a height of 8 ft. O. Claytoniana
prefers rich, peaty soil in moist but not wet, open or
partially shaded positions. It may attain a h-. ight of G
ft. O. cinnamomea is naturally a fern of tiie swamp,
though not in such wet positions as O. regalis. It

grows most luxuriantly in partial shade. In a wild state

it occasionally attains a height of G ft.

F. W. Barclay.

OSTEOMfiLES (Greek, .-itone apple or .<itone fruit).

Rosdceie. The plant which bears the uncomfortable
name of Osteomeles anthyllidifolia is a white-tld., red-
fruited bush, ranging from China through the Pacitic

islands as far south as Pitcairn's island. It has pin-
nate foliage, silvery beneath, each leaf 2-4 in. long and
composed of about 25 Ifts. The specific name of tbe
plant records its resemblance in foliage to Anthyllis
Harba-Jovis, a plant with pea-like fls., known as Ju-
piter's Beard, which is considerably used for seaside
planting in frostless countries. Botanicully Osteomeles
is closest to our shau bush (Amelanchier), but inferior
in hardiness and in beauty of fls. All the other species
of Osteomeles (about 7) are natives of the Andes, and
have simple lvs. The silvery nature of O. anthyllidi-
folia varies consideraMy in the wild, and glabrous speci-

mens have been collected.

Generic characters: trees and shrubs: lvs. alternate,

stalked, leathery, evergreen, entire or serrate : fls,

white, few or numerous, in flattish clusters: calyx-tube
bell- or top-shaped, adnate to the carpels; lobes 5, per-
sistent; petals "). '

' 'ong; stamens 10 or more, inserted
on the throat of t alyx; carpels 5, more or less grown
together and to the calj'x: drupes 5-stoned.

ar*^^llidif61ia, Lindl, Evergreen bush, 5-6 ft. high,
nched: bark brownish black: lvs, spreading

a. >rved; Ifts. more or less in pairs, yellowish
gret . fls. about % in. across, a dozen or so in a clus-

ter. B.M. 7354. -^^ j^j^

OSTEOSPfiRMUM monilifenun is a shrubby yellow-
fld. composite, growing 2-4 ft. high, which was offered
in 18./t oy Reasoner Bros., Oneco, Fla. It has dropped
out of cult. It is fully described in Flora Capensis
3:433. where the entire genus of 38 species is mono-
graphed.

OSTROWSKIA (after N. ab Ostrowsky, Russian pa-
tron of science). CampannlAceir. The Giant Beil-
FLOWEK, O. mayiiifica, ranks among the two dozen most
interesting "hardy i)erennials " introduced during the
last two decades of the nineteenth century. Each stem
grows 4 or 5 ft. higli, is branched only at the top. and
bears 3-G bell-shape(l, pale lilac fls. 4-G in. across and
4 in. deep. A healthy clump may throw up as many as
r»-10 stems. Before the discovery of this plant, /V(//*/''cu/oh

gramliflorinn w;\s generally considered the slutwiest of
all the larsre bell-flowers, but J. N. (ierard declares that
the Platycodon is very commonplace beside Ostrowskya.
In the colored plates the flowers have a rather washed-
out appearance, except in "(iarden," which shows pink-
isli tints. Gerard describes the color as a very light

lavender or mauve, almost white, with deeper veinings.
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A dark blue variety was thought to exist, but unfortu-

nately nothing of the kind has been seen in cultivation.

Altogether it is a very singular plant,with its great fleshy

roots, sometimes 2 ft. long, its whorled Ivs., and the
conspicuous pores of the capsule, which are twice as

numerous as the sepals— a generic character. Unlike
Platycodon, its Ivs. are membranous and light green.

It is the only species in the genus. As a genus Ostrow-
^kya is close to Campanula, being distinguished by the

whorled Ivs. and the floral parts numerically greater.

The Giant Harebell needs a deeply worked, perfectly

drained, sandy soil. Soon after flowering the plants go
to rest and nothing is left of them above ground. Their
place should be carefully marked to protect the brittle

roots from careless digging. Our dry summers and au-

tumns seem to suit the plants well, but frequently in a

moist October growth starts and this seriously weakens
the old plants. When only a ft-w plants nre grown, a

tight board covering will be found convenient for keep-

ing the roots dry and dormant. For winter protection

it is advisable to' give a liberal covering of litter. Ex-
cessive moisture will destroy the crown. Flowering
specimens can hardly be expected within 4 years from
seed, and seeds are slow to germinate unless fresh.

Nurserymen now propagate the plant by cuttings of

the young growths taken with a heel in spring; ama-
teurs by root-cuttings.

magnlfica, Regel. Giant Bell-flower. Tail, strict,

glabrous herb, with tuberous roots: Ivs. in distant

whorls of 4 or 5, ovate, toothed, short-stalked, 4-6 in.

long: calyx-lobes 2 in. long, spreading or recurved:
floral parts Ti-O, usually 7: style large, thick, vellow.

Kastern Bokhara, at 7,000 ft. Gn. 34:681; 52,*p. 481.

B.M. 7472. O.F. 6:276. A. F. 4:331. V. 11 :.305. G.M.
31:459. 461. R.H. 1893:472 and p. 473; 1888, p. :U4.

I. H. 35:71. G.C. III. 4:65. S.H. 1:437.

J. B. Keller and W. M.

OSTBYA (ancient name). CupttUr'er(r. Ostrya Ttr-

ffinica, commonly known in America as Hop Hornbeam,
Ironwood or Leverwood, is a small- to medium-sized
tree, with birch-like foliage, slender yellow male cat-

kins borne in spring, and iemale catkins which look
like clusters of hops, and ripen in July and August. In
the eastern states the Hop Hornbeam usually grows
about 15 to 18 ft. high, but in the Middle West it grows
much higher, sometimes attaining ."jO ft. The bark is

beautifully furrowed. The species has a wide range,
but is not common. O. nirpinifolUi, Scop., and O. Ja-
poniat, Sarg., have proved hardy at the Arnold Arbore-
tum.
Ostrya is a genus of 4 species — the following, one in

southwestern U. S., one in Eu. and Asia and one in Ja-
pan. Catkins borne with the Ivs. or before; males
drooping, sessile at the ends of branchlets of the pre-
vious year, their fls. solitary in the axil of each bract:
females terminal, solitary, erect, their fls. 2 to each
bract, enclosed bj' a bractlet, which in fruit enlarges
into a closed membranous bladder: male fls. without
bractlets; stigmas 2: nut compressed, sessile in the
base of the bladder-like sac.

Virginica, Willd. Fig. 1597. Lvs. ovate or oblong-
ovate, acuminate, doublj' serrate : bladders 6-8 lines
long, 4-5 lines wide in fruit; female catkins \%-l% in.

Kmg. Drv woods, Cape Breton to Minn., south to Fla.
and Tex. 'S.S. 9:445. B.B. 1 :507. Gn. 24, pp. 230, 231.

OSWEGO TEA. Monarda didijma.

0TH£]IIA Jap6nica, imported by Berekmans, Au-
gusta, (la., is an ev»*rgreen shrub, with obovate or ol>-

long-obovat<? glabrous lvs.. entire or nearly so, and 2-3
in. lonir. There can be but little «loubt that it is a species
of Ilex, but the shape of the lvs, does not aurree exactly
with the figure given by Tluinbcrg(»f his O. Japoiiira,
which was subsecjuently referred to Ilex l)y Sprengel
under the name /. Othera. In none of the more recent
publications on the Japanese flora, however, is either
name mentioned, and it is likewise omitted in the
monograph of Ilex by Maxini<»wicz. As the genus
Othera has no botanical standing it is perhaps the bevt
to use HejT Othera as a provisional name for the culti-

vated plant until it has borne fls. and fr., and thus en-
abled us to determine its exuct botanical position. In
foliatre it resembles very much /. Integra, and it may
probably prove to be this species when the fruits are
known. The Othera Jitponiai of Thunberg as figured
in his Icones Plantarum Japonicarum. pi. 13, is much
like /. rotunda, and may represent a plant of this species
with staminate fls. The hardiness of the ctiltivated Ile£
Othera is pr> bably the same as that of /. Ifttifolia and
Integra, and also its cultivation and propagation. See
O'"'^"- Ai.FT?El> REHDtK.
Othtra Japon>e:a, a very beautiful ornamental ever-

green shrub or small t***"^'. is well established in several
Florida gardens. In the late E. H. Hart's garden, at
Federal Point, Fla., there is a small, bus.h;r, dense tree,
about 22 feet high, which has flowered and fruited abun-
dantly. Two pdants in my own garden, one on high pine
land, the other in richer soil near the lake, have done
exceedingly well, though the one in moist ground is by
far the larger and very dense. They were planted out in
the fall of 189<;, and the most vigorous one is now 7 feet
high, and as much in diameter, provided with branches
from the ground. The plant resembles /lex Integra,
but is ditferent in habit and growth. Whatever its cor-
rect botanical name may be, it is a very beautiful plant
for the extreme South, and it well responds to good cul-
tivation and fertilizing. n Xehrlinc?.

OTHONNA (ancient Greek name, of no particular
application here). Composita . About 80 South African
herbs and shrubs, of which one (Fig. 1598) is in general
cultivation as a window-garden plant. The heads are
usually yello\y, with fertile rays and sterile tubular
disk florets: torus convex or somewhat conical, usually
honej'combed : scales of involucre in one series, more
or less united to the base, valvate : style of disk fls.

not divided : akenes oval, with bristle-like pappus in
many rows or series. Only one species of ( )thonna ap-
pears to be in general cultivation, and this has no es-

tablished vernacular name in this country, although it

is sometimes dubbed "Little Pickles" because of its

cylindrical, pulpy leaves.
The plant shown in Fig, 1598 is commonly know^n as

1597. Hop Hornbeam—Ostrya Virginica (X %).

Othnnna erassifolia, but thereby arises a puzzle in no-
menclature. By Linnjeus a certain flat-leaved plant was
called Othonna crassifoiia. Subsequently some of the
species of Othonna were separated by Jaubert & Spach
into a distinct genus, Othonnopsis, distinguished by in-

volucral scales distinct and style of the disk florets 2-

parted. One of the plants relegated to this new genus
was Othonna cheirifolia, Linn. ,\vhichthen became Othon-
nopsis cheiritolia,Jmih. & Spach. Bentham & Hooker
consider Linnaeus' Othnnna crassifoiia to be a horticul-

tural form of Othonnopsis rheirifolia. It was therefctre

a natural sequence to say that the Othonna crassifoiia

of horticulturists is properly Othonnopsis cheirifolia^

a statetnent which the writer made in the revision of
(tray's "Field, Forest and Garden B<»tany," It turns
out, however, that the Othonna crttssifolia of horticul-

turists is not the Othonna crassifoiia of Linnaeus (if he
has been correctly reported). The former plant is a
true Othonna. It is the Othonna crassifoiia of Har-
vey; but since this name crassifoiia was used by Lin-
na>us. it cannot be use<l again in the same genus, and
Harvey's plant must take some other name. In fact,

before Harvey's time, the name Othnnna era ssi folia

was used by Meyer for still another species. The O.
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crassifolia of Harvey was once described as O. fiJienu-
lis, but this name also has been previously used in the
genus. It seems, therefore, as if a new name must be

1598. Othonna Capensls. known to

gardeners as O. crassifolia.

A yellfiw-flowered trailing plant
with succ'dent leaves.

given to tlie O. cr(t.\sifoU(i of Harvey and of the horticul-

turists, and this is done below. What, now, is Linna?us'
Othonna crassifolia / As early as 1771, this plant was
figured in color by Philip Miller as the ^^ Othonna foliis

lanceolatis iii^egerr/m/.f " of Linnspus' Hortus Cliffort-

ianus. It was figured again by Edwards in 1818 (B.R.
4:206). It is an upright or ascending undershrub. with
flat leaves reminding one of leaves of the stock. It is

described in the European books, but is probablj* not
in commercial cultivation. It is native to the north of
Africa. A reproduction of part of Philip Miller's pic-

ture of the plant, reduced in size, is shown in Fig. 1599.

Capensls {OthSnna crassifolia, Harv., not Linn., nor
Meyer. Othonuopsis cheirifolia, Bailey in "Field, For-
est, and Garden Botany," not Jaub. & Spach). Fig.
1598. Perennial, becoming shrubby at base in its native
countr}', glabrous, with slender trailing or drooping
stems: Ivs. 1 in. or less long, fleshy and cylindrical-ob-
ovoid, sharp pointed, either scattered or in clusters:
pedicels 2-6 in. long, ascending, slender: heads nearly
or quite % in. across when well grown, the narrow,
bright yellow rays wide-spreading. S. Africa. —An ex-
cellent plant for hanging baskets, for it withstands ex-
tremes of moisture and temperature. It is readily prop-
agated by planting pieces of the stems. It blooms in
nearly all seasons. Fls. open only in sun . l H. B.

OURlSIA (Gov. Ouris, of tlu Falkland i- ihIs).

ScK)/)fiul<triacea-. O. voccinea is a choice alpine of
tufted habit, heart-shaped Ivs., and scarl<-t. narrowly
funnel-shaped fls. 1-1 Vo in. long. The geii I appear-
ance of the inflorescence is distinct. The fl> ire borne
in opposite pairs to the number of 12 on a scape a foot
or more high. Each flower points at a sliarp downward
angle from its slender red fl. -stalk, whi'di is as long as
the flower. The fls. are 2-lipped, 5-lobed and bulged at
the very base. This rare and charming plant is culti-

vated in America, but not advertised at present. The
secret of its culture is a stitf soil combined with deep
shade. (See, nNo, ,4 //)(»c (inrdens.)

Botanically, Ourisia is allie<l to the foxglove, to which
it has no casual resemblance. It is a genus of 23

species, mostly natives of the Chilean and Peruvian
Andes. Herbs, rarely somewhat woody at the base, usu-
ally dwarf, decumbent or creeping a short distance,
glabrous or sparsely hairy: fls. either axillary and soij!
tary, or in a raceme at the apex of a scape, usually
scarlet- or rose-colored ; corolla-tube cylindrical or
slightly bell-shaped at the throat, lobes nearly equal;
stamens 4, didynamous: style entire.

cocclnea, Pers. Hardy herbaceous perennial, sparselv
hairy: Ivs. mostly rarli'cal, long-stalked, heart-shaped",
unequally lobed and crenate: scape furnishe(i with 1- or
2-stalked Ivs. at the base, and pairs of toothed bracts,
from which the pedicels arise : calvx-lobes 5, short)
spreading. Chile. B.,M. 5;W5.

J. B. Keller and W. M.
OUVIBANDHA (Madagascar name meaning water

yam, referring to tlu' edil.le tubers;, yaiaddctte. The
Lace-leaf or Lattice-leaf plant, O. fentstralis, is one of
the most distinct and interesting plants in the vegeta-
ble kingdom. It grows in Madagascar, its skeletonized
leaves floating just under the surface of the water.
The Ivs. are merely a tracery of nerves and cross-veins,
but despite their lace-like delicacy they can be handled
with considerable roughness. The plant is cultivate<l
in all the finest collections of tender aquatics. The Ivs.
are oblong in shape, and in fine specimens 0-18 in. long
and 2-4 in. broa<l. See Fig. IGOO.
The genus and even the family of this plant is a sub-

ject of much debate. If it were not for the skeletonized
foliage the plant would be referred by all to Aponog< -

ton. However, the venation of the Lace-leaf plant fs
exactly that of Aponogeton, and now and then a leaf
occurs in which the spaces between the veins are partly
or wholly filled with green matter. Edgeworth ileclared
that if Ouvirandra were kept distinct then 4 species of
Aponogeton must go with it. O. fei^estralis is all but
unique. There is another species with skeletonized
leaves (O. Bernieriana), but the open spaces are
smaller and the plant is less desirable 'or cult. The
prevailing tendency of the day is to reftT both these
plants to Aponogeton.
The Lace-leaf plant can be grown in a tub in a warm

greenhouse. For some unknown reason the plant seems
rarely to succeed in a jar or glass aquarium. In Mada-

1599. Othonnopsis cheirifolia.

A flat-leaved plant which has been confused with Othonna

Capensis. For comparison with Fig. 1598.
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^ancar, according to the Botanical Magazine, the plant

grows in running water. Some cultivators think that

the water must he changed every day, hut this is not

nectssar>'. If confervse appear, introduce a few tail-

poles and snails; these will devour the green scum, and

1600. Lace-leaif plant—.Ouvirandra fenestralis.

help to keep the plant in good health by furnishing
oxygen. (See ^l/^MrtrtHWj.) The plant should be potted,
and plunged not more than 18 inches below the sur-
face of the water. For potting soil use a rich compost,
such as is recommended for Nymphaeas. The water
should be kept clean and sweet, and a temperature of
65° to 75" provided. Avoid direct sunlight.

In Madagascar the streams often dry up, and the
tubers carry the plant over the dry season. In imitation
of nature some cultivators take the tubers out of the
soil, and leave them on a shelf in a hothouse during
the month of February. It is doubtful whether this is

necessary. Potting should l)e done while the plant is

in active growth, not dormant. Prop, by division.

fenestr&lis, Poir. (Aponogeton fenestrdle. Hook.).
Fig. HiOO. The fls. are small, and consist of 6 stamens,
;{ pistils and 2 white petal-like bodies. The lis. are
numerous, and borne in 2 spikes, each about 2 in. long,
which are united at the base, and borne on the top of a
scape a foot or so long. A.F. 7:<>7. A.G. 1.5:169. B.M.
4894. G.M. 38:8:50. Gn. 30, pp. 344, 345. Mn. 6. p. 231.

F.S. 11:1107. I. H. 8:300.

O. Bemieridna, Decne. , differs in having smaller open spaces
in the Ivs., and pinkish 4-piirted spikes.

Wm. Tkicker and W. M.

OXALIS (sharp; referring to the usual acidity of
the foliage). Gerunidcecp, sometimes treated as a fam-
ily, OxaUddcece. Over 200 species, mostly of South
.\frica and tropical and subtropical America. A few
are weeds or woodland plants through the northern
countries of both hemispheres. Mostly bulbous or
tuberous herbs, with clover-like Ivs.. cultivated in bor-

ders and rockeries or especially as hanging-basket or

window plants for their flowers; a
few used in salads, and several of
the South American species grown
for their edible roots or tubers.

The fls. usually close at night and
in cloudy weather, and the leaves
"sleep" a* night (Fig. IGOlU

O. Acetosella produces, in addi-

tion to the .showy flowers, others,

concealed by the leaves, which are
fertilized in the bud, like those of
our native blue violets. The bul-

bous and tuberous species com-
monly consist of three otherwise
similar forms, in the flowers of
which the styles are respectively
longer than, intermediate between,
an<l shorter tl'.an the two sets of

stamens; but the native O. vlolncen prodiices only the
ttrst and last of these three forms of flowt rs, which are
designated as long-styled, mid-styled and short-styled.

Several species, often treated as belonging to a separate
genus, Biophytum, possess pinnate sensitive Ivs.

Prop, by <livision of the compound bulbs
or separation of the young bulbs produced
at the ends of un<lerground roots by some
species, or division of the clumps of those
which are tuberous, the fibrous - rooted
caulescent spe«'ies prop, by cuttings or
division. Nearly all may be grown from
seed, but this pro<'ess is slower, and some
rarely see<l in cultivation.

Planted in rich, well-drained sandy loam
in spring, they bloomconfinuously through
the season, and are lifted for winter bloom-
ing ; sometimes dried off in spring, and
started into growth in autumn for indoor
baskets, etc. The caulescent species are
kept in continuous growth like Pelargo-
niums, usually in the temperate htmse.
The classical works on Oxalis are .Tac-

quin's "Oxalis, Monographia, iconibus
illustrata" ( 1794), with exquisite plates;

and Zuccarini's "Monographie der Ameri-
kanischen Oxalis-Arten," and "Nachtrag
zu der Monographic der Amerikanischen
Oxalis-Arten "

( 1825-1831 ) . The (59 Chilean
species are reviewed bv Karl Reiche in

Engler's Bot. Jahrb. 18:259-.300 (1894).

Wm. Trelease.
None of the cultivated kinds are hardy, at least in

the North. The bulbous or tuberous kinds grown in

greenhou.ses make handsome pot-plants for autumn and
winter decoration. Thty are also favorite house plants,
and one frequently sees them displayed as hanging
plants. They are easily grown, clean, healthy, and con-
tinue a long time in bloom. The roots are started in

August or September, and commence growth quickly.
Goo«l rich soil is recommended. The crowns should be
kept near the surface, an«l deep pots used; as the plants
are liable to lift themselves out. Abundance of water
will be required during the growing season, and a little

liquid stimulant will help them when in bloom. When
going to rest, less water will be required, until finally

the pots may be laid on their sides until another season.
T. D. Hatfield.
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1601. Leaves of Oxalis Bowiei. showinK day and night positions.
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A. PlnutH irithottt bulbs or xraly
rootxtocks : xtem nsnitlltf tlou-
gated, leafij.

B. LftH. pa Imutely placed, not
separated, notched.

c. Color of flu. rosif 1 . rosea
CC. Color of fls. chiefly ye Ihue,

D. Peduncle* tthorter than
Ivs 2. comiculata

DD. Peduncles longer than Irx.

E. Foliage clustered .'{. Valdiviensis
EE. Foliage scattered 4. Ortgiesi

BB. Lffs. pinnately placed, some-
what separated, entire 5. delicata

LA. Plants with underground stems
thickened and scaly at end,
forming a sort of tuber: stem
scarcely any: Irs. of S Ifts.

B. Fls. white, with rosy reins.

C. Lfts. obcordate 6. Acetosella
CC. Lfts. broadly triangular.

scarcely notched 7. Japonica
BB. Fls. rosy, lilac, or whitf 8. rub: a
Plants from loose, scaly, ovoid
bulbs: stem scarcely any: fls.

umbelled on elongated scapes.
American species.

B. Lfts. S.

C. Bulb composed of numerous
small ones 9. Martiana

CC. Bulb simple 10. violacea
BB. Lfts. 4 or S 11. tetraphylla

BBB. Lfts. 5-10 12. lasiandra
AAAA. Plants from hard, mostly fusiform

bulbs: lfts. S. Cape spt-i-ies.

B. Fls. umbelled : stems scarcely
any.

C. Color of fls. rose l.'J. Bowiei
CC. Color of fls. yellow 14. cemua

BB. Fls. solitary on the peduncles.

c. Stem srarcely any: lfts.

broad l.j. variabilis

CC. Stem distinct, leafy: lfts.

narrow.
D. Lrs. nearly S4'ssile 1<>. hirta

pu. Lrs. mostly long-stalked .17. versicolor

1602. Oxalis Ortsiesi.

1. rdsea, Feuil. Stem fl()iis:at»Ml, trect: Ivs. scattf>rfd,

rather sliort-petioied ; lfts. obconlate : Hs. iu open,
irrepularty forked c\-mes on elongated axillary pedun-
cles, rather large, rosv. with deeper veins. Chile. B.M.
2830. B.R. 13:1123 '(as O. floribunda). O. Simsii.

Sweet, scnr<•^Iv differs, except iti its darker red flu

Ch ile . B .M . 24 1
,')

( as O . rosea )

.

2. comiculata, Linn. Slender, prostrate, often root-
ing, lo«»»-ly hairy: lfts. obcordate: Us. usually 2 to .'{

together, small, yellow. —A tropical form of this polv-
nior}>hous speries is universal as a greenhouse weed,
especially in Agave and Cactus tubs,

Var. atropurptirea, Planch. {O.tropopolo)des, Schlacli-
ter). Ascending, tufted, with deep purple-red stems
and foliage. Sometimes used for beds or borders, and
for carpeting large tubs, etc. Eu. F.S. 12:1205; 19:1908.
R.H. 1897, p. 499.

3. Valdiviensis, Bam. ( O. I'aldividna, Uort.). Short-
stemnie<l: Ivs, clustered, long-petioled: lfts. obcordate:
rts. closely umbelled on erect, elongated peduncles, yel-
low, with reddish veins. Chile.

4. Ortgiesi, Kegel. Fig. 1602. Stem elongate^!, erect,
rather tleshy and usually reddish: Ivs. scattered, often
on long, colored petioles; lfts. red below, ciineate. with
broad V-shaped notch at end: fls. very short-stalked, in

forked cymes on elongated peduncles, small, yellow,
with deeper veins. Peru. Gt. 1875:817.

5. delicata, Pohl. Stem erect, elongated, slender,
branch injf : lfts. ovate or lance-ovate, acute : Us. in
forke<l cymes »m elongated peduncles, small, pale rose.
Brazil.

6. Acetosella, Linn. Wood Sorrel. Rhizome slender,
the ends scarcely thickened, densely scaly: lfts. obcor-
date, not orange-dotted: Hs. solitary on the scapes,
white, with rosy veins. En., N. Amer. Gn. 47, p. 129,—
While a charming plant for the wood-garden, this, which
is sometimes held to l)e the original Irish Shamrock,
scarcely enters into ordinary gardening. G.C II.

25:685.'

7. Jap6nica, Fran<-h. «S: Sav. Lfts. broadly triangular,
scarcely notched, truncate. Otherwise similar to the
last. Japan.

8. rtlbra, St. Hil. Rhizome thickened at ends into
loosely toothed tubers, sometimes nearly an inch thick,
and often clustered: Ifts. obcordate, more or less hairy,
orange-dotted beneath: inflorescence mostly compound:
tis. numerous, umbelle«l, rosy, with deeper veins. Bra-
zil. Gn. .50. p. 511 (as O. fioribunda). — VsuH\\y cult, as
(K floribunda, which name properly belongs to the
next, and sometimes, but also erroneously, as O. arho-
rea. A lihw'-flowered form passes erroneously for O.
lilac)na . and a white form for O. a rborea , var. alba or
O. alba : and O, vioUirea and O. riolaaa var. alba of
the trade seem to be this species and its variety.

9. Marti&na, Zuce. (O. urbica. St. Hil. O. bipunc-
titta, (irah. O. floribunda . Lehm.). Bulbs composed of
numerous small ones: lfts. obcordate, somewhat hairy,

with a marginal row and some scattered dots of
orange color beneath : umbels usually compound:
fls. rose-purple. Trop. Amer. B.M. 2781 ; 39.'{8.

— By a misprint this is sometimes advertised as
O. maritima.

10. violiicea, Linn. Bulb simple: Ivs. rather
fleshy, glabrous: fls. in simple umbels, rose-vio-
let. Eastern U. S. B. M. 2215. Mn. 5:121.-
.Scarcely usefiil. except for hardy borders, rock-
eries, etc., and transient.

11. tetraphylla, Cav. (O. De'ppei, Lodd.). Lfts. 3 or
4, deltoid, truncately notched, each crossed by a pur-
plish band: fls. rather few, lilac to deep rosv. Mexico.
L.B.(\ 8:790; 15:1.500. G.M. .39, p. 403. Gn. 8, p. 43.-
Sometimes called (>. escnlenta, because of the large
fusiform roots beneath the bulbs.

12. lasi&ndra, Zucc. Lfts. 5 to 10, oblong-spatulate,
not notched, several inches long, radiately pemlent
about a re<ldish disk at end of petiole: fls. crowded,
rosy crimson. Mexico. B.M. 3896.

13. Bdwiei, Herbert. Fig. 1601. Lvs, largo; lfts.

rather fleshy, broadly obcordate, deep green: fls. large,

looselv clustered, britrht rose-red. Cape. B.R. 19:1585.

B. 1:25. R.H. 1858, p. 120. (Jn. iO, p. 159.

14. c§mua, Thunb. Fig. 1603. Lfts. broadly obcor-
«lat«'. deeply notched, often purplish: fls. large, com-
pactly clustere*!, bright yellow. Cape. L.B.C. 12:1154.
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B.M. 237{as O. rttprina). A double-fld. form naturalized

about the Mediterranean is also commonly cult. F.S.
19:11H>4. — Both the single and double forms are fre-

(jufntly but wrongly listed as (). Intea and O. flava,

and sometimes as O. caprina, and the popular name of
Bermuda Buttercup is becoming attached to them

1603. Oxalis cemua.

15. variabilis, Jacq. (O. variabilis, var. albifldra,

Lindl. O. grand ifIdra, Jeuiq. O. Idxula, JsKiq. O. pur-
piirea, \a,r. Idxuhifliort. O. rigidula, Jacq. O.suggil-
l'ita,Jacq.). Lvs. large, ratber fleshy, sometimes pur-
plish, petioled: fls. large, white or slightly variegated
with rose color, yellowish at base. Cape. B.M. 1683.

Var. rtlbra, Jacq. (O. purpurea. Jacq. O. specibsa,

Jacq. O. venutita, Lowe). Fls. rosy to deep rose-pur-
ple. Cape. B.R. 18:1505. B.M. 1712.

16. hirta, Linn. (O. rosacea. Jacq. O. mtiltifldra,

Jacq. O. rubella, .IsLcq. O. hirfeHa, Jacq. O. fulgida,

Lindl.). Lvs. nearly sessile; Ifts. spatulate: fls. from
lavender or pale rosy (var. rosea) to deep rose color.

Cape. B.R. 13:1073. B.M. 1031. L.B.C 3:213.

17. versicolor (O. «?/oMgrd/rt. Jacq. ). Glandular: lvs.

and peduncles clustered at end of simple stems; petioles
mostly elongated; Ifts. linear-wedge-shaped: fls. white,
yellowish below, the petals bordered with red, opening
only in full sunshine. Cape. B.M. 155. F.S. 8:834.

Wm. Trelease.

OX£llA (meaning dubious). Verbend.cem. It needs
but a glance at any of the colored portraits of Oxera
eoccinea to show ihat it is one of the most interesting
climbers cultivated in our hothouses. It has ivor}-
white, trumpet-shaped, sweet-scented fls. 2 in. long and
1 in. across, borne profusely in clusters of a dozen or
more. A plant 2 years old from cuttings will com-
pletely clothe the rafters and bloom freely, the weight
of the clusters causing the fls. to droop gracefully. The
prominent calyx reminds one of Clerodendron Thonip-
soniF, a distinguished favorite and near relative. As
the cylindrical part of the corolla-tube leaves the calyx
it makes a sharp bend and then broadens out into a
funnel-shaped flower, with the 4 lobes scarcely spread-
in.?. The spirited appearance of the fls. is enhanced by
the long style and the 2 stamens, which are thrust out
and strongly curved.

Oxera is a genus of 10 species of shrubs, often
climbers, all fmm New Caledonia. Lvs. opposite, en-
tire, leathery: fls. w^hitish or yellowish, in twice- or
thrice-forked cymes, varying greatly in form of calyx
and corolla, but the latter always 4-lobed, and wide-
throated: drupes 4-parted or by abortion reduced to a
single segment.

polch^lla, Labill. Lvs. 2-5 in. long, stalked, the lower
ones oblong-lanceolate: calyx conspicuous, loose, com-
posed of 4 more or less united greenish yellow sepals,
each %-% in. long. (in. 33:«»51; 45, p. :«3. I.H. 3():7»>.

J.H. III. :{0::{3. B.M. 69.38. (i.C. III. 3:209. R.H. 1890,

p. 274. — Once offered by John Saul, Washington, D. C.
Also cult, outdoors in S. Calif.

OX-EYE. In America, HeVtopsis ; in Europe, 5»/)/i

-

thalmum. Ox-eye Daisy. Chrynanthem um Ltucanthe-
mum and tiudbeckia hirta.

OXLIP. Primula elatior.

OXTANTHUS (Greek, sharp flower; referring to the
acute lobes of the corolla and calyx). JiubidceiB. A
genus of 15 species of African trees and shrubs, allied

to the Cape Jasmine and to Gardenia citriodora. They
are remarkable for their extremely long and slender
corolla-tubes, which are topped by a 5-poiuted star of
spreading, narrow lobes. The fls. are sometimes 5-6 in.

long, and 2 in. across in cultivation. Lvs. opposite: fls.

usually white, in axillary racemes or panicles; calyx-
tube truncate, or with 5 short teeth; corolla salver-
shaped, throat glabrous ; stamens 5, inserted at the
mouth of the tube: ovary 2-celled, except in 1 species;
style usually exserted: stigma usually spindle-shaped
or club-shaped, 2-cut at the top: ovules numerous, not
immersed in the 2 fleshy placentae : fr. a sort of berry.
Twelve species are described in the Flora of Tropical
Africa, 3 in Flora Capensis.

Natal^nsis, Sond. Branches, lvs. and calyx glabrous:
lvs. elliptic-oblong or ovate-lanceolate, shortly acumi-
nate, 7-8 in. long, 3 m. wide: racemes axillary, loosely
16-20-fld.: fls. white; corolla-tube about half the length
of the lvs. Wet places in woods near Durban, Natal.
Cult, outdoors in S. Fla. and in Eu. under glass.

O. tubiflbrus. DC. Hispidnlons-puberulons : lvs. obtnsely
rounded or somewhat eared at the base: fls. 6-7 in. long, at
first creamy white, then tawny or ochrous: fr. terete, not
grooved. Trop. Africa. B.M. 4636. F.S. 7:737. B.M. 1992 (as
O. speciosus). ^^ j^^

OXYCOCCUS. See Vacciniu m.

0XYD£NDBUM (Greek, sour tree: from the acid
taste of the foliage). Also written Oxydendron. Eri-
cdLceoe. Sour-wood or Sorrel-tree. A genus of one
species, a North American tree 15-40 ft. high, bearing
numerous small white tubular fls. in early summer. Its
chief beauty lies in the character of its inflorescence
(see Fig. 1604), which is a panicle composed of 6 or more
racemes, each about 3-6 in. long and bearing as many
as two dozen pendent fls. It is also valued for its highly
colored autumn foliage. It is of rather slow growth anil

is useful in shrubberies, along the borders of woods, or
even within the woodland, since it endures shade fairly
well. It is of easy culture in any moderately good soil,

but rather slow in becoming established.
This tret^ is one of many known to nurserymen as

Andromedas. The prevailing tendencies among botan-
ists to-day distribute these species in many diff'erent

genera, leaving only A. poll folia in Andromeda as
strictly defined. Andromeda arborea is made a mono-
typic genus called Oxydendrura, based on the following
characters : calyx cut into 5 separate sepals which over-
lap more or less in the young buds: corolla ovoid-cylin-
drical, crowned with 5 short teeth: anthers long, linear,
blunt on the back, opening by long chinks down the
front: capsule woody; seeds numerous, needle-shaped.

arbdreum, DC. {And^-'^meda arbdrea, Linn.) Sour-
wood. Sorrel-tree. Fig. 1604. Smooth-barked tree
attaining a maximum heiirht of 60 ft., with trunk 15 in.

thick: lvs. deciduous, membranous, oblong or lanceo
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late, 3-6 in. long, glabrous, veiny, slender-stalked:
clusters borne on leafy shoots of the season: lis. open-
ing slowly. Rich woods. Pa. and Ohio, along the Al-

leghenies to Fla. B.M. 905. B.B. 2:571. S.S. 5:2.35.

F. W. Barclay and W. M.

1604. Sour-wood or Sorrel-tree. Oxydendron arboreum {X%).

OXYLdBlVV. (Groek, sharp pofl). Legxtminbufp. This
is one of many genera of Australian shrubs with pea-
like fls. which are little known in cultivation. For
winter bloom under glass none of them equals Cyfisutt

Cannriensis. Oxylobium is a genus of 28 species, of
which perhaps a dozen have been cult, in Europe. Their
fls. are yellow, or more or less flushed with red on the
keel or the b:ise of the standard. O. CaUistachifs is per-

haps the best for conservatories. In America it is cult,

only in S. Calif.

Generic characters: Ivs. very short-stalked, opposite
or more or less whorled, rarely scattered or alternate:
fls. in terminal or axillary ra(!emes; petals clawed; sta-

mens free: ovary villous, sessile or stalked. 4-;{0-ovuled.

Nearest to Chorizema. but the keel is about as long as
the wings, while in Chorizema the keel is much shorter.
The following species was considered the type of another
genus; it is distinguished from all other species of Oxy-
lobium bv the incomplete dehiscence of the pod. See
Flora Australiensis 2:U (1864).

Callistachys, Benth. Tall shrub: Ivs. mostly in ir-

regular whorls of 3, varying from ovate-oblong and
lJ^-2 in. long to lanceolate and 4-5 in. long, leathery,
silky-pubescent beneath when young: racemes oblong
or pyramidal, 2-6 in. long. B.R. 3:210 (as Callisfnchy.H
lanceolata). B.M. 1925 (as 6\ oj-a /a). P.M. 8:31 (as C.
longi folia). L.B.C. 20:1983 (as C. retttsa). J.H. III.

35::i5.

OXYPfiTALTTM (Greek, sharp petal). Aftchpiaddcefp.
O. cif-rxihnm is a tender twining herb from the Argen-
tine Republic with changeable 5-lobed fls. about an inch

across. The fls. are said to be pale blue when they first

open, then purplish, and when withered lilac. Not cult,
in America, but apparently desirable for ctiltivation her*'!

The following are perhaps obtainable from Europe: ().

appendiruhitnm, with pale yellow, fragrant fls.; <>.

Hankitiu, with purple fls., and O. solanoides, blue
tinged rose.

Oxypetalura is a genus of about 50 species, mostly
South American and largely Brazilian herbs or suli-

shrubs, twining or not: Ivs. opposite: calj-x 5-parted:
corolla deeply 5-cut, s-hort-tubed: scales of the corona 5,
fastened at the base of the corolla and staminal tube.

C8Bnileam, Dene. Downy: Ivs. short-petioled, oblong,
one of each pair of the upper Ivs., ^^-4-fld. : corolla-lobes
but cordate-hastate at the base: peduncles axillary from
spreading : scales of the corona 5. erect, darker blue,
fleshy, exserted, recurved and notched at the apex.
B.M. 3630 (Tweedia versicolor). ,

OXtTROPIS (Greek, sharp keel). Leguminbsip.
Three Colorado wild tlowers are offered under this
name. The fls. are pea-shaped, borne in spikes, and
range from white through blue and purple to crimson.
The plants are tufted, and the Ivs. are odd-pinnate,
have 7-16 pairs of Ifts., and are often woolly white
beneath. O. Lamberti is one of many plants that have
been charged with being the "Loco weed" which ruins
western horses. This genus, according to E. L. Greene
( Pittonia 3:208), should be referred to Aragallus.
Aragallus is reviewed in Erythea 7:57-64 (1899), but
the genus is not defined. It is closely related to Astrag-
alus, and differs essentially in the pods being usually
2-celled instead of 1-celled. About a dozen kinds of
Old World Oxytropis said to be cult, in Europe, mostly
in rockeries. They are hardy, easily prop, by seed or
by division, and prefer a dry, sandy loam. These
plants are of very minor value horticuhurally.

A. Stipules free: pod 1-loculed.

defl6xa, DC. (Aragallus defUrus, Heller). A foot or
less high: Ifts. crowded in 12-16 pairs, lanceolate to
oblong, ;i-6 lines long : fls. about 3 lines long : pod
1-celled. Mts., Brit. Amer. to Colo, and Utah.— Very
distinct species, by reason of its stipules.

AA. Stipules adnate to the petiole: pod 2-locnled.

Ldmbertii, Pursh {Aragallus Lamberti, Greene).
Lfts. about 7 pairs, 4-16 lines long: spike sometimes
short-oblcng, densely fld., often long and sparsely fid.:

fls. 1 in. across, typically purple or violet; calyx not
inflated, distinctly surpassed by the mature pod : pod
turgid but not membranous-inflated, more or less

leathery, subterete, neither glandular nor viscid, im-
perfectly 2-Iocxiled or less. Common on the prairies.

B.M. 2147 (dark blue). B.R. 13:10.54 (blue). V. 3:138.

-

Aven Nelson. in Erythea 7:62,says that the species should
be restricted to the purple- and violet-fld. forms. 1). M.
Andrews offers a crimson-fld. form, and also var. spi-

c^ta, which has large spikes of white fls. ^y^ Tyj

OXYtTRA. See Layia.

OYSTER PLANT or SALSIFY.
folius.

Tragopogon pom-



PACHlSA ( native Guiana name ) . Ma tvAcea. A genus

of about 30 species of tropical American trees with

odd and showy flowers. The tts. may have a spread of

9 inches. Their chief beauty is their immense mass of

stamens; but their petals are also striking. These are

very long and narrow, e.g., 6x1 in., and gracefully re-

curveil, with wide spaces between. The finger-shaped

foliage also gives the trees a distinct appearance.

Pachiras are all natives of South America, except 2

species which are found in Mexico and 2 in the West
Indies. One is offered in S. Fla. The others here men-
tioned have been cult, under glass abroad, but as a

group Pachiras are not suitable for conservatory cul-

ture, because they grow too high and require too many
years' growth before they flower. They are of easy cul-

ture in a warmhouse and grow rapidly. Sometimes
called Silk Cotton Treoe.

Generic characters : Ivs. palmate, cup-shaped, truncate

or sinuate: column divided above into very many fila-

ments: petals downy outside : capsule 5-celled, loculici-

dal: seeds many, glabrous. Pachira's nearest allies

are Adansonia (the baobab tree) and Bombax, both of

which are cult. Bombax diflfers from the other two
genera in having its capsule densely woolly inside.

Adansonia has a 5-cut calyx, while in the other two
genera the caljTC is truncate.

aqoAtica, Aubl. Lfts. glabrous. 5-0 (usually 5), ellip-

tic-oblong, obov^ate-oblong, or elliptic-lanceolate, subses-

sile: calyx truncate, warty-wrinkled; petals 8 in. long,

6-8 lines'wide, greenish white: column divided above into

10 paired outer and 5 inner bundles of filaments, each

forking and bearing 10-;iO stamens in pairs: color of

tilaraents yellowish purple: stigma obscurely 5-lobed.

Trop. Amer., West Indies.

P. ff/^n, Walp. Less desiraWp because it flowers ftt a time

when the tree has no foliage. Petals yellowish white inside: fila-

ments white. Winter. Brazil (or New Granada?). B.M. 4508.
L.B.C 8:75'J (as Carolinea alba). Odor powerful and some-
what unpleasant.

—

P. itiaignis, Savisn. Petals crimson: fila-

ments white. Mex. L. H. C". 11:1004 (as Carolinea iuhi^iis).
Fragrance powerful. Fruit said to be as large as a child's
head; the seeds of the size, apiK»arance and taste of chestnuts.
—P. longifblia, Walp. Evergreen, ami has tlowereil under glass
at a height of only 4 ft. Petals white: filaments yellow below,
red above. Mex. B. M. 4540.—P. inacrocdrpa, of Nicholson's
Diet. Gard. (not of Walpers), seems to be P. longifolia.— P.
minor, Hemsl. Petals much narrower than in the oth»*rs

here descrilKMl, and green: filaments red. Mex. B.M. 1412 (as
Carolinca minor). yS'. M.

PACHlSTIMA (said to be derived from Greek, pachtjs,
thick, ami .sliyma; alluding to the slightly thickened
stigma; spelled al.so Pachystima and Pnchygiiyma).
Celastrd,C€ce. Low evergreen shrubs with small oppo-
site Ivs. and inconspicuous reddish fls. in the axils of
the Ivs. : fr. a small oblong capsule. They are hardy with
slight protection in the Arnold Arboretum, Boston,
and are handsome dwarf evergreens for rockeries or
rocky slopes, but still rare in cultivation. They seem
to grow in any well-drained soil and prefer sunny posi-
tions. Prop, by seeds or by layers; also by cuttings of
half-ripened wood under glass. Two species in the
mountains of North America, allied to Euonymus.
Branches somewhat quadrangular, verrucose: Ivs. with
minute stipules: fls. perfect, small, in few fld. axillary
cymes; calyx-lobes, petals and stamens 4: ovary 2-celled,

usually only one cell developing into a small, oblong,
1-seeded capsule.

Myrsinltes, Raf. (Myginda myrtifbUa, Nutt. Ore6-
phila myrtifolia, Nutt.)., Spreading shrub, to 2 ft.: Ivs.

broadly elliptic to oblontr-obovate, slightly revolute at

the margin and serrulate or almost entire, %-l in. hmg:
fls. short-stalked, reddish: fr. about 3^3 in. long. May-
July. Brit. Col. to Calif, and North M«x.— Kesembles

tlie small-leaved form of Enopy-
mns radicons, but of more rgid
and stiff growth.

Cinbyi,Gray. Dwarf shrub with
trailing and rooting branches:
Ivi^. narrow-oblong, occasionally
obovate, revolute and usuallj' ser-

rulate above the middle, K-^
in. long: fl. -stalks filiform, longer
than half the leaf: fls. reddish.
April. May. Mts. of Va. Meeh.
Nut. Flow. I, 1:44. -This is some-
what similar in habit and foliage
to Euonymus nanus, but less vig-

orous. Sometimes called Rat
Stripper. Alfred Rehder.

160S. Pachysandra procumbens.

Leaves X ^. Flowers natural size.

PACHYRHlZUS (
th kk-rooted ). Legtimindsce.

Probably only 2 species. They are strong twining
plants with axillary fascicles or racemes of blue or
reddish narrow fls. and .'1-foliolate, pinnate Ivs.:

fr. a compressed legume, with depressed spaces be-

tween the seeds. They bear very large tuberous
roots, which are used for food and as a source of

starch. P. angulatus. Rich., is widely spread in the

tropics of both hemispheres. The thick tuberous root

often weighs 50 to 70 lbs., and attains a length of G-8 ft.,

increasing in size for four or five years. Some writers

describe the root as turnip-shaped, and it is so figured

in Blanco's "Flora de Filipinas." When young, the roots

are palatable. The lfts. of this species are .3—4 in. across,

the standard of the papilionaceous fls. roundish ovate,

and the legume nearly smooth, straight, 6-9 inches long.

P. fuberdsns, Sprengel, is tropical American, producing
edible pods larger than those of P. angtilatus, and with
rather smaller tubers. l. h. B.

PACHYSANDEA (Greek, thick stamen). Buidcecp,

which is often united with Euphorbiacece. Prostrate

perennials from rootstocks, G-12 in. high, scaly below,

with alternate, usually deeply toothed, evergreen or de-

(1185)
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ciduous, ri-iuTved hroatl Ivs, alMive: spikes Mtaminate
above, with a ft'W pistillate ds. at the base of es<*h : Htani-

inate fls. with 4 sepals and stamens and a rudimentary
pistil ; sepals variable in number in the pistillate Howers

;

petals none; pistil .'{-celled, 2 ovules in each cell: seeds
smooth. Two species known; of low and dense growth.
Very early flowered and attractive to bees. Of little

value in gardens except for the masses of bright green
Ivs. Easily prop, by division in ordinary soils. Good
for rockeries.

prociimbens, Michx, Mountain Spuroe. Fi<?. 160;'),

With spikes of white or purplish fls. from the base of
the stems. March-Mav. W. Va. to Fla. B. M. 19ti4.

L.B.C. 10:910. B. R. 1::{3.

terminJilis, Sieb, & Zucc, has the small spikes of
whitisli fls. terminal, and the Ivs. obovate-cuneate;
dwarf. May. Japan. Var. varieg&ta, Hort., with white
variegated Ivs., is in the trade.

P. eoriacea. Hook., cult, in Europe, is referred to Sarco-
«o«?ca- J. B. S. Norton.

P. procumbfvs is, in the vicinity of Boston, decidu-
ous, and is only desirable from the feature of its curi-
ous flowers borne so extremely early in the spring. The
foliage is of a dingy color and deciduous, whereas
P. terminalis is a true evergreen with thick, glossy
foliage forming a dense mat, making a very desirable
low-growing cover plant, succeeding admirably either
in full sun or partial shade. The variety variegata is a
very choice cover plant for ornamental effects.

J. Woodward Manning.

PACHtSTIMA. See Pachistima.

PACKAGES. See Packing.

PACKING. The operation of placing fresh fruits and
vegetables, cut-flowers or living plants in suitable bas-
kets, boxes, barrels or bales for safe transportation. (The
term is also sometimes used for the process of canning
or preserving cooked fruits and vegetables when done
on a commercial scale.) The term is especially employed

1606. Packing of cut-flower».

when perishable horticultural products are prepared for
long shipment. Much of the value of such products for
distant markets depends on proper packing. With trans-
ported nursery stock of all kinds the life of the plants
depends on it, while with fruits, vegetables and cut-

flowers the attractiveness and salability of the product
are very largely detennined by the care and judgment
with which tiie goods are packed.
The rejpjisites for the proper packing of living plants

are: (1) that the roots be protected from injurious dry-
ing by a covering of some damp material, (2) the par-
tial exclusion of the air, and (W) that ventilation be suf-
ficient to prevent the ln-uting of the contents of the
package. Bog moss (sphagnum) is the material com-

1607. Berry crate, holding 32 boxes.

monly used to prevent the drying out of the roots.

Moistened hay, straw, chaff, planer shavings, or other
similar material is sometimes substituted for the moss,
or used in connection with it.

Small plants, as strawberries, cabbages, etc., are often
packed upright, one layer deep, in light, paper-lined
baskets, with the roots be<lded in moist sphagnum, the
plants being crowded together so closely as to prevent
undue drying. Small plants in pots may be shipped in

the same way, or, if the time occupied in transit does
not exceed 3 or 4 days, they may be knocked from the
pots and wrapped in paper with the ball of earth still

adhering to the roots. Paper pots are also manufac-
tured for this and other purposes. These paper bundles
are then placed in any convenient box or crate.
Fruit trees and most other dormant nursery stock

are packed in large boxes, or in bales covered with straw
and bagging, enough sphagnum and other packing ma-
terial being used to keep the contents slightly moist.
Large shipments of nursery stock are often made by
packing in bulk in the car, thus saving the expense of
boxes.

Cut-flowers are necessarily perishable, but the kinds
most used by florists may be kept in good condition for
several days if they are so packed as to avoid crushing
and to maintain a cool, water-saturated atmosphere.
This condition is best secured by placing the flowers a
single layer deep, in light, shallow boxes or trays that
are placed one on top of another and strapped together
for shipment. Each tray is lined with a sheet of oiled

paper large enough to fold over the top and to protect the
contents from drying. Suffi-

cient moisture is secured by
using damp paper for packing
about the stems. A cool tem-
perature is essential, and
should be secured by refriger-
ation if necessary. Fig. 1G0().

The methods of packing
fruits and vegetables neces-
sarily differ widely with the
nature of the articles to be
packed, and for the same prod-
uct custom often has estab-
lished different practices in
different parts of the country.
Formerly, it was the habit in

many markets to return empty
packages to the shipper, so that they could be used
over and over again. With the vast increase in distant

shipments, due to improved transportation facilities,

this became impossible, and now cheap gift packages
intended to be used but once are coming into favor and
in some regions are used exclusively.
For berries of all kinds, and other small fruits, quart

1608. Delaware peach

basket.
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boxes or baaketM, ma«l«» of thin veneors fastened together

witli tackn or with wire staples, are generally !iH«'ii,

thoiigh pints and even smaller sizes an- popular in some
markets, espeeially for such ili-lieate fruits as rasp-

1609. Bushel basket with cover.

berries. Square baskets, a little larger at the top than

at the bottom, are preferred at the East, while in the

Mississippi valley the square "Hallock" or oblong
"Leslie" boxes are mostly used. In either case a cer-

tain number, usually either lt». '24 or :{2, are placed in light

slatcrates for shipment. Fig. UJ07. The boxes or baskets

are filled in the field by the pickers. They are inspected

more or less thoroughly at the packing hous \ where the

process of packing usually consists in arranging the top

layers so that the box or basket shall be evenly, but

slightly, rounding full, so as to avoi<l crushing, and yet

not seem slack-filled on reaching market.

In some cases, notably in F'lorida. the

boxes are emptied and repacked from
the bottom.
Peaches are regularly marketed in a

greater variety of packages than any of

our fruits. In Georgia and neighboring
southern states, a light crate holding 6
4-quart baskets is used. In Delaware
and throughout the peninsular region, a
round, rather deep basket holding five-

eighths of a bushel is use«l. Fig. 1608.

It has no handle and usually no cover,

and cars have to be specially shelved for

carrying it. In New Jersey, the Hudson
River country, and New England, a similar basket is

used, but holding only 16 quarts. In Michigan custom
varies, but the bulk of the shipments are in long, flat-

handled baskets of various sizes - quarter, third, and
half bushel. The fruit is usually f .ered with colored

netting, and it is sometimes further protected by slat

covers. Another Michigan package is a rather heavy,
round bushel basket, with small side handles and a stout

cover, held in place by a projecting slat that is sprung
under the handles. Fig. 1609. In southern Illinois and
the Mississippi valley generally, the popular package was
for many years a third-bushel box with sawn ends and
raiddle-piece 5 x 8 in., with veneer sides 22 in. long. Of
late years it has been
replaced, to some ex-
tent, by 4-quart bas-
kets like those used
in Georgia, but
packed one layer
deep in 4 -basket
crates. California
peaches always come
in rectangular 20-

pound boxes, each
fruit carefully se-

lected and wrapped
in paper. With the
larger of these pack-
ages, like the bushel
and five -eighths
bushel baskets, the
act of packing con-
sists, as with straw-
berries, in simply ar-

ranging the top so as leiO. Six-basket crate,
to secure the dr'sired Used for tomatoes and in^aches in
fulness, but with the Georgia and Florida.

smaller paekaires it be«'omes a rather difHeult art to

so place each fruit that the paekuge shall be full, and
yet have none <»f the top layers stand high enough to

i»e crushed by the cover. If the fruits chance t«) run of
just such size that the package can l»e evenly filled by
packing in uniform layers, one on top of another, the
Iir(d>lem is comparatively simple. Thus, with the Geor-
gia 4-quart basket, some of the small early kinds, like

Tillotson, often run so that three layers tU-ep just fills

the basket properly. Again, with the largest Elbertas,
two layers, one on top of the other, are suttieient, but the
great bulk of the crop will not pa«'k on eithi-r of these
plans, and it is necessary to introduce a broken layer
l>etween the bottom and top layers. Such packing re-

quires skill and experience in order to produce satisfac-
tory results. When the fruits run unevenly in size they
must be assorted or they cannot be packed convtniently.
It is slower and more expensive than simply dumping
the fruit into large baskets, but delicate fruits, like
peaches, endure distant shipment much better in small
than in large packages, and experience is constantly
demonstrating that extra care in assorting and packing
fruit is always well paid for by increased market prices.

All of these packages, or modifications of them, are
also used for plums, pears, early apples, tomatoes and
many other proilucts. Which one to select for use in any
given case will depend on the character of the product,
the distance from market, the available supply of skilled
labor and on the usages and preferences of the market
to be supplied. The latter is an im[»ortant factor and
one that sometimes changes in the same market with

1611. Forms of Climax baskets.

diflFerent seasons of the year. Thus, with tomatoes in
Chicago and other western markets, the supply early in
the spring is largely from Florida, where the custom is

to pick green, wrap in papers and ptvck in the Georgia
6-basket crate. Fig. 1610. This style of package and of
packing now dominates the market and is the recognized
standard for tomatoes during March and April. During
the last of May and first of June, Mississippi tomatoes be-
gin to appear in these markets in increasing (juantities.

These are packed without wrapping, in flat 4-basket
crates. Being fresher than the Florida stock, they are
preferred by the trade, and from this time on wrapped
tomatoes in 6-basket crates are distinctly at a discount,
even if of good quality.

(Jrapes are likewise marketed in a variety of packages.
At the South 'they are often shipped in the 6-basket
crate. Fancy kinds are sometimes packed in round 3-

pound boxes that are crated for shipment. The great
Inilk of the grape crop outside of California is, however,
packed in .">-10-pound Climax baskets. Fig. 1611. These
are oblong baskets with a handle. They are made with
sawn bottoms and solid veneer sides, with n solid veneer
cover fastened down with wire hooks. California grai)es
are packed in square .5-pound baskets made of two pieces
of thin veneer crossed over the bottom, and bent up to
form the sides, with the top ends of the veneer held in
place by alight tin binding. Four, or sometimes eight, of
these baskets are placed in a crate, making a 20- or 40-

pound package. In many places, the grapes are cut
from the vines some hours in advance of packing, so that
the stems may lose their brittle freshness and become
limp enough to lie close together, thus preventing undue
shrinking in transit. Each bunch is carefully exam-
ined and all imperfect berries are removed with sharp-
pointed clippers. The packer should incline the basket
in such a way that the packing may begin in one end,
thus allowing the top, or face, to be made of the
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1612. A bushel box.

Useful fur fruitii uiid vei^etables.

nmoothly overIap|)injf tip?* of the clusters with no stems
ithowitiiy;.

iViirn at the Eaxt an* packi-d In harri'ln, half barrrl.s

or ke^fs, or iii hoiih- nf thr variouH ju'iu-h jiackaj;»-s. In
California th«-y art- all wrapped in paper and are care-
fully piu-ked in 40 pound
boxes.

I'ntil within the last

few years the barrel was
the aluios* universal ap-
ple package, and it ia

Htill used for handling?
the (jreat bulk of the
crop, £arly, perishable
kin«l.s have, h<»wever,
lon>? been »hipf»ed in the
various peaeh packages.
Recently, the Ki"«'wers of
the I'aoiflc coast have led

the way in packing win-
ter apples in boxes.
They are wrnppecl after the manner of California pears.

Some eastern growers are finding it to their advautaf^e
to follow this western fashion for their fancy fruits, and
it seems probable that the better jjrailes of apples at

least will come more and more to be marketed in smaller
packages. In Boston, a bushel box is now popular for

apples and other prcKlucts. F'\g. KiTJ. In packing apples
in barrels it iscustonuiry to pla<'e the flrstone or two lay-

ers by hand, turning the stent emls all down. This is

called facing. The barrel is now tilled, a basketful at a
time, by lowering the basket into the barrel and carefully
turning out the fruit. The barrel is shaken occasionally
so as to settle down the fruit, and when the top is reached
it is rountled up enotigh so that the head has to be pressed
into place with consi«lerable force, a long lever or a spe-

cial barrel press being used for the purpose. The barrel

is now tunu'd over, and what was the bottom is marked
as the top, so that the hand-laid "face" may be exposed
on opening. For vegetables, various open-work or venti-

late I barrels are in use. Fig. KH:?.

The requisites for the proper packing of any fruit or
vegetable are: (1) that the package selected be inex-
pensive, attrjictive, favorably known in the market, and
suited to carrying the given product in good conditi(m;

(2) that great care be taken in assorting, so that only
goods of one even quality go in ea<-h package; (3) that
skill be used in so placing the goods that the package is

evenly and solidly filled, thus preventing the shifting and
chafing of the contents in transit
and yet avoiding crushing by
undue pressure; (4) that whik*
an attractive display of the con-
tents is not only allo.vable but
highly desirable, no attempt at

misleadmg as t<i the nature of
the contents is permissible.
Nothing in the past has done
more to break down prices and
curtail the sales of horticultural
produces than the pernicious
liabit of dishcmest packing.
This fact is now fully recog-
nized by all progressive grow-
ers. F. 8. Earle.

Packing Flowers, — While flowers sliould not be
crushed by being crowded in shipment, it is more
often that damage is done by their being too loosely
packed and being able to move and shake agrmst one
another. In this way the petals are often damaged. The
Harrisii and Longiflorum lilies, in fact all the true
lilies, are the most diflRcult of all flowers to pack. They
should be so packed that no part of the flower will touch
either bottom, top or sides of the box. Several dozen
spikes can be tied together and if the flowers are closely
interwoven they will do no harm to each other as they
will all move together. If this plan is not foil )wed then
they must be entirely enveloped in cotton batting.
Orchids, particularly of the Cattleya type, are difficult

to pack but travel finely if each spray is fastened to
the bottom of the box. Wrap a piece of soft ' aper around
the stem and fasten to the bottom of the box with a
.small staple

1613. Ventilated barrel.

The highest gra<lu of rosex, especially of the light-
cftlored varieties, should be wrapped, each flower being
in a ]>iece of soft tissue pap«-r. It arresta <lev.«lopnient
of the tlower and prevents injury to the outer p<>tals.

The finest blooms of carnations, commanding a high
price, should not l»e tied in bunches of 2.'>, as we ha\o
been accustome«l to do with cheap flowers. The petals
are easily cnislu-d and the flowers have to be kept several
hotjrs in water before they assunu; their perfect fomi.
These fine flowers should be laid in layers with a roll of
paper between each layer. (Jootl an«i perfect packing
will always be rewarded with the higlu-st price for the
P'"^^"*^'- WiLUAM Scott.

PlBDfiBIA (Latin, p<rih>r, bad smell; referring to
P. f'ltiiUt). liHbiAcfir. Fourteen species of tropical
shrubby twiners, mostly natives of India, Burma and
the Malay Archipelago, but one from Madagascar and
one from Brazil. /*. fvtidn is cultivated by G. \V.
Oliver at the U. S. Botanic <Jardens, Washington, D. ('.

Oliver writes ("Plant Culture," p. Id) that it is "usu-
ally grown as a stove and greenhouse climber, but it

is hardier than is generally supposed. It is rather
an attractive-looking but n< free-blooming vine. The
leaves, or any part of the plant, when Itruised emit a
most offensive odor. Cuttings should be put in anytime
after the growths are matured."

Pa»derias are slen«ler plants: Ivs. opposite, rarely in

whorls of .'{, jtetioled: fls, in axillary and terminal di-

chotomous or trichotomously bran«'hing panicled cymes,
bracteolate or not; e«>rolla tubular or funnel-shaped;
throat glabrous or villous; lobes 4-5, vaivate, with in-

flexed, crisped margins, tip often 3-lobed. Distinguished
from allied genera by the 2-locular ovary and 2 capillary,
twisted stigmas.

fcetida, Linn. Olabrous or nearly so: Ivs. opposite,
long-petioled, ovate or lance»date, base acute, rounded
or cordate : cyme branches opposite : fr. broadly elliptic,

much "ompressed; pyrenes black, with a broad pale
wing, separating from a filiform carpophore.

P.SdNIA (after the mythical physician Paeon). Bannn-
cnlactir. Peony. Pinev. P^onv. Peonies are among
the dozen c<mmionest and best hardy herbaceous per-
ennials. There is also one shrubby species, P. Moutan,
called the Tree Peony. Natives of Europe and Asia,
only a single species. P. Jiroicuii, being found in North
America, on the Pacific coast. Roots thickened to form
upright rootstocks: Ivs. large, alternate, pinnately com-
pound or dissected; sepals 5, persistent; petals con-
spicuous, broad, iV-lO, but doubling may take place in

any species by the numerous stamens l)ecoming petals:
carpels 2-.t on a fleshy disk; follicles dehiscent; seeds
large, fleshy. Common garden forms are shown in Figs.
KAi, 1615. Extended accounts of the genus are by J. (1.

Baker in Gaid. Chnm. II.. 21:732; 22:9 (1884), and R.

1614. A good clump of Peony.

I. Lynch, in Journ. Royal Hort. Soc. 12:428 (1890). A.

botanical monograph bv E. Huth, occurs in Engler's
Jahrbticher.Vol. 14( 1891). According to Peter Barr,every
species mentioned in Index Kewensis has been intro-

duced to cultivation in Europe, except P. obovafa. a

native of Manchuria, which Mr. Barr hopes to obtain by a

personal visit to China. k. c. Davis.



peonies are ran'Iy attarki-d l»y any Insect, animal or
(unjfoiis dis«»Hse, n»Mtln*r 'lo tUvy re«|uire any coverinK
during the M«'VtTP!»* wi-utlu-i*: ia fact, they are ain«)ng

tlK* most hanly, Mhowy. an<l easily Ki'own of ail the
garden rtowers. In (h'licucy of tint ami frajfrunc*', the
IVony more n«'arly uppmucheH the rose than any <»ther

flower. The ohi-fasliioned early re<l "piny," eultivated
jiitice the time of IMiny, is Htill a favorite in our jjar-

d«'iiH. Nearly all of the one thousainl or more named
di)ul»le varieties jrmwn at prest-nt have been cdttuined

bv crossinK the vuri<»us forms of /*. alhiflora and offid-
p'aUn. In iHaa only U4 double varieties wen- known.
The *in>fle-rt(»werinkf sorts are not so popular as the
double ones, for they «lo n(»t keep as lon^ when «'ut and
fade more riipi«lly when <»n the plant.

Soil. — Peon'u'H grow in all kin«ls of soil, but do best
in a deep, rich, rather moist loam. A clay subsoil, if

well draine«l, is very l>en»*rtciai when blooms are desired,

but the tulx-rs ramify , -e in lighter soil if grown for
propagating purposes. In preparing the bed trench the
goil thoroughly two or more feet deep, working in a
great quantity of goo<l rich cow manure, as the plants
are gross fee<lers. The ground should be kept well
tilled, and an annual top-dressing put above the plants
in November; this should be forked into the soil the
next spring. Pe«mies should have a liberal supply of
wat4*r at all times, and especially while in bloom.
Liquid manure, when applied during the growing sea-

son and at a time when the gr«>und is dr\-, gives goo«i

returns, both in the growth of the plant and size of the
bloom.
Planting. —The crowns should be set 2 inches below

the surface. In transplanting, it is a good idea to re-

move all the old earta so as to start with fresh, unim-
poverished soil next to the roots. The tlowers produced
on small divided plants are likely to be imperfect, but
when thoroughly established a plant will continue to
bloom if undisturbed for upwards of twenty years.
During the period of blooming an inconspicuous wire
support is desirable, as a heavy rain often beats down
the tlowers.
Grouping. — Thp' host of ancient and modem varieties

available, ranging from purest white to deepest crim-
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1615. Single Peony (X>^).

son, in such a diversity of form and size, aflFord great
opportunity for the carrying out of extensive color
schemes. Peonies do well in partial shade, which pro-
longs and intensifies the color of the bloom, and there-
fore can be used to advantage to brighten up somber
nooks. The period of blooming for herbaceous Peonies

16i6. Psonia albiilora.

ing perennials, such as phlox, funkia, etc., their rich
glossy foliage is very effective.

/'oretug. — Lift the plants in October and place in a
coldframe where they will be accessible when the time
for forcing arrives. When brought under glass, a uni-
form temperature of 55° to G0° should be maintained.
By feedintf well with liquid numure, strong blooms can
be pro<luced in eight weeks. A two-years* rest is nec-
essary for the plants before being forced again. To
secure extra fine blo<jms on double-flowering varieties,
remove the lateral buds as soon as formed. When the
first lateral bud is retained instea<l of the terminal one,
a later periml of blooming is obtained. The old flowers
should be cut off, so that no unnecessary seed follicles

will be formed, and thereby exhaust the plant. It is

also important to remove the faded foliage on all Peo-
nies in November, so that it may not interfere with the
next season's shoots.
There are three methods by which Peonies are propa-

gated : by division of roots (the most prevalent), by
grafting, to increase rare sorts, and by seeds, to obtain
new varieties.

DiviaioH of /Poof*. — This is the easiest and most sat-

isfactory method. The roots may be lifted and divided
any time from the mid<lle of .August until the stalks
appear again in the spring. The best time, however, is

in the early fall, when the cut surfaces soon callus
over and new rootlets fonn before the frost sets in.

Take a large sto<d, cut off the leaves and separate into
as many divisions as can be made with an eye to each
tuber. In digging, care sh<mld be taken that all of the
tubers are dug up, for if not they may remain dormant
a season and then produce a sh«K>t, giving rise to the
many stray plants which are frequently found in old
beds. Tubers divided with«mt an eye should also be
planted, as they often act in a similar manner and make
a showing above ground in two years' time. Peonies,
like most tul>erous plants, when dormant stand con-
siderable exposure and can be shipped long distances
with safety.

Grafting . — This method is resorted to in herbaceous
Peonies when new and rare varieties are to be rapidly
increased. An eye of the desired sort is inserted into

the tuber of some strong-growing variety, from which
all the previous eyes have been remove<l. This opera-
tion is generally ])erformed in August. They should be
placed in frames for the winter and transplanted the
next year into nursery rows.

iSff (7.'*. — Propagating by seed is somewhat tedious,
ancl is only resorted to for increasing distinct species
and for obtaining new varieties by hybridization. The
seeds should be gathered as soon as ripe and kept damp
until sown in November. A mulch during the first sea-
son win keep the groimd moist and prevent weeds from
growing, (lenerally two years are required tor the seed
to genr.inate and three more before a well-developed
bloom can be expected. w'm. A. Peterson.
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INDEX.

alba-plena, 6. Double Anemone- OI<l Double Flesh-

albitloni, 3. flil. Red. 6. White. 6.

anmnintheseens, 8. Double Anemone- Otto Froebel, 6.

Aiulersonii. 111. Ud. Rose, G. Pallasii, 7.

anemonetlora, 6. ednlis, 3. papaveracea, 1.

anomala, 5. datior, 7. paradoxa, 9.

arborea, 1. Excelsior, 10. PeneloiM?, 10.

arietina, 10. Exquisite, 8. peregrina, 8.

atronil>ens. 6. festiva, 3, 6. pulcnerrima, 8.

Banksii, 1. fimbriata, 9. Purple Emperor, 10.

Baxter!, 10. llore-pleno, 4. Keevesiana, 3.

blanda. G. fxilgida.Q. I{etverii,\i.

Blushing Maid, 8. Gertrude .lekyll, 7. rosea, G.

Brilliant. 8. hybrida, 4. rosea-superba. 1.

Brownii, 2. insignis, 5. Rosy Gem, 10.

Byzantina, 8. intermedia, 5. rubra-plena. 1.

Califomica, 2. lobata, 6. Ruby Queen, 8.

Chinensia, 3. Matador. 10. Sabini, 6.

compacta, 8. Monte Gear, 7. Seraph, 8.

Cretica, 10. Moutan, 1. Sinensis, 3.

Crown Prince, 10. Northern Glory, 10. Sunbeam, 6.

decora, 7. officinalis, 6. tenuifolia, 4.

Diogenes. 10. Old Double Ked, 6. vittata, 1.

Old Double Rose, 6.

A. Plants shrttbby : disk enveloping the

base of the carpels 1. Moutan
AA. Plants herbaceous: disk not produced

to envelop the base of the carpels.
B. Petals short and leathery, .scarcely

exceeding the sepals 2. Brownii
BB. Petals not leathery^ large and ex-

panding, much exceeding the
sepals.

o. Follicles and plant quite gla-
brous — 3. albiflora

CC. Follicles tomentose, erect or
slightly spreading.

D. £fVs. and stem glabrous through-
out.

E. lifts, finely dissected 4. tenuifolia
5. anomala

EE. Lfts. not so finely divided.. 6. officinalis

DD. Jyvs. and stem pubescent in
the upper part.

E. Middle lobe of terminal ^ft.

trifid 7. decora
8. peregrina
9. paradoxa

EE. Middle lobe of terminal I ft.

rarely bifid, never trifid.. 10. arietina

1. Mout&n, Sims (P. arborea, Donn). Tree Peoxv.
Ftem »Mi ft. or even higher if not exit back, much
branched: Ivs. frlabrou.s; lfts. more often entire at the
base of the plant than above: fls. as in P. officinalis,

but various in color : follicles numerous, very hairj",

rather small. May, June. China. Lon^r cult, there,
where varieties are niunbered by th^i hundreds. Var.
rubra-pl6na, Hort. Rose-colored, almost sinj^le. L.B.C.
11:10.'J5. Var. rosea- sup6rba. Hort. Fls. much more
doubled. On. .'il :.")80 (as Keine Elizabeth). F.8.
14:i:J9r)-r> (Triomphe de r-«'"l). Var. vittata, Hort.
Fls. single, white, rose and tlesu oolor, striped, fragrant.
F.S. 7:747, Var. papaveracea, Andr. Petals thin and
poppy-like, white, with red at center of tlower. L.B.C".
6:547. Gn. 38:77,"); .")2:1141. and pp. 324, ?2.5. Var.
Banksii, Andr. Fls. much doubled, rose-colored, and
large. B.M. lir,4.

2. Br6wnii, Dougl. (P. Califomica, Torr. & Gray).
Low: Ivs. glaucous or pale, lobes obovate to nearly lin-

ear: fls. dull brownish red: petals ^ or (5, thickish, little

longer than the concave sepals : outer sejtals often leaf-

like and compound; flower-stem reclining or recurved;
disk many-lobed : follicles 4-.5, nearly straight, gla
brous; seeds oblong. Earlv spring or summer. Pacific
states. B.R. 2.'):.30.

3. albifldra, Pallas (P. e'dulis, Salisb.). Figs. 1616,
1617. Stem 2-3 ft., often branching and bearing from
2-5 fls.: lfts. 3-4 in. long, oblong, deeper green than P.
Brownii, veiningred: peduncle longer than in P. offi-

cinalis, often with a large simple bract: outer sepals
large, leaf-like: petals large, various in color, u.sually
white or pink : follicles often 3-4, ovoid, with spiral

stigmas. .June. Siberia. B.M. 175«», F.S. 8:812. Gn.
30 :.")76 (var. ^(frmn); .50, p. 'TO; 51:1123.

Var. Beevesi^na, Loud. /*. Jtcevesii, Hort.). A
double form, with deep red petals. P.M. 1:197.

Var. Sinensis, Steud. {P. Chine'nsis, Vilm,). A tall

Chinese variety, with large, double, crimson flowers.

One of the commonest forms in gardens. B.M. 1768.

Var. festiva, Planchon. Fls. double, white, with a few
marks f carmin'^- in the center. f\S. 8:790.

4. tenuifdlia * inn. Fig. 1618. Stem 1-lK ft. high,
1-headed, dons' y leafy up to the flower: Ivs. cut into

numerous segments, often less than 1 line broad: fl.

erect; petals dark crimson, elliptic-cuneate, 1-1 'a in.

long; anthers shorter than the filaments; stigma red,

spirally recurved: follicles 2-3, about % in. long. June.
Cauca.sus regicm. B.M. 926. A.G. 17, p. 658. — Var. flore-

pldno. Hort. Fls. dense, double, crimson. F.S. 4:.'508.

Var. hybrida, Hort. Fls. rich crimson: Ivs. very pretty.

5. an6mala, Linn. As tall as P. officinalis, glabrous:
Ivs. cut into numerous, confluent, lanceolate, acute seg-

ments : fl. solitary, single, bright crimson, very large;

outer sepals often produced into compound leafy

points; petals obovate to oblong: follicles 3-5, ovoid, ar-

cuate, tomento.se or glabrous. Eu. and Asia. B.M. 1754.

Var. insignis, Lynch. This is the variety of the above
which is most cult. Stems l>2-2 ft. high: Ivs. about 10,

the lower ones very large, gradually reducing to the fl.:

carpels with red pubescence. The name Peter Barr is

gl .en to a form of this in which the Ivs. do not so grad-

ually reduce to the flower.

Var. intermddia, C. A. Meyer. Lvs. deeply lobed : fls.

rosy crimson.

6. officinalis, Linn. {P. fulgida, Sabine). Fig. 1619.

Stem stout. 2-3 ft. high. 1-headed: lvs. dark above, pale

beneath, the lowest more divided than the others, hav-

ing 15-20 oblong-lanceolate lfts., 1 in. or more broad;

outer sepals leaf-like: petals dark crimson, 13^-2 in.

broad, obovate : stigmas crimson, recurved : follicles

2-3, becomiiig 1 in. long. May, June. Ei-rope. One of

the commonest in gardens. B.M. 1784; 2264 (as P. pu-
f>ens). Gn. 53, p. 233.

1617. Pseonia albiflora.

Var. alba-pldna, Hort. Fls. <louble, white tinged
with red. Gn. 19:2«>5. Garden forms are givtn trade

names, as : rosea maxima, rosea pallida, rubra, and
mapv others. These vary in color from nearly pure
white to pink and beautiful shades of red.
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Some horticultural forms, with nearly single flowers of

reeent importation and not yet much used, are: anem-
onaeflbra, crimson, glolmlar tts., with a mass of twisted
crinisou stamens, ed^ed with yellow. A.G. 17:663. (Jn.

1618. Paeonia tenuifolia (X 14).

!U:599; blanda, pale pink; lobata, Ivs. <listintly lobed: fls.

cerise-salmon, a very unusual color; Olto Froehel, deep
salmon-red; rdsea, rich deep rose; JSabhn, rich deep
crimson petals and yellow stamens. L.B.C 11:1075;
Sunbeam, rich cerise-salmon. Some of the largest flow-
eretl Peonies, with double flowers, are : atroruhens
/>/('Ha, deep blood-red; Double Anemone-floirered Bed;
Double Anemone-flowered Hone; Old Double Red; Old
Double Rose; Old Double Flesh- White.

Var. festlva, Tausch. Fls. white, with red centers.
Native of Europe.

7. d6cora, Anders. Stems 2-3 ft. high: Ivs. horizon-
tal, diminishing to the top ; Ifts. oblong-obtuse : fls.

rather small: petals few, small, narrow: peduncle long:
follicles hairy, large, spreading from the base when
mature. S. Eu. Two garden forms are: Gertrude Je-
ktjll, rich crimson; Monte Gear, pink.

Var. Pdllasii, Anders. Lvs. narrow-oblong: fls. rich
crimson.

Var. eld.tior, Anders. Lvs. broadly oblong: fls. rich
-rimso very large: receptacle with few processes, and
a conm *ion between the carpels at their l)ase of similar

.'' -nd appearance to that of the carpels.

. ^-wcrina. Mill. Stems about V:>-2 ft. high: lvs.

>
.

- stem, deep green and glabrous above, pale
. : 1 pilose beneath; otherwise the lvs. and fls.

f»ri- much like those of P. offirinalis. Europe. Two
lieautiful garden forms with double fls. are: amaran-
thf'sceHS sphSrk-a and pulrherrima plena, the latter dif-

fering from the former in the purple shade of crim-
son fls. The 7 following have recently been imported
from p]ngland. They have fls. with usually a single
whorl of petals: Blnshhir/ Afaiil, hUi^h pink; Brilliant,
bright purple-crimson: Bi/zantinn, crimson; eompdcta,
plant dwarf and bushy: fls. crimson : Exquisite, soft
satiny pink ; Buby Queen, bright ruby red ; Seraph,
bright pink.

0. paraddxa, Anders. Plant one of the dwarfest: lvs.

in a tlense tuft; Ifts. 3-lobed and incised: fls. purple-
red: carpels pressed closely together. Trieste. — Dif-
fers from P. peregrina by smaller ovate and more glau-
cous leaves, leaflets more divided and crowded. Var.
fimbri&ta, Hort. Double purple fls., with projecting
purple stamens ; very pretty, but not much cult, in
America.

10. arietlna, Anders. Stem 2-3 ft. high, hairy toward
the top: lvs. ;>-6 on a stein, rather glaucous and pubes-
cent beneath ; segments oblong to oblong- lanceolate,
strongly confluent, decurrent: As. always solitary, dark
red, large : follicles 3-4, densely tomentose, ovoid,
spreading widely, becoming 1 in. long, strongly arched;
stigma recurved. Southern Europe. B.K. 10:819 (as
P. CVf^c^/).— There are a number of horticultural va-
rieties. Eleven of these are: Andersonii,hriglit rose;
Bdxteri, crimson; CrHica, blush-pink; Crown Prince,
deep rich crimson; Diogenes, bright crimson; Ey'el-
sior, brilliant rose; Matador, pure rose ; S'orthern
Glory, large, soft rose-pink ; Penelope, bright rose;
Purple Fmperor, crimson-purple ; Bosy Gem, rose-
pink.

P. Brofm, Boiss. & Rewt. Fls. red, varying to white. Allied
to P. officinalis and coralliua in lvs. and habit.

—

P. corallina,
Retz. Tall: lower lvs. only bitemate: fls. crimson; petals
rounde<l: follicles ornamental.—P. coriacea, Boiss. Allied to
P. albiflora: Ifts. verj' broad: fls. bright crimson; stigma
purple: follicles glabrous.-P. Corsica, .Sieber. Much like the
preceding.—P. Evibdi, Wall. Closo'y related to and sometimes
called a synonyTn of P. anomala. B.M. 5719. Gn 45:946.—P.
humilis, Retz. Rather low: fls. bright red: c.'iri)els glabrous.
B.M. 1422.—P. microcarpa, Boiss. & Reut. Allied to the pre-
ceding, but dwarfer. Var. Jonathan Gibson is a garden form,
with very downy lvs.—P. j7>«//ig, Anders. Low: fls. deep red
and subsessile. L.B.C. 13:1263.—P. obovata, Maxim. Lower
lvs. not more than twice temate: fls. large, red-purple: folli-

cles glabrous.—P. pubens, Sims. Allied to P. arietina: lvs.

hairy below, margins red. B.M. 2264.—P. Po«jri. Bivon. Allied
to P. corallina, but with the lvs. decidedly hairy below.—P.
seggilifldra, Sims. Nearly related to P. mollis; very low: fls.

subsessile, white.— 7*. triterndta, Pallas. Differs from P. coral-
lina in its rounded lvs., green stem, and rose fls. B.M. 1441 (P.
Daurica).— P. Whitleyi , ^ort. Fls. single, white, large; should
be considered as a variety of P. albiflora. Gn. 36:708.—P. Witt-
maniana, Stev. Beautiful pale yellow fls.: follicles glabrous.
B.M. 6&i5. K. C. Davis.

PAINTED CUP. Castilleia^

PAINTED LEAF. Euphorbia heterophylJa.

PALAFOXIA Hookeriana. See Pol

1619. Pseonia officinalis (X 3^).

PALAtl'A (after A. Palau y Verdera, professor of bot-
any at Madrid the latter half of the eighteenth century).
Also written Palava. Mali'dreiv. P. flexuosa is a half-

hanly annual, with prettily cut foliage and 5-petaled
pale rose fls. about V4 in. across, borne in summer and
fall. Palaua is a genus of 5 species. 4 from Peru and 1

from Burma. They are annual or perennial herbs, to-

mentose or somewhat glabrous: lvs. usually lobed, dis-

sected or sinuate: bractlets 0: fls. axillary, peduncled.
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8olitar\'; calyx 5-cut: ovary many-celled; style stijfnia-

tose at the apex; carpels crowded without order.

flexndsa, Mast. Slender, branched from roots: stems
8-10 in. lonj;, ascending, tlexuous above: leaf-stalks 1-2

in. long; blades 1-2 in. long and broad, triangular in out-

line, pinnatifid, the segments lobed; lobes obtuse: tis.

mauve, paler towards center, with bright red anthers
which are very numerous and jirrantfed in 5 longitudinal
series; styles 25-30. Peru. B.M. 57G8.

PALAVA. See Palaua.

PALI0RIJS (ancient Greek name). Rhamnacece.
Spiny trees ur shrubs with alternate, 2-ranked, 3-nerved
Ivs., small greenish yellow tis. in axillary clusters and
orbicular broadly winged, curiously shaped fruits resem-
bling ahead with a broad-brimmed hat. The one species
cultivated in this country is not iciiably hardy north of
Washington, D. C. ; in Mass. it is killed every winter
almost to the ground even with protection, and the young
shoots flower but bear no fruit. It is not very ornamental,
but the dark green foliage is pretty and the curious fruits

are interesting. It thrives in any well-drained soil and
prefers a sunny and warm position. Prop, by seeds
stratitied or sown in autumn and by layers or root-cut-

tings. Four species from S. Europe to China and Japan.
Stipules usually changed into spines: fls. small, perfect,
in axillary or sometimes terminal cymes; petals 5, 2-

lobed; stamens 5: fr. woody, .'{-celled, depressed sub-
'obose, with a broad, orbicular, horizontal wing; cells

1-seeded.

Spina- Christi, Mill. (P. austrdUs. Gsertn. P. acnled-
tus, Desf. Zizyphus Paliiirus, Willd. Jihdmuu.s Pali-
itrus, Linn.). JErusALEM Thorn. Christ's Thorn.
Spreading, spiny slirub to 10 ft., sometimes procumbent:
1 of the 2 spines at the base of the petioles straight, the
other hooked and recurved: Ivs. rather slender-petioled,
ovate, u 5ually unequal at the rounded base, obtuse, nu-
nutely serrulate, glabrous, dark green above, pale or
grayish beneath, %~114 in. long: tis. in axillary short-
peduncled cymes: fr. brownish yellow, about % in.

across, glabrous. June, July. S. Eur. to Himal. and X.
China. B.M. 189.3 <as Zizuphus Paliuriu) and 25:}5 (as

P. virijafii}<). — This plant is supposed to have furnished
the crown of thorns which w^as placed on the head of
Christ before his crucifixion; others believe Zizyphus
ISpina-Chrisfi to be the shrub the crown was made of.

These two shrubs resemble each other so closely that
they hardly can be distinguished without frs. which are
berry-like in Zizyphus; the shape of the thorns is ex-
actly the same in each species.

P. orientalis. Hemsl. Tree, to 30 ft.: Ivs. 2-4 in. long, gla-
brous: fr. 1-1?4 in. across, glabrous, purplish. China. This
but recently introduced sjKM'ies is perhaps the most ornamental
of the genus; it has not proved hardy at the Arnold Ar)>or-
etum —P. ramnsissimns, Poir. (P. Aubletia, R<em. & S<'hult.).

Shrub similar to P. Spina-C'hristi, but with both spines straight,
larger Ivs. pubescent beneath, and smaller tomeutose frs.

China. Japan. Alfred Rehder.

PALM. Plate XXIV. Palms are amongst the most
striking plants in tropical floras. Their taii, straight,
unbrauched trunks surmounted by a spreading canopy
of huge pinnate or digitate foliage (listinguish them
from nearly all ' ^r forms of vegetation. They are
widely spread in tropical regions, being most abundant
in America and few in Africa. They are |>urticularly

conspicuous in the Pacific islands. Although the Palms
are such bold and interesting plants, the species are
very imperfectly understood. Tliis is due to the great
difficulty of niakiuir herbarium specinjens, to the fact
that the greater luiniber of botanists are residents of
regions in which Palms <lo not grow, and to the differ
ences of opinion as to the relative importance of the
various botanical characters. Many of the Palms have
been named first from cultivated specimens, and often
before the flowers and fruits are known. When the
specimens finally come to fniit, the names are usually
shifted, causing much confusion. The proper generic
position of a Palm may be unknown for several yeais
after it becomes popular in the horticultural trade.
Consider the changes in nomenclature which have
occurred in Palms that have been referred to the
genera Areca and Kentiu.

The species of Palms are not very numerous. They
probably do n«»t exceed 1,UI>0, although more than that
number have been described. Bentham A; Hooker accept
l.'{2 genera, and Drude, in Engler <fc Prantl's "Pflauzen-
familien," accept 128 genera. Most of the genera are
small, and many of them are monotypic. The largest

genera are Calamus, with about 200 species, all Old
World, mostly Asian; Ge<moma, with about 100 species,

all American; Bactris, about 100, American; Chama--
dorea, with about GO, all American: Licuala, with .'{(•,

ranging from ea.stern Asia to Australia; Desmoncus,
about 25, American ; Cocos,30, all confined to America but

the cocoanut, which is now cosmopolitan; Pinanga, with
about 25 species, of the Oriental tropics; Areca, nearly

two dozen. Oriental. Many of the species, particularly

in the small genera, are restricted to very small geo-

graphical regions, often to one island or to a group of

islands. The Palms represent an old type of vegeta-
tion, auu ^hey are now, no doubt, on the decline.

Palms have been fav->rite greenhouse subjects from
the period of the first development of the glass plant-

house. The stereotyped fox'm of conservatory is a

brijad or nearly square structure, with narrow benches
around the sides over the heating pipes and a Palm bed
in the center. In these conservatories a variety of

Palms will .succeed, recjuiring neither a very high tem-
perature nor much direct sunlight. In fact. Palms usu-
ally succeed best under shawled roofs. The Palms are

most satisfactory in their young .state, before the trunks
become very prominent, and before the crowns reach

the glass. The larger number of Palms have pinnate or

pinnatisect leaves, and these species are usually the

more graceful in habit. Small Palms are now in great

demand for room and table decoration, and a few spe-

cies are gi '»wn in enormous quantities for this trade.

They are sold when small. They usually perish before
they are large enough to l)e cumbersome. Amongst the

most popular of these Palms are Chrysalidocarpus
luteseens, Howea Belmoreatia and Forsteriana, Cocos
WexldelUnna. Livistona Chinensis, and possibly one or

two species of Phoenix.
Some Palms endure considerable frost without injury.

Of such are the Sabals and the Palmettoes of the south

-

em states. The Saw Palmetto (Serenoa serrulata) and
the Blue Palmetto {, Rl^npidophyUum Hystrii) occur as

far north as South Carolina. In Asia, Nannorhops grows
naturally as far north as .14° and in Europe, Cham«e-
rf>os (the only Palm indigenous to Europe) reaches 44°.

In the tropics. Palms furnish houses, clothing, food
and ornaments. The range of the economic uses is well

indicated by the following extract from Drude (in Engler
& Prantli: "In a family which, like the Palms, is of

such extraordinary importance in satisfying so nutny
luman wants, it seems well to make a few general re-

Liarks on this subject as an introduction to special re-

marks under the different genera. A European does
well to distinguish between the products of the Palms
which are imported from the tropics, and those which
are used by the civilized peoples and more especially by
the natives in the tropics. Of the first, there should be
noted a few fniits. as, for example, dates and cocoanuts.
whose use gives us a slight picture of the importance of

Palm fruit of the tropics. Then follows the Indian sago
coming from the pith of the stems, which surpasses in

quality the European product, and then the oil made
from fruits of oil Palms which, considering its almost
unlimited supply, is of more importance than the olive

oil. In Europe a great role is played by the fibers com-
ing from many Palms, as the Pia»,'aba and Cocoa fibers.

Perhaps, in the course of time, one or other of the

Palm-leaf products will find greater use in the produc-
tion of paper. The numerous kinds of 'Spanishschen
Rohres.' that is. those thin stems of the genus Calamus
which have a siliciotis covering, are necessary in the
making of bent-wood furniture and baskets. Wax (from
Copernicia, probably not from Ceroxylon) plays in

Europe, as a competitor of beeswax, but a small role.

On the other hand, the stone nuts, seeds of Phytelephas
and the stony kernels of some Cocoineae, are imported
from Ameri<'a in ton quantities, to be used in making
small articles. To these products, of considerable
influence on the European trade, must be added num-
berless others used in the trojucs, where the numerous
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Bweet as well as the starch-hold

-

lug fruits are at the command of

the inhabitants. From many spe-

cies are cut out the soft terminal

hud (heart), which is eaten as

Palm salad, and from other very

large species the young stems are

cut oflf and the great quantity of

sweet sap is worked to sugar, or

arrac, or is used as Palm wine.

Many stems furnish excellent

building wood, and in the artistic

industries of the Malays and Pa-

puas as well as that of the natives

of Brazil, such Palms furnish not
only the main timbers of their

Luts, but the leaves are plaited

and used for the sides and the

roof. Other leaves cut in small
strips give them coverings, mats,
fans, shields, complete clothing

and hats. Even the spines are

used as tips for spears, for tat-

Uxdng - paints and for hooks
;

whereas the fish-line itself is

made of the strong fibers of
other species. Other uses, as
that of the bet^l nut (Areca), in

chewing, are worthy of mention
also."

As the trunk of the Palm rises,

the leaves underneath the crown
die and fall. Usually the old
petioles, or their bases, remain
for some time, forming a shaggy
capital to the column; this is well
marked in the large or Cabbage
Palmetto of the South. The
Palms are mostly*trees, and some
of them rise to the height of
nearly 200 ft., but some are climb-
ing and others are low shrubs.
In some species the stems are
prickly. Usually they make very
straight, comely boles, but a few species produce
branches above. The flowers of Palms usually arise
underneath or in the cro\vn, from the axils of the
leaves. The clusters are really spadices, although often
branched, and are covered in the bud by a drj- spathe
composed of one or several leaves or parts. The re-

mains of these :- thes are well shown in Fig. 1497, p.
1100. In the upj. r cluster on the left the spathe is

arching over the fruits. The blossoms are relatively
small, and usually dull colored and not showy. The
flowers are perfect or unisexual, 3-merous. -the seg-
ments usually in two series, stamens usuj lly 3 or G,

ovary usually 3-loculed or the 3 carpels wholly separate,
stigmas 3 and usi;ally sessile. The fruit is various,
being either a drupe or hard berry-like structure, often
edible.

The genera chiefly known to horticulturists are the
following:

Tribe Arece^. Ta's. pinnatisect, the leaflets free or
johifd so as to form a plaited limb, the sides in ver-
nation reduplicate: fls. mono'cious or dioecious: seeds
umbilicate, tvith ventral raphe and dorsal embryo.

Areca, Pinanga. Kentia, Hydriastele. Kentiopsis,
Hedyscepe, Nenga, Archonthophcpnix, Rhopalostylis,
Dictyospenna, Ptyehospenna. Cyrtostachys, Drymo-
phlopus, Cyphopheenix. Clinostigma. Cyphosperma,
Euterpe, Acanthophtpnix, Oreodoxa, Bacularia, Lin >-

spadix, Howea. Ceroxylon, VerschaflFeltia, Dypsis,
Chama^dorea. Hyophorbe. Roscheria, Oeonoma, Calyp-
trogyne, Wallichia, Didymospenna, Arenga, Caryota,
Phytelephas.

Tribe Phcenice^. Lvs. pinnatisect, segments acumi-
nate and with induplicate sides in vernation: spa-
dices interfoliar, the spathe solitary: fls. diopcions:
carpels S, nnly one maturing, the stigma terminal:
seed strongly ventrally sulcate, the embryo dorsal.

Phoenix.

1620. A Palm house.

Tribe Corvphe^. Lrs. fan-shaped, wedge-shaped or
orbicular, plaited, more or less cut, the lobes with
induplicate sides: spadices interfoliar, the spathes
many: fls. usually perfect: ovary entire or S-lobed,

or sometimes the IS carpels distinct, the ovule erect:

pericarp usually smooth: seeds with ventral raphe
and small hilum.

Corypha. 8abal. Washingtonia, Chamaprops, Rhapido-
phyllum, Acanthorhiza. Hrahea, Erythea, Pritchardia,

Licuala, Livistona, Trachycarpus, Rhapis, Thrinax.

Tribe Lepidocarye^. Lvs. pinnatisect or fan-shaped,
the segments with reduplicate sides in vernation:
spadices terminal or ajriHary. the spathes numerous:
fls. polygamo-mono'cious: ovar>f entire, more or less

S-loculed: fr. clothed tvith reflexed, shining, imbri-
cate, oppressed scales: seed with dorsal raphe and
ventral embryo.

Calamus, Ceratolobus, Raphia.

Tribe Boras.'se^. Lvs. orbicular, the segments fan-
shaped and the sides induplicate: spadices inter-

foliar, the spathes many and sheathing: fls. dioecious,

the male minute and sunk in cavities on the spadix,
the female very large: ovary entire, S-loculed, the

ovule ascending: fr. various.

Borassus, Lodoicea, Latania, Hyphsene.

Tribe CocoiXEiK. Lvs. pinnatisect, the leaflets with
reduplicate sides: s})adires interfoliar, unisexual or
androgynous, the spathes 2 or more: inferior fls. often

in S's, the middle ont female: ovary 1-7-loculed: fr.

large, drupe-likj, 1-7-loculed, the stigma terminal,
the endocarp or shell hard and woody and provided
with S-7 pores.

Bactris, Astrocaryum, Acrocomia, Martinezia, Eleeis,

Diplothemium, Cocos, Maximiliana, Scheelea, Attalea,

Jubsea.

There is very little accessible monographic literature

on the Palms. Martins' ''Historia Naturalis Palmarum."
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Munich, 3 vols., 182.t-18r)0, is a standartl work. Ker-
3hove de Denterghem's "Les Palraiers," Paris, 1878, is

an important work. A popular running' account of
Palms an<l the various kinds, by William Watson, will

be found in the following places in Gardeners' Chronicle:
1884 (vol. 22), pp. 42(5, 522, 595, 728, 748; 1885 (vol. 23),

pp. 338, 410, 439; 1885 (vol. 24), pp. 362, 394, 586, 748;
1886 (vol. 25), pp. 75, 557; 188<» (vol. 26). pp. 491, 652;
1887 (vol. 2. ser. 3), pp. 156, 3(H; 1891 (vol. 9), pp. 234,
298, 671; 1893 (vol. 13), pp. 260, 332. l, h. B.

Hardy Palms in California. — Palms grown in the
open in California gardens do not exceed in number 20
genera, and numbering about 60 species. The following
17 genera of about 40 species may be found in our best
Palm collections, and all these species are growing in
the gardens of Los Angeles and vicinity, and may be
found throughout southern California in limited num-
bers from San Diego to Santa Barbara. Occasional
plants of species not mentioned are found in some old
gardens, but are not so plentiful as to be considered in a
general list of our hardy Palms. Ii: enumerating these
plants they are placed as to their importance, or rather
as to their numerical strength in California. Our native
Pan-Palms, the W^ashingtonias, natives of San Ber-
nardino and San Diego counties, have been most exten-
sively planted, and may be found everywhere, serving,
in some instances, a variety of purposes. Fig. 1622. In
growing this Palm water is of the first importance. When
planted along a street, those adjoining vacant lots often
remain nearly at a standstill, except in case of an un-
usually wet winter, while those along the cultivated
lots or lawns grow faster than any other Palm. When
one in its native habitat blows over by the force of the
desert winds, the hole left by the roots and stump
invariably fills with water. Washingtonias are hardy
600 miles north of Los Angeles. It may be well to
state that hardiness in Palms is principally a ques-
tion of size, the larger ones passing through the most
severe winter unharmed, while the small ones may
perish. So, too. some Palms suppose'"", to be very ten-
der need protection from sun more than from frost.

This is particularly the case with the so-called Kentias
and Rhapis. A certain Howea (or Keiti'u Forsteriana)
is protected only by a large overhanging branch of a
sycamore, which is of course leafless in cold weather,

1621. Date Palms at Old Town. San Dieso.

1622. A Sentinel Palm.

Waahingtonia filifera, ian Jacinto Mts.,Cal.

yet it has reached a height of 12 feet, with a diameter
at base of 12 inches, and it has never been injured by
frost, yet water hydrants 10 feet away have been frozen
so hard as to burst them. In Los Angeles is a Kentia
15 feet high, growing on the north side of a house,
protected from sun alone, being 20 feet from the build-

ing, where for several winters the ground near by has
frozen to the depth of 1 inch. This is in the bottom-
lands, the coldeiit part of the city.

Phcenir dacft/lifera, though not so ornamental as

others of the genus, was extensively planted in early

days and is one of the hardiest of Palms. Fig. 1621. The
most popular Palm for the masses, wu"^ look for grace
and beauty combined with cheapness, is Fli'^nix Cana-
riensis. More of these are planted at present tufn any
other three species. In Los Angeles and vicinity tnty
may be counted by tens of thousands. Like these
two for hardiness is P. reclitiata; and all may be seen
growing north of San JYancisco some 200 miles. All the
genus is hardy in southern Calift>mia. Trachycarpus
excelsus and Clupmcmps hinnilis, the latter varying
erreatly in appearance, will grow as far north as any
Palms and are popular even,'where. The former in

thirty years will grow to the height of 25 feet, while the

latter will make 8-10 feet of trunk in the same time.

Livisfona anstrnlis mu\ L. Chhiensis are both popular,
though not hardy outside the southern part of the state^

and the latter nuist be shaded from noonday sun.

Erythen armatn and A'. e«Inlis (often known as Braheas)
grow around San Francisco bay luxuriantly. Cocoa eri-

ospafha is hardy even farther north than the Erj'-

theas. and is by far the most ornamental Palm to be
found in that secticm. Other Cocos in southern Cali-

fornia are C. f/exttosa, pliimosa, corovata, Rotnanzof-
fiana, and many others. Any Cocos will grow herein
protected pla<»s except Weddelliana. C pltttnnsa is

without doubt the most graceful Palm grown, and at

present very extensively planted in the southern citrous

belt, sometimes for street or sidewalk trees. It is also

one of the fastest growers, and will reach 20 feet in fif-
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teen vears, with ordinary rare. Archnntophfrnir Alex-

andnif and -1. Cii»uin'jhamii, thti most t'I»'>;aut f»f our

Palms after Cocos plnmoxa, arc not quite ho hardy hut

will thrive from Santa Barbara southward, in wanu
locations. The same exposures, with shade during tlie

hottest part of the day, will do for HtdyHce^.e Canter-

buni'tnd and Howea Forsteriana and U. Belmoreana;

also Rhopaloittylia Baneri and B. itapidn. The four

species of Sabals seem to thrive and seed well in this

section, though S. Palmetto and S. Blarklmrn'mnmu
grow much faster than the others. BhapidophtjUnm
Ujjstrix is perfectly hardy, but on account of its dwarf
habit is not so extensively planted as its merits deserve.

Khai>i.i flabelliformis and B. hnmilin need protection

from sun alone, thoufrh there is a Rhapis tjrowinf; for

ten years w^ithout protection from either sun or fros^,

and in the coldest section of Los Angeles, but its color is

not all that could be desired. Chanicedoroas are planted

only where they can be protected from both frost nnd
sun, though they thrive better under such circumstances

than they do under glass. In such situations they are

just the plant for the purpose, as they do not grow
away from the protecting tree as do sun- and light-

loving Palms, but remain erect. Brnhen dttlcis may
occasionally be seen but grows too slowly to be popu-

lar. One of our grandest and hardiest Palms, one that

Reserves for many reasons to be more extensively

planted, is Julxen spectahiliH. We have a few 20 feet in

heiirht with a bole 4 feet in diameter, and are much
more striking in appearance than any of the Phrenix,

which latter they somewhat resemble.
Ernest Brauntok.

The word Palm is a popular designation of one of the

largest and most important families among the mono-
cotyledons, about 1.200 species of Palms having
been recorded, though many of these are not yet
in cultivation. The members of this family are
essentially tropical in habitat, are highly orna-
mental in appearance, and many of them also of
very great economical value, their

fruits, stems and leaves not only
entering largely into the manufac-
tured products of both Europe and
America, but also providing both
food and shelter for thousant's of
the inhabitants of tropical coun-
tries. One notable characteristic

of Palms in genf^ral is their un-
branched stems, the exceptions to

this rule being very few, and
mostly limited to the members of
one genus, Hyphaene, of which the
Doum Palm of Egypt, H. Thebaica,
is the best example. While these
unbranched stems form a promi-
nent feature in connection with
this order of plants, yet great va-
riations are found in size and habit;

some of them towering up like a
slender marble shaft to a height of
iuoVe than 100 feet and then termi-
nating in a crown of magnificent
plunie-Iilre leaves, while others may
reach a height of only 3-4 feet
when fully developed. In some in-

stances the stems are so long and
slender that a scandent habit is

the result ; these rope-like stems
of the Rattan Palms in particular
are described as wandering through
the tops of some of the great trees
cf the Malayan Peninsula to a
length of several hundred feet.

The foliage of the Palms is of
two chief kinds, the fan - veined
leaves, in which the venation radi-
ates from a connnon center, and
the feather-veined, in which the
veins run out from the sides of a
long midrib, the leaf being frequently divided into long,
narrow segments. Of the first group the common Fan
Palm, fJi'istnua iSoj^H.s'/.'*. is a good example, while the
Date Palm, Phoenix dactylifera, and also the Cocoanut,

CocoK nucifera, are common examples of the feather-
veined class.

There ar«> also minor characteristics of foliage that
mark many of the genera, some having pinnate leaves
with erose tips, a few having bipinnate leaves (as
Cnryota urens)^ others with fiabeliate leaves having
erose segments, and many with the segments of the
leaves bifid or split at the tips.

The rtowers of Palms in general are not specially at-

tractive either in size or coloring, many of them being
greenish white or yellow, and some orange or red; but
these tlowers are produced in prodigious quantities by
some of the species, perhaps the most prolific in this
respect being the Talipot Palm {Corypha umhraculif-
era), which throws up a branching infiorescence to a
height of .'{0 ft. above the foliage, su'-h an inflorescence
having been estimated to include fully sixty millions of
flowers

!

The seeds of Palms are also found in many sizes and
various shapes, ranging from the size of a pea in some
of the Thrinax to the unwieldy fruits of the Double
Cocoanut, Lodoicea Sechellarum, which will sometimes
weigh 40 lbs. each and require several years to reach
maturity.

As a rule, the members of any single genus of Palms
are found in one hemisphere, either the eastern or
western as the case may be, probably the greater num-
ber of species being of Asiatic origin, and compara-
tively few being found in Africa. An apparent excep-
tion is found to this system of hemispheric distribution
in the case of the Cocoanut, this plant being so very
widely distributed throughout the tropical world that
its original habitat is still in doubt. On the other hand,
some species are found to be very local in their natural

1623. A digitate-leaved Palm, and one of the best Paims for small conservatories—

Rhapis {labelliformis.

state, in proof of which the Howeas may be cited; this
genus has been found only within the circumscribed
area of Lord Howe's Island, which from a comparative
po'ut of view may be termed merely a fragment of laud
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1624.

Germination of
Chrysalidocar-
pu8 lutescens.

(probably of volcanic orijfin), a mere dot on the broad
bosom of the South I'acitic.

Few Palms are found within the limits of the United
States as natives, the most common being the well-

known F*ttlmetto, Sah<il Palmetto, a member of the fan-

leaved section, to which possibly all of our native Palms
belonfj. But while the species of Palms
found native in the United States are
limited in numbers, yet there is at least

one unique species in the >;r<»up in the
form of Pseitdophoenix Sartjenti, a
mt>notypic Palm, that is only known to

exist in a wild state on certain of the
Florida Keys, and in quite limited num-
bers even there.

Europe is even less favored as to na-
tive Palms, tijere being but one species
known there in that condition, Chamce-
rops hiitnilis, also a fan-leaved species
and comparatively hardy, being capable
of eniluring moderate frosts.

The Palm tree of the Bible is doubt-
less the Date Palm, Ph(jenix dactffliftrn, which is found
in large numbers throughout Syria to this day; and in

fact the small grove of dates within easy reach of the
Syrian householder forms one of his most valuable
assets, for it provides food not only for his family, but
frequently for his lu>rses or camels also.

The act of producing tlowers does not necessarily ter-

minate the life of a Pahu, though in some instances
such an effect may be produced by this cause; but a
singular habit has been noted in regard to the flowering
of the Fish-tail Palm, Caryofa urens, which when it

reaches maturity begins to throw out a flower-spike
from the top of the stem, this being followed by succes-
sive spikes of flowers, and ultimate bunches of seeds
from the top of the plant downwards, the flower-spikes
appearing at the joints of the stem, and when this pro-

cess of flowering has proceeded down to the ground, or
until the vitality of the plant has been exhausted, death
ensues.
There are also a number of species of Palms that de-

velop a soboliferous habit, throwing up a number of
shoots from the base of the plant, Jffutpis fhibeUifor-
mis, sometimes known as the Ground Kattan, being a
good example of this class, anumg which the widely
grown an«l elegant Chrjf.sa Iidociirpus iHtitieens is also

found, together with the (ieonomas, some of the Phu'-
nix and various other genera. Many of the Palms are
unisexual, but there are also many others in which both
male and female flowers are produced on the same
spadix, in some instances the males being grotiped to-

gether near the ends of the branches of the inflores-

cence and the females nearer to the main stem, while
in others a female is placed between two males, thus
arranging the flowers in threes.

Cross-pollination of Palms by artificial means has
probably been seldom practiced, there being few culti-

vated collections in which the opportunity for such an
operation has presented itself; but it seems highly prob-
able that such cross-fertilization has been accidentally
effected among wild plants, for in large lots of seed-
lings intermediate forms are frecjuently seen, this pe-
culiarity having been noted among Howrn ^ «^dlings,

where forms intermediate between H.JieL ^.."•na and
ff. Forsttriana are found, and someti:? 1 1 .seedlings

tltat seem to combine the characteristic ^f '". Belnio-
renna and those of its near relative i/ff/i'.stc'^/e Canter-
bnryana. Similar variations fror^ a given type have
also been noted among the Phoenix, several so-called
species being most likely merely varieties.

Many Palms are armed with stout thorns or prickles,
not only the stems but also the leaves and even the
fruits in some species being thus guarded, these prickles
being usually very hard and tough. In some cases,
notably Acanthorhiza stanrncant/ia, the prickles around
the stem are often branched, and are decidedly un-
pleasant to come in contact with. In the case of Des-
moncus, this being the western representative of the
Rattan Palms, the tip of the midrib of the leaf is con-
tinued in the form of a hooked spine, and helps to sup-
port the plant in its scandent career. The sharp spines
of certain Palms are used for poisoned arrows by some

of the South American tribes, these arrows ]>eing pro-
jected through a blow-pipe formed from a section of the
hollow stem of another Palm. Among the species of
IMm'nix it is often found that several of the leaflets
nearest to the base of the leaf are deveh>ped as spineH,
these thorny leaflets becoming stiff and hard, and capal
ble of making a very sore wound.
The very great economical value of many of the Palms

can only be touched upon within the limits of the pres-
ent article, the uses to which not only the fruits but afso
the stems and leaves are put by the natives of many troj)i-

cal countries being enough of themselves to All volumes.
One proniinent instance of this great utility is the
Palmyra Palm, of which a Hindoo poet enumerated over
KOO <lifferent uses. Other notable examples include the
Cocoanut Palm, the fruits of which are imported by

hundreds of tons every year, aiul

in addition to providing a valual)le

food, either fresh or in a desiccated
condition, also produce that very
valuable fiber from which cordage,
matting and a great variety ot
goods are manufai-tured. Also the
Phoenix family, which produces
the dates of commerce in appar-
ently endless supply, and the date
sugar of Bengal, this being con-
tributed by Phoenix xylvestrix,
while the stems of Date Palms are
often used in house-building in the
East. Another very valuable Palm
product is found in Palm oil, this

being largely derived from the
fruits of lillais Guinetusis, the oil

1625. Livistona

Chinensis.

1626. Germination of Cocos

Weddelliana.

being expressed from the ripe fruits in much the same
manner that olive oil is manufactured. The rattan of

commerce is chiefly composed of the flexible stems of

various calami, the plentiful supply of this material be-

ing sufficiently attested by the great variety of articles

manufactured therefrom. Various Palms have been
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mentioned under the name of "Wine Palm." but it

stteins liltely that some MpeiM<'.s of Raphia are moHt usrd

forlitiuors, some portions «»f thesf Pahns giving a hir>;e

•mount of 8ap when tappe«l, and as the juice Ih rich in

sugar, the sap soon ferments and may liecome strongly

alcoholic. The best saffo is produced from the pith of

Metn»xylon or Saffus, the trees being cut down an<l split

into segments for the removal of the pith, thu latter

being then prepared

in a rough granulated
fitrni for export. Sago
is also pro<'ured from
Caryota and some other
species, but the prod-

uct is not equal to that

of Metroxylon. The
so - called whale - bone
brooms frequently used

in stables and forstreet-

deaning are mostly
made from Piassaba

( or Pia<;aba ) fiber,
this being gathered
from arounil the base
of plants of Attaleas,

mostly A . fn u j fe ra.
The Attaleas also produce large seeds or nuts,
those of A. funifera being known as Coquilla
nuts, and quite largely used for ornamental
purposes, being very hard and capable of receiv-

ing a tine polish. Many small articles are manu-
factured from vegetable ivory, this being had
from the nuts of Phytelephan macmcarpa, a
singular Palm from South America, bearing a
large fruit in w^liich are contained from G to 9 of
the ivory nuts, the plant itself having a short
and sometimes creeping stem from which pro-
ceeds a noble head of pinnate fr»)n«is that are
frequently 15-20 ft. in length. The see<ls of A reca
Catechu, after preparation with lime and the
leaves <)f the pepper-plant, become the betel nut
of the East Indies, so much used by the natives
of that portion of the world as a mild stinmlant.
The Cabbage Palm of the West Indies is Euterpe
oleracea, the smooth and straight stems of which
arc frequently 80-KM) ft. high, and the removal of
the "cabbage," so-called, means the destruction
of such a tree, for the portion eaten is composed
of the central bud in which the young leaves are
compactly gathered together.
Pnhn rultnre, for decorative purposes in the

Tnited States, has made its greatest progress
during the past 10 years, and now seems
to be a well-established business, with
the prospect of a steady increase as the
ailaptability of these plants becomes
better understood. A great area of glass
is now in use for Palm culture alone, the
Mi<ldle States being the center of this
industry, though large numbers are also
grown in a few southern states; and
owing to a favorable climate and gradu-
ally improving business methods, it

seems probable that American growers
will soon be able to compete with their
more experienced brethren of Europe in
this class of plants.
The species most used in commercial

horticulture in the United States are contained in a
very short list, the greater quantity being contined to
five species, namely, Liristona Chinensis, Howea Bel-
moreann, Howea Forsteriana , Chri/salidocarpus lutes-
cens and Cocoa Weddelliana, while less quantities of
Caryota nrenx, several species of Phoenix, P. Canari'
ennix 'jeing quite largely planted outdoors in the South
and on portions of the Pacific coast, Seaforthia elegans
and some others of the Ptychosperma group, and some
few Livistonas cover the extent of the catalogue for
many growers.
Of these, the seeds arp imported in a majority of

cases, and on the quality of these seeds the success of
the grower depends, so far as getting up a stock is con-
cerned. Most of these species germinate readilj' in

1627. Germination

of Ho^vea Belmoreana

a warm greenhouse, providing the seeds are fresh, the
sl(»west of the common commercial Palms being the
Iloweas. In small quantities these seeds are usually
sown in about <>-inch pots, the pots being well drained
and nearly tilled with light soji. then the seeds sown
thickly and covered with half an inch of soil, watered
tlioroughly and placed where they may receive the bene-
tit of some bottom heat, and at no time should they be

allowed to become
very dry, The period
required for germi-
nation varies greatly
with different spe-
cies, Livistona Chi-
nensis germinating
in 2 or .'{ weeks if

fresh, and being
ready for potting in
about 2 months,while

'/ / seeds of some of the
Attaleas have been

y/y known to remain in
// the earth for fully 3

years before starting.

The seedlings of
many species are

very much alike, the seed-leaf in many instances
being a long, narrow, simple leaflet, this de-
scription often applying e<jually to the seedlings
of both fan-leaved and pinnate-leaved species;
and from this fa<'t it is somewhat difficult to

recognize a species while in the juvenile form.
Figs. 1624-7 show stages in the germination of
common Palms. Special cultural notes for par-
ticular species of Palms will be found through-
out the Cyclopedia, but at this time a few genera!
remarks regarding treatment of Palms as a whole
may be admissible. It has already been noted
that Palms in general are tropical in nature, and
while there are a number of species that are found
at considerable elevations, where the nights are
decidedly cool, j'et in a young stiite the same
species may make more progress in a night tem-
perature of r>0° F. ; and with this in view, a mini-
mum temperature during the winter of .5G-(;0° is

safest for young an<l growing Palms, while an
advance of 15-20° during the day will not hurt
them.
An abundance of water is required, for many

Palms grow on the banks of rivers or in swampy
ground ; and even those found on high and rocky
ground send their roots down to such a depth
as to find a liberal water supply.
Some shading throughout the summer is best,

the foliage grown under glass being more tender
than that naturally produced outdoors. Repot-
ting shouM be done during the spring and sum-
mer months, preferably, there being compara-
tively little root action on the part of most Palms
between November 1 and March 1. Give only
moderate-sized shifts, that is, use pots only 1 or
2 inches larger, and always ram the soil firmly.

Rotted sod is the basis for the best soil for
Palms, and a fair p-oportion of stable manure is

a safe fertilizer, such a soil being mixed with
various proportions of peat or sand, to make it

lighter and more open for some delicate species.
Insects are fre<}uently troublesome if allowed

to gain headway, various scale insects doing the great-
est damage, while red spiders and thrips may become
established unl ;s forcible syringing is persisted in.

The most successful practice requires close observation
on the part of the grower, and the prompt removal of
all insects w. H. Taplin.

PALMA Christi is Castor Oil Plant, JRicimis.

PALM£BI:LLA (Dr. Edward Palmer, contempora-
neous American botanical collector). Lobeliaceir. A
genus of one species, a rare herb found in Lower Calif.,

with small blue fls. like those of a Lobelia. The genus
differs from Lobelia in the remarkable adnation of the
stamens, as well as in the integrity of the corolla-tube.
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at least its upper part. It noon splits from the ba«e up-
ward for a jfood di.Htani'e, and, indeed, l>efore witherinjf
the lower part of the corolla is much disposed to sepa-
rate into live claw.s (liberating also the lower part of
the filaments). The filaments are adnate to the corolla-

tube for a long distance and then monadelphous and
adnate on one side or the other.

d6bili8. Gray. Slender, glabrous, branching herb:
Ivs. alternate, linear-lanceolate, entire, sessile, 2-'A in.

long; rtoral ones gradually reduced to bracts: raceme
lax. few-fid.: corolla-tube whitish, 9 lin *s long, lobes
light blue, 2 of them smaller than the otl ers, the larger
ones :J—4 lines long. Var. serriLta, < }ray,wa8 offered in 1881
by E. Gillett, but it is probably not in cult, anywhere.

PALMETTO. See SabaL

PALMS, POPULAR NAMES OF. Alexandra P.,
Archontoph'fuix Alexdndrif. Asaai P., Eutt rpt e(iuti,t.

Betel-nut P., Areca Catechu. Blue P., Enjthea ar-
muta. BouihonF,, Latania. BroomF. , Attalea fitnifera

and Thrinax argentea. Cabbage P., Euterpe oleracea.
Club P., Cordyline. Cocoanut P., Cocos nucifera;
Double Coc«)anut or S«a i'ucoanut P., Ijodoicea.

CoquitO P., Jubirn spectahilis. Corojo P., Acrocomia
sclerocarpa. Cnrly P., Ilou-ta livlmnreana. Date P.,

Phanix dactylifera. European P., Chattuprops hinnilis.

Fan P., any species with tan-shaped, rather than pin-
nate Ivs. Fern P., Cycan. Fish-tail P., Caryota ureun.
Flat P., Houta Fotsteriann. Guadeloupe P., Erythea
edulis. Gru-gnru P., Astrocnryiim vnigare and Arro-
0omia sclfrocarpa. HejnjpF. ,Cham(rropK exeelsa. Ivory-
nut P., Phytelephas macrornrpa. Norfolk Island P.,

Jihopalostylis Baueri. Oil ¥., Eliri^ (iuintt^usis; also
Cocos butyrarea, etc. Palmetto P., Salxtl. Panama-hat
P., Ciirludovim pahmtta. Para P., Euterpe ululis.

Baflia P., Haphia. Boyal P., Orendoxa regia. Sago P.,

various species of Sagus and Cycas. Savanah P., Sttbal
mauritiiPformis. Talipot P., Corypha nmhrttculiftrn.
Thatch P., Sabal BUickhnruiana ; Jloivea Forsteriaua

.

Toddy P., Caryotii vrt^ux. Umbrella P., Hedyscepe
Can(erburifnnn. Walking-Stick P., Bacufaria mono-
gtachya. Wine P. of E. Indies, Caryota urens. Phoenix
sylvestris and Borassus flabelliformis; of New Granada,
Cocos butyriicea.

PALUMBINA (said to be from palumbes, wood-pig-
eon; from a supposed resemblance of the fls. ). Orchi-
dhceoe. A nionotypic genus greatly resembling Oncid-
ium, with which it was formerlj' united. It differs

principally in having the lateral sepals entirely united,
forming a single segment resembling the dorsal sepal
in shape and size, the labellum scarcely larger than
the petals and resembling them in shape.

Candida, Reichb. f . The only species is a small plant
with narrow, compressed pseudobulbs, each with a sin-

gle slender leaf, G-12 in. long: fls. few, small, white,
in a slender raceme ; sepals, petals and labellum ob-
long, acute, differing but little in size and shape. Guate-
mala. B.M. .")r>46. G. C. 1805:793; II. 20:2.'^ (as Ou-
cidium c(indidum). — 'May be easily grown in a tempter-

ate house. Blooms in summer, the fls. lasting a long
^^^^' Heixrxch Hasselbring.

PAMPAS GRASS. See Gynerium.

PANAX (old Greek name, meaning all -healing).
Aralidce(F, Thirty to 40 trees or shrubs, mostly of the
tropics of Asia, Africa, Australia and the Pacific islands,
as defined by Bentham& Hooker ( including Nothopanax).
some of which are grown in warmhouses for their inter-
esting habit and foliage. The genus is confused in gar-
dens with Aralia,Acanthopanax,Fatsia.Eleutherococcus,
Polyscias, and others. From the Aralia group it is dis-
tinguished by having the petals valvate (applied edge-
to-edge) in the bud. From Polyscias, Pseudopanax and
Eleutherococcus it is known by its g>'n<jecium (or pis-
tils) being usually in 2's, rather than in .5's or higher
numbers. From Fatsia it is distinguished by having
the pedicel articulated beneath the flower. See Fatxia
for another discussion of relationships. Panax has a
calyx with entire or 5-toothed margin, 5 valvate petals,

^'^^^

5 stamens with oblong or ovate anthers, usually 2-lo-
culed ovary which ripens into a drupe-like conipVesst

d

fruit, and with mostly compound, often much-dividid
leaves: fls. small, sometimes polygamous, in umbeN,
heads, racemes or panicles. The i'anaxes are to 1m'

grown in th»' warmhouse, where th«y shouhl have the
treatnit-nt given tropical Aralias (see p. 87).
As defined by others, the genus Panax includes <inly

7 or 8 herbaceous species, natives of the temperate re-
gions of North America and Asia, while the woody sjic-

cies are referre«l mostly to Polyscias and Nothopanax;
the species of the Polyscias have, according to llamiH,
pinnate leaves, and th<»se of the other have digitate
or simple leaves. As thus understood, the genus Panax
includes the ginseng, /*. guinquefolium, for which see
Ginseng. The dwarf ginseng or grt»und-nut of the
northern states is P. trifolium. It is not in the trade.
These two plants are often described in the genus
Aralia as A. quinquefoHa and A. trifolia.

fmticdsnm, Linn. ( Nothopanax fruticdsnm, Mi(j,

Polyscias fruticosa. Harms). Shrub 3-6 ft. in cult.,

with pinnately compound Ivs., the Ifts. stalked, ovate-
oblong, acuminate, coarsely serrate, the ultimate ones
incised, 3-lobed: fis. in paniculate imibels. Java, etc.—
Prized for its fern-like foliage, but known mostly in its

cultivated varieties.

Var. Victdriae (P. Virtdrice, Hort.). Fig. 1628. A
compact form which constantly sends up new stalks:
foliage recur\'ing, cut, curled and tasselled. liglit green,
with white - variegated
margins. ii.V. II. 19:
40.-). 1.11.31:521? An
excellent table plant.
Through inadvertence.
Fig. 1628 was used in

the place of Aralia
Guilfoylci on p. 87.

Var. lacini&tum (P.
lacinichum, Hort.).
Lvs. twice - pinnate,
drooping, about as
broad as long, tinted
with olive-brown, the
leafiets and divisions
narrow. Very grace-
ful.

Var. exc^lsnm {P.
excelsum, Hort. ?).
Lvs. very finely cut and fern-like, margined with white.

Var. plumiittun {P. phimdtum, Hort.). More firely

cut than var. laciniatum, and differing from var. excel-

sum in having no white on the foliage.

16pidum, Bull. Compact: lvs. bitemately divided,
the end division largest; pinnules or ultimate leaflets

obliquely obovate, the central one in each case small
(sometimes almost rudimentary) and more or less cov-

ered by its two lateral ones, the margins spiny-toothed
and cut. Brazil. Recent.

nitidum. Bull. Compact : lvs. roundish obovate,
toothed and somewhat spiny, sometimes with deep in-

cisions. Brazil. Recent.

atireum, Sander. "A distinct elegant and highly at-

tractive Panax, the whole leafage being suffused w'th a
delicate golden green variegation. The habit is similar
to that of P. yictnriof, quite as compact and bushy, but
not heavy in the slightest sense of the word. Individ-

ually the leaves are small, the edges finely serrated,

while near the margins are several splashes of clear

green."— Sander.
Bdlfourii, Sander. "A decided acquisition for all dec-

orative requirements, strikingly and profusely varie-

gated. Its luxuriant pinnate leafage renders its deep
green and cn-amy white coloring the more attractive.

Each of the pinn® forming the leaf is orbicular in

outline and deeply serrated, of a rich ivy green, abim-
dantly splashed with creamy white, the edges of the

leaves being entirely white. The stems are bronze-

green, specked with gray. The habit is compr.ct and
bushy, well feafaered from base to apex with foliage.

Introduced by iis through our collector, Micholitz, from
New Caledonia."— Sander,

1628. Panax fruticosutn.

var. Victorue.
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The iiVK)ve ronipriHr all the I'anaxes known t«) have heen of-

fered in the Anifrii'Hn triule. but ther«> Hn< tniiny noveltieH in

OiU Worhl colle<-tionH, whti-h may Hit|H>Hr lit-re at any tini**.

The It'*''*^*'"
plants are often naiiusi l»«'t'ore th«y have l)lcH>nie<i,

and are therefore sometimes referre«l to tlie wrong genus.

Some of the names art' here |{i%en: I', cri^patiiui. Huh. I>w rf:

Ivs. trianjfnJ»r. pinnate, the Ifts. deeply ineiHed and tootheil.

the lateral ones overlapping. Brazil.— /*. Delfauamnn, Hort.,

is prop«*rly P. fnitieosum, var. l)eleauanum, N. E. Brown. A
remarkable variation with dinitate lv>*,,tlie divisions ternate

or "J ternate, the ultimate setjnH'nts variable, but euneate at

base, to<>the<l and eut and vvhiteto«»thed. Poljnesia, I.H.

3(t:»y2. Known also as Aralia I>fleauana.— P. dtf/iVsinM, Bull.

Form of P. fnitieosum, with bright jjreen, erispeil Ifts., whieh
are linear-oblong and spiny -tootheii. Polynesia.— /', digaec-

tmii. Bull. Ere«-t, branehing. the 'J-pinnate Ivs. drooping, the

ifts. <'uneate-ol)ovate and tof)the<l and often 2-lol>e«l.— /'. d\n$io-

sum. Bull. Short-stemmed: Ivs. roundish ovate, pinnately
divided, the variable ultimate divisions Kpine-t«M»the<i.

—

f. fin-

sum, Bull. Stem marked with pallid spots: Ivs. 3-pinnate. the

Ifts. linear-laneeolate and whitish to<)thed. Polynesia.— /'.

Mastfrgianum, Sander. Of climbing habit, with long-staIke<l

dnxiping pinnate Ivs. about 3 ft. long, the petiole greenish,

tinges! with pink and marked with white, the Ifts. oblong-lan-

ceolate and toothed. Solomon islands. G.C. III. Zi:2V2.—P.
muUifidum, Hort., is prop«'rly P. fnitieosum, var. mnltifidum,

N. E. Brown. Corapa<'t plant, with .'{-pinnatiswt Ivs. and lin-

ear or linear-laneeolate segments V^ in. or less long, with bris-

tly teeth.

—

P. iliirra)/i, Muell. (Aralia splenditlissinia, Hort.).

Tree in its native pbwe, with drooping, shining gr«'«'n pinnate
Ivs. .'{-4 ft. long, and many oblong-laneeol.tte Ifts. :{-<) in. long:

uml»els of brownish tis. in long, terminal pani<'les. S. Sea
isian<ls. Austral. B.M. 6798.

—

P. omntiim. Bull. Lvs. l<mg,

pinnate, the Ifts. narrow-laneeolate and deeply blunt-toothed.
Brazil.

—

P. geggiliflonim.Rapr. & Max., is deserit>ed in Acan-
thopanax, its proper genus. L jj_ g^

PANCBATIUM ( Latin, aU-powerfuJ: referrinprto sup-
posed rueiliciiial vahie). AiHarifllidarea . Pancratiuiiis

and Hymenocallis, sometimes called Spider Lilies or
Spirit Lilies, form a beautiful group of bulbs, hardy or
tender, some blooiiiini^ in winter, others in summer,
and all characterized by the sinjrular and beautiful Horal
stnicture known as a staminal cup and pictured in Vol,

11 at page 78H. This cup is white ami has the texture of
petals. It is fringed or toothed in a great variety of
ways. The tUaments growing out of the cup are long
or short. The perianth segments are generally long,

slender and gracefully recurved. Thus many fanciful
variations of the Spider Lily type are produced.
The names of these charming plants have been

shifted back and forth between Pan'Tatiums and Hy-
nienocallis until horticulturists hav« come to despair.
The latest monographer of the Amaryllis family (J. G.
Baker, in Handbook of the Amaryllidea', 1888), distin-

guishes the two genera as follows: Pancratium has
many ovules in a cell and the seeds are black and
angled by pressure; Hymenocallis has few ovules in a
cell, and the seeds are usually solitary, large, and with
a thick, green, spongy coat. Pancratium is an Old
World genus: Hymenocallis is a New World genus, H.
Senegambica, an African species, being an exception.
For generic description and culture, see Hynif)iocnllis.

Also notes by Miss L. Greenlee in Vick's Mag. 20:181,
where, however, the picture labeled P. nrnntum prob-
ably represents P. o»'rt/j<m,which isHifnieuocallis ovata.

A. Perianth-tube IS in. long.

B. Staminal cup small, 3—4 lines long.

Illtricum, Linn. Fig. 1629. Lvs. 5-6. strap-shaped,
glaucous, 1 V^-2 in. wide: scape 1 ft. or more long: fls.

t>-12 in a centripetal umbel; perianth -tuVje 1 in. long;
segments \% in. long; staminal cup with long, narrow,
2-cut teeth; free portion of filaments (>-9 lines long:
seeds not compressed. Summer. Corsica, Sardinia,
Malta, S. Italy. B.M. 718. Gn. 48, p. 2-10. -Hardiest,
commonest and best.

BB. Staminal cup la'tge,! in. long.

maritimum, Linn. Fig. 1629. Lvs. 5-6, linear, glau-
cous, persistent, finally 2-2)^ ft. long: fis. very fra-
grant; perianth-tube 2-.'{ in. long; staminal cup very
prominent, the teeth short, triangular and regular

;

free part of filaments 3 lines long. Spain to Svria.
B.K.2:I61.

AA. Perianth-tube 5-6 in. long.

tortudsnm. Herb. Same section as P. verernndum,
shown in Fig. 1629, but not in the trade. Lvs. 6-12,

linear, spirally twisted: fls. 2-4 in an umbel; stamiiiul
cup over 1 in. long, distinctly to<»the<i l>etween the short
free tips of the tilaments. Autumn and winter. Arabia
and Kgypt.

1629. Pancratium : types of three sections of.

At the right, the short perianth-tube and small stam-
inal cup of P. Illyricum. At the left, the relatively
short tube and large eup of P. maritimum. At the
top, the long tut>e and small cup of P. verernndum, to
whieh P. tortuosum is very closely allied. (From B.M.
andB.R.)

P. Amdncees, Ker.= Hymenocallis Amanesps.— P. amcenum,
Andr. = H. ovata. — P. calathinum, Ker. = H. ealathina.— /'.

Caribceum, Linn.= H. Caribaea.— P. corotidrium. Lie Conte^
H. cras.sifolia. — P. floribiindum, Hort. Saul, 1H93, is not ac-

counted for l)y Baker.—P. frdgrans, Salisb.=H. ovata, but P.
fragrans, Willd.= H. Caribiea.— P. Galceatonenge, Hort., pre-
snmably=H. (Talvestonensis.— P. Hdrrigii, Hort., is presum-
ably H. Harrisiana. — P. littordle, .lacq. = H. littoralis.— P.
Mexicanum= H. lacera.—P. ordtmn, Mill. = H. ovata.— P. ro-

tdtum, Ker. = H. lacera.—P. undulatum, HBK.= H. undulata.

W. M.

PANDANUS (Latinized Malayan name). Pandanheeo'.
Screw Pine. Screw Pines are tropical plants often at-

taining the size of trees, and remarkable for their stilt-

like aerial roots, and the perfect spiral arrangement of
their long, sword-shaped lvs. Their general appearance
is singular. See Fig. 163.S. They hold aloft a few
long, scarred, naked branches, each one of which is

crowned by a tuft of lvs. The aerial roots gradually
lift the trunks out of the ground, but they doubtless
anchor the trees also. They are, however, difficult

organs to explain. Pandanuses are also remarkable for
their spines, which are rather small but very numer-
ous, all the same size and arranged at regular intervals
along the whole of each gracefully recurved swonl-
shaped leaf — a perfect expression of formal linear
beauty.
Two species of Pandaniis are of the first importance,

P. Veitchii and P. t(titis, the former variegated, the
latter not. (See Figs. 16.S0-.S2. ) Young plants of these are
amongst the mo.st popular of all foliage plants for home
decoration. They are especially suited for fern pans
and table decoration. They are grown to a very large
extent by wholesale florists and palm specialists. Every
conservatory has them, and occasionally P. utilis is

76
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grown to a conHi<lori»hlf> ngv aiicl heif^ht for tho Hake of
a perfect Nperiinen of the Hpiral hultit ct growth on a
larffo sejih'. See Fijf. l«»;!l. In tlie tropics /'. utilts is

lis vul liable to the natives as niaiiy palni!4. The fruits
are edible, antl the roots furnish tib«*r for r«)peH, bas-
kets, mats and huts, as do also the leaves, which are
usetl in making paper and nets. In Mauritius the h-aves
of /*, odoritfinsimn., are use«l to niak«' the bajjs in which
coffee, suirar and grain are exported.
Screw l*ines are widely distributed in the tropics, but

they are most plentiful in th»' .Malay Andiipelago.

1630. Pandanus Veitchii.

There are more than 50 species. Trees or shrubs, rarely
stenilesH or prostrate herbs: trunk slender or robust:
Ivs. very long or moderately so. There is only one
other genus in the order, — Freycinetia. This has nu-
merous ovules in the locules, while those of Pandanus
are solitary in the carpels. Also Freycinetias are usu-
ally scandent.
The botany of Pandanus is almost hopeless. Panda-

nus presents an acute example of the stock difficulties

with foliage plants : flowers and fruits rarely produced
in cultivation ; no monograph ; original descriptions
scattered through niany rare and costly books, and
often faulty; geographical distribution too wide ever
to permit them to Ik? accounted for iu one flora; fls. and
fr. too complicated anil out of the ordinary to describe
within reasonable limits; species coming and going;
mixtures in the trade. Even the standard botanical
works are of little help to the horticulturist, for the two
points of view have scarcely anything in common. But
Pandanus has peculiar difficulties, for the plants are
dicecious, and one never knows what the sex will be
until the plants flower. There is a good horticultural
review of Pandanus in Gn. 25, p. 134 (1884), but the
best account is that written by W. H. Taplin for the
Florists' Review 2:.'l87. which has been revised for
the present occasion by Mr. Taplin. ^^ j^j^

In general, the species of Pandanus are not difficult

to manage and under favorable conditions they are rapid
growers. They require a high temperature, 6.'-70°,

and little or no shading during the winter months, es-

pecially for the variegated kinds. A satisfactory soil is

good loam enriched with old manure. As the plants
make many coarse roots, it is best not to pot them too
flrmly, and during the summer to give them abundance
of water. If the atmosphere is moist there is little need
for syringing overhead, and particularly during winter.
Overwatering, if coupled with an accidental low tem-
perature, may lead to an attack of "spot."

Certain species, as P. Veitchii, produce suckers freely.
Cuttings of these root easily at any season. Rootine: is

hastened {as in the case of the pine-apple) by keeping
the cuttings somewhat on the dry side until they are

calluse<l. meanwhile giving them a fair amount of hot-
tonj heat.

/*. utHiii is propagated by seeds, which are a reguiur
commodity and sure to germiiuite well. S»'»mIs should
he planted in Hulit soil and {liaced in a warndiouHe.
The seeds should be set 'MMttt<un u|>," as this is the end
from which the germs ennrge. The seeds are odd look-
ing, )M-ing closely set in a more or less globular nia^s
that hangs down on a stout stem, while the indivi<iunl
seeds, >r rather fruits, are conipouixt and ot'f«n c«>ntiiin

8 or 10 germs, the latter b«'iiii; inclosed in cells of a
tough, horny substance within the bo<|y of the fruit.
Some gardeners soak the seeds Iwfore planting, but
the writer has found no gain aftt-r soaking seeds of /'.

utiliit for 48 hours in tepid water.

P. yfifrhii is one of the very l)est variegated plants
for decorative purposes. Its en«lurance as a house
plant depends largely on the conditions under which
it Ins l)een grown. Soft and saji^y specimens are liable
to rot.

P. utili» Is second In importance in the trade, but is

usually obtaiiuible in nmch larger ({uantities «»win>r to

the readiness with which the seeds may be obtained and
germinated. Plants in It-inch pots, 8 inches high, retail

at about 1*5 cents; plants in G-in«'h pots, IH inches hitrh,

about $1. Handsome specinx-ns .'{ feet or more hi>rh,

with the s«'rew character well <leveloped, are Worth
from $5 to |I0. /*, ufilis is a rapid grower and requires
generous treatment as regartls soil and water, and gives
little trouble utdess spot <levelops. The spot is caused
by the burrowing of a minute insect in the leaf. Its pro-
gress seems to l)e favored by overwatering. Hadly
affected plants should be thrown away, as they are
likely to be permanently disflgured. In case of a liirht

attack, keep the plants somewhat drier and <lose them
with sulfur.

Among variegated kind-^ P. Coufhiafniitn, var. rarie-
gatns, is perhaps se<-ond in beauty only to P. I'eitchii.

but, unfortunately, it is too spiny and the spines on the
lower side are reversed, so that the plant is difficult to

handle. It suckers freely.

Among dwarf kinds P. graminifolius excels. It is

only 2-3 ft. high when fully <leveloped, and it is at its

best in a 4- or 5-inch pot. It is suitable for the center of

fern pans and is rea<lily increased by cuttings.
For large specimens P. heterocarptis is a noble plant.

It is rather susceptible to overwatering in winter. The
writer has never seen it produce suckers. The same
is true of P. Vandermeeschii. Theoretically, any Pan-
danus will produce suckers if one has the patience to

wait for them to develop on old specimens, or if the cen-

tral growth be cut out.
Among the more spiny kinds P. reflervs is unique in

habit, the leaves of a well-grown plant being so much
recurved as to hide the pot.

P. Baptisiii and P. caricosus are newer sorts. The
former is variegated. P. carii'o,siii< is dwarfer than
P. Baptisfii, and has narrow, green leaves but little

armed with spines. It branches freely and might be
briefly described as a very strong /'. gr<n»itnfolius,

though perhaps less useful for trade purposes.

W. H. Taplin.

Pandanus Sanderi, or as it has been termed the

"Golden Pandanus," will not only become a great rival

to the popular Pandanus I'eitchii. but will, as soon as

it is introduced and can be produced in quantity, out-

rank it as a commercial plant on account of its more
decided, intense and attractive markings. The variega-

tion of P. Sanderi is of a pleasing creamy yellow, dis-

tributed in some instances with alternate bands of

green, while in others the half of an entire leaf will be

marked with thi>" creamy yellow variegation, while the

young growth in the center assumes an orange bronze

color. The entire plant is suffused with a golden sheen

in a manner difficult to describe.

The variegation throughout the plant is more decided

than in P. Veitchii; this especially appears to V)e the

case in larger-sized specimens, say in plants 3 to 4 feet

high, where the lower or older leaves attain a much
more brilliant color, while in P. Veitchii this lower foli-

age loses much of its original bri»rhtness, and under

ordinary circumstances frequently turns entirely green.
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Tho irrowth of the plant, nUo ftppears moro ffrao<'fuI,

tb*> IcaveH b«in^ rfcurved in a more pleading nmnner,
Hu.l suckers very freely. j. d. Eiskle.

IXDCX.

B.ipfi»til, n. grnininifollos, 8. r«»f1«>xu«, 13.

('andflHlinim, 2. U, h»«ter«wHrpaii, 10. Samlerl, 4.

raric(»HU«. 11. Jarnninia, 2. utilli*, 5.

FoMteri, 6. «Mlnr»tlHHimu- 12. Vamlermeewhll, LV
foKtfriitmu, 6. ornutuK, 10 variejtutii!*, 2, 12.

fureutus, 9. pytfiiiwan, 7. Veitctiii, 1.

A. Folia (je vnrifgated

.

B. A''*, vnrieijnted with white.
i\ Midrib not white 1. Veitchii

cc. Midrib white 2. Candelabrum
var.variegatiu

BB. Li'K. vnriegntfd with yeUnw.
c. y'ellow ntripe down the cen-

ter .{. BaptiBtii

cc. Yellow tttripes alternating
with green 4. Sanderi

AA. Foliage not variegated.

B. Spinen reanonablif short.

C. Ilnlkit of lv.t. ^t iff, erect.

D. Color of itpines red 5. utiHs
DD. Color of spines yellowish

green (». Forsteri
CO. Hahit of ti's. more or less

recurred: color of spines
Hsnnlhf white.

D. Growth dwarf 7. pygrmsBus
H. grraminifoliaf

DD. Growth strong 9. furcatus
10. heterocarpus
11. caricosus
12. odoratissimuB

BB. Spines disngreeahlif long.

C. Habit of Ivs. very much re-

fle.red i:}. reflezus
cc. Habit of Ivs. more or less re-

curved 14. Candelabrum
CCC. Habit of Ivs. stiff, nearly

erect 15.Vanderraeeschii

1. V6itchii, Hort. Fip. 16.30. Lv.s. 2 ft. loniar, broader
than in P. nt il is, »ovr\ewUa.i ret-urved, spiny, dark fcreen

in the center, margined with broad bands of white.
Folyuesia. A.F. 4:r)70. F. 1871, p. 177. Gn. 2. p. 501.

2. CandeUbrum, var. varieg&tus. Hort. {P.Javdnicus,
var. variegatus, Hort.). Lvs. IMi ft. or more long, niar-

t,'ined white; marginal spines white; spines on the
midrib of the lower surface reversed. Java. F.R. 2 :.'}89.

\'. 9:20. Lowe .30. — Perhaps ranks second in beauty
only to P. Veitchii, but unfortunately it is too spiny.
Lvs. drooi>ing, narrower than in P. Veitchii. See No. 14.

3. B&ptistii, Hort., offered by Saul and
Pitcher & Manda; has a yellow stripe down the
center. Taplin says it is a rapid grower. Not
in Index Kewensis.

4. S&nderi, Hort. Sander. Habit tufted: lvs.

30 in. long, with minute marginal spines, not
unlike those of P. Vritchii but of denser habit,

and differing much in the variegation, which
in thi-* case is golden yellow, and in place of being con-
fined to the margin, or nearly so, it is distributed in
narrow bunds of yellow and green in alternation through-
out the length of its leaf. G.C. III. 23:249. R.H. 1898,
p. 230. G.M. 41:t)86. A.G. 19:455. -Taplin says it is a
rapid grower.

5. fttilis, Bory. Figs. 1631-3. Attains 60 feet in Mada-
gascar: lvs. glaucous, erect, l-2?4 ft. long, spines red.
Madagascar. Here may belong I. H. 7:265 (P. mauri-
tianus); B.TA. bQU [P. Candelabrtim); R.H. 1866:270
{ P. flagelliformis , or flabelliformis) . A.F. 4:571.—Nich-
olson refers P. odoratissimus to P.utilis.

6. Fdrsteri, Moore (P. Fosterid.ntis, Hort. Siebrecht).
Lord Howe's Island. Better accounted for in Voss'
scheme on next page.

7. pygrmaeos, Thore. Low, spreading shrub, not over
2 ft. high in the center, but sending out from the base
numerous horizontal, rooting, annulated branches : lvs.

about 4 ft. long, spirally arranireil in 3'.**, linear-subulate,
with a clasping base; niargins and keelx fringed with
small white spines. Mascarene.H. The alM>ve tlescrip-

tion taken from H.M. 473ri, 'vhich is a doubtful specimen.

8. fframinildliuf, Kurz. Lvs. 12-18 in. long by :j-4

lines wide; marginal Mpines minute, Htraight. Burma.
P. graminifolius of the trade has never been carefully
«Ustinguished from /'. pyijtnifus, and, accurding to
Nicholson, it is a species of Freylnetia. F.R. 2::i8K,

where Taplin says it has a tufted, much-branched habit,
dark green lvs. about '^ in. wide, not .so stilT as most
species; spines short, whitish.

9. furc&toa, Roxb. Tree, attaining .'{A-40 ft.: lvs.

15-20 ft. long, somewhat glaucous beneath; spines 1-2

lines long, curvetl. India. R.ll. 1879:LMH); 1881, pp.
174, 175.

10. heteroc&rpus. Balf. f. Branching tree, with slen-
<ler trunk, very numerous roots and sprea<ling branches:
Ivs. lanceolate-acuminate, diiateti and cla.sping at the
base, erect-spreading, leathery, strict, greenish, often
somewhat glaucous at the base, rather flat margin cov-
ered with small red. slightly incurv«'«l spines; lower
midrib furnish«'d from the middle with <li.stant spines
of the same chariicter. Mascurene Islands. — A very va-
riable species, approaching /*. utilis, but distinguished
by habit. Taplin says that P.ornatus ot the trade is

synonymous with P. heterocarpus : "Strong-growing,
with broad, dark green foliage; spines white; under
side of lvs. sliifhtly glaucous."

11. caricdsua, Spreng. Shrub: lvs. .'J-Sft. by2-2J^ in.,

slightly glaucous; spines minute, white, relatively few:
male inflorescence erect. Moluccas. R.H. 1878, p. 405.
— Offered by Van Geert, of Belgium.

12. odoratlssimtu, Linn. f. Height 20 ft.: lvs. light
g^en. ;*-;') ft. long; spines short, white. India, Arabia.
G.C. III. 17:14. —A scent which is much esteemed in Java
is obtained from the male fls. The above deseription is

from Nicholson. The species is not patisfa<"torily ac-

counted for in the Flora of British India. Var. varie-
g^tus, Hort., secured by Reasoner from the West Indies,
is identical with what the florists call P. Javanicux.

13. re!16rus, Lodd. Lvs. more completely recurved than
in other common species, 5-6 ft. long, dark green, shin-
ing; spines long, white, those on the midrib of the
lower side reversed. Mascarene Islands. F.R. 2:387.
-Adv. 1895 bv Pitcher & Manda.

1631. Pandanus utilis.

A young Screw Pine just beginning to show the splraf
character.

14. Candel&bmm, Beauv. Candelabritm Trek.
Chandelier Tree. Tree, attaining 30 ft. " Lvs. 3 ft.

by 2 in., dark green; spines brown " (Nicholson). Trop.
Africa. B.M. 5014 is doubtful, referred to P. utilis.—mot
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advertised in Amer., but for the popular variegated
form, sie No. 'J.

15. Vandenneeschii, Balf. f. Lvs. stiff, suberect.

2J^-3 ft. long, 13a-2 in. broad, very glaucous: margins
red and thickened; spines strong, red: midrib red,
prominent, spiny. Attains 20 ft. in Mascarenes. G.C.
ill. 18:237. — Taplin says it is stouter and usually more
upright than P. Veitrhii; its lvs. are uark green and the
plant does not produce suckers. The spelling Vander-
meerschii is probably incorrect.

Another View of Pandanus.
In the third edition of Vilniorin's Blumengjirtnerei,

Voss gives a very different treatment of Pandanus. It

has every evidence of being based upon living plants in

(ierman conservatories. A portion of it is here trans-
lated and rearranged. Voss makes the species-endings
feminine because of the old Latin rule about the gender
of trees.

INDEX TO voss' SCHEME.
Candelabrum, 3.

caricosa, 2.

Forsteri, 1.

furcata, 2.

graminifolia, 6. 7

Javauica, 8.

lje\is. 5.

Madagascariensis

,

I.

nitida, 7.

odoratissima, 1. 5.

ornata, 4.

pygmapa, 6.

retiexa, 4.

utilis, 1.

Vandenneeschii, 1.

Veitchii, 8.

A. Young plants with nnbranched stems.

B. Upper side of lvs. flat on each half.

1. tltilis, Linn. {P. odoratissima, Jacq.l. Margin of
lvs. purplish red, strongly spiny: lower -^ide of lvs. with
a keel. Var. Madagascarieasis, Van h<.<utte (P. Van-
dermeeschii, Balf. ). Lvs. thickly white-powdered at the
base. P. Forsteri, Moore, from Lord Howe's Island : lvs.

light green and shining above, bluish green beneath;
spines yellowish green.

BB. i'pper side of lvs. more or less keeled on each half.

2. furc&ta, Roxb. (P. caricdsa, Hort. ). A fast grower;
large specimens occasionally flower in German conser-
vatories and then branch. Lvs. light green; spines
lighter, marginal ones erect, those of the keel below
recurved.

.'?. Candelabrum, Beauv. In this and No. 2 the stems
are thin and the aerial roots very thick. Lvs. blue-green

;

1632. Young specimen of Pandanus utilis.

(Rather narrower-lvd. than the tjrpe).

spines light colored, lipped brown. The inference is

that this species is distinguish d from No. 2 by the
spines of the lower keel not beiig recurved.

AA. Young plants with scarcely any item.

4. refl6xa, de Vriese. Lvs. strongly reflexed; spint-s
on margin and lower keel strong; no keels above, p,
omdta. Lam., lacks the spine on the lower keel, but is
otherwise the same.

1633. Pandanus utilis.

An old Screw Pine in the tropics. (Adapted from
The Garden.)

AAA. Yoting plants freely branched from the ground.

B. Spines absent or only i few at the apex of lvs.

5. Isevis, Roxb. (P. odoratissima. NoronLa). (Not
adv. in America, but inserted because of its synonym
and the interest 8U'";hi* ,: to a spineless Pandanus.)

BB ' ines 2 '""t and sharp.

c. Upp .nde of h-s. flat on each half.

5. pygrmaea, Tiiouars ('P. ^rowu'MjVo/jff, Hort.). Dwarf,
and densely bushy, with many aerial roots: lvs. dark
green; marginal spines whitish.

CC. Upper side of lvs. more or less keeled on each half.

7. nitida. Kurz. (P. ^raminifdlia, Hort.). Shrubby,
attaining 8 ft. Lvs. remarkably shiny on both sides; the

lower keel lacks spines.

8. Javdnica, Lort. Bushy: lvs. dark green above,
only slightly shining, beautifully striped with white;

marginal spines straight ; spines of the lower keel bent

back. P. Veitchii, Lem. Lvs. shining on both sides,

striped yellowish white, sometimes all yellowish white,
spines not half as long as in P. Javanica. \y. m.

FANICULABIA (Latin name referring to the pani-

rled spikelets). Glyceria of the trade. Graminea . A
large genus of swamp grasses inhabiting all parts of

the temperate zone, and characterized by ample pani-

cles, many-Hd. spikelets with only the 2 lower glumes
empty; the others flim in texture, obtuse, strongly 5-7-

nerved, rounded on the back, and without cobwebby
hairs: styles present. Only the following are in the

Americnn trade:

Americana, MacM. (
Glyceria grand is,"Watf^., alst Hort.

Glyceria aqudtica, Am*'r. authors). Reed Meadow-
Grass. Tall, erect and stout (.T-5 ft. high), glabrous:
lvs. large and broad (.'{-8 lines l)road), spreading: pani-

cle very large (8-1.5 in. long), mostly dark brown, its
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branches lonp and rpreading: sspikt'lets 4-7-fld., 2-3

lines lonjr: dowt'ring jjlunies 1 line lunj?. North America.
— (ioo^l for planting iu wet places for the margins of

aquatic gardens, etc.

nervita, Kuntze (Gli/cerin M^-rfvi/a, Trin., also Hort.).

Xi;k\ KU MANNA-(iKAS8. Lower ati<l more slender (!-;}

it, high), erect, gla}>rons: Ivs. much smaller (2-;$ lines

wi;ie;: panicle .'{-8 in. long, greenish, its branches long

and spreading: spikelets .'{-7-tld., 1-1^ lines long;

fiowerinj; glumes three-fourths of a line hmg. North
America. —A graceful native grass growing in damp
ground or shady places. r, m. Wiegand.

fAfflCUM (old Latin name of Italian millet, Setaria
Jtalirn, said to be derived from panicalum, a panicle;

alluding to the usual form ef the inflorescence).

Oniminete. An immense genus of grasses scattered

over the world, especially in the tropics. Several hun-
dred species have been described, while conservative
authorities place the number at about 300. Several of

our bad weeds belong to this genus, such as crab grass
(/'. satKjHinale), and barnyard grass (P. Criia-nalU),

also several food plants, as Indian laillet
(
P. mHiaceum )

,

Sonwa millet (/*. frwnentaceum), and Shama millet

(P.colonnm). T' -r in. - -"e as forage grasses is

very insigniflcar. ,•''",' -.'inberof species is taken
into consideration. '

;^ (s i :.
" from the fact that

the species, as a rule, »- v , . _;; garious, and to the

fact that they are not w "'
i. ^iro • .ed in the meadows

and prairies of tempei • an-: ; "hem regions. An
important forage grass of inr ./ain.er regions is, how-
ever, guinea grass \P. mitiimnm). Spikelets with one
terminal perfect Hower, and below this a second flower
which may be staminate, neutral or reduced to a glume;
therefore 4 glumes, the 2 lower and often the third

being empty. The flowering glume is characterized by
being of a much firmer texture.

virg^tum, I.mn. An upright grass with stiff culms,
2-<J ft. high: spikelets in loose, compound panicles,

usually more or less purplish, sharp-pointed; first

glume half as long as spikelets, jVT-nerved, second
and third glumes of about equal length, 5-7-nerved. A
hardy perennial used for ornamental purposes. Native
of eastern U. S. R.H. 1850, p. 52.">; 18%, p. 572. M. U,
p. 215; 29, p. 235; 37, p. 215.

sulcatum, j1. a tall perennial, 4-6 ft., native of
tropical America: Ivs. large, 1 in. or more broad, some-
what hairy, conspicuously plicate: panicle narrow,
about 1 ft. long, with many ascending branches, bearing
shi)rt-pe«licelled spikelets throughout their length, and
also scattered bristles: spikelets pointed: lower glume
one-half, second glume two-thirds the length of third

and fourth, all strongly nerved.

plic^tum. Lam. Called 'palm grass" in the South,
where it is cultivated for ornament. Native of East
Indies. Resembles the preceding, but Ivs. broader and
nearly smooth, and panicle larger and more bristlv:

spikelets similar. R.H. 18G2, p. 290; 18%. p. 572. Gn.
12, p. 517; 31, p. 487; 37, p. 245. '^'^oolson, of Passaic,

N. J., says it grow 4-0 ft. high . the hardy border
ami makes a fiii. stately gravs; useful for winter
bouquets. A variegated form is figured in F.S. 17:1743
under the name foUus niveo-viitatis.

Crus-gilli. Linn, Barnyard Grass. The cultivated
form is known as Japan Barnyard millet. The ordinary
form is a weed in cultivated soil. The form in the trade
is used for fodder. Another form or closely allied spe-
cies (P. frumentacenm) is used in India for its grain.
Panicle made up of numerous dense alternate spikes:
spikelets crowded on two sides of a 3-sided axis: sec-

ond and third illumes more or less awned. Annual.

capill^re, Linn. Old Witch Grass. A common
native annual grass and v,'eed. recommended for culti-

vation on account of its ornamental purple panicle,
which is amnle and loose, the spikelets tudng borne on
slender hair- ke pedicels. R.H. 1890, p. 525; 18%, p. 572.

mill&ceum, Linn. Trite Millet. Broomcorn.-aILLet.
Spikelets all pedicellate in an umbel-like, drooping pan-
icle, each with ,3 empty glumes and 1 floA-er. —A tall an-
nual grass \'.\-A ft.) with soft Iv grown for fodder, but
not in common use in this cc *ry. Cultivated from

-j-'W

^«t.'

prehistoric times. Grown somewhat extensively in
C'hina and Jajtan, and southeast Russia. Native coun-
try unknown, but probably East In«lies. More fully dis-
cussed in Farmer's Hullftin, No. 101 V . S. Dept. Agric.
What is usually grown in the Tnited States under the
name of Millet is Sefdi-ia Italicd and its varieties.

P. rflrtVgrtfMm=OpUsmenus Burmanni. For P.Oennaniciim,
see Setariu. a. S. HlTCHCOCK.

PANSY. The Pansy is everywhere a familiar flower.
There is much character in it. The fl(»wer is often
li>»i^u^J to a face. It appeals to personal feeling. In
fact, the word Pansy is only a corruption of the French
pensee, meaning vhought. The old folk-name, heart's-
ease, is also associateil with the familiar place which the
plant has occupied ; it signifies remembrance. The
Pansy is one of the oldest of garden flowers. Parkinson
mentions it as a flower-garden subject in 1629. When
critical study began to be given to the kinds «»f plants,
the Pansy was so dis-

tinct from wild species
that its specific iden-
tity could not be deter-
mined with precision,
and, in fact, this is the
case to the present
day. It is generally
considered, however,
that it has descended
from Viola tricolor(sei:f

\'iol(i), a small peren-
nial violet native to the
cooler parts of Euroj)e.
In its nearly normal or
unimproved forms.
Viola trivilor is now
grown in gardens. Fig.
1634. It is a most in-

teresting i)lant. be-
cause handsome-flow-
ered and variable. The
flowers of this violet

usually h a V G three
colors or shades, mostly blue, whitish and yellow, but in
the different varieties' one of the colors strongly pre-
dominates. A form with very small and ineonspicuous
flowers (var. arvensis) has run wild in many parts of
the country.

Pansies are perennial, but they pre grown practically
as winter or spring annuals. Commercial growers sow
the seeds in fall, and sell great quantities of the seedling
plants before winter sets in. These plants are bloomed
in frames or cold greenhouses, or they are planted in
the open for spring bloom. Plants are also started in-
doors in late winter for spring bloom. Pansies delight
in cool, moist weather; hence the American summer is

not to their liking, and they usually perish. A new
stock of plants is started every year.
The modern improved Fansies run in strains or fami-

lies rather than in definite varieties. These strains are
maintained at a high grade by the best cultivation and
the closest attentitm to selection. The seed of the best
strains is necessarily expensive, for it represents much
human care. The stock usually runs down quickly in
other hands. It should be renewed from the seed-
breeder each year if the best results are to be main-
tained. These fancy and high-bred strains require extra
care in the growing. Most of the best strains are of
European origin. They are usually known by the name
of the breeder. The chief points of merit in the high-
bred Pansy are size of flower, brilliancy of coloring,
arrangement o.' .'olors The flowers may be self-colored
(of only one .>l(»r) or parti-colored. The parti-colored
flowers are of three general types: 2 banner petals and
3 central petals of different colors; petals all margined
with lighter color; petals all striped. There are all grades
of interme«liate differences. The colors which are now
found in Fansies are pure white, purple-bhick, pure yel-
low, different s'.....les of blue, purple, violet, red-purple.
Pansy flowers are now grown 3 in across. Fig. 1635.

With the above jtccount may be compared Gerard's
description of Pansies in 1.587. He pit tures the Hearts-
ase or Viola tricolor with small violet-like flowers, the

1634. Viola tricolor.

Nearly or quite the original form
of Pansy.
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petals standing apart from each other. The "Upright
Heartsease," or I'iota astfurgeux tricolor, is represented
an a stouter and more erect plant, with rounder but
scarcely larger flowers. These are described as follows:
"The Hearts-ease or Pansie hath many round leaves at

the first eomniing up; afterward they grow somewhat
longer, sleightly out about the edges, trailing or creeping
upon the ground: the stalks are weake and tender,
whereupon grow floures in form & figure like the Vio-
let, and for the most part of the same bigmesse, of three
sundry colours, whereof it tooke the symame Tricolor,
that is to say, purple, yellow and white or blew; by rea-
son of the beauty and braverie of which colours they
are very pleasing to the eye, for smel they have little

or none at all. The seed is contained in little knaps of
the begnesse of a Tare, which come forth after the
floures be fallen, and do open of themselves when the
seed is ripe. The root is nothing else but as it were a
bundle of threddy strings.
"The upright Pansie bringeth forth long leaves

deeply cut in the edges, sharp- pointed, of a bleake or
pale green colour, set upon slender, upright stalks,
cornered, jointed, or kneed a foot high or higher

;

whereupon grow very faire floures of three colours,
viz., of purple, blew and yellow in shape like the com-
mon Hearts-ease, but greater and fairer; which colours
are so excellently and orderly placed, that they bring
great delight to the beholders, though they have little

or no smell at all: for oftentimes it hapneth that the
uppermost floures are diflfering from those that grow
upon the middle of the plant, and those vary from the
lowermost, as Nature list to dally with things of such
beauty. The seed is like that of the precedent."

L. H. 6.

The Pn,nsy is truly a "plant for the million." Its ease
of cultivation, hardiness and cheapness have made it one
of the most popular plants in this country. The under-

1635. Modern Pansies. Nearb' 34 natural size.

signeci is inclined to believe that as many plants of
Pansies are sold as of all other plants.

Pansies were first improved from the original type in

(Jreat Britain, where the cool and moist climate is well
adapted to their cultivation, and new varieties were
gradually brought out with larger flowers of varied
colors. For many years England and Scotland bore the

reputation of growing the best Pansies. About twenty-
five years ago, however, three French specialists. Bug-
not, of St. Brieuc, and Gassier and Trimardeau, of
Paris, made immense strides in developing the Pansy,
and their productions were a revelation to the horti-
cultural world. Such sizes and colors were previously
thought impossible. Trimardeau created a new rac,. with
immense flowers and very hardy constitution. His strain
crossed with those of Cassier and Bugnot has given a
Pansy which is superseding the older English varieties.
It must be admitted, however, that the best results can
be obtained only at the expense of much care and culti-

vation and selection, and specialists only can be ex-
pected to reach he greatest degree of perfection. The
strains degenerate very soon unless constant attention
and care are bestowed on the plants. Contrast the flow-

ers grown by Cassier and Bugnot themselves with the
strains sold nowadays generally under their names ! The
choicest flowers are removed so far from the type that
they produce but little seed and that of short vitality.

The see<l has to be gathered by hand, and it is neces-
sary to go over the seed-beds every day. With the cheap
and common strains less careful methods of seed-gather-
ing are used. At the time of harvesting the plants
are all pulled out and laid in the shade for the seed to

slowly ripen, when the seeds are all cleaned at once.
In this country, with more extremes in temperature,

more care must be exercised than in Europe in the se-

lection of localities and exposure, and with the best of
care Pansies will not last very long in bloom. A posi-
tion sheltered from high w inds and exposed to the
morning sun will be found the most favorable, and &i>il

of a clayish nature well enriched will grow the best
Pansies. Frequent sprinklings also, to keep the ground
and loliage moist, will be of great benefit. The general
sowing for the production of early spring bloom is made
out of doors in August, while seeds sown indoors from
February to June will produce plants to flower inter-

mittently during late summer and the fall months.
When sowing Pansj' seed on a considerable scale in

August, sow the seed broadcast in a seed-bed out of
doors, cover v-ry lightly with fine soil or well-rotted
manure, and press the seed in with a small board ; then
mulch the seed-bed with long, strawy horse manure,
from which the small particles have !>een shaken off, to

the thickn«\ss of one inch, so as to have the soil well
and evenly covered. At the end of two weeks the plants
will be up. Then remove the straw gradually, a little

at a time, s'?lecting a dull day if possible. Keep the bed
moist. This process for germinating Pansy seed is

recommended by Cassier, and the undersigned from his
own experience recommen<l3 it above all others. In
England and Scotland the choicest varieties are perpet-
uated by means of cuttings, but it seems to be impos-
sible to maintain the size for any length of time by this

means in North Americr
If Pansies aie desired for winter bloom, plant them

as soon as they are large enuugh on ])eds or benches
near the glass in the greenhouse. The temperature for
violets suits them ver\' well. They are grown to a slight

extent for cut-flowers.
if wanted for exhibition purposes, keep them in a

lower temperature till January: some freezing, even,
will benefit them. Start them slowly into growth at a
temperature of between 30-40° at night, as a higher
temperature will diminish tb.e size of the flowers. A
weak solution of guano or hen manure once every two
weeks will help them wonderfully. F'lowers 4 in. across

can be grown for exhibition. During growth and bloom
maintain a rather low, even temperature, without actual

freezing, carefully avoiding extremes in temperature.
1 favored localities Pansies designed for early spring

bloom receive no glass protection during winter, the
plants from viie August sowing being transplanted in

the fall from the seed-bed directly into their permanent
quarters. Gov-d Pansies can be grow^n out-of-doors with-

out glass protection as far north as Nova Scotia. Gen-
erally, however, it is much better to winter Pansies in

a coldframe. especially the finer strains. Pansies in

bloom should be partially shaded from the hot midday
sun. particularly the fancy-colored strains, the petals of

which are more delicate in texture.

Dexts Zirnoiebel.

Ijugyi MHtMillfelMH
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PAPAVER (old Latin name of dubious derivation)

.

Papaverdceo'. Poppy. Poppies rank among the most
popular annual flowers in cultivation. From their as-

tonishing range of color, and
from the formidable list of
names given below, one might
suppose their botany very
complicated. It is, however,
easy to understand. There
are only 4 species commonly
cultivated and these are ail

remarkably distinct. They
are (1) the Opium Poppy, (2)

the Corn Poppy, (3) the
Iceland Poppy and (4)
the Oriental Poppy.

1. The Opium Poppy,
P. somniferum, one of
the commonest and the

most variable. It is an an-
nual, of tiill, stately habit,

and recognized at once by
the glaucous hue of its foli-

age. The flowers are the
largest of any of the annual
species, but unfortunately
they are useless as cut-flow-

ers because they drop their
petals.

2. The Corn Poppy of
Europe, ^'. HJicvuk, is also
an annuel, but a dwart'er plant, with green, hairy, finely

cut foliage and smaller flowers. This is the delight of

every American that visits Europe. The Shirley Pop-

pies are the best strain .f this species; in our gardens

the flowers last longer than the common Poppies and
the plants are neater when out of bloom.

:i. The Iceland Poppy, P. ntidicaitle, is the glory of

the Arctic regions. It ranges over an immense territory

and varies remarkably both in the wild and the garden.

Orange, red and vsiiite are the chief colors, besides

shatles of yellow, but the flowers never attain the

brilliant scarlet of the Com Poppy. Although the

Iceland Poppy is a perennial, it is short-lived and is

commonly treated as an annual. It is known for the

satiny texture and crimpled character of its petals.

The flowers are excellent for cutting, especially if

the young flowers are selected and cut in the early

morning, a principle which applies to rany flowers

often supposed to be useless for home decoration.

4. The Oriental Poppy, P. orientate, is a longer-lived

perennial, and although it has the largest flowers of

any species in the genus it has nothing like the fame
of the Opium Poppy. However, it has the double ad-

vantage of being easily propagated by either seed or

division, and it has a considerable range of color,

which is said to be largely due to crosses with P. brac-

teatum. The latter may be only z botanical variety; it

differs in having large bracts below the flower.

The other species^ are for the fancier. The Alpine

Poppy, P. atpittiun, was considered by Linna>us to

be a distinct species from the Iceland Pop]H-. How-
ever, every gra<lation has been discovered between the

typical form of P. nndicaule of the arctic regions and
the common Poppy found in the Alps. The former has

a yellow flower, while the common Alpine Poppy is

white. Botanically, the Poppy of the Alps is generally

regarded as an extreme form of P. tinith-nute, char-

acterized by a dwarfer habit and more finely divided
foliage. For horticultural purposes P. nudicaule and
alpinum should be considered to be distinct species.
The Iceland Poppy can be easily grown in the border,
while the Alpine Poppy demands rock-garden treatment.
The former does best in a moderately rich and light loam,
while the latter does bv.tter in a rather poor soil. Both
need full exposure to the sun, and P. ali)inum probably
needs better drainage. The form of P. alphium which
has white petals with a green spot at the base may be
considered the typical one. This is shown in color in
Gn. 24:410, and ali^o in Correvon's pocket guide to the
wild flowers of the Alps, entitled I tort Colorize, etc.

Correvon states that the yellow-fld. form (var. ftaviflo-

rum) is found in the granitic Alps, the inference being
that the white-fld. form is characteristic of the calca-

reous Alps. An orange-rt . Poppy is also found in the
Alps and on the continent is often called P. Pyrenai-
vum. The tendency in England is to make it a variety
of P.nud'cattle. Whether all these plants are species
or varieties and how they should be named are matters
of opinion. The range of color has been indicated
above. Aside from color, the iniportant points on which
these varieties are made and uinnade are as follows: the
degree of hairiness of stem and capsule; whether the
hairs are appressed or spreading; the manner in which
the foliage is cut, and the shape of the capsule, which
varit 3 from >hort, thick and subglobose to long, nar-
row and club-shaped.
Papaver is a gentis of about 50 species, mostly natives

of the Mediterranean region. There is, however, one in
South Africa and another in Australia. Also a true
Papav( r has been discovered in California, and has
been named P. Californicum. (The "California Poppy "

of gardens is Eschscholzia. ) Papa-
vers are herbs with a milky juice,
brisily or smooth and often glau-
cous: Ivs. usually lobed or dissected:
peduncles long: buds nodding: fls.

every shade of red, violet, yellow
and white; sepals 2; petals 4; sta-

mens numerous; stigmatic lobes 4-
many: capsule globose, obovate or
top-shaped, dehiscing under the ver-
tex by transverse pores between the
placenta^; openings very small and
valve-like.

Opium is made from the milky
juice of P. sonmi-
ferum, which oozes
from slu-llow cuts
made in the young
cnpsules. The
seeds have no nar-
cotic properties and
are ^*G!d for bird
food under thename
of " ma w seed."
They also produce
a valuable oil.

Hybrids letween
annual and peren-1636. Poppies in

the year 1&13.

Five flowers from
Ho ftus Eustet-
tensisATPilrAyin
an/' reduced, in-

(Ucivting the an-
tiquity of some
of the main
types that are
I>oi>ular toilay.

P. S'lmniferuiit,,

nial plants are
rare and inter-

esting. ''At the
hybrid confer-
ence at (^his-

wick in Julv
last, the late'M. Henri Vilmorin. of

Paris, gave a very interestii^g ac<-ount

of a successful attempt at hybridizing

the Opium Poppy(P. somvifenim ^wlth

P. orientate or P. tyracieatvm, the
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hybrida of which did not produce seed until they were
again cross-fertilized with P. orientate, when a perma-
nent race of showv plants that {jrow freely from seeds
was obtained." F. 'W. Bnrhidffe, in Gn. oO, p. .m {

1891*).

There is no jrarden monograph of Poppies, but the
student may find an a<'count of .'{8 species in Boissier's

Flora Orientalis liKhVllH ( 1SG7),

The species are there arranged in
;{ primary groups,— annuals, bi-

c'linials and perennials. Ordinar-
ily this is an excellent arrange-
ment for the horticulturist.though
not for the botanist. In the case
of the Poppies it is not very
useful. The duration of several
kinds is doubtful, species which
are annual in the South behaving
as biennials in northern botanic
gardens. Moreover, for garden
purposes all Poppies are to be
treated as annuals for best re-

sults, with the exception of P.
orientate and brarteatiim, which
the gardener thinks of as one
group. The Oriental Poppy is,

in fact, the only long-lived peren-
nial Poppy. The Iceland Poppy
may live for several years, but
after the third yei.r it usually de-
generates. It blooms the first year
from seed and the best results

are usually secured the second
year.
The following account of Shir-

ley Poppies is given by the Rev.
W. Wilks in The (warden o7, p.

385: «In 1880, I noticed in a waste
corner of my garden, abutting on
the fields, a patch of the common
wild field Poppy

,

P<fpa verIih(Fa.s),

one solitary fiower of which
had a very narrow edge of white.
This one flower I marked and
saved the seed of it alone. Nest
year, out of perhaps two Imndred

plants, 1 had four or five

on which all the fiowers
were edged. The best of
these were marked and
the seed saved, and so
on for several years, the
flowers all the while get-

ting a larger infu-
,'' sion of white to tone
down the red un-
til they arrived at
quite pale pink and
one plant absolute-
ly pure white. I

then set myself to

change the black
central portions of
the fiowers from
black to yellow or
white, and having
at last fixed a strain

with petals varying
in color from the
brightest scarlet to

pure white, with all

shades of pink between and all varieties «)f flakes an<l

edged flowers also, but all having yellov or white sta-

mens, anthers and pollen, and a white ba!»e." * * * Mr.
Wilks then distributed it freely to all. "My ideal." he
continues, "is to get a yellow P. ffhipas, and I have
already obtained many distinct shades of salmon. The
Shirley Poppies have thus been obtained simply by
selection and elimination, • •

Let it be noticed that tnie Shirley Poppies d) are
single, (2) always have a white base with ('A) yellow or
white stamens, anthers and pollen. (4) never have the
smallest particle of black about them. Double Poppies
and Poppies with black centers may be greatly adniired

1637. Oriental Poppy,
Papaver orientale (X 1-5),

by some, but they are not Shirley Poppies. It is rather
interesting to reflect that the gardens of the whole
world — rich man's and poor man's alike— are to-day fur-
nished with Poppies which are the direct descendants
of one single capsule of seed raised in the garden of
the Shirlev Vicarage so lately as August, 1880."

W. M.
There is no way in which the lover of color in flowers

can gratify his taste so cheaply and so fully as by grow-
ing.a good selection of Poppies. Xo other flower will
make such a gorgeous show in the border during the
months of July and the first half of August. To grow
the finest Poppies, plant the seed as early in the spring
as the ground can be worked. Cover very lightly, for
if planted deep the seed does not germinate. The best
way is to make the bed smooth and fine, scatter the
seed thinly, then rake gently, and firm the soil well with
a board or, better still, with the back of a hoe. When
the plants are up 2 or '.i in., thin to 6 in. apart for
the weaker growing varieties and 12 in. for the strong
growing /*. Homniferum. Pick all the pods as soon as
the petals drop, unless one desires to save seed. This
treatment lengthens the blooming season and saves a lot

of trouble the next year. The seed is quite hardy, and if

left to ripen, the seedlings come up in countless numbers
the following spring. An advantage of self-sown seed
is that the plants bloom two weeks earlier than if

planted in the spring. Poppies must always be planted
where they are to bloom, as no annual Poppy will bear
transplanting. Poppies are so susceptible to cross-fer-
tilization that new strains are constantly arising. The
ease with which they can be originated has led to much
confusion in the seed catalog^ues.

P. somniferum, the Opium Poppy, is the commonest
kind in cult, and is sufficiently described elsewhere.

P. Nh(fa^. the scarlet field Poppy of Great Britain, is

the parent of many beautiful forms. Fig. 16:{8. Of these
the best is the Shirley, the loveliest of all Poppies: the
flowers are of the most delicate silky texture and in every
imaginable shade and combination of white, pink, and
red,with yellow anthers. Var. %(mhrosxtm.\\\e Fire Dragon
of some catalogiu's. is dark cardinal, with a black blotch
at the base of each petal, and purplish black anthers.
P. l(fvitfatnm resembles P. uviftro.'itnn, the fls. being the
same coh)r, but the black blotch is margined with white
and the petals are more upright, not opening out so flat

as in P. Jj^ha'as. Sometimes P. tcpvitjatum comes semi-
double, but with this exception all the smaller double
Poppies are forms of P. Wta'as. The ranunculus-fid. has
all the gracefulness of the single form, with a wonderful
diversity of color, white through pink to the deepest crim-
son, and in every degree of doubleness from 2 or '.i rows
of petals to perfectly double. The varieties umbronum
and Shirley show a tendency to come double,though never
so coni})letely as the ranunculus-fld. The Rosebud and
New Japanese Pompone are selections from the ranun-
culus-fld. type. "Golden Gate" is a niix'^ure of i*. «»i-

brostnn, P. tavigatnm and 7*. ranuvcvliflorvm in single

and double.
The best of the perennial Poppies are P. nvdieoute

and orientate. P. nudicaute, the Iceland Poppy, is one
of our most desirable perennials. Fig. 1639. If the fiowers

are cut regularly and no seed-pods allowed to form, it is

in bloom from May to October. The fls. are on wiry stalks

12 in. or more long, and well adapted for cutting. The
colors are white, yellow, and orange-red; they are easily

grown from seed, and will bloom the fiist year if sown
early. It is well to grow new plants every second year,

as in the colder parts of the country it is subject to

winter-killing >vhen the plants get old.

Very <litTerent from the dainty Iceland is the gorgeous
Oriental Poppy, one of our most striking and showy gar-

den plants. Fie. 1()37. The great fls., 6-8 in. across, deep
scarlet with a bK.ish ptirple base and stamens, are held

well above the foliage r>n stout leafy stalks. Unfortu-
nately, the flowering season is short: 2 or 3 weeks in June
and their glory is gone. They also are easily grown
from seed and are very hardy. P. hrnrtentum, deeper in

color and more robust, is. strictly speaking, a variety of

P. orientate. Other varieties have orange, pink, and
salmon-colored flowers, but none of them are .so effec-

tive in the garden border as the type.

P. glaneum, the Tulip Poppy, is a weak, spindly
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grower if planted thifkly. The Hs, are of an intense

cardinal color, without black blotch: the outer petals

iiinch larger than the inner, ovt-rlappiuK at the edges,

civiiisr it the appearanceof a tulip. P. an ndr'nun, in the

writer's experience, is scarcely worth growing.

R. B. Whyte.
INDEX.

aruleatiim. 12, Frencli. 4. Pejwock, 16.

albirtonim, 15. Uariepinuin, VI. Persiciun, 17.

albaiu. 14. 1.^). gluucum, 11. pilosinn. UJ.

alpinum 15. gninditionim, 2. pleuum, 2.

areUiiriiini. 7. Ureenlandicum, 14. praH'«).\. :$.

At'anticum, 5. Hookeri, 4. piiniceuin. 14.

anranti:wum.l4. 15. horriduni, 12. Pyrenaicum, VS.

hracteatuiu, 3. hybridum, 2, 3. ranunculitloruni, 4.

Bride, 1. immaculatum, 2. Khoeas, 4.

Californicum, 9. involucratuiti,'6. roseum, 3. 1.").

caniitiale, 1. Japanese, 4. rubro-aurantiacum,

Cani*asicum, 6. Japoiiicum, 4. 14.

Chinese, 1. lievigatum, 8. mbnim, 15.

coccineum, 14. luteum. 14, 15. rupifrajfuni. 10, 5.

coinmutatum, 4. Mephisto, 1. semipleniun, 2.

Corn, 4. Mikado, J. seti^eruni, 1.

orocenm, 14. Murselli, 1. Shirley, 4.

r)anel)rog, 1. nanuin, 2. Sintenisii, 2.

Danish Cross. 1. niidi<-aule, 14. somniferum, 1.

Danish Flae. 1- Opium, 1. splendens. 2.

fimbriatum, I. orieutale. 2. striatum. 14.

Flag of Truce, 1, paeoniietlorum, 1. sulphureuni, 14.

flavTrtonim, 15. paeony-flowere<i, 1. Tulip, 11.

tlavum. 15. Parkmanni, 2, 3. umbrosum, 4.

florilnindutn,Q. Pavoninum, 16. Victorian Cross, 1.

Pavonium, 16.

A. Cap.tnle not bristly.

B. Filaments dilated at apex.
c. Foliage glaucous 1. somniferum

CC. Foliage green.
D. Fls. not brai'ted 2. orientale

DU. FIk. with large, leafy
bracts 3. bracteatum

BB, Filaments not dilated a*
apex.

(', Stem-h's. not clasping.
D. Herbage dec id eJ ly

bristly or hairy.
E. Stigmatic rays 8-10. 4. Rhoeaa

EE. Stigmatic rays 6-8. . 5. rupifragum,
var. Atlanticum

EEE. Stigmatic rays 3-6. . G. Caucasicum
Di>. Herbage spar i n g I y

^ristly or merely
pilose -pubescent.

E. Petals purple, spotted
dark.

F. Lrs. bipinnatisect. 7. arenarium
FF. Lrs. p i nnate I y

parted 8. laevigatum
EE. Pe t a Is brick - red,

spotted gtcen 9. Califomicum
EEE. Petals orange - red,

unspotted .'. 10. rupifragum
CC. Stem-h's. dasping 11. glaucum

D. Herbage b, istly 12. acnleatum
DD. Herbage soft-hairy i;{. pilosum

AA. Capsule bristly

B. Stems leafless 14. nudicaule
1.'). alpinum

BB. Stetns leafy.

V. Sepals appendaged: cap-
mule minute Kj. Pavoninum

CC. Sepals not appendaged:
capsule large 17. Persicum

1. somniferum, Linn. Ophm Poppy. Fig. IGllfi. Ro-
bust, glaucous and glabrous plant, :{—4 ft. high, with lis.

4-5 in. across, much larger than those of any annual
kincl. Lvs. oblong, unequally toothed at the base; stera-

Ivs. cordate at the bast': petals orbiculate, every shade
from white through piTik and red to purple, but not yel-
low or blue: capsule obovate, stalked, with a Hat disk,
(ireece, Orient. Ctn. 9, p. 197. Gt. 40, p. tJ09; 44, p.
59:5. R.H. 189;{. p. .'549. S.H. 2:272.
Among the double forms there are two main strains

or types, the carnati(m-ti<l. and the pa»ony-t1d. (the lat-

ter P. pceonifeflorttm, Hort.l. The former has fringed
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petals; the latter not. Both include u wide range of
color, and even a yellow form is advertised, but this

f<»rui is of doubtful authenticity. P. Murselli is an-
other strain of double fringed kinds, of which Mikado
is a favorite. P. fimbriatum is another trade name for
double fringed varieties. P. card i note is not a botanical

name. It is the French name of Cardinal, another strain

of double fringed tis. Chinese Poppies are a double-fld.

race intnxluced from Chinese gardens in the earl}' nine-
ties and compris'Tg dwarfer than strains previously
known. R.H, 189."{, j). .'{49. An exceptioiutlly interesting
monstrosity has occurred in which there are no petals,

and the stamens are supposed to be transformed into
pistils which actually lipen seed. It was tigured as long
ago as 18.51 in F.S. (I, p. 242 and again in R.H. 1893,

p. :{49. It seems to be no longer advertised, but it was
considered constant.
Among the single varieties, Danebrog is one of the

most striking and i)opular. The white spots at the base
of the petals form a cross. This var. is also known as
Danish Cross, Danish Flag and Victorian Cross. Of the
pure white kinds. Flag of Truce p*- ' The Bride are favor-
ites. Mephisto is scarlet, spotted black. About a dozen
other varieties are advertised by name.

Var. setigerum (P. setigerum, DC). P. setigerum is

no longer advertised, but according to Nicholson numer-
ous fine strains have originated from it. P. setigerum
is now considered a hairy form of P. somniferum. It is

a violet-fld. plant native to Corsica and Hyeres. It dif-

fers in having obhmg lvs. which are incised-toothed, the
teeth being narrower and more pointed: also the cap-
sule is not stalked, as it sometimes is in P. somniferum.
S.B.F.G. 172.

2. orientikle, Linn. Oriental Poppy. Fig. IG.^7. This
and the next are the most robust and large-tld. Poppies;
also the best, commonest and longest lived of the per-
ennials. Plants grow .3—C ft. high and bear fls. G in. or
more across. Lvs. hispi<l, pinnately parted; lobes ob-
long-lanceolate, serrate: capsule ')bovate, with a flat

disk: stigmatic rays 11-1."), In P. orientale the petals
are originally scarlet with a black spot. It was not until

late in the eighties that this species made a decided
break in color. A considerable class of hybrids with P.
bracteatum has arisen which extends the color range
through several shades of red to orange, salmon and
pale pink. Some are unspotted, some are adapted to
cutting, and doubling has made some progress. Among
the Latin names of varieties Ijelonging to tliis class are
grandifldrum, hybridum, immaculatum, nanum, Bpl6n-
dens, Parkmanni, planum, semiplentim, and Sintenisii.

About a dozen have n-ceived c'ommon or personal names.
Asia Minor. »*trsia. Gn. 24, p. 459; 42:890. V. 12:33.—
T. D. Hatfield makes the following notes: "Oriental
Poppies are better divided after blooming, in late July
or August. They always grow in the autumn, an«l these
divided plants would start away and make good growth.
If divided in spring, they would not recover in time to
bloom. Any extra good variety can be increased largely
by cutting the roots into short pieces. This also is best
done in the summer time."

3. bracteatum, Lindl. {P. orientctle, \ar.bracteiitum).
Differs from the preceding in having large, leafy bracts.
According to Boissier the color of this species in the
wild is blood-red and of P. orientale scarlet. Also the
fls. of P. bracteatum are said to be earlier, the lvs. con-
cave instemi of flat and the stigmatic ravs 1(>-18 instead
of 11-15. Caucasus. Persia. B.R. 8:C58." G.C. 1800:047.
—A variety with petals more or less united intc one was
mentioned in 18(;2-5 in F'.S. 15, p. 1H<!, but it seems to be
unknown now. Vars. h^bridtun, Parkmanni, praecox and
roseum are advertised. See also species No. 2. /*. in-
rnfucratum. var. maximum, Haage & Schmidt, seems
to be a new and undescribed kind. The name suggests
that it may belong here.

4. Rhoeas, Linn. Corn Poppy. Fig. 16.38. Typically
a <lwarf, green, bristly plant, with pinnately parted
foliage and fls. about 2 in. across, two of the petals
smaller than the others, all sc:;rlet and spotted black.
Height 2 ft. or less. In cultivation every shade known
to the Opium Poppy has been re{)roduced in the Com
Pi)ppy, but the fls. are always smaller. In the wild it

varies greatly, the foliage once or twice pinnately
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parted, the bristles many or few, appressed or sprea<i-

inif, the t\s. spotted or not. Eu., Orient, (in. 'M, p. 297.
— Up to 1886 the French Poppiea were considered the heat
Htrain. Since then the h)Vely strain known as Shirley
Poppie** has surpassed all others. This strain was de-
veloped by the Rev. W. Wilks, secretary of the Royal
Horticultural Society. It is one of the finest contribu-
tions to tioriculture ever made by an amateur (see p.
1206). Var. ranuncalifldnun, Hort., is a strain with

1638. Corn Poppy of Europe. Papaver Rhoeas {X}4).

double fls. in various colors, self and variegated, with
the petals entire, rounded and somewhat reflexed. Var.
Tap6iucuin, Hort., is v. strain introduced about 1893 from
Japanese .'gardens, and said to have smaller and fuller
fls. than ordinary and of more varied shades. They are
called Japanese or .Japanese Pompons. Rhtras was the
name used by the ancient Greeks and Romans for the
Corn Poppy.

Var. umbrds^m. Mottet! P.nmhtd.tum. Hort.) , is a plant
with petals '

and black?
about 1^

ductiv
bran<
Moti
anisi

from
it is a I

bristly, ?

appresse
the midr
Attica. J

P. Rhfva.
and not o\

pinsr, while
R.H. 1891, p,

V. 9:187.

Var. Hodken
found in the ga:
asre. It is neares
size, for it forms
and in the great

'\er rvd than the typical P. lihaas
It was introduced by Vilniorin
onsidered a marked gain in pro-
ibit is dwarf, conijtact. much
a double ft»rm was ilistributed.

form of P. lih'i'ns, l)ut some bot-

rm of P. cinnttnitufain. .Tudiring
'imen, the undersigned sujtposes
form of P. ItlKeaa : the l)uds are
ths plant has only a very few

,' peduncles and on the Ivs. along
r'osam was found growing wild in

•/»*»*• is a species closely allied to
, in having the petals obovate

^ instead of orbicular and overlap-
thers are ovato instead of obhmg.
^y.-J:r2; 1893, p. 350. G.C. II. 22:49.

tf>}rer'i. Baker). A puzzling plant
'f India, and of unknown parent-
' lihftas, and "differs in its great
hy herb 4 ft. high and upwards.
>er cf the stigniatic rays, which

are 12-20, i.e.. nearly double those of P. Ith<tax: the
tls., capsule and seeds also are much larger and the
stigma broader in proportion." The tls. attain 3!.., in.

in diam.. and vary from pale rose to briirht criniVon
with a white or black snot at the base. B.M. 6729. (in'

21>, p. 1.39. (i.e. II. 25 . Pnx-urable from England.

-

Said to revert occasionally to I'. Ithaaii.

.5. rupifragrum, var. Atlinticum, Ball (/*. Atldntimm,
Haage & Schmidt ). Hoary and everywhere covered with
copious spreading hairs except the glabrous capsuh-:
height 1-2 ft.: Ivs. oblanceolate; hairs spreading, rts.

2-3 in. across; petals orange-red or scarlet; stigniatic
rays 6-8: capsul* club-shaped. Morocco, 6,00()-7,tM)0 ft

B.M. 7107.

6. Caucisicum, Bieb. (P. flnribundHm, Desf. ). Bien-
nial, more or less setose: Ivs. bipinnately parted or dis-

sected: buds ovate: calyx glabrous (»r sparsely setose:
petals somewhat in pairs: stigniatic rays ;M5. Caucasus.
B.M. 1675 (brick-red, not spotted). B.R. 2:134.

7. aren^rium, Bieb. Annual, sparingly beset with
bristles which are spreading on the stem and appresx

d

on the foliage: Ivs. twice i»innatisect into minute line;:r

strips: fls. purple, with a dark spot at the base of each
petal; fllaments not dilated: capsule obovate or top-

shaped, with a convex disk: stigniatic rays 7-9. Sandy
places in Caucasus and Caspian region.— Procurable iu

England.

8. laBvig&ttun, Bieb. Glabrous or with a few small
bristles: fls. purple, usually spotted; petals minute,
obovate: capsule narrowly top-shape<l or r-Iub-shaped:
stigniatic rays 8-10. (iree«'e. Orient. — It is doubtful
whether the plant s<»ld under this name is true, for in

G.C. III. 5:21 it is shown with large, roundish, over-
lapping petals.

9. Califdraicom, Gray. Annual, sparsely pilose-pubes-
cent, l-2'2 ft. high: Ivs. pinnately parted or divi<i«d

into acutish toothed or .3-iobed or entire .segments: tls.

2 in. across; petals brick-red, with a green spot at tlie

base bordered with rose-red: capsule between club- and
top-shaped, flat on top. Santa Inez Mountains and north
ward in ('alifornia. Otfered in 1891 by Peter Henderson,
who described it as "pinkish orange with renter of sul-

phur-yellow." Probably procurable from Calif.

10. rupifragum, Roiss. & Rent. Dull green, nearly
glabrous. Spain. The typical form offered in England.
See No. 5.

11. gla:;cum, Boiss. & Hausskn. TrLip Poppy. Per-
ennial, glaucous and glabrous except a few small, u]>-

pressed bristles along the peduncles, branched at tlie

base: stem-lvs. broadly ''ordate at the base, pinnately
lobed or parted; the lobes triangular, dentate; the teeth

obtuse, callous, muticous: petals large, f "arlet, spotttd
at the base : capsule ovate, stalked : stigniatic ravs about
12. Svria. Gt. 40. p. (K)8, rep«ated in (i.C. HI* 10:527.

R.B. 20. p. 58. S.il. 2:4(;7 and V. 15:37. R.H. 1892. {..

463; 1893, p. .350. Int. 1891 by Penary, of Erfuit.-The
charming i)lant sold under tliis nauie reminds one im-
mediately of a tulip because of the color and texture of

the flower, but especially because of its cujt-like shaiic.

The two inner petals are smaller, er* ct. and make a loox-

cup. The plants grow about 12-14 in. high and produce
5(.M>0 large fls.

1_. aculeatum, Tliunb. {P. Carirp'imtm. Burdi. P.

hot ri<lt()ii, DC). Annual, 1-4 ft. high: stem branclied.

densely covered with sjireading, rigid, unequal bristles:

Ivs. green, sinuately pinnatifld, the laciniations spine-

tipped: fls. Si cely 2 ill. acr<^.'ss; petals scarlet-orange,
unspotted: ca. :ile glabrous, oblong-obovate. S.Africa.
Australia. B.IVi. .3(>23. — The only Poppy known to in-

habit the southern hemisphere. Procurable in England.
Annu'il in S. Africa, but said to be biennial in northern
botanic gardens.

13. pildsum, Sibth. and Sm. Perennial. This flower is

about 3 in. across, brick red. the petals all of a size and
with a pale spot at the base: stems tall and scabrous,

freely branched: Ivs. covered with velvety, appressed
hairs: stem-lvs. clasping, broadly oblong, lobed and
serrate: capsule glabrous,oblong-club-shaped : stigmatic,

ravs <>-7. Rockv alpine heights of Mt. Olvmpus in

Bithvnia. B.M. 4749. (in. 41. p. 277; 42, p. 585.

St

teai
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14. nudicaille, Linn. Iceland Poppy. Fig. 16.39.

Typically a yellow-fld. arctic perennial, more robust
than the next, with divisioui) of the Ivs. entire or spar-
ingly cleft, and capsule short, thick and roundish. In
/America this form is found as far south a-* southern
Colo, on the peaks of the Rockies. Gn. •J>i:4«;4; 24, p.

342: 28. p. 58; 42, p. oSi. V. i;{:297. B.M. l(j;{3; :w:j.)

and R.H 1890: (»0 (P. croceiun). F.S. 10:1017 (as vai.
croceum). The followini^ varieties are advertised in

the trade : ilbura, aurantiacum, coccineum, crdcenm,
Btri^tum and sulphiiream. Double forms in the various
colors are advertised. Older names which are likely to

reappear are vars. liiteum, puniceum, and rnbro«aaran'
tlacum, B.M. 2.'}44. P. rrdceum, Ledeb., a native of the
Altai Mts., is a form nearer to P. nudicaule than it is

to alpiniim. The name "nudicauie" refers to the lack
of Ivs. on the stem which distintjuishes this and the
Alpine Poppy from the common Corn Poppy of Europe.
p. Greenldndicum, Hort., is possibly a catalogue name
for P. nudicaule.

1639. Iceland Poppy. Papaver nudicaule (X/^).

15. alpinum, Linn. Alpine Poppy. Typically a fra-

»?rant white-Hd. perennial of the European Alps, of
dwarfer habit, with divisions of the Ivs. cut into many
fine and narrow secondary divisions, and a longer and
narrower capsule approaching club shape. (?n. 24:410.

L.B.C. 5:434. The following varieties are advertised:

albifldrum. dlbum, aurantiacum, flavifldrcm, fl^vum,
Pyrenaicum, roseum and rubntm. P. tuttum. Hurt. Ell-
wanger and Barry, belongs here, but /*. lulenm of the
botanists is the Welsh Poppy, Jleconopsis Cambrica.

IG. Favonlntun, Fisch. & Meyer ( P. Pa jd«iMw, Nichol-
son Diet. Gard.). Peacock Puppy. Annual, sparsely
hispid-pilose: Ivs. pinuattly parted, the divisions ob-
long-linear and incised-toothed: petals scarlet, dark-
spotted : capsule minute, ovatt stignjatic ray^ 4-.'i,

Sandy places of Turkestan and Afghanistan. G.C.
II. 2G:.'{21>. — Botanically it is very distinct by reason
of 2 short, horn-like appendages, one on each sepal
near the tip on the back. Int. 1886 by W, Thompson,
Ipswich, Eng., who added the following points: "dwarf,
1 ft. high, neater and less weedy than most annual Pop-
pies: petals with a >rray spot at the base and a horse-
shot-shaped band of black. In the early part of the
day the tlower seems to have a white eye, surrounded
bv one complete ring of black." A good plant produced
100 flowars.

17. F^rsicum, Lindl. Biennial, setose-hispid: stem
tall, branching, pyramidate : Ivs. pinnatciy parted :

buds oblong: calyx setose: petals overlapping at the
margin : capsule large: stigiriatic rays 5-6. Persia.
B.R. 19:1570 (petals brick-red, with or without a white
spot at ihe base). This has been, and may still be, eon-
fused in the trade with P. Caucasicum. Both are glau-
cous, and both advertised in England, but they are
biennials.

P. album, Hort. Bridseman, is presumably a double white-
fld. variety of the t)piuin Poppy.

—

P. coccineum, Hort. BridK«»-
man, is presumably a double scarlet-rid. variety of the common
Poppy.— P. maculatutn, var. superbum, Haage & Schmidt, is

presumably a form of one of the common si)ecies. \^_ ^j^

PAPAW is Cariea Papaya ; also A.simina.

PAPER MIJLBEBRY. See Broussonetia.

PAPER PLANT. See Cyperns Papyrus an ' Papyrus
antinnarutn.

PAPHfNIA ( Paphos, city of Cyprus, sacred to Venus l

.

Orcliiddrt(P. A rare and pretty genus of orchids, having
the habit of small Lycastes. The curiously shaped lis.

are borne on pendent scapes whicdi are mostly 2-Hd.
Sepals and petals similar, spreading; mentum obsolete:
labelluni uppermost in the Jiower. They may be easily
gro',vn with Lycastes, and should be planted in fibrous
peat and moss. During the growing periud they require
a liberal sup[)ly of water.

cristata, Lindl. Pseudobulbs ovate, 1-3-lvd. : Ivs.

lanceolate, 4-6 in. long: scapes pendent, 1-2-fld.: sepals
and petals lanceolate, acuminate, spreading, the latter

a little smaller ; all streaked above and transversely
banded below with deep crimson or chocolate-brown
markings on a whitish ground: labelluni much smaller,
chocolate-purple; the 2 lateral lobes oblong, pointed,
half spreatling, separated from the middle lol)e by a
deep constriction; middle lobe trianguliir-rhomboid,
with an erect crest and clavate glands on the disk, and
bordered in front bv a fringe of clavate hairs. June-
Aug. Trinidad. B.M. 4836. B.R. 21:1811 (as J/«.ri7-

laria cri.'<ttif<t ).

rugosa, Reichb. f. Pseudobulbs small, rounded: Ivs.

small, linear, acuminate: tls. waxy, creamy white, cov-
ered with reel spots, which run together in blotches.
Colombia.

grandifldra, Rodrig. {P. f7r«/»(//.<J,Reichb,f. ). Fls choc-
olate brown, striated on the lower half of the sepals and
petals with greenish yellow and cream color, margins
cream: labelluni dark purple at the base, with an ob-
long, cream-colored middle lobe, and a pair of small
lobes on each side. Brazil. G.C. III. 14:561.—A curi-
ous orchid.

P. Lawreiiciana == Lycaste Lawrenciana ?

Heinkich Hasselbrfno.

PAPHIOP£i}TLUM (Paphinia (above) and word for

sandal). Orchidacem. A section of Cypripedium sepa-
rated by Pfltzer. It is distinguished by theS-loculed ovary
and by the couduplicate fat rangemeut of the ivs. in tho
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hud. Pax writes in Engler & Prantl's Pflanzenfamilien
that the "ovary is c«»rapletely 3-loculed, or 1-loculed be-
low and only the tip divided into .'{ locules." The .species

have not been revised and will be found under Cypripe-
dium and Selenipediuni.

P. barhatum, Pfitz. (Cypripedium barhatnm, Lindl.).—P.
Boxalli, Plitz. (Cypripe<iium Boxalli. Reichl*. t.).— I'. cauda-
turn, Pfitz. ( Selenipedium «'audatiim, Reir>hb. f. ).

Heixrich Hasselbring.

PAPPOOSE BOOT or BLUE COHOSH is Caulophyllum
thalictroidex, a native plant that does not appear to be
in the general trade.

PAPfBUS antiqudrum (Fig. 1G40), ilie Egyptian
Paper-plant, is Cyptrus Pupyrus, which see for tech-
nical description. It is a tall-growing, graceful aquatic,
bearing an umbel of long and slender branchlets. It

•loes not endure frost. It is much used for bedding out
about ponds in the summer. The plants for bedding are

1640. Papsmis antiquorum.

propagated in January and February, by division of the
roots that were brought in from the open in autumn.
The plants are kept quiet until the roots are divided.
The roots are divided into small pieces, and the divi-
sions are started in a warm sand propagating bed. As
the plants grow, they are potted. By late spring the
plants should be ready for use in shallow pools in the
open- L. H. B.

PABACHUTE FLOWEB, adv. by Blanc. 1900, is Cero-
pegia Sdndersoni , Decai^ne, from So. Africa. Asclepia-
ddcete. It is a tall-twining plant with Hs. of most un-
usual shape and structure. It is figured in B.M. ."792,

from which the following extracts are taken: ''Stems
stout, succulent, as thick as a goose-quill. . . . Lvs.
small and distant for the size of the plant, shortly
stoutly petioled, 1 }4-2}4 in. long, ovate-cordate, obtuse,
thick and succulent, nerveless, deep green like the

stems. . . . Corolla 2% in. long, curved at the base,
tube 2 in. broad across the top; tube slightly inthitt-d

and green at the base, expanding into a funnel-sliapt-d.
.')-angled transparent limb with opiwjue green reticulatt-.l

veins; this presents 5 short distant lobes on its margin,
whi«'h bears the 5 curious horizontal appendages that
together form the umbraculifomi cap to the tlower: this
cap is a bright verdigris-green, pitted on the surface
and formed of 5 continent convex lobes with a conical
central papilla; each lobe is 2-lobed at its outer margin,
and the nuirgins are turned up and bear a series of
transparent. Hat, erect hairs within the border."

C'eropegia contains about 80 species, mostly African.
Several species are known in European collections, but
when the first volume of this Cyclopedia was writt«'ii

n«me had been offered in the American trade. Some of
them are bulbous-rooted. They demand a warm or in-

termediate house, and are propagated by cuttings of
the stems. All the species are odd. l^ jj^ b_

PABAOlSEA (said to be from Paradise, of which this
plant is supposed to be a fit inhabitant). Often written
Paradi.tia. St. Bruno's Lily. Lilidrece. St. Bruno's
Lily and St. Bernard's Lily are advertised in nearly
every good-sized catalogue of hardy herbaceous plants,
as Antherirum Liliastrum and An*hericum Liliagn,
but the fonner should be called Paradisea Liliastnitn.
Both these plants have w^hite, lily-like fls., borne in

early hammer on scppe" « foot or more hish. The fls. of
both are tipped green outside. The lvs. are linear, all

radical, and a foot or so long. Both plants are natives
of middle Europe, and by their popular names recall

the life-saving monks of the Alps. It is no wonder,
then, that they are often confi:sed. The Paradisea has
larger fls., which are funnel-shaped rather than rotate,

but the fun<lamental differences upon which Paradisea
is made a separate genus lie in the stamens. In Para-
disea (according to Bentham & Hooker), the anthers
are attached at the middle of the back and are vereutile;

in Anthericum the anthers are attached at their base
and are erect. Moreover, the stamens of Paradisea
arehypogj-nous; of Anthericum, perigynous. Following
are some of the other differences as given by Baker in

Journ. Linn. Soc. 15:286,287, 301 (1877):
Paradisea Lilidiitrum, Bertol., has 6-8 lvs.: scape 12-

24 in. high: raceme 2-10-fid. : bracts lanceolate : perian*'
18-21 lines long: style 15-18 lines long; ovary and cap
sule oblong.
Authericnm LiliUgo, Linn., has 12-20 lvs.: scape 6-15

in. high : raceme ( sometimes panicled) 10-20-Hd. : bracts
linear: perianth 6-9 lines long: style 5-6 lines long:
ovary and capsule globose. Some of the above char
acters will nof hold for cultivated plants.
P. Lilinstrum, var. major, Hort., is said to be a much

larger and better form than the type, growing 2-3 ft.

high and bearing more and larger fls. Gn. 9:1 (as An-
thericum Liliastrnm var,) aas fls, 2 in. long and 2K in.

across. ^ lyj

FABADISE FLOWEB. Strelitzia regince.

PABAGUAY TEA. Ilex Paraguariensis, not in the
Amer. trade.

PABA NUT. Berfholletia.

PABASITE. A parasitic plant is one which fastens
itself upon another plant (or other organism), and,
stimulated by the latter, either grows into its interior,

or sends certain sucking organs into its tissues by means
of which a part or all the nourishment necessary for the
Parasite is obtained. A plant which lives upon dead
organic substance is termed a saprophyte (which see).

The most common Parasites are to be found among the
fungi, which are the abundant cau es of plant diseases,
— such as nists, smuts, and mildews. These fungous
Parasites secure aP of their nourishment from the host,

or plant attacked, and most commonly grow within the
tissues until ready to form their reproductive bodies, or
spores. There are also Parasites ajnong flowering
plants. Of these there are two principal classes: (1)
those green in color, or chlorophyll-containing, such as
the mistletoe and the bastard toad-flax; and (2) those
practically devoid of chlorophyll, such as the dodder

I
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and the bro<->m-rapp. Mombers of tho first class an- ac-

tive plu>t«i."synth«'ti<nlly, ami may iiianutcu'ture th»-ir own
carbuiuict'ouH material from i'Ai> and wat«T. wliii«' iiieiu-

Ikts of the Nccoiid cIumm must n-cj'ive all or nearly all

similar foo«ls from the host. There are all >rra<lationM

between Parasites and saprophyTes; there are plants
parasitic at one stajfe and saprophytic at another, and
there are those which are at once parasitic and sapro-

phytic. B. M. DnusAR.

PARASOL, CHINESE. Sterculia platatti folia.

FAKASOL FIE or TBEE. Sciailopifyn lerticUlata.

PA2(AS0L PINE. PinuH Pinea.

PABDANTHUS. See Dehmcatuht.

PARIS (name discussed below). Herb Paris. Love
Apple. Liliiiccif. Everyone who knows and loves a
Trillium will be interested in the Herb Paris, which
differs from a Trillium in having? its tloral parts in

4's instead of :{'s. There are about H species alto-

gether, and in some of them the tloral parts are in

higher numbers than four. They resemble Trilliums in

beinj? small, hardy, rhizomatous plants, found in moun-
tainous countries of the north temperate zone, and even
in the arctic regions. Also they have a sinjrh" wh«>rl

of Ivs. at the top of the scape an«l a single dower, but
in Paris the outer perianth segments are more herba-
ceous and calyx-like, while the inner t)nes are much
narrower and less showy, being mere strips of petal -

"

even entirely al)sent.

The name I'aris is an interesting one. The berry of
the i)lant is compared to the apple of discord, while the
four leaves surrounding it are likened to Paris and the
three envious go<l<lesses, Juno, Minerva and Venus.
Others think the name is derived from /'rtr, equal, refer-

ring to the agreement in number between leaves and
floral parts.

quadrifdlia, Linn. Herb Paris. Trie Love. Height
9-12 in.: Ivs. netted-veined (very exceptional among
monocotyledons): peduncle rising 1-2 in. above Ivs.:

perianth segments yellowish green, the 4 inner ones
rather more yellow: berry bluish hlack. Rarely the Ivs.

and floral parts are in o's. The dominant Kuropean
type, scattered all over Eu. and Siberia from the Arctic
circle to the Mediterranean, in woods and shady places,
but usually very local. Fls. in spring or early summer.
Gn. :H, p. 165. — Not advertised in America at present.

W. M.
PARIS DAISY. Chrysanthemum fniteseens.

PARlTIUM tiMceum is referred to Hibiscus in this
work. It is a handsome shrub or small tree, of 10 to .'{0

feet, bearing considerable general resemblance to the
cotton plant, for which travelers have sometimes mis-
taken it. In Porto Rico it is often planted for hedges
along roadsides, and is very abundant in waste places
near the sea. It was already widely distributed in
America in prehistoric times, and has now been intro-
duced throughout the tropics.

It is valued for its very strong bast fiber, which has
much similarity to jute, but differs in the peculiar prop-
erty of maintaining or even increasing its strength
after long maceration in water. The extraction of the
fiber for the manufacture of cordage and other pur-
poses offers no special difficulties. It has also been
recommended for paper-making. At present it is uti-

lized in Porto Rico for domestic purposes only, all the
home-made ropes being twisted from it. The conditions
are. however, very favorable for the cultivation of
emfijiujua on a large scale, should more extensive indus-
trial uses be found for it. q p_ Cqok.

PARK. Plate XXV. A tract of considerable size set
apart i)rimarily for enjoyment. Meaning originally, in
England, a place for the preservation of deer for the
chase, the word is often used now to denote the land-
scape character commonly associated with such deer
parks. In the Unite<l States, when the original signifi-
cation is meant, the word is modified, as deer park,
game park, et<'. As a type of landscape the park is

characterized by comparatively broad stretches of pas-

ture lying between Irregularly and rather widely spaced
masses of tree foliage, it is extremely simple and quiet
in character, antl while it often e«.ntains many other
elements, such as ponds or running water, thickets of
bushes under the trees or rMTasionulIy outstaading,
houses, bridges or other artifieial structures, these fea-
tures are all suboniinate as well as hamionious if the
scene can be ralle<l typieally park-like.

Privatf PitrkK attaelu-d to country houses, in America,
are usually so railed l»eeaus<' they have, or are intended
to have, something of this park like type of scenery. A
place iKparting very widely from this type is called,
according to its character, a \v<M»d or grove, a garden, a
farm. orm<»re vaguely by the gem-ral termcoimtry-place.

Piihlh- Parkx are so calle<l, not h«'cause their scenery
is nect-ssarily of the type properly associated with the
word "park," hut because converted Royal Parks were
the most notable pttblic pleasure grounds of English
cities at the time when they begun to feel the need of
making niui:icii»al provision for the outiloor recreation
of their growing i»ojMilations. The earliest important
jdeasure grounds of municipal construction were based
upon these and upon private parks as models, and the
name "park " came to be so altached to inuiiicipal under-
takings in the way of outdoor reereiiti(»n. that it is now
almost indiscriminately applied to any tract of land set
apart for puldic enjoynient. regardless of the kind of
enjoyment or the character of its seenery; but the best
usage appears to confine the meaning of public ptark to
a tract of c<»nsi(ierable size, leaving the lesser spaces to
be called s«juares, gardens, playgrounds, places, etc.
Another special use of the word in America is its ap-
plication to tracts of land in the West, many square
miles in extent, either set a|»art by government, as
Yellowstone Park, or naturally distinguished by the
presence of coni|>aratively gentle grazing land in the
midst of rougher country. "Park" is also used in a
more general way to indicate the general purjtose of any
open land devoted to public recreation, or of the organi-
zation controlling it, etc., as "jinrk system," "park de-
partment," etc.

A large city park system tisually contains parks of
varying size and character and many smaller pleasure
groun<ls. No rigid classification can be made, but the
following may be regarded as reasonably distinct types,
eacli having its own field of usefulness, its own merits and
its own limitations. In practice the lines between these
types cainiot be distinctly drawn, but poor results are
often due to losing sight of the distinct and often con-
flicting motives which have given rise to these tvpes.

1. The liirge rural Park (Plate XXV. Figs. 1"G41-:J),

generally from 2(K) to l,0O0 acres, is in most cases the
chief feature of a city park system. It is seldon. under-
taken except by large cities or cities so rapidly growing
that the need of such provisicm can be clearly foreseen.
Its main object is to provide conveniently in some de-
gree for the inhabitants of large cities that sort of rec-
reation which is to be obtained by scrolling or driving
in a pleasant country district. There is no doubt that

1641. Vista in a large nual Park.

the enjoyment of beautiful natural scenery is to the
majority of city dwellers one of the most refreshing
antidotes for the wearing influences of citj- life. Where
cities are of moderate size and are surrounded by a
beautiful country district, thi« enjoyment is readily
accessible to the mass of the population, and it has for-

iiiiii iii'i I iii#"liiiiiri1iiiMSliiii'Mi1iM-
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1642. Plan of Prospect Park, Brooklyn, to illustrate the laree rural park.

tnnately become more so in proportion to the size of
the cities within the last fifteen years through the de-
velopment of trolley car lines and the use of the bic le;

but this increased accessibility of the country has - en
in part oflFset by the growth of the cities during the same
period, and by the serious impairment of the rural quiet
of the suburban regions through the same cause— im-
proved cheap transportation. It is therefore necessary,
if the people of large cities are to have easy access to
refreshing rural scenery, that the municipality should
withdraw from its taxable area a tract sufficiently large
to provide such scenery within its own limits. The cost,

both directly in money and indirectly through interfer-
ence with the street system and with the normal com-
mercial development of the land, is necessarily very
great, and only the purpose of providing beautiful scen-
ery, thoroughly contrasting with the city life and
measurably sequestered from all its sights and sounds,
can justify this cost, because almost all the other
purposes served in public recreation grounds can be
met more economically and far more conveniently in
smaller areas distributed throughout the city. The
essential characteristics of a well-designed and well-

managed park of this class are. therefore, that all of
the numerous other objects which it may serve are
subordinated to the provision of beaiitiful scenery and
to rendering this scenery accessible and enjoyable by
large numbers of people, and that the subordinate ob-
jects are met only in such ways and to such a degree
as will not interfere with the simplicity and the rural
and natural quality of the scenery.
Although Central Park, in New York, is the most

noted park of this class in America, it can hardly be
taken as the most typical example on account of its

rocky, complicated topography, its unfortunately nar-
row shape, owing to which the surrounding high build-
ings to a great extent dominate its scenery, and to the
interruption offered by the great reservoiis which cut it

into two independent parts. Prospect Park, in Brook-
lyn, begun in 18G6, is here described in some detail for
the purpose of affording a concrete pxample of the
principles that the writer wishes to illustrate respect-
ing rural parks. Fig. 1642 and Plate XXV.

Prospect Park has an area of 526}^ acres. Its main en-
trance is about 3^^ miles from New York City Hall, or
Ivi miles from Brooklyn City Hall. It is ..pproached from
the city by four lines of trolley cars, but is at the city

end of the Parkway System, so that it must be reached
through ordinary streets. The chief features of its de-
sign are: 1st, the open, park-like landscape of the Long
Meadow; 2d, the woodland section, hilly and rising to

an elevated outlook; 3d, the lake and its surroundings;
4th, a series of minor passages of scenery and ele-

ments of interest fitted in at points not appropriated
for the main effects. The most characteristic and moat
valuable part of the park is the Long Meadow with
its surrounding masses of wood, from the shade of
which the outlook ranges over one of the most beauti-

ful and simple park landscapes in the country. But
one is not brought directly to the Meadow from the
outside streets. One goes at first through a formal plaza,

then through a retired, shady ante-chamber, just long
enough to give a sense of retirement from the city, then,
if on foot, through an archway under the drive, that
does away with the nervousness of crossing a throng of
carriages, and then one comes out suddenly upon the
joyous, sunny greensward. Its extent— over 50 acres-
is enough to secure an effect of breadth and enlarged
freed .n without bringing its whole expanse into a sin-

gle view. One can see that it reaches beyond the pro-
jecting groves and scattered trees that form the back-
ground of the main composition, and he is tempted to

stroll on and open up the prospects thus suggested. The
surrounding groves are freely used for picnic parties,

and although much of the ground is tramped bare
beneath the trees, but little serious harm is done. A
carrousel or merry-go-round with its loud, mechanical
organ, the only disot rdant feature of the place, was
removed to this point a few years ago. This piece of ap-

paratus was originally designed to be in a retired section
devoted to children's games, where all sorts of amusing
apparatus might be i)laced without intruding on the park
at large. The children's playground, not being shady
or attractive for its purpose, has now been transformed
into a rose garden. On the lower edge of the Long
Meadow are the pools which are at the source of the

park ornamental water system. They illustrate both the

value of water in a park landscape and the praclicnl

difficulty of securing and maintaining agreeable natural
shores within the confines of a large city. Where the

banks are clothed with shrubs the effect is admirable,
but wherever the grass-land comes to the water's edge
and in many places where shrubs once grew, the ground
has become foot-worn tc utter bareness. Little iron
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railings in parks are in themselves no protection in great

public resorts, and even wire fences may entirely fail

to prevent people from trampling some of the shady

banks and rockeries into barrenness. Adequate policing

and prompt repair of points that cannot withstand too

free use is the only remedy, and these should

never be lacking in all city parks. Leaving

the MeadotV, the water Hows down through a

ravine in the woodland portion of the park,

wholly overshadowed by trees with a varied

un<U'rsrrowth. Through this woodland sec-

tion the paths and drives are coniparatively

narrow, numerous and intricate, as befits

the intricacy and detail of sylvan scenery,

and points of special interest aie marked
bv simple rustic seats, shelters, outlooks,

and the like. In the southern part of the

park is a lake 62 acres in extent, of arti-

ficial fonnation, but of natural appearance.

It is large enough to afford good boating in

summer and skating in winter for large r.um-
bers, as well as providing innumeraVde oroad
and beautiful water views. Electric 'aunches

carry passengers around a 2M-niile jircuit for

ten cents. The shores of the lake are for the
most part wooded with tree plantations, now
well grown, and are very attractive except
where indiscriminate use has worn them bare
or where the originally intended wild under-
growth is lacking. Parts of the shore have for

contrast the open meadow character, a char-

acter which will be emphasized when some
of the planted trees are cut, as necessary. Several im-
portant points were chosen in the design of the park as

places for the gathering of large and dense crowds, and
were planned with that end in view. The first of these
was the concert grove near the east end of the lake.

The great breadth of bare ground or pavement wherever
large crowds gather frequently, makes absurd any
attempt to simulate natural scenery in such a place, and
in the design of the concert place a grove of formally
planted trees with architectural accessories was made
upon gently rising ground, arranged radially at one
side of a little bay in the lake, upon an island in which
the band-stand was to be placed. Cpon another side of
the bay a large concourse for carriages was also pro-
vided, and in connection with the formal treatment of
the concert grove was built a shelter, a restaurant and
a terrace overlooking the main drive. While the grove
was still so young as to be unattractive a band-stand
was erected in a natural grove near the Nether-
mead, a place in which the intricate woodland scenery
with its brook and pools and shrubbery, and the cor-

respondingly intricate arrangements of narrow paths
and bridges, bridle path and drive, were unfitted for

accommodating a large crowd. Here the people are
now drawn in thousands, wheelmen, carriages, horses
and people on foot, all trampling about together among
the trees and where the grass and bushes once grew,

and blocking the narrow briages. The unused concert
place now has a display of bedding p'ints. The second
gathering place was at the top of ' okout Hill, which
rises 100 feet above the surrounding country and com-
mands a noble view extending out to sea. ' Here is a

1643. Water acftne in a laigi rtval Park.

1644. Edee of the concert erove in Prospect Park.

large carriage concourse, although belter and other
provisions designed for those on f< re not provided.
The plantations upon the flanks oi iie hill have now
become so high and so continuous that the views are
nearly closed. A third point, the Breeze Hill Con-
course, which originally enjoyed a good view of the
lake as well as a good breeze, has now grown up so that
it is no longer attractive as a view-point and has been
converted into a plantation for perennials, as a Colonial
Garden. Of the other subordinated features of inter-
est may be mentioned the Deer Paddock, the Wild Fowl
Pond, the Vale of Cashmere, the Archerj' Grounds and
the Greenhouses. The space set apart on the plan for a
Deer Paddock is a detached open area of suitable park-
like kind; this land is now used as a nursery ground,
and the deer hav^e been introduced on steep and broken
ground in the midst of the woodland section. The Wild
Fowl Pond is in such a situation that there is little

temptation to p^o down and injure its steep banks by
walking along them, and the eflFects of the views frem
path, road and shelter across its surface to the pictur-
esque foliage of its opposite margin are admirable,
especially when it is enlivened by moving birds. The
Vale of Cashmere is a narrow valley containing a little

winding pool and tilled with a rich and varied massing
of rhododendrons and other flowering shrubs and ever-
greens, growing in an irregular and picturesque man-

ner. However a visitor may be impressed
by any of these special features with their
strong, individual characters, he need see
none of them that he does not particu-
larly care for, as they are all self-contained
and do not obtrude themselves upon the
dominant park landscape, for the sole ob-
ject of securing which the limits of the
park were extended to their present size.

The above remarks illustrate the type of
changes that are likely to occur in all pub-
lic parks, and for this reason they may be
suggestive to the reader.

2. The small city park (Fig. 1G44-5), from
ten to two hundred acres or thereabouts, is

usually an effort in the same general direc-
tion as the large rural park, with a limita-
tion fixed by the difliculty of setting apart a
large body of land in one piece at a noint of
access to a large population. It is p.lmost
impossible to attain within so small a space
the degree of sechujon from the city and
the sense of breadth, simplicity ind' free-
dom that are the essential features of the
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landMcape of a rural park ; yet small passages of inter-

esting and agreeable scenery are often uttainalWe, and
the obviously artificial objects which may intrude upon
them can often be so treated as to harmonize with the
effect. The scenery can seldom be quite natural in ap-
pearance, but it can often be very beautiful, a certain
elaboration, elegance and even magniticence taking the
place of the more quiet and restful simplicity of the large
park, in a way that appeals very obviously to many peo-
ple, and there is therefore more or less tendency to
develop large parks in the same direction. It is un-
fortunate that it should be so, for as these en<ls can
be attained almost as well upon small parks as upon
large, it is clearly a mistake to treat on^ large park in
this style instead of several of smaller size so distrib-

uted as to serve conveniently a larger population. It

is because more cities have small parks of this elabor-
ate and what might almost be called gardenes<iue treat

ment than have large and simple rural parks, that so
many people have a perverted conception of what con-
stitutes a park.
Morningside Park, New York (Fig. lG45),is an ex-

ample of a small c^*y park "pon an extremely rugged
and picturesque site, planuv^xi, in order to enhance this

quality, with an avoidance of decorative elaboration. It

occupies a craggy hillside strip from 200 toTHM) feet wide
and % of a mile long,with a difference of elevation of from
50 to 100 feet between one side and the other, ren«lering
the land unfit for streets or buildings. From its situa-

tion as well as its narrow shape it is essentially unse-
cluded; indeed one of its most notable features is the
impressive and utterly unrural view which it offers

over the busy streets and houses of Harlem, that
stretch away from its base. This view and the boldness
of the crags is emphasized by a st-me terrace along the
upper edge, supuorting a promenade and a tree lined

boundary street. Convenience of passage is met by
nunn '•'lus broad paths, with masonry steps fitted to the
irre;^ trities of the ledges. The planting among the
ledge.-- was designed to be of the tangled sort such as
often clothes broken ledges naturally, while the more
level land at the base of the crags is treated by contrast
as a smooth lawn, v.ita scattered trees. The natural
boldness of the crags is partly lost by an efifort to ex-

tend turf over every possible area, and tiie shrub plant-

ing is possibly rather too garden-like in style to be in

entire accord with the situation, but in general the park
is treated in a manner approaching that of the large
parks, although without any attempt at complete rural
seclusion. It contains a little over thirty acres, ex-

clusive of the various boundary streets and prome-
nades.
More commor.ly small parks are used for vhe display

of interesting and showy flowering shrubs and trees,

and make a feature of fountains, statues and other
sculpture more or less good. In moderation and skil-

fully used such objects, together with terraces and
other architectural work, are entirely appropriate and
desirable in parks of this class, and add much to the
effect of elegance and richness. The predominant pur-
pose is to please the eye, as in the large parks, but in a
way that has often a little of the element of spectacular
effect and certainly more of interest in the individual
objects than in the case of the quiet rural park. The
enjoyment is more cIost*ly related to that offered by
architecture and decorative design and other pleasures
forming a part of the daily city life.

3. Xeif/Jihorhood pleasure grounds are spaces of
varying size coming within 'he scope of the park sys-
tem, and including numerous aims other than the en-
joyment '>f scenery. Sometimes the leading feature is

a playground for athletic s|)orts. scmietimes a sort of
outdoor kindergarten for little children, sometimes a
concert grove and promenade, sometimes a menagerie,
sometimes a public bathing place or boating place. The
area is usually restricted, and. as the name indicates, the
object is to offer the maximum of outdoor recreation
for the people of a single neighborhood, when th; ;•

have not the time to go far afield. As children out of
school Lours are most in need of such provision, play-
grounds form an important feature in many grounds
of this class; but in all the best examples the means
of meeting the various practical requirements, whether

athletics, band concerts or what not, are so arranged as
to produce a j. leasing effect on the eye as well. This is
the more difficult from the fact that these grounds get
very hard usage: and it is practically impossible to
maintain a respectable turf on the area devoted to a
playground. This is .sometimes left in loam worn bare
in streaks and patches by the playing, but it is better
surfaced with well-compacted gravel. So far as aiiv
single example can represent this class, which must
vary in every element with local conditions, C'harlts-
bank, in Boston, may be taken as an illustration. This
playground occupies a tract of about ten acres upon the
borders of the Charles river at a point near a district of
considerable congestion, and occupied by a population
of a poor class. A promenade was established on the
edge of the sea wall about two thousand feet in length
and between it and the undisturbed streets a play-
ground was laid out, having an average width of about
two hundred and fifty feet. Within this long, narrow
belt of public ground were established two outdoor
gymnasia, each with a running track and a building for
dressing and bathing. One of these outdoor gymnasia
was designed for women and children and the other for
men and boys, and they are at the opposite extremities of
the playground. The tract between them was laid out
with walks, trees, shrubs and turf, and was intended pri-

marily to appeal to the aesthetic senses. The Charles-
bank has well proved the practicability of maintaining,
within the very heart of the city, a tract of ground oc-

cupied by greensward and trees despite the fact that it

is frequented by thousands of men, women and chil-

dren. The city of Boston provides free instruction in

gymnastics upon the playgrotmd, and yearly over 70.-

000 women and girls, and 200,000 men and boys have
made use of the facilities offered. The total cost of
this playground for land and improvements to date is

$382,000, and the yearly cost of maintenance is $10,000.

4. Squares, places, gardens, and the like, usually
of small area, are scattered about a city at street inter-

sections and the like. Their principal functions are to

furnish agreeable sights for those passing by them or
through them in the course of their daily business, and
to provide a pleasant resting place or promenade for

the much smaller number who take the time to use them
so. On accoimt of the almost constant passing through
such squares the best arrangements all provide for rea-

sonably direct and convenient paths along the lines

most used. Where this is not done many of those who
use the square are likely to be so irritated by the indi-

rectness as to miss much of the pleasure they might
otherwise receive. A formal plan of walks, either on
straight lines or curved, is generally adopted for such
squares, and is well suited to the conditions and to the
decorative treatment of the area, providing much more
effectively than an irregular plan for the numerous
statues, fountains and gay flower beds which have their

most appropriate location in such a place. Shade trees,

either as a complete grove, or in rows along the paths,

or grouped in some more complex plan, are almost es-

sential features of such squares, but wheie displays of

flowers are to be made open spaces must be left for sun-

light. A modification of this type of square is sc.netimes
met with where the space, instead of being used as

a short cut and for enjoyment from within, is designed
primarily to present an agreeable picture to those pass-

ing it upon the adjacent streets. When the area is very
small and the passing is almost wholly along one side,

and in other special cases, this treatment is most effec-

tive, because, where the only aim is a beautiful picto-

rial effect from a limited point of view, better results can
be obtained than when appearances must be reconciled

with other uses of the laud. Nevertheless there are few
cases in which a small square will not have a greater

recreative value to the public if its pictorial aspect is

somewhat sacrificed to such uses as resting and prom-
enading.

."). Parkwaifs and boulevards as parts of a park
system serve usually as pleasant means of access to

parks from other parts of the city, or from one park
to another, and also as agreeable promenades in them-
selves. Commercial traffic is usually excluded from
them. Boulevards are arranged formally, usually upon
straight lines, with rows of shade trees and parallel
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ways for those on foot and on wheels.
Tile simplest type has a broad drive in the
center with a walk on either side separated
from the drive by a belt of turf and it is

always shaded by trees, Frecjuently, two
driveways are provided with a broad space
between containing trees and turf, and
sometimes foot paths, bicycle paths, bridle

paths or other conveniences, f.nd often
shrubs, flowers, statues and other decora-
tions. A further development is arranged
like the first form, with the a<ldition of
narrow streets for house frontage on each
side and with an enlargement and elabo-

ration of the planting spaces between the
middle and side drives. Of recent years
some boulevards have been made to pro-

vide for electric car tracks upon a special

turfed reservation with rows of trees,

wher'^ the cars can attain high speed with
little dfinger of collision with other vehi-

cles. Such reservations are geneially be-
tween two roadways, but in some sub-
urban districts, notably in the city of
Rochester, a single-track reservation is

placed on either side of a single roadway
between the curb and the sidewalk. A
parkway, so far as it can be discriminated
from a boulevard, includes more breadth
of turf or planted ground and includes,
usually, narrow passages of natural scen-

ery of varying width, giving it a some-
what park-like character and inducing a
less formal treatment of the roads, paths
and accessory features. Parkways are
frefiuently laid out along streams so as
to include the natural beauties of brook or
river scenery and to preserve the main
surface-water channels in public control,

thus providing for the adequate, economi-
cal and agreeable regulation of storm
drainage and floods.

0. Outlying reservations of almost un-
developed country scenery, usually from
500 to 5,000 acres in extent, are wisely
included in the park systems of some of
the larger cities on account of the in-

creasing difficulty of reaching the un-
spoiled scenery of the open country, and
because, otherwise, the incr' asing num-
bers of people seeking such scenery upon
the outskirts of the siiburbs secure their
pleasure at a constantly increasing dis-

comfort to themselves and to the private
landowners upon whose property they are
forced to trespass. The most notable of
such reservations in America are those
of the Boston Metropolitan District, com-
prising four forest reservati<ms with a
total area of a little over 10,000 acres, with
17 miles of connecting parkways. The
most notable of such reservati<ms in

Europe are those of London, especially
Fpping Forest {5.'U(> acres) and Rich-
mond Park (2.358 acres); and those of
Paris, amounting to about 20.000 acres,
chiefly maintained, not by the city, but by
the national government.

Manarfeniettt. — The most generally
adopted and most successful method of
managing city parks in the United States
is by an unpaid commission of three to
live members appointed for terms of three
or five years and retiring successively.
so as to maintain c«mtinuity of policy
and comparative independence of local
liulitical changes. The commission ap-
points as executive oflicers a secretary
and a superintendent, the latter having
some technical sk' i, and each devoting
his whole time to the work and receiving
a salary. Under the orders of the super-
intendent, who re<;eives his instructionj
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direct from the board, are employed an engineer, local

superintendents, ganlent-rs, foremen, etc. Th<.* engineer
is generally an assistant of the city engineer, assigned
temporarily to ]>ark work. When new parks ar • to be
acquired or plans are to be made for their development.
a professional landscape architect is employed to advise

'.^^•-

.%:,

1646. A park-like effect in a private earden.

the board and to make plans, and is usually retained at

least in a consult'ng capacity during the period of con-
struction. Some large cities retain a consulting land-
scape architect permanently lo advise them with regard
to questions of improvement and maintenance affecting

the design of the parks.
fii/a^t.<j^/c.s-.— Reliable statistics of parks are almost

unattainable. The accompanying incomplete compila-
tion (see foot of page) was made in 1897 by the secre-

tary of the Louisville Park Commission. Some items
are corrected to 1900.

/^t7»/io<7ra/>^?/. —"Park" in American Cyclopedia. En-
cyclopedia Americana, Johnson's (\vclope<lia : Park
Reports of the various cities, especially New York.

1857-1888, special report accompanying plan of Central
Park. 1858; Brooklyn, 1807-1873, special report accom-
panying plan of Prospect Park. 18(Mi; Boston, 1879. I8W»,
1885. city document 125 of 1880; Boston, Metropolitan
District, 1893; Buffalo, 1871. 1886, 1888; Chicago, report
on plan of South Park, 1871 ; Montreal, report on

Mount Royal, with plan, 1881. See IVo-
ceedings American Social Science Asso-
ciation, 1870, l«hO ; "Mass, Park Law.'
state printers, 1894 ; Proc. Amer. Park
and Outdoor Arts Assoc.

F. L. OLiisTFi), ,Ir.

PARKINSONIAlJohn Parkinson, 1567-
1629, Loudon apothecary, author of the de-
lightful Paradisus Terrestris and Tlua-
trum Botanicura). Leynminosif. .Seven
or 8 species of tropical trees or shru)>s,
often armed with short spines: I vs. bj-

pinnate, with 1 or 2 pairs of pinnie; tlie

common petiole short, often obsolete or
spinescent; stipules minute or none: tls.

yellow or whitish, on slender pedicels in
short, loose axillary or terminal racemes;
calyx 5-parted, produced at base and
jointed upon the pedicel ; petals 5, clawed,
the upper one within and broader than the
rest, somewhat cordate, the claw pubes-
cent and nectariferous on the inner siiie:

stamens 10. free, the ui)per one gibbous
outside: ovary several -ovuled. shortly
stipitate : pod compressed, 2-vaIved, lin-

ear to linear-oblong, more or less twisted: seeds con.
pressed, albuminous. Bot. Calif. 1:161.

The dominant type, both in the wild and in cult., is

P. acnleata, the Jerusalem Thorn, which is probably a
native of America, but is naturalized or cult, in ail tropi-

cal countries. Another species is S. African, 3 are
S. American, and the rest belong to the region between
Texas and S. (Jalif. P. acnleata is a thorny evergreen
tree with feathery drooping branches and handsome yel-

low tls.; it is admirable for hedges, thrives in the driest
places and can endure some cold. It has been cult, in

European conservatories, being usually raised from im-
ported seeds, but it is of difficult culture. P. Torreijami,
though generally destitute of Ivs., is known in northern

Name of City. parks.

Albany, N. Y 3
Baltimore. Md 9

§ Boston, Mass., pn)i)er 9
gBoston Metropolitan— Ke.ser\ations. i:{

Parkways 7

gBuffalo. 6
Cambridge, Mass 1

Chicago, 111 9
Cincinnati, Ohio 6
Cleveland, Ohio H

Des Moines, Iowa 4
Denver. Colo 9
Dnliith, Minn 4
lEssex County, N. J :5

Hartford, Conn (5

Indianapolis, Ind 1

Kansas City, Mo '.\

Lonisville, Ky 'A

Pari way
Mihvavikee, Wis 7

Minneapolis, Minn \\\
Boulevards 9

)

New York City Park Sji-.tem

Borough of Brooklyn 2
Omaha, Neb fi

Peoria, 111 4

Pittsburgh, Pa 1

Philadelphia. Pa 1

Richmond, Va 4

St. Louis, Mo 10

St. Paul, Minn 1

San Francisco, Cal '<

Springfield, Mass 1

Toledo, Ohio K

Washington. D. C 18
Wilmington, Dol 3

§ Figures corrcM'ted to 1900.

T Includes maintenanco 7 years.
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Mexico as palo verde, from the bright ^•'"t^n color of the

branchen. It stands drought even better than P. acu-

Iruta . These plants belong to the same tribe with such

tine northern trees as Gleditschia and Gymnocladus and

such southern kinds as Ctesalpinia, Foinciana and
Colvillea.

A. Lftit. numerous: rachis flat, long.

acoleJita, Linn, Jerusalem Thorn. Small, glabrous

tree, the slender branches often pendulous: spiny peti-

oles >«-! i". long: Ifts. very small, oblong; rachis

li-l% ft. long: racemes axillarj', IMi in. long: fls. fra-

grant, pendulous. S.S. 3:131.

AA. Jjfts. few: rachis terete.

Torrey&na, Wats. Small tree: Ifts. 2 or 3 pairs: ra-

pciiiis tt^rminating the branches: pedicels jointed near
tilt' middle, the joint not evident until in fr. Valley of

the Colo, and eastward. p. Franceschi and W. M.

PABNASSIA (after Mt. Parnassus). Saiifragdcea?.

Grass or Parnassus. About a dozen species of low-

iBjrowing, moisture-loving, hardy perennial herbs, of

tufted habit, each scape bearing a solitary, 5 ^etaled,

white or yellowish flower %-V.^ iii. across. They are

suitable for shady positions along the water's edge, and
are prop, by seeds or division. They generally grow
about 6 in. high, but attain 2 ft. They bloom from June
to September; the petals are conspicuously veined with 9

or more green lines. The plant which Dioscorides called

"Grass of Parnassus" is P. pnliistris, the only species

that is common in Europe. Thi.i is perhaps the best

one for cult., but they are all much alike. Parnassias
are suitable plants for moist, sunny or partially shaded
positions. They prefer a peaty soil, but such is not
necessary. The species are generally tenacious of life

«ud ai ,' good perennials. The North Carolinian species
are hardy North.
Parnassias are natives of the north temperate and

arctic zones. Calyx 5-parted : petals withering, but
persistent: fertile stamens 5, alternating with the pet-

als: ovary 1-celled: style very short or none: stigmas
usually 4: ovules many: capsule 1-celled, with 4 pla-

centae projecting within, 4-valved.

a. Petals not clawed.

B. Rudimentary stamens 9-W at the base of each
petal.

c. Scape-leaf clasping.

palastris, Linn. Grass of Parnassus. Lvs. ovate,
usually cordate at the base: fls. %-l in. a«_ross: rudi-

mentary stamens 9-15 at the base of each petal. Eu.,
Asia., N. Amer. Gn. 41, p. 500. A.G. 13:Gy6.-In Eu.
considered the commonest and best species, but in this
country it seems to be advertised only by dealers in

Japanese plants.

cc. Scape-leaf not clasping.

Calif6mica, Greene. Height 1-2 ft.: lvs. ovate or
ovate-oblong, 1-2 in. long; scape-leaf very small, and
l)orne much above the middle: tts. \% in. across; rudi-
nientarv stamens about 20 at the base of each petal.

Calif, int. 1900, by Horsford.

BB. Rudimentary stamens S-5 at the base of each
petal.

Carolini&na, Michx. Height 8-10 in.: lvs. ovate,
broadly oval or orbicular, more or less cordate at the
base; scape-leaf borne below the middle: Hs. '%-\% in.

across ; rudimentary stamens irsually 3 in each set.

Swamps and low nu'adows. New Brunswick to Manitoba,
south Va. to la. B.B. 2:1^:2. B.M. 1459. — Commonest
in cult.

AA. Petals clawed.

B. Rudimentary stamens 3 at tin-, base of each petal.

asarifdlia, Vent. Height 10-16 in.: lvs. orbicular,
kidney-shaped at *he base, often 2-3 in. wide; scape-
leaf claspin,*;. borne at about the niiddle: petals not
frint,ed. Wet places in high mts. of Va. and N. C.
B.B. 2.1*';.

BB. Rudimentary stamens 5-9 at the base of each
petal.

fimbri&ta, Banks. Lvs. kidney-shaped to cordate-
ovate: pelals fringed below the middle. Colo, to Calif,
and Brit. N. Amer. Int. by Gillett in 1881, and still

cult.

P. nuMcola, Wall. The largest and coarsest of all the spe-
cies, and lacks the delicate Jn-aaty and white p«'tals of P. pa-
lustri^. Lvs. elliptic-ovate; scitpeleaf borne l>elow the middle:
petals shorter than in the other kinds as coinpare<l witli calyx
lobes: ru<Jimentary filaments 3, not topped by anthers. HiniU'
layas. B.M. WJ09. p. ^y. BARCLAY and W. M.

FABNASSUS, GBASS OF. See Parnassia.

FABOCHfiTUS (Greek, near a lake). Lequminf)s<r.
This plant was offered recently by A. Blanc, of Phila-
delphia, under the name of Shamrock Pea or Blue
Oxalis. It is a half-hardy perennial trailer, with foli-

age like the shamrock, but with each of the 3 Ifts.

marked at the base with a handsome brown crescent;
the pf'a-shaped fls., have a cobalt blue litandard and
pink wings. It is desirable for hanging baskets, pots
and rockeries. Blanc says it blooms the year round. It

is a native of tropical Asia and eastern Africa, ascend-
ing the Himalayas from 4,000 to 13,000 feet. If seeds
could be secured from the greatest altitude the plants
might be hardy in the North.
Parochetus is a genus of one species. It is allied to

the clovers, sweet clover, medick and rest-harrow, and
differs from them in having a more acute keel, a 2
valved pod, and the Ifts. not stalked.

commiliiis, Hamilt. Shamrook Pea. Blue Oxalis.
Height 2-3 in.: rhizome thread-like, wide-creeping:
petiole 2 in. long: Ifts. obovate. eraarginate, glabrous
or slightly pubescent : peduncles 1-2-fld. : fls. %-% in.

across, axillary. F S. 15:1575.

PABONlTCHIA (old Greek name used by Dioscorides,
meaning whitlow-wort, or a cure for a disease of the
fingers or toes). Whitlow-wort. Illecebrclcece ; by
Britton and Brown referred to Caryophylld.ce(e. About
40 species of annual or perennial herbs, natives of the
Mediterranean region, erect or diftuse, often dichoto-
mously branching: lvs. opposite, broad or narrow, en-
tire, the margins flat or very rarely recurved ; stipules
prominent, scarious, shining: fls. minute,without petals,

axillary or rarely in terminal cymes, usually densely
clustered and hidden among the stipules. A few are
cult, in the hardy border, and 2 are said to be much
used in bedding. The two European species here given
do not appear in the leading catalogues, domestic or
foreign, but P. serpyllifolia is said to be much used for
carpet bedding abroad. Allied to Hemiaria, which see
for generic differences The species described below
are perennials. /*. argeniea furnishes the Algerian tea
of medicine.

A. Lvs. rather broi.d, obovate or nearly so.

B, Foliage nearly glabrous.

argentea, Lam. Prostrate, diffuse: lvs. obovate to
oblong or lanceolate: fls. lateral and terminal, dense,
intermixed with lvs.: bracts ovate, acute, much longer
than the fl.; calyx-lobes semi-scarious, hooded, mucro-
nate on the back near the apex. Common in dry places,
Mediterranean region.

BB. Foliage ciliate at the margin.

serpyllifolia, DC. Prostrate, creeping: lvs. obovate,
flat, rather fleshy: fls. terminal; calyx -lobes blunt.
Arid parts of southern and eastern Eu.

AA. Lrs. narrou , linear or awl-shaped.

B, Awns of the calyx-segments erect.

argyrdcoma, Nutt, Erect or a.scending, ,3-8 in. high,
clothed with silvery, appressed, scale-like hairs : lvs.

linear; stipules silvery white, scarious, entire, ustially

shorter than the lvs. : lis. in forkinircvi. . .;: '-.raf^ts larire.

silvery, membranous. Rockj- places. Me. and N. H. lo

(la. and Tenn. Also called Silver Chickweed, Silvef-

head, and Silver Whitlow-wort. B.B. 2:i{8.
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BB. AiVHH of (he calyx-megmentH divergent.

dichbtoma, Nutt. Wo<»<ly at the base, jjlabrous or
pul>eidlent, 4-14 in. tall; stipult-s entire, often i>-ti lines

lonjf , tapering into a slender awn : fls. in forking cvmes.
Dry soil, Mtl. and X. «'. to Ark. and Tex. B.B."2: .{Jl.

Adv. 1883, by Woolson, Passaic, X. .1. ^v_ y[^

Paronychia argyrnroma is an interesting little plant
which shows remarkable geograi)hioal distribution; it

tK'curs rather abundantly on the high rocky summits
of the Carolina and Tennessee mountains, but does n<»t

appear northward in the Appalachian system till the
peak of Mt. Washington is reached, where it grows
Hparingly; stations are also reported on several lower
mountain tops in Maine. It is not difficult of culti-

vation and is prized for rockeries, its silvery tufted
appearance lending a distinct chann to the collection
for this purpose. Propagated by seeds and division.

Harlan P. Kel.sey.

PABBOTIA (after F. W. Parrot, a German natural-
ist and traveler, afterwards professor of medicine
at Dorpat; 1792-1841.1. Hitmamelidnceir. Ornamental
deciduous shrubs or small trees, with alternate, short-

petioled, orbicular to obhmg Ivs., small Hs. in dense
heads appearing before the Ivs., and with fr. similar to

those of the Witch Hazel. The Persian species is hardy
as far north as Mass. Its chief beauty consists in the
brilliant autumnal tints of the foliage, which changes
to golden yellow, orange and scr"'et and remains a
long time on the branches. The ej».riy appearing fls.,

with the purple pendulous stamens, are also attrac-

tive. The Himalayan species is much i.-.ore tender and
its foliage turns only to pale yellow, but the fls. are
somewhat more showy from their rather large white
bracts. The Parrotias grow in any well-drained soil an<l

like a sheltered position. Prop, by seeds and layers anel

also by greenwood cuttings under glass. Two species
in N. Persia and the Himalayas. The short petioles
have large deciduous stipules : fls. small, in dense
heads, surrounded by an involucre of several bracts;
petals wanting; calyx 5-7-lobed, embracing the pubes-
cent ovary about one-half ; stamens 5-15; styles 2: cap-
sule 2-celled, with 2 beaks, dehiscent between the
beaks, with one oblong shining seed in each celi. The
wood is very close-grained, hard and strong, and P.
Persica bears therefore the name Ironwood. The tough
pliable branches of the Himalayan species are exten-
sively used for basket-work and are also twisted into thick
ropes used for the construction of twig-bridges over the
great rivers of its native country.

F^rsica, C. A. Mey. Shrub or small tree, to 15 ft., with
spreading branches : Ivs. oval to obovate-oblong, ob-
tuse, coarsely and crenately dentate above the middle,
dark green above, pubescent beneath when young, li-4

in. long : bracts of flower-heads covered with dark
brown tomentum : stamens 5-7, pendulous, with linear-

oblong, purple anthers: fr. with recurved beaks. X.
Persia. B.M. 5744.

Jacquemontiana, Decaisne {Fothergilla involuerdfa.
Pale. ). Spreading shrub or smail tree, to 20 ft. : Ivs. or-

bicular, crenately toothed, stellate-pubescent on both
sides, 2-4 in. long: heads many-fld., with spreading
white bracts sprinkled with a purplish scurf on the
back: stamens about 15, erect, with yellow, ovril -oblong
anthers. Himalayas. B.M. 7501. Alfked Rehder.

PAHBOT'S BILL. Ste Clianfhus.

PABBYA ( Capt. W. E. Parry, Arctic explorer) . Crnci-
fer(P. Four or five Xorth American and a few Asiatic low
perennial scape-bearing herbs, with thick roots or cau-
dices, narrow leaves and mostly racemose, white or pur-
plish showy flowers: pod broad and flat, mostly elliptic,

with orbit- lar seeds. The Parryas are alpine or boreal,
often arctic plants, and some of them will no doubt prove
us-^ful for the alpine garden, ^o far they are practi-
cally unknown in American gardens. In 1881, Gillett

introduced P. M^nziesii, Greene (as Cheiranthus Men-
ziesii, Benth. ^ Hook.). It has a leafy scape *{-8 in.

high, with a raceme of many flowers, the petals nearly
K in. I'M g and bright purple. X. Calif., north to the
Lower (Columbia river. l^ jj_ b_

PABSLET. Fig. 1<»47. While indispensable in the mar
ket garden. Parsley is but rarely found in oiir hoii,.

gardens. The addition of a bit of Parsley I'oiiag*-,

finely chopped, heightens the flavor of soups, fish,'

etc. ' The principal use of this vegetable, however, is

1647. Curl-leaved Parsley.

for garnishing meats and fish, and for this purpose it

seems to be the vegetable par excellence, equally desir-

able in the home as on the hotel table. A very few plants
will suffice for the home garden, and any spot of good
soil will do for starting them from seed. Sow as early
in spring as practicable, either in an early hotbed or

coldframe, or in open ground. Parsley seed germinates
somewhat slowly, and the plants are feeble at first. In

opeii ground, early sowing aids the plants to get ahead
of the weeds. In larger patches the rows should be a

foot apart, and seed sown rather thinly in shallow drills.

Thin the plants to stand a few inches apart, and culti-

vate same as carrots. Gather th? leaf-stalks as needed.
For use during winter and early spring, start plants
in open ground in early fall, and on the approach of

cold weather set them in a comer of the greenhouse
bench, or in a box or keg filled with rich loam placed iu

a light kitchen or cellar window.
When the plant is a year old (sooner or later), it

throws up seed-stalks, and produces seed in abundance,
even under glass protection. By keeping the seed-stalks
closely cutout, the season of leaf-yield may be prolonged
for a time. Seed is easily gathered and cleaned.
The varietal differences appear chiefly in the foliage,

which in some sorts is rather coarse, as in the Plain or
Common, or more finely divided, as in the Curled,
Double Curled, Moss Curled and Fern-Leaved.
For the botany of Parsley, see Canim Petroselinum.

T. Greixeb.

VATLSHIP {Pastinnca satirn). Fig. 1648. The average
home gardener thinks much of quick results. The
drawback to Parsnip growing, in his estimation, is the
length of time which the crop requires for its develop-
ment. When seed is sown,
in early spring, the harvest
seems a long way off. To off'-

set this disadvantage, how-
ever. Parsnips become avail-

able as green material when
other things fresh from the
garden are very scarce or en-
tirely absent, namely, durint,
open spells in winter, and in

the very early spring months.
A crop of good, straight roots
may not be quite as easily
produced as a crop of smooth
carrots, but when once grown,
it does not burden one with
much responsibility in regard
to storage or keeping, which
is an important p<>int in its

favor. The roots may be left

in the ground where they
grew or stored in moss or sand
in the cellar. This feature
makes them valuable also as
food for cattle, sheep, hogs
and poultry in the early spring
in case the table or market should not call for them at

that time.
The best soil for Parsnips is a clean, rich loam, which

offers no obstruction to the uniform expansion of the

roots. Prepare it the same as for beets or carrots, or

1M8. Parsnip.
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for any other panlen crop. The seed should be strictly

fresh, as it soon loses its vitality. Sow it in earlj' spring,

preferably with a garden seed-drill, 14-1 in. deep, in

rowH 15-20 in. apart in the garden, and somewhat far-

ther in field culture. Be prompt in thinning the young
seedlings to li-i in. apart in the row; at the same time
pull up or cut out all weeds. The free use of the
hand wheel-hoe will keep the patch clean until the en-
tire surface of the ground is covered with foliage, thus
preventing further growth of weeds. Cultivation may
then cease.

The varieties are few in number. For shallow, stony
or otherwise unfavorable soils we have the Round or
Early Short Round; for better soils the Half-Long,
Student, or Hollow Crown; and for deep, clean soils the
Long Smooth.
Seed is easily grown. Plant the roots in spring in any

good soil, and gather the seed heads when most of the
seeds in them are Mature. Dry them on sheets, and
.then thrash or strip.

For botanical account of Parsnip, see Pastinaca.

T. G REINER.

FABTH£NIUM integrrifdlium, the American Fever-
few or Prairie Dock, has been offered by one dealer
in hardy herbaceous perennials, but the plant is de-
sirable only for foliage effects ; and the tis. are not
showy. It is pictured in B.B. 3:411 and described in
American manuals. The genus has little horticultural
value.

FABT&IDGE-BEBBY. Mitcheflarepens. Sometimes
applied to Gaultheria procumbeun.

PASCALIA glailica is a composite from Chile which
is probably not in cult. The plant cult, under this name
in England, and once offered by John Saul, is probably
the plnnt shown in P.M. 8:125, which is believed to

be a Helianthus. It is not hardy and there seems t() be
little reason for cultivating it here, because we have so
many hardy sunflowers.

PASQUE FLOWEB. Anemone PulsatiUa.

FASSIFLOBA (i.e.. Passion flower). Passiflordceip.
Passion-flower. A large tropical genus of highly
interesting herbs, shrubs, or trees, but most of them
climbing by means of tendrils. The peculiar charm of
these plants lies in the o«ld flowers, the parts of which
were fancied by the early Spanish and Italian travelers
to represent the implements of the crucifl.yion ( whence
both the technical and popular names). The flower is

usually subtended by 2 or 3 calyx-like bracts. The calyx
has 5 petal-like lobes. The corolla is of 5 petals. The
ten colored parts of the floral envelope were thought
to represent the 10 apostles present at the crucifixion,

Peter and Judas being absent. Inside the corolla is a
showy crown or corona of colored filaments or fringes,
taken to represent the crown of thorns, or by some
thought to be emblematic of the halo. The stamens are
5, to some suggestive of the five wounds, by others
thought to be emblematic of the hammers which were
used to drive the three nails, the lattc^r beint; repre-
sented by the 3 styles with capitate stigmas. The long
axillary coiling tendrils represented the cords or the
scourges. The digitate leaves suggested the hands of
the persecutors. Fig. 1«»49 is an old representation of
the Passion-flower. Consult Tucson ia.

The following sketch of the Passion-flower legend is

from Folkard's "P'aii., Lore, Legends and Lyrics," and
the illustration (I'ig. ](»49) is also reproduce*! from
that book: "The Passion-flower { Pdssiflora cirntled) is

a wild flower of the South American forests, and it is

said that the Spaniards, when they first saw the lovely
bloom of this plant, as it hung in rich festoons from the
branches of the forest trees, resranled the magnificent
blossom as a token that the Indians should be converted
to Christianity, as they saw in its several parts the em-
blems of the passion of our Lord. In the year KilO,
Jifomo Bosio, the author of an exhaustive treatise on
the cross of Calvary, was busily engaged on this work
when there arrived in Rome an Ausustinian friar,

named Emmanuel de Villegas. a Jlexican by liirth. He
brought with him, and showed to Bosio, the drawing of

a flower so * stupendously marvelous, tnat he hesitated
making any mention of it in his l>ook. However, some
other drawings and descrif)tions were sent to him by
inhabitants of New Spain, and certain Mexican Jesuits,
sojourning at Rome, confirmed all the astonishing re-
ports of this floral marvel; moreover, some Dominicans
at Bologna engraved and published a drawing of it, ac-
*">mpanied by poems and descriptive essays. Bosio,
;berefore, conceived it to be his duty to present the
Plos Pasitionis to the world as the most wondrous
example <»f the Crave trioiifante discovered in forest or
field. The flower represents, he tells us, not so directly
the cross of our Lord, as the past mysteries of the
passion. It is a native of the Indies, of Peru, and of
New Spain, where the Spaniards call it ' the Flower of
the Five Wounds,' and it had clearly been designed by
the great Creator that it might, in due time, assist in

the conversion of the heathen among whom it grows.
Alluding to the bell-like shape assumed by the flower
during the greater part of its existence (i. e., whilst
it is expanding and fading), Bosi ' remarks: 'And it

may well be that, in liis infinite Misdom, it pleased him
to create it thus shut up and protected, as though to
indicate that the wonderful mysteries of the cross and
of his passion were to remain liidden from the heathen
people of those countries until the time preordained by
His Highest Majesty.' The figure given to the Passion-

1649. Old conception of the Passion-flower.

From Folkartls " Plant Lore," sind there taken from Zahn.

flower in Bosio's work shows the crown of thorns twisted
and plaited, the three nails, and the column of the flag-

ellation just as they appear on ecclesiastical banners,
etc. * The upper petals,' writes Bosio in his description,
' are tawny in Peru, but in New Spain they are white,
tinged with rose. The filaments above resemble a
blood-coloured fringe, as though stiggesting the scourge
wit^- which our blessed Lord was tormented. The c<d-

unui rises in the middle. The nails are above it; the
crown of thorns encircles the column; and close in the
center of the flower frum which the column rises is a

portion of a yellow colour, about the size of a reale, in

which are fivt spots or stains of the hue of blood, evi-
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dently .setting; forth the Ave wounds* rereived hy our
Lord on the cross. The colour of the column, the crown,
and the nails is a clear green. The crown itself is sur-
rounded by a kind of veil or very fine hair, of a violet
colour, the Hlainents of which ntimber seventy-two,
answerini? to the number of thorns with which, a«'cord-

injf to tradition, our Lord's crown was set; and the
leaves of the plant abundant and beautiful, are shaped
like the head of a lance or pike, referring?, no doubt, to

1650. Fruit of the May-pop.— Passiflora incarnata.

Natural size.

that which pierced the side of our Savior, whilst they
are marked beneath with round spots, signifying tlie

thirty pieces of silver.*"
With the exception of a few Malayan and Chinese

species, the true Passiiloras are nativ'es of tropical
America. Many of them are cultivated as curiosities,

and some of them for the beauty of their flowers and
for their festooning foliage. The leaves are either digi-

tately lobed or angled or perfectly entire. The large,
showy flowers are solitary in the axils or on axillary
racemes. The fruit is oblong or globular and usually
fleshy or berry-like, 3-carpeled but Lloculed. the seeds
being borne on parietal phicenta^. The fruit is allied to
the pepo of the Cucurbitacete. The ovary is supported
on a long stalk which is inclosed in or usually united
with the tube formed r)y the union of the bases of the
filaments. The structure of the fruit is well shown in
Fig. \6'tO; the remains of the floral envelopes have
broken from the attachment on the torus and rest on
the fruit. The petals are borne on the throat of the
calyx, but in some species they are absent. Nearly or
quite a dozen Passittoras are native to the U. S., and
one of them, P. Intea, grows naturally as far north
as southern Pa. and Illinois. From Virginia south, the
Maypop, P. incarnata , is a very common plant in fields

and waste places. Both these species are herbaceous
perennials. The fruit of some Passifloras is edible.
In cultivation, the Passifloras have been considerablv

hybridized, and they art also co. ^used with Tacsonia.
In 1871 Masters enumerated 184 species (Trans. Linn.
Soc. 26), and a number of species have been discov^ered
since that time.

Most of the Passion-flowers a/e yellow or green in
color of envelopes, but there are fine reds in /*, rm-t-
moMa. P. Naddinna, P. covciHea, P. alatu, P. ritifolia

and two or three others. L. 11 B
P. nrntlea and Constance Elliott are both hardy at

Washington. In summer time we use /'. fwtida (ra'i.s«<l

from seed annually I. and during the lust two seasonM,
/*. ColimeHxin, for trellis work. The last named is a
gotMl thing for this line of work ; the fls. are white,
purple center, about 2 in. in diameter; native of Mexico;
very easy to prop, from cuttings of soft wood. Not nmnv
of the tender species and hybrids are grown to any great
extent in this country. P. a lata and /'. t/iKKlrantjulnriH
are desirable climbers for a roomy, warm greenhouse.
P. qundrangular'iH, var, aiicubifolia, seems to flower
quite as freely as the green-leaved one. Passifloras
are prop, from cuttings of the half-ripened growth, with
bottom heat. /*. rarenmsa and P. Loudoni are a tritle

difficult to root from cuttings; the growths should be as
ripe as possible for this purpose. Keep the under sur-
face of the leaves flat on the sand while ri- iting. The
native P. incarnata grows very freely at Washington,
becoming more or less of a weed and hard o eradicate.

G. W. Oliver.
INbKX.

aeerxMin. 2.

."idenopoda, 2.

alata. 11.

alato-c«>rulea, 23.

alba, 20.

amabilis, 7, \'.\.

atomaria, 20.

Jirasiliengis, 11.

Buchanan i, 16.

cffTulea, 22.

coccinea, l.'».

Colinjensis : see
supplementary
list.

Constance Elliott
22.

Decaisneana, 12.

edulis, IH.

foetid a: see supple-
mentary list.

fulyenn, 15.

gracilis, 1.

grand iHora, 22.

Hahnii. 3.

inciirnata, 17,

kennenina, 8.

latifolia, 11.

laurifolia, 14.

Lawsoniana, 11.

ligularis, 6.

Loudoni, 8.

Lowei, 6.

lutea, i>.

maliformig, 11.

Mwritiana. 11.

Mascarengis, 11.

oriformig. 11.

Pfordtii, 23.

pfictnicea, 11.

princcpg, 7.

pruinosa, 19.

pubeg''en8, 16.

quadrangularis. 10.

racemosH, 7.

Kjiddiana, 8.

ganffuinea, 16.

tinifolia, H.
trifasciiita, 4.

variegatn, 10.

velutina, 15.

violacea. 21.

vitifolia. 16.

Watsoniana, 9.

A. Corona with sharp folds, and crinkled at the edge,

B. Fls. apetaloHS, usually tcith no brads,

1. grdcilis, .Tacq. Slender annual: Ivs. rather small,
broadly deltoid-ovate, very shallowly and bluntly 3-

lobed: fls. solitary, pale green or whitish, considerably
surpassed by the Ivs., the calyx-lobes oblong or lanceo-
late, the filiform rays of the corona in a single row and
equal: seeds with > elevated ridges. Brazil. B.ri. 11:870.
— Fl. about 1 in. across. Easily grown either indoors or
in the open, as a garden annual.

BB. Fls, petaliferons, with large bracts.

2. adendpoda, Moc. & Sess. (P. aceri folia, Cham. &
Schlecht.). Lvs. glabrous, cordate, ;j-nerved and 5-

lobed, the lobes ovate-acuminate and somewhat serrate:
bracts cut-serrate. Mex. to S. Amer. — Once advertised
by Saul.

3. Hahnii, Mast. Tall, glabrous climber, with very
slender terete branches: lvs. ovate, peltate at base,
strongly .'{-nerved and each of the side nerves ending in

a tooth, but the leaf-margin otherwise entire but bearing
minute red glands: stipules kidney-shaped, den ite,

purplish, nearly or quite 1 in. across: fl. -bracts 2, en-

tire: fl. about 3 in. across, solitary, whitish, the corona
shorter than the envelopes, the outer filaments being
orange. Mex. B M. 70.">2. R.H. 18G9, p. 430 (as Dis-
emma Hahnii). G.C. II. 12:504.

BBB. Fls. wifJi minute petals and small linear distinct

bracts.

c. Leaves oblong-ovate,

4. trifasci&ta, Lem. Lvs. 3-lobed to one-third or one-

half their «lepth, the margins entire, with an irregular

reddish purple band along each of the three midribs:
fls. yellowish, fragrant, small. Brazil. I.H. 15:544.—
Interesting for its ornamental foliage.

cc. Leaves broader than long.

5. Itltea, Linn. Herb, .5-10 ft. tall, glabrous : lvs.

broader than long, shallowly 3-lobed, cordate nt base:

mM
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fls. solitary, about ^i in.%'u\. acroHH, i^reeniMh yellow: fr. a
globular berry about Ja in. in «(iam. I*a. south Hn<l

west. B.R. 1:79. — It ha» been offered by (lealern in na-

tive plants.

AA. Corona not crinkled or folded on the edge, plane or
nearlji «o.

B. Bractx grown together.

ligiil^ris, Juss. (P. Linvei, Heer). Woody below,
l)ranchy : Ivm. larjfe, eordnte, ovate-acuminate,tall,

neither lobed nor toothed: Hs. wolitary. the petals and
M'pal?* greenish, the eorona white, with zones of red-

purple: fr. said to be the size of an orantje. Trop. Amer.
B.M. 2%7. — Young foliage has metallic hues.

BB. Bracts free.

c. Tube of floiter evident and cylindrical, sirollen at

the baxe.

7. racemdsa, Brot. (P. princeps, Hort. P. anidbilin,

H<»rt., in part). Lvs. glabrous, usually truncate at base,

niiistly deeply iMobed, the margins entire: tts. 4 in. or

niDre across, the narrow petals deep red and wide-
spreading, the short, upright crown purplish: calyx

kfded on the lower side: tls. solitary, but the ]>eduncles

usually - from an axil, becoming racemose on the ends
of the shoots: bracts .i. Brazil. B.M. 2<H)I. B.R. 4:'_'Nr).

L.B.C. 1:84. Gn.39:79:{. — A tine ohl species an<l a parent

of various garden hybrids. The best of the red-tiowered
Fassifloras. Summer and fall.

8. Raddiina, DC. (P. kermeH)n<i, Hort.). Rath.r
slender: lvs. shallow-cordate, iMobed an»l sparingly den-

tate, purplish beneath: lis. with very narrow distinct

Kcpals and petals of a bright crimson-red, which are wide-
spreading at first but finally turning almost straight

b!M;k: crown black-purple, upright, with smaller whitish
filaments inside. Summer and fall. Brazil. B.M. ;{.')(»;{.

B.R. 19:16:W. —An old and well-knf:wti species, and de-

servedly popular. P. Lotdoni, Hort., is considered to

be a hybrid '^f this and P. rm-t tnosa.

lilac: crown of many rows of Hlanients, violet with b:«rs

<»f white below the mi<idle, the inner and shorter set «leep
violet. Probably Brazilian. (i.C. II. 2r»:W8-9. I.H.:u;:74.

Gn. 33:(i.'W. A.F. 6:5'i i.-G<K»d grower.

<:<". THt>e of flower very xhort, thick or flenhy in nub-
ittiiHce.

V. Stem» and branrhex atronghf i-angledoreven winged:
lvs. simple,

10. qaadrangnl&ris, Linn, (tkanadilla. Fig 1651.
Tall strung cliiiiher, glabrous: lvs. ovate or round o> ate,

cordate at base, mucronate, entire, the petiole with 2 or
:< pairs of glands: stipules large: ti. large ('.i to 5 in.

across) and interesting, fragrant, with ovate sepals and
petals (the former white within antl the latter red«lish),
the crown composed of 5 series of white-and-purple
parti-coh)red tilaoients, of which the outermost exceed
the tioral envelopes: fr. oblong, 5-9 in. long, yellowish
green, pulp v and edible. Tropi 'il Amer. B.R. 1:14.

(tn. 51, p. ;{!;{. R.H. 1H9H, p. 5b!». (in. ,59, i)p. 4, 7.-
Widely grown in the tropics, and variable, both as a
vine and for its ed ble fruits. Frequent in collections
of economic plants in the North. It is a good climber
for covering a greeiih<»use roof. Best results are se-

cured if the temperature does not fall below 50°. The
fruit ripens in summer. The Hs. usually need to be
hand -pollinated if I'ruit is wanted on house -grown
plants. Var. variegata, Hort. (/'. variegiita, Hort.).
lias foliage blotched witli yellow.

11. al&ta, Dryand. Stem winged: lvs. glabrous, oval
lo ovate, somewhat cordate at base, the margin often
undulate but otherwise entire, the petiole with 2 pairs
of glands : tl. 3-4 in. across, very fragrant, the interior of
the sepals and petals carmine: corona nearly or quite as
long as the envelopes, the numerous filaments parti-

colored with re<l, purple and white: fr. yellow, ovoi«l-

pointed, about 5 in. long, verv fragrant and <me of the
most edible. S. Amer. B.M. (MJ. G.C. III. 15:19;
22:449-51. R.B. 20, p. 104.- An excellent old species,

ripening its fr. in midsummer. It is verv variable. /'.

phfrnicea, Liudl. (B.R. 19: 1(;0:{).P. Braxi'litnsi.s, Desf.,
P. ma I iform i."!, Flor., P. oriformi.H, Rcem.. P. latifolia,

DC. P. J/auritiana, Thouars, and P. 3fascarensi.s,
Pre'^I., are all considered to be forms of this species.
P. LaWBOniaua, Hort., not Mast., is a hybrid of P. alatu
and P. racemosa: lvs. oblong-oval, somewhat peltate,
entire : fls. 3-4 in. across, brownish inside, the corona
with filaments in several series.

12. Decaisne&na, Hort., is a
hybrid of P. ^iHadrantjiiUfris and
P. nhitd : Hs. bright carmine in-

side, about 4 in. across; corona
as long as or longer than the en-
velopes, the more or less tortu-
ous filaments banded with deep
blue and whii«'

R.H. 1855:281.

lvs. bearing
F.S. 8:848.

1651. Granadilla, Passiflora quadranGfularis (XK)-

S. Watsoni^na, Masters. Stems wiry, purplish, with
leafy dentate stipules : lvs. shallow • cortlate. rather
broader than long, 3-lobed to the middle, with a f<w
teeth: peduncles 1-tM.: fis. about 3 in. across, the sepals
linear and shaded with violet ; petals also very narrow.

about G gland

>

PI>. Stemn und hranchex terete, or at feast

not winged.

E. Leaves not lobed.

13. amabilis. Hook. Stem slender and terete: hs.
ovate, very sharp-pointed, entire, rather thin, the petiole
w^ith about 2 pairs of glands: fl. solitary, about 3 in.

across, the sepals and petals alike and br'irht brick-red
within; corona or white filaments in 4 series, the 2 inner
series being short. Brazil. B.M. 440G. ya. 55:1219.

14. lauiifolia, Linn. (P. tinifolia. Juss.). Jamaica
Honeysuckle. Water Lemon. Stem terete, plant
glabrous: lvs. oval to oval-oblong, thickish, entire, with
a short sharp point: petiole with 2 glands: fl. about 2J^
in. across, white, with red spots or blotches ; corona
somewhat exceeding the petals or at least about equal-

ing them, in 3 series, violet with white bands: fr. about
3 in. long, vellow, spotted with white, edible. Trop.

Amer. B.R'. 1:13. B.M. 4958.

15. coccinea, Aubl. {P. veUttin., DC. P. fvlgenx.
Morr. ). (ilabrous : lvs. ovate and coarsely toothed:
petioles with 2-3 pairs of glands: fl. scarlet- corona
orange: fr. pulpy and edible. S. Amer. The fr. is said
to contain "a chemical principle of hypnotic value.''
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KE. hrtite* ,t~7-liihril.

r. lihutnnms bright rrd.

16. Titifdlia, HBK. {
/*. Hnnqninea, Smith, P. ;>m-

h^Hcrtin,U('. Tmnvn'ii JinrhiinaHi,lA'in,}. StMii tt-n-tf

:

Iv8. conlatH-ovate in outline, deeply .'Mobed or ilivide«l

and the diviMions coarsfly tmithi-d, Htroin;-veine<l, tisu-

ally puboHcent bem-uth : tt. 4-4» in. imtosh, n«-iirly flat,

the linear-oblonjr h« paU and petals bright scarlet, the
.sepals with a spine at the tip; outer corona tilanientH

red, the inner ones white, nil o* them upright or spread-
iujf and much shorter than the envelopes. BrazM.
r.M. IH7H:.U7. (i.(". HI. 8:21;{.-An old spe* ies, but
not common in cult. Said not to b<' free-Howerinjf.

violet, the corona of numerous filaments, the outermost
of which are nearly as louic as the petals and are deep
violet at the base, yellowish in the midtlle and curly at
the top. Hritish (Juiana. <}.('. III. 22 ::«:{. -First de-
Mcril»ed in 1897, and now offered in this country by .Sun-

der & Co.

na. leaf.

SK'

Passiflora edulis (X 3^).

FK. liloxsotiiK white, yrerniKh, piirptish, or rariomthf
tinted, but not red.

a. Raff.f of corona (or the outer ones) nhout an long as
the floral envelopes: Ifdf-tnn nfins stronglif serrate

(except sometimes in iVo. 19).

17. incam&ta, Linn. May-pop. Fier. Ifi-'O. Tall-climb-
inp strong vine, eriabrous or nearly so: Ivs ;Mobe<l to

about half their depth, bntudly conlate-ovate in outline,

.serrate, the petiole beariny^ 2 glands near the top: tl.

axillary and solitary, about 2 in. across, white, with a
lifrht purple corona ban<led at its center: fr. oblong,
about 2 in. long, with 'A sutures, yellow when ripe. Dry
places, Va., south and west. B.M. 3«j!>7. Mn. 9:17. —

A

weedy plant, but offered by dealers in native plants.

With protection, the roots will survive the winter as far
north as Bultimore, and the stronjr herbaceous vines will

make » fine cover for arbors and verandas. Easily
grown from seeds.

18. Edulis, Sims. Fig. 16r)2. IMorewoody and stronger:
Ivs. large, deeply .'Mobed and serrate : ti. white, oftt-ii

tinted with purple, the rays nearly as long as the envel-
opes, white for the upper half but purple at the base:
fr. f;lobular-oblong,thicklv purple-dotted when ripe, the
rind hard. Brazil. B.M. lOhi). R.H. 18.")7,

i». 224; 188a.

p. 489. Gn. .50:109.^. (Kf. III. 2:{:101. A.(i. i:{:120.-
Runs into several forms. The fruit is fragrant and edi-
ble, but there is little pulp, the seeds occupying most of
the int«»ri<)r. Readily grown from seeds. Naturalized in

tropical countries.

19. prnindsa, Mast. Climbing, the stems terete, gla-
brous: Ivs. broad in outline,IMobed beyond the middle.The
lateral lobes diveriring, the margins remotely glandular-
toothed, srlaucous l)eneath: stipules very large and leaf-

like, cordate, 2 in. \oug: fl. li in. across, pale or pearly

Kay» distinctly shorter than envelopen

:

manjins nearly or quite entire.

20. Alba, Link & Otto. (P. atomiiria. Planch.). St-ni
terete: stipules very large and leaf-like: Ivs. brou |.

ovate and somewhat cordate, rather shallowly ,'{ lobe<l,

glaucous beneath, the margins entire : peduncles ex-
ceeding the Ivs., 1-Hd.: fl. little more than 2 in. across,

clear white: fr. obovoid. the size of an
egtr, green at first, but becoming vell<»\v-

ish. .Mex. to S. Amer. <}.('. II. 'iy:«;9;{.

K.H. 188;{, p. 2U1; lbb4:3U.

21. viol&cea. Veil, Tall, glabrous, witli

drooping branches: Ivs. straight ut base
Hn«l sonuwhait peltate, with 3 lony, nar-
row lobes, of which the side ones stand
at nearly right angles to the central one,
the margins entire or with a few teeth in
the bottom of the sinus, the under sur-
face slightly glaucous : tl. about 3 in.

across, the petals and sepals lilac-i>ink
inside (sepals ending in a long spur), the
nunu*rous Hlanu»nts of the corona wljite-

tipped and barred with violet and white.
Brazil. B.M. 0997. R.H. 1885:468.

22. csBrtlea, Linn. Fig. IC'iH. Slender,
but a strong grower, glabrous and some-
what glaucous: Ivs. divided nearly to the
petiole into 5 lanceolate or lance-elliptic

entire sharp-pointed segmentsof which the 2 lower ones
are sometimes again lobed: fl. .'{—4 in. across, slightly
fragrant, greenish white, the sepals tipped with a short
point, the rays of the corona in 2 series, blue at the tip,

white in the mi<ldle and purple at the base, the stvles
light purple. Brazil. B.M. 28. (Jn. 31, p. 421 ; ;J4^ p.

114; 4(», p. .'Miy.- The commonest of Passion-flowers in

American greenhouses, and now represented by several
named forms and hybrids. C'jmi be grown in the open
in the South and in Calif, as far N. as San Francisco.
Var. ^andifldra, Hort., is only a somewhat larger- fid.

form. Constance Elliott (/*. co'rnlea, vat. alba), is a
white-fld. fragrant form. On. 31:r)95. There are hy-
l)ri(ls with P. Ifaddiana, P. rnccmnsfi. P. a lata, and
others. P. ccerulea grows readily from seeds.

23. alito-caenilea (P. Pfdrdtii, Uort.) is a white-fld.
form, with calyx tinted rose inside, and consul of 3
series, the outer filaments being white at tip, bUie- pur-
ple in the middle, and black-purple at the base. B.R.
10:848. R.H. 1847:121.

Passifloras in the Amer. trade, but not accounted for botani-
cally, are: P. cnrdinalis, "s<'arlet tlowers:" /'. I'nrd'/iiniii,

Blanc, 1900: P.I'axtimi; P. rosea; P. Schntittii. ''hrmht va\-
mine." P. insiunig, Jamesoni, vianicata, Parritce are to be
sought in Tacsonia,
Species which may be erpe^ted in the trade are: P.chfU-

donea. Mast. Lvs. ol)ionc, forked at the end to one-fourth tlie

length and with a small middle lol^, .uarked with dots: ti.'J in.

jwross, greenish, with a ftldc-u corona. Kcuador. G.C U.
12:40.—/*. cinnabartna, Lindl. Branches terete: lvs. broad-
ovate, 3-lobed, nnirgins entire: fl. solit.'iry, 2/4 in. across, red:
corona short, folded, yellowish. Anstrali.-i. G.C. 18.')j:724.

B.M. 5911.

—

P. Colinihisis, Mast. & Rose. A Mexican si)ecics

first de8cri>>ed in IslK), J»nt cult, for several years in Wash-
ington. It is an herbjweons species, with sh.illo\v-lol)eil ob-
tuse dentiful.ite lvs. and small whitish blue-marked fls. on
single j>eduncles. Promising as an outdoor cli:nber, p. i2*J0.—P. fwtida, Linn. (P. hirsuta and P. hircina, Hort.). Allied
to P. a<lenopoda: annual or sometimes jjorennial: lvs. pulics-

cent, 3-lol>ed, the margins entire or obscurel.v Kngled : tis.

wliifisli. small, the corrma as long as the petals and colored
purple and blue: fl. -bracts pinnatifid. Trop. Amer. L.B.C
2:i;{6. B.M. .%35, the form known as var. nigellitlora. Mast.;
and 2><8, the var. ciliata. Mast. In cult, in this coujitry, but
apparently not in the tra<le. Vari.-ible.— P. gnlhana. Mast.
Stems terete: Ivs.lance-oblong.short-petioled, entire: stipules
ov.-tte-pointed : fl. solitary on a long petiuncle, 3 in. across,
greenish yellow, the sepals and i>eta1s very narrow, the not
foldcfl corona short. Br.izil. G.C. III. 20:h55.—P. Im Thiir-

nil. Mast. Lvs. liroad-oblong, acute, entire, thick, glabrous
above, but not beneath: fl. erect. 4-5 in. across, brilliant scar
let and rose color, with white in the center: corona very short.
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British Orlnna. 0.0. III. 23:307. Very showy.—/*. Ketrrmtit,

Hurt. " It is a ctohs raiseil \>y Mr. Wat.Hoii. the aMsistant cura-

tor. lM'twe«»n the hardy PaHsitlora cti-nilea and the Hrazili.'m

p. kaddiaiia. The flowers are laripT than those of P. Uaddi-

iina. the in-tnls and fringe longer, while the color i.^ rarniine

HufTiiHed with blue, v.-hi4-li, thoiu;h {M>r}iap8 not ho Itriifht and
pleaNinK as it is in the parent, in a lovely color."— /*. J/i^rini,

Mant. Stems ulender and wiry: Ivs. lanceovate and entire,

pl,»ret coIore<H)eneath; fl.2in. wrrm."*. white, shade<l with pink,

the con>na half the lenjfth of the jietals, white, barred with
purple Brazil. (i.V.lU. 4:X',:\.—P. triloba, Rxiiz & Vav. Lvs.

l»rs;e, conlate-ovate, 3-lol>e«l or entire: H. 3 in. across, with vio

i«-f rcrtexe<l sepals and i>etals, and a long cnp-like corona, with
til.'irnents banded white and purple. Pern. I.H. .'W:K{. — /'.

Wfhi-riana, Andrt^. <Jlandular-hairy: Ivs. large, 3-IoIhmI, the

uiarifin usually toothwl: tl. solitary, 2 in. across, white, the
corona handed with white: fr. setose, purple. Argentina.

K H. 1887:324. L. H. B.

PASSION FLOWEE. Se<' Paitai flora.

FASTINACA (name from the Latin pastus, food).

I'mhtUUvrif. About u half dozen spfcies of tall herbs
iiutive to Europe and Asia, but by Beuthani & Hooker
united witii the genus Peucedanuui. It is distinguished

from Heracleum and Peucedanuni by technical charac-

ters of the fruit. Pastinaca is known to horticulturists

In the Parsnip (which seel, P. xatim, Linn. It is a na-

tive of Europe, but is now Krown in nearly all cool-tem-

perate countries for its large edible root. In deep moist

soil and a cool climate, the edible roots become 18-20

inclies long and four inches or more in diameter at the
crown. It wa.s cultivated before the Christian era. It

has run wild from gardens, often becoming a bad wee<l

in neglected fields and on roadsides. P. xativa is a robust
plant, sending np a grooved stem (which becomes hollow)
.*{-.'» ft. : Ivs. odd-pinnate, with '.i-4 pairs of sessile ovate-

oblong sharp-toothed and notched leaflets, the terminal
leatlet 3-lobed: fruit ("seed") thin and flat, retaining its

vitality only a year or two. When run wild, it loses its

thick root, and sometimes it becomes aniuial.

L. H. H.

PATCHOULI PLANT. See Pogostemun.

PATIENCE. Patience
liinntx Patient ia.

Dock or Herl> Patience is

PATBtNIA (E. L. Patrin, 174P-1814. Prench traveler

in Siberia). l'aterian(ice<e. About 10 species of yellow-

or white-fld., valerian-like, hardy herbaceous peren-
nials from extra-tropical Asia. They grow a foot or so

high, bloom in early summer and may have about 20
small fls. in clusters 2 in. acres Two species are of-

fered by dealers in Japanese plants.

Patrinia is distintruished from the other 8 genera in

the Valerian family by 4 stamens and mostly yellow fls.

Valeriana lias 3 stamens. Nardostachys, with 4 stamens,
has purple fls. Patrinias are glabrous or loosely villous:

Ivs. once or twice pinnatifid or -sect, the radical ones
rarely entire: cymes corymbose-paricled : bracts nar-

row, free, but sometimes appendaged with a large, 2-

nerved and netted-veined bracteole which is appressed
to the fr. : corolla-tube very short: lobes .'), si)reading:
sterile locules of the fruit nearly as large or larger than
the fertile ones.

A. Stem glabrous.

scabiosaefdlia, Fisch. Radical Ivs. ovate or oblong, in-

cis. vl-serratc un<l lyrate : cauline Ivs. pinnatilid. the
lohi^s lanceolate-linear, acute, terminal one lontre.st : fls.

ve'.ow: corvnjb looselv subpaniculate : fr. 3-cornered.
bahuria. L.B.C. 14:1340.

AA. Stem I'iUotts.

villdsa, Juss. R;>.dical Ivs. villous, petiolate, auricled:
cauline Ivs. sessii.-, dentate: corymb panicled. Japan.
— The plant ofTered by the Yokohama Nursery Co. is

said to have white fls.

PAULLtNIA (probably after Simon Paulli. 1008-1680.

professor of anatomy, surgery and botany at Copenha-
gen). Sapindaceir. P. thatirfriftilin is a handsome st<»ve

foliage plant, with much divided Ivs. somewhat resem-
bling a rue, maidenhair, or a davallia. The fls. are in-

conspicuous, pinkish and borne in autumn. In the early
seventies, when the interest in foliagre plants was at its

height, this plant was widely ilistribute*!. It used to be

trained to a trellis for exhibition or grown on the pillars

ami rafters <»f hothouses. It Is now a rare but choice
plant for clothing the tops of unsightly tubs in which
palms are growing, (i. W. Oliver says it is also excel-
lent for large vases and stands the stiii well. The young
leaves have a jtretty bronze tint unless they an- shaded
to«i much. The plant is prop, by cuttings of youn|(
shoots taken in early sprint;. If the tops are pinched
tlie young plants will branch < tit and make handstmie
specimens in 4- or o-in. pots. For }»ottintr y'>\l an Eng-
lish gardener recommends compost <»f two-fhinls fibrous
peat to one-third of loam, with a liberal sprinkling of
silver sand.

I'aullinia is a cenus of about 80 species, niostlj' tropi-
cal American. Twining shrubs: Ivs. alternate, stipulate
compound, 1-3-ternate or pinnate, or decompound; peti-
ole often winged ; Ifts. usually dentate, dotte«l or mi-
nutely line<l: racemes axillary, usually with 2 tetidrils:

sepals .'>, the 2 upper larger, connate: petals 4, but there
is a fifth abortive one: stameriM 8: ovary 3-celled. Dis-
tii:guished from allied genera, as Cardiospemmm, by the
septicidal fr., which is often pear-shaped.

thalictrifdlia, .Tuss. Lvs, 4-10 in. long, triangular in
outline, :{-ternately-pinnate; pinna> in ;»-H pairs; pin-
nules 4-8 pairs, 4-8 lines long. Hra/il. M.M. .')h7y. (in.

51, p. IGO- F. 1873, p. 124. Var. arg^ntea, Hort., has
foliage suffused silvery gray.

1653. Passiflora cccrulea. the commonest cultivated

Passion-flower (X 5^).

PAULOWNIA (after Anna Paulowna. princess of th
Netherlands I. Serophiflariareti'. Ornametital decidu-
t.us trees, in habit and folia>re similar to Catalpa, with
ample, long-petioled, opposite lvs., and x>al« violet large
fls. resembling those of the foxglove in shape, in ter-

minal panicles opening before the lvs. The species
in cultivation is fairly hardy in sheltered positions as
far north as Mmss., but the fl.-buds are usually killed in

winter, and it does not flower regulaily north of N.^w
York city. As an oninniental foliage plant it may be
grown as far north as ^lontreal, where it is killed to ii>e

ground every winter. bt?t throws up from the root vigor
ous shoots attaininsr 10-14 ft. .with Ivs. over 1 ft. r.nd occa-

sionally even 2 ft. long. If used us a foliage plant and
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cut back to the ground evory spriner, the youM*? s'lnots

should be removed, except one or very few on ea-li
plant; during the first years of this treatment the\ will
grow more vigorous every year, but afterw:inl> tiit-y

will decrease in size, weakened by the continuous cur-
ting back; they should then be rep'la<'ed by strong young

1654. Paulownia imperialis.

To show the verdurous giowth of the young shoots.

plants. Where the fl.-buds which uj:: ftrmed the pre-
vious year are not killed by frost the Paulownia is o?)e

of the most conspicuous tiowering trees in spring, and
in summer the foliage, though it is of somewhat dull
color, attract?" attention by the size of the Ivs, In tem-
perate climates it is sometime:^ used as an avenue tree.
It thrives best in a light deep loam, and in a sheltered
I)osition. Prop, by seeds sown in spring or by root-

cuttings, and by greenwood cuttings under glass ; it

may be grown also from leaf-cuttings; the young unfold-
ing Ivs. when about 1 iti. long are cut off close to the
stems and inserted in sand under a hand-glass in the
propagating house. Two speci^^s in China ard Japan: a
third one with evergreen foliage is reported by Dr.
Henry from South China and pronounced one of the
most magnificent flowering trees. Trees with stout
spreading branches: fls. in terminal panicles; calyx
campanulate, 5-lobed; corolla with long, slightly curved
tube, and spreading, oblique r)-lobed limb: stamens 4:
fr. a 'J-celled capsule, loculicidally dehiscent, with nu-
njerous small winged seeds.

imperialis, Sieb. & Zucc. (P. tomentosa, Steud.). Fig.
1654. Tree, to 40 ft., with stout spreading branches
forming a round head: Ivs. rather long-petioleu, broadly
cordate -ovate, entire or sometimes 3-lobed, acuminate,
pubescent above, tonientose beneath, 5-8 in. long or on
vigorous slioots even larger: panicles to 10 in. long: fls.

fragrant, pale violet, 1/2-2 in. long; pedicels and calyx
densely rusty tomentose: capsule woody, broa<lly ovoid,
pointed, 1 In. or somewhat longer. April, May. China,
Japan. S.Z. 1:10. B.M. 4«)(iG. P.M.
10:7. Gn.:}4,p. 79: 54, p. 47fi. Mn. 7,

p. 171. It is sometimes escaped from
cult, in the S. States.

Alfred Rehder.

Paulownia imperialis in southern
California reaches a height of 40 ft.

in 25 years, with a spread nearly as
great. When in full leaf it makes
a densv' shade. It starts to bloom
before the leaves come and all is

over before the tree is in full leaf.

For this reason it is not a favorite.

The Jacaranda is a prettier blue,

more floriferous. lasts three times as long, the blooms con-
tiiming until the tree is in full leaf. It is out of leaf not
more than half as l<*ng as Paulownia is. !t makes as
dense shade as the Paulownia, has a prettier leaf and is
more desirable iu every way. The growth of the two
trees is about the sanje at the end of a quarter century.
The habit of the Paulownia in retaining dry seed-pods
on dead limbs .S or 4 ft. long is very unpleasing, and
necessitates a thorough cleaning each year to the tip
end of the uppermost branch— often a hard work to ac-
complish. Ernest Bravnton.

PAVfiTTA (Malabar name of P. Indica). RuhiAceo'.
AI>out GO species of tropi'-al shrubs and small trees
closely allied to the brilliant Ixoras bu" far less showy,
the fls. smaller, and the clusters looser; also they have
a much more conspicuous style, which is often thrust
out of the flower an inch or so. The fls. are white or
greenish, salver-shaped, 4-lobed (rarely 5-lobed), and
borne in trichotomous corymbs, containing as many as
30 fls., which at best may be 1 in. long aiul % in. across.
Pavettas generally have menibranaceous Ivs., while
those of Ixora are Iciithery. In Pavetta the style is

longer and spindle-shaped at the top; in Ixora the style
generally has 2 short branches at the top. . Other generic
characters of Pa'.etta are: calyx-lobes short or long:
stamens 4 or 5, barely exerted: disk tumid, fleshy:
ovary 2-locular: drupe 2-stoned.

A. Foliage variegated.

Borbdnica, Hort. Foliage plant with unknown fls. Its

position in this genus is a mere guess. Lvs. about 9 in.

long, oblong-acuminate, rounded at the base, with a
salmon-red midrib, mottled with light green on a dark
green ground. Bourbon Island. Lowe 5.

AA. Foliage not variegated,

Natal^nsis, S":jd. Lvs. lanceolate-acuminate, petio-

late, glabrous: .alyx-teeth bristle-shaped, thrice as long
as the calyx-tube: fls. white. Natal.

P. Caffra, Haw. & Sond. Lvs. obovate. almost sessile, gla-
brous: ealyx-toeth twiceas 'ongas the tulH»: fis. white. S. .-Vfr.

B.M. 3.">80.— P. Indica. Linn. Glabrons to tomentose: Ivs.

varj'iiig greatly in shape: (•alyx-te*>th much shorter tlian tl.e

tulje: lis. white. India. B.R. 3:198. W. M,

PAVIA. Included with ^Exrultts.

PAVONIA (J. Pavon, jcint author of Ruiz and Pavon's
Flora Peruviana et Chilensis; died 1844). Malrdcea.
Ab(mt ()0 species of tropical herbs or shrubs, tomentose,
hispid or glabrescent: lvs. often angled or lobed: fls, of

various colors, peduncled or crowded into a sort of head
at the tips of the branches: bractlets o-many. di.stinct

or more or less connate; calyx 5-cut or o-toothed; pet-

als spreading or convolute-connivent: staminal ccdunin
truncate below the apex or 5-dentate: ovary 5-loculed,

1-ovuled.
Perhaps the most desirable species is /'. mnlti flora

.

known to gardeners as P. Wioti. This has many showy

'^^^^^..

1655. Pavonia intermedia (X %)

.
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red bractlets, which are linear, erect, hairy, whorled, and
nearly 2 in. loniLf. Within the cup-shaped group of bract-

lets lies a cartridjfe-shaped mass of dull brown, tightly

rolle<l petals. From the body of petals protrudes the

ataminal column, which may be 3 in. long and bears nu-

merous violet-blue anthers.

1655. Pea, American Wonder (X 1-5).

The illustration shovrs an entire plant, cut off at the surface
of the ground.

P.Mnko}/a»a, Morr.-ot the trade, is Gcethea Makoyana,
Hook , B.M. 6427, a Brazilian plant with a dark purple
mass of petals set oflF hy about 5 large, broad, 'ihowy
red bractlets. The only difference between Pavonia and
<i(Bthea lies in the bractlets, which are narrow in the
^ trraer and broad in the latter.

P. intermrdiit, St. Hil.. Fig. 16')'), is a Brazilian plant
int. by the U. S. Dept. of Agric. for economic reasons.
Its bractlets are intermediate in breadth between the
two genera Pavonia and Ga*thea.

multifldra, A. St. Hil. (P. Wioti, E. Morr.). Robust,
probably shrul)by, usually wifa a simple stem : Ivs. alter-

nate, (>-10 in. X l'^-2 in., obovate-lanceolate. serrulate:
Hs. in a short, terminal corvmb. Brazil. B.M. 6398. F.

M. 1877:276.

PAWPAW. Asimina and Carica Papaya.

,..M.

PEA. The garden Pea is the most important mem])er
of the genus Pisum (which see). It is native to Europe,
but has been cultivated from before the Christian er i

for the rich seeds. The field or stock Pea differs little

from the garden Pea except in its violet rathe»* tlian
white tiowers and its small gray seeds. Tl.ere are
many varieties and several well-marked races of garden
Peas. Whilst Peas are grown mostly for their seeds,
there is a race in which the thick, soft green pods, with
the inclosed seeds, are eaten. The common or shelling
Peas may be separated into two classes on the character
of the seed itself,—those with smooth seeds and those
with wrinkled seeds. The latter are the richer, but they
nre more likely to decay in wet, cold ground, and there-
fore are m>t so well adapted to verj'earh' planting. Peas
maj' also be classified as climbing, half-dwarf or show-
ing a tendency to climb and doing best when support is

provided, and dwarf or those not requiring support.
Again, the varieties may be classified as to season,—
early, second-early, and late; examples of thesp classes
are shown in the pictures, 1656, 1657. 16.'»8, respectively.

Tht-

B.

BB.

BBS.

Vilmorin's classification ( Les Plantes Potag^res) is as
follows

:

A. Tht- Pea round (smooth).
Plant climbing,

c. Seed white.
Of. See«l green.
Plant half-dwarf.

c. Seed white,
cc. Seed green.
Plant dwarf.

V. Seed white,
re. Seed green.

AA. The Pea wrinkled (divisions as above).

The Chinese gardeners about New York city grow a
Pea which is described as follows by the writer in Bull.

67, Cornell Exp. Sta. : "The Pea {Ga-lon-ow) of the
Chinese gardens behaves like a little improved or per-
haps ancient type of the common Pea. It is the same
species as ours. It differs chiefly in having somewhat
knotty or constricted pods, as shown in the illustration

(Fig. 1659). The pods 'shell' very hard, and there is a
tendency to develop a broad border or nutrgin along
the lower side. The Peas are small and are variable
in color, ami they generally turn dark in cooking. In
quality they are sweet and excellent, but they do not
pos' ess any superiority over our common varieties.

Tb seeds which we have obtained from the New V'ork

C inamen are mixed. In color, the Peas run from nearly
white to dark brown. The brown seeds, however, have
given us much earlier pickings than the light ones. In
one instance the seeds were sorted into three grades-
light, medium light, and dark brown— and all were
planted in sandy soil on the 20th of April. On the Hth
of July the dark-seeded plot gave a good picking, while
the light-seeded, and even the niedJum plots produced
much taller plants and very few of the pt-d.s bad begun
to fill. The dark- and medium-stM-ded plots produced
plants with colored flowers — the '^tsindard being rose-
purple and the keel black-pur])I(- and splashed. The
light-colored seeds, on the other haml. gave pure white
flowers, larger leaves and broader pods. These facts
are interesting in connection with the evolution of the
garden Pea and its relationship to the red-flowered field

Pea."
Left to themselves, the varieties of Peas soon lose

their characteristics through variation. Thev are much

1657. Pea, Nott Excelsior (X J^).

influenced by soil and other local conditions. There-
fore, many of the varieties are only minor strains of
some leading type, and are not distinct enough to be
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recognized by printed descriptions. This accounts for

the confusion in varieties of Peas, particularly in the

dwarf or extra-early types. The varietal names are

many. In 1889 (Annals Hort.) American dealers cata-

logued 154 names, l. h. b.

1. Peos for the Home Garden. — Green Peas are at

their best when perfectly fresh, and should conie to the

tiible within ft or 6 hours from the vine. Those bought
in the market can rarely be served until 24-48 hours

1658. Pea, Champion of Eneland (X ^).

after picking, when they necessarily have lost much of

their good quality. It is, therefore, a great advantage
to have a home-grown supply. Though they are of

easy culture, it is not always feasible to give them a

place in one's own garden, because they rf quire consid-

erable space, 1-2 yards of row being necessary to produce
a single "portion," and it is rare that more than 2 or 3

pickings can be made from the same vines. Peas need
a rich, friable soil, but an over-supply of nitrogen or

the use of coarse and fresh manure will result in a rank
growth of vines, with few pods and Pea.> of inferior

quality. The best manurial condition for Peas is found
where' a heavy dressing of fertilizer has been applied

the previous year. If such a soil is not available, the

application of IJ-G bushels of well-rotted stable manure,
or, in place of this, about one-half bushel of wood ashes,

3 or 4 pounds of salt and 5-10 pounds of ground bone
or other commercial fertilizer to the square rod, and
well worked into the surface soil just before planting,

will gi*e good results. Most of the cultivation for

Peas should be done before they are planted, and it

is more important for this crop than for most that the

ground should be well worked and made as friable as

possible before the seed is sown. While Pea vines will

be killed by a hard freeze, they will endure a slight

frost with but little injury, and thrive best in a cool,

damp soil and atmosphere. It is, therefore, desirable

to plant as early in the spring as the soil can be worked.
The writer likes best to i)lant in double rows about (»

inches apart, with the distance between the pairs about
etjual to the height to which the variety grows. If the

soil is sandy and well drained, form a trench 4-0 inches

deep and diop 10-20 seeds to the foot according as the

variety is a tall- or dwarf-growing one, and eover about

an inch deep, gradually filling the trench as the plants

grow. In proportion as the soil is heavier ami less

porous and well-drained the trench sh«>ul(l be sliallower

until, on tenacious clay soils, the seed should be within

an inch of the surface.
All the garden varieties, if planted in the way sug-

gested, will give a fair return without trellising. but

those growing over 2 feet high will do bt tter if sup-

ported. There is nothing better for this purpose than
brush, but this is not always available, aiul the vines

can be well supported by driving stakes 2-1 inches

wide 12-20 feet apart in the double rows, and as the
vines grow inclosing their tops between wires or wool
twine stretched opposite each other on either side of
the stakes.
Anything more than mere surface tillage is apt to do

the Pea crop more harm than good, but any crust
formed after rain should be broken up, and the vines
will be greatly benefited by frequent stirring of the sur-

face soil.

2. Peas for Market . —The above notes will suggest
the best methods of culture for market, and profit will

depend largely upon the selection of varieties suite<l to

the needs of the trade, and the use of pure and well-

grown seed.

3. Peas for Ca««j»»gr. —The quantity of Peas canned,
and the popularity of such goods, has been largely in-

creased by the use of the machines known as viners,
in the use of which the vines are cut when the green
I*eas are in the best condition for use, and fed into the
machine, which by a system of revolving beaters and
cylinders se-^arates the green Peas as effectually as a
threshing machine does those which are ripe and dry.

As the vines will begin to heat and spoil within a few
hours after cutting, it becomes essential to get them
through the viner and the Peas into the cans the same
day they are gathered, and the canned Peas come to the

table fresher and better in quality than from most of
the pods obtainable in market. When grown for can-
ning or for seed, Peas are usually sown broadcast or
with grain drills and no farther culture given, though
the crop is improved by a judicious use of the roller

after sowing and a weeding harrow just after the plants
are up.

4. Varieties and the Grotcing of Seed. — There are
few vegetables in regard to which there is greater dif-

ference in tastes as to desirable qualitie.s. To some
people tenderness is the most essential quality ; to

others sweetness, while still others care most for a rich

flavor and marrow-like texture. Varieties have been de-
veloped to meet all these wants, as well as those vary-
ing in growth from 6 inches to G feet in height and of
great diversity in the size, form and color of the pods.
In this vegetable the quality and purity of the seed
used is of great importance, for every "mess" of Peas
consists of the product of many seeds, and as the pods
are so near alike that it is impracticable to separate them
in gathering, the product of a single inferior seed may
injure the entire picking. Again, Peas grown for seed
return a verv small fohl, very rarely as much as 20 and
more often ss than 5 times the seed planted; so that it

is impracticable for the seedsman to offer his customers
seed grown direct from the seed of individually selected
plants, as can reatlily be done in the case of tomato,

1659. Pea grown by the Chinese gardeners in the

neighborhood of New York City lX3a).

squash or other vegetables," which give a larger seed

return. The most that can be done is to use the greatest

pains to keep the varieties pure and of high quality by
constantly renewing stocks by selection and the pre-

venting of deterionition or mixing while growing and
handling. With none of our common vegetables is the
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planter more tl'*pendent upon the abilitj- and honesty of

his seedsman.
Sonne of the most distinct types of the hundreds of

varieties of garden I'eas are:

(1) The earliest kinds, such as Alaska and First and
which produce early-maturin^r, comparatively
pods tilled with Peas of rather low quality, on
about 2 feet high.
A long list of dwarf-growing sorts like American

Wonder (Fig. !(>.>«>) und Premium Gem, which produce
Hniall- or medium-sized pods generally crowded with
Peas of fine quality on vines ranging from 0-18 inches
iu height.

{A) A large class like Strategem and Heroine, which
pioduce very large pods containing large, rich-flavored

Peas on thick, heavy vines growing 18-30 inches high.

(4) Lastly, there are the taller growing sorts, like

Telephone and Champion of England (Fig. 1658), which
yield large crops of large- or medium-sized pods on vines
growing from 4-6 feet high.

In addition to the above-named sorts grown exclu-

sively for use as green Peas, there are a number of kinds
with hardy, vigorous, tall-growing and usually brancheu
vines which produce in great abundance smooth, hard
Peas which are used when ripe for split Peas or other
form of "soup stocks" or for stock-fending; though
some of them, like the Marrowfats and the "Turkey" or
French Canner, are quite extensively used for canning,
most of the celebrated Petit Pois of France being put
up from the last-named variety. In field culture for

stock the ground should be made ready in the fall and
the surface simply "fined" with a cultivator, disk or
gang plow in the spring. As early as the surface can
be got into good condition sow broadcast, carefully cov-
ering with a gang plow or disk harrow, from IV2 to 3
bushels of seed to the acre, according to the variety

used; or they can be put in rows bett' with an ordi-

nary grain drill, provided it be of a :ern with the
feed so arranged that it will not <• k ibe Peas, many
a poor stand being due to the seed mg injured by the
drill. It is generally an a<lvantag. ,0 roll after sowing,
and in some cases a weeding harrosv can be used to acl-

vantage when the plants are an inch or two high. The
crops should be harvested before the vines are so ripe

that the Peas will waste by shelling, and it can be done
by pea harvesters, which are attachments to ordinary
mowing machines, or cut and "rolled " into windrows or
bunches with a short scythe. They are easily threshed.
The ordinary yield is from 20 to 50 bushels to the acre.

W. W. Tkacy.

PEA. Everlasting P., Lathyrus lalifoUua. Glory P.,

Clianthns Ddtnpieri. Hoary P., Pigreon P., Cajanim
Itidicus. Scurfy P., Psora lea. Sweet P., Lathynis odo-
ratus and Sweet Pea.

PEACH. Plate XXVI. The Peach is essentially a lux-

ury. Its cultivation is attended with much risk. The
areas in which it can be grown with success are scattered,

particularly in the northern states. The Peach is tender
to frost, and the liability of the buds and blossoms to

injury constitute the greatest risk in the growing of the
fruit. Strangely enough these risks of frost are greater
in the South than in the North, because the buds are
likely to be swollen by the "warm spells'' of the south-
ern winter, and to be killed by sudden freezes. In the
northeastern states the Peach areas are determined
chiefly by mildness of winter temperature. They lie

near large bodies of water, in which places the tempera-
ture is considerably ameliorated. In close proximity to

the seacoast the winds are usually too strong to allow
of the growing of Peaches, but some distance inland
and on the margins of the Great Lakes and other inte-

rior bodies of water, the fruit may be grown without dif-

ficulty. While Peaches are grown over a very large
range of country in the United States, still the great
commercial regions are relatively few. One of these re-

gions lies in proximity to the southernmost members of
the Great Lakes, particularly along the southeastern
part of Lake Ontario in New York and Canada, along
the southern shore of Lake Erie and on the eastern
shore of Lake Michigan. In this latter belt, known as
the Michigan "fruit belt," the Peach reaches its highest
northern limit in the eastern states, being grown with
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profit as fur north as (Jrand Traverse, on the 44th parallel.
Another large area begins near Long Island Sound, in
Connecticut, and follows the seuboard as far south as
the southern part of the Chesapeake peninsula and ex-
tending approximately one hundred miles inland. In
the southern Atlantic states there is another commer-
cial Peach area, comprising the upper lands of Georgia,
Alabama and adjacent states. Further south than this,

where the soil does not Treeze to the depth of the roots,
the root-knot disease, caused l>y a nematode worm, is so
serious as often to interfere with th« raising of the crop.
In this southern part, also, the old-time varieties of
Peaches do not thrive to perfection, but some of the
C'hinese types are n<^w giving good satisfaction. Another
la.ge Peuch-growing area lies in southern Illinois, extend-
ing westward across Missouri and into Kansas. Eastern
Texas has also developed a large c jmmercial peach-grow-
ing busiuess. Part of western Coloratlo is now becoming
kno^n as n peach country. Nearly the whole of Cali-
fornia, except the mountains, is admirably adapted to
the Peach, and the fnat is grot'oi there on a large basis.
There are isolated places all over the United States in
which Peach grovring is profitable, but the above outline
designates the areas of largest commercial importance
at the present time.

In regions that are too cold for the normal develop-
ment of the Peach, the tree may be grovvn with some
satisfaction by laying it down in winter. For this pur-
pose the tree is usually trained with a thin or rather flat

top so that it will lie upon the ground when the tree
is bent over. When the tree is to be laid down, earth
is dug away from the roots on one side, the ball of
earth which holds the roots is loosened somewhat, and
the tree is bent over until it reaches nearly or quite the
level of the ground. It may remain in this position
without covering, being protected by its proximity to
the earth and by the snow which drifts into the top ; or
sometimes the tree is covered with litter or even with
earth, — if with litter, care must be taken that mice i\o

not nest therein and gnaw the trees.

Although the Peach has many forms, it is all one spe-
cies, Prunns Persica. See Pnnius. It is probably na-
tive to China, but it has been in cultivation from the
earliest times, and it came into Europe by way of Per-
sia, whence the name Persica, and also Peach. From
this Persian-European source have come the common
Peaches of the United States. These Peaches do not
thrive well in the extreme south, however. In more re-
cent years introductions have been made directly from
China, and these types, of which the Honey (Fig. 1661)
is the chief example, thrive well in the far south. Still

another type of Peach, which is hardy and productive
in the South, is the indian type sometimes called the
"native peach." This is probably derived from the
Peaches which the early Spaniards brought in'io North
America. It has run wild over a wide range of country
in the South. As early as 1812 the botanist Nuttall
found Peaches growing wild as far west as Arkansas.
Still another tyi)e of Peach is the Peen-to, or the tint

Peach of Chinu. This is adapted only to the extreme
southern part of the country, thriving well in the north-
ern part of the citrous belt. It is much too early-bloom-
ing for even the middle south. It is a verj' early Peach,
much flattened endwise, so that it has th hape of a
very flat apple. (Fig. 1660.) It has been uoscribed as a
distinct species. Primus platycarpa, but there is every
reason to believe that it is only a modified form of the
ordinary Peach species. Price ( Bulletin 39, Texas Ex-
periment Station) divides all Peaches which are known
in North America into five general groups : ( 1 ) The
Peen-to or flat Peach race, comprising the variety known
as the Peen-to (Fig. KMJO), and also the Angel and
Waldo; (2) the South China race, with oval, long-pointed
fruit with deep suture near the base, represented by
the Honey (Fig. 1661 ); (3) the Spanish or Indian race,
with very late, yellow, finn, often streaked fruit, repre-
sented by various southern varieties, as the Cabler (Fig.
1662), Columbia, Galveston, Lulu, Texas and Victoria;

(4) the North China race, with large, mostly cling or
semi-cling fruit and very large, flat leaves, represented
by the Chinese Cling, Elberta (Fig. 1663), Mamie Ross,
Smock and Thurber ; (5) the Persian race, including
the common varieties of the mid-country and the North,

\
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as Crawford (F'ig. lfi()4), Oldmixon, Salway, and the
like. The varieties of I'eaches are many, although less

numerous than those of apples, Au in^ i tory of ~',i

catalogues of American nurserymen, in IIHM), showed
291 varieties on the market.
The Peach is a showy tree when in bloom. There are

double -flowe-od vaiieties (Fig. 1(»(m), which are as

1660. Peen-to Peach (X J4).

handsome as the dwarf flowering almond, and they are
more showy because of the greater size of the tree.

These double - flowered varieties have never become
popular, however, owing to risks of winter injury and
spring frosts, depredation of borers, and the short sea-

son in which they remain in bloom. The flowers - f the
Peach are naturally variable in both size and color.

Peach-growers are aware that there are small -flowered
and large - flowered varieties. The character of the
flower is as characteristic of the variety as size or color
of fruit is. Fig. 1(506 shows two extremes. The Craw-
fords are small-flowered ; the Alexander and Amsden
are large flowered.
Propagation.—The Peach is always propagated by

means of seeds. The first year the seedlings are
budded to the desired variety. The seed is planted on
the first opening of spring in rows far enough apart to

allow of horse tillage, and the seeds are dropped every
G to 8 inches in the row. These seeds should have been
kept moist during the winter. Usually they are piled
out of doors, being mixed with sand or gravel, and al-

lowed to freeze. The shells are then soft when plant-

ing time arrives and many of the pits will be split.

Then it will not be necessary to crack the pits. In the
northern states the trees will be ready for budding in

Axigust and early September. The buds are set close to

the surface of the ground, and they do not start until

the following spring. The year succeeding the bud-
ding, the bud should make a tree 3 to 6 feet in height,
and at the end of that season it is ready for sale; that
is, the tree is sold when it is one season from the bud.
In the southern states, Peach seedlings may be large
enough to bud in June or early July of the year in

which the seeds are sown. The buds will then grow
that season, and the trees be ready for sale tluit fall.

That is, the whole process is completed within the space
of one season. These "June-budded trees " are popular
in the South, but they have never become thoroughly
established in popular favor in the North. They are
very likely to be injured by the first winter, since the
trees are not so well matured, as a rule, as the one-year-
old trees grown in the North. If, however, they with-
stand the first winter, they should make as good trees

it may be more juicy. The soil in the great Peach sec-
tions of Michigan and the North Atlantic region is litjlit

and loose. On heavy lands the Peach is likely to gn.w
too late in the fall and to make too much wood, Tl.t^

fruit is usually somewhat lower in color and tends t,»

be later in ripening. The low color may be corrected,
however, by planting the trees far apart, and by prun-
ing to open tops to admit the sun.
Since the Peach blooms very early and the flowers

are liable to be killed by late spring frosts, it is imjjort-
ant that the site on which the orchard is plantid
should either be relatively free from late spring frosts
or such as to retard the bloom. In proximity to lurm-
bodies of water, late spring frosts are less likely to
occur, and the tree blooms relatively late becausi'tlie
water equalizes the climate and adjacent a^-eas do not
warm up so quickly in the spring. This is particularly
true along swh large bodies of water as the Great
Lakes. In interior places it is well *o choose a northern
slope or other backward site, on .vhich place the trees
are retarded in bloom. In warm exposures in citi< s

Peaches are very likely to be caught by late sprng
frosts because they bloom too early. It is usually better
in such cases to plant the trees oii the north side ol a
building.
Peach trees are always set when not more than one

year from the bud. The distance apart varies with dif-

1661. Honey Peach {X%).

as others. For the details of propagation, see the article

on Graftage in Vol, II,

Soil and Planting. — The Peach will thrive on most
any soil, providing the climate and site are congenial.

The best Peach land, however, is that which is light and
sandy. On such lands the Peach «;evelops its highest

color and its richest flavor, although on heavier lands

1662. Cabler Peach (X 3-jl.

ferent soils, different parts of the country and with dif-

ferent growers. The standard and maximum distance

is twenty feet apart each way. If trees are planted at

this distance, they maybe tilled with ease, andheading-

in may not be necessary. Many growers, however, plant

closer than this with excellent results. By giving extra

good tillage and fertilizing they force trees to bear young,

and by the time the trees begin to crowd the orchard

has paid for itself, and some of the trees may be re-

moved. Whilst this practice may be advised in special

cases, the case depending on the energy and ability of

the owner, it is not to be advised for general purposes.

Tilling and Fertilizing.— Having selected his land

the Peach-grower nnist look with the greatest care to

the cultivation and fertilizing of the orchard. Peach

orchards should not be cropped after the third year; and

if they are planted on sandy lands, and particularly if

set less than 20 feet apart, they should not be cropped

from the time they are set. Very frequent stirring of

the surface soil from May until August, and thereaftt r.

perhaps, a green crop wliich shall be plowed under the

next spring, is the best general plan of tillage. Never

seed down a Peach orchard nor sow it to grain. If there

is any fruit that should never be neglected, it is the

Peach; and this is why careless men do not succeed

with it, and why so many of the orchards produce only

debts and discouragement. But it is easy to produce an

overgrowth on strong lands. The trees grow to a great

size during the first few years, their tops are full of

heavy leaves and the foliage holds very late in the t:)l!.

These trees generally bear tardily and in some cases

tliev are not productive. They run to wood. The winds

tear them to pieces. The trouble lies first in the land:
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it is too strong for the Peach. The second trouble may
be the too free use of barn manures or other nitrogenous
fertilizers, or too late tillage in the fall.

The keynote to the proper fertilizing of Peach
orchards is liberal use of potash and phosphoric acid

and sparing use of nitrogen. Ashes, muriate of potash,

bone fertilizers,— these are some of the best fertilizers

for Peach trees. Tillage, with green manure crops at

the end of the seai^on, can be relied upon to furnish the
nitrogen in most instances; and it is even possible to

plow under to' much vetch or crimson clover in he
course of years. Peaches which overgrow are likely to

suffer in winter.

Pruning Peach Trtes. — The methods of pruning Peach
trees are the occasion of much discussion amongst po-

mologists. The differences of opini<m turn chieHy about
three p.actices, — short trunks with rapidly ascending
branches; high trunks with more horizontal branch >*»;

and shortening-in or hea^iing-. jk the annaal growth.
EacJi oi these three methods has ard. at advocates and
opponents. It is probable that each syst ,m ha« distinct

nerits for particular cases. The nature and fertility of

the soil are often the dominating factors in these oppos-
ing methods. A system of pruning which fits the ^low
growth and hard wood of sandy soils may not be adapted
to the rapid growth and heavier tops of trees on strong
soils. Fig. 1GG7 shows what is believed to be, in gen-
eral, the best method of pruning Peach trees on san«ly

or what may be called Peach soils. It is the natural
method. The tree is allowed to spread its top at will,

with no heading-in. The foliage is comparatively light

and does not place great weight upon the branches, and
the trees, on such lands, do not grow quickly to such
»reat size as on heavy lands. This method of allowing
a tree to make 'ts natural top is the common one in tne
Chesapeake peninsula (Fig. 1008) and in the Michigan
Peach belt (Fig. H)()9). It will be observed, also, that

the pictures show trees with short trunks and forking
branches. It is a prevalent opinion that such trees are
mere likely to split with loads of fruit than those which
have more horizontal branches, but this is an error. Of
course, much care should be exercised to see that the
branches do not start off from the trunk at exactly the
same height, thus making a true fork or Y. With this
precaution, the crotchy trees are no more likely to split

thau the others, while they allow of a much better form
of top, unless the tree is to be headed-in. The horizontal
branches of the high-toppel tree.-; often appear to carrj'

a load of fruit with less ease than the more upright
branches of the other stylo of tri.ining. This danger
of breaking is greatly lessened if the fruit is properly
thinned. The low trunk permits a more open top, and
this seems to be an advantage. O'le is often surprised
at the thinness of top in the besL Peach orchards of
.Michigan and DeU'ware. Jn such tops, the Peach should
color better, and it is reasonable to expect less trouble
from fungi.
Yet there is much to be said for the high-topped trees.

They are more easy to till and it is quite as easy to pick
their fruit; and there is less tendency to make long and
sprawling branches as a result of careless pruning. On
rich lands, it is perhaps the better method. And here
is the chief reason for heading-back in l\\e North,—
the necessity of checking the growth and keeping the
tree within bounds when it is growing in a strong soil.

Whether one shall head-in his trees or not, therefore,
must depend on circumstances. In sandy Peach lands
it is generally unnecessary, but it may be a good prac-
tice when trees make an over-exuberant growth. This
heading-in is usually done in the winter, from a third
to half the animal growth being removed.
Heading-in the branches alvvays tends to make a thick-

topped tree. The best growers usually give much atten-
tion to cutting out the small unprofitable wood from the
center of the tree (compare Figs. KiTO, 1(»71). This lalior-

may be greatly increased if heading-in is practiced. If
not persistently thinne<l of the inner growths, headed-in
trees tend to produce fruits of lighter color and of later
ripening. Many orchards have suffered from twig-
blight in these central shoots.
The pruning may be made a tliinning process. The

fruit of the iVach is home on tlie wood of the previous
year. The Peach makes true flower-buds. — those con-
taining no leaves. Two flower-buds are borne together

on either side of a slender leaf-bud. These buds show
plainly as early as August, and usually still "arlier. At
that time they may be distinguished by the triple leaves
growing at certain nodes, as in Fig. Iti72. When the

1663. Elberta Peach (X nearly J^).

leaves have fallen, the twin fruit-buds, with the leaf-

bud made between, present the appearance shown in

Fig. V}~'i. Not always do the two buds develop: one of
them may ut "»<orted or injured so that a single tiower-
bud and a leaf-bud stand together. These flower-buds
are borne on both the strong terminal shoots and on
the weak growths in the interior of the tree top. The
fruits in the interior of the top are for the most part
poor; therefore it is good practice to remove the weak
shoots on the inside of the top, thereby thinning the
fruit and allowing the energy of the tree to go to the
development of the fruit nearer the outside. Any sys-
tem of pruning, therefore, which removes the annual
growth thins the fruit. Heading-back the tree also may
be a thinning process. The fruit-buds are borne some
distance below the tips of the shoots, however, and un-
less the heading-in process is somewhat severe, there is

little result- in thinning the fruit.

Thinning the Fruit. — There is very general neglect
in thinning the fruit. It should be a rule that no two
Peaches should stand closer on the same branch than
five or six inches. No work of the orchard pays better
than this thinning, either in the price which the remain-
ing produce brings in the market or in the vital energy
which is saved to the tree. Peach trees that are regu-
larly thinned should bear every year, barring injuries

from winter or spring frosts. Growers seem to forcet
that this fruit must all be picked sooner or later, ai;<l

'^Sfev.

1664. Crawford Peach (X 1-5)

that the work is more easily done in June or .July than
in September. The thinning should be delayed until
the fruit is the size of the end of one's thumb, for
by this time the "June drop" has occurred, and the
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Pcarhes can be readily seen and handled. The fmit
from well-thinned trees usually 8«dls for twice as niucli

as that from overloaded trees, and the vijjor of the
trees is conserved at the same time; and the jrrower

has the siitisfa«*tion of selling a superit)r product.
There are two rules for the workman to observe in th»»

thinnint; of fruit: (1) removal of injured or inferior

fruits; (2) aiiow no two fruits to stand closer together
than the distance which has been decided on— say about
six inches for Peaches.

Markethtff. — lt growers are negligent in thinning the
fruit, they are too often positively careless in marketing
it. Even in yea-3 of low prices, honestly and tastefully

packe<I fruit brings good prices. The hundsome boxes
of California Peju'hes, containing 00 wrupped fruits, will

sell re»»dily for $2 to $4, whilst home-grown fruit sells

for 25 to 75 ct -^ s a half bushel; an<l yet the latter may
be the better by the tiiae it reaches the consumer.
There are sever J faults with common ninth «ls of

handling I*'»f>ch s. '^hi packages are too large. The
fruit is not "-oiled ai I selected; in fut, it is not well

grown. There are often no wooden covers on he bas-

kets, and, as a consequence, that part of the package

1665. Bloon> of double-flowered

Peach (XK).

1666.

Bloom of large- and
small-floAvered Peaches.

(X li.)

which should look the best is usually the most jammed
and crushed. In observing the markets, one finds that
<juite half the packages are not full when they reach
the salesnum. The Peaeh is a dessert fruit and should
command a fancy price. Therefore, it should be packed
in dainty baskets, and the packages should be sold with
the fruit. Peaches in bushel baskets is a contradiction
of ideals: the bushel package is for apples, potatoes,
and turnips.

In New Jersey and Michigan the staple Peach pack-
age has been the tall, wide-topped basket. Of late years,
however, different forms of the Climax basket ( Fig. 1674

1

have come to be popular, and in some parts of the country
tliey are used exclusively. The fruit always should be
packed after it is picke«l, the best grade being carefully
placed in the packages by hand.

Insflcts. —The two most serious insect enemies of the
Peach are the borer and curculio. The borer usually
works in the crown of the tree near the surface of the
ground. The borer itself is the larva of a wasp-like
moth. It is an annual insect, completing its life-cycle

within a twelvemonth. The eggs are laid in summer.
By October, in most parts of the countrj', the larva
is large enough to be detected. In September or Octo-
ber, therefore, it is well to grub the trees. The earth

is removed from the crown with a hoe or strorur iron
trowel, and whenever a hole is discovered in the hark
or gum is exuding, the bark is cut away with a knife
uutil the grub is <liscovered. Not all the gnii,s can
he detected at any one grubbing. It iy well to go ,A>r
the trees again the following May or June, to catch the
large grubs before they pupate. The grubbing of trees
may seem like a laborious operation, but it is n« t ex-
pensive if done frecjuently and thoroughly. It dues not
compare with pruning in cost or labor. It is the only
sure and satisfactory wpy to a'oid injury by l>orers.

Tlie curculio attacks the fruit. Soon' after the blos-
soms fall the small weevil or beetle, which resembles
a pea-bug, lays itK eggs in the fruit; and from thes<-

oggs a grub soon hatches, and the Peach becomes
wormy. The eggs are laid during a considerable period
— from two to four weeks—depending on the location
and the season. The insect is more or less dormant in
the Cool of the morning and will «lrop when the tr«»'

is jarred, and this allows the peach-grower a chance of
catching it. A large sheet, covering the spread of tli<?

top, is laid under the tree and the tree is jarred quickly
two or three times, when the curculio falls, and it is then
picked from the sheet. There are various apparatus for
catching the curculio, all working on the above principlt-.

One of the best of these is a 2-wheeled rig, something
like a wheelbarrow, which carries a large canvas or
muslin hopper. There is an opening in the hopper op-
posite the operator, to allow the hopper to be wheeh-d
under the tree so that the trunk may stand near the
middle of the machine. When the machine is in place,

the operator gives the tree two or three quick thumps,
and the insects drop. Usually, there is a tin or zinc

receptacle at the apex of the hopper into which insects

may be shaken. This bugging operation is begun early

in the morning, usually by five o'clock. The first explo-

ration with the bugging-machine is ma<le within a week
after the blossoms fall. If insects are found the opem-
tion is continued. If the insects are very abundant the

bugging will need to be done every morning; but if they

are not abundant it may be necessary to go over the

plantation only two or three times a week. The bugging
is continued as long as the insects are found in sufli-

cient quantity to do much damage. Two or three weeks
will usually cover the egg-laying season; but sometimes
the catching must be continued even longer than this.

This bugging is a laborious operation, but it is the only

sure method of combating the curculio. The work can

be made much more easy and expeditious if the ground
is hard and firm, to allow the machines to be wheeled
readily. It is well, therefore, to till the orchard as ear'.y

as possible, and if the ground is very soft to go over it

with a slicker or other compacting implement just be-

fore the bugging operation begins. After the curculio

catching is done, one may begin the thinning of the

fruit. All Peaches which give evidence of having been
attacked by the curculio are then picked; this is an im-

portant means of keeping the pest in check.

Diseases.—The Peach is subject to many insidious

and inexplicable diseases. Of these the worst is yel-

lows. The yellows is a distinct disease. It is not a

condition, it attacks Peach trees of all ages and in all

conditions of vigor, seeming to have a preference for

those that are thrifty. It is incurable, and its termi-

nation is always fatal. It is communicable fi'om tree to

tree. The means of communication is unknown, but it

is not spread through the soil, it probably does not

originate in the roots, it is evidently not conveyed
from flower to flower, and it is probably not transferred
by means of pruning tools. It may be disseminated
by buds, even by those from branches that do not yet

show signs of the disease. The one unmistakable
symptom of yellows is the red-spotted character of the

fruit. The flesh is commonly marked by red lines or

splashes beneath the spots. These Peaches generally

ripen prematurely, and in the secon<i year they are

usually smaller and often more fuzzy than the normal
fruit. The second symptom to appear— or the first in

trees not in fruit— is the "tip" growth (Fig. 1675). This
is a short growth starting from the upper or tenninal

buds, usually late in the season, and is characterized
by narrow stiff yellowish small leaves which stand at

nearly right angles to the shoot. Sometimes these tips
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1667.

The Michiean vase-form tree.

appear late in autunui, after tht- It-aves have fallen, or

ill Nprin^ before normal growth betjins. They are often

fir^t xeeii upon the ends of waters prouts. This "tip"

growth is sonit-tinies little pronounced, and then only a
practiced eye will detect
it. The third mark (»f

the dist-ase is the push-
inpf out of sleiuier stitt'-

leaveil yellowish sht)ots

from the body of the
s,£Ji- tree or the sides of the

large limbs (Fig. 1<»70),

In pronounced cases, or
when the tre;i is about
to die, these sh >ots may
branch into close bunchy
* ifis. Tuese symp-
toms ft'e frequently
wholly r'»8fiit in this

stnte thn ughoT't the en-
tire coui e of the dis-
ease.

In its final stage, the yellows is marked b> ^mall ami
slender growth of all new wood, small, narrow, vellow

or reddish foliage, ami occasionally i)y a great i>fo-

fusion of slender and branchy growths in the center of

the tree. As a rule, yellows trees die in five or six

years from the first visible attack, sometimes sooner.

The yellow and stunted condition following neglect or

the work of borers— l>oth of the common borer and tlie

pin-hole borer— is often mistaken for yellows. Ex-
termination of all affected trees- root and branch— is

the only method of keeping the disease at bay. This
work should be done vigorously and thoroughly. The
entire community should unite. Trees may be set in

the places from which the diseased trees are removed,
without fear of contamination. The cause of the disease
is wholly unknown. Almost every ascribed cause has
l»een disproved upon careful investigation. Even when
the cause shall have been discovered, the remedy will

probably remain the same— extermination. The disease
has no uniform preference tor varieties, soils, climate,

nor methods of propagation or cultivation. No fertiliza-

tion of the soil will cure the disease or check its spread.
The disease sometimes attacks the almond, apricot, and
.Japanese plum. Yellows has been recognized for

about a century. It is peculiar to North America, and
is generally distributed north of the Carolinas and east

of the Mississippi. F'or more specific information on
Peach yellows, consult the writings of E. F. Smith,
published by the U. S. Dept. of Agric.

Rosette is a very serious disease of Peach trees in

the southern states, characterized by dense rosettes

or bunches of foliage on the young shoots. It soon

1668. Peach trees in Eastern Maryland.

proves fatal. The cause is unknown. The remedy is

to exterminate the trees as soon as the disease appears.
The leaf curl has been the subject of more concern

amongst Peach-growers during the past few years tfiaii

any other disease, except the yellows. It has a decided

78

preference for some varieties, particularly those with
large, soft and <lark-colored leaves. It is also influ-

enced greatly by the s«'ason, although it is ranly wholly
absent. A n>oil«rute attack d<»es not perceptibly injure
trees in full vigor. in nntny cases, however, the
larger part of the leaves fall fnmi the tree in .lune, and
the fruit, deprive«l of nourishment, nuvy also full. Leaf
curl, the curculio uikI lack of pollinati(m are the chief
causes of the "June drop" of Peaches. The leaves
"curl," or become puckered, early in the season, and
so«»n die. Experiments have demonstrated that a thor-
ouirh spraying witii full-strength Bonh-aux mixture just
before the buds swell in spring is very nearly a hpe-
ciflc. If long-continued wet weather follows, it may \te

{wlvisable to spray again, when the petals have fallen,
with Bordeaux mixture, consisting of 2 pounds of cop-
per sulfate, 2 pounds of quick-lime, and 50 gallons of
water. If the weather of April and early May is warm
and dry, this second spraying will be unnecessary. For
full account of Peach curl, see Newton B. Pierce, Bull.

20, Inv. Veg. Phys. and Path., l*. S. Dept. Agiic, 1900

(pp. --^I).
'' Little Peach " is a recent disease which has appeared

in Michigan and western New York. It is ordinarily
chara<*terized by the Peaches remaining small and hard,
the trees losing vigor and the leaves becoming small.
After a time the tree dies. It seems to spread when
once established in an orchard. The cause of the difli-

1669. View in a youne Michiean Peach orchard.

culty is quite linknown. By some it is thought to be
due to a root fungus. Others have associated it with
dr>' seasons, the lack of fertility in the soil, overbearing
and other exhausting processes. It has every appear-
unce, however, of being a distinct disease. No remedy
is yet known. (Jrowers are a«lvised to pull out the trees
and burn them as if they ha<l yellows. Some growers
think that they can overcome the disease partially or
wholly by liberal applications of nitrogenous fertilizers

and by extra attention to tillage. All these questions,
however, yet remain to be demonstrated.

Fruit-rot and twig-blight, due to the fungus Monilia
fructiijeua, is a serious disease of Peaches. The rot-

ting of the early Peaches on the tree is too familiar to
need descrii)tion, but it is not generally known that this
decay is not a normal process and peculiar to the va-
riety, but is caused by a distinct fungous disorder.
Very often these same trees that show tLe fruit-rot have
the young growth blighted, as if attacked by something
like pear-blight. This death of the shoots is due to the
same fungus that causes the fruit to rot. The decayed
Peaches sometimes dry up and hang on the tree, and be-
come a prolific source of infection for the coming year.
These mummified Peaches can be found in orchards all

over the country, even, in many cases, a year following
the attack. Th-y are likely to be most abundant in the
center of the top,and the fungus often kills the twigs that
bear the diseased fruits. The same fungus attacks the
cherry and plum. Prof. F. D. Chester, of the Delaware
Experiment Station, found that the fungus sometimes
destroys the flowers in spring, and this injtiry may
pass for the effects of frost. He also found that thor-
ough spraying with copper fungicides greatly reduced
tlie injury. His advice for the treatment of the dis-
ease is as follows: (1) Gather and bum all mummified
fruit. (2) Early in the spring, before the fruit-biids
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beirin to Hwell, Mpray the trees with a H(»tutioii eon-
taiiiin^ 1 [m>iiih1 of eopper Hulfate to 2.") jfiilloii.H of
water. (Il) Am hooh an the fruit-buds be^in to sw«'ll.

spray the trees witli Bordeaux mixture or copper our-
boimte. Ki»llow this l»y another spniyiuf; before tlie

buds open. (4) As s«m*m iis tJie fruit shall have rea<>hed
full size, nuike a third a,>plieatioii. This may be fol-

lowed by two or three applications at inter\-als of tive or
seven days during; the ripeninj? period. It will proba-
bly not be often necessary to make more than one late
application. Thorough thinninj? of the fruit is a good
preventive of the spread of the rot.

There are no up-to-date American books on the Peach.
Three works have been published: Fulton's "Peach
Culture," 1870, new e<lition. 1H«;>; Rutter's "The Culture
an<l Diseases of the Peach," Harrisburg, Pa.. 1HM(>;

Willcox's "Peach Culture," Bridgeton. X. J., 1H«0.
There are several excellent experiment stati«m bulletins
on the Peach. See also, Fitz's "Southern Apple and
Peach Culturist,"and Black's "Cultivati<»n of the Peach
and the Pear on the Delaware an<l Chesapeake Penin-
^"J'*" L. H. H.

Peach Culture in the SorTii (Fit;. 1 (.77). — Peaches
have been abundant in the southern states since the verj'

earliest settlement, the so-called Spanish varieties be-
ing first distrif»ute«l by the early settlers in Florida, and
to this day, all through the South Atlantic states the old
"Spanish Blw)d." or "Tinsley" Peach, is spoken of as
one of the choiee fruits of the earth. From time to tim«»

all the improved varieties were scattered through the
South by the more progressive horticulturists and nur-
serymen, and these an<l their secdlinirs were abundant
on nearly every plantation. The South being strictly

an agricultural country, there was little chance for com-
mercial Peach culture until along between 1870 and 187.'),

when the introductioa of a number of new extra-early
varieties of the Alexander type, seedlings of Hale and
Rivers, gave such bright, showy Peaches the latter part
of May and early June that attempts w«-re made to
market them at a profit in our Northern cities.

A lack of quick, through railway -express service
caused them to be three and fi>ur days on the way, and
usually to be <lelivered in bad order. Occasional lots,

arriving in fair to good condition and selling at from
$12 to $20 per bushel convinced a few of the ship))ers that
the extra-early Peaches of the South were appreciated at
the North, an<l persistent eflForls were continueil to get
them to market in sound condition. F^verv conceivable

w t, :

1670. Unpruned thick-topped Peach tree.

style of shipping package was used, — paper-wrapped
fruit placed between layers of cotton, excelsior, paper,
etc., and sent by express or steamer, — and all brought
about the same returns, "Arrived in bad order." Only
occasional lots paid a profit. Finally, heavy n fritrerator

boxes that would hold about G bushels of fniit in packages,

and a sufficient quantity of ice, with strong caster wheels
under them so they c<ml<l be trundled in and out of freight
cars, were utilize<l to bring Peaches north by Savannah
and Charleston steamers ; and by re-icing on the steaniir>
mucli of the early fniit came throuirh in g«KMl order ami
sold at such satisfactory prices ns t«i encoura;;f th«

1671. The interior weak branches are removed.
(Compare Fig. 1670.)

sending of the large midsummer Peaches to market in

the same way, an(l the planting of moderate sized or-

chards an<l the further experimenting with seedlings
and varieties best suited to long shipments.
The perfection of the refrigerator car for fruit trans-

portation, improved machinery for the cheap manufac-
ture of ice, the consolidation of various small railway
lines into great through routes of transportation, and a
full appreciation by their managers of the importance
of a successful Peach industry, and last but not least,

the originating of the Elberta Peach by Mr. Runiph,
were the final factors in rapidly developing the great
commercial Peach industry in Georgia, and its smaller
counterparts in S. C, Ala., Miss., Ark. and Texas.
The year 1889 saw the first large Peach crop success-

fully harvested and marketed. Profits were large, and
being reported in the press many times greater than they
really were, stimulated much planting by those entirely
unfamiliar with fruit culture, and with no special love
for it except the money that might be made out of it.

Cheap lauds and the abundance of good, low-price«I

labor were encouragements to extensive plantings. In

nearly every state of the South, land in vast tracts

suitable for Peach culture may be had at from $',) to

$10 per acre, and labor from sun to sun at from 40 to GO
cents per day. Along the Atlantic and Gulf coast, varj--

ing from one to two hundred miles inland, most of the

land being low and flat, early blooming, followed by
spring frost, makes the Peach industry too uncertain to

be profitable. The hill lands in western sections of At-
lantic coast states, and northern sections of the Gulf
states, is really the Peach country of the South. Fort
Valley ami Marshallville, the great Peach centers of

Georgia, though on tablelands about two hundred miles
from both ocean and Gulf, and at an elevation of a
little over .500 feet, are not in what might strictly be
called the hill country, being just below the southern
edge of it. In this section of Georgia, most of the Peach
orchards have been planted on old cotton-land, much of

which has been in cultivation a century or more, and
while the surface-soil is worn and poor, down deep in

the red clay soil underlying the G or 8 inches of sandy,

gray loam of the surface, there must be a vast amount
of fertility from the way Peach trees grow when once
started and a reasonable amount of culture is given.

A majority of the orchardists, who are cotton-planters

as well, plant second- and third-class yearling trees, or
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•No small June-lmdilpd frees any time from Octob«T to

Marrh; opening furrows f«>r the trees and cross-cheek-

ing the rows 18 to 22 feet apart; later plowing this land

and pluntint; it in cotton, continuing it for three and
often four years. Two to four hundred pounds of low-

grade fertilizer ix applied in drills ^or the cotton and
usiiiilly very thon>u«h culture given; trees are allowed

to irrow at will, their culture being incidental to the

cdtton crop. In such ort hards very little if any pruning
i.^ ever attempted. After the trees become so large as

to drive out the cotton, one plowint; is given in winter,

then anything from fairly g(M)d culture to none at all

the rest of eaeh season. Such a systeni results in many
••scnih orchards,'' that are not very profitable after six

or seven years.
Specialists, who devote almost th«'ir entire time to the

Peach business, plant their trees mostly KJx 10 or 18 x IM

feet and give them entire us(> of the land. The under-
signed, being a rather close pnmer, has alnrnt l.W.OiM)

trees plante<l i:{xi;{fee|; and aI>out 17.'»,00(> planted l-'i

X l.j feet.

All land is plowed deep, and sometimes subsoiled
In-fore planting. Young orchards are given fre«iuent

and thorough tillage up to mid-season, when 2 or .'{

rows of cow-jteas are dri!'*»d in at h-ast 4 fe«-taway from
the rows of trees*; these uinl the tn-es are cultivated
frequently, until the peas have taken almost full pos-

session of the ground, and it is time for both the land
hikI trees t<) have a rest from cultivation. In the fall

when iM-as are ripe, enough are gathered for next year's
seed, after which hogs or mules may be turned in to

pasture for a 'ime. The stubble furnislies a line winter
cover, and is turned down at first plowing in February
or March, wl.en summer culture begins, and at proper
time the orch ird is again seeded to cow-peas, across tlie

former direction of the rows. Threi; years of this usu-
ally builds up a perfect orcliard without the aid <»f any
other fertilizers, except possibly a very little about the
trees at tinr f ]>lanting to give them a start.

Low-he. trees are the rule, the tnmks seldont
branching . ver 18 inches up, and often 8 inches to

a foot fr'im the ground. In one section of the writ-

er'" orc!ianl -it Fort Valley, Georgia, he has 100,000
trees 8 years old, headed so low that in a full-crop
season like i900, a man sitting on the groun«l could
have gathered? fully one-h!i If the fruit from ea<-h tree.

1672. The three leaves at a joint, where fruit-buds

are formine,

A'< fi nilo. the close cutting-back at time of planting.
iiinl a general shortening-in of the leading branches for
the first 2 or 3 years, is about all the pruning given,
even in the best orchards. Our own plan is to shorten-
in every year much of the past season's growth, and
from the central head often cut back 2 or 3 seasons'
growth : but under no circumstances are anv of the

1673. Fruit-
b uds of
the Fcach
with leaf-
bud be-
tween.

good side shrKtts cut out that force themselves on all

the main steins when the top is properly headed fnwk.
Figs. I()78, Ii»7!». These little side branches have jriven
th«' writer several full cn>ps of fruit, when without th«-m
there has been failure.

Soil and climate favor the very brightest r.f color on
all I'eaches in fhe South; (|ualities of the soil and the
long, hot summer sun give a richness and
sweetness of flavor superior to any <»ther

section of America, though the same varie-
ties are not as juicy or Itiscious as when
grown further North. The writer's obser-
vation leads him to believe that there is

more water and less of solid matter in the
Feiu'h th«' further one goes North with its

pHMlui'tion, and while one can eat more of
the northern l*ea«'hes ripe fr-'m the tn t- it

takes the southern-grown Peach to put fat

on one's ribs. During the past ten years,
Itesides very heavy plantings by southern
lamlowners, northern fruit ivi-n singly and
in c<»rporations have planted extensively of
Peaches all through the South, most largely
in (Georgia to the south and west of Macon,
within a radius of Ho miles.
The orchards in roniiection v ith cotton

plantations run all the way from 10 to It'O

acres in extent, while tlie "straight-out
Pea<"h farm'' sehbmi has as few as ."iO acres
in fruit, more of them having from 100 to

200 acres, while orchards all the way from
:{00 to nearly 3,000 acres in extent are no
uncomm<m sight. Samu<'l H. Iiuni|ib. -it

Marshallville. (ieortria, has more than 1.000

acres superbly cultivated in orchard; the
writer's o»'chard at Fort Valley, (ieorgia,
has consiaerably more than 2,000 acres in

fruit trees, .'{3r>,000 <»f which can be seen
from an outlook on the central packing
house. Rows of trees \y-2-2 miles in length
stretching away in all directions give a
powerful impression of the Georgia Peach
industry, whicli turns out 2,.')00 to 3,000 car-loads of
Peaches in the (I or 7 weeks of a busy picking season,
and yet has not one-half its planted trees in really full

fruitage.
Growth usually ceases early in August, and the trees

shed their leaves the last of September, a month or (5

weeks before any frosts come. Should the fall be warm
and wet, some fruit-buds will be forced into bloom, wliile

the great majority will rentain dormant until late Jan-
uary or early February, when spring growth commences.
The season of full bloom is usu;\lly about the first week
in March, though it varies all the way from Febniary !.">

to March 2."), and no matter whether early or late, the
entire blooming season of most varieties covers :\ period
of nearly 3 wee ks. While spring frosts are the greatest
menace to southern Peach culture, this long blooming
period often gives a chance for a setting of fruit l.v-

tween t.ie various frosts, or after the last one, from
some belated buds. Even with these varying chances
of escaping between frosts, about one year in three
Jack Frost is master of the situation, and there is no
Pea<'h crop. Two other seri(»us troubles hamper the
southern Peach cultivator — curculio and nioniiia or
brown rot. Curculiosare very abundant; beginninjr early

in April, they keep up their destructive work until the
end of the fruiting season. When the erop is abundant
frequent thinning of the stung specimens and burn-
ing them prevents serious harm, although tlu' extra
expense is considerable ; but in seasons of short or
moderate crops trees must be jarred daily and the cur-

culio gathered on sheets or canvas trays and <lestroyed.

During the season of 189 5, in the Hale orchard. 100.000

trees were freed from the curculio by jarring r)0,000 trees

every other day for 7 weeks. A practically perfect
crop of fruit was harvested, and the orchanl shipped
more sound fruit than any other ,')00,()<)0 trees in the
state, or nearly one-quarter of Georgia's Peach crop of
that year.
The early spring months at the South are incline<I to

be pleasant and very dry, and the summer rains, which
are frequent and abundant when they do come, often do
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not set in until rhe lntt»>r part of July or early Auini!<t,

nrur the end of the IViwh shi|»|Mtit; ^••ttH*!!!. Often,
however, they l>e>fin in .liuie. an<l continue for 2 or 'A

weekn, an«l in the rase of the Hea-ton of VMH) it raintMl for

«» Weeks rijfht throujrli the main part of the PejM-h har-

vest. Hot Mun hetwe«-n shower"* anil tlie general niuif-

f;inesH of a warm cliinute rapidly hree«l tin- nioniliu

funtcus, an<l hrown rot is prevalent on every fntitini;

tree. Spraying with f«trai»fht Bordeaux mixture ju^t

before the ImuIh swell In the Hprintf. ami onre or twice

i.iore when the fruit i.H ilevelopin^; with BonU-aux huv-

1674. Peach packing. The Chmax basket (.Miehis&n).

ing an excess of lime, is practiced by a few, ami holds
the rot in check to a considerable extent. Besides the
sprays in the Hale orchard, if rot appears, we go over
the fruitinif trees every day or two, and gathe** and bum
all fruit showinjf even the smallest speck of rot. and in

this way secure much more s«»und fruit than when
only the spraying is practiced. In a majority of orchards,
however, neither sprayinjr nor picking the rot is prac-
ticed, and the loss of fruit is often from 50 to 80 per
cent of the entire crop.
The first great crop of Georgia Peaches that made a

strong impress on all northern markets was in 1889,
when the Ellwrta variety by its large size, great beauty
and fine keeping qualities showed up so strongly for
the first time as to outclass all other varieties. Great
profits were ma<le and, being reported as even greater,
there was a mad rush to plant Elberta, an<l Elberta
only. This was kept up until 1896-7 before it came to

be realized that there could be too much of even a goo«l

thing. The rushing of a great volume of fniit, no mat-
ter how choice, into the markets in 2 or ;{ weeks, before
they had been "toned up" to at least a liberal supply of
good fruit, was a business mistake. To ic-medy this

there has been for the past four years a hunt after a
good early variety to precede the Elberta. as well as
later ones to follow it. 8o that while prior to 1896 more
than 75 per cent of the plantings were of Elberta. since
that time not more than 15 to 20 per cent of Elberta
have been planted. There is a better balance of varie-

ties, and a longer and more profitable season of mar-
keting has been assured. A few Alexanders are yet
planted and open the season late in May. Triumph,
ripening a few days later, has been largely planted : it

suffered most from rot in 1900, and while of good size

and very fine quality, from its "woolly" appearance and
early decay, it thoroughly demoralized the early mar-
kets; and when the thousands up«>n thousands of Tri-
umph trees not yet in fruiting come into bearing a de-
moralization of early southern Peaches is sure to result,

that will take several weeks of each Peach season for the
markets to recover from, after better varieties begin
to come along. Early Rivers, coming to much higher
I'olor in the South than in central and northern states,

has always been very profitable.

The little Tillotson, that mildews its foliage in the
North so as to be a general failure, comes to a perfec-
tion of tree and fruitage in the South; the bright red

little PeachcH, Melilom more than an inch and a half in

diameter, rich, sweet and delicious, are really the first

extra g<MM| Peaches to find theirway to market, liriiim-

*>oro a little earli»-r, and Hieley and Wa«ldell a few days
later, are all very large and In-autiful early Peaeh«"«,
that are being extensively planted. I'arman, of extra
•'ize and great In-auty, folhiws a little later; while .st.

John, Mountain Rose. Thurber. Belle of (ieorgia, El-
berta and S^tunip, make up most of the r(*Mt of heavy
planting ; while Emma and Frances are being most
largely planted to close up the season from the 1st to

the loth of .-\ugust. Some i'ea<-he» of the Crawfinl
type are grown all through the South, but they «lo M.t
HUcceed as well as most others of the Persian strain,

and none of the Persians do as well in the far South as
the North China strains, to which \Vud«lell, Thurber.
Belle and Elberta In-long. The South i'hina Peaches,
tc which the Peen-to, Honey and Angel l>elong, suc-
ceed b»'st in Florida and close along the Gtilf coaf.t.

While their bitter-sweet flavoris appr«'«'iated by some,
they are not generally profitable for market.
In preparation for marketing the fruit crop, many of

the large orchards have railroad side-tracks runi.ing to

their pai'king houses in theorchar<l; refrigerator cars
are brought South, and every available bit of sidetrack
for three or fotir hundreil miles about is tilled with
these cars. At leading centers, refrigerator ear people
have constructed great i«'e storage houses, with every
c»>nvenience for qui<-kly icing and re-icing cars. Agents
of these refrigerator car ctmipanies, by frequently driv-

ing ab<mt among the orchards an«l keeping in touch
with the managers, plan to have enough cars iced up
and cooh'd olT so as to be ready for eacli <lay's demand,
and by placing an order with the railroad agent the

night before, the orchardist may have one or a dozen
refrigerator cars delivered on his side-track in the
morning. For smaller shippers, who cannot load in car

lots, the railroads keep at all times in season refrigera-

tor cars on siding at each station in the Peach district,

into which any number of shippers may load ; more
often there will be a number of such cars loading at the
same time, so that a shipper may have a choice as to

which market hv' will c«»nsign his fruit. Except in the
height of the season, these cars are often two and some-
times three days in loa<ling, and the continued opening
of the car to put in small lots of fniit prevents ]»erffct

refrigeration: consetjuently fruit fronj small shippers
more often goes to market in bat! order than from the

larger orchards, where a car can be quickly loaded and
at once closed up. not to be opened until ready for .sale

in some northern mark*'t. In the Hale orchards a car

is often loaded in an hotir, and very little of the fruit

is ever so long as wo hours passing from the tree

through the assorting and packing houses to the car.

For ten successive mornings, season of 1900, there were
jdcked, graded and nailed up in crates, and the doors
closed and sealed tip, three car-loads before eight o'clock

in the morning; seven o'clock and fifty-four minutes
was the latest, and seven thirty-five the earliest finish.

Only by a lively start at daylight can such work be ac-

Ci>mplished.
In some of the smaller orchards, fruit is packed in

crates or baskets right under the trees, and then haulfd
in open wagcms, often without springs, to the railroad

station. In others, sonie of the old farm buildings are

used as packinghouses; more often special fruit houses
are used, their size depending upon the requirements
of the orchards, while in style and convenience more
depends upon the intelligence of the orchardists and
desire to handle the fruit rapidly in best possible man-
ner. The picking basket most generally used is a shal-

low, round basket, with a drop handle, and hoMing
about a half-lnishel. With good refrigerator cars and
prompt railroad service, fruit is now allowed to come
to full maturity on the tree, and is picked just before it

begins to soften.
In the Hale orchard expert pickers instruct all new

workers how to judge by the color on the shady side

of a Peach, when it is ripe for the harvest : then
each picking gang is in charge of a foreman, who is

•^ver on the alert to secure uniformity in the work.
Each picker is numbered, and has a little canvas
bag with his number stenciled on it, and filled with
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Hrkots of Hame numb«»r; «»n«* of th*-;*** tickets in plaot'd

In t>u> Ixtttorn vt viu-h basket am he (x'^inM tu HII it. no

that whfti any basket ntM-hes tli«> a!4<«4trtint( tabh* ami
proves not to b« up to the MtatHlartl, the iii!*{>eftor of

f^rtMliitlC i^ notified, the ticket nuiuIxT fj^iven to a tleld

inHp«'<'tor, who on horsehark gallopA away to tone

up tlu' careli'srt picker, i'ickin^r ."{.(KM* hu<«lM'l!4 or more
of IVacheit in a day, it \< pox^ihle at any time to

UM*att^ tlie picker of every basket. Thin f^reat orchard

Ih all blocked off by avenues runnini; north and «outh

every r»00 feet into about 12-acre tracts, with cross

«tr»-«ts every 1,(XH) feet, so that 2.'»0 f»'«'t is the Kreat«-st

distance from any tree to an avenue of travel. Each
pickini? gnUK han itn required number of "basket l>oy»"

atvl "toters," who keep the |?an(r Mjipplied with empty
bai«kcts, and "tote" the full baskets to tlw avenues,

where they are h»aded on bn>a«l, low-down wutrons, hold-

ing; about 80 baskets, and hauled to th«' packing houHt

.

which is a two-ntory buildinjf 40 x Jl2 feet. The se<«-

tuitl Htory is used for storajje \ji crates an«i bask»'ts, all

hibeletl and finished for injmediate use, while the first

floor is a platfonu 3 feet hik'h, sides open all aroui d

hut protected from Hun and ruin by a lean-to she<l about

it. under which the wagons drive aM they come from tht

tiflds with the fruit.

Two wi<le piu-king bench»*s nin the entire lenjfth of

the shed; throujrh the center of 1 e^e b^-nehes, rained

nearly a f«)ot, runs a line of canvas trays or jK>ckets.

alx'Ut 18 inches wide, and tlividec! into sections ulK»tit

every 2 feet. Aloiii; the outside of these benches, with

room enoufjh back of them to receive the fruit

from the wajrons, Ntund the jrra<lers— briirht

younj; men and women from the In'st white fHin-

ilies of the Smth. There is nM»ni etioutfh t»n the

sides of the Ik'UcIi, in front of the canvas trays,

for a TOW of )>iekin£r baskets, tille«l with the

fruit just as it came from the tree. With one or

tw() expert srraders along this line to instruct in

the work and conse<juently keep it t«»ned up, the

sound fruit is assort«*d direct fn»m the picking
baskets into three sizes: extras, No. l'» and sec-

onas, all carefully phiced in the canvas trays in

front. Overripe and bruise<l fruit goes in baskets
at the feet of the grader and finally reaches the
evaporatt)r, while the deciiye«l or otherwise worth-
less fruit goes to the dump and is destroye«l by
fire. On the « pposite side of the bench, facing
the graders, stand tiie puckers, with just riM>m
enough on the e«l,ire of the Ik nch in front of the
truys for the basket carriers to stand length-
ways (this carrier from long experience having
been found to be the one best and most i>rofit-

able package t«» handle the southern Peaclu"*).
Removing the top layers of baskets and divisi*»n

trays, the bottom tier of baskets is quickly and
finnly packed solid full of whatever standard
size fruit happens to be in the trays in front of
each packer. The division rack and top tier of
baskets are then replaced, and filled in the same
uniform way, Instruct<»rs and inspectors of
packing are constantly working up and down the
line, encouraging and assisting in the work, so
that unifonn results may be secured.

As each package is finished a card with the
packer's number is placed on top. and call of
"Crate!" promptly brings a "toter," who hurries
it to an inspection table, one of which is at each
end of the shed. Here an inspector, who is trained
to know good Peaches and good pn -king at sight,

either approves it and orders on the cover, or
if poorly packed, not full enough, or in any way defec-
tive, sends it back to the packer to be righted. Some
packers will not puc up more than 40 or 50 crates per
day, while very expert ones put up as many as 1.50 and
in some ca.se3 200; while the average is from 75 to 80
crates per day when the work is dcme under the most
careful inspection. The name of the variety and grade
of fniit is stenciletl on the cover, as it is nailed on. and
the packer's number is penciled on the red label, on
each end of the crate ; then away to the car. Here,
place! side by side about 2% inches apart across the
car, it takes 7 crates. Then two strips of inch-s(juare
stuff, just long enough to reach across the car, are put

on t«»p of the crftte<4 at ea«di end and are lightly nailed
down. Tier uuon tier is built up in this way, either ,*»

or » crates high, until the car is full. Spwing of the
crates and the slatting provides space for cold air
around each and every crate. In dry aeaNons, when
fruit is free from rot germs, curs as now roiistnicteU
can with safety be loaded t» crates high, Imt in wet sea-
sons, with rot prevabnt, they arrive In market in much
U-tter order when loaded only .'» high. Hesitles the <»rl-

ginal icing, which requires 4-<> tons to a car. a n'-icing
after louding takes l-;{ tons, ilep<'nding ui>on how
long the c:ir is louding. In going to New York, cars are
re-iced at Atlanta. Charlotte, N. C, and Alexandria. Va.,
and if to Ni'W England points again at .lersey City.
For ChicHgo ami the Northwest, they are re-iced' at At-
lanta, Cineinnati or Louisville. A ear will hohl ."»2.'M».V)

erates, accortling to the size o^ the car and whether
lolled a «»r G crates high. Handled along Iw^t nuxlem
lines, with can-ful insj)ection from start to finish, it

costs, inriuding freight and all incidental expenses,
from 2»> to 2s cents to take Peaches ripe from the tree
and place them in the cur. Fn-iirht averages alM>ut 42
cents to the various northern markets, refrigeration V.l

cents, cartage ;i cents, and eominission 7-10 percent of
gross sales, bringing the actual cost up t(» about $\ to
pick and market a crute of (ieor-^ia IVm-hes. holding
six 4-quart baskets. The bulk «)f the fruit sells at ! to
)fl..70, a little sells as high as f2.r>4) and $.'<. while con-
sidci^ble is sold at les>. than a dollar, ilown to as h>w as
25 cents; this, of course, for fruit arriving in bad order.

1675.

Tip Bro>wth
of yellows.

Ijcft-hand specimen shows two s7iiall-leHV«>d tips apt>eariiig in

( >ctol»er. 2 or o of the uormal leaves still remaining ii?»r the top.
The middle specimen shows numerous tips appearing in .\ugii.st.

Right-hand specimen is a healthy tv.ig, for •• mpurison. 1". 12:tl.

Sales at anything above $1 per crate can be counted in

towards cost of pnxluction and as profit, j ,, Hale

Peach CrLTt'RE in the Fak North. — Having tasted
Peaches that were thoroughly ripened on the tree, the
v.riter be«'ame very desinms of growing this fniit at his

home in northern Vermont, and knowing that the fruit

buds of the Pea<'h tree are not of sufficient hardiness to

endure the rigor of this climate without protection, he
exercised himself for some cheap and effective way to

cover them. He mocmbei^d that when a boy his father
had some Peach trees near the house that had >>een al-

lowed to branch at about a fmit from the ground. One
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winter. In a severe snow storm, a branch of one ot

them was weij;lite<l down by the snow and | irtly split

from tlie trunk and lay there until spring:. Though the
thermometer during the storm fell to 'M° below zero,

that branch bore fruit the next season. Remembering
this, the undersigned felt coutident that if he could
train Peach trees so that the tops could be easily

brought down to the irround and covered, he could grow

fer/

fe-

'^^^'. //A

fer-<

1676. The tufted shoots of Peach yellows. ( See p. r_':n i

this most delicious fruit. After experimenting some
time the following method was found to be efficient.

Secure a very young tree, preferablv a seedling from
seed, planted where a ti'ee is desired, and train the
trunk of it horizontally 8-10 inches fnmi the ground,
and suffer no branches to grow. Break off the tender
branches when they are not more than W inches long by
bending them sideways, not down over the leaf, as that
would be likely to break off the l»'af also. The trunk is

kept horizontal while it is growing by tying it loosely
to a slender pole, which is fastened *" '"izontally. Of
course the tendency of the tree is tv^ grow upward at

the en(t. and therefore one must look to it about once a
week that the branches are broken off and the trunk
tied down. When trained in this way the tree will con-
tinue to grow vigorously until frost stops it, but it is

necessary that the young wood lias time to ripen suffi-

ciently to endure the winter. The writer finds that if he
ceases to break off the branches for 4-6 weeks before
the usual time of frost, the wood at the end of the trunk
will be sufficiently ripened to stand the winter when
protected.
To protect the tree the first winter, take some half-

inch boards alnrnt 3 inches wide, and nail the'r edges
together so they will be like a woodf-n eave-trongh.
Then cut the tree trunk loose from tlie pole to which
it is tied, put 2 or W shovelfuls of earth around the

roots and place some evergreens on the ground under
the trunk (just enough to keep it from the soil » : lay the
tree upon the evergreens and place the trough over tiie

tree, c vering it completely from root to tip. Kinallv
place a few evergreen lioughs over the whole. If tiif

butts of the boughs are thrust a little into the irrouml
they will be frozen in and held firmly.

In the spring when danger from frost is past uncovi-r
the tree, fasten the little pole in its place, tie the tree t<>

it ard place the trough ov<'r the whole of the tree, ex-
cept a little of the tip. This is important, for if this
horizcmtal trunk, which now has no leaves, is not cov-
ered from the sun the bark will surely be killed along
its top. After the buds at the tip have grown a little,

break off all but the strongest, and train as in the pre-
vious year and so continue until the desired length cf
trunk is ol)tained. If the tree is in good soil an«l well
cultivated it will in 2 or 3 years make a trunk 10-15 feet
long. When this latter length is attained the tnirV 's

hmg enotigh to l)e pliable for a good many years, a ^t»

thickness does not increase very fast. Now, while ' :p-

ing the horizontal trunk in its place, allow its end to j^ row-

up and form a head, which nuk • be trained in a fan -shaped
fashion, parallel with the trunk. A stout stake is driven
at the place where the head is formed, to which it is tit<f

during the growin'- season. When freezing weatluT
comes the head is " d from the stake and turned
over sideways on sou. —greens placed to keep it off

the soil. Over the head o ihe tree put a few more ever-
greens and f»ver these some boards to keep snow from
sifting in, which will melt during a mild time, and later

form ice about the twigs and kill them.
Prom this time the treatment of tlie tree is the same

as that of any fruit tree, except that it must be covered
each fall and tied up each spring. The writer was
warned that he would be troubled with mice under the
coverings, but he has practiced plowing between the
trees each fall, turning the furrows toward the trees,

and has not been trouble<l with the rodents. Trees
treated in this way never fail to bear and produce as
abundantly as when grown upright from the start.

J. T. Macombek.
The MirHiQAN Peaoh iNDrsTRV. — The history of

commercial Peach-growing in Michigan would be a fas-

cinating tale indeed if it could be written in detail.

The eras of prosperity bringing on in many cases the
wildest speculation in property, followed sometimes
by severe depressions, have given our prominent Peach
centers some of the features of a western mining canip.

Frequently some shrewd painstaking grower rises to

affluence with a few crops from a well-grown orchard,
on a wisely selected location, and there immediately fol-

lows a class of men who take money out of other lines

and plunge into the mysteries of Peach -growing with
the recklessness of a gambler, often purchasing most
unsuitable locations, planting large quantities of ill-

chosen varieties, cultivating them for a few years, only
to learn in the end that Peach-growing is a profession,
and the pr<Mlucti(m of large quantities of luscious, beau-
tiful fruit, and getting them to market at their highest
stage of excellence, is no mean art.

The so-called Peach belt of Michigan is a strip of

country located on the east shore of Lake Michigan,
varying in width from five to ten miles. In three or

four locations, owing to the favorable contour of the

lake and topography of the land. Peaches are grown
with a marked degree of success, even as far as forty

miles inland. This belt begins probably fifteen miles
south of St. Joseph, in Berrien county, and extends
northward to the northern shores of Traverse bay, Lee-
lanaw county, a distance of sone 1!K) miles; but not all

of this belt is successful even though near the lake, it

being a notable fact that the most successful regions
are where the land line extends nearest the center of

the lake, while it is noticeable that where the lake is

broa«lest, extending into the land, the least success is

attained.

The wonderful success of this region can be a<'-

counted for by just two conditions, a suitable soil and
the thermal influence of Lake M'^^'io-an. The combina-
tion is so good that this region has not st.'U an entire

failure of the crop in thirty years, and very few light

crops. Usually there are three to five heav>' crops to
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cue light one where orchards are properly located and
n.rrectiy handled.
The history of the industry can probably be dute<l to

some year prior to 18(»0. but it did not reach iniy

ironiinence until about 18G4 and was at high tide by
Xiidl. At this time and up to this date the commercial
orchards were in a small radius around St. Josej)h and
Benton Harbor, the sales being almost entirely made in

Chicago, as there'were no railroad communications with
other cities and the steamboat service to Chicago was
fairly good. During the year lt<«!7 yellows was first

noticed by men who knew the disease, although it no
doubt existed here a year or Iao previous. However,
little attention was paid to this disease until it gained
such impetus and virulence that these orchards, valued

at and selling as high as $1,(KM> per acre, were swept out
of existence. So thoroujrhly did this disease do its work
that there were probably not as many as ten live Peach
trees in a whole township in 1880. The pioneers of the

Peach industry gave up in despair and either left the
country or turned their attention to farm crops or small
fruits, which latter industry soon gave this port, Benton
Harbor, the distinction of being the heaviest shipping
point for small fruit in the United States.

While this destruction of the orchards was going on
at this point a few men at South Haven, 'M miles north
on the high banks of Lake Michigan, with perfect soil

and slopes and most beautiful surroundings, had be-

j^un the planting of orchards, and with wisdom born
of misfortunes and with a higher intelligen<'e, began
to investigate the dread disease; and so we ' md cor-

rectly did they learn its treatment that to this day
the yellows has never gotten the start of them and the
orchards were never better nor larger tlian they are to-

day, while the yellows had been constantly with them
.since 1875. In sharp contrast to this case, another point
within ;U) miles began setting Peaches about 1880, nearly
the entire country being covered with beautiful orchards
for miles around, but when the yellows appeared many
owners, with strange perversity, refuse<l to destroy
<liseased trees .r allow it to l)e done under the law then
recently ena<*ted for the purpose of prot«'cting orchards
from destruction by this or other contagious disease.

They even went into the courts to save dying trees from
tJie ax and fire of the legal commissioners. The inevi-

table result was that in a few years this l)eautiful pros-
perous region was practically out of the Peach business.
During these years it had been discovered that

Peaches could be grown with success and profit at points
far north, and in some cases far inland, where the ele-

vation was great, uncil now immense quantities are
marketed in Kent, Oceana. Mason, Benzie, Grand Trav-
erse and Leelanaw counties, while Berrien is rapidly
regaining her lost prestige as the heavy producing
(•f)unty, an honor long held by Allegan county.

In all these counties the yellows nov.- exists in nearly
all orchards over four years old, but only in the hands of
a careless few is it allowed to gain enough headway to

menace an orchard. All men now know that as soon
as the disease appears the tree affected should be de-
stroyed by fire as cotnmanded by law, and if neglected
the entire orchard must pay the penalty. Commissioners
clothed with power to act stand guard over the careless
ones in every township, compelling them to destroy
immediately all affected trees or do it themselves,
charging up all cost and collecting it with ottier taxes.

So well does this law work and so few are our other
diflSculties that this Pea<'h belt is now beyond doubt the
best in America, the crops beinsr mo. ° profitable than
iho.'ie of California and more reliable tnan those of any
other section.

It is impossible at this date to give s'^atistics as to the
acreage of yield, as the business is exten('ing so very
rapidly and the census report of 11)00 is not yet issued.
In a general way it may be said that this entire region
is one of small orchards. Nothing like the mammoth
orchards of iteorgia can be found in the state, but or-

chards can be found in everj- neighborhood producing
more Peaches from one acre than these mammoth or-

chards do from forir, an<l giving regular annual crops.

Trees well cared for usually begin producing at two
years old, and at four years old should an«l do produce
4 to o bushels per tree, while the best orchards some-

times pro<iuce as high as 8 or 10 btishels on trees 6 to 8
years old and with trees set 20 by 20 ft., which is couj-
mon practice, the yield varies from 200 to 8<K) bushels
per acre.
The cultivation and care of the Peach orchard have un-

dergone great change in the past 10 years. What might
be styled modern methods prevail now iu nearly every
neighborhood ; tine and thoroufjh tillage, careful timely
pruning and rigid thinning previous to the pit-hardening
period are the rule among our best growers. They know
that a tree overloaded cannot produce choice fruit nor
can a tree weakene<i by an excessive crop of fruit pro-
duce a good crop the following year.
The best fertilization for our soils for Peach-growing

seems to be phosphoric aci«l in the form of bone, and
potash in the form of carlxmate or muriate, with vege-
table ni<dd furnished every year by a growth of oats or
other winter cover-crop sown after tillage ceases in
August. This cover-crop holds all the Peach foliage
where it falls. In the spring it furnishes a decomposed
mass ready to be turned under to a shallow depth by
gang plows.
The packages used are of various kinds, but the prin-

cipal ones are the one-fifth bushel or 10-pound basket,
the H-bushel or 25-pouud basket and the bushel basket
for medium grades, while the G-basket carrier crate,
holding no pounds of fruit, is a favorite package for
strictly fancy grades.
The markets, as well as the market facilities, are un-

surpassed. With only 3-(> hours' run the lake steamers
land the freshly picked fruit in Chicago or Milwaukee,
where sales are made during the earlier morning hours,
and shipment made by refrigerator trains and express
for all the cities of the great west and northwest region
where Peaches cannot grow. In this manner is the sup-
ply for the smaller cities distributed, while the larger
cities are supplied bj' refrigerator cars loaded where the
fruit is gr<)wn and sold to spot buyers or con. igne«l to
the commission tra«le. In addition to this five or six great
railway systems take solid trains of refrigerators out of
this region every evening on rapid schedules for points
east and south, the favorite markets being Buffalo, Pitts-

burg, New York and Boston in the east, Indianapolis
and Cincinnati in the south, while there has sprung up
during the past two years a very large direct car-load
trade with cities in Iowa and Missouri river points.

The profits of this crop vary so nmch according to the
skill and judgment of the grower that it is well-ni^h
impossible to give accurate information, but it is proba-
bly a safe estimate to put the average net profit at
|100 to $ir)0 per acre for a term of years with ordinary
care, but the best growers realize far greater returns.
Indeed, in 1899, when all other regions except California
had an entire failure, the region about Benton Harbor
and St. Joseph had a fair crop and net returns of $;{flO

to $."iOO per acre were common, while in one orchard over
^{.>,000 was taken from 40 acres, and one block of fov^r

acres of Elbertas gave a return of $(5,700, or $1,675 per
acre, following with a crop in 1900 that gave a net re-

turn of more than $(>00 per acre in a year of great plenty
and low prices. Such yields and prices are phenomenal,
and should only be considered as indicating the possi-
bilities of the crop un<ler most favorable circumstances
and with skilful management.
Several attempts at organization for commercial pur-

poses have been attempted, but so far none have been
entirely successful unless what is ktiown as the central
packing-house system now being worked at two points
in the Peach belt may be said to be a success. This plan
is one by which several growers combine and build a
packing house on the railroad, hauling all their fruit to
this central point, where it is all packed under the super-
vision of a superintendent and loaded directly- into the
cars, selling in car lots by grade either to spot buyers
or in distant markets by wire so far as possible, con-
^igninsr the balance to promising markets. This plan
has the a<lvantage of relieving the grower of the burden
of operating a packing htmse, thereby reducing cost of
packages and packing to a minimum and facilitating
sales. The disadvantage is in hauling loose Peaches
several miles, and in the extra handling, which causes
bruising and injury to quality if fruit is ripe. This last

fact necessitates picking the fruit rather jjreen and
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raakt's it unsatisfactory to the best trade, so tliat it be-
comes an open question as to the desirability of the
plan. It is noticeable, however, that the larjjest an«l

best >frower8 almost invariably paek and sliip their own
prtxhict, believing that there is ^r^'Jitrr prottt in a high
individual reputation than in combination.

In another manner has the State Horticultural Society
ami an excellent system of State Farmers Institutes
worked v. vast benefit to the industry. They have held
mi'etings singly and in series in every Peach-growing
locality in the state. At these meetings every detail of
modern high-class Peach culture an<l marketing has
been freely given by the most successful growers of
tills an<l oth«'r states. These meetings have been fol-

lowed by complete printed reports placed in the hands
of every grower. In this c<mne<'tion it should not be
considered too extreme to state that the help received by
our growers from a few able practical and scientitic nu-n
cannot be estimated in dollars. Sullice it to say that
nearly every practicable i«lea given by these men has
iieen quite generally acted upon with great financial ad-
vantage, and the improvement in hiindiiiig this crop has
been so niarked during the past five years as to be really

phenomenal. Nature having done its full duty to this

region, the elements required for success are a careful
selection of location with regard to soil, elevation and
shipping facilities, a willingness to learn, and a love for
the business, coupled with a high sense of honor in mar-
keting. The adverse comiitions are improper selections
of location or varieties and the tliseases, yellows and curl
leaf, both of which are (juite easily managed by ener-
getic men. Trees affected with yellows are promptly
removed and tiestroyed, and repIjMred immediately by
young trees. The curl leaf is not regular in its appear-
ance, but occasionally a season comes when its attacks
on certain varieties are serious. It is easily controlled
by preventive spraying.
The writer has visited niatiy of the noted Peach re-

gions, but nowhere has he ever seen such success attained
by men of nuMlest nu-ans as in the Michigan Peach belt.

Its future looks even brighter than its past.

R. MOURILL.
Pbach Cl'LTfUE IN Delawakk. — 1. Historical

Sketch. — "So one knows when the first Peach trees were
planted in Delaware, but undoubtedly there were many
before the Revolutionary {»eriod. The trees were seed-
lings, and every old ganlen contained a sufficient num-
ber to supply the family with preserved and dried
Peaches during the winter months. There was also a
surplus, which the "lord of the numor" had distilled

into Peach brandy, in which all gentlemen of the old

school delighted. We read that as early as 1S14. a Mr.
Bayle\', of Accomack county, Va. (a c(»unty south of Del-
aware on the peninsula), bad b;{,0(K) Peach trees, the
product of which was convert«'«l into l)ran«ly. The trees

at (» 5'ears of age yielded about lo gallons of fourth-cdass
brandy per 100 trees, which sold at $2 per gallon. The
profits could not have been large, unless the trees

were planted niucli closer than they are now planted.
It is possible that the seed was sown in rows, and the
seedlings allowed to remain as they grew.
The first Peach orchard for conunercial purposes in

Delaware was planted in the spring of 1H.'{2. by Isaa<-

Reeves and Jacob Ridgeway on a farm belonging to the
latter, about i)ne mile from Delaware (^ity, on the Dela-
ware and i'hesapeake canal. It consisted of 20 acres of
budded trees, and by lH."{(i they had planted 110 acres.

In a single season Messrs. Reeves and Ridgeway re-

ceived $10,000 gross from their Peach crop, the fruit

then bringing from $1.25 to $:5 p«'r :{-peck basket in

the Philadelphia market. This success induced others
to end»ark in the business, among whom was Major
Philip Reybold, who in 1842 ha«l 12.000 trees, .lames
Thompson was another pioneer in the business. In IMO
he stated that New Castle <'ounty contained about .'1,000

acres in Pe.nch trees. Major Reybohl and his sons alone
had 117,720 trees covering 1,000 acres, from which
(•;{,."{44 baskets were shipped in August of 184."). In 1848,

the Peach crop was estimated at 500,000 baskets, chieHy
from New Castle county, of whi<'h the Reybolds grew
altout one-fourth. In Kent county, .lelm Ree<l had
plantetl an orchanl of Red (Mieek Melocoton as early,

perhaps, as 1820, and several years later had 10,000

trees. J. (J. Brown in the seventies had one of the nioNt
extensive orchards in Kent county. In Sussex countv,
Capt. Chas. VV'riglit was one of the first to plant tieen
on an extended scale, and in the sixties s<dd the product
of a lO-acre orchard for $5,000 net. The varieties were
Troth, Early York, (toldeu Rareripe, Ohlmixon Free,
Stump, Crawford Late, Manunoth Melocoton, Crocket!
White and Smock. Ex-(iovernor R<)ss and J. >*. Collins
were also extensively engaged in the Peach busine.ss,
but the orchards in Sussex at that time generally con-
sisted of from 1,000 to 5,000 trees each.
(fovernor B. T. Biggs, (Jovernor .lohn P. Cochran and

J. B. Fennimore were among the largest growers around
Middletown in 1871, and Seerick Shallcross, als) of Mid
dietown. marketed 125,000 baskets, valued ait $1."»0.(MM».

This orchard cimtained more than KM).000 trees, an«l was
said at that time to be the largest in the world.
Delaware was the first state to develop Peach culture

on a large scale, and for years proiluced more fine

Peaches than any other locality in the world. The qiial

ity, appearance and size of the fruit when grown under
favorable conditions have never been excelled, if

equaled. Ity any other section of the I'nited States, but
the appearance of the yellows in New Castle and Kent
counties, the frequent destruction of the crop by lui-

timely frosts, and the (q)efiing of other sections has
taken some of the glory away from the onc'^* famous
Peach districts of Kent and New Castle c«mnties. The
center of the industry was Middletown in the late sixties.

Then it moved to Smyrna. After a few y«'ars Wyomi'ig
was the great Mecca towards which all the commission
men looked for their supply ; now it is Bridgeville.
The Peach belt has l>een moving southward for several
years, until now Sussex county raises the largest part of
the crop. The trees do not attain the nianinioth size of
those «m the heavier soils of New Castle and Kent
counties, but Sussex, excejtt in northern parts, has es-

caped that bugbear of Peach -growers, the "yellows."
There are probjibly about four million Peach trees in

Delaware, though no accurate statistics have been nnule
since 1890. The Delaware railroad company estinmted
that there would be 4,500,000 baskets of fruit along its

various lines in 1900, but its records for the crop are
not yet completed. On August 25, .'{5 car-loads, mostly
of yellow fruit, were shipped from Bridgeville alone.

There would have Ix-en at least 00 cars had there b«'en

a demand for white fruit, but a large ])roportion of the
white Peaches were not picke«l in 1900. The Peaches
are shipped to all of the large cities where freight rates

are not prohibitive, and to smaller interior cities of

Pennsylvania, New York and New England.
2. Culture. — Most of the trees are set in the fall.

Where fall planting is priu'ticed the tree pushes out
young roots all winter during mild weather, and as a

rule grows better than when set in the spring an«l is

compelled to grow roots and leaves at tlie same time.

The ground, pr<-ferably a clover sod, high and dry, is

plowed deep, tlutrougbly harrowed and checke<l into

r<tws generally 20x20 feet apart. Some planters set 22

feet, others closer. A hole is dug of sufficient size to

admit the roots without crowding, and in Ntiveniber the

tree is planted alxmt the depth it formerly stood in the

nursery, with soil heaped a little to allow for settling.

For [ilanting, the writer prefers a goo<l one-year tree

of the second or third grade, 2-:{feet in length, without
many branches. The small nursery stock will make gooil

trees if properly cared for an«l will last as long, bear as

much fruit and come into bearing as young as trees

4-<i feet high. It is a great mistake to suppose the

larger tree is better. It is more sightly, but that is its

<'liief merit. It will not develop as many roots, nor will

it pack in as goo«l shape for shipping, and the shock of

transplanting is far U ss to the small tree; it can be cut

Itack root and to{); it is much easier to ]dant; and the

percentage «d" loss is much smaller, f«»r if in good con
dition and well planted, 90 per c«'nt will grow. The un
dersigne«i says this after having grown several million

trees in the nursery and many th<»usand in the orchard
of his own propagation and fnmi other nurseries all

over this country. On liirht lands a shovelful of w<m)«1

ashes or of well-rotted manure gives the tree a good
start. Either is applied at the base of the tree durinii

the .winter. Before the sap starts the trees are usual!
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lieailf-<M*ack to a whip 18-24 inches hif^h, ami all youritr

»|i(KitH are aftt-rwanls ruhh«>(i oflf t,*xct'i>t 4 or ."> for the

top. y<»un>r ort-hanls are iisiuilly well iMiltivaU'«l until

from August I to 15. Aphi<ls, if they attack the top,

arc destroyed by strong tobacco water or kerosene
emulsion. If tlie apliids attack the roofs a handful of

Dissolved South Carolina rook and muriate of potash
makes one of the best fertilizers. Haw bone is more
expensive, and it is doubtful if it is better than South
Carolina r«K"k. From 600-1,000 lbs. may be applied per
acre broatlcast in the winter or early spring. Wo<m1
ashes are g«K)d but hard to obtain. Bearing orchanls
are gentTully plowed in April, li—4 inches deep, harrowed
thoroughly with a smoothing harrow, and afterward
kept in clean culture. The gang-plow and the sulky-
cultivator are frequently used, tender favoral»le con«ii-

tions orchards live and bear good crops 2t>-2.'3 years,
tliough the best crops are obtained between the years of
live and fifteen.

Thinning of the fruit is not generally practiced in
Delaware, but this is one of the problems that is receiv-
ing more serious thought and will be given greater
attention in the future. In 1000 the trees and prices
suflfered sevi-rely from lack of thinning. The pickers
and packers are paid 8-12 c«'nts an hour. In the orchard
the fruit is i)icked in five-eighths baskets, taken to a
••entral packinghouse where it is carefully graded, then
loaded on spring wagons holding about 150 baskets and
taken directly to tlie statitm for shipment, or for sale
to the buyers. Tlie fruit is getierally gra<led into two
grades, the first containing tlie largest fruit, and the
secon<l good sized perfect Peaches. The smalh'r ;^r«d«'s

are taken to the canning factories.

,:.: ,.^^;4- , ^^^••..X • .^^»» -'-"•-'»*.

1677. Peach growina; in Oeorsia. Viiw in the H.ile onliards, Fort Valley. (Seep. 1232.)

good tobacco dust applit'd, after removing the surface
soi' vill generally kill them. Orchards are cultivated
in ' 1 11, potatoes, tomatoffs, etc., or any other hoed crop
until they c<»me into bearing at .'{-5 y«-ars ; aftt-r this

they should have tlie entire ground, with n(» other crop
except crimson clover or cow-peas for humus in years
when there is no fruit. Corn is not as <lcsirable as
some low-growing, cultivatt'd crop, likr potatoes or
tomatoes, which can be manured highly and at the
sauie time not interfere with the trees. I'ndcr no <'on-

dition should the trees bt* seeded in grain or grass, and
<-l('aii cultivation shotild l)e ;riv(ii each year. The tn-es
arc usually examined for borers at least (mce a year an«i

Miiuetimes twice.
The pruning is done in fall or wintt-r. No heading

l::irk of bearing trees is practic«'d, but no doubt many of
tlie young orchards now being planted will be irrown in
this manner. Dead woo«l is ren»oved annually and the
top kept open to admit the sun so as to color the fruit.

A low wagon is often iised for hauling out the brush.

In the nursery the trees are always propagated bj-

budtling. At one time it was suppose*! that natural
seeds pro<luced the best and healthi»'st trees, but expe-
rience has shown that no trees are l»etter or healthier

than those grown from see«l tak«'n from the most vigor-

ous orchanls.
:J. J/(n-Af'/iMf/. — Fttrmerly all of the fruit was picked

in baskets, packe<l in <'rat4-s holding threi- pecks, and
shipped to the commission men of thti various nutrkets.

At the present time a very large proportion «tf the crop
is sold ill five-eijihths baskets to the buyers at the rail-

road station. This methixl of marketing is the most
satisfactiiry way to tlispose of a Peach crop. The buyers
generally pay cash, an<l the grower with the money in

his pocket is relieved of all the worry connected with
freights, commission men, and the like, Sonte of the
finest fruit is packed in carriers hohling (» baskets. an<l

is sold at fancy prices, eitlu'r at the station or in the

general nwirket. Refrigerator cars, holding (>00 to 8("0

baskets, are used for fruit that requires two days to
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reach its destination and plain car« fur near-by pointH.
The cost per basket on refrijferator cars to Huston,
Providence, Hartford, and other eastern points is nbout
40 cents, and to New York. Elniira or S\Ta<'use at>ont
rr» cents each. In plain cars the cost t(» New York is

11* ••ents, and to Philadelphia about 12 cents each.
A larj^e proportion of the smaller fruit is used by can-

ning factories, of which there are one or two in every

1678. Hale Peach tree before prunine. ( See p. 1233.)

town. A factory ;n Seaford uses about 3,000 baskets per
day when running its full capacity. The Peaches are
peeled by women, and the factories of the state employ
several thousand hands. Formerly a good many of the
smaller Peaches were evaporated, and evaporators were
built throughout the Peach -growing belt. The present
low price of evaporated fruit and the competition of
California and the West have caused this phase of the
Peach business to be abandoned. Numerous factories
have converted large forests of gum and of pine trees
into carriers and l)askets. In I'JOO the baskets cost

from !{ to;{'.i cents an<l carriers from 14 to 17 cents each.
4. l'a)ieties. — In no other fruit have the standard

orchard varieties changed more than in the Peach.
Many of the Delaware orchards planted not more than
ten years ago are now unprofitable because varieties in

demand then are now out of date. Formerly the white
Peaches, such as Oldmixon and Mountain Rareripe,
were in strong demand; now the call is for yellow fruit,

and the finest white varieties have to be sold at low
prices. Early kinds also used to pay, but now they
come in competition with the best varieties from
Georgia. Late varieties, which were also very profitable,

are now ripe when the best fruit from New York. New
.Jersey and western Maryland is in the market. The old
orchards comprise Troth, Hale, Crawford Early. Moun-
tain Rose, Reeve, Oldmixon, Mt. Rareripe. Crawford
Late. Stump. Smock, Couper Late, Garey Hold-on, and
others, and as in other fruits, most of them contain
too many kinds. A large proportion of these old kinds
have to go to the canning factories at low prices when-
ever there is a general Peach crop, as the market will

not take them. In the new on-hards the yellow fruit

will predominate, with a few white varieties. Probably
the kinds most often found in orchards under five years
old are Foster, Mountain Rose, Reeves, Oldmixon,
Moore Favorite. Elberta, Chair Choice, Crawford Late
and Smock. The Elberta is being planted more heavily
than any other variety. If the writer were to set a new
orchard his own choice would be as follows: Connett
Early, perhaps Mountain Rose. Foster, Reeves. Elberta.
Chair, perhaps Crawford Late, Prize and Townsend.
Nearly all growers would always include Oawford Late,
and many of them Moore Favorite and Thurber.
Of the newer varieties in Delaware, Connett Earlv,

Carman, VVa<.<lell, Greensboro. Champion, Mamie Ros»
and Lady Ingold are the most promising, with pr(f«>r-
ence for the first three and the fifth and sixth. Th*-
Delaware Experiment Station has an experimental
orchard of .'100 varieties ten years old at Seaford, on tin-

writer's place, and another orchard of 75 varieties at
Bridgeville, most r»f which fruited in 1900. In the Sea-
ford orchanl a number of Tasmanian trees were planted
to determine their orchard value and their susccpti-
bility to Pea<'h yellows. A number were also planted at.

the Delaware Experiment Station grounds and in other
parts of New Castle county. In Sussex county they are
vastly inferior to home-grown stock in the quali'tv of
the fruit an<l in the growth of the trees, while in New
Castle county they practically all died from the yelhiws.

5. Peach Yellows. — The yellows swept the orchards
out of New Castle county and from the northern pjirf of
Kent county, but it has not a<lvanced for ten years much
beyond the borders of northern Sussex. The nio>t

intelligent growers hold it in check by cutting out the
trees on the first imlication of disease and bjiriiinir

them, but th»'re is no systematic attempt on the jtart of

all growers, nor on the part of the state, to stamp out

the trouble. There is a yellows law on the statutes, but

it is not enforced, though in the past its enforcement
did natch good. For several years the di.sease has not

been so severe, though there has been a good dtai of
c<»mplaint about it in 19(H). New orchards are again
being planted on a large scale in Kent county and soni»-

are again planting around Middletown in New Castle
county. Many believe that the yellows has run its

course in Delaware, and that by careful attention in

taking out trees the Peaidi can again be set in places
where the yellows has wiped out the orchards.

fi. General Pemnrks. — The geographical location of
Delaware is such that no other market can approach it

in nearness to the great c<msuming centers. It is »t

the gateway t>f the greatest cities on the continent.
One night on the railroad will reach most of them, and
two nights all of the desirable markets. The soils an*
excellent, heavy in northern Delaware, a me<liun) loam
in the central part, atnl a sandy loam in Sussex county.
It is easily and cheaply worked, tiot stony, and responds
kindly to treatment. Of the new lands, those recently
cleared of chestnut and sassafras are preferred, l>ut

pine-land makes excellent orchards. Crimson clover,

cow-peas or other cf>ver-crops grow readily and furnish
humus and nitrogen to the soil, and with the natural
ease of working and cheapness of labor make it possihh*
to bring an orchard into bearing and to maintain it at a

1679. Hale tree alter pruning.

very low cost. Late spring frosts are tlie most serious
drawback to the business. Sometimes several crops
will come through in succession, then for three or four
years the crop will be killed. In the past decade then'
have been four crops in the state. Other drawbacks are

the large orchards, making intensive culture without a

large capital impossible, while still another is the ten-

ant system of working the land, which makes it difficult
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to introduce into general practice t'ue ui08t improve*!
iiH'thods of culture.

The Peach business on the whole has been i)rc»Htable

to Delaware. The days, however, when fortunes were
made from a single crop, when a farm was bought or a
large mortgage lifted in a single season, have passed.
Once those times were known in Delaware, but that was
before Georgia, the Carolinas, Arkansas, *\e Ozark
region of Missouri, Michigan, New Jersey, New Y«»rk.

or Connecticut had entered into the business on their
present scale. Peach - growing is still attractive to

planters in Delaware. More money can be made in it

than in general farm crops. More attention is beijig

given to the selection of varieties, to the care an«l plant-

ing of orchards, the picking and handling of the crop,

and. last but not least, to the marketing of the fruit,with
as many middlemen eliminated as modern business
methods will allow.

Peaches Carried by Pennsylvania liailrcmd, Delaware
Division.

War. Baskets. Year. Baskets. Year. Baskets.

1S67 1,'J:K{.600

l-rtW 13,800
1.H69 2,411.400

IriTO 1,GL*4,2(H)

1871 3,200,400

1872 2,4.'>4.(H)0

187:t 1,721,H00

1874 7:>U.(K>a

1875 .'i.443,200

1876 1,721,200

1877 2,401.800
1S78 521.400

1M7I) 2.598.000
1880 2.0."K),200

1881 4G,81M)

1882 2.731.770
188.3 1.783.447
1881 1.93C,G17
1885 1.870.496
1886 1,099.73«
1887 848,347
1888 3,177,447
1889. 840,

1890 5
1?«1 3.190,717
1892 205,893
1893 4,208,.->'.HJ

1894 29.(520

1895 2,100,.T!4

1890 3,.'-.13.413

1897 234,876
1898 173,.V)2

1899 3.1.-.7

1900 2,634.203

The figures for 1900 include the peninsula, but not
two small side lines. It is estimated that 1,000,000
baskets were curried by other means and that .'»00,000

were used by tl;«* canneries. Prol)ably tw<»-thirds of the
Peaches included in this estimate were grown in Dela-
^'*'"*^' Charles Wrioht.

The Peach in California. — There is no distinct
Peach belt in California, but the i'each is grown suc-
••essfully over a v.-ide area and ui der varied climatic
conditions. Touri.sts generally talk of "the California
climate " as if it were one thing, but a glance at the
article California in this work will give the reader
some idea of the immen.se variety of climate and crop
conditions.

A narrow strip along the coast is too cold for tlie

best quality of Peaches, even where frost is unknown.
A very few miles inland and up to an elevation of 2.(Ki(>-

3,000 ft., the Peach is at home wlien the grower has
done his part. In a large part of the state the best
results are attained only by irrigation. In some places no
rain falls from tlie time the trees bloom luitil the latest

fruit is gathered. There are some IcM-alities, however,
where the water in the soil is close enough to the sur-
face to give an ideal supply of moisture without irriga-

tion. It is an odd fact that Peaches in the central part
of the state ripen before those in the southern part.

The time of ripening in the extreme southern part does
not vary much from that «>f southern Ohio, while 50(1

miles north in the Sacramento valley they ripen two to
four weeks earlier. In some of the warm foothill regions,
Ale.xander begins to ripen the latter part of May.
All kinds of care are given orchards, as one will find

i'.i any state, but on the whole orchards probabh re-

ceive nuich more attention in California than el.^ewi. i-

i:i the United States. The successful orchard ist hn
l.-amed well the lesson tliat there is room at tlio toi>

The less careful have learned that there is little mon-.y
in the orchard business.
In the preparation of the soil, deep plowing is ail

that is usually done. California soils are generally
alx>ut the same all the way <lown, but vary much in

depth. Good Peach orchard soils should be not less

than 4 feet deep, and a greater depth is desirable.
The trees are usually planted 20-25 feet apart. In the

Kouthern part of the state the best practice is to grow
nothing between the trees, even the first year. The till-

age is thorough, deep and frequent. After Febniary 1,

tillage is given in two directions after each rain, care
being taken to complete the work before the soil can

bake or get hard. This <louble cultivation is Kept up at
least once a month after rains cease, which is usually in
March. Thorough surface tillage is practiced after each
irrigation. Tillage may be much deeper without injury
in California than in most states, for the reastm that
there is a much warmer subsoil which permits the roots
to go down deeply to resudi the moisture necessary to
carry them over the long jn'riods without rain or irriga-
tion. Orchards should l>e perfectly free of weeds fmm
March 1 to the end of the growing season. Clean til-

lage is not sufficient. The ground must be in fine tilth

from 4-ii inches deep and kept so all summer.
'Ihe low-headed tree has the preference. At planting,

the nursery tree is cut back to 12-18 inches. The first

six weeks after growth begins the trees are gone over
at least once a w<'ek to rub oflf all spnnits that are not
desired. Four or five are left to form the main branches

;

these should be as evenly distributed around the tree as
possible. Also they should be as far apart in a vertical
direction as possil»le, as two growths should not come
from one place. Three or 4 feet of new growth for each
branch the first year is considered fair. The first prun-
ing occurs the following winter. About three-fourths
of the season's growth is cut back and all small shoots
are taken off from what is left. This facilitates even
and better growth of the secondary branches that start
the second year. There should be"2-.T of these branches
from each primary branch, being careful to keep all

others rubbed off by at h-ast weekly visits to the tree
for a month or more after growth begins. The second
winter's pniniug consi.sts in cutting back one-half to
three-fourths of the length of the nuun growths an<l

cutting out most of the small side shoots. A few are
left to bear some fruit the third year. Ea«*h fall or win-
ter at least one-half the length of the main growths is

cut back and a numlier of the remaining small lu aring
shoots are takt'ii out. If these bearing shoots have
plenty of fruit-buds near the base, it is best to cut uiT

one-half the length of these. If they have no fruit

-

buds near the base (as they are not likely to have if the
tree is growing very fast ) they are left whole. This
cutting back of the bearing shoots aids very much in
the thinning of the fruit. The best practice is to cut
out all shoots which fruited the previous sea.son. They
nearly all die anyway. The tree looks much better
without them and is supposed to be more healthy.
Nothing short of severe pruning secures the best results
un«ler ordinary circumstances.
There is no single operation of more importance than

he thinning of the fruit, even after such thoroui:h
pruning as above describo<l. There are many methods
of thinning. The one that can be communicate<l the
easiest an«l possibly the best (l>ccau.se anyone can do
it) is to pull off all but two Peaches from each bearinir
shoot. A dozen or more nuiy be on the shoot, but they
must be taken off. The usual size of such shoots is

about an eighth of an inch in diameter. If they should
be about 14 inch in diameter, three or four Peaches arr

left. The time to thin is when the Peaches are about.

•?a inch in diameter. At this size they are likely to re-

main on the tree (the "May dn)p " being pasti. and if

thinning is promptly done the tree's waste of strength
will be small. Those who think this is severe thinning
should remember that any fruit, both in bulk and
weiglit, is eight times as large as one that has only half
its diameter. The above metho<l of pruning and thinning

the tree from breaking down. The fruit is all mar
•'e. The tre*- makes a good growth and is in fine

r for the suc<-«'edinir crop. And, finally, it pays.
' .trietics planted in California are largely Ftister

'ruu.i ,

" ' Late Crawford, Muir and Salway for free-

stones. The Orange and Lem<m Clings, for clings, are
largely used by the canneri<'s, Levi Cling is largely
planted in some of the fo<ithill regions. There are
many other varieties planted in a small way. Some of
the newer kinds give promise of taking a place among
tne regulars, A good variety of Peach for California
must have large fruits an<l j>lenty of them, which will

ship well and dry well. White Peaches are but little

used. The canneries are paying the best prices for good
yellow clings.

Three or foiir irrierations, about a month apart, are
usually given. The furrow system is the prevalent one.
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Three to six furrows are made between the rows of
trees, and in these the water runs in a small stream
24—48 hours for each irrigation. The length of tim*-

depends on the soil, some soils taking in water mm-h
more freely than others. The amount applie<i each time
shouhl equal a rainfall of 'A or 4 inches. One irrigation

after the crop is oflf is excellent for the succeeding crop.

There are four ways of disposing of the crop— drying,
shipping, local markets and canneries — though it is

seldom that all of them are available in one locality.

The usual net return to the grower is a little less than
one cent per pound for the best fruit.

Drying is the largest opening for the disposal of the
crop. The drying is all open-air sun drying, requiring
5-8 days to comf)lete the work. The fruit is all well
sulfured after cutting. The time required for exposure
to the sulfur fumes is 11 or 4 hours. For best results the
fruit should be just about ripe enough to eat. Drying
without sulfur would make the business unprofitable as

market standards now are. The sul faring preserves the
color and quality of the fruit. Ripe fruit dried without
it would be black and taste burned. In cooking sul-

fured fruit first apply hot water for a minute or two.
then pour off, cover the fruit again with water and aft« r

half an hour or more pour off again. Fruit cook»»d in this

way may be eaten in quantity without any bad effects,

and there will not be enough sulfur even to tarnish the
silverware. The usual net [irice to the drier is ,")-7 cents

per pound for Peaches dried from large, well-ripened
fruit and well sulfured to preserve a fine color.

U. CCLBERTSON.

PEACOCK FLOWEE. See Poinciana regia.

PEANUT is described under Ar(nhi.t hypo(j(fa, but
Peanut culture is not included in this work becaus*-

Peanuts are an agricultural, rather than a horticultural

crop. See Fanners' Bulletin No. 1~^, V. S. Dept. Agric,
by R. B. Handy, 24 pp., 18%.

basin. Pear culture always has been precarious, due pri-
marily to the great liability of the trees to blight. In tin?

southern 'tat the climate is too hot for the best d,.-

velopmeni of the tree and the best quality of the fruit.

In the rmr+h prairie states, the winter climate is >,,

severe that the Ptur tree will not grow. S«me time be-

1680. The Sand Pear. Pyrus Sinensis (X>^).

PEAR. Plate XXVII. The cultivated Pear, as known
in North America, is derived from two distinct sources,

the European Pyrua communis and the Oriental Pyrux
Sinensis. Pears of the European stock have been grown
in North America from the earliest settlement of tlu'

country. They thrive particularly well in the New Eng-
land states and New York, and west to the <Jreat Lakes,
and asrain on the Pacific slope. In the great interi<»r

1681. LeConte Pear(XJ4).

fore the middle of the century the Sand or Chinese Pear
(Pyrus Sinensis), Fig. 1080, was introduced into the
eastern states, although it attracted little attention. It

soon hybridized with the common Pear, and a race of

mongrel varieties was the result. Of these hybrids only
two have gained great commercial prominence. The.s'o

are LeConte and Kieffer. Figs. 1G81-3. The LeConte
was found to be well adapted to the southern states and
its general intnxluction there after the close of the civil

war was the beginning of commercial Pear culture in

the south. It was first supposed to be blight-proof, but
in recent years the orchards have been nearly deci-

mated by the blight with the result that the LeConte is

gradually lessening in importance and its place is being
taken by the Kieffer. although the latter is by no means
blight-free. The Kieffer Pear originated with Peter
Kieffer, of Roxborough. Philadelphia, an Alsatian gar-

ilener. who died in 1890. He grew the Chinese Sand Pear
and sold the seedlings as ornamental trees, for tliis spe-
cies is of very distinct and handsome growth and the
fruit is ornamental and fragrant. Alongside the Sand
Pears were Bartletts. Amongst one of the batches of

seedlings from the Sand Pear he noticed a plant with
different foliage, and this he saved. Its fruit was fouixl

to be superior to the Sand Pear, and it was introduced
as the Kieffer. The Kieffer Pear is now very popular
in many parts of the country l>ecause of its great vigor,

healthfulness, productiveness, and the keeping quali-

ties of the fruit. In point of (puility, the fruit is dis-

tinctly inferior, Imt it meets the demands of the market
and is an excellent fruit for canning. In the cold prairie;

countries and other parts of the cold north, Russian
Pears have gained some headway in recent years. These
are merely hardy types of Pyrus rommutus. The fruit

is usually of low quality, but the trees are considerably
hardier than the ordinary Pear. Pyrus Sinensis itself

bears a very hard Pear which is inedible in the raw state,

but it is excellent when used as quinces are. It is fra-

grant and ornamental. The tree is a most vigorous aini

clean grower. The plant is well worth growing as an
ornameniai. It is used for stock for ordinary Pears,

particularly in the southern states. See Pynis.
The Pear thrives on a variety of soils, but it succeeds

best on those which are rather hard clay. On sandy
and loamy lands it tends to be short-lived. This is due,

in part, to the fact that trees grow rapidly on such lands,

and are, therefore, more liable to the attacks of blight.

It is now generally accepted that trees which are making
a strong and soft growth are more susceptible to blight

than those which grow rather slow and firm, although
all trees are liable to attack. Some varieties are much
I re immune than others. Caution must be exercised.

tb» refore, in the tilling of the Pear orchard. Whilst
Pears profit by the best tillage, as apples and potatoes

do, it is easy to carry the tilling and fertilizing so fiir

as to produce too vigorous growth and thereby invite
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1682. Section of the Kieffer

Pear, to show its ordinary
form in the North.

thf blight. Therefore the most careful Pear grovrors wse
»pariugly of stable manure ami <>f nitroffenouH <M)ver-

cnips. They prefer to supply f«Ttility hy nieann of t-on-

centrat»-<l f»*rtilizer8 whicli are not very rich in nitrogen.

If, howt'ver, the trees are
Qut niukin^ a strong and
stt'suly growth, it is as nec-

essary to apply nitrogenous
fertilizers to the Pear tree

as to any other. In the in-

tt-rior country. Pears are
likely to suiter from sun-
scahi, and therefore the tops

are started very low, usually
not more than two or three
tret from the ground. Stand-
anl Pears are pruned much
as apple trees are, except
not so severely. Heavy
pruning tends to open the

top and to invite sun-scald,

and it also tends to make
too strong and sappy growth.
After the top of the Pear
tree is well formed and es-

tal>lished, it is customary to

do little pruning, only keep-
iutr the top fairly free and
..pt-n. The Pear bears on
.•>[»urs which continue to branch and to bear for a number
of years, and in pruning it is important that these spurs
be not removed unless it is desired to thin the fmit.
The flowers are borne in umbel-like cymes (Fig. 1G84),

hut in most cases only one fruit sets in a cluster. Pear
trees are usually planted much closer than apple trees.

The customary distance is 18-20 feet. Fig. 1086 shows
an average east-American Pear orchard.
Many of the varieties of Pears are infertile with them-

selves: they need the pollen of other varieties in order
to cause them to set fruit freely. Probably any variety
will fertilize any other variety in case the two bloom
xinmltaneously. Such varieties as Kieffer and Bartlett

are usually classed as self-sterile kinds, but the <leerree

of sterility varies in different places and with different

conditions. The safest plan in the setting of a Pear
orchard is to plant not more than two rows of one va-

riety together, and to alternate with one or two rows of

another variety.

(iood varieties of Pears are numerous. The one most
important variety is the Bartlett (Fig. 1085), which was
early introduced into the United States from Europe,
where it is known as the Bonchretien. At the
present time the Kieflfer probably holds sec-
ojid place. In the eastern states, the Seckel
( Fig. 1687) is a prominent variety, and is the
standard of quality. Other prominent varie-
ties are Anjou (Fig. 1688), Clairgeau, Hardy,
Howell, Sheldon, and Diel. The list might
l)e almost indefinitely extended. In the Gulf
region the oriental hybrids alone are success-
ful, and the leaders are Kieflfer, LeConte,
(iarber, and Smith. The season of the ma-
turity of Pears runs from midsummer, when
it is introduced by Summer Doyenne and
Manning Elizabeth, to late winter, when it is

closed with such late winter varieties as Nelis.
.I(»sephine de Malines and others. The winter
Pears are relatively little known in the east-

ern states. As a rule, they come into bearing
late or are not very prolific ; but there is no
reason why they should not be better known.
Winter Pears are kept as winter apples are,

although somewhat greater care is necessary.
They should be kept in a uniformly cool
temperature. If allowed to hang too long on
he tree, they become over-ripe; and then if

placed in an ordinarily warm cellar, they do
not keep more than one or two months. Un-
like most other fruits, all Pears are greatly improved in

quality if they are ripened indoors. * They should be
picked as soon as they have reached their full size and
have begun to color, but before they have become soft,

and be placed in a dry and rather cool room. If the wind

is allowed to blow over them, they are likely to shrivel.
If kept too warm, they ripen too quickly and soon rot.

The best quality is secured when they are picked about
two weeks in advance of their normal ripening.
When w<)rked on the (juince root, the Pear is easily

grown as a <lwarf. It then comes into bearing ear-
lier, and, since the trees are small, the fruit can be
thinned and the trees sprayed, and the fruit therefore
should be of the highest quality. Dwarf Pear trees re-
«|uire more care than the ordinary standards, however,
and they should not be ]>lanted unless the cultivator
understands this fact and is willing to give the atten-
tion that they need. Although the trees are by nature
dwarf, since they are worked on a smaller-growing spe-
cies, they nevertheless tend to become half standard if

left to themselves. Therefore they nuist be very severely
headed-in every year. A <lwarf Pear tree should never
reach a greater height than twelve feet. In order to
keep it down to this stature, from one-half to two-thirds
of the annual growth is removed late each winter. The
trees are often planted as close together as ten feet each
way, but this is too close. With the ordinary broad-top
pruning, which nearly all American growers give, one
rod apart each way is not too great. A good dwarf
Pear tree is one in which the union with the quince
stock is very close to the ground. When the tree is

planted, this union should be from four to six inches be-
low the surface after the ground has settled. This deep
planting prevents the breaking of the union and places
the quince beyond the reach of borers. If planted
deeper than this, the Pear cion may throw out roots of
its own; in fact, it sometimes does this if planted only
six inches deep. This rooting of the stock is no par-
ticular disadvantage, although the tree thereafter tends
to grow stronger and greater pruning is necessary. An
expert grower can pick out the trees which are rooted
fr«mi the Pear stock by their more vigorous growth:
if he desires to check this redundant growth he may cut
oflf the Pear roots. It is the common opinion that dwarf
Pear trees are short-lived. This may be true as regards
the greater number of specimens which one sees about
yards and on untille<l areas, but a dwarf Pear orchard
on good, well-drained ground, which is well-tilled and
given regular pruning, will last a lifetime. There are
<lwarf Pear orchards in New York state which are fifty

years old and are .still thrifty and productive. The va-

riety that is oftenest grown as a dwarf is the Duchess
(Duchess de Angouleme). Fig. 1089. This is a large
Pear of irregular shape which sells well because of its

size, but it is of indifferent quality and may not be good
enough for a special or personal market. Other varie-

r/4;

1683. The Kieffer Pear. no>v one of the most important commercial

varieties (X H).

ties popular for dwarfs are Liouise Bonne, Anjou, flair-

geau, Manning Elizabeth, and. to a less extent, Bartlett

and Seckel. The Kieffer is now and then grown on
dwarf stock with very good results.

The insect enemies of the Pear are numerous, but.
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IbM. Cluster of Pear flowers.

with two or three exceptions, are not very serioun. The
tree is uttai'ketl by borers. ulthouKh to u U's» extent than
peat-heM anil apples. These are krpt in eheclc by di^King
them out once or twice a year as on other fruit stm-ks.

The fruit is attacked to some extent by the codlin-moth,
4>ut the arsenical sprays keep this insert in check. Of

late years the p'-^lla,

attacking the tprowinK
parts, ha.s l>een serious
in parts of tiie East, al-

th*)U){h it Is rery irreja»-

lar in its outbreaks. It

can becontrolle«i bythor-
out<h work with a spray
of whale-oil soap, one
pound in three to live

gallons of water, begin-
ning soon after the fruit

has set, anil rej>eatin)f

the applicatii»n whenever
the psyllas become nu-
merous. In s<mie parts
of the East the fruit is

attacked by *^he Pear
niidtre. a minute fly whose maggots work in the very
ycMUit; fruit. Thorough cultivation will check this seri-

ous pest, but its complete control often involves the
destruction of all the young fruit on the infested trees;

in some sections the application of kainit to the soil is

said to kill the insect after it leaves the fruit to un-
dergo its transformations.
The foliage and fruit of the Pear are attacked by para-

«itif fungi, whii'h cause the leaves to drop and the fruit

to become scabby. These diseases are readily held in

check by spraying with Bordeaux mixture. Fifty years
ago the White Doyenne Pear was the most popular va-
riety for growing on the (luince root, but because of
the Pear scab it passed away. It was supposed that the
disease was due to uncongenial climate. Since the ad-
vent of the sulfate of copper sprays, however, it has
been ftmnd that the White Doyenne can be grown as
well as ever. Flemish Beauty is also an example in

point. Years ago it was one of the most popular stand-
ard varieties, but of late years it has been little grown
because of the cracking of the fruit. It i now likely to

come into vogue again for lumie planting. The Bor-
(leaux mixture is a specific for the disease.

Pear blight or fire blight is the most serious disease
of Pear trees. It is an American disease. It is caused
by a microbe which enters through the growing points
(flowers and tips of shtwtts) and thrives in soft or "suc-
culent" parts. (Tradually the micro-organism works
tlown the stems, killing the tissues an<l causing the
leaves to die. In the leaf-blight, which is a distinct
<lisease, the leaves are more or less spotted and they
fall: in the Pear blight, the leaves turn black and hang
<m the tree. The fire blight attacks apple trees,

particularly in the Plains region. It is probably ab-
origimil on hawthorns and related plants. There is

no perfect preventive of tlie disease. Some varieties
seem to be relatively immune, as, for example, the
Duchess. It is now generally believed that trees are
more subject to the disease when they are making ex-
cessive growth; therefore it is a<lvised that tillage and
the application of stimulating manures be moderate.
As soon as the disease appears, cut out the affecte*!

parts, severing them some inches below the lowest
point of visible attack. Do not allow ))lighted branches
to remain on the tree over winter. Pear blight is not
equally prevalent or virulent every year.
There are no recent American books on the Pear.

Two l>ooks have been written on this fruit: Thos. W.
Fields' "Pear Culture." New York, l8.-)8: P. T. Quinn's
•^Pear Culture for Profit," New York, 1809, New ed.,

Some years ago the writer secur;Ml from the ven-
erable T. T. Lyon, of Michigan, since «leceased, an
article, for publication, on the Pear. The article was
not published, however, and it is reproduced below,
omitting only the parts on insects and diseases. The
writer is glad to nlai-e this article alongside the others
in onler to contrast the view-points of two generations.
Mr. Lyon's article, which is most excellent and cautious

and characterized by beauty of ntyle, is of the type that
we no longer see. The person who is familiar with
present-day points of view will discover that it layn th*-

emphasis on formal presentation, propagation, pruning,
rurieties, wheren i little or no attention is given to >vs.
tems of tillage, pollination, spraying, and conm>ercial
methods. L. H. B.

The Peak. 1. //j< /wpor^a net-. — So far as cultivatorn
generally are conceme<l, this fruit is less important
than its near relative the apple, for the reason that,

while the two begin to ripen at nearly the same season,
there are few, if any, desirable varieties of Pears in

8ea.son later than December (if we except a few austere
ones, suitable only for culinary purposes), while apples
are abundant for four or five months longer. Moreover,
during its entire season, the Pear is supplemented by
the mass of luscitms, though perishable, summer anil

autumn fruits. The liability of very many usually ex-
cellent varieties to be rendered indifferent in quality
bj' unfavorable seasons, neglect or unsuitable soil, is

also a serious detriment to the general popularity of
this fruit. The liability to the loss of the trees by
blight, beyon«l question detracts greatly from the value
of the Pear, especially for commercial purposes: while
it aK<o exerts a discouraging influence upon amateur
planting. To the careful and discriminating amateur,
as well as to the man of wealth, with a fondness f<.r

fruit culture, whether in person or by proxy, this fruit

oft«n assumes a prominence over any, if not all, others.

2. h'x(<'»t of Cultivation. — Doubtless, for reason>
heretofore stated. Pear trees are but sparingly planted
by most persons. The fruit sent to the market comes
largely from the plantations of specialists who, with
.soils adapted to the purpose and the necessary knowl
edge of varieties, have undertaken the business as .-i

commercial enterprise. In the climates of the seaboard,
and, to a considerable extent, in the region of the (ireat

Lakes, the Pearls exceptionally successful: while away
from the influence of large bodies of water, and es-

pecially in the prairie regions of the Mississippi valley,

from unsuitableness of climate or soil, or both com-
bined, the trees are liable to be either killed or seriously

injure«l in winter, and hence are short-lived and un-
profitable.

.'<. Aspect. -Perhni>H in no other important particulnr
does the climate of eastern and central North America
differ more widelv from that of the Pear-growing re-

1685. Bartlett Pear ^X^^).

gions of Europe than in its liability to sudden and
extreme variations of temperature. Owing to this cli-

matic peculiarity, aspect becomes an important consid-
eration in the selection of a location for a plantation of

Pear trees. As a means of avoiding the full Influence
of exposure to the rays of the sun, during the severer
paroxysms of summer heat, while the trees are in actual
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Iffowth. ami also to mltitfnte the Hahility to ftltpmato

fr»*«/.in>f and thawing in wintf>r, a northerly or north-

easterly nh>pe iH to be preferred ; which, however,

should li>e HO i^radual as not to seriously Interfere with

the conveni«'noe of cultivation. As we itpprom-h the

northern limit* of practi<*able Pear culture, however,

ft mwlitication of this rule of selection nuiy l>e found
<lpHirahle, since, with the shorter Krowinj? season, a

warmer exposure may i»n»ve necessary as a means of

hasteiiinj? maturity.

4. iVoi/».—While the Pear tree will yield more or less

•««tisfactory results in a variety of soils, it is foiiml tt»

*u<'feed most perfectly in a stroujtr loam, of moderate
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nift such ppciiliarity to its ofTiprlnif. Setnls resulting
from known <ir artitieitil cross-fertilization, und there-

fore of kn(»wii and selected parentage on both sides,

t»ffer increuMi'd probability of valuable results. Se«>ds

intended for the orij^ination of new varieties nhould b«'

planted very thinly in stronjr, ri<'h, deeply prepared
soil, in a single row. and covered with not more than an
inch of earth, so that the young plants shall have ample
space for developnu-nt.
Seeds inten«led for the growing of stocks for nur-

sery purposes should be collected from varieties iu

which the seeds are plump anil well developed, as well

as from healthy, vigorous trees. American nurserymen

', -» ,. f J, 1/

1

c^*

1686. Orchard of standard Pears as grown in the northeastern states.

depth, overlying a porous subsoil. Soils which are lia-

ble to l>e wet during any considerable portion of the
growing season are untit for this purpose, unless deeply
and thoroughly underdrained ; while even then they
are quite liable not to prove fully satisfactory. A few
varieties are found to be moderately succ^'ssful on
sandy soils, but for general jilanting such soils should
he avoidetl.

.5. JfffHM/rs.— The liability of the Pear tree, in this

climate, to the attacks of blight is thought to be in-

creased by excessive growth. It is, therefore, desirabb-
that the annual growth be comi)leted and ripened at as
tarly a date as practicable; and the more so. since the
liability to blight apparently exists only while growth is

in actual progress. Stable and other nitrogenous ma-
tuires should, for this reason, l»o a|)plie<l in moderate
<iuantities, in autumn, after the liability X*i excite re-

newed growth shall be past. Potash, lime and phos-
phorus, which enter mon» or less larirely into the com-
position of both tree and fruit, and which rarely ex-
ist in excess in the soil, may be profitably applied in
either autumn or spring. Salt may also be profitably
applied to the comparatively dry soils recommended for
the Pear, but with caie not to apply in excess. One or
even two quarts may be safely a)>plied to each tree, be-
fore the commencement of growth in the spring, if well
distribute*! upon the surface over a space of at least (i

or 8 feet in diameter, and left to be carried gradually
into the soil by dew and rain. It is believed to p<»ssess
little, if any. manurial value; l>ut ta act rather as a con-
servator of moisture, and prol)ably also as a repelN-nt of
insects, (hoarse mulch may be placed about the tre<'s,

covering the soil as far out as the roots extj-nd, for the
purpose of keeping the earth cool, an<l also to check
evaporation from the soil; but this should not be done
as a substitute for cultivation; an<l the soil beneath the
nnilch should be kept well pulverized.

(). Pt'op<i;fafion. — {n) By seedlings: Seeds, when to
be planted for the oritrination of new varieties, should
be selected from well-grown an<l fully matured fruits,
of such varieties as possess in a high <legree the quali-
ties sought to be reproduced or improved, since a va-
riety in which a characteristic is stronjrly developed
and persistently manifested is the more likely to tran>^-

obtain Pear seeds mostly fr«>m Europe. Seeds intended
f(»r nursery stocks are usually planted in broad, shallow
drills. In our American climate the foliage and un-
ripened wood of seedling Pears is very liable to be at-

tacked during niidsumnu-r by leaf-blight or mildew,
which prematTirely arrests their growth. Fortius reason
European st<»cks are generally preferred by nurserynu*n.
This attack of mildew may often be partially or wholly
avoide«l by planting in virgin soil remote from other
cultivated grounds. Pear seedlings form a very long
tap-r(»ot during their lirst year, with few, if any, side-
roots. For this reason they are taken up preferablj- in
autumn, and the tap-roots shortene«l to b or 8 inches,
when tliey n»ay be replanted in nursery rows, and
earthe«l up, or otherwise protected from heaving, or
other itijury during winter; or, preferably, they may
be heeled-in, iu a frost-proof cellar, ancl planted in

spring, to })e budded during the ensuing hummer or
left to become more fully established for bu<lding a
year later.

Seedlings intemled for fruiting are usually trans
planted in rows, about 8 feet apart each way, with the
expectation that numy will be found w(»rthless, and
either removed or «lestroyed. Seedling l*ears usually
require to l>e fruited several years before their charac-
teristics become fully developed. This generally recog-
nized fact may be taken as a warning that the o<*ca

sional «'flFort to hasten the pu]»erty of a seedling by
fruiting a cion from it up«)n a bearing tree of <lifferent

vari»'ty cannot be trusted to indicate the ultimate char-
acter of the fruit of the yet incipient variety, since it

is impossible to foresee t»> what extent such transfer
may interfere with the occult formative processes
through which its ultimate qualities would have been
developed.

(//) By buiding : Seedlings of one or two years'
growtli. intended for staiHlanl trees, are usually planted
from {') to 10 inches apart in the nursery row; for the
reason that spa«'e, as well as cultivation, must be econo-
mized to correspond with prices, althouerh it is impos-
silde to grow trees of good fonu and properly branche<l
of the size and age demanded by most planters when
thus closely planted. Trees thtis closely planted shouhl
be removed, or at least thinned, after having nuute one
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yrar'n (frowth from the hu<l; while trori* inten(l»'<l to h«
^rowii two or mon* yearn in lh»' nurHt-ry row. umi |»rop-

t-rly itranrhed, shotiUl he ifiven twire or even thre*'

times the f«pace mt-ntiotu'd.

The bmldinfc of Fear Mtot-ks* may be done duririK July
and Atijni^t if they continue in o jrrowiinf condition, hut
they are liable to be aUa<'ke«l by mildew of tlie foli-

age, for which reason they must be closely watched,

1687. Seckel. the standard of quality (X}i).

and should the malady prove troublesome the budding
must be done as soon as properly matured buds can be
obtained. Such stocks as, for any cause, were left un-
hudded at budding time, together with any in which
buds shall have failed, may be grafted the following
spring; but this, as well as any and all grafting of the

Pear, must be done very early, before the earliest move-
ment of the sap in spring. In the spring, as so«m as the
swelling of the buds indicates that the germs are alive,

the stocks are cut bm-k to force them into growth. Often
to insure the formaticm of straight, upright, symmetrical
trees, careful nurserymen leave 3 or 4 inches of the
st«»ck above the insertion of the bud, to which the young
shoot may be tied, if it shall fail otherwise to take an
upright direction. Shoots may also be thus tied to pre-
vent their being blown out, or otherwise injvired by the
wind. These stubs should be cut hack to tlie bud when
no longer needed for the purposes indicated. Such
sprouts as spring from the sttwk in consequence of the
cutting back nnist be n*moved from time to time to

encourage the growth of the bu<l. This should be done
while they are yet tender and succulent and can, there-
fore, be taken off without the use of a knife. This process
must be repeated as they reappear, unless it is rend?red
unnecessary by the failure or loss of the bud. See
(ii-offage.

7. PniMJH/;. — Beyond that described under the head of
budding, little pruning is required during the tirst sea
son, except to pinch in such side shoots as threaten to

rob the one intended to become the trunk of the futur*'

tree. Early in the spring of the second year, all lateral

shoots must be wholly cut away, and since the Pear
tends strongly to renew its growth from the terminal
buds of the previous year, the HluK)t intended to become
the trunk of the future tree must be cut down to tht

point at which the top is to commence,when the branches
to form the head will start from the buds nearest the
top. The uppermost shoot must, if needful, be confined
in an upright position to constitute the continuation of
the trunk.
The habits of growth of varieties differ so widely

that no inflexible rule can be laid down to determine

the height at which the top of a Pear tree should ».*•

comnu-nce«l, unless it Ims that the heads of the nn»rir
sprea«iing varieties should l>e started hi»;her than thos«»
of a nu»n' u|»riirht habit. The preferences of the itih

jority «)f purchasers have b»gotten among nurserynun
the pra<-tice of forming the In-ads of all varieties at a
height of ;{ or 4 feet. This h«Mght is open to the ol)jec
tion that, while not seriously faulty in the case of stirh
Hpn-ading varieties as Onondaga, Osband Suninn r. or
Flenii?*h Beauty, it Is essentially unsuitetl to such very
upright growers as Biiffum, Sterling, Clapp Favorit*-,
and even Anjou. In this particular, as in various others',
the prwtice of nurserymen. In-gotten by the preference*
«»f the averajfe of th»ir customers, fails to adapt itneif
to the needs ef the m<>re intelligent and considerafi-
orchardist, and to thos«' of even >inaller planters, who
reganl tlie health and pHMluctiveness o( their tree» a*
of higher importance tlian the possibly increased con
venience of cultivation.

A proper system of primary branches, upon which to
grow a permanent hea<t, should lie provided from the
growth of the ecoml season. I'robably the most sniis

fiu'tory provision for this purjKise consists of a ci ntral
sh«K)t, with from 'A to 5 laterals <liverging fronj the tnuik
at its base, A head should, in no case, be grown upon
two gh(M>ts. forming a crotch, since this will be very
liable to split and thus ruin the tree. A few varieties,
of wh'ch Kostiezer is a notable example, have the hubit
of prtwlucing but few branches, and also of niakinir
su«'cessive annual growths, mainly from the temiinnl
buds of the previou year, thus forming a too open or
strajrgling head. Such ten«lency is best overcome by
cutting hack the branches in spring, the effect being to

increase their number, though at the expense of vigor.

After the primary >»ranches have been developed, and
the growth of the thinl year is in progress, conipant
tively little jtruning will he found necessary beyond tl.f

occasional cutting away of a straggling or crossinj;
branch, although here is a class of varieties, of which
Summer Doyenne an<l Winter Nelis are types, whirli,

especially when growing vigorously, incline' to twist ami
straggle so awkwardly that the branches must fre-

quently be tied in position to insure the formation of a
satisfactory head.

Prior to the third or fourth year, all pruning must
necessarily have for its <djject the direction and en-
couragement of wootl trrowth, for which purpose it is

most effective when performed in late winter or early
spring, while the trees are yet dormant.
The fi«'t should not be forgotten that pruning, in pro-

portion to its extent or severity, may be a tax upon the
vigor and health of the tree, and, therefore, to be prac-
ticed as sparingly a.H possible. Such necessity may be
to a considerable extent avoided, if the orchardist, with
a well-defined i<leal in mind of a tree such as he
desires to produce, will, during the growing season,
pass frequently through his plantation and pinch out.

while yet small and succulei.t, all growths not needed
for his purpose, at the same tinie "stopping" such of

the reserved ones as may be too far outgrowing their

fellows. With the efficient performance of this proce^s
while the framework of the top is being developed, very
little pruning will remain to he done on the arrival «f

spring, while nearly the entire growth, which would
otherwise have been pruned away in spring, will have
beeji employed in developing the reserved branches.
While the cutting away of an occasional small branch

i.ij-y be done at almost any time, large branches shoiild

be removed only in case of actual necessity, and at a

perio<l early enough to permit the thorough drying and
hardening of the cut surface prior to the movement of

the sap in spring, as a meaiM of preventing bleeding
and consequent decay.
Summer pruning tends to check rather than encour-

age wood growth, and since it act.s to a greater or less

extent as an obstruction to the circulation, it also tends,

as does the permanent bending of the branches and the

hardening of the tissues, to hasten the formation of

fruit-buds and the production of fruit.

The Pear may be successfully grafted upon the white
thorn, the mountain ash and the apple, and such grafts

have occasionally proved more or less productive for a

timer b"t; in such cases the union between stock and
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flon h irpnerally. if n«>t ulwayi, ijiijx'rffft ; and nuch

unroll tft'ii I ul cuiiil»iii»tion^ urt* tluTffore uMiudly Mhort-

livtxi. TliM quiiu*t> U the only tli^Mininur Mto4*k upon
wliit'ii th« Pnar U rxtfnaively lerown. i^nincv sUm-Wh for

fhi-* |*»irpo»*«? an* Inrift'ly innM»rt»'«l from Frttiic*-. The
^iif^fH (luin^f is K*'i>*'rnlly preft-rn-d for this pur{M>M<'.

The»e stm'kH aie usually planted in nursfry rows at the

!!(;«• of two years, to he hudded duriuK the followinK

Hiiriiiiier, in the same manner as I'ear stm-ks. Wlien
intrrideil for <lwarf trees, nurserymen usually rut them
hack after one year's );rowth from tiiehud to the nearly

uniform heit;ht of IH inehes, although with the more
upri>fht-tfrowin)f varieties it Is l»y numy d»-eme«l prefer-

fthle to hraneh them even <»or H inches lower. Aside from
the height at which they should he l>ranche«l, the prun-

iajf and manatfenient should be iilentical with that pre-

^trrihed for standards, with the important exception tluit

when planted out f<>r fruiting; the junction between the

t|iiince and the IV-ar should he ;j or 4 inches helow the

Mirftt<*e to encouraije the formation of roots from the

I'ear. Trees thus planted will conimence to l>ear, while

vet arrowing, solely from the quince stock, and will con-

timie to produce fruit after nwitintf from the Pear, thus
affordinjf the early fniitiuK ((f the dwarf, aH well as the
p«Tmanen(*y of the standard.
Not more than a specimen (ir two should he per-

mitted to jrrow upon a dwarf the first and second years

after planting. Such trees, if left to fruit freely, will

almost certainly be ruined from «>verbearing before

they are fully esta'»lished. Many varieties when grown
a-* dwarfs can never Im* safely allowed to mature more
than a small portion of the fruit which they will natur-

ally set.

While several varieties are found to be especially suc-
cessful when grown u|»on the quince, most others prove
otdy moderately so, requiring careful and expert man-
a.reraent to insure satisfactory results. A few others,

(if which Bosc may be named as a prominent case, are
obstinately unsuccessful ujwn the quince, and even
when double - worked upon a dwarf of a congenial
variety, their success appears to be by no means as
sured.

Dwarf trees trained as hereinbefore specified, are
commonly known as half-standurds. Other and more
elaborate forms are known as pyramids, cordons,
etc., descriptions of which are not deemed necessary
here.

8. Choice of TreeA. — Aside from the selection of the
location for an orchard, the first important particular
is the selection of the trees, leaving the choice of varie-
ties for subsequent ccuisideration. Trees of one year's
growth from the bud are to be preferred for the follow-
intr reasons: (1) FVwer roots need be injure<l or lo;t in
the process of lifting and replanting, for which reason
the tree may be expected tlie more pnmiptly to recover
from the shock of removal. (2) The single season's
growth may be cut back and the top commenced to sxiit

the preferences of the planter. {'A) The top will present
little or no obstacle to the force of the wind until the
roots shall have gained suclj hold upon the .soil that
there will remain little liability to displacement from
this cause. (4) The risk of failure from removal is

greatly diminished, while tlie more prompt recovery and
increased rate of growth of the trees in the more open
orchard rows may be expected to fully compensate for
one or two years more of growth in crowde«l nursery-
rows. {')) Something will also be saved in the cost of
the trees and in the expense of transportation, as well
us in the laoor of planting.

If older or high-branched trees are not objected to, it

will usually be found that they are but imperfectly
branched from having been grown in crowded rows.

9. Preparation of the ^'ot7. —When the late Dr. .It»hn

A. Warder was asked how large the holes should be
dug for planting orchard trees, he replied, "Of the
full size of the orchard:" and it may also be remarked
that wlien the ground for an orchard has been well
tilled and fertilized to a depth a- least equal to that
at which trees are to be planted, there is no longer
occasion for holes larger than shall 'i>e necessary to re-
ceive the roots in their proper position. If th» subsoil
he not freely per\'ious to water the ground must be
deeply and thoroughly underdrained, and in no case

should the hole in which a tree in to he planted b«> sunk
into a subs4»il mo impervious an to retain water beneath
or atMiut its roots. If such retentive Mubwoil occurs too
near the surface, and Is not considered suitable to be
mixed with the surfai-e stul, it should Iw thoroughly
disititegrated to tin* re«piisite depth by means of a
subsidt plow or other e(juivalent device. In all nearly
level, retentive soils, It will be found advantageous t«i

"back -furrow" a land along the line of ea«*h row in

the direi'tion of the surface drainage, so that when the
trees have i>een planted the drainage will be away from
thetn.

10. Lotting Out, Stakimj an>l Planting,— The nmst
economical mode of laying out and planting an «»rchurd,
so far as space is concerned, is lioubtless that com-
monly, but erroneotisly, designated as quincunx, and
more cc»rrectly as hexagonal; but whether planted thus,
or in rectangles, the work may l»e most rapidly and ac-

curately done by planting a stake whiTe »-jM*h tree is to

stand, and using what is known as a planting board,
consisting ••f a strip of Ijoard G or 7 feet long, with a
hole for a stake near each end, and a notch or slot in-

termediate and in line between them to receive the
stake, and t(» support the tree while the earth is being
carefullv filled in. under, among and above its roots.

1688. Anjou. one of the popular late iall and early \Mrinter

Pears ( K (See page 124;!.)

The following are goo«l general rules to be ob.served
in the digging, handling, preparing and planting of
trees

;

1st. In digging trees aim to secure as many of the
main fibrous roots as possible.

2d. Expo.se the roots as little as possible to the dry-
ing influence of sun and wind.

3d. Prepare the roots for planting by cutting away
the bniised and broken portions.

4th. If the roots have been essentially shortened in
lifting, cut away the superfluous branches an«l also cut
back such as are to remain till a pn>per balance of root
and top is secured.

nth. In heavy, retentive soil, i)lant the tree very little

if any <leei>er than it stood in the nursery, and. in addi-
tion, raise a slight mound about the trunk to avoid the
occurrence of standing water at that point.

'•th. In strong but dry soil, a tree may be planted an
inch or two deep<'r than it stood in the mirsery.

7th. In light sand, with dry subsoil, a tree should be
planted '.I or even 4 inches deeper than it stood in the
nurserv.

7B
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8th. Dijf the hole in which h tree is to lie planted
det'p I'noujrh to rt*ceivt> 2 r '.i inches «»f Adp soil, hcfon*
putting the tree in pla«'e, making; it larKe enough t«»

allow the roots to be spread out iu their naturni |M>si-

tion.

9tb. See that pood, friable surface soil is wj-lj tilled

in beneath, among and «»v« ^ the roots.

10th. Should the soil l)e dr_\ , with no immediate pros-
pect of rain, it will be well, after nearly (illinj? the hole
with earth, to apply a pail of water, and after it shall
have settled away, to till up the hoh- with earth and

161^. Duchess Pear, the most popular variety foi Krowine
quince roots. (.See patio l'J4;!.)

tramp it dow^n firmly. Staking will rarely be foun«^
necessary, I'xcept, possibly, in the case of trees obi
enouirh to have been already branched, but such stake
must be watched and the tree protected again -t injury
by rubbing agai?ist it.

11. Subsequent CuUivati<>u. — (a) Newly planted trees

:

Ground occupied by young trees nuist be kept well
cultivated during the spring and early summer. If hoed
crops are planted larger quantities of manure T?ill be
re(}uired, but in either case cultivation should cease as
early as the beginning of August in order to hasten the
ripening of the young wood. This process should be
continued during at least five or six years, after which
green crops may be grown and plowed under as a
means, in part, of maintaining the fertility of the soil.

(/>) Mulching: Especially during the first few years
after planting, in case of hot, dry weather during the
growing season, mulch may be applied to check evap-
oration from the soil and to keep it cool, but it should
not be permitteu to luWe the place of cultivation. The
soil should be well pulverlz^^d before applying it.

(
(• > Manuring : As stated under that head (,">), manures

should be applied sparingly but regularly, preferably
in late autumn, and should be plowed under, or other-
wise mixed with the soil at that time or in the early
spring, as a means of promoting early growth and the
thorough ripening of the wool in advance of severe
cold. Thorough maturing of the wood should also lie

assisted, as already said, by ceasing cultivation the
early part of August.

12. Gatherifuj and Ripening the J-Vuit. —AW selected

Pears, whether intende<l for the market or for us«' at

home, should be carefully hand-i>icked.
(rt) Gathering summer and autunuj Pears: With vi-rv

few exceptions all Pears acquire a higher tiuality if

gathered before they are fully ripe. The generally a<'-

cepted rule is to gather the crop when an occasionally

full grown, wormy specimen is ripe, or when there is a
perceptible change in the color of the nuiturer speci-

nu'ns. <»r when tlie stem parts readily from the branch
if the fruit is slightly lifted.

(?>) Ripening su'nmer and winter Pears: When gath-

ered the fruit shtmld be placed in a cool room devote<lto

the purpose, and spreatl iipon shelves.or in lack of a siiit-

abit' room tliey may be placed in shallow boxes or
<lrawers, where in due time they will acquire their full

color and flavor. Since this fruit parts with moisture
<juite freely, it, and especially the later ripening varie-

ties, should be protected from tvdryimr atmosplien% par-

ti<'ularly from drafts of air. whicli will cause the fruit

to shrivel ami become tough an<l leatherv. It is also

on

true of at least very many varieties that even if blown
olT or gatht red when but two-thirds grown, the fruit ii'

put away as already des«'ribed will usually accpiire a
i-atisfactory quality. Fruits thus gathere<l and ripened
are found to have less ten«lency to decay rapidly at the
core.

(c) ({atheriug ami ripeiiinir of winter dessert Pears:
These sliouhl re'nain upor the tree as long as practi-
cable without <la.iger from frost. When gathered, they
should be T>la4*ed in a cool, frost-pro«»f room, and it will
be well also to wrajt each separately in soft paper.

Some varieties are f«»und to ripen pert'i-ctly

without further attention, but the (juality of
most kinds will be much improveil if they are
brought into a temperature of GO" o/ 70° afort-
night before their usual season of nmturity.

(it) Winter cooking Pears: These should be
gathered and j)Ut away in close packages in a
cool. frost-pr(H>f room !a the san«e manner as
russet apples, like whicn they will shrivel, and
become ton ^h an«l leathery, if left exposed f»»

the air. Thov may remain in this condition
until needed foi* use.

i;{. Parking ff».'«f Marketing.— In America,
P«'ars are generall> ]tacke<l for nia -ket directly
from the tree, witho>»t awaiting "'le process <t'f

ripening. Barrels are Ij rgely use»i as packages,
although this fruit is f equently put up in lialf-

barrels and sonietin.es .n bushel, peck and even
ill half-peck bask >-. American growers rarely
ripen their fruit befo e marketing it. This, if

done at all, is more generally accomj>lished by
the dealer, »loubtless with decided profit, since in the
larger cities fully fifty dollars have been known to be
pai.l for a single barrel of selected fruit, and yet the
sanu» fruit ripened and offered in (piantities to suit cus-
tomers has bei n sold -it two or three tin -^ the original
cost. The marketing of unripened Pear.-> 's obviously
unprofitttble so far as the pro<lucer is concerned.

In Europe, the choicest fruits are carefully selected
and house-ripened. Wheti approaching their best con-
dition the fruits are separately wrapped in soft paper,
and are then put up in packages of j)erhaps one or tv/o

dozens, and sent so as to appear upon the market when
in the best possible condition. Such fruits conmiaml
]»rices «iuite in excess of what they would have realize*!

liad they been offered in an innnature condition.

14. Varieties. —Since the popular and desirable va-

rieties of Pears may be found fully described in stand
ard pomological works, such descriptions here are net
deemed necessary. Among the very i.innerous varieties

of Pears described in such works there are doubtlesx
many possessing high quality and other valuable char-

acteristics, which, for some unexplained reason, have
failed to attract the attention t)f growers.
Since varieties vary in their season of ripening with

change of latitude, and often, U> some extent, with
change of location, even in the same latitude, the desig-

nation of such season becomes a matter of more or less

ilifficulty. In the following lists the season given will

be approximately that between the forty-second and
forty-third parallels of north latitude.

(rt ) Anuiteur IVars : It is as true of the Pear as of most
other speci«'s of fruits, that very many varieties are of

small size, unattractive appearance, or of such delicate

texture when ripe as to disqualify them forthe nuu-ket,

dthough they may possess, in an eminent degree, the

j-e«'uliar •haracteristics which render them desirable,

and to persons of cultivated taste, indispensable for the

supply of the family. Such are termed amateur Pears.

The following is a list of a few of the most popuhir of

these, arranged apnroxinuitely in the order of maturity:

Season .*

. ..m. e. July ..

,..e. .hily

. ..e. .liily. ni. Auk

Item arks.

. . Earliest good Pear.

yatne.

Madeleiit.
Suuirae? >yenne.

,

Hloodg«ii

(riflFartl m. Auk Excellent, but ver>- i>pr-

Dearhnm m. e. Aug. {ish.il'Ie

Rostiezer m. Aug. m. Sept.
ManiiiiiK Eli/.al>etli e. Aug.
Mrandywine e. Aug. b. Sept.

*e. early: ni. midtlle: 1«. Wginning.
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Xame. Season. Remarks..

Tyson e. Aug. b. Sept.. A tardy bearer.

Stevens Genesee b. Sept Rots soon at the core.

ciapp '*• '"• Sept KotM soon at t lie eore.

Washington in. Sept.

Belle Lucrative in. e. Sept.

Bose e- Sept. <>-

White Doyenne e. Sept. Nov Liable to craek badly.

Se<*kel Oct.

Sarah Oet.

Anjou Oct. Nov.
(iray Doyenne. in. Dot. Nov.
Keciler Nov.
Emile d'Heysf Nov. Dec.
Mt>unt Vernon Nov. Dee.

Dana Hovey Nov. Jan.
Langelier Nov. Feb.
Prince St. Germain Nov. March.
Lawrence I)e««.

Winter Nelis De<'. .Fan. [.South.

£;4ster Jan. Man*h Succeeds best at tlu>

(6) Culinary Pear.s: Very few dessert Pears are fotmd
to he .satisfactory fur culinary uses, since they too gen-
erally lose !'t least a portion of their tiavor and aroma
in the process of cooking. There are, howt'ver. several
varieties of hi^h, anstere character which prove adapted
to this purpose, among which are the following:

Sam^. ISeason.

Vicar Nov. Jan
BhM'k Worcester ^'ov. Feb.
CatilljM- Nov. March.
Pound Dee. Feb.

Remarks.

, .Occasi on il ly feood
[enouKh f'or dessert.

(>) Market Pears: The markets demand varieties of
attractive appearance, of at least medium size and of
tine texture. To the grower, productiveness and vigor
of tree are also of primary importance. If possessing
the foregoing characteristics, a variety may i)rove at

least temporarily popular, even though of comparatively
low quality. The following varieties, some of which
may also be found in the amateur list, are all more or
less popular as market fruits:

yaine.

Tj'son e.

Season.

Aug. b. Sept.

Remarks.

lardy.Excellent, but a
bearer.

Sterling e. Aug, m. Sept.. Productive, and ex-
ceedingly beautiful.

riapp b. m. Sept Rots soon at the core.
B.trtlett b. e. Sept Leading market Pear.
Souvenir du Congress, .b. e. Sept Sometimes very large.
Bnffuni ra. Sept Variable in quality.
Howell m. Sept. Oct.
Flemish Beauty m.e. Sept Rots soon at the core.
Bosc. e. Sept. Oct Excellent for all pur-
Boussock e. Sept. ( )ct. fposes.
Ijouise Bonne e. Sept. Oct Grown only as a dwarf.
Onondajjfj e. Sept. Nov.
SuiH^rfin Oct.
Sheldon Oct Is nisseted and dull in
Rutter Oct. Nov. [color.
.\njou Oct. Nov. [4;$'^.

Kieffer Ot. Nov Not valuable north of
Nov Su<'ceeds best at the

extreme south.
Nov Grown only on quince
Dee. [stocks.

Le Conte Oct.

Angonleme Oct.
Diel Oct.
Clairgean Oct. Jan.
Columbia Nov. Jan.
McLanghlin Nov. Jan.
Lawi-ence Dec.
Josejihine of Malines..Jan. Feb.

15. Relative De.^irabhuft>.'< of Divflrfa.— There are
a few varieties, among which Louise Bonne and An-
gouleme may be especially mentioned, which on free
(Pear) stocks are either tardy bearers or re(juire to be
fruited several years before developing their ultimate
qualities, but which .succeed unusually well upon the
quince, developing at once upon that stock their ulti-
mate qualities. These, especially the Angouleme. are
valued as market varieties when grown as dwarfs,
Angouleme, and perhaps some other varieties as

dwarfs, occasionally bloom so profusely as apparently
to prove unable to develop the fruit, which in conse-
q'lence proves abortive. The natural and olivious rem-
edv in such case is disbudding, or its equivalent, cutting-
b.'K'k the fruit-bearing shoots before growth is com-
menced.

The fuct that very many varieties are not perma-
nently successful when grown upon the quince is
doubtless partial'.y, if not in many cases even wholly,
due to their increased tendency to early and excessive
prodnctivenes.% when grown upon that stock, which,
owing to the very common unwillLigness of the grower
to remove the excess of fruit, is allowed to consume the
material neet-'ed for wood growth, and thus to occasion
exhaustion before the tree has gained a thorough hold
up«m the soil.

If, with any variety capable of forming a satisfactory
uniou with the quince, and with the tree planted in the
manner het'etofore described, the entire crop of bl(K>m
or incipient fruit of the first one, two or even thretr
years (dependent upon the vigor of the tree) were re-
moved, and if subsequent crops were carefully and
thoroughly thinned, it is at least hiLrluy probable that
permanent health and lonjrevifv "w<mld prove nearly or
(luite as general with dwarfs as with standards, thus
permitting the more extensive growth Oi the Pear in
greater variety in small or amateur plantations and iti

limited grounds than is pr .inicable with the use of
standards. .p_ t. Lvox.

1690. Ladd<:rs »ised in New Jersey for picking Pears.

(See p. l'J50.}

Peaks on the Northern Plains. -The culture of
Pears in the middle west follov, .-, the general lines of
Pear growing in the Atlantic fc>tates, but there are some
radical points of difference. The dittictilties of Pear
growing in the upper Mississippi Valley are many and
grievous. Above the fortieth parallel and west of the
Great Lakes, nearly all efforts have been failures. The
best successes have been on liigh. rather steep ridges
and bluffs near watercourses, wjth light colored clay
soils and northerly exposures. Pear trees are not planted
to the bottom or to the top, but in belts midway around
the slopes. Plums may be t sed lower down and cherries
above.
The ground should be already set in clover or ae

gr.'iss. Small circles are sprnled out for the trees, Ts sp
are cultivated with the hoe and widened with the growth
of the tree. Small trees branched very low are best.
The trees may be cut back the second year to withii. a
few inches of the ground. Only a very moderate annual
growth is desirable.
Use no manure until the tree has borne several crops

of fruit, and then only with extreme care. Rich, black
soils, plenty of numure and clean culture are ileadly to
Pear trees in this region.
The critical period is that of the first fruit crop. The

dea<lly enemy is blight, which is sure to appear then.
The successful Pear grower must not nej^ltM-t his orchard
a single day during the season of blight, but watch for
the enetny and cut out and burn every blighted twig as
soon as seen. Sultry, damp weather in June is most
critical.

Such > arieties as Warner. Lonirwortli.Vermont Beauty.
Koonce. Kit-tfrr. etc., are sjiid to succeed further north
and resist blight better than any others. Under slightly
more favorable conditions. Clairgeau. Howeil, Seckel,
Tyson, Washington, Flemish Beauty, etc.. may be use<l.
The hardiest and bliirht-resistant varieties tnay be

grown and when in bearinsr a branch or two grafted with
a more delicate sort with success. q^ j^^ Watrous.

iini-|("iiiniii''iMr'i"
-....- ..,. --.--^.a^...-.^.,.;-^.a

liaiiiidKllitfliM
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The 1*ear ik rALiFORXiA. — Visitors at th<* oM Cali-

fornia missions (lurinc: the early part of the century
noted the presence of seedling Pear trees in the mis-
sion gardens. Many of these trees survived the neglect
whicij came upon the mission properties after the secu-
larization, and were in thrifty growth and h<'aring at

the time of tlie American occupation. The first Pears
sold in 8an Francisco and in the miii*>s in lW.>-r»0 were
gathered from old mission trees, and some of these old

trees grafted over, gave the first California product of

the popular European and Americar. varieties of half a
century ago. From this beeinning the growth of Pears
increased until the commercial product of 189!» included
the fcdlowing: 1084 carloads sent overland to eastern

an<l foreign markets (:ibout the same as for the five

years preceding); 5, TOO,000 n>s. dried Pears shipped to

the same destination (a million pounds less than the
preceding year); 48;?, .'{84 cases of canne«l Bartletts and
24,772 cases of other Pears canned, which was 140.000

cases more tlian the preceding year. There are about
one and one-half million Pear trees in California or-

chanls.
It is a most interesting fact that a single variety fur-

nishes a very great part, perhaps even as much as

four-flfths, of the Pear products of the state, an<l that is

the Bartlett. Whatever it may hick in high quality is

more than compensated for by its commercial servicea-

bility. It is handsome and of good size, endures long
carnage, cans well and dries well, and is of sufficiently

good quality to please consumers: in fa<'t the California
grown Bartlett is said to be better than the same va-

riety grown in the Atlantic states and in the west of

Europe. This is not, however, the chief reason why the

Bartlett so largely preponderates in California. The
ruling condition is found in the fact that owing to the

marked ditferences in localities not widely distant and
yet diflFering in elevation, in exposure to coast influ-

ences and away from them, and other local causes, the

Bartlett has a very long ripening season, and valley,

coast and mountain Bartletts f-How each other through
nearly three months and thu- ike succession o' dif-

ferent varieties during this pt id unnecessary. There
is, however, at present a greater disposition than
hitherto to extend the season by growing other varie-

ties, but they are seU^cted for resemblance to the Bart-

lett type. Clapp Favorite is sold as an "Early Bart-

lett," and a Winter Bartlett, an Oregon seedling, is now
being planted to carr\' the same style of a Pear as late

1691. Dwarf Pear trees 45 years old, in the Yeomans orchard.

as possible. Still some progress is l>eing made in ex-

ten<ling the California list of popular Pears and some
of local and of distant orijjin will i)robably achieve
prominence, especially in the shipments to distant
markets.

(California Pears are grown on Pear-seedling roots—
very little recourse Iteing had to rooted cuttings or to

dwarfing stocks. A dwarf Pear tree is almost a curi-

osity. The heavier loanjs and even clays are sometimes
planted with Pear trees, not because they are best for

Pears but because other fruits do worse than they. To
fully plant the area intemled for fruit. Pears willgo on
the intrusions of heavy or too moist soils, while the
freer soil will be given to otlier fruits. Still the chief
pro<luct of Pears is from the best loams California
affonls, and the jirofits from the tree warrant the use
of such land. Pear trees are regularly pruned to a low
vase form, but seldom opened in the center, the inte-

rior being tised for bearing wood, an«l foliage enougfj
retained to partially shade the fruit. The fruit is

thinned to favor size and to relieve the tree from over-
bearing. Irri>;ation isempl(»yed in some parts of the state
The varieties chiefiy grown are tlu; following: Bartlett.
Anjou, Clairgeau, Clapp, Cornice, Dana Hovey, Easter,
Hardy, P. Barry (a California seedling), Seckel, and
Winter Nelis. * E. J. Wick.son.
The Kieffer Pear was grown from seed of the Chine>e

Sand Pear, probably crossed with the Bartlett, by Ptter
Kieflfer, a horticulturist, who lived near Philadelithia.
He first exhibited the fruit at the Centennial Exhibition.
in 187(), in that city. See p. 1242. The planting of or
chards of this valuable Pear began soon after this time
and has continued ever since, more largely in the past
2 or 3 years than ever before. The Kieffer being won-
derfully productive, the planting having gone on apace,
and none of the earlier planted orchards having ceased
to exist, the question may properly arise, with the great
probable increase in the pnxluction of the fruit. What
of the markets?
We in the East have been shipping Kieffer Pears by

car-loads, sometimes packed in barrels, at other times
loose or in bulk to be packed at destination, to cities in

the middle West, but those cities in the future will be
largely supplied with fruit grown near by. This Pear
has grown in favor with consumers, to an extent fully

equal to the increased production. It was observed
in the Philadelphia and New York retail markets
and fruit stands that durinjr the months of October
and November, in 1898 ancl ]89!>, there were very
few Pears offered, except the Kieffer. It is excellent
for canning and preserving, and it is fortunate that

such is the case, so that a larjre part of future crop>
may be used in this manner. The Kieffer will flourish

on almost any ordinary fann land, but sandy loam is

preferred with gravel or clay subsoil, and prefer plant-

ing, what would generally be considered close, ]'>() to

200 trees per acre, leavi.iff a driveway of 22 to 24 feet

every '.i or ;"> rows, on whi<di to cart the fruit from tlie

orchard. By close planting the trees protect each otlier

from the winds to a great extent. Two-year trees are
best for planting; let them head low, 2 or 3 feet, cut
back at planting and annually for several years one-
half of preceding year's growth, and keep top thinned
so it will not ]>e too dense. In this way one will have a

sturdy tree that will carry two or more barrels of fruit

in such shai)e that the orchanl can be cultivated until

the Pears are «»f marketable size. In the season of 1899

a yield of over 10, (MK) barrels of KiefFers was ha<l from 80

acres of land, and now, on August .'{0. I'.MK), there is a

prospect of a similar yield. An 8-foot Clark cutaway,
draw-n by 4 mules, is still running in the orchard. In

our first orcnard planting of the Kieffer we were not

advised of the importance of p<dlination, and planted
large blocks without mixing in other sorts; the results
were very little fruit, except on trees near to or adjoin-

ing orchards of other varieties; there Kieffer trees pro-

duced uniformly j^ood crops. It was a heavy loss to

have an orchard in this shape for several years; the
remedy seemed to be, and was. to top-graft some of the
Kieffer, and also to replant to other sorts blossoming at

the same time. A mixture of not less than one-tenth of
Le Contc or (Jarber answered the purpose. One to .'{

per cent of the orchard trees die annually from a sort

of body blight; the spaces are reset with other trees,

which l)ear fruit in a few years. In picking the fruit

we use Ia«lders hung on wheels (old carriage wheels),
which are readily handled and safe. La<lders 12 to 24 or

even 30 feet can be used, but with one of 18 feet, properly
hung, a man can pick Pears from the top limbs 20
feet high and the ladder need not touch the tree. Fig.

1090. The orchard can be gone over quickly -^nd the high
Pears picke«l first, these being most likely to be blown
off and to be bruised in falling. We use, in handling

UMiMriHihAMMiMilMMil isai iiiMHii
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our fniit from the orchard, baskets holding% bushel, aud

curt i tO packing house on l<iw wagons, the platform of

which is made of 2-inch hemlock plank IH feet long and

hung as low as will permit a 2-f(M>t front wheel to turn

under; being low it is very convenient to load from the

ground. A man can readily loa«l 70 to 80 baskets with-

out getting on the wagon, and th»* packing house floor

is about the same height as the lo.v wagon for conven-

ience of unloading and reloading on other wagons for

carting to markets. John S. Collins.

1692. Pack ine Pears for export.

DwAKF Pear?*. — Dwarf Pear trees are produced by
budding the Pear-wood upon the French quince. The
point of union should be so low that, when the young
trees are transplanted into the orchard, this point will

be '.i or 4 inches below the surface of the ground. Tlie

quince, being naturally of a slower growth than the
Pear, will, by the moisture of the ground and its protec-
tion from the drying effects of the atmosphere, be kept
more nearly equal to the size of the Pear. As the tree
becomes older the Pear will throw out Pear roots at the
union, which will give increase*! vigor and strength to

the tree in its years of maturity when producing heavy
crops of fruit.

The soil best adapted to dwarf Pears is a rich loam,
with a subsoil which requires thorough underdraining—
ji tile drain within 5 feet of every tree in the orchard
would be thorough draining. The soil should be good
strong corn or potato ground, and kei>t in such condi-
tion of fertility from year to year, f«)r which purpose
pood, well composted, barnyanl manure has no equal,
but may be supplemented by other fertilizers— as ground
bone and potash. Small crops, as beans and potatoes,
may be gr»>wn between the trees the first few years after
planting.' l)ut never should they be allowed in the least

to inter re with thorough tillage, or to rob the trees of
proper and desirable nourishment. The growth of the
tree is of far greater value than any farm crops which
can lie grown between the trees. The soil should be
thoroughly cultivated at least evt-ry 10 to IT) days during
fh<* growing season till about Aujrnst 15 to September 1.

It should cease in time that the wood may fully ripen.
Suitable cultivation can hardly be given with any crop
on the ground, except, possibly, when sufficient space
is li'ft without a crop nevt to the trees.

The trees should be planted in rows lo feet each way.
or in rows 20 feet apart each way with one tree in tlie

center of each square. As the trees become older the
entire ground should be given up to fre»pient cultiva-
tion, and under no conditions should a dwarf Pear or-

chard be seeded to grass, unless to clover for the pur-
pose of plowing it under for fertilization.
Dwarf Pears recpiirf thor«>uirli annual pruning, which

may be done at any convenient timo after the falling of
tlie foliage and before the buds become in the least
swollen in the spring; but where the cold is severe it is

better not to pnme till about the first to middle of
March. This pruning should begin with the first year,
and be continued annually during the life of the tree,

cutting back all of the new growth to within 4 to 8 buds,

and thinning out all surplus branches which will not \>e

wanted for limbs to the tree, so that at maturity the
tree shall be open-headed, with opportunity for plenty
of air and sunshine all through the tree, without which
superior quality of fruit cannot be grown. The lower
limbs should be within 20 to 24 inches of the ground.
Trees when 20 to 50 years old should not be nore than
12 to 14 feet high, and the diameter of the V ranches
about 12 to 16 feet. See Fig. KiOl. It is a very errone-

ous impression that a dwarf Pear orchard un<U'i proper
conditions is short lived. There are in the United
States orchards in vigorous condition, and now produc-
ing annual crops, that are from thirty to fiftv years
old.

Some of the advantages of dwarf over sta.idard Pears
are: more trees can be planted to the acre, they com-
mence bearing much younger, the fruit is not so liable

to be blown off by early winds before maturity, it is

much more quickly and easily gathered than from high
trees, the fruit is larger and of better quality than that

on standards. All varieties do not succeed equally well

as dwarfs, because they do not all form an equally j)er-

fect union with the quince. Duchess is the leading and
most profitable variety now grown as »lwarf, although
many others succeed well. l. T. Yeomans.

Pears for Export.—Pears have not been grown for

the export trade to any large extent, but there is no good
reason for it. As France supplies the English market
with the finest Pears that are grown, the American
shipper needs to study the varieties, seas<m, and extent

of the French supplies to avoid a difficult competition

which has to >>e met in seasons of full production. When
the Pear crop has been light on the continent, as often

occurs, we have successfully exported the Louise Bonne,
Anjou, Bosc, and Winter Nelis. Later varieties, as the

Easter and Josephine de Malines, with their very fine

quality, would meet with ready sale in foreign markets.

As size and quality are important factors with Eng-
lish buyers. Pears for export should be grown upon
<hvarf trees, that close pruning may be done, the fruit

judiciously thinned, and the much higher culture given

that the dwarf tree requires.

The fruit should be gathered when it has reached its

most perfect development, but not allowed to come to

its full maturity, or approximate ripening. This is the

right conditifm of fniit when it is to be shipped without
refrigeration. With refrigeration, a little fuller maturity
may be allowed. F^ach specimen should be wrapped in

paper. A layer of excelsior should be placed on the bot-

tom of the box. whieh is marke<lto l»e opened; over this

place a sheet of paper. Pack the Pears in single layers.

1693. Box of fancy Pears for the domestic market,

each Pear >vrapped in paper.

covering each with paper and excelsior until the box is

fill 1, nailing cover si-ctirely under considerable pres-
Si'^-e. Boxes should hold 'M large Pears, and GO of me-
diitrnsize. Fig. 1(»I>2. This is a refinement of even the
be^t packing for the common domestic trade. Fig.
Hi'Xi. The risk in exporting is in the lack of prf)per
facilities on steamers that are not fitted with refrigera-
tion. The fruit often becomes overheated and decavs
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in passage. Another •ause for loss is rough handling.
In unloading, the l>oxes are slid on planks, and if they
are not removed promptly at the bottom of the gang-
way, one box strikes heavily against the side of an<»ther,

bruises the fruit and its sale is injured. The l>est eflorts

and work of an entire season may be saeritieed at this

point. When the fruit arrives, and opens in i>erfect

condition, the prices received are usually 40 per cent
greater than those of the home market. The best re-

sults are obtained when the Pears are packetl and
shipped direct from the tirchard.

With fruit of superior qualify, better steamer facili-

ties, and more careful handling, a large tpiantity of

American Pears can be exported, for foreign nuirkets
are steadily demanding and receivinL' increase*! sup-

P1'*'S. (iEDK.JE T. PoWKLI..

F£AB. AlligBLtoT T., P'rsf'a gratifaitnd. Avocado P.,

Per.frd gr<itissitn(i . Balsam P., J/'»»»irt;v//f(/ ('Jul rtnifiii.

Garlic P., Crnttn-a ijytKtndra. Prickly P., Opnutia.

PEABL BUSH, Kxorhnnla >i rantJiflora . Pearl Fruit,

Margyricarpns setosKs. Pearl Weed <>r Pearl Wort, Sn-
gimt.

FEAT is a kind of soil formed by the partial decay of

plants in the swamps of the temperate zone. It is a

standard potting material in greenhouse work for i-er-

tain classes of plants, as ferns, orchids, heaths, rhodo-
<lendrons and other ericaceous plants, woody plants froni

Australia and the Cape of (tood Hope, an«l many other
choice and difficult stibjects. American gardeners com-
plain that they are handicapped in growing such plants
bec.iuse American Peat is poorer than European, the
lack of fiber being chiefly deplored.
The Peat bogs of England are often .")or (J feet deep, and

some of the Irish ones are said to be as dee] as 40 feet.

They have been forming ever since the glacial period,
but are now on the decline, owing larsrely to natural
causes, l»eat bogs represent the decay of many kinds
of aquatic and marsh i»lants, but cbietly sphafinuin
(which see). This moss grows upward and decays
below. Near the top the Peat is brown, fibrous, light

antl porous: lower down it tends to be black, heavy, dense
and without indication of its vegetable origin. The ash
varies from I or 2 per cent in newly formed Peat to 10,

20, or even .'$0 per cent in the older Peat. Peat is com-
monly used for fuel by the Irish peasantry, but almost
never in America. In greeidiouse work Peat is valued
more for its porous, moisture-holding projierties than
for its plant-f«K>d. If dried, it may be use<l as an ab-

sorbent for liquid manure, "not so much for its inher-
ent value," says Roberts ( in his "Fertility of the Land"),
"as for conserving the nitrogen in the manure, and for
improving the condition of the stables."

The transfornuition of Peat bogs into arable land is

rarely a pressing problem in America. It is usually too
costlj' for a new coiuitry. The notion, however, is very
common that P«'at lands are extraor<linarily rich in

pl.tnt-food. Nevertheless, according to Roberts, swamp
muck and Peat are not richer in plant-food than the
good soils, with the excejilion of the nitrogen in the
Peat, which, without doubt, is far less available than it

is in good soils. (American Peat contains about .67 p«'r

cent nitrogen. .21 per cent phosphoric acid, and .!.'{ |>er

cent potash.) I'eat lands ditfer fnmi good, ar.able soil

in being cold. sour. an<l too wet. To reclaim them one
nuist drain t>ff the superfluous water and apply lime
freely to destroy the harmful organic acids. Sometimes
sand or clay may be ad<led to improve the texture.

Tillage opens the soil to air, warms it. makes it un<'ou-

genial for nitrites, and congenial for nitrates. It takes
time to reclaim I'eat lands. Thoroughly decayed I'eat

is muck. W ^j

Peat is chiefly composed of vegetable matter in what
mitrht be termed a state of susjtended or partial decay.
The soil which covers the greater portion of the earth's
surface has been ma«le by the disintegration of rocks
and stones, through the agency of frost, water, and the
atmosphere, ami is composed mostly of sand an<l ••lay.

these differing in proportions according to locality.

Such soils are spoken of as inorganic soils, since the}'

contain but a .small percentage of organic or vegetalile
matter. Peat, on the other han«l, is spoken of as an
organic soil, since it is c(»mposed largely of vegetal. It-

matter, often as nmch as 97 per «'ent. It is formed either
in the pnsence of water or peculiar climatic conditions.
That which has been fonned under the intluence of
water is found in swatnps or the places from which
water cannot pass away readily. A<piatic plants ain|

mosses thiurish, and at the end of the growing season
thej' die down; vegetation is renewed the followin::
season, and so on until the layers of decaying vegeta
ti<m rise above the surface of tlie water, when ferns aiKi

plants of a more ligneous charact<'r generally establi»li

themselves and give firmness to the surface.
That which is (Umiinated by climatic conditions, iis

on the silicious sands of some parts of England, aixl nn
the heathy sands in the north of Germany, is c«»nip(>s»(l

principally of the roots of heaths, mosses, and other
cryptogams which grew among the heaths. It forms ;i

.stratum of what miirht be spoken of as a very fibnuis

and elastic turf, usually not more than 3 or 4 inches in

thi<'kness. This Peat is not often found in this country;
at least the writer presumes not, as he has not seen it

offered in connnercial catalogues which offer orchid
supplies, though they offer fern-root, bog Peat, and
Oi'casionally, "imported Peat for orchi<ls." The fiber !-<

very fine and unif<»rm, and is the id«'al material tor

orchids, anthuriums and other tropical subjtM , "itli

roots of a more or less aerial character, as it nn\\ iie

l»roken into small nodules of fiber which do not «Ucjiy

rea<lily with the abundance of water and humid condi-
tions that such plajits must have at certain seasons.
From its porous nature, the surplus water not only passes
off readily, but there is also free entrance of air, whicii

is as essential as water for the supply of oxygen to tlie

roots: and by the admission of air, the material is kept

in good physical coiulition. For these reasons, also, it is

the ideal niaterial in which to grow ericas, epacris. anci

other genera of the family Ericaceap, though owing to

the hot summers of this country these last-named plants
cannot be grown to the perfecti«m which they attain in

Knirland. Peat which is fouiul in swamps is abundant
in this country. It differs front the European product
in not having the necessary fiber. Though not of much
use for orchids, anthuriums, etc., it is useful in pottin;;

fertis, and in preparing beds for planting rhododen-
drons, kaimias, and other larger-growing plants of the

EricaceiP. It is also ust-ful in mixing soils for vases
which have to stand in expos<»d positions outdoors dur-
ing the summer, since it is more retentive of moisture
than ordiiuiry soil. As a substitute for the European
Peat in orchid culture, etc., Anu^rican gardeners use
kalmia-root and ferti-root. especially the latter, whicli

may generally be ftuind in quantity upon the surface of

the Peat which has risen above the water. When choice
can be had the roots of the more slender-growing ferns

are preferable to the larger and stronger -growing
species, since the roots are correspondingly finer.

Edward .T. Caxnino.

PEA-TREE. Caragana ; also Setibanea.

PECAN (TTichr'ut Pectin, Britt. ('(irya olivffforwis,

Nutt.). Of the 10 or more species of hickory, the Pe-

can is the most important from the horticultural staiid-

p()int. Possessing, as it does, the desirable qualities of

rapid growth, reasonable precocity and productiveness,
and producing a nut with thin shell, good crackinir

(piality. full kernel ajid delicate fiav«»r, it may well rank
first among our native nuts in value and cultural im-

portance. Its probable cultural value has long been
recognized, but only within the last twenty-five or

thirty years has there b«'»'n systematic planting of the

trees in orchard form with a view to deriving ])rofit

from the side of th«' crops of nuts. By far the larger

j»art of the c<mimercial product of Pecans is still ob-

taine<l from the wihl trees of Texas, Louisiana and Mis-

sissippi.

The species is indigenous on lowlands and river bot-

toms throughout most of the valley of the Mississippi

and its larger tributaries. It is found as far north as

Davenport, Iowa, in the main valley. Covington. Ky.. in

that of the Ohio, and Terre Haute, Ind., in that of the

&.^-^i.^^.-^^Ms^^^S^kii^M:i^^M^^l
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Wabash. It is also ubuudunt througiiout eastt-rn hihI

central Texas, extending southward into Mexico, hut

nowhere reaching the immediate coast of the Gulf. The
art'a of natural distribution, therefore, covers consider-

able portions of Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Iowa, Misstmri,

Kansas, Oklahoma, Indian Territory, Arkansas, Ken-
tucky, Tennessee, Alabama, Mississippi, Louisiana and
Texas. Commercial plantations of considerable size

have been made in most of these states, and outside of

this area in North and South Carolina, (ieorgia, Kb»rida,

N'fW Mexico, California and Oregon. Small experimen-

t!il plantings have been made in most of the middle and
northern states. The cultural era of the Tet-an may,
therefore, be considered as now fairly entered ujion.

Under favorable conditions of soil within its natural

range, the tree attains majestic, dimie-like proporti«>ns.

rea«^hing a trunk diameter of 4 to 6 ft., with a height of

100 to 175 ft. and a spread of top of G<> to 70 ft. Some
of the largest trees recorded are found in Illinois a?jd

Indiana in the valley of the Wabash river, near the
northern limit of its natural distribution. This ten-

dency to attain great size under favorable eoiulitions

gives rise to puzzling questions regarding the proper
distance for planting in orchard form to insure the
health, vigor and prixluctiveness of the trees as they
approach maturity. It has also given rise to mueli
speculation as to the possildlity of dwarfing the tree by
propagating upon other species and thus, by reducing
the size of top and trunk; to render the tn-e more tract

-

al)Ie and if jtossible increase its pro[)ortional productive-
ness. Little careful and systematic work has been done
on this line, however, most of the planted orchards
still consisting of seedling trees.

Commerciiil Imjiortitiire nf the Pterin. —The import-
ance of the I'ecan as an article of commerce seems not
to have been generally recognized until after the civil

war. As in the case of the Florida orange, the favor
which it nu't with from the soldiers of the Union army
doubtless did mu<'h to spread its reputation in northern
cities, and to i)ave the way for a favorable reception
when tirst shipped in large (juantities, during the pe-
rio<l of 1»70 to 1880. Since then the increase in demand
has been rapid and steady, and for many years the
large, thin - shelled varieties have retailed at higher
prices than are ol)tained for any either American-grown
nut. Choice Pecans of large size rarely retail in north-
ern cities at less than 40 cents per pound and fre-

quently rise to 75 cents for a fancy article.

Accurate statistical <lata on the total yield and value
of the crop are lacking, but the yield often nms into
the millions of pountls per annum, single lirnis in

Texas having handled upwards of .500.000 lbs. in a sea-
son. A large and growing demand for Pecan meats has
fleveloped among confectioners, «me New York dealer
having prepared and marketed 100.0(H) lbs. of these in a
year.

From the favor with which exhibits of this nut in the
American section at the Paris Exposition of 19'J0 were
r«»ceived, it seems probable that a considerable export
trade can be tieveloped whenever the supply of choice
nuts exceeds the demand for domestic consumption.

Cliniatie and Soil Jfequirement.s. — From its wide
area of natural distribution, covering, as it does, more
than fifteen degrees of latitude, the species may be ex-
fM'cted to thrive in most of the regions adapted to the
culture of the c<mim<»n tree fruits of the north temper-
ate zone. Trees from different latitudes are found to
vary greatly in hardiness, as would be expected. Seed
lings from the lower Mississippi valley succumb to the
winters of Massachusetts and Michigan, when trees
grown from Indiana. Illinois and Iowa seed survive un-
injured. On account of lack of productiveness and the
small size of nuts in the North, the area of pr»d)able
profitable planting east of the Rocky mountains is not
likely to extend north of the Potomac and Ohio rivers.
In portions of California and Oregon the trees are re-
porte«l to make a strong and thrifty growth, but there
is general c plaint there of lack of productiveness.
Within the ar< u in which the species succeeds, most of
the profitable trees at this time are on moist and rela-

tively fertile soil.

The moist, clayey and sandy loams of river bottoms
subject to occasional overflow, are peculiarly adapted to

this tr«e. It thrives on fertile uplands that are suffi-

ciently m'dst and rich, and even on light, sandy s«nls

when well fertilized, but the cost of the fertilizing

necessary on light soils is probably too great to leave a
possible piotit in the culture of the Pecan. In Texas,
certain soils underlaid with hard-pan are reported to

have been fitted for ]dantin^ l>y explmling a charge of
dynamite in the hole wlnre the tree is to be planted,
thus lo*)sening the soil, alT(»rding drainage and prepar-
ing it for easy penetration l»y the roots.

Propagating.— During the earlier years of Pecan or-

charding none but seedling trees were planted. Many

1694. Top-erafted Pecan.

Four years after the operation. (Page 1254.)

of the planters believed (as some still contend) that tlie

seedlings would come true to type and that eflForts to
perpetuate valuable varieties by budding or grafting
were unnecessary. As larger numbers of trees of
known parentage have come into bearing it has become
evident tha" the variation among seedlings of this spe-
cies is very great and that a large proportion of the
seedlings of choice varieties fail to equal the parent in

vigor and productiveness of tree or size and quality of
fruit. Fig. 1()95 shows an instance of such variation,
the thirteen forms illustrated having been produced by
thirteen different seedling trees grown from one crop of
nuts from a single isolated tree, by B. M. Young, Mor-
gan City, La. Mr. Young states further that other
seedlings fronj the same tree showed even greater varia-
tion, and that with f»'W exceptions the nuts of the seed-
lings were smaller than those of the parent tree. These
seedlings show little variation in vigor of growth, but
vary as greatly iji jtnxluctiveness as in size of nut, the
largest crop yet borne by the least productive consist-

ing of less than five pounds of nuts, while the most
productive has for two years borne upwards of one
hundred and fifty pounds of nuts.
The early attempts to propatrate the Pecan by the

methods of budding and grafting practiced on the more
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common orchard trees were rarely successful, and the
opinion became prevalent that this species could not be
budded or grafted. Various devices for propagating
by layers, by upturned rxots and root-cuttings were
suggested and tested at different tiuu-s, but none of
these proved of permanent value.

The first really successful work in graft-propagation
Heeras to have been by crown-grafting on iVcan stocks.

This is most comnu>nly practiced in early spring on
stocks in place, having a crown diameter of from 1 inch
to 2 or :J inches. The stock should be cut off smoothly
at the crown and grafted either by splice, or side-cleft

graft, according to size of stock. Cions with terminal
buds are preferable, and they should in all cases be so cut
that but one scarf exposes the ]»ith. In this metho<l no
wax is used, but the graftetl stump is carefully mounded
up with moist earth to the top bud of the cion, to

prevent drying out. In the humid and mihl dinuite of
the Gulf states, this is probably the most promising
method for the inexperienced amateur. Bench -splice

root-grafting on 6-inch top sections of one-year-ohl seed-
lings has been fairly successful in some cases, but
grafts set on lower sections of root are n<»t considered
worthy of planting out. Annular budding on the new
wood of second-year seedlings yields a considerable
proportion of success when favorable climatic con<li-

tions prevail, but in unfavorable seasons, as of extreme
•Irought or heavy rainfall, it results in almost total fail-

ure even with expert operators.
Top-working of the Pecan is generally diflftcult. only

a small percentage of success usually being «»btained

1695. Outlines, showing variation in the Pecan (X'a).
All growu from nuts from one tre»}.

with any method. On young trees of Pecan, Water
Hickory (//. aquafini) or Mocker nut ( //. alha), not
exceeding one inch in diameter, occasional suceess by
splice-grafting is obtained in P'lorida. Diagonal side-
grafting on various hickory stocks is also occasionally
successful in Florida, but no orchards of commercial
importance have as yet resulte<l from any of these
methods of propagation.
The most promising results in the top-working of

Pecan trees that have yet been obtained are probably
those of E. E. Risien, San Saba, Texas, who finds annu-
lar budding in June or .Tuly of strong shoots of the
growth of the current season the best method. An
abundant crop of such shoots is secured by cutting
back the trees severely in March, using a cross-cut saw
if ne<'essary. as is sonietinjes the case on large trees.

If the tree is old and the bark hard, the pushing of Inids

is stimulated l»y hacking the bark of the stubbi'd trunk

and branches with a hatchet. The budding is done
when the shoots attain the size of an ordinary lead pen-
cil. Budding done on dry days is found to yield niudi
the best results, especially if followe<l by several duvM
of dry weather. The cions mtjst be thoroughly pin
tected against drying out between removal from the
tree an«l bud<ling, however; and the "tying in," for
which strips of old cotton cloth are used in preference
to stronger material, nuist be thoroughly done, to insure
success. When all conditions are favorable, thrifty

seedling trees are quickly transformed to choice varie-

ties in this way, and begin to bear good crops within
three or four years after the operation is ])erfornie(l.

Fig. 1(»J>4 shows such a tree during the fourth season
after budtling. The tin guards about the trunks are
found necessary in that section to protect both youii;;

nuts and tender shoots from destruction by squirrels
during the summer.
Distance, Method of Planting, and Cultivation. — From

its large size it is clear that the I*ecan should not l>e

crowded. Most of the orchards planted have been at

distances of 40 or 50 feet, but experience would indicate
that (JO feet is a safer distance. Where seedling trees

are depended upon it is probably advisable to plant
closer together on the start, with a view to cutting
out the trees bearing inferior nuts as .soon as their true
character is discovered. As at least half of the see«l-

lings of any given lot may be expected to yield nuts very
much inferior in size to the seed planted, it is probably
wise to plant about double the number that are desired
as permanent trees. The subsequent thinning out will

leave the trees irregularly placed, but until bud propa-
gation of the species, both in nursery and orchard, is

better understood and more successfully done than at

present this is probably the safest and most economi-
cal method for the orchard planter to adopt. In the
earlier days many planters advocated and practiced
planting the nuts where the trees were to remain in the
orchard, usually planting two or three in a place to in-

sure a "stand." The difficulty of protecting the young
trees from injury and the consequent uneven character
of the orchards have caused most of the later {»lantin;rs

to be made from the luirsery row at the age of one <»r

two years. If planted on strong and well-prepared soil

to insure a vigorous growth the first season after re-

moval to the orchard, one-year-old trees are probably
preferable. The tap-root of the one-year-old Pecan tree

is usually two or three times as lt)ng as the top, and
ujore care in digging from the nursery rows is neces-
sary than with most trees. No harm will result from
a moderate shortening-in of the tap-root, however. In

fact, the tree is probably benetited by the more spread-
ing root system that results from this practice.

If the nuts are to be planted either in nurser>' row <>r

orchard they should, if of valuable varieties, be stratiticil

in sand during the winter and planted out as early in

spring as the ground can be worke<l. If of ctmnnon
sorts or in regions where mice and squirrels do not

al)ound, they may safely be planted in well-drained soil

before winter sets in. Ordinary nursery cultivation will

usually suflice, but nothing necessary to insure a strong
and vigorous growth the first season should be left

und<)ne. Digging from nursery row is most easily done
with a horse tree-digger, whieh cuts the roots at a suf-

ficient depth to avoid injuring the trees.

The soil for orchard planting should be thoroughly
prepared, and, if not naturally rieh, should be well fer-

tilized with well-rotted stable manure or some fertilizer

rich in available nitrogen. Much depends uj on securing
;i strong growth of both root and top the first year after

transplanting. If proper care is taken to cultivate and
fertilize the trees they are probably not injured by croj»-

ping with ordimiry hoed crops for four or five years,

especially if occasional leguminous crops, like crimson
clover, cow pea or velvet bean, are plowed in. After
trees reach maturity in thrifty condition, cultivation is

]>robably less important, though some of the most pro-

ductive trees repo'i;ed are in fields regularly planted
with cultivated crojis.

JTnrresfiHg and ^fnrkpfi»g. —The common method of
harvesting is to gather the nuts at intervals of a few
days as they fall, sometimes hastening the dropping by
beating the bunches lightly with bamboo or other light

,&:^-'.i;i.^Lfc.'>~a^^i£-^.iffr||i|-jf lajjf;--^;-'
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rod><. The nuts should not be left on the prround loiif;

»n<nitrh to become wet or discolore«l by stonns, as both

apjH'ttrance and (juality are injured thereby. Most IN--

caiis of medium size, and beh>\v, are now polished by

1696. Named varieties of the Pecan. Nattuai Mze.

friction in revolvinj^ barrels l)efore beinjr l)la<'ed with
retail dealers. This process cleans and brightens the
nuts, and renders them more attractive in appearance.
I'lifortunately, it has the samt- eflPe<-t on stale nuts as
on fresh ones, and makes possible the working otT of
old stock for n«nv. Dealers have Iummi <|uick to tak«'

lulvantage of this and freipu'ntly mix <dd polished nuts
with new at the beginning of the season. It is therefore
not advisable to polish or otherwise manipulate high-
frrade fresh Pecans at the present time. The demand
for large, thin-shelled nuts for seed has consumed so
large a proporticm of the product up to the pr»-s«-Mt time
tliat market prices on large nuts for table use are hanl
to ttx. For fresh nuts, running approximately .")0 or less

to the pound, the retail pri<e is rarely below 50 cents per
ll». in the large cities, while for seed, such nuts, if of
well-authenticated varieties, usually bring from ^1 to
$2.50 per lb.

Probably at least 95 per cent of the market supply is

still from wild trees and, as the crop varies greatly in
quantity from year to year, the wholesale price is sub-
ject to wide variation; 3 to 5 cents per lb. for ordinar>-
wild Pecans is about the average price paid by buyers.
In recent full-crop years, considerable «juantities have
»»een held over in refrigerated storage, and large proftta
have been realized in some instances in this way.
Large quantities of the medium sizes are cracked in

special establishments in different cities, notably in San
Antonio, Texas, and New
York, and marketed in
neat cardboard cartons
in the form of meats
ready for the domestic or
conmiercial confectioner.
Such meats usually re-

tail at 50 to GO cents per
lb., and at a somewliat
lower price their con-
sumpti«m will un«loubt-
edly be largely increased.

Insect E nem i e x.—
Among the most trouble-
some enemies of the Pe-
can are certain leaf-eat-
ing caterpillars, includ-
ing the fall webwomi
(Uyphantria cunea ,

Drury), which is con-
trolled by burning the
webs with a torch at-

tached to a pole as soon
as it is discovered.
Spraying with Paris
.i;reen would doubtless be
m >re effective in case
this pest should appear
in large numbers. The
hickory twig-girdler(Ot»

-

cideres civgukttus, Say)
is sometimes trouble-
some on Pecan. The fe-

male beetle deposits her
eggs in twigs which she
afterwards girdles U»
such an extent that they
are broken off by atitumn
winds and fall to the
ground. These should
be immediately gathered
and burned, to prevent
the larvie from entering
the ground. Certain bor-
ers, notably the painted
hickory borer {Cyllene
pirlus, Drury, ) and allied

species, sometimes work
havoc by tunneling the
cambium layer and inner
bark, but their attacks
are believed to be con-
fined to old or feeble
trees. The hickory
bark borer ( Srah/tns 4-

xpiriosux, Say) also works upon trees that have Iv>st

tlieir vitality through advanced age or other cause. The
<mly known remedy for these is the prompt removal and
destruction of infested trees as soon as discovered.

Proi)ably the most serious insect enenjy to the com-
mercial Pecan - grower is the hickory - shuck wonn
{(Jffi^Jiolifhn ca ri/d n(i , Vitrh) , tht' larva» of which pene-
trate the hull ami young nut, causing premature drop-
ping. So far as recorded, it is less troublesome on
Pecan than on the shellbark hickory ( IT. laeiniona) and
its hybrids. No remedy except pntmpt destruction of
tlie infested nuts by burning has been discovered.

VnrietieH (Fig. 1006).—Under the stimulus of the high prices
paid for choice 8e*<l nuts of good reputation, many varieties of
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Pwan. mostly selected wildlinKs. have been ditniii^f^l '»>' <'>»•

application of names more or lesH appropriate, darinn the past
t«'n years. In most instances these have been puhlishetl with
iMit brief and irai)erfeet descriptions which do not serve to
identify the varieties. As but a small proportion of them have
ever beien propagated by other means than by seed, the future
prmluction of nuts under these names may be expected to show
jcreat \.*riation. The wisdom of applying varietal names to
Pecans lot propa^ate^l by some method of bud-propagation
may we.i l)e questioned, as it is certain to result in a confuse*!
nomenclature when seetllings grown from them come into l>ear-

ing. Out of more than 70 sorts that have \>een thus dignifieil

with names it is very doubtful whether more than 'J<> have
been offereil by nurseries except in the fonn of seedlings.
Of those that have l>een so propjigated and are obtainable in
southern nurseries, the following are probalily the most im-
lM»rtant sorts. Little has yet b«»<'U determintMl rcjjarding their
iwiaptability to other regions than those in whicli they origi-

naleii. The price of trees ranges from .'»(> rents to$l..'>0 per tree
for one- or two-yearold grafted or budde«l sto«-k:

Cfiituru (Fig. 16<)6, a).-Inlrodii.ed by Herl)ert Post, Fort
Worth, Texas. One of the largest Pecans yet brought to no-
tice, selected nuts measuring 2% x '.i% inches in circumference,
and running 2.') to the pound.

ColuiiU)iaa (Pig. 16'.H5. /v; syns.. Mammoth. Rome, Pride of
the Coast).—Originated at Convent, La., and disseminated un-
der the above names by different inirseries. Large, cylindrical,
slightly constrii-teti at middle an<l tapering at apex, which is

frequently four-sided; shell moderately thin; «>f gfM>d cracking
qualit.v and delicate tlavor. Tree rep«irteil to he vigorous, l>nt

irregular in bearing and yielding nuts varying greatly in size

and plumpness of kernel.
Fmtgcher (Fig. 16!>fi. r).—Originated at Olivier. La., and in-

tro<luce<l by the late Richard Frotscher, of New Orleiins. Ono
of tiie largest and best in all respe<'ts. Nut cylindrical. taj»'r

ing slightly: shell thin, parting easily from kernel, whiclj with
a little care can l>e removed entire; flavor delicate, quality ex-

cellent. Tree thrifty and productive.
.lewett (Fi,'. KI'.W. rft.— Introduce«l by the late W. R Stuart.

Ocean Springs. Miss. Ver>' large, oblong, often constricted and
usually rather angular: shell of medium thickness, parting
e:isily fniin kernel, which does not always fill well; quality
ver.v good.
Pah8t (Fig. 1696. ^).—Origin. Ocean Springs, Miss. Dissemi-

n:4ted by Chas. E. Pabst, Ocean Springs. Miss. Cylindrical,
moderately large; shell medium, parting well; kernel plnmp.
bright and of excellent qualitv. Tree vigorous and productive.

1697. Pedicularis procera i X ''3)

Paragon (Fig. IffiW, /),— Introduced by Herliert Post, Fort
Worth. Texas. Ijong-obovate, with pyramidal apex, large, with
mmlerately thin shell, cra<'kiug well; kernel plump, but with
rather deep eonvolutions; quality verygo<xi.
RuHStU (Fig. IblW.i;).—Origin, Ocean Springs, Miss. Intro

duced by (.'has. E. Pabst, Ocean Springs, Miss. Oval, pointed
me<lium to large in size, with ver>' thin shell and plump, brigln
kernel: cracking quality excellent; flavor delicate, quality \ery
giKMi. Tree productive.

Sait Saba < Fig. 1«SMJ, A).—Origin. San Saba, Texas. Intro-
duced by E. E. Risien. San Saba, Texas. Nut cylindrical, small
to medium in size, with verj' thin shell, fine cracking quality.
very bright kernel and delicate flavor. This little nut is of the
highest quality for dessert use and btit for its small size would
W' one of the most promising yet lirought to notice.
Sovereign (Fig. UHK), 1).—Origin, San .Saba. Texas. A see<l-

ling of San Saba, grown and introduced by E. E. Risien, Sau
S.iVm*. Texas. Cylindrical, mediutn to large, with ver>- thin
shell and full kernel of fine quality. A new variety of umch
promise.
Stuart (Fig. lfit»6.j).—Origin, Pascagoula. Miss. Intnxluced

by the late W. R. Stujirt. Ocean Springs. .Miss. Cylindrical,
large to verj- large, selected nuts running .'}."> to the i)ou«ii;'
shell miwlerately thin, cracking quality g«>od: kernel phunp,
quality g«K)d. Tre«> thrifty and pro<luctive.
Van Detnan (Fig. 16!>6, ti.— Intrrnluced by the late W. K

Stuart, Ocean Springs, Miss. Oblong, large, running 4."> to the
pound; shell moderately thin, cracks well and yiel is plump
meats of goml qtialitj*.

i/^ftri<ij».— Several e\ident hybrids of the Pe<'an w'th other
spei'ies of Hicoria have lieen lirought to notice, tiie ni<;fit con-
spicuoxis being the McCallister (syn.. Floyd) from southern
Indiana, and the Nussbaumer from southern Illinois, both evi-
dently hybrids liefween H. Pecan and 11. Icicinioga. Neither
these nor others of similar char.-icter give promise of immediate
cultural value, however.

For detailed descriptions of varieties and fuller di.scus-

sion of Pecan, see Kept, on Nut Culture, Div. »>f Pi»ni.

r. S. Dept. of Ai?r.. pp. 41m;4, PI. 4, 8, 9, F'uiler's Nut
Culturist, chapter on liickory Nuts, pp. 147-J(i'J; Kept.
Mo. Bot. Garden 7, pp. 28-42", 1*1. l-2:{. ISee IJiroria.

Wm. a. Taylor.

FEDICULABIS (Latin, louse; long supposed to breed
lice in sheep that fed on these plants). Serophulnr-
iiieeiT. Ijoisewort. About 12.1 species of herbs, mostly
natives of the northern hemisphere,with terminal .spikes
of yellow, reddish purjde or wliite fls. The few kinds
cult, in hardy borders are chiefly esteemed for the
beauty of their tine-cut foliage. A good many species
liave l)een tried, but they seem to be .short-lived and
it is coniectured that their roots are more or less p;ira-

sitic on other plants. A few are annuals or biennials,
but the great majority, including those described below.
:ire perennials. They are procurable from dealers in

native plants. P. Cdnafleusix seems to be the only
American species cult, in European gardens. A good
plant of it has G-8 fls.. each % in. long, in a spike Xhi in.

long, which becomes .>-8 in. long in fruit.

Generic chara<'ters: Ivs. alternate or whorled. rarely
subopposite, 1-many times pinnately <Uvided. rarely
merely dentate: calyx anteriorly cut, variously 2-.'»-

toothed; corolla 2-lipped. the upper one (or galea) with
.or without a long beak: stamens 4, didynamous: capsule
ovate or lanceolate, oblique: seeds usually few.

A. Galea {npp<'r lip of the corolla) with a lon/j beak
( 'a in. lotig).

racemosa, Dougl. Height 1 ft.: Ivs. undivide<i, mi-
nutely and doubly crenulate: fls. white; beak circinate-
incurved, nearly reachingthe lower lip. Colo, to Brit. Col.

AA. Galea with very »hort beak or nave.

B. Bracts mostly longer than the fin.

prdcera, (iray. Fig. 1(597. Robust, IVa-l ft. high: Ivs.

pinnately divi«led: spike Vt-l'} in. long: fls. sftrdid yel-

iowish and greenish striate. Mts. of Colo, and New Mox.

BB. Brart.'i shorter than the fls.

c. Capsule ovate, .uuvehf longer than the 'nhfr.

lanceol&ta, Michx. Swamp Loisewort. (ilabrous or
nearly so. \-'.\ ft. high: Ivs. alternate and opposite, pin-
nately lobed. upper ones sessile: fls. yellow. Aug.-Oct.
Swamps, Conn, to Manitoba; south, Ohio to Neb. B.B.
3:18.1.

cv. Capsule lanceolate, three times as long as the rahjx.

Canadensis, Linn. Wood Betony. The common
Anurican Lousewort, usuallv more or less hairv: stems
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commonly tufted, H-1% ft. hfK>i

Ivs. mostly alternate, pjnnately

parted, all but the uppermost peti-

oled: fls. yellow or rt-ddiNli, rarely

white. April-June. Dry woods and
thickets. Nova Scotia to Manitohn:

south, Fla. to N. Mex. B. B. IJ.lHl.

B.M. 2:>0C. W. M.

PEDILANTHU8(.s/»<.»-//*)/r^r).i;H-
t,h»rhiact(r. Mostly small succulent

shrubs, having the cliaracters of Ku-
phorbia, except that the involucre

is irrejfularand enlarged into a short

spur on the upper side. About !.'»

species in tropical America. They
are easily grown with the fleshy Eu-
phorbias in sandy iuuni, well drained

and niatiured. Propagated by cut-

tingdried at the base, then inserted in

occasionally moistened sand.

tithymaloides, Poit. BiuDCAOTrs.
.JEW Bi L-.H. i?teni A-kJ ft. high, green:

Ivs. lanceolate, l-.i in. long, dark
green: involucres bright red, pointed,

declined, %-% in. long, in terminal

cymes: stamen and style long ex-

serted. West Imlies. B.R.
10:8:{7. L.B.r. 8:727 (Eu-
phorfiin canalirulatn ). B.M.
'J.'tU {EHphorbia carinata ).

P. mderopus, Benth., with
wliitish steins and minut«-
le.ives. from Calif., is «H*casii>n-

»lly cultivated.

.T. B. S. Norton.

PEEN-TO, or Flat Peach
of the South is Pnunis Pemica, var.

See Peach and Prunus.

PEEPUL TREE. Ficua religioxa.

PEIRfiSKIA. See Pereskia.

PELAEGONIUM {stork, because
the fruit is long and slender like a
stork's bill). (lerOHiaretF. (Ieka-
Nirsi of gardens. pEi>AR<j(tNirM.

The person who wishes to study the
contemporaneous evolution of plants

may fin<l his heart's desire in Pelar-

gonium. With great numbers of spe-

cies and many of them variable and
confusing in a wild stiite. with plant-

breeiiing in nuiny plaees and con-
tinued through two centuries, and
with a large special liteniture, the
genus offers excepti«mal advantages
and perplexities to the student. Most
of the species are .South African,
whence they early came into culti-

vaticm by the English an«l Dutch.
P. cucuUdfnm, the dominant parent
in the florist's Pelargoniums, was
known in England as early as 1690.

The two originals of the race of zonal
or bedding (leraniums were intro-
duced into England in 1710 and 1714.
Early in that century, a half dozen
species were grown at Eltham, in the famous gar-
<len of James Sherard, and these were pictured in

]~'.V2 in Dillenius' account of that garden. "Hortus
Elthamensis," a sumptuously illustrateil work in (juarto.
Even at that time, P. inqiiinaixH had varied markedly
(see Fig. 1(J98). In his "Species Plantarum," 17.'):{,

Linnapus described the few species which he knew
(about 25) under the genus (leranium. In 1787, L'Herit-
ier founded the genus Pelargonium, and transferred
many of the Linniean species. L'Heritier's work "(5era-
nioloeia," a quarto, appeared in Paris in 1787 to 1788. with
44 full-page plates. Early in the nineteenth century.many
species were in cultivation in Europe, and experiments
in hybridizing and breeding became common. There

1698. PelarKonium

tierajiiitniJifric aH'vr^p:4mj.'^rlalv^iEJviu)

ifumiu.ilore ccftutei^ Pein.

inquinans (and a variety of it) as figured by Dillenius in 1732.

< hu'-lialf size of the original iilatc

seems to have been something like a Geranium craze.
The experiments seem to have been confined chiefly to
the <levelopment of the show or fancy Pelargoniums, as
greenhouse subjects. The (Teranium interest seems to

have culminated in Robert Sweet's noble work on "Gera-
niacea?," published in five volumes in London, 1820 to

1830, containing ."»00 well -executed colored plates of
geraniaceous plants. At that tinie many distinct garden
hybrids were in cultiviition. and to these Sweet gave
Latin botanical names. His fifth volume is devoteil
i-hief1y to garden forms of the show Pelargonium type,
to which the name P. dnmrsfirum is given in the follow-

ing sketch. The developnu-nt of the zonal or bedding
Geraniums had begun in Sweet's time, and he includes
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thera in his pictures, but the iarjrer piirt of thoir pvoIu-
tiou is subMe<iUfnt to hia history. Vuritms stuHll works
on Pvlar^onium have appeared. !)»• .Ioii>;he's "Truil*^

Metluxlique «le la Culttire <lu P«'lHr^oniuin." Bru*H»'ls.

1844, coiituins gmxl bibliogriiphioul him! cultural «lutu.

Most of tlie cultivat«'<i forms of Pel-

artroniuiu can Ik? 'jnHipt'tl into four
>f»'iii'ral horticultu.al elasses:

I. The zonal, horse-shoe, flsli, or bed-
din jf types, known to gardeners as
(leraniunis. They ooniprise a mongrel
class, lately <lesignated ( Bailey, "Bot-
any." p. ."{14) as Pehirtjoviitm horto-
rum. This race seems to be derived
from P. zonule and P. im/uinmis.
These Hpecies were made by LinnaMis
in IToH, but he foun<h*d them on de-
scriptions in earlier works rather than
directly on the plants. In America,
the zonal (reraniums are very popu-
lar, for th«*y develop their colors well
in the brijfht climate. They are pojiu-

lar in all countries, however. They
probably staiul closer to the lives of
a >;reat number of people than any
other ornamental plant. If a win«low
or a garden can have but one plant,
that plant is likely to be a Geranium.
The old race of larire - tloweretl and
large-clustered Geraniums was known
as Nosegay Geraniums, because they
were bouquet-like, but this term is not
known in America. Another race has
been developed for its zone-marked
leaves. There is also a race of double

-

flowered zonals, which have appeared
chiefly since 18G0. The very full dou
ble and dose-clustered forms hoc
much of the grace and charm of the
single types. Some of them are littW'

t>etter, to a sensitive eye, than balls of
colored tow or wadding. In the devel-
opment of the individual flower of the
Geranium, tliere have been two ideals
— the English ideal for a circular flower
with the petals broadened and over-
lapping, and the continental ideal with
a somewhat 2-lipped flower and the
petals well sejiarated. In the Gar-
deners' Chronicle in 1841, p. ()44. the
proper form is set forth in an illustra-

tion, and this is contrasted with the
"original form:" the jticture is repro-
duced, somewhat smaller, in Fig. KilM).

"The long, narrow, flimsy petaN «)f the
old varieties,"the writing says,'' moved
by every breath of wind, ami separated
to their very base by broad, open
spaces, have been succeeded by the

flowers of the
present <lay. with
broad stout pet-

als so e n t i r e 1 y
overlapping each
other as to leave
scarcely an inden-
tation in the out-
line of the flower:
while the coarse-
ness which pre-
vailed in the
larger of the old
sorts is replaced
by a firmer sub-
stance, and a far more delicate text-

ure." Fig. 1700 shows contrasting
ideals, although the picture does
not represent the extremes.

In recent years a French type has
appeared under the name of "gros
bois," or "large-wood" race. It is

characterized as follows by Dauthe-
nay: umbels ordinarily i-') in. in

beautiful compact

1700.

Three forms of

earden

Geranium.

The upper two show the 2-lipped
ideal. Upi)ennost is Mrs. E. <i. Hill :

middle one, Maculatvim; lowest,Wistre.

1699. Gardener's ideal,
and the orieinal form,
as depicted in 1841.

diam.: fls. very large; petals roun<iish, or sometimes
triaitgular, the limb always very large and giving the
corolla a remarkably round cont«>ur: Ivs. very larire,

thick and coriacettus, plane or incurved, more or lesn
indented, strongly nerved, their diam. averaging alwxit

5 in.: pedicels large and short: pe-
duncles large, rigid, and projecting Iw-

yond the foliage: w«>od soft, fleshy,

very large, often 1^ in. around. '!(»

this type Dauthenay refers the Bruant
Geraniums, dating from 1882.

A special handbook is devoted to

these plants: Dauthenay, "Les (i»'Ta-

niums," Paris, 18J>7.

II. The ivy-leave«l Geraniums, the
products of Pelarijonium iteUnfmn.
Fig. 17(»2. The species is said to huvn
been introduced into England in 17o|.

It is a weak and straggling plant, iioul

mostly in viises, hanging baskets, and
other pla4.*es in which an overhamjing
subject is desire<l. The foliage is thick

and shiny, slightly peltate and promi-
nently angle-lobe»l, and the pink or
reddish 2-lipped fl<»wers are always
admired. Much-improved and doulile

forms are now in commerce, an«l the
plant is probably mor,- popular than at

any time in its history.

III. The show or fancy type is

known to gardeners as Pelargonium,
and in this country al.so as Lady Wash-
ington (leraniums. Fig. 170."), These
plants are very popular in Europe,
being grown in numerous varieties.

They are prominent at the exhibitions.

Because of the hot, trying summer
climate, these plants are of very sec-

ondary importance in America, al-

though there are many gardeners who
succeed well with them. This race

of Pelargoniums seems to have de-

scended chiefly from /*. ruculUttnm,
although P. angulosnm nmy be nearly

equally concerned in it. P. (jntudi-

florum is also thought to have been a
formative parent. It is probable that

two or three other species are con-

cerned in the evolution. In fact, the
late Shirlev Hibbard once wrote (G.C.,
July 3. 1880) that "it must be evi<leiit

to every cultivator of these flowers

that the bhwd of a score or so of spe-

cies is mingled in them." This marked
garden race, which represents no sin-

gle wild si>ecies, is designated below
as P. (lome.stirHtn.

IV. Various scented-leaved Gera-
niums, known mosth- as Rose Gera-
niunjs. These are of several species,

with their hybrids and derivatives. The
common Rose (teraniums are nearest

P. graveoUtis and /*. Radnht. The Nut-
meg (Jeranium is /*. odoratissiinntn.

Aside from the above groups there

are several species which appear spo-

radically in tlie trade, as /*. (omento-
sum, P. cchiHofnm, P. triste, P. quht-
qiteritlneruHt, P. fuh/idttm and P.

quercifolitnn or the derivatives of

each. The other species mentioned in

the f<dlowing account (and not men-
tioned above) are not known by the

writer to be in the American trade. Imt

they are of interest as parents of garden forms or for

other special reasons. Many of the true species of Pel-

argonium are very satisfactory plants, and they deserve
to be better known. Few great collections of Pelargo-

nitim species and varieties have been made in this

country. The late John Saul, Washington, once had a

very large collection. Robert Sandiford, Mansfield,
Ohio, is a prominent grower of the zonal and ivy-

leaved class; also the Cottage Gardens, Queens, N. V.,
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ami E. <^«- Hill & Co., Rirlmiond, Iml. .Jolm H. Sii--

ver-. San Francisco, has a larif*- ••<»ll»'cti«»ii «»f the

Ijjwiy Wiiiiiinifton clanM. The Horticultural Oipartinent

of Conu'll riiivefsity ha»«

had about l.«MK) varieties

anil species, represeutinj?

all jrroups.

Henthani and H<K»ker

estimate that the ireiius

PeiitrifoiiiuMi c o u t a i n s

alxmt 170 species. Nearly

all of them are from .South

Africa. All the species

ineJitioned in this artielu

are from that rejrion.

Harvey, in Vol, I of Har-
vey & Sender's Flora
Ca'pcnsis (IH.V.MJO). ad-

mit-* 16^{ species; and his

descriptions are followed

closely in the characterizations ol

species piven below. IVlargo

Ilium is distinguished from th«

jfenus Geranium by technical char

acters. In most cases, the tiow

ers of Geranium are regular, but

those of Pelarjaroniura are irrejfulur. the

two upper petals ditferint; from the

others in size and shape and often in

cidoriuj?. The most constant differ-

ence between the two genera is the

presence in Pelarjfoniura of a nectar-

tube, extending from the base of one
of the .sepals and adherent to the side

of the calyx tube or pedicel. This tube
is not seen by the casual observer,

hut it can be (liscovered by making a

longitudinal section of the flower and
pedicel. In Pelargonium the calyx is

.') parted ;
petals 5, mostly obovate or

spatulate, in 2 sets or series comprising 2

upper and 'A lower; stamens really 10, but
3 or more of them merely sterile tilaments.

L. H. B.

Culture of Zonal Geranii'ms. — While
the general florist may consider Geranium
culture the easiest of all gardening, the
fact remains that it is as necessary to ob-
serve the requirements of the Geranium
as it is to observe the requirements of any
other plant, in order to succeed and pro-

duce the best effects attainable. While
it is true that the Geranium will grow and
make a good showing with comparatively
little care, there is as much difference between
a skilfully grown (ieranium plant and one care-
lessly grown as there is betwt-en a fancy and
a common rose or carnation.

In order to secure the best results it is nec-
essary to propagate from perfectly healthy
sttx'k. The dangers of over-propagation are as
great with the Geranium as with most other
plants. In order to keep the majority of the
varieties in good health it is necessary to plant
the stock intended for propagation in the Held
and to propagate either from the field-grown
wood in August or early September, or to lift

the plants in the month of September and plant
tht-m on benches in the greenhouse, where
they will become established and will main-
tain a vigorous constitution throughout the
winter season. The propagation from field-

grown wood is far less successful than from
wood grown inside, and when the field-grown
cuttings are placed in sand, a large percentage
of them is likely to damp off. especially if

there has been a comparatively abundant rain-
fall during the month of ,July. The best metho«l
that the writer has found for striking the field-

grown cuttings is to put them in 2-inch pots,
using alight, sandy soil free from all manure and chem-
icals, and to place the pots in the full sunlight either in
a coolhouse or a frame. These cuttings must be kept on

1701.

the «lry side until the calluses have !>een well foniud,
although they should not be allnwe<l to Mhrivel at any
time. If the cuttings .-how signs of shriveling, a U^hi
syringing is preferable to a heavy watering. After the
riMits have startetl to crow, the treatment of the plantK
is the same an if the cuttings had b«en mot* d in the
sand and repotted. Tlu- writer considers wood grown
inside superior to fiehl-grown wood, as the cuttings are
much shorter - .jointed ; most of them can be taken
from the plant with a heel and !».vn>0 percent of them
will nM»t in san«l in tlie ordinary cutting bench.
A g«K)d temperature for the (ieranium propagating

house is .'>«>-(iO°, with a bottom lu-ut of (5.Vl!b°. While
the cuttings are in the sand and befon- they are rooted,

care nmst be taken abo<it ke«-piiig them too nioiitt

for fear of "damping ofl," or what Geranium
growers know as "black r»»t." As soon as the
Geranium cutting is tlx'ronghly callused and be-
gins to emit n>ots it should be potte<l up at once.
The best soil for (ieraniums, according to the
writer's experience, is a firm, pliable clay loam;
this is best if use«l absolutely without any ma-
nure, especially fresh manure. After potting the
cuttings they should be li>:litly watered and
shaded for a day or so if the sun is extremely
hot, until the roots take hold and the foliage fill's

up and the stems ))egin to look plump.
The (ieranium sh«)uld not be grown at

any time in its young stati> in a soil

that is t<»o rich, and care nmst also be
taken that the plants are not kept too
wet.

The Geranium is subject to few dis-
eases, and so far as the writer has
been able to observe these diseases are
brought on by improper treatment, such
as having too much fresh rank manure
in the soil or keeping the plants too
wet. Too much strong plant-fi»od in the

soil combined with too much
moisture produces a spotted con-
dition of the leaves ordinarily
callecl "spot," It usually appears
in the hottest weather or imme-
diately after extreme heat accom-
panied by copious showers or
rains.

Excelh-nt specimen (^eranium
plants may be grown in pots,
especially of some of the newer
French and English round-flow-
ered varieties. In order to pro-
duce the best results, select
young, vigorous plants that have
been propagatetl either in the

latter part of August or
the fore j)art of Septem-
ber, and that have shown
a disposition to take hold
immediately, both in root-
ing ami in starting to
grow after being potted.

The soil should not be too
rich, and it is best to start
with the plant in a rather
small pot. say 2^., in., and
proceed onward with light
shifts. — that is. shifting
the plant from a 2V2-in,
to a IV*^-in, pot. and so on.
letting the sizes increase
an inch at each shift un-
til a 7-. 8- or 9-in, pot is

reache<l, which will usu-
ally be large enough to
flower the finest speci-
mens. Whenever potting
the Geranium, be .sure to
pot fimily, as a firm soil

produces a short-jointed,
stocky growth, and far more bloom than a loose or over-
rich soil. When the plants reach a .')- or <>-in, pot they
may be regularly fed with manure water. The most

Leaves of various fancy-leaved Gera
niums— P. hortorum (X %).
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rrittcal time for thps** "pprimi'tHMTftnlum plant<4 will \»'

(luriiiK thf iiionthM of July. AuiruHt atut Sfpti'mlwr:
4luriii)C these {>eri<Mi<«ex{M>Muret<» iiitenMesnti?«iiine should
be avuiited. TtK> inurh water an«l a el«»»e trni|M'rature
are always tletriiiu-iital t«> the
Genuiiuni. Syrin^iii»(the f«>li-

ttfife freijuenlly in onler to
keep «h»wn the temperature
i^« al!*o «li>triitu'ntal. If these
plants* are kept umh-r kIrh*',

n-auif I iMio iiie, .iiiiif. v.imriun', .«iiiie, » nas. :tl<»|iii

lul ('. W. WanI, all 4>f varying HhatieM of Malinon-pink-
ean Viaud. pure clear pink; Mnie. .laulin, peach-piuk;
ohn Doyle, A. Riceanl and (Jeneral <irant. Hrarlet-

1702. Pelargonium peltatum (X H)-

a light shadint; or stripplnjr upon the jflaMs is bene-
tlcial. Probiihly the best i)OHition for such plants dur-
ing these three extreme months is on tlie north side
of a row of trees, some distance away from the trees,
where the plants will have the l»enetit of the subdued
shadintr of the foliage. If kept under ghiss and shailed,
abundant ventilation should always be provide*! As
the winter approaches, a night temperature of 00° and
day temperature of 70^-7.')°. with plenty of ventilation
during tlie daytime, especially in bright" weather, seems
t«» best suit the plants. Syrimjing ruins the flowers.
and too much m<iisture either in the pot or ujK»n the
ftdisge causes the spotting of the foliaire known as
"dropsy." In planting the (teranium in the field or in
beds always avoid an over-rich s«»il. The soil sliould be in
goo«i con«lition and fertile, but nnist not be loaded with
either chemical or animal fertilizer. T«»o much water
at any periotl during the hot weather produces a rank
jrrowth. reiluces the «juantity of bloom and in the ma-
jority of instances causes the spotted f«)liage to appear.
Another disease, which is sometimes serious, espe-

cially in extremely hot seasons a<'companied with a
superabundance of moisture, is "stem rt»t." This fre-
quently attacks imported stock. Just what produces
this disease the writer is unable to say, but it is most
serious during intensely hot seasons;' the entire plant
turns black and fades and withers away. The stem rot
occurs in varieties that have been very heavily propa-
gate<l.

The instM'ts that affect the (Jeranium are also ccmipar-
atively few. The red spider is sometimes a serious
pest during the summer and is difficult to get rid of
when it is once well established. The only method that
the un<lersigned has found efficacious is to syringe the
plants with an extremely line spray, and also to pick otT

the leaves that are seriously affected and bum them.
The greenfly is also troublcsonu at times, but is eas-
ily manage«l with the onlinary ftimigation of tobacco.
There is a small caterpillar that eats the foliage and
sometimes ])roves a serious pest. If one can induce a
few ground sjiarrows or any of the warblers, or even
English sparrows, to make their home in the green-
house, they will put a speedy end to these caterpillars.
Another remedy is to go over the plants carefully an<l

pick the caterpillars off and destroy them. This is tedi-
ous, as it must be done frequently.

In the way of liedding (ieraniums, as a rule the Bni-
ant section produces the best results, but there are u
mimber of Knglish and F'rench varieties that do espe-
fially well in our hot climate. The i:r«>at»'st difficulty

that we have in successful Geranium culture in America

is the intense heat of the summer months, chiefly .Iiilr

an«l August. The writer has foun<l tiiat the foUowinjf
varieties grow especially well in the field as well ns m
ImhIs on lawns. In the Hruant section: Muh-. Lan«ln.
Heuut<^ I'oitevine. Mme. Charotte, Mme. (has. M<
and
.!(

J<

Thos. Median, magenta-pink; Count dc
Castellane, adeepcrimst»n-scarlet. Among
the French varieties: Mme. Harney, Mm.-,
rhilip La Brie and Francis IN-rkins. pure
pink; Rene Ha/in, bright rosy salmon;
Gertrude IVarson and tJrandville, pun-
pink; Marvel, S. A. Nutt, Richelieu. Cha-

teaubriand and I)e La Vigne. brilliant crimson-scarlet;
I'asteur and ,Iohn 1'. Cleary, bright onuiire - scarh-t

J

Kulalieand Mme. Huchner. sn«»w white; ('a>sarand Dukt-
de Montmart, brilliant aniline-purple.
A much larger list of varieties suitable for pot culture

may be mentioned, for when growing in |»ots a larger
collection is desirable. Among the Hruants may be min-
tioned: Mme. I'harotte. .leaii Viauil. Mme,' Landn.-,
.Mme. Jaulin. Mme. ("has. M«din. Count de Castellaiie,
i-{eaute Poitevine, Mme. des Bor<les Valmore. and Thos.
Meehan. In the F-riL'lish rouixl-tlowereil section: Hall
Caine, Man .Maclart'ti, Wm. Kwini;, (»»-rtnide Pearson,
Mrs. Chas. Pearson, Mari»ara Ho|>e, Lillian Duff, .Mary
Beton, Dorothy Burroutrhs, an«l Rjidyanl Kipling. In
the Fancy or .Aureole section: .Andrew Lant;. .!«»n Re-
meau, (Jrandviile. La Fraicheur, Mark Twain, Hulurt
Charror, J. B, Varrone. Mme. Bniant. Mme. Blanche
.lanift. (b'orge San«i and Daumier, crimsons and scar-
lets; Rasphail Improved. John P. Cleary. Riclulien.
Chateaubriiind. Dr. Dofn—. Ky»croft Pride, I'asteur:
in salmons, Modesty, Nydia and in purple Due de Mont-
^^^' C. W. Ward.
Sm>\v PKi.AROONTfMS.—Wliat we know as show Pelar-

goniums have enjoyed a long i>opularity. By the gen-
eral public, atid by old people i-specially, they are known
as Laily Wasiiington
(jJeraniums. They are ,^<>
not so conimonly crown \t^''}'-
as (Teraniums. chiefly aK*7 i

on account of their
limited season of bloom
and tlu' fact that they
cannot endure our ln»t

nnd summer suns.
Through the greater
part of the summer
they are liable to be
neglected. They also
require different treat-

ment from Geraniums,
and— if skill there be-
mt»re skill in cultiva-
tion.

We will commence at
the end «»f the bloom-
ing season. They are
past, and require rest.
— a seas(m of ripening
the growth already
made. During this
time very little water
will be needed, and
they nmy be stood out
in the full sun. We
need only cut off the
old flower -stems. In
no sense should they
be cut back at this

time, neither should
\vat«'r etiough be given
to encourage new-
growth. All the
b-aves slumld stay on
r.ntil they naturally
turn yellow with age. thus securing a thoroughly ripened
growth. In Septeniber. one may prune them into shape:
soiiKtinies rather sevt rely, but in any case cut out all

weak and soft shoots. They should then be shaken out

1703. A Kood Pelargonium (X %).

P. cnrdatum of botanists or an
oflshoot of that si>ecit>.
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ftnd r»*potteU in a light poin|»0!*t. not rich, into the wniall-

e%t !«i««'«l jHitu th»t will hold tht-ni, for thf pnM'esii of

,{ri>«"i'«»f theiu on hai* to hv jfone ov»t fVfry »«*H-on. Aft«T

iH)ttin»r. » >ro<Ml H«mkintrwill be n»T»*!4sur> . nn<l fh»*y niuy

be plw'tl in a w»>ll-Ii{fht»*<l colilfrHuie. Thcrt* i;* no ufvt\

to ket-p them cIomo; the sttmuiution of water, and tin-

(•lik'lit proteetion of a frame l»>'inif UMtially enough to

»tarf tlu'jri into new jjrowth. N> fon-imr will t-M-r !••

nt>f(it*il at any N«'Hson, ami if one wixheW h*- niiirht ket-p

them in a eoMframe until v«'ry late in tin- Ht-uMoii, mo

loiitr !»" a<li-qiiate proteeti»»n against fro«-t i« atTonled.

Witli U"* tlifv are at th«'ir l»eHt in late May ami .lune,

an<l to havf tliem in p»«mI romliti'tu wf crow them
hIowIv in a house averaging alntut r>«»^ nitflil tempera-

ture (-liirhtly less in midwinter), from Oetoln-r onwanl.
After the turn of the days— in January- — we repot

tlit-ni, uniii)? now a rielier eompost. We >;ive a fairly

IPHxl shift, depending in part on the size t»f plants «le-

nireil, the vijror they show, and the dilTerenee in varie-

ties. If we hatl wanted them to bloom in April or. as

Honie florists mi»;ht, at toaster, we should have jiotted

them at onee — in late Auj^iist or Se}>temher, into the

size they shtnild bhH>m in. — a nieditiin siz*-, probably the

»aine as they hml lately oocupied, and have taken them
iuilo«»rs to ^row on eontinuously. But for our ilisplay.

in May and dune, they are potted a^ain in .January , and
sionie nuiy be ^iveii anothei sliift when extra vi^or or

the possilde need of a few extra lar^e npeeiniens de-

mand it. They will 'leed eanfid .stopping. !^«>me nib-

Itiiisr out of weak .shiM>ts, wlu-n th«'y break aluindantis,

will help those that remain, and we may ev»-n have to

do a little pruninj;. St«>ppintr. however, must
Im? discontinued as soon as the tl(»werini; steins

Iteirin to show, which is about the end of Febru-
ary in the writer's practice. These stems can be
distincuished easily l)y a slightly ditferent man-
ner of crowth. I'p to this time the i>lants niny
lie allowed to jrrow naturally; but if we want
trained specimens we nmst bririn to bend tht ni

as we wish them to prow, as tlo-ir jrrowth speed-
ily hardens and the plant will readily take and
keep the form to which it is shaped.
Water should be driven sparinjrly through tlie

dead of winter. Febriiary and Mar<*h are the
months when the most prowth is made, and at
this time we can stimulate them materially by
the judicious use of artificial manures, which
may, if necessary, Iw continued until they come
into bloom. They are much subject to the at-

tacks of jrreently and red spider; and as the foli-

ai;e is fairly tender and liable to injury from to-

bacco smoke, we are compelled to rely up«>n fluid

iiisecticifles almost wholly The bloomint; s«asoii

is very much lenjrthened by j^ivinj; a slight de-
irree of shade.
The best time to take cuttinprs is soon after the

flowering season. Often towards the last of the
season, the plants make a few "jjrowinsf " shoots,
and these we take; but off and on during the summer we
cansret cuttinirs, and any time until Autrust will «lo. ("ut-

tinirs taken during winter time with a heel maki' pntty
little plants in 4- or 5-inch pots without stoppinjr. I'ut-

tinffs taken at the usual time and pnnvn on in (>- or 7-

inch pots come in handy in frroupinj; for the front lines.

It is necessary to raise a few jdants every season to re-

pla«'e older plants which have jrrown too larjre. New
varieties are raise<l from seed, which is freely produced.
In hybridiziuir it does not appear that hand p<dIination
has any elTect, as the seedlintrs seld«>m show any par-
ticular affinity to either parent.
There is a dwarf stniin »»f how Pelarjrotiiums known

as "fancy." The plant-- are usually heavily blotched
and very free-bloojjiintr. The writer has never seen
any in this country. f ^) Hxtfifi.d.

INDEX TO THE SPECIES NAMES.

A. I'liiHt trith thick. MMfttifrut hntHclni*. tint! fttitttg

finhjf tutor: Irit. orhicHlar or rrHtfortu, **«/•

linrhf if at all luttnl : ittflortHrfttre utnlnllntt :

iftuul utantftft 7, tlu J itpprr ottm «Ai>>/. (

<
'ico-

NINfH.I Fii^H <>U H».U1MNU tiEKANtlMS.

I. IOIl41«. Willd. ZoNAI., or IIoRSK SHOE (Jkha-
NM M. Shrubby in its native place and in warm c«iun-

triea, l>ecominp w<M.dy at the base even in i»ots, th«

ay--

aiiutilosnm. 8.

••etulinum, .'>.

eapttatnm. 11.

i-nrilatmn. G.

••rispuni, 17.

ciicullatum, 7.

deiiticulatum. 10.

il')inesticum, !».

e<-hinatum. 20.

exstipulatum, 19.

fragrans. '21.

fiilgi'fuju, 24.

gr.iiulitiomm. 10.

Kraveolt»ns. 14.

hortonun. 3.

iai)iii>ians, 2.

Liraonimn. IS.

odoratissimuni, '1

peltatiiiu. 4.

quenifolinm. l:J.

quinqwevulneruni,
2:1.

Kadula, i:>.

to'uentosiiiii. 12.

triste. 22.

7.<Mialc, 1.

1704. Pelareonium anculosum.
From Dillenius' figure in \~'X1. One-half the size of the original plate.

yountr branches somewhat hispid: Ivs. roimd-cordate,
glabrous or pubescent, Kuig-sfalke<l, usually with a zone
or horse-shoe mark of «leeper colt»r on the upper sur-
face, the margin crenate-dentate, with several very
shallow rounded hd)es: stipules broad, cordate-oblong:
j>ed)in<'les long, the fls. nearly sessile: calyx-tube gla-

brous or nearly so, 4-5 times longer than the lanceolate
segments

;
petals .separated, narrow-wedge shape or

spatulate.—"Among shrubs and on hillsides. . . . The
flowers vary fnmi scarlet and crimson through all shad«'s
of red to pure \\\\\U\'"— Ilarve ij . l'r«d»ably originally red.
/*. zomile was introduced into England in 1710. Linna-us
described it in 17.")3 as Gtranium zonule, foun<iing the
species on previous descriptions, not on specimens. It

is probable that the species had been consi<lerably modi-
fied by domestication when LinnnMis wrote. There
seems to be no accepted portrait of the original form of
the plant.

2. inqulnans. Ait. Fish Geranu-m. Fig. 1098. Flant
more velvety than P. zonale, sometimes more or less
viscid, the leaves not zoned: calyx-tube densely gland-
ular and viscid, 3-4 times longer than the lanceolate
segments : petals broa<lly obovate, scarlet, but now
varying to lighter colors. —"Among shnibs and on hill-

sides." This is the Geranium inijiiinans of Linna>us,

MMMafMIIMilHilAlkl
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who founded the species on previous descriptions. One
of th»' descriptions ( Dillenius, in "Ilortus FUthaniensis,"
\7'A'2) was accompanied hy a picture, and this picture.

reducc<l one-half, is repro<luccd in Fig. 1(»'.»K. It will be
seen that even in tliat early «lay the species had varied
int«> a form with short-notched p«'tals and shor» -edi-

cels. Introduced into Englun«i in 1714.

3. hortdrum, Hailey. Common Fish or Beddino Gera-
NJCM. I'ifrs, Kj'.HVlTOl. The common (Jeraniuni in

jrreat niinihcrs oi forms, derived from the blending of
/*. soniile ami /*. inquintnis in more than a century of
careful selection. The original species are not now in

cultivation. I'ractically all garden (}»'raniums have the
ronal marks on the leave** or baiuls or a central blotch
of variegation. ISome of them have intermingled colors

<»f green, white and red on the same leaf. Some are
"silver-banded "and some "gold-banded." See Fig. 1701.

AA. Plant wi'ok and UHuaUif trailing, the hnnirhes
Khnder and uot .Hiircitleni' : Irs. (Irnhij and
(jlossff, lotnd, marijinallif peli.ite : infloresrem'e
umtuUnte : good utanifn," 7, J upper nhorter.
(Dibrachya.) Ivy-Leaved Gekanums.

4. pelt^tum, Ait. ( A .sr »/«>/»» w. Sweet. P. hederrrfd-

Hum, Ilort.). Fig. 1702. Plant with slender- jointed,
more or less zigzag stems which are glabrous or very
nearly so (except at the top) : Ivs. glabrous or minutely
pubescent, fleshy, the peti<de inserted just inside the
margin at the base, about .l-nerved. with about 5 short
wide, mostly obtuse main lobes and often with smaller
minor lobes or angles and notches: peduncle very long,
originally 4-8-tl»l., but now bearing many greatly modi-
tied tis., the calyx-tube slentler juid stalk-like and often
longer than the pedicel and 2-3 times longer than the

pointi'd nerved and mostly ciliate lohes; petals twice a<)

long as calyx-lobes, reel to white or purplish, the 2
upper ones erect and purple-blotched or striped, the !{

S^^-:

Pelarsonium

domesticum (X %).

One of the Show or Lady
Washington Pelargoniums.

1706. Pelargonium quercifolium (X H).

lower ones usually smaller an<l not marked and sepa-
ratetl from the upper as if the flower were 2-lijtped.

li.M. 20. — Parent of the Ivy-Leaved Geraniums, now
much improved and varied. Prized for baskets.
There are forms with double tls. and colors of various
kin<is. It is a most desirable plant and very tloriferuus

in most of the garden sorts.

AAA. Plant wood If, not succulent, the foliage often

srented but not "fish if:" Ivs. various, but not
distinctlif pinnatelif parted: inflorescence pan-
iciitate or umbellate: good stamens 7 or 6. (Pel-

argium.)

B. Stipules present and conspicuous.

C. Li's. not distinctly lobed, though often angled, wnstly
oral or orate and cordate. Erceptions in P. do-

mesticum.

f). betnllnum, Ait. Erect and shrubby, downy only on
the young growths: Ivs. stalke«l. oval or ovate, obtuse
or not prominently acute, rounded or truncate at base,

the stipules sharp and decidu«»us: tIs. light purple, the

broad upper petals with dark streaks. P.M. 146.—

A

handsome and neat plant.

<i. cord&tum, Ait. Fig. 170;^ Shrubby and erect, vil-

lous or nearly glabrous: Ivs. long-stalked, cordate-acute,
<!enticulate and sometime 4>l».scurely lobed: pedutides
usually branched, the pe«u;- Is and calyx soft-hairy:
fis. purplish, the petals twice as long as the sepals.

M.M. I()5 (as P. cordifolium). — Toh\ from P. cucullotum
by its Hat cordate-acute Ivs. It is a handsome plant m
bloom. The plant in cultivation as P. eordatum (Fig.

170M), has leaves more truncate at the base than the de
scriptions ai.u old pictures call for, a!th(mgh on some
shoots the leaves may be typicallj' cordate.

7. cucTllliltum, Ait. Tall and shrubby plant, much
branched, softly and densely villotis: Ivs. long-stalked,

kidney-shaped and cupped or cucullate, <lenticulate,

very soft-pubescent, the stipules ovate-acute and with-

ering: tIs. purple, in numy-fld. panicles, the pedicels

and calict's densely silky-hairy, the petals twice as

long as the lance-acuminate sepals.—"Very common
round Capetown and in the western districts, where it

is often use<l as an ornamental hedge-plant."— .^orrf;/.

Known in England from l«i;»0, and the parent, with P.

angulosuni and probably others, of the fancy or show
Pelargoniums of gardeners. Not known in cult, in its

pure or original form.

8. ansruldsam, Ait. Fig. 1704. DiflFers from P. cucul-

latum in its harsh-hairy covering and rigid angled
leaves: the Ivs. are short-stalked, truncate or broadly

cuneate at base, with .V5 shallow angu* ir and acute

short lobes; panicles with fewer-fld. umbels. — Linnaeus
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Included this plant in his (Ifranium ritrullatum. Imt

Alton spparattMl it as h ilistinrt sp«'«M«-s. l.iiniHMiH'

(;. rurnllittinn wus founded on literatiin-. One of iiis

wmrcfs of information

was Dillenius' "Hortus
Eltliamensis." witli a pic-

tun- ; ''"t tiiis picture,

which is reduced on«'-

half in FijT- '"<'*• '^ «•"«*

is now known as /*. mi-

gulosum. This is one of

the speci«'s which has

entered hirtrely into tlie

rciiir^oniuMis of florists.

9. dom^Bticam. Com-
mon, Snow. Fancy and
Lady Washington (iE-

RANH MS (or PEhAK<JO-
NiiMs). Fig. 1705. The
writer proposes this

name for the garden type
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1707.

Pslarsonium Radula (above)

and P. ffraveolens (X /i).

1708. Pelareonium denticulatum.

(XK.)

of fancy Pelargonium.
The race is said to he
derived chiefly from P.
< lie IIIlatum, P. anffH-
loHum and P. grandi'
florum, hut the writer
can see little evidence
of the bl(M)dof P.ffrati-

diflorum . It s e e m s

to be nearest to /*. cti-

en Ilatum, having the
cucullate or disk-

shaped not lobed Ivs. and mostly the soft-hairiness of
that species. In many of them, however, the leaves are
distinctly angle-lobed, suggesting /*. anifitlosiiHt. It is a
fair question whether P. riirnllatiim an«l /'. nmjiiloHum
are themselves to be considered specifically distinct. P.
doniesticum is meant to comprise the whole range of
jj.irden forms of the Show or Lady Washington Pelar-
goniums. The name will enable one to ':tlk about these
garden plants with precision. To many of these garden
forms specific botanical names have been given, so that
P. dotnentirum is not the first name that has l>een ap-
plied in this group, but the writer is not aware that any
collective or group name has been given. Sweet, in
particular, has given Latin names to various forms.
These old names, however, apply to particular histori-

cal forms, and it would be violence to enlarge their
ap-)lication to cover the entire group, and it wouhl be
diuicuit to select any one of them as more applicable,
under botanical rules, than others. It is also inaccurate
to call this garden form either P. cucullafum or P. an-
giiloHiim.

cc. Lvs. xharphj S-7-lohed and sharplji toothed or
xerrate.

10. grandifl6rum, Willd. Shrubby, glabrous and
glaiicous: ivs. long-stalked, strongly ;{-7-nerve<l from
the top of the petiole, deeply i>-7-lobed, the loltes broad
and sharp-toothed, the stipules ovate and mucronate:
fls. about .) on each peduncle, the stalk-like calyx-tube
3-4 times as long as the lanceolate seennents. the obo-
vate white petals (upper 2 with red lines) .'{ times as
long as calyx-segments. —A hands«tme and distinct spe-
cies, not now in cult, in its pure form.

11. capit&tum. Ait. Stems weak and trailing, with
Ions white hairs, woody at the base: Ivs. long-stalke«i,
cordate. 3-5 lobed and the lobes rounded and toothed:
peduncles longer than the Ivs., densely many-Hd., the

80

fis. sessile, rose-purple, with calyx-tube much shorter
than the hairy mucronate calyx-lobeH. — IMant rose-

scented, but not in general cultivation in its pure form.

c'cc. Lrx. rordate-lnfifd, Koft aud velffli/.

12. tomentdsum, .lacq. Plant rather thick- and soft-

stemmed, l<)tig whit«'-hairy all over: Ivs. very long-

stalke<i, very broadly cordate-ovate, .T-.')-7- lobed and
small-toothed, soft and velvety: stipules ovate-acumi-
nate, withering: rts. small, white, with re<l near the cen-

ter, in a lax panicle. — Scent like peppermint, and for

that reas«m it is somewhat grown. The stems are long
and straggly.

CCCC. Lvs. deeply Heveral-manii-lnhed, with narrow
divisions rather roinjh or stiff, strong-scented.

Rose (iEKA.NIl'MS.

!.'{. querciIdlium,Ait. Oak-lea VEr» nERANiiM. Scar-
LET-Fiy)WEUiN«} RosE (lERANii'M. Fig. 17(M;. Shrubby
and branchy, somewhat hairy and glandular: lvs. with
stalks 2-4 in. long, cordate-ovate in outline, with '2-'.i

pairs of oblong si«ie lobes (Ivs. pinnatifid), which ex-

tend nearly to the midrib and are again toothed and
not«'hed: stipules small, 2 pairs at each node: fis. few-
several rather small, red or pur])lish, in umbels and
with short pedicels. — A rather conunon greenhouse
plant, the Ivs. often with a dark spot.

14. gravdolens. Ait. Fig. 1707. Much like the last,

but lvs. longer -petioled and palmately .')-7-lobed or
parted, the broad lobes flat an<i pinnatifid into many
mostly obtuse lobes: stipules cordate-acute: Hs. many
on mostly long peduncles, pink (jr light ])urple. small,

the calyx hairy and nearly sessile, tne calyx-lobes half

as long as the petals.— This is one of the commonest
forms of Rose (Geranium. A typical leaf is well de-

picted in Fig. 1707 (lower figure).

l.'). B&dula, Ait. Fig. 1707. Differs from Af/mrfo/f wj»

in the narrower divisions with re volute margins «)f the
lvs.: the lvs. are deeply palmately parted, the lobes
narrow-linear and p)inuatifid, all rough-hispid on the
upper surface and soft-pubescent beneath: fls. small,
pale purple, with dark streaks.— Does not appear to be
in the tra<le in a pure form, but the narrow-lvd. Rose
<Teraniuins are probably hybrids between this and P.
(jraveotens.

10. denticulitum, .Tacq. Fig. 1708. Much like P.
Haduln, but the leaf-lobes very denticulate and flat: lvs.

glabnms and viscid
above, plant weaker.—
It has a balsamic odor.
Perhaps it has entered
into the garden forms
of Rose Geranium.

cccco. Lvs . small

,

round -cordate. <i-

lohed half their
depth and the mar-
gins toothed or jag-
ged.

17. crispum, Ait.
Much branched and
very scabrous or rough

;

Ivs. 2-ranke«l, small and
rigid, short - stalked,
<'uneate, truncate or
slightly cordate at
base, coarsely toothed:
fls. 2-.'{ on short pe-
duncles, vicdet, the low-
er petals narrow,— A
neat, strict -growing
ph»nt with lenion-
scented foliage. Prob-'
ably not in general cul-

tivation now in a pure
form.

15. Limdnium,Sweet.
Lemon (Jkuanhm. Fig. 1709. Lvs. larger than in the
last, not 2-ranked, soft: fls. purple and lilac — A garden
hybri<l, /*. crispam apparently being one of its parents.
There is a form with variegated Ivs. Sometimes known

1709. Pelargonium Limonium.

\
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to j^ardeners as P. odorafum. It is u neat and worthy
plant, and showy when in tiowt-r. It has a lemon or
palm scent. The variety known as Lady Mary is of this

group.
B. atiputea I't-rij hunute and adnate.

10. ezstiptil&tlim, Ait. Resembles P. crispum in

hahit and foliage : Ivs. rotnul-ovate, small, velvety,

about .'{-lobed, the lobes eut-toothe<l or lobetl: peduncles
slender, with very 8mt.ii bracts: tls, small, white, with
short spatulate petals.— Lvs. about % in. across, with
Oilor of pennyroyal. Appears not to be in the trade, at

least not in a pure form.

AAAA. Plant with a short and thick more or less

fleshi/ stem or caudex, from which arise slender
(tranches, the Irs. long-stalked and reniform or cor-

date avd obscarehf lobed: stamens ft or 7. {Cor-
tnsina.

)

20. echin§ltam, Curt. The fleshy cr.udex armed with
persistent spine-like stipules : lvs. wliite-tomentose,
cordate-ovate ;vnd obtuse, about .{-.")-shallow-lobed :

calyx downy, the tube sev-
eral times longi-r than the
oalyx-lobes: tls. white, with
a spot near the center (varj--

ingto all purple), the petals
notched. B. M. 'M)9. - Now
and then advertised. The
Hs. are said to change color
during the dav.

1710. PelarEoniu .n

odoratissimum. Natural size

21. odoratlssimnm, Ait. Nttmeo Gerani'
1710. Stem or caudex very short, throwing
.slender and weak soft-pubescent branches: h > ^ ry

long-stalketl, soft, round-cordate and very obtust . ob-

.scurely 'A- or more-lobed, the margins dcntate-creuate:
pe«luncles long and borne opposite the lvs.. .'V-lO-rtd. : lis.

small, white, the petals about twice longer than the
calyx-lobes. —A common plant, cult, for its plear'-.-t

scented foliage. The plant known to gardeners as P.
fragrans is either this species or a close derivative
from it.

aaaaa. Plant with short stem and tnherovs roots, the

lvs. pinnate or pinnatehj parted, the fls. in many-
fid, umbels. (Polyactium.)

22. trfste, Ait. Stem or caudex very short, succulent

:

lvs. large, 2-."{-pinnately compound pubescent, the ulti-

mate teeth triand-tipped: calyx-tube longan<l stalk-like,

much exceeiling the pe<iicel, the lobes half as long as
the petaiM: flr, brown-yellow with <lark spots. B.M.
lt>4l.—A well-niurked species, occasionally offered in

the trade.

2.1. quinquevulnerum, Willd. Somewhat shrubby at

base, sparingly branchetl, hirsute : lvs. 2-pinnatifid

with linear toothed segments, the stipules broadly cor-

ds'.te and mucnmate: tls. purple, scentless, the petals

<>bovate, velvety and pale-edged: calyx-tnbe as long as

the pedicels, somewhat hairy, the lobes obtuse. — Once
offered by Saul.

24. fiil^dmn, Wilhl. Stem shrubby, densely puhes-
cent: lvs. pinnately 3-parted, silky on both siih-s, tlie

central segments 3-lobe<l, all deeply toothed: peduncles
usually branched, many-flil. : tls, small, bright scarlet
the petals obtuse; calyx-tube conspicuously swollen at
the base and again just underneath the flower, thrice a-
long as the pedicel, the lobes linear-obtuse. — Not now
seen in its pure form, but it is probably a remote parent
in various small-flowered scarlet Geraniums.

L. H. H.

PELECtTHORA (Greek, hatchet-hearing; fn.ni an
alh-ged resemldance in the tubercles). Ca<-t,)it-(f.

Hatchet Cactus. Stems globular, short-cylindric or
clavate, small, often cespitose: tubercles strongly coni-

pressetl from the sides; areolie very long and narrow,
bordered on ea<'h si<le by a row of about 20 very short.

appressed comb-like spines: fr. naked. A genus of -j

species closely allied to Mammillaria.

asellifdrmis, Ehrb. (from a fancied resemblance to

Asellus, the woo<l-louse). Fig. '.W.i, Vol. I. Juice watery :

tubercles ashy green, more or less deeply grooved to

the woolly axil; spines not p'-ojecting beyond the ni:ir-

gin of areola: fls. purple with paler sepals: fr. near tlie

center, red. Nuevo Leon and San Luis Potosi, Mcx.
LH. 5:18ti. — Var. cdncolor has pure purple fls. B.M. (iOOl.

pectiniLta, Schum. .luice milky : tubercles briirlit

trreen with naked axils ; spim's projecting a little

beyond the margin of tubercle: fls, yellow, lateral,

Oaxaca, Mex. Katharine Brande»;ek.

PELICAN FLOWER. .1 ristoloch ia gra ndl flora

.

P£LL£A (Greek, pellos, dusky; frcu the usually
dark-colored leaf-stalks). Polypodii'^eas. A genus of

small, rock-loving ferns, with the sori at I'.e ends of

free veins forming a mostly continuous marginal band
around the segments and covered by the more or less

changed mar'.^in of tlv? s"gme!!ts. Most species thri'-e

best on limestone rocks,

A. Lvs. simply pinnate.

H . // fts . 4-0 pa i rs .

Pringlei, Dav. Lvs. with 4-5 pairs of large triangular
hastate stalked Ifts. 1 in. or more either way: sftrus

forming a wide marginal band. Mexico.

B B . Jjfts. iiS pa irs

.

Bridgesii, Hook. ( Platyldma liridgeaii, J, Sm.), Lfts.

subsessile, orbicular or subcordate, 4-5 lines long: sori

confluent in a broad intramarginal band. Calif.

BBB. Lfts. 20-40.

rOi iudifdlia, Hook. Lfts. short-stalked, oblong or

roundish, entire, obtuse. New Zealand.

falc&ta, F^e (Platyldma falratum, .T. Sm.). Lfts.

nearly sessile, lanceolate or lanceolate-oblong, mucronat»;

and often slightly falcate, sori in broad lines. India to

Australia and New Zealand.

AA. Lrvs. bipinnate.

B. Pinna? formed of S sessile lfts.

temifdlia, F^-e. Lvs, 0-12 in. long on strong dark
chestnut stalks, narrow, with G-12 opposite pairs of pin-

nae; lfts. closely rolled together, linear. Trop. Amer.

BB. Pinna- {at least the lower ones) pinnate.

Wrightiiina, Hook. Lvs. 3-0 in. long, l-.T in. wide,

<leltoid; pinnai with several linear-obhmg pinnules on
each !.ide 34 in. long, with inrolled edges au<l a sharp

raucronate point. Texas to California.

atropurptlrea, Link. Lvs. 4-12 in. long, 2-6 in. wide,

lanceolate to ovate-lanceolate, with several pinnules
which are sessile, auricled or heart-shaped at the ba.se,

the broad line of sporangia nearly hiding the iiarrow

marginal indusium. Eastern America to the Rocky
mountains.

AAA. Lvs. at least tripinnatifid.

c. Shape of lvs. triangular-deltoid, with narrow ulti-

mate divisions.

d^nsa. Hook. Cliff Brake. Lvs. 2-3 in. long, 1-1 '«

in. wide, on slender brown stalks; segments linear with

enrolled edges sharp-pointed; indusium permanently
covering the sori. Paciflc North America.
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CC. Shape of Ivn. elongate, ovate or Inticulate.

andromedeefdlia. Fee, Lvs. 6-12 in. long, 3-<I in. wi<li-:

ultiiujite divisions lVa-2 lines lonj?, linear-ohionji;. Aitli

enrolled edges. California. — Sometimes known u^ th>-

Coffee Fern.

hastiita, Link. Lvs. G-24 in. long, G-12 in. wide; nlti-

nuite divisions ovate or lanceolate, 1-2 in. long, near'.y

sessile: sori in a narrow marginal line. Kastern and
8outb Africa. Small lvs. are sometimes only bipinuute.

/'. StiHleri, Be«ldome (P. grapilis. Hook.), a rare membranoiis
8p«><-it>s of the ea-stem stat»'s. is nH>re closely allied to the Keiiiis

Crj'ptogramiua, to whioh Prantl has referred it.

L. M. Umjekwood.
FELLIONIA (J. Alphonse Pellion, officer in Frey-

( lilt's voyage round the world). rrticiict(f. Of this

g 'mis we cultivate 2 choice tender creeping foliage

(il lilts, suitable for baskets and for the borders of
grieidiou.ses. under the benches. The genus contains
aln»ut 20 species of herbs, oi^ieu creepers, rarely sul>-

slirubs from tropical and eastern Asia anti the Pacific

islands. They have alternate, 2-ranked lvs. which are
une(|ual at the base, entire or serrate: Hs. nionuH'ious

or dioecious, in dense cymes; perianth segments .">,

nrely 4, in fruit sometimes unchanged but usually in-

creased and investing the fruit. The following are gla-

brous plants from Cochin China, with lvs. about an
inch long and half as wide, and slightly crenate at the
margin. All the species known to science are oriental.

One of the species was once advertised as a Peperomia.

Daveau&na, N. E. Br. Lvs. dark bronzy olive-green
more or less Hushed violet or re<l, with a fern-like figtire

of light green down the middle of the leaf, the tigure

being narrowly oblong and crenate. This figure is some-
times absent from some of the lvs. The lvs. are more
acuminate than in the next. R.H. 1880:200 (as Begonia
Diiceaiiana, a charming picture). LH. 29:472 (poor).

piilchra, N. E. Br. Lvs. dull blackish along the mid-
rib and veins, the int«T-spac»*s being light green, the
under surfuce pale purplish. LH. 30:479. A.(i. 15:4.

W. M.

PELLITORY. Parietnria ; also an tmcommon name
of Feverfew, Chryxanthemum Parthenium.

PELOBM. See Teratology.

PELTANDRA (Greek, referring to the peltate an-
thers). Aroideup. Akkow Akum. An east American
genus vith two species which have been much con-
fused. They are stemless herbs, the glossy arrow-
shape'i leaves arising from strong underground parts:
tk monoecious and naked, the staminate ones on the
upper part of the long spadix, the anthers sessile and
imbedded and opening by terminal pores, the 1-loculed
ovaries attended by 4 or 5 scale-like Ixidies or stami-
nodia: spathe usually excee<liug the spadix: fr. a 1-3-

seeded, mostly leathery berry, borne in large globose
cluster'^, Peltandras are excellent subaquatic plants,
tlieir large thick sagittate leaves always adding variety
and interest to margins of ponds and to bog gardens.
Single spe<'imens or dumps are usually most prized.
IV'ltandras are easy to colonize.

ondul&ta, Raf. Lvs. narrow-sagittate, the basal lobes
long and nearly or quite acute: spathe 4-8 in. long,
green, convolute around the spadix for its whole length

:

sterile part of the s])adix much longer than the pistil-

late part: fr. green, l-.'J-seeded. In shallow pools or bog
margins, N. Eng. to Fla. and W. A.O. 189;J:in.—The
root is composed of thick cords or fibers.

dlba, Kaf. Lvs. broader, the basal lol)es short: spathe
white, the upper part, expanded and calla-like: sterile
part of spadix little, if any, longer than pistillate part:
fr. led, 1 -seeded. Va., S. — Root tuberous, l IL B.

PELXOFHORUM (iWet^Xi, shield-shapefl; referring to
the peculiar stigma). Legtimindsce, Six species of
splendid tropical trees, belonging to the same tribe
with the gorgeous Poinciana and C«»salpinia. all of
which represent a type of structure widely different
from oar northern pea-shaped flowers, as they have 5
distinct petals which are all about the same size and
shape. There is a fine colored plate of a Peltophoruni In

Blanco's "Flora of the Philippines," where the golden
y jilow rts. are nearly l^ain. across, a dozen of them in

each raceme, and 4 racemes uniting to form a great
panicle. The Philippine species, /*. inerme, is probably
the same as the Australian one. P. ferrm/iueutn, which
France.schi has introduced at Santa Barbara, Calif., Imt
reports so far unsuccessful. Peltf)phorums ha\t the
Mimosa type of foliage. Each leaf of J*, ferriigineum
has 8-10 pairs of pinnra, nT>il eacii piuna. 10-20 pairs o'
leaflets.

(i.neric characters, petals 5, roundish; ntamens 10,

free, <leclniaiy; filaments pilose at bas«': ovary sessii-, ,

2 to many-ovuled: pod flattish, indchiscent, with nar-
rowly winged margins.
Peltophoruni is distinguishe<l fnmi Cie.-;:ilpinia and

Poinciana by the valvate calyx segm«nts of the latter,

while the two former hr.ve their calyx segments stron<;Iy

imbricated. The peculiar stigma of PeltojihoroT;. reatlily

distingtiishes it from its dose allies. Cjesulpinia and
Hannataxylou ( log-wood ).

fermi^neiuxi, Benth. (P. ivfrme. Naves). Tree attain-

ing 100 ft., taking its specific name from the <lense rusty
tonientum which covers the y<mng branches, petioh>s

and inflorescence: pod \i~\x'%-\ in. wide, bearing l-Ii

.seeds. Australia, Philippines. w y[

PENNISfiTUM {penna. a feather; seta, a bristle).

Gramineif. Contains altout 40 species of the tropical
regions. One species, I'earl Millet, is cultivated f(»r

fodder. The genus is allied to Panicum and Setaria, the
spikelets being 1-fld., with usually 4 glumes, surr<»un«led

at base by a cluster of bristles and arrange*! in spikes
or spike-like racemes. First glume very small, second
longer than fl. -glume. The bristles fall with spikelets
instead of remaining attadn-d to rachis as in Setaria.

1711. Pennisetum villosum.

P. hmgistyluni of ganleuers.

villdsum, Brown (P. longfstylum of florists, not of
Hochst.). Fig. 1711. Spike broad. 2-4 in. long, and
feathery from the bearded bristles: culm 1-2 ft. high,
pubescent below the spike. Abyssinia. R.H. 185K), p.

489.

Ri!ippellii, Steud. {P. Ffnpelii)nuw of some works).
Culms talb-r and spikes longer and more graceful than
the preceding. Abvssinia. R.H. 1897, pp. .'»4. .').">. LH.
42, p. 20«; (1895).
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typhoideum, Rich. (Penicilhh-in gpicdtn, Willd.).

Peakl, Millet. Culm :MJ ft., hearing a close cylindri-

cal spike 3-10 in. long, % in. thick, pubescent below
the Hpike: lv.s. long and broad. Native country un-
known. Occasionally grown in the southern states,

where it ripens seed. May be grown farther north for

forage.—A luxuriant annual long cult, in the Old World
for forage and more or less for the fruit, which is used
as food.

Jap6iucam, Trin. (P. compresHum, R.Br. Gi/mnothrix
Japonirti, Kunth.). A low annual with long narrow
Ivs. cult, for ornament. Culm 2-.'{ ft., scabrous, espe-
cially under the dense cylindrical spike; bristles une-
qual, naked. Australia.

macrotlmm, Trin. (Gymtidthrix eauddta, Schra<l.). A
tall perennial with stout culm bearing a dense pointed
.s;uke about a foot long. Bristles naked. South Africa.
— Cult, for ornament.

latifdlium, Spreng. (Gymnothrix Infifdlia, Schult.).
An ornamental perennial. Culm '.i-4 ft., bearing several
noilding spikes 1-2 in. long: Ivs. lance<»late, % in. broad

:

bristles short, naked. Argentine Republic. R.H. 1890,

P- ^^G- A. S. Hitchcock.

The fine plumy grass known to gardeners as Pentti-

setum longistylum is much used for bedding. It is, per-

haps, the finest dwarf grass which is grown chiefly for

its flowers. It sometimes survives the winter at Wash-
ington, D.C., but should always be treated as a tender
subject. Plants raised everj' year from seed are satis-

factory if seed is sown early enough, but divisions of
old plants will give larger pieces which flower sooner
and require less attention than seedlings. The old plants
may be wintered anywhere out of reach of frost. About
February 1, in the latitude of Washington (a month later

North), cut off the old leaves to within G in. of the
crowns: divide the clumps into small pieces, trim the
roots so that th«*y will ultimately go into '.\- or 4-in.

pots, and place the pieces thickly together in boxes of
sandy soil in a greenhouse with a temperature of about
60°. As soon as new roots have started pot the young
plants. They may be remove«l to a coldframe hmg b*--

fore the soft betiding material demands all the available
indoor spa<-e. (•. w. Oliver.

PENNSYLVANIA, HOETICULTUKE IN. Fig. 1712.

During the past century Pennsylvania has been promi-
nently before the world because of its mineral wealth.
The ruins of many iron works located in rural districts

are now reduced to the primitive stone masonry of the
smelting furnace, but mark the places of great activity

previ(ms to 1H.'»<). Later, these industries were concen-
trated in towns and cities, where, with improved ap-
pliances, new methods of transportation and greater
facilities for handling lal)or and capital greatly lessened
cost of production and increased the caj)acity of fur-

naces. Now, at the close of the nineteenth century, a
vast majority of the once profitable iron-ore beds is

exhausted or forsaken because of richer fields discovered
in other states. (\)al, both bituminous and anthracite, is

still most actively mined, and extensive areas are sac-

rificed ])y farmers to the coal digger in the western
counties and in the anthracite region in the northeast.
The same may be said of the northwestern section,
yielding petroleum and gas.

The forest openttions in Pennsylvania have long ago
passed the high-water mark of th( ;r activity. The white
pine forests of the Alleghany mountains, the stretch of
hemlock spruce which cov' -fd the belt of counties
touching the western slope ot e Alleghany mountains,
and the groves of cherry and lack w-alnut are fast dis-

appearing. Formerly Pennsylvania stood flrst among
the states in the output of forest products. Originally
the state was essentially covered with forest, but now
Dr. J. T. Rothrock, Forestry Commissioner of Pennsyl-
vania (Report of W.)')), declares that less than 36 per
cent of the area of the state is in timber.
Pennsylvania has an area of 4.5,21.') square miles,

nearly rectangular in outline— 1.'»7. 70 miles broad be-

tween the nortliern and southern boun«laries by an aver-
age length of 28.').85 miles running due east an«l west.
This area is crossed slantwise bv the broad band of

Appalachian mountains, making three distinct topo-
graphical regions.
The eastern region comprises all that territory hint;

southeast of the Kittatinny mountains, or a line drawn
from Franklin to Northampton counties. It is gently
undulating, rising in places to great hills which asMiiin;

the proportions of a mountain in the South mouiituin
range. This region was first settled and is now mostly
cleared and cultivated. The richest lands of the state

are found in this sectioiL

The central or mountain region is a belt about .'lO

miles broad, made up of parallel mountains antl nar-
row valleys comprising one-fourth the area of the state.

The western boundary of this region is the Alleghany
mountains, the greatest of them all. The valleys are
covered for the most part with excellent grain land,

but the hills and mountain slopes are stony and more
or less barren.
The western and largest region has an area of 24,8<il

square miles, or about 5,5 per cent of the entire state.

It is essentially a high plain, marked in the north,
where the elevation is greatest, by deep-seated streams
or canons, some of them 500-800 feet deep. The eleva-

tion gradually decreases toward the southwest. There
is much land so recently cleared that no attempt bus
yet been made to utilize it for agricultural or hoiticul-

tural purposes. There is no question, however, but that
much of it could be easily put into condition for fruit

culture.
The statistics of 1890 show that Pennsylvania has 18

seed farms, covering an area of 6,066 acres. The seeds
extensively produced here are beans, cabbage, carrot,

field com, cuctimber, lettuce, parsnip, onion sets and
potatoes. Several of the largest seed houses of the
L'nited States are located in Philadelphia, that of David
Landreth having been es^ablished in 1784. There were
reported for 1890 .311 nurseries, with a total area of
6, .598 acres, representing a value of more than $3,000,000.

The stock chiefly grown is made up of apples, cherries,

peaches, pears, plums, deciduous and evergreen trees

and shrubs. In the cultivation of ornamental plants and
the production of cut-flowers Pennsylvania takes a
prominent place. The census of 1890 was the first to take
notice of this industry and shows 544 establishments,with
a total of 6,066,144 square feet of glass, being second only
to New York. The size of these establishments ranges
from 300 to 100,(K»0 square feet of glass. The largest

number of roses was propagated in Pennsylvania in the
year these statistics were gathered. The largest total

values of plant sales were respectively in New York,
Pennsylvania and California; and the largest total val-

ues of cut-flower sales were respectively in New York,
Illinois and Pennsylvania. In truck farms Pennsylvania
joins with New Jersey and New York in forming the
most important district of America. This district ex-

cels all pthers in the production of beets, cabbage and
tomatoes, and has large acreages in asparagus, beans,
celery, cucumbers, melons, peas, Irish and sweet po-

tatoes.

The fruit interests of the state are not as gr.-at us

they should be. Apples are grown successfully in the
larger part of the territory, but mainly for home or
local consumptifm. A few orchards of commercial ex-

tent have been planted in the last quarter century. The
best varieties for market are York Imperial. Smith
Cider, Fallawater (all of Pennsylvania origin), Baldwin,
R. I. Greening and Ben Davis. Peaches are now grown
extensively in two sections in and about Franklin and
Juniata counties, known respectively as the "South
Mountain" and the "Juniata" peach belts; each belt

reports an area of 3,000 acres devoted to peaches.
W. G. Waring has observed that "])each trees in Penn-
sylvania grow to a much larger size and greater age
than along the Atlantic shore." Plums and cherries are
not extensively grown. Grapes are adapted to this state,

but nowhere except in Erie county has the extension
of vineyards been rapid, and there it was due to the in-

fluence of the Chautau(}ua grape belt of New York, of

which the Erie coimty vineyards form a part. More
attention was given to pears 40 years ago than now on
account of the present fear of the "fire blight." Penn-
sylvania has contributed some of the most valuable vari-

eties of pears now in cultivation, such as the Seckel,
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Tvson, Brandywine, Ott, Jones antl Kinfr'*f**sing; also

the Kieffer. now a h'a<ling coiuinercial varii'ty.

In riorit'ulture a portion of Chester county lias be«-onie

ijote<l as the "carnation belt" because of the numerous
t'stablishnients there making; specialties of producinji:

the cut-tlowers uml breeding improved varieties.

The Bartram (larden was the first attempt in the

United States to gather plants and trees for the pur-
pose of study. See p. 758. It was established in 1728

by .lohn Bartram alonp: the Schuylkill river. It is now
ill that part of Philadelphia known as Kiugfjvssing.

LADCIJMMt

1712. PennBylvania. to illustrpte some of the horticultural reeions

Through the untiring and zealous efforts of that l)road-

niinded horticulturist,Thomas Meehan, the city of Phila-
del|)hia in 1891 purchased 12 acres of land' from the
Eastwick estate, which contained the original garden,
and thus the preservation of this old horticultural mon-
unx-nt seems to be assured. It is now only one of many
small parks possessed and cared for by the city of Phil-
adelphia. The principal parks of the state are Fairmount
"ark in Phila<lelphia, in which definite work was betjun
anout 18G0: the buildings of the Centennial Exposition
were placed on these grounds in 1870. It has an area
of 2.2(K) acres and is well maintained. Allegheny parks
occupy the ground formerly known as the ('(mnnons in
Allegheny City. Of more recent establishment are
Schenly and Highlan«l Parks, in Pittsburg. The ceme-
teries of the larger cities are in the hands of competent
siip*"rinten«lents, and the park ideas of landscSpe and
ornamentation are becoming the prominent features of
these sacred grounds. Geo. C. Bi'TZ.

PENNYKOYAL of Europe, Metttha Pnhumm ; of
America, Hedvoma puleffioides. Bastard P., or Blue
Curls, is TrichoKtenia dichotomum. All ar»' members
of the Mint family.
The gardi-n Pennyroyal, Mtvthn Pn(fi/in,n, is a Euro-

pean perennial, used for seasoning. It is one of the
"sweet herbs." It is easily grown, profiting by a win-
ter protection of leaves or litter. Prop. I>y s«*edx or di-
vision. Beds should be renewed fre(iuently.

F£NTAGH£TA (Greek, referring to five bristles at
the base of the pappus). Coi»p6sit(P. Six spt-cies of
low. slender. Californian annuals with thread-like, al-

ternate Ivs. and small or me<liu)n-sized heads, the rays
when present usually yellow, sometim«\s wliite: the
disk-rts. sometimes turning purple. P. ahrea, Nutt.,
growintr :{-12 in. hiy-h and with 7-40 deep golden rays,
was otTered by Orcutt in IHDl and was pictured in Gt.
ll.'M. but has no horticultural standing.

PENTAPETES (Greek, havinq > learen; an ancient
name of some cinquefoil, transferred by Linna?us t(»

tills plant, which has .5 leafy growths (stuminodes) ac-
comjkanying the stamens). Sferrnli<)(-ftr'. A pretty red-
fld. tender annual, witlely distributed in tropical Asia

and beautifully figured in Blanco's "Flora of the Phil-
ippines," but rare in Eur<»pean gardens and unknown in

America. It is a branched plant gr(»wing 2-.') ft. high,
with rts. which open at noon and close at the following
dawn. The fls. are nearly \% in. across, 5-petaled,
axillary, short-peduncled. Recommen<led to lovers of
rare, tender annuals.
A genus of one species. Bractlets .'J, caducous: sepal.H

D, lanceolate, connate at the bas«*; petals 5; stamens 20,
connate at the base, l.'i fertile in "> groups of .'{ each,
alternating with 5 staminodes which are nearly as

long as the petals: ovary 5-

celled ; cells many-ovuie<I:
capsule loculicidally .5-

'^•^ valved : seeds 8-12, in 2
series in each cell.

^"Z 'S phoenicea, Linn. Lvs. 3-a

^^ \ in. long, 1-nerved, crenate-
'i^ » ""•'"• "v., serrate; petiole 1 in. long;

stipules awl-shai)ed. B. R.
7:575.

PfiNTAS (Greek, five; re-
ferring to the fioral parts;
which, however, is not
strictly true of the genus
nor a rarity in the family).
l{itbid.ce(p. Nine species of
tender herbs and subshrubs,
resembling Bouvardias of
the same family, but not
their closest ally. They are
all natives of tropical Africa,
except one which comes from
Madagascar. The favorite
species is P. rartien, whose
color varieties range through
lilac and flesh color to crim-
son-pink and rosy purple.

A good cluster is 3 in. across and contains 20 or more
fis., each of which is % in. a<'ross. The fls. are about %
in. long, funnel-shaped, an<l generally have 5 spreading
lobes, sometimes 4 or G. It is usually grown like Bou-
vanlia in warm conservatories for winter bloom, but it

is sometimes used for bedding in warmer countries, as
it gives three months of rather showy bloom when
treated like Lantana. In general, the species seem to
be less worthy than Bouvardias.

(ieneric characters : Herbs or subshmbs, erect or
prostrate, hispid or tomentose: lvs. opposite, stalked,
ovate or ovate-lanceolate ; stipules multifid or multi-
setose: inflorescence usually corymbose : calyx-lobes
4-<J, inequal; corolla pilose, the long tube «lilated and
villous in the throat; lobes valvate; stamens 4-(3, in-

serted below the throat: filaments short or long; an-
thers fixed at the back, included or exserted: disk tu-

mid or annular, often produced into a cone after anthe-
sis: ovary 2-loculed: ovules nuTi.erous: style-branches
papillose: capsule membranous or leathery, 2-loculed,
ioculicitlal; seeds minute. Six species are given in the
Flora of Tropical Africa 3:45 ( 1877).

A. Fls. not white.

Cornea, Benth. P>ect or decumbent. 1-2 ft. high,
shrubby at l»ase, merely puberulous, not at all rusty-
hairy: lvs. 1-(J in. long, 4 '<^ lines to 2 in. broa<l, ovate,
elliptic or lance-oblong: cvnies peduncled or not. B.M.
408«;. B.R. ;J0:32. R.B. 21:217. Gn. 21, p. 329. J.H.
111. 30:209. R.H. 1870:1.30 (var. kenneaina). Var.
Quartiniana { f*. (^^nln•finn\na,()ll\•.) is a rosy-rtd. var.
said to be much better than the type. Gt. 45, p. 404.

AA. FJs. ivhite.

lanceol^ta, Hort. This novelty of 1900 is flgiired in
Dreer's catalogue, which says, "A pretty half-shrubby
greenhouse plant, not unlike a Bouvanlia in treneral ap-
pearance, but flowering more profusely and contiiuiously.

It may be planted in the open border during the sum-
tner, but it is vnltiable chiefly as a winter-flowering
{)ot-plant, for which purpose it is especially well suited,
being in flower all the time. The pure whiti' flowers
are produced in flat heads of 15 to 30 flowers each,
similar to a Bouvardia, but much larger, and last in

perfection a long time." w\ j^f
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A

PKNTSTEMON

PENTLAKDIA. See Ureeolina.

PENTSTfiMON ((Jreek for five stamens, all 5 stamens
beinj; prLsunt, wlien-us relat«t<l genera have only 4; l»ut

in Pentstenion one of the stamens is commonly sterile).

HcrophularidctiS. Pentstemon. Beako-toncu'E. For
the hurdy border, Pentstemons are most satisfactory

plants, and the preat number of slmwy spe«Mes alhtws

much latitude in choice of color and habit. All are per-

ennial, but some of them bloom the lirst year from
seed. In a dry and hot place they are likely to be
shortlived, althouf,'h nearly all the species thrive best

in full exposure to sun. They are not particular as to

soil. They are propajrated by divi.>»ion and by seed.

Many of the species are not hardy in the northern
states, bJit P. fxtrhnfna and its varieties, P. ptihr.s-

eetiH, P. lo'VojatuH and variety, /'. confrrtns an<l va-

riety, P. diffttsus, P. oratns^ P. yrandiflonis, P. acu
miniitiis, P. r^prulcus, P. tjlaher and varieties, and also

others, may be expected t<» stan<l in the North, par-

ticularly if >?iven a protection of leaves. An excellent

garden race has been pnxluced, here desi{rnate«l as /*.

gtoxininidex. This seems to be a product of hybrifliza-

tion and selection. It is little known in American trar-

dens, although it is a handsome and deserving plant.

Some of the forms of it are treated as annuals.
l*entstemon is a typical American genus. One species

is native to northeastern Asia and several to the cooler

parts of Mexico, but the larger number of the 100 species

inhabit the United Stat<-s and Canada, particularly the

western parts. They are all herbs, although sf»me species

are somewhat W(»ody at the base. They bear long-tubu-
lar often 2-lipped fl<'wers in terminal usually inter-

rufkted or leafy clu«t*'rs. The anther-bearing stamens
are 4, the cells of which are unittMl or confluent at the

apex but separate at the base; the fifth stamen is repre-

sented by a prominent sterile Hlan>ent (which rarely

bears an anther). The style is filif<»rm and the stignui

entire; the fruit is a globular-pointed capsule, contain-

ing wingless seeds.

It is difficult to so arrange the species of Pentstemon
as to make them easy of determination by the horticul-

turist. There is no monograph of all the species, but

Gray's account in the Synoptical Flora (Vol. 2. Part 1)

describes the American species north of M«'xico; and
this account has been closely followed here. The ar-

ranirement of species, however, has been nioditied con-

siderably to ailmit the Mexican species and to make the

group easier for the beginner. The following account
c«»ntains all the Pentstemons, with one exception, known
to be in the Amer. tra<l«'. This excepti<m is " /*. ruhi-

cnnlin; 1 ft., rich crimson, from Oregon," which is in

the trade but unknown to tlie writer. Other species are

mentioned in Old World literature. Other native spe-

cies will appear in the Amer. trade: these may l>e found
in (J ray.

INDEX.

Rcu.Tiiniitns, 14. diffnsns, 34. NewWrryi, 1.

auffugtifolitis. 19. Digitalis. '_'.{. ovatus. ;{0.

antirrhinoidcs. .'{. Doughisii, 1. Palnieri, 24.

atropurpurfim, 19. gentianoides, 6. pnicenis, 17.

a7Air«Mis, :w. glal>er, 9. pnt>es<'ens. :<1.

l>arli:»tus, .'». glaiKhilosus, .i2. pulrhellus, 19.

CHTuleo purpiiretis, gloxinioidcs, 7. pmiicfMis, 10.

17. Gordoni, i>. Kiclianlsoni, ;{.'.

ra«nileus, l.'i. gracilentus, .'t6. Jiohiufioiii, 1.

campanul.'itus. 19. gracilis. 21. rust'tin. 19.

centranthifolius, 8. granditlonis, l'_*. rotunilifolius, 18.

Cleveland!, 25. Ilartwegi, (5. fv-ouleri. 1.

C<d»K'a, 28. heterophyllus, 39. secunditlonis, 16.

c<x?cineus, .'>. huniilis, 2(). sperionus, 9.

confortus, 17. Jaffniyanus. 38. siM><'tabiIis, 27.

rordifolins, 2. la*tns, 37. sfaticifoliiis, 32.

crasHifoliug. 1. la»vigatus, 23. Turreyi, 5.

cristatus, 29. licmmoni, 4. tul»it1<inis, 22.

cyananthus, 9. Lohhii, 3. venustus, 33.

c/taiithus,'.i. Menziesii. 1. Wrighiii, 11.

deustu.s, 20. Murrayanus, 13.

A. Cells of anthers dehisretit for nearhf or quite ihtir

tfhoJe Jeiujth. iiuitfd or conttirent at the iipeT (lud

soon spreadlnti from eorh other. (A.\. No. 32.)

B. Anthern covered with long wool.

1. M^nziesii, Hook. Woody at base, 1 ft. or less hiirii:

Ivs. thick, obovate to oblong, serrate or entire, mostly
glabrous, the lower ones short-stalked: cluster a raceme,

pubescent: tis. 1 in. or more long, violet-blue to purple,
usually 1 on ea<-h pedicel, the upper lip 2-cleft and t1i»,

lower 2-cleft. Wyo., west and northwest.

V'ar. Niwberryi, Gray (var. Ji6l>it>soui, .Ma>t.). FIs.

pink or rose-purple. Calif. (j.C. 1«72 :;«;;».

Var. Doilglasii, (Jray (
/'. PoHtjlnsii, Hook. P. rras.'<i-

fdliuH, lAiuW.). FIs. lilac-purple, pink at base: Ivs. kIi-

long or obovate-lanceolate, t-ntire. Ore., north. H.H
24: It;.

Var. ScoMeri, Gray (P. Seouleri, Lindl.). FIs. violet-

purple: Ivs. lanceolate to linear-lanci-olate, sparselv ser-

rulate. Ore., north. H.K. l.'):1277. H.M.(;*:{4. O.C. 111.

7, p. 204. Gn. 52, p. 42.

BB. Anthers glahromt or only hairy (not woolly).

c. Plant serni-srinide)it (.towetvhat rlimliing) by nitana
of lanij, sltndir brutuhfg.

2. cordifdlitis, Benth. Plant very leafy, somewhat
pubescent: Ivs. ovate, serrate, 1 in. or less long: clus-
ter or thyrse short an«l leafy, the peduncles sev«ral-fld.

:

corolla tutnilar, scarlet, the tube 1 in. long and the iind»

half as long. S.Calif. K.H. 1850:221.

i'< . Plmit tnct, Htlf-nupporting.

D. Corolla limoH-yellow to yrlhnv-riiL

.'}. antirrhinoldes, Henth. (P. Lohhii, Bort.). Plant !-.">

ft., gialirous or nearly so, brancht-d and leafy: Ivs.

small, oval or spatulate, entire: lis. in leafy panicles,
the peduncles l-fl<l., the broad lis. about 1 in. long, the
lower lip de<'plv 2-l<»bed : sterile filament bearded on one
side. S. Calif.* B.M. 01.57. I. II. [i::ii:>.

4. L^mmoni, Gray. Slender shrub, 5 ft. «tr less tall,

bright green and glal>rous : Iv.s. ovate-laneeolate,
to<>tlie<l. })anicle loose an<l branchy, the long pediuxdes
2-7-fld.: tts. small, dull yellowish and red. the seg-

ments nearly equal. Central Calif.

DD. Corolla not yellow {unle.s.'< orrai^ionally in P. eon-
fertus), mo.stty in shades of rrd or purpff, some-
times whifi'.

E. Stem and Ivs. glabrous, at l»ast tip to thf inflores-

cence. (EE. No. 28.)

F. Corolla long and sltndcr, not swollfn near the base
or greatly widened at the month: .straight -flower*

d

species.

.'). barb&tUS, Nutt, Tall, erect, branching, glabrous
an«l more or less glaucous herbs : Ivs. firm, varying
fnmi lanceolate to linear, entire, strong-veined, the
radical ones oblanceolate or spatulate: fi.-clust«'r long
and ()pen, narr<tw, the peduncles about 2-.'{-fld. : fls. slen-

der, about 1 in. long in wihl forms, strongly 2-llppe<l,

varying from light pink and flesh color to carmine,
the lower lip tisually bearded. Colo., south. B.R. 25:21.

li.ll. 1890, p. :{47. Mn, 7:141. —A showy perennial, and
common in cult. One of the best.

Var. Tdrreyi, Gray {P. T/trreyi, Benth.). is a scarlet-

fid, form, with almost no beanl on the lower lip; the
conmjonest form of the species in cult. Excellent.

Var. coccineos, Hort., is a scarlet-fld. horticultural
form.

0. Hdrtwegi, Benth. (P. gentianoyde.t, \A\u\\.). Tail
and erect ( ;{-4 ft. high), somewhat branched, the stems
dark pur[)le: Iv.s. lanceolate to lancj'-obloiig-linear, or
the upper ones broa<ler, sessile, glabroxis an*! entire:

ti. -cluster somewhat pubescent, longand opi-n. th*- pedi-
cels ,'MJ-fld.: fls. drooping, dark rich ])urplish n-d,

slightly curved, the limb somewhat 2-lipj)ed an<l the
hd)es acute. Cool regions in Mexico. B.M. .'{(JOl. H.K.
24::{. (;n. MT, p. WKJ; 41>, p. 400.-A line garden i»lant,

now much modified by domesticati<m.

7. gloxinioides, Ilort. A race of garden hybrids, issu-

injr largely from P. Ilartwtgi ; the other most important
parent being /*. Cidxra. Probably other species have
eistered into the anuilgamation. The group needs criti-

«'al study from the growing plants. The fls. are large,

with a broad nearly regular limb, and in many colors.

The plants are strong and floriferous. Flowers some-
times measure 2 in. m-ross. Some of the strains bhxmi
freely fnmi seed the first year. Not hardy in New York,
unless very thoroughly protected ; it is probably better

to winter it in «leep coldframe.
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8. centranthifdlius, Benth. IMiuit strict and I«'afy.

l-',i ft. tali, v»*ry j^laucous: Ivm. titick ami t-ntirf, fndii

ovate -laiK'eolate to linear, mostly sessile and rlaspint;:

infl<»rescenfe lon>? and narrow, the jteduneles 2-.'{-H«l.

:

fls. alxnit 1 in. I<»ntf, scarlet, narrow-tubular, the lobes

short and acute; sterile filament naked. Calif, to W.
Ariz. H.M. :>142. F.S. 2li:'J;U)y.

rr. CnroUn {erccpf in P. rotundifolius) with a pronti-

ntnthl fulargiHt/ tuhe, irhich ix nftrn rnn}r<irf*it

nxir thf tiuxr: thickfhnrt't'ffJ spt-rifn, t'urttlhi

nenrly sttnit/hf, but .short in I', tunfertus.

(i. Lfdveit entire {sometimeH .terrnlate in P. nnifertus).

H. Ihhixrence of anflnr rt-tls erteHflittq fmni tmse hut
not throuijh thi' aprj-.

9. gl&ber, Pursh (P. fUn-flotii, Hook. P. spft-iontts,

Dougl.). Erect herb (1-2 ft.), with sinijde >tems, jflti-

1713. Pentstemon

eranditlorus (.X V4)

1714. Pentstemon
cscruleus ( X '4),

A slender form.

hrous and sonjewhat fj^laucous : Ivs. oblong-lancefdate
to «ivate-lanceolate: tt. I in. or more Ion>;, broad and
wide at the mouth, brij^ht blue to purplish. M<». river
west. B.M. Uu2 (as /'. qlahra) an«l 4:»iy. B.R. 1.1:1270.

<;n. 27, p. 42. MM. IWM, p. '.\K\; 189<;, j). :{47.-A very
handsome plant, known by its large blue Ms,

Var. cyan&nthus, (Jray (P. cytinthua, Hort.). Tall
and less {rhiucous. the Ivs. broader (ovate or cordate-
ovate to lanceovate) : fl. -duster dense; Hs. bright blue.
Kocky Mts. K.H. 18r>l:453.—Preferable to the type.

HH. DehiHri-nce of anther ifUx ejrft'udintj from the base
to the verif apex and thmiiijh the jnnrtion or
confluence of the two rcHH at the apex.

I. Infloreseenee rather rio.ie ami roinpart.

.1. Shape of some or all of the leaves as broad as
ovate or obo rate.

l'>. puniceUB, <tray. Very jrlaucous. with short ovate
sonjetimes connate Ivs.: tl. about 1 in. lonir. more fun-

nelform (or widening upwards) and with wide-spread-
ing n»unded lobes, scarlet ; sterile lllament bearded
<lown one side. Ariz. li.U. 1892, p. 44b.

11. Wrlghtii, Hook. Rather stout, 2 ft. or less tall,

more t>r less glaucous; lowest Ivs. «ibovate, the upper
oueM ubIoDg and clasping ; intlore.scence long and
looHely tld., to peduncles about 2-Hd. : fis. about 'J4 in.

long, bright re<i, the mouth broad and the rounded
lobes spreading % in. W.Tex, and N. Me.\. B.M. 4(i()l.

F.S. 7:«;8.').

12. grandifldruB, Xutt. Fig. 171.1. Stout, very u'lau-

c«ius; IvH. thick, broad and obtuse, the Moral ones with
very broad bases: peduncles very short or almost none:
Ms. nearly or (juite 2 in. long, lilac or blue, enlarging
near the base, somew'iat 2-li|iped and the upi>«r lip the
smaller; sterile Mlament minutely pubescent at the tip:

fr. large. Wisconsin, south and west. — Handsome.
I.'{. Murray&nus, Hook. Erect, .'{ ft.: Ivs. broad f)vate.

clasping, and tin* upper pairs grown to;;ether into a
cup-shaped body (cotmate); pedicels 2-;{ in long: fls.

deep s«'arlet, with rather small lobes; sterile Mlaiiient

glal.r..iis. Tex. B..M. ;U72. (Jn. 2«i, p. 229. K.H. Ih9«;.

p. ;J4H.

14. acumin&tUB, Oougl. Glaucous, strict and ustially

stiMi>.h, 2 ft. or less tall: Ivs. thickish, the lo\\«Tniost

broadly ovate to <»bovate, th«* uppermost lan<'e(ivate to

short-ovate and <'lasping an<l usually acumiiuite, the
Moral Ivs. shorter than the Ms. : iiiMorescence narrow, the
peduticles l-:{- or mc»n' Md.: Ms. nearly 1 in. long, lilac to

violet, wide at the throat, the obtuse lobes spreading;
Sterile Mlament beanled at the tip. Mo. river, west and
80Uth. B.R. l.'):128.i. — Very satisfactory.

.1.1. Shape of leaves lanceolate to linear.

]'>. caeruleus, Nutt. Fig. 1714. Mostly lower: Ivs.

linear to lanceolate, those at the base of the M. -cluster
u-<tially exceeding the Ms.: inMorescence usually close:
Ms. blue, varying to lila** or white. I)akf)ta to Colo.—
iSeems to run into /*. acuminatus.

Ifi. BecundifldruB, Benth. About 2 ft. tall: Ivs. nar-
row-lanceohite, somewhat glaucous, the radical ones
s[»atulate: inMoresc«'nce lonjr and strict, the peduncles
l-.'{-Md.: Ms. lilac or purple, the basal tube about twic-e

the length of the calyx, the throat broa«l an<l bell-shaped
and about equaled by the sprea«ling rounde<| lobes;
sterile Mlament glabrous or bearde<l only at the top.

Colo. — Hand.some.

17. conf6rtUB, Dou;rl. One to 2 ft., pubescent in the
iiiMoreseiMice; Ivs. oldong to lancecdate to linear, usu-
ally entire but sometimes minutely serrat«' : inM«>res-

cence a narrow interrujtte<l spike, the peduncles sessile

or the lower ones stalked: Ms. % in. or h-ss lonj:. cream-
wh>te to sulfur-yellow, narrow, 2-lipped. the lower lip

bearded within. Rocky Mts. to Ore. B.R. 15:1200.

Var. caeruleo-purpdreus, (Jray ( /*. />r'ir*'rM.s-. I)ou>fl.).

Fls. blue-p\irple to vi<det. C<do., west and north. H.M.
29.'»4. L.B.<'. 17:1<»H>. — A common form in ;:ar«lens, and
a reliable and satisfactory plant.

II. Inflorescence very open and loose, due to the fact

that the peditnrles are S-din. Inntf and the pedi-
I) Is 1 in. or more lontj and thi fls. droopimj.

18. TOtundifbliuB, (Jray. Ab(»ut 2 ft. tall, bran«liing
from the base, glaucc>us: lower Ivs. thick and leathery,

orbicular-ovate and obtuse, long-i)etioled, stein-lvs. ses-

sile and cordate-orbicular: Ms. \-\% in, long, narrow-
tubular, yellow-red, the lobes short an<l acut<'; sterile

lilanieiif iriabrous. .Northern Mex. B..M. HiTy't. O.C. 111.

4:205. (i.F. 1:47a.

(Hi. Leaves serrate or dentate.

H. Sterile filawent bearded at the tip or atony
one side. (HH. N<». 2(».

)

I. Color of fls, purple, blue or rose, incidentally rang-
ing to white.

19. campanuliitUB, Willd. Branching from the ba.se,

2 ft. or h'ss tall: Ivs. lanceolate or the upi)er ones ovate-
lanceolate, long-acuminate, broad at the base and ses-

sile, stronfrly serrate: inM<»rescence h.ng an<l narrrtw,

the peduncles usmtlly 2-Md.: Ms. 1 in. long, rose-jMirple,

the narrow i>as«' of the tube about the length of the
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calyx, the upper part broa<i and ventricose. the sub-
equal h)beH rounded and spreadini^, the throat hairy;
sterile filament hairy at the top. Mex. B.M. ^{884. — An
old jfarden plant which is variable in color and which
has received many names, as /*. aiujitxtifolhtH, afro-

pttrpureus, pulchelliis, roseit^t. See B.R. 13:1122 and
14 : 1 1;{8. L. B.C. 15 : 1429, 14:{8.

20. htlmilia, Nutt. Low, usually not over 6 in. tall,

pubescent in the inflorescence: I vs. oblonii; to lanceo-

late, somewhat glaucous, the upper ones small-toothed:
inflorescence .'{—4 in. lon^, with 2-5-rtd. peduncles: fls.

% in. lonjr, rather narrow, deep blue or sometimes
ran^in^ to white, the lower lip

bearded within. Rocky Mts., west.
P. 1875:241.

21. ffr&cilis, Nutt. Taller, some-
times minutely puberulent, slen-

der : Ivs. linear-lanceolate, some-
times nearly entire, the radical
ones spatulate or oblonfr: inflores-

cence strict, the peduncles 2- or
more-fld.: fls. nearly 1 in. long,
mostly narrow-funnelform, lilac-

purple ran^in^ to white. Colo, and
Wyo., north. B.M. 2945. L.B.C.
10:1541. — Pretty species.

II. Color of fls. nearly or quite
white, but sometimes shaded
with red or purple.

22. tubifldrus, Nutt. Stem2-:5ft.,
erect, not leafy above: Ivs. oblong
to ovate-lanceolate, barely serru-
late, passing into small bracts
above : inflorescence of densely

-

rtd., somewhat whorled clusters:
fls. about % in. long, scarcely 2-

spreading, the small lower lip bearded at the base. Pa.
west and south. B.M. 1425. —A common plant, he-it
known in the ft>nn

Var. Oiffit41ia, (Jray (P. Digitalis, Nutt.). Fitr.
1715. Very tali, 4-5 ft., with larger white abruptly in"
flated flowers. B.M. 2587. — Sometimes becomes a weed
in old flelds. It is in cultivation as a border plant.

24. F&lmeri. Gray. Plant 2-.3 ft. tall, the foliage
glaucous : Ivs. thick, ovate to oblong-lanceolate, the
h»wer petioled and the upper connate, very sharp-<len-
tate or sometimes almost entire : inflorescence long,
mostly glandular: fls. cream-white tinted with pink, the

narrow part ot the ttibe about as long as tiie

calyx, the upper part very wide and open, the
mouth % in. across and 2-lipped; sterile fila-

ment yellow-bearde<l. Utah, south and west
B.M. 0064. F.S. 20:2094. F. 1874:37.

III. Color of flowers red.

25. CUvelandi. Gray. Two ft. or more,
more or less glaucous, becoming woody at
the base: Ivs. rigid, oblong or ovate, sharp-
toothed, the upper ones usually connate by
their bases: inflorescence long and narrow:
fls. % in. long, crimson, with narrow throat;
sterile filament beardt^l at top. S. Calif
G.M. 30:020. F. 1878, p. 149.

1715. Beard-toneue- Pentstemon laevigatus, var. Digitalis (X %

lipped, the spreading limb nearly as long as the tube,

whit«' or nearly so and sometimes tinged with purple.

Kans. and Ark.

23. laevigatas, Solander. Tall and slender. 2-4 ft.,

more or less glaucous: Ivs. rather firm, purplish, some
what glossy, orate to ovate-oblong-lanceolate and clasp-

ing, the radical ones oblanceolate or broader, all small-

toothed: inflorescence long and loose: fls. about 1 in.

long, white and sometimes tinged with color, rather

slender, narrow at the base, the short lobes not wide-

HH. Sterile filament glabrous.

26. detistus, Dougl. Stems 1 ft. or less tall

from a woody base, glabrous throughout: Ivs

thickish, varying from nearly linear to lance-
olate to ovate, some or all of them serrate, the
uppermost sessile: inflorescence niany-fld.,

loose and open: fls. not over J^ in. long, dull
white or yellowish white and sometimes
tinged with purple, wide-mouthed, the lobes
wide-spreading. Montana to Calif. B.R. IG:

1318.

27. specUbilis, Thurber. Two-1 ft., erect,

somewhat glaucous: Ivs. ovate to ovate-lan-
ceolate or .sometimes oblong, acute, the up-
per ones acuminate and connate by their
bases, very sharp serrate-dentate : inflores-

cence long and many-fid. : fl. 1 in. or more
long, rose-purple or lilac, the narrow part of

the tube about twice the length of the calyx,
the upper part broad and full, the lobes
rounded. N. Mex. to S. Calif. B.M. 5260.-
A beautiful species.

EE. Stem and Ivs. more or less

p II be.scent or hirsute.

F. Corolla 2 in. long.

28. Cobaea, Nutt. Fig. 1716.

Straight and erect, stout, about
2 ft., minutely pubescent: Ivs.

thick, ovate-oblong to ol>long to

broad-lanceolate, the
^
^><,rones

clasping: inflorescence mostly
simple and open: fls. very large,

reddish purple to white, the
base very narrow but the upper
part of the flower broad and
open, the limb «»iily obscurely 2-

lipped ; sterile filament bearded.
Prairies, Kans., south. B.M.
.3465. Gn. 49:1008. Mn. 4:11.3.

— Very showy, anil probably one
of the parents of the garden
race of hybrid Pentstemons.

FF. Corolla 1 in. or hss long.

29. cristAtus, Nutt. Only a few inches high, ptibes-

cent, usually viscid above: Ivs. linear-lanceolate to nar-

row-oblong: inflorescence erect, leafy below: fls. about
1 in. long, purplish, rather abruptly dilated above, the
lower lip bearded ; sterile filament strongly yellow-
bearded. Dakota to Colo, and N. — Good.
' 30. ov&tus, Dougl. Stem slender but erect, 2-4 ft.,

more or less pubescent: Ivs. ovate, rather thin, bright
green, serrate, the upper ones clasping: inflorescence
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ert-rt but lax, the poduncles 2-sevt'ral-fld. : fis. about %
in. loriif. blue chanjrinjf to purple, 2-lipped an«l the lower
lip bearded. Idaho, west and north. B.M. 2903. — (fOo<I.

.11. pub68cen«, Solander. Loose-growing, the slender
often (li'cuiubent stems reaching 2 ft., usually viscid-

pul>eseent: Ivs. oblong to oblanceolate, small-toothed,
the radical onen ovate to spatulate: inrtorescence loose

ainl open, the peduncles 2-'.i in. hmg and the pedicels

pinnatifld, the upper ones not opposite : inflorescence
loose: tis. fi in. long, light purple; sti-rile tllament
somewhat hair>' at top. Ore. and Wasli. M..M. XWH.
B.R. i:J:ir_»l. L.B.C. 17:1041.

1716. Pentstemon Cobaea (X Ji).

often 1 iu. long: tls. about 1 in. long, drooping, <lull

purple or violet or varying to flesh-color, rather narrow,
with 2 short lobes, bearded on the palate; sterile flla-

nient densely bearded. Dry fields and banks from On-
tario south and west. B.M. 1424.— The common Fent-
stemon of the East, and useful in cult.

AA. Cells of anthers not dehiscing or openimj to the

hdse, the basal part remaining saccate.

B. Leaves dentate or serrate.

c. Plant viscid and soft-pubescent.

32. glanduldsuB, Lindl. (P. staticifdlius, Lindl.).
Rather .stout, 2-3 ft. tall: Ivs. rather thin, ovate-lanceo-
late, acuminate, the upper ones clasping, the radical
ovate or oblong, all toothed or serrate: inflorescence
narrow, leafy below, the peduncles few-several-fld.

:

fls. large, somewhat over 1 in. long, lilac, with inflated
tliroat, the lips short and broad ; sterile filament gla-
brous. Idaho to Wash, and Ore. B.R. 1.1:1262; 21:1770.
B.M. 3688. -Showy.

re. Plant not ri.'icid, either glabrous or puberulenf.

Xi. venilstas, Dougl. Stem erect, nearly simple, leafy.
2 ft. or less tall, glabrous: Ivs. thickish, oblong-lanceo-
htte to ovate-lanceolate, very sharply serrate : inflo-

rescence narrow, not leafy, the peduncles 1-3-fld. : fls.

usually exceeding 1 in. in length, somewhat 2-lipped.
light purple, somewhat hairy within; sterile filament
hairy above. Idaho and Ore." B.R. 16:1.'{09.

34. diKClsus, Dougl. Stems about 2 ft. tall, diffuse:
Ivs. ovate to oblong-lanceolate to cordate-ovate, un-
evenly and deeply serrate : inflorescence leafy, the
pedicels very short: fls. ^4 in. long, light purple, 2-

lipped; sterile filament bairv above. Ore., north. B.M.
:!64r). B.R. 14:11.']2. R.ll. 1872:410.

BB. Leaves deep-cut.

.3."). Richardsoni, Dougl. Rather 'oosely bninohing:
Ivs. ovate-lanceolate to narrow lanceoiate, deeply cut or

c.

BBB. Leaves entire.

Sterile filament somewhat bearded.

36. grracil^nttu, Gray. A foot or more tall from a
woody ba.se, nake<l above: Ivs. lanceolate to linear or
oblong, glabrous: inflorescence loose, the viscid pedun-
cles 2-5-fld. : fls. % in. long, violet-blue, the lobes very
short. N. Calif., Xev., and Ore.

• '<". Sterile filament glafyrous.

37. Hetut, (Jray. About 1 ft. tall, from a woody base,
closely pubescent: Ivs. lanceolate to linear-lanceolate,
the radical ones spatulate: fls. 1 in. long, blue. Calif.

38. aztiretia, Benth. Erect or ascending, .3 ft. or less,

glaucous, sometimes minutely pubescent: Ivs. narrow-
ovate to narrow-lanceolate: inflorescence loose and
open: fls. IJ-a in. or less long, blue to violet, sometimes
reddish at the ba,se, the limb about 1 in. across. Calif.
B.M. 7504.

Var. Jaffray&nus, Gray (P. Jaffrayiinus, Hook.).
Lower (about 1 ft. tall), young stems tinged with red:
Ivs. oblong to oval or the upper ones ovate-lanceolate,
glaucous: fls. large and showy, rich blue and reddish at
base an»l in the throat. Utah to Calif. B.M. 504.').

R.H. 1874:430.

39. heteroph^Ilus, Lindl. Stems reaching .V5 ft.,

from a woody base, the plant mostly green: Ivs. A'ary-

ing from oblong-lanceolate above to lanceolate and linear
below: inflorescence loose and open, the peduncles usu-
ally 1- or 2-fld.: fls. about 1 in. long, pink or rose-pur-
ple, very slender at the base but full or inflated above,
the lips well marked. Calif. B.R. 22:1899. B.M. 385:{.

R.H. 1875:110; 1896. p. 348. l H. B.

PEONY. See Pceonia.

FETEB.d'MLlA. (Greek, pepper-like). Piperiiceo?. An
enormous genus of tropical herbs, mostly American, in-
cluding some small but choice foliage plants for con-
servatory or house decoration. See Fig. 1717. Annual,
or perennial by a creeping caudex or by tubers formed
at the base: stems prostrate, creeping and thread-like,
or erect and slender, or short, thick and succulent: Ivs.

alternate, opposite, or in whorls of 3—4 (rarely 5-6),
entire, fleshy or membranous, often with pellucid dots:
fls. minute, usually disposed in a dense spike, as in
Fig. 1718 ; stamens 2; anther cells confluent ; stigma
sessile iu the ovary.
Speaking of P. arifolia, var. argyreia, J. D. Hooker

says (B.M. .56.34): «It is a very beautiful plant, and like

-__£S=S1
1717. Peperomia arifolia, var. argyreia.

.\ ohoice little house plant with variegated foliage.

so many of its congeners, is well adapted for placing
along the edge of a shelf in a tropical house, both be-
cause of its beautifully marbled leaves and the lenirth

of tinif which these keep in good cond'tion. In fa<-t,
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few plants are better a<lapte<l for pcrinuticnt lM»r»l«Tiii)f

in tropical houses than l'»'p«'roniiHs, their leaves vnry-

ini^ 80 much in depth of colour, iu marbling, in the dif-

ferent hues of their upper and under .nurfaces, aiul in

the colour of their stalks; then, Ux}, they are not attriw-

tive to insects, make no litter, and give very little

troul»lo in propagating and cultivating."

The plant which seems to l>e the commonest in cult.

here is the one figured in B.M. 5<»34 as P. arifolia, var.

nrgyreid. Howevt-r, DeC'andolle thought that this plant

was not the true /'. arifolia, and he renamed it P. JSan-

dersii (after Wilson Sanders), but the name is invariably
spelled Saundersii in trade catalogues. The distinctions

which I)e('andolle makes are techni<*al. The main ones
are that P. arifolia has a slutrt stem and catkins much
longer than the Ivs., while P. Snudersii has no stem and
the catkins are about as long as the Ivs. in some c<dle«'-

tions is a plant known as Pepernmia craKsi folia, a mune
that does not appear in botanical nionograplis. It is a
very distinct species with dark green, ovate, fleshy Ivs. .{

X 5 inches, becoming very hard when old : stems brajiche*!

and upright in habit, afoot in height: Hs. in insignittcant
catkins. It i:^ a very good species and dest-rves to be
more generally known. It is not iu the trade, at least

not under this name.
The names of Peperomias are much confused, partly

owing to the vast size of thi' irentis. which always in-

creases the diflRculties of discrimination, and partly to

the minuteness of the fls. Moreover, the dtiration of
many kinds is uncertain, while great numbers are

"^"i//,

1718. Catkins of Peperomia arifolia. var. are^Teta.

monocarpic. that is, tliey flower .ind fruit once and then
die. The latest mo!i()graph is in Latin. DC Prod.

1(», part 1, :W2-4«i8 (1809). For important criticisms on
the key characters used by DeCantlolle, see Hillebrand's
"F^lora of the Hawaiian Islands." w'^ ^\

Peperomias are very attractive little plants, and their

fleshy leaves enable them to endure the dry air of a liv-

ing room much Iwtter than the great majority of plants.
While they are essentially warmhouse plants, they will
endure a cmdhouse temperature f*)r weeks without any
apparent harm. They need shade in summer, but noni.

in winter, and require less water than the general run of
warmhouse sul»jects. Never ke<'p them too wt-t. A
l<M)se, lumpy soil with a mixture of broken charcoal suits
them well. A pan 3 or 4 in. deep is better for them than
a deep pot. They are easily prop, in sand or san«ly s<ii|

in a bottom heat of 7.")°, either by the leaf, as with
lii'tfonia Jffjr, or with an inch of stem attached. Early
spring is the best time to propagate. P. pubifolia is

well adapted for a hanging basket. /'. mariilona makes
a Hne subject for a pan. These, together with /'. ari-

folia. var. argifreia, and P. martnorata, are the best
kinds for the florist. Wm. Scott.

INDEX.

nrifyrea, 1. miwulosa, 4. progtrnta, f-, 'J

argjreia, 1. inannoHtrfolia/A. imbifoJia, In.

itrifolia, 1. mannnrata, G. SandiTHii. \.

lirevijM's, J). metallica. .5. tithymaloides. ::.

latifolia, 7. nummularifolia, 8. Verschaffeltii, :;.

A. Plants for potn or pans.
H. Lrs. altrruatf.

c. Sterna short or Hunitimj.

V. Foliage variftfated.

E. Jiase of Ir.H. rounded,
not cat 1 . arifolia

EE. liant' of Irn. heart'
shaped 2. Verschaffeltii

EEE. liasf of Irs. arate '.i. tithymaloides
DD. foliai/H not variegated .. 4. maculosa

C<; . St

e

#/».-< nn ni erotts, long, slen-

der ."). metallica
BB. Lvs. opposite or in whorls.

C. Base i>f Irs. with J ronnd-
ish, overlapping lobes 0. marmorata

cc. liase of lvs. acate 7. latifolia

AA. Plants for hanging baskets.

B. Lrs. roundish S. nummularifolia
!». brevipes

BB. Lvs. ovate 10. pubifolia

1. arifdlia, Miq. (P. argi/rea or argifrTfa. Hort. /'.

Sdndersii, C.DL\). Figs. 1717, 1718. Stemless: lvs. al-

ternate, peltate, 5x314 in.; petioles dark red, 4-8 in.

long. Cult, only in the form var. argryr^ia. Hook..
which differs from the type in havin;; broad, parallil

longitudinal bands of white between the nerves. Brazil.

B.M. 56:U. F.S. 2.1:24.{8. A.G. 19:17. F.R. 1:G:{7.-

Monocarpic annual or biennial.

2. Verschaffeltii, Lem. Distinguished from P. niar-

niorata by the basal lobes of the lvs., which do ixit

overlap, but are separated by a notch as iu a typical
cordate leaf. A smaller and more delicate but more
branched plant: stem short: stem, branches, petioles

and peduncles much longer, translucent and pale rose
(not green). Upper Amazon, Brazil. I.H. 1G:598.

3. tithymaloides, A. Dietr. iP. magnolifpfolia, A.
Dietr. I. Lvs. alternate, sulwvate. iiciitish. 2-.'? in. long,

base acute, more than 9-nerved: nerves subopposite;
petiole 1 in. long, keeled beneath: stem rootintr below.
Sauto Domingo. — Monocarpic annual or biennial.

4. maculosa. Hook. Lvs. alternate (?) ovate-lanceo-
late, bright shining green, very fleshy: petioles beauti-

fully spotted with purple. Santo Domingo. —A good
subject for a pan. Perennial.

5. metallica. Jjind. & Rod., is distinct from all others

here described by its numerous slender, unbranched
stems 12-1(5 in. high and lanceolate lvs. It probably be-

longs in some other genus or family. It was int. in

1892 before the fls. were known, and there seems to V>e

no subsequent record of fls, Lvs. blackish green, painted
white down the middle, n d-veined below; petioles short,

reddish brown. Peru. I.H. 39:157.

G. marmor&ta. Hook. Stem short, much -branched,
nearly ]-i in. thick: lvs. opposite, ovate-cordate, deeply
2-lobed at the base, the lobes rounded and overlappinsr.

The lvs. are r{-."» in. x \'%-2% in., not as broad as /'.

arifolia and less concave. Not adv.. but has l»een nn-
necessarilv confused with P. arifolia.

iMri I fi 'r—* ^ - <jaig3..^ jaj-....a»,-i nh m ^iMlliniltlifiT"^- ''•"'•- aT:^,>j'.>j; .^^ ,. .-
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7. latildlia. Mi({. Stem 10 in. liiKh, decumbfnt: Ivh.

olMivate or obtusely ovate, .VT-lierved, opposite or In

wliorh of 3, base Hcute, (glabrous alxjve, puWMrent be-

n«'ttth ;
petiole 7-H lines lonj;. Sundwit-h Islands.—

Monucarpic annual or biennial.

H. immmnlarilblia, HBK. Delicate creeper, with lon^.

tlirt'iul like, rootiiitf steins and small orbiiuiar Ivs.. pu-

berulous or glabrate: Ivs. alternate, ciliate, •>bscurely

palniately H-nerved, ;j-4 lines in diani. Trop. Anier.

—

Tbe above description is fr«»ni Grisebach. Five otlu-r

species in the West Indit-s Iiave the same habit. /*.

prostrdtii, Hort., is probably a syn., but see P. hrrvipr.^.

P. prostrata is a stove bask«'t plant flifured in (t.C
II. 11:717 and F. 1881, p. lO.'l. with a po<Ml-sized petiole.

The Ivs. are very small for the >>:enus, and are said imt

to exceed two-jifths of an in«'h. Lvs. iKirdered and
nerved with greenish white. Annual.

9. br^vipes, C. DC. Lvs. alternate, orbiculate, yotinijer

ones hirsute, idtler ones glabrate, ciliate, 1-nerved: style

none: In-rry with a very short stipe. Trop. Anier.

—

Tbe above description from DC. Not advertised, but
insertetl because Nicholson refers /*. prostrafo to this

species and keeps P. nummularifolia distinct.

10. pubifdlia, Veitch. Perennial creeper of unknown
habitat, suitable for hanjrin^ baskets. Lvs. small, ovate,

marked with a central gray bar.

P. rritedrfflbra, Andre, int. in 186'). was "fonnd in all stoves"
2ycarH later and said to Ije ''a plniit for the million." It dif-

fers from all the al>ove in beiiit .h flowering plant rather tliaii

ii foliage plant, for the lvs. are merely l>ordered lighter grecTi

aixl the tls. are al>out as showj* as those of a mignonette, eacli

one ',\-\ lines long, and 1<hi or so in a raceme. Stem l-l'^ ft.

high, red, forke<l : lvs. broadly ovate, cordate. (.'ol«»nibia.

B M. 6til9. ^^ M.

PEPINO or MELON SHBUB is Solnnum muriaitum.

PEFONIA (Greek, melon, gourd). Cuc»rhifiice(r.

Seven species of tropical perennial herbs, prostrate or
scandent, often vilhms. with tibrous ro«its: lvs. hd>ed or
rarely entire, dentate : fls. larire, yellow or whitish,

monoecious, the males solitary or racemose
;

petals .">,

free, obovate; stamens 3; female Hs. solitary: fr. larjje

or medium. One species from Madajrascar ; tlie rest

African. P. Mackeiinii was int. in southern California
with the remark that it is an immense grower and has
thick dark green foliag«' and yellow fls.; but it seems to
have been lost fioni the trade for the present.

Mack^nnii, Naud. Distinguished from its congeners
by the following ciiara *te.-s: lvs. broadly ovate-cordate,
.5-lobed to the middle: male tls. solitary; calyx-tul)e
subglabrotis, narrowed from apex to base. It is hardly
scandent, densely villous and the stem grows H-<J ft-

lonir: lvs. 4 in. long: petals over 1 in. long: fr. oblong-
ovoid, about the size of a lien's egg, green at first, then
marbled with white, finally all red; pulp orange-col-
ored, insipid. Natal.

PEPPER. The black and white Pepper of commerce
are treated under Piper. Wirli American horticultur-
ists "Pepper" usually means the red Pepper (Capsicum,
which see) of which the green Pepper is merely the
imripe stage.
The red Pepper is doubtless a native of the New

World tropics, as there is no record of its having been
known prior to the discovery of America. According to
Irving's "Life of Columbus," this plant was first men-
tioned by Martyr in 1493, who says Columbus brought
home "Pepper more pungent than that from Caucasus,"
evidently comparing it with the black Pepper of com-
merce from the oriental countri<'>^. It was cultivated by
the natives in tropica! and south' rn America before this
time, and about a centiiry later Gerarde speaks of its

being brought into European gardens from Africa and
southern Asia. Tlie ease with which the plant spreads
in warm latitudes, together with the increased commer-
cial trade imme<liately followina: the discovery of Amer-
ica, doubtless caused a rapid disseminaticm through
tropical Asia and Africa, where it was supposed by
many to be indigenous and from there introduced into
European gardens.
The first record of the use of Pepper is apparont'v

by Chauca. physician to the fleet of Columbt;s. who in

HIM alludes to it as a c«indinient. Writers aliout a cen-
tury later considered it valuable as an aid to digestion
and also mentioned its use in <Iressing mints, dyeing,
and other purposes. Me<licinally it was much used for
various aihto-nts, such as dropsy, colic, ague and tmith-

ache, and when mixed with honey and applied exter-

1719. Pepper.

The Rnby King variety.

nally was used as a remedy for quinsy. A a later date
preparations were given for black vomit and various
tropical fevers and for a tonic, also for gout, paralysis and
other diseases. Its modern use is largely as a condiment,
forming a seasoning iu almost every dish eaten by the
inhabitants of warm countries. The smaller varieties
are mostly used for this purpose. The cayenne Pepper
of commerce consists of the small pungent sorts re-

duced to a powder. The unground fruit is also made
into Pepper sauce of various brands by preser\ing in

brine or strong vinegar. The Tabasco variety furnishes
the well-known Tabasco Pepper sauce and Tabasco cat-

stip. "Chilli con carnie " consists of the small jiungent
varieties finely ground and mixed with meat. These hot
varieties are often eaten raw by native Mexicans, as we
do radishes, and also form an important ingredient of
tomales so common in that country and fairly well
known in the southirn United States. The large, thick-
fleshed sweet varieties are desired more by people
farther north, who use them in various ways, served
like tomatoes in either ripe or green state, with vinegar
and salt, or made into mangoes by cutting one side, re-

movintr seeds and filling with chow chow pickles. The
parts are then tie«l together, placed in jars with vinegar
and kept until wanted. The fruit is often used in stuff-

ing pitted olives after being cooked in olive oil. In

Spain some are canned after being thus cooke<l and
eaten with French salad dressing. The seed of Peppers
is more or less used as a bird food; and the plants of

some varieties, like Little TJem an<l Celestial, are grown
more especially for ornamental purposes.
Some .10 varieties are recorded by American seeds-

men. They differ from one another mainly in the form
and pungency of fruit and habit of growth. There are
endless forms anions: Peppers, but certain types are
well fixed, as indicated by the botanical varieties under
Capsicum. While all kinds are more or less pungent
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atxtut th«* sefds, the pun^enoy of mo«t of the smaller
MortM, likf* ('<»ral (tem. Tabasco, Chilli, Cayenne, ami
Cherry extemU to the tleshy portion, hut as a nile the
larKe kintis. like Kuhy Kini?(Fi(;. 171'.>), Squanh, Bell,

Swnet Mountain, and UoUien (^ueen are nweet or ver>
luiKlerately pungent with the seeilw reniovtrd. 8onie
nie<lium-Hize(l varieties, like I^>nK Red, Celestial, and
Oxheart, are hot; others, like County Fair antl Kaleido-
scope, are mild.
As a rule Peppers are not >;rowu in lartre quantitit-s

in any particular locality, hut most jrardeiis near lar^e
cities in the central and" southern states jfrow a few to

supply local market.^.
In ^rowini? Peppers the seed is usually planted under

triass in February or March, and the younjf plants trans-
planted to pots or boxes when of sufticient size to han-

PEPPERMINT. Se* M,-Hfhn.

PEPPERMINT 8TRIN0T BAHK.
ptrita.

PEPPER BOOT. Ihniaria diphijlla.

Kurnlypfiis pi.

1720. Pepper plant ready to transplant to the field.

die. From 12 to 20 days are required for the see»l to

jErerminate, the time varying accordinj; to the ajfe of the
seed and the manner in which it ha.s been kept. Its

permlnatinfj power is said tola.st four years, and if kept
in po<ls until sown will grow when 6 or 7 years old. A
lisht, warm soil, heavily charged with humus and one
that will not (juickly dry «)ut, appears to be the best.

In May or June, or after all danger of frost is past,

the plants (Fig. 1720) are set in the tield in rows about
2V9 ft. apart and 18 in. apart in the rows. The ground
is kept thoroughly cultivated, not only to keep down
weeds but to maintain an even bu*" not excessive moist

-

lire at all times, which is very essential for be.st results

ill growing this plant. By keeping the soil well worked
«p around the plants they stand up much better against
the winds and weight of their own fniit. Pruning or
pinching the tip ends after the fruit begins to mature
is occasionally recommeiuled, but is rarely practiced
except when specimens of especially fine fruit are de-

sired, in which case the fruit is thinned, leaving only a
few on each plant of the larger sorts. In gathering, the
fruit should not be torn off but cut with a knife or scis-

sors, leaving at least one inch of stem. The usual vege-
table cr.'ite is used for packing and marketing the crop.

Insects do not injure Peppers growing in the tield.

Red spider and greenfly (aphis) frequently attack

plants growing imder glass. The red spicier may bo
kept in check by repeatetUy syringing with water, and
the greenfly may be killed by fimiigatintr with tobacco
dust. Two fungous diseases frequently occur on the
large varieties growing outdoors. One is a pink an-
thracnose [Glctoiporium pipertrfnm), which causes the
fruit to rot about the time it begins to ripen; the other
is a dark anthracnose (CoJlelotrirlnnn nigrum).

In preparing Peppers for table use. handle them with
gloves to prevent burning the finsrers. Neither soap
nor water will soothe hands burned by Peppers, but
"I'l'-^ «'H- H. C. Irish.

PEPPER GRASS. Lepidim .

PEPPERIDGE or TUPELO. See 3'j/s.»a.

PERAPH'tLLUM (from (Jreek pera, beyond. n<i.|

phylloti ; ulludiug to the crowded leaves). Hosorttt

.

The only species is a much-branched rigid shrub, with
decidutms, alternate, rather small and narrow !v>.,

white fls. similar to ap]>le-blosHom8. in few-fl<l. upright
corymbs appearing with the I vs., and berr>--like edible
fr. Hardy as far north as Mshh., but seems to possess
only little ornamental value. It is of very slow growth
and bIo4»ms only when rather ohl. It grows in well-
drained soil and in sunny position, an«l is best suited to
be planted on nn-ky slopen of sfmthern aspect. Prop,
by seeds and layers and by grafting on Amelanehier or
Cratspgus. It is closely allied to Amelanehier, but dis-
tinguished by its corymbose fls., cylindric calyx-tul)e,

orbicular petals, and also by its narrow Ivs. The only
species is P. ramosissimtun, Nutt., a rigid shnib, 2-4»

ft. high: Ivs. obid! _ to oblanceolate, almost sessile, en-
tire or sparingly serrulate, silky pubescent when young,
%-l in, long: fls. in few-fld. erect corymbs, white or
slightly tinged pink, with rose-colored disk, % in.

across ; petals orbicular spreading; styles 2-'.i: ovary
2- or incompletely 4-celled : fr. pendulous, globose,
brownish yellow, about % in. across. May. Ore. to

Calif, and Colo. B.M. 7420. Alfred Rehder.

PERENNIALS tend to live from year to year, as op-
posed to annuals and biennials, which die root and branch
the first or second year after flowering and fruiting. Per-
ennials include trees, shrubs and herbs, the two former
being woo<ly, the latter not, "Perennials " as conmionly
used by gardeners is a convenient shortening of the
phrase "hardy herbaceous perennials," which includes
Peony, Phlox and other non-woody plants whose rtxits

live over the winter while their tops may die to the
trround. The phrase "hardy herbaceous perennials"
is also shortened in common speech to "herbaceous
plants;" or one speaks of his "hardy border," See
Herbs and Border.
A popular fallacy about Perennials lies in the com-

mon statement that "they die down every j-ear and
come up again in the spring," Many of them never
come up. Peonies are a.s long-lived as shrubbery, and
a clump of Fraxinella has been known to outlive father,
son and grands<m in the same spot. But these are
exceptions. The general practice with Perennials is

to divide them every second or third year. Nearly all

hardy herbaceous plants should be lifted now and
then, because the crowns which give the flowers in

most desirable kinds flower only 2 or IJ seasons and
then die; but the plant may be continually spreading
and making new growths, which furnish the flow«'rs. ami
unless lifted and divided the stocks become scattering
and unattractive. Another very good reason for lifting

and dividing the Perennials is that, being mostly strong-
rooted plan*-'. I'ley deplete the soil.

PERESKIA (Nicolaus Fabricius Peireskius. of Aix,
France), Vitct(icerf. Also written Pfrrf-s^-H/, Shrubby,
the slender, often very long branches spreading or
climbing; spinose, but the spines not har])ed and setae

wanting: Ivs, broa<l. sometimes much like those of the
lemon tree: fls. wheel-shaped, more or less paniculate
at the er-'.s of twigs; ovarj- leafy: seeds dark, thin-

shelled, with two coverings.

actile&ta, Mill, Lemon Vine, Blad Appi,e. Barba-
POES (toojiEBEKRV, Branches woody, rather slender,

becoming 10-20 ft. long: Ivs, pinnate-veined, 2-.'{ in,

long, 1-2 in. broad: spines at first 2 intra-axillar, short

and hooked, later numerous and 1-2 in. long: fls. very
pale yellow, sometimes pinki.^h, 1-1 '2 in, broad, some-
what panicled at the ends of the branches: fr. lemon-
color, the size of an olive, at maturity nearly or quite

smooth. Widely spread in tropical America. B.M. 7147.

G.C, III. 20:r)2.'».— This species is much used as stock

on which to graft other species of Cacti.
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Blto. DC. FiK. '.i*y.i, V't»I. I. fStt'iii's <4tiMitfr, more suc-

riiU-nt, ieM!4 bruachiut;: Ivm. ufteu 5 in. loii^ by tiulf uh

widt': Hpines at rtrst coiuiiionly Mulit»ry in the axiln,

|at«'r inure nuiiHTouM. all straight: t!.«*. purple, l'.i-2in.

Iiroiitl: fr. 2in. lonjf, pear-shaped. NewUranada, Brazil.

B.M. :{478. U.C. 111. 20:427.

rabal4ta, Muehl. Stem 2 ft. or lens hitrh, below half

wixmI. above tleshy and branching: lv«. persisting a few
year.s, «lark green, shiny, as thick as a pencil, about 'A

in. long, half cylindrical and ending in a spine: areola*

felted, in the young plant with a few hair-bristles

iater with 2-4 straight, pale yellow spines !{—4 in. long.

(^^l,il^.,_t'an be used as stock for Epipbyllunj.

ipatholita, Otto. Stem upright, with few horizontal,

xptitulate, shiny green leaves: the diffuse areola' at

first somewhat woolly, later felted, above with a bunch
of short bristles, below with 1-2 yellowish white, straight

ipines. Mex. Katharine BRANUEtiEE.

PEEFUMERY GARDENING. The perfumes <.f the
market are derived in part fn)ni animal secretions

(musk, civet), in part from artificial chemical cora-

poumls, and in part, and chietly, from the class of vege-

table products loosely called essential oils. "Synthetic"
or chemical perfumery materials are the more or less

perfect artificial repn»ductions of organic compounds
used in perfumery. If it were possible in all cases and
with perfect success to compound these substances the
pro<luction of floral perfumes would soon be at an end,
as the chemical process would be sure to be cheaper
than the horticultural. But nature knows how to add
some touches which the chemist's art cannot imitate,

and even where synthetic manufacture is possible, the
result is in general regarded as a cheaper substitute.

At the same time, sentimental reascms count consider-
ably in favor of the natural perfume, anil considering,
further, that some perfumes cannot be imitate<l cheuii-

cally, there is no present cause to apprehend the ex-

tinction, or. in view of increasing deniantl, even the
decline, of the industry of producing natural perfumery
oils.

The essential oils used in perfumery are secreted in

different parts of the plant. The flowers are naturally
thought of first, being the seat of the fragrance of the
rose, violet, cassie, jasmine, tuberose, the orange in part,

and nu^aberless other plants whose perfume is extracted
or only enjoyed as naturally exhaled. The oil of laven-
der is yielded more by the green parts of the flower-head
than by the corollas. In rose geranim i, thyme, winter-
green and patchouli the foliage is the fragrant part. A
number of essences are derived from wcmds, as those
of sandalwood, red ce<lar and rhodium. The oil of sweet
birch comes partly from the wood, but mainly from the
inner bark, and the same is true of sassafras. In the
case of the latter, however, the r<K)ts only are used ; in
ihe case of the fonner the young tops. Several herba-
ceous roots also furnish oils, as orris root. Canada
snakeroot and sweet flag. The rinds of the orange and
other citrous fruits contain important perfumery oils,

and the oil of bitter almonds comes from the fermented
kernel of the nut.
The standard methods of extracting essential oils are

four, namely, the use of mechanical means (chiefly ex-
pression), distillation, enflenrage or inflowering. and
maceration. Expression appears to be applied only to
the rinds of the citrous fruits. These are placed under
pressure in a screw press, or sections turned wrong side
out are squeezed in the fingers, the oil being taken up
with a sponge, or the fruit is rubbed in a cup lined witli

spikes (ecnelle d. piqiier), the oil collecting in a hollow
handle. An ecuelfe on a larger scale in the shape of a
hollow drum has also been used.

In distillation, the oil-bearing material is heated with
water or subjected to hot steam, and the oil. being vola-
tile, passes off with the steam. The oil would be lost

if the vapor were not condensed, and this is accomplished
by passing it through a coil or equivalent arrangement
of pipe kept cool by a flow of water. The condensed
steam and oil fall into a "Florentine recipient," a vessel
with a spout coming out at the base but rising to the
level of the top. so that the heavier liquid, sometimes
oil, sometimes water, alone will enter it and can be

poured off separately. After the water and oil have
mainly separated, the Water will still contain enough
oil to make it highly fragrant, and in this state it goea
to market as rosewater, orange-flower wate-, etc.. or in

returned to the still to be redistilled with the next
charge.
The remaining two methotls depend on the fact that

grease has the power «d ab.sorbing essential oils. In
enfUurinjr the grease, without heating, is spread over
both surfaces of panes of glass which are set in frames
(rAd««M), so that they can be piled one over another
with spa<'es between. In these spaces are )daced the flow-
ers, the charge l>eing renewed daily until the grease Is

sufficiently impregnatetl, when it constitutes a "p^imade."
"Extracts "are made by digesting the pomade in alcohol,
which has a still stronger attraction for the perfume
than has the grease. The alcohol nmst first be deodor-
ized to save perverting the floral perfume, and is then
known as "Cologne spirit." The grease used in this
and the next process, moreover, must be freed from all

corruptible matter by a special process. Tallow and
lard, commonly mixed, and sometimes tba fat of the
deer an<l other animals, are employed.

In maceration the pomade is produced by immersing
repeated charges of the flowers in melted grease or tine
olive oil.

In recent times various chemica' processes for ex-
tracting perfumery have been tried, apparently with
some pra<"tical success; but they have n«)t yet sup-
planted the old methods. Carbon bisulfid and pe-
troleum ether are among the solvents employed. These
metlHxls would be less easily pra<*ticed by beginners
and amatetirs than the ordinary ones.

The art of distilling is not only not difficult to learn,
but is alrea<ly in practice in this country in the case of
peppermint, sweet birch, sasspfras, eucalyi>tus, etc.

More care and better apparatus would be required for
distilling roses and other flowers, uut the process is

essentially the same. Nor do the grease pioces.se8 in-

volve any difficulties which may not be overcome by
the application of a little American ingenuity and
capital. In fact, the production of the raw materials
<)f j>erfumery might proceed almost at once, so far us
the difficultv of the processes is concerned. But can
we grow the re(|uisite plants?

That many of the standard perfumery plants will

grow in this country needs no proof, and there is no
rea.son to doubt that their fragrance in properly chosen
localities will equal that (.f the same plants in the
European centers. In general, success in this line

must be looked for only southward, even in dealing
with hardy plants, though there may be exceptions to
this rule. Cool trade-winds and fogs at flowerins; time
are to be shuimed. The natural conditions in Florida
seem not very different from those of the south of
France, the great center of perfumery farming in
Europe, and in fact the feasibility of successful per-
fun)ery fanning in Florida has been demonstrated by
actual trial. California has also been the scene of ex-
periments, some of them seeming to promise success
as soon as economic conditions admit. A large terri-

tory between these two points is available for some
lines of the industry.
Among the particular plants to be noticed, the citrous

fruits desen^e a leading place. Nearly or quite all of
the trees of this group, including the sweet, the bitter or
Seville, and the bergamot oranges, the sweet and sour
limes, the lemon, the citron, and the shaddock, contain
valuable perfumes either in the peel of their fruit, or in

their flowers, or in their leaves, or in more than one
of these. Of the fniit oils, that of lemon is imported
into this country in largest quantity, followed by oil of
bergamot, oil of orange bitter and sweet, oil of limes
and"cedrat" or citron oil, the last two in very small
quantities, but the cedrat at a very high price. These
oils are extracted by expression, the distilled being
inferior, though it is asserted that when the "rag," or
inner soft layer, Is removed, the distilled oil equals
the other. The oil of the bitter orange is superior to
that of the sweet; the oil of bergamot is far more val-

uable than either, but can rarely be had in an unadul-
terated state. The flowers of the orange treated by
distillation yield "neroli." The scent of neroli, however.
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is not that of the flowers, an alteration taking place
duriiit? the distillation. Orange-flower water, consist-

ing of the condensed vapor of water with a little un-
changed oil adhering:, affords the true odor of the
flowers. By maceration, likewise, the true floral fra-

grance is obtained. The abortive flowers which fall

from the trees are available for perfumery use. but the
flowers are also sometimes picked, presumably with a
better result. Besides the product of fruit and flowers,

the leaves and young twigs pruned from the sweet
and b'tter oranges yield to distillation the oil of "pet/,
grain." of considerable though minor value. There is

no reason to doubt the perfumery capacity of American
orange groves. Indeed it has been asserted that the
orange flowers of Louisiana excel in sweetness those of
foreign parts. In Los Angeles, California, something
has been done towards utilizing the peel, and in Florida
a beginning has been made with both peel and flowers,

but for the most part these resources are at present
suffered to go to waste.

The lemon verbena, Lippia citriodora (Fig. 1721),
may be mentioned in passing as furnishing an attrac-
tive perfume of the citrous order, and as available at

least in Florida an<l California.

The perfumery products of the rose and its allies

merit next attention. The value of the importation of
attar of roses— to say nothing of rose perfume in other
forms— exceeds that of any single citrous perfume, and
at the same time the capacity of this country for pro-
ducing this and the other rose perfumes can scarcely
be called in question. The present supply '"f the
European and American markets is derived chiefly from
Turkey and from the perfumery region of the south of
France. The attar or otto of roses is produced most
largely i-^ Bulgaria and otfc ^r parts of European Turkey,
from the damask rose. It is obtained by distillation,

which is there conducte<l in a rude manner. In the
Grasse district (s(mth of France), the rose water, ob-
tained as explained above, yields more profit than the
attar, which is regarded as a by-product of the distilla-

tion. But the rose perfume is here largely extracted
by maceration, finishing with enfleurage, processes
which secure the true rose odor, which is not repre-
sented by the attar or water. The pomade and its

alcoholic extract are perhaps the finest of rose prod-
ucts. The Provence rose is here employed, a hybrid
or variety of the hun<lred-leaf, Hosa eentifoUn, the
type to which the cabbage and moss roses belong.
Pictures of this rose present, not the well-known door-
yard variety with short and crowded petals lorming a
flat disk without visible stamens, but a variety with
larger and looser petals of a deeper color, with stamens
in the middle. Both this and the damask rose .re

spring bloomers, the latter yielding also a small crop in

the fall.

The hixuriance of roses on the Pacific coast and
through the South invites experiments in those regions
to ascertain their perfumery worth. Affluent vegeta-
tion cannot be taken as sure proof of a rich perfumery
content, but this must be directly investigated by the
nostrils and better by experimental distillation. There
is practically no doubt, however, that in properly
chosen localiti; American roses can coin]»ete in sweet-
ness with the European. How far north liie rose can
be utilized for perfume cannot be settle<l in advance of
experiment. The rose must have a hot sun, but the
.Tune sun is hot far to the north; and as at most only
two harvests are gathered each year the advantage of

the South may not be as great as might be supposed.
Still the presumption is that our coming rose industry
will be conductt'd in our warmer sections. The soil for
the rose must not be poor, but there is a possibility of
its being too rich for the best perfumery results.

While distillation seems to be practically confined to

the two roses mentioned above, otlier kiiuls whose odor
is attractive are available for treatment by the grease
processes. There appears to be little in the methods of
cultivating roses for thi-^ purpose which would not sug-
gest itself to an experienceil gardener. It takes some
.3,000 pounds of petals to yield a pound of oil, but that
pound shorld be wi>rth at retail about ninety dollars, and
more if of extra ipiality.

The oil distilled from the green parts of the common

rose geraniums, Pclnrtjonium capitntum (?) and P. If,i.

dula, resembles in fragrance the oil of roses and is largely
used as a substitute for it. Though generally not so!"t

at retail under i*- jwn name, it is in itself a legitiniai ;

perfume, and its production should be undertaken in
this country— only, however, in the South, where the
long season admits of three crops of h-aves and where
the stumps with the soil heaped around them will sur-
vive the winter. The largest crop is to be had on rich
lowland, but the finest quality is produced on drier and
less fertile ground. In France, it is now grown mainly
on ''•ngated land, but the product has to be ameliorated
by .? admixture of oil from drier locations. The ruse
geranium is largely grown in Algeria, and in Spain,
Sicily, etc., as well as in France. Geranium oil in turn
has its substitutes, among which the oil of lemon grass
from ladia is conspicuous.
The European sweet violet, Viola odorata, affords

the finest example of a favorite type of odors (juite

different from the citrine and the rose. The oil of the
violet itself is necessarily so expensive as to be littlo

used. The large amount of flowers required and the
amount of han«l labor necessary for gathering such
small fl()wers, each growing on a separate stem, are
apparently insurmotintable obstacles to the extensive
use of true oil of violet. Still it may be presumed that
there will permanently be a class of buyers willintr to

pay the necessary cost of so choice a perfume. The
violet yields its full fragrance only southward, but it

must be grown in partial shade. When labor conditions
a<lmit, true violet perfume may be produced in Cali-

fornia and in the South. An expert grower of vitdets
has even thought that they might be grown under glass
for this purpose.
Of the same general type and in some wise a substi-

tute for violet perfume, is that of Acacia Farnmiuua,
the "cassie" of the French, known in the South as

"opoponax." The small yellow balls of flowers are

treated by the grease processes, particularly macera-
tion. While not ranked as high as violet, the perfume
is in entirely good standing and produced in large

quantities. The flowers dried with proper care have a

market value for sachets. The opoponax tree grows
freely in Florida, is apparently native in Texas, and is

suited to the climate of Arizona and southern ChH-
fomia. The labor of picking the flowers would be
somewhat expensive. Several other acacias are eligible

for perfumerj' use.
To the same group belongs the perfume of orris or

iris root. It is afforded by the rootstocks of three

species of Iris, formerly gathered wild and now cidti-

v.^ted near Florence and at other points in Italy. The
species are Iris Germanicn (Fig. 1178). /. pallida, and
/. Florfintina (Fig. 1721), the first of these being our
common garden Iris, with deep blue flowers, the second
a paler-flowered species, the third having while flowers.

High authority r'ffirms that the use of the first two
species is only a falsification, and in fact that the root

of /. Germanicn causes serious inflammations. It is

certain that the first two are extensively grown ; but

/. Florentina alone appears to be much used "^ ' s-

tillation. When cultivated the Iris is genera • ^n.j is*

gated by root division, the cuttings )»eing plav . 'or

the first year in a nursery, afterward set in rows a foot

apart. It is grown in stony dry soils on hillsides or

mountains. The crop is gathered once in two or three

j-ears. The cuticle is siTa]>ed from the rooi, which
after being dried in the sun is stored in a dry place for

the development of its fragrance. This is wanting in

the fresh root, and does not rea<'h its maximum under
three years. When distille<l the root yields "orris but-

ter," but it is more lartrely used in the form of an alco-

holic tincture or ground up for sachets. There is no
reason why orris root should not be grown in many
parts of tills country, but the returns at present are

not large.

Another important group of perfumery i)lants con-

sists of several members of the mint family. Pepper-
mint and spearmint (Fig. 1392) can hardly be placed in

the perfumery class, but lavender, thyme an<l rosemary
could not easily l)e spared fron* the perfumer's re-

sources. Lavender is native on dry slopes in the Medi-
terranean region, and the oil is most largely produced
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in the region of the maritime Alps. The plant has

be«^n introduced, however, into some of the southern

counties of England (Mitcham and Hitchin being the

centers), and found to produce there an oil which has

commonly been regarded as far superior to the French,

and at any rate is diflferent in kind (see Mentha). The
English lavender is grown in light and well-drained

calcareous soils. In well-drained ground lavendt-r will

bear some cold, especially if protected, but pn)fit can-

not be looked for far north. Lavender of tlie French
tvpe may be expected to succeed in California out of

tiie reach of the trade winds, and may perhaps not

require irrigation. There are shallow calcareous soils

in the "black belt" of the Gulf states wliich might per-

haps yield an oil like the English, and the same may be

true of some tracts northward on the Pacific slope.

Lavender is treated by distillation, and it is said in

England that direct contact with the water yields better

for fine soaps. This so-called oil is a poisonous com-
pound fonned in the process of fermenting the cake of
the kernels from which the fixed oil has been expressed.
Its production should be considered in our almond-
growing regions, especially Califumia.
Of our native growths there are some which are

already utilized as the source of scenting mate rials.

The root of sassafras is or has been distilled in tVnn-
sylvania, Maryland and Virginia, and in other northern
states, and sparingly southward. Wintergreen, O'tiul-

Iheriii provuttdunx, was fonnerly distilled in the North,
but has given place to sweetorcherry birch, lietnUt It-nfa,

which yields the same oil less expensively. The wood
of the red cedar, Jtniiperus Virtihtinna, has long been
flistilled in Germany, and latterly in i}iis country. It

furnishes a finer cedar-of-Lebanon perfuiije than the
cedar of Lebanon itself.

The root of the wihi ginjrer or Canada snakeroot,
AsdrutK Canadetine, yields a fragrant oil quoted in
market reports, and .said to be used especially for
strengthening other perfumes. The sweet goldenrod,
SolidiKjo (itlora, furnishes an oil which has a market

1721. Perfumery plants : Iris Florcntina ; Jasminum erandiflorum ; Lippia citriodora.

results than the application of dry steam. (See, also,

Liiritndula.

)

Thyme (chiefly the garden thvnne, Thymux vulgaris)
furnishes a perfume particularly suited to soaps and
imported into this country in large quantities. Rose-
mary has a stimulating property and is an essential

ingredient in Cologne water. Both of these could quite
possibly be grown, say in California, but might not be
able to compete well with the spontaneous product of
Europe.
Sonie notice should be taken, too, of the rather hum-

ble group of odorous plants belonging to the parsley
family, including anise, caraway and fennel. Not only
are the oils of these three (chiefly anise) largely im-
ported, but also their seeds (chiefly caraway). Caraway
runs wild northerly, fennel has established itself on the
lower Potomac, an»l anise could doubtless be grown, but
there is no reason to expect large profits from these
plants.

Tln're are several plants deserving cimsideration
Avhich do not fall into any of these groups. One is the
jasmine {JanttnHUin grandiflorum an«l «/. Smubac).
Fig. 1721. This furnishes almost the only odor which
cannot be imitated by combinatiims of others. The oil

of jasmine is very valuable. The plants can be grown
in our warmest regions. The tuberose furnishes another
choice perfume and has been very successfully grown
for the purpose in Florida. (See Poliatithes. ) The lielio-

trope (Fig, 1032), joiujuil (Fig. 14(>0), and n>ignonette
are also to be nametl. Of a quite different scent from
any of these is the oil of bitter almond, so important

standing. The rich odor of the yellow jessamine of
the South has been successfully extracted in Florida.
The common market perfume of magnolia is doubtless
mostly or entirely an imitation, and the same is probably
true of Clrthra alnifolia perfume. The great magnolia,
Moi/uolia grandi flora, abounds in the South, but its

flowers might be difticjilt to secure in qiiajitity. Clethra
is abundant enough in the Atlantic coast region, l»ut

some difficulty might be experienced with it owing to
the fact that only a part of the flowers in the racente
open at one time. The flowers of the swamp magnolia
or sw' .'t hay, Miignolia \'irginiana or M. ^jlaiica (Fig.
1.'{47). should be tri« d. The spice Imnh, Jiittzoiu odor-
ifirum, affonls several scents. The sweet and copious
blo(»m of Azalea arhorfxcens in the southern mountains
has l)een suggested for treatment. It is to be feared
that the delicious odor of the native crab ai>ples w«)uld

be too expensive, considering the difficulty of c<dlecting
enough |>etals. The bloom of the wild grape might well
l)e tiiought of, JIany of our plants— these are only
examples — will eventually be tried and a few will be
founci steadily valuable. It is useless to expect com-
mercial success with small and scanty-flowered plants
like trailing arbutus, JEpigcra repcnx, however pleasing
in their natural state.

The production of perfumery oils nuiy be conducted
on large farms by capitalists; or a central establish-

ment may contract with individuals for flowers and
other materials ; or the business may be carried on
cooperatively; or individuals may operate (m a small
scale in connection with other lines of farming. Some
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competent women to whom other avenues are closed
may find this work available an<i congenial.

Intending experimenters should seek further informa-
tion in one or more of the books which are before the
public. With regard to methods of extraction, Askin-
son's "Perfumes and their Preparation" may be con-
fidently rec(mimended. Sawer's"()dorographia" (espe-
cially the first series) is valuable both to the extractor
and the grower. Piesse's "Art of Perfumery" will also
be found useful on both sides of the subject. Gilde-
meister and Hoflfman's" Volatile Oils" is also very valu-
al'le. E. S. Steele.

Also consult E. S. Steele's article on "Perfumery
Gardening" in the Yearbook of the U. S. Dept. of
Agric for 1898. Vol. 22. part 2 of the Journal of the
Royal Hort. Soe. (London, 1898) contains a list of per-
fumes and plants that yield them, and also a list of
books on perfumes.

FEBtLLA (.said to be a native name in India).
lAihiata. PerUla ytinkinenxiit is distinct among all

tender bedding plants by the color of its foliage. The
leaves are a dark, wine-purple, with a bronzy luster.

These colors are more or less toned with green, espe-
cially in young plants. The Perilla is an annual herb,
growing about 1% ft. high. It is considerably used in
subtropical beds and for the back of ribbon borders.
It is sometimes planted next to a dusty miller or other
white-leaved plants for the sake of contrast. The
foliage has an odor suggesting cinnamon. In Japan
the Perilla is of economic importance for the production
of oil. Perillas need a simny or at least half-sunny
position. They thrive under the treatment given
half-hardy annuals. Sow the seeds thinly and cover
nearly an inch. Avoid planting Perillas too closely;

leggy specimens are wretched. The tls. are incon-
spicuous and produced in autumn. Before the intro-

duction of che Coleus, this plant was much used as an
ornamental flower-garden plant, and is still used largely
in the gardens of northern Europe, where the Ooleus
Tjakes but a stunted growth. But in our warmer sum-
mers it is displaced by the more brilliantly colored and
free-growing (Coleus.

Perilla is placed by Bentham and Hooker next to the
American genus Collinsonia, with which it agrees in
the following characters: flowering calyx of .') nearly
equal teeth; fruiting calyx declinate, 2-lipped; anterior
lobe of the corolla larger; perfect stamens *. The
main point of difference lies in the nutlets; those of
Perilla are netted-veined, while those of Odlinsonia are
smooth. Also the anther cells of Collinsonia are divari-

cate, while those of Perilla are finally merely divergent.
Perilla is pla?ed in the same subtribe with Mentha, but
belongs to a group in which the whoris of fls. are not
axillary (as is usually the case in the Mentha group),
but are spicate or racemose.

ocymoldes, Linn. Also spelled or/»)rt/f7(\<f. The typical
fitrm has Ivs. green on both sides and is worthless for
gardens. Lvs. opposite, rarely speckled with brownish
purple, only slightly wrinkled, base wedge-sha])ed or
narrow; blade broadly^ ovate or roundish, pointed or
blunt, hairy or not, entire or variously cut at the mar-
trin. In the wild, it is a coarse, often shaggy plant, 2-4

ft. high, with lvs. U-G in. long, petioles !-:{ in. long:
racemes li-S in. long: corolla white or reddish, 2 lines

long: fruiti"-' calyx }-^ in. long. Himalayas, Burma.
China, Jap^-u. B.M. 2395. — Sparingly run wild.

Var. Nankinftnsis, Voss (P. Xanhini'ttsix, Decne. P.
anjutn, Benth.). Slightly hairy, rarely glabrous: lvs.

dark purple-brown, with a bronzy luster; base wed^e-
shape<l (rounded in strong-growing specimens); blade
ovate, acute, coarsely and deeply saw-toothed, msiririn

wavy. Occasionally seedlings are green when vouiig.

R.H. 18.52:(>0: 1879. p. 272. Forms of this variety are:

(1) Var. Iacini4ta {P. laeiuidfa, Hort. Thorburn. P.
ymiliuu^nxiii foliia atropurphreis UirhiiiitiH, Hort. Be-
iiary) has lvs. cut nearly to the middle, foliage un-
dulate, wrinkled or crisped. Colors said to be more
intense. Int. about 1872. P.O. 2:77. (2) Var. macro-
phylla {P. ynnkhihisis ntarrophi'tlln coHtpii^fo. Hort.)
is a larere-lvd. form characterized by its almost "bfll-

shaped " form. The lvs. are wavy-fring«'d. Habit com-

pact. (.T) Var. el&tior (P. Nnnkinhisis macrnphfflla
rliitior, Hort. Benary) is a taller form of var. uiarro.

nhjiUn. (4) Var. varieg^&ta ( P. ynukineuxis foliis varie-
i/atis, Hort.) differs in having the foliasre spotted with
white. (5) Var. microphj'lla (P. N(nikin^».sis micro-
phylla v}qrican», Hort. Benary) is a smali-lvd. form
int. about 1899. "v^'m. Scott and W. M

1722. Pensteria data—Holy Ghost Plant.

f Flower X I... >

PERlPLOCA (Greek. /j^W, around, and plekein. to

twine; alluding to the twining habit). AxrlepiaddceiP.
Twining, rarely upright, glabrous shrubs, with opposite,
deciduous or evergreen entire lvs. or sometimes leafless,

and with rather small usually dark-colored fls. in axillary

or tenninal cymes. Most of the species are subtropical,
but the only species cult, in tins country is hardy north
to New York, and can be grown even in Canada when
trailing on the ground and si»mewhat protected during
the winter. It is a vigorous and high-growing climber,
with handsome dark green and shining foliage, and is

vst 11 suited for covering arbors, trellis work and trunks
of trees. It bears fragrant fls. in summer and keeps its

foliage until hire in fall. It thrives in any well-draiJied
soil and prefers stinny positi<ms. Prop, by speeds or by
greenwood cuttings in summer under glass ; also by
layers.

Twelve species, distributed from S. Eu. totrop. Africa,

China and E. India. 8hrul)s, with milky .iuice: fls. in

axillary or terminal cymes: calyx 5-lobed ; corolla .')-

parted, bearintr insi<le ai the base a .'i- or ll>-lol)»d

crown; stamens 5, with very short fllaments and with
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the anthers connected at the apfx and villous; style

short, with broad -''iriua: fr. consisting of 2 follicles,

containing nunj . small, winged seeds.

Graeca, Linn lk Vin'E. Deciduous shrub, twining

to 40 ft.: l\ >. petioled, ovate to oblong-lanceolate,

aeuniinate, dark green and glossy above, 2-4 in. long:

fls, in loose, long-peduncled cymes, brownish purple

inside, greenish at the margin and outside, %-l in.

across; petals oblong, villous; crown with 5 slender

thread-like incurved glabrous appendages : follicles

narrow, about 4 in. long. Julv, Aug. S. Eu., W. Asia.

b.M. 2289. B.R. 10:80.3. L.H.C. 14:1.189. Gn. 34, p. 78.

—Under the name of P. antjustifolia a narrow-leaved
form is sometimes cultivated, but it is P, Grifca, var.

angnstifolin, Jag. The true P. auguntifoUa, Labill., is

synonymous to P. lavignia. Ait., from the Canary Isl.

and N. Africa, with persistent Ivs. and pubescent ap-

pendages of the crown. Alfred Rehdfr.

PERISTfiRIA (Greek, dove, from the form of the
c(tliiiim and wings). Orchiddcexf. A genus of stately

South American orchids, having large plicate leaves
unfolding successively, and tall, er"ct or hanging
tlower-spikes. The llowers are nearly globose or cup-
shaped, of a waxy texture, with broad, concave seg-
ments. The genus is distinguished from tlie related

jrenera Acineta, Sacama, Gongora, etc., by the curious
sliape of the labellum and colunm. The base of the
labellum (hypoi'hil) is united with the column by l»road

wings (pleuridia). The tipper part of tiie labellum
j>pichil) is movably joined to the hypochil. Five
species, of which two are commonly cultivated.

These plants are easily kept alive, but difiicult to

llower. When growth begins they should be planted in

well-drained compost of fibrous loam, leaf-mold and
sand, and carefully watered until the plants become
vigorous. Later liquid manure or bone-dust may be
given them in order to obtain large and vigorous flower-

spikes. Liberal treatment will produce fine specimens,
Itut poorly fed plants often fail to flower at all. When
resting, they should be removed from the tropical
house to a cooler room. P. elata is often grown as a
purely terrestrial orchid.

elcta. Hook. Dove Flower. Holy Ghost Flower.
Fig. 1722. Pseudobulbs 4-5 in. high, bearing several
strongly veined Ivs. 2-3 ft. high: tt. -stem 3-4 ft. high;
Hs. in a raceme covering about one-third the length of
the rtower-stalk, cup-shaped, creamy white, wax-like and
fruirrant. 2 in. across; sepals broadly ovate to rotund;
petals more delicate; lal)ellum fleshy, broadly obovate,
truncate, sprinkled with deep purple ; column with large,

curious wings, supposed to bear resemblance to a dove,
June-Sej.t. Pavama. B.M. 311(). Gng. 5:151. V. 8:ir.:!.

(in. 12. p. 153; 3vi, p. 57 i; 42. p. .324. R.H. 187<;, p. 133;
1877:110 —The labellum and wings of the column are
sometimes spotted vith purple.

p^ndula, Hook. Pseudobulbs ovate-oJ>lo- ?, 4-5 in.

hii;h, bearing lanceolate, strongly veined Ivs.: scape
jtendujous, from the base of the pseudobulb, bearing as
many as 20 fis. : fls. glolmlar in outline, 1% in. across,
fragrant, greenish white outside, tinged with rose and
thickly dotted with purple within; sepals roundish con-
cave, united at base; petals rather smaller; labellum
ficshv. curiouslv shaped, enclosed within the flower.
(Uiiana. B.M. 3479. G.G. II. 25:110. -Requires tropical

treatment, but rarely flowers in cult.

P. Humboldtii, Lindl.=Acineta Hutnboldtii, Lindl.

Hein'rich Hapselbring.

PERlSTROPHE (Greek, peri, around, and ittrophos,

belt; alluding to the involucre). Acanthiicefje. Erect
|jranche<i or loosely creeping herbs or half-shrubby
greenhouse plants cult, for their flowers. Lvs. entire:
Hs. s(;litary or in clusters of 2-3 surrounded by an
involucre, in loose cymes or cymose panicles, or distant
on slender branches; bracts of the involucre narrow;
calyx deeply 5-parted, shorter than the bracts, scariose
or hyaline; corolla-tube long, slender, slightly enlarged
above, limb deeply bilabiate, the posterior lip narrow,
erect, concave, entire or emarginate, lower lip spread-
ing, apex 3-parted; stamens 2, a little shorter than the
corolla lips; anthers 2-celled; sterile stamens none;

style filiform: capsule oblong, contracted into a solid
stalk. About 15 species, ranging from tropical Africa
through the Malay Islands and Australia to India.
The plants are cult, like Jacobinias or Justicias, of

the same family. Cuttings taken at any time when the
wood is soft will root in a warm bed in .3-4 weeks, after
which the potted plants may be removed to a house of
lower temperature. They require a rich loam mixed
with some leaf-mold, and plenty of air.

1723. Peristrophe speciosa iX 14).

specidsa, Necs (Jusiicia sp€ci(')S(i,Iiox\>.}. Fig. 1723.
Plants erect, spreading and branched, becoming 2-3 ft.

high: Ifs. opposite, petioled, ovate-acuminate, smooth:
fls. in clusters of 2-3 on slender branches, violet-purple,
1% in. long. Fls. for a long period in winter. India.
B.M. 2722. L.B.C. 20:1915. B. 2:74.-A pot-plant of
bushy, compact habit when well grown. Good for the
window. Usually thrives best in partial shade.

angrostifdlia, Nees. Plants low, erect, very much
branched : branches near.y horizontal, pubescent above:
lvs. lanceolate, pointed at both en<ls: fls. sparse, in ter-
minal cymes, rose-colored. Flowers freely. Java.—A
var. aurea variegata has the center of the lvs. varie-
gated with yellow. Useful for vases and baskets.

Heinrich Hasselbrino.
PEKIWINKLE. Vinca.

PERNfiTTYA (after A. J. Pernetty (17ir.-l801
) ; he

acr'onipanied Bougainville on his voyage and wrote "A
Voyage to the Falkland Islands"). Ericd.cea'. Ornamen-
tal low evergreen shrubs, with small, alternate, usually
serrate lvs. and small, white or pinkish, nodding fls.,

usually solitary in the axils and followed by very deco-
rative berries varj'ing in color from white to purplish
black or bluish black and remaining on the branches
all winter. These exceedingly pretty shrubs are great
favorites in England, but are little known in this coun-
try. P. mncronata and P. angusti folia, the hardiest, are
probably hardy in sheltered positions as far north as
New York. They are well suited for rockeries and bor-
ders of evergreen shrubberies and also make very hand-
some pot-plants. They grow best in a peaty andporous
moderately moist soil and prefer sunny positions, but
seem to grow almost as well in any other well-drained
soil: in shade they will nut fruit as profusely as in the
full sun. Prop, by seeds or by cuttings of half-ripened

81
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wood in summer under glass ; also by means of layers
and suckers. Grown ehietiy for the omamental fruit.

About 25 species from Mexico to the Magellan region,
mostly in thr< mountains and 1 species in Tasmania and
New Zealand. Fls. axillary, usually solitary on slender
nodding pedicels, rarely in racemes; calyx 5-parted;
corolla urceolate, with short 5-lohed limb; stamens 10,

the anthers 4-awned at the apex: fr. a 5-celled many-
seeded berry. Allied to Gaultheria, but the cah'x not
enlarged and rarely fleshy after flowering.

mncron§Lta, Gaudich. (Arhufus mticronatus, Linn. f. )•

Much-branched shrub, to 2 ft., with glabrous or spar-
ingly hairy branches: Ivs. almost two-rauked, ovate,
spiny-pointed, serrate, dark green and shining above,
glabrous, %-% in. long: fls. solitary, nodding, subglo-
bose, white or slightly tinged pink, about one-flfth in.

long: fr. white to dark purple, %-% in. across, red in
the typical form. Mav, June. Magellan region to Chile.
B.M. 3093. B.R. 20:1(»95. L.B.C. 19:1848.^ Gn. 23:389;
59, p. 41. Gt.34, p. 214. G.M. 40:811, M.D.G. 1898:397.
— Many vars. partly originated by hybridizing xj-ith the
following species are cult, in English and Dutch nur-
series, mostly differing in the color of the fr., which is

usually indicated by the name >f the var., as, var. dlba,
atropnrptirea, coccinea (F.M. 1879:3,39), lilacina (F.M.
1879:339), nigra, purptirea (F.M. 1879:339), rdsea, san-
grtunea. Also P. Drummondi, Cumminqi, speciosa,
floribunda (G.C. II. 18:049 and III. 28:'4«;5), belong
here. P. ntucrcnata and its vars. are among our most
ornamental fruiting shrubs in winter-time, when they
are loaded with bright-colored berries contrasting well
with the dark glossy foliage; they are also very hand-
some in spring when covered with their numerous white
flowers.

anguBtifdlia, Lindl. {P. mucronata, var. auf/ustifoUa,
Nichols.). Closely allied to the preceding: Ivs. lanceo-
late to linear-lanceolate, usually arched backwards,
smaller: fls. somewhat smaller, on slender pedicels;
anthers twice as long as filaments; stvle as long as
ovary. May, June. Chile. B.R. 26:63. B.M. 3889.

P. cilidris Don. Spreading shnib: Ivs. oblong to narrow-ob-
long, sernil.ite, J^-l in. long: fls. solitary, ovate, white: fr.

almost black. Mexico —P. eilidris, Lindl. G.C. II. 10:89, and
III. 28:46.'}, belongs probably to P. fnrens.—P. ffirens, Klotzsch.
Upright shrub: Ivs. ovate to ovate-laneeolate, ciliate, to Ij^ in.

long: fls. in axillary, seound, rather dense r.teemes: fr. brown-
ish red. Peru, Chile. B.M.4920.—P. P^n«anrft(". DC. Similar to
P. mucronata, but Ivs. not spiny-tippeti : fr. dark purplish blue,
with the calj-x-loljes deshy. Venez. to Chile. B.M. 6204.—P.
phillyrecefblia, DC. Similar to P. mucronata: branches spar-
ingly hispid: corolla ovate, pubescent inside: anthers twice as
long as filaments. Peru, Chile.—P. /nW«ffl, Don (Arbutvi pi-

losa, Grab.). Prostrate shrub, with densely hispid bninches:
Ivs. elliptic-oblong, serrate, to % in. long: fls. ovate, white,
solitary. Mexico. B.M. 3177. ALFRED RehDER.

PEROTTIA of a trade catalogue is an enor for Par-
rot in.

PEESfiA (pre-Linnsean name, ultimately derived
from Persia). Laurviceit. As understood by Bentham
& Hooker, Persea contains about 100 species, but Meiss-
ner (DC. Prodr. 15, pt. 1, 43) distributes some of the
species in other genera, and retains only 50 in Persea.
The Perseas are trees or shrubs of the tropics or warm-
temperate parts of America and the Old World, with
thick alternate leaves and small white or greenish flow-

ers, mostly in panided fascicles; the flowers are usu-
ally perfect, with deeply 6-parted calyx, no corolla, and
stamens usually 12 in 4 series, but one series sterile.

The pistil is single, the ovary being sessile and taper-

ing into a style which bears a disk-like stigma. Three
species are in the American trade, all being prized for

their clean evergreen foliage, and one of them, P. gra-
tiasima, for its large edible fruit. P. Cnrolinensis
grows naturally as far north as North Carolina, and P.
Cafeshi'ana, a shrubby species which is not in the
trade, grows naturally in south Florida.

A. Outer calyx-lobes distinctly sliorter than the inner.

Carolin^nsis, Nees. Red Bay. BrLL Bay. Tree,
reaching 40 ft., with smoothish branches: 'vs. 2-3 in.

long, oblong to lance-oblong, glabrous and deep green
above, glaucous beneath: fls. pubescent, the peduncles

of the clusters shorter than the petioles: fr. a small
blue drupe. Woods. N. Car. to Fla. — A handsome ever-
green, with wood useful for cabinet work and other
purposes.

AA. Outer calyx-lobes equalimj tht- inner, or verif
nearly so.

Indica, Spreng. Handsome tree, with elliptic-oblong
or lance-oblong attenuate-acute glabrous Ivs. 3-8 in.
long: panicle 3-6 in. long, the peduncles compressed
and the branches 3-5-fld., the fls. white and }i in. long:
fr. scarcely fleshy. Canary, Madeira and the Azores
Islands.— Offered by F. Franceschi, Santa Barbara.

1724. Alligator Pear. Persea gratissima (X /li).

gratissima, Gaertn. f. Alligator Pear. Avocado
Pear. Aqlacate. Midshipman's Butter. Fig. 1724.

Native to the American tropics, but now widely distrib-

uted: fls. greenish, downy, in dense fascicles which are
arranged in leafless panicles : ovary downy, ripening into

a large pear-shaped, green or purplish drupe, contain-
ing one large seed. B.M. 4580. B.R. 15:1258. I.H.

.36:75. — Offered in southern Florida and southern Cali-

fornia. The fruit is occasionally seen in northern
markets. In Southern California and Mexico the fruit

is common in the markets. It is grown to a small ex-

tent as far north as Los Angeles, but it requires a
hotter climate to render the fruit certain and palatable.

It will thrive in climates to which Auonas are adapted.

L. H. D.

The Avocado, or Alligator Pear, is a native of the

West Indies, Mexico to Peru and Brazil. It is very
common in Jamaica, being found in every settlement or

plantation. The tree grows to a height of 25 to 30 ft.

;

it has elliptical or elliptical-oblong leaves, 4-7 in. long,

glabrate and pale beneath; the fruits are large, more or

less pear-shaped, and covered with a green or deep pur-

ple skin, and containing a large quantity of a firm, yei-

lowish green pulp, enclosing a single large seed. This
fruit is highly esteemed by all classes in the West
Indies. The pulp i§ marrow-like, and is eaten as a
salad, usually with the additicm of pepper, salt and
vinegar. Europeans as a rule do not like the fruit at

first, but once the taste is acquired they become ex-

ceedingly, often excessively, fond of it. The pulp con-

tains an abundance of oil which may be used for illu-
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minating purposes, also for soap-making. The seeds

yield a deep, indelible black stain, and are used for

marking linen. Plants are easily raised from seeds,

and in good soil in warm situations they grow rapidly,

and begin to fruit when about five years old. Th»;re

arc a good many varieties, «liffering from each other in

size, shape and quality of fruit. These differences are

ni»t <lue to careful cultivation and selection in all cases,

however, but to natural variation and accidental inter-

crossing. W. Harris.

PERSIAN INSECT POWDEB. ChrysanthemHm,T?.3l2.

PfiESICA. See Primus.

PERSICABIA. Referred to Polygonum.

PERSIMMON. Plate XXVIII. Of the Persimmon,
two types are known in cultivation for their fruit, — the

native, and the Jai>anese or Kaki. The former is yet

little improved, although it has possibilities. See
Diospyros.
The native Persimmon or date plum, Diospijros Vir-

giniana (Fig. 1725), is found growing wild in most of

the southern states and as far north as 38'' lat. It

will thrive and ripen its fruit, however, as far north as

the Great Lakes. The fruit is little known except to

those who live in localities in which it grows wild, and
even there but little attention has been given to its cul-

tivation and improvement. The tre^i is usually of small

size when grown in the open ground, reaching a height

of 20-30 ft. ; when grown in the forest it often reaches

a height of 60-80 ft.: and in the rich alluvial river

bottoms, from 2-3 ft. in diam. The wood is hard
and elastic, and very durable when used for inside

work, but it will rot very quickly when placed under
ground. The fruit is subglobose and ranges in size

from li-2 in. in diam., depending largely on the num-
ber of seeds which it contains, although seedless vari-

eties an inch in diameter are sometimes found. The
fruit has a very disagreeable, astringent quality when
green, but this disappears in most varieties when it

becomes fully ripe. The date of ripening in the central

states varies from Aug. 1 to Dec. 1. The old notion of
early botanists that this fruit must be subjected to th

action of frost before it becomes ed ble is erroneous;
many of the very best varieties ripei. long before the
appearance of frost, while others never become edible,

being so exceedingly astringent that neither sun nor
frost has any appreciable effect on them. The Per-
simmon is readily propagated from seeds, whi<!a should
be procured in the fall or early winter and planted in
the same manner as peach pits; but as the seedlings,
especially from cultivated varieties, cannot be relied

upon to reproduce themselves, they should be budded
or grafted when 2 or 3 years old. This should be done
in the spring as soon as the bark will slip freely. This
tree is more difficult to transplant successfully than
almost any other kind of fruit. If too much of the
long tap-root is cut off the tree will be sure to die.

Transplant in the autumn, cut back most of the top,
but preserve as much of the root as possible. The
Persimmon will do fairly well on almost any kind of
soil not too wet, but it will 9hr.vr its appreciation if

planted on a rich, warm soil, well exposed to t^e sun-
li!j:ht, and kept well cultivated for the first few years
after fdanting, until it becomes adapted to its new
surroundings. j. Troop.

Tlie Japanese Persimmon, Diospyros Kaki. is con-
sidered by the Japanese as their best native pomological
product. Although cultivated in the south of France
for more than 75 years, there is no record of its success-
ful introduction into the United States previous to about
1870. Trees were first sent to California and subse-
quently to Augusta, Ga., but owing to defective roots
and long delay in transit, the first and second shipments
proved a failure, and not until 187G came the first suc-
cess with a few trees. All early importations of trees
grown in Japan consisted of trees of small sizes with
long tap-roots and no laterals; this, with imperfect
packing, caused their loss and subsequent disappoint-
ment.. American enterprise, however, remedied this,
as nurseries were at once established near Yokohama

and well-grown trees of the best varieties were exported
,to the United States. Experiments were made at the
South by grafting upon native stocks. This proved
successful when the graft was inserted upon the collar

of the root, 3 to 4 inches below the surface of the soil;

but top-grafting or budding upon side branches of large
trees was seldom free from failure. The best method
of propagating Japan Persimmons is by collar-grafting
upon seedlings of the native species (

Dio-ipyros Vir-

giniana), which are grown either by planting the seed
in nursery rows or transplanting the young seedlings
from seed-beds early in the spring. The seedlings can
be buelded during sunnner, and in favorable seasons a
fair proportion of the buds will succeed.

The U. S. Department of Agriculture received a large
quantity of trees from Japan about 1878 or 1879, and
fearing that the winter of Washington might prove too
cold the trees were sent to Norfolk, V'a., where many
bore fruit the following year. The first fruiting of
which there is any record was at Augusta, Ga., in 1879,
upon trees grafted upon native seedlings growing in
the forest. As regards the hardiness of the Japanese
Persimmons, an experience of twenty-five years demon-
strates that some varieties are more resistant to exces-
sive cold than others; but few can withstand a temper-
ature of zero; and as a rule they are more successful
below the 32d degree of latitude than farther north.
Many seedlings have been produced that seem to have
increased frost - resisting powers. Instances are re-

ported in which some of these trees have withstood the
winters of east Tennessee. By successive sowing of
seeds from these hardier seedlings we may look for a
race of trees, either of pure Japanese blood or crosses
with our best n: five sorts, that will be adapted to the
middle secti<ms of the U. S., or as far north as is the
habitat of the American species.

Seedlings, so far as proved by many experimenters,
have a tendency to produce male flowers only during
the first three years of blossoming. After that period
a few female flowers appear in very small proportion,
sometimes one female flower to 200 male flowers. Fully
one-half of the seedlings produce nothing but male
flowers; consefjuently the proportion of fertile trees is

seldom more than 2 to 5 per cent at first blossoming,
in cases in which subsequent female flowers appear not
above 10 per cent. Again a large proportion of the fruit

is small, austere and liueatable. This accounts for the
small list of the really good sorts cultivated in Japan
or exported here.
There is a great diflferenc" in the habit of growth

and foliage of the varieties. All have broad and «hiny
leaves. Some varieties make a growth of 5-7 feet the
first year from graft, and at 10 years form a tree 10

ft. in height. Others assume a dwarf, compact habit
and seldom grow above 5-0 ft. in heifrht; this class is

more precocious in reaching the bearing age than the
taller-growing sorts, which are also apt to overbear.
It is not uncommon for a three-year-old tree to yield
several hundred perfect fruits. Thinning the fruit as
soon as set in early summer will prevent an early
demise of the tree. Trees thrive in any soil in which the
native species grow, but usually fail in wet soils.

The fruit of all the varieties is very attractive, both
as to size and color. The latter is usually of a bright
orange-red or vermilion, which is more or less intensi-

fied according to variety. The fruits begin to color
wncn half grown, but should not be gathered until just
before iiest for the late-ripening varieties, or until soft
with the early kinds. Some varietios begin to ripen in
the middle South as early as September, but a part of
the crop upon the same tree can be left to hang until
frost and kept sound in a cool room until January. The
round-shape<l varieties ripen first, the oblong last and
keep the longest; these latter should be slowly house-
ripened to remove the slight astringency inherent to
these varieties.

The flesh varies according to varieties, but is usually
of a brif^ht orange color, soft, rich and sweet and with
an apricot flavor; when soft, the pulp should be eaten
with a spoon. Some varieties have dark brown-red flesh,

and are usually edible when quite solid. A peculiarity of
these consists in both red or half red- and half brown-
fleshed specimens being produced upon the same tree.
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This is frequPiiTly the caxo when several varieties are

ffrown ueur each other, p«»HsibIy showing the eflFect of

crosH-pollination. This variation in tl»e (M)h»r of the

flesh has caused some confusion in reaching? a correct

noraencl:iture. 1'iie earlier shipnu'nts of trees from
Japan usually consiste«l of alMnit \2 iiume;-, )»ut no reli-

ance could be i)lace(l upon these names. The same
nnnie was often found to apply to several distinct

varieties, or one variety haul several synonyms. After
years of fruitinj; the »o-calIed 40 varieties originally

1725. The native Persimmon, Diospyros Vireiniana (X%).

introduced, a more or less correct nomenclature has
been attempted; but from the many local names found
in various localities this has been a dit^icult task.

In the annexed list of the most desirable varieties

such synonyms are added thereto as have been ascer-

tained after several years' trial. Many names refer to

Japanese localities, others to their shape, size, color,

etc.; their significance in Japanese has as far as possi-

ble been translated in English by ^Ir. Irata, a highly
educated Ja})anese artist, to whom the writer is also

indelited for va!ual)le information as to the use of this

fruit iu his motive country.

A mono, or Temon (name of a .Japanese ornament).—Round,
flattened, deeply ribl)ed, dark orange-red, and sometimes ytl-

lowish red, 2)^2"'^ in. in diam.; average weight H ounces, and
oc<'asionally a si)ecimen weighing 16 ounces is produced. Very
sweet; tiesh red and edible while still solid; quality improves
as it liecoraes soft. Maturity Sept. to end of Nov. Tree of
uioder;ite height.
Harhhia ("Beehive" in Japanese). -^ 'onyms, Costata. Im-

perial, Vomato, etc. Oblong, with I'li. .'ne.K. slightly ribl>ed,

2V2 by 3 in.; average weight 5 oiiiico^ i. u'sh deep orange-red,
astringent while solid, but sweet .^.d vtry good when s«>ft.

Should be house-ripened, and can ! > \v pt until March. Tree
of vigorous and tall growth. This- variety is usually dried in

the manner of Smyrna figs .nd is of excellent quality; is often
exporteil in the dried state.

if «.»/(7Aum<' or //y/^A-j/ »»<• (one hundred " nie,"a unit ofJapanese
weight). Plate XXVIII.—This is p*'rhaps the most desirable
of the round, red-fleshed varieties, and as the fruit affects va-
rious shapes, it is known under many names, such as Pound,
Tane-nashi, or Seedless, etc. The Agricultural Bureau of To-
kio gives the latter name to a variety with black mottled apex,
but we find both round and elongated forms upon the same
tree, as als«> uniformly orange and orange-yellow colored speci-

mens, wliile many are heavily tipped with black. The varia-
tion of forms and cr)lors doubtless leil to its array of syno-
nyms. Fruit large, averaging .'J inches in diam., and 5 ounces
in weight ; usually flattened, but elongated forms are quite com-
mon upon the same br.anch. Flesh bright orange-red. Keeps
very late. Must be soft before l)eing edible. Tree of moderate

height: apt to be of dwarf growth. Sometimes seedless, bat
frequently with from 6 to 8 seetls.

loiiama iiaki (name of bK-ality).— Mfnlium to large, round,
but somewhat narrower at the apex, yellowish orange, with
dark or bliwk iH-ncilings at apex. Flesh dark bn)wn or grayi.sh
brown; very sweet. (Jan l»e ejiten when solid; 4 to 6 omiees.
Kurokuiae (this may j)oHsibly l>e Goshio-hira, or I'aliu*e Per-

simmon).—Very large, nmntl. somewhat flattened: '.I to :i% in.

in diam.; average weight 10 ounces, and sometimes yieMs
specimens 16 ounces in weight; keeps late. Flesh red. Tree
eriM-t grower.

iliniiknki ( Persimmon from Mino, name of alo<'ality).—Syno-
nym, Large Stork Egg. Large to very large, oblong, pointed,
frequently weighing 10 to I'J cmn'^es; skin bright verm i lion -red;
flesh red, rich but astringent ludess s«>ftened by house-rijien
iiig. Tlie foliage is very long, narrow and distinct from any
other variety. Immensely prcMhictive, a 0-year-old tree having
produced upwards of .")()0 sp«*<'i!iiens. Usually »)repared in

.lapan for winter use by l>eing place<l in a closed barrel until
the astringency is n'move<l. Also viihiable fortlrjing.

Mii/o-tan (.Mazelli).-Plate XXVIII. Round or slightly ob-
long. 2V2 in. di;tm.; average weight, .'>^a ounces; slightly ribbed:
deep orange -red; flesh u.smdly deep brown-re I, but bright
re<l- or half rwl- and half brown-fleshed speidmena are often
produced upon the same tree, the results of cross-fertilization
by other varieties. Tree of niediuni or dwarf growth: exceed-
ingly prolific. Fruit keejjs very l-ite. The brown-fleshed speci-
mens are edible while solid, and as early as Octolier 1.

Okdine ("Stout young girl" in .lapam>se).—Synonyms. Oh-
long Ilyakume, Mikado, etc. Medium to large. 2j-.i x IjV.^ in.,

oblong, deep red. nearly always seedless ; keeps late.

r«i/r?f-;)o-A«) ("Stork Egg").- Plate XXVIII. Large, oblong,
pointetl. -\%'.\}'^ in.; weight 4-;'> ounces, sometimes 10 ounees,
skin bright red; some si)ecimen8 covered with black at ai>ex:

flesh red, very goo»l. Keeps late ; edible only when soft.

Foliage long an<l shiny; tree compact and vigorous grower.
This variety varies very much as to size at different seasons.

Yedo-Ichi (also written" Ve<ldo-Ichi No. 1."or" best in Yedo."
latter being the old name of Tokio).—Syn., Maru-Gata ("round
shape"). Medium, round, some specimens slightly oltlong.

flattened at base and narn)wing at at)ex: skin «lark red. often
with black nmttlings near aiK>x: flesli mahogany brown, witli

darker siM)ts. brittle, and is edible while solid as early as <>«-t.

1. Ver>' prolific, and Ijears fruit in large clusters. Tree an up-
right grower.

Zeiiifi, or Zingi (name of .Tapanese village).—Plate XXVITT.
Small, I''4x2 in.; weight ',i to 4 ounces: flesh dark brown, with
darker siM>fs: very sweet: e<lible as early as middle of Septem-
ber while still solid, and lasts throughout October.

P. J. Bekckmans.
Another EKtimnte of the Jopnvese Persimmons.—

Grafted on our native Persimmon, Diospurox Vir-
(jiniana, the Japanese varieties seem perfectly at

home and make much longer-lived trees than those
imported from Japan. All varieties come into early
bearing and many of them are too prolific for the best
welfare of the trees. Tliis tendency to overbear should
be correcte<l by thinning the fruit. Several of the
varieties produce very large fruit, single specimens
often weighing over a pound.
Some of the varieties ripen in August, some ia

November, and others intermediate between these
dates. It re<juires soTne experience to determine just
when the fruit has reached the proper stage to be
marketed, and thi.s varies with the different varieties.

Some of the varieties have dark flesh, others light

flesh, still others a mixture of the two. The light and
dark flesh differ radically iti texture and consistency, as
well as appearance, and when found in the same fruit

are never blended, but always distinct. The dark flesh

is never a.stringent: the light flesh is astringent until

it softens. The dark-fle.shed fruit is crisp and meaty,
like an apple, and is edible before it matures. Some of
the entirely dark-fle.shed kinds improve as they soften.
The light-fleshed kinds, and those with mixed iight and
dark flesh, are very delicious when they reach the
custard-like consistency of full ripeness. In some, the
astringency disappears as the fruit begins to soften;
in others it persists until the fruit is fully ripe. Seeds
accompany the dark flesh. The light-fle.shed kinds are
seedless. The kinds with mixed flesh have seeds in

proportion to the quantity of dark flesh.

The market value of the fni't is at present more or
less erratic. A large proportion of the fruit-eating
people of the North do not yet know what a fine fruit

the Japanese Persimmon is. The fruits have to be
shipped while hard and allowed to rii»en after reaching
(lestination. Commission men are likely to sell them
and the public to eat them— or attempt to do so— a week
or two ahead of the proper stage of ripeness; hence the

iiy>
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Japan Persimmon in its best condition in comparatively

little known.
The following are some of the most prominent varie-

ties (us uiulersttMKl by the writer) arrant^ed in order of

ripeuiiii;. beginning with the earliest: although it must
be borne in mind that some of the varieties are more
or less interchangeable, in <lifferent seasons.

Zengi. — The smallest of all; round or roundish oh !it«»

;

diiiineter I'J^ in. luntfitudinally Aiid iV-ii in. transversely; skin
yellowish red; tlesh very dark, quality go<Hl: se^-dy; edible

Wli«n still hard; oneof the earliest to ripen. Vigorous, pnditic.

Taher So. i_'y.— -Medium, roundish, tiattciie<l at hase; has a
small but well-deflned point at the apex; diam. ftl»out 2^^ in.

lM>th wjiys; skin ilark yellow re<l, with i)e«'nliar ronnheneii siir-

f.ice. somewhat resembling alligator leather in ap|>earance and
niiirkintr*, except that the marks are usually ver.v small and
uniform; tlesh light brown, rrisp, sweet, meaty, tree from as-

tringeni'y; excellent; a goinl keeiK»r and shii>per.

Yeiidolchi.— Large, oblate; diameter '-''^ in. longitudinally
and 3 in. transversely; very smooth and n-gidar in outline,

with dinted apiK-aring surface and slight depression at end op-

po.site the stem: skin darker red than inobt varieties, with
heavy bloom; flesh very dark brown, verging toward puri)lish:

sweet, rich, crisp; in quality one of the best. The fruit is good
to eat when still hard. .\ heavy l)earer and exceeilingly thrifty.
Hynkuuie. — Ijargo to very large, varying from roundish

oblong to roundish oblate, but always somewhat flattened at
lK)th ends; generally slightly depressed at the indnt opiK)site

the stem; diameter 'J'4 in. longitutliuiilly and 3''h in. trans-
versely; skin light huffish yellow, nearly always marke<l with
rings and veins at the ap«»x; llesh dark brown, sweet, crisp and
meaty, not iistringent; go<Kl while still hard; a good keeper;
oneof the best market sorts. Of good growth and a free bearer.

l>//jo/t.— Large, tljit. tomato-shiii>ed, somewhat four-sided;
diam. 'J'4 in. longitudinally and a'i in. transversely; skin light
yellow, changing to dull red, mottled with orange-yellow; «lis-

tiii''t in color; tlesh deep, dull re<l, brown around the see<ls, of
whieh there are usually a few; some siK'<Mmens are entirely
li^!'.t-tlesh«Ml and see«lless; there is no a.stringency after the
fniit begins to soften; quality tine; one of the best. In form
some of the fniits have the corrugations converging to the de-
pressetl apex, ;is it is usuidly tigure<i, but most «lo not.

Hitchiya. — W'ry large, oblong, eonical, with short point;
veryshowj-; diameter :{'4 in. longitudinally and ',\% in. trans-
versely; skin dark, bright red, with wcasion.'il dark siK>ts or
biot^'hes and rings ;it the ap«'X; flesh deep yellow, sometimes
having occasional dark stre:iks, with seed. Astringent until
ripe, then very fine. The largest and handsomest of all. Tr»»e
vigorous and shapely; bears fairly well, but is not as proliflc

as some of the other varieties.
Tabfr .Vo. JJ.— Metliuni, oblate, flat or depressed point ;

diam. 1'h in. longitudinally and 1?'m in. transversely; skin
rather d;vrk red, with peculiar stipple marks ; flesh dark
brown, sweet and not astringent; seedy; good. Prolific.

Tane-SashL—WATue to very large, roundish conical, pointe<l,

very smooth and symmetrical; diam. ."{Ji in. longitudinally and
3*8 in. transversely; skin light 5'ellow, changing to bright red
at full maturity; flesh yellow and seedless; quality verj' fine;
perh;ips the most highly esteemed of the light-fleshed kinds.
Tree is vigorous and bears well.
OA-ame. — Large, roundi.sh oblate, with well-defined quarter

marks, point not depressed ; diameter !?!« in. longitudinally
and 3Vs in. transversely; skin orange-yellow, changing to bril-

liant carmine, with delicate bloom and waxy, translucent ap-
pejirance; the most Ix'autiful of all; light, cle.ir flesh when
ripe, with light brown center around the seeds, of whieh it has
sevenil ; loses its astringency as soon as it begins to ripen;
quality fine. Tree vigorous and goml bearer.
rriump/i.—Medium; tomato-shaped; skin yellow; flesh yel-

low; generally has a few seeds; very productive; quality of
the best. Ripens from Sept. till Nov.
r^wrw.— Large, slender, pointetl; longest in proportion to its

size of ,ill; diaui. I^'s in. longitudinally and 2=>s in. transversely;
skin bright red; flesh orange-yellow, some dark flesh around
the very few see«ls; astringent until fully ripe, then good.
Vostata.— yie\\i\\Tix size, conical, pointetl, somewhat four-

sided; diam. 2*^ in. longitudinally and S-'*^ in. transversely;
skin s.;ilmon-yellow: flesh light yellow, d:irk flesh and seeds
occurring seldom; astringent until ripe, then very fine; a go«Hl
keeper. Tree distinct; a rapid, upright grower; foliage luxu-
riant; the most ornamental of all the varieties mentioned.

G. L. Taber.

PEEU, MAEVEL OF. MirahilLt Jalapa.

PERUVIAN BARK. Cinchona.

PESCATORIA (after 31. Pescatore, who had a large
collection of orchids at St. Cloud, near Paris). Orehi-
d<}cecp. A group often united with Zygopetaluni, but in
horticultural works usually treated as a «listinct genus.
The Ivs. are equitant, tufted, without pseudobulbs: fls,

solitary on stems li-G in. long, fmni the axils of the Iv.s..

mostly large and showy, and fragrant; sepals and petals

broad, concave, spreading; the lateral sepals forming a
mentum; labellum clawed, lateral lubes small, middle
lobe rounded, spreailing; crest thick, consisting of a
number of keels arranged in a semi-circle near the base
of the lip; column slender, not boat-shaped. About 10
species. For culture, see Zi/ijopttaltUH.

Klabochdrum, Reichb. f. Lvs. strap-shaied, 1 ft. or
more long: tls. ."{-U'a in. across, variable in color; sepals
oblong, obtuse; petals shorter, all white with chocolate-
purple points; labellum ^i-lobed, yellowish or white, and
iiavinginany purple-tippe«l hairs; callus sulfur-colored,
with brown keels. Ecuador. Un. 2-:o44.

Dayana, Heichb. f. Lvs. tufted, b-10 in. long: fls. on
short .scapes; sepals oblong-obovate. acute, white, with
green tips ; petals rhomboiii-rotund ; labellum clawe<l,
angled on each side of the base; limb i>blo!ig, emargi
nate, revolute on the sides, white with a «';tllous ring
which is purple-violet, the base being of the s.ime color;
column yellow, with a red band near the base an<l the
anther of the sam" color. Late autumn. < 'olombia.
Vur. rhod&cra, Reichb. f. Sepals and petal s with rose
tips; labelluiu orbicular, sulTused crimson. B.M. 0214.

cerlna, Reichb. f. Lvs. in tufts of 4 or .">, cuneate-
oblong, pointed, 1 ft. long; peduncles 2-0 in. long, 1-fltl.

:

sepals and petals nearly ecjual, the latter somewhat
clawed, fleshy, rounded, concave, pale straw color;
labellum ovate, yellow, with a thick scniicirrular crest.

Flowers at various seasons, the tls. lasting :i long time.
C'hiriqui. B.M. oo98 {a^^Hnnfleya cerina). F.S. 17:iSl5
(as Zijyopetalnm cerinum).

HeINKICH Ha^SELBRIN'(J.

PETAL0ST£;M0N (named from the peculiar relation
of the petals ami stamens). Lt'imminoxtp. .\bout 22 spe-
cies of American herbs, mostly western and perennial,
glandular-dotted, with small odtl-pinn;ite Ifts. and
spikes which are terminal or opposite tlu- lvs. and bear
many small Hs. ranging from white through rose to
purple and violet. P. violnceus is a ch:irniing ]>lant,

thriving in any light soil and forming a bru:i(l. low bush
with tiiiely cut foliage, and bearing a coiisr:int succes-
sion of showy spikes of deep vitdet flowers. Well
adapted for the front of the border or the rockwork.
Petalostemon and Dalea are characterized by having

the lower petals longer than the standard, with their
claws adnate to the staniin;il tube; but I'etalostetnoti

has only ."> stamens, while Dalea has !)-10. < )ther gen<Tio
characters: calyx-teeth or lobes ab<mt equal: standard
cordate or oblong, with a free, slender claw, the 4
lower petals distinct and subsimilar: ovary sessile,

2-ovuled: pod included by the calyx, membranous,
usually indehiscent and 1-seeded.

A. Flu. uhite.

c&ndidus, Micbx. White Prairie Clovfr. Height
1-2 ft. : Ifts. .>-9, oblong or oblanceolate, 8-12 lines long.
Ind. to N. W. Terr., south to La. and Tex. B.B. 2:289.

AA. Fls. rosy purple or violet.

B. Habit decumbent.

dectimbens, Nutt. ?tem about 1 ft. long: Ifts. 7-9,

linear-oblong: fls. deep violet-purple. Red River, Ark.

BB. Habit erect.

c. Bracts glabrous.

viol^ceus, Michx. Violet Prairie Clover. Height
1^2-11 ft.: Ifts. ;j-5, narrowly linear, often mucronate at

apex : fls. violet or purple; corolla about 2 lines long.
Prairies, Ind. to Texas. B.B. 2:290. B.M. 1707.

CO. Bracts silky-pHbescenf.

tenoildlitis, Gray. Silky Prairie Clovee. Height
1-2 ft. : Ifts. 3-,"), linear, obtuse at apex : fls. rose-pur-
ple. Dr>' soil, Kans. to New Mex. B.B. 2 :291.

,J. W. MANNiN(i and W. M.

PETASlTES (Greek, a broad-brimmed hat; referring
to the large, broad lvs.). ComposittP. About 8-12 species
of har<ly perennial herbs much like the common colts-

foot (Tussilago Farfara), having large lvs. of the
same general shape and more or less covered with
the same white felt, but the fls. range from purple to

white, not yellow, and are borne in corymbs instead of
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sinjriy. They are rather coarse ami weedy, but the fol-

lowinjf are <lesirnble for speoial purposes.
/*. fnujrnnH, the Winter Heliotrope or Sweet Colts-

foot, has the merit of Moomin}; in winter uiul its Hs.

have a delitihtful vaniHa-like odor. The Hs. are small
an<l vary fn»in itale lilac to purple. A few sprays are
denirahle for cuttin>? durinj^ winter. The plant also

differs from tlie eonunon coltsfoot in havin^r darker
«-i»lored ami ever^eeu foliage. It is suitalde for carpet-

injf shnihheries and for dry hanks of stiir ehiy where
h<Mcer subjectH will not thrive. Like most others of
the ^fenus, it sjjrea^ls rapidly by underfrround runners.
This plant seems to he unknown to American conmierce;
the above points beinj? taken from Cin. *1'.\, p. li;?, and
5:1, p. :{28, where the plant is well pictured.

P. palmnta bloonis from A|>ril to .Tune, its Hs. varying
from nearly white to pale blue or pur]dislj. It is found
in rich dark swamps or sphagnum bogs from Newfound-
land to Alaska and south to N. Y., Wis, ami Calif. It

has been ottered by two dealers in native plants.

P. Japotura, var. giqnutea has recently appeared in

European and American prarden literature. The cata-

lofrue of the Yokohama Nursery Company states that
the leaf-stalks >rrow G ft. hi^rh and 1-1?^ in. thick. The
stalks are eaten as a vefjetaVde after being boiled,

ami are also ])reserved in salt or sugar. The
tlower-buds, which appear in February, are used
as a condiment, as they have a slightly bitter but
agreeable ilavor. The plant has been advertised
in America since 19()0 by several dealers.

The genus is widely distributed in north tem-
perate and subarctic regions. The number of
species is uncertain, hut the essential character
of the genus (as distinguished from Tussilago

)

is that the heads are nearly or quite dioecious,

and rayless or with very short and not showy
rays; also the fact that the scapes usually have many
fls, instead of one. The Ivs. are orbicular or reniform,
always with a deep heart-shaped base anl the scapes
are covered with scales like a coltsfoot but sometimes
the lower ones are more leafy.

A. Size of Irs. gigantic, 3%-4 ft. across.

Japdnica, F. W. Schmidt. Island of Sachaline. Var.
gigantea, Hort. Lvs. orlucular. margin wavy. Sacha-
line Isl. — Grows as high as a man.

AA. Size of Irs. 3-12 in.

B. Blooming December to March.

fr^grans, Presi. Winter HruoTROPE. Sweet Colts-
foot. Height 8 in. : lvs. appearing during or after an-
thesis, orbicular, margined witlx small cartilaginous
teeth. gla))rous above, pubescent and green below:
heads fragrant, the marginal tls. of the female heads
in the form of short rays. Mediterranean region.

BB. Blooming April to June.

palm§ita, Gray. Height G-24 in.: lvs. orbicular in out-
line, <ieeply 7-11-cIeft beyond the middle, and the lobes
sharply dentate, green and glabrous above, densely
white-tomentose beneath : heads fragrant, 4-(» lines
across, the marginal tls. of the female heads in the
fvirm of short ravs. E. Asia, N. Amer. B.B. 3:4(>9.

W. M.
F£TS£A (Robert James, Lord Petre, 1710-1742. a

patron of botany who had the finest collection of exotic
plants in Europe). Verhendcece. Petrea volubilis, or the
Purple Wreath, is one of the rarest, most distinct and
beautiful of tender climbers. The tiower is like a.'i-pointed
star of lilac with a good-sized violet in the middle. See
Pig. 1720, which indicates the graceful raceme 7-8 in.

long, containing perhaps two dozen flowers. The flowers
begin to open at the base of the raceme and the showy
5-pointed star is the calyx, whose sepals are colored
like petals. The calyx sprea<ls open while the corolla
is still a round bud in the middle, and it remains after
the condla has fallen, so that the vine, at first glance,
seems to l)ear two kinds of flowers. The blooms appear
in March and A])ril. It should be in every greenhouse
collection, although it is of very irregular growth. It

does not bloom freely in small plants; it probably has
other drawbacks, for it has always been a rare plant in
Europe, though often enthusiastically commended. The

fls. seem to vary considerably in c«dor : Th«' Purpie
Wreath is suitable for rafters. Propagated by cuttings
of dornuiut wikmI taken just before the new gn>wth be-
gins. Give the cuttings bottom heat.

Petrea is a genus of about IG 8|>ecies of tropical
American twining or arborescent shrubs: lvs. opposite,
leathery: fls. violet, purple or bluish in long, termi

1726. Petrea volubilis.

From a cluster 7 or 8 in. long.

nal racemes; calji-lobes colored during anthesis but
often becoming green in fr. ; corolla iisually a little

more intensely colored; limb 5-cut, obliijue; stamens
4, didynamous: ovarj- imperfectly 2-loculed; locules 1-

ovuled.

volilbilis, Linn. Purple Wreath. Fig. 1726. Lvs.
.'{-4 in. long, short-stalked, ovate, elliptic or oblong, acu-
minate or obtuse, entire or wavy. Cuba to Brazil. B.M.
826. F.C. 3:108. Gn. 12:82.

G. W. Oliver and W. M.

PE-TSAI or Chinese Cabbage. Brassica Pe-Tsai.

PETTfiRIA (after Franz Petter, a Dalmatian botan-
ist; died 185;{). Legiiminosii'. Only one species, very
similar in habit to Laburnum, but with the yellow fls.

in upright dense racemes, terminal on k afy branchlets.
It is but rarely cultivated, since it is less showy in

bloom than Lalmnuim or many species of Cytisus. It

is probably hardy as far north as Mass., and requires
the same culture as Laburnum, which see. If grafted.
Laburnum is to be used as a stock. This monotypic ge-
nus is closely allied to Labunmm, but differs by its up-
right racemes, by the wings and keel being at the base
adnate to the stamens and by the sessile ovary. It is

said to possess the same poisonous properties as that
genus.

ramentiicea, Presl. {Cytisus frdgrans, Weld. C.
Weliltni, Vis. Lahtimnm ramentaceum, C. Koch).
Upright shrub, to 6 ft. : lvs. 3-foliolate. almost glabrous
or sparingly pubescent when young, on about 1 in. long
stalks; Ifts. cuneate, obovate to oblong, usually obtuse,
%-2 in. long: fls. fragrant, very short-pedicelled, in 1-3-

in. hmg, dense racemes: calyx 3-lobed, silky; keel
silky: pod linear-oblong, sparingly silky, to 1^^ in. long.
May, June. Dalmatia, Istria. B.R. 29:40.

Ai.FREP Rkhder.
PETTIGEEE, Pettigme, or Butcher's Broom.

cus (tcnleatii.s.

lim

PETUNIA ( Sotith American aboriginal name, said to

have been ai>plied to tobacco). Solanacen . There are
twelve or more species of Petunia, mostly native of the
southern part of South America. One or two grow in

Mex'>o and another (P. parciflora) is naturalized in

the southern parts of the U. S. Petunias are small
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hfrhn of straffjflinj? or dtTumlM-nt habit, pubescent and
usually vis«'ui, with opposite entire Ivs. and lar^e showy
axillary llowers. The genus is closely allied to Ijialpi-

glossis, beini^ distinguished by having 5 perfect s*ta-

niens, whereas that genus has 4. The calyx is 5-i»arte<l,

and, in the cultivated species, several times shorter

than the corolla, which is long-salverfomi or somewhat
funnelform and indi.stinctly a-lobed. The colors are

white to light purple, not blue, clear red nor yellow.

Petunias are of the easiest culture. They demand a

wann, open, sunny place. Seeds may be sown directly

in the open, or the plants may be started in flats or pots

indoors for early results. The plants are

tender and therefore should not be trusted

in the op«'n until settled weather comes.
Thin the i>lants to 12-18 in. apart. They
blt>ora when very small, and continue to blos-

som as they grow until destroyed by frost.

The common Petunias are rather weedy in

habit, bjit their great profuseness of bloom
untlcr all c<mdition9 makes them useful and
popular. They are particularly useful for

massing apainst shrubbery, for they make
a llorid undergrowth with almost no care.

Some of the modern improved nan»ed varie-

ties are very choice plants, and one would
scarcely believe, if he were ignorant of the
genus, that they represent the same species

as the flowers of 25 years ago. These high-
bred types require more care in the grow-
ing. They would best be started indoors,

and be given the choicest positions in the
open garden. Petunias are trm'table as

winter subjects under glass. The best pro-

cedure is to sow seeds in late summer or
early fall and to grow stocky plants in pots

:

but old plants can be lifted on the approach
of cold weather, cut back, and taken inside

for winter bloom. They require cool treat-

ment, a night temperature of 45° to 50° seem-
ing to suit them well.

nyctaginifldra, Juss. Fig. 1727. Tall
and relatively stout, usually growing erect:
Ivs. large and rather thick, oval-oblong, up-
per ones nearly or (juite sessile and the
lower ones narrowed into a distinct petiole:

fls. dull white, long-tubed (the tube three
or four times the length of the calyx), fra-

grant at evening. Argentina. B.M. 2552.— Occasionally
seen in old gardens.

violicea, Lindl. Stems slender: Ivs. oval or ovate,
sessile or very short-stalked : fls. smaller, broad-tubed
(the tube twice or less the length of the linear calyx-
lobes), rose-red or violet, the limb relativelv short.
Argentina. B.R. l*>:lt;2«. B.M. .111.3 (as Salpiglossis
iitiegrifolia) .Sot nuw in cult, in its pure form.

h^brida, Hort. Figs. 1728-30. The common Petunia,
a hybrid derivative of the two preceding. For historj-,

see Bailey, "Survival of the Unlike," Essay 29. P.M.
2:173 (as*P. nijctnginiflora violacea). B.M.3556.— This
type is wonderfully variable, but it differs markedly
from either stem parent: from P. nyctaginiflora in its

broader tube and many colors; from P. violacea in its

longer tube, wider limb, and many colors; from both in
its much larger and multiform flowers an»l more stocky
growth. In some of the strains, the flower is very broad
and open, measuring 4 or 5 in. across. There are types
with the flowers deeply fringed ; others with star-like
markings radiating from the throat and extemling nearly
or quite to the margin of the limb; others with full

double flowers. The colors range from white to deep
red-purple, and variously striped and barred. There are
forms of very dwarf and compact habit. Only a small
proportion of the seedlings of the double strains bear
double flowers; but the single flowers are usually of
superior size or color. The reason for this small per-
centage of doubles is the fact that the seed must be
selected from single flowers, because the full doxible
ones do not produce seeds. Single flowers carefully pol-
linated with pollen from double flowers will give seed
thiit will produce an average of 25 per cent doubles, and
single flowers bearing petaloid anthers will give an aver-

age of 40 per cent doubles. Usually the weaker seed-
lings, in any batc-h of a double strain, are nH)st likely to
prwluce double rt<»wers. Fancy varieties may be propa-
gated by cuttings from plants that are carried over
winter, although cuttings of double forma do not always
come true.

j^ jj g

Petunias in Ca Iifnrtun. — The Petunia is one of the
most variable of all fl«»wers and ^hows a very strong
tendency to revert to the naturni type. Th<' plant-
breeder cherishes not one, but many, ideals. It is the
perfect habit of a certain idant that one wishes to com-

1727. Petunia nyctaeiniilora (X J^).

bine with the flowers of another. Or the obiect is to
give to this flower a little heavier texture; to another
an added frill upon this blossom; a richer color there, a
greater depth to this throat, a more distinct ring here,

an absolutely pure tone of color in another, to intensify
the rainbow tints in another, to deepen the color of
those blotches while retaining the pure white back-
ground. In an ideal Petunia the first requisite is color,

while form, size, texture, marking and habit are all of
nearly equal value.
The California Giant Petunias originated with the

undersigned at Ventura, Calif., in 1888, and in their
present condition are the result of very careful study
through a long series of continuous cross-fertilizations.

They are grown in the open ground, and usually trans-
planted directly from the seed boxes. We have new
seedling stock each year, but retain plants the second
year for seeding purposes. The strain comprises 19
varieties, including the Ruffled Giants seen in Fig.

n.^O. The blossoms are all hand-pollinated and in the
case of the New Fancy Fringed Perfection Double each
seed-pod is handled from 7-12 times.
To those persons who are willing to take the most

pains to raise the best Petunias, the undersigned would
say that the germination of each seed is of utmost im-
portance, for every seed represents an individual plant.

No two Petunia plants give blossoms of the same kind,

and there are invariably points of excellence and differ-

ence in all. In a packet of seed containing say 200
seeds, the purchaser may feel satisfied if he bring 20
plants to the blooming stage, and may think he has ex-

hausted the possibilities of the strains, whereas the
Petunia specialist would know that in those 180 seeds
which did not come to the blooming stage a wealth of
beauty had escaped him. Then the writer emphatically
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ur((eii all to care for earh »»hk1. Fill Mhallow Jm»xi's with
tine, lijfiit «oil, Hay an e%'t*n mixture of Ii'Hf-iiioUl aii«i

Band, and wet thonnufiily by ponrin^c on l»oilin)f water
— to prp\'ent tronhle from inHeetn and to heat the noil.

When the soil Iihh eooled Mufflciently bnt in Htill warm,
now the Heed.s very thinly in the boxes, so that the

plant<< may Im? 1 iu. apart. Co%'er needs very sliKhtly

1728. Petunia hybrida ( X V,)

.

Form with short conduplicate foliage.

with a little sifted sand, and place a piece of slate or
plass on top of the boxes. If the white root points of
germination appear before the leaves, sift on more
sand, and watch closely. When the small leaves ap-
pear, remove slats and give plenty of light, to pro<luce
strong, stocky plants. The soil may now need water,
which should be apj)lied very gently, that the tiny seed-
lings may not be displaced. Later the larger plants
may be transplanted from seed-boxes into other boxes
or pots. As the weakest plants frequently give the
finest blossoms, care should be taken to preserve every
plant until the blossoms appear.

Mrs. Thos. Gould.
FEUC^DANUM (ancient Greek name ^ rmbeUifenv.

There are many views as to the limits of the genus
Peucedanum, which is equivalent to saying that it has
no limits. Bentham & Hook«'r made it a most complex
group, comprising about 100 Old World and New World
species, and including such genera as Petroselinuni.
Anethum, Imperatoria. Tommasinia, Pastinaca, Tied-
raannia, Lomatium. Coulter & Rose, the latest Amer-
ican monographers (Monogr. of the N. A. Umbell,, U. S.
Dept. Agric. 1900), remove the American species and
accept Rafinesque's genus Lomatium. With this view
we agree, and the cult, species are referred to this genus
in the following account. For Tommaxinia verticillaris,

of southern Europe, oflFere<i by American seedsmen, see

Tomthnsinia. For P. gravenlenit, which we prefer to
call AhfthinH tjravenlen*, »ee IHII.

LoiiiatiumM are all western American plants, of i.b.,ut
tiO speeieH, throwing In <lry soil. '. 'ley are stendeMs (<»r

nearly so) perennial herbs fn»m tuberous or fusiform
roots, and compound (ternate, pinnate or di><M«'ct» li)

leaves. From Peucedanum the genus <litTers, acfonlin;;
to Coulter A; Rose, as follows: "I'eucedanum consists of
tall and branching nieso|>hytic plantn of hiw fertile
meadows of the Old W<trld, with several umbels, mux-
cal stylopmlium. and solitary oil tubes; while l.nunttiitiii

consists of low xerophytic plants of acaulescent hnliit

belonging to the arid regions of western North Ann r-

ica. with usually single uml>els terminating simjile
elongated p«'duncles, no stylopiMlium, and often several
oil tubes." Ilorticulturally, the Lomatiums are of sninll

value, and they have not be«'n cultivated suflieiently to
have triven rise to cultural forms. A few of the spei-ies

have been oflTered by dealers In native )>lants. Tli» y
seem to thrive well in dry, exposed plac«'S. They are
interesting for the front row o( hanly borders anil fur
Colonizing in wild open places, and for use in rock work.

A. Pi'tlunrhn UHualli/ mlender, never tutoUen at the top.

u. lirnvtleta ot involnctl c'^nspicuoim, often broad or
unitrd at hnne.

L. dasyc&rpum, Coult. & Rose (Prucfdanum dnnif-
riir/nnn. Tc»rr. ^ (iray). Stem very short or wantiii;;;

peduncles several, stout, pubescent, 2 in. or le^^^ high:
Ivs. rather smiill. pinruitely decompound, the nunieniuii
segments sliort-liiiejir : umbel tJ-l.Vrayed, bearing white
tis. : fr nearly orbicular. Southern Calif.

BB. Dractlets small or wanting.

c. Lrn. narrow in outline, pinnate.

L. HAlUi, Coult. & Rose (P. ndllii. Wats.). Very
short-stemmed, the peduncles G-IG in. tall and glabrous:
Ivs. oblong in outline, the s»'gments ovstte and deep-
tontlMMl or pinnatitid: umbel JMi-rayed. be;»rintr y»llow
ti>. : fr. broadly elliptical, glabrous. Ore. and Wash.

r, Lvx. broad iu outline, 1-3-temntv,

L. platyc4rpum, Coult. & Rose (P. ximphT, Nutt.).
Often tall aiul stout, but sometimes nearly stendess:
Ivs. ternate or 2-temate, the Ifts. almost filiform to

liiiear-lancjH)late: umbel ;{-ir»-ray«'d, l)earintr yellow fis.:

fr. l>roa<lly oblong to nearly orf>icular, sometimes eninrs:i-

nate at each end. Colo, and Utah to 31out. and Wash.

L. tritemittim, Coult. & Rose (P. tritemdtum.'SwXi.).
Sometimes 2-J'i ft. high: Ivs. 2-3-ternate, the Ifts. nar-
row-linear to linear-lanceolate: tls. deep yellow: fr.

narrowly oblong, glabrous. N. Calif, to B. C.

A A. Peduncle xtnttt, ttwollrn at lite top.

L. nadicatlle, Coult. & Rose (P. nndiraule and P.
hioedrpiiih, Nutt. ). Stendess, glabrous: ju'duncle 12-16

in. tall, from a long, fleshy root: Ivs. 1-2-teraate or 3-

quinate. the Ifts. thickish and ovate to narrow-lanceo-
late: umbel unequally 5-20-rayed, bearing yellow Hs.r

fr. narrowlv oblong. Calif, north and west.
L. H. B.

FEtTMUS (said to be a Chilean name). Syn., Tioldoa,

Fioldea. Monimidcetv. A genus of one species, the
Chilean Boldo. a small tree of considerable economic
interest. It has exceedingly hard wood, which is used
for making many kinds «»f imi)lements; it also makes a
charcoal said to be priz«'d by smiths above all othe"**.

The bark is used in tanning and dyeing. The Ivs. are
used in nie<licine. The fruits are edible; they are small
berries, sweet and aronuitic. Finally it has some orna-

mental value, being evergreen and fragrant throughout.
The fls., which are not very showy, are white, V^xn.

across, and borne in small panicles, each brarch of

which is paii^ed into three. This tree has been adver-
tised in southern California. The male tree has been
cult, tinder glass in Europe, but scarcely outside of
botanic gardens and only for its economic interest.

Generic characters: male fls. with 10-12 perianth-
lobes, overlapping in 2-.'J series, the outer ones herba-
ceous or membranous, the inner ones more petal-like;

disk investing the calyx-tube pilose within; stamens
numerous: female fls. smaller, the lobes more inequal.
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•fter untheslx r1mini«<*H!«iIe above the dink tM>arin(r

b»He ami dccitluouM: «lnip«'H 'J-'i: Het*<lM pfii<iulou!«;

ullmnuu copiims.

Bdldos, Molina ( /?o^M«» frii(jr(iH^,C. Oay). Attaining

20 ft.: IvH, opposite. lentht-ry, v»'ry rout;h and warty.

CbUf. B.K. 31:57.

PFAFFIA (C. n. Pfaff. 1774-1H.-.2, Tterman ch»ml«t».
Jimiirnnttireir. Nin«» Hp«'ci«'sof Mlcmit'r pi-n-nniul herbt*

t'p'iu Mrazil, toiiitrito!*»* or villous, rari'ly Kluttiate: Ivs.

oppoNitf. HWHsilt ir iM-arly ho, entirt*: ln-atts «)r npikoii

d<>nst*Iy tid. : hract.H and hrat-tlt'tH traiispan-nt : Hs. usu-
ally in solitary, lon>f-p«'duiu'l»'<i ht-ads, bracteato and
with - Itrafflfts; perianth r)-purt«'d; staniinal tuht* loTitf,

5-cut to the inititlU-, thr antlu-r-bi'iirintf t«ftli ciiiate

at the niarffin: stiKim* disctdd or hcad-lik<% entire or
2 iohed.

Pfiiffiii gnaphnlioide* (syn., Gomphreun gtuiphalini-

dr.-) has been Mlijrhtly known to Kurop«'an gardens f' r

a irood many years. In l^!>y, i'eter H«-nderson A: Vo.
ufft'n'd "O'omp'hrena gntiphnlioidet, or the Trailing; Am-
aranth," with the remark that it is a di-sirable trailer

for eoverinj? emluuikments and nwks, thrives on poor,

dry soil and has white tls. like small clover Idossonis.
Because »»f the failnre of the seed erop, however, the
plant did not beeome establishe<l in the American trade.
The probability is that the plant in the trade at pres-
ent as (I'mnphrfnii ijtmph<tlii)iih h is incorrectly named.
Ill cataiofjnes the trade plant is liirurtd with the tlower-
heads in clusters of thn-e and on short stalks, while
lieCaiidoIle tiescribes the heads as solitary and lontf-

stulked. Moreov«'r. the true plant has always been re-

ganled as a stove plant in Kurope, and at best it could
be treated in America tmly as a tender annual an<l not
as a luirdy and permanent subject.

gnaphalioldes. Mart. {Gomphrhia ffnaphftlin)(Ie.<f,

Vahl). Steins subshrnbby below: Ivs. lanceolate, 10-15
lines Ion/;. 2-4 liin-s wi<le. soft, ashy >;ray above, woolly
beneath: pedunch's .")-7 in. lont; : heads globose, G-9
lines across : bracts une«pial. ovate, mucronate, scar-
it»us, the lower one villous, lateral ones lotiger, glabrous
at the base: sti/^ia globose. y^^ 3j_

PFElFFEEA. See Rhipmlin.

1729. Petunia hybrida (X %).
A double form.

FHAC£LIA (Greek, cluster; on account of the
crowded tlower-clusters of the first described species).
Hydrophylldce(r. Annual and perennial plants of the
western hemisphere, chiefly North American. The

genoM inrludew the old genera Whitlavia, Euto«'a, Ml-
crogenetex, Cosmanthus, and several others. About 50
Mp»'clen exist in North .America, the region west of the
.MisMiHHippi furnishing by far the greater number. The
flowers are mainly of a handsome blue or viohf, many

1730. A modern race of fringed Petunia.

species and varieties running through
lighter shmles to pure white. The an-
nuals are of easy cultivatiim. recjuir-
ing, to bring them to perfection, a soil
warm, .>unny. and not tt>o moist.
Some spe«Mes like a sandy s«»il. others
a tinner clay, .'soine are erect and give
the best effects wh,-n plantid thickly:
others are more spr«'a«ling and hence require consider-
able space. In heii.'ht they vary from only a few inches
to several feet. The flowers are borne «>n more or less
recurved racemes that stniii;hten as the flowering pro-
cee<ls. They vary from an inch long in some species to
les^ than a quarter of an inch in others. In addition to
those described below there are many other beautiful
species of Phacelia. annuals as well as perennials, thiit
should be in the trade.
Generic descrfpti<.ii: Annual or perennial plants, with

alternate simple or compound leaves, and inflorescence
in more or less scorpioid cymes or spikes: corolla do-
ciduous as the capsule enlarges, with various shades of
blue, purple or white; tube with or with(»ut interval ap-
pendages, these when present in the form of 10 vertical
folds or projections, a«lnate to or free from the bases of
the filaments: calyx-lobes commonly narrow, often en-
larged upwards, especially in fruit: seed-coats reticu-
lated or pitted. The plants are hairy, nearly smooth, or
glanflular. in whole or in part. The herbaL'e of some of
the glandular-hairj- species has an offensive odor.

alba, 4, 5.

camp<inularia, 6.

eampanulata, 6.

congest a. 3.

«iiv:iricata. 11.

fimbriata, 9.

INDEX.

glandiilosu. 2.

gloxinioides, '•>.

(irandiflora, 5.

Immilis. 1.

Menziesii, 10.

multitiora, Iti.

Orr-uttiana, 12.

Parryi, 7.

tanacetifolia, 4.

viscida. 8.

Whitlavia, 5.

Wrangeliana, 11.

POPULuVK KKV.

Pi'tnts visci(l-glandiihir, at least

a hove.
B. Foliage simple.

c. H'lse of lf:t. usually cordate. (J. campanularia
CC. Base of Ivs. obscurely or not

at all cordate.

D. Corolla cleft above the mid-
dle.

E. Fls. blue, with a purple
or U'h ite center 8. viscida

EE. Fls. blue or u-hiie all
through 5. Whitlavia

DD. Corolla ell' ft below the mid-
dle: fls. deep violet 7. Parryi
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BB. foliage pinnatifid to compound.
c. Ill's, innuatifid, with entire

lobes 12. rcuttiana
re. Lrs., at least loives,', lyrate.. *J. timbriata

ccc. />r.s. t IV ice pinnatifid 2. glandulosa
AA. Plants not viscid -glandular, or

hard III so.

B. Foliaije entire, or a few of the

lower I vs. pinv.tely lobed...

c. Habit erect 1. humilis
10. Menziesii

CC. Uabit spreading 11. divaiicata
BB. Foliage parted to compound.

c. Lvs. jiinnatelif •i-7-parted . . . .'{. congesta
CC. Lvs. pinnatelij 9-17-divided.. 4. tanacetifolia

For fear that this pureh' artificial kej* may not be found
to apply witliall garden plants, which arc so nuK'h more
liable to variation, there is jriven below a key bused on
more technical characters, derived from Gray's Synop-
tical Flora:

botanist's key.

1. Section EupHArEUA. Ovules 4, a pair to each
placenta; seeds generally fewer, with reticulate or pit-

ted testa: corolla-tube with 10 laminate appendages in
pairs at the base of the stamens.

A. Lvs. all simple and entire, or
nearlji so I . htunilis

AA. Lvs. oblong or narroive r, pinnately
toothed to compound.

B. Calyx not setose-hispid.

C. Plant viscid-piibi -ent, glan-
dular 2. glandulosa

CC. Plant pubescent, not viscid,

or hardly so :?. congbita
BB. Calyx more or less setose-hispid. 4. tanacetifolia

2. Section WhitlaVIA. Fls. showy: seeds and ovules
few to numerous: appendages 5. small and truncate or
emargiuate and attached to the base of each filament.

A. Corolla purple or blue, varying to

white in cultivation, the tube
longer than the lobes.

B. Lvs. ovate or deltoid 5. Whitlavia
BB. Jjvs. cordate ij. campanularia

AA. Corolla violet, rotate -campanulate

,

the lobes longer than the tube... 7. Parryi

.^. Section Cosmanthus. Ovules and .seeds few to
numerous: appendages to the corolla none.

A. Plant vi.tcid 8. viscida

AA. Plant yparsely hirsute U. fimbriata

4. Section Ei'Tooa, Ovules several to numerous:
appendages to corolla 10, vertical and salient.

A. Plant erect 10. Menziesii
AA. Plant diffuselif spreading 11. divaricata

5. Section Mkrogenetes. Ovules not pitted nor
favose - reticulated, as in the previous sections, but
strongly transversely corrugated.

12. Orcuttiana

1. hflmilis, Gray. Annual, unbranched or branched
from the base, 2-6 in. high, pubescent or inflorescence
often hirsute: lvs. spatulate oblong or oblanceolate
generally obtu.se, the lower rarely with 1-2 ascending

1731. P^acelia Whitlavia (X M).

1732. Phacelia viscida (X ^).

lob. spike.. -^^ely paniculate or solitary: corolla

inu ,o-blue. rather deeply lobed, surpassing the usually

lin« ar calvx-lobes; tilaments moderately exserted, gla-

brous ,-r sparingly bearded above. Calif, to Wash. — This
pretty little plant seems to be unknown to the trade, but

it is to be hoped it will not so remain.

2. glandulosa, Nutt. {Entoca glandulosa. Hook.).
Visrid-pu'.M'seent and glandular, softly if at all hirsute,

9-12 in. or more high: lvs. irregularly and interruptedly

2-pi'inatitid, or below divided; the numerous lobes ob-

long, small, somewhat incised, obtuse: calyx -lobes

oblong or spatulate: corolla about 2 lines long, bluish,

purplish or white, with lobes shorter than the tube;

stamens and 2-cleft style moderately or conspicuously
exserted : seeds with the minute reticulations even.

Northwest Tex. to Ariz, and Mex.

.3. conpr6sta,Hook. Pubescent and commonly c'nercDus.

hardly viscid or glandular in the least, a fo-t or more
high: lvs. pinnately :}-7-divi<le<l or parted, and with a

few interposed snuill lobes, the main divisions oblong or

oval, incisely pinnatifid or irregiilarly loi)ed, the lower

ones mostly petiolate and the ui)i>er confluent; calyx-

lobes linear or somewhat spatulate; corolla blue, ."{ lines

long, the lobes as long as the tul)e; stamens more or

less exserted: seeds reticulate scabrous, the fine sharp
meshes being, as it were, toothed at the junctions. Tex.

P.M.:{4r)2. v. 5:ir)4: 12:140.

4. tanacetifolia, Benth. Erect annual, roughish hir-

sute ur hispi*!, not glandular, or above slightly so, l-.'?ft.

high: lvs. piunately 9-17-divided into linear or oblong-
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linear once or twice pinnately parteil or cleft divisions,

all se ><ile or nearly so, the lobes mostly linear oblong:

spike cymosely clustered, at length elongated : very
short fruiting pedicels ascending or erect : calyx-lobes

linear or linear - spatulate, not twice the length of the

ellips«>idul capsule; stamens and style conspicuously
exserted: seeds with very narrow pits bounde<l by thi<-k

walls. Calif. an»l northward. B.M. :{70;{.— V^ar. &Iba,

Hort., has been offered.

5. Whitlivia, Gray (Whithlvia grandifH^rn, Harv.).

Fiir. IT^n. About a foot high, loosely branching, hirsute

anil glandular: Ivs. ovate or deltoid, iucisely toothed:

corolla with cylindraceous ventricose tube usually an
im-li long, thrice the length of the lobes: app* . r. .'es to

the rtlaments hairy. Southern Calif. B.M. 48i:{. F.S.
11-108."). G.C. 18.")4:G7l>. —A beautiful species and much
cultivated, with flowers an inch long and nearly as wide.

Var. gloxinioides ( Whitldvii qloxinioldes, Hort.) and
var. dlba ( Whit lii fin alba, Hort.) are horticultural

furms with spotted and white fls. respectively.

0. campanuliria, Gray. Lower than the last: Ivs.

su'tcordate or cordate, less deeply dentate: tube of the
truly campanulate corolla % in. long, expanded at

throat, barely twice the length of the lobes : appendages
to the filaments glabrous and smaller, otherwise much
lik.^ t>"- l>.st and almost as showv. S. Calif. B.M. Cu'A'i.

( . A. . ' V. 188;i:145. "Gp. .•?!, p. .->.">4; f).! r20(>.

i .r. , u ,''rt:i of some is presumably this plant.

7. A^' ;'\ I'i > s Rather slender. 9-18 in. high: Ivs.

ovate, in ,
»' -.riy id incisely double-toothed or lacin-

iate, or e low sometimes pinnately parted: the
upper cuiii^>"^' • than their petioles: corolla cleft

beyond the middle, deep violet, 8 lines across; fila-

nit'nts bearded: ovules on each placenta 20-:{0; seeds
15-20. Calif. B.M. G842. G.C. H. 24:71(3.

8. viscida, Torr. {Entdca vhcidn, Benth.). Fig. 17.32.

A foot or 2 liigh, branching, hirsute at base, very glan-

dular above: Ivs. ovate or obscurely cordate, doubly or
incisely and irregularly dentate, 1-2 in. long: corolla

deep blue, with purple or whitish c«'nter. from hplf to

nearlv an inch in diam. Calif. B.R.- 21:1808. B.M.
35.-,?•> R.H. 1851::5G1. J.H. HI. 29:18:^.

9. fimbriita, Michx. {Cosmdnthua fimhriatua, Nolte).

Weak and dilfusi', a span high, somewhat hirsute: cau-
line Ivs. 3-7-cleft or lobed or the lower lyrately divide<l,

the lobes obtuse or roundish: racemes few-tld.: pedi-

cels filiform: calyx-lobes linear-oblong or spatulate;
corolla white, only 3-4 lines broad, shorter than the
stamens, its lobes fimbriate. Alleghany Mts., Va. to

Ala.

10. M^nziesii, Torrey (Entdca multifldra, Dougl.).
Plant 9-12 in. high, at length paniculate-branched, his-

pid or roughish hirsute, usually also minutely cinere-
ous-pubescent: Ivs. mostly sessile, linear or lanceolate,

entire or a few of them deeply cleft, witii few or single

linear or lanceolate entire lobes: spikes or spike-like

racemes thyrsoid-panlculate, at length elongated and
erect: corolla bright violet or sometimes white: ovules
12-16: capsule shorter than the calyx; seeds oblong,
coarsely favose-reticiilated. Calif, to Wash., and east
to Montana and -^h. B.R. 14:1180. B.M. 37G2 (E.
y iesii).—A bea, tiful species, and easily cult.

11. divaric^ta, Gray [Euthca divaricdta, Benth.).
Diffusely spreading, a span high, more or less hirsute
and pubescent: Ivs. ovate or oblong, mostly longer than
the petiole, occasionally 1-2-tootluMl or lobed at bas«».

the rims curving upwards: sjdkfs or racemes at length
loose; the pedicels usually nuich shorter than the ca-
Ivx: stvle2-cleft at apex: ovules 12-20 on each placenta.
Calif. H.M. 370(!. B.R. 21:1784.

Var. Wrangeliina, A. DC. Fig. 1733. Differs from
the type only in having the Ivs. incline<l to be lob«>d or
1-2-toothed, It is known to the trade as Eutoca Wran-
getiana, F. & M. P.M. 5:199.

12. Orcutti^na, Gray. Viscid, pubemlent. about 1 ft.

hi^h: ivs. pinnatiftd, somewhat lyrate, the lobes short-
oblong and entire: fls. sessile in the at length elongated
dense spikes ; corolla rotatf c- ^ipanulate, double the
lenajth of the calyx, wit'^ limb .$-4 lines broad, white,
with yell«)w eye, nearly or i(uite destitute of internal
appendages: ci'>sule oval, nearly equaling the narrowly

spatulate (barely 2 lines long) sepals, 12-14-8eeded

;

see<ls oval, obsrurely favose-reticulated between the
transverse corrugations. Lower Calif.

L. F. Hexderson.
PHSDRANASSA (Greek, gay queen). AmaryJU-

daviit. Five or G species of tender summer-blooming
bulbs, with fls. that are tubular in appearance, borne in
umbels, generally drooping and usually bright red with
green tips. They are all found in the Andes at 7.000-
12.000 ft., except P. CarmioU, a native of Costa Rica,
which differs from all other species in having the peri-
anth segments much shorter than the tube. Probably
the choicest species is P. chlorarrn, the tube of which
seegas at first sight over 2 in. long; however, the seg-
ments are merely connivent most of the distance and it

Phacelia divaricata. var.

Wfaneeliana ( X Yi)

is only for a distance of a third of an inch at the base
that they are really grown together into a tube. This
species has 6-12 fls. in an umbel. Judging from descrip-
tions, the showiest species should be P. Lehmanui,
which, however, has only :{-4 fls. in an umbel and seems
to have dropped out of cult. P. gloriosa, Hort., recom-
mended by some American dealers, seems to be un-
known to botanists.
Generic characters : perianth sulicylindrical ; seg-

ments G, equal, regular, spreading only at the tip: sta-

mens inserted at or below the throat of the tube: ovary
3-celle<l: ovules many, superposed; capsule glol'ose,

loculicidally 3-valved : seeds many, small, black. The
Ivs. are petioled. oblong or lanceolate, produced after
the fls. according to Baker, but this point is doubtful
for all species. Baker, Amaryllideae.

A. Fls. chiefly red.

chlo/&cra, Herb. Bulb globose, 2-3 in. thick: Ivs.

produced afver the fls. : blade 8-12 in. long, 2-3 in. wide;
petiole % ft. long, according to Baker: fls. scarlet, tipped
green. Andes of Ecuador, to 12,000 ft. B.R. 31:17
(petiole 1-3 in. long).

AA. Fls. chiefly green.

viridifldra. Baker. Bulb ovoid, 1.^^ in. thick: leaf

solitary; blade %-2 in. broad; petiole short: fls. about
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4 in an umbel, green towards the tip, without any red,
passing into whitish towards the base. Andes of Ecua-
dor.— Possibly a mere color variety of P. chloracru.

W. M.

PHAIITS (Greek, dark; referring to the color of the
fls. ). Orchidacea. Often spelled P^«JMS. Very large
terrestrial orchids with ample foliage and tall clustered
stems terminating in racemes of showy lis.: sepals and
petals similar, spreading or half-spreading; hibellum
large, with the lateral lobes enclosing the column,
usually gibbous or spurred behind; c<»lumn slend«T;
})ollinia 8. Distinguished from Calanthe by the free
labvllum; from Thunia by the leafless, bracted scape
which does not terminate the leafy axis. Natives <^)f

tropical Asia, Africa, Australia, China, Japan, and the
S.mth Sea Islands. Heinrich Hasselbrixg.

Phaius is a genus of terrestrial orchids, few species
of which are commercially valuable, though they are all

interesting and worthy of culture in general orchid
collections. The Ph<iins grnndifolhis group comprises,
besides the type, several well-marked species an<l varie-
ties such as P. Wallichii, P. niaculatiis, etc., all large-
growing sorts of easy culture. These grow best in a
moist 'situation at a temperature of 5.")'^ to G0° F. at night,
with an a<lvance of 10° by day. during winter months, and
a tnoist, shady location with an active atmosphere during
summer, allowing a good supply of water whenever the
compost is getting dry, especially during the growing
season. Good potting material ''onsists of equal parts of
chopped sod. sphagnum and well-rotted cow manure or
leaf-mold. One-third of the pot space should be devoted
to drainage, covered with sphagnum or rough material
to keep it free and open, and the i>laut should be kept a
little below the rim of the pot to allow space for water.
They grow very well at the cool end <»f the (.'attleya

department.
P. fiib<rculosu.<i, P. Htonhlotli, P. Mishmensin and

kindred species, with their hybrids, need a ver>' moist,
active atmosphere and a trifle more heat than is

required for the last group. They grow well in open.

1734. Outline of Phaius Wallichii (X nearly J^).

To show botanical structure.

•well-drained pots or baskets, in roueh material com-
posed of equal parts peat fiber, rough decaying leaves
and sphagnum, chopped and mixed well together with a
few nodules of charcoal. They enjoy a liberal supjdy
of water at the roots at all seasons and should never be
allowed to remain long dry. In briirht weather syring-
ins; over the foliage will be found beneficial and assists

in keeping down red spider and thrips. Stock is in-

creased by dividing the plants between the pseudobulbs
After potting, give them an extra amount of water
atmospheric moisture and heat until they start utw
action. See also Thunia. n »- .^

IV, M. UREY.
A. Pis. tfellow to brown.

maculatus, Lindl. Pseudobulbs ovate, 2 in. high : Ivs.
3-4, broadly lanceolate, plicate, l>o-2 ft. long, varie-
gated with numerous yellowish spots : flower-stenis
about 2 ft. high, bearing a raceme of 10-15 yellow Hs.
each 2-3 in. in d:am.; sepals and petals half spreadintr
«»blong, obtuse; labellum erect, with the apex recurved'
streaked with orange, wavy and crenate, sides convolute
over the column, and the base prolonged into a spur
half as l<mg as the ovary. Spring. Northern India and
Japan. B.^l.27VJ {m Bletia Woodfordii); 'S'.Hii). L B (,'

19:1M;{.

Wallichii, Lindl. (P. h'tcolor, Lindl. P. {jrandifolin.';,

Lindl., not Lour. P. grundifldrus, Reichb. f. ). Fig!
1734. Tall: Ivs. broadly elliptic-lanceolate. .3-4 ft. lon^i
flower-stems erect, '.^-'^ ft. high, clothed with scales: Hs.

4 in. across, varying in c(dor from chocolate-brown to
primrose-yellow; sej)als and petals sprea«linir, lanceo-
late, long-acimiinate; labellum with an ample elonirate
tul)e; limb (d)long. acute or acuminate, recurved, niaririn

crisp: spur sh-nder, incurved. The labellum is less
variable in color than the sepals and ])etals. The base
of the tube is yellow, dull reddish beyond, with the
throat purple with yellow or red edges on the <iisk:

apex white. Feb.-Mav. Trop. India, northward to tlie

lower Himalaya. B.M. 4078: 7023. P.M. C):!!).'..-?.

Blumei, Lindl., is a form that cannot be distinijuishi

d

by any botanical character. Ceylon. B.M, 00;;2.

grandifdlins, Lour. (BUila Tanl-errillhr. R. Br).
One of the oldest »)rchids in cultivation. It has smaller
fls. than P. Wanirhii, with less acuminate sepals and
petals an<l a shorter obtuse lip and spur: sepals and
petals reildish brown, but variable, wliite on the out-

side; labellum white at the apex, throat and <lisk yel-

low, sides crimson. China. Australia. B.M. 1924. F.S.
7:7.38. L.B.C. 1:20. «}.C. 1.^72:7.3:'.: II. 18:.")«m; 111.

3:112. Gn. 3. pp. 1K5, 221. AM. 20:279.

AA, Fls. ichife to rose-color.

ilumblbtii, Roichb. f. Pseudobulbs, Ivs. and habit
like /*. (frandifolius but smalh'r: flower-stem 18-20 in.

high, erect : fls. white and rose-colored, tinged and
streaked with darker red: sepals oblong-acute; petals
twice as wide: labtdlum spurless, lateral lobes striped
with brown on a whitish ground, middle lobe light j>ur-

ple, with a vellow callus. Spring. Madagascar. K.H.
1891:204. G.C. 11. 26:173. A. G. 12:161. A.F. G:(;0!».

tuberculdsus, Blume. Rhizome thick: pseudolmlbs
small, bearing several lanceolate Ivs. G-9 in. long: fls.

2-3 in. across, in erect spikes; sepals and petals ovate-
oblong, white; lateral lobes of the labellum recurved,
yellow, almost covered with brownish crimson spots,

margin ere- ately lobed ; mi<ldle lobe bifid, white,
spotted witn purple, having 3 thick, yellow keels; mar-
gin crisp and creiiute. Feb. Madagascar. B.M. 7.307.

R.B. 18:14". G.C. II. 1.'):.341; 18:.%.-); 21:520; III.

13:237. — Difficult to grow, requiring a higher temp, than
the other species.

Mishm^nsis, Reiehb. f. Stem 2-3 ft. high, leafy

above: Ivs. 0-10 in. long, elliptic-lanceolate, plicate:

scape from the axils of the lower Ivs., together with the
loose raceme about 2 ft. long: fls. 2 in. across, pale or

dark rose-colored ; sepals linear-oblong, acuminate;
petals narrower; labellum with rounded side lob«-s and
a snb<]uadrate, spotted middle lobe, which is somewhat
3-parted; spur slender, vellow. Himalaya Mts. B.M.
7479.

P. Ashuf>rthidnu}<, Sander. A garden hjhrid (P. Mannii X
P. mafulatus). Fls. lartre: sepals anil petals clear old gold;

labellum larc^of the same color, with man.v radiating choco-
late lines, outer surfjice clear yellow. (i.M. 40:5.")l.

Heinrich Hasselbring.

PHAJUS, See Phaius, above.

PHALiENCPSIS (Greek, nwfh-likp; suggested by
the 1 irge white fls. of son)e species). Orchidaceir.
This genus, called by Lindley ''the grandest of all

orchids," contains some of the most magnificent species
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to be found in the orchid family. The plants are natives exclude indirect solar influence, as plants grown with
of the hot regions of India and the Malay Archipelago, overabundant sha'e, heat and moisture make w^eak
growing on trunks of trees and sides of ro<'ks under tissue and a thin Miticle incapable of withstanding
conditions of high temperature and great moisture. extremes in tei ipera4 ire and humidity to which they
The tlowers are remarkably l>eautiful in form and color. are subjected more or J'^ss during the winter months.
Those tf the larger species are borne in graceful Such careless treatment invariably results in either wet

or dry spot, and the plants, having no pseudobulbs, are
^^'""'^̂ K ^i^M liable to perish./'^ ^^^^^^^:sw Basket or cylinder culture su'ts them best, and they

^^^^^^^~^^^^ ^^^^^^^^N. should receive all necessary attet:*ion, such as rcbasket-

^^ ^T^^^^^^^^~~ ^^^^^^x^^N. '"^ ^^^^ top-dressing, at t! e con;niencement of their

>^^^"'"^^j^^^^^^^^^^^^'^^ / ^^'^^^^^v\^ growing season in Feb, or 3Iar., but t^hey do not require
^^L^..^^^^^^^^^j^^^^^M]^i£' ^^^- '^A^^.\ much root space at any time. Chointl live coarse
^M|^^^^^^^^^^M^^^^^^^^' 1 ^-^ ' v\S' \ sphagnum makes the best compost; thi^ should be lib-

^j^B^'"'^^^^^^^^^-^^^^^^^!^ ^ V \ ®'*^^^y interspersed with rouc;h pieces of charcoal, to

tKlmmf ^'^'-^^^^^^i^^V''*^^^^^-^^^^v'^\^ tt >/>^ \ which the roots cling freely. Ti:e compost

JmlfyfIw^V - >?^-'^l^^^^i|r^O^^^^y
"

' -^^^^i^ ^^3 ? \ \ should be worked in firmly about th-^ roots to

Ui HE ^̂ >~^^^^^̂
"^'^^^^u%'^M^^^^^^^^^''^L.^r \ V make the plant steady. During the restin.? period

ul^wk'^^^y^^^'^ -'' '^^^ ' c^^^^^^V^ ^^\ • I' ^'^*^ ^' "** ^^'*^^ ^^'^ compost is becoming dry.

I'l "' I '^V^^^^f'^^fi^ / ^S^^^^Sjl >^S^^'k\ /v'^^ During the growing season water freely and .tive

' '''I^tf^'-V^I^^^P^^^ / ^^^^^s&!' 1 v^^^^^S^' *s.v ""^L
^^ occasional overhead syringinir. When the

'-K^'W^^a^^^^-^^k J jSi''' ^'"^^mi \

^

SJwi^^^tJfe^ \vv\v plants are floworing profust ly weak liqui.-l

Yf--/':i\il>^u^^^^^S^ J%X^^ "r-^Bi V lH^"~*^ ^^^V^ v\\i
^'"^^' ^'' ^'^''^'P nianure may be given once

•I^^^^^SHi^ {^^r^W^ -^^^^\^^^ J^^^^^^^ Th^re is no special means of Qfopa-
•^r^r^^^B^^^^^,^^^!^^^-^^^^^ gation; young plants are often proau- ed

'V-'^^^MJfil^^^B^ ,l%iiO^^^^^ yjM|^ ^iHBE^̂ ^j
^^iv*^ ' **" *^*^ flov.*er-scapes, and the old flower-

^^^^^S^^^^^B \ ^^1^ ^^^^--•^^r^W XMBSB^^^g^^S^ \'- scapes if bent down on the wet sphag-
','':^^(^^^Sr^'^''^^!^ U^K^^<^^^^KF^' I ^^fcr^Tl^^fl^TOE^t^''

• ^""^ *"^^ sometimes be induced to send

' ^'^^^(,-fB^'/^^^^^S^^^-^y^t ^^ / ^' ^^^^^^ much broader than the

1735. Phalsnopsis aii^bilis^(X H) • See No. 1.
C- ^ P. » <• « ^ appendages

cirrhoH.s,

, . , ,, ,,,,,. D. Middle hthe very nar-
drooping panicles, on which they usually all face m one

^.^^^, ... 1. amabilis
direction.

j,j^_ Middle lobe trowel-
The plants are of monopodial growth, having short '

^j,„ped '^ Aphrodite
stems which increase slowly in length: Ivs. tew, thick, ^^, ^»/r„/ appendagr's'short]

"

leathery, often mottled: intiorescence a raceme or horn-like
jianicle, large, or not longer than the Ivs.: sepals spread-

^^ Lvh. qre'en 3. intermedia
inir. the lateral one:4 more or less miued with the base _,,/ /,,'.' „,„ffi'i"^'t"i' ',[.'*

of the column: petals about as large as the sepals or
»•/<«»« iiounq

very much broader: labelhim variously shaped but
P ^,^^ ;J.;,;,^-

' ^ Stuartiana
united with the base of the column. About 40 species. ^^, ^.^^ rose-pnrp'lr T). SchiUeriana

Heinrich Hasselbrixg. -b-b. LabeUnm without apical
The species of Phalcenopsis are all truly epiphytal, appendages: rostelliim

a:id are found groving in tlieir native habitats on rocks long <>. Lowil
:ind trees at very Itw altitudes or at sea-level in moist aa. Petals scarcely or not at all

Imt often exposed situations vhere the rains during itro. der t'lan the sepals.

their growing seasou are frequent and excessive, an«l P. Claw of the labdlitm with

the temperature registers 70°-75'' F. during the night horn -like appendages br-

and as high as 90°-'.)r)= F, during the d«v. The\ are low the lateral lohcs 7. Esmeralda
principally natives of the l'hilipi)ine Islands, eastern BB. Claw of the lahellum without

India. Malaya, Sumatra. .Tava and Btirnco, many of appe>>dages.

the individual species growing over a wide range of c. Apex of the labellnni
territorv. notched 8. amethystina

With "but few exceptions, they jrrow l)«st in the warm CC. Apex of the Inbellum en-

portion of the East Indian house wh«'re a temp, of tire.

().')=-70=' F. at night and about ?.'>" F. during the day. or D. Rach is compris»cd:
8.1° with solar heat, can be maintained through the bracts fle.hy.

winter months. The summer temp, mav ramre about E. Middle lobe of the
70=' F. at night and 80° or 87)° by day. Air .diould be label turn fleshy,

ailtnitted in greater or less <iegree sit all times to keep round*

d

0. violaces.

the atmosphere active, but direct drp.fts must always be ee. Middh lobe of the
avoided. Shade is ne< essary except in Pecembpr and lahillum cresroit-

Januafy, but should never "be sufficiently heavy to shaped 10. Corna-cervi
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DD. Bach is terete.

E. LabeUum laterally
compressed, flesh if .11. speciosa

EE. Lalnllum expanded.
F. Middle lobe denseli)

hairy 12. Bumatrana
FF. Middle lobe pilose. i:i. Luddemanniana

FKF. MidiUe lobe suiooth

.

G. Labelhim erest<d..\4. Farishii
GG. La be 1 1 n tn v ot

crested, but pro-
r i d e d w i t h a
fleshy callus 15. rosea

1. amdbilis, Blunie, not LiinlLi/*. grandiflhra, Lindl.).

Fiir. ITA'-i. Lvs. loiiiu:, psile frre«'u: Hs, variable in ^ize,

.sometimes nearly ") in. across, pnre white with stains of

«leep yellow un<l a few purple spots on the labellum an<l

on the colunni; (lorsal sepaKs ovate to oblonjj, lateral

sepal lanceolate; ])etalsroun(ie<l-fan-shape(l; lateral lobes
of the labellum t>l<liquely cuneate, incurved, middle lobe
verv narrow with vellow cirrhi. Autumn. Malav Arch.
H.M. 5184. G.C. ib48:.{!): II. 2():2i:{. Gn. It), p. ;«)5

;

24, p. 560; 34, pp. 51C, 517. R. H. 1800, pp. 2:{8. 2;{!»

;

1897, p. 151, A.G. 16:271. -Var. aurea, Ktdfe (
/'. f/m»i-

diflora, var. rt«;v(i, Warner). Front half of tlie lateral
lobes of the labellum and the entire mid<lle lobe stained
ileep yellow. Borneo. P. H^rriettse, Kolfe. is a garden
hybrid between P. amabilis and I', riolacea. Fij;. 1736.

Fls. intermediate between the parents, 432 in. across;
sepals and petals pale yellowish white, siitlused and
dotted with araethyst-purple toward tlie base; labellum
crimson with an oramre crest; cirrhi sliirhtlv developed.
G.C. 111. 2:9. Gu. .{8:766.

1736. Phalsenopsis Harriettse (X ^). See No. 1.

2. Aphrodite, Reichb. f. (P. amrfbi7js, Lindl., not
Blunie). Lvs. elliptic -lanceolate, 1 ft. or more in

length, dark green, obliquely retuse: lis. 3 in. in diani..

pure white, with the labellum streaked and spotted Avith

yellow and red; sepals elliptic - ovate
;

petals large,

rhomboid ; lateral h>be.s oblong, middle lobe trowel-
shaped, with white cirrlii. Fls. at various seasons, Imt
most freely during sui nner. Philippines. B.M. 4297.

B. R. 24:34. P.M. 7:49. F. S. 1:40. G.C. 1848:.39;
II. 26:213. Gn. 31, p. 273; 35. p. 362; 38, p. 157; 48, p. 484.

R.II. 1897, p. 150. A.F. 6:89.

Var. Day&na, Hort.i P. amnhilis. var. Daydvn, Hort.),

has regular liowers with the lower sejials nunutely dotted
with crimson, the labellum also being heavily nu\rked
with bright crimson. A.(i. 21:457.

Var. cAsta, Rolfe (P. cdsta, Reichb. f.). Lvs. thinly

spotted : fls. like the type, with a rosy tint especially at

the ba.se of the sepals and petals, and a few spots at the
base of the lateral sepals. — Scarcely distinct from the
following, but distinct from the type.

Var. leucorrhdda, Rolfe (P. leucorrhhda, Reichb. f.).
Lvs. blotch»'tl with gray in irregular bands: sepnls jii„i

petals flushed with rose, the former yellowish oufNldc;
callus vellow. spotted with purple. Philipoines. F m'
1875:166. R.H. 1896:500.

Var. Sanderi&ca, Rolfe (P. Sanderiiiua, Reichb. f. ).

Fls. sutfused with rose; labellum variegated with brown
purple, and yellow. Island of Mindanao. Gn. 24;407'
57, p. 44.

Var. gloridsa {P. glorihsa, Reichb. f.). P!s. white,
with a rose-colored spot on the labellum. Gn. 35:697.

3. intermedia, Lindl, A natural hybrid between P.
Aphrodite and P. rosea. Resembles /*. Aphrodite in
habit but the fls. are smaller. Sepals oblong, acute,
white; petals rhomboid, .uuch larger, white with few-

rose spots at the base; labellum small, lateral lobes
erect, rose-jiurple sp«ttted with crimson, middle lobe
rich crimson, terminating mi 2 short horns. Philippinos.
— The same type has been artificially produced by
crossing the two parent species.

Var. P6rtei, Reichb. f. (P. PMeri, Hort.). Fls. targe,
stained with rose-purple: lvs. about 1 ft. long, deeii

green. G.C. II. 5:369, 371. F.M. 1875:162. d.H. 111.

30:179. Gn. 21:326. G.M. 38:111.

4. Stnarti&na, Reichb. f. Lvs. elliptic-oblong, obtuse,
about 1 ft. long, mottled wiien young, becoming dull
green above and reddish below; panicle large, branched,
drooping: Is. 2 in. across; sepals elliptic, obtuse, white
or greenish white, the lateral ones speckled with red;

petals roundetl but obscurely <iuadraiigiilnr.

white with few purple dots at bas*-; labelUuu
golden yellow or orange sj)otted with crimson,
white at the tip. lateral lobes (dili(|uely obo-

vate, obtuse, with a pair of cuneate call! I»e-

tween them; middle lobe orbicular, endiiiir in

2 white cirrhi, .Ian,. Feb. Philippines. H.M.
6622. I.H. 31:540. F. 1882:49. Gn. 22:34h;
45, p. 426. G.C. II. 16:753: III. 4::589. ,1.11.

III. 34:157. F. E. ll:393.-Very nf^ar P. ^rhil-

leria)ia, but very different in color. Var.
punctatissima, Hort., has the sepals and petals

profusely spotted with purplish red.

5. Schilleriina, Reichb. f. Fig. 1737. Lvs.
6-18 in. long, oblong, dark green an«l mottled
with gray above, purple below: panicle droop-
ing, flat, as much as 3 ft. long an<l nearly as

broad, bearing often over 100 fls. each 23^^-3 in.

across: dorsal sepals obovate, acute, the lateral

ones ovate, rich rose-lilac; petals large, rhom-
boid, colored like the sepals; labellum colored

like the rest of the flower or paler an<l often spotted with

reddish brown and having a yellow callus; lateral lobes

rounded -oblong, with 2 quadrangular calli between
them, middle lobe oval, ending in two divergent horns.

Jan.-March. Philippines. B.M. 55.30. F.S. 15:1559.

I.H. 10:348; 35:56; 43, p. 154. S.H. 2, p. 47. Gn. ', p.

183; 22:348; 33, p. 615: 35, p. 36.3; 38, p. 157; 48, p.

484. G.C. 11. 12:301; III. 3:529; 17:.367. F.M. 1877:257.

R.H. 1886:396. A.G. 14:65. G.F. 4:390. A.F. 11:1081.

6. Ldwii, Reichb. f. I..vs. 4-5. oblong, fleshy, deep

green, tinged with purple: panicle slender, 5-20-ttd.:

fls. 1% in. in diam., white flushed with purple; dorsal

sepals broadly ovate, lateral sepals oblong; petals fau-

sliaped, with a rounded apex; labellum violet-purple,

lateral lobes small, reflexed, middle lobe oblong; rostel-

lum verv long-beaked. Fls. during summer months.
Moulmein 'India). B.M. 5351. F.S. 18:1910. Gn. C:14.

G.C. HI. 2:745.

7. Esmerdlda, Reichb. f. (P. anfenuifera, Reichb. f. ).

T vs. oblong, acute, 4-8 in. long, gray-green with few
«lull purple spots: raceme erect. 6-10-fld., 6-18 in. high:

fls. about 1 in. in diam., dark or pale purple to white

with red streaks; lateral sepals ovate, dorsal sepals

obovate ; petals obovate ; labellum clawed, 3 lol>ed,

lateral lobes ovate to rotund, erect, yellowish; middle
lobe broad, obtuse, deep purple: claw with a slender

appendage on each side. Cochin China, etc. B.M. 7196.

F.M. 1879:358. R.H. 1877. p. 107.
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8. ameth^stina, Reichb. f. A small species with

cuneate-oblong Iv.s.: tls. small, cnjuii-coldred with

an unn'thyst labellum; sepals cuueuteobloiiK, ob-

tu^"-: pt'tsils subeqiial or a little smaller; lateral

lobes of the labellum funeate; middle lobe obovate,

notched. Malay. G.C. 1870:17:31.

9. viol&cea, Teijsm & Binn. Lvs. oblor.)?, 8-12

ill. h)n>;. litfht shinim; green : Hower-stalks not

lon^^er than the lvs.: tls. few, 2 in. across; sepals

and petals broa<lly lanceolate, yellowish white,

chaiiffiug to rose- violet toward the brse; mid«lle

lobe of the labellum tleshy, deep i>urple, with a yel-

low callus; siile lobes small, erect, purple and
oranire. May-Oct. Sumatra. F. M. lh7*.»:;U2. H.

C. II. 10: 145. — Plant of dwarf habit. The Hs. re-

main on the plant a long time.

10. Comu-cervi, Blumo & Reichb. f. Lvs. about

9 in. long, leatlury, oblong: Hower-stem about as

long as the lvs.. erect, clavate, bearing <»-12 tis.:

Hs. vcllowish green, barred with reddish brown :

sepals and petals tleshy, lanceolate, the latter small-

er: labellum whitish, lateral lobes erect on the

irrcirular, fleshy, excavated claw, middle lobe cres-

cent-shaped, apiculate. Summer. Trop. Asia, Java
and Sumatra. B.M. .>.570 (as Po/ychilos Cornu-cerri).

11. specidsa, Reichb. f, Lvs. oblong: tls. stellate,

in racemes or panicles, white, blotched with rose-

madder; sepals oblonir: petals narrower; labellum
with erect, linear, toothed, yellow side lobes, aiui

a tleshy, purple and white middle lobe ending in a
hairv cushion. Andaman Islands (Bav of Bengal).

G.C" II. 18:74.'); 20:277.

12. SumatTiina, Korth. «jc Reichb. f. Lvs. pointe«l,

about () in. long: inflorescence about as long as the
lvs., th-lO-fld.: sepals oblong, pointed, 1 in. or more
in length; petals more cuneate; all j'ellowish white
barred, with bands of reddish brown ; labellum
short, clawed; lateral lobes erect, meeting and each
having a short curved tooth pointing backwards :

nii<ldle lobe oblong, Heshy, white, streaked with
vi»>h't, verv hairv in front. Sumatra and Borneo. B.M.
5527. F.S. 1G:1'G44. G.C. 18G5:.>07.

1.^. Luddemanaiina, Reichb. f. A small plant, with
tliick, oblong lleshy lvs. G-8 in. long: inflorescence
about as long as the lvs., with few handsome fls. near
the top: fls. 2-;{ in. across; sepals and petals oblong-
acute, white, marked with transverse bars, those at the
base being amethyst, while the upper ones are brown;
labellmn deep violet, with yellow blotches on the side
lobes; middle hd>e oblong; side lobes erect, ligulate,

dceplv 2-toothed. Feb.. March. Philippines. B.M. 5523.

F.S. KL-lG^ri. R.H. 1872::590. F. 1865:2.57. -The old
flower-stems of this plant produce young plants by
wliii a the species may be easily increased.

Var. ochr^cea, Reichb. f. A form with yellowish fls.

and ochre-colored bars. R.H. 1872:390.

14. P&risllii. Reichb. f. Dwarf: lvs. oblong-lanceo-
late, acute, 2—4 in. long : fls. in (>-iO-rt«l. racemes
scarcely longer than the lvs., crowded; dorsal sepals
oblong, lateral broadly ovate, white

;
petals obovate-

spatu' ite, white; lateral lobes of the labellum small,
liornlike, yellow, with purple spots, middle lobe broadly
triangular, red-purple, often white on the disk; crest
semilunar, broken up into subulate ftlaments in front;
the disk has a peculiar appendage ending in 4 long
subulate filaments, Burma and Moulmein, B,M. 5815.

15. rdsea, Lindl. Lvs. oblong, dark green, obliquely
refuse: scape about a ft. long, nodding, dark purole,
bearing 12-14 fls. : sepals and petals ovate, obtuse,
white, tinged with pink in the center; labellum rose-
c<dored, scarcely longer than the sepals; lateral lobes
small, lunate, middle lobe ovate. Philippines. B.M.
5212. F.S. 1G:1G45. G.C. 1848:G71.

P. TAxterii. Advertised, but doubtful.-/*. Tdlentini. Reii'hb.
f. Plant of the habit of P. violacea. with narrower lvs.: sepals
cuneato-oblong. purple, with the lateral sepals wliite at the
b,-i.se: petals like the lateral sepals or b.irre<l with purple; la-
bellum short, clawed, mauve, white ami yellow. Malay.

Heinkich Hasselbkino.
PHALANGIUM Lilidstrum. See Pxradisea Lili-

astt^tim.

1737, rhalsenopsis Schilleriana k'K '3'. S.' > No. 5.

PHALABIS (old Greek name used by Dioscorides,
probably from phalos, shining; in allusion to the shin-
ing seed), GramhiefP. Ten species, mostly of southern
Europe, one native throughout the northern part of
North America, a variety of which is the Ribbon (irass.

P. Ciniariensis, Canary Grass, which is cult .ited in
Europe for bird-fixxl or sometimes as a cereal, is occa-
sionally t<mnd in this country along roadsides. This
annual species, on account of its variegated ovate
spikes, is worthy of cultivation as an ornamental grass.
Spikelets 1-fld., collected in heads or spike-like panicles.
Empty glumes 4, but the second and third miimte.
Outer glumes boat-shaped, awnless.

arundin&cea, Linn Reed Canary Grass. A tall per-
ennial (2-G ft.) with flat % in. wide lvs. and an elongated
spike-like panicle (open in anthesis)of whitish spikelets,
native through nortliern America in wet ground, where
it is an important forage grass. Recomu'ended for
plantitig in parks and grounds along the banks of
streams or artificial ponds. A very striking native
grass.

Var. variegilta (var, picfa). Ribbon GitAss. Gar-
dener's Garters, Fig. 1738. Lvs. longittidinally striped
with white. Conmionly cult, for ornament and some-
times run wild about oid places.

A. S. Hitchcock.

PHALOCALLIS (Greek words referring to the delicacy
of the c«me formed by the crests). IriditceiP. Referred
by Baker to Cypell i. The plant offered as P. phnnhin.
Herb., by Dutch bulb-growers is Cyp^lla pliimbea,
Lindl., a South Brazilian species diflferitig from those
describe<l at p. 429 as follows: conn large: lvs. lanceo-
late: stem stimt, 2-4 ft. long: fls. dull lilac; outer seg-
ments l*.2-2 in. long; inner with a small obovate blade
and lonff claw; style-branches 2-fid, esvch fork with 1

erect and 2 spreading spurs. B.M. .3710 (fls. chiefly

lilac). F.S. 4:395 (chiefly light blue). F.S. 14:14GG
{flore striata, veined and" flushed with rich purple
shades on a white ground).

PHARBITIS. See Ipom<Ta.
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1738. Ribbon Grass—Phalarls arundinacea. var. variegata.

(See page 129^.)

PHASEOLUS (ancient Latin name, somewhat altered,

of a l)eau). Le(jiii)iinosi^. Bean. Aur .al or perennial
mostly tv/ininj; herbs, or some of t'-t-m woody at the
ba-^e, with mostly pinnately .'i-foliolate sstipellate leaves,

axillary peduncles beurin}? clusters of white, yellow,
red or purplish papilionaceous flowers, and more or less
compressed (flat-sided) several to many-seeded 2-valved
pods. Man

J.
species have been describe*!, all of warm

coimtrit'S, bi/ ; there are probably not more than 100
kia<ls that can be clearly separated as species. From
its allied genera, Phaseolus is separated by minute
characters of calyx, style and keel. In Phaseolus the style
is bearded alonjr the inner side, and the stigma is oblique
or lateral rather than capitate on the end of the st\le;

the keel is coiled into a spiral body, including the 10
diadelphous stamens (in 9 and 1).

Since Phaseoli are tropical or warm-ccmntry plants.
they must not be suVtjected to fritst. Most of them are
garden annuals which are given a warm place after all

danger of frost is past. One of them, P. Caracnlia, is

sonu'tiuies grown as a greenhouse climber, but in Cali-
* Tiiia and other warm parts it thrives in the open and

'is hedges and trees, often smothering them. The
•e is set forth under lienn, but the species are
sted below. See, also, Canavalia, Glycine,
'it, Vicia, Viijna.
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4. r«t<Jftis, Benth. Metcalfe Bean. Root verj' large,

gaitl sonietiiues to weiKli •<<> !'»«•. rumiinj^ deep into the

gr«)und: stem trailintr, nmRhish: Ifts. rhombic to oblong,

mostly obtuse and oft<m retuMe, rough on both sides : tls.

in loose, interrupted racemes,
rather small, purple: pod flat,

short, broadly oblong, some-
what curved. Tex., west and

1741. Sieva Bean—
Phaseolus lunatus (X K)

1742. Pods of Sieva. Large Lima.
Potato Lima (X ^a)-

The two last iire forms of P. lu-

natus, vur. luacrocarpus.

south —Lately recommended as a forage plant in the

dry regions of the Southwest. The Ivs. are thick and
heavy and well adapted to dry, hot climates. Stems
grow' 8-10 ft. or more long.

AAA. Annual (at hitst in the X.), either twining or
'^Inish," the Ics. niostltj puf>enrent. cult, for f(nnl.

— Garden heamt of various kinds.

B. Pod usiittUy'^i in. or less broad: usuaUy net climbing,

5. aconitifdlius, Jaccj. Moth Bean. A diffuse, bushy
somewhat tniiling plant with loosely brown hairy

1743. Henderson Dwari Lim?.. a form of Phaseolus

lunatus (X Va).

slender stems, growing 1-2 ft. tall: Ifts. mostly «>vate

to rhumbic-ovate, 2-;Mobed at the apex for ouf-fourtli
to one-half their length, the lobes narrow an«l obtuse;

stipules small, narrow and pointed: fls. very small, yel-
lowish, in heads on the ends of hairy axillary peduncles:
pod becoming 2 in. long, nearly cylindrical, glabrous.
India, where it is cult, for human food and for forage,
but only rarely seen in collections in this country. It is

said to be able to withstand much dry weather.

6. Mungo, Linn. Gram. Erect or
nearly so, 1-2 ft., stout,with the fur-
rowed stems densely clothed with
long brown hairs: Ivs. large and
long-stalked : Ifts. very broadly
ovate or nearly rhomboid -orbicular,

usually entire, thin, short-acute:
stipules large, ovate : tls. rather
small, yellowisn, iu a capitate clus-

ter of ') or 6 on the end of the
stout hair}' peduncle: pod 15 in. or
less long, nearly cylindrical, some-
what curved, bearing 10-1,5 beans.
S. Asia, where it is eA'erywhere cul-

tivated for human food.— Rarely
seen in this country. In habit it

somewhat resembles the Soy bean
(Glycine). The slender pod is

hairy at first, but the hairs are de-
ci<luous. It is very variable. P^roni

botanists it has received many
names.

Var. gl&ber, Roxbg Lvs. and
pod. and sometimes the stem, gla-

brous.— A domestic form. This is

probably the Adzuki beau of
(teorgeson, BulL 32, Kaus. Exp.
Sta., where it is praised for the
high ((uality of the bean. He de-
scribes 2 forms, the White-podde<l
and Black-podded Adzuki, both
with snuill red or brownish seeds
with truncated ends and a long
narrow scar. Pods 3-5 in.

long.

Var. radi^tus. Hook. f.

( P radi()tiis, Linn. ). Stems
twining, all parts densely
hairy.

BB. Pod usually 14 in. or
more hroad: plants nat-

u nt It If c I i tn b i ng, but
giving rise to "6«.s/(

"

forms.

c. Beans large and usu-
ally flat.

7. lunatus, Linn. Sieva
or Cjvet Bean. Figs. 1741-
4. Small and slender, usu-
ally not climbing very high :

Ifts. thin, short and broa«l,

ovate - pointed (except in
special forms, as the Willow
leaf): Us. of medium size,

whl.e or whitish, in axillary
racemes : pods small and
papery, 2-3 in. long, much
curved on the back and pro-
vided with a long tip, split-

ting open when ripe and the
valves twisting: beans
small and flat, whit*', brown
or mottled. Trop. America
— Widely cult, in warm coun-
tries, and prized for its carli-
ness and prolificacy. It gives rise to dwarf or bush
forms, as the Dwarf Carolina, llerulerson Bush Lima
(Fig. 1743). Common in American gardens.

Var. macrocdrpus, Beuth. (P. inanupnus, Linn. P.
Limensis, saicJi<u-dtus, fa'vundus, htti.-^iUguus, Mac-
fadyen. P. pubvrulus, HBK. /*. Xnarezii, Zucc).
Lima Bean. Figs. 1742, 1744. Distinguished from the
Sit'vas by tall, robust growth and late ripening: Ifts.

large and thit-k. ovate-lanceolate: pods fewer to the ra-

ceme, straight or nearly so, without u prominent tip,

1744. Leaves of Phaseolus

lunatus.

Twc upper ones, Willow-
Leaf, a ver>' narrow - leaved
form of the Sieva typt» ; nii<l

die one, l*otato Lima; lowest
one, l^aree White Lima, the
two later being var. macro-
carpus.

82
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not readily f-plittin^ at maturity : l^eans very laftff.

white, red, black or .spe(!kled. iSoiith Ainer. — Widely
grown in the tropics, and one of the richest of bean.s.

Unreliable in the northern states because of the short,
cool seasons. There are two forms in cult, in the V. S.

:

Fiat- or Large-seeded Linias. with seeds very fiat anti

1745. Leaf of Phaseolus vulearis.

veiny and more or less lunate in shape, and very broad
tiat pods, with a distinct but not prominent pod, and
broad-ovate Ifts.; Potato Limas, with smaller tumid
seeds, shorter and thicker po«ls, with a very short point,
and hnijr-ovate, taptTiiij; Ifts., with anjrular base. In
both th«'se grt)ups triers are dwarf or bu^h forms. — Bur-
pee Dwarf fjima in the former, and Kumerle Dwarf
Lima in the latter. The Lima Bean is perennial in the
tropics.

cr. Beaus relatively small, oblong and nearly cylin-
drical.

8. vtilgr&ris, Linn. Com3ion Bean. Kidney Bean of
the Eni;lisli. Hakioot of the French. Figs. 1745-7.
JSlendor, twining, more or less pubescent: Ifts. rhombic-
ovatfe or ovate, acuminate: peduncles slioiter than the
petioles, few-fid. at or near the apex: fis, small, white,
yellowish or blue -purple : pod slender, somewhat
curved, provided with a straight or curved tip. Now
believed to be tropical American. — Here belong all the
common garden pole I)eans, aside from the Lima types,
including the I'ole (Yanb«Try (Fig. 1747). and so-called

Horticultural Lima. Runs into very many forms.

Var. niinus (P. «(>>iu.s, Linn.). Busn Bean. A do-
mesticated race, differing only in its dwarf or "bush"
habit. It is now the nii)re pt»pular type, particularly in
America, since it re<iuire8 no labor in providing poles
or other support. This inc'udes all the common gar-
d«»n and fi«'ld l)«'ans.

1746. Long-podded forms of Phaseolus vulgaris.

For a history of garden or kidney beans, see Cieorg
von Martens, -'Die Gartenbohnen." lHi;>. He makes 7

specific tyjtes and many subtypes or botanical varieties.

His species are: P. f»/{/«W.>«, 8avi, Pod straightish and
subtorulose, long-mucronate; seeds somewhat com-
pressed, oblong-reniform. P. conipre.s.tt4s. Martens
Climbing: penis conij>resse<l an<l broad, short-mucronate;
seeds strongly conipressed, oblong-reniform. P. (jouo-

speriniis, Savi. Climbing: po<l subincuived, tomlose
and short-mucronate; seeds somewhat compressed and

irregularly angular-truncate. P. caritiatus. Marten-*.
Climbing: pod falcate and rugose; set-ds teretish, elmi
gatetl, somewhat truncate-carinate. P. ohlonf/un, Savi.
Dwarf, erect: pwl sulK*ylindrical, straightish, long-
mucronate; seeds subreniform-cylindric, twice hinper
than broad. /*. ellipficus, Martens. Low, erect or
somewhat clintbing: pod straightish. more or less
torulose; seeds small, tumid-elliptic. /*. s/ihifricuit.

Martens. Nearly erect, or climbing: pod straightish
and constricted; seeds large and subglobose.

L. H. B.

PHEASANT'S EYE. 3'«j re /.« .<<»/.«< poeficus. Diaufhus
plintxi I i US , and .Idimis.

FHEG6PTEBIS (Creek, ht-ech-ftm). Polypod idcpee.

Beech. Oak or Sin 1-kkn. A geiujs of ferns allied to
Dryopteris iti habit, but with no in«lusiuni, the sori being
entirely naked. There are immer<ms tropical Anu»rican
an<l .Sandwich Island species worthy of cultivation in
warmhouse-!. Three <)f our native species
are somefinus offered in the trade. For
culture, see page 57").

A . Pro»ds (h'.s.) .small or medium-s ized

.

at mu.sf tripinuatifid. {Native ape-

cies.)

B. Lvs, hipinmttifid, broadly tri-

lUKfiilar.

hexagonoptera, F«''e {Polypodium hex-
agonopterinn, Michx.). Lvs. l>-15 in.

long, usually broader than long, pale
green; lower pair of {tinnte detiexed
an<l set forward; sori marginal. East-
ern U. S.

polypodioides. Fee. Lvs. .^9 in. long,
loni;er than broad, dark green, slightly

hairy beneath ; sori nearer the margin
than the midrib. En. and northeastern
N. Amer.

BB. Lvs. tripinnafifid, lanceolate.

alp^stria, F<'*e. Lvs. 1-2 ft. long, 6-8
in. wide, with numerous finely cut lance-
olate pinnae, the lobes toothed ; thinly
herbiweous. Eu. and northwest Amer.
Has the habit of ..1 splen iitm filix-ffsm ina

BBB. Lvts. firnately tripinnatifid

Drybpteris, Fee. Oak Fern. Lvs.
triangular. ;{-9 in. each way, the lowest
pinna* nearly equal to the central (ter-

minal) portion, giving the leaf a ternate
appearance. Eu. and N. Amer.

AA. Fronds {Ivf.) .several feet long,
decompound.

Kerandreniikna, Gaud. Lvs. several
feet long, decompound with light brownish polished
stalks, and straw-colored rachides: texture herbaceous;
sori near the nr.rgins of the segments. JSandwich
Islands. Also auvertised under Polypodium.

L. M. Underwood.
The American species are of easy culture in shady

places, and increase rapidly by creeping rootsto<ks.
The fronils are light green, of a distinct ind attractive

hue. They have the fault of dying down for the sea-

son l»efore the summer is over, especially when grow-
ing in rather dry positions. /*. polypodioides prefers
a moist, shadeil place. It is not so quickly deciduous
as the other two species. P. hexagonoptera is suited

for almost any shaded position. The fronds often die

down in August, and at this season are occasionally
much and handsomely variegated with pure white. P.
Dryopteris is one of the most beautiful of small Ameri-
can hardy ferns. It is eminently suited to shady rock-

work, though it completes its growth early in the season.

F. W. Barclay.
PHELLODfiNDEON (Greek, phellos, cork, &m\ den-

dron, tree: alluding to the corky bark). Jfutarccr.

Ornamental deciduous trees with large, opposite, odd-

pinnate lvs.. inconspicuous greenish fis. in short

terminal ]>anicles and black frs. P. Amurense is quite

1747. Cranberry
Pole Bean —
Phaseolus vul-

garis (X >2).
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h:»rtlvas far north as Mass., but P.Jdponirnm is some-
wtiat' tender; tlie tlrst has b«en recommended as u street

tree for western cities, as it resi.*ts (irouKht and heat in

sumiut'r an»l seems to be not attarkt d by insects. It is

of rapid jjrowth when younj; and forms a ratlier low,

p.iind head. It seems to grow in almost any kind of

soil except in a very moist one. Prop, by »ee<ls, which
are produced freely when both sexes are planted antl by
root cuttings, dug up iti fall and stored <luring the

winter in nioi. ' sand or sjdiagnum. Two closely relatetl

species in E. Asia and Japan. Fls. di<t'cious, in terminal

short panicles; sepals and petals 'y-S, ovate-lanceolate;

stamens 5-0, longer than petals: ovary 5-celUd, with a
short, thick style: fr. a black drupe with 5 small «<ne-

LL-eded stones.

Amur^nse, Rupr. Thinese Cork Tree. Tree, to 50 ft.,

with spreading branches forming a broad, round head;
bark of the trunk light gray, corky; almost glabrous:

Ifts, 7-17, ovate to ovate - lanceolate, narrowed or
rounded at the base. lon:;-acnmJnate, minutely crenti-

lute,dark green and somewhat shining aliove.glaucescent

and glabrous beneath or pubescent only on the midrib:
tr. globose, black, about '^ in. across, with a strong
turpentine-like odor when bruised. June. N, China,
Amurland, Japan.

Japdnicum, Maxim. Closely allied to the precedine.
Lfts. ovate, rounde<l or truncate at base, acuminate dull

green above, pube ( .it beneath, with rather prominent
veins; leaf-stalk and intiorescence pubescent. June.
Japan. — Less hardy than the preceding and probably
only a variety of it; but soiuetiraes thrives in New
E"J.'1^"<1- Alfred Rehder.

PHENOLOGY ^contraction of phenonienologif; that
is, the science of phenomena): the study of the rela-

tii>!iships between the climate of any place and the
annual periods of plants an.', animals. Plants vege-
t:ite, bloom, and ripen fruit at more or less definite
sea-ions, each after its kind; animals mate, bear young,
niiirrate and hibernate each also after its kind; but
these recurring events arc related to the climate in

which these things live: with these inter-relationships

Phenology has to do. The most complete means of
comparing the climate of one year with that of another
are the life-events of the animals and plants of the
years. Thermometrical readings are the customary
measures, but the thermometers record onh' tempera-
ture, whereas local climate is modified by conditions

of humidity, cloudiness, the se<juence of atmospheric
changes, and many subtle agencies which cannot be
measured by means of instruments. Living things are

the airents that really measure climate. A record of

the life-events of living thitigs, therefore, even though
imperfect, should contribute to the science of clima-
tology; and incidentally it should contribute much to

the science of biology. Records of plant-events are
more comparable than those of animal-events, because
plants are stationary and have no volition to a<lapt

themselves to inclemencies by means of change of po-

sition, diet, or otherwise; therefore, i)lants emphati-
cally express climatal influence. A record of the tirst

blooming of a given apple tree, for example, during a
scries of years w<mld give comparable measures of the
lateness or earliness of the different seasons. Most
s>-called phenological ol)servations in this country ha\ e
been mere records of dates of blooming, leafing, niiirra-

tion of birds, peeping of frogs, and the like, without
correlative data respecting the local climate. They are
therefore of relatively little consequence to science. In
this country the literature of Phenology is very meager.
See bailey. Essay 17, "Survival of the I'nlike," and
''Instructions for taking Phenolocrical Observation,"'
"Weather Review," Sept., IbiX"., U. S. Weather Bureau.

L IL B.

PHILADfiLPHUS (name of an ancient Egyptian
king; applied to this genus with no obvious reason).
Saxifr^(jace(E. Mo(^k Orange. Syrinoa. Ornamental
decid' us or rarely half-ever reen shrul)s with opposite
enlire or serrate Ivs, and white showy fls. in terminal ra-

cemes or solitary on short brancMets, appearinsr mostly
in Jr.ne and «)ften very fracrrani. Most of them are
hardy North except P. dniUeri, Jlexiramt.t and the

other Mexican species; P. tonuntoxim and Dillardi »»re

only half-hartly. They are well adapted to shrubberies
and are mo>tIy of mediuui height, the tallest being /*.

pubexci un, which grows to about 'Ji* ft.; P. (Jonloni-
anas and P. i»o(iorns grow nearly as high, while
P. mierophyllns hardly exceeds 3 ft. They thrive well
in almost any well-drained soil und even under trees.

If pruning is nee<led it should be done after flowering,
since the fls. app<'Hr on the wood formed the previous
year. I'rop. usually by hardwood cuttings, or by
suckers and greenwooil cuttings under glass; also by
layers and by seeds, but they are very aj»t to hybridize
when several species are growing together.
About 30 species have been described. They are dis-

trit)uted through the northern hemisphere; in N. Araer.
south t»> liimteniala and from southeast Europe to
Himalayas and Japan. All are shrubs with exstipulate,
petioletl more or less distinctly 3-nerved Ivs. : fls. solitary
or racemose; calyx-lobes, petals and styles usually 4;
stamens 20-40: fr. a dehiscent, 4-valved. many-see«led
capsule. Owing to the absetice f>f well-marked charac-
ters the species are often ratlu-r diflicult to distinguish,
and this ditliculty is much increased by the numerous
hybrids which have originated in cultivation. The
latest account of this genus is a short moru»graph by
E. Koehne in Oartenflora, Vtd. 45 (181m;), j». 4.")0. etc..

where .'{3 species are distinguished, of which 20 are
American.

It seems strange that Philadelphus is popularly
known under the name of Syringa. a very diflFerent

genus of no botanical affinity ami little resemblance;
but this is only continuing the usage of the old
herbalists who used to unite under Syringa species of
Philadelphus, Syringa and Jasmine. Thus we And in

Oerarde's "Herball," first puldished in 1507, «b-scrip-

tions and figures of Sifrinf/n aUm. White Pipe, N.
cairulea, Blue Pipe, and iS. Arabica, Arabian Pipe, the

1748. Philadelphus coronarius—Mock Orange (X H).

first being Philadelphus coronariua, the second Syringa
vulgaris and the third t/asminum Sambnc. This
accounts also for the German popular name Jasmir.2
for Philailelphus. In French Syringa has been changed
to Seringa, and is used in this form as the p<r»ul!Ar

name for Philadelphus. Linnaeus decided to take up
the name Syringa for the S. cfFralea of the older
"ootanists and Syringa aiha he called Philadelphus, a
name previously used for the same plant by some of the
ohl herbalists.
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A. Bark of la»t year'g hranchea not peeling off: fls. in
racemes.

B. Calyx pubescent outnide: bark gray.

1. puWscens, Loisel.(P. /rt^7<)//M», Schrad. P.grandi-
fldruH, vur. fhirihtinduit, A. (iray). IShrub, to 20 ft. high:
mature brancht's of this year yellowi.sh brown, those of
last year lijrht gray: Ivs. broa<lly ovate, dentate, pubes-
cent beneath. 2-4 in. lonjj: racemes rather loose, 5-11-

*^..j. ^ v.. ^

I I 1

1749. Philadelphus coronarius.

fld.: fls. creaniv white, scentless, 1^2-2 in. across. June,
July. Tennessee. B.R. 7:r»70 and CJn. 40, p. 2h9 (as P.
grandiflonis). B.R. 2:J:200.{ and G.C. II. 1G:81 (as P.
specio.ftis). —The tijETures quoted above do not represent
typical plants; they are probably partly hybrids of this

species with P.graiidiflorits and iuodorns, hxitthe flfrure

accompanying the original description by Loiseleur in

Herbier gen. de I'amateiir, Vol. IV, t. 2G8, agrees well

with wild plants from Tennessee. A dwarf form with
double fls., cult.as P. niralLt Kpectabilis (lore phno, prob-
ably belongs to this species. P. pube.scemt of Koch and
of koehne is P. t-errucosus; see supplementary list.

BB. Calyx glabrous outside: bark brown or grayish
brown.

2. Gordonianus, Lindl. Shrub, to 12 ft., with grayish
brown branches: Ivs. broadly ovate to elliptic, coarsely
dentate, especially those of the young shoots, light

green, pubescent beneath, thin, 13^-3 in. long: racemes
dense, .5-7-fld.: fls. pure white, scentless. l}4-l% in.

across: petals oval-oblong: ovary half-superior. June,
July. Wash, to Ore. B.R. 25:32. Gn. 3, p. 233.

3. L6wisi, Pursh. Upright shrub, to 8 ft.: bark of
branches dark or grayish brown, usually with numer-
ous horizontal cracks: Ivs. broadly ovate or elliptic-

ovate, entire or sparingly dentate, glabrous or some-
what hairy beneath, thickish at maturity, 1 J4-3 in, long:
racemes short and dense, 5-9-fld.: fls. short-stalke<l,

1-1 ^/<^ in. across, scentless. June, July. Brit. Colo, to
Calif.

4. Satsiimi, Sieb. (P. Tokohdmre, Hort.). Shrub, to

8 ft., erect: branches of last year with grayish brown
bark, usually marked with whitish, longitudinal fis-

sures: Ivs. ovate, long-acuminate, dentate or sometimes
entire, almost glabrous, :i-i\ in. long: racemes loose,

erect, 7-9-fld. : fls. about 1 in. across, slightly fragrant.
May, June. Japan.

AA. Bark of last yearns branches peeling off in thin
flakes, brotrn.

B. .f'/.*. in many-fid. panicles, but sometimes racewone
on weaker branchtn.

5. Cali!6micus, Benth. Upright shrub, to 8 ft., with
brown branches: Ivh. ovate, with few teeth or almost
entire, glabrous or somewhat pubescent beneath, thick-
ish at maturity, lh-2M in. long: tls. %-l in. acrosji,

scentless: petals oblong. June, .July. Wash, to Calif.
— Similar in habit to i*. Lewixi, to which it is usually
referred as a variety.

BB. Fls. in 5-9-fld. racemes, rarely S.

C. Lvs. glabrous or nearly so beneath, ovate-lanceo-
late : pedicels glabrous.

G. Pekin^nsis, Rupr. (P. eoromtrius, var. Pekinhtsis,
Maxim.). Upright shrub, to 5 ft.: Ivs. ovate-lanceo-
late, acuminate, denticulate, thickish at maturity, \],'^~

3 in. long; petioles purplish: racenjes short and dense,
usually 5-11-ttd.: fls. 1';, in. across, slightly fragrant;
style divided only at the apex. May, June. Mongolia,
N. China. — Dense, upright, but rather low, free-llower-
ing shrub.

7. Fdlconeri, Sarg. Shrub, to 8 ft., with slender,
arching branches : lvs. ovate-lanceolate. a<-umiuate,
denticulate, 1/2-3 in. long, thickish at maturity: fls. 3-

7, slender-pedicelled, fragrant, pure white, al)out \% in.

across; calyx-lobes lanceolate; ]»etals oblong, acute;
style much longer than stamens, deeply divided. ,Iune.

Origin unknown
;

probablv Japanese. (J.F. 8:4;>7.

M.D.G. 1809 :2.n. Ung. 8:;]40.-Very graceful shrub,
wide-spreading.

CC. Lvs. more or less pubescent beneath, usually
ovate.

8. coronarius, Linn. Fig. 1748, 1479. Shrub, to 10 ft.,

with upright branches: lvs. ovate to ovate-elliptic, usu-
ally acute at both ends, denticulate, sparingly pubes-
cent beneath, 2-4 in. long: fls. 5-9 in rather dense ra-

cemes, creamy white, very fragrant, on rather short
pubescent pedicels

;
petals oval ; stvle divided al)out one-

half. May, June. S. E. Eu., Caucasus. B.B. 2:lfeG.-This
is the conmion Mock Orange, less showy than th«' follow-

ing species and of somewhat stitt" habit, but deliciously
fragrant. There are several vars. in cultivation. Var.
argenteo-marginata, Hort. Lvs. edge<l creamy white,
and other variei,'ated forms. Var. aureus, Hort. Foli-

age yellow. Var. ninus, Schrad. Dwarf, compact shrub,
with dark green foliage; flowers but rarely. Var. ga-

licifolia, Hort. Lvs. lanceolate or linear-lanceulate.

There are also several vars. with double fls.. as vars.

dianttdfloras, multiflorus planus, primuleeflorus (R.H.
1S70, p. 305), rosaefldrus, mo.stly of dwarfer habit than
the type.

9. Z^yheri, Schrad. Probably hybrid of the preceding
and P. inodorus: lower than P. coronarius and more
spreading, with sometimes arching branches : lvs.

ovate, usually rounded at the base: fls. usually 5, pure
white, siightiy fragrant or scentless, \%-\% in. broad:
style sometimes longer than stamens, divi«led one-half
or less. June. Of garden origin. The ditferent forms
of P. Zeyheri are, besides those of the following hy-
brid, the most showy of the genus, bearing the large,

pure white fls. in great profxision along the branches.
P. speviosissimus, Hort., belongs here.

10. Lemdinei, Lemome. Hybrid of P. micmphyUns
with P. coronarius, of varying habit: lvs. ovate t«) ovate-

elliptic or ovate-lanceolate, usually pubescent beneath
and '%-2li in. long: fls. :j-7 in short racemes, very
sweet-scented

;
petals oval to oblong, mostly dentate

at the apex. (i.F. 2:G17.-Some of the best forms of
this hybrid are Avalanche. Graceful shrub, with slen-

der arching l)ranches, covered almost the wln)le length
with showy white fls. G.C. III. 21 :89. M.D.(J. 1890:293.

Gerbe de Neige is similar, but the fls. are larger. Boule
I'argent has large, double fls. and the habit of P. cmo-
nariiis. G.C. HL 18:19 and 2.3, .suppl. 28 May. Can-
d61abre. Low shnib, with upright branches covered with

large fls. M.D.G. 189G:294. Var. er^ctus. Upright, to
''> ft., covered with white fls. Mont Blanc is similar in

habit, but fls. larger and showier.
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BBB. /7a. 1-J, oeeasionally .7.

c. F-oirering hrattrhletn 2 in. or more long, with 2 or S
pnim of rather large li\i.: pediceln and cahjx
tjlabroif^.

11. 14xui, Srhrad. {P.undulAtnK, Ilort. P. tpecidsun,

S«'hra<l.). 8hnib, to 8 ft., with »i»rfiMlinir slfinhT
branches: Ivs. elliptic-ovate to oblonR-lanceolate, entire

or sparingly denticulate, often sli;;htly recurved and
pendiilinis, sparingly appresse«l pubescent beneath, 2-4

in. l(»nir: tis. •)ftener solitary, scentle.s.s, 1-lJa in. across;

gtyle as lonff as stamens. Mav, June. 8. C. to Tenn. and
Fla. B.R. 2:186. (Jng. 8::U(>.-This Hpecies is closely

allied to the following, and perhaps best considered a

mere variety of it.

12. inoddms, Linn. (P. j/raMrfiVWrM.*, Willd.). Shrub,
similar to the former, but usually more upright and
more vij;orous: Ivs. broadly ovate to elliptic-ovate, usu-
ally dentate, bearded in the axils of the veins beneath,
3-.") in. long: fls. 1-.3, occasionally 5, 1J4-2 in. broad,
scentless ; calyx-lobes ovate-lanceolate, twice as long
as ovarv; stvle often longer than stamens. Mav,.Tune.
N. C. and tenn. to Ga. B.R. 2r):'M (as P.'laxus).
B.M. 1178. The P. inodorus of Gray ditfers in its

smaller, often entire Ivs. and smaller, usually solitary

fls. with short ovate calyx-lobes.— Some forms of this

species, and especially the preceding species, have
proved tender north, but most are hardy.

cc. Flowering branchlets usually 1 in. or less long,
with rather small Ivit.

1.3. hirstltus, Nutt. (P. trinervius, Schrad.). Upright
or spreading shrub, to 6 ft.: Ivs. ovate-acuminate, ser-

rate, pubescent al>ove, grayish tomentose beneath, 1-2 Va

in. long: fls. 1-3, on short branchlet with usually 1 j»air

of Ivs., creamy white, 1-1/^ in. across, scentless; calyx
pubescent: stvle short, with connate stignias. N. ('. to

Ala. and Texas. Gn. 26, p. 375; .34, p. 1.38. S.B.F.G.
11.2:119. B.R. 24:14.—This species is less decorative
than most of the others. It differs from all Asiatic and
most N. American species by its winter-buds being not
enclosed in the base of the petioles, while all others ex-

cept a few southwestern species have the small winter-
bud enclosed in the base of the petioles, and they are

therefore not visible until the Ivs. have fallen off,

U. microph:fllu8, Gray. Shrub, to 3 ft. high, with
spreading slender or rigid branches: Ivs. oblong-ovate,

entire, appressed pubescent on both sides or J.lmost

glabrous, glaucescent beneath, K-1 in. long: fls. 1-3,

white, about 1 in. across, very fragrant; calyx glabrous
or appressed-pubescent. New Mex. to Calif, and Colo.

G.C. III. 2:156. Gn. 40:824. P.G. 5:109.-One of the
most distinct species, delieiously fragrant; likes sunny,
well -drained position.

P. ncicmindtus, Ijange, is hardly different from P. Satsximi,

l>ut Ivs. larger .ind hroailer.— /*. Hilhirdi, Koeline (P. pnbescens
Souvenir de Billard, Hort.). Lvs. broadly ovate, pubescent be-

neath, large : fl; in many-fld. panicles, rather large ; calyx
pn>M»seent. Origin unknown.— P. Chinensis, Hort. = P. Sat-
snmi.—P. Columbianug, Koehne. Closely allied to P. Gonlon-
ianus, but lvs. smaller, with only 1-4 coarse teeth on each side.

Calif.— P. cordifblius, Lange. C3<)sely allied to P. Californicus,

but panicle very many-tld., leafy near the base. Origin un-
known.— P. Cofdteri, Wats. Allied to P. Mexicanus, but calyx
anil lvs. densely covered with grajash pxil)escence. N. Mex.
G.F. 1 :'-'.'!:{.— P. florihundus, Schrad. Similar to P. coronarius:
lvs. more pubescent beneath, fls. larger and less fragrant.
Probably hybrid of P. pubescens and P. inodorus.—P. G'of/o-

hokcri, Kir2hn.=P. hirsutus ; but also P. laxas is sometimes
cult, under this name.—P. Kochianns, Koehne, is a form of
P. Zeyheri, with the style exceeding the stamens.— P. Mexi-
cUnitH, Schrad. Half-evergreen shrub with spreading branches,
allied to P. hirsutus: lvs. sparingly pubescent: fls. 2 in. across,
fragrant; stigmas not connate. Mex. to' uatemala. B.R. 28:.'?7.

R.H. 18.52:.181. (J.(ML 19:75.1. B.M. 7! jO. Not hardy north.
— P. NepaUiisift, Koehne. Allie<l to P. Pekinensis: lvs. br«)ader,

pu'iescent in the axils of the veins bone-nth; petioles not pur-
plish. Himalayas.—P. Schrenkii, Rupr. Allied to P. coronarius.
Upright.: lvs. large and thin: ds. scentless, smaller; style

appressed pnl)escent at the base; petals narrow. Manchuria.—P. tfnuifHIivfi. Unpr. Allied to P. coronarius- with slender
spreading branches : lvs. almost glabrous, thin : fls. small,
scentless: petals narrow. Manchuria, Amurland.— P. tomen-
toxiis, Wn\]. -Allied to P. coronarius : lvs. pulteseent on both
sides, tomentose when young. Himala.vas.— /'. vmbfllatuH,
Kophne. Probably hybrid of P. inodorus and P. coronarius.
or .'in allied species: fls. in broad 2-l.')-fld. panicles, compound

of long-pedunded cymes. Origin nnknown.— P. verrtief»u»,
.Schrad. (I'. pulM'seens, Ko«'h, not Ijoisel.). Allied to 1*. pu-
bem'ens, but bark brown: Fls. smaller. Origin unknown.

Alfred Rkhder.

PHILA0£BIA. Consult Lapageria and Philenia.

FHIL&8IA (Greek, lovely). Lilidceo'. A member of
the lily family with the general apiu-arance of sonie
common northern shrub is certainly an extraorditmry
thing. Philesia is such a shrub, ^'rowing :i-i ft. high,
near tlie Straits of Magellan, and bearing showy pen-
dulous, red, Lapageria-like fls. al>out 2 in. long. It is

far remov«'<l from the ordinary li'y typ-s with G similar
perianth-segments, for it has a distinct calyx of 3 sepals
and 3 petals. It is closely allied to Lapageria, but ditfers
in habit, in the calycine character of the outer perianth
and the monadelphous stamens. This plant is very rare
in cultivation. It is said to live out«loors in the most
favored localities of England and Ireland.

Hagelldnica, ,T. F. Gmel. (P. burifdlia, Lam.). Much
branched: lvs. alternate, linear-oblong, 1-1,'a in. long,
leathery, evergreen, feather-veined, glabrous, glaucous
beneath; margins reflexed; petiole jointed at the junc-
tion of the blade: fls. solitary, bright rosy red; petals
wavy; filaments united into a tube below" the niidille,

then free: ovary l-celle<l, with 3 short parietal placentje
which bear several ovules: fr. a berrv. B.M. 4738. F
18.74:05. G.C. II. 18:105.

'

^-_ j^
'

Philesiu is too slow-growing ever to b«'come very
popular. The undersigned cultivated this plant more
than 20 years ago, but has not seen a specimen of it for
many years, and does nut know where to And one at the
present time. It is a short-jointed, hard-wooded shrub,
with rather leathery, box-like leaves, and will grow to
about 4 feet in height in time. It is an An«lean species
closely related to Lapageria, which fact will account for
that bigeneric hybrid known as Philageria Veitchii.
Philesia is said to be found from Chile down nearly to
the Straits of Magellan, and should, therefore, be nearly
or quite hardy. In the writer's experience with it this
plant was grown in a Camellia house, in which a night
temperature of 45'' was maintaine«l, the plants being
firmly potted in a light, peaty soil. It flowend but
sparingly in the latter part of the summer. The tiowers
were borne only singly in the axils of the leaves. Cut-
tings nniy be rf>oted when taken f-om ripened growth,
but require careful management in a cool temperature,
and are usually several months in rooting. If one tries
to grow Philesia in too high a temperature the general
result is a gt)o<l crop of thri])s and a case of general
debility, much as with Pernetti/u vmrronafa under sim-
ilar conditions. The writer does not consider Philesia
extraordinarily hard to nianaire, [»rovided it is kept co<d
and in a dewj- atmosphere, but it will positively rebel
against forcing. ^_ jj, Taplin.

PHILIPPINE ISLANDS, HORTICULTURAL CAPA-
BILITIES OF. Fig. 17.')0. The Philippine Archipelago
occupies about 700 miles of longitude and 1,000 miles of
latitude (from 4.40° to 20° north lat., and from 110.40°
to 120.30^ east long.), just across the China Sea from
the mainland of Asia. The e<iuatorial current passes
its southern border, the Kuroshiwo originatos near the
northern limit, the eastern portion is influenced by the
Pacific drift, and over the whole the suniuier monsoon
bears its rain-laden clouds. Of the 1,200 or 1,300 islands
constituting the group, many are scarcely more than
mountain peaks thrust above the sea, and less than .30

have an area worthy of special consideration. In gen-
eral the mountains bear in a northerly direction and
rise to such height as to materially influence the rain-
fail. The mountains are not, in the main, abrupt and
forbidding, but the elevations are gradual and deeply
indented with valleys, affording innumerable fertile
plats along the slopes. The area of the i->lands is given
as 114,350 square miles, of which a large percentage is

arable. Luzon has about 30 j>it cent of the total area
and ^lindanao 20 per cent. 7'he temperature is not
extreme and is remarkably uniform on tue islands of
th*^ archipelaffo. The observatory at Manila reports
that the average temperature of I")eceni1i»r— the coldest
month— for the 17 ye.irs prior to and including 181)0 was
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77°, and for May

—

the warmest month— 82.9*', while the
mean temperature during that period was 80.42°. The
rainfall averages for February .4<> in. For the 5 dry
months, Dec, Jan., Feb., Mar. and Apr., the total

average is 5.47 in., and for the 6 wet months, June,
July, Aug., Sept., Oct., and Nov., tlie total average is

6.1.(>.") in. Observations show that the islands differ

the southeast of Luzon, with its moist, volcanic soils, is
the hemp region. Some of the smaller islands soutli' of
Luzon, particularly Masbate and Ticao, produce h<nip
principally. Large quantities of sugar are produced in
Luzon, chiefly on the sandy louiu and alluvial lands in
the provinces of Panipanga, Cavit*' and Laguna, though
sugar estates may be found in nearly ail i)ortions of

this island. Sugar is the principal product
of Panay, Negros and Cebu. The folhiwing
report of the principal exports of the Philip-
pines for ]8f>7 gives a condensed statement
of the present agricultural situation:

Manila hemp $8,r)71,850

Sugar »i,yil,5;j5

('offee 4.5,648

Tobacco and cigars 2,r_*8,:i80

Cocoanuts and copra 2,687,978
Sapan \v<»o«l

Indigo
Liquid indigo .

.

Ylang Yl.iug oil

C'andlennt oil...

Candlenuts
Copal
Fruits
Aloe fiber
Sesame
Betel-nuts

23,323
50,825

21,554
24,937
15.755
19,464
22.562
8.393
13.687
2,592

382

1750. Philippine Islands, to show the general torni of the archipelago.

from one another but slightly in temperature, while
there is considerable variation on the same island due
to altitudes. Portions of Luzon are cool the entire year.
I'pon the basis usually allowed in tropical ''ountries for
decrease in temperature due to elevation, an elevation
of .T.OOO ft. woubi give an annual mean of (50.42°. There
are tablelands where the mean would not be over 70° F.
Different p«»rtions of the same island show also wide
ilivergence in rainfall owing to mountain ranges.
The soils are quite varied, including not only all the

grades from satuly to stiff clay, but limestone, slaty,

vo'canic, alluvial, etc.

While the Philippines are adapted by climate and soil

to the pro<luction of almost everything that can be
grown in the tropics, the Spaniards, pursuing their
usual policy, limited their production to very narrow
lines. North Luzon, including the extensive valley of
the Rio Grande de Cagayan and its affluents, was
chieHy devoted to tobacco; the low. flat, clay loam lands
east and north of Manila, including most of the prov-
inces of ManiI.•^ ind Dulacan and a portion of Pampanga,
is farnir:! ir. rice, '"'c) the south of Manila the provinces
of Batj»na:as. Cavite an<l L;t£runa produce con -iderable

cotTee; while the long, irregular promontory iorming

The principal cereals that can be pro-
duced are rice, corn, "oar'ey and tropical
wheat. The genera! plan for »ro.'ucing
rice is very crude. lhf» rice is plaut'-d in
a seed-bed, properly prepared, the last of
April. The fore part of June, after the
rainy season has saturated the soil, the na-
tive takes his water buffalo and plows
a small field, previously surrounded by a
levee. The water and soil make a thin
mud; into this he sets the rice plants from
a seed-l»ed, or he occasii tially sows his rice

broadcast. The heavy succeeding rains
flood the field and perfect the crop, which
usually matures and is harvested in Decem-
ber. At harvest the rice is hand-cut with
an implement similar to a corn hook, but
lijjhter. The rice is bound in small bun-
dles, and when partially dry is laid upon
the levees in ricks with the heads hanging
over the bank. When cured the grain is re-

moved with the hatchel or by tramping.
There are large areas adapted to the pro-

duction of maize, but the Indian rarely
gives much attention to cultivation; hence
the results are small, except upon new
lands. With more knowledge of the maize
plant and with more indiistry it should be
a profitable crop. Barley and glutinous
wheat are winter crops, suited to the cli-

mate atiil well adapted to supplemei . the
food supply. Limited quantities of beans

are produced. It is not probable that any of the cereals

will be raised in surplus quantities, sufficient for export.

Fiber material, sugar, tobacco, fruits and nuts will con-

tinue to be the lea<ling exports, with a rapid increase
of the last two, under American control.

The Philippines are more celebrated for their fiber

than for any other product. The best known is Manila
hemp (Mhso terfilis), though there is some export of

Aloe fiber (maguey) and pineapple cloth (pina). Manila
hemp grows luxuriantly on the rich volcanic soils of

the southern Luzon ])eninsula. It belongs to the same
family with the banana, and its growth is «!imilar. The
trunk is 8-10 in. in diani. and is formed entirely of con-

centric leaf-stems or })etiolcs. It is 8-10 ft. high at

maturity. It is renewed by offshoots that spring from
the base of the old plant, which are also used to set new
fields. One setting of a plantation is good for ten
years. As .soon as the tnink is mature it is '•ut and
each of the thick, fleshy leaf-sheaths of which it is

composed is removed. The le -^f-stera is then placed on
a l)ench; a bar of wood with teeth on the under side is

firndy pressed upon it wliilo "liwo men pull the st<ni,

scraping the pulpy riateri;.'. from the fiber. The fiber ia

then hung up to dry. Four men will clean l.')() pounds
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of fiber, worth $12, per day. They receive one-half for

cleaning.
Vegetables.—The great variety of vegetables ihat can

be grown in the Philippines and the constant supply

that might be had from a well-tended garden, indicate

the source from which the people should obtain their

principal food. As far as can be observed, gardening
is not especially in the line of the Filipino. The
Japanese accomplish marvels in gardening by the use

of human excreta, both solid and liquid; ^ue Filipino

has, in addition, the excreta of the water builalo, but he
rarely has what can be properly calleti garden. He
may have small patches r.f beans, sweet potatoes and
taro. but nothing uppr );iching a garden, except culti-

vated for the city market. The traveler in the Philip-

pines is impressed with the high culture of the people

along some lines and their total lack in others. (Jar-

dening is one of their deticiencies, and it is the more
surprising from their proximity to Chiiui and Japan.
The following well-known vegetables are produced in

the islands:
Beans of many varieties, beets, carob bean, celery,

cabbage, cassava, carrot, cucumber, eggplant, garlic,

gourd, lettuce, lentil, muskmelon, onion, okra, pump-
kin, pea. pepper of all kinds, peanut, potato, radish,

sesame weed, sweet potato, turnip, taro, tannier,

tomato, watermelon, yam.
F/'H/V.'*. — The banana, fruit of ^f^tsa sapientum (Figs

187, 188), is abundant in all portions of the islands.

Except on the coffee plantations it

is mainly produced close to the na-
tive huts, where it supplies shade
and furnishes food. The principal
variety sold in the local markets is

the Guinea. The fruit of this va-
riety is 4-5 in. long, peeling thin,

f.esh rich, yellow and tirm, mainly
eaten fresh. The plantain {Musa

tains bordering the western coast of Luzon. In flavor

it is similar to the Java and is highly prize<l in the
markets to which it has been shipped. There is a
variety of coffee produced in Mindanao called Zani-
boanga. It has a larger berry than the Manila ai:d is

not so highly prized. Its principal market is Singapore.
Coffee-growing requires high-«*lass -.griculture, and for
this reason it has never Nourished in the Philippines
as the climate and the conditions warrant. Several
things should be carefully observed in coffee-farming:
the young plant should be root-pruned and transplanted
once or twice before final setting in the orcliaitt; h«>les

2>2 ft. square and 2 ft. deep should be dug and filled

with soil, for each plant in the permanent orchard-
holes 8 it. apart; coffee trees should be pruned an-
nually; the shaile trees or plants should not be such as
will draw heavily upon the soil and shouhl not be so
dense as to give more than a partial shade. The best
and the poorest coffee are the product of the same tree,

hence the necessity of great care in production and
gra<ling. With
a full develop- —— ^rt rjT

ment of the cof-

fee industry tha
Philippines
probably could
supply the en-
tire annual im-
ports of the

1752. A typical laborer's hut in Manila.

Also made of Nipa Palm.—a casa de nipa.

1751. Typical house near Manila.
Roof made of the Nipa Palm.

par ad i siaca )

may be treated
in the same con-
nection. It is

larger and a
more vigorous
producer than
the banana and
is usually eaten

cooked. With rice it constitutes the principal food
of the Filipino. First it is produced with little lal>or,

an important consideration in tropical countries; sec-
ond, it adds an agreeable flavor to the rice; third, it

ripens almost continuously throughout the year; fourth.
it produces more food per acre than any other fruit or
any cereal. Cases are reported in which 40,000 lbs. of the
edible portions of the plantain have been produced per
acre. This would give nutritive material per acre as
follows: protein, .520 lbs.; fat, 240 lbs.; rarbohydrates.
8,400 lbs. Fifteen hundred lbs. of cleaned rice per acre
(larger than anv Philippine crop) would furnish pro-
tein 120 lbs., fat 45 lbs., carbohj-drates 1,182 lbs. The
plantain is dried and ground -^r pounded into flour for
food. To transport bananas and plantains to the United
States would require steamers with some refrigeration,
or the fruit would be too ripe on arrival.
The coffee plant, Cnffea Arabica (Fig. 514), grows

luxuris.ntly in the sheltered ravines of the mountains of
the entire group; btit t'.ie principal portion for export is

grown in Cavite, Batangas, Laguna and in tlie moun-

1753. A hay (rice grass) carrier in

Manila.

United States (8:n. 827,06.3 lbs. in

1899) to the mutual profit of both
countries.
Oranges, lemons and limes are

produce*! abundantly. They are,
however, of an inferior quality, due
to variety and lack of cultivation and
of pruning. The orange trees are
exceedingly healthy and vigorous.

In the hands of the Filipino the orange is practically a
product of nature. No effort has been made to improve
the fruit by the general introduction of better vari<'ties,

nor to improve the quality by selection, cultivation,
fertilization and pruning. There is scarcely any limit
to the supply of this luscious fruit that could be produced
annually if science and industry should be directed to
planting: it upon the elevated tablelands of these islands.
The soil on large areas is well adapted to the citrous
fruits. The abundant rainfall during the fruit-growing
season and the dry weather durinjr the period of ripen-
ing, are conditions that will not be overlooked by the
intelligent horticulturist in the future. What has
been sai<l of oranges is equally applicable to lemons,
limes and gr;i{)e fruit.

The shaddock, Citrrnt Decnmnna, of which grape
fruit or pomelo is the best variety, is a native of the
Malayan and Polynesian islands and is at home in the
Philippines. This fruit sometimes attains great size

(15 lbs.), but is too coarse for commerce. The demand
for the large, juicy, subacid pomelo has always been
much in excess of the supply, and this, if it could be
tihtained abundantly, would rank in consumption with
oranges and lemons. See Cifni.f and Pomelo.

Pineapple, the collective fruit of A nanas sativus (Fig.

83), finds a ccmgenial habit.at on the sandy coast lands
and in the warm, rich valleys of these islands. Under
these conditions the plant with care attains large size

and the rich, saccharine juice develops its highest
flavor. The pineapple is propagated by setting the
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suckers, which spring from the base, in rows 4 ft.

apart and 2 ft. in the row. This requires about 5.000
plants per acre. It bears fruit in 18 to 20 months. Care-
fully cur.ivated the fruit should weigh, on an average,
6-8 lbs. Occasionally specimens are found weighing
16 lbs. There are many cultivated varieties and they
vary much in size and quality. With encouragement it

would soon become an important branch of commerce.
Up to this time they have been grown simply for home
consumption and for the exquisite liber, sometimes
called "pineapple silk," obtained from the leaves.

Guava, fruit of Pn' ium Guava, has been acclimatized
and ttn<ls genial conditions. The bei»uty of the tree,

the fragrance of the flowers and the utility of the little,

subacid, juicy fruit, make it a favorite garden tree
wherever it can be grown. Its excellence for jelly is

known, but it has not yet attained commercial import-
ance in the Philippines. See Guava and Psidittm.

Chocolate bean, fruit of Theobroma Cacao, is a small
tropical evergreen, bearing an elongated, egg-shaped
fruit .5-10 in. long, containing numerous seeds the size
of a chestnut, imbedded in a sweet pulp. These seeds
are known in commerce as chocolate beans, and both in

the green and dry state are use<l by the natives as food.
They contain about 50 per cent of oil and have an agree-
able flavor. For manufacture, the see«!s, after the re-

moval of the husk, are roaste<l, then ground into an oily
paste which is mixed with sugir and flavored, forming
the chocolate of commerce, is yet, the bean has been
produced in a limited quantit . but the industry could be
developed into a large business. See Theobroma.

All the spices are at home in these islands. Allspice,
fruit of the Pimento officinalis (Figs. 1804-5), a beau-
tiful evergreen, attaining a height of 'M ft.; nutmeg,
fruit of the Miiristica fragrans (Figs. 1452, 145.'?), a

1754. Ylane ylans, yielding a famous oil (X /^).

bushy evergreen 40-50 ft. high; and ginger, the rhizome
of Zingiber officinale (which see), a perennial plant,
reed-like, with annual stem 3-4 ft. high, have been tested
and are or can be produced in th*^ islands. Cinnamon,
inner bark of Cinnamomxim Ze;/lnnicum : cloves, the
fruit of Eugenia carifophi/llata (Fig. .500). a beautiful
evergreen 15-.'M) ft. high: and pepper, the fruit of Piper
nigrum, a short shrub, find a iiatural habitat in Min-
danao and the Sulu group. Spices to the amount fif

$2,782,301 were imported into the United States in ]S;H>,

all of which could be supplied by the Philippines under
a proper development of this industry.

Vanilla, Vanilla planifolia (which see), is a climber.
It has a long, lieshy potl with numerous seeds, from
which are o))taini'd by fermentation the vanilla «if com-
merce. It commences to bear at .'{ years old and con-
tinues for 30 years or more. In iHS^y, the value of
$1,235,412 was imported into the United States. This
plant can be grow.'i luxuriantly on all the Visaya and
Sulu islands.

Cocoanut palm, Cocos nucifera (Figs. 50G. .507, 1497).
is an almost universal coast product of these islands!
Its certain germination, vigorous growth, number of
months in fruitage, and long life witL'>ut cultivation,
give it value in the estimation of the natives. The tree
in full bearing produces about 1.50 nuts annually and
continues in fruit nearly the entire year. The fiber of
the thick husk envelopiLg the nut is manufactured into
conlage, matting, brushts, bags, etc.; the shell of the
nut is made into drinking cups; the kernel or meat of
the nut i? manufactured into sweetmeats or becomes
the copra of commerce: the pint or quart of sweetish
liquid in the center of the nut is used for drink, fresh
or fermented. For copra, the ripe nuts, after gathering
and removing the husk, are allowed to remain in the
sun till the milk is dissipated and the kernel shrinks
from the shell. The shell is then broken and the meat,
further dried, becomes the copra of commerce. This is

largely transported as ballast to Europe, where the oil

is expressed. In 1897 the export of copra from the
Philippines amounted to 113,178.240 lbs,, ana this amount
could be increased indefinitely t<» meet the demands of
trade without trenching upon other products.

Ylanff ylang, Cananga odorata (Fig. 17.54), a native of
the Philippines, is a tall tree with large, generally droop-
ing, yellow flowers, from which is obtained the oil of
commerce. The average annual export from 1886 to 1890
was $21,937. used by perfumers.
Candlenut or candleberry— the fruit of Aletirites tri-

loba, a tree 30-40 ft. high. — is exported in considerable
quantities, averaging about 1(5,01X1 lbs. annually. The
berry, when dry, burns — hence called candlenut. The oil

has the property of drying rapidly, and is used by artists.

Betel nut. the fruit of the Areca palm, Areca Catechu,
is about as large as a hen's egg. When the tough,
fibrous shell is remo\ d, a nut about % in. in diameter,
having an albuminous rind, remains. This is chewe<l to

aid digestion and sweeten the breath. It is supposed to

strengthen the gums. Previous to chewing, it is boiled
and wrapped in a betel-leaf with a small quantity of
lime. The annual export has not averaged more than
300-400 lbs., mainly to India.

Many fruits, valuable only for home consumption, are
produced in the Philippines. The best known of these
are bread-fruit, custard apple, mango, mangosteen and
liiulberry.

Bread fruit, fruit of Artoearpu.'i incisa, is found in

all of the principal islands. It is about 6 in. in diameter.
When nearly ripe it is gathered and baked. The crust
is then remove«l and the farinaceous pulp is eaten alone
or with cocoanut milk. If mashed, packed in a bundl"
and covered with earth, it undergoes a slight fenuenta-
tion at first, which soon ceases, and it will then keep for

some time. In some islands it is one of the principal
roods.

Custard apple, fruit ot Anona reticulata, a large, dark
brown fruit with a soft, creamy pulp like custard, must
be eaten soon aft^r it ripens. This variety was intro-

duced by the Spaniards.
The mango, fruit of Mangifera fndica (Figs. 1.360,

1361). a large, spreading ornamental tree, is about 3 in.

long and gener dly obovate, flattened on one side— light

yr>llo\v when rit)e. The flesh is subacid, rich and juicy,

somewhat fibrous, attached to a large stone in the cen-
ter. There is a slight turpentine flavor, not observed
after a taste for the fruit has been acquired. The tree
is a ccmstant and pr«)lific bearer, which, with its value
and beauty as a sha<le. makes it a <lesirable home tree,

especially with the better class of people. It is abun-
dant in uncultivated places. The fruit is picke«l when
partially ripe and made into sweet pictJes or is pre-
served, but it is principally eaten in the natural state.

The mangosteen, fruit of Garcinia Mangostana (Fig,

893). is esteemed the most delicious of the oriental
fruits. It is about the size and shape of the apple, with

"*.v
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a rind like a pomegranate. The interior is divided by
thin partitions into cells, which contain the seeds sur-

rounded by a white or red juicy pulp of a most delicious

flavor, combining the finer qualities of the strawberry

and the grape. Unfortunately this fruit is too delicate

fur transportation. In addition to its use as a hand
fruit the pulp is preserve<l or fermented.

The mulberry-, both white ond black, is grown in

Luzon, but it has not attracted the attention which its

valuable wood and abundant fniitage warrant.

Tamarind, known as Manila tamarind (fruit of Pifhe-

colobium dtilce), was introduced from Mexico. The

Additional yoteson the Products of the Philipj>iue.s.~
The land in the Philippines is seldom given good atten-
tion. Crops are planted in the easiest possible way and
allowed to grow about as they will. Plows of a modem
make were two years ago unknown there. The natives
utilize a crooked limb or a rudely made wooden contriv-
ance to scratch the ground. Probably the production of
suga'" will l»e the tirst to increase under American con-
trol. There are only a few hncittidas or plantations
with anything like modern sugar-making machinery'.
Fully 'AO per cent, it is estimated, is lost in the crude
processes generally employed. There is no sugar re-

finery in tiie islands. The establishment of one would
greatly stimulate production. The island of Negros is

ideal for sugar production.
Hemp is the most developed industr>' in the Philip-

pines. The cocoanut industry is fairly well developed.
We may also look for remarkable growth of the cultiva-
tion of the plant from which rubber is nuule. Mindanao
and the southern islands are especially fitted for it, so
experts say.
Our own grasses are seldom seen in the Philippines.

Hay is never used. Rice grass is substituted, being

1755. Fruit of the Durian. exterior view and cross-section. Reduced one-half from a plate of "a middle-sized" spec-imeu.

sweetish subacid pulp, inclosing its seed, is boiled and harvested in bunches, the sod and soil attached. It is

eaten, is made into a cooling drink or is preserved in freshened with water before fed to horses and cattle,

sugar. The tree is valuable for shade and for timber, Spanish books say that cotton is grown to considerable
and is noted for the fragrance of its flowers. extent in Ilocos provinces of northern Luzon. Straw-
The sapodilla plum, fruit of the Arhras Sapofa (see berries can be found in the hirrher altitudes of Benguet

St />offj7/o), a small, sonK what acid fruit, becoming very province. It is said that all efforts to cultivate the
sweet when overripe, is cultivated to -^ome extent. rose in the Philippines have failed. More than thirty

The Mammee apple or South American apricot, fruit varieties of bananas are grown in the Philippines, some
of ^f^1mm ea Americana (Fig. l.'}.')4 1, is produced in a of which are superior to any in our owi markets,
limited way. The fruit is yellow, 5-(> in. in diam.. rind Fr.vnk E. Gannett.
and pulp near the seeds bitter, intermediate portion ^. , . -.»-,. * t^ i. tt o t^ * r
sweet, aromatic and agreeable. Circular No. I, of the Div. of Bot.. L. b. Dept. of

Grapes can be grown successfully in some of the drier Agric. contains *< pp. of notes on the plant products of

parts of the islands, and there is no doubt of the success the Philippine Islands^.

of the strawberrv- an<l the blackberrv in some l(»calities. A most remarkable fruit of the Philippines and other

Importation of tn.pical fruits into the United States parts of Malaya is the dnrian. shown half size m Fig.

in 1890, much of which could ;oon be supplied bv the ^"^^ (reduced fnmi plates in vol « of the Trans, of the

Philippines with proper encouragement: ' I^inn- ^^»''-. illustrating Charles Konig s account of the

„ _ „. fnnn fruit). It is the Purio zihefhntu.s of botanists, one of

c:S^ut;;copri.;«urfigs::::::::::::::::;^^5tei^^^ the Malv^u-,^. The reader n^y fimla„ entertaining

Bananas 5 665,588.00 account of this fruit m Altred Uussel \\ alla^-e s " Malay
Lemons...*!."!.'.'.'.'!.".!.'.'.!!!!.'.*!!!!.".."!.." 4!398!o04!oo Archipelaeo," chapter 5. P grows on a "lofty forest

Oraneres 1,097.596 00 tree, somewhat resembling un elm. * * The fruit
Spices -'J?r:il^M? is round or slightly oval, about the size of a large

$75,204,864.00 cocoanut. of a green color, and covere<l all over with

S. A. Knapp. short stout spines, the bases of which touch each other,
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and are consequently hexat^onal, while the points are
very strong and sharp." It has five compartments or
celN tilled with cream ( olored pulp in which are imhtJ-
ded two or three seeds the size of chestnuts. The liking
for the durian is an acquired taste. "To eat durians,"
writes Wallace, "is a new sensation, worth a voyage to
the East to experience."

FHILLTB£A (its ancient Greek name). Oledcece.
Ornamental evergreen shrubs, with opposite short-
petioled, entire or serrate Ivs., small white, usually fra-

grant tis. in axillary clusters and small berry -like,

dark-colored fruit. Most species are hardy only South,
but P. decora, the handsomest of all the species, is

probably hardy in sheltered positions as far north as
New York. The Phillyreas may be used in the southern
states and Calif, for evergreen shrubberies in drier and
more exposed localities. They grow in almost any soil

and prefer sunny positions; P. rfeeora alone seems to
grow better if partly shaded. Prop, by seeds and by
cuttings of half-ripened wood under glass in summer
or by layers; they are also sometimes grafted on Li-
gnstrurn ovalifolitim. Five species in the Mediterranean
region. Lvs. entire or serrulate, thick and leathery,
quite glabrous: fls small, in axillary short racemes;
calyx 4-toothed; corolla 4-lobed, with short tube; sta-

mens 2, with very short filaments; style shorter than
tube: ovary 2-celied' fr a 1-seeded black drupe.

A. Li's. %-2 in. long: fr. small.

latifdlia, Linn. Shrub or small tree, to 30 ft., with
spreading, somewhat rigid branches: lvs. ovate or oval
to ovate-oblong, rounded or slighth cordate at the base,
dark green and shining above, pale beneath, %-\y^vD..
long* fr. globose, concave at the apex. May, June. S.
Eu.,N.Afr. There are several varieties. Var. laevis.

Ait. Lvs. ovate, almost entire or slightly serrulate.

Var. rotundifdlia, Arb. Kew. Lvs. l)roa<liy ovate or
roundish ovate. Var. spind^a, Ait. < P. ifid folia, Willd. )

.

Lvs. ovate or ovate-cl "ong, sharplj' serrate.

media, Linn. Spreading shrub, to 20 ft.: young
branchlets puberulous: lvs. tiblong-ovate to ovate-
lanceolate, entire or serrate, dark green and shining
above, %-2 in. hmg: fr. ovoid, pointed. May, June.
Mediterranean region.—The most important of the
many varieties are the following: Var. buxifdlia, Ait.,

with oblong-ovate, obtusish lvs. Var. oleaefolia, Ait.

(P. oleafolia. Hort. ). Lvs. oblong-lanceolate, almost
entire: brandies erect. Vnr. pendula, Ait. Branches
spreading and somewhat pendulous: lvs. lanceolate.

angustifolia, Linn. Spreading shrub, to 1.") ft., with
glabrous branchlets: lvs. oblong-lanceolate to linear-

lanceolate, dull green above, 1-2 in. long: fr. globose
or ovoid-globose, pointed. May, June. Mediterranean
region. Var. rosmarinifdlia, Ait., has linear-lanceolate

lvs., sometimes over 2 in. long, and erect branches.
The .3 spreading species are very closely related to each
other and considered by some botanists to be varieties

of only one species.

AA. Lvs. S-5 in. long : fr. \4. *"• ^ong.

decora, Boiss. & Bal. {P. Vilmorinidna, Boiss. &
Bal. P. la urifolia, Hort. P. Medire'(leivi,Sred.). Shrub,
to 10 ft., with spreading branches: lvs. oblong to ob-
long-lanceolate, acuminate, usually entire or remotely
serrulate, dark green and shining above, yellowish
green beneath: fr. oblong-ovoid, purplish black. June,
Julv. W.Asia. B.M.(580<). G.O. III. 4:fi7:J: V'^:? \9.

R.H. 1889, p. 199: 1895, p. 204, 20."). M.D.G. 1898:349.

S.H. 2:523. On. 24, p. 490. Alfred Rehder.
*

PHILODENDRON (Greek compound tor tree-loring).

Ardcew. Shrubby or tree-like, with short internodes,

usually climbing, rarely arboreous: leaves from entire

to bipiiinatitid. Differs from Schismatoglottis in floral

characters. The flowers are monoecious, on spadices,

with no perianth, the sterile with 2-<5 stamens united
into a sessile obpyramidal body, the pistillate fls. with
a 2-10-locuIed ovary and some staminodia, the ner-

ries inclosed in the involute spathe. The species are
all tropical American. They are monocraphed by En-
glt-r in DC. Phaner. Monogr. 2:35'> (1879), and more re-

cently by the same author in Botanische Jahrblichei
26:509 (1899). In the latter, 1G7 species are accepted
Only a few Philodendrons can be grown to have an

ornamental appearance in a small state. One wlijch
goes under the name of P. tlegantissimum with finely
cut leaves, makes a good pot specimen, although it will
reach a gfxwl height where suitable oppoilunitiea are
atforde*!. The same may be said of P. Selloitm, a beau-
tiful species with pinnatifld leaves. The arborescent
kinds should have a very porous rooting medium and
copious supplies of water while in active growth. When
climbing they must have provision made for the roots,
which are produced along the stems. Some of the spe
cies do well climbing up the stems of tall palms, such
as Arenga and Livistona ; otherwise dead trunks of
tree ferns make admirable rooting substances for the
rfK)ts to penetrate and cling to. Propagation is by divi-
sion of the climbing stems. P. elegantissinmn is an
unidentified trade name.

A. Lea res bipinnafe.

B. Terminal leaf-segment 3-lobed, the lobes unequal.

Selldum, C. Koch (P. Sellou-i, Hort.). Blade pinnat-
isect. the segments again pinnate or lobed; terminal
segment 3-lobed, the cuspidate middle lobe about equal-
ing the obtuse lateral ones; spathe slightly cuspidate,
its tube longer than the ovate hooded blade, gree-i with-
out, white within. Distingixished from P. bi/iiunatifi-

dum by the very numerous parallel translucwnt spot.<»,

which are visible on both sides of the leaf and are often
excurrent on the margin. Brazil to Paraguay.

BB. Terminal leaf-segment S-o-lolnd. fJie middle lobe

much longer than the lateral ones.

bipinnatifidum, Schott. Blade pinnatisect, the seg-

ments again pinnate "• lobed: terminal segment ;{-5-

lobed, the mid<lle lobe ovate-lanceolate, acute, much
longer than the obtuse lateral ones; spathe oblong-
ovate, its ttibe scarcely distinct from its blade, purple
without, white within. S. Brazil.

AA, Leaves simple,

B. Leaf-blade lanceolate.

cra8sin6rvinm, Lindl. Climbing: lvs. lanceolate-acu-
minate, tiie tnidnerve very thick and inflated: si>atlie

obtuse and hooded, apiculate at the tip. Brazil. B.R.
23:1958. — P. 7*«)^j7(', Hort.. is much like this and per-

haps a form of it. It is larger: lvs. obovate-lanceolate:
tube of spathe rosy crimson inside and outside, the
limb white inside and spotted outside.

BB. Leaf-blade sagittate.

specidsnm, Schott. Stem tall, arborescent; petioles

terete at the base, concavo-convex above, twice as hms,

as the midrib; blade triangular-oblong-ovate, bright

green, acuminate, deeply sagittate, the basal lobes

rhomboidal, obtuse, abruptly narrowed on the inner

side above the middle; spathes thick, green with pur-

ple margins ; spadix finger-shaped, shorter than the

spathe. Central Brazil.

BBB. Leaf-blade oblong to ovate-cordate.

c. Color of leaf milky whi^e above, with reddish veins.

Sddiroi, Hort. Lvs. cordate, ovete, milky white with
reddish veins above; petiole cylindrical, pink. U. S.

Colombia.

CC. Color of leaves some shade of green above.

D. Petioles tomentose.

verrucostim, Mathieu (P. Cdrderi, Hort.). Stem long,

Itranching, climbing, ashy gray, scabrous, angular-cvlin-

drical. swollen at the nodes; petioles stout cylini'.rical

or somewhat angled, bright metallic red, covered with

soft, erect, twisted, fleshy bristles and greenish hairs;

blad.^ glabrous, green above, brilliantly polished, or

with paler lines and immersed nerves, bright green

beneath with salmon-violet lines between the lateral

nerves; ovate-cordate, the semicircular basal lobes one-

third as long as the slightly undulate apical one. Inter-

nodes of the stem 3-C in. Ions:: petioles 4-C} in.; blades
0-8 in. long. 4-i^ in.wide. Venezuelan Andes. I.H. 18:79

(as'P. Daguense).
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DD. Petioles glabrous.

gigant^nm, Schott. Climbinip:: petioles 3 ft. long,

tbii-k, cylindrical; blade cordate-ovate, 24-28 in. long,

10-20 in' wide, the basal lobes slightly intror.iie, semi-
ovate or obliquely semicircular, one-fourth us long as

the apical one, separated by a broad paralK>lic sinus;

spathe tube 2 in. long, oblong, purple; spadix very
thick. Trop. America.

tmbe, Schott (P. Sellojcianum, Kuntb). Branches
rusty purple: petioles of young plant semicylindrical,

ttTbte, sparsely brown-spotted, 1/^-2 times longer than
the midrib; blade like parchment, cordate-oblong, the

oblong basal lobes one-half as long as the apical, sepa-

rated by a wide parabolic sinus, retrorse or sub-introrse;

apical lobe cuspidate; spathe green outside, red within,

its broadly ovate bla<le dirty yellow; spadix shaped like

a finger. Rio de Janeiro.—According to Engler, the
Mexican P. snmjuineum has been called P. Tmbe in

gardens. P. samjuineuw differs in having more elon-

gated Ivs. which are red beneath.

spectdbile, Linden. Large, of vigorous habit: Ivs.

12-1.'> in. long, nearly as broad, silk^ or velvetv green.

Hab.?

Andreinum, Devans. Lvs. rather large, cordate-ovate,

with short basal lobes, bronzy green. Colombia. R.H.
1886:36. — Sparingly grown. Looks like a narrow-lvd.
Anthurium.

P. Devansayanum, Lind.,is a scandent species with rather
small glossy green lvs. which, even to the petioles, are blood-

red when young. Peni. I.H. 42:48.- P.G'iaziot'it, Hook, f., is a
climber something like P. jrassinervium : lvs. oblong-acute,

deep green, l'J-18 in. long, 3-5 in. broad: spathe open, yellowish,
crimson within the tube Brazil. B.M. 6813.

—

F. imperiale is

mentioned in European I .'ade lists. Engler accounts for only
one P. imperiale (of iSchott) and that he mjikes a sj-nonym of

P. aiperatum, Korh. Sander & V.o. advertise P. imperhvle. var.

Laucheana: "a lovely trailing stove foliage plant, which is ad-

mirably adapted for growing on pillars or wire sh,ipes. It is

quite distinct from and greatly superior to the -nolI Vnown
P. imperiale. The habit is much more gracetul, ih»« iieart-

shaped foliage smaller and more elegant. Down the center,

from either side of the broad light green midrib, extend irregu-

lar blotches of dark green, projecting into a clear glaucous
color, the edges of which are relieved by green blotches. The
bases of the petioles bear bright red and green phyllodes." P.
asperatnm is a short-jointed climbing Brazilian species with
cordate-ov.ate entire dull green lvs.

—

P. Mamei. Andre. Lvs.
cordate-ovate, at-ute, variegated with white: spathe partly open
".bove and whitish, the tube blood-re<l. Ecuador. R.H. 1883. p.

104; 1883:492; 1897, p. .'>73. I.H. A'.i-.m.—P.pertusuin is Mon-
stera deliciosa. Jared G. S.'JITH and G. W. Oliver.

PHLEBODIUM (Greek, a vein). Polypodii\ce(f. A
genus of ferns related to Poli/podiutu and sometimes
united with it, but diflfering widely in the venation,
which is broken up into ample areolfp, each of which
contain 2 or more free veinlets which bear the sori on
their united tips.

atireum, R. Br. {Polifpmlium aftreum, Linn.). Lvs.
2-3 ft. lung rising from large, scaly wide-creeping root-

stocks ; divisions 5-9 in. long, nearly an inch wide, with
copious, large, bright yellow sori. A rich ornamental
species from tropical Amenca, with glaucous green
leaves. In Florida it grows on palmettos.

P. glaucum, var. Mayii or P. Mayii. See Phjnnatodes.

L. M. Underwood.

PHL£:UM iphleos, an old Greek name for a kind of
reed). Graniinecn. A genus of 10 species in temperate
zones. Spikelets 1-fld., in a close cylindrical spike-like
panicle : empty glumes 2, persistent, keeled, short-
awned : fi. -glume shorter, delicate, awnless. Perennials.

prat6nse, Linn. Timothy. Herd's Grass. Figs.
1756, 1757. Commonly cult, for hay and for pastures,
either alone or in company with red clover or other
grasses. It was introduced into Maryland about 1720,
from Europe, where it is native, by Timothy Hanson, and
h< nee called Timothy. The other name is said to come
frcm a man by the name of Herd, who fourd it growing
in New Hampshire and began its cultivation. It is bet-

te ' a<lapted for hay than for pasture, and for the latter

is suited to temporary rather than permanent pasture.

A. S. Hitchcock.

PHLOGACANTHUS (Greek for flame, and acanthus).
Acanthuceif. Tall half-shrubby herbs with entire or
somewhat toothed lvs. : tis. white, red or greenish in
long terminal or short lateral spikes; calyx 5-parted,
segments linear, awnlike, acuminate; corolla-tube long,

broad, curved, limb 2-lipped, upper lip

erect, entire or 2-lobed ; lower lip 3-parted

;

perfect stamens 2, inserted on the lower
part of the tul)e, arthers with 2 parallel

cells; ovary many-ovuled; capsule round or
obtusely 4-anerled.

Used like the others of the family as deco-
rative pot-plants in the greenhouse. They
require a rather warm, damp atmosphere
and a soil rich in humus. Propagated by
cuttings or seeds.

thyrsifldrus, Xees. Shrub, .']-7 ft. high:
lvs. 7x 1%, lanceolate, glabrous: tls. orange,
in long, dense, villotis thryses ; corolla %
in. wide, tubular, 2-lipped. India. Cult, in

S. Fla. Native to India.

No description is available of P. cardirialig,

advertised 1893 by Sanl, nor of P. Drutmnondii,
recently offered by Childs.

Heinrich Hasselbrino.

1756.

Phleum pratense—
Timothy {X%).

1757.

Phleum pratense—Timothy.

To show habit of root and top.

PHLOMIS (old Greek name used by Dioscorides).
Labiatfp. Jerusalem Sage. About 50 species of herbs
and shrubs native to the Mediterranean region with
dense axillary whorls of rather large yellow, purple or
white fls. Perhaps a dozen species have been cult., but
they are rather coarse plants except for wild gardening
and among shrubbery. They are of the easiest culture.
The genus is placed by Bonthara and Hooker next to
Leonotis (Lion's Ear), which, however, has an exces-
sively long upper lip. Phlomis plants are more or less

woolly, and some of the species not cult, in America are
conspicuously white-woolly. Lvs. all alike, or the up-
permost reduced to bracts: whorls many- or few-fld.:

tis. sessile ; calyx usually plicate, truncate or w ith 5 equal
teeth; upper lip of the corolla (galea) broad and com-
pressed or strongly concave, rarely narrow and falcate;

stamens 4, didynamous. The first three species described
below belong to the section Euphlomis, in which the
galea (tipner lip of the corolla) is only shortly bearded
and the lateral lobes of the lower lip are small and
appendaged : the last species belongs to the .section

Phlomidopsis, in which the galea is long-l)earded in-

side and at the margins and the lateral lobes of the
lower lip are nearly as large as the middle one. P.
tuberosa has run wild sparingly in the East. It is a
vitrorous and hardy species, propagating by subter-
ranean tubers.
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A. Fls. yelloxc.

B. Plants shntbby: bracts not sharp and rigid at the

apex.

c. Whorls 20-30-fld.

fraticdsa, Linn. Shrub, 2-4 ft. high, divaricately
much -brand) Iv}.. rounded or wedge-shaped at the
base: bracts broa<liy ovate or ovate-lanceolate. S. Eu.
B.M. 184;{.— In the East it blooms from June to July.*

In S. Calif., according to Franceschi, it blooms in win-
ter, and has the merits of withstanding drought and
heavy sea winds. In New England it needs protection
in winter.

cc. yS'horls about IG-fld.

viscdsa, Poir. Lvs. truncate or subcordate at the base:
bracts lanceolate-linear. Syria. Not in the trade, but
inserted to show the differences between this and P.
Busselliana as recognized by DeCandoUe.

BB. Plants herbaceous: bracts very sharp and rigid at

the apex.

Basselli&na, Lag. Herb, .?-5 ft. high: lowest lvs.

deeply cordate: whorls 40-50-fld. Syria. B.M. 2542 (as

P. lunarifolia, var. Russelliana).

AA. Fls. purple.

tnberdsa, Linn. Herb, 3-5 ft. high : lvs. deeply cor-

dat.*: lowest ones 6 in. or more long; floral lvs. 2-.T in.

long, 6-8 lines wide: whorls ;{0-40-fld. S. En., eastern
and northern Asia. B.M. 1.555. ^r^ t^_

1758. Quedltnburg or Star Phlox.

A horticultural form of Phlox Drximmondii.
Natural size.

PHLOX (Greek for flame, once applied to species of
Lychnis). Polemonidceo'. Phloxes are amongst the most
satisfactory of garden plants. Their neat habit, bright-

colored flowers, profuseuess of bloom, and ease of cul-

ture make them favorites everywhere. The Phloxes are
herbs, of about .'W species all North American (except
perhaps one Chilean), although P. Sibirica also grows
in Asiatic Russia. There are two classes of Phloxes,
the annuals and the perennials. The annuals are deriva-
tives oi Phlox Drummoinlii, of Texas, which has now
risen to first place as a garden annual. It has been im-
mensely modified by domestication, so that the named
garden varieties are numbered by scores. These garden
forms differ in stature, color, size and shape of flower.

Some are semi-double. An effort has been made to pro-

duce a yellow flower, but nothing nearer than a buff has
yet been secured. The Phlox colors run to the cyanic
series, and it is probab' j that a pure yellow is unaftain-
able. Phlox Drummondii is of the easiest culture.

This fact, together with the profusion and long season

of its bloom, is an important reason for its popularitv.
It needs a warm, simny place. It will grow even in
poor soil, but in order to develop to its hi;;hest perfec-
tion it nuist have rich soil and the individual plants
must be given room (say 1 ft. apart each way). Seedsare
usually sown in the open as soon as the weather is
settled; sometimes they are sown indoors, but the jtlatits

bloom so young that this is rarely practiced. If the
ground is jK)or and dry, the plants usually cease bloom-
ing by midsummer, but if plant-food and moisture are
abun«iant they may be expected to continue their bloom
until late fall.

The perennial Phloxes comprise many species. P.
panicnlata and P. tnaculata have given rise to the
common perennial Phloxes, whereas most of the other
species are planted sparingly and have not been greatly
modified by domestication. The garden perennial Phlox
(of the P. paniculata and P. maeulata type) is

amongst the most showy of garden herbs. The terminal
panicles have become 1 ft, long in some forms, and as
densely filled as a hydrangea. The colors are most fre-
quent in reds, but there are many purple, white, salmon
and parti-colored varieties. This perennial Phlox should
have a rich and rather moist soil if it is to be grown to
perfection. Let each clump have a space, when fully de-
veloped, of 2-3 ft. across. The plants as purchased from
nurseries usually do not come into full floriferousness
until their third or fourth year. They will continue to
thrive for several years with little attention, as is at-

tes'.ed by the fine clumps of old-fashioned forms about
homesteads. For the highest satisfaction in blooms,
however, the plants should be relatively young or at

least often renewed by dividing the clump. The stool
gradually enlarges outwards. From the young, vigor-
ous shoots on the outside of the clump the new plants
shouhl be reared, if one desires to propagate the variety
to any extent. Old stools should be taken up every year
or two, and divided and transplanted. This work is

done in the fall, after the growth has ceased. By this
process, the plants do not become weak and root-bound.
Inferior and vigorous seedlings are often allowed to

grow about the old plant, causing the named varieties
to "run out." The pereurinl Phloxes usually bloom in

early summer, but if the tips of the shoots are pinc>ie(l

out once or twice in early summer, the bloom may be
delayed until late summer or fall.

Phlox is allied to Gilia and Polemonium. Some
species are more or less shrubby at the base. The
corolla is salverfona, the lobes 5 and mostly obtuse,
the throat narrow or nearly closed. The stamens are 5

and inserted on the corolla-tube, the anthers usually in-

cluded in the tube. The fruit is a small capsule with
3 locules and few to several small ustially flattish seeds.
Leaves mostly opposite (up]>er ones sometimes alter-

nate), entire. See Gray, Syn. FI. vol. ii, pt. 1, p. 129.

acuminata, 2.

adsurgens, 14.

alba. 12.

amoena, 8.

ari8tata.9, 12.

bitida. 10.

Canadensis, 6.

Carolina, 4.

carnea, .'i.

decussata. 2.

divaricata, 6.

Douglasii, 13.

nnimirondii, 1.

frondosa. I'J.

glal>errima, 5.

IXDES.

grandiflora, 1.

JJeinioldiana, 1.

hortensiceflora, 1.

Leopoldii. 1.

maeulata 3.

nana, 16.

yelsoni, 12.

nitida, 5.

nivalis, 12.

omnifinra is an old
garden name of
some hybrid
Phlox of the P.
paniculata s e c -

tion.

ovata. 4.

paniculata, 2.

pilosa, 9.

pronnubens, 8.

reptans, 7.

setacfa, 11'.

speciosa. 1.5.

Stellaria, 11.

stellata. 1.

stolonifera, 7.

subulata, 12.

snffmticosa, 5.

triflora, 4.

A. ^4«MMa/ garden Phlox, pubestent, upper lvs, often

(litemote.

1. Drummondii, Hook. Figs. 1758-60. Erect, branch-
ing, 6-18 iu. tall : lvs. oblong-acute or lanceolate, the
upper ones more or less clasping: fls. showy, in broad
mostly flat-topped cymes, the calyx-lobes long and nar-
row and spreading: or recurving in fruit, the corolla-
lobes broad-obovale. Texas. B.M. 3441. B.R. 23:1949.
— This is the common annual garden Phlox, now culti-

vated in numerous varieties, some of them having
deep'y cut petals (the "star" Phloxes). Fig. 17.')8. The
seeus were received in England in the spring of 1835,
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from Texas, havinf? been collected by Drummond. In
October of that year it was described and tignred in
Botanical Magazine, by W. J. Hooker, as Phlox Driim-
mondii. The flower was des ribed as "pale purple with-
out, within, or on the upper •, of a brilliant rose-red
or purple, varying exceedii. on different individuals

in intensity, and in their more or less red or purple
tinge, the eye generally of an exceedingly deep crim-
son." Lindley described and figured it in Botanical
Register, 1837, describing the flowers as "either light or
deep carmine on the inner surface of their corolla, and
a pale blush on the outside, which sets off wonderfully
the general effect. A bed of this plant has hardly yet
been seen; for it is far too precious and uncommon to be
possessed by any one, except in small quantities; but
I have had such a bed described to me, and I can readily
believe that it produced all the brilliancy that my in-

formant represented." At the present time. Phlox
DrHmmondii is one of the most popular annuals, and
it has varied into many shades. P. horte»Kiir flora, P.
stellata, P. Leopoldii, P. qrandiflora, P. Ileynoldianay
and many other names, belong here.

AA. Perennial Phloxes of various hahif, either pubes-
cent or glabrous.

B. Flowering stems erect attd usually stiffish.

C. Plant glabrous (exceptions in var. of No. 5).

D. Inflorescence large and thyrse-like: plants tall.

2. paniculita, Linn.
( P. decussdta, Hort. ). Fig. 17(51.

Pekenmal Phlox of gardens, in many forms. Plant
stout and erect. 2-4 ft., glabrous: Ivs. oblong-lanceolate

and mostly tapering at
the base : calyx-teeth
awl-like. Woods, Pa.,
W. and S. B.M. 1880
(as P. acuminata).—
The parent of the great
number of perennial
Phloxes of gardens, al-

though some of these
may be hybrids with
the next, "Fls. pink-
purple, varying to
white," according to
Gray. In cult, varjing
much in color.

3. macnlkta, Linn.
Slenderer, usually with
a spotted stem : Ivs.

verv smooth and usu-

1759. Phlox Drummondii.
(X K)

1760. Phlox Drummondii.

(X }i.)

DD. Inflorescence small and loose or flat-topped: plants
lower.

4. ov&ta, Linn. (P. Carolina, Linn. P. triflbra,

Sw^et). A foot or two tall, the stems erect from a
short, decumbent base : Ivs. narrow-ovate to oblong-
lanceolate, the lower ones tapering to base and the upper

ally thicker than those of tne above, the tipper ones
usually clasping: cah'x-teeth short: fls. as in above.
Ranire of the last, and in cult., but less important horti-
culturally than P. panicutafa

1761. Phlox paniculata.

ones somewhat clasping: fls. pink or light red, about 1

in. across, the straight or slightly curving tube twice or
more longer than the rather short and broad calyx-teeth.
Pa., jouth, mostly in elevated regions. B.M. 528.

0. glab^rrima, Linn. Fig. 17f>2. Differs in somewhat
taller growth, linear-lanceolate to narrow-lanceolate,
tapt r-pointed. firm, nearly veinless Ivs. which have
rev )lute margins, and in the narrow, very sharp-pointed
cal/x-teeth. Va. to Wis., and south.

Tar. snffmticdsa, (rray (P. .tuffntfirosa, Willd. P.
nitida, Purshl. Stiffer, sometimes pul»escent above:
hs. considerably broader: fls. varying to flesh color,

da. and Tenn., south and west. B.M. 2155 (as P. cornea).
B.R. 1:68.

CO. Plant distinctly hairtf or pubescent {exceptions in
yo. 9).

D. Sterile, prostrate or running shoots arising from the

base of the plant.

G. divaric§lta, Linn. (P. Canade'nsis, S>v!^eet). Wild
Sweet William. Stems slender, pubescent. lt)-18 in.

tall : Ivs. varj'ing from linear-oblong to ovate-lanceolate,
mostly acute: fls. in small cymes terminating short
branches, 1 in. across, blue or pinkish blue, handsome
and somewhat fragrant, the corolla-lobes often notched,
the calyx-lobes narrow and subulate. Woods and copses,

in lowish grounds western Ontario, west and south.

B.M. 163. G.F. 7:250.—A very attractive early spring
flower, often coloring the fields in Michigan and other
parts. Prefers rich soil.

7. r§ptans, Michx. {P. stolon ifera, Sims). Low and
weak, the flowering stems reaching 0-12 in., the sterile

ones long and prostrate, the plant thinly glandular-
hairy: Ivs. short-ovate or obovate. more or less obtuse:
fls. few in each cyme, purple or violet, the lobes mostly
entire, the calyx-lobes narrow and subulate. Pa. and
Ky. to Ga., mostly in the upper regions. B.M. 563.

DD. Sterile prostrate ahoots none.

8. amoena, Sims (P. procumhens, (Tray). Stems in.

or less high from a decumbent base, pubescent or hairy

:

Ivs. numerous, mostly in rosettes at the base, few on
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the flowering stems, Hinall, olilnnu-lnnceolate to linear-

obliiiit^, mostly obtuse but sometimes nearly or (^uite

acute: tls. numerous for the nize of the plant, purple,
pink or white, the lobes usually entire, the calyx-lobes
narrow and sharp-acute. Dry lands, Va. to Ky. and
south. B.M. IMH.

9. pildsa, Linn. {P. arist<ita,yi\chx.). Stems slender
but erect, 2 ft. or less tall, j)ubfscent or hairy (nearly
jflttbrous forms occur): Ivs. small, linear or linear-

lanceolate, widest near the base, acuminate : fls. numer-

1762. Phlox Blaberrima (X 134).

ous in rather loose cymes, varying through purple, pink
and white, the lobes entire, the calyx-lobes awn-like.
Dry fields, woods and prairies, British Amer. to Fla.

and Tex., growing as far east as New Jersey. B.M.
1307. L.B.C. 13:1251.

BB. Flowering stems diffuse atid branching, often

creeping, loir: plants of more or less tufted

habit.

C. Corolla -lobes 4-parted orrery strongly notched.

10. bifida, Beck. Low, the stems stiff and sometimes
almost woody and often 1 ft. long and rising 3-8 in.

from the ground, minutelj* pubescent: Ivs. linear and
rigid, 2 in. or less long: tis. scattered, violet-purple, the

lobes 2- or 3-cleft as far as the middle or farther into

narrow spreading segments. Prairies, 111. and Mo.—
Rarely cultivated.

11. Stelliria, Gray. Glabrous: Ivs. linear, sparingly
ciliate towards the base: tls. scattered, usually
long-peduncle«l. pale blue to whitish, the lobes

cleft only at the apex into short ol)long parts.

Lexington, Ky., to southern 111. G.F. 1:257.

cc. Corolla-lobes very shallow-notched or entire.

V. Peduncles usually bearing few to several
slender-pedicelled fls.

12. subulita, Linn. (P.n?r()Z«.'?, Lodd.). Grotnd
Pink. Moss Pink. Fig. 1763. Tufted or matted,
the depressed stems more or less pubescent:
Ivs. crowded or fascicled (except on the flower-

ing stems), narrow-linear to linear-lanceolate,

very sharp and usually stiflF, ciliate: fls. nearly 1

in. across, light blue, pink or white, in small
clusters standing 2-<) in. alwve the ground, the
lobes obcordate or entire. Drv banks and fields.

New York W. and S. B.M. 411; 415 (as P. seta-

cea). L.B.C. 8:780; 18:17M (an P. ari.stata).-

A much prized old garden plant, useful for col-

onizing where it is desired to cover the earth
with a mat. It is much used in cemeteries. It

blooms profusely in spring. The plant is very
variable. P. Xelsoni, Hort., and P. nirrtlis. Lodd.. are
white-fld. forms. Var. alba is a common white form.
There are striped forms. Var. fronddsa is a vigorous
garden form with rose-colored fls.

DD. Peduncles rhi»'fhf ajrillary and mostly 1- to S-fld.
or the fla, nearly sessile.

E. Lvs. crowded or fascicled: plant forming a dense
evergreen mat or tuft.

13. Doilglasii, Hook. Very low anr' densely tufted,
pubescent or nearly glabrous: Ivm. very narrow,' pointed*
the margins at base often ciliate: fls.' small and .sliort-

stalked. purple, lilac or white, about }4 in. across, the
lobfs obovate an<l entire, the tube little exceeding the
calyx. Utah and 3Iont., W.

EE. Lvs. little if at all fascicled: plant only loosehf
tufted

F. Style nearly or quite equaling the orolla-tube.

14. adsurgens, Torr. Stems .3-0 in. long, diffuse and
ascending, glabrous except the peduncles and caly.\:

lvs. ovate-lanceolate or ovate, acutt . less than I in.

long: fls. rose-colored or whitish, neany or quite 1 in.

across, the obovate h))>es entire, the tube nearly twice
longer tiir.a calyx. Oregon. G.F. 1:00.

Fr. Style very short.

15. 8peci6sa, Pursh. Variable in size, sometimes as-
cending to 3 ft., more or less glandular above: lvs. 2 in.

or less long, linear to lanceolate, the upj>t-rmost broad
at base: fls. rose-pink or whitish, in corymbs, the l«»bes

obcordate, the tube little surpassing the calyx. I'ulif.,

north.

10. nJina, Nutt. Only a few inches high, glandular-
pubescent: lvs. 2 in. or less long, linear, sometimes
alternate: fls. light red or rose to white, scattered or
somewhat corymi)Ose, about 1 in. across, the lobes u.su-

ally entire and roundish, the tube somewhat surpas.«ing
the calyx. Colo., New Mex., Tex. G.F. 1:413.

L. H. B.

PHCENICOPHOEIUM Seclxellaruin. See Sfevensonia
grandi folia.

PHCENIX ( Theophrastus gave this name to the Date-
palm, perhaps thinking of Phoenicia, where the Greeks
were supposed first to have seen it, or of the Pha-nician
purple, or of the fabled bird of Egypt). Palmactie. An
exceedingly distinct and popular genus of palms, whose
horticultural merits are discussed below.

Spineless palms, without trunks, or with stout or

slender, short or long, often cespitose erect or inclined
trunks, clothed above with the persistent bases of the

leaves : lvs. terminal, spreading, recurved, unequally
pinnate; segments somewhat fasciculate or almost equi-

distant, elongated-lanceolate or ensiform, acuminate,
rigid, inserted by the wide base; margins entire or

folded in their entire length; rachis laterally com-
pressed, convex on the back; petiole plano-convex, usu-
ally spiny, with very short rigid pinnae; sheaths short,

1763. Phlox subulata, or Moss Pink.

fibrous : spadices Ucually many, erect or noddii-'g in

fruit, or pendent : peduncle stronglj* compressed:
branches usually somewhat umbellate: spathe basilar,

entire, long, compresset' 2-edged, coriaceous, ventrally

MMiiilii iiiMiti
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and at length dorsally divided : hriirts unually obso-

Wti'-. Hs. yellow: fr. a' herry or drupe, oblong, orange,

t)n>wn or black Species 1(» to \2, perhaps more. Tropi-

cal and subtropical Asia and Africa.

Jared O. Smith.

Ph'tnix in Oeneral.—'Vhe latest Initanical monourajih

of I'iio'nix (by Beccari in Malesia 3:;U.')» admits only 10

species, although there are about «U> names. Such a

"lumping" of species is ver>' unwelcom*- to the horti-

culturist, and it is probable that nearly all the synonyms
cited below represent forms that are abundantly dis-

tinct for horticultural purposes,

A goo<l horticultural appreciation of Pha*-

nix is that bv William Watson, of Kew, in

ii.C. III. y:2:»4, 298, from which liberal ex-

tracts are made below. Phoenixes diflfer from
all other pinnate-leaved palms in bavins; the

Ivs. folded upwards and lengthwise, and in

the peculiar form of the s«'ed. as seen in the
Pate stone. The plants are either male or
female. The fruits of only one species are
used for food; via,, P. dactiflifrra. (For Date
culture, see Date.) In England only P. rupi-

rohi ranks among popular decorative plants,

(^f all palms, the cultivated species of Phoe-

nix are the mos* difficult to detine. Many
hybriils have beeu raised in the gardens of
the Riviera, where many species dower and
fruit every year. It is almost impossible to

keep these pure. Kerchove records the won-
derful fecundity of a Ph<eiiix; P. recliuata

at Mice fertilized with p«)llen from P. tttmia,
rcrlinafa and pumila produced 20,000 seeds. The rais-

ing of PhtBiiixes from seed is done on a large scale on
the Riviera, The seeds are sown in beds in the open
an<l the seedlings transplante<l into shallow trenches,
like celery, so that the trenches may be regularly
Hooded during the summer drought. Watson thinks
that next to the coco-palm, the Date is perhaps the
most useful tree in the world,
P. Canarietisis is the noblest of all Phoenixes, and

one of the most majestic palms in cultivation. Its rate

of growth is astonishing: a tree supposed to be only 10
years old had a trunk 4 feet high, 3 feet in diam, at the
base, with about 100 Ivs. forming a head 25 feet across.
Another specimen of about the same size bore 8
bunches of fruit, each weighing about aO lbs.

P. sylvestris is the Wib? Date of India, where it is

cultivated for its sap, which yields sugar and "toddy."
The trunk attains a heii:ht of about 4 feet when 7 years
old. and it is then tappe<l by cutting a notch in the stem
at the top and catching the sap as it runs out. The tree
ccmtinues to yield annually M>-\S gallons of sap for 20-
2.') years, or 8 lbs, of sugar per year. Fifty thousand
tons of date-sugar are produced ever}' year in Bengal
alone from this and other palms.

"P, recliiiafa and P. .sphiosa are united under the for-

mer name by Beccari. Taking the dwarf, cespitose,
shiny-leaved elegaTit plant found in Catfraria as far
south as Grahamstown, »n«l comparing it with the tall,

solitary-stemmed, huge-headed, gray-green-leaved plant
of the tropical regions of Africa, it is difficult to believe
that they are merely forms of one species."

The following are grown at Kew in greenhouse tern

perature (others re<|uire stove treatment) : P. C'atior-

ienai.'i, dacffflifern, hnniilis and var. Hanceana, inter-
nif'tin. rerlimtttt and so'tmsn.
Tiie most interesting novelty in Pha'nix during the

l;»-it decade is P. Jffjfhelenii, the i)ygmy Phoenix. Fig.
17>».">. Specimens 20-.'Wi yrs, old have stenjs not over
2 ft. high, Watson says: "It is by far the smallest of
all the many Kinds of Phamix known, and is also excep-
tional in the form of its stem and in the elegance and
soft texture of its bright green leaves," Watson adds
that it deserves to rank with Cocas WeddeUiana and
G'onoma (jrarilix for usefulness in a small state. This
palm suckers freely and in a wild state grows in clumps.
Out of deference to the latest monographer. P. Hcehel-
etiii is here treated as a variety of P. }nimili.f: but
Watson declares that it is a distinct species and that in
the form and texture of its Ivs. it resembles P. rupicola
more than any other species, •^^ jj^

Phffnir in Florida. — So painift ii, the writer's Florida

garden can vie in beauty, stateliness, and massive growth
with some i»f the members of the genus Phipnix, The
tindersijrn«'d cultivat^'s specimens of ail the kinds of-

fered by the trade. All the palms for this Florida gar-

den, with a few exceptions, have been raised during

1764. Date Palm—Phoenix dactylifera.

An unusually straight-trunked spe<'imen,

the last ten years frcn Feed in the writer's greenhouse
in Milwaukee, Mo-t ..>. Uiera, although planted on high
and dry sandy pineiand, begin to show an elegance,

stateliness and beauty entirely beyond all expectations,

especially the species of Sabal and hardy Cocos, but the

Phoenixes are far ahead of them all. As soon as the

seedlings began to show their characteristic leaves they
were sent to Florida, The first ones were set out in the

fall of 1891, Of these Phoenixes several have attained a

height of 10-1."> ft. and a spread of Ivs. 15-25 ft. in diam.

The massive trunks are almost as lliick as a water barrel
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and the heUrht above the (cround in 4-5 ft., while at least

3 feet n»<»r» are buried in the Kr«>iind like a post to

keep the 'XieedinKly heavy top in poHitiun. The trunk
all around ind up from the ground in provided with
strong IvH. U)-l.') ft. lonjf. In the lower extremity of

eat'h frond the leatletf* an* replaced by long fonuidable
8pineH, which perhaps serve the purjHise of proteetins:

the trunk aii<l the earth of the plant from the attaekt

of man and beattt.

The type of the tfenus, the common Date-palm,
Ph(pnix (liietylifcra, is the least ornamental of all, and
its jjrowth is disappointintcly slow. The writer has seen
a plant 10 years old which just now be^fins to form a
trunk. Weli-tfTown specimens are very tine, but they
cannot be co laidered rivals in Ix-atity of the four kinds
which are tlie subjects of the four followiiiu para-
prraphs. Phty nix dart If life ra, var. ercflsn, is much more
robust and ntpid-jfrowinR than the typical D: .e.

The East Indi.«n Wihl Date, PJurnix siflreit 'in, though
having the same glaucous foliage as the ( >mmon spe-
cies, is a rapid grower and an exceedingly beautiful and
stately palm. The writer has seen specimens 12 years
from the seeil that had assumed a height of 25 ft., with
|V8. 12-15 ft. ong and a spread of the crown 2.5-,{0 ft. in

diameter. It is perfectly harJy, having stood a frost of
15° above zero, and it grows equally well on high and
low land, though its growth is much quicker in fairly

moist soil.

The stateliest of all the palms t\;jat can be grown in

the ganlens of Florida is the Canary Island Date,
Phifnir Cnmiriensis, a species with huge trunk and
immense Ivs. 12-15 ft. long, with a spread of the crown
averaging :10 ft. in diameter. The leaflets, which are
densely set along tin- midri<l of the frond, are flattened

and are of a glossy dark gn-en c<dor. At an age of 8
or 10 years this species begins to form a trunk and to
show its true character. The trunk is now about ;{ feet

in diameter and its niassiveness reminds on«* of a water
barrel. At an age of about 12-15 years this palm is a
grand an<l nobie object, a perfect picture of symmetrical
beauty. Then? is ni» palm in the Florida gardens that
can compare with it in stateliness and grandeur and in

rapidity of growth. Its beauty is much enhanced if

planted in groups or if arranged with specimens of Sabals
and Cocos ant the grand Hatubusn arniHtea. Land-
scape eflfects c:tn be obtained in this way that will be
not only unique bu* at the same time enchantlngly
beautiful.
Perhaps of e(iual beauty and almost of the same state-

liness and vigorous growth is a hybrid sai<l to have
been raised by the late E. H. Hart, between P. Catmr-
ienais and P. M./lcesfris. It has the beautiful glaucous
color of the lat'er and the fla'lened leaflets as well as
the sturdy grovth of the former. A plant received
by the writer n the fall of IWM is now I'A f^ high,
with a diam. of the trunk of :{ ft. The lower leaves,

which almost rest on the ground, are over 12 ft. long,
while the upper ones gracefully arch to all sides. Most
of the writer's \isitors from the North pnmounce this

the most beautiful of all his palms. It is indeed a grand
an«l beautiful plant.

Another palm of great beauty is P. tenuis. It is

similar to the Canary Islantl Date, but it has a more
slender trunk and narrower and more arching leaves,

which have a much lighter green color. It is of a very
strong growth and soon forms fine specimens. This
species belongs to the group of large-growing kinds
forming a single stem. They produce no suckers at the
base of the trunk to speak of. Most of the other kinds
are smaller, more tender, bushy, and produce suckers
freely.
Acconling to r>rude, in "Die Natiirlichen Pflanzen-

familien," there are only about eleven good species of
Phienix, but ihere is no doubt that the limits of the
various species are at present not well understood, and
considerable conf xsion prevails among the synonyms.
P. LeoHensis and P. .spinosa are apparently not *o be
separate<l, the latter being perhaps a synonym. The
glossy green Ivs. are provided on their edges with
soft white threads. It is a strong-growing palm with
long and slender Ivs., and, as suckers are pushed up
profusely, it soon forms dense clumps of great beauty
which eventually attain a height of 15-18 feet. P.

reclinata, with arching leaves, perhaps never grows
higher than 10-12 ft. It is a bushy palm of a glossy
dark green color. P, Natalensia and P. Zamibarttisis
seem to be identical with P. reclinata. P. farinifeni is

a low bushy palm of great elegance from East India,
and P. rupicola and P. eycndifoJa are also very grace-
ful and Hne species. The latter species has the most
beautiful and elegant foliage of all the species of
Phoenix. /*. puttiila and P. aranliH are very small
kinds, while /*. pnlndosn, being provided along the
leaves around the stem with formidable spines, forms
dense and impenetrable thickets. P. glauca is a small-
growing species with glaucous-green foliage. These are
all tender palms, but they grow well on high pineland.

1765. Pnoenix Roebelenii of horticulturists,

but considered by fiotanists to lie a form of P. humilis.
See species No. 6, on p. 1311.

All these Date-palms grow with great luxuriance in

south Florida; but P. Canariensia, P. ttijlri.stri.'i, P.
tennis and the hybrid between P. Canarif^Hsia and /*.

stf/vextfis are not only the hardiest and the most beauti-

ful of all but they form extremely elegant and stately

specimens in about ten years from the time of planting.
They grow most luxuriantly in low, moist, rich soil, but
the> also do exceedingly well on high pineland if well

fertilized during the rainy season. In fact, they will

thrive under an ai)plication of nitrogenous fertilizers in

quantities sufficient to kill almost any other plant. The
lower leaves of P. CnnarienHis often suffer from rusty
spots which disfigure them badly, but the spots will

soon disappear if the plants are well watered, cultivated,

and fertilized.

All the members of the bushy-growing group of Date-
palms are rather ten<ler, and the\- have suffered severely
by the heavy freezes which have visited Florida of late

years. Though losing all their foliage, they will be as

fine as ever the next fall if, immediately following the
ft<)st. the heart-leaf is pulled out. If left in its position

it will soon rot and injure the center of the plant be-

yond recovery.
Deep planting is very essential with all palms, but

especialh' with the large and massive Dates. Each
plant should be set in a basin-like excavation about G-8
ft. in diam. and 2 ft. deep in the center. If this precau-
tion is not taken the heavy palm would very likely be
blown over by strong winds. The young palm after

planting works its way down until it stands about 2}4-3
ft. deep in the soil; then the trunk grows upward.
There it stands like a post, smoothly rounded at the
bottom, emerging its long, rope-like roots in all direc-

tions but particularly downward. The writer knows of

a specimen in which the ends of the roots at a depth
of 15 ft. could not be found and tfcey evidently went
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down many more feet until tlit-y hail rearhed the <'Iay-

bank or the water. There are quite a number of nniall

feeding-roots fouml in dense ma-HMcH all alon^r the rope-

like niain-rootH near the nurfaceot the s«Ml,but not Hurh

a network of Hurface-rootH as we tlnd in all the hardy
species of C<mm)8 (of the C anxtralin type), in which
al.iioHt all the roots run bortz«intal and are niOMtly found
iieiir the surface, while in the species «)f Phfenix they

run ilownward. The lanre-ifrowin<r spei'ies Hower pro-

fusely in the fall and winter, while the bushy species all

flower during the sprinjf months. In all the species of

I'li'i'iiix the male and female tlowers are borne on differ-

ent individuals, and the various sj>ecies tiowerinj; at the

same time hybridize readily. n Xehklixc..

PJiTnix in California. — The undersijmed now has
jfrovving in the ground the f<»lluwinK species: P. Cauar-
iVhx/x, ilaetylifern, rfclinata. all large; vycadii >lin,

farinifern, pumila, rnpirola, tenuis, 2-4 ft. high ;

fl'inreuna, Jnbie, mjU'ttiiris and Zeylanica, all in pots.

Much confusion exists here, and few <lure recognize
more than the three first named. We have P. durtifl-

ifrra as high as 100 ft. Some specimens grown from
seed saved from commercial <lates have ma«le .'>(» ft. of

trunk in ;{0 y«'ars, while (»thers of the same seeding
have made but 8 ft. Either we have numerous hybrids
here or else some spe«'ies that no one knows. We have
them in all shiwles of gre<'n and glaucous-green, all

habits of growth, stiff and upright, pendulous ami soft,

narrow leaves and broa<l ones, slim-folded and wi<le-

spreading, the latter like an inverted leaf of Jultra

Sfifrlabilia. No one here has attempted to straighten

them out. The only species easily recognized every-
where and by every one is P. CanariensiK, the gem of

the genus. This is regarded by one eminent C'alifornian

nurseryman as a garden hybrid, but it always produces
fertile seeds, ami seedlings from it do not vary, which
cannot l»e said of any other PhuMiix here. Next in popu-
larity comes P. rerUnata; the others are only found in

collections. P. dactiflifera is seldom planted now, and
few nurseries ever grow it. All species of Phcenix are

hardy here as far as the writer knows. P. Canariensis
is most easily removed from the gr«mn«l. and the best

time is Aug. and Sept., the hottest weather, as then they
recuperate faster. The only other time to remove is in

the early spring, before growth, and then if the weather
turns cold it is risky. Ernest Bracnton.
Phoenix in the A'oWft. — Although Phoenixes cannot be

considered to be as decorative subjects as the lloweas
and Chrysalidocarpus, they are aniorg the hardiest of

palms. For any unfavorable situation where any ;^»alu.

can be expected to thrive, recommend a Phoenix. Out-
doors they eudure the hottest sunshine without losing a
particle of color, whether placed in jars, vases or beils.

As house plants they are unequale*! for resistance to

neglect. They also bear the tying and untying and the
crowding and wear ind tear of public decorative work
better than any other palms. The writer has a pair of
specimens of Phcpnix rnpicola, which within the past
six years have been packed and unnacke<l five hundred
times; they have withstood excessive heat and c<»ld.

gas and dust, and still stand to-day ii. ihe broa«l sun
with their arching fronds perfect. The Date-palm is not
quite so graceful. P. Leonensin or spinosa is sliglitly

stiffer than P. rnpicola, but very handsome. Other
kind , useful to the florist are P. Vitnariensis, farinifera,
piimlht and tenuis. (This paragraph has been adapted
from an article in Scott's Florists' Manual which eni-
l>odies the experience of Mr. Scott and ef the under-
>^'^Sn^<i-) W. H. Tapl:n.

INPEX.

(Varions other names will l>e "otind in liorticnltnnil litera-

ture lint the following comprise those known to the Ameri-
can traile.)

acanlis, 7.

Aiider»toni, 1.

Canariensis. 9.

e^cadifolia, 11.

dactjiifera, 11.

excelsa, 11.

farinifera, 4.

Hanoeana, 6.

humilis. 6.

Jubop, 9.

Leoneiisis, 2.

Lourierii, 6.

ma<*r*M'arp!i. 9.

melanocarpa, 2.

paludosa, 3.

pnmila, 8.

pnsilla. .5.

reclinuta, 2.

Rfrhelenii, 6.

rnpicola, 1.

Seiteyalen.si.s, 2.

spinosa. 2.

sjivestris, 10.

tenuis. ^^.

Znvzihnrensis. '

Zeylanica, 5.

A. TertuTf of Ifts. fhireid 1. mpicola
AA. Texture of Ifts. rit/id.

B. ArrangeiHent of lftn. :i-rankrd.
V. Form of Iffs. lanceolate 2. Tecli;aata

t'O. Form of Ifts. ensiform, with
filiform tips '.i. palttdosa

BB. Arrantjement of Ifts. :i-4 or many-
ranked.

r. Position of Ifts. et/uidistant.

l>. Color of Irs. dark ijrten 4. fari'iifera

l»D. Color of IvH. light green .'>. pusilla
cc. Position of Ifts. grouped or

fascicled.

I>. Stem hiilhiform: Irs. short.

E. Jjfts. scattered, irregularly
fascicled ('). htunilis

EE. Lfts. in nearly opposite
fascicles 7. aciialis

l>l>. Stem erect: Irs. long.

E. Lfs. very slender H. pumila
9. Canariensis

EE. Lrs. more robust.

V. Folimie glohroiis 10. sylvestrls
FF. Foliage glaucous 11. dactylifera

1. rnpicola, T. Anders. (P. Andersoni, Hort. Cal-
cutta). Stem l.">-20ft.xri in., solitary, slender, naked:
Ivs. 10 ft., quite glabrous; petiole compressed; seg-
ments IJ^ ft., 2-ranked, not fascicle<l, flaccid, briglit

green. Sikkim. Hinmlava. (i.C. II. 8:4."). F. 1887, p.
l(>o. I.H. 2,")::n8. F.K. 1:14H. A.U. i;}:141. A.F.
4:.')ti9. —"The numerous bright green decurved lfts. all

in one plane are peculiar to this b«>autiful species." A
form with some of the lfts. white is figured in I.H ;{4::{.

2. reclin§lta, Jacq. (P. Leon^nsis. Lodd. P. Senega
lensis. Van Houtte. P. spinosa, Schuin. 6c Tlumi. P.
Zanzibarensis, Hort.). Stem short (;{-4 ft.): Ivs. 2-

ranke«l, bright green, obliquely an-uate-recurved toward
the apex; lits. rigid, approximate, strict, 12 in. long,
1 in. wide, lanceolate, acuminate, pungent, the terminal
9 in. long, slightlv bifid, the lowest spinescent. Trop.
and S.Africa. F." 1871, p. 1:5."). A.F.4:.")C8. A.(f. J.'}:141

;

14:410; l«:34r). Gn. 39, p. 140.-/'. melanocarpa, Naud.,
has black edible fruits, and was found in a garden at

Nice. It is'' supposed to be a varietv of P. Senegalenx's."
R.H. 1 '»4, pp. 493, 496, 497.

3. palnddsa, Roxb. Gregarious, subarboreous: trunks
8-2.') ft. high, 12-18 in. in diaiu., often reclining, annu-
late- Ivs. 8-10 ft.; lfts. 1-2 ft., opposite and alternate,
'! ranked, ensiform, with filiform tips, whitish or mealy
beneath ; petiole '.i-^ ft. long, slender, scurfy, with man\'
long spines; sheath fibrous : fr. black-purple. Seashore,
tropical Asia.

4. farinifera, Roxb. ?hnl>by: caudex at most 4 ft.,

thickly clothe<l with old i« .vf-sheaths: petiole with 1 or
2 pairs of spines; lfts. suoopjK)site, 4-ranked, ensiform.
rigid, pungent, dark green: fr. black. Ceylon and
.southern India.— ''The c:iudex has a farinaceous pith"
(Roxb.). "The foliage is so spiny that it is impossible
to walk through clumps of it" (Steavenson).

5. pnsilla, Ga^rtn. (P. Zeylanica, Hort.). Stem KVl t

ft.: Ivs, rather short; lfts. verj- many, subequidistant,
7-10 in., spreading at ri:rht angles, 4-ranked, rigid, uun-
gent, bright green. Ce3-lon.

6. htunilis, Royle. Stems short, tufted, bulbifonn.
rarely elongated: Ivs. subglaucous; lfts. scattered, ir-

terruptedly fascicled. Very close to P. acaulis, but
distinguished by the very long-peduncled, fruiting
spadix. Hilly districts of India.— Var. Hance&.na, Becc.
(P. JIancedna, Hort.). from China, is cultivated.

Var. Lourierii, Becc. (P. R<rbelenii, O'Brien). Fiir.

\~G'). Lvs. 1 ft. long; lfts. i>-7 in. long, shining, dark
green, soft, curved, subglaucous, often approximate,
mostlv falcate, not spinotis at the tip. Assam to Cochin
China'. G.M. 38:80. A.G. 15:201. G.C. HI. 0:475;
11:7:11. G.F. 3:273.

7. acatllis, Buch. Caudex bulbiform, 8-10 in. in diam.,
densely clothed with sheaths and bases of the petioles:
Ivs. 2-0 ft. ; lfts. in subopposite fascicles, many-ranked,
y^-ll'i ft. long, very rigid, somewhat glaucous, marginal
nerve very strong; petiole 1 ft. or more, with many
spines: fr. bright red to blue-black. India.
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8. ptimila, Hort. Stem slender, graceful. G-10 ft. : Iva.

10-lB ft. lonp, recurved, drooping; Ifts. 8-12 in. long,

4-ranked. Gt. 20, p. 173 (description). Fia. Farm. &
Pr. Or. 1898:07.

9. Caiiari6n8is, Hort. (P. tenuis, Versch. P. jHba>,

Webb). Resembling P. dactylifera, but more slender
and graceful in all its parts : Ivs. more numerous. Ca-
nary Islands. K.H. 1888:181. G.C. III. 15:405. V.
11»:51. «ng. 5:215. Gn. 57. p. 255. K.H. 18y;{, pp. 126.

127. — Var. macroc4rpa is cult, in Florida.

10. 8ylv6stris, Roxb. Stem solitary-, stout. 25-40 ft.

high, clothed with persistent petiole bases: Ivs. 10-15

ft., glabrous; petiole spiny; segments 1-2 ft., fascicled,

2-4-ranked, rigid, light green. Very close to P. daetyl-

ifera and perhapa the oricrin of that plant. India. I.H.

10:351. V. 16:101. F. 1872. p. 2;>. (hi. 54. p. 117. G.C.
111. 10:105.—A hybrid of P. siflrcstris and (\inarien-

sis secured by E. H. Hart is highly praised by Ameri-
can connoisseurs.

11. dactylifera, Linn. (P. cifntdi folia. Hort.). Date-
palm. Fijr. 1764. Stem tall, erect : Ivs. uluucous,
arcuate-ascending •. Ifts. linear-lanceolate acuminate,
strongly complicate, the lower 4-ranked. the upper 2-

ranked,' irregularly and remotely aggregate: fr. cylin-

drical-elliptical, 1-2 in. long. Arabia, N. Afr. R.H. 1893,

p. 127. — Var. exc61sa is cult, in Florida. See Date.

P. dutndsa, Hort. Sanl. \mX Of "dwarf habit." Seems
unknown to Imtanists.—P. iilanca, cult, by H. N^hrlinti. is a
nrimp not in the texts.— P. Xatalenitin and var. viirieeata are
offered by Reasoner. but no description is available.— I'. Saii-

(teriana. Presumably intro<luce«l within recent years by Kan-
der & Co., St. Albans. Eng.— P. spinutoga, Hort. Saul, 1H93. is

an obscure name.

—

P. tomentdmi, cult, by H. Nehrling, is an
obscure name. .TARED G. SMITH.

1766. American mistletoe—Phoradendron flavescens.

(X>^.)

PHOLIDOTA (Greek, scale and ear: the scales of the
Tinopened raceme are said to recall the rattle of a
snake). OfchidiieefP. A small genus containing abojit

20 species, natives of India, S. (Miina and the Malay
Archipelago. Mostly of the habit of C<elogyne, with
creeping rliizomes and pseudobnlbs consisting of a sin-

gle internotle. F'ls. small, short-pedicelled. in slender
racemes, each with a large bract ; sepals and petals short,
broad; labellum excavated or sac-like ; column very
short, winged around the top. For cultivation, use
strouir. light, rich potting material, broken pots, old dry
cow mantire. plen y of <lrainage. Do not allow to be-
come very ilry. Temperature, 55-65°.

imbric&ta, Lindl. Pseudobulbs oblong sulcate: Ivs.

oblong-lanceolate, plicate, 0-12 in. long: raceme long-

pedancled, .3-8 in. long: ris. snuill. rather crowded on
the raceme, white or yellowish, with a shade of violet
Feb.-May. India. B.R. 14:1213; 21:1777. L B (^'

20:1934.

Chin^nsis, Lindl. A small creeping epiphyte. Pseu-
dobulbs cespitose, 1-2-lvd.: Ivs. oblong-undulate, .neu-
niinate. Hs greenish white, in <lrooping ra<'eni"s not
more than 2-3 in. long; sepals ovate; petals linear; la-
bellum oblon>;. recurved.- This plant h:js long been
known from Chinese drawings.

W.M. Mathkws and Heinrich Hasselbkinu.

FHORADENDBON flavescens, Nutt.. is the Mistletoe
of eastern North AnuTica. Fig. 17(i6. It is parasitic on
deciduous trees, a.s far north as New Jersey and s<»utli-

ern Indiana and extending southwards to Florida and
Texas. F.R. 3:590. It makes dense bunches 1-3 ft.

across, with thick oval or obovate yellowish green ever-
green Ivs. The forking twigs are terete, and break
easily -t the base. The Hs. are di(pci«)us, borne in very
short spikes or catkins: berries anjber-white, gloluilar,
small. The plant is collected for Christmas greens (see
Greenf, Chrintmas). The Old World Mistletoe is Vis-
cum.

PHORMIUM (Greek, itlmrtnos, basket; referring to
one use to which this uber plant is put). LiliUcen-. Nkw
Zealand Flax. The New Zealand Flax, Phorminin
tenitx, is a tender herbaceous plant, .'{-6 ft. hiich. with a
tuft of 2-ranked nl-shaped Ivs. and panieles of 6-

lo!>ed lis. varyii. ^. " ui red to orange. It is a choice
plant for conserve,. \ decoration and for subtropical
bi'('.ding. It is a very formal plant, its lines beinij

strong, stately and rather stitf,— perhaps too nnich so in

immature specimens. The genus is easily disting\iislie«l

by its Hs., which are erect, numerous, panicled, the-

perianth with a top-shaped tube, and the somewhat
incurved segments loosely connivent above. Phonniiim
belongs to the tribe of which the day-lilies ( Henjero-
callis and Funk.u) ure representatives in the northern
hemisphere ;in(l the poker plai;ts (Kniphofia) in the
southern, its nearest ally being the Australian M!an<l-

fordia with tis, of similar colors but pendulous and with
stamens »(!ixed at the middle of the tube instead of at

the apex, as in Phormium. Phormiums have a short,

thick rhizome and clusters of thickened nbrous roots.

There are three species, all from New Zealand. The
common species, P. tcnajr, is the tallest plant and gen-
erally has redder tls. than P. Vookianum. The rarest
species. P. IJnokeri (not in trade), ditfers in having
Ivs. which bend back until they reach the ground.
Phormiums are perhaps too slow of propagp^'m to be

ranked anu>ng the few most poj)ular plants f«»r subtropi-
cal bedding, but they are esteemed choice subjects by con-
noisseurs. They are a prominent feature of many fi'ie

establishments in California. When Phormiums are to

be prop, by division (t. W. Oliver reconnneiuls that tlicy

be planted outdoors in very sandy soil during May and
divide<l during September. \^* ^i

For certain combinations and in places where it can
have plenty of moisture Phormium fenax is a valuable
plant, having a very distinct and unusual character all

lis own. The type is easier of cultivation than the
V ir!egate<l kinds. Much better results can be obtained
by raising the typical f«»rm from seeds than by division.

Seed sown in Feb. and grown on rapidly will make good
plants for bedding purposes the spring of the following
year. The 8e<>'^lings maybe either i)lanted out or grown
in pots; in the latter case give a rich conip(»st and
pletity of water after the plants have tak«'n hold. With
goo«i treatment one may expect at the eno of a year and
a half a well -furnished specimen 3-3% ft. high in a

6-in. pot. If one can afford room in a warm hotise, so

much the better. The variegated forms require partial

shade and even moisture; they do not come true from
seed. j_ p_ CowELL.

A. Lvs. f-t? it>. wide, split at apex.

tdnax, Linn. New Zealand Flax. PMg. 1767. Ro-
bust: lvs. attainintr 4 ft. or more. 2-3 in. wide, dark
green, margin and keel brisrht red or brownish: scape
5-7 ft. high, much overtopping tb<» lvs.: Hs. typically
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XXIX. Photography.

The Milkweed p<)<l in iipper left forner was photographed upon a ~1>afked** plate to countera<'t halation: the view
to the right shows the same suhjet-t photographed without "hacking." The yellow Nan'issus to the left helow was
photographed on an iscK'hroniatic plate ( without color screen); the same flower in the same lighting, made on an ordi-
uar>- plate, is shown beside it.

' ^f i
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starlet, but in natural forms varying almost to pure
vtllow; perianth 18-21 lines long. B.M. MdO. Gn. 50,
p. 369. A. P. 13:7-18. R.H. 1848:5. V. 13:340. Gn. 20,

p. 397.— Var. atroporptireum has reddish purple foliage.

K.H. 1877, p. 389. Var. atropurpuream variegitom is

alleged to be a "veritable fountain of white, purple and
rose color." Var. nl^O-pictlim (^V. purpurenyn nigro-
limbnfutn, Hort. SauH). Lvs. deep green, with a nar-
row margin of blackish purple, which becomes broader

1767. Phormium tenax.

%».n-»->

and more distinct towards the base, making in mature
plants a zigzag line which outlines the 2-ranked habit
of the lvs. Var. variegatum has fls. striped en^aniy
yellow an<l white. R.H. 1878, p. 80. Var. Veitchianum
(var. Veifchii and P. Veifchidnum, Hort.) has broad
creamy white stripes on a light green ground. A.F. ,5:39.

The type and varieties all have the red margin and the
variegated forms are all smaller than the type.

AA. Lvs. %-l}'i in. wide, scarcely split at aper.

Cooki&nuin, Le Jolis. A smaller plant: lvs. 2-3 ft.

long: scape :M) ft. high: perianth 12-1") lines long, yel-

lower than the above. Var. variegatum has yellowish
white stripes. P.M. 1874:112. W. M.

PHOSPHATE. This word is often used by farmers
as synonymous with coiiiniercial fertilizers. Consult
fertility, Fertilizers and Manures.

PHOTlNIA (Greek, photeinos, shining; alludingto the
shining foliage). Including i/e^t'romf/fs and Pourthicea.
Bosdcea?, tribe Pomeie. Ornamental evergreen or de-
ciduous shrubs, with alternate, usually serrate lvs.,

white fls. in sometimes very large corymbs, and very dec-
orative red or scarlet fr. The evergreen species are ten-
der in N. Eng., and bear only a few degrees of frost; but
the deciduous P. villotta is hardy as far north as Massa-
c'.iusetts, and is very conspicuous in fall by the scarlet
fall coloring of the foliage and afterwards by the
numerous scarlet fruits, which retain their bright color
until midwinter and are not eaten by birds. Of the
evergreen species, P. arbuti folia, which is very similar
to P. semihtta and also to P. glabra, is the best known;
it is a very striking object in winter, w th its large
clusters of bright red fr. ripening in December and
contrasting well with the glossy dark green foliage.
The Photinias are not very particular as to soil, but
thrive best in a rather light, sandy loam, and the de-
ciduous ones prefer sunny positions. Prop, by seeds
or by cuttings of half-ripened wood under glass and
by layers ; also by grafting on hawthorn or quince.
About 20 species distributed from Japan and China to
India and .Java, 2 species in Calif, and Mex. Shrubs,
rarely small trees with stipulate lvs. : fls. in corymbs or
short paniclfs; ju-tals .5, orbicular; stamens 10-20;
styles 2, rarely 3 or 4, connate at the base: fr. a small

1- or 2-seeded pome. Closely allied to the Aria group of
Sorbus and only distinguished by the top of the fr.
being rounded and hollow.

A. Lvs. deciduous : fls. in corymbs.

villosa, DC. (P. variabilis, Hemsl. Pourthiaa
villdsa, Decne. Horb termindlis, Hort.). Upright
shrub, to 15 ft,, witu slender spreading or upright
branches: lvs, short-petioled, broadly obovate to oblong,
cuneate, acuminate, sharply serrate, dark green and
glabrous above, more or less pubescent beneath when
young, lJa-3 in. long: fls. white, in ^4-2 in. broad,
glabrous or villous corymbs terminal on short lateral
branchlets: peduncles warty: fr. about % in. long,
bright scarlet. June. Japan, China. G.F. 1:67.—

A

very variable snecies. Var. Isevis, Rehd. (P. hfvis,
DC. Pnurthiwa argiita, Hort.), has narrower lvs., only
sparingly pubescent when young and soon glabrous,
glabrous inflorescences and somewhat larger fr. G.F,
4:377,

AA Lvs. evergreen, glabrous: fls. in large yanicles

sei . ul&ta, Lindl. (P. gl(ibra,xviT. Chinhisis, Maxim.
Cratifgus ghtbra, Sims, not Thunb.). Shrub, to 20 ft.:

lvs. with petioles about 1 -in. long, oblong, usually
rounded at the base, acuminate, serrulate, dark green
and shining above, yellowish green beneath, 5-7 in. long:
p:- nicies to 6 in. broad: fls. ^i ia. across; tamens 20:
fr, globose, % in. across, red. Mav-.Tulv. China. B.M,
2105. L.B.C, 3:248. Stands fairly well in Washington.

glilbra, Maxim. {Crat7pgus glabra. Thnnh.). Shrub,
to 8 ft.: lvs. on about Ja-in. long petioU-s, elliptic or
obovate to oblong-obovate, cuneate at the base, acumi-
nate, serrula"^?, 2-4 in, long: panicles 2-4 in. across:
fls. 3-? in. across; stamens 20: fr. subglobose, red. May-
July. China, Japan.

arbutifdlia, Lindl. {Hetemmeies arbutifolia, Roem.
Cratagus arbutifolia. Ait. ). Tovon. Toi.lon. Shrub or
small tree, to 20 ft.: young branches and inflorescences
usually tonientulose: lvs. oblong to oblong-lanceolate,
acute at both ends, sharply serrate, shining above, 2—4
in. long: fls. white, in 2-5-in. broad jianicles: stamens
10 : fr. bright red, % in. across. Jum-, Julv. Calif.

S.S. 3:193. B.R. >: 491. -Called Christmas 'Berry in
Calif., w.iere the fruits are much used for Christmas
decoration.

r. nrciuta. Wall. (Ponrthiiea argnta. Decne.). Closely allied
to P. villosii: lvs. longer and narrower, firtucr, densely wliite-

tomentose beneath when young: cor>'mbs larger. Hinial.—P.
elltptica, Nichols., is Eriol>otry.i elliptica, Lindl., a Himalayan
species not in cult, in this countrj-.

—

P. Japonica, Nichols.

=

Eriobotrya Japonica. Alfred Rehder.

PHOTOGEAPHY, HORTICULTUEAL. Plate XXIX.
As a means of description and of record, photography
is of great importance to horticulture in all its branches.
A reference to magazines and to trade catalogues of the
day shows a growing use of the "half-tone" engraving
process; and these engravings are merely photographs
transferred to a copper plate, and by means of minute
chemically-etched dots given a printing surface for the
typographic press. Many other illustrations — notably
many in this Cyclopedia — are adapted from or drawn
directly from photographs, being then engraved by an-
other photographic etching process on hard zinc. To a
limited extent, photographs are also printed on the pre-
pared surface of boxwood blocks, and used in lieu of a
drawing as a sketch for the wood-engraver.
Every experiment station and agricultural college

finds in photography an indispensable adjunct both to

its records and to its descriptive work. For the botanist,

photography provides both an uniquely accurate means
of recording plant details, and of portraying the appear-
ance of the growing plant in its habitat. A photographic
herbarium represents the living plant more adequately
tnan the usual dried specimens. Some of the larger
nursery and seed establishments are also coming to

maintain photographic equipments, in order that they
may readily preserve views of the varieties which it

is desired to advertise. In horticultural journalism
photography is of prime importance. In advanced
collegiate institutions and at the meetings of various
progressive horticultural societies and institutes, the
presentation of photographs bj' means of the stereopti-
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con is found to be of enormous advantage, and the teach-
ing or entertainment is made more efficient through this

means. Therefore, all branches of horticultural activity

are concerned with photography, and the progressive
instructor dealing with horticultural problems in an
educational institution, or handling the gov^ernment's
money in the experiment station work, nmst be able
to practice photography with a fair degree of proti-

ciency, if he is to accomplish the best results.

As Horticultural Photography differs essentially from
the line oi work in which the ordinary portrait photog-
rapher is engaged, some special skill and certain items
of equipment are desirable for the tradesman, or experi-
menter, or teacher who wants to make his illustration

effective. Those who deal, as does the writer, with iuany
photographs from many "artists," come to know and
abhor the thoroughly inadequate work of the ordinary
professional, who is fitted both as to equipment and skill

only for the picturing of the human face and fonn. Not
once in twenty times does satisfactory and effi' horti-

cultural photographic work come from the pr^ onal;
ami, therefore, the horticultural instructor or \ --sraan

is best served by taking up photography in an indepen-
dent manner.

A ppara ( us . — For vie-vrs outdoors of trees, plants, etc.,

any view camera of the regulation or of the "foldmg"
type will answer, though, as it is often desirable to
obtain rehitive'.y large details of fruits or tlowers oi

plants in sitt', a bellov.-s of more than the usual focal ca-
ppoity or length is preferred. The modern " long-fo<'us "

ca neras are puitcl»le, and the size most used b/ horti-

culturists Is that taking a plate 5x7 inches in dimen-
sions. For such size a rectilinear lens with a focal length
of seven or eighi inches is advisable; and if one of the
two lenses forming the combination is available as an
objective of about double the focal length of the com-
bination, and the camera is pro\ided with a bellows
which draws out several inches beyond the focal length
of this single lens, much fatnlity in operation is provided.
Any of the raotlern high-class view lenses are suitable,

and those of the anastigmatic type, which are not tnly
rectilinear but also render views in a fiat and correct
perspective, are preferable. It need not be assumed,
however, that the very highest grade lens is essential,

for in the hands of a thoughtful and reasonablj' skilful

operator, an ordinary rectilinear lens, costing, for the
size mentioned, but $15 or $20, will often do satisfactory
worK. Whatever lens is used, it should be fitted into
a '^uick -working shutter, as outdoor exposures, with
modern rapid plates, must be made in small fractions
of a second. The shutter, it may be explained to the
unacquainted reiuler, is merely a convenient device for
opening and closing the lens to the light for the inter-

val of time desired by the photographer.
As there is frequent misconception of the work done

by a lens, and as even lens-makers sometimes give
faulty advice as to the proper objectives for any specified

uses, it may not be amiss to s'lggest to the inquiring
horticultural photographer an investigation on his own
account. Photo-Miniature No. 1, "Modern Lenses," is

a brief, clear and concise statement of the principles,
properties and construction of lenses, which may be
consulted to advantage. The focal length of any lens,

in connection with the size of the plate upoi. which it is

to be used, determines the angle and amount of view in-

cluded. The human eye is a lens of about lO inches
focal length, an«l to have a photograph ren<ler perspec-
tive as seen by the average eye, an objective of the
same focal length is required. Thus, on a 5x7 plate, a
lens of 8 inches focal length will include twice as much
in the view, and show it in half the size as seen by the
eye. This forced perspective is sometimes desirable
and sometimes unpleasant. If the 8-inch lens is com-
posed of two elements on what is known as the symmet-
rical plan, the rear element may usually be U'sed alone
(by screwing out the front lens), and it will have ap-
proximately double the focus of the combination. This
will give about the perspective seen by the human eye,
an<l will need to be used in connection with a l)ellows

of at least the same length or "draw " as the focal length
of the lens. Some of the high-grade lenses are now
made on what is termed the "convertible" plan, each of
the two elements being of a different focal length. Thus

a certain lens which as a whole is of 7K inches focus,
includes one element of 12 inches focus and one elenjem
of 18 inches focus. Either of these single lenses, or the
combination, may be used separately, so that from a
given position three views, including proportions dif-
fering as o. 8, and 12, may be made.
To photograph an object in natural size, the double lens

is preferable. If the lens be of 8 inches fo<'Us, it will give
natural size when placed equidistant between the object
and the ground-glass focusing-screen of che camera, at
double its focal length. Thus the bellows would need
to be <lrawn out so as to have 16 inches between the
ground glass and the lens, while the object to be photo-
graphed should be maintained in position IG inches
from the lens,

A tripod, capable of adjustment as to height, ;.nd of
sufficient rigidity to sustain the camera in a motleratejy
high wind, is easily ttbtained. The cheaper forms are
fairly efficient, but the photographer who has niudi
traveling to d< finds it preferable to obtain one of tin-

more expensive and carefully fitted types, which fjld
into a smaller compass.
For indoor work, including the making of photogra{'lis

of fruits, flowers or plants in large detail, a special
form of lamera-stand is very desirable. O.'.e arranged
so that the camera may be maintained in an in<'lined or
nearly vertical plane, while the object to be i)hotographed
rests on a plate-glass er^iosing stand in front of the lens,
gives great facility and ease of operation, and does away
with mauy difficulties of illumination. A few experiment
stations possess devices of this kind. A form which has
been foun<i exceedingly satisfactory in practice is de
scribed in No. l.H of the Photo-Miniature, "Photographing
Flowers and Trees," and is here reprinted by permission
in Figs. 17G8 and 17«>9. showing the camera-stand both
as arrunged for horizontal and for vertical work. In
operation with this device, the flower, fruit or plant to be
photographed is laid upon the plate-glass stand, and the
camera, fastened by its tripod screw upon a movable
bed, is moved backward or forward as a whole, or
through its bellows, until the desired size and focus
are obtained. The background may be varied to any
extent desired by cardboards or cloths placed below
or bivck of the plate-glass stand, out of focus. The
camera-stand is mounted on casters, so that it may
be readily moved about to secure the most favorable
lighting. Object? which can best be handled on a hori-

zontal plane may be disposed somewhat as shown in

Fig. 17fi8. For work of this sort a north side-light is

found vastly preferable to the conventional sky-light. A
greater mistake in the equipment of a studio for hor-
ticultural work could not be made than to provide the
sky-light deemed essential by old-fashioned professional
photographers, although now happily abandoned by the
more progressive workers for a "single-slant" light,

which gives far better results. There should be pro-
vided in the work-room of the horticultural photog-
rapher several good reflecting surfaces, so that the side
of the o})ject opposite the main source of light may be
properly illumiitated.

Plates and coJor-vaJties.—Af^ practically all Horticul-
tural Phoiography has to do with the tints of growing
things, the well-known color inaccuracy of the ordinary
dry-plate is a serious disadvantage. The ordinary plate

responds most actively to the rays at the blue end of

the spectrum, and is very sluggish in taking an im-
pression from green, yellow an<l red, the latter color,

indeed, being rendered practically the same as black.

Yellow, which in actual color value is on a par with
light blue, and only a few shades less intense than
white, is rendered by the ordinary' plate as a dark color,

as all operators who have photographed yellow roses,

yellow apples, yellow plums, and the like, will have ob-

served. Fortunately, there are available photographic
plates, known as isochromatic or ortho<'hromatic plates,

which, to a certain extent, correct these difficulties, and
the skilful operator may, by the use of the proper plate

and in some cases a suitable ray-fllter, give approxi-
mately correct values to all the colors of the spectrum.
For all ordinary horticultural uses, where blue and yel-

low are not found in the same subject, the isochronmtic
plate of the most rapid speed is satisfactory. It gives
yellow its proper value, at the same time improving the

^a^uoMaiiai
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rpnderinjf of the green foHaj^e antl slijifhtly increasing
tiie truth of representation in pink, lavender, and the
htfhter red shades. It is very much better, then, for the
photographer who has to do with horticultural work to

conrtne himself exclusively to these is«)chroniatic plates
for all his work. If he has a suhjtct including bluo
flowers, the especial activity of the l)!ue rays, which
otherwise would ren<ler the photographic impression as
intense as if the object was whit?, can be restrained by
a suitable ray-filter, which is applied in front of the lens.

This ray-tilter is either a glass cell filled with a one per
cent solution of potassium bichromate, or a piece of
plane optical glass covered with a suitably stained col-

lodum film sealed wMth another optical glass and pro-
vided with a convenient mounting for slip[Mng on the
!"ns. With this ray-fllt»'r and the isochromutit' plate be-
fore alluded to, the yellow is slightly ov'r-v.iiu*»'l, but
the blue is given its proper relation. The beauty of
outdoor photographs is vastly increased by the use of
tlie plate and ray-filter mentioned, because a proper
C(»lor value is given to the sky. and the cloud forms are
preserved in all their attractiveness. If the subject be
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of the isochromatic plate as cumpared with the ordi-
nar>' plate in photographing yellow tulips.) Halation is

caused by the reflection of brilliantly lighted obje'-ts

fn»m the back of the glass plate carrying the sensitive
emulsion. Light possesses enormous velocity, and
there is a constant and almost in«'oTiceivably rapid play
back and forth b«'tween the two surfaces of the glas**

plate, which is covered only on its fac<* by the sensitive
plmtographic emulsion. This results in a thickening of
all the finer lines which should be rendered in the jMjsi-

tive as white. It is best counteracted by "backing" the
l)late with a composition which will absorb all the rays
of light that p«ss tlirou^h the ennilsion on the face.

1768. Adjustaole camera-stand, horizontal position. 1769. Adjustable camera-stand, vertical position.

a heavily loaded peach tree, for instance, the accentua-
tion of the yellow, brought about by the use of the ray-
filter, will give a needed slight exaggeration of color
value to the fruit, which, under treatment by an ordinary
plate, will be almost indistinguishable from the mass of
foliaire. With the ray -filter the exposure required is

practically trebled. In this Cyclopedia, advantage has
been taken of isochromatic plates in photographmg
some of the subjects. The carnations, Plate IV, Vol. I.

show a variety of shades properly rendered by the
means indicated. The dahlia, Plate IX, shows the
rendering of dark red shades in connection with green
foliage by the isochromatic plate. The persimmon
plate (XXVII

, in this volume also shows orange, yel-
low and red fruits as properly rendered under this
isochromatic handling, and tlie oranges (Plate XXIII),
including fruits from the light lemon-yellow Pomelo to
the deep orange-red Tangierine, prove also the useful-
ness of the plate suggested.
A difficulty known in photographic practice as haht-

tion must also be counteracted if the fine detail of sub-
jects involving much light is to be preserved. IMate
XXIX shows a milkweed pod, first as photographed with
a plain isochromatic plate and second as photographed
with the same plate, treated so as to elimina> halation.
(The two lower figures on the same plate show the value

Any dark substance which can be brought into absolute
optical contact with the p<*sterior surface of the glass
plate will answer, but the njost efficient backing is

provided by an alcoholic solution of soap, to which has
been added a mixture of erythrosin and aurin, two red
aniline pigments having high absorptive ])owers. This
coating is easily applied, and easily removed before
development; and the writer in his practice of Horti-
cultural Photography uses isochromatic plates backed
with this dyed soap-solution for all important work.
Even with the aid of the isochromatic plate and the

ray-filter the photography of shades of red is difficult,

because of the lack of actinic or chemical quality in the
red rays of the spectrum. In practice it is found neces-
sary to give a very much prolonged exposure to objects

containing re<l, and then to restrain the overexposure
upon development by means of a suitably compounded
developing solution. Details regarding this are out of
place here, but may be obtained from the works cited at

the end of this sketch.
Lnntern-alides.—A few words may be added concern-

ins; the production of lantern-slides, now of the greatest
importance in illustrative work. A lantern-slide is a
positive on glass, and therefore is nia<ie from a nega-
tive. It is made preferably on a special plate, much
slower than the regular photographic dry-plate, because
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coated with a silver chloride rathex than a silver bromide
emulsion. The slide is usually faced with a paper mank,
so as to include only the desl. ed portions of the picture,

and protecte<l by a cover gla s. Negatives o** any size

may be used if a suitable arrangement is provided for
reduction. This can readily be arranged by an adapta-
tion of the cam«'ra-»tan«l illustrated in Fig. I'M. A pair
of light bars are added, running from the top of the
plate-glass frame to a support at the other end of
the stand, and a piece of heavy muslin or light canvas
thrown over this serves to exclude the excess of light.

A ground-glass frame is added back of the plate-glass,

which latter is removed to g've place to a turn-table
arrangement, made to take and hold negatives of vari-

ous sizes. In practice, the g'-^und glass end is turntd
toward the strong light, the negative to be used is ad-
justed in tile turn-table, and the image fwused in the
'.amera as usual. The 5x7 size largely used by hor-
ticulturi^ts is in just the right proportion for the
ordinary lantern plate of American prac'.tice, which is

'A' 4 X 4 inches. Slides may also be made by contact, if

the negative to be used is of suitable size. The familiar
4x5, 3/4 X 3/4 and 3^ x 4?4 hand-camera films are often
so used, being placed in contact with a lantern plate in

an ordinary printing frame, and given a short exposure
to an artificial light. ISuch slides are seldom of good
({uality. If it is required to make lantern-slides from
diagrams, engravings or any positive material, a nega-
tive must be first prepareil. for making which the verti-

cal position of the camera stand (Fig. ITGy) is very
convenient.

In making lantern-slides, it is important to learn the
proper exposure, for errors in exposure cannot be cor-
rected in development to any great extent. The careful
worker will expose several plates upon the same subject,
give all the same development, and act upon the ex-
perience thus gained.
The only work treating specifically of the photography

of flowers and trees is a previously mentioned mono-
graph in The Photo-Miniature, No. 13, published by
Tennant & Ward, New York. In the same series of
monographs is an excellent treatise on the production
of lantern-slides (No. 9), and another on modem lenses
(No. 1), previously cited, j. Horace McFarland.

PHOTOSYNTHESIS. The terra Photosynthesis is

derived from Greek words signifying "light" and "put-
ting together." It is applied to that process by means
of which, under ordinary circumstances, green plants
build up organic or carbon - containing ctmipounds.
Carbon is the element which as a rule denotes organic
substance. It is an essential constituent of the cell
wall, or fiber, and of the protoplasm: likewise of starch
and of sugar, (ireen plants manufacture practically all

of the organic matter which may eventually furnish
food for plants and animals, so that all life is ulti-
mately dependent upon them.
Onlinary air contains only about .04 per cent of car-

bon dioxi«l; yet the green plant as a rule obtains all of
its carbon from the air. Chlorophyll and light are abso-
lutely essential in order that organic substance may be
manufactureii. Chlorophyll, the substance which gives
the green color to leaf and branch, usually occurs in defi-
nite plasniic bodies, which are commonly oval in form.
These chlorophyll bodies absorb radiant light and thus
obtain energy or power to work. This energy cannot be
obtained by the common plant in any oti>er way. as by
the absorption of radiant heat from a stove. The cell
sap absorbs the carbon dioxid which has diffused into
the leaf (see Phusioloqy of Plants ), and the energy
obtained from light works upon the molecules of carbon
dioxi<l (COg) and water (HgO) of the cell sap in such
a way that these molecules are rearranged and united.
A molecule of some simple carbohydrate, perhaps
formaldehyde (CH2O), is formed; and some of these
mcdecules are perhaps immediately condensed to sugar
(CeHiaOfl). In this process more oxygen is supplied
by the water and carbon dioxid than can ent<>r into the
oreranjc product, and this sxirplus oxygen is thr(»wn off.
This win lie process is called photosynthesis.
An accumulation of sugar in the leaf would hinder the

furtlier manufacture of this product and much of the
suifar formed is, indeed, immediately diffused to other

cells. The leaf assimilates very rapidly in sunlight,
and the surplus sugar formed is changed to starch, an
insoluble product. This starch is usually removed from
the leaf at night. In some way potassium salts seem to
be necessary in the first manufacture of sugar, perhaps
aiding in the condensation changes.

It is probable that no plant containing chlorophyll in

genetic connection with its protoplast remains' long
ntirely inactive in assimilation, when illuminated.
The re<i end of the spectrum embraces the colors which
are principally concerned in the activity of the chloro-
phyll function. Photosynthesis is most rapid under
those conditions of temperature and food supply which
best stimulate growth. The process is more rapid, how-
ever, when the amount of carbon dioxid in the air is

slightly increased. The presence of other coloring mat-
ters, such as brown and red. in the assimilating organs
does not mean that chlorophyll is absent, and that other
substances may replace it. Chlorophyll may be present
but veiled by v. morp orominent color. It is improbable
that any other coloring matter l»esi(les chlorophyll and
a related substance, etiolin, is effective in carbon dioxid
assimilation.
Photosynthesis may be inhibited by too intense light,

bycxtiemesof temperature, ami by deleterious chemical
agents. It ceases immediately in dar!.nes;i, and is very
feeble in weak light.

The results of photosynthetic activity may be noted
in this way: An active branch of elodea or other pond
weed may be kept in a vessel of water in the dark until

it shows no starch with the iodine test. The branch is

then placed in spring water, which contains consider-
able air. On placing the experiment in sunlight,
bubbles of oxygen will immediately be given oft". This
indicates that photosynthesis is active; and after a time
starch may be found in the leaves. b_ jj^ Du«gar.

PHRAaMtlES (Greek, growing in hedges, which,
however, does not apply to this grass). Gramineve.
Species 3, one in tropical Asia, one in South America,
and one, our species, cosmopolitan. Tall and stout per-
ennial reed grasses with long running rootstocks and
terminal panicles with aspect of Arundo. Spikelets
3-7-fld. Differs from Arundo chiefiy in having the low-
est fls. staminate, the flowering glume sharp-pointed
but not bifid, and the hairs of the spikelet confined to
the rachilla.

commimis, Trin. C<^»rMON Reed. Culm usually 8-12 ft.

high: Ivs. 2 in. wide. Marshes and along edges of ponds.
The ornamental feathery drooping panicles appear in

late summer or autumn. Gn. 31, p. 33.

A. S. Hitchcock.

FHRYMA (one of the many names which Linna>us
never explained). Verbendcett'. A genus of one species,
a hardy, perennial herb of little horticultural value. It

has slen<ler branches, coarsely toothed ovate Ivs. and
small purplish or rose-colored opposite fls. borne in

long, slender terminal spikes. It seems to have been
rarely cult, in Europe and is offered by one American
dealer in native plants.
Phrynia is an outlying member of the Verbena family,

and is by some authors made the sole example <)f a
family of its own. This is because its ovary is 1 -celled,

while the rest of the Verbenaceap, as a rule, have a 2-

or 4-celled ovary. There is some evidence for regarding
it as a 2-celled verbenaceous plant in which only half of
the ovary develops. This plant has the inflorescence of
the Verbena tribe and the habit of Priva. Generic char-
acters are: ovule solitary, erect, orthotropous, laterally

affixed at the base: seed without albumen; cotyledons
convolute; radicle superior.

LeptOBt&chya, Linn. Lopseed. Height 2-3 ft.: Ivs.

3-5 in. long, tliin, the lower long-stalked: fls. at first

erect, soon spreading and the calyx in fruit closed and
abruptly reflexed against the axis of the spike, the teeth
long, slender and hooked at the tip. June-Aug. Com-
mon in moist and open woods, Canada to Minn., South
to Fla. and Kans. B.B. 3:205.

PHBYNIXTM (from Greek word for toad, because the
plant inhabits marshes ) . Scifamindcea>. About 20 herbs
of the Old World tropics with creeping rootstocks and
large oblong showy radical leaves. The genus is closely
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allied tc Calathea and Muranta and is often confused
with them. The Marantas are New World plants with 1

seed-bearinsT locule in the fruit, \.-hereii.s Calathea and
Phrynium usually have 3 seed-bearinj; locules. In Cala-

thea. the flower-cluster is terminal on a leafy stem r

rarely on a leatless scape arising directly from the rhi-

zome; in Phrynium, the cluster is lateral from the

sheathiner petiole. In Calathea the corolla-tube is usu-

ally slender; in Phrynium it is usually short. Phry-
niiuns are grown the same as Calatheas and Marantas
(which see). It is probable that there are no true Phry-
niums in the Amer. trade. P. variegfltam, N. E. Brown,
is M'tninfa ariindinacea, var. rdriijafa. It is u stove

plant of dwarf habit with ovate-lanceolate acuminate
green leaf-blades which are marked with cream-white
or white stripes and bands. I.H. 3.3:606. F.K. .{:469.

Gt. 46, p. 581. J.H. III. 28:27. It is a worthy plant,

now coming to >>e popular. For Phrynium tjrimium,

see Calathea eximeo. L^ jj_ g_

PHTYGfiLIUS {flight and .«hh, becau.se it was said to

love tha shade). Scrophularidce<p. Two .species of
south African shrubs, one of which is in th*' trade.

The flowers are long and tubular, not unlike ".hose of a
Pentsteraon in l(»oks, scarlet, with exserted stamens in

2 pairs, and a long, filiform declined style: fr. a many-
seeded capsule. The Ivs. are opposite i.nd petiolate,

crenate-dentate.

Cap6nsis, Meyer. Cape Fuchsia. Fig. 1770. Erect,
becoming woody at the base, glabrous, the stem with 4
angles or narrow wings: Ivs. ovate, rounded at the base,

tirra and veiny, bluntly small-toothed : fls. slender, 2 in.

long, somewhat curved, 2-lipped, purple - scarlet, 1-4

together on the ends of straight-spreading peduncles,
dnwping. Cape of Good Hope. R.H. 1857, p. 599; 1886,

p. 473. B.M. 4881. P.S. 11:1111.-A fine subshrub
blooming in summer and hardy in protected places as
far north as Philadelphia. In the North it is lately

becoming known as a greenhouse plant. It is excellent
for planting out, enduring heat and dry weather as well
as geraniums, or even l)etter. It is propagated by seeds
and also by cuttings. The cuttings may be taken from
the late fall shoots of outdoor plants. Phygelius is a
showy plant, deserving to be better known, l. H. B.

PHYLLA.GATHIS (Greek, divine leaf). Melanto-
tH'\ce(e. Four species of herbs from the Malay Archi-
pelago belonging to a family noted for its numerous
stove foliage plants. The Ivs. of P. rofttudi folia are
praised for their colors, both above and below, their
venation, their plaited character, and their strong shad-
ows and reflected lights. The Ivs. are glossy green
above, tinted along the nj>rves with metallic blue and
purple; beneath they are a rich < opoery red, with the
prominent nerves of a brighter c<> or. About 10 strong
nerves sweep with graceful curves Irom base to apex.
These plants have short, thick stems: Ivs. opposite or

the terminal solitary, large-petiole<l, roundish, cordate
at the base, entire or denticulate: fls. crowded into a
short-peduncled head, rosy, about ?4 in. across; petals
6, rarely 3; stamens 8, rarely 6: ovary 4-celled, rarely
3-celled; capsule top-shaped, 4-valved. The nearest
ally in cult, is Sonerila, which ordinarily has 3 siamens,
rarely 6.

'' Phyllagathis rnfitndi folia belongs to the same family
as the better known Spho'rogttne lafifolia and Ci/ano-
phyllnm speetabile. It somewhat resembles the former
in general appearance. A few plants of it were given a
test outside during the summer at Washington, D. C,
in 1899, in a position partly shaded from the sun.
They behaved well, and in such a situation, where
the surface of the soil is covered with some low-grow-
ing plant, as Hydrocotyle or Lysimachia, to keep the
sun from the roots, it may become a valuable feature
for outdoor decoration. But for indoors, it may be used
as a substitute for the more gaudy-leaved Spha»rogyne,
as it succeeds in an atmosphere in which the majority of
greenhouse plants can be grown. Propagation for small
plants is by the leaf, the petiole of which is inserted in
sand, the blade lying flat on the surface, and the ribs

severed in several places. From the cut parts nearest
the petiole, numerous small growths are made; these
may be potted when an inch or so high. For making

specimen plants quickly, old subjects which hcve been
encouraged to branch may be cut up, and the piece.n

inserted in po*s in bottom heat. They send oul roots
very quickly."— Oliver's "Plant Culture."

rottindifolia, Blume. Stem rooting at interval.-*, 4-sided,
dark pJirple : Ivs. 6 in. or more by 45^2 in., roundish ovate,
abruptiv acumirite. denticulate: floral parts in 3*s or
4's. Sumatra. B.M. .J282. ^ jf

1770. Physrelius Capensis (X M).

PHYLLANTHUS ( Greek, ;)7jf///o«. leaf, rtH/;jo.'?, flower;
because the flowers are apparently borne on leaves).
Euphorbiiice(v. Herbs or shrubs, withcmt milky juice:
Ivs. small, alternate, entire, usually in 2 lateral rows on
the small branchlets which then appear like pinnate
Ivs.: fls. axillary, apetalous, raoncecious or dioecious,

the staminate in small clusters without a rudimentary
pistil, pistillate solitary; sepals 4-6, separate from tho
disk, imbricated; stamens 2-(» or more, usually 3: cap-
sule with 3 to many 2-seeded cells, often fleshy; embryo
large : cotyledons broad.
More than 400 species, mostly in tropical regions. A

few only are cult., mostly for their graceful foliage.

Monographed by Mueller in DC. Prod. 15, II :274, where
he divided the genus into 44 sections, some of which,
as Emblica. Cicca and Xylophylla, have been considered
by others as separate genera.
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1771. Otahcite Goose -

berry — Phyllanthus

distichus.

(Foliage X 1-10; tr.X%.)

A. FoVinfje of hirfjc, broadly ovate -ellipthal varie-
gated Ivs., not pronouncedly distichous.

nivdsus, Smith. SNOw-srsH. Shrub of loose habit,
witli dark wiry somewhat zijjzag branches: Ivs. 1-2 in.

Ion>?, obtuse, white and >?reen mottled: fl. small, green-
ish, discoid, hanging bv long pedicels from the leaf
axils. S. Sea Islands. 'F.M. 1874:120. I.H. 2r)::{32.-

Var. rdseo-pictus, Hort. Lvs. mottled with pink and red
as well as white and green. Gn. 10. p. 2«J1. F. 1878. p. 13.

— Used in the house and for bedding out in summer.

AA. Foliage of narrowly elliptical or ovate, di.'ftinctly

distichous green lvs.

£mblica, Linn. Emblic Mvrobol.\n. A much-
branched shrub or small tree: foliatre branches with
many linear-elliptical, obtuse lvs., which are close to-

gether and }i-% in. long: fls. small, short-pedicelled
in the axils of the lower lvs.: capsule baccate. %-l in.

in diam. E. Indian region. L.B.C. 6:548.— F'ruit used
raw or preserved: foliage handsome.

dlstichus, Muell. {Circa disticha, Linn.). Otahkite
Gooseberry. Pig. 1771. Shrub, with ovate acute Ifts.

1-2 in. long: fls. on separate branches below the foliage:

fr. fleshy, edible. India and Ma<lagascar.—W. Harris,
of Hope Gardens, Jamaica, W. I., writes that the Ota-
heite gooseberry is an elegant shrub or small tree often
cultivated in gardens in the lowlands of Jamaica and
the West Indies. The fruit is very acid and astringent:
the root is an active purgative, and the seed is also

cathartic. The fruit is occasi<mally pickled, or made
into preserves. Plants are raised from seeds.

pulcher, Wall. (P. pallidifdiiun, Milll. P. glanc^n-
censt, Hort. ? lieidia ghiitcescens, Miq.). A small
shrub: lvs. much like the last, but ovate-elliptical. }--i-

1% in. long, glaucous below: fl. small, red an<l yellow,
the pistillate near the end of he foliatre branches, on
long pedicels, the staminate below; sepals laciniate:

capsule small, globose, puberulent. Java. B.M. 'A^7.

G.F. 4:101.

AAA. Foliage- of flattened stnn.<f hearing scaJe-like

lvs. and fls. on the margin.

specidsns, Jacq. (P. arhtixcnla, Gmel.). A small
shrub: floriferous branches, lanceolate, striate, crenate,
2-3 in. long. Jamaica. B.M. 1021 (as Xylophylla lati-

folia).

P. ani/iuitifhHua,S.w. B.M. 2652. Near Hpeoiosns. Fls. small
ami yfllowinh on the inarKins of the hraiu-hej. Known a.-*

Xylophylla uio'itana. Native to ,)ainai<-a.— P. atropuri>ureuH,
Hort. ^var. of I* nivosiiM, with dark piirplelvs.— P. f 7mH/ri>ri[
Andn- R.H. IHK'J, p. 5.17. Sepals fringed. Co<'hin China.— /'!

salriiHblinM, HlJK. H.H. lti*«.'J. p. 176. leaflets truncate. FU.
Hinall, somewhat globnhtr. S. Anier.

J. B. S. Norton.
PHYLLIR£A. See PhiUyrea.

FHfLLITIS (Greek, a leaf : from the simple foliage).
Polypod iAcriP. A genus of ferns popularly known as
the Hart's-tongue fern, with simple lvs. and elongated
8ori at right angles to the midrib; in<h)sium appearint;
doubli from the coalescence of two sori, one produced
on the upper side of u veinlet and the other on the
lower .-de of the veinlet next above.

Scolopendrium, Newman { Srolophtdrium vuh'dre,
Sm.). HART'h-TONGi E. L . s. 10-1.") in. l«>ng, heart-
8hape<? at base, 1-2 in. wide, growing in tufted clus-

ters. Widely distributed in Europe, where there are
many cur )us varieties in cultivation; and local on
comiferous limestone in central New York ; also in

Can dr and 'l nnessee. l. ji. rNOERwooD.

PHYLLOCACTUS (i.atin, phyllnm, a leaf; from the
flattened leaf-like stem). Cactdcetf. Branches flat, two-
edged, crenate on the margins, the, erenatures l»earing

the flowers, and bristles rather than sj)ines. The fruit

is often angled, usually scaly, but without spines or
wool. About a dozen species are recognized by botan-
ists, but few are known in the wild state, and most of
them have so nrofiisely hybriiHzed with e .» h other
an<l with species of Cereus, especially C.snp-iosns, and
even with Echinopsis, that many of the forms in culti-

vation are wholly doubtful. In strict priority the genus
should be called by the older name Epiphyllum, under
which nearly all the species have received names.

In their native haunts Phyllocacti are often epiphytic;
consequently in cultivati»)n they do not require as much
sunlight as most other genera of ('actacea», and water
can be more freely supplied to them. See also Cacti.
There are hundreds of Latin names in the catalogues

which seem to represent species, but they are horticul-

tural varieties or hybrids. One of the hybrid forms is

shown in Fig. 1772.

1772. One of the many hybrid Phyllocacti (X 34)-

A. Tnhe of fl. 4-8 in. long: flowers white or yellowish
white within, often rosy on the tube and outer
sepals, 4-10 in. in expansion.

B. Style white.

grrindis, Lem. Very large, sometimes 20 ft. long:
stems slender, round or 2-edged, with flat, leaf-like,
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lanrpola**^. often ver>' Ions and Iarf;e, undulato branches

:

Hs., in«'lu«»t..iK' the tube, nearly 1 ft. lun^. 5-*> in. in ex-

punMion. iipenintf. accDnlintf to Sehnniann, in the day-
time. Honduras; ai.su .said to be fuund in Cuba.

cren^tus, Lem. In cult, commonly not mnch more
thiin 3 ft. hit;h, free." brauehin^ from the lower part of

tlie stem: b-unches thCk, with a stroni<

njidril*. but thinning? to the ed»;eH, which
are rather deeply erenate: fls. jjreenish

vellow outsiiie, (>-10 i. . lonj;, . 'ul about
as Tiiufh in expansion, day-blooming.
Honduras.

liDgtiligeT, Lem. About .3 ft. hijrh.

niany-st«"Minied: basal stems cylindriral,

hard and woody, the laru;e leafy branches
deeply cut in the margins, like the teeth

of a very coarse saw: tls. ;V8 in. lonp.

tlie tube very slender. South Mexico.
B.M. 5100.

BB. Style red.

Stenop^talns, Salm-Dyok. ( P. latifrons,

Zucc. {). branches very lon>? and large,

erenate or somewhat serrate. a«'Ute or
acuminate: midrib and usually si«le ribs

evident; areolae with rather large scales

and dark bristles: H. 8-10 in. long,

spreading and in fiill bloom bent back-
wards; petals narrow. Perhaps from
Mexi<'o. — Much advertised as the Queen
Cactus.

Hookeri, Salm-Dyck. Brandies long
but narrow,crenate-serrate. in age dark or
bluish green, often reddish on the nuir-

gins; midrib strong and side ribs evi-

dent: fls. Ct-H in. long, yellowish white
within, reflexed in full bloom. Brazil
and Uuiana.

strictus, Lem. Erect, branching,
reaching a height of 10 ft., with long
cylindrical branches and sh<»rter. leaf-

like secondary brandus: crcnatures or
teeth rather deep, une<iual on the oppo-
site sides; bristles wanting: tube of the
rt. very long and sleixler, outer sepals
brownish, inner pure white ; the flower
opens late in the evening; atid closes be-
fore dawn; in full bloom the sepals are
very stnmgly recurved. Said to come
from the island of Cuba. — Often found
in collections under the name of P.
Intifrons.

PH7IL68TACHT8 is treated under Bamboo. P.
hetrroryclii, now in the tratle, is in thesupplementarj* list

on page I'M). Since the BamlK>o article was printed,
/'. MarUticea has b«'en introd. to American trade. It

is a rare bamboo, hanly in England, of which Mitford
says: "It presents such a marke<i resemblance to Phifl-

loAtachtjH i^nilioi that I do not think any
cpert could tell them apart without ex-

the wrinkled base of the stem, to
PhijUoittachys Marliacea owes its

AA. fls. red.Tithe of n. very xJiort

Day bloomers.

Ackennaniii, Salm-Dyck. Fig. 1773.
Stems numerous, sometimes reaching
H ft., somewhat recurved : branches usu-
ally less than a foot long, with evident
middle and side ribs; are<d«e on the lower and younger
.slioots bearing short bristles : fls. scarlet-red outside,
curinine-red within, the throat greenish yellow, tube
very short, the limb wide-spreading. 4-<) in, in diara.
B.R. 16:1I{.'U. — Not known in the wild state.

phyllantholdes. Link. Branches at length hancring,
cyliiiiirical at base, lanceolate above: serratures obtuse;
middle and side ribs evident; bristles few: tl.-tube '1 in.

lomr or less, with spreading scales, the limb somewhat
longer, often striate. South Mexico.

bif6rmis, Lab. Soon pendulon<5, the branches cylin-
drical: short branches leaf-like, the lower egg-shaped,
the upper more lengthened: fls. smnll, purple-red. less
than 2 in. in expansion: ovarv without scales or angles.
Honduras. B.M. G15G. V. 2:"ir)9.

In addition to the species describe*! above, the followins are
recognized by Sdiunianu: P. acuininatxis, caulorrhizus, ii'rrt-

neri, phuHanthus, JttitiseUnnus and Thomattianus. Of these.
P. Oartneriand Rusneliaint:i are usually includetl in Epiphyl-
h;m: P. caulorrhizus is perhaps an unusual state of some other
species ; /*. Thomaxianus de-jcrihed from a garden pKint i<5

almost cert'tinlv a hybrid. Epiphyllum Guednfiiri is by some
referred to Phyllocactus. Katharine Bkandegee.

1773. Phyllocactus Ackermanni (X y±).

Japanese name, Shibo-chikee, 'the wrinkled bamboo,'
and which makes it so useful for canes and umbrella
sticks."

PHYLLOT^NIUM. See Xatithonoma

.

PHYMATODES (dreek, a close network). Polypo-
dii'icevp. A genus of ferns allied to Polypodium and
sometimes united with that genus, but differing in the
fine copious irregular are<)laB formed by the anastomos-
ing veinlets and the free inclu<led veinlets spreading in

every direction. For culture, see Fern.

a. Lvs. simple.

Swdrtzii, Underw. (Polypodium Sirdrtzii, Baker).
Lvs. 2-4 in. long, 34-1 in. wide, narrowed gradually
toward both ends: sori in a single row each side of the
midrib. Florida Keys and tropical America.

massefdliom, Blume. Lvs, 1-.3 ft. long, 3-4 in. wide,
with an acute point, the lower part winged to the base;
main veins very distinct, with numerous small sori

almost coverintrthe whole surface. East Indies. —Known
also as Drynaria and Polypodium mvsiffolium.
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AA. Lfx. dtrplif pinnattfid.

aiRT^Scens, Hlume (PolypMhtm nirjr^Mcettit, Blnme).
T^vs. 2-:i ft. I<»mr. 1 ft. or more '»rott«l, put nt-arly to the
ra(*hir4 into nmiierou.s «*ntire lobes 1-"J in. wide; surfares
nakeil. dark jrreen; sori in a niuKl*' row nearer the mid
Ti) than the edK«'. sunk in deep cavities whieh are promi-
nent on the upper side. India to Polynesia.

fflaticam, Kunze ( PolypMium (fhiitnim, Kunze I. I^vs.

rj-l» in. Utui!,l'>-H in. broa<l, out «It»wn to a wintfeii rachis
into entire h»l)es H in. or more wide, both side» naked,
triaucous; veinlets indistinct : sort forniintr a sinirh*

row clitse to the midrib. I'hilippine Islands. — /'A/f/v)-

(lintn Mi)tiii. Hort., A.(}. 1«>:4."».'>. F.K. lOrOUd, is a h«»rti-

cultural form. G.C. III. 23:328, tig. 21.

L. M. Underwood.

Pir?8ALI8 (Oroek for bladder, because the thin
calyx enlarges and incloses the fr. ). Sulauiirrfp. UrsK
Tomato. CfKOIxd Chekky. Herbs of warm or tem-
perate countries, the larger number American. They
are variable and therefore confusing to the systematist.

UHually with zigzag mostly simple angled pubescent
stems: Ivs. ovate, with broa«l ba.se. angular, the peti-
ole widening at the top: tls. whitish, the anthers yel-
low: fr. red (sometimes* eaten), the ripe large calvx
Mood -red and very showy. Seems to be native fnini
southeastern Euro[>e to .lapan, but now a<lventive or
naturalized in many parts of the world. On. 41, p, 57";

4y, p. 2;j;{: 'u. pp. 2H. 4.«2. -The Strawberry- T(»muto is

an old garden plant, grown for its highly <'olored blad-
ders. The plant grows 12-18 in. tall. Of easiest culture.
In the North, plants are usuaily started inloors. It is a
perennial, the roots withstanding much frost if pro-
tecte«l, but it is usually grown as an annual. Not hardy
in the northern states.

Franch6ti, Ma.st.(P. A lkeken'fi,var. Frnnche'fi. Hort.).
Chinese Lantern Plant. Ditfers from P. Alkekrn,ji
chiefly in its greater size, making a plant 2 ft. tall and
bearing calyxes 2 in. in diam. In his original descrip-
tion of the species. Masters ((J.C. III. Ki, p. 4341 makog
the following characters: "It differs from P. Alkrketuji
in being an unl>ranched annual, not a perennial, with a
fibrous root, with erect branches, not creeping at the
base, glabmus instead of setose, in its much larger size,

in the leaf-stalks being considerably shorter in propor-
tion to the blade." Japan. G.C. III". ir»:441. (in. 4h. p.

435: 49:10.-)9; iu, p. 28; .58, p. 1%. (i.M. 37:(;2»;.

J.H. III. 29:343. R.H. l8y7::{7»J and p. 3.->. R.B.
22:61; 23. p. 91. Gt. 45, p. «j,36; 40, p. 193. A G.
18:81. F.R. l:42r».-One of the most profusely
advertised novelties of recent years. It is a
most striking and showy plant. It was brought

1774. Physalis ixocarpa in its cultivated form

(fruits '< /a)

The species number anywheie from 30 to 100
;

or more, depending on the author. The genus
is allied to Nicandra, and more remotely to

Capsicum. Lycopersicuui and others. The flow-

ers are usually not showy, and are much like

those of Solanutn in structure: corolla rotate
or short bell-shaped, jdicate in the bud.o-lobed
or 5-angled. usually blue or yellowish, borne
solitary in the leaf axils; stamens n«>t united
or con ni vent. The calyx greatly enlarges in

fruit, becoming a bladder inclosing the 2-loculed mostly
yellow or greenish berry. Lvs. alternate, mostly angled
utid usually distinctly stalked. Most of the species are of
little conseipience horticulturally. although /*. A Ikckeiiffi

and P. Francheti are much prized for the glowing red
very large calyxes, an<l P. ptibeftcenn and P. Peruriana
are grown for their e«lible fruits. Several of the species
are known for their fruits where they grow in a wild state.

In most parts of the L". S. and Canada one or more spe-
cies grow about gardens, in fields, and in waste places.
These species are popularly known as Ground Cherry.
The fruits are usually made into preserves, although
they are sometimes eaten raw. The common cultivated
species are annuals, or are usually treated as such in

this country. They require no extra care. Usually the
seeds are sown indoors in the North, in order to secure as
much of the crop as possible before frost. Most of the
cult, species are long-season plants, and therefore need
to be forwarded in the sprintr. The high colors of P.
Alkekenqi and P. Franchcti do not develop until the
fruit is ripe, (iive a warm, sunny exposure. The plants
do not withstand frost. Let tht plants stand 1-2 ft,

apart in the row.

a. Plants with large red calyxes in fntit.

Alkek6ngi, Linn. Alkekexoi. Strawbei?rv Tomato.
Winter Cherry. Bladder Cherry. Diffuse grower.

1775. Physalis pubescens (fruits X IQ.

to England from Japan l)y .lames H. Veitch, and first

describe<l with a name by Masters in 1894. In 1879, how-
ever, it had been described by Franchet, of the Jardin
des Plantes, Paris, as a form of /*. Alkekengi. but with-
out name. The fruits are very brilliant orange-red in

the fall. The berry is said to be edible. Some writers
describe the plant as perennial.

AA. Plant with gretn or yellow or at mo^t only red- '

veined calyxes. Mostly grown for the edible berry.

B. Stems glabrous or very nearly so.

izoc&rpa, Brot. Fig. 1774. Erect, 3 or 4 ft. tall, bear-
ing smooth branches and lvs.. the latter thin, ovate or
lance-ovate and variously toothed or notched: fls. large
and open {% in. or more across), the border bright yel-

low and the throat bearing 5 black-brown spots; anthers
purplish: husk purple-veined and entirely filled by the
large round, pari)lish sticky berry, and is sometimes
torn open by it. Mexico, and introduced northwards to

the northern states. — The form in cult., described here,
is probably P. capsicifolia. Dun., now regarded by some
as a form of the cosmopolitan P. angulata. The writer
prefers, however, to refer the plant to P. ixocarpa as
outlined in Britton & Brown, although there is doubt as
to the identity of the cult, plant with this species. Al-
though the cult, plant is sometimes sold as P. edulis
(erroneously), the fruits are usuallv too mawkish to be

—wwwaww
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eaten from the han ' ^at least as jfrown in the N.). It

Is a very vijforous and priKluctive plant and is of some
consequence as an ornamental, but it is too wee<ly to bo

of luiirh value. The fr. is lHrt;er than in the native /*.

tiHijnliit(t. The plant tijjiired by Carriere as /'. violacea

(K.H. 18H2:'JH») is the one here described. In Mexico,
the fniits are said to be used in the making of chilli

saiK-e and as a dressini; for meats, usually under the

uame of "tomatoes." The Mexican forms are cJufuMed.

BB. Stems pubescent or hairy.

pub6scens. Linn. Strawberry Tomato of vegetable
gardens. Dwakf Cape Uooseherkv. Hisk Tomato.
liRoiNU Cherry. Vig. 1775. Low, trailing flat on the

Unround, or sometimes ascending to the height of a foot:

ivs. rather thin and nearly snu>oth, more or less regu-
larly and prominently notched with blunt teeth: fls.

small (!« in. or less long), bell-shaped, the limb or border
erect an«l whitish yellow, the throat marked with 5 large
brown spots; anthers yellow: husk smooth or nearly so,

thin and paper-like, prominently 5-angled and somewhat
larger than the snujil, yellow, sweetish and not glutinous
fruit. N. Y. to the tropics.— The pla?it is very prolific,

and the fniits are considerably earlier than in the other
species. When ripe the fruits fall, and if the season is

ordinarily dry they will often keep in goo<i condition
upon the ground for .'{ or 4 weeks. The fruits will keep
nearly all winter if put away in the husks in a dry
chamber. They are sweet and pleasant, with a little

acid, and they are considerably UHe<l for preserves, and
sometimes for sauce. The plant is worthy a place in

every home garden. It is grown more or less by small
gardeners near the large cities, and the fruits are often
seen in the winter markets. The chief objection to the
plant is its prostrate habit of growth, which demands a
large amount of ground for its cultivation. In good soil

it will spread 4 feet in all directions if not headed in.

The plants are set in rows 3 or 4 feet apart and 2 or '.i

feet apart in the row. This Physalis has been long in

cultivation. It was figured by Dillenius in 1774, in his
account of the plants growing in Dr. Sherard's garden
at Eltham, Eneland. In 1781-<J itwas figured by Jacquin,
and l»y him called Phtfsalia Barbcdenxis, from the island
of Barbadoes. whence it was supposed to have come into
cultivation. In 1807, Martyn also described it under the
name of Barbadoes Winter Cherry, or Phi/salis Ba^ha-
densis, and says that it is a native of Barbadoes. None
of these authors say anything about its culinary uses.
Dunal, in IS.VJ, described it as var. Barbadennis of
Pht/salis hivKuta, but later botanists unite Dunal's
P. hirsxita with Linnaeus' P. pubesceua, of which this
common Husk Tomato is but a cultivated form.

1776. Physalis Peruviana (fruits X J^).

Peruviana, Linn. (P. Mulia, Sims). Cape Goose-
berry. Fig. 1776. As compared with P. puhescens,
this is a much stronger grower, the plant standing par-

tially erect and attaining a height of IVa-^ ft.: Ivs.

thicker, less regularly toothed, more pointed, heart-

shaped at the base, and very pubescent or fuzzy: fls.

larger {14 or % in. long), open-bell-shaped, the limb or
border widely sprea«ling and light yelh>w, the interior
or throat blotched and veine«l with ."• ptir{>le spots, the
anthers blue-purple: husk thicker and larger than in
the last, somewhat hairy, and has a much longer point.
Tropics. B.M. KMW. — This species is too late for the
northern states. The berry is yellow, not glutinous, and
much like that of P. pithfucrus in appearance, but it

seems to be less sweet than of that speci«s. This plant
has been cultivated for two centuries, pr(d>ab|y. It was
described and figured by Morison in 1715 in Knglanti.
In 1725 Feuillee gave a description of its cultivation in

Peru, saj'ng that it was then cultivated with care and
was greatly esteemed as a preserve. The partictiiar

form of the species cultivate<l in our gardens is that
which was described and figtinMl by Sims in 1807 as
Physalis ediilis, the "edible Physalis." Sims' account
says that "this plant is a native of Peru and (.'hili. but
is cultivated at the Cape of (iood Hope, in some parts
of the East Indies, ami more especially at the English
settlenjent of New South Wales, at which latter place it

is known by the name of the Cape Gooseberry, and is

the chief fruit the c«donists at present possess; is eaten
raw, or ma<le into pies, puddings or preserves." The
plant is rarely sold by American seedsmen.

P. lobata oflFere<l by dealers is not known to the writer. It is

a^lvertised as one of the (ironnd or Winter Cherries, with vio-
let fniit. It is pr'^bably not P. lobata, Torr. Perhaps a form of
the cultivated P. :ocarpa.— i'. J'hiladeljihtca, I^in.. a native
species, is said Ky Britton & Brown to have been "formerly
cultivated for its fruit." l_ y j>^

PHYSIANTHUS (Greek, bladder flower; referring to
the base of the corolla -tube). Asvhpiaddcuf. This
genus was long ago referred to Araujia, but the plants
are still known to our trade under the names of Physi-
anthus and Schubertia. Araujia is a genus of about 13
species of shrubby twiners from the American tropics,
closely resembling in superficial characters the p»'pular
Stephanotis, having the same large white waxy fragrant
5-lobed fls. A. grareolens, in particular, has been sug-
p ed as a rival to the Stephanotis, especially as it

lires less winter heat, but its foliage when bruised
e'.nits a strong and oflFensive odor, especially with young
pli nts. A. sericofera has c«>nsiderably smaller fis. and
is one of several plants advertised as "Cruel Plants,"
becfkUse they entrap insects, though they may not <ligest

their dead bodies as in the case of Nepenthes. These
Cn:el Plants are mostly members of the milkweed and
dogbane families, which have essentially the same kind
of floral structure — a highly complicated and specialized
type adapted to cross-fertilization by insects. In Fig.

149 of this work, an insect is seen struggling in

the clutch of a common milkweed, with a pair
of pollen-masses hung over one of his hind legs
like sa<ldle-bags. Araujia sericofera catches
moths in u slightlv different fashion. See G. C.
III. 20:52:{. For other "Cruel Plants," see Cyan-
anchuni and Vincetoxicum.
When well grown, Araujias bloom freely

Throutrhout Sept. and Oct. They seem to have
no special soil requirements and may be flow-

ered out<loors from seed sown indoors in early
spring, or they may be kept permanently in u
cool greenhouse and grown from cuttings. It is

seldom that we .see A. graveolenn grown well
in greenhouses, the plants being usually sickly

and infested with mealy bug. As a summer vine
in the open it makes vigorous growth, and after

midsummer it usually blooms profusely. The fls.

are larger than those of Stephanotis. Cuttings
make the best flowering vines. These may be
taken from the ripe wood before cool weather.
Seeds are freely produced, and germinate well
soon after being sown. Araujias are considered
hardy in the most favoie«i jv^i^ts of England, and
are grown outdoors in Calif. A. graveolens can

be flowered in pots, but the border of the greenhouse
is better.

There are about 13 species of Araujia. all with oppo-
site Ivs. and whitish or rosy fls.: corolla-tube short or
long, inflated at the base; lobes 5, very wide or narrow,
overlapping toward the ritrht in the bud; crown with
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r» scale'* nttucheil to the middle of the tube or lj»wer, flat

ami erect or t-onvex and HppreMHcd to the stiiininul tiiht-:

MeedM loiitc, l>ear«le«i. SchulH-rtiaand l'h.VMiHiithu>4 Hhottid

perhaps bet'oriHidenMl a*^ Hitl»t;etier». the former eoiitaiti-

inK the hairy plaiitM with somewhat funnel -shaped tin.:

the latter nearly glultrous plants with Momewhat !«alver-

haped Hm.

A. Fh. J-J^^t in. aeroMM, umhrHufe.

Aratijia gravdolena. Masters {PJiffsiifnthus grnvfoltn$,
Hort. P. nnriromttn, K. (trah. Schub^rtiit yrnrt'olett$,

Lindl. .V. ijrnniliflorn. Mart.). Densely covered with
harsh, Hpreadinif yellow hairs: Ivs. ;{-4'a x li-2^4 in.i

olxivate, acuminate, jjreatly narrowed and cordate at the
base, hairv on both sides: tis. funnel-shaped, i.e.,

swelled at the throat. 8. Brazil. B.M.:W91. B.R..i*J:21.

ti.F. ;j::{ny. a.C UI. 4:271. Un. :{2:007. A.U. 13:G95.

AA. Fls. 1 in. across, ctjmose.

Aradjia sericdfera, Brot. (A. dlfn-ns, (i. Don. A . seri-

fifern, Ind. Kew. Araitjia strinifera, Motlct. Phyai'
(inthns dlbfHs, Mart. ). Nearly Klabnms: Ivs. 3 x V*4 in.,

oblong-acuminate, wide ami stjuare at the base, minutely
pubescent below: tis. sulver- * "'mI, i. e., not swelled at
the throat, pale rose in the bi .. anv. nly faintiv (xiorous.
8. Brazil. B.M. .{201. B.R. 21: 1759. G.t. ill. 2:653;
t'0:.'»23. R.H. 1H.'>7. p. 89; 1H«.{. p. 488. On. 24, p. 409;
34, p. .'{97. Mn. <», p. 20<». —The plant as above described
is the Physianthna albens or Araitjia albens of the
ti'a^Je- G. W. Oliver and W. M.

PHYSIC NUT, FBENCH. Jatropha Cureas.

PHYSIOLOGY OF PLANTS. What Plant Physiology
Miiina. — 'Vlw very fact of cultivating plants presup-
poses some knowle<ljfe of how the plant lives, i. e., of
jdant physioloifv. Tlie pristine cultivator sou>;ht to
imitate nature, and l)y a system of selection and in
favoring by cultivation the few plants which seemed
best suited to his wants, he really improved and devel-

oped wliut he demanded for
use. Thus with but little

knowledge of how^ the plant
lives, improvement in definite
directions has gone forward
from the earliest times. Never-
theless, the limitations in im-
provement . have been regu-

/^Bt- \\\ lated rather by limitations in

l^'Wfe. \f man's knowledge of plant-life

f ^ iiii-iN
than by any lack of capacity

?. * 4^^-x. for development in the plant
itself. Every new discovery
in plant physiology must
ev«'ntually be of value to the
horticulturi.st in one way or
another, and the fundamentals
of physiology are of prime im-
portance.
A study of plant-life in field

and ganlen alone would hardl}'

have given foumlation for

plant physiology as a science.

With a knowledge of the inti-

mate structure of the plant
the experimental method must
be applied both in the field

and in the laboratory. Neither
actions nor processes can be
intimately known unless the
separate activities are in some
way isolated and each for it-

self investigated by a study
of cause and effect. From the
germination of the seed, and
the interesting changes which
this involves, through all of
the intricate living processes

of breathing, taking in of food, digestion and assimila-

tion of food material, and the formation of new plant
substance, we have the plant living, the plant in ac-

tion. Similarly, as a sensitive organism, it is to be

studied as acted upon by all of the external con<litions

about it, and as responsive to every change of environ-

ment. In the broiMler sense of the term, physiology it a
study of this living, Mensitive, adaptable, reprtnluctive
plant.
Every living pnMM'ss and every change ytroduced l»y

season or other condition has it^ chnrm and interest if

the underlying principles are un.terstoo«l. A knowlcMlge

1777.

Root system of squash
plantlet showiiiK adher-

ence of soil particles.

1778. Cross-section of rootlet showinff root-hairti.

of these broadens the sympathies for the peneral oli-

server of plants and gives the retlective cultivator a
truer appreciation of the buoyant living organism with
which be deals.

The Functions of Organs Differ.— Root, stem, haf
and tlower art :leflnite organs or parts of the comnion
cultivated plant, and as distinct organs each of these
has definite physiological functions, more or less pecu-
liar t«) itself. The root of the soil, bog, water, or epi-

phytic plant has in each case peculiarities and modifica-
tions of structtire, pennitting it to do best the oiightly

differing funcrions which each is called xipon tc per-
ft)rm. In the same way there are variations in the re-

quirements of leaf, stem and other parts commensurate
with the conditions of growth and the functions of the
parts in their relations to external conditions.
Desert vegetation consists generally of very curiously

m.Mlifietl plants. There are, in general, wonderfully
thickened and reduced green stems. Many of these plants
may store up large quantities of food in their stems,
and in some a large sujtply of water may be stored to
tide the plant over long perio<ls of drouir)'t. Except
in the novel interest afforded, these modifications are
more or less meaningless unless it is remembered that
here physiological conditions have been seriously mcxli-

fied, and the plants have met their needs in the most
serious way. As compared with other vegetation, struct-

ure ha.s here been violently subordinated to function.
Ojtygen Supply and Jiespirat ion.—Even the plant of

ordinary culture is not such a dependent organism iis

its lack of general locomotion would imply. It lives,

moves and works every day. In every living process
work is accomplished. There is work in maintaining
the rigidity of its structure, in absorbing food material,
in supporting and accomplishing the various complex
internal processes of assimilation, growth, and devel-

opment. The forcing of its roots through the soil and
rock, and the resistance tithe stress of win1^ and other
agencies are examples of the energy daily expended in

maintaining itself. In order to accomplish this work,
oxygen is necessary, as with the animal, the energy be-

ing secured from the breaking down of organic coni-

nounds. Ordinarily, the leaf and stem are bathed in

the atmosphere, and so the superficial presence of oxy-

gen is always assured. By the leaves an<l green stems
oxygen is absorbed mainly through pores (called stom-
ates, or stomata) in the epidermis. The stem may also

secure a further supply through certain corky cushions
known as lenticels, found abundantly in sumac, walnut,
elder, etc. Roots also require a constant supply of oxy-

gen, and terrestrial or soil roots suffer greatly if de-

prived of it for short periods of time. A field of Indian
corn rtot>ded with water will soon present a very un-
healthy appearance, on account of the fact that water
forces the air out of the soil. Cultivation is in part

a means of aerating the roots. Many greenhouse diffi-
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cuUies are <llre«'tly traceable to over-waterinfc. or "cohl

feet," the effeot of too ntuch water bein^ partially to

prevent aeration. Water plantM have atlnptetl theiii-

nelves to irettiiiK ozyKeti in other wayn, aixl many \uns

{ilants send to the aurface Hpe4>ial r(K>ti4' fttr aerating

purj>one«.

No plant can live without oxytcen. In Rome way or

other «)xy>ren must Iw Heeured. The more a«'tive a plant

is, whether in growth or in movement, the more oxv^r«•n

will it require, Kven dry see^ln must r«>Hpire slightly,

and in some kinds nnpirntion may be »o rapid that after

a winjcle «ea>ton death nuiy «"n«ue. This use of oxyK«'n,

whether by the (;emiinatinK seet! or by the jcrowinjf

or a«»imilHfiiiir part, in accompanied by the ^ivino: off

of carbon di(>xi<l, or foul tras. Thin whole pnM'e.s.s in

reiipiration; and in itH ultimate etfectn it is similar tu

respiration in animals.

Tlte Role of Water in fJie Pf(iiif. — F.vcn quicker to

manifest itself thart the action of suffo<'ation by luck of

oxysfen is the injury which most plants may suffer from
nu insuflficiem-y of water. The rigidity of an herbaceous
or succulent plant is due larjrcly to its water content

;

and without a sutistantitil decree of this rijfidity. growth
would cease and life smm Ix'come extinct. The plant
pulled up by its roots or cut down, wilts almost imme'
diately. The wiltint? of plants, then, is duo to a lack or
lo!4s of water supply.
The way in which the ordinary plant nuiy constantly

obtain a quantity of water fn»m the soil is worthy of
full discusHi(»n. On piiUing from the soil a prowing
jtlantlet of squash, we And a tap-root and a number of
hinall rootlets. To the latter cling, perhaps, small par-

ticles of the soil, as in Fig. 1777. If, however, seeds
are germinated between pieces of moist paper or cloth

so that there will be no disturbance of the delicate grow-
ing parts, further structures will be evident. From a
quarter of an inch or so behind the rot)t-tip, and ex-
tending backwanl for a considerable distance, the root-

lets are clothed with numer«>us delicate hairs (shown in

Figs. 1778 and 1788 ) . These are the root-hairs, and it was
to such as these that the soil clung in Fig. 1777. They
are simple, long, tube-like cells consisting of a cell wall
with living protoplasm and cell sap. The inner proto-

plasmic lining of this cell wall permits water and salts

in s(dution to pass inward by the interesting process
of osmosis.
The rc>ot-hairs are temporary structures which never

grow into rootlets, but which die away as the roots
become old or woody. While living they i)erf(>rm the
important function of absorbing from the soil nearly all

of the water needed by the plant. Being numerous and
extremely delicate, they come into the closest touch with
the surface film of water adhering to the little particles

of soil, and from such film water they more readily
satisfy their needs than from free soil water. They
can extra<!t water until the soil contains only a very
small per cent, or until it is dust-dry.
The root-hairs absorb water freely, and during active

growth it is forced upward into root and stem so vigor-
ously that a pressure (root pressure) of considerable
extent may be manifest. If the plant be severed and a
tube applied to the stump, this pressure manifests itself

by lifting a ccdumn of the liquid absorbed, and often to a
considerable height. In any herbaceous plant it may be
tested, as in F'ig. 1779. In the grape vine .'JO ft. of water
may be maintained. Tl.e blee('- •? of plants is an evi-
dence of root pressure.
Water is actually absorbed in much greater quantity

than is required merely as a constituent of the plant
body. In fact, to form one ounce of plant substance it

is estimated that 15-25 pounds of water must pass
through the plant. This surplus water passes off
through the leaves and other succulent parts, princi-
pally through the stoniata previously mentioned. This
process is one of evaporation from living membranes,
and it is called transpiration. That transpiration is not
merely an evaporation process may be roughl; <»hown
by an experiment with two similar leafy branches
freshly severed. One of these is dipped in hot water
to kill the protoplasm, then the two are left to drj* out.
Transpiration from the living twig will be less rapid
than evaporatit)n from the dead one. The demonstra-
tion of transpiration is an easy matter. A leafy branch

of any plant may l>e cut off and the end innerted through
a lK)re»l c«»rk inU) a Ixittle of water. Over the whole may
be placed a larger jar or l>ell-glaHs, and in a ^hort time
a mist will colle<'t on the inside walls of the latter

Transpiration is facilitated by ilry air, wind, high tent-

pi-ratures, movement of the plant, etc. If on a hot day
or in dry weather transpiration is greater than the
amount of water absorbed by the niots, the plant wilts.

A very slight shower will refresh a wilted plant, hut
not Iw'cause the leaves have absorb«'d watt-r. The plant
recovers because the air is saturated, ami transpiration

is therebv so nmch h-ssened that the rtK)ts can catch up
in furninhing the necessary supply.

Fully a (piart of wat«-r is daily transpired fnmi a form-
ing cabbage head, and the nundwr of tons <»f water «laily

given off per acre by forest or even meadow-laiid may
reach an astonishing flgure. The amount of water tran-

spired by a small potted plant may be rea<lily weighed,
riace the i)ot in a glass jar as seen in Fig. 17M). tying
over the top and snugly around the plant some soft rub-

Iwr cloth. Water the plant tlirough the glass tube and
then weigh. After standing ti or 12 hours in a dry

atmosph«'re the weight will be consi<l-

:::.-; erablv reduced, due to the loss bv
transpiration.

Th<' path of the ascending water
current or sap current is thr »ugh par-
ticular vessels of the young woody
parts. In trees it ascentls in the
youngest woo«l rings, not between bark
an<l wood. In herbaceous nette«i-veined
(dicotyleu ncms) plants the path is in

the ring of woo<ly tissue or bundles
between the bark and pith. In the
Indian com (monocotyledonous) it is

in the thread-like groups of fibers

(fibn)vascular bundles )scattered rather
irregularly throughout the pith. That
the current is always through these

1779.

To test root pressure.

1780. Experiment to determine the

amount of >Arater transpired.

woody bundles in the above plants may be demonstrates
by placing branches of the ]>lants in a tumbler contain-
ing some eosin solution. In a few hours the bundles
will be colored for a considerable extent. The current
will rise much faster if the branch to be used is cut un-
der water. This prevents the access of air and the par-
tial stoppage of the conducting channels. For the same
reason flowers wilt less rapidly when the stems are cut
under water.
The total amount of water in plants varies from a very

small percentage in dry seeds to about 50 per cent im
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green wood, and often aa much as 95 per cent in the
pumpkin.

The Food Supply of Salts from the SoiL— Besides se-

curini^ from the soil it ater supply, the plant must
secure in the same way r ish constituents, and
usuaMy ail of its nitroj., ble salts. The salts

furnishing food u «' sucL j..i«- ti food ingredients,
or coc:5tituents oi fertilize s, as potash compounds,

1781. Sweet pea grown in

soil containing the tuber-

cle-forming organism.

1782. A similar plant in a
soil freed from the tu-
bercle bacteria.

phosphates, nitrates, etc. The various mineral elements
generally necessary for the plant are potassium, phos-
phorus, sulfur, calcium, magnesium, an«l iron in small
quantities. These, as well as other iiifssential elements,
are the constituents that remnin in the form of ash when
the plant is burned in air. That each one of these ele-

ments, as well as nitrogen, is necessary for the full

iievelopment of the higher plant has been repeatedly
demonstrated. For thi u'>nstration seedlings are
supported and grown in ja. mtaining culture sohi-

tions. One or more of the abo.e elements may be left

out in certain cases to be compared with one in which
all are present, and it will then be found that growth
and ilevelopment will soon be arrested where even one
necessary element is entirely absent.
Nitroqen Sometimes Furni.ihed by the ^l/r.— Plants

ordinarily get their nitrogen from the soil as nitrate <>f

soda, saltpeter, or other soluble salts. This is the rule,

and although the air contains about 7.5 percent by weight
of the free gas nitrosren, it is in this form entirely inert

to most plants. Leguminous plants (Leguminosie) form
a great exception to this rule. On the roots of such
plants are found swellings or tubercles, as in FMg. 1781,

caused by the growth of parasitic bacteria. By the aid
of these bacteria, the plant is able to appropriate the
free nitrogen of the atmosphere and to thrive in a soil

almost free of nitrates. This has been demonstrated
repeatedly with plants in sand or water cultures. Utiliz-

ing the free nitrogen of the air. leguminotis crops,
whether used as green manure or not, restore the land
by returning to it more nitrogen than is taken a,«'ay.

They necessarily enter into any thorough system of
rotation upon weak lands, and represent an important
economic factor in horticulture, particularly in orchard
culture.

The Association of Roots with Fungi. — Other plants
are also aided by an association of the root with certain
filamentous fungi. In connection with the roots of the
oak; beech and other woody as well as herbaceous
plants, this association of root and fungus (termed
mycorhiza) is of much aid in the absorption of solu-

tions from the soil. In such cases it is thought that the

fullest development of the plant is dependent upon the
presence of the fungus.

The Formation of Organic Substance. — 'Sext to the
elements of water (hydrogen and oxygen) carbon fonns
the bulk of the plant substance. It' is a constituent of
all starchy, sugary or nitrogenous (organic) products,
and of all woody fiber. It is, in fact, the element whose
presence indicates organic substances. When ph iIh

are burned in an atmosphere more or less devoid of
oxygei:, the bulk of the remaining charcoal is pure
carbon, for the ash present would be so small in volume
that it might be neglected. The ordinary green plant
obtains this carbon only from the carbon dioxid of the
atmosphere. Carbon dioxid forms only .04 to .05 percent
by weight of the atmosi)here, and in order to enter into
the composition of the plant, it must first diffuse itself

into the tissues of the leaves and other green parts. The
leaf is so constructed that the diffusion of carbon dioxid
readily takes place. Numerous stomata lead from the
epidermal surfaces into the air sj)aces, which penetrate
all parts of the leaf, as in Fig. 1783. By means of this
system of communication, diffusion results, and the
carl>on dioxi«l is brought into contact witti a large ab-
sorbing surface of living cells. Together with favor-
able growth conditions, however, the utilizatitm of
carbon dioxid depends upon the leaf-green (chloro[)hyll)

and sunlight. The green chlorophyll absorbs a con-
siderable part of the rays of sunlight, and by means
of the energy thus provided carbon dioxid (CO2) is

forced to unite with a portion of the absorbed water
(H2O). The union of these substances is accomplishetl
by an obscure process, but in such a way that eventually
carbon and the elements of water ( hydrogen and
oxygen ) are united in the form of a carbohydrate.
This substance is first readily demonstrable as starch,

—of the composition CfHioO,. In this process of
union, or synthesis, there is an excess of oxygen fur-

nished, and it is this oxygen which is thrown off by
the leaves. This process of uniting carbon dioxi'J and
water under the influence of chlorophyll and sunlii^ht

in the living tissues is known as photosynthesis—

a

building up of higher substances by sunlight. The pro-
cess is also called c;irl)on dioxid assimilation. Pho-
tosynthesis and respii-ation are, in a way, reverse
processes: in the former carbon dioxid is absorbed in

sunlight and oxygen given off; in the latter, as pre-
viously noted, oxygen is constantly absorbed and carbon
dioxid given off. However, the ordinary plant, as a
whole, respires l)ut feebly, while it assiniilates carbon
very rapidly in sunlight. The resmt is that by night
a small amount of carbon dioxid is given off and by
day a large amount of oxygen. See Photo.stpifhesis.

The starch made in sunlight and stored in the cells of

the leaves is in the form of insoluble granules, like

commercial starch. In order to be utilized by the pro-

toplasm in growth, or in forming further plant sub-
stance, it must first be transforme<l, or digested. This
is constantly taking ])lace in the leaves by means of an
enzyme called diastase. The diastase converts the starch

to a soluble substance, a ft»rm of sugar, and this sugar
may then be used immediately in building up more
complex organic compounds xised by the protoplasm, or

the sugar may be transported to some storage organ

1783. A cross-section showing the cell structure of a
typical leaf.

of the plant, such as root (dahlia), stem (potato), or
thickened leaf, and there be reconverted to starch or
changed to some insoluble or more complex product.
This translocation of the starch formed in the leaves
by day may be so thoroughly effected during a single
night that none will remain as starch by the next day.

mm mm itMam MB
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An unfailing test for starch is a blue or blue-black

reaction on the addition of a weak solution of iodine. A
bit of starch paste, or the cut surtaee of a potato or

other starchy area, will quickly show this reaction. In

green leaves starch may be tested by first dissolving out

the chlorophyll in alcohol and then staining the leaf

with iodine. In the same way one examines a leaf varie-

gated with white. The green or colored parts of the

leaf alone will show starch, the white areas showing no
blue or purpliyh coloration, demonstrating that they
have formed no starch.

It requires a glass apparatus, such as is showm in

Fig. 1784, to demonstrate that a land plant cannot form
starch in an atmosphere free of carbon dioxid. Over a

small potted plant (or better, the plant may be trans-

planted to a glasci jar protected at the top by rubber
cloth) is placed the vessel «, cemented to the glass

plate, 6. A solution of caustic potash in c absorbs the
carbon dioxid in the vessel, and all air admitted must
pass through the U-tube d, which contains at e pumice
stone soaked with caustic potash. This plant exposed
to direct sushine for a few days wMl show no starch
formation on te> ing its leaves. In a short time it will

also become ui talthy and cease to grow.
Not only do*^ chlorophyll act in conjunction with sun-

light for the .nanufacture of starch; but, in general,
sunlight is absolutely necessary in order that chlorophyll
may be normally developed. Seeds germinated in a

darkened vessel or potato sprouts which have pushed
into growth in a darkened cellar will remain yellow or
white. Moreover, the plants will grow long and slender,

and death will result when the plantlet can no longer
draw upon the parent part for starchy matters. The
total dry weight of such plants will not be greater than
the dry weight of the original seed or tuber. In this
connection it might be stated that fern spores require
some light in order that germination may occur, while
the germination of onlinary flowering plants is slightly
retarded in the presence of light.

The sugar into which starch is converted for translo-

cation is abundant in the leaves: and it is also trans-
ferred to all living parts of tlie plant, along with other
organic products, besides the various salts in solution
which have come up to the leaves from the soil. Under
the influence of the active protoplasm of the leaf-colls

or of other tissues, more complex compoimds necesssry
in growth may be formed. All parts of the ordinary
plant are dependent upon the roots for a supply of t).e

mineral salts and nitrogen ; but, on the other hand,
they are entirely dependent upon the leaves for the first

organic substance, and for much prepared food.
Growth, and the Differentinthox of Structure. — Plant

growth is apparent to the unaided eye as change in

form and size of orsrans and tissues. The real -^vi-

1784. An apparatus for demonstrating that plants cannot form

starch in the absence of carbon dioxid.

dence of growth is in the multiplication of the tissue
cells, or of constructive changes in the form and bulk
of these cells. Growth may be so rapid that it may be
readily measured, or it may proceed so slowly or by such
obscure internal modific-ations that very little external
indication of the complex processes will be manifest.

Even under such adverse conditions as that of decidu-
ous trees in winter, some sligh* .rrowth may be taking
place, and it is not well to dis- ate from the idea of a
living plant all growth phenonuna. Nevertheless seeds
and other air-dried plant parts may live without growth
for considerable periods.
The growth in size and length of different plant or-

gans is very various. The zone of growth in the root is

just back of the tip, so that if an ink mark
be made immediately behind the tip and
another a quarter of an inch further back,
almost the entire growth extension of the
root will take place within the regiim thus

1785. A beech twie in v^inter

condition.

1786. Asimilart^K
when growth has

begun in the
spring.

marked. There is no frrowth in the veiy tip, because
it is hard and protected by a stor.t cap to aid in forcing
its way through the soil and around hard obstacles. The
region of greatest cell division is nearer the tip than the
region of greatest elongation. On the other hand, the
young stems of annual plants and the rapid elongation
of the young shoot may for a time show growth through-
out the entire extent. The winter condition of a beech
twig is shown in Fig, 1785, and the long, delicate,
overlapping scales of the buds are very evident. Each
bud is an incipient branch, as is readily seen in the
spring when the buds elongate ; the delicate scales
separate farther and farther from one another, each
bearing a little leaf in its axil, and marking a now
distinct joint or node in the new branch. Various
stage' of this general elongation are evident from
Fig. 1786. Finally as the branch lengthens through-
out its entiie extent, the scales drop, the leaves expand,
the older nodes cease to elongate, and the wave of elon-
gation follows a few nodes behind the terminal bud.

In the common woody plants growth in diameter is

accomplished by means of a distinct btit thin layer of
tissue functioning as the zone of cell division, or cani-
bium. The cambium is located just between the wood
and Itark. In fact, it divides a complete ring of fibro-

vascular bundles into an inner or woody portion (xylem)
and an outer or bast and sieve-tube portion (phloem).
Each year it gives rise on the inner side to a layer of
wood and on the outer side to a layer of bark, thus each
year covering up and pushing to the center, as it were,
the old wood, and pushing outward the old bark as a
protective covering. By this process the inner wood
retains its fonii r dimensions, but the bark must con-
stantly expand to cover the increasing diameter of the
tree, and so it breaks into rifts and ridges of vnrious
forms, or else pe.is off periodically. The differentiation
of the tissues in different parts denotes different physi-
ological functions. Thus the woody part of the young
rings conducts the water and other soil f<K>ds, and
through the woody bundles of the leaf-stalk, veins, and
veinlets it is distributed throughout the plant body.
The bark or phloem portion of the bundles is largely
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concerned in the con«luction of the di>?este(l or leaf-

fonued foods to other parts.
Seed Production.—So far as we know, the ultimate

function of a plant in nature is to produce seeds or to

reproduce its kind. It matters uot how far the horti-

culturist may have diverted this natural function in
particular instances, in general the sum of the physi-
ological activities is directed to seed-production. Much
energy is directed to the development of form and color

in '"he flower, also of fragrance and o<lor, and there are
deep-seated physiological processes connected with pol-

len and ovule produj-tion, with pollination, fertilization

(see p. 579), and the subsequent development of the
seed.
Seeds are, as a rule, richer in nitrogenous matter

than other parts of the plant. Likewise, in phosph»>rus
and magnesium salts there is a marked increase in the
seed. Of these last-named substances, there is a migra-
tion, as it were, from the older parts to the region of
seed formation, and Anally to the seed. On the other
hand, the salts of lime gradually increase in quantity in

the older tissues, particularly in the old assimilatory
tissues.

The Living Protoplasm the Seat of Vital Action.—
Physiological activities cannot be thoroughly studied by
the use of the plant as a whole or by the use of the
organs as particular parts of a complex whole. The
final seat of all the plant activities resides in the living
protoplasm of the cells composing the plant. Except as
serving purely mechanical purposes, the old heart wood
and bark of trees are inactive, and they contain no liv-

ing substance. They are made merely of the hardened
walls of cells which once constituted living parts. The
actual living parts, such as the leaves, buds, flowers,

fruits, and young wood, are compos»*dof living cells. The
most essential part of a living cell is the protoplasm, a
semi-fluid, viscid substance which constitute^ the li\ing

material in all organisms. A definite layer of the pro-
toplasm surrounds the inner surface of the cell wall,

and protoplasmic strands radiate throughout the cell,

in which is also differentiated a denser and absolutely
essential part termed the nucleus. In addition the cell

contains an abumlance of cell sap, or water, holding in
solution certain food substances. The cell wall is a
mechanical support, and as a physiological agent it is

quite dependent upon the protoplasm. In conjunction
with the wall layer of protoplasm, the cell sap absorbs
water osmotically from weaker solutions outside, and by
the same process solutions are passed from cell to cell

and diffused throughout the growing parts. When trans-
piration is proceeding it is some of this water of the cell

sap which is given off through the leaves into the air.

As a r'^sult of this loss of water the protoplasm con-
tracts away from the cell wall and the rigidity (turgor)
of the cell is lost. Thus the cells and the tissues lose

strensrth, and the plant becomes flaccid an<l wilted.
It is by means of the chlorophyll, but it is not the

chlorophyll alone which has to do with the formation of
starch from carbon dioxid. The chlorophyll is imbed-
ded in the living substance, forming definite chlorophyll
bodies; and it is only when associated with living matter
that it can perform its functions.

The Plant is Affected by External Conditions : It is

Irritable.—When a seed is pxit to germinate, the first

re<iuisite is that it shall imbibe water and swell. Oxy-
gen is at hand, and if the necessary temperature pre-
vails the protoplasm is awakened to activity, and new
growth is incited. The protoplasm increases in bulk in
existing ceUs, and then cell division begins. At first

the embryo draws upon the seed for its food supply,
aTid is able to establish itself in the soil. A differentia-

tion into tissues and organs having different functions
has already occurred. Moreover, as soon as growth be-
gins, the influences of external agencies assert them-
selves. The first shoot does not wander about in the
soil, but, directly against the force of gravity (nega-
tively attracted), it directs itself upward. In an exactly
contrary manner, the first root attracted by the stimulus
of gravity (positively attracted) directs itself down-
ward. Only the overthrow or overbalancing of gravity
by some superior stimulus can prevent this reaction.
If a pot containing a seedling be placed upon its side,

the stem will actually curve when some growth has

already occurred, bending itself directly upward, as
shown in PMg. 17is7 The root will form a curve in its

growth, and again grow downward. The response of
growing organs to the stimulus .f gravity is called geot-
ropism. Geotropism acts upon the active growing part
and by means of the living protoplasm.
The relatiim of the plant to light, or the light stim-

ulus, is one of the most pronounced i^henomena in
nature. In a dark chamber
young shoots will direct
themselves or grow «lirectly

toward light admitted through
a small slit. Note how the
seedling bends toward the
light in Fig. 1788. If exposed, i^
the roots would direct them
selves in a contrary manner
Even the mature leaves of all

plants will turn or lean towanl
the source of light. This may

1787.

Nesative ecotropism of

the yQunK stem.

1788. Young seedlinershowiner
root-hairs, and also stem
bending towards the light.

be well observed outside when the sun is low, and at
any time of day with a window ganien. An interesting
case of the response to light is to be found in the wild
lettuce (Lactuca i^cariola), which is known as a com-
pass plant. In sunlight this plant holds its leaves in
a vertical plane, one row of leaves pointing north and
the other south. This provision may be to avoid the full

rays of the midday sun, and yet to secure the best ad-
vantage of the less intense forenoon and afternoon sun-
shine. The respcmse of plant organs to the stimulus of
light is known as heliotropism.

In the same way plant organs will be stimulated to
grow towards or away from air (aerotropism), a certain
degree of moisture (hydrotropism), a definite tempeia-
ture (thermotropism), nutrient substances or other
chemical agents (chemotropism) mechanical irritation
(thigmotropism) and other stimuli. In all of these ways
the plant is active and irritable. In all cases it is the
active protoplasm which is concerned in determining
the nature of the response.
Temperature has a marked effect upon all living pro-

cesses and it deserves particular mention. It may limit

either by too great heat or too intense cold each of the
particular vital activities. There are three critical tem-
peratures for growth, a maximum or higher temjieta-
ture, a minimum or lower temi>erature beyond which tux

either side no frrowth takes place, and the optimum. (»r

that intermediate grade which brintrs to the best devel-
opment all of the faculties of the plant. Sometimes the
optimum as reckoned by the anumnt of growth would
not correspon«l to the optimum for flower or seed pro-

duction, a fact well recognized in greenhouse culture.
The growth optimum may also be a temperature at

which the plant is more readily attacked by parasitic
diseases. Particular varieties or species vary greatly as
to their stisceptibility to disease at different tempera-
tures. Often it is of more value to know the tempera-
ture at which the general sanitary comlitions for a plant
are an optimum, rather than t«) know the optimum for

growth alone. The absorption of water by the root-

hairs, the manufacture of starch by the leaves, transpira-
tion, and other processes are to a large extent depen-
dent upon the temperature. Hot, drj- winds of the sum-
mer-time often cause serious injury to trees, owing to

the rapid transpiration from the leaves. In dry seasons
this is very likely to occur with the Norway maple.
Fig. 1789 represents an injury- of this kind. Asa rule,
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the leaves on that side of the tree from which the wind
comes are much aiore injured than others.

The annual fall of the leaf in deciduous trees is usu-

ally a matter of temperature, although drought and
other conditions may also cause periodic defoliation.

It would cost much labor to protect the large green sur-

faces during the winter and it is economy to part with

a portion of the structure. The cool days of autumn

1789. A cluster of leaves of the Norway maple injured by
hot winds.

chill the roo^-hairs and irritate the assimilatory organs.
The former cease to perform their normal absorptive
functions, and from the leaf are gradually withdrawn
the substances which are readily made soluble. The
cell walls and the less useful parts are left, and by the
formation of a distinct corky layer across the leaf-stalk,

where it is attached to the main stem, the plant cuts off

its assimilatory organs by a natural process, so that no
woimd or injury except the well-healed leaf-scar shall
mark its fall. In this process the chlorophyll is oxidized
and changes from gret n to some other color, as yellow
or red ; and often it is by this means that the beautiful
autumn colors are developed. These colors also serve
very likely as a protection to shield twigs and trunks
from the hot autumn sunshine. Likewise, the twigs
themselves may be provided with color for the same
purpose.
The old leaves are dropped in the autumn, but al-

ready a new set of modified leaves in the form of bud-
scales have been formed, in turn to be defoliated the
next spring, after serving a term of winter protection.
Deciduous trees then shed their summer leaves when
growth ceases and their winter leaves when growth is

awakened.
Plants such as the squash and potato may be killed

by a degree of cold less than the freezing point. It is

because the protoplasm of the cells is stimulated to
give up its water into the spaces between the cells, and
then not being held by the protoplasm, this water is

readily evaporated and the plant dies frjm being dried
out. in the same way a plant may wilt and eventually
be much injured if cold water is applied to its roots. In
general, freezing consists in the drj'ing out of the pro-
toplasm and the formation of ice crystals between the
ceils. The plant may recover if the protoplasm can
gradually reabsorb this water: it will die if the water is

not reabsorbed.
The effect of temperature upon orders and species of

plants is very evident in the differing character of the
vegetation in different life zones. Temperatiire is not
alone the cause of the difference, but it is tli? principal
factor. In the tropics succulent plants ju iominate,
and gigantic leaf surfaces abound as accommodation
to the great moisture content of air and soil. In the
temperate regions there is a degree of heat encouraging
perfection of size in woody development coupled with a
considerable luxuriance of foliage, as well as a large
development of herbaceous plants. In arctic regions
the more succulent green growth is entirely suppressed,
iu general smaller woody forms abound, and even the
texture of leaves and fruit is expressive of hardiness.

Plants along the seacoast differ from those farther
inland, the salt spray having a very injurious effect
upon those which have not become resistant to it.

Around the edges of ponds and lakes there is a struggle
for position, and as a rule the differing capacities of the
plants to thrive in differing depths of water, or degrees
of moisture, cause them to be arranged in definite
colonies or zones.
The sum of the responses to these and other stimuli

determine the form and character of the plant, and
determine whether it shall very closely resemble its an-
cestors, or whether it shall have characteristics vary-
ing slightly from them. From the same parent a dande-
lion of the mountain-side will differ somewhat from the
dandelion of the lowland meadow. External agents,
under which category cultivation is an im|)ortant factor
with domesticated plants, act not only slightly to change
individuals, but in time to change varieties and species.
Working from one generation to another, in conjunction
with natural or artificial selection, external agencies
develop new forms and habits as the plant adapts itself

more perfectly to these conditions. In this way plants
vary as individuals, and in time as races or species.
These variations are but slight from one generation to
another, but it is safe to say that th'ire are few culti-

vated plants to-day which resemble exactly their ances-
tors of the Iinua?an times.

Ijiterattire.—Amoi\g works upon plant physiology may
be mentioned Sorauer's "A Treatise on the Physiology
of Plants," translated by Weiss (Longnmns, Green &
Co.) ; Detmer's "Practical Plant Physiology," translated
by Moor (The Macmillan Company); and Pfeffer's
"Physiology of Plants," translated by Ewart (Clarendon
Press). The first mentioned is intended for the ui--e of
gardeners, and the others are technical treatises. Such
books as "Living Plants and Their Properties," by
Arthur & MacDougal; "The Survival of the Unlike,"
by L. H. Bailey; "A Theory of Horticulture," by Liml-
ley; "Plant Relations." by J. M. Coulter; and other
similar works may be consulted with much profit.

B. M. DUGGAR.
PHYSOCAKPUS (Greek, physa, bladder, and karpcs,

fruit; alluding to the inflated capsules). Syn., Opulds-
ter. Rosacecp, tribe Spirceece. Ninebark. Hardy orna-
mental deciduous shrubs, of spreading or erect habit,

with stipulate, alternate, petiolate and mostly 3-lobed
Ivs. and with umbel-like heads of whitish fls. appearing
late in spring, terminal on short branchlets along the
stems and followed by clusters of small pods, inflated

in some species and often assuming a bright red color
late in summer. Thev are well adanted for shrubberies

1790. Ninebark—Physocarpus opulifolius (X /^).

and grow in almost any soil. Prop, easily by either
hardwood or greenwood cuttings, also by seeds. Five
species in N. America and Amurland, allied to Spiraea

and formerly mostly referred to this genus, but distin-

84
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guished by the stipulate Ivs. and the often iiiHated pods
dehiscent alon^ both sutures and containing ont' or tVw
shining yellowish seeds, the bark pet-ling off in thin
strips. Aliiu sometimea united with Neillia.

opalifdliuB, Maxim. (Spir7i'a opulifMia, Linn. Opu-
Mnitr (f/mltfoiius, Kuntze). Ninebakk. Fig. 17'.»i>.

Shrub, to 10 ft. high, with wide-spreading and recurv-
ing branches : ivs. roundi.sh ovate, usually cordate at
the base, 3-lobed, with the lobes crenately dentate, 1-.3

in. long, usually glabrous beneath: corymbs 1-2 in.

broad, many-fld. : pedicels and calyx glabrous or pubes-
cent: pods ,'{-.5, inflated, much longer than calyx-lobes.
June. Quebec to Ga., west to Manitoba and Kansas.
B.B. 2:19.">. — Var. Ititea, Kirchn. (var. attrea, Hort.).
Lva. bright yellow at first, changing to golden bronzy
yellow. Var. D^na, Xirchn. Dwarf form with smaller,
less lobed, dark green Ivs.

Amnr^nsis, Maxim. (Spircea Amur^nsix, Maxim. Op-
nldster Amuriunis, Kuntze). Similar to the former,
higher and of more vigorous growth : Ivs. 3-5-lobed.
with acute or acuminate, doubly serrate lobes, usually
pubescent beneath, 2-5 in. long: fls. large, with grayish
tomentose pedicels and calyx: |>ods tomentose, only
one-third longer than calyx-lobes. June. Amurland*.

/* cnpitdtns, Kuntze (Spirspa capitata, Pnrsh. Opulaster
capitatus, Kuntze. S. opulifolia, var. mollis, Ton". & Gray).
Closely allied to (). opvilifolia. To 20 ft.: Ivs. somewhat larger,
with serrate, more elongated lobes, tomentose beneath: pedi-
cels and calyx tomentose. Ore. to Calif.

—

P. malruceus, Kuntze.
(t). paueirtorus. Heller. Neillia malvacea, Greene). To 5 ft.:

Ivs. slightly 3-lobed, with crenately and obttisely toothed lobes,

usnally pubescent: corymbs rather few-tld. : pods 2-3, not in-

tlated, tomentose. a>>ont as long as sepals. Wyo., Idaho. B.
M. 77r>8 (as Neillia Torreyi).—i*. monogynu*, Coult. (Opulaster
monogyniis, Kuntze. Spinea monogyna, Torr. Neillia Torreyi,
VVats.T. Simi'ar to the precetiing, to 3 ft. high: Ivs. smaller.
^^-iVoin. long, incisely 3-lolied, with ineisely serrate lobes, usu-
ally glabrous: pods 1-2. Colo, to Calif. G.F. 2:5.

Alfred Rehder.

PHYSOSTfiGIA (Greek, bladder Kad covering; refer-
ring to the inflated fruiting calyx;. Labidice. False
Draoox-heau. Three or 4 species of hardy herbaceous
perennials, native to America, with spikes of gaping
fis. of purple, rose color or white. P. Virrjiniana, the
dominant and most varia]>le type, is frequent in gar-
dens and is sometimes called the Obedient Plant be-

cause its corolla will stay for a while in whatever posi-
tion it is turned, to the right or left. This plant and its

varieties have had at least 7 colored plates devoted to

them, a large number for any labiate. P. Virginia )ia

is an elegant plant when well grown and it does best in a
strong, rather moist, fertile soil. It forms large clumps
3-4 ft. high and blooms in July and Aug. Requires fre-

quent division or replanting.
Generic characters: calyx bell-shaped, swollen and

remaining open in fr., membranou.s, 10-nerved: teeth
'i, equal; corolla 2-lipped, inflate<l above; upper lip con-
cave, rounded, entire; lower lip 3-lobed, the middle lo}»e

commonly notched ; stamens 4, didynamous ; anther
cells parallel.

Virgrini^na, Benth. (P. Virginica, Hort.). Fls. an
inch long, ranging from purplish red through rosy pink
and lilac to white. B.M. 4(>7. Mn. 7:81. F.R. 5:i55. Var.
dlba, Hort., is a recent and beautiful white-fld. form.
K.H. 1898:336.

Var. specidsa, Gray, is a tall form with very acutely
serrate lanceolate Ivs. and dense-panicled spikes. A
Texan form with erect, imbricated fls. B.M. 3386 (P.
imb^ricata).

Var. denticuUta, Gray (P. denticuldtum. Ait.). A
lower and more s lender form with crenulate denticulate
or obscurely serrate Ivs. and more slender or loosely-fld.

spikes. Middle Atlantic states. B.M. 214.

F. W. Barclay and W. M.

PHYStTRUS (Greek, bladder and tail; from the purse
or pouch-like spur). Orchiddcea>. A genus of about
20 species belonging to the category of Goodyera and
Anoectochilus, and cult, for their foliage. Stem simple,
erect, leafy: Ivs. petiolate, ovate to lanceolate: fls. small,
in a terminal raceme; petals and dorsal sepals cohering,
galeate; lateral sepals free; labellum spurred, strongly
concave above the entrance of the spur and abruptly

contracted, middle lobe spreading or recurved; column
short. Natives of the wann regions of Asia and Ainer.
The American species have their Ivs. mostly spotted.

qnercetlcola, Lindl. {Goodyera qitercicola, Chapm.).
Stem ascending, 6-12 in. hiirh: Ivs. ovate or oblon^.,-

ovate, thin, on slender petioles, spotted with silver-gray:
spike densely fld. : sepals and petals oblong, obtuse:
labellum concave, ending in a broadly ovate, acuminate
and recurved point; spur pouch-like. Aug. Low shady
woods, Fla. and westward. Heixrkh Hasselbring.

PHYT£L£FHAS (Greek, elephant plant; referring
to the hard white seeds which can be worked like ivorj'i.

Palmdcein. Prostrate or a.scending pt. ras of doubtful
relationship,referred by some authorities toPandanncetr.
They are dicpcious, the fls. densely crowded in catkin-
like spadices, without any perianth : leaf -segments
acuminate. Species 15. South America.

maciocdrpa, Ruiz & Pav. Ivory-nut Pal.m. Caudex
low: Ivs. very long, pinnate. Peru, Venezuela. Gn. 24,

p. 4G8.—Once atlv. by Pitcher & Manda. Furnisher
the vegetable ivory of commerce. Sometimes called
Negro's Head. j^^ed G. Smith.

PHYTE0MA (old Greek name, meaning simply "a
plant," used by Dioscorides for some mignonette-like
herb). Campanuldceie . Horned Rampiox. Phyteunias
are hardy herbaceous perennials, used for borders or

alpine gardens. (See Figs. 17SU, 1792.) The fls. are
mo.stly shades of blue, more or less purple, rarely white.
There are two styles of inflorescence, the globular and
the long-and-narrow, the former being the more interest-

ing. The showy feature of P. eomosum. at first glance,
seems to be a group of colored and nmch elongated
pistils; but these pistil-like bo<lies are really corollas

which usually show slits at their inflated base and are
narrowed above into a very slender tube from which the
style and stigmas are much exsertcd. In P. comomim the
corolla never opens, but in all the others it finally si)lits

at the top, making a spreading or wheel-shaped flower.

The tubular stage seems the most attractive in the
round-clustered species and the open stage, perhaps, in

the oblong-clustered species. Phyteumas are natives of

the Mediterranean region; about 50 species. These
plants are little known in this country, but the follow-

ing account is given because the plants are worthy and

179!. Ph3rteuma eomosum (X Id).

A tufted alpine plant growing in a crevice.

because the species are much confused amongst horti-

culturists. None of the species seem to be regularly in

the American trade.

Phyteumas generally seed freely and may also be
prop, by division, which is best performed in spring
after growth begins. They thrive in ordinary garden
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soil in either bonier or rockery. A very critical review

of Pliyteumas from the garden standpoint is given
by "D. K." in On. 28, pp. 91, 92 (1885), from which
the following points are abstracted. The smallest

j*pecies, as P. humile and pauciflontm, should be
planted by themselves or with other very dwarf alpines,

ho that they will not be smothered by taller and coarser
subjects. The tallest, most robust and easiest species

i-, P. campanuloicles, large clumps of which attain 3 ft.

in iliani. and grow 2 ft. high. ISuch a clump makes a
fine centerpiece for a flower-bed and blooms through July
aiid Aug. Similar to it but inferior is P. UmonUolium,
with lighter blue fls. Both have oblong inflorescences,

us also do /*. IhilUri and P. spicatnm; the fomier
throwing a foot high in dry, sunny spots in a south-

t-ru border, the latter attaining IK ft. on sunny rock-
work.
At the other extreme as regards habit, ease of culture

and style of inflorescence, is P. comosum, which in

rockeries requires renewal every few years. A stock
should therefore be constantly kept in pots. In the
rockery it likes a shady position and in winter the crown
sfiould be covered with coarse sand; water freely from
the time growth starts until flowering begins. Treated
as a pot-plant it is more easily managed; use light soil

well mixed with pieces of sandstone about the size of
marbles and wedge the roots tightly between very hard
stone ;

plunge the pots in cool material and give partial

shade.
Of the other round-clustered types the following are

vt-ry much alike: P. orbicuhire, Scheuchzeri , Charmelii
and Michelii. P. hemixphcericum thrives best in drj",

stony places, particularly in the cracks of a crumbling
hrick wall, or on a steep slope with a southern exposure.
It trrows 1-0 in. high.

Tlie botanical account followi^jg is mainly derived
from DC Prod. 7:450 and Koch, Syn. Flor. Germ. ed.
III. 2:402. DeCandoUe adopts the 3 sections made by
(j. Don, of which Section Synotoma contains only the
unique P. comosum. Section II, Hedranthum, and
Section III, PoDAXTHt'ii, are distinguished by the pores
of the capsule, which are always 3 in the latter and
situated near the apex, while in the former they may be
2 or 3 and situated near the middle. To Section IHfii
belong species 1, 7 and 8; to Section II belong all the 'I

others except P. comosum.

Austriacttm. 15.

Iietonicsefolium, 5.

Campanula, 1.

oaiiipaniiloid''<». P.

Oiinescens, 1.

i'harmelii, 14, 16.

comosum, 2.

INDKX.

cnfxisum, 15.

globulariajfolium,
11.

Halleri, 7.

hemispha>ricum, 12.

humile. 1;{.

limonifolium, 8.

Michelii, 4.

orbiculare 15.

paucidorum, 10.

Scheuchzeri, 17.

.seorzonerifolimn, 3.

Sieberi, 14.

spicatum, 6,

A. Inflorescence a raceme or pan-
icle 1. canescens

XX. Inflorescence an umbel 2. comosum
AAA. InfloTf -'cenee a .<ipike.

B. Fr' ing spikes long and
nutrow, cylindrical.

C. Flowering spikes round-
ish or oval.

D. Stigmas 2.

E. Moot-lvs. long-
stalked 3. Bcorzonerifoliiun

'EV^. Root-lvs . short-
sta Iked. 4. Michelii

DD. Stigmas 3 5. betonicsBfolium
CC. Flowering spikes oblong

or nearly so.

D. Spikes dense,
E. Color of fls. whitish

or yellowish,
greenish at tip 6. spicatum

BE. Color of fls. dark
violet, rarely
white 7. Halleri

DD. Spikes loose

E. Fls. light blue: stem
branched 8. limonifolium

EE. Fls. dark violet:
stemnot branched. 9. campanoloides

BB. Fruiting spikes little elon-
gated, merely oral.

c. yo. of fls. about 5 10. paucinorum
CC. No. of fls. about 12 11. globularlsefolium

D. Vpper Ivs. entire 12. hemisphaericum
DD. L'pper li'S. remotely

denticulate 13. humile
DDD. l'pper Ivs. crenate 14. Sieberi

ccc. JV'o. of fls. 15 or more.
D. Bracts with an ovate

base 1.'). orbiculare
DD. Bracts linear.

E. Height Y^ ft 16. Charmelii
EE. Ilelaht 1 ft 17. Scheuchzeri

1792. Two other tjrpes of inflorescence in Phyteuma (X /^).

The loose-spiked P. limonifolium^ and the denser P. scorzoneri-
folium.

1. canescens, Waldst. & Kit. (Campdnula Americctna,
Hort., nut Linn.). Scabrous: stem unbranched: Ivs.

sessile ; lower ones ovate, crenate-serrate, narrowed
at base; upper ones nearly entire: fls. blue, short-pe-
duncled, solitary, sparse. Hungary, Caucasus.

2. comdsom, Linn. Fig. 1791. '^'ie or cies in the
genus with umbellate inflortscc; ^ "^hich the
corollas are not finally split at the t, .c .nbent,
unbranched, glabrous plant native „ hr ^° pale
lilac below, darker purple above. B.nl. (iVti. .C. II.

14 : 177. Gn. 18, p. 245, copied in Ga. 28, p. 91 ; ''4, p. 554,
and R.H. 1882, p. 452. G.C. II. 26:81, copied in I.H.
34:11.

3. Bcorzonerifolium, Vill. Pig. 1792. This and P.
betonieipfolium should probably be regavded as botani-
cal varieties of P. Michelii. but for clearness and for
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horticultural purposes they may be rons.aered as dis-

tinct species. A native of the Alps with tis. of 8ky-t>iue

(B.M. 2066, erroneously as P. betonicvefolium) or pur-
plish blue (B.M. 2271).

4. Mich61ii, All. This may also be distinguished from
P. Hcorzonerifolitim and P. betoniccefolium by having
the calyx pilose at the middle, it being glabrous in the

otiier two. A native of Mt. Cenis in Sardinia, with Ivs.

never cordate. Color of tis. not stated, probably blue.

5. betoiucaefdlium,VilI. Root-lvs. cordate, long-stalked:
bracts fewer than in P. Michehi and probably not re-

flexed. Eu. Not B.M. 20«M), which is P. acorzoHeri-
folium. Color of fls. not stated.

0. gpic&tam, Linn. The color of the fls. (whitish or
yellowish, green at tips) is highly characteristic: lower
Ivs. doublv crenate-serrate, long-stalked, cordate: spike
oblong, 2-3 in. long. Eu. B.M. 2347.

7. H411eri, All. Lower Ivs. doubly and coarsely ser-

rate, long-stalked : spike ovoid-oblong; fls. dark violet

to white. Eu.

8. limonifolium, Sibth. & Sm. Fig. 1792. This may be
distinguished from P. canipannloiden by the stem-lvs.,
which are fewer and pass into bracts: fls. light blue.

The inflorescence is more sparse, but very dainty. Mt.
Olvnipus, Dalmatia. near Naples. B.M. 2145 {P. stricta).

L.ii.C. 7:<;G7 (P. virgata).

9. campanuloldes, Bieb. Sufficiently distinguished in

the key and under No. 8. Caucasus, Armenia. B.M.
lOI.T shows a stalk with over (iO fls., while P. limonifo-
lium has only 12-30. Fls. dark violet.

10. paucifldnun, Linn. Very dwarf: Ivs. entire;
root-lvs. short, obovate-lanceolate: bracts ciliate. entire
or subdentate at base, never dentate at apex. Western
Alps and Pyrenees. Fls. violet, according to Koch.

11. globulariaefdlium, Stemb. & Hop. Probably a
var. of P. pauciflorum with larger stems, root-lvs. 2—4
lines longer and thrice as wide, and the bracts always
entire at the base. Austrian Alps. Fls. violet.

12. hemisphsricum, Linn. Lvs. erect; root-lvs. sub-
entire, linear or lanceolate-linear, much or little shorter
than the stem: bracts ciliate, subentire: fls. blue, white
or yellowish. Alps and Pyrenees.

13. hflinile, Schlelch. Root-lvs. linear-lanceolate, nar-
rowed at the base, upper ones remotely denticulate:
bracts narrowlv lanceolate from an ovate base, sharply
toothed. Eu. Gn. 28:502. Fls. blue.

14. Si^beri, Spreng. (P.
Charmelii, Sieb., not Vill.).
Lvs. cordate, ovate or ovate-
lanceolate, crenate: bracts
ovate, aciiminate, sharply
serrate. Eu. Fls. violet, ac-
cording to Koch.

1.1. orbicul&re, Linn. (P.
confhaum, Kern. P. Aus-
fr'iacum, G. Beck). Lvs.
crenate ; root-lvs. cordate
or ovate; upper stem -lvs.

linear : bracts subserrate.
Eu. B.M. 14()r> (P. cordata

)

;

fls. purple. L.B.C. 2:122.-
A very variable species with
forms ranging from 2-20 in.

high.

16. Charmelii. Vill.. not
Sieb. Probably a botanical
variety of P. ' Scheuchzeri.
Bracts .3-6 lines long, erect
or spreading. Alps. Here
probably belongs the cut la-

beled P. comosum in Gn.
19, p. 419; 44, p. 554; and P. orbiculore, Gn. 28, p. 90.

17. Scheticlizeri, All. Bracts 18-24 lines long, reflexed
or spreading. This and No. 16 differ from Nos. 10-15
inclusive in having few. narrow, unequal bracts instead
of manv broad ones which are about equal. S. Eu.
B.M. 1797 (fls. purple).
P. Balbiini, DC, is near P. spicatmn stem 4-6 in. high-

root-lvs. cordate: spike white, about 9-1' lines long in flower:

bracts few, linear, shorter than the fl.: color of fls. not state<)
Piedmont.—f. Caresti<e of Bir. is P. humile. No. 13, but P. Ca
restiaei of Vill. is P. serratum, a species probably nowhere m
cult., and .scarcely to be told from P. humile unless it has a
larger stem, little wider lvs. and calyx glabrous instead of ini-
nutely ciliate.— P. laxiflorum, K. Beyer and P. SeheUattderi,:ir^
offered by the National Arboretum at Zoeschen. -^ xj

PHYTOLACCA (u lybrid name: Greek, phytos, plant,
and French lac, lake; referring to the crimson berrie;.).
Phytolaecdt-ete. P. decandra, our common Pokeberrv.
is sometimes offered by dealers in native plants and its

young asparagus-like shoots are sometimes used as a
pot herb. Its flattish berries yiebl a crimson juice <.f

a very distinct hue, but it has never been fixed for
dyeing purptjses. Children sometimes make red ink
from the berries for amusement. Pokeberrj- is sonif-
times a troublesome weed. It is thoroughly natural-
ized in Europe. It has been used to give color to pale
wines, but its use for this purpose is injurious and in

Portugal is prohibited by royal decree. The roots are
emetic, purgative and somewhat narcotic. The wonl
"poke" is supposed to conie fronj the Ameritan In<ii:iii

word poatH, which apparently referred to any jdaiit

yielding a red or yellow dye, as pokeweed or bloodioot.
In President Polk's campaign his followers wotg leaves
of pokeweed.

In collecting young shoots for greens, care n.ust he
taken not to include any portion of the root, a.* this
would give a bitter taste and might cause seriout^ ill-

ness. Small pieces of the root eaten by mistake for
horse-radish or turnip have caused serious and in some
instances fatal cases of poisoning. The seeds are also
poi.sonous.

Phytolacca is a genus of about 10 species of tropical
shrubs herbs or trees, sometimes climbers: lvs. alter-

nate, sessile or petiolate, acute or obtuse, entire: fls.

small, greenish white, borne in long racemes which are
at first terminal but by further growth of the stem come
opposite the lvs.; calj'x of 4 or 5 persistent rounded
sepals; stamens ,5-15: ovary of 5-15 distinct or some-
what united carpels; fr. a fleshy berry; seeds 1 in each
cavity

1793. Pokeweed—Phytolacta decandra (X %).

dectlndra, Linn, Pokeberry. Pokeweed. Pokeroot.
Also called Scoke, Garget, Pigeonberry and Inkberry.
Fig. 1793, A glabrous, strong-smelling, perennial herh.

4-12 ft. high: root large: lvs. oblong-lanceolate or

ovate-lanceolate, acute, petiolate: racemes 2-8 in. lona::

stamens 10 : ovary 10-celled : berries nearly ]4 in-

across, ripe Aug.-Oct, Me. to Minn., south Fla. to

Tex. B.M. 931. D. 93. Gn. 21, p. 179. Mn. 1, p. 5.3-
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Common in clearinps. A vari«'ffated form once cult, for

oriuiiuent is Hhown in R.H. lK87, p. lt», the Ivs, li^ht >;refn
alxtve often shaded rose and mure or less margined
white, beneath pale rose to violet.

Lyster H. Dewey and W, M.

PtCEA (ancient Latin name derived from pix, pitch).

("itnifenr. Sprite. Ornamental evergreen trees of
jiyramidal habit with spreading whorletl branches citiued

«it'nsely with acicuiar spirally arranged Ivs. AlH>ut 18

species in the colder and temperate climates of the
northern hemisphere from the arctic circle to the high
mountains of the temperate regions. Pyraniidal trees,

sometimes dwarfed: Ivs. usually 4-angled with white
Hues formed by numerous stomata arranged in rows and
on all 4 sides, or compressed and stomatiferous only on
the upper side which, on the lateral branchlets, by
twisting of the leaf-stalk appears to be the lower one,
sessile and jointed at the base to a short stalk projected

from a prominent cushion, called a pulvinus; fls. monoe-
cious, catkin-like, terminal or axillary; the staminate
yellow or red, consisting of numerous spirally arranged
imthers with the connective enlarged at the apex an'

scale-like; the pistillate greenish or purple, consisting
of spirally arranged scales each subtended at the base
hv a small bract and bearing two ovules at the inner
side: cones pendulous or spreading, with persistent

scales not separating from the axis after shedding the
seeds, which are provided with a large and thin obovate
or oblong wing. The names Picea and Abies are often
exactly transposed by horticulturists and others.

The catkin-like Hs, of the Spruce appear in spring and
are often very conspicuous by their bright red color.

These are followed by usually pendent cones, green
or purple before ripening and light to dark brown at

maturity. The Spruces are not only highly ornamental
hut also very valuable forest trees, and as inhabitants
of cooler climates they are especially adapted for culti-

vation in northern regions. All are hardy north except
P. Smithiami and P. Sitehensis, but do not resist

heat and drought well; some, however, as P. pungens,
orietitalis, excel.sa, and also P. alba and perhaps P.
Omorika, endure drought better than most others. For
ornamental park planting the Spruces belong to the most
valuable evergreens on account of the symmetrical habit
and rapid growth of most species. Only a few, like P.
orientaUa, obovata, Onwrika, and polita, are of slower
jrrowth and therefore well suited for smaller parks and
gardens; and so are the numerous horticultural forms,
which are mostly dwarf and plow-gro%dng and some-
times more interest! ?iir and curiout tha*. beautiful. The
Spruces are often planted as shelter* and wind-breaks,
and also used for hedges, especia ly P. excelsa, which
makes a very dense and durable bedj;e when regularly
trimmed. P. polita is also reconnij.*nded as a good
hedge plant and seems well adapt.-d, with its rigid,

spiny Ivs. The Spruces thrive best iu moderately moist,
sandy loam, but will grow in almost any kind of soil

provided it contains enough moisture; wet and dry
soils are equally unfavorable. Slopes of northern aspect
are well suited for Spruces, and they thrive better in
shady positions than most other conifers. As the roots
mostly spread horizontally near the surface, the Spruces
will grow in shallow soil and are easily transplanted
even as rather large plants; they may be moved with
sxiccess at any time of the year except when the young
shoots are growing, but if possible avoid transplanting
shortly before dry weather is expected to set in.

Propagated by seeds, which ripen in fall and are usu-
ally kept dry and cool during the winter and sown in
spring outdoors in prepared beds or in frames or boxes.
The young seedlings should be shaded and watered in
<lry weather and may remain a year or two before be-
ing transplanted in nursery rows when not sown too
thickly. Varieties and rarer kinds are often increased
by layers or by grafting on seedling stock of P.excelsn.
Picea alba is used for forms of this species and for P.
nigra and rubra. Veneer-grafting in spring or August in
the greenhouse is usually employed, less commonly cleft-

grafting with half-hardened wood. The dwarf forms
grow rea<lilyfrom cuttings under glass in August or fall

and given slight bottom heat in early spring: also most
other forms an«l species, especially those with thinner
and finer branches, can be raised from cuttings.

The Spruces are important timber trees. The soft and
light, straight-grained wood is much used for coiistmc-
tion, the interior finish of houses and for fuel, also for
ship-building; but it is not durable in the ground. The
bark of some species is used for tanning leather, and
the resinous exudations are sometimes employed in
medicine. From the Red and Black Spruce, Spruce
beer is made by boiling the branches with honey.
Spruces are often known in nurseries, especially in this
country, under the name of Abies. Alfred Kehder.

1794. Cones of Piccas (X J^.
Largest one, i\j>f/?i/7»';is; lowest one, P. alba: upper right

hand, P. nigra, var. brecifvlia.

The Piceas embrace some of the most tiseful as well
as ornamental trees of the Conifer family. They cover
a great variety of forms, from the stiflf-branched. sturdy
and rugged P. puttgens to the lithe, graceful and droop-
ing P. lireweriaua. The American species comprise
P. alba, nigra, rubra, ptiuyens, Jiiigehnainii, Brew-
eriana and Sitchensis. The grand and towering Douglas
Spruce and the gracefxil Hemlock Spruce, so called, are
not true Spruces and will not be noticed in this article.

Picea alba, the White Spruce, is a native of the
northern parts of America and is justly thought to be
one of our best conifers, a compact and upright grower
of great longevity; trees growing at Waukegan, 111.,

over fifty years old are still well branched at the bottom,
retain their pyramidal forni and annually make an
upward growth. They are the most aromatic of the
Piceas; in fact, this odor is often used to identify them
while young from the Norway Spruce or Engelmann's
Spruce. They grow on a great variety of soils, bear
crowding well and also will stand severe pruning; hence
are used for wind-breaks and hedges. They vary con-
siderably in color, some of them fairly rivaling the blue
form of the P. pungrvs. This tree, being a native of a
cold climate, is subject to the ravages of the red spider
in a warm climate and should not be planted south of
Philadelphia or St. Louis. There is a variety of P. alba
found in the Black Hills that stands extreme drought
better than the northern form and is largely planted on
the dry prairies of Nebraska and the Dakotas. It does
not, however, do as well in northern Illinois or farther
east as the northern variety.
Picea Engelmanni, one of the gems of Colorado,

resembles P. alba more than it does its near neighbor
P. puugens, being of finer foliage and not as stiff-

branched as the latter. It is one of the few conifers
that will stand the extreme cold of St. Petersburg,
Russia, but on our western prairies it soon loses its

lower branches, as it seems to be unable to withstand
the hot and drying winds of that section in late sum-
mer and early autumn. In the eastern states, however,
it does not have this fault, as the cooler and more
humid air seems to better agree with it.

Another Colorado conifer, Picea pungens (the blue
form being called by some the "Queen of the Piceas "), is

a striking and noble tree, seeming to be hardy wherever
tested and on all varieties of soil. Strong, sturdy, and
upright in growth, its form alone would make it a strik-

ing figure in any landscape. Its beautiful color varies
from a light silvery htie in some specimens to a dark
blue, almost purple in others. In some specimens the
branches are in distinct and regular whorls, resembling
Araucaria ercelna. Undoubtedly the oldest and finest

specimens of this grand tree are found on the former
grounds of the late Robert Doufflas, at Waukegan. 111.

These trees .ire now 2.') to 30 ft. high and show no sigjns
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of weakness anywhere, being one mass of foliage from
the ground upward. The green form of /*. i>nngens is

an excellent tree, but is not as much appreciated by
planters and lovers of trees as it should be, a8 it is

always compared to its more striking variety, the Blue
Spruce. There is a fine specimen growing on the above
grounds, even larger than the blue form, which does
not suffer in comparison with its near neighl»ors, A hies

coHColor, A, Frascri, P. J^iujelni<inui, Tsitijn Cnmi'
denitis or Hemlock Spni«*e, Pxeudotnuija Douglasii or
Douglas Spruce, and PimiK StmhuH, all large and fine

specimens, equal to any in the middle west.

Pieea nigra, or Black Spruce, is undoubtedly the
poorest tree of the genus from a landscape gardener's
point of view. It has very short needles and is greatly
distigured by its cones, which hang on for several
years. It begins seeding when very young and is an
exceedingly slow grower. S<mie goo<l specimens of it

are found, however, in the East, but in very restricted
localities, P. rubra, long thought to be a variety of
the preceding, is a much better tree in every respect,
reseml)ling P. excelna in color and form. It seems to

be a short-lived tree, especially in the West. This tree
is undoubtedly the least known of the American Piceas.
P. SitchenniH of the Pacific coast strongly resembles P.
pitngens; in fact, when the latter was tirst introduced
it was thought to be a variety of P. Sitchensis. It has
much finer branches and needles than P. pungens, varies
in c(doring as much as the latter, and where hardy
makes a very fine tree. Unfortunately it is not hardy in

any of the northern states. Unlike P. pnngens, it will

not stand close planting, as the needles fall off badly
where the branches are rubbed together by the wind or
strike other objects.
Without doubt the most graceful and elegant Picea is

P. Breiveriana, or Weeping Spruce, a native of the
Siskiyou and Coast Ranges of mountains in northern
California and Oregon. It has the true Spruce forr^i,

tall and symmetrical, with horizontal branches and a
beautiful «lark green color. In its general features it

resembles a well-grown specimen of the Norway Spruce,
but its distinguishing beauty is in the long, pliant,

pendulous branchlets which hang straight down from
the branches to a length of 6 to 8 ft. and no larger
nround than a lead pencil. It has a stately grace in

calm weather, but its characteristic impressiveness is

seen only when the long, flexible branches are undulat-
ing in a light breeze or streaming before a gale. The
bark i- smooth and reddish in color, adding to its

beautv here glimpses of it can be seen through the
green t >^e. It grows only at high elevations in its

native ha 'at and on the northern slope of the moun-
tains where the annual fall of snow is 1.1-2.1 ft., as the
winter trip of the mail-carrier shows. The cones are
from 2^-2 to 3% in. long, of a purplish color, and as they
grow only on the tips of the branches they add greatly
to its beauty. Unfortunately this beaut^iful tree has
not proved satisfactory. Out of over .300,000 seedlings
raised in 189.'{. only one plant is now alive: it is grow-
ing on the writer's grounds and is scarce!}' (J in. tall,

having cost over $100 per inch, and this is doubtless the
largest specimen in cultivation.

Of the foreign Piceas P. excelsa is most popular;
in fact is the best known and most largely planted of
any of the >?enus. It makes a large, fine-looking tree,

grows in a ^reat variety of soils, is hardy throughout
most of North America, is the most rapid grower of any
of the Piceas, nnd stands close planting very well. It is

used more than any other tree for wind-breaks and
shelter-belts. It bears pruning well. Hedges of this
species and P. alba that have been planted more than
S.! years are growing on the Douglas grounds that are
now ft. high and 8 ft. across the base. One fine speci-
men tree on these grounds measures about 52 ft. high
«nd 55 ft, from tip to tip of its lower branches. Other
foreign spi'cies, but not as well known nor as thoroughly
tested as the preceding, are P. obovata, a close, com-
pact-growing tree dark green in color. P. Smifhiana or
P. Morindn is one of the handsomest of the Piceas, but
is not hardy in the northern states, plants from seed
collected at an elevation of 8.000 ft. on the Himalaya
mountains not proving hardy. Fine specimens of this

tree are found in California, where it is justly prized.

There are several species of Picea 'rom China and
Japan that will doubtless prove han'v in the eastern
states. All Piceas will stand the T-riining knife, but
this should be used not later than .li.'v 1 in the northern
states and earlier farther south. Thty are propagated
from seed the same as Larix; and their varieties, of
which there are a great nund>er, are either grafted or
raitied from cuttings over bottom heat.

Thomas H. Dora las.

Xotf on fhe Grafting of Pieeas. — ln the writer's ex-
I>erience, Picea alba is a good stock on which to graft
the finer varieties of Spruce or those having four-sided
leaves. Pot the stock
the last of August,
keep in sha<led frame,
syringe till danger of
wilting is over and
harden gradually. Be
careful not to keep the
earth in the pots too
wet, as roots are lia-

ble to rot. Place the
stocks in greenhouse
after light frosts, and
graft as soon as roots
have started — about
last of January gen-
erally. Do not wait
until buds have made
much growth, for then
the sap will be run-
ning strongly to the 1795. Picea excelsa—Norway Spruce

upper buds, leaving
the cion to remain dormant. When stock and cion are
of same size, the veneer-graft can be used. In larga
stocks, use slit- or side-graft. Be sure that the knife
is sharp enough to shave dry wood. Cut the cion in

elongated wedge-shape; place it in the cleft by twist-

ing the stock with left hand, fitting the cion exactly
with the right. Be careful to wax well, as a hole the
size of a pin left on the cut surface will be fatal to the
cion. Place the grafted plants in a close frame until

the cion is well started. Syringe from two to three
times a day, shading when too hot. Ctive air gradually
until well hardened. Do not cut back the stock for one
year, as the cion may make second growth and winter-
kill. If cion should die, do not use the stock again until

after a year's rest, as two consecutive pottings will

usually ruin the plant; this holds good only with Tsupa
and Picea alba. The above method can be used with
equal success on Pinus, Abies, Juniperus and other
evergreens propagated by grafting. £_ p_ Drew.

INDEX.

For names not found here or in the supplementary list, con-
sult Abies and Tsuga.

Abies. .').

acicularis, 14.

acutissima, 7.

Ajanensis, 13.

alba, 9.

Alcockiana, 13, 14.

alpestris, 5. 15.

argentea, 9, 10, 11.

aurea, 9.

Barryi, 5.

bieolor, 1, 14.

l)revifolia, 8.

Breweriana, 16.

Canadengis, 9.

Clanbrasiliana, 5.

cflpnilea, 9, 11.

comm\itata. 10. 11.

pompacta, 5.

conica, 5.

denvdata, 5.

diflPusa, 5.

Doumetti, 8.

dumosa, 5.

eJnta, 5.

Ellwangeriana, 5.

Engelmanni, 10.

excelsa, 4, 5.

Finedonensis. 5.

glanca, 9, 10, 11.

(rregorj'ana. 5.

Hondoenins, 13.

inversa. 5.

Jezoeiigis, 13.

Khutroir, 2.

Mariana, 8,

Maxwelli, .5,

medioxima, 5.

Menziesi, 11, 12,

miniata, 5,

ininiita, 5.

monstrosa. 5.

Monnda, 2.

miiricata, 5.

nana. 9.

nigra, 8.

obovata. 3, 4.

Omorika, 1.'.

orientalis. 6.

Parryana. 11.

par\'iforniis. .'>.

peiidula, 5, 9.

polita, I.

proounjbens. .'».

psendopnngens, 10.

puinila, 5, S.

pnngens, 11.

pj-gma'a. 5.

pyramidalis, 5.

rubeiis, 7.

rubra, 7, 9.

Sfhrenkiana. 3.

8itchensis. 12.

Smithiana. 2.

speciosa, 12.

ta>)ula'formis, .5.

Torano. 1.

viminalis, .'».

virgata. "». S,

viridis, 11.

Lv.<t. quadrangular, all 4 sides with
stomata.

B. Scales of cone oborate or orbicu
lar, rounded, closely oppressed
before ripening,

c. Cone S%-^ ««- long.
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D. Lv». spreatUny, very rigid,
nharphj pointed 1

.

I>D. Lva. pointing forward, not
very rigid.

E. Lrugth of I vs. %-2 in., or
sometimes a little
shorter in iVo. rf.* young
bra uchlets glabrous,
gniyish yellow 2.

:\.

EB. Length of I vs. %~1 in.,

shorter only in dwarf
vara.: young branchlets
brown 4.

5.

EEE. Length of I vs. 2\i-5 lines, ti.

CC. Cones '^^-si in. long.

D. Young branches pubescent .. 7.

8.

polita

Bmitliiana
Schrenkiana

obovata
ezcelsa
orientalis

rubra
nigra

DD. Yonng branches glaftrous,

hght brownish yellow .... 9. alba
BB. Scales of cone oblong or rhom-

boidal, erose at the margin and
usually striate and undulate,
thin, very loosely appressed or
slightly spreading 10. Engelmanni

II. pungens
AA. Lvs. more or less flattened, with

white lines on the upper side,

green on the lower one.

B. Cone -scales rhomboidal, erose-
denticulate, loose: Irs. much
flattened 12. Sitchensis

13. Ajanensis
B. Cone-scales orbicular or obovate,

closely appressed : lvs. quad-
rangular, somewhat flattened.. 14. bicolor

C. Branchlets rather short, not or
little pendulous 15. Omorika

CC. Branchlets very long and slen-
der, pendulous 10. Breweriana

1. polita. Carr. (P. Tordno, Koehne. P. bicolor,

Hort.. not Maxim.). Tree, to 90 ft., forming: a dense,
broad pyramid, with rigid stout branches wtien j'ounff,

older trees with the habit of P. excelsa, with somewhat
pendulous branches: young branches thick, glabrous,
yellowish brown: lvs. rigid, thicker than broad, often
falcate, shining dark green, K-l in. long: pistillate fls.

green, staniinate yellowish: cone oV)long, 4-5 in. long,

brown, glossv; scales with tinelv denti<'ulate margin.
•Japan. S.Z.*2:111. G.C. II. VArl'.V.l; III. 21:251. Gn.
i;{. p. 2;{9.— One of the most distinct Spruces; of very
striking appearance with its rigid spiny lvs. spreading
in all directions from the stout branches.

2. SmithiiLna, Boiss. {P. Morinda. Link. P. Khut-
row. Carr.). Tree, to 150 ft., with wide-sprea<iing
branches and slender pendulous branchlets : lvs.

crowded, usually thicker than broad, acute, bright or
dark green, *4-2 in. long: pistillate fls. purple: cones
.T-7 in. long, dark brown and glossy; scales suborbicu-
lar, with entire margin, tirni. Himalavas, G.C. II.

24:393. Gn. 19. p. 359; 35, p. 599; 39. p. f2.-One of the
most graceful Spruces; tender in New England. The
young growth starts very early and is liable to be in-

jured by frost in spring, especially when planted in

warm and damp situations.

3. SchrenkiiLna, Fisch. & Mey. (P. obovata, var.

Schrenk i<)na, (Jarr.). Tall pyramidal tree, with pendu-
lous branchlets, somewhat similar in habit to P. excelsa :

lvs. equally 4-sided, acute, somewhat dull green, %~l%
in. long, on young plants often slightly shorter: cones
cylindric-ovate, .3-4 in. long; scales with entire margin.
Cent. Asia. — Said to be very similar in habit to P. Smith-
iana. But recently introduced and only small plants
are known in cultivation; qtiite hardy.

4. obovilta, Ledeb. ( P. excelsa, var. obovdta , C. Koch )

.

Tree, to 100 ft., similar in habit to the following, with
somewhat pendulous branchlets : young branches
brown, glabrous or slightly pubescent: lvs. quadrangu-
lar, acute, dull or bluish green, ^4-% in. long: pistillate

fls. purple: cone oblong-ovate, light brown, about 2}q in.

long; Hcales with entire margin. N. Eu. to Kamschatka
and Manchuria. Gn. 20, p. lU. R.H. 1894, p. 274. Mn.
5, p. 189. — U£ slower growth than P. excelsa and more
graceful.

5. excilia. Link. {P. Abies. Karst.). Norway
Spkh E. Figs. 1795-7. Tne, to 1.50 ft., with spreading
branches and usually pendulous branchlt'ts: bark red-
dish brown: young branches brown, glabrous «»r pubes-
cent: lvs. ({uadrangular, acute, dark green and usually
shining, )^-l in. long: staniinate and pistillate fls.

bright purple: cones cylin«lric-oblong, i-7 in. long,
light brown; .scales obovate, with erose-denticulate
margin. N. and M. Eu. Em. 1:102. Mn. 4, p. 185; (».

p. 85. — This tree is extensively planted as an ornamen-
tal tree in the northern and eastern states; it is of rapid
growth an«l is a handsome tree, with its graceful habit
and dark green, dense foliage, but, like many Spruces
and tirs, loMt's much of its beauty when it grows old,
and usually after 30 years it becomes thin anil ragged
in the top. It is one of the best conifers to plant for
shelters and wind-breaks. The Norway Spruce is very
variable, and a great number of garden forms are in
cultivation. Some of the btst knrswn .ire the following:
Var. B&rryi, Hort. Dark green, with vigorous, luii-k

branches and short branchlets. Var. Clanbrasili&na,
Lou<l. A dwarf, compact form, with short, crowiled
branchlets and small. J^-K-in. long lvs. There are
many other dwarf forms, differing somewhat in habit
and foliage, as vars. compdcta, cdnica, difftsa, durndsa,
Ellwangeriina, Gregory^na, MAxwelli (Fig. 1798), mu-
ricata, parviformis, procumbent, pumila, pygmsea, tab-
ulaefdrmis. Vur. FinedonenaiB, Gonl. Lvs. pale yellow
at tirst, becoming bronzy brown and finally green. Var.
invdrsa, Carr. With drooping branclM-s closely ap-
pressed to the stem. Gng. 6:100. Var. monstrdsa, Loud.
A fonn with few, thick branches clothed with rigid,
thick lvs. Var. p^ndnla, Loud. With irregularly dis-
posed pendulous branche.-s and branchlets. Var. pyra-
mid&lis, Carr. With the branches ascending at narrow
angles, forming a narrow pyr:innd. Mn. G, p. 87. Var.
viminillis, Willd, Branches in remote whorls, almost
horizontal, with very long and slender branchlets with-
out or with very few lateral

branchlets. Var. virg^ta, Jacq.
{denud(ita, Carr.). Sparingly
branched, with long and slender
branches destitute of branch-
lets, spreading, usually the low-
er ones pendulous and the upper
ones ascending. R. H. 1854,

p. 102. P. excelsa, var. elAta,

Hort., is probably a seedling of
this variety and an intemie«li-
ate form toward the type. Gn.
3:177. There are also some
forms with variegated and yel-

low foliage. Two geographical
forms of slow growth and dense
habit are var. alp^stris, Briigg.,
from the high Alps, in habit and
foliage resembling P. all'i, an<l

var. medi6zima, Nyl., from N.
Eu.. in habit and appearance
similar to P. orientalis. P.
miniata, mentioned in the
genus Abies in the supplement-
ary list as A. miniata, is a mis-
print for A. minuta, which is

a synonym of P. excelsa, var.

pygmaa.
6. orientalis, Carr. Tree, to

120 ft., with ascending and
spreading branches and somewhat pendulous branch-
lets : young branches brown, pubescent : lvs. thick,

obtuse, dark green and shining, crowded and more
or less appressed to the branches: fls. carmine: cone
cylindric-ovate, 234-332 in. long, less than 1 in. thick,

scales orbicular, entire at the margin. W. Asia, Cau-
casus. G.C. II. 21:308; 25:.3,33; III. 3:754. A.G.
19:r>49. Mn. 5, p. 189. V. 20:185.-A very graceful
Spruce with dark, glossy foliage; of slow growth and
therefore valuable for smaller gardens. It holds its

lower limbs for manv vears.

1796.

Cone of Norway Spruce.

(X %.)
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7. rftbra, Link i P. aeuthaima,.!. O. Jack. P. rubena,

Sarjf. )• Ke^ Sfki'cb. Tree, to 80 ft. or occasionally

to KX) ft., with short and slender brunches forniin)? a
narrow pyramidal head, with red-brown bark : youn^
branches reddish brown: Ivg. quadrangular, acute or
naucronate, dark or brijjht ^reen, shininj?, about % in.

lonu: : rts. purple: cones oblong, lU-'J in. long, light

reddish brown, glossy; scales obovate, roundetl and en-

tire or slightly erose at the margin. From Canada to

N. C, along the Alleghany Mts. S.S. 12 :.'>97. -Hand-
some tree, but requires c<Md and m«»ist situation and is

less drought-enduriug than most others.

8. niarra. Link (P. Mariiina, Britt., Stems & Pogg.).
Fig. 171W. Tree, usually to 2t)-;M) ft. or occasionally to

100 ft., with slender, often pen<hilous branches forming
a narrow, irregular head: bark gray -brown: young

1797. ? .'ddin£ of the leaves of Nor>vay Spruce.

The picture she (« i .itttiiities of a limb that is eight years old. The part
between the tip and A is Iv^/ Leastn's growth; between A and B it is two years old ;

and beyond B is a ->art tLr^t g."«w three season* ago. The section beyond C is six
years old; from \i to D is seven yeaic of a^e. The four years' growth of this limb
not shown in the drawing was as a"'nsely covered with foliage as is the part shown in
the upi>er figure; but there are not many leaves between and I) (seven years old)
and none on the eight-year-old wood (ex'-ept those on the branchlets, and these are
younger). This shows that the leaves i)ersisted six or seven years.

branches brown or yellowish brown: Ivs. quadrangular,
obtusish, dull dark or bluish green, bloomy especially on
the upper side, J4-/^ in. long: fls. purple: cones oval-

oblong, globose-ovate when open, dull grayish brown,
%-\% in. long; scales rounded and finely denticulate
at the margin. From Can. to Va., Minn, and Brit. Col.

S.S. 12:596.—Very variable in habit; cone-bearing trees
often only a few ft. high when growing in swamps. The
most ornamental garden form is var. Doiun6tti, Carr.,
with ascending crowded branches forming a dense conical
pyramid. A similar form, somewhat broader at the base
and with more light bluish green foliage, is var. Mari-
ana, Beissn. G.C. TIL 11:80. Var. brevifdlia, Rehd.
(P. brevifdlia, Peck). Fig. 1794. Small tree, with short
spreading branches forming an irregular and narrow
head : Ivs. usually %-% in. long, bluish green: cones
K-1 in., seeds 1-12 in. long. Of little ornamental value.
V. 23:291. A.fJ. 23:201,20.3. Var. virgita, Rehd., is

a sparingly branched form with long and slender
branches destitute of branchlets, very similar to P.
ercelxa, var. rirgata. G.F. 8:4.5. Var. pttmila, Hort., is

a dwarf, compact, cushion-like form of very dark green
color.

9. dlba, Link (P. Canadensis, Britt.. Stems & Pogg.).
Fig. 1794. Tree, usually 00-70, sometimes to l.">0 ft.,

with ascendent branches and usually pendent branch-
lets : bark light brownish gray: Ivs, slightly curved,
acute or acutish, more or less bluish green, %-% in.

long, of a strong, aromatic mlor when bruised : fls.

pale red or yellowish : cones cylindric-oblong, light

brown and glossy, IJ't-J in. long; scales orbicular, with
usually entire margin, thin and flexible. From Laltra-
dor to Alaska, south to Mont., Minn, and N. V. .S.S

12:.")98. G.F. 8:223; 9:.3o"). F.S. 21 :22.'>l.-A decorative
species of dense habit when young and with rather light
bluish green foliage; it endures heat and <lrougl * much
better than the two preceding species. The most im-
portant garden form is var. cartllea, Carr. (var. argfntea
and var. glanea, Hort. Abies rubra, var. violiieea.

Loud.). Of dense habit, with light Iduish gfjen or
almost silvery gray foliage. Var. a(lrea, Beissn., has
yellow fidiage. Var. n4na. Loud. Dwarf, forming a
dense round bush. Var. p6ndaia, Beissn. With pemlu-
lous branches.

10. ^ngrelmaimi, Engelm. (Abies commut>)tn, Murr.).
Tree, to 150 ft., with slender spreading branches in

closely arranged whorls, forming a
dense and narn)W pyramid in young
trees : winter-buds with brownish
yellow usually appressed or little

spreading scales: young branches
pale brownish yellow, pubescent:
ivs. slender, straight or slightly

incurved, acute, bluish green to

steel-blue, }i-l in. long, without
resin canals, of a strong aromatic
odor when bruised: fls. purple:
cones oval- to cylindric-oblong,
light brown, l%-3 in. Ions; scales
rhomboidal, narrowed and truncate
or rarely acute at the apex. From
Alberta and Brit. Col. to Ariz, and
N. M. S.S. 12:.'>99.-A very orna-
mental tree, varying in the color
of foliage. Var. glauca, Hort., has
bluish or steel-blue, and var. ar-
g6ntea, Hort., silvery gray foliage.

J*, pseuflopungens, Dieck, seems
not to differ from typical P. Engel-
manni. P. Enijelmnnni is .eaid to

be sold for P. pKngenx. It is more
common, and its see<ls are there-

fore more readily secured.

11. pungens, Engelm. (P. Par-
ri/iina, Sarg. Abies MSnziexi,
Engelm., not Lindl. ). Fif. 1794,

1798. Tree, 80-100, or occasionally
to IJO ft., with horizontal stout

branches in rather remote whorls,
forming a broatl, regular pyramid:
winter-buds with brownish yellow
usually reflexed scales: young

branches glabrous, bright yellowish brown: Ivs. rigid,

incurved, spiny - acuminate, bluish green to silvery

white or rarely dull green, % to one and one-fifth in.

long, with 2 resin canals: cones cylindric-oblong, light

brown and glossy, 23^—4 in. long; scales rhomboidal,
narrowe<l and erose at the apex. Wyo. to Colo, and
Utah. S.S. 12:600. G.C. H. 20:725; 111.10:547. Mn. 7,

p. 51. Gng. 7:49. S.H. 2:273. F. 1884, p. 5. G.M. 40 :.}.).

—A very handsome and very hardy tree of symmetrical
habit, with light, sometimes almost silvery white foli-

age. According to the diflFerent shades of color of the
foliage, vars. arg§ntea, coenilea and glauca, Hort., are
distinguished. Var.viridis, Regel ( P. commufdta, Hort. ),

is the form with green Ivs. A dwarf compact form of
this species originated about 10 years ago at the Arnold
Arboretrum.

12. Sitch^nsis, Carr. (Abies Sle'miesi, Lindl.). Tide-
land Spruce. Sitka Spri'ce. Tree, usually 100 ft., oc-

casionally 200 ft. high, with slender horizontal branches,
forming a broad pyramid in young trees; in old trees

the upper branches short and ascending, the lower ones
slender and sprea<ling, clothed with slender branchlets:
l)ark bright or dark red-brown: young branches rigid,

light brownish yellow, glabrous : Ivs. bright green,
shining and rounded on the lower side, flat, slightly

ridged and silvery white on the upper side, sharply
acute or acuminate, J^-1 in. loiig: staminate fls. red:
cones cylindric-oval, pale yellowish or reddish brown,
21-2-4 in. long; scales rounded at the apex and erose.

Alaska to Calif. G.C. \l. 25:728, 729. S.S. 12:002. G.F.
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. 38, p. 217,
highly oma-
and shorter

4 :211 (erroneously nanHMl DoutflaH Fir). M.D.G. 1896:403.

—A vf ry oriiaiuentul trt'c, fspecially attractive by the
eontrasting culorn uf the foliage, but it can hardly be

grown suceeHMfully in the eastern «tat«'.s; it does not

stand the hot sunuiH-rs well, and is probably not hardy
farther north than Mass. Var. speciosa, Beissn., is of

hliiAer growth and more compart habit, with more as-

cending branches and shorter, more rigid Ivs.

l.'l. Ajan6nsis, Fisch. (Ahifg Jezo^mtiK,

81eb, A: Zucc. /*. HoPKloemtig, Mayr. /*.

Alrockidna, Veitch partly). Tree, 100-
1,'»() ft. or occasionally higher, with hori-

zontally spreading slender branches: bark
dark gray : young branches glabrous,

shining, yellowish bri»wn or yellowish
green: Ivs. slightly curved, acute or ob-

tuse, slightly ridged on both sides, dark
green and shining below, silvery white
above, %-% in. long: lis. carmine: cones
oblong, light brown, IJ^-y)^ in. long;

scales oval -oblong, erose. E. Siber.,

Ainiirland, Sachatin, Yeso. B. M. G74'A.

(i.e. II. 13: 11'). 212; 111. 3. p. 53. Gt
figs. 2-5.— Similar to the preceding and
mental, hardier: Ivs. somewhat broader
and less sharply pointed than in the preceding. P.
Ajanensiit and P. Uondoetisis are considered by Mayr
as two distinct species: the first has yellowish green
branches and on older plants the slightly swollen leaf-

cushions are recurved: the latter has light reddish
brown branches, the leaf-cushions on the upper side of

the branches are much swollen, pointing forward, with
two small furrows below the apex, the Ivs. somewhat
shorter and the bracts of the scales somewhat narrowed
near the middle.

14. blcolor, Maj-r (P. AlcocTti^nn, Carr., partly.

A hies bicolor, "Maxim.). Tree, 80-1.50 ft., with slender
spreading branches: bark grayish brown: young
branches dull reddish brown, sometimes finely pubes-
cent: Ivs. somewhat curved, dark green above with two
bluish lines below, sharply acuminate, y^-'ii in. long:
cones oblong, brown, purple before ripening, ;{—4 in.

long; scales obovate, finely denticulate at the often re-

curved margin. Japan. G.C. II. 13, p. 213.— Handsome
tree, with more slender branches than the preceding
and of more rapid growth. Sometimes cult, under the
name P. Alcockiana nova and P. ucicularis.

15. Omorika, Bolle (Pmus Omor) Ara, Pancic). Tree,
to 100 ft. or higher, with rather short spreading and as-

cending branches forming a narrow pyramidal head:
young branches brown, pubescent : Ivs. compressed,
ridged on both sides, obtuse and mucronulate, dark
green and shining below, with whitish lines above, ya-

10. Breweriina. Wats. Tree, 80-120 ft. high, with the
branches at the top slightly ascending, the lower ones
horizontal or pendulous, with whip -like pendulous
branchlets often 7 or H ft. long, furnished witn similar,
slender lateral bran«-hlets; young branches reddish
brown, pubescent: Ivs. straight or slightly curved, ob-
tuse, rotnuled and dark green at the lower surface, al-

most fiat and with white lines above, iJ^-l in. long:

j*..,*^"

'-*^3

.
*•• r--i

1798. Picea pungens.

The two small tufts .it the right are P. «r^-?'«a. var.
Maxivelli.

}4 in. long: fls. purple: cones ovate-oblong, cinnamon-
brown, glossy, l}4-2% in. long; scales almost orbicular,
with ftnelv denticulate margin. S. E. Eu. G.C. II.

21:308; III. 21:1,53. Gt. 47, p. 177.-Handsome tree of
rather slow growth, forming a dense and narrow pyra-
mid when young; very hardy.

1799. Picea nigra {X%).

staminate fls. purple: cones oblong, 23^-5 in. long, light
orange-brown; .scales obovate, with entire margin. Sis-
kiyou Mts. in Ore. and N. Calif. S.S. 12:001. G.F.
3:G(i, 67; 5:595. G.C. II. 25:497. -One of the most dis-
tinct Spruces, but it has not yet been successfully cul-
tivated in the eastern states.

P. Columbiana, Ijevnm., is a form of P. Eneehnnnni, of
smaller size, with smaller cones and scaly brown imrk.— P.
iilehni. Mast. Tree, to I'lO ft., allied to P. bif«ilor, but Ivs.

shorter, about ^^"H in. long and comparatively Ijmad: cones
1-2 in. long. Amurland, Sachalin. Yeso. (i.C. II. n-.'.m.-P.
Marimmciczi. Regel. Allied to P. polita, btit much smaller ia
every part: Ivs. about J^, cones 2 in. long, smaller in cult,

plants. Japan. Alfked Rehdek.

PICKEBEL-WEED. Pontederia.

PICOTEE. See Carnation.

PICBASMA (Greek, pikrasmos, bitterness; referring
to the bitter bark and wood). Including P/cmwa. Sima-
rubdceie. Trees and shrubs, with alternate, odd-pinnate
Ivs., yellowish green fls. in axillary, long-peduncled,
loose cymes and subglobose. dry, berry-like fr. About
8 species in S. and E. Asia aiid W. India. Only P.
ailantholdes, Planch. (P. Japbnica, Gray), seems to be
in cult. It is an upright shrub, almost glabrous except
the tomentulose inflorescence: Ivs. with 4-8 pairs of
Ifts.; Ifts. ovate or oblong-ovate, acuminate, crenately
serrate, 2%-3}'i in. long: fr. pea-sized, bright red,
with 1 seed. N. China, Japan. This is probably the
hardiest species of the genus, but has proved only lialf-

hardy at the Arnold Arboretum. Farther north it may
be of value on a<*count of its orange an<l scarlet fall

coloring and the bright red fruits. It is sometimes
united with P. quassioiden. Benn., from Himalaya and
China. Wood and bark are exceedingly bitter. The
wood of some species, especially P. ercelsa. Planch,,
from Jamaica, is used in medicine like that of Quassia.

Alfred Rehder.
PICTUBES. See Photography.

PIE-PLANT. See Rhubarb.

PI£BIS (a mythological name). Including Port una.
Ericdce(e. Ornamental evergreen or deciduous shrubs
or rarely small trees, with alternate short-petioled Ivs.

and handsome usually white fls. in often-panided ra-

cemes or in racemose axillary fascicles. The evergreen
P. floribunda and the deciduous P. Mariana are hardy
North and, like the other species, are valuable for the
earliness of their flowers. The most beautiful are
P. Japonica and P. Formosa, with long <lrooping or nod-
ding racemes of white fls. arranged in terminal panicles;
the first thrives still in Mass., but the fls. are usually
winter-killed, while P. formona can be grown only South.
They are easily forced, and P. Japonica especially
may be recommended for this purpose; it makes a very
handsome and graceful pot-plant for inside decoration
with its slei.der racemes of pure white flowers hanging
over the glossy bright green foliage. The species of
Pieris, like other Ericaceae, grow well in a moderately
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mnUt, well drained and poronn Ant), hut dinlikf' flme-
Btone and hcitvy clay; a partly Hhad*'d situation HiiitM

thfui Jm'hI. I*ruj>. by sef-flr* tn-attMl likf thow*" of Azalea
or Kh*Mtu4ien<lron; al.Ho by lay^rM, ami the evergreen
one«i by cuttinK** of aIniuMt ripened w<hh1 in AutniNt
under glaHH, kept durin>( tiie winter in a «mm»1 jfreen-
hoUHe. Tiny rfM>t very slowly; oiittinKs taken from
forced plants r<Kit more readily. AImiui 10 MpeeieM in
N. Anier. and in Asia from Himal. to Japan. C'alyx-
IoIh*!! valvate or clistinct; corolla k'o'x*'*** «»r urce<date;
stamens 10 ; anthers ot>tuse, with a pair of awns near
the base or the filaments 2-to«thed below the apex: cap-
sule with r> dehiscent valves ; seeds linear-oblonic, not
winjfed. with niembranace«His testa. Often included
under Andromeda. Clitsely allied to Lyonia, but dis-

tinguished )>y its awnless anthers, and to Zenobia, which
has the anthers 4-awned at the apex. The foliajcre of
some species is said tu be poistmous to cattle.

A. Lv». evergreen.

B. Flnwerf in terminal panicles formed the preriout
year and remaining naked durimj the winter:
capsule ylobose, without ridyes.

norib^nda, Benth. & Hook. (Andromeda florihtinda,
rur?<li. Poi-titna A/orifcioirfo, Nuit. ). Fig. 1800. Dense
8hnil», L'-ti ft. high: branches and petioles with strigose
brown hairs: Ivs. ovate to oblong- lanceolate, acute,
minutely serrulate and setosely ciliate, otherwise gla-
bnMis. l'2-2'.i in. l<»ng: tls. nmlding. in terminal dense
upright panicles l>.i-4 in. long; corolla ovate, strongly
r» angled, white, V4 in. long. April, Mav. Va. to (Ja., iii

the Alleghany Mts. n.M. 15IKJ. B.R.'lO:807. M.I).<i.
18!>H::{.'{;{. — Very desirable evergreen shrub for its banli-
ness and earliness of the tls.

JapOnica, D. Don {Andromeda Jap/mica, Thunb. ).

Fig. l><o; Shrub, with spreading branches or some-
times small tree to IW ft. : branches glabrous : Ivs.

crowded at the ends of branches, obovate-lanceolate or
ol)lanceolate, crenately serrulate, cuneate at the base,
glabrous, 1^2-25^ in. long: tis. in pendulous panicles,

Dwarf form with small linear-oblanceolate Ivs. ,Tapane^«
tM>tanists speak of a variety with the racemes a fiN»t hikI
more long; this f<»nn seems to »m? not yet intrmlnced.
/*. Jap'Hira is one «»f the most graceful early-blnoniing
evergreen*.

1800. Pieris floribunda (XH).

2K-5 in. long: corolla ovate, not angled. }i in. or slightlv
longer. April, May. Japan. R.B. 11:10. B.H. 21:19.
Gn. 12:98 and p. 424; 50. p.aOT; 57, p. H99. G.C. II. 17:797.
M.D.G. 1898:r)44. — Var. albo-margin&ta. Ilort. Lvs.
with wbiti.sh margin and smaller. Var. pygmsea, Maxim.

1801. Pieris Japonic* (X ^»).

BB. FJs. in axillary clusters, forminy terminal leafy
racemes.

nitida, Benth. & Hook. (Andrthneda nitidn, Bartr.
A. curiiicea. Ait. |. Fkttkk-mish. Shrub, 2-4» ft. high,
with triangular branches, quite glabrous: lvs. obovate
or broadly elliptic to oblong, narrowed at both eiuN,
bright green and shining above, entire and slightly rev-
olute at the margin, IVa--'* in. long: corolla cylindric-
ovate, white to pink. V4-':, in. long: capsule ovoid ulo-

>K)se, with ridges at the stitures. March-Mav. N. ('. to

Fla. and La. B.M. 1095. -Var. rdbra, Lodd.' Fls. deep
pink. L.B.C. 7:G72.

AA. Lvs. deciduous.

Mari&na, Benth. & Hook. {Andromeda Mariana,
Linn. Ltjbnia Maridna.D. lion. LeucbthoS Mariana,
DC). STAtuiKK-Bi'SH. Shrub. 2-4 ft. high, ^'labrous or
nearly so: lvs. oval to obUmg, obtuse or acute, usually
cuneate at the base, entire, l-.'{ in. long: lis. nodding,
in axillary clusters on leatle.'^s branches of the previojis
year, forming 2-5 in. long racemes; corolla cylindric-
campanulate, white or pale pink, almost J^ in. lonir:

capsule ovate-pvramidal. Apiil-June. R. I. to Fla.

B.M. 1579.

P. formhsa, D. Don. Evergreen shmh or small tree, to 12 ft.,

allie^l to P. Japonica: lvs. 8<'Httered, broader, elliptic, .'{-.'> in.

long: panicles 6 in. or more long. April, May. Himalayas.
Gil. 'A. p. 77. U.C. II. l.'>:569.—P. ovalifulia, D. Don. I>e<'i<iu-

0U8 shrub or tree, to 40 ft.: lvs. ovate to elliptic, entire, pubes-
cent on the veins beneath, 2-6 in. long : tis. ovate, white, in
simple lateral racemes, 2-6 in. long. June. Himiilayas to Japan.
About as hanly aa P. Japonica.— 7*. pAi7/j/e«'A»/iVi, IX'. Ever-
green shrub, 1-2 ft., glabrous: Iva. oblong, serrulate near the
apex, 1-2 in. long: racemes axillar}', 4-12-!ld.: corolla ovoid,
white. Feb., March. W. Fla. B.R. 30:36.

Alfred Rehder.

PIGEON BEBRY. Phytolacca decandra.

PIGEON PEA. Cajanus Indicus.

PIGEON PLUM. See Coceoloba.

PIG-NUT. See Hicoria.

PIGWEED. Species of Chenopodium and Amaran-
tus.

PtLEA (pileus, a Roman cap; one of the segments of
the perianth in the first descril>ed species covering the
akene). Crticd.cecp. Many tropical and .some temperate-
region herbs (rarely shrubby), annual or perennial, of
various habit. Most of them are weedy plants, but
forms of one or two species are grown in greenhouses
for their compact fern-like sprays and for the interest-

ing phenomenon of forcibly discharging the pollen,

whence the name Artillery Plant. The species are

widely distributed in the Old and New World. The
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flowfr* are moncpciouii or diopriouM, nioHtly very Hnmll
uid in axilUry cluHtfrn; HtanienM :{-4, Htut the Nepal

-

lobes in the >4t»iiiinat« Hm. of tlio Haine number; Hcpul

lubeN of piHtiilatf* Hx. :i, the uvury :i-anKlf<l ami erert

and bei»rin>f a neMMile tufted HtijfiuB, with 'A it«*ale-likf

HttttiiintMliuniH: fr. an ukt-iic, ttvnte or nearly orbieular.
I'cdiiiiri HHed, more or Ivan inveHt<»<l in the periantli.

There urw l.')© or Tn»»re upecien of PiU-a, one «>f which,
P. pumila, in a Mmall nettle-like plant g^rowiujif in th<-

northern MtateH.

The Artiihrj' Plants of the frardenn are khihII branehy
half-suceulent lierhs, u.suully jfrown in potm and aUowi d
to reatth a foot or so In height. The gracefully our^'iiitf

fronds of ttniall ovate or ohovate Hhinint? leaver are
much prized. They are easy to grow, being propagated
hy cuttings. They thrive l)eMt when gi /en an abun-
dance of water. SonietimeM th»-y are use«l a« edgingM in

orchid houses, to screen the pots with green, and they
al.Ho tend to equalize the moiHture conditionH ami thereby
contribute to the welfare of the orchi<l8.

When tlie staminate flowers open, the pollen is UHually
discharged forcibly and visibly. If a plant is pui in a
sunny place when the pollen is ripe, it niav set up
a vigorous bombardment, particularly if the foliage is

sprayed. (See I. H, 1, p. 64 ( 1854) for an account of this
phenomenon.) The Artillery Plant is seen in nearly
every greenhouse, but whether there is more than one
species in common cultivation it is difficult to deter-
mine, for specitic characters are difficult to draw. The
ivs., although opposite, are unequal. I'sually the
bnuichlets develop alternately on the branch.

microph^lla, Liebm. (P. mu.<cd$a, Lindl. P. ralli-
^»»r/i/o)«/*'j< of some authors). Moncecious: small, rather
weak plant: Ivs. less than l^ in. long as a rule, some-
times very small: fl. -clusters mostly sessile or nearly so.

S. Aiuer.

serpyllildlia, Wedd. (P. muacdm, Hort. in part. P.
eallitrichio'ides of some). Fig. 1802. Dioecious: plant
usually stronger and more upright: Ivs. usually more
than % in. long, and fl. -clusters more peduncled. Mex.
.Seems to be the commoner species, but it is difficult to
determine them. L H. B

1802. Artillery Plant— Pilea serpyllifolia.

Separate spray natural size.

FILOCABPUS (Greek, pilos, a cap, and karpos, a
fruit, from the shapeof the fruit). MntdceiP. Shrubs or
.small trees, sometimes attaining 10 ft., with pinnately
compound Ivs. of 1-4 pairs and a terminal leaflet; the
Ifts. opposite, but the Ivs. usually alternate: fls. in

elongated racemes; petals 4-5, valvate; stamens 4-5:
ovary 4-5-lobed, not tubercled. The plants of the genus
form the source of the alkaloid "pilocarpine," and to-

getlier with plants of several other genera, the basis of
the drug "Jaborandi." Seventeen species, natives of
tropical America, principally Brazil.

pennatifdlitis, Lem. Branchlets glabrous or puberu-
lent: Ivs. alternate, 1-1 J^ ft. long; Ifts. 2 or 3 pairs, be-
sides the terminal one, 3-9 in. long, oblong ; apex
rounded or eniarginate, coriaceous, yellowish green

:

raceme spike-like, many-fld. (about 100); rachis stout,

pedicels stout, horizontal, with 2 small greenish tooth-

shaped bracts at their bases: fls. reddish brown, rotate.
Hrazil. H..M. 72:C).-Int. into ('alif. by Dr. Krancenchl,
and said to l)e hardy in the ojieu wherever the lemuu
can be auccessfully grown.

P. JaborAndi, Holme*. ha« b#«»n denrHSe*! n.% P penna.ifnlins,
by Benth. (k Trim., hut is tliNtinguishe*! fnon it by f>liort«T Ivii.

«i»d Ifts., xtiftly |»ulK«s«'ent ltri»i)«'hlets an'l stenid, more •n>»'nl3r

rt<l, ri»r<»me«. with slender rachis ami p»*<lici>lH, and the |)rfM>iir«»
of 2 InronKpifuoiis l>racteoleH alH>ve the mithlle of the tlower
pedicel.. JJ.M, 74W. AknOLD V. StCBENRAICM.

PIL0C£REU8( Latin, ;)»7ir«, hair). Cnrti^refr. A son«e-
what iietereugeueouH assemblage of fonns differing from
relateil species principally by the presence in the fniit-
ing area of different or more copious and lengtheiie«l
hairs or bristles, in some of the species aggreg-ued in a
circumscribed area and tenned a cephalium. For cul-
ture, see Vactu»,

IMDCX.
Bninnowii, .1. fJornmvii, 6. Boywd, 8.

tVUianus. 5. f<>»*uliitua, ,'>. Mttrptmtianus, 1.

fhrysomHlluH. 9. Haaufi, 11. Scliottil. 1.

('olunntaTrajam,8. Hoppeii8te«ltii, 4. scoparins, 2.
I>autwit7.ii. 11. Houlletii,?. senilis, 10.

exerens, 12. imlylophus, 3. rirm«. 12.

A. Fruiting artn eirrumterential. nf lenqtheneil hriittlett

or tvftik spineK, without woolly fmirn: uo huirs ©»
areola of yountj nhoota.

1. 8ch6ttii, Lem. (P. Sargenfiiinu.'^, Ore). Fig. ISO.*^.

Branching from the base. 10-15 ft, high, glaucous: ribs
4-10, commonly 5; spines 4-7, very short, thickened at
base: areolae of the fruiting area bearing very c(»pious
and long (1-3 in.) stiffish twisted bristles: Hs. small,
pinkish, al»out 1 in. long: fr. soft, edible, the size and
somewhat the color of an olive. North Mexico and Baj»,
California. G.F. 4:437.

2. scopAritW. Poselg. Tree-like, richly branched. 25 ft.

high, 1 ft. in dium.: railial spines 12-15, very short, cen-
trals 7-8, not much longer; in the flowering branches
the spines change to longer stout bristles and the areolm
are closer together, forming a bristly cephalium: fls.

small, bell-shaped, reddish : fr. size of a hazelnut. Near
Vera Cruz. Mex.

3. polyldphtu, Salm-Dyck {Cereun NickeUii, Hort.^l.

Columnar, attaining a height of 50 ft. and a diam. of 13-a

ft., rarely branching: ribs 10-22. sharp-angled, shallow,
the old stems perfectly cylindrical: spines small and
bristle-like, less than }4 in. long: radials .>-<»: central
usually 1 ; spines of the flowering area 2-3 in. long,
crowded: fls. large, trumpet-shaped, dark red: fr. re<l,

softly. Mex.

AA. Fruiting area lateral, of denxe tuftn nf wool in
which the flowerx are imbedded : young xhoots
lanuginous, except in P. Hoppenstedtii.

4. Hopi>enatMtii, "Web. Columnar, simple, slender,
reaching a height of 30 ft.: ribs numerous, more than
16: radial spines 14-18, very- short; centrals 5-8. the
lower longest one reaching 3 in.; all the spines at fir.«t

yellowish, then white: cephalium of 1-2 in. long tufts of
yellowish hairs, forming a narrow bract on the north
side of the plant : fls. 3 in. long, bell-shaped, whitish,
with rosy tips. Mex.

5. Celsiintis, Lem. (P. fossuliitus, Lab.). Columnar,
in the gardens simple, hardly more than 4 ft. high, 3 in.

in diam.: ribs 10-17, bright green; areolae bearing long
(2 in.) white hair; radial spines usually 9, the lower
one, the longest, less than 1 in. long; central usually 1,

sometimes 4. the longest sometimes 3 in. long, all yellow

:

fls. not known. Andes of Bolivia.

Var. Brannowii, Schum. (P. Bn'tnnowii, Haage Jun.).
Stem stouter: wool brownish, more copious ; spines
stronger and darker.

6. Boy^ni, Riirapl. (P. floccdsus, Lem.). Columnar,
branching, reaching 15 ft. in height. 2-3 in. in diam.:
ribs 9-10, obtuse bluish pruinose: spines 12-16. rigid,

divaricate, bright amber-yellow, the inner ones larger,

nearly an inch long: on the sterile branches long hairs
are found on areola?, on the fertile bract these are more
numerous and aggregated : fls. and fr. as in the last

species, but lighter in color. Island of St. Croix.
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7. Houlldtii, Lera. Tree-like, attaining 40 ft. in heiprht

:

branches divaricate; cultivated plants usually ;{-4 in. in

diaiu: ribs G-8, rounded, glaucous; radial spines 7-9,

sprea<ling V^ in. long, honey yellow, central twice as
long and stronger : areolte of the sterile stem with more
or less hairs, which in the fruiting area are very numer-
ous, making a shaggy tract sometimes 1 ft. long: lis. 3
in. long, imbedded in the wool, turbinate, greenish red
outside, rose-red within: fr. dark red, depressed-globose.
Mexico. R.H. 1862, pp. 427-430.

AAA. Fruiting area a prominent cephalium composed of

denxe lorks of woolly hairs intermixed with
hrist'es, unilateral except sometimes in P.
chrysomallus.

B. IJong hairs absent except in the cephalium.

8. Colamna-Traj&ni, *>alm-Dyck. Tree-like, attaining
a height of 50 ft. and a diam. of over 2 ft., simple below:

areolae large, elliptic ; railial

spines 10-12, the upper very
short, the lower longest, nearly
an inch long ; centrals 2, the
upper an inch long, the lower
4-5 in. : fls. about 2 in. long,
scarcely projecting from the
unilateral woollv and bristly

%^ cephalium. Mex.' R.H. 153C, p,
129. The speciflc name refers t
the famous Trajan's Column

BB. Long Jiairii covering all but
the oldest parts of the
plant.

9. chrysomallus, Lem. Tne-
like, with erect branches, reacn-
ing a height of 30 ft. : ribs in

cultivated plants 13 : areolie

with long hairs; radial spines
11-13, the upper K in. long, the
lower twice as long; centrals 4,

still longer; all the spines am-
ber-yellow, becoming brown

:

cephalium terminal or some-
times unilateral, a foot long,
woolly and setose. Mex.

10. senilis, Pfeiff. Old Man
Cactus. Columnar, reaching a
height of 3o ft. and a diam. of
1 ft., branching at the very
base, the branches becoming
parallel with the parent: ribs

20-30.very little elevated ; areolae

bearing 20 to 30 white, wavy
bristles 2-5 in. long; later ap-
pear also, at first 1, then 3-5
strong, yellowish spines : fls.

very numerous in the cephal-
ium, nearly 4 in. long, red out-
side, reddish white within: fr.

Central Mex. R.H. 1889. p. 568; 1890,

1803. Pilocereus Schottii

violet, 2 in. long
p. 128.

11. Dautwiztii, Haage (P. JTadgei, Poselg. ). Colum-
nar, re;n'hin;r 5 ft. in height, 4 in. in diam.: ribs 25-30,
low, obtuse ; areoljB close together, bearing over 20
needle-like, spreading and interlocking spines, and also
copious long, white, curled hairs which cover the whole
upper part of the plant, like a spider's web: cephalium
and fl. not certainly known. Northern Peru. G.C. 1873:7.
F.S. 21:2163.

AAAA. Fruiting areola> and yunger parts of the plant
bearing short hairs, but cephalium wanting.

12. ez^rens, Schum. {P. i')rens, Lem.). Branching at
base, .'{-4 ft. high, 2-3 in. in diam.. tapering above:
ribs 4-<), obttise. the sterile shoots with short, sparse,
woolly hairs at the top; spines commonly 7 radials,
very short, 1-3 centrals 4 times as long: woolly hairs
much more abundant on the l)!i)oming plant: fls. about
3 in. long, trumpet-bell-shaped, witht>ut wool or spines.
^^^^i^- Katharine Braxdegee.

PILOGYNE. See Melothria.

FIL0MNA. See TriehopiUa.

PIM£L£A (Greek, fat: referring to the fleshy seeds).
ThymeUt'tlcete. Rice Flowek. A genus comprising
many showy species, and cuntinel almost exclusively
t«> Australia and neighboring islands. They are mostly
delicate shn.os, titte<l only for greenhouse culturf,
though reported to be hardy in the open wherever the
lemon can be successfully grown. Lvs. nearly always
opposite, always simple and entire: inflorescence usu-
ally a terminal head or cluster, nover umbellate, oftt-n
with an involucre of 4 or more bracts at the base: per-
ianth tubular, with a spreading (rarely erect) 4-lobe(i
limb: stamens 2, inserted in tho throat opposite the 2
outer perianth-lobes: ovary 1-celled: fr. a small drupe.
Of the many species, only three {P. decussata, P. U-
gustrina and P. spectabilis) have been actually intro-
duced into the U. S., but there are so many other very
slicwy species, some of which are already in the OKI
World, that in all probability more will soon be found
in our collections for greenhouse culture. For the lat-

ter the soil should be a mixture of peat and loam, with
enough sharp sand added to make it ^ gritty." and spe
cial care given to insure perfect drainage. After bloom-
ing, the plants should be cut back severely to stimulate
new growth. They can be propagated from either seeds
or cuttings. Ernest Braunton wrif^s: "P. decussata
is an elegant little shrub, of uncertain existence. In
southern Calif, it attains a height of 3 ft., with the
same width at the top, flowers magniflcently and then
dies. In northern Ca!if. it does the same. In the open
ground it lives 3-5 years, and must have shade."

Arnold V. Stubenrauch.
Cuttings of well-ripened wood of P. spectabilis and

P. decussata root freely at 60° placed unv^er a beli-glass,
in a shaded house. Thev are not strong growers and
must not be over-potted. During the summer they do
best when plunged outside but covered with lath racks.
They may be kept with auriculas. During the winter
they may be kept with ericas at 40-' "i- at night, and they
will come in at Easter without forcing. They are rather
slow-growing plants for a commercial man, but they
probably will become profitable. P. decussata, espe-
cially, is one of the finest of pink greenhouse shrubs.

H. D. Darlington.
The following are all natives of Australia, except

when otherwise stated

:

arenaria, 9.

decussata, 13.

drupacea, 2.

ferruginea, 13.

glanca. 6.

gracilitiora. 8.

INDKX.

hyperieina, 3.

imbricata, 16.

ligiistrina, 4.

llnifolia, 7.

longiflora, 1.

nivea, 12.

rosea, 10.

spathti'iata, 15.

spe<'tahilis, 14.

suaveoleiis. ^.

sylvestris, 11.

A. Involucru I Ivs. absent 1. longiflora
AA. Involucral Ivs. reduced to 2 small

bracts 2. drupacea
AAA. Involucral Ivs. 4-8.

B. Lvs. distinctly penniveined.
c. Fls. wh ite 3. hjrpericina

4. ligustrina
CO. Fls. rose colored or yellowish. 5. Buaveolens

BB. Lvs. not penniveined or very
obscurely so.

C. Color of involucral lvs. green.
D. Fls. white.

e. Perianth -tube cylindri-
cal <>. glanca

7. limiilia
EE. Perianth-tube tvider at

top 8. graciliflora

EEE. Perianth-tube nam>Wi>r
at top 9. arenaria

DD, Fls. ro.-^e-colored.

E. Perianth-tube cylindri-
cal *.

10. rosea
EE. Perianth-tube wider at

top 11. sylvestris
DDD. Fls. white and pink in

sa me head 12. nivea
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CC. Color of involucral Ivs. pink
or red, or tinged only at
margin.

D. Fls. rone-colored 13. ferruginea
DD. FLs. trhite and pink in

sa me head 14. spectabilis

DDD. Fls. pale yellow 15. spatJlulata

AAAA. Involucral Ivs. 8 or usually more
than 8 10. imbricata

1. longifldra, R. Br. Stems 4 ft. or more high, slender,

very leafy: Ivs. sometimes alternate, linear, hairy: tls.

pure white, hairy externally, long and slender: heads
globose, many-ttii.: anthers yellow, not exserted. B.M.
Mtil.

2. drup^cea, Labill. A straggling shrub &-8 ft. high
or lower: branches leafy: Ivs. ovate to oblong-elliptical

or oblong-linear, glabrous above, slightly silky hairy
beneath, distinctly penniveined : Us. white or tinged
with pink, silky hairy, small; anthers yellow, hardly ex-

serted: heads sessile, few-tid. L. B.C. 0:540.

.3. hypericlna, A. Cunn. Stem slender, 3 ft. or more
high: branches not very leafy: Ivs. elliptically oblong,
smooth : tls. hermaphrodite and female on distinct

plants, very hairy externally; hermaphrodite fls. longer
and more slender: heads many-fld. and crowded. —Very
similar to P. ligustrina, in fact placed as a variety f>f

it in Flora Australiensis ; distinguished in havin"- -nore
involucral Ivs. much shorter than the fls. and silky pu-
bescent or hoary. B.M. 3330.

4. litrostrlna, Labill. Erect, 5-6 ft. high: Ivs. ovate
to oblong or elliptical: involucral Ivs. 4, very rarely 5
or 0, as long as the fl. -tubes, glabrous: fls. sometimes
female only, silky hairv. Int. into Calif., where it is

said to do very well. B.R. 21:1829.

5. stiavdolezs, Meissn. Erect, usually less than 1 ft.

high, sometimes branching at base only: branches very
leafy: Ivs. ovate-lanceolate to oblong-linear; involucral
Ivs. 4-8, usually as long as the fls. and ciliate: fls. yel-
lowish when fresh, usually hairy; heads globular, very
largr and many-fld. B.M. 4543 (as P. macrocephala).

0. fe. tea, R. Br. Erect, much branched, }4-l}4 ft.

high: Ivs. ovate to oblong-lanceolate or almost linear;
involucral Ivs. usually 4, shorter than fls.: fls. silky
hairy: heads globular, not many-fld. LB.C. 17:1011.

7. linifdlia, Sm. Erect, from less than 1 to 3 ft. high

:

branches slender, bark ferruginous, not very kafy: Ivs.

linear or oblong; involucral Ivs. 4, nearly as long as
fls.: heads terminal, globular, erect. B.M. 891.

8. grracilifldra. Hook. Erect, slender, 2K ft. high:
Ivs. lanceolate, dotted above; involucral Ivs. 6. shorter
than fls.: fls. long, slender, glabrous. — Very similar to

P. sylvestris, and described .is the same in Fl. Anat.:
distinguished from it by narrower Ivs. dotted above, and
more slender pure white fls. B.M. 3288.

9. aren§iria, A. Cunn. Small, erect shrub, dichoto-
mously branched: Ivs. c 4te, obscurely downy above,
silky hairy beneath; involucral Ivs. not diff'erent from
stem-lvs.: fls. silky on outside ; anthers and style not
protruded beyond perianth-tube : heads few-fld. and
sessile. New Zealand. B.M. 3270.

10. rdsea, R. Br. Erect, small : branches sparsely
leafy: Ivs. linear-lanceolate, glabrous on both sides:
involucral Ivs. 4, as long as fls., ciliate on margins: fls.

with long spreading hairs on lower portion of tube,
silky on upper portion.— Very closely allied to P. fer

rufiinea. B.M. 3721 (as P. Hendersoni). B.M. 1458.
L.B.C. 1:88.

11. sylv^stiis, R. Br. Shrub, 2-3 ft. high, copiously
branched : Ivs. lanceolate or oblong-lanceolate, glaucous

:

involucral Ivs. 4-6, smaller than stem-lvs., shorter than
fls.: fls. quite glabrous; stamens and style very much
protruded : heads large and many-fld. B.M. 3276. B.R.
19:1582. L.B.C. 20:1965.

12. nlvea, Labill. Erect, bushy or straggling, 6 ft.

or more high : branches and under side of the Ivs. white,
with a dense tomentum : Ivs. ovate or orbicular, glabrous
above; involucral Ivs. 4-6, larerer than stem-lvs.: fls.

tomentose or siikv: heads jrlohular, terminal, manv-fld.
B.R. 24:24 (as P'. incana). F.C. 1:9.

13. ferruginea, Labill. (P. decussdta, R. Br.).
Stunted, much branched, from less than 1-3 ft. high:
Ivs. ovate or oblong, Hrm; involucral Ivs. 4, orbicular,
glabrous, shorter than the fls.: Ms. hairy, lower portion
hispid, upper silky: heads terminal, globult.r. Cult, in
Calif. L.B.C. 13:1283; 18:1708 ^us P. diosmifolia).

14. spectdbilis, Lindl. Erect, 3-4 ft. high : Ivs.

crowded, linear-oblong or lanceolate : involucral Ivs.

4-6, ovate or ovate -lanceolate, half as long to nearly as
long as the fls., usually tinged only at margins : fl.-..

white after expansion, hairy outside; heads very large,
globular, na >y-fld. B.R. 27:33. B.M. 3950.—A very
handsome, 'aowy plani, cult, by H. D. Darlington.
Flushing, L. I.

15. spathnUta, Labill. Much branched, 2-3 ft. hijih:

Ivs. linear t<- linear-oblong; involucral Ivs. ovate, gla-

brous, some'vimes not colored: fls. silky haii^-, much re-

sembling P. li..tfolia: heads large, globular, U-'«»"V-tid.

and nodding. F.C. 2:72 (as P. cernua).

16. imbric&ta, R. Br. Small, erect, much branched,
from less than %-\}4 ft. high, usually clothed with
long, silky hairs, but sometimes glal)rous : Ivs. usually
crowded, alternate or opposite, oblong-lanceolate to

linear; involucral Ivs. similar to stem-lvs., much shorter
than fls.: fls. white, outside hairy; tube cylindrical,

heads terminal, globular, many-fld. B.M. 3833 las P.
nana).

^ Arnold V. Stubenrauch.

FIH£NTA (from the Spanish pimento, allspice).

Myrttice(f'. The genus containing the Allspice is a
group of 4 species of highly aromatic trees native to the
West Indies, with large, leathery, feather-veined, long-
stalked Ivs. which are black-dotted beneath, and numer-
ous small white fls. borne in terminal or axillary, tri-

chotx)mous cymes. As a genus Pimenta is distinguished
from its near allies (Eugenia, Myrtus) by the circular
or spiral embryo and the 2-celled ovary with 1-6 ovules
pendulous from the apex of each ceM. Other generic

1804. Allspice—Pimenta officinalis (X ^;tJ.

characters: calyx-tube top-shaped; petals 4-5; stamens
numerous: drupe 1-2-seeded.

Allspice is the unripe berry of P. officinalis, which is
gathereil and dried in the sun. Its name comes from the
idea that Allspice combines the flavors of clove, cinna-
mon and nutmeg. Allspice is common in the wild in
Jamaica, inhabiting limestone soil. It is more exten-
sively cult, in Jamaica than anywhere else, it is cult,
up to 4,000 ft. The plant is not offered in the American
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trade, but there seems no reason why it could not be
cult, in Porto Kiuo.

oBicin&lii, Lindl. (P. vulgaris, Lindl.). Allspice.
Pimento. Figs. 1804,1805. Distinjfuished from the other

1805. Flowers of Allspice (X 2).

species by the oblong Ivs., 4-lobed calyx and globose
drupe. Tree, 30-M) ft. high: Ivs. 2-<> in. long; petiole

K in. long: fls. 3 lines long: drupe 3 lines thick. The
male Pimento is a form with the female organs less de-
^ loped. B.M. 1236 (as Myrtus Pimenta, var. longi-

iulia).

P. dcris, Kostel. called Bayherry, Black Cinnamon and Wild
Clove, where cult, in the Orient, is distinguished by the .V

lohetl calyx, ovoid dmpe and the veins of the Ivs. rather promi-
nent alKn-e. B.M. 3153 (as Myrcia acris). Yields oil of myrcia,
the basis of bay mm.— P. Pimento, Grisi>b., is distingtiished

by the obovate Ivs.. .Vlobed calyx, ovate-oblong drupe and Ivs.,

with veins obsolete above.

FIMFEBNELL. Properly AnagalUs.

FIMPIN£LLA (possibly from Ijatin bipinnttla, bi-

pinnate). L'tHoellifene. About 70 species of herbs, one
of wliich has been described under Anise. Lately P.
integerrima, Gray, has been offered by one dealer in

hardy native plants. It differs from Anise in being a
perennial plant with Ivs. 2-3-ternate and segments en-

tire. B.B. 2:526.

/^

1806. Pinanea Kuhlii.

PIKANGA ( Malay name ) . Palmflcece. About 25 spe-
cies of slender, spineless, bamboo-like palms from In-
dia and the Malay Archipelago. Lvs. terminal, un-
equally lobed or pinnatisect, or simple and bifid at the
apex; segments plicate, many-nerved, the lower ones

acuminate, the upper confluent, the margins not thick-
ened, recurving at the ba.se; rachis acute above, convex
below; petiole convex above; sheath elongated: spadix
usually small, very simple: peduncle short: branches in
groups; spathe 1, symmetrical, swollen or compressed
and2-winged: fls. rather small: fr. ovoid or elliptical,

orange or red. For culture, see Palms.

KiUilii, Blume. Fig. 1806. Stems tufted, 20-30 ft.

high, slender: lvs. 3-4 ft.; Ifts. many, 1-2 ft., falcate-
linear to linear-lanceolate, finely acuminate, strongly
2-3-ribbed, upper confluent; petiole variable in length,
somewhat scurfy: fr. J'a in. long, shortly apiculate. Su
matra, Java.

Srrlcilis, Blume {Areca grdcilis, Roxb. ). Stems G-

20 ft. high, 3—4 lines in cliam., thickening upwards,
usually gregarious: lvs. 3—4 ft. long, .sparingly pinnate;
petiole and sheaths scurfy; Ifts. inserted by a very
broad base, 1 ft. or more long, the lower ones 2-3-

ribbed, finely acuminate, the upper 3-5 in. wide, many-
ribbed: fr. % in. long, scarlet or orange, smooth, taper-
ing to the tip. Himalayas, Burma. Jared (j. Smith.

PINCENECTlTIA. See Xolina.

PINCKNEYA (Charles Cotesworth Pinckney. of South
Carolina, 174t>-1825, di.stiuguished statesman an«l gen-
eral of the American Revolution). Huhidceii'. This in-

cludes the Fever Tree or (Georgia Bark, a tall shrub or
small tree with fls. in large terminal cymes, native to
the marshy banks of streams in the pine barrens from
S. C. to Fla. Its showy flower-cluster attains a breadth
of 4 in. and depth of 3 in., with as many as 20 fls., each
1 in. long, tubular, white, speckled red, with 5 revolute
lobes. But the distinctive feature of the Fever Tree,
both botanically and horticulturally, is the presence of
5 or more large, showy colored floral leav«'s. These are
2 in. long, 1-1% In* wide, oval or roundish, acute, nar-
rowed at the base, and peach-yellow margined with rosy
red. The interesting feature of these floral lvs. is that
they are not bract.s, but modifications of one of the
calyx-lobes, which are normally small and awl-shaped.
Only one other species of this genus is known, P.
innantha from Colombia. The Fever Tree has been
cult, in Europe under glass, but it is rarely successfully
cult, in America.

ptibens, Michx. Gforoia Bark. Fev^irTree. Bitter
Bakk. Attains 25 i lvs. oval or oblong, acute, 4 x 1,'

j

in.; midrib rosy: Ci. x 5-Iobed; lobes deciduous or one
of them in the outer fls. often transformed into a showy
floral If. ; corolla hairy; stamens 5, exserted, stigmr\ ob-
tuse: capsule globose, papery, 2-celled; seeds numer-
ous, in 2 rows, horizontal, winged. F.8. 19:1937. S.S.
5:221-%.— Pinckneya pnbens grows in low marshy woods
and on borders of swamps. It thrives best when shade<l
Oy other trees. Seedlings require very rich moist soil

ind should always be grown under shade. They are
difficult to keep alive if exposed to direct sunlight until

.4 or 5 feet high; then give partial shade.

P. J. Berckmans and W. M.

FINE. What the apple is among the fruits, what
the oak is among the broad-leaved trees of the temperate
zone, the Pines represent among the conifers, excelling
all other genera in this most important family in num-
ber of species, in fields of distribution, in extent of area
occupied, in usefulness and importance to the human
race. No other trees of the temperate zone have con-
tributed so much to the building up of civilization and
no other, it may be predicted, will continue longer to fill

the important place in the household of civilized man;
for not only do they in a number of species furnish the
most satisfactory qualities of wood for structural pur-
poses, but their frugality in regard to soil conditions
will preserve them a place as wood-producers in many
of the poor sites, when the lands fit for agricultural use
have all been turned over to food production.
Among the 70 or more well-distinguished species—

over 600 species and varieties of Pinus have been
described— all inhabitants of the northern hemisphere,
ranging from the arctics through plains and moun-
tains to near the equator, occurring in the tropics

at least on hierh mountains, a variety of adaptation, of
form, of usefulness, may be found to satisfy every
requirement; and since more than half the number of

EBSSsds&niiH
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species (about 40) aie indigenous to North America or

the United States, it is hardly necessary to go out of

our own country for plant material.

For economic importance as well as a combination of

points of excellence in all directions, ornamental as well

as useful, rapidity and quantity of production and
adaptability to climate and soil, the chief place belongs

to our White Pine (P. Strobus), and next in importance
stands the Longleaf Pine (P. paltistris) of our southern

states. The Red Pine (P. resinosa), the Shortkaf (P.

erhinata), the Loblolly (P. Tmda), with the Cuban Pine

( P. CM6eM«ts), add their stores to the enormous quauti

ties furnished annually by the first and second. In our
western mountains the Bull Pine (P. ponderosa), the
Sugar Pine (P. Lambertiana), and the Silver Pine (P.
mitntieola) are our large timber Pines; and in Mexico P.
Aijacahuite replaces our White Pine, and P. Arizonica
and Montezum'B are the important yellow Pines. In our
Philippine possessions one species, Pinits insuluriH,

forms important mountain forests. In Europe the Scotch
Pine (P. syfvestris) furnishes the bulk of supplies,

with P. Lark'io in the more southern countries. In
Japan and northern China P. densiflora and Thunbergi
and in the Himalayas P. excelna and lotuji folia are the
important species.

Besides the timber, sever »f the species furnish from
their resinous contents na at stores, turpentine, tar and
pitch, the bulk of which is now still derived from our

-<,

1807. Pinus ponderosa.

Young trees in Colorado.

own Longleaf Pine. Pine wool is made from the leaves
of this and other species, essential oils are distilled

from leaves and young shoots and used medicinallv, and
the seeds of the Nut Pines are used for food and flavors.

While the economic importance of the genus can hardly
be overrated, the ornamental value is undoubtedly less

than that of other genera like the spruces and firs.

Nevertheless, at least interest and picturesqueness, if

not beauty and synunetry of form, attach to p large
number of species.
Choice of n)aterial for planting with such a wealth of

species is difficult; yet climatic limitations reduce the
number that may be grown within each climatic zone,
and further assistance in the choice maybe found in the
fact that the botanical division of the species into three
groups; viz., White Pines, Yellow Pines (so called from
the color of the wood) and Nut Pines, denotes at the
same time differences of habit and form.

In no other group, perhaps, is it so necessary to keep in

mind that form and habit change through the different

periods of life from the juvenile through the adolescent
to the virile and senile stages of development; while
symmetrical and pleasing in their youth and gran<i or
picturesque in their age. in their intermediate stages
the trees may be straggling and unsightly. Starting in

its youth with the pyramidal aspiring habit of all the

conifers, the shaft dominating over the branch system
and the latter surrounding the former in regular whorls,
later on the symmetry is disturbed and finally the
towering old Pine may have its bole split up into many
stout branches and the crown may have broadened and
flattened or rounded off in the umbrella-like fashion
which the Stone Pine (P. Pinea) exhibits so strikingly
in the Italian landscape. This flattening of crown is

characteristic of most Yellow Pines, while the pihons or
Nut Pines have a tendency to the broom-like or apple
tree appearance. Of our eastern species, the White Pines
alone preserve to some extent the conical habit of the
crown in imitation of the spruces with nii^^re or less

symmetrical horizontally spreading branches, which
render them pleasing objects throughout all periods of
life. On the Pacific coast a number of species preserve
the conical form.
In the choice and combination of plant material we

should keep in mind that the Pines are essentially
light-needing -"pecies, hence do not bear overtopping or
crowding unless they have a chance by their rapid
growth in height to escape from the pressure of their
shade-making neighbors; the White Pines, especially P.
Strobus with its denser foliage, is more tolerant of shade
than others; the dwarf P. montana is also tolerably
shade-enduring.
In each of the three groups there are rapid growers

(in height) and slow growers, although all are slow dur-
ing the first 2-7 years.

Our common White Pine (P. Sfrobiis) and the Cuban
Pine (P. Citbensis), with the European, Scotch and
Austrian Pines, are good examples of the first class,

making under favorable conditions annual shoots of 1-2

ft. for a number of years; while the Swiss Stone Pine
(P. Cembra) and other Pines of high altitudes, like P.
flexilis and albicanfis, are examples of slow growers.
There are persistent growers reaching great heights,
and lagganls, remaining dwarfs or medium-sized trees;
again our king of Pines, the common White Pine, and
its giant congener the Sugar Pine, with the Bull Pine in

favorable situations, take first rank, the first with a
maximum height of IGO ft. and more, the last with
over 200 ft., while many of the so-called Scrub Pines,
like P. Virginiana,sero'tina, divarieata, etc., the Alpine
White Pines P. flexilia, aristata. Pence, puttqens,
densiflora, and most Nut Pines reach rarely over 40 ft.;

some, like P. Koraiensis, Bitngeana, monfa)i<i,vrith sev-

eral of the nurserymen's varieties, remaining actually
dwarfs and maintaining a compact, bushlike appearance
for a long time.

In regard to foliage, quite a large variety can be had.
For grace and elegance nothing better again than our
five-needled silver-lined White Pine can be sugtrested,
although P. excelsa from the Himalayas, with its

slenderer and longer branches and more drooping foli-

age, and the dwarfs P. Pence from Macedonia and P.
Koraiensis, with their denser and more c<mipact
crowns, and some others of the White Pine tribe, mav
vie with it. Among the Y'ellow Pines our own almost
entirely overlooked P. glabra deserves mention in this

connection, where the climate permits its use, as well
as the interesting Sand Pine, P. clausa.
For richness, fulness and vigor of foliage, our Red

Pine (P. resinosa) outranks even the much-planted
more somber Austrian Pine, and for interest in devel-
opment nothing can compete with our Longleaf Pine
{P. palnstris). With its needles, which in young speci-

mens exceed a foot in length, surrounding in dense,
graceful tufts the big silvery buds at the tip of the
candelabra-like branches, P. palustris offers a most
striking appearance. Unfortunately, it is not adapted
for planting north of the .T2d degree.
The thin, grayish, short foliage of the frugal Bank-

sian Pine and of several other of our Scrub Pines, and
the stouter also grayish foliage of the Scotch Pine, make
a pleasing color contrast against the somber dark back-
ground of spruces and firs, while the short, stiff needles
of the Nut Pine P. edulis and the interesting one-needle
Pine I P. mnnophylla) resemble the spnice foliage. Color
of bark varying in species from silvery gray through
red and yellow tints to almost black, and character or
size of cones from the diminutive globose forms vi
P. contorta to the long, pendulous cones of the Sugar
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1808. Pinus ponderosa.

A mature tree 6(HH> ft. high, in
dry aud shallow Colorado soil.

Pine 2 ft. in length and the hooked ponderous cones of
P. Torreyana and SaOiniana, may also influence choice
of material.
With wide range of distribution and hence adaptive-

ness as far as climate is concerned, we have our Short-
leaf Pine (P. echinata), which is found from Massa-

chusetts to Texas, and in

the West our Bull Pine
(P. poiicleroHa), which
ranges from the moist
Paciflc coast in Washing-
ton to the dry slopes of
Arizona. In Europe, the
Scotch Pine comes nearest
to such wide distribution.
Besides our own northern
species, there have been
found hardy in our north-
eastern states the Scotch
and Austrian Pines P.
Bnnqeana, Cembra, Kora-
iensis, montana, Thnn-
benfi, while the Mexican
Pines and those of south-
ern Asia will endure only
the light frosts of our
southern states. Yet in

the parks of Washington,
D. C, the following Pines
are to be found : P. Stro-

bits, Cembra, excel sa,
Lambertiana ,A yacahuite

,

Koraiensis, pa lust ri s,

Ttfda, ponderosa, riguin,
Laricio, glabra, Virghii-

ana, echinata, montana. Pinaster, edulis, ptingeus,
sylvestris, Massoniana ; and the probability is that most
of the other species could find a place there to live if

not to thrive. Figs. 1807-1809 show how a species may
vary under different conditions.
The list of species hardy in the Arnold Arboretum

(Boston) comprises the following:

1. Thriving well.

Bungeaua, Lambertiana, resinosa,
Cembra, Laricio, rigida,
densiflora, montana, Strobus,
divaricata, montieola, sylvestris,

echinata, parviflora, Thnnliergi,
Jeffrey i, Peace, Virginiana.
Koraiensis, pungens,

P. exrelsa and P. ponderosa pendula thrive well in a
sheltered place, but are probably not quite hardy Lere.

2. Hardy, but not of promising growth.

Balfouriana, var. aristata, flexilis,

contorta, var. Murrayana, monophylla.
edulis.

In the interior middle states the number which would
stand the extremes of drought and coUl would probably
be reduced; a partial list found in the Missouri Botani-
cal Garden is given below:
The best are given tirst. All of the later ones on the

list die out sooner or later, as the city smoke is very
detrimental to coniferae. None do very well on that
account.

MughusfP. Pumilio),"! Virginiana,
Austriaca, > 3 best. resinosa,
Strobiis, J Laricio,
Cembra, sylvestris,

rigida, ponderosa.

For seaside planting P. rigida has shown itself mo.st
fit. and of foreigners in proper climate P. Pinaster and
Halepensis, while P. contorta on the northwest coast
and the frugal P. tadiata on the southwest coast are
the seacoast trees par excellence.
The Pines are essentially inhabitants of the poor sandy

soils and dry situations, their stout root system enabling
them to seek the scanty water supplies where other
species find it difficult. Some, like the Whit* Pine, are
adapted to a variety of soil conditions, but only a few
can endure a stirplus of water: P. resinosa will follow
the W^hite Cedar into the swamp and thrive there as
well as with the Banksian Pine on the poorest gravels;

P. rigida is at home both in wet and dry places; the
Scotch Pine of the Baltic sand plains may be found in
the peat bogs, but only eking out a miserable existence,
while P. Tifda, the Old Field Pine, niaktj mag^niticent
trees in the southern swamp, and with its slow growth
under such conditions an excellent tiuiber. Pinus eon
torta aud serotina also are indifferent to water conditions
at the root; so is the Cuban Pine, but P. palustris be-
lies its name, for it is only \ery rarely found in poorly
drained places and does not thrive there.
The propagation of Pines does not offer any difficul-

ties. The seed usually has a high germination percen-
tage in most species if kept dry and cool, and it retains
vitality for several years, deteriorating of course some-
what from year to year. To avoid deterioration in

transoceanic shipments, packing in charcoal dust lias

been found very serviceable. While most of the Pint-

seeds sprout readily, the White Pine, with some others,
has the bad habit of lying over for one yt-r in part,
unless treated to a hot-water bath for 24 hours before
sowing; or perhaps by sowing in the fall immediately
after coming out of the cone, which is during the first

two weeks of September. The seeds should be sown in

light mold early, rather thinly to permit a good root
system to develop, covering then thinly according to
size of seed not over 34 inch, which is best done by
sifting sand over the seed with a sieve. During the
first year special care is necessary to regulate the water
supply and transpiration for the young seedlings; they
want to be kept humid, not wet, but resent drought as
much as a surfeit; and especially sudden changes from
drought to wet are likely to produce "damping-off." To
prevent too rapid transpiration the familiar lath screens
should be applied.
To prevent the formation of excessively long tap-

roots which some species are wont to form, mechanical

'/ i^- :ro&:

1809. Pinus ponderosa.

Giant specimens 225 ft. high, grown in the deep, moist
soil of the Yosemite valley.

means may be adopted; but the best plan is to manure
near the surface, so that fibrous roots will be formed.
Such manure consists of one-third steamed bone meal
and two-thirds ammonia superphosphate. Root-pruning

Hi
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and transplantintr in nursery rows wnen 1 or 2 years oM
is practiced to secure a stocky root system. In Ger-

rauny one-year-old Scotch Pines are planted by the mil-

lion for forest purposes, but for ornamental pur{>oses

older plants are to be used; yet it is safest not to use

them older than 'A or 4 years for permanent situations.

In the third year usually the first branching occurs, in-

dicating that the root system in not well established.

In transplanting, the utmost care must be taken not

to expose the roots to drying influences, a thin loam
puddle answering best to keep them moist. While
transplanting can be done at any time of the year, it is

safest to do so in early spring, except when a droughty
season is apt to follow, when fall planting is to be pre-

ferred.

A large number of nurserymen's varieties, dwarf and
pendulous, varicolored, etc., have been developed, es-

pecially from P. aylvestris and P. Strobtin. The most
interesting freaks perhaps are those bushy forms de-

rived from P. Canariensis and Pinea produced by lay-

ering, in which single needles instead of the usual bun-
dles of two in one sheath are produced, imitating the
primary single needles of seedlings. The manner in

which nurserymen's varieties are propagated by grafts

or cuttings is discussed under Ptwus.
According to the nature of the Pines, if there is choice

of location possible the well-drained situations, even
dry ones, should be reserved for them. They belong,
with few exceptions, to the hill-tops not the bottoms, to

the sands not clay soils, and will stand southern expo-
sures better than the spruces.
Pines are frugal by nature, ami can stand poverty bet-

ter than surfeit,— neverthelesi they respond best t«»

medium conditions, namely, a mellow surface and well-
drained, deep, lo..r«y sand, not too rich in organic
matter and loose enough to permit the natural develop-
ment of the heavy tap-root system. Under such condi-
tions the peculiar rich foliage gives most satisfaction and
the rank, luxuriant growth which leads to poor form
is checked; disease from fungi is obviated; the cot-

tony scale (almost the only enemy of the White Pine) is

more readily fought, and injuries from caterpillars and
beetles are more readily repaired.
To prune evergreens, and especially Pines, requires

an artist, or else the result will be malformation : the
best plan is to correct form by breaking out the center
bud from such shoots as project V>eyonJ proper limits;

thereby also a more compact growth is induced, which
in the Pines with their open habit is desirable. If it be-

comes necessary to top the branches, the cut must remove
also the bolster at the base of the branch: the resinous
exudation will prevent decay, and the cambium soon
covers the scar if the cut has been made properly. For
hedge planting the Pines furnish no specially desirable
material, being light-needing and therefore thinning out
soon in the interior; yet the White Pine will stand as a
hedge for a considerable time and also the dwarf P.
tnoiitana. Perhaps some others may answer the pur-
pose.

For the botany «)f the Pines, see Pinun.
B. E. Ferxow.

PINEAPPLE. The Pineapple (see Anatiax) is indig-
enous to America. It produces one of the most de
licious fruits now regularly on our markets. The finest
qualities are developed when the fruit is permitted to

ripen natiirallj' upon the plant. For distant markets
the crop has to be gathered in varying degrees of un-
ripeness to suit the time required in transit.

The amount of importations reached its maximum in

1894; viz., $7.50,000 worth. Since that time there has
been a rapid decline. But for a succession of severe
winters our own needs would be supplied from home-
grown fruit. In 1894, 4,000,000 "apples " were marketed
from Florida plantations; this amount was largely re-

duced by the freezes of !894 and 1895. The freeze of
Feb., 1899, again reduced the output, so that the crop
of 1900 only approximated that of 1894. As a result of
these freezes, the plantations are now more carefully
[•rotected by sheds and by being placed in frost-favored
locations. The year 18.50 seems to be the earliest date
at which Pineapple-growing was attempted in the U. S.
This attempt was matie near St. Augustine, Fla., ac-
cording to Taylor. In 1860 planting was commenced on

the Keys, but the want of facilities for rapid transp<»r-
tation and the more favored Cuban and Porto Kicati
plantations made the development slow. In 1897,
$!.'»,000 worth was imported from the Hawaiian Islands,
but these islands will not offer enough fruit to seriously
affect the eastern market, though the importations will
increase largely.

Profits.— Qooil Pineapple land may usually be obtained
from $1.50 to $<>0 y)er acre, the higher-priced land being
in favored locations, at railway statiims and near settle-

ments. The cost of clearing and preparing varies from
$20 to $80 per acre, according to the cost of labor and
the character of the growth on the land.
From 8,000 to 15,000 plants are needed to the acre,

varying with the variety and the notion of the planter.
The price of plants in the field varies from $3 per 1,000
for Red Spanish to $;{50 per 1,000 for the finer varieties.
The cost of cultivating and fertilizing an acre for one
year varies from about $20 to $150. It takes about 18
months from the time of setting out to the maturing of
the first crop, which yields 50-.*i50 crates per acre. Under
favorable circumstances the second crop may be double
that of the first. By careful attention the plantation
may be continued for 8 or 10 years without resetting;
the second or third crop fre«iuently bearing the maxi-
mum amount of fruit.

When a common variety is planted the returns are
mainly from the sale of fruit, but with fancy varieties
the sale of plants constitutes the main source of returns.
Four hundred dollars or more per acre has been realized
frequently for a crop of the conmionest varieties; in
this case increase in plants cannot be considered as of
much value. The value of a crop of fancy fruit is about
double that of the common, and $1,000 vorth of plants
may be sold without detriment to the plantation, if it is

a variety that is in demand. From this must be sub-
tracted the cost of transporting to the markets, which
varies more or less with the distance the fruit is hauled.
This cost varies with the quantity shipped, from $20 to
$80 or more per acre.

Soil. — The Pineapple thrives in a variety of soils,

but whatever be its texture it must not be moist or wet.
The Pineapple plant will survive air-drjing for months,
but decays rapidly in a moist atmosphere. The great-
est acreage is located upon dry, sandy land, formerly
overgrown with spruce-pine {Pinus clau.sa) or a mix-
ture of spruce-pine and hardwood. Chemical analyses
of the soil from Pineapple fields show an exceedingly
small fraction of a per cent of the essential fertilizer

ingredients present. A physical analysis shows that
the water content is very low. A considerable acreage
is located on the Florida Keys. Here there is only a
small amount of leaf-mold, often not more than an inch
on the average, covering a coralline rock. But for the
fact that Pinapples actually grow and make crops on
such soil it would seem entirely incredible.

Fertilizers. —With conditions of soil as described
above, it is imperative to fertilize, and under the exist-
ing conditions in the Pineapple belt there is no other
remedy than the addition of commercial fertilizers,

and nothing better. While much is still to be learned
about fertilizing this crop, it is fairly well established
that for Pineapples on spruce pine land dried blood,
ground bone, and nitrate of soda are good sources of
nitrogen; that low-grade sulfate of potash, carbonate
of potash and high-grade sulfate of potash are good
sources of potash ; that acid phosphate should be used
in small quantities only or avoided, using pulverized
bone instead. A good plan for fertilizing is to drop a
small handful of cotton-seed meal into the bud imme-
diately after setting out. In October, apply about GOO
lbs. blood and bone and 400 lbs. lowgrade sulfate of
potash (not kainit) per acre, or the equivalent of these
fertilizers in some of the forms mentioned above. A
second application may be made in the following Feb-
ruary ; at this time the amount may be increased 10 to
25 per cent, according to the growth the plants have
made. A third application may be made in June or
July; and if the plants have grown vigorously a still

further increase in amt^unt may be made. A fourth
application may be made in October, increasing the
amount if the plants have grown vigorously. The suc-
ceeding applications may be made at the time suggested
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above, and the increasing and decreasing of the amounts
may be detennine<l by the progress of the plants. As
the average spruce-pine Pineapple land is not sutVi-

ciently fertile to grow a full crop of Pineapples, much
more depends upon proper fertilizing than any other
one operation.

Propagation. — Thin plant is propagated by means of
crowns, slips, suckers an«l ruttoons. The crown is the
leafy portiou cf the fruit as found in the market. Just
below the fruit small plants form, which are left in the
field when the fruit is gathere<l; these are known as
slips. In the axils of the Ivs. buds occur; those that
develop near the ground make strong plants in a few
months and are known as suckers. A strong plant will
mature an "apple" in June and produce 2-5 suckers by
the middle of September. Butls which develop from a
portion of the plant under ground and form a root sys-
tem independent of the parent plant are known as rat-

toons. Crowns are not planted extensively, as they re-

main on the fruit when marketed. Good strong suckers
are usually emjdoyed for planting out. Rattoons are
left in the field to replace the plants which have borne
a crop, but they are not sufficiently numerous to make
a full stand; hence some of the suckers must be left

also. Slips require a year longer than suckers to ma-
ture a crop. According to Weblier, it takes 10-12 years
to mature a plant from seed. Plants are raised from
seed only for breeding purposes.
Preparation of the Land. — It spruce-pine lan<i is pre-

pared it is cleared of all stumps, wood, roots and any
other organic material, and is plowed deep and leveled
off smoothly. The fields are then laid off in beds of 6 or
8 rows wide, depending on the variety. The beds should
be narrow enough to permit fertilizing and working with
H scuftle hoe without entering the beds, as breaking the
Ivs. is very detrimental. For Red Spanish the rows are
made 18-20 in, apart; for Queens 20-22 in.; for Porto
Ricos 30-3G in. They are usually placed in checks of
about the same distances.
The methods employed on the Keys are quite different.

The land is cleared by cutting oif the trees, shrubs,
etc., which are allowed to dry and are then burned. The
plants are then set out with a grubbing hoe: they must
he set out irregularly, as the rocky soil does not furnish
root-hold everywhere. Such fields become exhausted in

a few years and have to be abandoned.
Tillage. — This operation consists in ninning over the

ground with a scuffle hoe. Where the plantation is set

out in beds the handle of the hoe is long enough to per-
mit cultivating to the middle without the laborer enter-

ing the bed. Only about an inch of the surface soil is

agitated, usually immediately after the fertilizer has
beeu applied. Weeds are not troublesome, excepting in

plants the greatest care should be exercised to avoid
breaking the Ivs., which are very brittle.

Jfarketing. — The fruit is picked a week before it

would mature. It is packed at once into barrel (12x20
x.% in.) and half-barrel (12xl0x:{0 in.) crates, usually
in the latter, the different sizes being packed in separate
crates and desigiiated as 18's, 24's, 30's, 3t>'s, 42's, 4H'!4

and 54's. according to the number required for a half-

1810. The Queen Pineapple.

fields that have been cultivated a long time. Under
sheds tillage is more frequent and appears to be more
necessary. On the Keys no tillage is possible, but tall-

growing wee<ls an<l such ligneous plants as may spring
up are cut off. In all of the work among Pineapple

1811. The Enville Pineapple.

barrel crate. The fruit must be handled without being
bruised and packed firmly to prevent its abrasion
in transit. To protect the fruit each one is wrapped
separately in brown paper.

Varieties.- i^ince the propagation is carried on ])y

means of offsets, the varieties are fairly stable and
quite definitely marked. The variety most extensively
grown is called Red Spanish, Spanish or Reds. It has
a medium-sized apple, and is a hardy plant. Abachi
(Abakka), Blood, Queen (Fig. 1810), Sugar Loaf, En-
ville (Fig. 1811) and White Antigu-i are varieties that
produce medium-sized apples of excellent quality.

Black .Jamaica. Black Prince, and Prince Albert pro-
duce large apples of excellent quality. Smooth Cayenne
produces a large apple of good quality. Porto Rico
produces a very large apple of good quality. There are
other varieties grown more or less extensively and other
names for the above-named varieties, but the foregoing
have been officially recognized by the Florida Stale
Horticultural Society.

Pineapple SJieds. — It has been found very advan-
tageous to build a shelter for "pines"; in the winter a
shed protects the plants from too great radiation of
heat, and in the summer it reduces the intensity of the
sun. The original object of the shelter was to protect
the plants from frosts and freezes. Pineapple plants
freeze at 32° F. This degree of cold does not kill the
heart of the plant, but only the larger portion of the Ivs.

Pines iinder sheds have passed through a temperature
of 25° F. without serious injury. The roof of a shed is

usually flat, or undulating with the surface of the land.

The height varies with the desires of the individual, but
is usually about eight feet above the ground.

In Fig. 1812 the roof is slightly less than 7 ft. from
the ground. The stringers running crosswise in the
figure are 1^2x3x21; those running lengthwise are
1% X IJ-^ X 15. The material for the roof is cypress
plastering lath of usual length and width. The stringers
running lengthwise are 46 in. apart. The openings be-
tween the lath are just the width of a lath. The amount
of lumber needed (per acre> is about as follows:

414 posts (352 for roof, 72 for sides) 4' x 4' x 8°.

160 pieces 1%' x li' x 20°.

960 pieces (840 for roof. 120 for sides) 1%' x l^g'x 15°.

80,000 lath (75,000 for roof. 5,000 for sides) %'xVx 4°.

It takes abont 9,000 feet of lumber for the above ma-
terial exclusive of the lath. All lumber nmst be first-

class and free from knots. This can still be reduced by
about 2,500 feet l)y using wire in place of the IH' x \%'

X 15° and weaving the lath in this. Under the most
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favorable circumstances such a shed can be erected for

$450 per acre, but this is about the cheapest and lightest

form that will withstand the elements.
Dlaenaes and Imtect J!jHemies. — {l) Heart rot; bitter

heart: The cause of this disease is not known, but it

seems to be more prevalent during a rainy season than

during a dry one. it manifests itself by the portion

around the heart taking on a water-soaked appearance.

This condition progresses outward until the whole ap-

ple is involved. It is not necessarily accompanied by
rotting, though this usually follows. The whole apple
becomes bitter, even before it is entirely involved.

When this disease is present in a tield the fruit should

be marketed as soon as possible, that the apples may be
consumed before becoming badly affected.

(2) Sanding: This disorder occurs immediately after

setting out, especially if a long dry spell occurs at this

timt'. It is produced by sand being blown into and till-

ing the bud of plants. Immediately after setting out

drop into the bud a small handful of cotton-seed meal,
or the same amount of a mixture of 1 part ground to-

bacco stems and 3 or -4 parts cotton-seed meal. This
soon forms a firm plug in the bud, keeping out sand but
not interfering with growth, B1o<mI and bone, or blood,

bone and tankage, may also be used.

(3) Spike; longleaf : This disease manifests itself by
the Ivs. failing to expand at the base, thus giving the

plant a contracted appearance. The outer portion of

the leaf spreads from the center of the plant, but usu-

ally fails to take on a broad, flat, healthy appearance.
Experiments have proved that this disease may be pro-

duced by improper use of commercial fertilizers, though
the disease has occurred where no fertilizer had been
used. Abundant evidence is at hand to show that the
disease is not due to an organic agent but rather to

untoward condition in the soil. Change the fertilizer,

avoiding acid phosphate, kainit and cotton-seed meal in

large quantities, and give protection as by a Pineapple
shed (spike is a rare thing under sheds).

(4) Blight; wilts: This disease occurs in a sporadic

manner, usually without any apparent regularity. In
some varieties the first intimation of blight is by the

outer end of ivs. turning red, and later by the tips wilt-

ing. This wilting progresses until the entire plant has
dried up. According to Webber the direct cause is a
soil-inhabiting fungus which attacks the roots. Remove
the wilted plants and set in healthy ones. If the plants

are of valuable varieties trim off all diseased roots an<l

much of the stem, together with larger Ivs., and reset.

1812. Pineapple shed in Florida.

It is probable that the fungus will not survive until the
roots again penetrate the soil.

(5) Red spider { Stigtmf us FJoriflnnua, Banks): This
species attacks the tender white portion at the base of
the Ivs. The effect upon the plant is greatly out of pro-

portion to the small amount of injury to the parts

attacked. In later stages the Ivs. rot off at the place

attacked. Drop a small han«lful of tobacco dust into
the bud of the plants. Subsequent rains and dews
leach the tobacco and carry the solution down to the red
spider. If they are not all dead in a week or ten days,
repeat the dose.

(G) Scale insect (Diaapis bromelieo') : This scale
insect becomes troublesome in dry localities and iu
greenhouses. The insect usually attacks the lower sur-
face of the leaf, but each point of attack shows through
as a yellow spot on the upper surface. Spray with
resin wash, resin compound, kerosene emulsion or
whale-oil soap.

(7) Mealy bugs {Dactylopitts citri and other species):
These insects attack the base of the Ivs. just at or below
the ground level; also the bud, and when fruit matures
they multiply in great numbers among the slips and in
the eyes of the fruit itself. The remedy is the same as
for scale insects, but it is very difticult to make the
application effective. When the mealy bugs are present
before the fruit-bud forms much good can be done by
applying a large handful of tobacco du;st in the axils of
the Ivs.

Pineapple culture is also discussed under Florida.

P. H. Rolfs.

PINEAPPLE AIE-PLANT. TlJhindsia ntriculata.

PINEAPPLE FLOWER. Eucomis punctata.

FINE, DAMMAB. See Agathis.

PINE, KAUEI. See Afjathi.s.

PINE, MOEETON BAY. See Araucaria.

PINE, NOEFOLK ISLAND. See Araucaria.

PINE, SCEEW. See Pandanus.

PIN£LLIA (after Pinelli). Artlceo'. Three species
of hardy perennial tuberous herbs, native to China and
Japan. Foliage appearing with the Hs. : Ivs. 3 or pedat-
isect: peduncle solitary: spathe marcescent: tls. monoe-
cious in the appendiculate spadix, all fertile; perianth
none; male fls. with I stamen: female tts. one-sided:
ovary 1-celled ; ovule solitary, orthopterous. See Engler,
in DC. Mon. Phan. 2:565.

tuberifera, Ten. Adult Ivs. .3-cut, the middle segment
1 %-l times longer and wider. China. — There is a variety

with narrower leaf-segments and another with Ivs cut
into 5 segments.

PINEY. Old-fashioned name of Peony.

PINGUICULA (diminutive of Latin pingiiis. fat; re-

ferring to the succulent and greasy foliage). Lentihul-
ariaceve. Buttekwort. About 30 species of small,
swamp-loving herbs of carnivorous habits with pretty
long-spurred fls. something like a snapdragon. They
grow in tufts or rosettes with several seapes less than
a foot high, each bearing a solitary flower. The Ivs.

are more or less short, thick, succulent, and densely
covered with crystalline, glandular hairs, which give
the Ivs. their buttery feeling. Small insects are caught
on these sticky hairs, and the margins of the Ivs. roll in

and cover them. D. T. Macdougal writes: "A digestive
fluid, probably a trypsin, exudes from the surface of X\w
leaf which dissolves the bodies of the insects, allowing
the substances of which they are composed to be ab-

sorbed by the leaf. The leaves of Pinguicula also con-
tain vegetable rennet, and Linnaeus mentions that the
leaves of P. vulgaris were used by the Lapland tribes

for curdling milk, and Pfeffer says the same custom
prevails among the peasantry of the Italian Alps."

Pinguiculas make dainty flowering plants in pots;
although natives of northern countries, they can scarcely
be considered hardy subjects, as they require special

treatment. The choicest species are undoubtedly
P. htten and P.caudata. P. lutea, a native of our low
pine -barrens from N. C. to Fla. and La., is unique
in the genus by reason of its yellow fls., while P.
caudata, with its rich purple fls., is the finest of all

those which rantre from violet and purple through rose
and lilac to whitish. The charm of P. caudata, aside

Ka mmtmmimmmm
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from its color, lies in its extraordinarily \oug spur,
which attains 2 in., while the r)-lol>e<l limb reaches an
equal leu^h. These plants are scarcely kni>wn in

America outside of botanic gardens. F. W. Burbidge
has given a detailed account of his success with P.
candata in Gn. 22, p. 309: Tlie spring and summer foli-

age are scarcely recognizable us l>elonging to the same
plant. In early spring the Ivs. are numerous, small,
short, thick and pointed, forming a dense rosette like

an Echeveria; in midsummer the Ivs. are large, thin,

obovate and lax. The plant blooms freely in both
stages, but produces the largest fls. later. In the fall

the foliage again becomes a bulb-like mass of fleshy
Ivs., and so rests all winter. Burbidge found that
the plants can be readily propagated by these fleshy

Ivs., each one producing a new plant, as in the case of
the bulb scales of certain common lilies. These leaf
cuttings were placed by Burbidge in the live sphagnum
of orchid baskets. Young plants were potted in 2%-m.
IK)ts of live sphagnum, using small crocks only. These
small pots may then be plunged in small shallow
orchid pans to prevent extremes of moisture and hung
up in the cool end of a Cattleya house. Burbidge has
also grown P. hirtiflora in pans of sphagnum standing
in a saucer of water and treated to the hottest sunshine.
The fls. are said to last 8 or 9 weeks.
Pinguicula belongs to the same family with Utric-

nlaria, a group composed largely of aquatic plants
which capture minute creatures in little bladders that
are developed on the thread-like Ivs. Pinguicula diflFers

in the more terrestrial habit, the 4-5-parted calyx,
spreading position of the posterior lip of the corolla

and also in the anthers. Pinguicula is one of the very
few dicotyledonous plants with only 1 seed-leaf. The
fls. of Pinguicula are often reversed before and during
anthesis.

A. Color of fls. yellow.

Itltea, "Walt. Unique in the genus by reason of its

yellow fls. and nearly regular (not 2-iipped) corolla.

Exceedingly variable in the size of all its parts, and in
the obtuse toothing of the corolla-lobes. Scapes 5-12 in.

high: fls. %-\% in. long and broad; spur curved, about
as long as the rest of the corolla; throat spotted and
belly lined with red; palate very prominent and densely
bearded. Low pine barrens, N. C. to Fla. and La. B.M.
720.*^ (most of the lobes 4-cut. the middle cut being
deeper). B.R. 2:126 (2 upper lobes once-cut, 3 lower
lobes 4-cut;.

AA. Color of fls. purple to lilac.

B. Spur 3 o-r 4 times as long as the rest of the corolla.

caud&ta, Schlecht. Scapes 5-7 in. high: fls. deep
bright violet-purple, attaining 2 in. ; lobes all rounde«l
except the middle one of the lower lip, which is retuse.
Mexico. B.M. 6624. Gn. 23, p. 309.

BB. Spur about as long as the rest of the corolla.

c. Pis. %-l in. long and broad.

grandifldra, Lam. Scapes 3-8 in. long: fls. "blue,
rarely purplish violet," according to DC, 10-15 lines
long, 9 lines broad (3 or 4 times longer than in P. vul-
garis): lobes undulate; palate with 1 or 2 white spots;
spur straight, a trifle shorter than the broadly funnel-
shaped tube. Western Eu. G.C. IIL 10:373.—Accord-
ing to Bentham, this is a large-fld. var. of P. vulgaris,
with longer spur and broader lobes, which in the west-
ern part of Eu. passes into the common form.

hirtifldra, Tenore. Scapes 3-4 in. high : fls. 8 lines long
and broad, lilac or rose (blue according to Tenore, and
shown as purple in B.M.), with a white tube; spur
straight or curved, about as long as the rest of the
corolla. S. Eu. B.M. 6785. Gn. 25, p. 290. -Possibly
distinguished from P. grandiflora by the color of the
tube, which is white outside and yellow in the throat.
According to Burbidge there is a var.with pure white fls.

CO. Fls. K in. long and broad,

wlgkria, Linn. According to Hooker, this diflfers from
P. hirtiflora in the bright blue color and the retuse
lobes of the corolla, as also in the less globose capsule:
scapes 1-5 in, high: fls. bluish purple ("bine." writes
Hooker), about 6 lines long; spur nearly straight, about

2 lines long or as long as the rest of the corolla. Wtl
rocks, Eu,, Asia, N. Amer. Gn. 57, p. 335. — Sometimes
called Labrador Violet. •y^'^ jj^

PINK. See Dianthus; also Carnation.

FINK MULLEIN. Lychnis Coronaria.

FINKBOOT. Spigelia.

FINKSTEE FLOWER. A wild Azalea, ^. n,id i flora.

FINUS (ancient Latin name). Conifent. Pine. Pine-
TKEE. Evergreen resiniferous trees, usually tall, ran-ly
shrubby, with spreading branches forming a pyramidal
or round-topped, in old age often very picturesque
head, and clothed with acicular Ivs. in clusters of 2-5,

rarely solitary: fls. catkin-like, appearing in spring;
staminate yellow or purple, often conspicuous by their
abundance; pistillate greenish or purplish, developing
into subglobose to cylindric, usually brown cones, which
sometimes attain 18 or more inches in length, ripening
mostly not before the second or rarely the third year.
The Pines are among the most important timber trees
of the northern hemisphere, and many of them are val-

uable for the decoration of parks and gardens.
A great number of the species are hardy north.

Among the hardiest are P. Strobus, Centbra, parviflora,
Bungeana, Koraiensis, rigida, divaricafa, Thunbergi,
resinosa, sylvestris and montana. The Mexican species
and those from southern Asia stand only a few degrees
of frost. The degree of hardiness is mentioned with
the description of each species.
Young Pines are with few exceptions of more or less

regular, pyramidal habit; but in old age they are often
very picturesque, especially P. Strobus, radiata, rigida,
Pinea, Cembra, Laricio, pari'iflora and others. Of very
graceful habit, with slender branches and drooping foli-

age, are P.excelsa,Ayacahuite, Montezum(r, longifolia,

and Canariensis, but they are all, except the first

named, very tender. The very large cones of some
species, as P. Lambertiana, Ayacahuite, Sabiniana and
Coulteri, are a conspicuous ornament. Most species are

of vigorous growth when young, but the
foreign species usually grow rather
slowly and are therefore well suited for
smaller gardens, especially P. Koraien-

1813.

Statninate cone
of Pinus rieida.

(X2.)

1814.

Pistillate {lowers (enlarged) of Austrian Pine;

also a young pistillate cone natural size.

a, front view of two ovules; c, side view.

sis. Pence, Bungeana, parviflora; the American P.
aristata and flexilis may also be recommended for this

purpose. For planting rocky slopes P. divaricafa,
rigida. Virginia na and some western species are valu-
able; and if dwarf forms are desired P. montana is one
of the best, thriving in more shaded positions and as
undergrowth in open woods better than any other spe-
cies.

The Pines are not very particular as to the soil, and
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in their native habitats they usually occupy the iess

fertile situatiuns, as dry uplands and sandy plains.

Some, as /*. rigitla, Cu bens is and Ttxdn, can he grown
both in dry and in swampy ground. Pinus palustris is

very unhappily named, since it almost nt-ver grows in

»wamps. Fines are much use<l for the afforestation of
barren sandy plains and dry rocky mountain slopes.

For seaside planting P. iitsirfnis, Pinastfr, Jlnlepensis

and also P. rigida are valuui)le.

Pines cannot be transplanted successfully when old

on account of their long tap-roots, an<l only younger
nursery-grown trees should be used f<)r planting. As
they cannot usually be taken up with a goo<l ball of

earth, it is well to immerse the roots in a loam pudille

immediately after the trees are dug up. Pines are
l>ropagated by seeds sown in spring either in j)repared

beds or frames or in boxes or pans; the see«ls should be
covered only slightly with fine soil, but the larger ones
about a quarter of an inch, and the young seedlings
shaded and watered when necessary. Varieties and
rarer kinds are grafted on their types or allied species,

usually by veneer-grafting on potted stock in the green-
house in winter. Cuttings even of the dwarf forms
do not root reatlily; the easiest to root are young shoots
with primary foliage, as they sometimes appear on
older branches or on the trunk.

The Pines belong to the most important timl>er trees

in their native countries; these are in eastern N.
America P. pnlnstris, Utrobiis and echinata; in the
western states P. Lambertiana, monticolu and pou-
derosa; in Europe P. sylvestris and Laricin; in eastern
Asia P. Thunbirgi and densiflora, and in the Himalayas
P. ercelsa. From the resinous secretions of many
species, chiefly P. palustris, Citbensis, Pinaster, Hal-
epensis and longifolia, turpentine, tar and pitch are
obtained. An essential oil used medicinally is distilled

from the Ivs. and young shot)t3 of several species.

Edible seeds are produced by some species, in America
hy P. edulis and cembroides; in Europe by P. Pinea and
Cemhra, in E. India by P. Gerardiaua. Mats similar
to Cot!oa mats are manufactured from the Ivs. of P.
palustris and Pine wool for stuffing mattresses is made
from Ivs. of European and American species.

About 75 species are known, distributed through the
northern hemisphere from the arctic circle to Mexico
and the West Indies, N. Africa and the Malayan Archi-
pelai^o; in the tropical and subtropical regions they are
confined to the mountains. Resinous trees, rarely
shrubs; winter-buds covered with imbricate scales: Ivs.

of 2 kinds; the primary Ivs. are spirally arranged and
as they appear on young seedling plants and occasion-
ally on shoots from the old wood, are green and
subulate, but commonly they are reduced to small
scarious bracts bearing in their axils the acicular, semi-
terete or triangular secondary Ivs. borne on an unde-
veloped branch let in clusters from 2-5, rarely reduced
to 1, surrounded at the base by sheaths of 8-12 bud-
scales: fls, monoecious; the stamiuate ones axillary,

clustered at the base of the young shoots, catkin-like,

yellow, orange or scarlet, composed of spirally arrange<l
numerous 2-celled anthers with the connective enlarged
and scale-like at the apex (Fig. ISl.'J); pistillate lateral

or subterminal, greenish or purplish, consisting of

numerous spirally arranged scales each in the axil

of a small bract and bearing 2 ovules inside near the
base (Fig. 1814): cone subglobose to cylindric, with
woody scales closely appressed before maturity ami
tightly enclosing the seeds, which are usually furnished
with a long thin wing, but in some specit-s are wing-
less or short-winged; the apex of the scales is usually
more or less thickened and the exposed part, which is

usually rhombic in outline and termed apopb5'sis. is

often protracted into prominent bosses or knobs; the
apophysis is terminate*! by the umbo, usually differing
in color and ending mostly in a spine or prickle. In P.
Strnbus and the allied species the apophysis is flat an<l

thin, and bears the spineless umbo at the upper end,
while in most other Pines the apophysis is thickened
and transversally keeled and bears the umbo in the
middle. These differences belong to the most impor-
tant characters in the grouping of the species: other val-

uable characters are furnished by the structure of the
Ivs., which contain either 1 or 2 hbro-vascular bundles

and usually 2 or more resin-ducts, being either pe-
ripheral, i. e., situated beneath the epidermis; or par-
enchymatous, 1. e., enclosed by the tissue of the leaf;
or internal, i. e., near the tibro-vascular bundU*"*;
strengthening cells, i. e., cells witli thickened walls, are

1815. Pinus Strobus.

Iieaf with a single fihro-vaacular bundle (a), usually
twii jH'ripheral resin-duots (6); strenttheuinjc cells (c)

only Jieneath the epidermis; stomata (d} only on the
two inner sides.

mostly present beneath the epidermis and often sur-
round the resin-ducts, sometimes also along the fibro-

vascular bundles. (See Figs. 1815-1818). Thenumberof
the fibro-vascular bundles and the position of the resin-
ducts can be readily seen with a comnum magnifying
glass in thin cross-sections matie with a sharp razor
from the mi<ldle of the leaf and placed on a glass-plate.

In the following enumeration the species are grouped
according to Mayr's classification, with a few slight
changes; his names of his sections, however, are
omitted, since they are mostly not well chosen, and the
sectional and subsectional names of Engelmann sub-
stituted as far as his groups could be brought in accord-
ance with those of Mayr. To facilitate the determination
of the cultivated species a key is given to determine
plants without cones. Good illustrations are found in

Sargent, Silva of N. America, vol. 11 ; Lambert, Descrip-
tion of the genus Pinus; Lawson, Pinetum Britannicum;
Forbes. Pinetum Wobumense; Antoine, Die Coniferen.
For the horticultural vars. see Beissner, Nadelholz-

1816. Pinus Coulteri.

Leaf with two fihro-vascular bundles (a); several
parenchymatous resin-ducts (h) ; strengthening cells (<•)

around the resin-ducts, several layers beneath the epi-

dermis and along the inner and the outer side of the
fibro-vascular bundles; stomata (d) all around.

kunde and the new edition by A. H. Kent of Veitch's
Manual of the Coniferae. Among other important works
may be mentioned E. A. Carriere's Traits (ieneral des
Coniferes, 2d edition, 18G7; Heinrich Mayr's Die
Waldungen von Nordamerika, 1890; Englerand Prantl's

Die Naturlichen Pflanzenfamilien II Teil, 1. Abteilung,
pages 70-74 (Leiferung 3 and 4); G. Engelmann's Ke-
Tision of the Genus Pinus. in Transactions of the

Academy of Science of St. Louis published in 1880;

Maxwell T. Masters in Journal of the Linnean Society,

volumes 22 (1886) and 27 (1889); Conifer Conference in

Journal Royal Horticultural Society, volume 14 (1892).

For a fuller account of the relative value of species of

Pinus and their culture, see Pine.

%
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1817. Pinus palustns.

Leaf with two fibro-va»ful»r bundles (a): several in-

ternal resin-duets (fc) ; one layer of strensthening cells

ic) beneath the epidermis and on the inner sid* cf the
fibro-vascular bundles; stomata (d) all around.

1818. Pinus echinaU.

I^af with two fibro-vaspular bundles (a) and several
parenchymatous resin -ducts (b); only one layer of
strenKthenitig cells (e) beneath the epidermis; stomata
(d) all around.

•Ibn, 3.

aUM)-terminata, 43.

arnentea, 44.

aristata, 15.

attenuata, 28.

aurea, W, 44.

atutralix, 23.

Anstriaca, S&.

Ayacahuite, 6.

Balfouriana, 15.

Hanksiana, 31.

Benthamiana, 20.

Bolanderi, 33.

brevifolia, 3.

Bungeana, 11.

Buonapartea, 6.

Boursieri, 'S,\.

Caiabrica, 36.

Canariensis, 24.

Carpatica, 45.

Cebennensis. 36.

Cembra, 10.

elausa, 32.

columnaris, 44.

compacta, 44.

eoutorta, 33.

Coulteri, 18.

Cubensis, 22.

densirtora, 43.

divaricata. 31.

DonPedrii, 6.

echinata, 29.

edulis. 13.

Elliotii, 22.
excels."*, 1.

fastigiata. 3, 44.

flexilis, 7.

Freinontiana, 14.

IN'DEX.

Oratzelieri, 4.

Halepensis, 41.

Hamilfoni, 37.

htterophylla, 22.

horuontalis, 36.

inopa, '.iO.

insionis, 27.

Jeffreyi, 19.

Koraiensi.s, 9.

LaniWrtiana, 5.

Laricio. 36.

I^moniana, 87.

Loudoniana , 6.

longifolia, 25.

macrocarpa, 18.

Mandshurica, 9.

rnaritima, 37.

Massoniana, 38, 42.

minor, 37.

mitig, 29.

monophylla, 14.

Mongpelietuis, 36.

montana, 45.

Motttereyensis, 27.

monticola, 4.

Mughus, 45.

muricata, 35.

Murrayana, 33.

jiana. 3.

Nfpaltnsis, 1.

nigra, 36.

nigrieaiis, 36.

nivea, 3.

Oeulus draconis,
3«. 43.

Pallasiana. 36.

palustris. 23.

Parryana, 12.

parviflora, 8.

pendula, 20, 44.

Pence, 2.

Pinaster. 37.
Pinea, 39.

Pithyusa, 41.

ponderosa, 20.

prostrata, 3.

pnmila, 10, 44.

Pumilio, 45.

pungens, 34.

pygiiura, 3, 36.

pyramidalis. 3, 44.

Pyrenaica, 36 and
suppl.

Qimdrifolia, 12.

radiata, 27.

resinosa. 40.

rigida, 28.

rostrata, 45.

rotundata, 45.

Jtoxbiirghi, 25.

Sabiniana. 17.

Salzmanni, 36.

scopulonim, 20.

Sibirica, 10.

Sinensis, 42.

Strobus. 3.

sylvestris, 44.

TsBda. 21.

Thunbergi, 38.

Torreyana. 16.

tubercnlata. 26.

umbraculifera, 3.

uncinata, 45.

variegata, 38. 43.

Virginiana, 30.

zebrina, 1.

FF.

Key for Determining Pinfs Without Con»6 (compare
Figs. 1H1>1818).

A. dumber of h'«. 5, only occa-
sionally S or 4.

B. Sheaths deciduous: fibro-
vascular bundle 1.

C. Edges of Ivs. serrulatr.

V. Length of Irs. ly^S in.

E. Branchh'ts glabrous or
near I if so.

F. The Irs. 6-8 in. long:
branchlets glaucous. I. ezcelsa
The Ivs. S-o in. lo)i^:

branchlets not
glaucous.

G. Tree a rather dense
pyramid 2. Peuce

GG. Tree an open pyra-
mid ."]. Strobus

Branchlets densely
brownish tomentuse ..10. Cembra

Branchlets pubescent
or pnberulous.

F. Ne edles slender,
somewhat pe n d u -

lous, 4-6 in. long... (J. Ayacakuite
FF. Needles stiff,11^-4 in.

long.

EE.

KEE.

0. Back of Ivs. with
fine white lines... 5. Lambertiana

GO. Back of Ivs. Mx«-
ally not lined.

H. Color of Ivs. blu-
ish or dark
green 4. monticola

HH. Color of Ivs.
bright green 9. Koraiensis

DD. Length of Ivs. %-l% in.:

Ivs. usually twisted,
for m i n g brush - like
tufts at the end of the

branchlets 8. parviflora
CC. Edges of Ivs. entire.

V. Lvs. 1%S in. long 7. nezilis
DD. Lvs. 1-1% in. long 15. Balfouriana

BB. Sheaths persistent : fibro-
vascular bundles si: lvs.

8-lS in. long, rigid 16. Torreyana
AA. Number of lvs. S, or 4 or 1, only

occasionally 2 or 5.

B. Usually solitary, sometimes
in^'s U. monophylla

BB. I'snally 4, sometimes S or 5. .12. Parryana
BBB. I'sually :i, occasionally 2.

c. Fibro - vascular bundle 1:
sheaths deciduous.

D. Margin of lvs. entire: Ivt.

%-l\i in. long 1.?. edulis
DD. Margin of lvs. serrulate:

lvs. 2-4 in. long 11. Bunffeana
CC. Fibro-vasetdar bundles S:

sheaths persistent.
D. Branchlets glaucous: lvs.

bluish or grayish green.
(See also No." 21.)

E. Habit of lvs. slender,
drooping 1". Sabiniana

EE. Habit of lvs. straight,
stiff.

F. Buds very resinous:
lvs. 6-1:i in. long,
dark bluish green.. .18. Ooulteri

TF. Buds not or little
resinous: lvs.5-8in.
long

, pale bluish
green 19. Jeffreyi

DD. Branchlets not glaucous:
I V s . d it r k yellow or
bright green.

E. Habit of Irs. slender,
drooping.

F. Res in - ducts inter-
nai 23. palnstris

FF. Besin - ducts paren-
chymal ous: buds
brown 24. Canariensis

FFF. Besin -ducts periph-
eral: buds bright
chestnut-brown 25. longiSoUa

EE. Habit of lvs. stiff.

F. Length of lvs. 6-12 in.
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o. Hudit c y I i H (I ri r,

(f i t h »preadiHij
acalfH liltlr or not
reainoun: lfg.8-J£
in. long, dark
green, in i's and
'.i'g 22. Cubenait

OO. lindn ohhtHtj-ovate,

re»iHOHs: Irs. 6-9
tM. loHg, light or
flight I y blnish
green 21. TadA

nno, linds ovate, aeumi-
nate, resinous: lv».

5-11 in, long, dark
yellowish green.. .'20. ponderoaa

Wr. Length of h'S. .i-7 in.

( See also No. 29.

)

o. Character of Irs.

slender.
H. Foliage pale yel-

lowish or bluish
green: buds ob-
long -ovate,
dark brown 20. tUb«TCaUta

HH. Foliage bright
green: buds
ovate, bright
ehestnut-brown.27. radiata

OO. Character of I vs .

stout.

H. Form of buds
t h i c k, o ra t e,

acute or acumi-
nate 20. ponderosa,

var. scopulorum
HH. Form of buds ob-

long-orate 28. rigida
AAA. Number of Irs. 2.

B. Branchlets glaucous.
c. Buds very resinous :\0. Virgriniana

CC. Suds not or little resinous.

D. Hue of Irs. dark bluish
green 29. echinata

DD. Hue of Irs. bright green. .i3. densiflora

BB. Branchlets not glaucous.
c. Length of Irs. IS^i in.

D. Bran eh I et s brown or
orange: re sin -ducts
parenchymatous.

E. Character of Irs. slen- -'-:':"

der: branch lets brown. 'J2. clausa iY

EE. Charade^ of Irs. stout,

t w i st ed : branchlets
orange or orange-
brown.

F. Lrs. 1-3% in. long.
o. liesin-ducts 1 or :^.'.VA. contorta

GO. Resin-ducts 2-5 . . .'.14. punsens
FP. Lvs. i4-l in. long ...31. divaricata

DD. Branchlets dull greenish
yellow or greenish
brown: resin-ducts pe-
ripheral.

E. Character of lvs. slen-
der : buds not resin-
ous 41 Halepensis

EE. Character of lrs. .stout:

buds coated with resin.

p. Generally a tree 44. sylvestris
pp. Generally a shrub. ..-io. montana

CC. Length of lrs. 3-9 in.

D. Color of buds u-hifish or
grayi.sh white 38. Thunbergri

DD. Color of buds brown. (See
also No. 41.)

E. Sea les of the ob I on g
bud s with reflexed
tips, chestnut-brown.

p. Habit of lrs. very
slender and thin..A2. MasBoniana

FP. Habit of lvs. stiff and
^

rigid.

a. Buds resinous 3.*>. muhcata
GO. Buds not resinous.

H. tiesin-ducts par-
enchymatous .. .'il . Pinaiter

HH. Besin -ducts pe-
ripheral 39. Pinea

XX. Scales of the thick
orate-acumtnate buds
with the tips not re-

flexed, light brown,
resinous.

P. Foliage lu strou s ,

resin-ducts periph-
eral .38. r«tinoaa

FP. Foliage dull: resin-
ducts parenchyma-
tous M. Larioio

Key Based os Cones and Sixds.

. Cone -sea les thin at the apex,
with a marginal obtuse umbo:
number of lrs. o: sheaths de-
ciduous : f i bro- va sc u lar
bundle 1: wood soft and light..

Stki.»bu8.

B. Wings longer than seed: cones
long and slender: resin-

duets of lrs. peripheral.
Eustrobi.

V. Scales with broad, rounded
apex.

D. Lrs. slender: branchlets
usually glabrous

DD. Lvs. stout: branchlets
puberulous or pubescent.

1.

2.

3.

ezcelsa
Pence
Strobns

4. monticola
5. Lambertiana

6. Ayacahuite
BB

T. flexilis

CC. Scales with elongated and
tapering, at last recurred
apex

Wings shorter than sends or
wanting: cones more or less

ovate, with thickened scales.
Cembrtr.

c. Margin of lrs. entire:
branchlets glabrous, light

brown
CC. Margin of lrs. serrulate:

bra nch lets pu besee nt.

D. Seeds with narrow wing:
resin-duets peripheral.. 8. parvinora

DD. Seeds wingless: res i n -

duets parenchymatous.. 9. Koraiensis
10. Cembra

AA. Cone-seales more or less thick-
ened at the apex, with the often
spiny umbo in the middle of the

tratisrersely > idged apophy-
sis. Pinaster.

B. Sheaths caducous or curling
back and tardily deciduous:
fibro - vascular bundle 1:
resin-ducts peripheral.

C. Seeds short-winged: num-
ber of lrs. 1-4, only occa-
sionally 5.

D. ifargin of lrs. serrulate,
S; sheaths caducous.
Gerard ia nee 11. Bungeana

DD. Margin of lrs. entire

;

sheaths curling back and
falling offend of the first

year. Cembroides.
E. Number of lrs. S-Tt 12. Farryana

EE. Number of lrs. IS 13. edulis

^4. monophylla
re. Seeds with long wing: num-

berof lvs. 5: margin entire.

Balfouriance 15. Balfooriana
BB. Sheaths persistent: fibro-vas-

cular bundles 2: margin of

lvs. serrulate.
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c. Ifumhfr of h'». .f : rf$in'

d HC t M parrHchymatoun.
PMeudoHtrohi 16. Tomf%n%

CO yurnhfr of h't. d, oeeasiom-
ally 4-o: reniH-dueta mj»m-

allif parenchymatoux.
Tw'dtr.

D. Urn urh letn g I ti neon »:

color of IvM. bluiith or
grnyinh ijrfen.

K. LfH. Mlentler, (trooping .\7. Sabiniailft

KK. Li'M. Mtout/i-lJin.lo»g:
setdn lonij-H'inged IH. Cottlteri

19. Jeffreyi

DD. liranchlrts not glaucous:
color of /»•;«. diirk yet-

lou'inh or bright grefu.

E. Ltngth of Iva. 5-l3i in.:

Iva. atout 20. ponderotA
21. Taeda
22. Cubeusii

EK. Length of Irs. S~18 in.:

Ivs. s Itnder , drooping .2'.\. palustris
24. Canariensis
25. lon^folia

BEE. Length of Ivn, S-7 in.:

Im. .stout. (See also
No. 20 var.

)

r. Coneit rerif ohlit/ut ,

S%-6in.long: length
of Iva. us mil I ij 4-6

in 2I5. tuberculata
27. radiata

FP. Cones not oblique . 2-4
in. long: length of

Ira. u,su(tlly S-4 jm..28. ligida
CCC. JYutnber of Irs. 2.

D. Jiesin-ducts parenchyma-
tona : conea mostly be-

tween the u'horla.
Laricionea 29. echinata

E. liranrhlets glaucous . .'.iO. Virgriniana
EE. Branchlets not glau-

cous.

F. Lrs. JSli in. long.

o. Cones not prickly.. '.il. divaricata
oo. Cones prickly .'{2. clausa

;{.'{. contorta
34. pungens

FF. Lra. S}4-7in. long.

o. Winter-buda brown.2a. muricata
.^6. Laricio
37. Pinacter

CM3. Winter-buds gray-
ish white orsilvery
white, oblong, not
resinous, only tips

of scales often
light brown 38. Thunbergi

DD. Hesin-ducts peripheral

:

cones usually appearing
at the tvhorls. Sylves-
tres.

E. Length of Ivs. 2^4-8 in.

F. Seeds short-winged,
% in. long 39. Pinea

PF. Seeds long-winged.
Q. Branchlets not

glaucous 40. resinosa
41. Halepensis -

42. Massoniana ; ,

GG. Branchlets g I au- '-/
'

cous 43. densiflora ^
EE. Length of Ivs. %-2% in.H. sylvestris

45. montana
I. Strobis.

I. Eustrobi.

1. exc^lsa, Wall. (P. 3"«pa7e».sj.'», Chambr,). Attains
150 ft., with spreading and slightly ascending branches
forming a broad «)pen pyramid : branchlets greenish,
glabrous, glaucous: winter -buds cylindric -obovate,
acute: Ivs. slender, tlaccid, drooping, grayish or bluish

\^

PINCS

green, ft-8 in. long: cone« cylintlric on 1-2 In long

HtalkM, ti-10 in. I«>ng: Meed bn>wn, 4 linen long. Hinial.

On. 31, p. 195. A. (J. 19: 149. - Handsome tree, of sunie-

whnt loose habit, with graceful pendulous foliage, hnrdy
as far north as Ma.>«s. in mheltered po-
tiitionH. Vnr. lebrtna, Bailly, has the
IvM. with a whitish zone near the tip.

2. PeOee, (Jrineb. ( P. exc//«a , var.

Ptuce, Griseb.). Attains m ft.,

with ascen<iing short branches form-
ing a narrow dense pyramid: branch-
lets greenish, glabrous, not glaucous:
winter-buds ovate: Ivs, straight, blu-

ish green, 3-4 in. long: cones short-

Htulked, cylindric, 3^s-tj in. long,

with olMJvate s«'ale8: 8ee<l 4 linen

long. S. E. Eu.— An ornamental
hardy Pine of <lense, regular habit

an«l slow growth; forms a narrower
and denser pyramid than No. 3.

3. Btrdbiu, Linn. White Pine.
Figs. 1H15. 1819. 1820. Attains 1(K»,

occasionally 150 ft., with horizontal
branches in regular whorls fomiiiiir

a symmetrical open pyramid. In old

age the head is usually broad an<l

open and often very picturesque.
Branchlets greenish or light green-
ish brown, glabrous or slightly pu-
berulous : winter-buds ovate, acum-
inate: Ivs. soft, bluish green, 2-4 in.

long (or 33-8-5) : cones on stalks %-\
slender, often curved, 2-4 in. long, with oblong-obovate
scales: seed red-brown, mottled with black, .3 lines long.
Newfoundland to Manitoba, north to ({a.. 111. and Iowa.
8.8.11:538,539. A.U. 12:W5; 13:1. (in. 30, p. 404.- Vi ry
valuable ornamental hardy Pine of rapid growth, sym-
metrical when young, picturesque in old age : no tree is

better adapted to break up the monotonous sky-line of
plantations in northern parks. There are a number of
garden forms occasionally cultivated. Var. Alba, Loud,
(var. nivea, Carr. ). Low form of irregular habit, with
almost silvery white foliage. Var. brevifblia, Loud,
(var. ndna, Knight. Var. pygmwa, Hort.). Dwarf,
compact, round bush, with sht»rt Ivs. Var. fastigi&ta,
Beissn. (var. pyramuUMis, Hort.). With ascending
branches, of narrow pyramidal or ctdumnar habit. Var.
prostr^Lta, Arb. Kew. Dwarf, proctmibcnt form, dittuse
and trailing on the f-round. Var. umbracuUfera, Knight.
Dwarf , flat-topped bush, with short Ivs. R.H. 1869, p.
.38. There are also forms with variegated and with yel-

low foliage.

4. monticola, Don. Mountain White Pine. Tree, to

100 or occasionally 150 ft., with slender, spreading,
somewhat pendulous branches forming a narrow open

1819. Pinut Strobus.

in. long, oylindric.

1820, Pinus Strobus (X 34).

pyramid: branchlets pubenxlous, yellowish or reddish
brown: winter -buds ovate, acute: Ivs. stiflF, bluish
green and glaucous, 134^ in. long, with few inconspic-
uous or no lines on the back: cones short-peduncied,
cylindric, slender, slightly curved, 5-11 in. long, yellow-
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ish brown ; Ncalen pointed by the filiichtly thirkrned

unilM>: M(M><t rf(l-br«>wn. mottled with bla«'k. '» in. long.

Brit. Col. to Mttho and Calif. S.S. 11 ;.-4U. .Vtl. U.K.

5:.-». 7. H.H. 1H<»I), p. 120 (an P. (Vrn-ac/iVri ). -Similar to

/*. Strohtm, but forniinK a somewhat narrower, mure
ttleuder pyramid; hardy ax far north as Ma^^x.

1821. Pinus flexilis (X H).

'). Lambertiilna, Dougl. Suoar Pine. Fig. 1823. Tree,
to 'JOO or 220 ft., with spreading somewhat pendulous
branches forming a narrow open pyramid ; old trees

usually with flat-topped wide-spreading open head:
i)ranchlets brown, pubescent: winter-buds ohlong-obo-
vate, apiculate: Ivs. stout, sharply pointe<l, dark bluish
green, 3-4 in. long, with conspicuous white lines on the
back: cones on peduncles 2-3*^-in. long, cylindric. often
slightly curved, light brown, lustrous, 10-20 in. long:
seed about ^-^ in. long, dark brown or nearly black.

Ore. to Mex. S.S. 11:.>12, 543. (in. 31. ]». 152. 1.53. G.C.
II. 23:11; III. l:7(»'J.-One of the tallest trees of the
Pacific coast; in the eastern states it is hardy as far
north as Mass.. but grows only slowly; has handsome
dark foliage.

fi. Ayacahiiite, Ehrenb. (P. Bunnapdrfea, Ropzl. P.
Doti-Pt'iini, Ro'zl. P. Louilotiidnii, Gord.). Tree, to 100
ft,, with spreading, slender branches: branchlets yel-

lowish brown, finely pubescent: Ivs. slender and some-
what pendulous, bluish green, 4-€t in. hmg: cones short-
stalked, cylindric conical, gradually narrowed toward the
apex, often slightly curved, brownish yellow, 9-15 in.

long: seeds about % in. lont;. grav-brown, mottled dark
brown. North Mex. G.C. II. 18:493; 111.20:751,753.
(in. 25, pp. 11I2, 193.— Handsome tree, somewhat resem-
bling: th^ White Pine, but foliage more slender, especially
ornamental with its large cones. Not hardy north.

2. Cembr(r.

7. flexilis. James. Limbf.k Pine. Fig. 1821. Tree, to

.50, occasionally to 80 ft., with stout horizontal bninches
forming a narrow open pyramid, in old age with low,
broad, round-topped head: winter-buds l)roadly ovate,
sleuiler-pointed: Ivs. rigid, acute, dark trreen, lJa-3 in.

long: cones ovate to cylindric-ovate. light brown. 3-6,

rarely 10 in. long; scales rounded at the apex, tipped
with an obtuse, dark umbo, the lower t»nes eloii {rated

and reflexed: seeds dark brown, mottled with black.

/i-14 in. long, with narrow wing. Alberta to Calif, and
New Mex. S.S. 11:54(), .547. U. P. 10:H;5. -Hardy Pine
of slow growth; seems to J)e best adapted for ornamen-
tal planting on rocky slopes.

8. panrilldra, Sieb. & Zucc. Tree, to HO ft., of denote,

pyramidal habit, with Miender, hc^rizontal branchen:
iiraiichlets litfht greenish bn»wn, pijlM-rulou:* : Ivi*.

cn»wded, rather wtifT. usually twi«te»l, forming brush-
like tufts at the end of the branchlets, bluish green,
%-\% In. long : cones ovate or oblong-ovate, almost
sessile, reddish brown, 2-3 in. long: »ee<ls dark brown,
hardly S in. long, .lapan. S.Z. 2:115. — Hartly and very
ornamental IMne, bearing numerous decorative cone*
when older. Cultivated plants are often grafte«| and as-

sume a more irregular habit. In .lapan it is often cuiti-

vated in pots and dwarfed. A. (J. 14:212.

9. Koraitnsii, Sieb. & Zucc.
( P. Mandshurira, Rupr.).

Pyramidal tree, to 100 ft.: branchlets with yellowish
brown pubescence: winter-bu«ls oblong-ovate, acumi-
nate, dark chestnut-brown: Ivs. straight, dark greer
and glossy on the back, bluish white on the inner sides,

2Va-4 in. long: cones almost sessile, conic-ovate, yellow-
ish brown, 4-6 in. long; scales rhombic-obovate, with re-

curved «)btuse apex : seed over K in. long, brown, sharply
edged. Japan, Corea. S.Z. 2:116. (Jng. 6:1. — In cultiva-
tion of slow growth, forming a rather dense, broad pyra-
mid, with handsome foliage. One of the best hardy Pines
for smaller »;ardeus.

10. C^mbra, Linn. Swiss Stone Pine. Tree, tc 70
or occasionally 120 ft., with spreading usually short
branches forming a narrow, dense pyramid, in old age
often with very pictures«pie broad, open, round-topped
head: branchlets coate<l with dense yellowish brown
tomentum: winter-buis globose-ovate, long acuminate:
lv8. straight, dark green on back, bluish white inside,

2-3}-^ in. long: cones short-peduncled, ovate, obtuse,
light brown, 2^3-3 Vi in. long; scales broadly ovate,
rounded at apex, apophysis much broader than high

;

seed /a in. long. M. F^uropean, Alps t«) N. Russia and N.
Asia. G.C. II. 17:80. 81; ill. 24:4.59. Gn. 19. p. .369;

28. p. 175, 182. Gt. 45, p. 205. - Handsome hardy Pine
of slow growth and symmetrical habit when young.
Var. Sibirica, Loud., has shorter Ivs. an<l longer cones,
and is of narrower habit and more vigorous growth.
Var. pumila. Pall. See P. pumila in suppl. list.

II. PiNA.STER.

3. GirartJiatuf.

11. Bunge&na, Zucc. Lace Bark Pine. White Bark
Pine. Tree, to 80 or 100 ft., with long and slender
branches: bark tlaky, light gray: young branches gray-
ish green, glabr«>us: Ivs. rigid, acute, light green, 2-4
in. long: cones almost sessile, conic-ovate, light yellow-

1822. Pinus edulis (X ^a).

ish brown, 2-3 in. long; apophysis much broader than
high, ridged, with a triangular pointed and recurved
umbo: seed dark brown, with narrow wing, ^3-% in.

long. N. C>»ina. (t.C. II. 18:9.— Hardy slow-growing
tree of bushy habit in cultivation and with rather sparse
light green foliage.
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4. Cembroides.

12. Parryina, Engelni. (P.qundrifblia,
Sudw.). Nut Pine. Pinnon. Tree, to 40
ft. .with stout, sprea<ling branches, fonu-
iiig a regular pyramid but usually round-
topped and irregular in old age: branch

-

lets puberulous, light grayish brown:
Ivs. 3-.'), usually 4, rigid, incurved, pale
glaucous green, iVa-U'^ in. long: cone
subglobose, \%-l in. broad, chestnut-
brown, lustrous ; apophysis thick, pyra-
ini<lal, conspicuously keeled; umbo with
minute recurved prickle: seed about H
in. long. Calif. S.S. U: 549. -Not hardy
north.

i:{. ^dnlis, Engelm. Nrr Pine. Fig.
1822. Smitll tree, 10-20 or occasionally to 40
ft., with horizontal branches, bushy when
young, with low, round-topped lu'ad in old

age: branchlets light yellowish brown, pu-
berulous at tlrst: Ivs. 2-.'{, ri^id, dark green,
%-l]4 iu. long: cones almost se.isih', broadly
ovate, g-.'eenish yellow, lustrous, about 1%
in. long ; npophysis pyramidal, strongly
keeled ; umbo with minute recurved tip:

seed ^2 in. long, with narrow wing remain-
ing attached to the scale. Colo, to North
Mex. and Tex. S.S. 11 :.'>.')2. —Hardy as far

north as Mass., forming a slow-growing
an<l compact bush. The se mIs are an im-
portant article of food among the Indians.

14. monophylla, Torr. & Frem. (P. F/v

-

moufiiUKi, Kndl.). Tree. ir)-20, occasionally
to 50 ft., similar to the preceding: branch

-

lets light orange, glabrous: ivs. usually
solitary, sometimes 2, teretf, rigid, spin-

escent, glaucous green, %-l^-i in. long;
cones broadly ovate, light brown. 1 S-2
in. long; apophysis depressed-pyramidal,
ridged, the tlattened umbo with a minute
incurved tip: seed % in. long. Calif, to

Colo, and Ariz. S.S. 11: .")1. G.C. II. 20:

44: 26:K{7. — Of slow growth, hardy as far

north as Mass. The solitary leaf has been
believed to consist of two connate ones, but
this is certainly not the case, as the one
fibro-vascular bundle plainly shows.

5. Balfonriantr.

15, Balfouri^na, Jeffrey. Foxtail Pine.
Tree, to 40. occasionally 90 ft., narrow pyr-
amidal when young, irregular and open in

old age: branchlets dark brown, puberulous
at first: Ivs. crowded, incurved and pressed
against the branches, rigid, acute, dark
green on the back, white inside, I-IV2 in.

long, remaining for 10 or 12 years on the
branches ; cones penduhms, subcylindric
dark purplish brown, 3>2-5 in. long; apophy-
sis flattened, the concave oblong umbo with
minute incurved prickle: seed % in. long,
Calif. S.S. 11:5.).']. -Not hardy north. Var.
arist&ta, Engelm. (P. aristAta, Engelm.).
Bushy tree, occasionally to 50 ft., sometimes
a serai - prostrate shrub : branchlets of
lighter color and almost glabrous : Ivs. with
less conspicuous white lines inside: cones
cylindric-ovate, li-'.Vi in. long; apophysis
elevated ; umbo with a slender incurved
spine to ^ in. long. Calif, to Utah and Ariz.
S.S. 11:5.54. G.C. III. 20:719. -Hardy a.s

far north as Mass. ; in cultivation usually
•i handsome low, bushy shrub of distinct
habit: Ivs. often sprinkled with resinous
dots.

6. Pseudostrobi.

IG. Torreyiina, Parry. Soledad Pine.
Tree, to 40 or occasionally to 60 ft., with
spreading and sometimes ascending
branches: branchlets greenish or purplish,
bloomy, glabrous: Ivs. rigid, «lark green. S-
13 in. long: cones broadly ovate 4-0 in.

1823. Cones of Pines.

Hejiiiining at the top: P.
C "iltrri, L a in />«• r < il> // a,

p ilustris, radiata. (X l-.">.;

PINUS

long, chocolate-brown ; apophysis low-
pyramidal, umbo elongated an<l reflexed
with short spiny tip: seeds % in. lonir,

short-winged. S.Calif. S.S. 11 :.557, 558.
— Rarely cult.: not hardy north.

7. T(rd(r.

17. Sabini&na, Do"gl. Dir;«;F,R Pine.
Bill Pine. Tree, i 50 or occasionally
H) ft., usually divide«l luto several steni^,
with short crooked branches, the lower
ones pendent, the upper ones ascen<liiig,

forming a round-topped head: Ivs, s!«n-
der, flexible, pale bluish green, 8-12 in.

long: cones pendent on about 2-in. long
stalks, obhmg-ovate, light red-brown,
6-10 in. long ; apophysis pyramidal,

sharply keeled, flattened at the straight or
incurved apex, the lower scales with nnich
recurved apex: seeds % in. long, slmrt-
winged. Calif. S.S. 11 :.569. G.C. HI. 4:43;
5:45. F.S.9:964.— Not hardy north. Distinct
Pine of loose habit and with sparse pale
foliage. The seeds are edible.

18. Cdolteri, Don^P. macrocdrpa, Lindl.).
Pitch Pine. Fig. 1823, Tree, to 80 ft., with
stout braiK'hes, pendulous below and as-

cending above, forming a loose pyranii«lal
head : winter-buds oblong-ovate, resinous:
Ivs. stout, acuminate, dark bluish gre«n,
(>-12 in. long: cones short-stalked, pendent,
cylindric-ovate, yellowish brown. 9-14 in.

long; apophysis elongated-pyramiuai, nar-
rowed into the compressed spiny- tipjed
straight or incurved umbo: seed % in. Ion;:.

Calif. S.S. 11:571, 572. G.C. II. 23:4('.«.

413; 111. 4:765.—Not hardy north. Old
trees are often very picturesque and the
large cones are conspicuous and ornamental.

19. J6ffreyi, Murray (P. potHlerdna. var.
Jeffrfjfi, V'asey). Jeffrey "s Pine. Tree,
to 120 or occasionally to 180 ft., with short
spreading or often pendulous branches, the
uppermost ascending, forming an open pyr-
amidal and .sometinies narrow spire -like
head : young branches fragrant when
broken ; winter-buds oblong-ovate, not res-

inous: Ivs. stout, acute, pale bluish green,
5-8 in. long: cones conic-ovate, light brown,
6-12 in. long; apophysis depressed, keeled:
umbo elongated into a slender recurved
spine: seed about 3^ in. long. Ore. to Calif.

S.S. 11:562, .563. G.C. H. 22:813; HI.
5:361, .%9. G.F. 5:185. — Distinct and orna-
mental Pina of symmetrical habit when
young, hardy as far north as Mass. Among
the hardier species this Pine has the long-
est Ivs.

20. ponderdsa, Dougl. {P. Benthamidna,
Hartw.). Yellow Pine. Bill Pine. Figs.
1807-9. Tree, to 1.50. occasionally to 230 ft..

with stout spreading and often pendulous
branches usually ascending at the ends and
forming a narrow, spire-like head: branch-
lets reddish brown, fragrant when broken

:

winter-buds oblong-ovate or ovate, resinous

:

Ivs. acute, dark green, .5-11 in. long: cones
almost sessile, often in clusters, ovate-ob-
long, light reddish or yellowish brown and
lustrous, 3-<» in. lontr: apophysis depressed-
pyramidal or rtatteiM (1. with a broadly tri-

angular umbo terminated by a stout, usu-
ally recurved prickle ; lower scales with
more elongated apex : seed 34 in. long.

Brit. Col. to Mex., east to Neb. and Tex.
S.S. 11:.560, .5<)1. G. F. 8::J95. G.C. HI. 8:

.557, 561, .569, — One of the tallest and most
important Pines of the western states.

Hardy as far north as New York, and in

sheltered positions to Mass, Var. p6ndula,
H.W. Sarg., has drooping branches. Var.

scopuldrum, Engelm. (P. sropuIoniDi.

Lemm.), is a geographical var., smaller in
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every part: nsually to 75 ft. hiph: Ivs. 5-7 in. lonj;,

sometimes in 'J's: eones sraaller, ovate. S. Dakota to N.
Mex. and Tex. S.S. ll:5t>4. G.C. II. 9:797. — Somewhat
hardier than the type.

i824. Pinus t.^ida (X %).

21. T*da, Linn. Loblolly Pine. Old Field Pine.
Frankincense Pine. Tree, to 100, occasionally to 170

ft., with spreading branches, the upper ascending, form-
ing a compact, round-topped head ; branchlets yellowish
brown, sometimes slightly bloomy: winter-buds oblong,
resinous: Ivs. slender but stiff, acute, bright green, 6-9

in. long: cones sessile, spreading, conic-oblong, light

reddish brown, 3-5 in. long; apophysis flattened or de
pressed-pyramidal; umbo small, with short, trianguUvr,

recurved spine, lower scales not elongated: seed %m.
long. Del. *^o Fla. and Tex. S.S. 11 : 577, 578. -Not hardy
north and rarely cult, for ornament.

22. Cub^nsis, Griseb. (P. heferopJnjUa, Sudw. P.
Elliottii, P^ngelm.). Slash Pine. Swamp Pine.
Tree, to 100 or 120 ft., with horizontally spreading
branches forming a round-topped broad and compact
head: branchlets orange-brown: winter-buds cylindric,

light brown: Ivs. dark green and lustrous, acute, in H's

and 2's, 8-12 in. long, with internal resin-ducts: cones
short-peduncled, conic-oblong, dark brown and glossy,

3-<>>a in. long; apophysis flattened, keeled; umbo small,
with minute recurved prickles: seed K-M in. long. Ga.
to Fla., near the coast. S.S. 11:591, 592.— Handsome
Pine, with compact broad head, hardy only south.

23. paliistris, Mill. (P. austrdlis, Michx.). Long-
lkafeo Pine. .Southern Pine. Fig. 182.3. Tree, to 100
or 120 ft. with ascending branches forming an ob-
long open head : branchlets orange-brbwn; winter-buds
whitish, oblong: Ivs. crowded, forming tufts at the end
of branchlets. dark green, 8-18 in. long, with internal
resin-ducts: cones almost sessile, cylindric, dull brown,
0-10 in. long; apophysis flattened: umbo dark brow^l,
with triangular, reflexed short spines: seed ahnost }4 in.

long. Va. and Fla., to Miss, along the coast. S.S. 11 :589,

590. G.F. 10:115. — Verj' important timber tree, but rarely
planted for omaracrit; hardy only south Branches are
imported in great quantities into the nonhern cities in
midwinter and used for decorations on account of their
large, handsome foliage.

24. Canari^nsis, C. Sm. Tree, to 80 ft., with slendei
branches fonuing a broad, round-topped head: branch-
lets yellowish: Ivs. slender, spreading and pendulous,
light green and lustrous, 9-12 in. h)ng, with parenchy-
matous resin-ducts: cones cylindric-ovate, 4-8 in. long;
apophysis low -pyramidal, irregularly 4 -sided, light
brown and glos.^y, with obtuse uuiIh): seed % in. long.
Canary Isl. G.C. IIL 3:?21. -Handsome Pine, cult, in
Calif, and in colder regions, sometimes in the green-
house.

25. longifdlia. Lamb. (P. Poxhurghi, Sarg.). Tree,
t») 100 ft. or more, with roun«l-t<»ppe«l syinnietrical lu'ad:
branchlets light yellow brown: winter-buds oblong, light

chestnut-brown, not resinous: Ivs. slender, pendulous,
light green, 8-12 in. long, with peripheral resin-ducts:
cones short-stalked, conic-ovate, 4-7 in. long; apophysis
elongated -pyramidal, compressed, more or less re-

curved; umbo obtuse: seed %-l in. long. Himal.- Im-
portant forest tree in it.s native country. Not hardy
north, but cult, in Calif. Very decorative as a young
plant, with its long drooping light green foliage.

2fi. tuberculita, Gord. (P. of^<'n««^^rt, Lemm.). Knob-
cone Pine. Tree, usually 20, occasionally to 100 ft.,

with slender horizontal branches ascending at the ends,
forming a broad pyramid, with open, round-topped
head in old age: bark thin, scaly: young branches
slender, dark orange-brown: winter-buds oblong-ovate,
dark brown : Ivs. slender, acuminate, pale yellowish or
bluish green, 3-7, usually 4-5 in. long: cones short-
stalked, usually in clu.sters, elongated-conical, 3j^-6 in.

long, upper scales with ,yyramidal apex; umbo promi-
nent, sharply pointed and recurved, lower scales with
depressed apex and small prickly umbo: seed V4 in.

long. Ore. to Calif. S.S. 11:575, 576. G.C. II. 24:784,
785. F.S. 5, p. 517c.— Of little ornamental value and not
hardy north. Usually a bushy tree with sparse dull
foliage.

27. radiita, Gord. (P. insufttis, Dougl. P. Monierey-
4nsis, Wort.). Monterey Pine. Fig. 1823. Tree, to 80
or 100 ft., with stout, spreading branches forming an
irregular open, round-topped head: bark thick, fur-
rowed: branchlets brown: buds ovate, bright chestnut-
brown: Ivs. acute, bright green, 4-6 in. long: cones
short-stalked, conic-ovate, upper scales with elevated,
rounded, almost hemispherical and obscurely keeled
apex; umbo small, with minute straight or recurved
prickle, lower scales with almost flattened apex: seed
black, Ji in. long. S.Calif. S.S. 11 :573, 574. F.S. 6,

p. 44. G.C. III. 9:.336, .341. Gn. 36, p. 47; 49, p. .312.-

Handsome species with bright green foliage and of rapid
growth and bushy habit when young; valuable for sea-
side planting. Not hardy north.

28. rlgrida. Mill. Pitch Pine. Figs. 1813, 1824-1827.
Tree, to 80 ft., with horizontally spreading branches
forming an open, irregular pyramid : branchlets light
brown: winter-buds ovate or ovate-oblong, chestnut-
brown. Ivs. stiff and spreading, acuminate, dark green,

1825. Pinus rieida, with young cones (X ^).

2-5 in. long: cones almost sessile, often in clusters,

ovate, light brown, 2-4 in. long; apophysis little ele-

vated ; umbo triangular, ending in a slender, recurved
prickle: seed dark brown, % in. long. New Brunswick
to Gr., west to Ontario and Kv. S.S. 11:579. G.F.
4:402} 10:195. Gu. 31, p. 128, 132. M.D.G. 1896:301.-

__ M
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Hardy Pine of rapid growth when young and easily
raised from .seed; grows on dry and sterile soil. As an
ornamental plant i^ may be used on <lry and rooky
slopes, where it becomes often very picturesque when

1826. Pinus rigida. recent cone (X %).

older. It sprouts readily from stumps if cut down or
destroyed by fire.

8. Lariciones.

29. ecWn^ta, Mill. {P. m)tis,'SUchx.). SpRrrE Fixe
Yellow Pine. Tree, to 100 or 120 ft., with slender often
pendulous branches in regular whorls: winter-buds ob-
long-ovate, brown: Ivs, slender, acute, dark blui^h
green, sometimes in ;Vs, .'{-5 in. long : conei^ short-
stalked or almost sessile, conic-oblong, dull bromrj, ly^-
2 in. long: apophysis flattened : unibo little elevated,
with short straight or curved prickle: «ef-ds one-tifth
to H in. long. N. Y. to Fla,. west to 111. and Tex. S.S.
11 :r)87. — HundT,:»ie tree, with broad, oval head, hardy
as far north us Mass.

.'?0. Virgimana, Mill. (P. inops \if.). Scrub Pint:.

Jeksev Pine. Tree, to 40. or son et'".\es to 100 ft., with
slender horizontal or pendulous !>ranf'ies in remote and
irregular whorls, forniinir a broad, open pyramid or
sometimes flat-topped : wiut<;r-l)nds oblong, dark brown

:

Ivs. stiff, twisted, spreading, acutisli, m-2.^-2 in. long:
cones conic-oblonT. rt'ddi-' . brown. \%-2% in. long;
apophysis little elevated, with a l)road, depressed-pyra-
midal umbo ending in a short rt<'urved prickle: seed

pale brown, .*4 in. long, N.Y. to

S. 0., west to Ky. and Ind. S.S.
11 :r)81. —Hardy as far north as
Mass,, but of little ornamental
merit. Valuable in the Middle
States for covering dry and bar-

ren soil.

:]1 . divrricSta, Dum.-Cours.

(

P.
Biiuksiami. Laml>,). Tree, to 70

ft., but usually lower and some-
times shrubby, with slender,
spreading branches, forming a
broad, open head : bratichlets

yellowish to purplish brown :

\.'inter-buds ol)long-ovate. light

brown, very resinous: Ivs, stiff,

twisteil, spreadir'i. acute or ob-
tusish. dark or bright green,
about 1 in. long: cones conic-ob-

lonir. nsinilly cnrve<l, pale yellow-
brown and lustrous, urianned, 1^2-2 in, long, remaining
oti the tree for 12 or If) years; apophysis flattened, witli

a transverse line an<l a small «lark obtuse umbo: seed
black, Vs in. long. Hudson bay to X. \ . west to Minn.

ftf—sr

1827.

Old cone ot Pitch Pine

—Pinus rieida (X y^^.

S,S. 11:588.—The most northern of all American Pines
and quite hardy, but not of much ornamental value.

.T2. clatisa, Sarg. (P. Inops, var. clausa, Engelm.)
Sand 1*ixe. Spklce Pine. Figs. 1828, 1829. Tree, to
20. occasionally to 70 ft,, with slender, spreading
branches: branchlets red-brown: winter-buds oblong,
obtuse, not or little resinous: Ivs. slender and flexible!

acute, dark green, 2-."$ in. long: cones short-stalked]
often oblique at the base, conic-ovate, dark reddish
brown, 2-3 J^ in. long, remaining closed for 3 or 4 years
after ripening and often becoming enveloped by the
growing vrcoil of the stem; apophysis depressed pyra-
midal, conspicuously keeled; umbo with a short, stout
spine. Fla, an<l Ala, near the coast. S.S. 11 :."i82. (f,F'.

5:161.— Little known in cultivation and not hardy north.

33. cont6rta, Dougl, {P. Bolnnderi, Pari.). Sriu

n

Pine. Tree, to 20, occasionally to 30 ft., with rather
stout branches forming a round-topped compact or
open head, or a tree, to 80 and occasionally 150 ft., with
a narrow pyramidal head: branchlets light orange or
orange-brown: buds ovate, dark chestnut-brown, resi-

nous: Ivs. stiff, twisted, acutish, dark green, 1-3 J4 in,

long: cones ovate or conic-ovate, oblique at the base,
1-2 in. long, light yellowish brown and histrous, scales
of the upper side with elevated, pyramidal apex, the
dark umbo end'ng in a slender incurved spine. Alaska
to Calif., west to 3Iont. and Colo. — Var. Boldnderi,
Koeline, the typical form, is a low tree, with shorter,
1-2-in. long Ivs. and with very oblique cones, often re-

maining closed for several vears after maturity. S.S.
11:567. G.C. II. 19:45. Var. Murrayina, Engelm. (P.
3furrai/f} n a, 'Murr. P. Boursieri, Ciirr.), in the form in

the Rocky Mts,. and a taller tree of pyramidal habit,with
Irnger, l}i-'A}4-\n. long Ivs,, less oblique cones, opening
usaallv soon after maturitv. S.S. 11:568. (i.C. 1869:191
and R.H. 1869, p. 278 (as'P Tamrnc). R.H. 18.04, p.

226, In cultivation it is usually a bushy, low tree and
seems hardy north.

34. pungens, ^lichx. Table Mofntain Pine. Pov
EHTV Pine. Tree, to 30, occasionally to (!0 ft,, with
stout spreading branches forming a broad, open, often
flat-topped head: branchlets light orange: winter-buds
oblong, obtuse, dark chestnut-brown : Ivs, stout, twist^u.
sharply pointed, dark green, \^'i-l% in. long : cones
conic-ovate, oblique at the i)ase. light brown, ^}i-3% in.

long; hpophysis pyramidal and c<msi)>.; uously keeled,
the con.cal elongated umbo endin?; m a stout curved
spine: s^ed light brown, % in, lung. X. J. to N. C. and
Tenn. ^.S, 11 :.')84. — Hardy as far north as Mass., but
of littie ornamental vplue.

35. muricAta, Don. Prickle-cone Pine. Tree, to .lo,

occasionally to 90 ft., with stout, spreading branches

1828. Cone of Pinus clausa, grown over by the branch (X /:0.

forming a regular pyramid in young trees, in old age
usually round-topped atid compact: branches orange-
b.'own: winter-bn<is ovate, dark brown, resinous: Ivs.

stiff, usually twisted, acute, dark green, 4-7 in. long:
cone? usually clustered, oblonsr-ovate. oblique at the
base, chestnut-brown, 2-3V^ in. hmg; scales of the upper
side with elongated conical apex terminated by a dark
triangular spiny umbo, scales of the lower side more
flattened, with slender straijjht spines; the cones usti-

ally remain closed for several years after maturity:
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geeds almost black, li in. lonj?, ("alif. S.S. 11:585, .586.

G.F. 10:2;}5. F.S.5, p. 517. ii.V. 11. Jl :48, 49, 5;{. -Hand-
some Pine, with regular, pyramidal head ; not hardy
north.

:iii. Laricio, Poir. Corsican Pine. Tree, to 100 or

occasionally 150 ft., with stout, spreadinjr branches in

regular whorls forming a symmetrical pyramid, in old

age sometimes broad and tlat-topped: branclilets usu-

ally light brown : buds ovate or oblong-ovate, light

brown, resinous: Ivs. stiff, acute, dark greer, 3%^%
in. long: cones sessile, ovate, yellowish brown, glossy,

usually 2-33^ in. long; apophysis depressed, conspicu-
ously keeled; umbo flattened, obtuse or with a very short
prickle: seeds gray, H in. long. 8. Eu. to NV. Asia,—
Very variable and usually the following 4 vars. are
distinguished: V'ar. Austrlaca, Endl. {var. n)gricaus,

Pari. P. Austrlaca, Ross. P. n){ira, Hort.). Avstkian
Pise. Figs, 1814, 18;{0. Tall tree, with broadly ovate
bead and very dark green, rigid foliage: branclilets

grayish brown. S.E. Eu., from Austria to Dalniatia
and" Roumania. Gn. 19, p. 477; 38, p. 113. 3In. 10. p. 170.

K.H. 1894, p. 271. Var. Calibrica, Delam. Tail trt;-, with
shorter ascending branches forming a narrower, less

dense head : Ivs. of lighter green :

brown. Italy, Sicilv. Gn. 27, p. 321;

523: 52, p. 219. G'.C. II. 21:15; III.

Fallasi&na, Endl. Tall tree, with
branches: Ivs. dark green and glossy:
brown, about 4 in. long. W. Asia. G.C.

branchlets light

29, p. 104; 30, p.
4:H93, 705. Var.
long and stout

cones light

II. 20:785;
21 :481. Var. Cebenn^nsis, Gren. & Godr.

( P. Sdlzmatini,
Dun. P. MonspelUnsia, Salzm. P. Pyrendica, Hort.,

not Lapeyr. P. Cebenninsia, Hori. P. horizontalis,

Hort.). Tree, to GO ft.: branchlets orange-colored:
Ivs. slender, to 6V^ in. long : cones small, about 2 in.

long. Var. pygmaa, Ranch. Dwarf, dense, bushy form.
The ttrst-named .'ar. is the hardiest and hardy north,

while the others are at least hardy as far north as Mass.
They are of rapid growth and c<mspicuous by their

large, dark green foliage. Var. Cebetniensis is espe-

cially very handsome as a young plant, with its long,

dense leaves.

37. Finister, Ait. (P. maritima, Poir.). Cluster
Pine. Tree, lo 100 ft., with spreading or sometimes
pendulous branches forming a pyramidal head: >»rHiu'h-

lets bright reddish brown: buds oblong-oval, brown, n t

resinous: ivs. stiff, acute, usually twisted, glossy green.
5-9 in. long: cones short-peduncled, clustered, conic-

oblong, light brown and glossy, 4-7 in. long; apophysis
pyramidal, conspicuously keeled with prominent tri-

angular, acute umbo: seed grayish brown, xi in. long.

S. Eu., near the coast. Gn. 14, p. 20. — Handsome Pine
of regular, i)yramidal habit and rapid growth, but not
hardy north. In England it is much used for seaside
planting and the vars. H^miltoni, Pari.,

var. Lemoni&na, Endl., and var. minor,
Loisel., are occasionally cult, in English
gardens.

Several horticultural vars. have been introduced from
Japan: one of the most distinct is var. 0culu8-draconi8,
Mayr. each leaf being marked with 2 yellow bands a
therefore the tufts of the Ivs. at the end of the branches.

1829. Cone of Pinus clausa. Xuturul size.

.^8. Thunbergi, Pari. (P. MasaoniUna, Sieb. & Zucc,
not Lamb. I. Japanese Black Pine. Tree, to 100 ft. or
occasionally 120 ft., with spreading, often somewhat
pendulous branches, forming a broad, pyramidal head:
branchlets orange -yellow, the winter bu«ls oblong,
grayish or silvery white : Ivs. stiff, sliarply pointed,
bright green, .3-4V^ in. long: cones short-stalked, conic-
ovate, grayish brown, 2-3 in. long; apophysis t1attene<l,

with small, depressed umbo, obtuse or with a minute
prickle: seed gravish brown. V4 in. long. .ra|>an. (il.(\

1I..23:.345. S.Z. 2: 113. -Handsome tree and hardy north.

1830. Austrian Pine—Pinus Laricio, var. Austrlaca (X }4,)-

if seen from above, show alternate yellow and green
rings, hence the name Ociilus-draconis (dragon-eye).
Var. yariegit,ta has the Ivs. partly yellow or occasionally
wholly yeiluwish white. There are also similar forms in
P. densiflora. which may be distinguished by the brown
color of the winter buds.

9. Sylvestres.

39. Pinea, Linn. Stone Pine. Tree, to 80 ft., with
long, horizontally spreading branches fonning in older
trees a broad, flat-topped head: branchlets pale brown:
buds with revolute scales, oblong-ovate, not resinous:
Ivs. rigid, acute, bright green, .5-8 in. long: cones broadly
ovate, chestnut-brown, 4-5j^ in. long ; apophysis de-
pressed-pyramidal, radiately ridged; umbo flat,'obtuse:
seed reddish-brown, % in. long, edible. S. Eu. G.C II

20:45; III. 4:G04, 605. Gn. 27, p. 24.5-247: .50, p. 460.-
Tree of picturesque habit, with a trunk usually de.^ti-

tute of branches for a considerable height
and with a wide-spreading para?ol-like head.
Not hardy north; in warmer regions often
cultivated for its edible seeds.

40. resindsa, Ait. Red Pine. Norwav
Pine. Tree, to 70, occasionally to 150 ft.,with
stout spreading and sometimes pendulous
branches forming a broad pyramidal head
when young and an open round-topped one
in old age: branchlets orange-color: bud»
ovate, acuminate, light brown, resinous: Ivs

slender and flexible, acute, dark green and
lustrous, 4-6 in. long : cones subsessile,
conic-ovate, light brown, l}4-2}4 in. long

;

apophysis flattened, conspicuously keeled,
obtuse, with small dark unarmed umbo ; seeds dark
brown, % in. long. Newfoundland to Manitoba, south
to Pa. and Minn. S.S. 11:.550, 551. A.G. 12:645.-One
of the most ornamental Pines for northern parks, quite
hardy and of vigorous growth. Lumber tn-e.

41. Halep6nsi8, Mill. Aleppo Pine. Tree, to 60 ft.,

with short branches forming an open, r«mnd-topped
head: branchlets slender, yellowish or light greenish
brown: winter-buds small, cylindric, not resinous: Ivs.

sometimes in 3's, slender, bluish or dark green. 2^2-4

in. long: cones conic-ovate or conic-oblong, yellowish.

\^
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brown, unarmed, 2>^-3K i». long; apophysis flattened,
with a transversal line and a little or not elevated
obtuse umbo: seed % in. long. Mediterranean region.

G.C. 11.22:55.3; III. 3:G29.-Not hardy north and of little

ornamental value, but recommended for seaside plant-
ing. Trunk usually slender and destitute of branches
for a considerable height: foliage thin and sparse, in
tufts at the end of branchlets. Var. Pithytisa, Stev., is

a smaller tree with slenderer branches, longer Ivs. and
smaller cones. W. Asia.

42. MaSBoniina, Lamb. (P. Sinensis, Lamb.). Tree,
to 80 ft., with slender, spreading branches: branchlets
yellowish brown: Ivs. verj' slender and thin, light

green, 5-8 in. long: cones oblong-ovate or ovate, dull
brown, 2-3 in. long; apophysis tiatte'^od, slightly keeled,
with a small, flat, unarmed umbo seed !-."» in. long.
China.—Not hardy nortb and rare. cult. Often eon-
founded with P. Thunbergi and P. a nsiflora.

43. densifldra, Sieb. & Zucc. .^paxese Red Pine.
Tree, to 100 ft., with spreading branches forming an
irregular, rather broad head: branchlets orange-yellow,
bloomy: buds oblong -ovate, chestnut -brown: Ivs.

slender, acute, bright bluish green, 23^-5 in. long:
cones short- stalked, conic -ovate to oblong, grayish
brown, somewhat oblique at the base, about 2 in. long;
apophysis flattened and slightly ridged, those near
the base sometimes elongated; umbo small, with a short
prickle or obtuse: seed grayish yellow, % in. long. Jap.
S Z. 2:112. — Ornamental hardy tree, rapidly growing
when j'oung, often very picturesque when older. Many
garuen forms are cult, in Japan, several of them with
variegated Ivs. The best are perhaps var. adrea, Mayr,
with yellow foliage; var. albo-termin&ta, Mayr, with the
tips of the Ivs. yellowish white, and var. Oculus dracdnis,
Mayr, like var. varleg^ta, Mayr, similar to the vars. of
the same name under P. Thunbergi.

44. 8ylv68trs, Linn. Scotch or Scots Pine. Fig. 18:?!.

Tree, to 70 or occasionally 120 ft., with spreading, often
somewhat pendulous branches, pyramidal when young,
with broad and round-topped often picturesque head in

old age: branchlets dull grayish yellow: winter-buds
oblong-ovate, browTi, resinous : Ivs. rigid, acute, twisted,
bluish green, lJ^-3 in. long: cones short - stalked,
conic-oblong, grayish or reddish brown, \}4-2'^ in.

long; apophysis little thickened, slightly keeled, only
those near the base elongated; umbo small, obtuse: seed
dark gray, 1-0 in. long. Eu.to W. and N. Asia. Gn..%,
p. 167; 38, p. 455; 49, p. 290. — One of the most impor-
tant timber trees of Europe. It is quite hardy, but has
little to recommend it as an ornamental tree. Several
geographical and garden forms have been distinguished.
Var. argr^ntea, Stev. Foliage light bluish green, with
silvery hue. Var. atlrea, Hort., with the young Ivs.

golden yellow. Var. column^ris comp^cta, Bailly.

45. montiina. Mill. Swiss Mountain Pine. Verj- vari-
able in haliit, usually low, often prostrate shrub, some-
times pyramidal tree to 40 ft., similar to the preceding:
branchlets usually of darker, brownish color: Ivs. bright
green, acutish, stout, crowded, y^-l in. long: cones ovate
or conic-ovate, '%-!% in. long: apophysis often pyra-
midal; umbo light gray, surrounded by a blackish ring.

1831. Scotch Pine— Pinus sylvestris (X %).

Dwarf, dense, columnar form. R.H. 1889, p. 393. Var.
fastigri^ta, Carr. (var. piframi(h)Jis, Hort.). Of pyra-
midal habit. N. 3:140. V"ar. p6ndula, Hort. Witli pen-
dulous branches. Var. pilmila, Hort. Dwarf globose
bush.

1832. Mueho Pine—Pinus montana, var. Muehus.

Mts. of M. Eu. Gn. 30, p. 225. Mn. 5, p. 49.—Handsome
hardy low shrub with ascending branches densely
clothed with bright green foliage; ornamental as single
specimens or for covering rocky slopes and as under-
growth in open woods. A very variable species which
has been divided according to the cones into the follow-
ing 3 vars. or subspecies. Var. uncin^ta, Willk. (in-

cluding var. rostrafd and rotuiidata, Ant.). Cone very
oblique, usually deflexed; apophysis pyramidal, with
often reflexe«l umbo. Often arborescent. Var. Pumliio.
Willk. (P. Ptrmilio, Ha?nke. P. Carpdtica, Hurt.).
Cone regular, subglobose to ovate, before maturity
glaucous and usually violet-purple, ripe yellowish or
dark brown. Var. Mdghus, Willk. (P. Mughus, Scop.).
Fig. 18.32. Cone regular, conical or conic-oval, with
usually prickly umbos, not bloomy, yellowish brown be-
fore ripening, cinnamon-brown when ripe.

P. Abies, Linn.=Pi<'ea excelsa.—P. albicaulis, Engelm. Py-
rainid.-il tree, to 30. rarely 60 ft., sometimes shnibby: allied to
P. tlexilis: bark whitish or light brown: cones smaller, 1}'2-3J^
in., subglobose or oval, purplish brown. Brit. Col. to Calif, and
Wyo. S.S. 11:;>48. G.C. 11.24:9. Probably as hardy as P. flexi-

lis.— P. >.4?<';><'«»i».Poir.=P.Halepensis.

—

P. Arizonica, Engelm.
Tree, to 100 ft., with pyramidal or open, round-topped head:
allie«i to P. Torreyana : Ivs. shorter, 5-7 in. long : cones
smaller, 2-'2% in., with reciir\-ed spines. Ariz. S.S. 11:.").')9.—P.
Armdndi, Franch. Chinese species, allied to P. parvitlora.

Voung plants withotit name, rai.sed from Chinese seed in the
Arnold Arboretum, seem to belong here: similar in foliage to
P. Koraiensis, btit branchlets glabrous: Ivs. 3-4}4 in. long, with
peripheral resin-ducts. Has i)roved hardy and promises to be-

come an ornamental Pine.—P. lirutia, Ten.=P. Pj-renaica.

—

P. cemhro)deg, Zucc. (P. osteosperma, Engelm.). Bushy tree,

with round-topped head, to 30, rarely to 60 ft.: allied to P. edu-
lis: Ivs. slenderer, bright green, \%-2\n. long: cones somewhat
larger. Ariz, to Calif, and Mex. 8.8.11:550. G.F. 4:353. F.S.

4, p. 325 b.— P. Chihtiaftudna, Engelm. Allied to P. iwnderosa,
but very distinct by its de<*idiioas sheaths: tree, to 40. rarely
60 ft.: Ivs. slender, pale green, '2%-4 in. long: cones broadly
ovate, 1^2~- in., with small. re<Mirved prickles. Calif, to N. Mex.
and Mex. S.S. 11:566. G.F. 8:24. Tender and of little orna-
mental value.—P. Gerardidna, D. Don. Tree, to 60 ft., with
broad, round-topi>ed head: allied to P. Bun»eana: Iv". bluish
groen. 2^-4 in. long: cones S-i) in. long, with the tips of scales

retlexed: seeds short-winged, to 1 in. long, e<lible. Himal. Not
hardy north.—P. glabra, Walt. Cedar Pine. Spruce Pine.
Pyramidal tree, to 80, r.arely 120 ft.: allieil to P. echinata: Ivs.

dark green, l^-^-S in. long: cones broadly to oblong-ovate. 1)4~

2 in. long. S. C. to Fla. and La. S.S. 11 :5a3. Hfrdy only south.

—P. Gordonidtia, Hartw. = P. Montezumje. — P. GrenriUece,
Gord.=MnntezumaB.

—

P. Uefdreichi, Christ. Small tree, allied

to P. Lan"io: Ivs. 3-4 in. Imia:: cone 3 in. long, with imprcsse<l
dull umbo furnished with a >inall curved prickle. Greeee. G.C.

II. 21:740—P. insularijf, Eudl. Tall tree: Ivs. 3, flaccid and
very slender. 7-9 in. long: cones conie-ovate, 2^-3 in. long;

scales with low pyra' ' il. sharply keeled apex and obtuse or on
the upper scales mui ulateumto. Philippine Islands. Not
yet introduced.—P. latihtUa, Sarg. (P. Mayriana, Sudw.). Tree,

to 60 ft., allie<l to P. ponderosa: Ivs. 12-15 in. long and 1-16 in.

wide: cones oblique at the base, 3-4 in. long. Ariz. S.S. 11:565.

G.F. 2:496; 8:2.5. Not hanly north.—P. Jatisqudma. Engelm.
Allied to P. Parryana : Ivs. 5, slender, lJ-2-2 in. long: cones
I)eduncled, cylindric-ovate, .3-4 in. long; apophysis depressed
•ind obtuse. Mex. G.C. II. 18:713—P. ?cwcoffer»ji«, Ant. Tree,
to SO ft., with pyramidal head: allied to P. Laricio: b.irK light

gray: Ivs. dark green, 2-4 in. long: cones oblong-ovate, light

#
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grayish brown, dull, aljowt 3 in. long. S. E. Eu. Probably hardy

north.— P. Mayridna, 8udw.=P. latifolia. — P. macrophylla,

Lindl.. not Carr.=P. Monterumae.—f . Montezunur, Lamb. (P.

Gonloniaua, Hartw. P. (irenvilleje, Gord. P. miwrophylla,

Lindl., not Carr.). Tree, to 80 ft. and more: allied to P. Tor-

reyana: Ivs. irlaueoas or green, 7-16 in. long: cones 4-14 in. long,

liijht brown; apophysis depressed pyrami<lal, with a short, re-

our%ed spine. Me.K. G.C. III. 8:46.>467, 475; l.J:271,2T:{. Gn.

56, p. 481: 58, p. 397. Very variable species, as the> numerous
(about 70) synonyms show. Not hardy north.—P. oHteosperma,

Eagelm. = P. cerabroides.—P. pdtula, Sehie«le. Allied to P.

TiPda: tree, to 80 ft.: Ivs. sometimes 4 ^r 5, drcM)ping. light

irreen 7-9 in. long: cones oblong-ovate, oblique, with depressed

knobs. 4 in. long. Mex. G.C. II. 2:{:108, 109, 117: HI. 9:4:55.

Uraceful tree, but not hardy north.—P. pentaphylla, Mayr.

\llied to P. par\itiora,but seeds long- winged, two-tifths in. long:

ivs stouter and longer, with conspicuous white lines inside:

coiies 2)^-4 in. long. Japan. Probably as hardy as P. parvi-

tlora.—P. Picea. Linn.=.\bies Picea.— P. piuniln, Kegel. (P.

Cembra. var. pumila. Pall.). Shrubby, often procumbent, allied

to P Cembra. but resin-ducts of Ivs. peripheral: Ivs. l*/4-3 in.

long: cone 1*4 in. long: seed two-fifths in. long. N. E. 8i»>eria

to Japan. Hardy.— P. Pitrendica, [..apeyr. (P. Bnitia, Ten.).

Tree, to 50 ft.: allied to P. Halei)ensis: Ivs. twice as long, 5-7

in., bright green: cone oblong, 2-4 in. long, with rugose de-

pressed knobs. S.Eu., W.Asia. G.C. III. 4, p. 268. Not hardy

north; ofter confounded with P. Laricio, var. Salzmanni,

from which it is easily distinguished by its greenish to reddish

brown branchlets.—P. reflexa, Engelm.=P. strobiformis.—P.

serotina, Michx. Pond Pine. Marsh Pine. Tree, to .50, occa-

sionally to f^ ft.: allied to P. Tieda: Ivs. dark yellowish green:

cones 2^4-3 in. long, with slender, incurved deciduous prickles,

remaining close<l for 1 or 2 years after maturity. N. C. to Fla.

SS ll:.')80. Not hardy north.— P. st,ohifonni/i, Engelm. (P.

retlexa, Engelm.). Tree, to 100 ft.: allied to P. tlexilis: Ivs re-

motely and minutely serrulate or almost entire, slender, 2)4-4

in. long: cones 5-y in. long, with retlexed knobs. Ariz. S.S.

11:544,545. AlFKEU Rehdek.

PlPER (the ancient Latin name). Piperacete. Pepper.
A vast genus (probably GOO-700 species) of both the Old
and New Worlds, mostly in the tropics, a few of which
are in cultivation in this country as greenhouse foliage

plants. In choice collections one is likely to find several

other species, but a.s they seldom fruit it is very difficult

to determine their species. In the following list appear
all the names that occur in the American trade. Piper

is an exceedingly difficult genu.s to the systematist be-

cause of the great numbers of species, the variation of

foliage in the same plant at different epochs, the diffi-

culty of matching the sexes of the same species, the

imperfect specimens in herbaria, and the scarcity of

good studies of the plants in the wild. In nearly all

cases, Pipers are dioecious. The flowers are very minute,
and are borne beneath decurrent bracts in slender,

erect or drooping, axillary spikes; perianth none; sta-

mens usually 1—4: ovary 1-loculed, with a solitary erect

ovule. The fruit is a srnall globular drupe or berry. The
leaves are alternate, stipulate, usually entire. Pipers are

mostly climbing shrubs, but some are trees and some
herbs. The Pepper of commerce is the product of P.

nigrum. For Red Pepper and Cliile Pepper, see Cap^i-
fum and Pepper.

Pipers are easy of cultivation. Most of those known
in our houses require a wann-house temperature and a
humid atmosphere. Easily multiplied by cuttings of
the firm wood. They are grown for the decorative value
of their drooping or bushy sprays.

A. Plant eri'ct and bnshif.

excelsum, Forst. Glabrous shrub, reaching 20 ft. in

some of its native places: Ivs. cordate-orbicular to

ovate, stalke<l, short-acuminate. 7-9-nerved from the
base, the blade 2-4 in. across: spikes solitary or in 2's,

short-peduncled, the staminate ones 2-3 in. long and the
bracts peltate, the stamens 2 or 3; pistillate spikes
shorter, the fls. with 3 stiirmas. New Zealand and other
South Pacific islands. — Offered in Calif. Lvs. aromatic.

AA. Plant cJimbing, or (trooping when not given sup-
port.

B. Lvs. ovate-lanceolate, deciduous.

Futokadstlra, Sieb. Japanese Pepper. Clinging
closely to walls by its aerial roots: lvs. ovate-lanceolate
and acuminate, cordate at base, glabrous: Hs. greenish:
berries red. Japan. — Handsome plant, standing con-
siderable frost.

BB. Lvs. broadly ovate or roundish, evergreen.

nlgnUQt Linn. Black Pepper. Plant woo<ly below;
stem strong, terete, emitting roots, tall-climbing, gla-

brous: lvs. thickish, stalked, broadly ovate-oblong or
nearly orbicular, the base usually rounded and obli<iue,

5-9-nerved above the ba.se, the nerves alternate: da.

sometimes polygamous but usually dioecious: fr. glo-

bose, red. Old World tropics, but now widely dispersed
in warm countries, B.M. 3139. — Occasionally grown in

hothouses, particularly amongst collections of economic
plants. In the wild it is a strong climber, rooting at the
nodes, sometimes reaching 20 ft. in height. The dried
berries, which are collected before ripe, are black and
wrinkled, and constitute the Black Pepper of commerce.
When the outer skin is removed from the fruit, the
product is White Pepper. The commercial Pepper
comes mostly from the eastern tropics.

omattun, N. E. Br. Climbing, lO-l.") ft. tall, glabrous,
rooting at noiies: lvs. glabrous "and directed to one
side;" petioles si^nder and nearly terete, the blade pel-

tate, ovate-orbicular, with a short, rather blunt point,

the nerves 7 but not prominent above and uniting in

loops on the margin, the upper surface of the young lvs.

shining green ard covere«l with pinkish spots, the old
lvs. duller and. vvhiter-spotted. Celebes.

r::ctaliicam, Lindl. Lvs. thick, rounded, handsome
nu'tallic green. Borneo.

P. Jit^tle, Liinn. Betel (which see). Climbing, nearly or quite
glabrous: lvs. large and thick, ovate-oblong-acuminate, usually
oblique at ba.se, strongly 5-7-nerved: spikes often 4-6 in. long:
fr. very fleshy, often cohering into a long-cylindrical mass.
Eastern tropics. B.M. 3132. Lvs. chewed by natives, and the
plant much cnXtivnted.— P. Cubeba, Linn. (Cubeba officinalis,

Raf.). Cvbeb. Climbing or tree-like: lvs. glabrous, oval,

short -acuminate, obliquely cordate, the upper ones smaller
and oval-oblong : fr. resembling those of P. nigrum, but
st.ilked. E. Indies. The fr. is employed in medicine.—P. por-

phi/rnpfiyllum. N. E. Br. (Cissus porphyrophylla, Lindley,
and of horticulturists). Handsome climbing foliage plant
with V)roadly cordate-oval short-pointe<l lvs. tlyit are purple
beneath and bronzy green and pink-spotted along the veins
above. Probably E. Indies. F. S. 14:1491. R.H. 1883, p. .560.

Lowe, .59. -P. rubronodogum. Bull. .Shrub, with red-jointed
roughish stems : lvs. cordate-ovate, somewhjit blistered, sil-

very gray, the petiole pul)escent. Colombia.— P. ruhrnrenosutn,
Hort. Climbing : lvs. cordate-ovate ."acuminate, marked with
rose-colored dots and streaks along the veins. Very like P. or-

natum. and perh.tps not distinct. Papua. I.H. 34:.33.

,L. H. B.

PIPPESIDGE s an English name of the Barberry;
for IVpperidire. see Xyssa.

PIPSISSEWA. See Chimaphihi.

PIPTADfiNIA (Greek, falling gland; referring to

the anther). Leguminostp. About 45 species of shrubs
or trees, with or without prickles: lvs. bipinnate: pe-
duncles axillary, solitary or clustered: fis. small, white,
sessile, in cylindrical spikes or globose heads; petals
usually connate to the middle, valvate ; stamens 10,

free: pod straight or curved, flat, 2-valved; valves en-
tire, not septate within.

Cebfl, Griseb., from the Argentine Republic, is a fast-

growing unarmed tree, attaining bO ft., int. by Fran-
ceschi, Santa Barbara, Calif., for its economic interest.

It is valued in its native land for tan bark. Pintue 12-

Ib-paired ; Ifts. 24—40-paired : fls. white, in globose
heads about % in. in diam. including the stamens: pe-
tluncles %-\ in. long: corolla funnel-shaped, 1'^ lines
long; stamens 10, distinct, long-exserted : pod <»-8 in.

long, 8-10 lines wide, straight but sinuate between the
seeds. J. B. S. Norton.

FIQXr£BIA (A. Piquerio. Spanish botanist of eigh-
teenth centurj'). Compositif. Under the name of ^^tr/a
serrata or .S. serrati folia, florists grow Piqueria tri-

n^rvia, Cav. (Fig. 1833), for its small white fragrant
flowers and for bedding, it resembles a small Eupa-
torium in foliage and flowers. The small heads are
borne in small panicled corymbs, each cluster terminat-
ing a slender axillary branch or peduncle. The leaves
are opposite, lanceolate to oblong-lanceolate, serrate-

dentate, very short-stalked. There is a dwarf, compact
form (var. niina. Hort.l, and also one with broadly
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white-edged leaves (var. variegr^ta, Hort., Fig. 1834).
which are much used for bedding out. The Piqueria
endures both sun and ma<le, and thrives with even in-

different treatment. For tlowers, it is much prized in

winter, when delicate white sprays are not abundant.
It demands the general treatment given zonal gera-
niums. Prop, by cuttings^ with great ease, and begin-
ning to bloom when only 2 or 3 in. high. It often blooms
in the cutting- bed. It also grows readily from seeds,

1833.

Piqueria trinervia {X%)
Known to florists as

Stevia serrata.

1834.

Mareinate form of Piqueria
trinervia.

which are handled by seedsmen. Frequent pinching
will keep tRe plants within bounds and contribute to

floriferc'usness. Plants allowed to grow as they will

soon become straggly and wiry. For winter bloom the

plants may be handled in pots or grown in beds. A
stock of compact pot-plants kept in a cool comer is verj'

useful for filling vacancies in the house.
Piqueria trinervia is native in Mexico. It is per-

ennial. B. M. 2650. The genus contains about 10 species
of herbs or bushes, all of tropical America. The heads
contain .Vfi whitish tubular fls.: torus plane or convex,
naked: pappus none or very short: akene 4-5-angled.

L. H. B.

Usually the best way to manage to produce good flow-

ering plants of Stevia in midwinter is to save a few
old plants after the flowers are cut at New Years. Cut
off the old stems 5 or 6 inches above the pots and stand
the plants in any cool house. The plant needs the cool-

est house at all times; 40° at night during the winter
will grow it better than a higher temperature, but. for
all that, it does not endure the slightest frost. About
March 1, these old plants will have sent out any num-
ber of small growths froai the base of the stems.
These root very readily in a cool propagating house.
They should then be grown along, first in 2- and after-

ward in 3-inch pots, until the flrst of June, when they
should be planted out in the open ground. It need not
be very rich ground, for they are very rampant growers.
Give every plant 2 feet of space. They seldom need
any artificial watering during simimer, but they should
have frequent pinching to produce bushy plants. The
more shoots, the more flowers will be secured. Before
there is any danger of frost in the fall, the plants
should be lifted and put into G-, 7-, or 8-inch pots. They
lift well, and if stood in the shade and kept syringed
for a few days they will show no bad results of the lift-

ing. A position at the north side of a shed or wall is

nmch better for them for the next month than under
glass, but always have them in a position where they
can be protected in case of a frost. By the end of Oc-
tober, if frost is escaped, put them in the lightest and
coolest house available. If kept cool these very desir-
able sprays of flowers will be in perfection at Christ-
mas, and that is the time they are most valuable. Al-

though classed as a common, cheap flower, there is a
grace about Stevias that makes them indispensable for
many of our flower arrangements, and we consider them
a very needful florist's plant. Wh. Scott

PIRONNEAVA. See ^chmea.

PISCtDIA (Latin, fish and kill). Legumindsfr. A
genus of 1 or 2 species, including the Fish-poison tree
of the American tropics, or Jamaica Dogwood. The
leaves, bark and twigs of this tree when thrown into
the water intoxicate or stun the fish so that they can
be caught readily. (For the plant used in China for
this purpose, see Cocculus.) The bark has also been
used in medicine for its hypnotic effect. Botanically
this genus is close to Lonchocarpus, differinir mainly
in the pod, which is long, thickish and longitudinally
4-winged. Generic characters : calyx-teeth 5, short,
broad: wings adhering to the falcate keel: vexillar sta-

men free at the very base, but grown together at th»?

middle with the others into a closed tube: ovary ses-
sile, many-ovuled.

Erythrina, Linn. Fish-poison Tree. Jamaica Dog-
wood. Lfts. 7-11, opposite, oblong or elliptical, pointed
or blunt: fls. purplish white, % in, across: pod 2-4 in.

long, 4 lines broad; seeds 6-8, black. Trop. Amer,, es-
pecially common iu Jamaica.

PISTACHIO. See Pistacia.

FISTAGIA (derived indirectly from ancient Persian
pistil). Anacardidcece. P. rera produces the Pistachio-
nuts of commerce, which are much used in confection-
ery and flavoring. The so-called nut is really the seed
or kernel of a dry drupe. The seed is green, and has a
highly peculiar flavor. P. Terebinthus exudes from its

.stem the fragrant Cyprian or Scio-turpentine used in

medicine as early as the time of Hippocrates. Pistacia
is a genus of about 10 species of trees, found from the
Mediterranean region to Afghanistan, with 1 species in
the Canaries and 1 in Mexico. Lvs. alternate, evergreen
or deciduous, odd-pinnate: fls. small, in axillary pani-
cles or racemes, dioecious and without petals; males
with .5-cut calyx and 5 stamens; females 3-4-cut and
with 3-cut stvle: ovary 1-celled. Engler, DC. Monogr.
Phaner. 4:284-293 (1883).

vdra, Linn. Pistachio-nut. Small tree attaining 20
ft.: lfts. 3 or.'): fr. large, oblong, acute. Mediterranciin
region and Orient. Cult, in S. California, Calif. May
be grafted on P. Terebinthus.

P. Terebinthus, Linn. A small turi)entine-producing tree:
lfts. 9-13, mucronate; petiole not winged : stamens pink: stij;-

mas red: fr. small, roundish. Southern Europe, Mediterra-
nean region. In the European form the terminal Ift. is alwut
as long as the others, but in the oriental form it is minute or
lacking. Mentioned in the lists of Amer. Pomological Society
as a cultivated fruit, as is also P. vera.

PtSTIA (probably from Greek, pistos, watery; refer-

ring to its aquatic nature). ArdcefF. Water Lettite
or Tropical Dr<'KWEED is a small, tender, perennial
floating herb desirable for aquaria. It forms a loose
rosette of lvs. and has long, slender, feathery roots.

The plant sends out runners on which maj' sometin)es
be seen young plants in all stages of development. A
healthy plant measures about 6 in. across. The lvs. are
generally more or less wedge-shaped, 2-5 in. long, pea-
green, velvety to the touch, and covered beneath with a
sort of mealy down. The Pistia rosette has been com-
pared to a half-grown lettuce plant before the head has
formed. Like many other aquatics, the Water Lettuce
has an immense range. It is found in fresh waters
throughout the tropics, and in America is said to be
native as far north as North Carolina.
Water Lettuce is commonly grown outdoors in sum-

mer in collections of tender aquatics, and also in

aquaria. The summer temperature of the water should
be 70°-80° F. Although it grows well when floating free

in several feet of water, it seenjs to do better when
placed in shallow water where the roots may reach the
soil. Larger-sized plants may be secured by using a
thin layer of rich soil or well-rotted manure in the
bottom of the vpssel. Soft water is said to be essential.

Running water is not necessary. The plants should be
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shaded during the middle of the day in summer, or the

foliage is likely to become yellow and sickly-looking.

In winter the plants are liable to some decay.
Botanically, the genus Pistia is unique. The latest

monographer of the aroids (Engler, in DC. Monogr.
Phaner. 2, 1879) makes Pistia the sole representative of a
subfamily, one of his 10 primary natural divisions of the
Arum family. He regards the Pistius as all one species,

though 9 or more have been described. He recognizes
4 well-marked varieties, based upon the shape of the
Ivs., which he calls cuneata, spathulota, obeordatn and
Unyiiiformis. After the continental fashicm Engler
takes no one of these as a type to w^hich the others are
referred. It is probable that the form with obcordate
Ivs. is the one chiefly cult, in American water gardens.
Generic characters: fls. unisexual; spadix without ap-
pendage, adnate to the back of the spathe; male tis. in

whorls, with 2 very short stamens which are much
grown together and inserted at the apex of the spatlix;

female Hs. solitary: ovary 1-celled: ovules numerous,
orthotropous, in 4-<) series ; fr. baccate, irregularis'

breaking open, normally with many seeds.

Stratidtes, Linn. Water Lettuce. Tropical Duck-
weed. Tetuler perennial aquatic herb described above.
The small white fls., though inconspicuous and borne
at the bottom of the cup of Ivs., are large enough to
show at a glance their relation to the Arum family.
B.M. 4564. F.S. 6:625. W. M.

PtSUM (Greek and Latin name of pea). Legumi-
noste. About 6 species of mostly climbing herbs of the
Mediterranean region and eastward, one of which, P.
sat i rum, is the common Pea. Calyx-tube oblique at the
base, the lobes more or less leafy; standard obovate or
orbicular ; wings adhering to the keel ; style mostly
rigid, widened above, bearded down the inner margin:
Ifts. 1-3 pairs, the leaf ending in a tendril or point, the
stipules conspicuous. Annual or perennial, of easy cul-

ture. Hardv.

1835. Pisum sativum (X ^^).

sativum, Linn. Gardes Pea. Fig. 18.35. Annual,
glabrous and glaucous, tendril-climbing: stipules large
and leafy (usually as large as Ifts. I : Ifts. oval or ovate,
2-3 pairs, the leaf ending in tendrils: fls. few^, on an
axillary peduncle, white : seeds globular. Eu., Asia.
See Pea.

Var. arv6nse, Poir. (P. arvense, Linn.). Field Pea.
Fls. usually bluish or dull white, with purjde wings:
seeds angular, often gray. Grown for forage.

formdsum, Stev. (Orobuit formdsun, Stev. Ldthtfrus
friqidus, Schott & Ky. Pisum J ?«c^*'r/, Jaub. & Sp.).
Perennial, 1-2 ft. tali, not climbing: stipules sagittate-
ovate: Ifts. 1 pair, small, ovate-rhomboid, entire, mu-
cronate: peduncles 1-fld., the fls. purplish: legume

smooth, as also the ovate seeds. Asia Minor, Persia.—
The Orobiis formosiis that has appeared in the trade
seems not to be this plant, for the cult, plant is de-
scribed as having "dense spikes of purple flowers." It

is not known to the writer whether the true P. formosum
is in the trade. l_ jj^ g^

PITANGA. Eugenia Micheli.

PITCAIENIA (W. Pitcaim, a London physician).
Bromeli(ice<f.. Mez, the most recent monographer of
the bromeliads (DC. Monogr. Phaner. 9), admits VM
species of Pitcairnia. They are American, mostly tropi-
cal. In choice collections, various species of Pitcairnias
may be expected, but very few of them are in the Ameri-
can trade. They are billbergia-like, very short-stemmed
perennial herbs or snbshrubs with dense rosettes of nar-
row, often prickly-margined leaves, and a central spike
or raceme of long-tubular red, yellow or nearly white
flowers. The fls. are perfect; sepals 3, free; petals 3,

unguiculate, erect or spreading at the apex, usually with
2 small scales at the base; stamens 6, free, with linear
anthers: fr. a 3-valved capsule, with numerous see<ls.

See also Baker in Journ. Bot. 1881. For pictures of two
Mexican species, P. Jaliscana and P. Palmeri, see (i.F.

1:197 an<l 211, P. farinosa is an undetermined trade
name. For other species, see Put/a.
For culture of Pitcairnias, follow advice given under

Billbergia.

coralllna, Lind. & Andr«5. Stemless: outer Ivs. hard
and dry. without marginal spines, the inner ones with
brown-spined petioles and broad plicate recurved blades
which are somewhat scurfy on the btick : peduncle about
1 ft. long, bright red, the raceme of about equal length
and drooping: fls. coral-red, about 3 in, long, the calyx
part comprising about one-third of this length; stamens
as long as the petals, with white filaments; stigmas
twisted. Colombia. R.H. 1875:250. B.M. 6600.- Per-
haps the best species.

Moritzi&na,Koch (P. Klot2schi('ina,Baker). Stemle,ss:
Ivs. linear, in a rosette, 12-18 in. long, usually spineless
and the petiole short or none: raceme 1 ft. or less long,
on a leafy peduncle of about the same length : fls. red
or yellowish, usually not 3 in. long. Guatemala.

csrtilea, Benth. & Hook. (Piiya cairiilea, Lindl.).
Foliage pineapple-like, with linear very acute Ivs. 2 ft.

long, which are spinose-dentate and nearly glabrous:
peduncle 3-4 ft. tall, the bracts membranaceous, the in-

florescence somewhat branched but not loose: fls,narrow-
tubular, the petals blue and oblong-obtuse, the sepals
much shorter and green and obtuse; alternate stamens
shorter. Chile. B.R. 26:11.

alp^stris (P. cceridea. Baker. Phya Wliytei, Hook. f.

Puya alpistris, Poepp. ). Flower-cluster much branched
or panicled, with bracts more serrate than in P. civrulea:
fls. very large and showy, with a flaring mouth, dull
metallic blue. Chile. B.M. 5732.—A plant in bloum has
the habit of a yucca. This and P. cjfrnh'a vcWl probably
stand considerable frost.

l?8teroph^lIa, Beer (P. Morr^nu. Lam. Piiyn hetcro-
phylla, Liudl.). Stemless: Ivs. of two kinds, the outer
ones narrow and spiny, brown, and being the termina-
tion of bulb-like scales, the later ones being longer
(16-24 in.) and green and entire: lis. flesh color or light

red, in a close oblong spike that is shorter than the
green Ivs., the latter arising, however, from separate
shoots. Mex. to Venezuela and Ecuador. B.R. 2(»:71.

-Odd. L. H. B.

PITCHER PLANTS are carnivorous plants bearing
pitchers which in some cases contain a li(]uid secreted
by the plant by the aid of which the plant digests the
bodies of insects. The native Pitcher Plants of our
northern and southern states are Sarracenias. The Cali-
fornia Pitcher Plant is described under Darlingtonia. The
favorite Pitcher Plants of greenhouses are Nepenthes.
All these plants have a morphological resemblance in
their pitcher - bearing foliage, but their flowers and
seeds are so apparently iinlike that they suggest deriva-
tion from widely ditferent parts of the vegetable kingdom.
The genus Nepenthes might possibly be derived from the
Aristolochia family, being a degenerate along one line,

86
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while the parasitic Cytinace» might be regarded as
having degenerated along anotht-r line from the same
source. The Australian genus Cephalotus, which has a
pitcher strikingly like the pitchers of Nepenthes, may
be a wayward relative of the Saxifrage family. Sar-
racenia, Darlingtonia and tlie Venezuelan gfnus Heli-
amphora seem to be more cl<»sely allie<l to one another
than to the others and make up the Sarraceniaeea?.
These are similar in stamens, style and seed to the
poppy family.

PITH£C0CT£NIUM (Greek, monkey's comh : from
the fruit, whicli is coverc<l with spurs or warts). Big-
noniacece. About 23 species of tropical American bigno-
nia-like climbers, with racemes of rather large, trumpet-
shaped white fls. They are mostly natives of Brazil or
Mexico. They belong to a group of genera character-
ized by having a short and thick capsule (ovoid or ob-
long), and the seeds arranged more or less distinctly in
2 or more rows, while Bigiiotiia belongs to a group of
genera characterized by a long, linear capsule and seeds
arranged in a single row. Generic characters: calyx
truncate or minutely .5-toothed; corolla-tube gradually
swollen above the cylindrical base, often incurved,
limb somewhat 2-lipped, lobes 5, rounded, spreading:
stamens 4, didynamous, fixed to the cylindrical part of
the tube : capsule densely covered with prickles or
wai^s. The Ivs. have .'J lfts..or the terminal one is

sometimes lacking or transformed into a tendril as in

the 2 species below. The following are cult, in S. Calif.

A. Fls. completely white.

clematideam, Griseb, {Anetnopcegma clematideum,
Griseb. liignonia alba, Hort. not Aubl., according to
Franceschi). Lvs. sometimes with 3 Ifts., sometimes
with 2 Ifts. and a tendril; Ifts. ovate, suddenly con-
tracted into a long, blunt acumen, very shortly wedge-
shaped at the base: cymes terminal, few-tid., racemi-
form or corymbiform. Argentine.— Grisebach says his
Anemopifgma clematideum must be transferred to

Pithecoctenium because of the sessile, muricate cap-
sule, the septum slightly reduplicate at the margin and
the hilum of the seeds linear, although it approaches
the smooth seed of Anemopsegma. (Anemop.ff'gma dif-

fers from Pithecoctenium in having a smooth capsule
and seeds in a single series.)

AA. Fls. ivhiie, yellow-throated.

mtuicJitnm, Moq. Lfts. cordate, acute: fls. in a ter-

minal, many-fld. raceme ; corolla 1 in. long: fr. 3 in.

long. Mex.

P. bucdnatbrium, Mairet. See Bigrnonia. w ]^j

PITHECOLdBIUM (Greek, monkey's ear). Legtimi-
nds(e. A hundred or more species of tropical shrubs or
trees, with or without stipular spines: lvs. bipinnate:
fls. usually white, pentamerous, or rarely hexamerous;
corolla tubular or funnel-shaped: stamens few or very
many. For distinction from near allies, see Inga.
These plants are cult, in the South, especially Calif.,

for shade and forage.

A. Plants spiny.

B. Lfts. 1 pair.

diilce, Benth. (Inga rfji/cj«, Willd., not Mart.). Small
tree: lvs. bipinnate; pinn*2pairs: lfts. usually 1 pair,

much narrower on one side of the midrib and with a
nearly straight margin, the other side broader, obtuse,
but with a minute point at the tip on the upper surface,

and a small gland between the forking petioles; petioles

hairy, shorter than the lfts. : stipular spines very short
and straight: racemes terminal: fls. white: pod twisted,

red, glabrous. Mexico, Philippines. Consult Inga.

BB. Lfts. 5-10 pairs.

Mexic&nttm, Rose. Tree, 15-20 ft. high: lvs. with
straight, stipular spines (sometimes wanting) 1 line

long; pinnae 2-5 pairs; lfts. 5-10 pairs: inflorescence
paniculate: fls. in heads, pedicelled. Mexico, where it

is commonly called chino. — .^. N. Rose says that it has
much the hiibit of the Mesquit, is valuable for its wood
and is rapidly becoming exterminated.

BBB. Lfts. 10-20 pairs.

brevifdlitun, Benth. Shrub: pinnse .3-5 pairs; lfts.
\(\-H) pairs, oblong-linear, 2-3 lines long. Along the
Rio Grande in Texas, where the evergreen foliage is
sjiid to be readily eaten in winter by sheep and goats.
— Franceschi says the whitish fls. are much sought by
bees.

AA. Plants spineless.

8am4n, Griseb. Tall tree: pinnie 2-fi pairs: lfts. 2-7
pairs, obliquely obovate or olwvate-oblong: corolla vel-
lowish; stamens light crinjson. The fls. are balls of red
stamens an inch or two in diameter. Trop. Amer. G.C.
III. 1 1 :.")7. — Called Rain-tree because it bursts into leaf
aixd flower at the beginningof the rainy season. A rapicl-
growingtree planted throughout the tropics for its «lense
shade and also because its pods filled with rich sugar
pulp are eagerly eaten by cattle and horses. ^^ j^j

PITS will be dj.scussed under Winter Protection.

PITTOSPORUM (Greek, pitch seed; in allusion to
the resinous coating of the seeds). Pittospordcece.
About 100 species of hardy or half-hardy evergreen
shrubs or small trees, met with chiefly in the southern
hemisphere and largely in Australasia'. Lvs. alternate,
mostly entire, the tenninal ones in subverticillate ro-
settes : fls. mostly solitary or umbellate in the axils of
the terminal lvs., regular, the parts in 5's; sepals dis-
tinct or connate at base; petals connivent or cohering
at base: ovary 1-celled; placeutie 3, parietal; style 1;
stigma 1 : fr. a globular woody pod, 2-many-seeded.
Handsome, often fragrant evergreen shrubs cult, in the
greenhouse at the East, in the open in Calif, and the
South. Prop, by seeds, or cuttings of the half-ripened
^o«^^- J. BuRTT Davy.
Pittosporums at Los Angeles: P. nndttlatnm is used

considerably for hedges, for which purpose it is very
good. A specimen in Singleton Court about 25 years
old is more than 25 ft. high. It seeds very profiasely
each year, and the blossoms are very sweet in smell
and, owing to their great number, make a tine show.
This tree is nearly as far through the top as it is high.
P. nigricans or P. eugenioides do not grow as com-
pact. The undersigned knows of some specimens of
P. eugenioides that are 35 ft. high and 12 ft. through
the top. The only other kinds at all common here are
P. viridiflnrum, crassifolimn, Tnbira and its var.
rariegattim and P. tenuifolium. The latter is similar
to what goes here under the names of P. eugenioides
or nigricans, except that the lvs. are about one-third
the size. P. revolutum and rhombifolium are less
known in cultivation here. Eknest Brauntox.

crassifolium, 1.

eugenioides, 3.

nigra, 2.

nigricans. 2.

phillyra»oides, 4.

IXDEX.

Kalphii, 1.

revolutum, 6.

rhomhifolium, 7.

tenuifoliuni, 2.

tetraspermum, 9.

robira, 10.

undulatum, 8.

vjiriegatuni. 10.

viridiflonim, 5.

A. Fls. chocolate to almost black: seeds black.

1. crassifdlium, Soland. [P. Bdlphii, Kirk?). Kar().
Tall shnib or small tree of pyramidal growth, rarely ex-
ceeding 30 ft.: lvs. 2-3 in. long, very obtuse, thick and
leathery, glabrous and dark green above, clothed beneath
with dense white tomentum: pedicels %-\ in. long: fls.

?3 in. long: sepals linear, densely pubescent: fr. 1 in.

long; seeds ripen in about five months. March, April.
New Zealand. G.C. III. 26: 205. F.S. 21:2151. B.M.
5978.—Useful for ornamental planting on account of
its pale, somewhat glaucous foliage: hardy and espe-
cially valuable for wind-breaks along the coast, with-
standing the severest gales and uninjured by the ocean
spray.

2. tenuifdlium, Gfertn. [P. nigricans, Hort. P. nigra,
Hort. ? ) . TaWHiwHi. Small tree, 20-40 ft. high, of sym-
metrical and compact growth : lvs. 1 14-2 in. long, acute,
thin, dull green, glabrous and shining: pedicels H in.

long: fls. % in. long; sepals oblong, acute, glabrous:
fr. H in. long; seeds black. April. New Zealand. — Used
in Calif, for clipped hedges and mass planting.
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AA. /'/«. yellow or greenish yellow.

B. Plant glabrous throughout: sepals very short.

3. eugenioldes, A. Cnnn. Tarata. Small tree, 20-40

ft. hiwli: Ivs. bri^iit yellowish greeu, shiniu^, handsoiue,

;i_4>/, in. long, acute; margins often undulate: tin. % in.

long or less, partially nionctciuus or dittcious; sepals

vt-ry acute: fr. % in. long, apiculate; set'ds mature in

about 12 months. April. New Zealand. — In Calif, the

most extensively cult, species, much used for clipped

ht'dfjes and ornamental shrubbery ; hardy; growth rapid.

A variegated variety is cult, in Europe.

4. phillyraeoldes, DC. Small, graceful tree or slender
shrub with the habit of a weeping willow: Ivs. 2-4 in.

long, with a small hooked point: tls. .^u in. long, soli-

tary, yellow, often dia»cious; sepals very obtuse : fr.

% in. long, oval, much compressed, yellow; seed dark
or orange-red. Deserts of interior Australia.

5. viridifldrum, Sims. Cape PiTTospoRrM. Shrub,
6 ft. high : Ivs. obovate. obtuse antl retuse. glabrous,
shining and reticulate beneath : fls. in somewhat glo-

bose panicles, greenish yellow, jasmine-scented: pedi-

cels glabrous. Cape Colony. B.M. 1G84. — Int. by Fran-
ceschi, as also was No. 4.

BB. Plant with lower side of Ivs., young shoots and
pedicels densely clothed with rusty tomentum :

sepals % in. long.

6. revolutum, Dryand. Tall shrub : Ivs. 2>^-3 in.

long, 1-VA in. wide, acutish: fls. >2 in. long, yellow;
sepals acuminate, tips recurved: fr. %-% in. long,

rou^fh outside; seeds red or brown. Feb.-April. Aus-
tralia. B.R. 3:186.

AAA. Fls. white, greenish tchite or yellowish white.

B. Lvs. acute or acuminate.

7. rhombifdlium, A. Cunn, Queensland Pittospo-
RCM. Tree, 00-80 ft., or when grown as a pot shrub 4-5

ft. high: lvs. rhomboid-oval, coarsely and irregularly

toothed from the middle up; veins prominent on both
sides: Hs. in a corymb resembling that of a Cornus;
sepals obtuse; petals and capsule M in. long: seeds 2-3,

black. Queensland.— Franceschi says that the hand-
some yellow berries persist all winter in S. Calif.

8. nndul^tum, Vent. Mock Orange. Fig. 1836. With
us a shrub or small tree: lvs. oval-oblong to lanceolate,

entire, tlat or undulate, rich deep green, margins often

fls. yellowish; sepals minute, pubescent, lanceolate*
ai'uminate; petals linear: capsule 4-seede<l. Feb., Mar-
India.- Int. by Franceschi, 181*7, who says it has very
rich foliage, silky white in the new growth.

1836. Pittosporum undulatum (X /'a).

undulate, veins inconspicuous: inflorescence not corym-
bose: fls. intensely fraprrant at night ; sepals acumi-
nate: petals 5-6 lines longr: capsule % in. long; seeds
numerous, light brown. Spring. Australia. B.R. 1:16.

9. tetrasp^rmum, Wight & Am. Madras Pittospo-
Rt'M. Lvs. elliptic-oblong, acute, margins slightly
waved and recurved : peduncles 1-2-fld., pubescent:

1837.

Pittosporum Tobira, var. varie-

satum (X ?a)-

BB. Lvs. very obtuse or retuse.

10. Tobira, Dryand. Tobira. Japanese Pittospo-
rum. Winter-flowering shrub: lvs. obovate, glabrous,
dark green above, pale beneath : fls. in a terminal ses-
sile umbel, pure white, fragrant. China and Japan.
Withstands some frost. Var. varieg^ttun, Hort. (Fig.

1837), has lvs. variegatod with white. — In the East this

variety is the favorite Pittosporum, as it makes a good
house plant. The typical form is also cult, in Fla.

J. BuRTT Daw.
PIXY or Flowering Moss is Pyxidanthera barbulata.

FLACEA (possibly derived from a Chilean name).
AmarylliddcecB. Five species of rare and beautiful
Chilean bulbs, of difficult culture bearing showy fls.

something like an Amaryllis (Hippeastrum), the colors
being white or yellow, streaked with red. Botanically
the peculiar feature of Placea is its cup or corona,
which is smaller than that of Narcissus and red, instead
of yellow or white. The beauty of the Placeas, how-
ever, is of the Hippeastrum type, though the fls. are
not so symmetrical, for at first sight it looks as if two
of the perianth-segments were torn away. Placeas are
generally classed as autumn-flowering bulbs. Though
natives of the Andes at considerable elevations they
are not hardy. The bulbs are said to lie deep in the
ground in their native country, and pot culture is

generally considered unsuitable for deep-lying bulbs.
There is probably nothing in the genus finer than
P. ornata as depicted in The Garden, with its umbel
of 4 fls. each 3 in. aci^oss, and painted with red on a
white ground, while each perianth has a strong green
stripe up the middle. Yet Lemaire declares that his
P. grandiflora has much larger flowers, the other
parts of the plant being three times as large as in
P. ornata. P. ornata was the first species discovered,
but Miers, who found it in 1824, lost all his bulbs by
shipwreck, together with the greater part of his collec-

tions.

''Placea," says Max Leichtlin, in Gn. 54, p. 510, "is
one of those bulbs which will not be p«it-bound. I either
plant them in a walled frame which is kept free of
frost, or in a low house which has a border on the south
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side, and is kept at 37° or 40° F. at nljrht, and leave
them alone. They go to rest about Aujfust and push
up about December, HowerinK in May. In a pot they
ouf^ht to have their exact time of re^t. and must be
burie«I in the soil, which ou^ht to be very rich, but in

pots they are not certain to tlower. They must be
planted with at least an inch of soil over their necks,
and they prefer a loose soil. 1 use thoroughly deconi-

pose<l cow manure (three and four years old), mixed
tlurinjk; decomposition with one-third silver san<l."

(ien^ric characters: perianth funnel-shap»'«l, with
scarcely any tul>e; corona funnel-shaped, inserted at the
base of the sesrra^nt*'. deeply cut, the divisions notched,
stamens inserte<l inside the corona: ovary top-shaped,
3-celled; ovules many, superposed: style declinate:
stigma capitate, obscurely 'Mobed.

omita, Miers. Bulb 1 in. thick: lvr,.2, linear, appear-
ing with the rts. : scape t)-t> in. high: umbel 4-<»-tld.

:

perianth-segments 1-1 J^ in. long. B.R. 27:r)0. (Jn.

&t:1202.

P. grandiflhrn, Ijem.. is thrice as big as P. omata. more rtor*

iferous, and is esseutiiilly di.sfinjftnshed by its perianth-seK-
ments, which are more acuminHte anil shari)- pointed. I.H.
15:574. P.S. 20:2047 (erroueously as P. omata). w\ ^,l^

PLAQIANTHUS {(Jreek, ofc/t^ue flower). Malvi\ce<t.

About 11 species of tender shrubs and herbs from Aus-
tralia, Xew Zealand and Van Dieman's Land, with large
or small white 5-petaled tiowers. They are hardy in the
most favored parts of England. Tlie finest species is

P. Lynlli, which, however, is not easily prop, by cut-

tings. This species is grown as a pot plant or for

cutting. The house treatment given Dapline will suit

it well. None of the species is offered in America.
They are known as "Ribbon Trees."
Generic characters: Bractlets none or distant from

the calyx: calyx 5-toothed or cut ; column of stamens
divided at the apex into many tilaments: cells of ovary
2-5, rarely 1 or many: ovules solitary, pendulous; car-

pels in a single series : style-brancJies longitudinally
stigmatose within. Foliage and inflorescence various.
Distinguished from Abutilon by the number of ovules.

A. FU. large, 1-1\^ in. across.

Lyalli, Hook. 8niall branching tree, 20-30 ft. high:
Ivs, 2-4 in. long, cordate-ovate, doubly crenate, pale or
white beneath

;
petiole 1-1 V^ in. long: ds. \-ll4 in.

across, numerous, drooping, in axillary clusters of 3-5;

stvles pink; calyx campanulate. July. B.M. .59.35. Gn.
44':917. G.C. III. 4:209, -Said to be evergreen below
3,000 ft. in New Zealand, deciduous above.

AA. Fls. small, % in. across or less.

Ldmpenii, Booth. Botani'-ally only a variety of P.
flilchelliiK, but horticultunilly incomparably superior.
Shrub, attaining (i-S ft. : Ivs. oblong-lanceolate, 4-5 x
}a-l in., sharply serrate: fls. in short, axillary leafy
panicles, verv numeroiis and crowded ; stvles very
small. Van liieman' Land. G.C. II. 22:201.'

pulch^lluB, Gray {Ahufilou piilch^llum. Sweet. A.
piilchrum, Don). Tall shrub: Ivs. lanceolate, cordate,
acuminate, 2-3 in. long, coarsely crenate: fls. few,
clustered along rachis of axillary racemes: ovary
5-celled. Australia. B.^l. 273'.i {Sifla pulchella).

H. A. SiEBRBCHT and W. M.

PLAGIOBOTHRYS (Greek, plagios, sideways, and
hothros, pit or lioUow; wherefore the name should have
hean written Plagiobothrns). Borraqindceif. Nine spe-
cies of low-growing, commonly diffuse annuals from
western America, with small whi# fls. Here belongs P.
nofhofulnis. Gray, which was once advertised by Breck
under its synonym Eritrivhium vofhofulvuni , Gray.
This plant has no horticultural standing and is no
longer advertised. See Gray's Syn. Flora of N. Amer.

PLANERA (after J. J. Planer (1743-1789), professor
of medicine at Erfurt: author of several books on bot-

any), rrticikcea'. WatekElm. Monotypic genus, allied

to Ulraus and Celtis: Ivs. pinnately veined, alternate:

fls. polygamous, with deeply 4-5-Iobed calyx: staminate
fls. short-stalked, in clusters at the base of the young

branchletR, with 4-5 stamens; pistillate or perfect ones
on rather slender stalks, 1-3 in the axils of the lower
Ivs.: fr. a small nmricate nut. The only species is P.
aquAtica, (tmel. ( Jh({n(/»im« uqudticus, Walt. P. ulnii-
folia, Michx.). Small tree, sometimes to 40 ft.: Ivs.

short-petioled, somewhat unequal at the base, ovate to
ovate-oblong, uneijually serrate, glabrous at length and
somewhat leathery, 1H-2H in. long; fr. oval, 3a in.

long, with irregularly crested fleshy ribs. April, May.
S. HI. and Ky. to Fla. and Tex. S.S. 7:316. This tree
is not in general cultivation and has little to recom-
mend it as an ornamental plant. It would not provB
hardy north. It will i»roi>ably thrive best in moist soil

an«l be prop, by see«ls sown soon after ripening in Mhv
and by layers. The plants sometimes cult, under the
name of I*.u<juaticii belong either to t'lnnin ranipeHtrix,
var. riminalis, I'. 1'hineu^iK, or I', ahita, to which the
true Planera is similar in foliage, or to some other small-
leaved elm.

P. acuminata, Lin(H.=ZelkowaKeakl.— P. earpinifoUa, Wats.
=Zelk<>wa e:irpinif«)lia.— i'. .Japoiiica, var. Vernchaffelti, Hurt.
=Zelk<>wa .laiM)nica, var. VerschalTelti.— /*. lieaJn, C\ Koeli^
Zelkowa Keaki.— f. repeng. Hurt.— I'lmus pumilaor C'hineiisis.
— /*. Jiiehardi, Miehx.^Zelkowa carpinifolia.

Alj'kei> Kehdeu.

PLANE-TREE. See Platanus.

PLANER-TREE. Planera.

PLANT (Latin, plnnta). A plant is a living organism
consisting of one or more cells, some of which, inmost of
the higher forms, contain a green substance— (7«/t*ro/>/<///f

— by the aid of which they are able in the light to con-
struct carbohydrate food-matters (as sugar, starch, etc.

)

from carbon dioxid and water. The cell protoplasm
assimilates or uses these carbohydrates and is nour-
ished by them, and from the elements they furnish it

is able to make eel I ulo.se, the substance which walls
it in, and gives strength and solidity to the plant.
Animals do not (as a rule, at least) have cliloroj)hyll,

and cannot construct carbohydrates from carbon dioxid
and water. Some plants have the habit of abt- orb-
ing their carbohydrates ready-made from other organ-
isms, and they are destitute of chlorophyll, as in case
of the fungi, lichens, bacteria, and sfime flowering
plants (e. g., dodder, Indian pipe, beech drops, etc.).

Such plants are more or less degenerated, and are phys-
iologically like animals, but they still retain enough of
the typical plant structure so that we are rarely at a
loss where to place them. Green plants absorb carbon
dioxid from the air, and in the process of carbohydrate
formation they give off a certain quantity of oxygen.
However, in the further chemical activities of their cells

oxygen is absorbed and carbon dioxid is given off. In
the plants which are not green (and in animals, also) the
first process is wanting, while the second takes place.
These facts have given rise to the view that plants and
animals are (juite opposite in their physiological rela-

tions to the surrounding air. They should not be con-
trasted, however, in this way; it is more exact to say that
green plants have two important nutritive functions,
namely (1) carbon absorption and fixation (technically,
photosjfttthesis), and (2) the assimilation of food iiiat-

ters. Respiration— in the process of which oxygen is

absorbed and cari)on dioxid is given off— occurs in all

plants and animals. q^ e_ Bessey.

PLANTAGO (the Latin name) comprises some 200 or

more species of annual or perennial herbs or subshrubs
occurring in many parts of the world. It is a weedy
genus, and only two or three species have any economic
or commercial value worth mentioning. They are gen-

erally known as Plantains, although this name is also

applied to certain bananas ( see Mu.sa ) , which are plants

of widely different kind. Plantago la nceolata, or Uih-

wort, is sometimes used in pasture mixtures abroad, be-

cause it affords more or less spring pasturage on dry
and sterile soils. The seed is offered by American
seedsmen for feeding birds, but not for sowing. In
this country, however, it is one of the vilest of lawn
weeds, thriving in our hot, dry soils when grass kills

out. The only remedy for it is to secure a better stand

of grass, and this is made possible by making the ground
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rich and so treating it that it will hold moisture. Plan-
tngo (loroHopuH, the Bucks-horn Plantain, native to Eu-
rope, Asia and North Africa, is .sonietinies eaten as a
pot-herb (see p. G97). It is a I()W perennial, with linear-

hineeolate often pinnatiHd leaves. It is

not in the American trade. /*. cordata,

of the eastern United States, is offered

by one or two dealers in native plants as

ft subject for colonizint? in botjs and mar-
gins of ponds. It is perennial, w^ith a
stout rootst<M'k, lar>?e cordate-orbicular

shinini; leaf-btades, un<t a slender spike
risins? 1-2 ft. hi>;h and bearin»f small pink-

ish flowers with exs»'rte«l style an<l sta-

mens. P. major { Fig. 1838 ) is a very com-
mon dooryard weed. There are about 20
native or naturalized species in North
America. Plantago is the typical genus
of the Plantaginitceir, a family that eon-
tains two other genera, both raonotypic—
Littorella in Europe and northern North
America, and Bougueria in the Andes of
Peru and Chile. L H B.

PLANTAIN. See PJantaqo and Musa. -=*«*'*

PLANTAIN LILY. Ftinkia.

PLANTAIN, RATTLESNAKE. Hiera-
cium VPHOsum.

PLANTAIN, WILD. Heliconia Bihai.

PLANT-BREEDING. Practical agri-

culturists the world over have long rec-

ognized that animals can be greatly im-
proved by intelligent breeding, but it is

only within the last century that it has
come to be recognize*! that plants can be
improved in the same way. Even yet some
of the fundamental principles of plant-
breeding are not generally understood and
require to be demonstrated experiment-
ally. Within recent years, however, gen-
eral interest has been awakened in the
subject, particularly in this country, and
doubtless results of the greatest interest
will soon be attained.

Practical plant-breeding may be said to
have begun with the work of Thomas An-
drew Knight and Jean Baptiste Van Mons
in the early part of the nineteenth cen-
tury. Knight was the tirst to show the
practical value of hybridization in the
production of new sorts and races. As
early as 1806 he wrote : " New varieties of
every species of fruit will generally be
better obtained by introducing the farina
of one variety of fruit into the blossoms
of another than by propagating from a
single kind." The other most important
factor of plant-breeding, that of selection,
was first established by Van Mons, a Bel-
gian horticulturist who worked mainly
with pears. (See Essay 5, "Survival of the Unlike,"
Bailey.) Since this time many investigators have given
time and thought to the ways in which plants may be
improved, until at present we have established a fairly
definite system which may be followed, with slight
variation, in the amelioration and improvement of any
plant.

The plant-breeder must first of all recognize that a
thorough knowledge of the plant he desires to improve
is of primary importance. The time for haphazard ex-
perimenting has long since gone by, and the experi-
menter maj' simply waste his time if his efforts are not
well directed. If it is apples or wheat that he desires to
improve, all of the varieties of apples and wheat should
be studied and their qualities recognized. The experi-
menter should always have in view a definite improve-
ment which he wishes to obtain, and the varieties which
exhibit this feature in the hii?hest degree should be
selected for the work. If working from the utilitarian

1838.

Spike of Plan-
taeo major —
commonPlan-
tain. Nat. size.

standpoint, the desirability of having a definite aim in
view can hardly be overestimated, as it is «»nly in this

way that the breeder can be guided in hi» aeleetion of
the parent stock or stocks.

Systematic plant-breeding includes two prm-esses
largely distinct in their nature: (1) The |»r(Mluction of
variations, and (2) the fixation and augmentation of
desirable variations by methodical selection.

In «)rder to improve a plant it must be induced to vary
in the required direction. If this variation is brought
about by some environmental t'liange the sanie condi-
tions are maintained through another generation, and the
plants showing the greatest variation in the re<|uired

direction are again selected, thus gradually leading to

a progressive improvement in the characti'r desired.
If the variation is pro<luced by hybridization it must b«
fixed and rendered hereditary by a similar process of
selection. Thus, whether breeding by selection alone
or l)y hybridization, these two factors of breeding enter
into the process.

Variations, How pKont'CED. — In general, plants
reproduce their main characters unchanged. The sta-

bility of the races of our cultivated plants and natural
species depends upon this law of heredity, which has*

been expressed in the aphorism "like produces like.'*

Plants, however, are not fixed and stable beings, but
are eminently plastic and variable. Every individual
differs from every other individual in some way, just
as every individual animal differs from every other
individual of the same race. These individual vari-

ations which enable us to recognize one plant from
another, or one animal from another, and which are
inherent in the being itself and not, so far as can be
detennined, dependent upon environment, are what
Darwin termed "indefinite variations," and are now gen-
erally known as "congenital variations." If we examine
a row of nursery trees of apple or peach we find that
every individual may be clearly recognized by some
distinctive character. Some trees grow erect and col-

umnar, some low and spreading, some branch low, some
high, some have large leaves, some small leaves, and by
a careful examination numerous other distinguishing
characters can be found. It is on these individual
variations that the improvement of plants by selection
mainly depends.

It has been found by breeders of both plants and
animals that individuals vary greatly in the power of
transmitting their characters to their offspring, and
this is one of the most important factors in plant-
breeding. As an illustration, ten individual cotton
plants may be selecte«l which produce an exceptionally
Icmg lint of c<miparatively the same character. If the
seeds from each of these ten select plants are planted
separately it will be found that the ten plants vary
greatly in th?ir ability to transmit this character of
producing i.-ug lint to their offspring. The entire prog-
eny of one plant may revert and produce a much
shorter staple than the parent form. On the other
hand, one of the original ten plants may have the power
of inheritance strongly developed and transmit to the
great majority of its progeny the quality of j)roducing
long lint. It is to the progeny, then, of this individual
that the breeder must look in order to fix a new race of
long-staple cotton. The strength of the hereditary ten-

dency is thus of the greatest importance to the breeder.
Another form of variation probably important to the

plant-breeder is that caused as a direct result of envi-
ronment and tenned by Darwin definite variation, be-
cause all plants subject to the same environment tend
to vary in the same direction. As an illustration, plants
removed from a low altitude to a high altitude become
dwarfed in stature and the flowers become larger and
usually brighter colored. Transferring the plant to the
seacoast and growing it under maritime conditions usu-
ally results in the leaves becoming thicker and the
whole plant more succulent. If such plants are trans-
ferred back to the interior, away from all effects of the
sea, the next year they usually, if not always, revert
entirelj' to their original characters. If, however, they
are grown in a maritime region for several generations
an«l the seed is selected every year from the most suc-
culent individuals, it is believed that a succulent sort
may be originated more quickly than in any other way.
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How valuable this factor of pnvironment In In the orijrl-

nntion of newly cultivated Morts j-et remains to be dem-
onstrated «rientifirally, but some practical plant-breed-
ers contend that it Ih » factor of very threat im[>ortance.
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1839. Diagram illuatratins method of selecting cotton.

Occasionally individuals "sport," as gardeners say,
and plants entirely <lifferent from the type of the rpce
are produced. These variations are usually very nii^rked
ones and no definite cause for their appearance is yet
known. Many valuable races of cultivated plants owe
their origin to variation of this sort. For instance, the
Cupid type of the sweet pea, a dwarf race, originated
as a seedling sport from the Emily Henderson, an ordi-

nary tall sort, and certain other sweet peas, the writer
is informed, show a tendency to sport in this way.
Another variation of similar kind is the change in

character of certain parts or branches of individuals,
known as bud-sporting. Bud-sports have proved par-
ticularly valuable in producing new sorts of chrysan-
themum and other plants cultivated for their flowers.
There appears to be no way in which the breeder can
induce seedling- or bud -sports, and the only course
seems to be to watch carefully for their occurrence and
be ready to utilize them whenever they appear.
The most fertile way of securing variations is by the

intermingling of species and varieties by hybridization.
By blending distinct types of different species or races
in this way, individuals of almost any grade of inter-

niediacy between the two parents can be obtained and
those having valuable combinations of characters se-

lected and sometimes fixed into stable races. Cross-
ing in general is probably the most active agency in
procuring variation, and is thus of the highest impor-
tance to the plant-breeder, inasmuch as the production
of the initial variation of a desired kind and in a de-
sired direction is the most difficult achievement.

Improvkment by Selection.—Improvement by selec-

tion depends upon the principle of gradually tiugment-
ing a <iuality by selecting seed each year from that
in<lividual which by comparison with numerous other
individuals is found to exhibit the character desired in

1840. Improvement of Sea Island Cotton by selection.

Ordinary type on left, and selected type on right.

the greatest perfection or highest degree. By this con-
stant selection of seed from the best individual, it has
been found that the desired quality can be secured in
more and more marked degree the longer the selection
is continued. It is to this cumulative power of selec-

tion that the great improvement In many of our ctil

tivated plants is <lue. and, in general, selection may
be considered a fundamental fm-tor in the successful
cultivation of any crop, as it is necessary not only to
Improve a race but to retain it true to type and in vig-
orous productive condition.
The most marked instance known to the writer of the

improvement of a plant by selection ahme and the de-
pen«lence of an entire industry on this factor, is that of
the sea island cotton. Every successful grower of s«'a

island cotton seU-cts his seed each year with the great-
est care, and pursues year after year a definite process
of continuous selection. In beginning selecti«)n, the
general crop is examined and a numl>er of individuals
•<electe<l which seem from general a{>pearance, vig(tr,

productiveness, etc., to be superior plants. These su-

perior plants are then subjected to a very critical exami-
nation as to (1) vigor, (2 1 pro<luctiveness, (;{) season,
(4) covering and size of seed, (5) character <»f staple, etc.

Under the last hea<ling, "character of staple," attention
is given to (a) length, (ft) strength, (c) silkiness, (ti)

fineness, (t) uniformity of length and {f) proportion of
lint to seed. etc. Finally, considering all of the above

5>

-^

1841. Improvement of corn by selection.

Boone County White com on left, and original type from which
it was developed by selection on right.

points carefully, the individual which is found to be su-
perior to all others is selected. The seed from this is

saved and planted the next year in a select patch and
will usually yield some 500 individuals.
The second year a single superior plant is selected

with the same care from among the 500 plants grown
from the seed of the plant selected the first year. The
seed of the remaining individuals of the ,^00 plants is

retained to plant a special seed patch the third year.
The third year the seed of the specially selected plant

of the preceding year is grown by itself, producing
some 500 plants, from among which a single superior
individual is again selected. The seed of the remaining
500 plants is again retained to plant a special seed patch
the fourth year. Further than this, in the third year
the seed of the 500 plants grown the previous year is

planted by itself and will produce a patch of some 5

acres in extent, which will yield sufficient seed to plant
the general crop in the fourth year of the selection.
(Compare Fig. 18IJ9. ) In succeeding years this policy is

continued, the general crop being grown continuously
from seed of a higher and higher grade of selection.

Under this continuous selection the quality and length
of the staple has been continuously improved (Fig.
IK'O), and the yield increased, so that the growers to-

da> \re producing more cotton than ever before and of
a belter quality. Corn ( Fig. 1841 ). wheat, and very many
of our races of other cultivated plants have been im-
proved in a similar manner, and many of our most valu-
able races to-day are simply types gradually ameliorated
through years of continuous selection.

In a similar manner selection may be used to improve
any character of a plant, as the shape or color of a
flower, acidity of the fruit, sugar content of the root (as

in the beet), protein content of the seed (as in com and
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wh*'at), etc. The necessity of intelliKeiit Heieotion cf

pliints from which seetl in to he taken can hardly he
overestimated.

In all of our orrhanl fruits selection has played a
nio««t important part, though here thi* pn.<'»'ss is slitfhtly

dilTereiit, as the selection is usiitiily limited to a sin>;le

(generation, the best individual uinont; many scedlin»;s

iti'inn selected and pr<»pa»fated hy huds or griifts so that

further selectl«»n to fix and retain it^ <{nalities are un-
necessary. In this way was pro<lu<*»*d the t'xnious Con-
cord grape, the Dana Hi>vey pear, the Wealthy a|>pl»',

etc. It must not he underst.»o<l, however, thaf, continu-

ous selection would not givt- valuable results among
orchard fruits also. Some of our good select seedling

varieties are seedlings of select seedlings, and tlu* pro-

cess is thus a continuous one, tlnrngh carrietl «»n largely

by different experimenters owing to the long time re-

quin'd to secure fruits.

The character of the individual as a whole is a fiwtor

of prime importance in selection, and should be dearly
recognized by every one striving f«»r improved or

pedigree plants. The aim should not be to select the

single best fruit, but to select fruit from the l>est indi-

vidual plant. If one is selecting to tlecrease the num-
ber of seed he would probably entirely fail should he
depend upon examining a number of fruits without ref-

erence to the plants on which they grew, and selwting
ttiat one for propagati«m which was found toc<mtain the

fewest seed. He should exa.nine the fruit on numerous
trees, and then take seed for planting from that tree

which by the examination of many fruits is found to

show the most decided general tendency toward seed-

lessness.
Limitations of Selection. — f>e\ection is by many horti-

culturists considered to have been the most imj>ortant

factor in the development of our cultivated plants, und
some go so far as to assert that all other factors are
of minor importance. Both crossing and selection,

however, have their tieflnite and distinct places in anj'

rational system of plant-bree«ling. When used alone in

the improvement of plants, selection depen<ls upon the
adding up of small, insignificant variations through
many generations, which in the end maj* possibly
result in marvelous differences; but l>y this method the
breeder has no way to force the change, and must be
satistied with slight variation an<l long-continaed selec-

tion. When marked changes and new creations are
desired it is to crossing or to chance sports that at-

tention must be directed.

f^ftfx
1842. Aquilegia flowers, illustrating the process of

emasculation.

a. mature bnd showing stage which shonld be selected
for emasculation: 6, similar bud with the tips of the
corolla pried apart and the stamens removed; c, a bud
opened naturally, too old to operate on; d, a bud of the
stiige shown in n and h, with corolla removed to show
the internal organs: e, a hud the same us in d, but with
the stamens remove<l; /. the same as e, l>ut older, at the
age when pollination normally takes place ; g, pistil

shortly after fecundation, the remnants of the stamens
having fallen away.

Improvement by Means of CROSfsiNO.—Aside from
selection, crossing has played the most important role
in the formation of the varieties and races of our culti-

vated plants, but the results obtained are in many cases
closely connected with selection. In the production of

1843. Plant of Aquileeia with
flowers covered with bags
in hybridization work.

new aad novel races it is to the crossing of mark-
edly different species or races that the breeder nmst
look. In this way plants may be obtained combining
the goo4i <|ualities of two distinct sorts, with an elimi-
nation of tne undesirable features. In plants which are
propagated by vegetative parts, such as buds, grafts,

.••uttiiifH, etc.. a desirable variation obtained by cross-
ing nuty be propagated di-
rectly without further im-
provement. This is the case
in apples, pears, oranges,
and all orchard fruits. In
the case of plants propa-
gated by see«l. ht»wever, a
valiuible hybrid must be
inbred and selecte«l for
several generations untJ a
ttxeil type is pro<luce<l.

The process of crossing
or hybridizing plants is

neither difficult nor mysteri-
ous. It is simply necessary
to recognize that plants, like

animals, l>ear male and fe-

male organs. In plants,
however, the male and fe
male elemerts are most com-
monly borne (m the same
individual and in the .same
tiower. In some cases, as
in the castor bean, corn,
etc., both sexes are borne
<»n the same plant but in
different flowers, while in
other cases, as in the date palm, hemp, box elder, etc.,

the sexes are on different plants.
If the plant to be operated on has the stamens and

pistils (male and female organs) in the same flower,
l)uds must be selected and the stamens removed before
they burst and discharge tlie p«»llen. This is necessary
in order to prevent self - fertilizati<m. In some in-

stances, as in the ca.se of the columbine, this can be
done very easily by simply selecting a bud just before
it opens '( Fig. 1842) and prying the tips of the petals
apart so that the stamens nuiy be pulle«l off with small
pincers or forceps. The bud slnmld then be inclosed
in a small paper bag until the pistil matures normally,
when the bag may be removed and the pollen dusted
over the ])istil (female organ), Af'er this the bag must
again be put over the flower to prevent other pollen
from being brouirht in by insects, etc. Fig. 184.S. In
some cases the pollen may be placed on the immature
pistil without injury when the flower is emasculated,
and this is a grt-at saving of time w hen it can be done.
However, in experiments 'onducted by C. P. Hart-
ley, of the U. S. Department of Agriculture, it ha.s

been demonstrated that in some plants the pollination
of immature pistils produces injury and thus cannot
be practiced in all cases.

In some instances, as in the apple, pear, cotton, etc.,

it is difficult to pry the petals apart to remove the sta-

mens, and in such cases the corolla may be cut off

without injury, in this way exposing the organs so that
the stamens can be easily removed (Fig. 1844).

In striving to secure a certain combination of the good
characters of any two sorts, very numerous crosses
between them should be made in order to furnish the
breeder greater range of selection. Indeed at every
step the success of the plant-breeder depends on han-
dling large numbers. True, the desired variation may
be secured in a small batch of crosses, but the chance
of success is increased in proportion to the number
handled. In his experiments Burbank has found that
in peaches about one desirable variety of superior ex-

cellence is obtained from each 1,000 seedlings tested,

while in raspberries and blackberries only about one
sort in 20,000 has proved to be worthy of retention.

In the crossing of races and species the hybrids in

the first generation are usually nearly alike, exhibiting
in general the same intermediate characters. In the sec-

ond generation of these hybrids, however, there is al-

most invariably greater variation, and it is usually from
the plants of this generation that the most valuable
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types can be selected. It is thus important that the
hybrids of the tirst generation shoul<< I,, inbred with
their own pollen or with pollen of the hybrids of the
same combination, and numerous individuals of the sec-
ond generation obtained in which plants showing the
desired combination of characters are more likely to
be found.
One of the most prominent characters of crosses is

their extr Mue vigor, which is particularly marked in
racial and specific hybrids where the parents are widely
distinct in characters (Fig. 184r>). in crosses of closely
related sorts, which are reproduced l>y buds, cuttings,
slips, etc., and which do not onlinarily remain true to
type when propagated by seed, the increase in vigor is

not commonly so marked.
Sterility, which is a common character of hybrids of

very distinct species and races, may prove a detriment
in certain cases; but it is seldom that all of tlu* hybrids
of any combination are completely sterile, and in most
instances of this sort complete fertility can probably be
secured by selection.

The improvements which can be secured by means of
crossing are almost innumeral)le, and many of them, so
far as we are informed, can be secured in no other way.
Such is the production of fragrant varieties from odor-
less types as has been accomplished in the case of pan-
sies, and the blending and changing of colors of tlowers
and fruits. Increased hardiness and adaptability to
growth in warmer climates might possibly be secured
by simple selection through a long series of years; but
they can doubtless be most quickly secured by crossing
tender and hardy sorts or species, when plants can be
obtained which possess these opposite qualities.

Fixation of Crosses. — In plants which are propagated
by vegetative parts no fixation is necessary, but in those
which are propagated by seed, all crosses that are
found to possess desirable qualities must be fixed bj'

selection into stable races reproducing these qualities
true. Usually, a large majority of the progeny of a cross
will revert toward one of the parents, and may not
show the characters desired. In order to render tlie de-
sired qualities hereditary, the cross must be inbred
with its own pollen or the pollen of another cross of
the same parentage which exhibits the same characters,
and a large number of plants grown from the seed thus
produced. These plants nuist then be carefully exam-
ined and individuals selected for further work which
have reproduced the desired characters in the highest
degree. These in«lividuals must be again inbred and the
process continued for several generations until all of the
plants are reproduced true to the desired type. This,
in most cases, requires from five to six generations of
careful selection. The time used in t-'^lecting to fix the
type is by no means lost, as meanwhile careful attention
can be given to increasing the fruitfulness so that this
factor also nmv be greatly improved.

this way. In orchard fruits, carnations, violets, pota-
toes, etc., careful attention should thus be given to the
buds or cuttings used in propagation. By a careful
selection of violet cuttings from those plants which
were found to produce the greatest number of good
rtuwers, P. H. Dorsett has greatly increased the average

1844. Cotton flowers, illustratine the process of emasculation-

a, mature bud showing the staere which should be
selected for eraasenlatioii : b, a similar bml vnth the
corolla cut off ready to emasculate : c, a similar bud
with the stamens removed,—emasculated.

The Selection op VEOETATm: Parts.—Within re-

cent years some attention has been given to the im-
provement of plants by the selection of buds, cuttings,

etc., and the results obtained by certain practical in-

vestigators indicuiC that much may be accomplished in

1845. Increase in size of cotton bolls caused by hybridization.

F, Soa islaml cotton used as the feiiii-'e parent: H,
hybrid : M, Klondike, a variety ot upland cotton used
as the male parent.

>ield of his plani.. and believes that an increased yield
of nearly 100 per cent is perfectly possible by careful
attention to this factor alone. Here, again, it is not in-

creased yield merely which can be improved, but various
other qualities as well.

The literature of plant-breeding is mainly scattered
through periodicals and is difficult of access. The prin-
cipal work treating the sul>ject in a general way is

Professor Bailey's "Plant-Breeding" (The Macmillan
("•ompany. New York, 1895). The following are a few of
the most important general papers: "The Production et
Fixatior des varietes dans les v^getaux," by E. A. Car-
ri^re, Paris. lS(>r): "Die Pfianzenmischlinge." by W. O.
Focke, Berlin, 1881; "A Selection from the Physiologi-
cal and Horticultural Papers of Thowias Andrew Knight,
published in the Transactions of tne R«>yal and Horti-
cultural Societies." London, 1841; "Hybrids and their
Utilization in Plant-Breeding," by W. T. Swingl ^ and
H. J. Webb«>r; Year-book, U. S. Depart...ent of Agri-
culture, 181)7; "Sur la Producti(>n et la Fixation des
Varietes dans les Plantes d'Orncment," by Jean Bap-
tiste Verlot, Paris, 186.t; "The Injprovement of Plants
by Selection," Yearbook, U. S. Department of Agricul-
ture, 1898; "Hybrid Conference Report." Journal Roy.
Hort. Society, vol. xxiv, April, 1900 ; "Survival of the
Unlike," by Bailey. Herbert J. Webber.

PI.A.1IT CZLLABS will be treated under Winter Pro-
fectioh

.

FLATANIJS (its ancient Greek name). Platnndrere.

Plane-tree. Buttonwood. Ornamental deciduous
trees with alternate, petioled, rather large, palmately
lobed Ivs. and small greenish flowers in globular, soli-

tary or racemose, slender-stalked and drooping heads,
followed by similar heads of fruits remaining on the
branches during the winter. The smooth, light-colored

often almost creamy white bark of the branches and
limbs, usually mottled by darker blotches of the older

bark, which peels off in large thin plates, gives the

tree a very characteristic appearance in winter, while in

summer the Plane-tree, with its Inrge head of dense
bright green foliage and with its massive trunk, is a

beautiful an<l majestic shade tree. The native Platanns
oci'i<1entn1is is hardy north and P. orifntdlis hardy as

far north as Mass., while the southwestern and Mexican
species cannot be cult, in the North. From time imme-
morial the Oriental Plane, which was well known to the

ancient Greek writers, hao been famous for the large
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size it attains—trunks of .'JO ft. <Hameter and more are
reported to exist— and has been planted as a shade tree

in W. Asia and S. Europe, and to-day it is still one of
the favorite street trt s throughout the temperate r«»-

gions of Europe. It has also been recognized in th „

country as one of the best street trees, even to be pre-
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1846. Plane-tree -Platanus occidentalis.

ferred to the native Plane, which, unfortunately, suffers

from the attacks of a tu\\g\i^,G lorosporiiim tterviseqinim,

while the Oriental is not injured by it. The Plane-trees
stand pruning— even severe pruning— well. To what
extent they are sometinies pruned in European cities

without losing their vitality is shown in an interesting
illustration in "Forest Leaves," vol. 3, p. 97. They are
also easily transplanted even as larger trees. They grow
best in a deep and rich, moist soil. Prop, by seeds sown
in spring and only slightly covered with soil and kept
moist and shady; also by cuttings of ripened wood and
by greenwood cuttings under glass in June taken with a
heel and sometimes by layers. Varieties are also occa-
sionally grafted in spring on seedlings of one of the
species. The stellate hairs of the young Ivs. when de-
tached by the wind, sometimes float in great quantities
in the air and are liable to cause irritation and some-
times inflammation of the nnxcous membranes of the eye,
nose and mouth. But as this is likely to occur only dur-
ing a very limited period late in spring it can hardly be
considered as a serious objection to the use of Platanus
as a street tree.

Six or 7 species of Platanus are known in N. America
south to Mexico and from southeast Europe to India.
Trees with the bark exfoliating in thin plates;
only at the base of older trunks the bark is

persistent, of darker color and furrowed.
Stipules conspicuous, usually connate into a
tube, with spreading leaf-like margin; peti-
ole with the enlarged base inclosing the ax-
illary bud: Ivs. palmately veine , covered
densely with - .'." > hj irs wlien ; mng: fls.

monoecious, .: f'en -i g. .
' ^ Ii'

nate and pisti. a.r simi'?-
pe<luncles; sepals and > , t-j-

with .3-8 stamens, pisti.' \.

with elongated styles: : -,. a«is
of numerous narrowly oucouiral, one-seeded
nutlets surrounded at the base by long hairs.

occidentalis, Linn. Bt'iTONwoop. Bt't-
TONHAM.. Amekican Plane-trke. Also
wrongly called Sycamore. Figs. 1846, 1847.
Large tree, attaining l.'W or occasionally 170
ft., with a round-topped oblong or broad head
and with a trunk 10 ft. or exceptionally more
i*" diara., often of considerable height: bark
or limb and branches of very light often al-
most creamy white color, at" the base of the
trunks dark brown, fissured: stipules large,
with toothed margin : Ivs. as broad or broader than
If'ng. truncate or cordate, rarely cuneat;^ at the base,
-.-ually ,'{-, sometimes 5-lobe«l,'with shallow sinuses;
lobes shorter than broad, coarsely toothed or entire,

floccose-tomentose when young, at maturity only pubes-
cent on the veins beneath, 4-9 in. broad: fr. -heads soli-

tary, rarely in 2's, on 3-(J-in. long peduncles, about 1 in.

across or more, comparatively smooth at length; nutlets
with obtuse apex, with the rest of the style one-six-
teenth inch long or shorter. May. Maine to ()ntario and
Minn., south to Fla, and Tex. 8.S. l-AVld, 327. G.F.
2:354, 355; 9 :.');). Em. l:2<il, 2G3. Gng. 4:343. Mn. 3, p.
09; 5, p. 205, 209.—The most massive and perhaps the
tallest of all deciduous trees of N. America and an excel-
lent street and park tree where it is not injured by fun-
gous diseases. There are several vars. in cultivation:
\'ar. Hisp^nica, Janko (P. Ilii^pdnica, Lodd.). Lvs.
large, 3-5-lobed, with very shallow sinuses, coarsely
toothed, usually cordate at the base. On. 1, p. 588;
20, p. 370. Var. pyramidilis, Jaen. (P. pyramidiilia,
HoUe). Of pyramidal habit: Ivs. usually 3-lobed, often
longer than broad, with usually rounded base. Var. tu-
bifera, Jaen. (P. superha, Hort.). With very conspicu-
ous elongated, tubular stipules. There are also some
fonns with variegated Ivs. Var. Suttneri, Hurt., with
the Ivs. spotted and marked white, and var. aureo-vari-
eg^ta, Hort. (var. Kelseydna, Jaen.), with yellow varie-
gated leaves.

orientiilis, Linn. Oriental Plane. Tree, to 80 ft.,

with usually very broad and round head on a compara-
tively short trunk : bark of dull grayish or greenish
white color; stipules small, usually with entire margin:
Ivs. usually broadly cuneate at the base, deeply 5-7-

lobed, rarely 3-lobed, with the sinuses reacliing almost
to or below the middle; lobes longer or much longer
than broad, coarsely toothed or entire, glabrous or
nearly so at maturity, 4-8 in. long: fr.-heads 2-4 on long,
drooping stalks, bristly, the nutlets narrowed at the
apex into a persistent stvle to 2 lines long. Mav. S. E.
Eu. to India. G.F. 4:91.' G.C. III. 23:25, 27. Gn. 1, p.
550; 20, p. 369, 371, 373.—A variable species, of which
the most important forms are the following: Var. aceri-
fdlia, Ait. (P. acerifdlia, Willd. P. iHtt^rmedhi, Hort.).
Lvs. less deeply lobed, the sinuses rarely reaching be-
low the middle; lobes usually 5, the middle one only
little longer than broad: fr.-heads usuallv in 2*s. Gn.
1, p. .588; 20, p. 371 and probably 1, p. 486 and 20, p. 370
(as P. occidentalix). This form resembles in foliage
the American Plane, and is also of more pyramidal habit
than the Oriental Plane, which in its typical form has
a broad head, with wide-spreading branches deeply
divided, 5-7-lobed lvs., and the fr.-heads often in 3's

and 4'8. It is often considered a distinct species, and
some have ventured the opinion that it may be a hybrid
between P. occidenfalis and P. orientalis, as it is in
some characters intermediate between the two, but the
fr. does not differ from that of the latter. The var.

ds, stami-
.. separate
staminate
^ pistils

consisting

1847. Platanus cccidentalis (X %).

acerifdlia, which is the so-called London Plane, seems
hanlier and is more generally planted under the name
of tha Oriental Plane than the typical P. orientalis.
Var. aigitita, Janko (P. umbracniifera, Hort,, var. /a-
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cinidt^, Hort. ). Lvs. cuneate or truncate or cuneate
at the base, deeply o-lobed, with narrow, ei.mgateil,

coarseiy toothed lobes. Un. 1, p. 572, 573; 20, p. .{71.

Var. undolata, Ait. (var. cunecLta, Loud. P. cuneata,
Willd.). Often shrubby: lvs. short-stalked, smaller,
usually deeply ;Mobed and cuneate. with narrow-toothetl
lobes." Gn. 1, p. 618; 20, p. 371.

P. racembaa, Nutt. (P. Califo'^icr., Benth.). Tree, to 100 or
120 ft., with a trunk olten divider into several stems: lvs. usu-
ally cordate or truncate, deeply * ^'"'""1. ,vith ovate-lanceo-
late, mostly entire lobes, paletotrentose b -neath, 6-10 in. long:
fr.-heads bristly, sessile on the slender stn k, racemose. Calif.

S.S. 7:;{28.

—

F. viilgarig, Spach, comprises ,.11 spe«'ie:-. of the ge-

nus. — P. Wnghtii, Wats. Tree, to 80 ft., often divided into
several stems : lvs. usn.illy cord.ite or truncate, deeplj* 3-7-

lobed, with lanceolate, acuminate, entire or dentate lol>es. to-

mentose beneath or nearly glabrous .it length, 6-S in. long:
fr.-heads r.tcemose, rather smooth, each on a short stalk. New
Mex. and Ariz, to Calif. S.S. 7:329.
The other species, as P. Mexicana, Moric, which :., some-

times planted as a street tree in Mexico, P. Lindetnana, Mart.
& Gal . and / glabrdta, Fernald, all natives of Mex., are not
yet i^.roduceu. Alfred Rehder.

PLATTCABTA {platya, broad, carya, nut; alludlnpf
to the shape of the fruit). Syn., Fortuiiea. Juglanddi-
ce<p. A monotypic genus distinguished from all other
Juglandaceae by its fertile Hs. forming an upright cone-
like spike. Small deciduous tr'^i': the branches with
solid pith: winter-buds w' -icate scales: lvs. odd-
pinnate, similar to those of j Pecan, out smaller;
siarainate catkins axillary; pis^. .^ terminal, solitary:

fr. a small, winged nut in the axils of densely imbri-
cated, rigid and sharph' pointed lanceolate bracts form-
ing a terminal upright cone. Rarely cult, and probably
not hardy north of the Middle States. It has gracefu'
and interesting foliage, but its ornamental value is nou
grea*. Prop, by seeds and by layers, probably also by
grafting on Hicoria.

8trobil§icea, Sieb. and Zuec. {FnrfioK^. Sin^nsi.'<,

Lindl.). Smal tree, with upright glabrous branches

:

Its. S-12 in. long; Ifts. 9-17, sessile, oblong-lanceolate,
falcate, acuminat*. , doubly serrate, pubescent only on
the midrib beneath, li—i in. long: fr.-bearing cone about
1-1/^ in. long, oval, brown. Simimer. Japan, China.
S.Z. 2:149. F.S. 4, p. 320b. R.H. 1888. p. 88.

Alfred Rehder.

PLATYCfiEIUM (Greek, hroad horn: alluding to the
shape of the lvs.). Pobjp(nUdce(f. Stacj-horn Fi^UN.
An anomalous genus of ferns with irregularly lobed
thick lvs. with the sori forming irregular jKitches over
one or both surfaces. The sterile lvs. are Hat, rounded
expansions closely adherent in layers to the substratum.
In their native forests these ferns grow to the surface
of trees and old plants and often form enormous nests.
Eight kinds of Platycerium are oflFered for sale in

America. The word "disk,' as used below, refers to the
widest uubranched portion of the fertile frond.

A. Plants not forked like a stag J(orn...l. Angolense
AA. Plants resembling a stag horn.

B. Sori borne on a special receptacle
described under JN'o. 2 2. bifonne

BB. Sori borne on the last forks or near
their base.

c. Barren fronds stag -horn -like
above.

D. PertHe fronds in pairs.
E. Plants glabrous or nearly

so .3. srrande
EE. Plants pubescent, U'ith yel-

loa-i.'ih wool 4. Wallichii
DD. Fertile fronds in S's 5. Willinckii

CC. Barren fronds not stag -horn-
like, entire or merely lobed.

V. Segments and sinuses of the

fertile fronds very broad... 6. JEthiopicam
DD. Segments and sinuses narrow.

E. Fnbranrhed portion of fer-

tile fronds very long and
na rrow 7. Hillii

EE. I'nbranched portion of fer-

tile fronds moderately
long 8. alcicome

1. Angolense, Wei w. {P. JElhi<ipicum,vsLr. Angole'nse,
Welw. j. Fertile fronds wedge-shaped in outline and
merely wavy at the margin. It is also distinct by reason
of felt-like covering of rust-colored wool on the lower side
of the fronds. Barren fronds large, erect; fertile fronds
attaining a length of 18 in. and a width of 9 in. at the
top: spore-mass nearlv as broad as the frond. Angola
(West Africa). G.C. HI. 23:155 (repeated in 28:444).

2. bifdrme, Blume. According to Blume's plate and
description, this differs from all other kinds in having
the spores borne on a special appendage, which is kid-
ney-shaped and attached b;'ow the tirst fork. Blunie
says there are 2 such appendages ; that the barren
fronds are roundish, entire below, lobed above: fertile

fronds 3-5 ft. long, many times forked, pale green.
Java.—The fertile fronds of P. biforme are said to grow
15 ft. long sometimes. The picture in <fn. 4, p. 29."i,

labeled P. biforme seems to be distinct and anomalous,
though somewhat like P. grande.

3. ^dnde, J. Smith. P'ig. 1848. This maybe readily
distinguished from /*. alcicome by its barren fronds,
which are also stag-like, while those of P. alcicome are
not. Barren fronds stalkless; segments blunt, spongy,
pale green, tomentose: fertile fronds in pairs. 3-<j ft.

long: sori not at the base of every ultimate fork but
against the upper edge of the disk, with an infertile

fork projecting bevond on either side. North Australia.
G.C. 1872:1137; III. 8:97 (good, repeated in III. 10:G98
and 28:4.33). Gng. 5:1()9 (same as A.F. 6:701). F.
18.50:47 (same as F.S. 0, p. 156). Not G.M. 40:i:{,-..

which is P. ^Ethiopicum. Mn. 1, p. 77 (erroneously as
P. alcicome).

4. Wallichii, Hook. As in P. grande, the sori are
borne not at the base of the ultimate forks, but on a
disk which is not squared off at its upper .sui^'ace but
rounded and projecting into the angle between the forks.

Sori roundish. Malay Peninsula. G.C. III. 28:435.
Hook. Fil. Exot., plate 97.

5. Willinckii, Moore. Distinguished from P. grande
by the sori, which nearly fill the last forks but do not
approach the base of the sinus. The fronds are thinly
furnished with minute stellate hairs, at length glabrous
and pale green. Moore says: "fertile fronds in 3's, elon-
gate, pendent, with scarcely any disk, bipartite for about
two-thirds of their length, one of the margins of each
primary branch entire, the other bearing numerous lobes
in about three series on a dichotomous plan." Strong
features of this plant are the length narrowness and
acuteness of the forks, and also the narrowness of the
"disk" or uubranched portion just below the ])riiuarv

forks. Java. G.C. II. o:.303 (repeated in III. 10:701 anil

28:431. A.G. 15:111. Gn. 10, p. 383 (repeated in (in.

30, p. 300).

G. .Sthidpicum, Hook. (P. Stemm(iria, Beaiiv. ). Bar-
ren fronds rounded ; fertile fronds 2-:} ft. long, clus-

tered, pendent, twice dichotomous (not twice trichot-

omous, as sonie writers say): sorus a V-shaped patch
surrounding the sinus. Guinea, Angola. Hooker's
Garden Ferns, plate 9. A.G. 15:111. G.M. 40:135 (erro-

neously as P. grande). — The fronds are said to be cov-

ered below with a thin cottony down.

7. Hillii, Moore (P. alcic/hrne, \ar. Hillii). Barren
fronds like P. alcicome, but the fertile fronds are erect.

the uubranched portion longer, the forks more numer-
ous and compact, the segments shorter and more
acute. Fronds dust i red thinly, covered when nuiture

with white stellate hairs: sori in oval or roundish
masses, not at the base of the sinus but near the base
of each or the last segments. The upper third of the

fertile frond is "1.5-18 in. across, 3-parted, the central

segment with 1 or 2 side hibes near the apex, the 2 lat-

eral segments broader and twice or thrice forked into

.5-10 ultimate lobes," T.Moore. Queensland. G.C. II.

10:51, 428, 429. J.H. HI. .32:497.

8. alcic6me, Desv. Barren fronds rounded, convex,
wavy margined; fertile fronds clustered, attaining 2-3

ft., 2-3 times <lichotomous, the unforked portion erect.

the segments pendent, rather narrow and sharply cur,

under surface covered with thin cottony down: sori in

irregular masses tilling the last forks and a space
across their bases, shown in B.R. 3:202, 26.3 (as Acros-
tichum alcicome). Temperate Australia. A.G. 14:153;
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15:111. Gn. 51. p. 259. G.C. III. 10:097. Not Mn. 1,

77, which is really P. grande.

Var. m&jos, Moore, is stronger-growing, more up-

right, and with thick, leathery, dark green fronds. Ac-
cording to F. L. Atkins, the fertile fronds are more
broadly cut than the type and sehloni f«>rked more than

once. "Polynesia. V^eitch's Catalogue 1J57;5, p. lU.

\V. M.
No private conservatory should make any pretensions

to rank in the tirst class that does not take pride in at

least one well-grown specimen of Platycerium. The
8tag-horn Ferns are amongst the most beautiful and
distinct of ferns— perhaps the most striking of all— be-

cause of their noble, antlered appearance and their

epiphytal habit. They have two kinds of fronds, bar-

ren and fertile, the former being rounded disks which
clasp the tree trunk, while the fertile fronds generally

hang down and look like antlers. Occasionally the

barren fronds are more or less antlered, as in P.
grande, but never give so perfect a suggestion as do
the fertile fronds. The species are all tropical, except

P. alcicorne, which is therefore the easiest to grow and
the commonest in cultivation. This species can endure
a night temperature of 50° F. or even less. The glory

of the genus, however, is P. grande (Fig. 1848). The
barren fronds are exceptionally large, rounded and
wavy margined at the base, deeply cut above, forming
an erect or arching background to the pendent fertile

fronds, which fork more times and have much narrower
segments than the barren fronds. Unfortunately this

is the only species that does not produce suckers at the
roots, by which all the others are easily propagated. It

alone must be raised from spores, a long and anxious
process. The only kind that has an erect and rigid

habit is P. Hillii, which therefore is grown in pots,

while all the others may be grown on a blo<'k of wood,
and some in baskets. P. hiforme <lifters from all others
in having a separate and specialized structure on which
the sori are borne, the other kinds bearing their spore-
masses on the under surface of the fertile fronds at or
near the last forks. P. hiforme^ though advertised in

America, is pro!>ably nowhere in cultivation in the
world. There is an improved form of the common
type known as P. alcicorne, var. niajits, wliich is

stronger-growing and has thicker fronds, enabling it

to endure a drier atmosphere. It is therefore one of
the best, if not the best, for exhibition purposes. At
the other extreme from the slender grace of P. alci-

corne and the rest is the bold and broad style of
P. ^Ethiopk-Hm. P. Amioli'mte is the only one which
bears no resemblance to antlers.

All the species require a moist atmosphere, though
the humidity should be reduced during the winter.
With the exception of P. ah'icorne they all require a
high temperature. All need perfect drainage, and in
winter they should not have too much direct syringing,
for they need a slight rest and are likely to spot or
damp-oif if water renuiins on the foliage too long.
P. JEfhiopiciim is said to be particularly sensitive.
Stag-horn Ferns are often grown on pieces of tree-fern
stem. They are fastened to such support or to a board
by means oi: wire, having first furnished the roots with
a slit piece of peat for root-hold and some sphagnum
moss, to which may be addetl a little bonemeal for food
and some charcoal for drainage. A little moss may be
added every year or two. Eventually the barren fronds
will entirely cover this material and the plants should
then be left undisturbed for years. A 8ta£r-horn Fern,
with antlers spreading 6 or 8 feet, is a sight never to
be forgotten. -v\\ H. Taplin and F. L. Atkins.

PLATYCLiNIS ((Jreek, brond bed: in allusion to the
clinandrium). Orch idiiceo! . Plants with small, closely
crowded pseudobulbs, each with a single, narrow, ever-
green leaf. The tlowers are borne in graceful, drooping
racemes 6-10 in. long. They are small and not showy,
but the threa<l-like racemes arching from among the
densely tufted green foliage give the plants a pleasing
appearance. Sepals and petals spreading; labellum :{-

lobed; column short, with an erect-toothed clinandrium
and a large, narrow, erect wing on each side of the
clinandrium. About 20 species in India. China and the
Malay Islands. Heinkich Hasselbring.

m

1848. Platycerium grande

The several species of Platyclinis are all small, com-
pact-growing plants, requiring but little root-space.
They are of easy culture and readily adapt themselves
to either pot or basket culture, the latter being prefer-

able for those with pendulous tiower-scapes. The roots

do not like being disturbed, but when repotting is neces-
sary it is best to do it just after the flowering period.

The compost should consist of equal parts chopped live

sphagnum moss and clean peat tiber. The roots should
be carefully distributed an<l the compost pressed gently
but firmly in aroun»l them, leaving the siirface slightly

convex when finished. At least two-thirds of the space
should l)e devoted to free drainage with potsherds or
bits of charcoal.

A shaded location and moisL atmosphere, with a teni-

peratiire of o0-<t5° F. by night and 70-75° by day, will

afford them satisfactory growing conditions. They re-

quire a liberal supply of water at the ro(»ts, with occa-
sional syringing overhead in bright weather when grow-
ing, and should never be allowed to remain long dry
even when at rest. The plants frequently produce side
growths from the old pseudobulbs, which may be re-

moved after the growths are matured, leaving three or
more of the old pseudobulbs attached to each piece,

thus increasing the stock. When no natural break
occurs, however, the plants may often be induced to
break by slightly twisting, or notching the rhizome
with a sharp knife, thereby retarding the flow of sap at
that point. Robert M. Grey.

glmniicea, Benth. {Dendrorh)lnm glitmiicenm, Lindl. ).

Pseudobulbs crowded, forming dense spreading masses,
the young ones clothed with red scales: Ivs. solitu.y,

broadly lanceolate, tapering to a petiole which is en-
closed >)y the sheath: peduncle from the top of the
pseudobulb, slender, bearing a long, drooping spike of
small white fls. : sepals and petals spreading, oblong,
acuminate; middle lobe of the labellum rotund, curved,
base with 2 fleshy ridges. Spring. Philippines. B.M.
485.3. G.C. 111.18:5.52.

filifbrmis, Benth. iDendroch)lnw filifSrme, Lindl.).
Pseudobulbs crowded : Ivs. linear-lanceolate : flower-
stem thread-like, bearing a long, pendulous raceme ot
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small, pale yellow fls. : sepals and petals obovate; la-

bellum cuneate-rotund, auriculate at the base. Sumruer,
Philippines. l.H. 25:323 [as Dendrochilum glumaceiim)

.

G.F. 2:485.

Cobbi^na, Hemsl. {Den<Jrnch)him Cohhi(i»um. Reichb.
f. ). Lvs. oblong-lauceolate: lis. in a zijjzaiEf raceme, pale
yellow, with an oranpre lip: sepals and petals triangular-

oblf)nff ; labelliim cuneate-fan-sbaped, retuse. Nov.,
Deo. Philippines.

Heinrich Hasselbring.

1849.

Platycodon erandiflorum.

^X>o.)

PLATYCODON ((4reek,

plntys, broad, and kodon,
bell; referring to the
shape of the flower).
Campannl(icecf. A mono-
typic genus of very handsome
hardy herbaceous perennials, with
blue or white bell-shaped flowers;
henco the name " Chinese " or "Jap-
anese Belltlower." This plant was
first placed in Campanula by Jac-
quin and later, by Schrader, in
Wahlenbergia; and it is still some-
times cult, under these names. In
1830 it was given a new genus
(Platycodon) by A. DeCandolle. It

is distinguished from Campanula
by its broadly cup- shaped flowers,
the stamens dilatvHl at the base, an*!

the capsule opening at the top and
not at the sides. From Wahlenber-
gia it differs in the valves of the
capsule being opposite to the calyx-
lobes instead of alternate with
them Several supposed species have been described at
different times, but there seems to be no doubt that the
genus is distinctly nionotypic and that all forms can be
referred as forms of the type P. grandi flora ni, which
has been widely distributed and thereby greatly modi-
fled. It has been found in a wild state from Dahuria to
Manchuria, in China, in Siberia, Corea and Japan.

Platycodon requires a me<lium sandy loam, and does
not succeed in either extremely stiff or sandy soils. It

is particularly sensitive to ill-drained soils. Under suit-

able soil conditions it is perfectly hardy and will even
stand considerable neglect. It is desirable to keep the
stems tied during the season, for if once allowed to fall

they can never be raised without breaking. In autumn
the old stems should not be cut away, but the plant al-

lowed to die off naturally; otherwise the crown may be
injured. It can be propagated either by division or by
seeding, the latter being more surely successful and
therefore preferable; besides, a greater variety of flow-

ers is obtained in this way. More care and skill are
necessary in propagation i)y division, because of the
fleshy rootstock. It is best accomplished in spring,
when the plant is breaking into new growth.

grandifldram, DC. {Campanula grandiflora, Jacq.
iVahlenberyia grandiflora, Schrad.). Chinese or Jap-
anese Bell-flower. Balloon Flower. Fig. 1J^49.

Plant 1-2 ft. high, forming a dense, branching bu.sh of
upright habit: lvs. lanceolate or ovate-lanceolate, gla-
brous, unequally toothed: fls. large and open, attaining
3 in. in diam., produced from tips of branches, intlnted
in tlie bud, hence sometimes called "balloon flower";
corolla 5-lobed, blue, pale blue-white, or variegated.
June, Julv. G.C. III. 28:223.

2.3.32! B.M. 2.-)2.-Var.
form. Var. autumn^le.
Manchuria. Gu. 4?, p.
547.

J. H. III. .30: 123. f\S. 22:
Alburn. A white-flowering
Later-flowering form from
402. R.H. 1848:301; 1853:

Var. Jap6mcnm (J'. Japonicum, Hort.) is of
stronger and bushier growth and freer-flowering.
The flowers average 2% in. across; the inner and
outer lobes alternate with one another, giving the

flower the appearance of a 10-pointed star.— This va-
riety was first procured by Dreer in 1895 from Leonard
Lille, Lyons, France, who offered it as a novelty that
reason. It proved to be a first-class and desirable sort
and has been tested by Dreer since, who considers it

one of the good hardy perennials.

Var. Maridsi
(
P. Mciriesi, Hort.). Recently introduced

into England from Japan by Maries, and supposed to be
identical with var. glaucvm of Siebold. It does not ex-
ceed 1 ft in height: growth stouter and more compact:
lvs. thicker than in the type: fls. are as large or larger
than the type and varying in color from deep purplish
blue to paie blue orlavenderand white. G.C. III. 14:103.
G.M. 37:.35. J.H. III. 35:29. Gn. 27:483; 45;904.-Var.
semi-plenmn. Fls. semi-double, and varying in color
from purple to white ; said to have been developed
from var. album. Var. Btri^tam. A garden form with
blue or white fls., striped with white or blue.

Arnold V. Stubenracch.

PLATYCRATEE (Greek, platys, broad, and crater,
bowl; alluding to the broad, enlarged calyx of the ster-

ile fls.). Saxifragdceoe. A nionotypic genus allied to
Hydrangea. The species is a prostrate shrub, with op-
posite serrate lvs. and white, comparatively large fls. in
long-peduncled, loose cjmes, the marginal ones sterile

and with enlarged calyx; petals 4; stamens numerous:
fr. a 2-celled many-seeded dehiscent capsule. It is not
hardy north, and of little decorative value. It thrives
best in rather moist, porous soil and partly shaded po-
sition and is easily prop, by seeds, greenwood cuttings
under glass, or layers.

argrtita, Sieb. & Zucc. Prostrate shrub: lvs. oblong
to oblanceolate, cuneato at the base, acuminate, glabrous
except on the veins beneath, tiiin, light green, 3-6 in.

long: cymes 3-10-fld., on a 1-2-in. long peduncle: fls.

slender-pedicelled, the sterile ones apetalous, 1 in.

across, with broad, obtuse sepals; fertile smaller, with
lanceolate sepals half as long as the oblong-ovate petals.

July. Japan. S.Z. 1:27. Gt. 15:516. — Useful for rock

-

work in greenhouses. Alfred Rehder.

PLATYLOMA is a name for ferns of the genus Pelhra
which have a narrow indusium and a broad sorus. For
Platyloma Bridgenii and P. falcata, see Pellma.

PLATYSTEMON (Greek words referring to the dilated
filaments). Papaverdcea>. Cream Cvps. A half-hardy
annual growing about a foot high and bearing 6-petaled
pale yellow fls. \-l% in. across. This plant is improp-
erly called California Poppy in some catalogues. It is

inferior to the common and California poppies in hardi-
ness, in strength and variety of color, and in size of fls.,

but it is interesting botanically in four respects: (1) It

is uniqTie in the poppy family in its fruit, which is not
a capsule but is composed of numerous carpels that
separate at maturity into linear parts, which are monili-
fomi (i.e., compressed at intervals like the links of a
necklace), each joint containing a single seed. (2) It is

remarkable for the dilation of tiie filaments of the an-
thers, which are numerous and separate. (3) It is one
of the few abnormal members of the poppy family with
entire lvs. (4) The petals are not shed quickly, as in

the common poppies, but they wither aud remain closed
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over the forming fruit. Platystemon grows wild'throtigh-

out California, except in the mountains, and is said to

prefer a loose soil. See Annuals.

Califdmicos, Benth. Cream Cups. Lvs. mainly oppo-

site, ses!<ile, ligulate, hispid: tls. light yellow to cream
color or white, rarely roseate; sepals 3. B.M. H579 B.

R. 20:1679. B.2:65. Gn. 30, p. 313.—The smooth-fruitf'd

form figured as P. leiocarpum in F.C. 2:7(j and B.M. 3750

is said by the Synoptical Flora to be "a mere state."

W. M.

PLATYSTlGMA (Greek, broad stigma). PapaverHcecf.

Low, slender California annuals with pale yellow fls.

less than 1 in. across. They are among the few plants

of the poppy family with entire lvs. They are closely

allied to Platystemon, but diflPer in having the filaments

scarcely dilated, 3 stigmas instead of many, and the fr.

a capsule which is 3-valved at the apex. Other generic
characters: fis. commonly trimerous; stamens numer-
ous, free; stigmas not confluent. Four species from
Calif, and Oregon. P. liufare is the only one with thick

stigmas and also differs in its tufted hal)it, the others

having leafy and branching stems. It is figured in B.M.
357.5 with pale yellow fis.; in B.R. 23:1954 it is shown
with 3 white petals alternating with yellow ones. Platy-

stigmas seem never to have been offered for sale in

America.

PLATYTHfiCA (Greek, broad anther cells). Treman-
draceie. A heath-like Australian shrub, with foliage like

a bed-straw (or Galium) and many 5-pointed starry blos-

soms of light purple borne toward the end of the

branches. Each flower is abcut 1 inch across, and its

center is marked with a star of red. Platytheca belongs
to a small, beautiful and distinct family of Australian
shrubs, composed of 3 genera, of which Tetratheca is

the dominant type. The Treman<lra family resembles
the Polygala family in the structure of the capsule, but
differs in the regularity and estivation of the flower; it

resembles the Pittosporaceje in having a very small em-
bryo immersed in copious albumei., and p»artieularly the

genus Cheiranthera in having anthers which open by a
pore at the top. The three genera of Tremandraceae are
distinguished from one another by the anthers; Tre-
mandra differs from the other two in having the anthers
jointed with the filaments ; in Platytheca the anthers
have 4 ceils all in the same plane; in Tetratheca the
anthers are 2-celled or 4-celled, with 2 cells in front of

the 2 others.

Other generic characters of Platjrtheca: floral parts
in 5's; stamens in 2 distinct series, with 4 parallel cells

in a single plane contracted into a tube at the top : cap-

sule opening loculicidally at the edge, -th the 4 valves
splitting septicidally: seeds glabrou>, vithout appen-
dage. Only ome species.

galioides, Steetz. (P. verficlUiifa, Baill.). Lvs. linear,

% in. long, about 10 in a whorl, hairy. Said to bloom in

June. P.M. 13:171 (as Tetratheca verticillata) .—Thiti
plant deserves to be better known. Cuttings of half-

ripened wood root freely under a bell-glass in a shade(l
house at 60°. Cuttings rooted in February or March
will make good plants in 5-inch pots in one year. In
summer keep tlunn plunged outside, but covered with
shaded sash. By trimming frequently they will make
well-shaped plants, nee«ling no supports. Kept in a
coolhouse (4.5"^) during winter, they will be covered with
bloom in March and April. The flowers last but a short
time, but the plant is so free that it is always covered
with bloom. H. D. Darlington and W. M.

FLECTOCOHIA (Greek, plaited hair; application ob-
scure). Palmiiceie. Six species of East-Indian climbing
palms which fruit once for all and then die. One of the
most interesting species is P. Khasyana, which is fig-

ured in B.M. 5105 under the erroneous title of P. Assam-
ica. This species has a slender stem 00-80 ft. long,
and about as thick as a man's arm, being slightly
thicker above than at the base. Th.^ lvs. attain 30 ft.

and are pinnate only in the lower half, the rest of the
leaf being a long, whip-like extension of the rachis of
the leaf. A singular feature of this palm is the device
by which it climbs. This consists of a series of com-
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pound spines snaped like a downward-pointing ntiraan
hand, the back of the hand being yellow and the 5
or 6 fingers composed of brown spines. These organs
are scattered all along the lower side of the flattened
rachis. They hook on the branchts of trees and thus
enable the palm to climb for light.

"A yet more wonderful provision of nature," sayn
Hooker, "is observed in the young and yet unfolded
leaves of these plants during the period when they in-

sert themselves upwards among the branches of the
forests, for then these spines are U{)right and lie flat

against the stalk uf the leaf, not becoujing reflexed till

they are needed as a means of support." Probably all

the species possess these flagelliform leaves and re-

markable spines. The whip-like leaf-tips may act as ten-
drils. The genus is little known to cultivators, and only
one species is offered in the U. S. The genus is allied

to the rattans (Calamus), which also are cli nbers.
William Watson writes that the fruit of a riectocomia
is a shell c(mipose<l of many small, tightly overlapping
scales, inclosing a round se»'d which has a solid whitish
albumen almost as hard as ivory. Watson adds that
young plants are ornamental, l>ut their spiny lvs. are a
drawback, and the lvs. are much more easily broken
than those of most palms.

elongata, Mart. Lvs. very large; Ifts. \~\y, ft. x2 in.,

sparsely white powderj' beneath, with 3 very slender
parallel nerves or costa>. Penang, Sumatra, Java.—
Offered in 1890 by Reasoner Bros.

PLECTOPOMA. A few species, now apparently much
hybridized, all referred to Gloxinia.

PLECTEANTHUS (Greek, spurred flower). LabiM(^.
A large and uninteresting genus of herbs and sub-
shrubs, widely scattered, bearing rather small or small-
ish fis., ranging from blue and purple to lilac. There
are said to be some species with fls. nearly an inch long.
The genus is closely allied to Coleus, being distin-

guished by having the stamens free instead of united at
the base into a tube, which is distinct from the corolla.

In other respects the genus has wide limits of variation.
Sixty-six species are described in DC. Prod. 12:55
(1848). Sometimes called Cockspur-flower.

fruticosus, L'H^rit. South African shrub, 3-4 ft.

high: lvs. 4 in. or more long, petiolate, broadly ovate,
doubly dentate: racemes laxly panicle<l: whorls about
3-6-fld. : fls. blue; pedicles \% in. long; corolla-tube
spurred above the base: fruiting calyx declinate. — Said
to be an elegant shrub. Ernest Braunton has a specimen
at Los Angeles, which is 4 ft. high and G ft. through.

PLECTEdNIA (Greek, cockspnr ; referring to the
spines). Unbiacece. About 70 species of shrubs or
small trees, found in the C»Id World, mostly in the trop-
ics. They are more or less spinj' and have somewhat
funnel-Siiaped, 5-parted fls., with reflexed segments val-
vate in the bud, and a hair}' or naked throat. Calyx
obovatfe or oblong; stamens 5, in the throat: style
short; stigma subcapitate, of 2 approximate lamellff»:

berry obovate-oblong, compressed, didymous, 2-stoned:
stones indehiscent, 1-seeded.

spindsa, Kiotzsch. Very spiny South African shrub,
5-8 ft. high : lvs. fasciculate, oval or obovate, obtuse,
entire, l-l}-2 in. long: racemes or panicles shorter than
the lvs.: peduncles axillary, 5-12-fld.: corolla-tube
shorter than the limb; throat naked. Int. by Frances-
chi, Santa Barbara.

FLEIONE (from Greek mythology; Pleione, mother
of the Pleiads). Orchiddceie. A small genus clost-ly

related to Coelogj-ne, but having annual ileciduous lvs.

and pseudobulbs. Natives of the mountains of India,
extending to e'evations where snow and frost are not
uncommon. F« t species are cultivated in America.
See Orchid.

macul&ta, Lindl. Pseudobulbs round, flattened, de
pressed at the top, forming a fleshy ridge around the
summit: lvs. lanceolate, fnun inflated sheaths: fls. pre-
ceding the lvs., en short peduncles; sepals and petals
lanceolate, spreading, white; labellum fimnel-shaped,
with 5-7 fringed lamellae extending the entire length of
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the labellums, side lobes .streaked with purple, middle
lobe ovate, wavy, white, spotted with purple and yellow.
The lv8. fall in Sept.; lis. in Nov. B.M. 4091. F.S.
14:1470. F. 1851:97 (all as Ccrlotfjfne tuarKJafaj. — V&r.
Bermdnica was once offered by Wm. Mathews.

prxcox, D. Don (P. WaJU>hi,)un, Lindl. & Paxt.).
Fig. 18r)0. P>«eudobuIbs tiask -shaped, depressed, dull
green, warted and covered with a network of the old
split sheaths : Ivs. br<»atlly lanceolate, plicate: fls.

large, on short peduncles : sepals long lanceolate,
spreading, pink; petals similar but narrower; labellum
trumpet-shaped, indistinctly lobed. pink, white and yel-
low in the throat; disk with l<>ngitu<linal fringed lamel-
IflP. margin dentate-timbriate. Oct., Nov. B.M. 4496.
B.R. 2G-24. P.M. G:25 (all as C(jelofjyne Wallichiana).

185C. Pleione praccox (X ^).

Lagen§iria, Lindl. & Faxt. Pseudobulbs clustered and
depressed, as in the other species, dull green, mottled
with brown: fls. about 4 in. across, i e-lilac; sepals
and petals narrowly lanceolate; labt aim convolute,
crisp on the margin, pale lilac, blotched with yellow
and deep crimson in the throat and having several yel-

'ow crests. Aug.-Xov. Himalava Mts. B.M. 5370. F.S.
2:{:238G. I.H. 14:510 (all as CceJogyne Lagenaria). Gn.
51, p. G4.

Beichenbachiina.T. :Moore. Pseudobulbs 5-8-grooved,
flask-shaped but suddenly contracted at the top: scape
1-2 in. long, closely sheathed : sepals and petals linear-
oblong, pale purple to white: labellum nearly white,
middle lobe white with few pale purple spots, with 3
crests; margin ciliate - toothed. Autumn. Rangoon.
B.M. 5753. Heinrich Hasselbrixg.

PLEBOMA. See TiboHchina.

PLEUEISY ROOT is Asclepias tuberosa.

PLEUBOTHALLIS (Greek, lateral branch; referring
to the inflorescence, which arises from the axil of the
leaf). Orchidclceas. One of the largest of the genera of
orchids containing about 400 species, dispersed in the
region extending from Brazil and Bolivia to Mexico and
the West Indies. On account of their small, inconspicu-
ous flowers these plants are of no horticultural value,
and not generally cultivated. Stems clustered on the
rhizome, sheathed with scales below and bearing a
single leaf at the summit: fls. in a nodding raceme from
the axil of the leaf; sepals free or the lateral ones
united at the base; petals smaller; labellum free, simi-
lar to the petals or 3-lobed; column short, without
lateral branches.

Bcezlii, Reichb. f. Lvs. oblong-lanceolate, 4-10 in.

long: flower-stem often a little longer than the lvs.: fls.

purple-brown, in a one-sided raceme. Colombia.
om&ta, Reichb. f. A very small cespitose plant with

lvs. scarcely 1 in. long: fls. opening successively on
erect, zigzag racemes a few inches long, inconspicuous,
yellow with brown spots. B.M. 7094.—The plant is

easily distinguished by the sepals, which are fringed
with silvery pendulous hairs.

Heinrich Hasselbring.
PLUM. Plate XXX. It is probably more difficult to

give specific practical advice for the management of the
Plum than for any other common fruit. This is because
the cultivated Plums represent several distinct species
which are not e<jually adapted to all parts of the coun-
try, and the same remarks will not apply to them all.

There is no country in which the domesticated I'luiu

flora la so complex as in North America, for we not
only grow the specific types of Europe and of Japan,
but also species that are peculiar to our own coimtry.
In the northeastern states and on the Pacific slope the
European or Domestica types are the leading Plums. In
these same areas and also in the South and in parts
of the mid-continental region, the Japanese Plums are
now popular and are gaining in favor. In the cold
North, in the great interior basin, and also in most
parts of the South, various native types now consti-
tute the leading cultivated Plums. These native Plums
are developed from wild species of the country, and
they are unknown in cultivation (except in botani-
cal or amateur collections) in any other part of the
world. These have been developed chiefly within a half
century, although a few varieties are older *'^Hn this.

For a history of this evolution, see "Sketcn of the Evo-
lution of our Native Fruits."
The Plums cultivated in North America belong to the

following groups (see Prunua):
1. Domestica or Europea.i types, Pninvs domestica.

Native to western Asia. Comprises the common or old-

time Plums, such as Green Gage, Lombard, Bradshaw,
Yellow Egg, Damsons, and the like. The leading Plums
from Lake Michigan eastward and north of the Ohio,
and on the Pacific slope. Figs. 1851 to 1856 are of
this species. Of late years, hardy races of Primus
domestica have been introduced from Russia. These
have value for the colder parts of the plum -growing
regions. Figs. 1853-5 show representative forms of the
Russian type.

2. The 5lyrobalan or cherry-Plum type, Prunus ceras-
ifera. Native to southeaslom Europe or southwestern
Asia. Much used for stocks upon whicii to bud Plums,
and also the parent of a few named varieties, as
Golden Cherry ; and DeCaradeuc and Marianna are
either offshoots of it or hybrids between it and one of

the native Plums.
3. Japanese types, Prunus tri flora. Probably native

to China. The type seems to be generally adapted to the
United States, and will certainly be of great value to

both the South and North. This species first appeared
in this country in 1870, having been introduced into

California from Japan. For historical sketch, see Bull.

62, Cornell Exp. Sta. (1894); also Bull. 106 (1896).
4. The Apricot or Simon Plum, Prvniis Sinwnii.

Native to China. Widelj' disseminated in this country,
but little grown except in parts of California. Intro-

duced about 1881.

5. The Americana types, Prunus Americana. The
common wild Plum of the North, and extending west-
ward to the Rocky mountains and southward to the
Gulf and Texas. Admirably atiapted to climates too
severe for the Domestica Plums, as the Plains and the
upper Mississippi valley. See Cornell Bulletin 38 fur

an early account of the native Plums. Fig. 1857.

6. The Wild Goose or Hortulana types, Prunus hort-

ulana. A mongrel type of Plums, comprising such
kinds as Wild Goose, Wayland, Moreman, Miner and
Golden Beauty. These are no doubt hybrids of the
last and the next.

7. The Chickasaw types, Prunus angusfifolia (or P.
Chicasa). Native to the southern states, and there
cultivated (from southern Pennsylvania southwards) in

such varieties as Newman, Caddo Chief and Lone
Star.
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8. The Sand Plum, PriinitH aiignittifolia,var.Watsoni.

Native to Kansas and Nfl)raska. A Jmsh-like species,

little known in cultivation. A hybrid of this and the

Western Sand Cherry is the Utah Hybrid Cherry.

9. The Beach Plum, PruniiH maritima. Native to the

coast from New Brunswick to Virginia. In cultivation

represented by the uiiiiiiportant Bassett's American;
also as an ornamental plant.

10. The Pacific coast Plum. Pru»us subeordata.

Native to Oregon and Califoniiji. Sparingly known in

cultivation, chierty ni the form known as the Sissou

Plum (var. Kellntjgii.)

The Plum of history is Prntins domeiitica. It is to

this species that general pomological literature applies,

it gives us the prunes (which see). Perhaps it would
be serviceable to classify the Domestica Plums into tive

general groups, although any dasi-itication is arbitrary

at certain points

:

(a) Prunes, characterized by sweet firm flesh, and
capa!)le of making a commercial dried product. They
may be of any color, although blue-purple prunes are
best known. Some of the prunes are grown in the
East as ordinary market Plums, being sold in the
fresh state. Almost any Plum can be made into dried
prunes, but the varieties used commercially for this

purpose constitute a more or less distinct class of firm
and thick-tleshed kin<ls. In the East, prune is nothing
more than a vdrietal name. See Prntte.

(6) Damsons, comprising very small, firm Plums of
various colors, generally borne in clusters, the leaves
mostly small. The run-wild Plums of old roadsides
and farmyards are mostlv of the Damson tvpe.

Fig. 18.-)«.

(c) The green gages, comprising various small,

green or yellow-green Plums, of spherical form and
mostly of high quality. Reine Claude is the common-
est representative of this group in the East. The
name Green Gage often stands for a group rather than
for a variety.

{(l) Large yellow Plums, such as Coe Golden Drop,
Washington, and the like.

(e) Large colored Plums, including the various
red, blue, and purple varieties, like the blue prunes,
Lombard, Bradshaw, Quackenboss, etc.

The Japanese Plums {Prumis triflora) differ from
the Doraesticas in having longer, thinner, smooth and
mostly shining leaves, smooth twigs, a greater tendency
to the production of lateral fruit-buds on the annual
growth, and mostly rounder or shorter fruits with col-

ors running more to cherry-reds and light yellows.

Most of the varieties are as hardy as the Domestica
series. The Japanese varieties are important because
they add variety to the list, and especially because they
are rich in very early kinds, and the fruit is so firm that

now believed to represent a hybrid class), represent a
wide rangeof varieties. Those from Prnnus Ameriramt
parentage are Very hardy and are adapted to regions in

which the Domestica and Japanese types are tender,
as in northern New England, parts of Canada, and the
n<»rthern Plains states. Those partaking strongly of
P. angustifolia parentage, and the greater part of the

1851. Plum—Peter Yellow Gage (XJ^).

it carries well; aside from this, the trees are vigorous
and verj' productive, and they are less liable to injuries
from black-knot and curculio than the Domesticas are.

The native Plums, chierty offspring of Pninus Amer-
icana, P. angustifolia and P. hortulana (the last name

1852. Plum—Feilcnbere or Italian Prune (X H).

Hortulanas, thrive well in the South, where the climate
is too continuously hot for other Plums or where the
fruit-rot fungus is too prevalent.

Plum-groiving.—The Plum thrives on a variety of
soils. The Domesticas generally do best when planted
upon clay loam. They usually thrive best on lands
which are suited to pears, or on the heavier lands to

which apples are adapted. Yet there are many varie-
ties which grow well on lands that are comparatively
light or even almost sandy. The Americanas thrive
best in a rather moist soil, and mulching is often very
favorable to the size and (juality of the fruit.

The stocks upon which Plums are grown are very va-
rious. By far the greater number of the trees in the
North are now grown upon the Myrobalan stock, which
is a species of rather slow-growing Plum, native to
southeastern Europe and southwestern Asia. This is

the stock that is sometinies recommended in the older
fruit books for the making of dwarf trees; but unless
the top is kept well headed in, the trees generally make
normal growth upon it. Trees grown upon this root are
usually larger and finer at one or two years of age than
those grown upon other Plum stocks, and the probability
is that they are nearly as useful from the grower's stand-
point as any other. However, there are some varie-
ties that overgrow the Myrobalan, and the stock is

likely to sprout from the ground and thereby cause
trouble. Probably the most ideal stock for Domesticas,
from the standpoint of the grower, is the Domestica
itself, but seeds of it are more difficult to secure, the
stock is more variable and it is more likely to be injured
in the nursery row by leaf fungi ; therefore, as a matter
of practice, the Myrobalan has very generally supplanted
it. In the southern states the peach is largely used as
a stock upon which to grow Plums, and it seems to be
gaining favor in the North. It is undoubtedlj- a very
excellent stock for sandy lands, and, in fact, is proba-
bly better for such lands than the Myrobalan itself.

Some varieties— of which Lombard and Fre- ^h Dam-
son are examples— do not take well on the peach. The
Japanese Plums are commonly worked upon the peach.
The Marianna stock, which is much recommended in

the South, has not found favor in the North. Some
varieties of Plums are such slow and crooked growers
in the nurseries that it is advisable to top-graft or
bud them on some strong and straight stock. The Lom-
bard is no doubt the best stock for this purpose now
grown by nurserymen. The old Union Purple is one of
the best stocks, but it is not much grown at the present
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time. Reine Claude, (lemian Prune, Copper, are prob
ably best when top-worked on soiue Ntron*; »tofk. For
many native varieties, Hee<llinKH of vigorous natives, as
of (iolden Beauty and Wnyland, make excellent stocks.
Americanas shouid be worked on their own Heedlincs,
at least in the North. In the South they are often
budded on Marianna.
Plum trees are usually planted when two years old

from the bud, although some of the strong-jfrowinj;
kinds may be planted at a year old with the very best
results. As a nile. Plum trees are planted about as far
apart as peaches are, that is, from If) to 20 feet apart
each way. Many >;rowers prefer to plant them closer one
way than the other an«l eventually to stop cultivation in

one direction. If this system is i. -d, they nu»y be placed
18 or 20 feet apart (me way, aiHi from 8 to Vj feet the
other way. When ])lHnted. the trees are pruned in essen-
tially the same way that apjtie trees are. It is generally
atlvisable to start tops as low as possilde and yet allow
of the working; of the ctirculio catcher below them. This
means that the limbs shcmld start from ',i to 4 feet above
the >froun<i. With the modem implements and methods
of tillage, there is little inconvenience in working the land
if tops are started as low as this. The subsequent prun-
ing of the Plum tree has no special difficulties. About
four or five main limbs are allowed to form the frame-
work of the top, and in most varieties, especially those
which are not very tall growers, the central trunk or
leader may be allowed to remain. The fniit of the
Domesticas is borne mostly on spurs, as shown in Fig.
1858. These spurs, therefore, sliiuild not be removed
unless it is desired to thin the fruit. In the Americanas
and the Japanese varieties, the fruit is borne both ou
spurs and on the annual axial growth.

Insectn and Diseases. — Thi^ black-knot is one of the
most serious Plum diseases. It is best kept in check by
systematically cutting it out. The grower should go
over his orchard for it in the sunmier time and again as
soon as the leaves fall. If trees are thoroughly sprayed
every year with Bordeaux mixture for the leaf-blight

fungus, the black-knot will make comparatively little

headway in the orchard.
The blight, which causes the leaves to fall in August

or September, is one of the most serious diseases in
the Plum orchard; but the disease can readily be kept
in check by thorough spraying with Bordeaux mixture
two or three times during the summer. The mixture for
spraying Phims should be weaker than for apples, par-
ticularly for the Japanese varieties.

The fruit-rot is the work of a fungus. Many times
the dead and dried fruit may be seen hanging on the
tree all winter, as shown in Fig. 1859; and in such cases
it is very likely that tli' fruit-spur may be killed, as the
upper one in the picture has been. In handling this
disease, the first consideration is the fact that some

1853. Early Red, one of the Russian Plums (X %).

varieties are much more susceptible to it than others.

The Lombard is one of the worst. Again, if the fruit

grows in dense clusters, the disease is more likely to be
severe. The thinning of the fruit, therefore, is one of
the very best preventives of the spread of the disease^
and at the same time, also, one of the most efficient

means of increasing the size, quality and salableness of

the product. Thorough spraying with Bordeaux mix-
ture is a specitlc for the trouble.
The curculio, which causes wormy fruit, can be held

in check by the jarring process, hm deiicribed under
Peach.
For literature on Plums, see Waugh's "Plums and

Plum Culture;" Bulletins by Waugh, (lOflf and Crai;:,
chiefly on Native Plums. Bull. 131. Cornell Exp. Sta.

Moldavka. a Russian Plum ( X %)

(from which the above account is adapted): bulletins
of Cornell Kxp. Sta. on Japanese Plums, and also Nu.
38 on Native Plums. l^ jj^ g_

Cl'LTiVATioN OF NATIVE Pn'MS. — Approximately 300
varieties of Plums, derived chietly from G native types,

are now propagated by Anierican nurserymen and
planted in American orchards. A large number of
these varieties are comparatively worthless, and nnist
presently be <liscarded. A creditable minority, however,
has qualities of absolute and considerable merit, and
may be looke«l on as permanent additions to our pomo-
logical wealth. The native varieties are now propagated
and planted by thousands annually, both for home use
and for market. For certain culinary purposes many of
the natives are superior; and in many places, particu-
larly in states of middle latitude, they are the most
profitable market Plums grown.
The Americana Plums are especially qualifled to with-

stand the severity of northern winters. They are su-

perlatively hardy. They are practically the only Plums
grown in the cold northwestern states (except the com-
paratively unimportant Nigras and the Miners) and their

usefulness in northern New England and middle I'anada
is limited only by the extent to which they are knowji.
Their cultivation has been developed to a special degree
in Iowa, Wisconsin, Minnesota, and adjacent states, p^or

this region they must be propagated always on Americana
stock. This stock has other advantages besides its har-
diness, and it is rapi<lly coming into extensive use for

all sorts of Plums in the northwest. The sand cliern,'

is sometimes used as a stock, but has not yet passed the

experimental stage. It dwarfs Americana Plums worked
on it. It is perfectly hardy.
The Americana Plums are wayward and awkward

growers. With many varieties it is impossible to make
a comely orchard tree. They do not appear to take
very kindly to pruning; and the usual method has been
to let them very much alone. Careful pruning dur-

ing the first few years, directed with a view to forming
an open top on comparatively few supporting main
branches, will do something toward shaping the trees:

but with our present knowledge, no extensive prunimr
can he. recommended for mature trees. The method
of heading-in, as often practiced with the Doinestica
Plums, is especially unadapted to the Americanas.
The Americana Plums are early and very prolific

bearers. Overbearing is a habit and a serious fault with
most varieties. Extensive thinning of the fruit is in-

<lispensable. The trees are sometimes severely attacked

by shot-hole fungus, and thorough spraying with Bor-
deaux mixture is necessary. The fruit-rot (nionilia) at-

tacks all the native Plums more or less, and must be

controlled by Bordeaux mixture. See Sprayivg.
The Nigra groxip has two or three important varie-

ties of superior hardiness, as Cheney and Aitkin. In

general they bloon> earlier, and fruit less heavily theu

the Americanas. Their habits and culture are the same.
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The Miner-like varieties* are hardly to be diHtin-

Ifiiished from tiie Aiuericanus in any way. They have
pra<'ti«'ally the same jfe^Kfttphical raiij^e, and may be
given the name treatment iu the orchard.

Tilt? Way land jfroup ineludes several varieties <tf

great value, enpecially for the South. Of these Way-
laud. Cfoldeii Beauty. Morenian, Benson, and Kanawha
may be mentioned. They are not to be reeommended
generally for lo<'alities n<»rth of Massachusetts and Ne-
braska, their northern limit being «letermined less by
their non-hardiness than by the very late ripening. This
habit of late ripening, combined with very late bloom
ing, makes them desirable for late marketing, particu-

larly in southern markets. They are very prolitlc and
constant bearers. The trees are free-growing, usually

of rather spreading habit, and will bear heading-hack
(tetter than the Americanas. The pruning knife, if used
in season and with good judgment, will assist in nuik-

ing comparatively open-headed and amiable trees of

these varieties.

The Wild (roose group includes varieties like Wild
<J<K)se, Milton, Wttoton, and Whitaker, specially adapted
to the latitude of Maryland, Kentucky and Kansas. The
same varieties 8uc«*ee«l only less well southward; l)Ut

are not generally valuable to the north of this line. For
the section named, the varieties of this class have un-
f|uestionably been the most profitable Plums grown up
to the present time. They are propagated chietiy on
peach, Marianna and Myrobalan. These stocks are all

f;iirly satisfactory, though not equally good for all va-

rieties ; but when peach stocks are used the union
should be made by whip-grafting on the peach root.

Otherwise the peach stock comes above the ground and
is a prey to the peach borer. The trees are mostly
rapid, willowy, rather zigzag growers; and are amena-
ble to the pruning knife in about the same degree as
the Wayland-lik(i varieties already mentioned. Whit-
aker makes an open-headed tree without niuch trouble.

So does Sophie. Wild Goose is more inclined to be thick
and thorny in the top, but may be thinned carefully to

make an accessible head. Milton is much like Wild
<}oose. Wooton makes a fine vase-form top. which, with
a little timely pruning, is almost ideal. Wilder, James
Vick, and some others, are prone to make thick, bushy,
thorny tops, and are hard to manage. These vari«'ties

are all considerably subject to shot-hole fungus, which
often strips them of their foliage in midsummer. They
are mostly thin-skinned and liable to crack at ripening
time, especially if the weather is wet. They should be
picked rather green for shipment, the point to be ob-
served being that they have attained their full size,

rather than that they are dead ripe.

The Chica!>aw varieties are very effective poUinizers
for all the Wild Goose and Japauese varieties blooming
at the same rime; but very few of them have sufficient

value in themselves to make them profitable orchard
trees. A few varieties. like Munson an«l McCartney,
are still planted for their own fruit; but in general
they have been displaced by other types of Plums. The
trees are mostly bushy, thorny and thick-topped, some-
times so thick and thorny that the blackbirds can
hardly get in to steal the fruit. It is difficult to prune
them enough to make really satisfactory troes. The
( -hicasaw Plums are specially adapted to the southern
states, though Pottaw^attamie, an excei)tionally hardy
variety, succeeds as far north as southern Iowa and
central Vermont. They propagate readily on any kind
of stocks.

Other types of native Plums, such as the Sand Plum,
the Beach Plum, the Pacific Plum, etc., are not suffi-

ciently numerous in cultivation for their treatment to
have been determined.
Hybrid Plums of various strains are now beginning

to come to the fore. Most of these hybrid varieties
resemble rather strongly one or the other of their par-
ent species; and the best that can be said regarding
their culture at this early day is that they may be safely
treated like the varieties which they most closely re-

semble. Wickson. President and perhaps Climax, with
some others, resemble the Simon Plum, and ought to
have much the same treatment, that is. practically the
S'lme treatment as the Japanese varieties. Gonzales,
Excelsior, Golden and Juicy, on the other hand, resem-

V>le the Wild (;(M>se type, and may have the same general
treatment us Wild Goose.

All the native Plums, with very unimportant excep-
tions, require cross-pollination. For tlie most part,
however, they are fully inter-fertile, so that a given va-
riety will indlinate any tttlier variety, proviiling the two
bloom at the same time. Simultaneous Idooniiiig is of
chief importance in a4ljusting varieties to one another
for cross-pollination. To determine which varieties
bl(*om together, careful observations should be made in

the orchard and recorded, or recourse must be luul to
the published tables. Pollinatitm is effected chiefly,

if not exclusively, by the bees, so that their presence
shouhl be encouraged.
Most of the native Plums make comparatively small

trees, so that they may be set si>nuwhat close together
in orchard-planting, say 12 to 20 leet apart, usually
a)M>ut 15 feet. Some varieties, particularly in the
South, need 20-.30 ft. space. l*utting a Plum orchard
down to grass is not admissible under any circum-
stance-*; but cultivation should cease with the first of
July, or certainly by the mid<lle of .Inly; for the native
Plums are especially liable to make too much late sum-
mer growth. High mantiring of the soil is not usually
necessary, or even desirable: yet something consider-
ably short of starvation will be found the best treat-

ment for native Plums. F. A. Waioh.
The Pi.t'm in California. — The cultivation «»f the

Plum in California differs widely from that in the
other Plum - producing sections of the U. S. Here
the dreade<l curculio is unknown, and while the equally
dangerous black - knot has been found infesting a
native wild cherry ( P. demixxd ) it has never been
observed in cultivated orchards. The former has I.een

kept out by rigid inspecti(m and quarantine regula-
tions, and the latter is undoubtedly held in check by
the existing climatic con«litions— excessive dryness be-
ing unfavorable to its development. Here, then, the
most delicate varieties of the Old World find a very
congenial home, and therefore, unlike the prevailing
custom of much of the eastern IMum -growing, form the
basis of practically all orchard planting. In early min-
ing days the California native Plum {Pntvv» Huhcor-
(lata) was frequently cultivated, and before the introduc-
tion of European standard varieties attempts were made
to improve the fruit by the usual methods of selection.

Some very promising results were obtained; but since
the demonstration of the great success of the more
delicate and higher-flavored varieties, there has been
little incentive to the lise of the native species. There
are two varieties, the type being a low shrub, rarely
over '.i ft. high, branching from the ground; the fruit

oblong, about % in. long, "almost the shape and color

of a Damson when ripe," but the pulp is described as
"inferior."' The other variety (KiJUhujH) f<trmsa larger
shrub, from 10 to 1.5 ft. high, with larger fruit, round,
yellowish in color and much more acceptable, both for

eating and preserving. The two varieties are usually
found associated, "growing in patches at the heads of
ravines, on rocky hillsides and in open woods.'" The
larger variety is not so widely distributed, and seems
to have reached its highest state of perfection in the
Sierras, where (in Sierra county) it is still preferred in

the local markets, and where, it is said, the imported
varieties "do not pay for the picking."
With the Plum fruits might also be mentioned the

"oso berry," or so-called "(^ilifornia false Plum " (N%(t-

tdltin cerasiforntis), a shrub sometimes 15 ft. high, and
found "in moist places and the north sides of hills

from San Luis Obispo northward." The bark is

smooth, much resembling that of the Plum or cherry;
the fruit is plum-like, pulpy, when ripe covered with a
deep })lue l)Ioom, hanrlsome in appearance, and has
been used in the kitchen for making pies, preserves,
and the like, though it is rather bitter to the taste. So
far as known, no attempts have been made to improve
it by cultivation.

It seems hardly fair to make a distinction between
"Plums" and "pnines" in discussing this subject from
the California standpoint. With the exception of the
differences in the preparation for market, what may
be said of the Plum applies as well to the prune: for

a prune is simply a Plum which dries sweet without

87
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removing the pit. In most uf the rarietie.s of Flunix
there oorurs u ffmientatiou around the pit in the pro-
cess of drying, which prevents their bfin^ HUOfeHsfully
dried without its removal; these are iinown as "I'huns."
The prune varieties are, however, much sweeter and
contain less acid; but the main distinction is in their
adaptability of drying wh«>Ie. As Californii* has to tind

distant marliets for most »»f her immense fruit crops, it

follows, then, that by far the greater j)ortion of her
Plum areas are devoted to the production of prunes.
Some pittetl dried Plums have been prepared, but the
small favor with which they have been received does
not warrant the extra expense and labor of pitting.

Some varieties are caune<l, and marketed in that way:
but by far the greater portion «»f the n-al Plum product
is marketed in the fresh (not canned) state both in l(K'al

and distant cities. See Prinif.

The Plum has an exeeedingly wide range in Califor-

nia. It is not limited to any purticular r«'gi«m of the
>»tate, but is thrifty and healthy on the iiiiincdiute coast,

in the interior ancl coast valh'j's and Wfll up int<» tht

f»»othills. This is perhaps most strikingly shown by
the fact that every county in the state, except two, per-
haps (one being the city of San FVancisco), contains
i*lum or prune orcliards. or both. WhtMi it is considered
that this covers an area of nearly l(iO.(KM) sijuare miU's,
extending through 9^X degrees «)f latitude, a fair esti-

mate of the adaptability of this fruit to varying condi-
tions of soil and climate will be obtained. Bj' choosing
varieties ripening in succession. tl;e California Plum
season may be extended from May to Decemt)er. It is

not surprising, then, that the acreage devoted t«» Plums
antl prunes is one of the largest in the state, reaching a
total of nearly r)r),(K)() acres, an aggregate of nearly
(J.OJO.OOO trees, of which alMJUt seven-eighths are prunes.
Alameda county leails in the acreage of Plums with
2,000 acres an«l Santa Clara in prunes with 8, 0(H) acres.

This great industry lias developed since the discovery of
gold. The early Mission plantinjjs ( 170;)-182:{) inchided
varieties of European Plums, a few of which were able
to survive after the aban(b)nnient of the Missions in 18^J4

1855. Voronesh Yellow, a Russian Plum of recent introduction.

(Xra.) (See page 1:172.)

by reproducing themselves by suckers. One variety

found at Mission Santa Clara was grown and marketed
as the "Mission Prune "as late as 1870. The introduction

of improved Plum varieties, however, dates back to 1851.

when the first grafted fruit trees were brought to the

state by Seth Lewelling from Oregon, where he and his

brother had established nurseries in 1847. Prior to this

introduction, however, the miners were supplied with

fruit of the native Plums, and it is prol)able, therefore,

that the need of Introduced varieties of this fruit was
not at first felt; hence, the adaptability of Califoma to

the production of the superior imported varieties was
not recognized until some years later. The first impor-

tation of prune cions from France by the U. S. Patent

Office in 18."»4 did not reach California. It was not until

Iwo years later that Pierre Pellier brought with him to

San Francisco a small package of cionti from the fa-
mous prune district of Agen, in France. Notwithstand-
ing their long, perilous journey, the preciouH cutting'*
arrived in fairly goo^l condition and were at once sent to
Pellier's brother, Louis, who bad already established a
nursery antl fruit garden in the Santa Clara valley,
upon a portion of the site of the present city of S«ii
.Fost^. From these cuttings a numlier of trees were pro-
duced w'ljch succeede<l admirably, and eventually were
distributed through different He<'ti«)n» of the state, but
principally in the Santa Clara valley, which to this day
remains the center of the California prune industry, iti

18(».'{ the first Calif«>rnia-grown an<l -cured prunes'were
exhibited at the State Fair in Sacramento; but it whs
not until 1870 that planting on a commercial scale was
begun. Throuij:h the seventies, and especially after
1878, numerous orchards were set out, until in IhSl some
of the larger growers were producing between five and
six tons of cured fruit. Since 1881 the growth of tlnr

prune in«lustry has been marvelous, until now there ate
gr<»wers whose annual produ«'ts reach hun<lre«ls of tons.
The total output of the state was over 125,000,IKK) pounds
in IIWO, with many young trees not yet in bearing. In
1888 the Uniteil States imported 8.1,000,000 pounds of
I*Iums and prunes. Since that time the importations
have ste*adily declined until at present they are less than
800,000 pounds. The home pro«luct, the greater part of
which, it is safe to say, comes from California, is thus
gradually reidatring the foreign-grown article.

Considerable difficulty was at first encountered in

the selection of the proper grafting stocks. Naturally
the native species were the first to suggest themselves
an«l were used to some extent. But they were soon found
to be unsatisfactory, mainly on account of their persist-

ent habit of 'urkering, and dwarfing effect. The oso-
berry, or False Plum, has also been used: it also dwarfs
the tree.^ and causes earlier ripening of the fruit. Many
other American varieties have been tried as grafting
stocks, but the persistent root-cutting brought al>out by
the necessary summer cultivation in this state causes
such heavy suckering that they have been abandoned.
Peach, apricot and almond roots and suckers of the
Mission Prune and Damson were used, but consider-
able difficulty was again encountered. The peach has
proved the best. The apricot and almond can only be
used in special cases, and double-working is almost
always necessary; for, although some Plums "take"
and grow on these stocks, the union is frequently im-
perfect, and instances are on record rvhere the tre<'S

have broken off at the graft after reaching the bearing
stage. The introduction of the Myrobalan or French
cherry-plum (Primus cerasifera) and its adoption as a
grafting stock for Plums and prunes have greatly sim-
plified nuitters for the California orchanlist. It does not
sucker, and experience has shown that in California it

succeeds in low, moist lands, in comparatively dry soils

and in stiff upland clay soils. It thus has become the all-

round Plum stock in California; despite the dwarfing
habit attributed to it by some, it has proved sufficiently

free-growing in this state to suit all purposes, and to

form a good foundation for full standard trees. On deep,
mellow loam soils, specially adapted to the peach, that

root is still preferred for Plum stock; but many varie-

ties, e.g., the Columbia, Yellow Egg and the Washing-
ton, do not unite well with it, and cannot, therefore, be
worked directly upon it. This is equally true of the

almond, which is used in loose, warm or rocky foothill

soils, and the deep, light valley loam? where some ex-

cellent results with its use as a stock for the French and
Fellenberg prune have been reported. The Myrobalan,
then, is used almost entirely, except in special cases ; but
lately some murmurings of dissatisfaction with its last-

ing qualities (supposedly from the use of cuttings)
have been heard; so that the question of an all-satis-

factory grafting stock for the Plum in California may
be still considered an open one.

There has been much discussion over the desiraV>ility

of propagating the Myrobalan stock from cuttings or
seeds. It is said that the roots from a cutting, be-

ing fibrous and coming from one point, cannot form
a proper system for the support of the tree, though
some old orchards worked on cutting roots are still

thrifty. It must be admitted that the seedling gives a

MHMHMI Hi
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much more ftprvadin^ aii«l titning niipporting syotem of

root.s. This haa rutne to (>e Keiierally recognizeil,

an«l !*et'dlin -h an* now usually th« rule. This is all-

iiiiportniit in California, for there the r«M»tH of all plants

nmst necessarily go <le«'p for their moisture and nour-
ishii'^'nt. In fu«'t, deep-rtK)tin>f is the rule beyond all

common exj>ectation; thus alniond roots the thick-

ness of one's thumb have been found at udeptli of '2'2

feet— one «»f the many instances of the characteristic

conditions of California a>;ricultural practice

Propajration is by both buds and grafts. The usual
practice is to bud the young stm'k in July and August,
and then in January and February following all those
which have not taken can be grafted, thus securing two
chances. When peach or almond is used as stock,

budding alone is done, as these stocks have been found
to take the jfruft po<jrly. The trees are not allowed to

remain in nursery longer than one year after budding,
and in many cases are set out the spring following, as

"dormant buds." In California the
necessity of deep and thorough prepa-
ration of the land before planting the
young trees <*annot be too strongly em-
phasized ; for here the young trej
must have every facility for getting
its roots deeply and firmly established
at the beginning, in order to enable it

to withstand successfully the heat and
«lroiiirht of the long, arid summer.
There has been much difference of
opinion as to the proper distance for

setting the trees apart an<l the mode
of laying out the on-hanl. In early
days the tendency was to rather close

planting, in s«>me cases as chise as 16

feet ; but experi»'nce soon «iemonstrate<!

the undesirability of too close proxim-
ity, and later plaiitintfs wereniadi' with
wider distances, uiitil fronj 20 to 24
feet has come to be the rule. The lay-

ing out of orchards has caused much
discussion, some assertin^r that the
quincunx, hexagonal, an«l triangular
systems secure better use of the land
and allow better ai'cess to plow and
cultivator than do the planting in

stjuares. The scjuare system, how-
ever, has come to be most generally used. The style

of tree was the next point of contention among the
growers; but experience soon decided in favor of the
low-headed tree of the vase-form, with rather more
branches than usual. The early, high-hea«led, sprawl-
ing trees have now practically disappeared from the
California orchards, notwithstanding the strong ob-
jecti(ms at first offered against the low trees on the
score of impe<ling easy cultivation. The prejudices
have been overcome by the appreciation of the many
advantages of a low, '^ stocky" tree, and the introduc-
tion of improved implements. The rule now is to cut
back the young trees at planting to from 18 to 24 inches.
Until the top is formed the stems are protected, by
whitewashing or wrapping with burlap, from the hot
afternoon sun. The first year from .3 to 5 branches are
allowed to grow from the stem, and these used to form
the main limbs of the tree. From this time the prun-
ing is done according to the usual methods for the
vase-form tree, with the exception perhaps that se-

verer cutting-bd<?k is practice. 1 at first in order to give
strength and stockiness to the limbs. In California
the Plum is a most remarkable grower, often send-
ing out shoots 10 feet long in one season and prone
to overbear ; and when anything but the severest
shortening-in system during the first two seasons, at

least, is adopted, the trees very soon break down with
their loads of fruit. This has been emphasized again
and again in some of the earlier improperly pruned
orchanls, where even propping proved ineffectual; the
branches break at the bearing of the props, and when
they do not break are so badly damaered from sunburn
(to which the bark is extremely sensitive) that the tree
is irreparably injured. After the third or fourth sea-
son the growth of wood is much less and usually the
pruning operations are confined to keeping the tree in

hhape, removal of dead or damaged branches and short-
ening-in the current season's growth to keep the young
twi^s in a vigorous growing condition an<l to prevent
overbearing.
One interesting exception to the usual prai-tice might

be mentioned here. On some very rich, m»»ist Intttom-

latids of the San Joa«{uin valley the long, slender
bratiches an* not cut bai-k; in fact, they are encouraged
by pruning back to the crown. The long, arching "canes"
are allowed to remain until they have prmluced a crop
(which they •) in the j»econd season with the jrreatest

profusion!, tlx' ends resting upon the ground as the fruit

Kains weight. When these dr«H>p too low, they are cut
ba«'k to the crown, when others will be protluced to take
their places. In this way enormous crops of fruit are
producetl on these lands, where, with ordinary treatnient,
the trees would run entirely to w«M»d.

Thoroujrh and persistent tillage is one of the first

principles of the California orchardist, for w^ith him

1856. Damson Plum {X%). (3«e page 1373.)

the absence of summer rains makes the conservation
of the winter rainfall an absolute necessity. Even
in the summer-irrigated districts the soil is tilled and
kept loose as soon as it is in proper condition, and no
weeds allowed to rob the trees of the precious fluid. I'p

to three years ago, practically all the prune and Plum
crop was produced without simimer irrigation. Winter
irrigation was often practiced and ^he water conserved in

the soil by the usual methods of tillage. But the season of
18i>7-8 was one of the driest iti the history of the state,

with less than one-third of the usual amount of rainfall.

The use of summer irrijration was in some instances the
only salvation of the trees. The installation of pum]>ing
plants and irrigation systems thereby received a great
impetus, until, to - day, many orchards of importance
are thus equipped, and the use of summer irrigation bids
fair to remain a permanent practice, at least in the pro-
duction of prunes.

,

As yet the California Plum-grower (and this indeed is

generally true for all deciduous fruits) has hardly felt

the need of extensive fertilization. The soils of the arid
regions generally possess such high intrinsic fertility,

and the tree-roots have such great depths from which
to draw the nourishment and sustenance, that thus far
they have been able to produce the enormous crops taken
from the land without replenishment of the natural sup-
plies. In some of the older orchards, however, the need
of fertilization is beginning to be felt. In a great many
the main deficiency has been foimd to be vegetable mat-
ter, and, consequently, nitrogen. The extremely fine

tilth which has been maintained has resulted in the de-
struction of all natural green growth and the "burning
out " of the humus, and has necessitated the call for a
prreen-manure crop. This problem is rendered more dif-

ficult in California by the fact that any such crop must
be produced during the winter months and be ready to
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plow-in with the beginning of tillage in March : for no
summer-growing crop can be allowed in the orrhanl.
Tbe matter has been under investigation at the Califor-
nia Experiment Station for some years, and after many
trials of native and exotic legumes, three species of
European lupins {L. pilosus, var. roseus and var.

1857. Flowers of native plv...is.

Pratius .1 m^Turana on the left

;

P. anijustifoUa on the right.
(See page 1374.)

1858. Fruit-spurs of a
Domestica Plum.

The letters indicate the
termination of annual
growths. (.See page 1374.)

ccerulens, L.angustifolius), and the "hairy vetch "( Vicia
villosa ) have been found to be the most promising. From
numerous analyses of California soils, Professor Hil-

gard has found them g-^nerally wel' sui>plied with lime
and potash, with nitrogen and phr horic acid not over-
abu idant. It is, then, these latter which will have to he
supplied first, and such has been the advice given to

growers.
As mentioned above, the Plum has few serious ene-

mies in California, and none which cannot be held in

check by spraying and other treatment. Upon the leaves
the Plum aphis and the canker worm have given some
trouble. Lately, the "peach moth" has been found at

work on the prune trees, but not to any serious extent.
The trees, too, are sometimes subject to the attacks of
scale insects; the black scale (Lecattium, olea), apricot
scale (L. Armeni<tctnn), frosted scale {L. pniitiosum)
and pernicious scale {Aspidiotus perniciosHs) being the
most frequent; all of which, however, the California
fruit-grower has learned to keep in check, and in some
cases even to era<iicate. The crown root-knot has also
caused considerable trouble. The cause of this disease
has been lately demonstrated by Toumey to be a "slime
mold" (Dentlrnphagus glohosus). Relief has been se-

cured by cutting olf the knots and painting the wounds
with Bordeaux mixture.

In California some fruit is usually borne the third
year; in the fourth a fairly profitable crop is expecte<l;

the fifth from 50 to 60 pound 3 per tree should be pro-

diiced, which ought to double in the sixth, and after
that from 150 to 300 pounds is the rule. These figures
apply mostly to the prunes; mai ,. of the Plums are two
or three years later in coming into full bearing. From
200 to lUH) pounds are considered the average at full bear-
ing in the Santa Clara valley. In scmie instances 600 and
even 800 pounds have been producetl, and a 6-year-old
tree at Visalia (San Joaquin valley) is credited with
1,102 pounds fi fruit in one season.

It would be impossible to enumerate a full list of the
varieties actually in successful cultivaticm within the
state. Such a list would probably include everj' note-
worthy variety of Domestica Plum. Many, however,
despite excellence of (lua'ity and flavor, are suited
only for home-growing, or at most for lo<*al markets, on
account of poor shipping qualities. For this reason

large scale isthe number of varieties planted on
being constantly reduced.

Experience has demonstrated the superiority of some
varieties for certain climatic regions and general market
conditions, and these have come to be recognized as
standard. At the head of the list stands the Prune
d'Agen, the originally introduced French prune, which
has proved itself adapted to more varying conditions
than any other variety, and is therefore perhaps the
most generally planted variety of fruit in the state.

For some time its identity as the true French prune was
disputed ; but from authentic samples submitted to

them, French experts have decLired it to be of the
true d'Ente type of the Agen district, both in botanical
characters and in sweetness and flavor. It is, of course,
used chiefly for c "ing. In the sume category belong
the Robe de Sergeant, Imperial Epineuse, Silver and
Sugar— all standard drying prune varieties. The Robe
de Sergeant has been supposed by some to be a syno-
nym of the Prune d'Agen, and is so considered in

'^rance; but in California it is grown as a distinct va-
riety. The fruit is larger, usually more highly flavored,

and has commanded higher prices in the San Francisco
market. The tree, however, has not proved so widely
adaptable, and is in disfavor in the coast valleys on
account of defective bearing; in the interior it is more
satisfactory. The Silver prune (an Oregon seedling of

Coe Golden Drop) is also a defective bearer in some
districts, and is used mostly in the preparation of

"bleached prunes," for which it has proved quite profit-

able in some instances. It is sometimes marketed in

the fresh state also. The Imperial Epineuse is a recently
introduced French variety and is fast becoming very
popular. So far as tried it has proved very profitable,

especially in the Santa Clara valley, where many or
chards have been grafted over to it. The fruit is ver^'

large and handsome, and actual analysis h.as showr
to contain 2 per cent more sugar
than the ordinary French. It

must be distinguished, how-
ever, from the "Imperial," a va-
riety very much inferior in

flavor and sweetness and not
nearly so satisfactory. Luther
Burbank's new Sugar prune
(introduced two years ago)
base<» its claims upon superior
sweetness and flavor, together
with fair medium size. It has
noi yet been long enough under
trial, however, to .lustify any
remarks regarding its merits as
a commercial variety. The Ger-
man prune, Italian! Fellenberg),
Golden prune, Hungari an
(Pond Seedling), and Tragedy
are varieties sometimes used for
curing, hut are frequently
shipped green a.^ "Plums." Of
these the Germait is perhaps
the most extensively used. The
Italian succeeds well along the
coast in places liable to fogs
or sea winds, where the French is not at its best.

It is valuible as a late variel; , and is said to dry
excellently, as does also the Golden, an Oregon seed-

ling. The fruit of the Hungarian (Pond) is very hand-

1859, Plum rot.

The nnimmy Plums hang
on the tree all winter.
(See page 1374.)
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some and showy, and is rated, on its style, a good seller

in both the local and distant markets. The Tragedy—

a

seedling of the old Mission prune — belongs, together
with the Clyraan (a California seedling), Giant (Bur-
bank's). Royal Hative, Simon and Peaeh, to the list of va-

rieties most popular for early market — especially for
eastern shipment. For canning, Coe Golden Drop and
the Imperial Gage are the most popular. The Brad-
shaw, Columbia, Damson, Duane Purple, Green Ciage,

Jefferson, Wa.shingtnn, and Yellow Egg are all higlily

regarded, and planted more or less widely, as they suit

the different climaiic regions. Many of the Japanese
Plums are represented in Califoriiia orchards. The
most prominent of these ha^ been the Kelsey, the
pioneer in this country of this class of fruits. In the
interior valleys it is in some disfavor on account of its

failure to develop color in these sections; but where it

colors. well it is profitable for shipping, and is highly
regarded everywhere for domestic use; lately the Bur-
bank and Wickson are largely replacing it. The Abun-
dance and Red June are very popular for early ship-

ment, while the Satsuma. Burbank; Xorman«l, and
Wickson (a Burbunk hybrid) are all highly esteemed,
especially for local market and domestic use.

During the past ten years elal)orate investigations of
the composition and food value of different Truits grown
in the state have been carried on at the 'California

Experiment Station, Many interesting re .•' '> 'r

been obtained, tending to show the vast i* lev.c^s

differing soil f»ivl climatic conditions iip-ai tne •;
< i

and quality >t ..le crops, Herein, too, may peii^u^., '^o

found sor explanation for the reason why the he n
grown fruits have so readily displaced the forei[ in

the markets of our country ; for the analyses na.
shown that our fruits are sweeter, more nutritious and
contain less mineral matter than the European. In the
average sugar percentages represented in the analysis
of the juice, the figures are 18 per cent to GA'i per cent
or about as 3 to 1 in favor of the California prune, lu
albuminoids, or flesh-forming substante, the average
percentages stand: for prunes, Califonjian 1.01 per
cent, European ,78 percent; for Plums, Californian 1.13

per cent, European .40 per cent. Here it may be men-
tioned that the California analyses have shown the tig

to stand highest in nutritive value, the apricot and
Plum second, and the prune and orange ab<mt equal for
third place. The figures for soil ingredients withdrawn
show the California crop to contain less than the
European, comparing as follows: European G.30 pounds
of ash per 1.000 pounds of fruit, r'alif< .an 4.8(5; for a
crop of .'{0.000 pounds, 189 pounds for European and
14.5.80 for Californian. The amounts of important soil

ingredients withdrawn per 1,000 ll)s. in California are:

of potash 3.1 pounds, lime .25 pound, phosphoric acid

.O.") pound and nitrogen 1.(52 pounds. From these figures,

the actual draft of the crop can be determined, and this,

with the knowledge of the amounts of available plant-

food in the soil, together with a consideration of its

physical conditi(ms, forms the basis of an intelligent

judgment of fertilization requirements.
See Wickson's "California Fruits and How to Grow

Them." the Reports of the California State Boar<l of
Horticulture, and the Reports and Bulletins of the Cali-

fornia Experiment Station.

Arnold V. Stub, .hauch.

PLUM, CHEERY. Pruntis eerasifera.

FLUM, COCOA. Chri/sobalamtis Icaco.

PLUM, DiiTE. Diospt/ron.

PLUM. GOVERNOR'S. See Flaconrtla Ramontehi.

PLUM, JAPAN. Properly Primus frifforn : improp-
erly applied to the Lequat, Erinhotrya •faponica.

PLUM, MA3MALADE. Lucuma mammosa.

PLUMBAGO (from Latin for JenH; because of some
ohl fratiitionl. Pliimbaifin<}(:e<f. Leadwort. About 10
species of subshrubs or herbs, somet nes climbing, in-

habiting warm countries, chiefly of l-^arope, Asia and
Africa. Leaves usually alternate and entire, various:
flowers spicate or racemose on the ends of the branches.

gamopetalous. salverform, the tube usually slender,
the corolla blue, violet, rose or white; calyx tubular,
5-toothed and somewhat angled, glandular; stamens 5,

free from the corolla-tube: ovary attenuated at the top,
the single style with 5 stigmas: fr. a membranaceous 5-

valved capsule. For P. La rpenf(P, consult Ceratostigmn.
Two species of shrubby Plumbagos, P. Capensis and

P. rosea, are deservedly well known. In the middle
and northern states they are treated as greenhouse pot-

plants and are usually turned out to flower in summer.
They are readily propagated by cuttings taken either in

the fall from plants growing in the open or in the spring
from stock plants. They require an intermediate
temperature.

A. Fh. blue .# kite

Cap^nsis, Thunb. Pig. 1800. Climbing shrub but a
straggling upright plant as grown under glass, some-
what glaucous, glabrous except in the inflorescence:

I860. Plumbago Capensis (X %).

Ivs. scattered, oblong-ovate to oblong-spatulate, nearly
or quite obtuse, narrowed into a short petiole: racemes
relatively short, the fls. sometimes appearing as if um-
belled: fls. azure-blue, with a very slender tul)e 1% in.

loi:g and several times longer than the glandular-hairy
'"Hndrical calvx-tube, the corolla-lobes obovate and
p. .x-like. S.Africa. B.M.2110. B.R.."):417. Gn.44.p.
381', 46, p. 245; 48, p. .344: .".8. p. 20. Var. Alba, Hort.,
has white flowers.—A well-known greenhouse plant.
Old plants turned into the soil in late spring in a sunny
exposure bloom profusely until frost. Plants struck
from fall cuttings also give good bloom the following
summer, but younger plants usually do not bloom so
well. Plants can be kept in a cellar durinir winter, or
they may be grown under glass for spring and summer
bloom. It is an excellent rafter plant. In southern
California it climbs trees 15 or 2() ft. higL if undis-
turbed.

Zeyl^nica, Linn. Half-climl)ing, glr jus except the
inflorescence, which is ghinduhir-hairy : Ivs. ovate ob-
tuse or acute, the base of the short-winged petiole clasp-
ing the j,tem: fls. white, shorter than in the above, the
exserted part of the tube scarcely longer than the obovate
retuse coroU .-' ^bes, the calyx glandular-hairy. Tropics
of Asia and Africa, and east to Austral" and Hawaii.
B.R. 32:23. — Little grown now, as it is inferior to the
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white-fl<l. form of P. Capcnsis. Distinffiiished from
that sipecies by its sbo- ter t\s. aiul different !vs.

sctodens, Linn. Trailing or climbing, glabrous: co-

rolla wbite witb muoronate lubes, the tube twiee longer
than the glandular-hairy ralyx-tube: Ivs. ovate-lanceo-
late to oblong-lanceolate, pointed, stalked. Trop. Amer.

A A. Fls. red.

rdsea, Linn. (P. satKjiihuii, Hort.?). Stem zigzag,
more or less climbing, glaV)rous even in the inflores-

cence: Ivs. large, ovate-elliptic, the short petiole some-
what clasping: lis. purplish red, in long racemes, the
corolla-lobes little if any exceeding the exserted part of
the tube, the calyx glandtilar-hairy. S. Asia. B.M. 230.
— Var. cocclnea, Hook. {P. vorrhtea, Salisb. ), is a form
with larger scarlet tls. B.M. '^Uui. (ing, 1:183. This is

the form chietly cultivated. Like P. (^tipetiHis, this spe-
cies is useful for summer bedding. It is also an excel-

lent subject for winter bloonung in pots. l_ |{^ g^

PLUME GBASS. L'ri(tnth>i.'< Ravetnur.

PLUMtRIA ( Charles Plumier.KUJV-lTOG.distinguished
French botanist; wherefore the genus should have been
spelled Plutnuriit). Apoctiuiicta . This includes the
showy tropical tree known as Frangipaui. properly P.
rxihrn. Plumerias are amongst the most fragrant of
tropical tiowers, vying in this respect with the jessa-
mine. ('aj»e Jasmine and tuberose. They have large,

waxy, funiu'l-shaped tls. with ."> spreading lobfs of white,
yelh)w, rose-purple or combinations of the three colors.

Choice specimens have been kninvn to bear dusters •» in.

across, composed of more than 20 Hs. each W^t in. across.
There ar«' alH>ut 40 s]»ecies, all tr«>pical Atut'rican. of
which 2 kinds at present are ottere<l in S. C'alif. and 2
in S. Fla. They are c*>nsi«ierably cult, in all tropical
lands. The word Frangipaui is supposed to be from the
French, fyam-hipituh v. coagulatecl milk, referring to
the tenacious white juice which exudes plentifully from
the wounded ]>lant. All species are likely to l)e called
Fransripani. P!un)erias are essentially summer-growing
plants. Kee]) rather dry in winter. Prop, by »'utti!'.gs

in Fel>ruary t:r March.
In general, the Ivs. are alternate, penninerved. the

primary veins joini'd to a nerve running parallel with
the margin : lis. in termiiuil 2-3-chotomous cymes :

bracts usually large ami covering the young buds but
deciduous long before anthesis; corolla-tube cylindrical
throughout: stamens includi'il. near the base of the
tube; disk wanting or Meshy and covering the tube of
the calyx: ovules in many series: follicles 2. The spe-
cies are much confused and imperfectly understood.

A. Fh. more rr less rosy.

rtlbra, Linn. Franoipani. Low tree or ehrub; Ivs.

5-8 in. long: cymes spreading : corolla-lobes broadly
oval, longer than the tube. 31ex. to (tuiana and Ecua-
dor ; naturalized in West Indies. B.R. 10:780 (tis,

chiefly golden, only the tips bright rose). B.M. 279.

AA. FIs. chief!
If white or i/eUow.

B. Lvs. narrow, ohloug-linear.

Alba, Linn. Lvs. rounded or acuminate at top. revo-
lute at margin, tomentose beneath; veins rectangular-
transverse, lis. white. W. Indies. P. hypoleio-ti, (ias-
parr, is probably a ctdor variety, with yellow flowers.

BB. Lvs. wedge -shaped to lanceolate.

acutifdlia, Poir. {P. acumi»<)fa, Ait.). Lvs. acumi-
nate, often 1 ft. or more long. 3 in. wide, broadly lan-
ce<date. with a Ion;? taperina: base: corolla-lobes oval.
Mex. B.M. ;!!».')2

( fls. white, much fluslu-d from the cen-
ter with pale yellow). /'. annninata of B.H. 2:114. with
its narrow oblong lobes and close, well-deflned golden
center, must be a different species. -^y^ jj^

POA (ancient Greek name for grass or fodder). Gra-
wi>i<<r. About 100 species, natives of temperate an<l
cold regions, mostly perennial grass«>s of low growth.
Several sp«'cies are cult, for forasre or ornament. Spike-
lets 2-(5-rt<l.. in i»pen panicb's. empty glumes shorter
than the fl. -glumes, awnless; n. -glumes keeled on back,

membranaceous, scarious margined, pointless, 5-nen-ed,
often clothed with soft hair.

arachnlfera, Torr. Texas Biae Grass. Culm 2-3 ft.

high: panicle contracted. ;{-8 in. long: spikelets I4 in.

long; first empty glume 1-nerved. sectmd 3-nerved;
fl. -glume copiously webby hairy at base. A native of
Texas, where it is a valuable forage grass. — It propa-
gates by rhizonjes and forms a dense sod. Rec<>n>-

mended as a winter pasture grass in the South. Easily
distinguished from the other species by its contracted
panicle and large spikelets.

prat^nsis. Linn. KKNTrrKV Bi.rE Grass. Jine
Grass. Fiir. 1M>1. Panicle jtyraniidal, oi>en, usually
.3-4 in. long: s])ikelets .'Mi-fld., ',; in. long; lower empty
glume 1-nerved, second .3 nerv»'d: fl. -glume hairy at

1861. June-grass— Poa pratcnsis (X 3'2). Flower enlarged.

base: culm usually 1-2 ft. high, forming a sod with its

copious rootstocks, its long, soft radical lvs. forming an
abundance of foliage. Native in the cooler regions of
the northern hemisphere. —A connnon pasture grass
through the middle portions of the Fnitt-d States. Its

most important horticultural use is for lawns, for

which purpose its habit and aggressiveness are emi-
nently adapted.

trivi^lis, Linn. R<>r(;H-STALKKr> ]\fEAnow Grass.
Resembh's P. pratensis, from which it differs by hav-
ing no creeping nwtstocks, taller stems, brancln-s of
panicle more slender and spreading, usually only 2-fld.

spikelets. and lateral n<'rves of fl.-gliujie much more
conspicm>us. Native of Europe, where it is a prominent
pasture grass, and rnther sparingly cult, in this coun-
try, where it is recommended for wet pastures. A va-
riegated form is described. F.S. 10: b)'.).").

compr^ssa. Linn. Known in the trade as Canada
BnE(JRASs (though it is probably not native to Can-
ada! and English Blue Grass, but the latter name is

«)ften applied to Festuca pratetisis. Distinguished fnmi
P. pratensis, which it resembles, by its blue-green f<di-

age, distinctly flattened culms, and its short aiul much
contracted panicles. Spreatls by rliiztnues. Native of
Europe an«l extensively naturalized in this country, be-

ing ftmiul in o{>en and rather sterile soil. — It is of little

value as a pasture grass except po: bly on sterile soil,

neinor^lis. Linn. W(h>i> Meaoow Grass. A tufted
perennial without running rootstocks. I'anicle ioiijlt and
narrow, with short branches: culms 1-3 ft.: empty
glumes 3-nervi'd, acumituite. Native of Eur.»pe aiul

cooler parts of America. — It is recommended for pasture
or lawn in shaded sittuvtions.

P. amdhilis.lAnn. Set* Eragrostis siKH'tabilis.— P. n^rmf ra,

Linu. Seeiiiyccriagraudis. A. S. UlTCHcocK.
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FODACH^NIUM ( Greek, raeanini; foot-shaped akene )

.

Compdsitif. Two species of Mexican shrubby composites
cult, chiefly for their large aud fragrant Ivs. The tis.

are sometimes hidden under the foliage. The heads are

about 1 in. across, with white rays and yellow disk,

about 20 or more in terminal flat-topped clusters, borne

in "winter and spring. P. pnniculatum is a rare and
costly store plant. The distinguishing feature of Po-
dat'hieniuni is the shape of the akene, it being con-

tracted at the base into a 'J-winged stipe suggesting the
shape of a foot.

Podtu'hieniums may be cultivated much like Ixoras.

They do best in awarmhouse. In the South they thrive

in the open. They are useful for their larue and sweet-
scented foliage. Prop, by cuttings of half-ripe wood.

panicul^tum, Benth. {Ferdhitfudu etninens. Hort*
Zitli<:>]ni>t t'ltiinin.'i, Hort. Cosmophfflliim cdcaliirfd-

lintn, C. Koch). Slightly branched, l>-ir> ft. high: Ivs.

distant, long-stalke«i, roundish in »>utliue, antrled or
witli few, distant, shallow, wide-aiigle<l teeth, scabrous
above, pubescent beneath. Mes., Guatemala. R.H.
ltJG2, p. no. H. A. SiEBRECHT and W. M.

PODALtRIA. See Baptisia.

PODOCARPUS (Greek pona, podos, foot, and karpos,
fruit; alluding to the conspicuous fleshy foor-stalks ot

most species). Inchuling yaffeia, Prumnopitys and
atachycdrpuii. Conifvnr. Ornanu'iital evergreen trees

or rarely shrubs, with alternate or sometimes opposite
and often 2-ranked sessile or short-stalked Ivs., small
tls., the staminate catkin-like and yellow, the pistillate

greenish and inconspicuous, and with rather siuull,

berry-like fr. borne on usually much tliickened fleshy
foot-stalks of dark purple or purplish violet color.

They are but rarely cult, in this country and only
a lapted for the soutiiern states and California, except
/*. itlphia, which is the hardiest aud may probably
r!irive as far north as Philadelphia, or even farther.
They f;^row best in well-drained loamy soil. In the
Nortli they are sometimes grown as v><>t-plants in green-
houses on account of their handsome foliage: a sandy
compost of loam and p^'at will suit the potted plants.

I'rop. by seeds or by cuttings of almost ripened wood
under glass; they are also sometimes grafte<l on any of
the species which can be had in quantity.

Tlie genus has more than 40 species, '•hiefly in tropi-

cal and subtropical mountains of S. America. \V. India.
Asia. Africa and Australia. Resinous trees, with linear
to elliptic entire Ivs.: fls. monircious or di<pcious. ax-
illary or subtenuinal, solitary or in spikes; the stam-
inate catkin - like, consisting of spirally disposed 2-

c.Mled anthers; the pistillate consisting of a scale *^n-

closing the ovule, with several bracts at the base, which
become usually much thickened at maturity, and form
a fleshy receptacle bearing at the t(.p the globular or
ovoid drupe- or nut-like seed: cotyledons 2. Some spe-
cies with the fls. in spikes and the fr. without fleshy
receptacle are referred by some botanists to Pninmop-
itys (Stachj'carpus). Many species are v.aluable tim-
ber trees in their native c<mntries, and the fleshy seed-
stalks of some are eaten.

A. Lvs. S-8 in. long.

macroph^lla, Don. Tree, attaining 50 ft., with ascend-
inir branches: buds and young unfolding Ivs. pinkish:
Ivs. alternate, linear-lanceolate, sometimes falcate, ob-
tusish or acute, bright green and glossy and with a
pmminent midrib above, pale beneath, .t-,") in. long,
about ?2 in. wide: fls. di(Pcious. staminate ones cylin-
dric. -'^t-lJ-a in. Ion:;: fr. ovoi<l, 'u-^a in. long, greenish,
bloomv, borne on a fleshv dark purplish violet recep-
tacle. Japan. S.Z. 2:1:5;!."

Japdnica, Sieb. Closely allied to the preceding and
probably a variety of it. Of U>wer growth: buds whit-
ish, young Ivs. greenish: Ivs. linear-lanceolate, acute,
4-S in. long: fls. and fr. unknown. Cult, ih .Tapan.
— .^ometinjes Ct phulotajus pt tlitncultita, var. faatiyiata
is cult, under this name.

AA. Lrs. %-l% in. lomj

nubigena, Lindl. Tree or shrub in cultivation: Ivs.

spreading, crowded, linear-la::ce3late. acute and nuicro-

nate, puigent, somewhat revolute at the margins, dark
green and with a prominent mitlrib above, with :: white
bands beneath, 1-1:?4 iu. long: fls. dioecious, the stami-
nate clustered, %-l in. long: fr. ovoid. ';» in. long, on
a fleshy receptacle, verv short-stalked. Chile. P.F.G.
2:102. G.C. III. 10:171.'

alplna, R. Br. Shrub or small tree, attaining l.l ft.,

with spreading branches : Ivs. in<listiiictly 2-ranked,
linear to linear-oblong, obtuse, mucronulate, dark green,
grooved or flat above, pale green beneath, ^3-% in. long:
fls. di(Pcious. the stami.iate solitary or clustered. abi;.it

.?3 in. long: fr. small, on a fleshy receptacle. Australia.

P. And}na, Pocpp. (Pniinnopitys elcgans. Phil. Stachycar-
pus Aiidina, Vau Tiejjh.). Tree, attaining 20 ft., with upright
or somewhat spreading brjinchcs : Ivs. indistinctly '-'-ranked,

line.ir, dark green al>ove, slightly glaucous bontatli. I j-ll^ in.

long: lis. in spikes; n^'cptiM-le not tleshy. Chile — /'. Btdinlli,
Hoibr.=P. Totara.— P. Vfiilnm, Rich. (P. salign:\. l>on). Tree,
attaining 6<) ft., .illie«l to P. nuvrophylla: Ivs. linear-l.-inceojato,

acute, slightly falcate, 3-4'o in. Jong: staminate Hs. chistored,
about 1 in. long. Chile, Peru.—i*. ihinensig. Wall. {V. macro-
phylla. v.ir. Maki, Sieb. & Zucc.). Closely allied to P. macro
phylla, but .a lower tree or sometimes shrub, with soniewh.'it
spreading branches: Ivs. shorter. li?4-3K in. long: staminate
tls. shorter. China; cult, in .Japan. S.Z. 2:l:U. R.H. lHih:41.—P. eoridcen. Rich. Tree, attaining .'H) ft., with sprpi.uing
branches; allie<lto P. ni.icrophyHa: lv«. l;>,nceoli«te. acununate.
2-4 in. long: fr. ovoid. .Jamaica. Sora»'times ("oplialotaxus
drupacea is cult, under this name — i*. elongnta. L'Herit.
Tree, attaining 70 ft., with whorled spreading branches: allieil

to P. m.v.'rophj'lla : Ivs. liuear-lanceolate, acute, alxiut 2 in.

long: staminate tls. soIitar>' or clustered. alKmt i?4 in. long: fr.

globose, /3 in. across. S. Africa.—/'. Jainnicengis, Hort =P.
Purdieana.— P. Koraidna, Sieb.^Cenlialotii.^ us pe<in;;culata.
var. fastigi.'it.-i.— /'. Sayiin, R. Br. (Xageia .l.ii)onica. b.-ertn.).

Tree, attaining 9t) ft., witli spreading, sometimes i>enduloiis
l)ranc]ies: Ivs. mostly opposite, ov;ite to oblong-lanceolate.
sbort-;icumin.'ite, 2-:!*2 in. long, bright green and glossy: {t.%
in. across, snbglobose. .Japan. S.Z. 2:1.'}5.—P. »cruY(>/a, Don
(P. mjicrophylla. Wall., not Don). Tr'^e. .illied to P. niacro-
pliylla, with whorled spreading hrandies: Ivs. lanceolate, acu-
minate, dark gn»en above, slightly glaucous l)eneath. 4-8 in.

long: staminate tls. solitary. 1 in. or more long. Himalayas.
B.M. 4aw. F.S. 8:708.— P. Pi/rduo/irt. Hook. Tree, to 120 ft.,

with whorled horirontjd branches: allied to I*. "i.icroph..Iia:

Ivs. ohlanceolate, obtuse, mucronulate, bright green, 2-1 in.

long. •* 4 in. wide. .Jamaica.—P. saligna. Don— P. Chilina.— P.
spicdta. R. Br. (Prumnopitys spicata, Mast.). Tree, attaining
soft.: Ivs. 2-ranked. linear, obtusisli. sessile. ^-Jls in. long: tls.

in spikes: recept.icle not thickened. New Zealand.—P. foji/VV

litt, Kunth. (Pnnnnopitys taxifolht. M;ist.). Tree, attaining (K)

ft., with spreading l)ranclies: Ivs. 2-ranked, linear, acute or ob-
tuse, aV)rupily narrowed into a short iH^iole: tls. in spikes: no
thickened re<vpt.icle. Peru. Columbia.— P. Totdra, Don. Tree,
attaining '.>n ft. witli siireading bran<'hes: allied to P. alpina:
Ivs. linear, acute or acuminate, %~\% in. long. New Zealand.

Alfred Rehdzk.

P0D6LEPIS ((Jreek, foot and .sf^^'; referring to the
unusual fact that the involucral scales have a foot-
stalk or ciaw). VompoaitiT. Ab<mt ItJ species of Aus-
tralian herbs with yellow, pink or |»urple rays, a few of
which are cult, as half-hardy animals, growing 0-12 in.

hifrh and bearing fls. which are chiefly interesting as
representing an intermediate stage between tlie common
type of conjposite with showy rays and the "ever-
lasting flowers," like Ilelichrysnm, in which the rays are
aborted and the showy parts are the stiff involucral
scales. In Podolepis the involucral .scales are generally
colored, but are thin and iu\Hrly tninsparent. and over-
lap one another instead of standing out like petals.

The grenus belongs to an unfamiliar group of composites
from Australia and the Cape.
The folio ring species are ann'ials with linear or lar.-

ceolate Ivs. and hemispherical involucres S-'.'4 ni. in
diameter. They need a poro\,s soil with full exposure
to the stin. and they also do well in pots. See An-
nnnls.

A. Color of ray.". yfUow.

B. Tnvolurral bracts acntt'.

can^scens, A. Cunn. ( P. affjxj.v, Sond. ). Rarely much
eTi^eediiiir 1 It.: inv(du<M-al bracts slightly or n,»t at all

rugi>s('; cl.Mws with broad scarious margins: rays 3—1-

lobed, slightly longer than the disk-fls.

BB. Involucral bmcts acuminate.

aristata, Benth. (P. chrysdntha. Endl.). Often ex-
ceeding 1 ft. ; involucral bracts not rugose, usually end-
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ing in a rigid point or awn. the claws of the inner ones
narrow and trlan<lular: ravs longer than tlie «li!<k-rts.,

3-4-lol)ed. R.H. 18:.7, p. "iG:}.

AA. Color of rays purple or lilac.

gracilis, Grah. Often exceeding 1 ft.: involucral
bracts obtuse: claws narrow, glandular: rays entire «>r

2-lobed, M in. long: pappus not thickenetl upwards. B.
M. 2iM)4 (disk-Hs. mostly purple, some vellow).

W. M.

PODOPHYLLUM (from Tournefort's anapodnphnUnm,
duck's-foot-leaf ; from a fancied resemblance in the foli-

age). Berheri<h\ee(T. May Apple. Mani>RAKE. Nearly
every American boy knows of a colony of Mandrakes and
has eaten May Apples. The ''apples " are yellowish, egg-
shaped frx'its about 2 in. long, and have a rather mawk-
ish taste. The leaves are very distinct, being shaped
like a round shield with 5-7 lobes. Mandrakes have two
kinds of Ivs.. the big solitary ones, and the smaller ones
in pairs. The large centrally peltate leaves have no
flower underneath. The flowers are nodding white wax-
like cups which spring from the fork of the htem. Tliey
have a rather unpleasant smell. There is a white butter-
fly which comes at nightfall and probably pollinates the
May Apples. One sometimes finds Mandrake blossoms
that seem to be double, but just as he is about to pick
the extra petals, a butterfly flies away.
Some parts of the Mandrake plant are emetic and poi-

sonous. Extract of Podophyllum is common in drug
stores. Man<lrakes are common in rich w^oods and copses
throughout the eastern Unite<l States. A colony of them
is most desirable for a wild garden. They are offered by
several dealers in hardy herbaceous perennials. They
are of easy culture, requiring deep, rich soil ancl partial

shade. They are useful only for spring effects, how-
ever, as the foliage dies down by midsummer or before.

Later - growing vigorous perennials, as F}lygonatnm
(/i'jantentn, may be associated with a planting of Man-
drake, to occupy the ground invthe later part of the
season. P. Emodi requires a moister situation, and
some prefer a peaty soil for it. Prop, by division or
by seed. What we call the Mandrake is not the Man-
drake of Old World history and romance, for which .see

Mandrnqora.
Podophyllum is a genus of four species,—one Ameri-

can, one Himalayan an<l two from China. Hardy per-

ennial herbs: sepals (}, petal-like: i)etals G-1); stamens
as many or twice as many as the pt-tals

;

pistil i (rarely several): berry with
many seeds, which are inclosed in

fleshy arils.

A. Fruits jfelloui.sh.

pelt§itum, Linn. May Apple. Max-
1>KAKE. Fig. 8;{7. Vol. II. Height 1-\M
ft.: Ivs. dark green, nearly 1 ft. across,

5-7-lobed, each lol>e 2-cleft: fls. about 2

in. across. Also calle<l Wild Lemon and
Hog Apple. B.M. 1819. (in. 21. p. 127.

I). 1.31. B.B.2:92. Nature's Garden 18G.
— Blooms in April and fruits in May.

AA. Fruits deep red.

Emddi, Wall. Lvs. .-J-o-lobed: fls.

white or pale rose: fr. large as a hen's
egsr. ])rilliaiit red. Himalayas. G. C.
II. 1S:241. — The f<diage is a tine bronzy
red in early spring.

F. W. Barclay and W. M.

PODOSTlGMA (Greek words referring
to tlie 'uct that the stigma has a foot or
stalk. Asclepiad(ice<e. This Tucludes a
halt'-haniy tuberous - rooted perennial
herb which grows a foot high or less

in low pine barrens from N. C. to Fla.

and bears in summer small greenish
yellow fls. The genus is closely allied

to Asclepias. and is distinguished by
having the hoods remote from the an-
thers at the base of the long column,
while in Asclepias the hoods are ap-

proximate to the anthers. See Chapman's Flora of the
southern U. S. and Gray's Syn. Flora of N. Amer.
pubdscens, Ell. Lvs. opposite, Imear-lanceolate. nearly

sessile : peduncles terminal and axillary, umbellately
several-fl«l. The only species. — Adv. by Gillett in 1881,
but presumalfly not hardy north.

POGONIA (Greek, beard ; alluding to bearded label-

lum). OrcJiidaceir. A genus of hardy terrestrial or-

chids: mostly small, perennial herbs, with erect slender
stems: fls. solitary or in racemes ; sepals and petals
free, erect or ascending: labellum sessile, with broad
base, spurless, with longitudiiuil ri«lges. Pogonias are
delicate plants requiring care in planting. The wood-
land species should have rich leaf-mold, with deep
shade: the swamp species retjuire peat or suitable light,

rich soil, moist yet not wet. All the species are jirefer-

ably planted in spring.

A. St'paLs and petals nearly equal in lemjth.

B. Lip crested.

ophioglossoides, Ker. Stem 8-15 in. high, slender,
'-:{-lvd.: lvs. l-:{ in. long, lanceolate oi ovate: fls. soli-

tary or in pairs, fragrant, pale rose, subtended by a fo-

liaceous bract. June, Julv. In meadows and swamps,
U. 8. and .Japan. B.R. 2':U8. G.F. 10:485. V. 2:209;
11:229. —This seems to be the only species that can be
grown with success. It thrives in wet moss in boxes of
s]>hagnum. Usually it is better to transplant from the
wild each year than to attempt to propagate the plants.
Sometimes they can be colonized in wet meadows.

BB. Lip not crested.

p^ndula, Lindl. Root tuberous, sometimes clustered:
stem .'{-8 in. high, bearin:; 2-8 small ovate lvs. and 1-7

pale purple fls. Auir.. Sept. Rich woods, Canada to

Fla. and west. B.R. 11:908. B.B. 1:467.

AA. Sepals longer than the petals.

c. Stem bearing single leaf.

divaric^ta, B. Br. Stem 1-2 ft. high, slender, bearing
a solitary ti.: fl. 1 in. loner; sepals dark; petals flesh-

colored; lip as long as petals, jrreenish. veined with
purple. July. Swamps, N, J. to Fla. B.B. 1:4G8.

re. Stem bearing whorl of It's, at the top.

verticill&ta, Nutt. Stem 8-15 in. hish, bearing whorl
of 5 obovate sessile lvs. at its summit: fl. solitary, ter-

1862. Royal Poinciana—Poinciana reeia.
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minal; sepals lJ^-2 in. long, linear, <lark purple; petals

nearly 1 in. lonjr. Mnear. May, .June. Moist, rich,

shaded jM)sitions, Ont. to Wis. and Fla. B.B. 1:408.

Heinrkh Ha.ssei bring and F. W. Bar< LAV.

1863. Poinciana reeia ( X M)-

POGOSTEMON (Greek, bearded Kfamen). Labidhe.
This includes the plant which produces the well-knovrn
perfumes called Patchouli, or in India Pucha-pat. Pat-
chouli has a peculiar, dry moldy sn '^U and is one of
the commonest perfumes in India. i._ the forties its

presence was considered the sure test of a genuine In-
dian shawl, but the French manufacturers of imitation
Indian shawls imported the perfume in the fifties.

Patchouli is no lonj^rer fashionable. Fuller accounts
of it will be found in the "Cultural Industries of Queens-
land," V. 8:247 and Gn. 27. p. -447. The plant has no
ornamental value. Live plants were introduced into
America by Franceschi, of Santa Barbara, and were
offered in 1900 in the East.
Poffostemon is. a g'enus of about .30 species. 24 of which

are distinguished in Flora of British India 4:r>.'r. Herbs
or subshnibs: Ivs. opposite, rarely in irs: lis. small,
in solitary or panicled spikes formed of many dense
whorls; calyx subequally 4-.T-toothed ; corolla-tube ex-
serted or included; limb sub-2-lipped: lobes 4, lower
usually longest; stamens 4, exserted, straight or decli-

nate; iilaments usually bearded; anther cells conHuent.

Heyneinus, Benth. ( P. Pofchotdif, Pellet). Pat-
CHoriJ Plant. Herb, 2-.3 ft. high: Ivs. long-stalke<l,

ovate, acute, acuminate or obtuse, crenate. simply or
doubly toothed: spikes terminal and axillary, forming
a panicled inflorescence: whorls I'sually separate, form-
ing interrupted spikes : iis. whitish, tinged purple.
India.

POINCIANA (M. de Poinci. governor of the Antilles

in the seventeenth century). Leynminosa. Sn»all,

mostly broad-topped unarmed trees, with large and
graceful bipinnate Ivs, with numerous small Ifts. and
with no stipels and inconspicuous stipules: fls. very

verj' showy, orange or scarlet, in large, corymbose ra-

cemes, not papilionaceous, the 5 petals clawed and
eroded or even ttmbriate on the margin, the stamens 10

and free and exserted: fr. long and tlat. There are 2 or
3 species of Poinciana, all native to the oriental trop-

ics. The genus has been confounded with Cffsalpinia,
but the calyx-segments are valvate, whereas they are
strongly imbricate (or overlapping) in C'lesalninia.

The I*, vulcherrima, known as Barbadoes Pride and
Bird-of-Paradise Flower, is Ctesalpiuia piilchtrrima.
P. GilUenii is C. Gilliesii. P. elata, Linn., native to

India, Arabia and tropical Africa, is i>lanteu in the Old
World, but is not in the American trade. It reaches a
height of 20-:{0 ft., with the petals scarcely exserted
beyond the calyx.

rdgia, Boj. Figs. 1802, 186.3. Royal Poinciana.
Peacock Flower. Flomboyant. Rapid-growing tree,

reaching 20-40 ft., an«l making a w;.ie-sprea«lin? pic-

turesque top: Ivs. 1-2 ft. long, with 10-20 pairs of pin-
nsB, each pinna with numerous oval leaflets: fls. 3-4 in.

across, bright scarlet (upper petal striped with yellow
and more cuneate), the obovate petals very prominently
clawed (or narrow below) : pod t> in. to 2 ft. long. Mada-
gascar. B.M. 2884. — Now a popular tree in frostless
countries as in S. Fla., S. Calif., Bermuda, and the
West Indian Islands. It is deciduous. One of the most
striking of tropical trees. Sometimes seen under glass in
the North, dmnlpinia pulcherrima is often confounded
with it; but that plant is a shrub or at most only a
small tree, with strongly overlapping calyx-segments in
the bud, smaller fls., and very long-exserted stamens.

L. H. B.

POINSETTIA. Euphorbia pulcherrima. Annual P.
is L\ heterophylla.

POIREA is a catalogue error for Poivrea.

POISON BERRY, Centrum. P. Dogwood, Hhnx vene-
nata. P. Elder, lihus venenata. P. Hemlock, t'onium
macnlatnm. P. Ivy, Hhns Toxicodendron. P, Oak, R.
Toxicodendron. P. Sumac, Rhus venenata.

POISONOUS PLANTS. Very few plants are poisonous
to the touch. The only ones in the northeastern states
are Poison Ivy and Poison Sumac. The former is a root-
climbing vine (R. Toxicodendron) with ternate leaves
(Fig. 1864), and the latter is a tree-like bush (Rhuit
Venenata) with pinnate leaves and entire leaflets (Fig.

1865). Poison Ivy is sometimes confounded with Vir-

1364. Leaf of Poison Ivy (X%).

ginia Creeper, but the latter usually has a leaflets, it is

a much taller vine and it climbs by means of tendrils

(Fig. 1866). Poison Ivy is much commoner than Poison
Sumac. The latter is confined to swamps. There are
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many remedies for poisoning by Poison Ivy. One of
tlu' best is an aI:"oholif solution of sujjar of lead. Ex-
tract of Krindt'lia (.sold at drujj-stores ) is sometimes
used. Many plants, even amongst the common gar-
den species, are poisonous when eaten, but it does not

1865. Poison Sumac (X K)

follow that they are dangerous. People do
not eat them. ' See V. K. Chesnut. "Thirty
Poisonous Plants of the U. S.." Farmers'

Bull. 80. U. S. Dept. Agric; and Bull. 20. Div. of
Botany.

POlVEEA (N. Poivre, 1719-178G: intendant of Mauri-
tius). Combret(ice(P. This includes a South African
shrub with orange-red tis. cult, in S. Fla. The genus is

referred by Bentham and Hooker to Combretum. a large
genus containing some handsome plants that are little

known. Poivrea differs from the other Combretums
chieHy in the convolute cotyledons. Generic characters
of Poivrea (from Flora Capensis) : calyx 5-lobed; petals

5; stamens 10, protruded: ovary 2-3-ovuled : fr. oval or
oblong or il-winged; seed solitary, pendulous. 5-angled.
Mostly climbing shrubs: Ivs. opposite or alcernate, en-
tire: spikes axillary and terminal.

bractedsa, Hochst. Unarmed shrub 8-10 ft. high : Ivs.

opposite or in 3's. 2>2-3 x 1-1 V.;^ in.: petals clawed, red-
dish. 4 lines long: fr. oval, indistinctly 5-angIed. Called
"Hiccup-nut" in Cape Colony.

POKER PLANT. Kniphofia.

POKEWEED. See Phi/tolacca.

POLEMONIUM (ancient name, probably not from
Greek polemos, war, but rather the philosopher Pole-
man). Polemoniaeefp. This includes the Ja^-ob's Lad-
deb, P. aeruleum, an old-fashioned inhabitant of
cottage gardens, which owes its popular name to the
regular manner in which the numerous leaflets are
arranged on the long leaves. It is a
hardy perennial herb, growing 1-3 ft.

high and bearing 5-Iobed, bell-shaped
fls. of blue or white, and about an incli

across. Probably the finest specie^,
however, is the plant known to all gar-
deners as P. Jfichardsonii, which is a
form of P. hnmile that has doubled or
trebled in size in cult. A fine speci-

men of P. Hichardsonii may have a
terminal cluster 6>2 in. across and 5
in. deep, with 24 fls. each \\i in.

across. P. confettum differs from all

others in the great d'insity of its in-

florescence, and by connoisseurs in

alpine plants may be regarded as
the finest of the genus. Most of the
yellow -fid. forms are disappointing.
Polemoniums are of easy culture in

any deep, rich, loamy soil. P. va ni-

leiim and P. n pfoii" do well in partly
shaded places not tc'^ dry. They are
easily raised from ,'all-sown seed.

Also prop, by division They are im-
patient of soil on the leaves, as is

likely to occur during rain. Flowers of /'. li

sonii are fragrant and fine forciitting.

Pclemonium is a genus of about 10 species of
natives of the north temperate zone and the moun,
of Mexico and Chile. Perennials, rarely annuals, ta

dwarf, usually viscid, often with a creeping rhizome
which is thick or slender: Ivs. alternate, piiinatisect

:

fls. blue, violet, white or yellowish; calyx increasing
after anthesis; corolla shortly funnel-shaped, broadly
bell-shaped or subrotate; lobes obovate: ovules 2-12';

capsule 3-valved. Closely allied to (iilia and distin-
guished by the declinate stamens and the filaments
pilose-appendaged at the base.

A. Color of fL-t. bine or whUt.

B. Corolla-tuhe longer than lohts: inflor-
encence a dense head.

ccnfirtnm, Gray. Sticky, smelling of musk,

^^^^^ 9-18 in. high, from a tufted rootstock: Ifts.
S^3S^^ very small and so crowded as to seem whorled

:

fls. honey-scented, deep blue. ]-i-\ in. long;
corolla narrowly funnel-shaped : filaments
naked or nearly so and not <lilated at base.
Rockies and Sierras. Gn. 1<»:48. G. C. II.

24:12; III. 27:237. — Intermediate between
Polemonium and Gilia.

BB. CoroUii-fuhc shorter than lohe,s: infloresrenee oprn.

c. Plants nith thickened roatstocks: Ifts. seldom }., in.

lonij.

hiimile,Willd. (P. Hichardsonii, Grab.). Low, slender
plant from somewhat creeping rootstocks: Ifts. 1,")-21,

2-6 lines long: fls. bell-shaped, blue or purplish. .Tuly,

Aug. Arctic regions. B.M. 2800 | vellow eve). (i.(\ 11.

19:793. B.R. 15:1304 (small fls.,' white eye). -It has
the odor of ripened grapes.

Var. pulch611um. Gray. DiflFers in having smaller fls.

ranging from violet and lavender to nearly white and in

the viscid pubescence, which is minute. Arctic coast.
P. pulcherrininni. Hook.. B.M. 2979. is a more viscid,
diffuse and smaller-fld. form with narrower coroUa-lohes.

CC. Plants icifJi slender rootstocks or roots: Ifts. larger.

D. ITeiyht 1-3 ft.: Ifts. numerous.

E. Herbage scarcely if at all scented.

caeriileum, Linn. Jacob's Ladder. Charitv. Fig.
18G7. Height 1-3 ft.: Ifts. 9-1" lines long: fls. blue,
numerous in a thyrse, 1 in. >r less across; style ex-
serted. May. June. Wet or moist ground. N. Asia, Eu.,
N. Amer. Var. album, Hort. (P. dlltum, Hort. Bridge-

man), with white fls., is almost as
popular as the type.—A form with va-
riegated Ivs. is said to ])e more con-
stant and decided in the north of Eng-
land than in the south.

1866. Leaf of Virginia Creeper— ^^^

Ampelopsis quinquefolia ( X '<

To compare witli Poison I\-j-. with which it

sometimes confounded.

EE. Herbage strong-scetitcd.

foliosisaimrm, Gray. More viscid than P. ccpmleum,
leafier, with t>roader Ifts. and tne style not exserted.
F!s, commonly white or cream-colored, rarely violet.

Rocky Mts. Cult, in 1890 by Vick, but perhaps never
oflftred in America.
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DD. Heignt 1 ft. or less: Uts. fewer, 5-15.

T^ptans, Linn. Slender, weak and diffuse but never

creeping; foliage not viscid or glandular: tis. light

blue, i^ in. across, in a sort of loose panicle. Open
woods, N. Y. to Ala., west to Mo. and Minn. Apr., May.

B.M. 1887. -Said to be an easy prey to snails, especially

in winter, when they attack the rootstocks.

Var, Himalay^num, Baker (P. gmndiflfunim , \lort.,

not Henth. P. (ueruleum, var. grandiflarum, J. W. Man-
ning). Fls. 1% in. across, lilac-blue or darker, the

rounded lobes nearly % in, across; calyx and axis of

panicle very hairy. Himalayas. Described in G.C. HI.

1:7(J6.

AA. Color of fls. yellowish or flesh color.

B. Fls. salmon or flesh color.

cdmeum, Gray. Rather stout, 1-2 ft. high : Ifts. 5-15,

often ll'a in. long: Hs. failing to purplish, 1-13^ in.

across. Mountain woods, Calif. — Offered by Pilkington,

Oregon. 1892, but probably not in cult. now. Closely

allied to P. reptan.s.

BB. Fls. yelloivLsh.

paucifldrum, Wats. Height 1-2 ft. : Ifts. lG-24, about
1 in. long: tis. tubular, the tube 1-1 *4 iu. long, much
longer than the lobes. Mex. — The color is said to be

a good clear yellow, tinged red outside, but they are
probably only creani-colored at best. Otfered by J. W.
Manning in 1892, but subsequently dropped.

F. W. Barclay and W. M.

FOLIANTHES (name discussed below). Amarjl-
lidareie. Tl'Berose. Every one knows the waxy white
Tuberose, a single flower of which will scent a whole
house. It belongs to a genus of one, or at least of very
few, species. It is placed in the sub-family of which
the Century Plant (Agave) is the type, but differs in

not having thick, fleshy spiny leaves. From it.s near-
est allies ( Prochnyauthes, Beschorneria, Doryanthes I

it is distinguished as follows: perianth white; tube
long, narrowly funnel-shaped, curved : segments short,

subequal; stamens aflixed at the middle o* *" tube,
not exserted: ovary 3-celled, free at apex: stigmas 3,

ovate, falcate: fr. crowned by the persistent perianth:
seeds flat. Haker, Amaryllideae, 1888.

The name Polianthes was given to the Tuberose by
Linnaeus in 1753 in his Species PJantarum,which is usu-
ally taken as the beginning of nomenclature. Unfor-
tunately he wrote 'Polyanthes" in an earlier work,
published in 17;{7. This was probably a slip of the
pen. Many writers have changed the spelling to Polyan-
thus, supposing that Liunieus had in mind the idea of
"raany-ttowered," from polys and an(hos. Others have
supposed he derived it from polls, a city. It seems
probable, however, as Benthara and Hooker suggest,
that Linnff'us had in mind polios, "shining," "white,"
which is much more applicable to the Tuberose than
are the other derivations. Consult Polyanthus for other
meanings of the word Polyanthus.
The name "Tuberose" is derived from tuherosa, this

plant being the tuberous hyacinth as distinguished from
the bulbous hyacinth. The name therefore is tuber-ose,

not tube-rose.

tuberosa, Linn. Tuberose. Figs. 1868, 18G9. Root-
stock tuberous: basal Ivs. 6-9 to a stem, linear, l-lj^ ft.

long, spotted red-brown on back: stem 2-3 ft. high, with
8-12 reduced Ivs.: fls. lH-2% in. long, borne in pairs in
a lax spike; segments J<J--*4 in. long. Mexico. B.IM. 1817.
B.R. 1:63. R.H. 1882, p. 429. F. 1881, p. 27. On. 47,

p. 330.

'^ Pnli/anthits maculata" figured in Blank's catalogne is,

judging from the picture, a species of Agave of tlie section
Manfreda, and not Polianthes mnciilata. Von Martins. Von
Martins" name is not accounted for by Baker, but according
to the original descriiiiion it is a iilant with a tul>er-like
bulb: stem 1-2^-^ ft. high: Ivs. lanceolate or obovate-lancenlate.
marked with round or elliptic spots: fls. sessile, in .t si;'-ple

spike, greenish yellow, spotted purple. It is prohaMe that P.
maculata of Von Martins >>clongs to another geinis. ^y^ j^j_

There are only two objections to the Tuberose: its
odor is too powerfu' for many people, an<l, like the
callr. lily, it has funereal associations. Hence fashion has

deserted it, at least in America. Nevertheless 6,000,000

bulbs a year are now grown in America, and a flfta of

them (1,200,000) are used in this country. The Tuber-
ose is more popular than ever in Europe. It will always
be a standard florists' flower, for the people love it,

whatever fashion may decree.

1867. Polemonium c£eruleutn.

Tuberoses in the Home Garden. — Although every
florist has Tuberoses and they are cheaper now than
ever, thousands of people like tc have a Tuberose grow-
ing in their own garden. The bulbs are best procured
in spring and planted outdoors after all danger of frost

is over. The common tall-growing double sort is pre-

ferred for this purpose, largely because the fls. open
better during the unfavorable dry weather which we
often have in October. Cover the bulb about an inch
with fine, light soil. A bulb planted out June 1 will

bloom in late summer or fall. Before frost comes take
up the bulbs and store them over winter in a »'ather

warm (50° F. ) , dry place where no frost will touch them.
If kept moist and cool during winter the bulbs are likely

to rot at the center. Sound tubers will always be green
at top or show some sign of life at the growing point.

The others are not worth planting. In the far North
where the season is short, Tuberose bulbs may be
started indoors about the middle of May, the tubers
being placed on a layer of damp moss.

Ilistoricfil Sketch.—The first date of interest in the
history of a garden favorite is usually the time when
live plants first reached European gardens and showed
signs of popularitj'. The Tuberose reached Europe some
time before l.")30. Though a native of Mexico, it came
to P^urope from India and, like many other tropical

American plants c" high importance, it was long sup-
posed to be native to the Orient. Thus as late as 1629
Parkinson calls it Hyachifhus Ftidirus. The plant was
brought to Europe by » Catholic priest, and the priests
refused all applications for bulbs until l.")94. The first
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double-ttowered form was secured from seed about 1780-
1/90 by one de la Cour of Leyden, Holland, who for
many years destroyed all his surplus bulbs in order to
be the sole possessor of the double-tlowered Tuberose.
The Tuberose reached the zenith of its fame about

1870, while the equally waxy Camellia and the formal
Dahlia were still fashionable. In 18(>5 Peter Henderson
sold $1,500 worth of Tuberoses from a glasshouse
10x100 ft. \Vm. Scott, of Buffalo, writes that he can
romember when it was as much trouble to procure a
dozen Tuberose bulbs "as it would be now to get a younir
kangaroo from Tasmania." "Twenty-tive years ago,"
he continues, "the Tuberose was a flower of the tirst

importance, but how are the mighty fallen I"

In recent times the greatest improvement in the Tuber-
ose is represented by the Pearl, a dwarf variety which
originate*! with John Henderson, of Flushing, L. I.,

in 1865. It was introduced by Peter Henderson in 18r»7.

Being a foot shorter than the common double type, it is

the best foi lU for greenhouse culture; also the fls. are
more numerous and nearly twice the size.

Tnberore Cfilture hij Northern J>^lori.<tts .— Tuherones
are chiefly grown by American florists for summer and
fall bloom. It is a very difficult operation to force
Tuberoses so as to bloom from January to March, but
they can be forced with comparative ease to bloom from
April to June. Also flowers may readily be secure<l for

November and December by
retarding the bulbs.

In forcing, the bulbs are
started about the tirst of
January, being placed close
together in boxes only 3 in.

deep, with 2 inches or so of
moss on the bottom. These
boxes are placed over the
pipe where a temperacure of

Polianthes tuberosa—
Tuberose (X 3 a >

.

75° may be maintained. In four
or Ave weeks the tubers will

have sent roots all through the
moss, and they should then be
potted in 4- or 5-in. pots, or
planted in a bench containing 4

or 5 inches of soil. The tem-
perature should never be less

than 75°, and 80° is better. For
May and June bloom, succes-
sional batches raay be planted

at intervals of three or four weeks after New Years.
The last crops will usually be the best.
For November blootti the hulhs are retarded in some

cool, dry place until the middle of August. The second

batch should not be planted until the middle of Sep-
tember. This will produce December bloom.
For summer blooming in the open ground, the form

known as the "Tall Double " is the most to be preferrtil.
In this variety, the flowers open better and are a clearer
and purer white than those of the Pearl. The Albino m
a single white Tuberose blooming in July and August.
It is a very floriferous variety, with flowers that lack
the brown or stained tint of some of the older forms.
The odor is less powerful, and therefore more pleasant,
than that of the ordinary Tuberose.

Tuberose Culture in Europe. — In Europe there is

demand for Tuberoses the year round. The Natal-grown
bulbs arrive in iSeptenjber, while the American-grown
bulbs do not reach Europe until December or even Jan-
uary. The former are forced, and the latter retarded.
In an excellent review of Tuberose culture in (in.

47:330, "Southron" says ''No manure is needed in the
soil, otherwise it will tend to protluce a superabundant
leaf-growth; but manure water will, ii given after the
spikes are fairly started, greatly assist the bulbs in de-
veloping the flowers. In private gardens the one great
trouble oftentimes is that of red spider." • • * "The
Tuberose makes one of the prettiest buttonhole bou-
quets imaginable." * * • "Where many suckers appear
around the crown-growth, it is a good plan to thin tht-ni

out, otherwise the flower-spike will be weakened. Pt-r-

sonally. I have had a preference for growing the Tuber-
ose in the long pots, oftentimes termed hyacinth pots;
these take less room and are quite large enough."

Peiek Henderson & Co.

Commercial Production of Tuberose Bulbs. — Tnherose
bulbs were formerly grown exiciisivcly i'-m •umiiir-n-ii,!

purposes in Italy, and are grown in a small way at the
present time in South Africa, though the African bulbs
are not in much favor with European florists because
the bulbs ripen and are shipped in midsummer and a
great number fail to bloom. None of the foreign-grown
bulbs are imported into the United States and, owing to

the superiority of the American-grown Tuberoses and
the low price at which they are produced, they hava
driven the Italian-grown bulbs out of the American
market. About 80 per cent of the American crop is

exported. Practically the entire product of this country
i.s grown in a limited area in the southeastern part of
the state of North Carolina.
Tuberose bulb culture in the southern states was first

attempted by F. A. Newbury in Duplin county, N. <'.,

in 1868. Beginning with a dozen bulbs, he propagated
stock until, in 1888, the yield was about 1,000,000 bulbs.

During these years the crop was cultivated entirely by
hand and consequently was very expensive. The prices

received at first were $40 per 1,000, but since then
prices have declined each year as quantity increased
until, in 1888, bulbs were selling at $6 to $8 per 1,000.

In 1888 H. E. Newbury, a brother, bought out the
business, and he and J. F. Croom, another grower
who had propagated considerable stock, extended the

business very greatly, introducing less expensive meth-
ods of cultivation. By use of the horse-plow they
were enabled to greatly reduce the selling price and
stimulate demand for bulbs, so that the crop of 11(00,

within a radius of 20 miles of one point (Magnolia, N.,

C. ), amounted to 6.000. 000 bulbs, selling at wholesale in

car-load lots at $;{.50 per 1,000. This yield is secured
from over 300 acres.

The soil in the section around Magnolia, which seems
so especially adapted to the culture of Tuberose bulbs,

is a light, sandy surface with a porous clay subsoil at

a depth varying from 2 to 8 ft., with the bottom laiuls

a dark but porous sandy formation. In wet or rainy
seasons the bulbs thrive best on the uplands, and
in dry seasons best on the dark moist bottoms, though
they withstand equally well a great deal of wet or

drought.
The crop is set in April, after the soil has been

thoroughly pulverized. It is then laid off in rows or

furrows 22 in. apart; into these is sowed fertilizer at

the rate of 600 lbs. to the acre. About 400 lbs. of cotton-

seed meal and 20 bus. of good wood ashes to the acre

have given the best results, though any reliable fer-

tilizer with a good percentage of potash is all right.
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The fertilizer is thorou^'hly mixed with the soil by run-

ninjf a plow with point only in tiie furrow. Into tliis the

sets or "seed,"' as tliey are called, are carefully placed

upright by hand and covered with plow. Usually the
bulblets are rather slow in starting oflf, and just as they
begin to break through, the soil, which has become

1869.

Bulb of Polianthes tuberosa.

hardened or crusted, is raked or broken u p. This assists
the plant in getting up and also destroys any growth
of grass which may have started. Cultivation is done
chiefly with a cotton plow, using the sweeps to put
earth to the plant and destroying any grass in the rows.
Tillage is required every two weeks until August: an
occasional hoeing between plants by hand is necessary
in order to loosen the soil and destroy weeds and grass
not reached by the plow. The crop is matured and
gathered between Oct. 15 and Nov. 15. The tops by
this time have reached a length of 18 or 20 in.; these
are cut oflf at the ground with a sharp weeding hoe and
the bulbs are pi''' d out very much as potatoes are.

Women then lift ^ .t and shake oflf the earth, and the
offsets are removed by hand. These sets are the seed-
stock for next season. The bulbs are graded as to size,

carried to curing houses, and by som3 placed on shelves
to dry or cure out. The bulbs must be stirred or have
their position changed every few days to prevent mold
and rot. This stirring wears or breaks oflf the roots and
tops of a good percentage of the bulbs, making a less
sightly bulb, though not injuring its flowering property.
The better and more modern way is to gather them by
the roots in bunches of about 10, tie them together v'ith

a small cord and hang them upon frames, walls and
overhead of house and allow them to cure without dis-

turbing them during the process of drying. While this

would seem a rather expensive way, it really costs but
a few cents per thousand, being done by small negro
children at nominal wages. In recent years artilieial

heat of 80°-100° by means of furnace and flues similar
to those used in tobacco barns has been introduced, to

hasten curing. Four to eight weeks are required to

properly cure the bulbs for shipping, so that the first

shipments begin to move about Dec. 1 to 10. Befoie
shipment the bulbs are again sorted in order to get out
any undersized bulbs that may have been overlooked;
they are also counted and packed in paper-lined barrels,
holding from 700 to l.'JOO, the number varying with size

of bulbs and size of barrels. About 200 bbls.. or 150,000

to 175.000 bulbs, constitute a car-load. The bulk of the
exports go through New York dealers, several of who i

handle half a million or more each. A few are espor 1

direct.

Dwarf Pearl is the variety mostly grown. This sends
up a flowering stem about 15 inches long, the blossom

being double. The Tall Double is similar, except that
the flowering stem is longer, about 24 inches or over.
The White or Orange Flower has a long stem, with the
blossom single or resembling the blossom of an orange
tree. The Albino, a freak from the Pearl, is a dwarf
single or orange-tlowered variety, but its tendent-y in
other latitudes is to go back to the double type, and con-
sequently is likely to disappoint the grower who expects
a single blossom. The foliage of all the above is a rich
green. The variegated-leaved variety has a beautiful
strip ' of golden or silver hue on the outer edge of the
foliage. The blossom is single and the habit is ciwarf.
The Tuberose is treated as an annual and has to be re-
placed each season.
A "number one" bulb (referring to size) is not less

than 4 inches in circumference and measures up to 6
inches and over; ''mammoth " bulbs are G to 8 inches in
circumference. Only a very small part of the crop will
attain such measurement. A "number two" bulb is less
than 4 in. and over 3 in. in circumference, and while in
the South these wUl bloom as well as the larger bulbs
they are not much sought by the northern dealers.
The Tuberose is a rather slow grower; hence in the
North, where the frosts are much earlier than South,
it is likely to get caught before its spike of bloom
matures. To succeed in getting flowers in the North
they should be started in pots un<ler glass or in rooms
free of frost iu April and transplanted to open ground
in early .T-''p. The soil should be deeply pulverized.
Select s S-.udy loam if possible, and fertilize with
manure containing a good percentage of potash. Keep
the earth about the plant thoroughly stirred and do not
let the plant suffer for moisture. jj^ £_ Newbcry.

POLLEN. All gymnosperms (conifers, etc. ) and angle
sperms (true flowering plants) normally reproduce by
means of seeds. For the fertilization of the ovule, in
order that seed may result, the intervention of the pol-
len is necessary. Tiie "dust of the flower" is therefore
of far more interest to the horticulturist than this old
popular name would imply. Studies in hybridization
and self-sterility have long made evident the practical
importance of a knowledge of pollen. Every plan^ pro-
vides for the production of this substance, and usually
in definite pollen-bearing leaves termed stamens. The
stamens are organs of the flower, and as essential as
the carpels. The pollen is produced in definite sacs
or compartments of the anther, located usually at the
tip of the stamen; and when the pollen is ripe, or ma-
ture, the fine grains are set free in quantity by the rup-
ture of the inclosing sacs. The abundance of polle*-

produced may suggest wasteful management of the
plant's, resources; but a liberal supply of this substance
is necessary. Although it requires but a single one of
the small grains to fertilize a single ovule and produce
a seed, pollen-grains are produced often a thousandfold
more abundantly than ovules. The best offspring are
produced when cross -fertilization occurs, and in the
transfer of pollen from plant to plant it is only a
small part which can reach its proper destination.
There are many chances and such great losses that
abundance of pollen is a necessary provision.

In general, flowers are pollinated by the wind and by
insects; that is, pollen is transported by these two
agencies. Flowers principally dependent upon the wind
for pollination are termed anemophilous, while those
visited by insects are designated entomophilous. These
distinguishing terms may also be applied to the pollen
itself. Anemophilous pollen is of a more or less spheri-
cal form, readily yielding to the wind, and correlated
with this is a dry and inadherent outer surface. Such
is the case, for example, in the various families to
which the oak, willow, grasses, pine, etc., belong, all of
which plants are devoid of any stock of brilliant color
or rich odo-s that might attract bug, moth, butterfly, or
bee. The pollen of the pine has even developed bladders,
so as to be borne more lightly upon the wind. On the
other hand, those plants largely dependent upon the
visits of insects for pollination may have the pollen-
grains provided with some kind of spines, ridges,
furrows, or viscid coatings that they may the more
readily adhere to hairy limbs or other surfaces of the
insect which may come in contact with them. Here,
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then, is to be found a reason fur the beauty and special-
ization of external wall. In entoniophilous pollt-n the
elliptical form of grain predominates, but the general
shape is extremely various; and the plants producing
such pollen are usually provided with beauty of Hower,
fragrance, or other insect attraction.

In onler that the pollen which has been trans-
ported to the stigma n)ay be elTective, it must be
healthy. Experiments have shown that weak, poorly

nourished orchard trees often pro<luce
inelfective pollen. The nature of the
season may also have great influence
upon its character, contirued rains

%^
1870.

Pollen grains of
Primula ob-
conica < below)
and salvia.

MaguitieJ.

1871.

Pollen grains of

Browallia.

Maguitied.

1872.

Oddly marked
Pollen grain
of Schaueria
flavicoma,

Maguitied.

causing great losses by preventing the maturity of this

product as well as by mechanical injury and by pre-
cluding the winged carriers. Most plants have some
special provision for the protection of the pollen against
rain; that ]•*, either by the closing of the tlower under
mo'.^t conditions, or by the location of the anthers in a
8he;rered tube, under projecting hairs, lobes, or other
corolia appendages.
The individual particles of i>ollen are in the form of

delicate grains only readily visible in some quantity, as
in powdery masses. At the time when they are f * t free,

tue grains are generally entirely distinct from one
another, to be blown about by an accidental wind or
carried by visiting insects. In some cases, however,
the grains are bound together loosely or by means of
delicate glutinous threads (Rhododendron); they may
be closely united into 4's (heath family); or the whole
tissue of an anther or its divisions may remain intact as
pollinia (some orchids, milk-weed, etc.). A particular
species of plant will produce pollen quite constant in
form and attire; but an aggrejsration of cultivated varie-
ties originated from a single species may show consider-
able variation In this regard. Nevertheless, form, size,

color, surface markings, texture of wall, and trans-
lucency of contents are not fixed qualities even for re-

lated genera or species. See Figs. 1870-3 for different
forms of pollen.
When the healthy pollen of one plant falls upon the

ripe stigma of a plant of the same species, the grains
germinate in the sugary excretion of the stigma by the
protrusion of a tube which penetrates the style and
effects fertilization as described under Ferfilizafion.
Furthermore, it is well known that while the flowers
of many plants may be readily fertilized by their
own pollen, the offspring are stronger when pollen
from another plant or another variety have had access
to the flower. Sometimes pollen from a foreign variety
is absolutely essential to the best fruit formation. This
is particularly true of certain varieties of the pear. A
poor quality of fruit can be prevented only by growing
together different varieties. Again, although a plant
may readily pollinate itself, yet the pollen from another
plant or variety may be prepotent over its own. That is

to say. if the plant be pollinated by its own pollen along
with that of a foreign variety, that of the foreign vari-
ety will usually effect fertilization. This can be ex-
plained only on physiological grounds, and at present
merely from a theoretical point of view. Any pollen
penetrates and effects fertilization because it is at-
tracted, first by substances in the style, and later by
the effg-cell iteelf. When a foreign variety is prepotent
It is so because it is more readily attracted, due, we may

say, to a greater difference of potential between the
two elements, the two elements from the same plant
being more in equilibrium and less markedly attractive.
As regards pollen from a foreign species, it seems to bo
the rule that hybridization does not occur so readily,
and we nmst then assume that the differences have be-
come so great as to cause repulsion.
The detailed development of pollen is highly interest-

ing and instructive on morphological grounds, but iu
tills place a very brief account of the formation of the
grains will sutlice. The developmental phases in liig-

nottia venuHfa will serve as an example. A cross-section
of the young flower-bud will show that in the anther-sac
regions, semicircular layers of large well -nourished
cells ( called archesporial cells ) are differentiated.
These cells divide and the layer increases in extent,
yet in this case it is always only one cell in thickness.
When these cells have finally attained considerable size
and provided themselves with a tlick wall, they divide
more or less simultaneously; and then each of these
daughter-cells divides again by a division following
quickly upon the first. Each cell has then formed four
new cells within its original walls. The new cells re-
ninin thus united in 4's until each is provided with a
stout wall of its own, and then they separate. Each cell

is then an immature pollen -grain, and technically a
spore, that is, exactly homologous with the microspores
of the vascular cryptogams. As a rule, before these
pollen-grains are set free, another change occurs de-
noting maturity. This consists in the division of the
nucleus of the spore in such a way that two cells of
uneqtial size result (in some conifers several small cells
are formed). On germination the large cell, which now
incloses the smaller, protrudes the tube which pene-
trates the style; whereas the nucleus of the small c« II

divides into two, and one of these fuses with the eg;;-

cell in the ovule, thus fertilizing it.

Allied topics are disf-ussed under Pollination, Self-
stefilifif, Floirer, and Hybrids. g^ j^j^ DU(tGAK.

POLLINATION. In botanical usage. Pollination is

the transfer of jtollen fnmi the anther to the stignni. In
hoi^icultural usage, particularly with reference to orchard
fruits, the term is often applied in a general way to desig-
nate all the influences concerned in the setting of fruit.

Asiile from those cases in which the stamens and pistils

are so intimately associated that the pollen falls directly
on the stigtna, flowers are pollinated mainly in two ways:
by wind and by insects. The grasses, sedges and pines
afford examples of wind-pollinated plants. The flowers
of wind-pollinated plants are usually inconspicuous
and without nectar or fragrance. They' produce a great

1873. Pollen grains of Abutilon stria',.um (above).

Bedding geranium (Pelarganium hortorum, on right).

Chrysanthemum (on lower left). All magidfied.

abundance of light, dry pollen, which is wafted away by
the slightest breeze and is often carried many miles by
a strong wind. The pistils of these plants are usually

long and feathery, and thus are well adapted to catch

the flying pollen. For the benefit of those who are un-

informed in botany, it may be said that pollination is

concerned primariiy with the "essential organs" of the
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flower, — the HtanieiiM aiul pistils (see
floirrr; also Fijf. 1874). The .stu-

iiuMis bear the pollen in their anthern,

and they die after the pollen i^4 shed.
The pistils hear the ovary or seed-
case, the style, and the stij^ia. On
the stigma the polU-n t'ulls. In some
plants these orsjans are separated in

different tlowers or even on different
plants.

The flowers of inseet-poilinated
plants, on tlie »>ther hand, are nsually
charmrterized hy l»ein>r showy and having
neetar or frajfranee. or both. The pollen
is more or less moist or sticky, so that it

is not easily blown away. An insect is

attracted to these flowers by the showy
colors and the perfnme, two thinjLfs which
bespeak the presence of nectar. As the
insect reaches down for the nectar, which
is near the bottom of the flower, some
parts of its body are almost sure to become
dusted with pollen. When the insect
visits another flower some of this pollen
may be brushed upon the sti>n»ia, and
a fresh supply received. This pollen may
likewise be carried to another flower, and so
on. Thus "cross-pollination," or the trans-
fer of pollen from the anthers of one
flower to the pistil of another, is accom-
plished. Many flowers, notably the or-
chids, have special modiflcations of stnic-
ture apparently developed for the purpose
of securins; cross-pollination by insects,
and preventinir self-pollination. The
bodies of some insects also have corre-
."sponding adaptations which insure the
cross-pollination of certain flowers which
they are in the habit of visitiiij^ most fre-

quently. This correlation between flowers
and their insect visitors has been the sub-
ject of extended observation. "Fertiliza-
tion of F'lowers," l>y Hennann Miiller,

contains a Jdblio^raphy of the subject up
to 18HG. For the distinction between fer-

tilization and pollination, see the article
Firtilizu'ion, patre 579.

The value of crossing? to plants was first

clearly proved by Charles Darwin in 1859.

Prom the observations of Kolreuter.
Sprengel, Kniiafht. and his own exhaustive
experiments. Darwin showed that con-
tinvied self-fertilization is likely to result
in inferior offspring; while cross-fertili-

ziition, within certain limits, gives greater
vigor to the offsprinir. Cross-fertilization
between different flowers on the same
plant has usually no appreciable advan-
tage. The reason for this is that the
plant resulting from the union of two
unlike parents, as in cross-fertilization
between flowers on different plants, is

more variable than the plant resulting
from self-fertilization or crossing be-
tween different flowers on the same plant,
and hence has better chance of fitting

itself to new conditions. Plants are end-
lessly modified to secure cross - fertili-

zation and avoid self-fertilization. The
principal means by which this end is

gained are: (1) Special contrivances in
the structure of the flower, which favor
cross-pollination. (2) A «lifference in the
time at which the pollen matures and the
stigma becomes receptive in the same flow-
er (dichogamy). This condition is very
noticeable in some varieties of orchard
fruits. The prematurity of the pistil is

more common than the prematurity of the
stamens, (3) Self-sterility, which is the
inability of a flower to set fruit with its

own pollen. It might be expected that
self-sterility would naturally result from
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1874. Structure of the Flower,
to illustrate Pollination.

1. Top.—The structure of a
plum blossom: *f. sepals; p.
petals; 8fa. stamens; <» ovary;
8. style; St. stigma. The pistil

is comi)osed of the ovarj-.

style and stigma. It contains
the female part. The stamens
are tipped with anthers in
which the pollen, or male
part, is borne. The ovary, <>,

ripens into the tmit.
2. Fnchsia.showing ovary at

a, 3 stamens (one is removed)
and the projecting style.

'.). Buttercup, showing many
small pistils in the center and
stamens surrounding them.

4. Bottom.— Phlo.\, showing
the 3-parted stigrnn. and thf
stamens included in the tube.

contitmed cross-pollination by the
first two means, but there is little

evidence that tiie self-sterility now
noticeable in plants was ileveloped in
this way. Self-sterility is not usu-
ally due to a deficiency in the pt.llen

or to defective pistils. The pollen
grains often germinate oit the stigma,
but fertilization does not take place.

The embryological reasons for this

are not clearly understood. About
sixty species of plants are known to be
more or less self -sterile. (4) The separa-
tion of the sexes in different flowers or on
different individuals. It is thought by
some that there is a gra<lual ev<dutioii

among some kinds of plants toward uni-
sexuality, ami that adaptations for insect-

pollination, «lichogamy and self - sterility

are steps in this process.
Self-sterility is common in varieties of

orchard fruits, particularly in pears an«l

]>lums, ami in grapes. Whenever is<»lated

trees or large bh»cks of :\ single variety
blossom full, year after year, but dn>p

most of the fruit before it is half-grown,
the trees may be self - sterile, provide*!
the failure cannot be attributed to fungous
disease, insect attack, frost or other in-

jury. Familiar examples of self-sterilo

varieties are : Wild Ctoose ami Mintr
plums. Kieffer and Bartlett pears !in«l

Esopns Spitzenburg apple. Self-sterility

in orchard fruits does not usually restilt

from del'j'ctiveness of pollen or pistil, but
from a lack of affinity between the two.
It is not a constant factor in any variety,
but seems to be a., .asily influenced by the
condititms under which the tree is grown
as is the size, shape or color of the fruit.

The adaptatii)n of a variety to soil and cli-

mate has much to do with its self-sterility.

Therefore, a variety is often self-sterile in
one place and self-fertile in another.
A self-sterile tree often may be ma<le

fruitful by planting near it trees of an-
other variety to supply pollen, or by top-

grafting part of the tree with cimis of
another variety. Thus, Miner bears fre«-ly

if planted with De Soto, and Kieffer with
Le Conte. No benefit is <lerivfd from
planting in an orchard (»f one varifty new
trees of the same variety. There are two
important points to be considered in the
choice of a pollinizer. First, the two
varieties must blossom together, so that
cross-pollination by wind or inst< ts may
take place. Second, there must be an
affinity between the two, so that the pistils

of the self-sterile variety will accept the
pollen of the other and develop into good
fruit. Such afiinitycanbe determined only
by experiment. In a large orchard vi a
self-sterile variety which is valuable for
market, every third or fourth row should
be the pollinizer.

Orchard Pollination, however, is a larger
problem than the detection of varieties
which are inclined to be tmfruitful when
planted alone, and discovering what are
the })est pollinizers for them. Experi-
ments in cr<»ssing and observations in

orchards have indicated that nearly all

varieties of orchard fruits, whether self-

sterile or not, will produce l)etter fruit

with pollen other than their own. The
Baldwin apple will usually ])ear good fruit
if planted alone, but it will bear better
fruit if the right variety is ])lanted with it.

The probability is that most of our leading
commercial varieties commonly planted in
large blocks will produce enough better
fruit by a judicious intermingling of one
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or two other varieties to more than oflfset the slight

ineouvenience in orchard management occasioned by
this mixing. The chief economic problem for the experi-
menter, therefore, is to determine what comixiercial
varieties may be planted together with best results;
and the rational course for the fruit-grower is to prac-
tice mixed planting on the basis of such experiments.

S. W. Fletchee.

POLYANTHUS. In common speech Polyanthus
means the liorists' flowers supposed to be derived
chiefly from Primula elatior or its allies. Tb«» "Poly-
anthus Narcissus" of trade catalogues is one of the
forms ot j\'arci,s.H lis Tazettu, an old synonym of which
was Narcissus Polyanthos. Polyanthus may also mean
the tuberose, Polianthes, which see. There is no genus
known as Polyanthus.

FOLYBOTBA. '^qq Acrostichum.

FOLYCALYMMA. See Myriocephalus.

POLYOALA (Greek, much milk; from the old idea
that some species increased the flow of milk). Poly-
yaldcece. Milkwobt. Polygala is a genus of over 200
widely distributed species. Sepals 5, the two lateral

ones, or " wings," much larger than the rest and colored

;

petals rarely 5 and alternate with the sepals, or com-
monly reduced to 3 (an odd anterior one and a dorsal
pair), united below into a dorsallj' cleft tube ; lower
petal, or keel, concave, often crested or beaked; sta-

mens 8; filaments more or less connate into a tube :

capsule 2-celled, wing-margined or wingless; seeds soli-

tary in the cells. Monographed by Chodat in Mem. Soc.
Phys. Hist. Nat. Gen^v. (1, p. 2, No. 2). For the Ameri-
can species, see Robinson, Gray's Syn. Fl. Vol. I, p. 449.

In the culture of Polygalas there are three points of
view. There are hardy and tender species, and the
latter are sometimes cultivated under glass, sometimes
outdoors in the South, as in S. Calif. Of the hardy
group, P. paucifoUa is excellent, because of its fringed
flowers. Of the European kinds P. Chamitbuxus is the
best, and var. purpurea is probably the best form of it.

Referring to our native species, F. W. Barclay writes:
"Polygalas are mainly plants of low moist lands, and
the majority of species are best grown in sandy peat,
or any rather light soil, in partially shaded "positions

not given to severe dryness at any season. Seed may
be sown in fall or early spring. P. lufea is perhaps our
handsomest native species, but it is not advertised for

sale. It needs sunlight." P. paucifoUa can be prop.
by division.

There are 40 or more North American species, but
most of them are not showy plants aar' thej' offer little

inducement to the cultivator. Some of them— as re-

corded below— are offered by dealers in native plants,

but these are not necessarily the best. The only spe-
cies that are generally known to cultivators are exotic.

The Cape species are much-branched shrubs, 2-4 ft.

high or more, with large fls. borne in subterniinal
racemes. In the good old days when heaths were
much grown for exhibition 14 colored plates of Polyg-
alas appeared in the Botanical Magazine, 13 in the
Botanical Cabinet, and 7 in the Botanical Register.
Ernest Braunton writes that "P. myrtifolia and its va-
rieties are very commonly cult, in Calif., particularly
the one known in gardens as P. Daltnarina or P. Dalma-
tiana; this flowers all the time ami is very popular.''

The popularity of P. Dalmaisiana in Calif, is an ex-

ample of the persistence of a good thing in gardens,
though almost unknown to botanists. This name is not
to be found in any of the standard authorities, except
Nicholson's Dictionary. Nor is it known to be adver-
tised in America. The spelling Dalmaliana shows that
some gardeners have thought the name ,i geographical
one. The plant was named after M.Dalmais,a French gar-
dener,who raised it from seed in 1839. It was described,
with colored pl.'ii 3S, in Rev. Hort. 1844:193 and the
Florist's Journal i846:177, and Garten Flora 5:161 Tn

the first-named place it is stated to be a hybrivi be-

tween " P. (frKtuliflora and P. cordi folia.'''' In modern
nomenclature this probably means P. myrtifoffa, var.

gramliflora x P. oppositifoUa, var. cordata. The pic-

tures, however, do not seem to show any trace of tho
latter parent. As known in the trade, P. Da Ima is iuna
is a free-blooming plant with rosy or purplish flow-
ers. H. D. Darlington writes that he has received
it under three or four different names, and adds: "It
makes a good pot-plant, but is somewhat bare of foliage.
It blooms from the ends of the ripened growth. It can
be had in flower almost any time. The odd color and
shape of the flowers, and its free blooming, make it

very attr»*.ctive. It roots only fairly well from cuttings.
Usually it propagates better by layering. Put in ricb
!o«m with well-rotted manure. It will stand consider-
able frost."

A. Plants hardy.
B. Pis. shouy, %-% in. long.

c. Keel beautifully fringed paucifoUa
cc. Keel merehf 4-lobed Chamaebuxus

BB. Fls. not shou _^

.

c. Inflorescence a spike: fls. not
pedicelled Senega

cc. Inflorescence a raceme: fls.

pedicelled polygama
AA. Plants fender.

B. Habit shrubby, erect, 2-S ft. high or
more.

c. Lvs. oppos ite oppositifolia
cc. IjVS. alternate.

D. Lateral petals 2'Cut myrtifolip.
DD. Lateral petals not 2-cut virgata

apopetala
BB. Habit dwarf, 1 ft. or less high amatymbica

paucifdlia, Willd. Flowering Wintergreen. Gay-
wings. Fringed Milkwort. Fringed Polygala. Fig.
1875. Trailer, 3-6 in. high: upper lvs. clustere<l, ovate,

1).3 in. long; lower lvs. distant, small and becoming
mere bracts at the base: fls. bright rosy purple, vary-
ing to white, 1-4 in the axils of the upper lvs. or appear-
ing terminal. M. June. New Brunswick to Winni-
peg, and Ga. Prefers moist woods and sphagnum bogs.
B.M. 28.52 (petals white). B.B. 2:361. -Var. ^Iba was
once offered by F. G. Pratt, Concord, Mass., where it

grows wild. One sometimes finds violet-fld. forms.
The species bears cleistogamous fls.

Chamaebuxus, Linn. Box-leaved Milkwort. Ever-
green trailer: upper lvs. lanceolate or elliptical, niucro-
nate; lower lvs. smaller, obovate: peduncles axillary

and terminal, about 2-fld. : fls as many as 10 on a stalk,

typically yellow, more or less reddish toward the end of
the keel; stamens united only at the base. April-June.
Europe, low heaths and woods to highest Alps. L.B.C.
6:593. B.M. 316 (wings white: petals white at base,

yellow or red at tip). — Var. purpurea has purple wings,
set off by yellow petals. Gn. 13:109; 30:557 (charming:
wings ro3y pink).

Senega, Linn. Seneca Snakfroot. Mountain Flax.
Height 1 ft. or less: lvs. 1-2 in. long: fls. white or
greenish, 1% lines long; crest small, few-lobed. May,
June. Rocky woods. New Brunswick to Rockies, south
N. C.toMo. B.B. 2:360. L.B.C. 14:1380. B.M. 1051.-
Bears no underground flowers.

polygama, Walt. Height 1 ft. or less: lvs. l in. or less

long: fls. purple or rose, rarely nearly white, 2-3 lines

long; crest relatively large, laciniate. June, July. Dry
soil, Nova Scotia to Lake of the Woods, south Fla.

to Tex. B.B. 2:360.— Bears numerous underground
flowers.

oppositifdlia, Linn. Probably the only species in the

genus with opposite lvs.; an abaormal thing in the

whole family. Tall, slender shrub: racemes few-fld.:

fls. large, purplish. S. Afr. — Harvey gives 8 botanical

varieties, of which probably the commonest in cult, is

var. cordlLta, Harv. (P. cordi folia, Thunb., not Presl.).

Glabrous or downy: lvs. broadly cordate, acute or acu-

minate. For pictures of th« species and its vars..see

B.M. 492; 24.38. B.R. 8:6.36; 14:1146, and L.B.C. 12.1189

(all undar arious names).

niyrtifdlia, Linn. Readily told from P. rirgata, its

inflorescence being a few-fld., leafy raceme, while ihat

of P. virgata is many-dd. ard leafless. Densely-

\
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branched shrub, 3-8 ft. high, with large, showy fls. near
the ends of the branches: Ivs. flat, variable in shape,

but not subulate: lateral petals 2-lobed, the posterior

lobe ear-shaped, reflexed. S. Africa. —Var. giandifldra,

Hook. {P. grandiflora, Hort. and L.B.C. 13:1227, not

1875. Polyeala paucifolia. Natural size.

Walt.). Fls. over 1 in. long. B.M. 3616. B.R. 8:669.

P. Dalmaisicina , which is very like this, is discussed
above.

yirgiita, Thunb. Glabrous shrub, 2-5 or even 15 ft.

high, with rod-like branches terminating in many-fld.,
leafless racemes of purple or flesh-colored fls. : anterior
sepals distinct: wings obtuse. S. Afr. — The typical

form is advertised in S.Calif,, but in Eu. probably the
only form cult, is var. specidsa, Harv. (P. speridsa,
Sims). Glabrous: lower Ivs. ol>ovate or cuneate, upper
more linear, all obtuse: raceme long and lax: bracts
soon deciduous. S. Afr. B.M. 1780. L.B.C. 7:621.

B.R. 2:150. B. 1:43.

apop^tala, T. S. Brandegee. Fnicescent, 2-3 ft.

high: branches slender, pubescent: Ivs. lanceolate, en-
tire, obtuse, alternate, remote, short-petioled, nearly
glabrous: fls. large, pink, on slender pedicels J^ in. or
more long; sepals 4, the upper and lower small, equal,
cymbiform, margins ciiiate, the lateral very large,

nearly orbicular; petals 5, separate, upper strap-shaped,
two-thirds as long as keel, lateral pointed, less than one-
half as long, embraced with the 8 stamens by the large
cymbiform keel, which is opened on the upper and
lower edge and not cristate, or appendaged: seeds 2,

large, ovoid, pubescent. Lower Calif.

amatymbica, Eckl. & Zeyn. (P.ncximiu(ita, E. Mey.
& Hort , . ), not Willi' ».

' Densely tufted, erect, 3-6
in. high: Iv'S. lanceolate acuminate, pungently mucro-
nate: racemes lateral, few-fld., spreading or reflexed:
fls. small, wings green, keel and petals flesh color to
purple; keel with a many-parted crest. S. Afr.— P.
aciiminafa of the trade is probably not P. oeittuhiota,
Willd,. which is Bniiera ncnmimitn. Badiera diflFers

from Polygala in having 2 of the sepals only a little

larger than the others, instead of much larger, -vy y[

POLYGONATUM ( Greek, »Mrt»;/-jo*«fff7,- probably re-
ferring to tiie stemU Lilidcetp. Solomon's Seal. About
20 species of hardy herbaceous perennials of graceful
habit, their unbranched arching stems bearing pen-
dulous, tubular greenish fls., which are succeedeti by
handsome dark blue berries. Tho name Solomon's Seal
is connected with the horizontal rootstocks which are
scarred by the death of the annual stems, each scar

88

being likened to seal (Pee Smilacinn). The stems are
leafy above, the Ivs. ovate or lanceolate, alternate,
opposite or whorled: fls. greenish or pinkish, 1-10 in the
axils. The genus is distinguished from its nearest allies

by the cylindrical perianth-tube with short lobes and
small undivided style. The species are natives
of the north temperate zone,
Polygonatums are best suited for partially or

wholly shaded positions, though they do well in
the open in a well-prepared border. They
like a deep, rich soil not subject to drought.
Easily prop, by division. They are among the
best subjects for wild gardening. P. mnlti-
fiorwn is used abroad considerably for forc-

ing and for house plants. Our native species
are presumably equally desirable for all pur-
poses. The Solomon's Seal of English literature

is P. mttltiftoruni, which is probably the com-
monest species native to Europe. There are sev-
eral Himalayan and Japanese species. The com-
mon Solomon's Seal of our nurseries Is the
European, P. mulfiflorum, the American kinds
being listed only by specialists in native plants.
The others here described are oflFered by Dutch
bulb-growers. For extended articles on the forc-

ing of P. muUiflornm, see Gn. 26, p. 236 (or V.
7:337); 3C, p. 40, and F.R. 3:594.

A. Lvs. all whorled.

verticill^tum. All. Stem 2-3 ft. high: lvs. in

whorls of 4-8, linear, 3-6 in. long: fls. in 2's or
3's. En., Himalayas. P. macrnphj/llfim, hink.,
is perhaps a distinct var. with more robust
habit and larger lvs.

AA. Lvs. alternate.

B. Perianth 2-3 lines thick.

c. Height 1-1% ft--' fJs. 1 or 2 in the axils.

officinale, All. Lvs. oblong, 2-3 in. long, firmer than
those of P. multiflortim: perianth-segments greenish.
Eu., Siberia. P. amhiguum, Link,, is offered as a dis-

tinct form by Krelage.

cc. Height 2-4 ft.: fls. 1-5 in the arils.

latifdlium, Desf. (P. Tliunbergi, C. Morr.). Lvs. ob-
long, 3-6 in. long: perianth-segment greenish. Eu.,
Asia.— Intermediate in habit between P. officinale and
multiflortim but with earlier fls.

BB. Perianth l}i-2 lines thick.

c. Plant glabrous.

D, Filaments densely pilose.

multifldrum, All. Fig. 1876. Height 2-3 ft.: lvs, ob-
long, 3-6 in. long : perianth-tube white ; segments
greenish. Eu., N. Asia, Himalayas. Gn. 26, p. 236; 30,

p. 49. V. 7:337, —Var. fldre rdseo, Hort., has rosy
fls. There are said to be varieties with double fls.

1876. A colony of Solomon's Seal in a wild sarden—
Polygonatum multiflorum.

and variegated foliage. The ^TIQ seems to be more
graceful than the varieties. This is the common Solo-

ni.'>r>'3 Seal of Europe, whera it is also called Lady's
Seal and David's Harp.
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DD. Filaments somewhat flattened, smooth, not
roHijhtned.

grig^antdum, Dietr. Taller and more rohuHt than P.
biflorum, 1-8 ft. high: lv8. \\-6 in. long, 3-4 in. widej
fla. 1-8 in the axils. May-July. Moist woods, Rhode
Island to Manitoba, south Ua., La., to New Mex. and
Utah.

CO. Plant tcith Irs. pubescent beneath.

billdrum, Ell. Height 8 in.-3 ft.: Ivs. 2-4 in. long,
V9-2 in. wide: fls, often 2 in axils, sometimes 1-4.

April-July. Woods, New Brunswick to Mich., south to

F'a. Mn. 8:49. \\-. 31.

F0LY60N£LLA (diminutive of Polygonum). Poly-
gonhceae. About 7 species of American plants closely

allied to Polygonum and of no horticultural
standing. P. purvifolia was offered by Gil-

lett in 1881, but it is probably not hardy
north. The genus differs from Polygonum
in having only the inner sepals erect and
the calyx enlarged in fruit, whi'e in Poly-
gonum all the sepals are erect and the calyx
is not enlarged in fruit.

parviidlia, Michx. Diffuse shrub:
Ivs. we<lge-shaped, vertical, those
on sterile shoots imbricated: ra-

cemes l-i-l in. long, very n amerous,
in an oblong or corymbose panicle:
fls. white, yellowish or rose color;

filaments all alike; stigmas nearly
sessile. Aug., Sept. Dry sandy
soil, Fla. to N. C.

affine, 9.

amphibiuin, 6.

amplexicaule, 10.

arenurium, "».

Bahlsclnianieum, 2.

Jirunonis, 9.

cilinode, 1.

couipactum, 11.

IXDEX.

ntspidatum, 11.

elrt/ana, .").

Hartwrightii, 7.

liitiieeruni, 8.

tnultiflorum, 10 and
snppl. list,

orientale. 'A.

vxyptiyllum, 10.

Persifarin. 4
puiiiilum, 'A.

Sacliiilinense, 12,
Sieboldi,ll.
speciosuin, 10.

variegatum, 3.

Zuccariuii, 11.

1877. Common Doorweed or Knotweed, the details enlargred

—Polygonum aviculare.

POLlTGONUM (Greek for wantf-jnnted). Polygo-
vaceiv. JoiNTWEED. Knotweed. Mostly herbs, annual
or perennial, with small flowers in racemes, spikes or

heads (sometimes solitary). Flowers apetalous; calyx

gamosepalous, 4-r)-parted; stamens .t-9, sometimes ex-

serted: ovary l-locuicd, with 2-3-parted style or stigma
(latter capitate), ripening into a triangular or
lenticular akene. Above each joint, the stem is

prominently sheathed. Polygonum is \!losely

alhed to Rumex, the docks, and also to Fugo-
pyrum, the buckwheats. Rumex differs in uni-

formly having a 6-parted calyx, some of the
!obes often bearing a grain-like tubercle on the
back, the stigmas tufted. Fasopynira differs in having
an akene surpassing the calyx and in details of the
embryo. Most Polygonums are weedy plants, and only
a very small proportion are of merit for cultivation.

One of the commonest species is the Doorweed (Fig.

1877), Piihinonom aviritlar". It is a decumbent wiry
small-leaved annual or perennial, growing along walks
and in other hard, dry soil, where it makes a sod-like

mat. The axillary flowers are very small, and seldom
seen by others than botanists. Other Polygonums are

the common Smartweeds of swales and damp grounds.
For monograph of Polygonum, see M^isner, DC Pro >.
14 (18.")f>). For our native and intrriuced 8i»ecies. s .e

Small, "Monoeraph of the NortL American species of

the genus Polygonum." in Mem. Dept. Bot. Columbia
College, 1895- The species are perhaps 200, of very
wide distribution from arctic to tropical countries.

Most of the cultivated Polygonums are hardy border
plants, requiring no special skill or care. They are prop-
Hgatc-d by seed nnd division, chiefly the latter. Some
of the cultivated kinds are annual, as P. orientale, and
this species is the only one that is known as a familiar
flower-garden plant in this country. Several of the
aperies are amphibious and are quite useful for bog
gardens.

A. Plant twining,

1. cilindde, Michx. Slender somewhat downy climber,
mostly perennial : Ivs. cordate-ovate to ovate-lanceolate,
more or less angular or halberd-shaped at base: stem
bearing a ring of retrorse bristles at the base of each
sheath (whence the speciiic name) : fls. white, in loose-
panicled racemes from the upper axils. Nova Scotia
south and west. — Sold as a cover plant for rocks and as
a denizen of shrub-masses.

2. ftaldschuAnicum, Regcl. Tall perennial climber be-
comir.g woody at the base: Ivs. cordate-oval or hastate,
acuminate, slender-petioled: fls. small but very numer-
ous in terminal erect or drooping panicles, rose-colored:
fruiting calyx small, 3-sided, at first whitish and then
becoming rose-colored: akene shining black. Bokhara.
G.CMII.16;656; 21:17. On. 55, p. 454. Gng. 5: 181. B.M.
7544. — Offered by f^ne American dealer and listed in
the American catalogues of European dealers. De-
scribed as a very vigorous and decorative hardy plant,
climbing 20 ft. high. It was first described by Regel
in 1884.

AA. Plant erect, or at least not climbing.

B. Annual plants of erect habit, to be treated as flower-
garden subjects.

3. orientiile, Linn. Prince's Feather. Ki.ss-me-
OVER-THE-GARDEN-GATE. Fig. 1&78. Tall-growing, much
branched above, hairy : Ivs. large, ovate or cordate-
ovate or broad-oblong, acuminate: sheaths short, cili-

ate and sometimes bordered at the summit: fls. bright
pink, in close, cylindrical spikes that are arranged in

open panicles, tlie stamens 7 and the akene lenticular.
India. B.M. 213. —An attractive old-fashioned plant
growing as high as the fence. It is most easy of culti-

vation. In ftict, it usually self-sows in old gardens. In
some places it has run wild. There are horticultural

1878. Polyaronum orientale (X K)-
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1879.

Lady's Thumb
- Polynonum
Persicaria.

Much reduced.

varieties, as var. variegiitum, Hort.,with foliage marked
with yellowish white, and var. pamilum, Hort., with
compact habit and the stature half tl'at of the type.

4. Persicaria, Linn. Lady's Thumb. Fig. 1879. One
^f the Smartweeds, but sold by set^dsmen as a suitable
plant for backgrounds; glabrous or nearly so, erect or

somewhat diffuse, 1-2 ft. tall: Ivs. lance-
olate to linear-lanceolate, slightly cili-

ate, usually with ii triangular or cres-
cent-shapeu spot near the middle of the
blade (whence the name Laay's Thumb)

:

sheaths short, hairy on the margin: fls.

in short spikes, pink or greenish purple,
the stamens 6 and the akene lenticular

or triquetrous. Eu. — Naturalized every-
where about dwellings.

5. aren&rium, Waldst. & Kit. (P. 4le-

gans, Ten.i. Dwarf species with slen-

<ler wiry branches and long interiodes:
Ivs. small, linear-lanceolate. 1-nerved,
bearing great numbers of little whitish
fls. along the stem, the terminal clusters

leafless, S. Eu.- Offered in Calif., for
rockeries and bouquets.

BB. Perennial plnuta of various habit,

uanally tvith strong rootstocks.

C. Native smartueeil-like plants, some-
titties offered for naturalizittg in
bog gardens.

6. amphlbium, Linn. Much spreading
and creeping, rooting at the joints, at

first more or less pubescent but be-

coming glabrous with age: Ivs. rather thickish and
large, oblong, elliptic or lance-elliptic, mostly obtuse or

very nearly so: sheaths short, usually not fringed or

bordered at the summit: fls. light rose-colored, in a

short, dense, terminal spike, the stamens 5 and ex-

serted, and the akene lenticular. In water or bogs,

across the continent. — \Vhen growing in water, the
floating leaves become long-petioled.

7. Hirtwrightii, Gray. Differs from the last in hav-
ing many narrow-lanceolate Ivs., bordered and fringed
sheaths, and hispid stems. Muddy places, across the
continent.

CC. Exotic plants, ttsed mnsthf for borders, and appear-
ing regularly itt fhe trade.

D. J\'7iole platit ivhite-woolly.

8. laulgrerom, R. Br. Stems thick, creeping at the
base, but the tops erect an<l standing 2-5 ft. high, much
branched: Ivs. narrow-lanceolate and more or less re-

curved, acuminate, covered with down of the color of
old silver: sheaths short, not ciliate: fls. small, red or
copper-colored ( varying to white ) , in racemes on slender
forking peduncles, the stamens 6, and the akene flat and
shining black. Tropics of Old \Vorld and, aceordinir to
Hooker, of America. R.H. 1891, p. .567. — Lately intro-

duced for subtropical gardening, and not yet tested in
tlie North. It probably will not endure northern winters
even with good protection, but it is readily propagated
each year from cuttings taken from plants carried over
winter for that purpose.

DD. WTioJe plant green or grayish, not white-woolly.

E. Fls. pink or red (sometitnes varying to u'hite), in

erect spikes: plants grown for their flowers.

9. aHlne, Don {P. Brxnftnis, Wall,). Tufted gla-
brous plant, with flowering stems 1 ft. or less hitrh,

from a woody prostrate rootstock: Ivs. mostly radical,
ohlanceolate to spatulate to lance-oblong : sheaths
rather long, split or entire: fls. bright rose-red, in
dense, erect, terminal spikfs 2-3 in. long, the stamens
8, the akene trigonous. Himalava. at elevations of 9.000
to 14,000 ft. B,M,6472.-An excellent little plant for
coo' places, blooming in autumn,

10. amplexicatlle, Don {P. oryphyllum. Wall, P.spe-
cidsutn, Meisn, P. nnilfifldrutn, Hort.) Mountain
Fleece, Strong-growing tufted green-stemmed plant
2-3 ft. tall, from a woody rootstock: Ivs. cordate-ovate
to cordate-lanceolate, short-petioled or clasping, the

margin wavy and crenulate. long-acuminate : sheaths
long and split or lacerate: fls. rose-red or white, rather
large, in strict, loug-peduncled spikes 2-6 in. lone:, the
stamens 8 and exserted, the akene trigonous. Hima-
laya, from 6,000 to 13,000 ft. altitude. B.R. 25:46. B.M.
6.')00.—An excellent border perennial, blooming in mid-
summer. Some, at least, of the plants »hat have been
cult, as Mountain Fleece are a native Polygonum (P.
emersutn), which grows nearly throughout North
America, including Mexico.

Eb. Fls. white or greenish, in axillary clustered ra-
cetnes : plants not grown for their flowers.
{More or less uicecious or polygamous.)

11. Sidboldi, De Vriese (P. cuspiddtum. Sieb. & Zucc,
not Wilkl. P. Zurrdtinii, Small). Fig. 1880. Strong,
stout, handsome bushy perennial (stalks dying to the
ground in winter), growing 3-5 ft. high, the stems
gracefully curving outward: Ivs. short-oval to orbicu-
lar-ovate, truncate or slightly cordate at base, abruptly

1880. Polygonum Sieboldi (P. cuspidatum) (X J^).

pointed, the strong side nerves uniting in marginal
loops: sheaths short and flaring, deciduous: fls. small
and whitish, very numerous in slender-panicled ra-

cemes, the stamens 8, and the akene trigonous. Japan.
B.M. 6.-)03. R.H. 18.58, p. 6.31; 1894, p. 54. On. 26, p.
317; 49, p. 238.—A very effective plant for bold mass
effects, perfectly hardy in the northern states, and now
frequently planted. It is everywhere known in the
trade as P. ru-'^pidafutn. It produces clouds of bloom.
Var. compactum is cult.

12. Sachalinense, Schmidt. Sacaline. Fig. ^881.

Exceed ii trly vigorous plants, spreading rapidly from
the tips of strong underground shoots, the reddish gla-

brous dead stalks often standing 8-12 ft. high through
the winter: Ivs. verj' large, frequently 1 ft. or moro
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long, soft dull green, the blade ovsl-oblong, l>^-2 times
as long as broad, shallow-cordate at base, scarcely
pointed, the prominent side veins uniting by the ends:
fls. greenish, in relatively small axillary clusters, the
akene trigonous. Island of Sachalin, north of Japan, in
Russian territory. B.M. ()o40. R.H. 1876, p. 3«; 1893,

pp. 394, 395; 1894, p. 55. Gn. 21, p. 280. G.C. II. 26:813

1881. Sacaline—Polyeonum Sachalincnse (X J^).

and III. 14:159 (in fr.). G.M. 31:176. V. 17:161. -Re-
cently introduce<l (in N. Anier. in 1894) frr f >rage and
for ornament. It is inveterately persistent when once
established, and may easily become a pest. For forage
it has little merit where other things can be grown, for
it is too coarse. For planting in rough places, where a
thick cover is -equired, it is one of the best of all her-
baceous perennials. It is perfectly hardy in the North
and seems to thrive anywhere. P. Sieholdi was on'-e

distributed as Sacaline, but that species is ni'.jch

smaller, with smaller, shorter and square-based leaves,
and with more profuse bloom.

P. eompdetum. Hook., is much like P. Sieboldi, but "dif-
fers in its dwarf size, de<'unil>ent lowly habit, small rigid
leaves, with wave<i mnrgins, and strict erect simple fem-ile ra-
cemes." .Japan. B.il. G4'G.—P. multiflorum, Thxinh. Tuber-
ous-rooted climber, with re<hiish stems : Ivs. cordateovate-
acnte, shining: ds. small and whitish in spreiiding panicles.
China and Japan. — P. platycaiilon, Hort. = Muehlenbeckia
Platj'clados.

—

P. 8ph(Trostachy%nn , Meisn. Allied to P. affine,

from which it diCFers in the "dense broad cylindric or gloltose
spike of blood-red pendulous flowers." Himalaya. B.M. 6847.
—P. rarrini.'o/ium, Wall. Rook plant allie<l to P. affine: lis.

bright rose-colored, in many slender spikes: Ivs. rather numer-
ous on the stems, short, ovate -acute : de<'uniJ»ent. the stems
2 ft. or less lonji. Himalaya, up to IG.fiOO ft. B.M. 4622. Gn. JQ,

p. 543; 43, p. ')0l; 45, p. 159. L. H. B.

FOLt'MNIA (the muse Polyhymnia). Compdsitce.
About 10 species of American composites, mostly coarse,
viscid and heavy-scented, the North American species
being perennial herbs, the South American shrubby or
tree-like. They have loose panicles of yellow or whitish
fls. borne in summer. For further description, see
Gray's Manual, Britton and Brown's Illustrated Flora,
etc.

Canadensis, Linn. Canada or Small-flowerkd Leaf
Cvp. Height 2-5 ft.: Ivs. deltoid-ovate to hastate, thin,
deeply angulate-lobed; lobes dentate, 4-10 in. long:
heads few in terminal clusters, 4-6 lines broad: rays
minute or none. June-Sept. Damp, rich, shaded places,
western Ont. to Minn., south N. C. to Ark. B.B. 2:405.
— Var. radi^tav Gray, with whitish rays sometimes
l^ in. long, is also offered by one dealer in native
plants.

POLTFODIUM (Greek, many feet; alluding to the ex-
tensive rootstocks). PolypodiUceiv. A genus of ferns
with naked rounded sori, and with the Ivs. jointed to
the rootst'icks, leaving a scar when they separate. As
here treated the veins may be free or united to form
areol.'B. The genus is a very extensive ore, growing in

all parts of the world, and has frequently been divided
into a series of genera based on habit and the nature of
venation, which is probably a more logical treatment;
some of these genera, indeed, as Phymatodes and Phle-
bodium, have been here separated; the genus would be
more homogenous were others placed by themselves.
For culture, see Fern.

A. Veins free: Ivs. once pinnate.

B. Sori large, conspicuous.

vnlg^rs, Linn. Wall Fern. Polypody. Figs. 1881-3.

Lvs. 4-10 in. long, on pale stalks half their length, 1-3 in.

wide, cut nearly or quite to the rachis into entire or
slightly toothed blunt pinnap. New En»cland to Ala. and
westward to Ore.; also comm, > throusrhont Europe,
where many forms are in cult. Vi.r. C&mbricum (Fig.

1884) occurs in New York and New England.

falc^tum, Kelioarg. Lvs. 12-15 in. lonsr, 4-8 in. wide.
on long, straw-colored stalks; pinnje numerous, taper-

ing to a slender point, sharply ser-

rate. Calif, to Wash.

BB. Sori smaller: lvs. elastic, often

elongated.

PItinmla, HBK. Lvs. 9-18 in. long,
narrow lanceolate, 1-2 in. wi<le ;

pinnae numerous, narrow, entire,

blunt, the lo\rer pairs scarcely
smaller than those above ; stalks

blackish. Fla. and trop. Amer.

pectin§itum, Linn. Lvs. elliptic-

lanceolate, 1-2J^ ft. long, 2-6 in.

wide, cut to the rachis into horizon-
tal entire or toothed pinnae, the lower
ones gradually reduced to short,

triangular lobes. Fla. and trop.

Amer.
AA. Veins uniting, forming regular areola? each tcith a

single free included veinlet.

e. Lvs. simple, undivided.

vacciniifdlium, Langs & Fisch. Lvs. of 2 so^-ta rising

from slender, wide-creeping rootstocks ; sterile lvs.

roundish or elliptic; sporophylis linear or ligulate, with

large sori in a single row. Tropical Amer., from the

West Indies southward.

1882.

Sori and a single
sporangium of

Polypodium vul-
gare.

Sori about natural
size.
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cc. Lvs. pinnate.

D. Fronds covered with flat scales underneath.

poljrpo^oldes, A. S. Hitchcock. Lvs. 2-6 in. lon^. an
inch or more wide, with entire pinnip; veins indistinct,
from the thick texture. Va. and southern III. to Brazil;
commonly growing ua trees in the southern states.

1883. Polypodium vulgare (X 34)-

DD. Fronds smooth beneath.

B. Pinnce broad at base and often confluent.

Califdmicum, Kaulf. Lvs. 4-9 in. lonjj, 1-5 in. wide,
cut into finely toothed pinna? which are mostly confluent
at the base. California. — Has much the habit of the
European forms of P. vulgare,

CathirinaB, Langs. & Fisch. Lvs. 6-12 in. long, 3-5 in.

wide, with numerous nearly opposite pinnae which are
di'ated Lit the base, contracted just above the base, and
shjjhtly enlarged and bluntly rounded at the tip; sori
large near the midrib. Brazil.

EE. Pinner narrowed and distinct at base

fraxinifdliuu, Jacq. Lvs. 2-4 ft. long, 12-18 in. wide,
on firm stalks 1-2 ft. long; pinnse 4-9 in. long, with a
tough, somewhat leathery texture and entire margin.

Columbia to Brazil and Peru.

subauricnl^tain, B 1 u m e.

Stalks 6-12 in. long, glossy,
from wide -creeping root-
stocks: lvs. 2-3 ft. long, 8-12
in. wi-'e; sori in a single row
immersed in the leaf,

to Australia.
India

AAA. Veins (primary) dis-
tinct from midrib to the

edge,connected b;/ parallel
transverse veinlet.'i form-
ing rows of s i m i I a r

areoloi.

B. Lvs. elongate, simple,
smooth beneath.

Phyllitidis, Linn. Lvs. 1-3

ft. long, 1-4 in. wide, with an
acute point, and the lower
part narrowed gradually ;

areola? in rows of (>-12. usu-
hUv with 2 sori each. Fla. to
Brazil.— This species might
more justly be placed in the
genus Campyloneuron.

BB. Lvs. with under surface
tomentose.

Lingua, Swz. Lvs. 4-8 in.

loiiiT. 1-4 in. wide, the apex
often cuspidate, the base nar-
rowed or rounded; upper sur-

face naked, the lower matted
with reddish cottony brown;
sori in close rows of 4-6 each.
Japan to Ceylon. — This spe-

cies and the next are often placed in the genus Nipho-
bolus.

triciispe, Swz. Lvs. hastate. 2-4 in. each way, with a
central lanceolate-triangular lobe and spreading lateral

1884. Polypodium vuleare,

vsu'. Cambricum.
A crestetl or mm-h-cxit

form, from rt specimen
fonnd i'l .>ew Hamp-
shire. (X A.)

ones which are more or less auricled at the base. Ja-
pan and Corea.

P. aureinn. See Phlebodium.— P. Dryopteris. See Phegop-
teris Dryopteris.— P. glancum. See Phyinatoiles. — P. heia-
gonopterum. See PheKopteris.—P. Kerandrednuin. See Phe-
gopteris.- P. muHirfolium. See VhynvAUnXvn,. — F. nigri-gceua.

See Phj-mattxles.- P. Phegopteris. See PheKopteris PolyiM>-
dioides.— P. I'hymatodet. See Phjinatoties.-P. plumi>s\im is

a form of Asplenium filixfoeniina.- P. uuercifhliuin . See Dry-
naria.— P. rigidulnm. See Drynaria.— P. Stvartzii. See Phy-
niatodes. £,, jj. UNDERWOOD.

POLYPODY. See Polypodium.

POLYPTERIS (Greek words meaning many-winged
or feathered; referring to the pappus). Composite*.
This includes a handsome, rosy-rtd. hardy annual known
to the trade as Palafoxia JJook-eriana. Polypteris i.s a
genus of 4 species of North American herbs : lvs. njostly

entire, alternate or the lower opposite, and lax corym-
bosely panicled heads of tin. borne in summer and au-
tumn: involucre broadly bell-shaped or top-shaped;
bracts commonly in 2 series, more or less colored and
petal-like toward the tips: rays wanting except in P.
Hookeriana: akenes linear to club-shaped. 4-sided:
pappus of 6-12 equal scales. Distinguished from Pala-
foxia by the colored tips of the involucral bracts and the
deeply divided limb of the corolla. Monographed in

Gray's Synoptical Flora.

Hodkeriana, Gray (Palaf6xia ffookeri'lna, Torr. ).

Annual 1-4 ft. high: lvs. lanceolate, mostly 3-nerved
below: heads 1 in. or more across; rays 8-10, deeply
3-cieft. Sandy plains. Neb. to Tex. B.M. r).")49.-Hand-
some plant; sometimes treated as an everlasting.

POLYSCIAS (many and shade: referring to the
abundant foliage). Aralidcea^. Large shrubs or trees,

glabrous, of about 8 species of India, Africa and Malaya.
Lvs. pinnate, with thick entire leaflets: fls. small,
usually 5-merous (sometimes 4-merous), the calyx
truncate or toothed, the petals valvate, the ovary 5-8-

loculed, the styles usually of the same number and
distinct, Polyscias is allied to tropical Aralias and
Panax, and the culture is the same as for those plants.

For further botanical discussion, see Panax.

panicnlitta, Baker (Termindlia ilegans, Hort.).
Erect, glabrous shrub: lvs. pinnate, usually with 7
Ifts., of which the terminal one is 7-9 in. long, oblong
and obtuse, shining. Mauritius.—This is another ex-
ample of the confusion which arises from the naming
of garden plants before their flowers or fruits are
known. For several years this plant wf-s supposed to
be a Terminalia, but now it is known to belong to a
wholly different family. Another example is Aralia
Chahrieri of the gardens, which belongs to the Celas-
tracete ( Ela?odendron).

pinn^ta, Forst. (ArlMia latifolia, Wight & Am.).
Leaflets orbicular, either nearly entire or with small and
remote teeth, the base heart-shaped. Malaya. —The
writer does not know that the Aralia latifolia of
gardeners is the above plant, as he has not seen it.

Aralia latifolia of the trade is described as "very bold
and rich in appearance; green and pale yellow leaves.''

L. H. B.

POLYSTACHYA (Greek, referring to the many spike-
lets). Orchidacece. About 40 species of tropical epiphy-
tic orchids, none of which have showy fls. P. luteola, a
native of the West Indies, has minute greenish yellow
fls. and has probably been cult, in America, but is not
worth while. Sepals connivent or subpatent, the lateral

ones connate with the short foot of the column into a
mentum: colu.un short: flowering stems short, few-
leaved, pseudobulbous. See Orchid.

luteola. Hook. (Dendrdbiitm potystiirhyou, Sw.).
Height 6-12 in.: lvs. oblong-linear or lanceolate-oblong,
exceeded by the stem; lip 3-lobed to the middle.

POLYSTICHUM (Greek, many rotes; referring to the
sori). Polypodiacece. A genus of ferns mostly of tem-
perate regions with free veins and the roundish sori

covered by indusia that are peltate and attached to the
leaf by a short central stalk They are mostly easily
grown and thrive best in shade. Some of the species do
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well in living-rooms. All the species have also been
described under the genus Aspidium. For culture, see
Ferns.

A. Li's. simphj pinnate throughout.

B. Lower pinti(f gradtutlly reduced to mere lobes.

Lonchltis, Roth. (Aspidium Lonrh)fis). Holly Febn.
Lvs. y-20 in. lonj?, rigid, the piunte broadly lanceolate-

falcate, the lowest trian-

gular. North Europe
and America, mostly in

high latitudes.

BB. Lower plnnce scarce-
Iff if a HI/ smaller
than those above.

acrosticholdes, Scbott
(Aspidium acrosticho-

ides, iS'Wz.). Christmas
Fern. Figs. 1885, 1886.

Growing in dense
crowns, with stalks 6-8
in. high, the pinnee lin-

ear-lanceolate,somewhat
falcate, and serrulate
with appressed teeth

;

spire-bearing pinnse
contracted, with con-
fluent snri. Eastern
United States. — One of
our commonest species.

munittim, Eaulf. {As-
p i d i u m m unit u m

,

«^

1885. Details of sporophylls of

Polyatichum acrostichoides.

a, sori; b, iudusium.

Eaulf.). Stalks 4-12 in. long, chaffy at base or through-
out; pinnee long, linear-acuminate, serrate or doubly ser-

rate; sori in a single row midway from midrib to mar-
gin. Utah northward and westward.

lepidocatilon, Hook. Stipes densely clothed with large,
heart-shaped scales: lvs. short, with 12-15 pairs of pin-

nje, unequal-sided, scarcely toothed: sori I'sually in two
rows. Japan.

AA. Cvs. with auricles of pinncB forming distinct leaf-

lets.

vivijarmn, F^e. Lvs. 12-18 in, long, 4-6 in wide, with
numerDus lanceolate pinnte; lower basal margin ob-
liquelj truncate; sori in 2 or 4 rows. West Indies.

;.AA. Lvs. bipinnate in the lower two-thirds.

C. Pinnules auricled.

acule&tam, Roth. (Arpidinm aculedtum, Swz. ). Lvs.
2 ft. or more long, 6-8 in. wide; pinnules twice as long
as wide, with very conspicuous basal auricles. En. and
Calif.— P. proliferum, Hort., is an Australian form pro-

ducing buds on the leaves.

angulare, Willd. Lvs. 1-2 f*^. long, rather narrowly
lanceolate; pinnules nearly triangular, two-thirds as
broad as long, more or less incised. Europe.

Braunii, Lawson. Lvs. 18-24 in. long, narrowly ellip-

tic-lanceolate; pinnules 7-10 pairs to each pinna,
l)road, the upper basal edge parallel with the rachis.

Eu., and mountain regions of eastern America.

cc. Pinnules scarcely auricled.

B'cMrdi, Hook. Lvs. 9-18 in. long, ovate-deltoid,
with 12-15 pairs of pinnae; pinnules deeply toothed,
texture coriaceous. New Zealand.

amdbile, Blume. Lvs. 1 ft. or more long, 6-9 in. wide,
with a lanceolate terminal pinna and 3-6 pairs of lateral
ones ; pinnules subrhomV)oidal, the upper and outer
portions sharply spinulose serrate. India, Japan and
East Indies.

AAAA. Lrs. more than once pinnate in the lower
pinnm.

Cap^nse, J. Sm. (P. cori(iceum, Swz.). Stains 1-2 ft.

!dng: lvs. 1-3 ft. long, subdeltoid, the segments lanceo
la*e and bluntly lob^d, the teeth not mucronate. S.
Africa, S. America and New Zealand.

aristd,tum, Swz. Stalks scattered, 12-18 in. long,
scaly below : lvs. 1-2 ft,, long, 9-12 in. wide, 3-4-pic-

natifid, the lower pinnie largest ; texture firm, glossy:
sori in 2 rows near the midrib. Japan to Ceylon and
Australia. l, ^^i. Underwood.

F0MAD£RBIS (Greek words said to refer to the
membranous covering of the fruit). lihamnaceir. Here
belongs the Victorian Hazel, P. apetula. According
to Bentham this is a shrub JMJ ft. high, but Von Muel-
ler, in his "Select Extra -Tropical Plants," says it is

"a tree attaining a height occasionally of 60 feet, but
mostly smaller The foliage is devoured with avidity by
pasture animals, often in preference to ordinary good
feed. The genus contains several other large-leaved
species." The genus is confined to Australia and New
Zealand, and 18 species are described in the Flora Aus-
traliensis. They are mostly shrubs with foliage mat-
ted with white felt beneath and very small and numerous
tls. in umbel-like cymes forming terminal panicles or
corymbs. Calyx-tube entirely aduate to the ovary, the
limb 5-parted, deciduous or retlexed; petals either con-
cave or flattish or none; stamens 5, the filaments long
and usually suddenly inflected and alternate near the top

;

disk annular, never very prominent; style 3-cleft,

rarely almost entire: capsule septicidaliy 3-valved.

ap6tala, Labill. Lvs. 2-4 in. long, irregularly crenate
and rugose: calyx stellate-tomentose or hoary, with a
very short tube : cymes rather loose, numerous in much-
branched panicles : petals none. Australia. Cultivated
in California for ornament. See Huliugia. -^^ ^j^

POMEGRANATE, the vernacular of Punica Grana-
turn, a small tree of southern Asia, grown both for
ornament and for its edible fruit. Fig. 1887. See
Punica. It is somewhat grown in the open in the
southern states, and also as a pot- or tub-plant in
greenhouses in the North.
The natural habit of the Pomegranate is of rather

bushy growth, but by careful training a tree 15-20 ft.

may be produced. This, however, seems possible only
in the extreme southern sections of the United States.

A great many shoots spring from the base of the
plant; these should be cut out, as it is contended that
they withdraw the nutriment which should go to the
fruit-bearing stems. The branches are slender, twiggy,
nearly cylindrical, somewhat thorny; lvs. lanceolate,

long, narrow, glossy green and with red veins; fls. with
a red colored, thick, fleshy calyx, crowned with bright

scarlet, crumpled petals and numerous stamens. The
fruit is globular, topped with a crown-like calyx, and
the interior consists of numerous seeds enveloped in a
bright, crimson-colored pulp, seeds being arranged in

segments, separated by a thin skin, and very acid in

the typical variety. A cooling, acescent drink is made

1886. Christmas fern—Polyatichum acrostichoides.
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from the pulpy seeds, with the addition of water and
sujerar. This i.s much used at the South, and is espe-
ciall' iteful in fevers. The plant is injured by a cold

of fi to 15° above zero, hence it is not hardy above
thei^ii iegreeof latitude north. For higher latitudes

it should be cultivated in tubs, and given a conserva-
tory during winter. For some sections of the South it

is used for hetlges. The fruit begins to ripen about
September and can be kept for several weeks.
The Pomegranate is multiplied by hardwood cuttings

planted in open ground during February, or by layers

1887. Pomegranate IX %)

ana aiso oy softwooa cuttings aunng summer. As the
plant forms many shoots, these are often used, as they
usually are provided with rootlets.

The Pomegranate is supposed to have been intro-

duced into southern Europe by the Carthaginians,
whose Latin name of "Punicus" was thus given and
derived. We also find a reference in the sacred scrip-
tures. Theophrastus described it 300 years before the
Christian era, and Pliny considered it one of the most
valuable fruits, both as to its beauty and medicinal
properties. The bark of the root is a well-known as-
tringent employed in therapeutics, in dysentery and
diarrhoea; the rind of the fruit when boiled has for
many generations past been the remedy for tenia, and
a jet-black, smooth writing ink is also made of it.

The Pomegranate is a native of some parts of Asia,
and by some botanical authors is said to be also found in
northern Africa and China. Although of such ancient
origin and cultivation, there are but few varieties of
tho fruit-bearing section disseminated in this country
and Europe, but, according to Firminger, several fine

varieties have been grown in Bengal from seed brought
from Cabul, one being seedless, another growing to the
size of "an ordinary human head," and still another as
large as a small shaddock.

Varieties Grown for Fruit.

Aad or TT/M.—With a sharp arid pulp: fmit often very
large, from 3-4 in. in 'liam. ami with a bright-colored rind.

Sweet.— Fniit usually somewhat smaller than the Acid and
with a darker-colored rind: pulp sweet.
Subacid.— Differs only from t'.ie Sweet in tht more acidulated

pulp.
Spaniah i?M5»/.—As cultivated in Louisiana seems to be

only a form of the Subacid. Fruit large and bright-colored
with deep crimson pulp. It is considered the best of its class.
Dicarf.—X form of the Acid variety, of very low and bushy

gtowth: tls. single: fr. froia lJ^-2 in. in diam-: pulp very
acid. This can he grown in a pot, as it fruits qaite abundantly.

All these varieties are very ornamental from their abun-
dant yield of bright scarlet ilowers, which are produce<l upon
the extremities of the young branches of the same year's
growth. When t' e plant is grown in a tree form, the branches
should be annuji.ly cut back after the leaves drop.

Varieties Grown for ORXAiiENT (non-fruiting).

Dmtble Red.—With a very large c lyx, from which protrude
r.umerous large bright scarlet petals, larger than those of the
common single type. Thes>e are produced in abundance during
summer and fall and resemble a bright scarlet pompon.
Double rf?/oic.— Similar to the above in shape of flowers,

but latter are of a pale yellow color.

Double Van'egafed, or Legrellei.—A vcrj- handsome variety
with very large tls., the petals being striped and mottle«l with
yellow and scarlet.

Fhiuble Ihvarf, or Puniea nana raeemoaa.—Ot dwarf
growth, with bright scarlet, double flowers whi<h an- Inime in
clusters. This is e8pe<'ially d(>sirable for growing in p«>ts. as its
flowers are abundant and lasting. j»_ j Berckmans.

POMELO. Also known as Pumelo, Punielou', Pom-
peloH, (ira lie -fruit. Forbidden Fruit, Frititof Paradi.se:
by the French as Pompelmouse, and by the Spanish and
Dutch as PutH/ielinoes. Pomelo is a contraction of
poiHum welo, the melon apple. Fig. 1888. This desir-
able fruit is botanically Citrus Decumanu (seep. \V1\,

Vol. I). Macfadyen, in his Flora of Jamaica, made it a
separate species under the name of Citrux Pttrndisi (see
G. F. 9:1G,'1), but this name has not been retained. ('.

Vet' IIma na includes both the Pomelos and the Shad-
docks.

Citrus Decumana is a native of the Malayan and
Polynesian Islands, but is now extensively cultivated in
India, the West Indies, Florida, California, and in most
tropical and semi-tropical countries. It is a bandsome
tree, about 25 to 30 ft. high, with auberect branches.
Lv8. large, oval or ovate-oblong, crenulated, and usually
emarginate, with scattered pubescence along the mar-
gins; petiole slightly broadly winged: lis. large, white;
stamens 16-24: fr. usually pale lemon-color, either
globose or pyriform, the best varieties being about
twice the size of a good orange; pulp pale yellow or
greenish white. The pear-shaped form is not now cul-
tivated, and tl e very large, thick-skinned varieties with
coarae flesh are undesirable. One of the best varieties of
Pomelo or Grape-fruit known is grown in the hills of
Jamaica, and of late yars bas been very extensively
planted throughout the island. It is a fruit about 16
inches in circumference, pale lemon-color, with smooth
skin and oil glands very noticeable but below the surface.
The pulp is pale yellow or greenish white, subacid in
flavor, or fairly sweet when the fruit is quite ripe. The
fruits are borne usually in clusters of from 3 to 15, hence
the name Grape-fruit (in clusters or bunches like
grapes), by which it is known in Jamaica. This fruit
commands a ready sale at highly remunerative prices in

the New York and other markets. Many varieties of

1888. Pomelo or grape-fruit IX >i).

Pomelo are now cultivated, the majority of these having
originated in California or Florida.
The Pomelo is much esteemed as a dessert fruit, and

has the reputation of being an excellent digestive. It

contains sugar and citric acid, with much essential oil

in the peel. In Jamaica this fruit tree is propagated
from seeds, or by budding on the rough lemon stock.

It grows in company with the orange, and requires the
same treatment: it is not, however, so liable to disease
as the orange, nor is it so much affected by scale and
other troublesome insects.
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Shaddock. — Although botaniCMlIy the Pomelo and
Shaddock are of one specie.-*, as known horticultural!}' in

Jamaica they are very diflferent. The Shaddock is a
Bmaller tree than the Pomelo, with larger leaves, but
the greatest difference is in the fruit. Whilst one is

an esteemed and valuable dessert fruit, the other is

hardly ever used, and is not exporte<l. There are
two varieties of Shaddock,—one with a globose fruit

and flesh ot a pale color, the other pear shaped, with
crimson flesh. In both, the fruits are very large, often
weighing 15 or IG pounds4 the rind is exceedingly
thick, the vesicles are large and distinct, but the flesh

is tlry and coarse, except in occasional varieties. The
Shad<lock is said to have been brought to the West
Indies by Captain Shaddock.

£Iog Shaddock.—This variety is very like the pear-
shaped Shaddock in appearance, and it is probably a
hybrid between the Shaddock and the citron, or the
rough lemon. It is of no value whatever as a fruit,

being intensely bitter, but it is used for th purpose of
cleaning floors to kill fleas, which are troublesome in
some houses at certain seasons of the year. The Hog
Shaddock is said to make an excellent stock on which to

bud Pomelo. W. Harris.

The Pomklo in Florida. — In no place in the world
has the culture of the Pomelo reached such perfection
as in Florida. Indeed, the improvement of the fruit and
extension of its cultivation in that state has led to its

establishment as an important commercial fruit. Its

cultivation as a market fruit has been extended from
Florida to California and Jamaica, and it is only in these
localities as yet, so far as the writer is informed, where
any of its varieties are grown on a commercial scale. In
most foreign countries the pear-shaped Pomelos, or
Shaddocks as they are more properly called, are con-
sidered superior to the round varieties, but in this coun-
try the industry Las been built up with the round types,
varieties of which have been developed that are much
sweeter and of better quality and flavor than any of the
pear-shaped forms or Shaddocks. The good varieties
grown for the market in Florida are almost entirely of
native origin, though one fairly good sort— the Pernam-
buco— was introduced from South America.

In Florida the Pomelo is, in general, cultivated and
manured the same as the orange. The trees grow rather
larger than the orange, however, and should be given
considerable space. They are ordinarily planted about
30 feet apart. Pomelo seedlings from fruits of good
quality usually produce good marketable fruits, but the
differentiation of varieties has progressed far enough
so that advanced horticulturists recommend Imdding or
grafting in order to secure fruit of the best quality.
(For a short description of the varieties commonly
grown see Citrus Deciunana.) The Pomelo is usually
budded either on its own stock or on that of the sweet
orange or sour orange. Many growers think
that it gives best results when budded on
its own stock, and this is very extensively
practiced in Florida. The Pomelo is more
easily injured by cold than the orange,
and in the freeze of 1894-5 in Florida all

trees in the northern and central part of
the state were killed to the ground. Since
this time large plantings have been made in
soufhern Florida, and in a few years a much
larger crop will be produced than ever be-
fore. Considerable quantities of the fruit
are also being produced in California.

H. J. Webber.
POMME BLANCHE. P.^oralea eseuleuta.

POMOLOGY (Literally, science of fruits).

All those subjects, both, practical and scien-
tific, that have to do with the growing of
fruits are assemV)led under the terra Po-
mology. It is synonymous with Fruit-grow-
ing. There has been an effort to divorce
the terras Pomology and Fruit-growing,
making the former comprise the scientific

and classificatory subjects and the latter the
practical subjects; but such division is ar-
bitrary and is opposed to usage. The word

1889. A pome, as the term

is now understood.

"growing" can no longer be held, when used in such
connection, to designate merely the planting and care
of fruit-plants, for all good practice is indissolubly
associated with sc'entiflc knowledge and theory. Fruit-
growing is a more familiar and homely term than the
Latin-(freek word Pomology, and for that reason it has
seemed to some persons to be less adaptable to the

formal presentation of the
knowledge connected with
fi'uits. it is significant,
however, that with the ex-
ception of Prince's "Po-
niological Manual,'' none of
the fruit books that have
done much to mold public
opinion in America have
been known as i*omologies,
notwithstanding the fact
that the greater number of
them have given great at-

tention to formal descrip-
tions of varieties. The
term Pomology is founded
on tiie Latin pomum, a

word that was used generically for "fruit." In later

Latin it came to be associated more particularly with
the apple-like fruits. The word is preserved to us in the
French pom ttie. meaning" apple, "an<i in other languages
of Latin derivation. In English we know it as pome, a
botanical terra used to designate fruits that have the
peculiar morphological structure of the apple and pear.
This use of the terra is explained under the article Py-
rus. A pome is shown in Fig. 1889. The "core," inside
the light dotted line, is the ripened carpels; the flesh,

outside this line, is the thickened torus or receptacle, on
the top of which the calyx or "eye " is borne. However,
the root of the word Pomology is derived from the Latin
pomum rather than from the botanical pome.
The limitations of pomology, as an art and science,

depend on the use of the word "fruit." This word, as
used by the horticultunst, is impossible of definition.

Products that are classed with fruits in one country
may be classed with vegetables in another. To the
horticulturist a fn;it is a product that is closely asso-
ciated, in its origin, with the flower. As used in this

country, a fruit is the product of a bush or tree or
woody vine, the most marked exception being the straw-
berry. Most fruits may be grouped under three gen-
eral heads,—orchard or tree fruits, vine fruits (of

which the grape is the type), and small fruits. Of the
orchard fruits, the leading groups are the pome fruits

(apples, pears, etc.), drupe fruits (peaches, plums,
cherries, etc.), and the citrous fruits (oranges, lemons,
etc.). The species of fruits that are fairly well known
in North America are not less than 1.50, but the impor-
tant commercial species are not more than 40.

1890- Apple orchard at bearing age, as seen in the northeastern states.
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Fruit-growing is the most important and charac-
teristic horticultural interest of North America. In
fact. North Ameriran ponmlogy may justly be said to
be the best and most progressive in the world if excel-

lence i8 measured by commercial standards, quantity of
product, and the quickness
and precision with which
scientitic theory and discov-
ery are applied to it. Most
remarkable examples of the ^ ^
quick assimilation and ap- ^'''k^.-'^%
plication of theoretical
teachings are afforded by
the readiness with which
fruit-growers within the last

decade have adopted the
ideas associated with tillage,

spraying, pollination, ferti-

lizing and pruning. Yet,
great as have been the ad-
vances, progress has only
begun: one advance leads
to another. Pictures of typi-

cal American fruit-planta-
tions may be found under
O'rape, Horticulture, Olive,
Orange, New York, Peach,
Plum, etc., and others are
shown in Fitrs. 189«>-18y5.

The American ideals in
Pomology are quite unlike
the European. The Ameri-
can aims at uniformity over
large areas. The European
gives more attention to special practices, particularly in
training of fruit-trees. This is wel! illustrated in Amer-
ican nurseries as contrasted with i^i.r >pean nurseries
(^^Q Nursery). The American merely prunes his fruit
trees in the nursery: he does not train them. The
American ideal in nursery stock is shown in Fig. 1896.

See Pruning.
In nearly all parts of the country the extension of

fruit-growing is the most radical change of base now
taking place in farming operations. This growth of
the fruit business is possible, because the consumption
of fruit is increasing amongst all people, the facilities

for transportation Lave been improved, scientitic dis-

covery has insured the production of good crops, and
because many other kinds of farming have been rela-

tively nnprofttable. Unfortunately, there are no com-
plete statistics yet publi^^hed of the pomological re-

sources of the United States or Canada.
Whilst the phenomenal development of American

pomology has been due in great measure to climatic and

of the Cultivation of Fruit Trees" in 1817, and followed
by Thacher's "American Orchurdist" in lb'2'2. These
pioneer writings gave much of their space to orchard
management, with little mere compilation of descrip-
tions of varieties. Subsequent volumes, for nearly

•—"-

1891. Young plum orchard, showine: clean tillage and high-
heading.

Some growers head-in vigorous young trees like the
above, Imt others prefer to let them take their natural
course, keeping the heads oi)en rather than thick and
close. Neither method is best under all circiunstances.
See Pruning.

economic conditions, it also has been hastened by book
writings. No less than fifty atithors have contrihu*cd
books of greater or less size, either on the general sub-
ject or on special fruits, beginning with Coxe's "View

1892. Double planting, showing bush-fruita growing between the trees.

This is to be discouraged as a general practice, but it may be successful vvh^n high culture
and extra care are given.

f^fty years, were in large part compilations and colla
tiuns of accounts of varieties. To this latter class
belong the works of Prince, Kenrick, Downing, Thomas,
Warder. It is only in the present time that we have
come to treat the subject fundamentally, by giving the
weight of discussion to principles of orchard manage-
ment. For further discussion of books, see the article

Horticulture.

The evolution of our pomology is well illustrated in
the radical change of ideals within the last quarter
century. These new points of view may be arranged
conveniently under seven general heads:

1. The most important point of view connected with
our commercial pomology is the fact that there is a
horticultural industry as distinguished from a general
asiricultural industry. At the opening of the nine-
teenth century our agriculture was more or less homo
geneous, largely because the extent of it was limited
and because there was litile demand for other than
the few staple commodities. The horticulture of that
time was confined chiefly to a small area about the
homestead. A few vegetables, flowers and fruits in a
small plantation, with here and there a sinjjrle green-
house, represented the horticultural effort of the time.
At the present day we cone Mve of whole states and
of entire geogrraphieal areas as horticultural regions.
Persons now buy farms with the explicit purpose of de-
voting them to the production of fruits or other horti-

cultural products. Even fifty years ago horticulture
was largely an amateur's avocation, but to- day it is one
of the leading commercial occupations of the country,
and the mrst important single factor in it, in America,
is pomology. With this rise of the horticultural indus-
tries came a demand for new knowledge respecting a
host of subjects Thich were undreamed of even as late

as a half century ago. The cotemporary progress in

pomology is largely a breaking away from the old
ideals. Those persons who are still laggards are the
ones who are holding to the point of view of a genera-
tion ago. Practices that were good enough for amateur
purposes, or for the incidental and accidental fruit-

growing of our fathers, may be wholly inadequate to the
new time conditions. At the opening of the century
there was practically no commercial orcharding. The
apple was grown somewhat extensively in many parts of
the country, particularly in New England, but it was
used chieflv for the making of cider. Small-fruit grow-
ing, as a basiness, had not developed. In fact, com-
mercial strawberry-growing may be said to have begun

eJiAm
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18SI3. A vineyard of American erapes (New York).
Pifking-crates are shown in the foreeround.

with the introduction of the Hovey in 18;{G, although
there were nutrket plantations of Rmall extent a>)out
some of the larger towns. The commercial culture of
blackberries and rasp-
berries, although it be-

gan about the middle of
the century, d'd not ac-

quire distinct import-
ance until after the
reaction from the Civil
War. The very fact that
there is a horticultural
industry is a most in)-

portant innovation in

our agricultural status.

2. With the rise of
commercial pomology
there have developed all

those questions which
are related to market-
ing. The new market
ideals cluster about
three centers: (1) The
demand for special pro-
ducts for special uses,

(2) the crowing demand
for small packages, and
(3) the remarkable evolution of transportation facili-

ties, and of cold storage. There has arisen an increased
desire for special grades and for particular kinds of
fruit. The fruits that were current fifty years ago may
not be good enough for the markets of to-day. Com-
mercial pomology rests on the fact that more people are
consuming fruits. Many of these people buy only in
small lots for present consumption. They go to the
market often. They have no facilities for storing the
fruit, and they do not buy for the purpose of selling.

Therefore the small package has come to be increas-
ingly more important. Pig. 1897. Within the last

twenty-five years there has been an increasing demand
for a package that can be given away with the fruit.

This demand for the small and individual package may
be expected to increase with all the better kinds of
fruits or with those that appeal to the personal cus-
tomer. This is true in all lines of trade. Twenty-five
years ago boots and shoes were distributed in large
board cases, but now each pair is sold in a neat card-
board box. We are still too conservative in respect to
the handling of apples in barrels. In the general trade
and for the staple varieties of apples the barrel may be
the best package, but for the personal customer and
particularly with all the finer or dessert varieties, a
small package n^ust come into use. It is, in fact,

a question whet^ • the bushel box would not be better
for even the staple apple trade. In most parts of the
world, except in the central and eastern part of the
United States, apples are not handled in barrels. The

1894. Harvest time in the apple orchard.

very fact that the grower must give attention to his
package as well as to the growing of his crop, forces
bim tu adopt a new point of view in his fruit-grow-
ing.

;{. Modern commercial orcharding has developed
the tillage ideal. I'nder the old regime the tree was
able to take care of itself and to bear a produce Rood
enough to meet the uncritical demands. Nowadays,
however, the tree must receive the very best of care,
for we desire annual crops of great quantity anu of
the best quality. Therefore the plant must be sup-
plied with abundance of plant-food and moisture.
Time was when it was thought that the mere appli-
cation of cuemical plant-food to the soil would be
sufiicient to mako a plant productive. It is now un-
derstood, however, that plant-food is only one of the
requisites of good growth. The soil must be deep
and loose and tine, so that it will hold moisture and
promote all those chemical and biological activities

which make the land productive. In former times
the best attention in tillage was given to the annual
crops. The orchard was usually in neglect. This
was because the fruit plantation had small commer-
cial importance. Now that the fruit plantation has
risen to first importance, in many cases, it must be
given as good care as any farm crop. In recent

years there lias been great deve'opment of special
tools and implements for the tillage of orchard lands.
Greater attention is given to the original preparation of

the land, so that plant-
ers no longer ask how
large the hole must be
to receive a tree, but
accept Warder's advice
that the hole should be
as large as the orchard.
The philosophy of or-
chard tillage, as un-
derstood by the best
teachers and for most
parts of the country, is

( 1 ) to prepare the land
thoroughly at the out-
set, (2) to give frequent
light surface tillage in
the early part of the sea-
son or until the crop is

nearly or quite grown,
and then (3 Uo cover the
land with some crop
that will remain on the
ground over winter and
can he plowed under in

spring. If the laiid has been well prepared it is not
necessary to plow it deep after the first two or three
years, unless one is turning under a heavy cover-crop.

'^^^

1895. Lunch time in the apple harvest.
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The surface tilth may \>o securetl by hreakin;: the top-
soil early in spring with a cutaway hurrosv, gau^ plow
or other surface-working tools. Tlij;' may not be pos-
sible, however, on very heavy land.s. The cover-crop
acbis humu8 and protects the lai.d from puddling and
baking in the winter. If it is a leguminouH crop it also
Bil la a store of available nitrogen. It i;* possible, in

many cases, to use cover-crops so freely, particularly
of the leguminous kind, that the land becomes too rich
in nitrogen and the fruit plants make too heavy growth.
Usually thecover-crcp is plowed under in spring at the
very earliest opportunity in order to save the soil nioisf-

iire. It is by no means the universal practice to use
cover-crops on fruit lands, but the idea has come to
stay, and the grower may adopt it or n«»t as his judg-
ment dictates. In ortler to facilitate the economical
and eilicient tillage of ft lit lands, it is coining to be the
practice to devote the land wholly to the fruits. With
plums and pears and some other orchard fruits, it in

often allowable to use the land for the ttrst two or three
years for annual crops, but these crops should gradu-
ally diminish and every caution should be taken that
they do not interfere with the care of the trees. Apple
orchards, when the spaces are 40 feet apart, may be
cropped for six or eight years without injury, providing
good tillage and other efficient treatment are given.
One reason for allowing orchards to stand in sod in the
old times was that it was difficult to plow beneath
full-grown trees. Those persons who desired to plow
and till their orchards, therefore, advocated very high
pruning. The diidculty with these old orchards was
the fact that the land was aiiowed to run into dense
sod. Heavy plowing in an old orchard indicates that
the plantation has been neglected in previous years.
Orchards that have been well tilled from the firsjt do
not require much laborious tillage, and the roots are
low enough to escape tillage tools. In recent times,
there has been an evolution of tillage tools which will do
the work without necessity of pruning the tops very
high. Within the last ten years, at least in the eastern
states, the practice of tilling orchards has increased
rapidly. At first it was advised bj a few growers and
teachers, but the movemen*' is now so well established
that it will take care of itseii.', and in the commercial
orchards of New York state, at least, the man who does
not till his orchard is the one who needs to apologize.
On the Pacific coast, the importance of tillage is uni-
versally recognized, because of the dry summer cli-

mate. The necessity of tilling orchards has forced a
new ideal on the pomologist; and when he goes to the
expense of tilling he feels the necessity of giving
sufficient care in other directions to insure profitable
returns from his plantation.

4. More and more as competition increases, is it

necessary to give att' .ition to pruning. It is unfortu-
nately true that trees will bear without pruning. This,
therefore, puts a premium on neglect. The old practice
allowed the tree to grow at will for three or four years
and to become so full of brush that the fruit could not
be well harvested, and then the top was pruned vio-

lently. The result was that the tree was set into redun-
dant growth and was filled with water-sprouts. This
tended also to set the tree into wood-bearing rather
than into fruit-l>earing. By the time the tree had again
settled down to fruit-bearing the orchardist went at it

with ax and saw and a good part of the top was taken
away. It is now understood that the ideal pruning is

that which prunes a little every year and keeps the tree
in a uniformly healthy and productive condition. The
pruning of trees has now come to be a distinct ideal, and
this ideal must gain in definiteness and precision so
long as fruit trees are grown. See the article Pruning.

5. Now that there is demand for the very best prod-
ucts, it is increasingly more important that fruits be
thinned. The thinning allows the rei laining fruits to

grow larger and better, it saves the vitality of the tree,

and it gives the orchardist an opportunity to remove the
diseased specimens and thereby to contribute something
toward checking the spread of insects and fungi. Thin-
ning is exceedingly important in all fruits that are
essentially luxuries, as peaches, apricots and pears. It

is coming also to be more and more important for apples
and for others of the cheaper fruits. In the thinning of

fruits, there are always two rules to be kept in mind:
(1) Kemove the injured, imperfect or diseased npeci-
mens; (2) ren»ove sufJicient frtiit so that the remaining
specimens stand at a given distance from each other.
Hov.' far apart the fruit shall be, will depend on many

1896. The American ideal in nursery stock,— large, straisht.

uniform, hieh-toppcd trees.

conditions. With peaches it is a good rule not to alloi^

them to hang closer than four or five inched ( sometimes
7 or 8 in.), and in years of heavy crops they may be
thinned more than this. This amount of thinning often
removes two - thirds of the fruits. It nearly always
gives a larger bulk of fruit, which brings a higher price.
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ThinniDg is usually performed very early in the season,
before the vitality of the tree has been tHxed.

6. Spraying of fruit plantations has now come to be a
definite ideal. Within the last ten years it has come to

be an established orchard practice; no good orchanlist
^s now without his spraying apparatus any more than
he is without his tillage tools. When spraying was first

advised, the practice seemed to be so revolutionary that
great emphasis had to be laid on its importance in order
to induce people to undertake it; therefore it may have
been emphasized more than its importance justified.

This, however, is necessary with all new enterprises.
How and when to spray and what materials to use are
matters that will always be discussed, because the prac-
tices must vary with the season, the kind of fruit, the
geographical region, the insects and fungi to be com-
bated. Spraying may not be necessary every year, and
certainly not equally necessary in all geographical
regions; ' ut the fact that spraying is necessary as a
general orchard practice is now completely estabiisheJ
Fig. 1898. See Spraying.

7. Perhaps the most gratifying modern development
in our pomology is the demand for instruction in funda-
mental principles. Years ago, the pomologist was satis-

fled if he had definite directions as to how to perform
certain labor. He was told what to do. At the present
time, the pomologist wants to be told what to think.
There seems to be a tendency in horticultural meetings
to drop the discussion of the mere details of practice
and to give increasingly more attention to the funda-
mental reasons and the results that are to be expected
from any line of practice. Knowing why a thing should
be done and what the results are likely to be, the
pomologist can work out the details for himself, for
every fruit plantation and every farm is a law unto
itself.

Systematic Pomologv.—The classifying and describ-
ing of the kinds of fruits is a particular kind of pomoio-
gical knowledge that is left to specialists, who are for the
most part writers. With the augmentation in numbers of
varieties, it becomes increasingly more important that
the most careful attention be given to describing them
and to assembling them into their natural groups in or-

der that similar kinds mny be compared and that it may
be possible to determine the name by analyzing the spe-
cimen. Necessarily, all classificatory schemes for varie-
ties are very imperfect since the varieties often differ

by very slight characters, and these characters may
vary in different regions and under varying conditions.
Theoretically the most perfect classification is one
that considers characters of flowers as well as of
fruits, but such schemes are usually impracticable be-

1897. The small srift fruit package.—Scene at a railway station

cause i:ruit-growers cannot secure flowers and fruits at
the same time. For examples of classificatory schemes
the reader may consult the various fruit manuals, but
the following examples will show something of the
range and method connected with the problem:

The following is John .J. Thomas* scheme for classi-
fying peaches:

Division I. Frkestonks or Mkltkrs.
Class I. Fletth pale or light-colored.

Section I. Leaves serrated, without glands.
Seotion II. Leaves crenate, with glohuse glands.
Section III. Ijeuves with reniform ?lauds.

Class II. Flesh deep yellow.
Section I. Leaves crenate*!, with globose glands.
Section II. Leaves witli reniform glands.

Di\ision II. Clinostones or Paviks.
Class I. Flegh pale or light-colored.

Section I. Leaves serrated, without glands.
Section II. Leaves crenate, with glolM)se glands.
Section III. Leaves with reniform glands.

Class II. Flesh deep yellow.
Section I. Leaves serrate, without glands.
Section II. Leaves with reniform glands.

Class III. Flesh purplish crimson.
Section I. Glands reniform.

Following is -Tohn A. Warder's scheme for classifying
apples, adopted "after a long and careful consideration
and study of this subject." See Fig. 1899.

Class I. Oblate or flat, having the axis shorter than the trans-
verse diameter.

Order I. Regular.
Order II. Irregular.

Section 1. Sweet.
Section 2. Sour.

Subsection 1. Pale or blushed, more or less, but self-
coloretl and not striped.

Pubsection 2. Stripe«i or splaslied.
'•section '.i. Russeted.

(^lass - ' nical, tai)ering decidedly toward the eye, and be-
cc , oi'o^f when 'larger in the middle and tapering to
each end, the axil diameter being the shorter.

Orders I and II.

Sections 1 and 2.

Subse<'tions 1, 2 and 3.

Class III. hound, globular or nearly so, having the axial and
transverse diameters about equal, the former often
shorter by less than one-quarter of the latter. The ends
are often so flattei)evl as to look truncated, w hen the
fvo,it appears to be cylindrical or globular-oblate.

Orders, Sections and Subsections as above.
Class IV. Oblong, in which the axis is longer than the trans-

verse diameter, or appears so. These may also be trun-
cate or cylindrical.

Orders, Sections and subsections as above.

Robert Hogg's classificj,:ion of Pears ("Fruit Man-
ual," 5th ed., London) is ?s follows:

A. The length from the base of the stalk to the base of the
cells greater than from the base of the cells to the base of the
eye.

Section 1. Ijength from the base of the stalk to the base of
the eye greater than the lateral diameter.
Section 2. Ijength from the base of the stalk to the base of

the eye less than the lateral diametei.
Section ."?. Length from the base of the stalk of

the base of the eye equal to the L-^teral diameter.

B. Length from the base of the stalk to the base
of the cells less than from the ba.se of the cells to the
base of the eye.

Se<'tion 1. Length from the base of the stalk to
the base of the eye greater than th» lateral dia-

meter.
Section 2. Length from the b.ise of the stalk to

the base of the eye less than the lateral diameter.
Section ;{. Ijength from the base of the stalk to

the base of the eye equr.l to the lateral diameter.

C. Length from the baF of the stalk to the base
of the cells equal to that from the base of the cells to
the base of the eye.

Section 1. Length from the base of the stalk to

the base of the eye greater than the lateral diam-
eter.

Section 2. Ijength from the base of the stalk to
the base of the eye less than the lateral <liameter.
Section .S. Ijength from the base of the stalk to

the base of the eye equal to the lateral diameter.

A stable and attractive systematic pomology
must give careful attention to the names of va-

rieties. In North America much has been done,
particularly under the auspices of thf» Ameri-
can Pomological Society, to siu-plify and cod-
ify the ideas associated with the nomencla-

ture of fruits. The latest set of rules for the naming
of horticultural varieties is that proposed by the Cor-
nell Horticulturists' Lazy Club, and first published in

American Gardening Oct. 1.5, 1898 (see also Waugh's
pamphlet on "Horticultural Nomenclature")

:
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1898. Various sprajrinK ries.

1. A tail platform rUl, to enable one to spray very hieh trees. 2. A simple barrel outfit for small orchards and
small trees. 3. Compressed air outfit. 4. A low rig, with barrel.

Proposed Code fok Pomolooical Nomenclattrk.

Form of ya,ne.<(.

1. The names of a variety of fruit shall consist of one word,
or at most of two words.

(o) In selecting names, simplicity, distinctiveness and con-
venience are of paramount importance. Pitmaston Green
Gage and Louise Honne de ,lersey are neither simple nor
convenient. Gold, Golden, olden Drop, Golden Beauty and
Golden Prune, all given to different varieties of plums, are
not distinctive.

(b) The use of such general terms as see<lling. hybrid, pip-

pin, buerre, damson, etc, is not admissible.
(c) Nouns must not be use«l in the possessive form. Mc-

intosh's Re<l, Crawford's Early, Bubach's No. .">. must be
written Mcintosh Red, Crawford Early and Buba«'h.
The name of no living horticulturist should Ije applied lo

a variety without his consent.
id) Numlwrs are to l»e considered only af temporary expe-

dients, to be use<l while tne variety is unde: trial.

(e) An author publishing a new variety should use the
name given by the originator, or by tlie introducer, or else

should choose the oldest discoverable local name, provid-
ing such name may be conformed to these rules without loss

of identity.

2. In the full and formal citation of a variety name, the
name of the author who first published it shall also l>e given.

(a) Names would then take such forms as the following:
Summer Queen, Coxe, or Sophie (J. W. Kerr, Cat., lt?94); or
America, Burbank, New Creations, 1898, p. 5.

(6) It is expecte<l that such citations of n.imes will be used
only in elaborate works on pomology, ir scientific imblica-
ti )ns, or in <'ases where they are necessary for clear discrimi-
nation of synonyms.

Priority.

3. rro two varieties in the same group shall havo the same
name, and the name first published for a variety must always
be used to designate it. All names subsequently published
must stand as .sjTionyms.

(a) The term "group'' .is here used shall be held to desig-
nate the large general groups specifie<l by words in common
language, such as raspberry, plum, apricot.

Pnbliration.

4. Publication consists in thi» public distribution of a printed
name and description, the latter giving distinguishing char-
acters of fruit, tree, etc., or in the publication of a new nime
for a variety prop«'rly described elsewhere.

(ft) Such a publication may be made in any Inmk, bulletin,

report, trade catalogue or periodical, providing the issue

Iwars the date of its publication, and is generally distributed
among nurserymen, fruit-growers and horticulturists.

lie vis ion.

5. No one is authorized to change a name for any reason ex-

cept when it conflicts with these rules.

There are relatively few special technical terms used
in the description.s of pomolooical fruits. The greater

part of them pertain to the pome fruits. The diagrams
(Figs. 1899, 1901) illustrate some of these terms:
Spherical, nearly or quite globular, the two diameters
being approximately equal; conical, longitudinal diame-
ter equaling or exceeding the transverse diameter, and
the shoulders or apex somewhat narrowed; orate, broad-
conical, the base more rounded: ohtotnj, longitudinal
diameter distinctly the longer, but the fruit not tapering;
oblate, distinctly flattened on the ends. In Fig. IJKK) is

shown the typical form of the pear, a shape known as
pijriform. In the true Japanese or Sand pears, the
fruit is usually apple-form. (Fig. 1680.) In Fig. 1901 are
shown special parts of the fruit: baxin, the depression
at the apex, in which is the cahfx or eye; cavity, the

depression at the base, in which is the stem or stalk;

suture, or the groove on the side of plums and other
fruits; corrugated or furrowed sides.

If descriptions are to be accurate and comparable,
they should characterize all the leading or designj^tive
attributes of tlie fruit, and to a less extent of the plant
as a whole. Many persons who are called on to describe
varieties have adopted "forms "or regular outlines, in

order that all characterizations in any one fruit shall be
comparable. The following forms, adopted by Professor
Craig, illustrate the points that a good description should
cover:

Name

form size

cavity stem, . .

.

suture apex . .

.

skin color . .

.

flesh juice .

.

.

stone quality.

flavor season..

TREE
GENERAL XOTES

Specimens received from Described by Date

CHERRY Group.

Xame

size form . .

.

color skin

cavity stem . .

.

basin calyx...

flesh ijuality.

texture core

seed.

season

TREE
GENERAL NOTES.

Specimens received from Described by Date

.

APPLE

The sources of American pomology— of the species
and races of fruits that we cultivate— are chiefly four:

( 1 ) Original or early importations of western Asian and
European fruits; (2) oriental types, from the Cbina-
.lapanese region; (3) the introduction in recent years of
fruits from the Russian region

; (4) the development
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of native species. In the first group are included the
prevailing types of apples, pears, (luinces, cherries, do-
mestica plums, olives, currants, some of the gooseber-
ries. In the second group are citrous fruits, peaches,
apricots, Japanese plums, kaki, and others, many of
them having come to us by
way of Europe. In the third
class— the Russian fruits-
are types of orchard fruits

of such recent introduction
amongst us that we have
not yet ceased disputing
about their merits and de-
merits ; therefore a special
review of the subject is

made below. The fourth
class—the native fruits— in-

cludes the grapes of the east-

ern states, blackberries,
raspberries, many gooseberries, strawberries (of Chilean
origin), many plums, cranberries, and a few apples.
Histories of these fruits may be found in the writer's
"Sketch of the Evolution of our Native Fruits."

L H. B,

Russian Fruits.—The Russian apples and their close
relatives, the* Siberian crab" and their hybrids, consti-
tute the hardiest types of pomaceous fruits in cultiva-
tion. It was the demand for hardy varieties for the
northwestern states and Canada that led to their whole-
sale introduction into this country.

uted throughout Ohio, Wisconsin and Minnesota. It
would appear that during the last half century — which
practically covers the pomological history of the West—
the periodicity of "hard" or "test" winters has been
more or less regular. When the normal or "mild"

1900. The pyriform shape, typical of the fruits of Pyrus

communis.

JTixtorical.—There are four varieties of Russian ap-
ples that may be looked on as American pioneers; these
are Alexander, Tetofsky, Duchess (Borovitsky) and
Red Astrachan. These varieties were imported by the
Massachusetts Horticultural Society from the London
(England) Horticultural Society about 18;i."). Tliey
were brought to England from Russia in the early part
of the last century by the executive of
the latter society. Dr. Hogg is author-
ity for the statement that Alexander
was cultivated for 50 years in England
prior to 1808. Robert Manning, super-
intendent of the test garden of the
Massachusetts Horticultural Society
at Salem, described these varieties
from home-grown American specimens
in 1839, Their productiveness and the
handsome appearance of the fruit at-

tracted attention. Through the efforts

of Dr. Warder and other western po-
mologists they were rapidly distrib-

1899. The forms of fruits.

Showing, resi)ectively, spherical, conical, ovate, oblong and oblate forms.

winter obtains, the apples of the New England states or
their descendants do not, as a rule, suffer injury except
in the colder parts of Minnesota. These mild winters
have followed each other with delusive regularity for
periods of ten, fifteen or eighteen years. Under these
conditions fruit-growers have been prone to efface from
their memories the effects of the last "test winter " and
have planted freely of the American type. With this
type have been usually mingled Alexander, Oldenburg
and Red Astrachan. It has been invariably noted that
after the visitation of an exce^^tionally cold winter
varieties of the Oldenburg or Alexander types were
usually unbanned, while Greening, Janet, and Baldwin
were killed. "Test winters"— the name has more or
less local adaptation in the West— visited the north-
western states in 1855-G, 1872-3, 1885-6, and lastly in

1898-9. Thus it is that Oldenburg (Duchess) has be-
come a standard of hardiness among apples in the
colder parts of the United States and Canada. Impor-
tations of cions were made by nurserymen and fruit-

growers between 18G7 and 1875, but the main introduc-
tion was made by the V. S. Department of Agriculture
in 1870 at the urgent request of the State Agricultural
Society of Minnesota, which began the agitation as
early as 1867. This importation consisted of young
trees secured through the cooperation of Dr. Edward
Regel, director of the Imperial Botanic Gardens at St.

Petersburg. The trees were planted on the grounils
of the Agricultural Department at Washington. The
collection consisted of about .'iOO varieties. They were
taken charge of by the late William Saunders, superin-
tendent of gardens and grounds. All available cions
were cut and distributed annually for five } irs. They
attracted considerable attention in the cuider apple-
growing regions. Subsequent importations of cions
and trees were made by the Iowa Asrricultural College
between 1875 and 1880. In 1882 Charles Gibb, of Ab-
botsford, Canada, accompanied by Prof. J. L. Budd, of
the Iowa Agricultural College, went to Russia and spent
the summer in investigating these fruits. Large impor-
tations of apples, plums, pears and cherries followed.
In these Hter importations the east-Etiropean fruits

were colle-.^ted without discriiuination, and in most in-

stances have been erroneously regarded in this country
as authentic Russians.

Apples: Chfiracferistics and yomenc7ature.— lt is

now very difficult to say which are Russian apples and
which German, Polish or Swedish. If we were to select

the Astrachan variety as a type of the Russian apple,
which in all probability would be a correct basis, only

1901. lUustratine special terms used in describine fruits.

Showing, respectively, basin, cavity, suture, corrugation.
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a comparatively small number of varieMea could be
grouped about it. But this is only one of the several
apparently authentic groups which might be erected
upon certain characteristics of tree. In addition to

Astrachan we might cite (1) Hibernal type: trees vigor-

ous growers, with open spreading tops, and very large,
leathery leaves. (2) Oldenburg type: moderate growers,
with compact, round-topped heads; Ivs. of medium size.

(3) Longfleld type: slow growers; branches horizontal
or pendulous; Ivs. whitish and woolly underneath.
The Longfttld apple, now one of the most popular of
the Russians, is shown in Fig. 1902. (4) Transparent
and Telofsky type: trees pyramidal; bark yellow, with
numerous spurs; Ivs. large, light green. (5) Anis type:
trees upriglit. spreading or vase-shaped; Ivs. medium,
veins reddish. It would seem reasonable to suppose
that the Anis fan)ily was derived from the Astrachan
type. The tiesh of the fruit of the various types is very
similar.

These represent the principal types of Russian
apples. The fruit they bear in this climate matures in

the summer, autumn or early winter. It d^es not ap-
pear that any of the especially hardy vari es of un-
doubted north or east Russia origin are winter kinds
when grown in the Mississippi valley. Such late-keep-
ing kinds as give promise of commercial value appear
to have originated in the Baltic provinces or to have
been transported at an early date from the countries t»^

the west. These types—the Synaps for lastance -have
characteristically small leaves, slender twigs, and are
less hardy than members of the groups cited above.
The "bloom," or glaucous covering, of the Russian

apple is characteristic. It does not persist to the same
extent, however, under all climatic conditions. In east-
ern (.Quebec it fails to develop to the same extent thi. t it

does under the drier atmospheric conditions of the east-
ern states. As additional proof that this pruinose bloom
is an in^mediate climatic effect, we have but to com-
pare the Colorado Spy with that grown in New York.
The smooth, thin skin and abundant bloom of the Colo-
rado apple is characteristic in a greater or less degree
of all varieties produced in the dry regions adjacent
to the Rockies, as it is of the Russian apples in the
more arid portions of that country.
The names of Russian apples are much confused.

There is -o pomological society in Russia to assist the
fruit-grower in eliminating synonyms; on the other
band, the factors conducive to confusion are strongly in

evidence. These are illiteracy on the part of the grower
and the practice of propagating fruit trees from the
seed instead of by grafting. Gibb says •* nomenclature
in Russia is hopelessly confused. Different names are
given to the same apples in different localities, the
same name to different apples growing in adjacent
districts."

Fruit-growers of the West, realizing that Americans
should have a uniform system, at least in the nomen-
clature of these varieties, called a meeting made up of
interested representatives of the fruit-grower's asso-
ciations of South Dakota, Minnesota, Iowa and Wis-
consin. These delegates, collectively styled the "Rus-
sian Apple Nomenclature Commission." met at La
Crosse, Wis., Aug. 'Ml-'M, 1898. They decided that it

would be wise to attempt a grouping to be based upon
"family resemblance." In accordance with this the fol-

lowing statement was adopted: "The varieties here
grouped as members of the same families, while in a
few cases differing somewhat in characteristics of tree,
are so nearly identical in fruit that for exhibition and
commercial purposes they are practically the same and
should be so considered." It is to be regretted that a
commission on nom' nclature should take such a radical
stand as this, because the characteristics of a variety
cannot be changed by voting to call it by the same name
as the other member of the group which it most
resembles and almost, though not qnite, duplicates.
The trend of modern pomology is to preserve small
differences, to differentiate rather than blend. The work
of the future will consist in large part in studying
small differences with a view of finding closer adapta-
tions. The propriety of ignoring Russian nomenclature
and the rule of priority is questionable, but in a
measure is defensible on the grounds of a confused

Russian nomenclature and the unpronounceableness of
Russian names. The findings of the committee have on
the whole met with the approval of those interested in
Russian apples.

1902. Longfield, one of the popular Russian apples (X %)

CheiTies.—These, next to the apples, constit^ute the
most clearly defined group of Russian fruits; yet many
cherries commonly called R issian are in reality Polish,
Silesian or German. The typical cherry of northern Rus-
sia is represented by the Vladimir type. Fig. 190.S. This
v.'as first introduced into America as a distinc*- variety.
Later importations and experience demonstrated ihat
Vladimir was a type, not a variety. This type appears
to have been grown in Russia for centuries from seed
and sprouts. In this way a special class has been de-
veloped. The Vladimir type is characterized bv its

dwarf stature— Ti-S feet high— its peculiarly rounded
and compact top, its dark red, meaty-fleshed fruit.

Koslov-niorello is evidently a liffht-colored juicy variety
of Vladimir. The characteristics of the tree are the
same as Vladimir, although when grown from seed in

this country the seedlings exhibit considerable varia-

1903. Vladimir, one of the typical Russian cherries (X %).
The fruit is somewhat tapering to the stem.

tion. The amarelles and weichsels of Germany have
been grown in Russia for centuries, generally from seed,
and have become specialized forms. Cherries of the
Vladimir and Koslov-morello types are the hardiest of
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the cherries. The Vladimirs have not, as a rule, been
productive in this country. The fruit-buda appear to
be sensitive to coid and as easily injured as some of the
recognized tender types of cherries. Although the trees
are hardy, the introduction of this type has not extended
the area of conimeieial cherry-growing in this country
farther north than the regions already outlined by the
profitable cultivation of Early Richmond.

/*/«»!».— The plums imported from Russia do not
differ materially from those of the domestica type in
cultivation in this country. The trees are probably
somewhat hardier than Lombard or Green Gage, but
the fruit-buds are subject to winter injury wherever
Lombard is uncertain. In the main they have been un-
productive. Among the most widely tested varieties are
Early Red, Moldavka and Merunka, all of the Lombard
type. See Figs. 185;{-5.

Pears.—These are hardy handsome trees, but none
bear fruit of good qualitv Where blight is prevalent
they are extremely susc e; while uninjured by ex-

treme cold, blight kills i off rapidly. Among the
hardiest of the class art < ssimianka (meaning seed-
less, which is only partly true), Gakovsky and Tonko-
vietka. These thrive wherever the climate admits of
the cultivation of the Oldenburg apple. The fruit
ripfus in Atigust, and rots at the core if allowed to

mature on the tree.

Apricots were brought to Nebraska atd Kansas by
Russian Mennonites about twenty-five years ago. A
few of those named and distributed are likely to be
retained in the fruit li^ts ot the West.
Kjssian nttdberries (Fig. 1904) have been widely

sold as fruit-bearing plants by enterprising agents, but
their use to the fruit-grower should be restricted to

hedging and the formation of wind-break?. fVr these
purposes they are valuable in the colder and more rig-

orous regions.
Pert f/ff*-.— So-called hardy Russian peaches are sold,

but they really belong to i3okara or Turkestan. The
peaches of the Baltic provinces do not differ essentially

from the ordinary Persian strain in form or hardiness.
The introduction of the Russian fruits has given us

hardy types from which to breed varieties for northern
latitudes. In Iowa, Minnesota and Wisconsin this work
is under way. Seedlings and hybrids are appearing
each year, which may be considered valuable additions
to the fruit lists of these regions.

Literature. — But two books appear to have been
written on Russian pomology up to 18t)8. one by Nicolai
Krasno Glasov, 1848, the other by Dr. Regel, director of
the Imperial Botanic Gardens, St. Petersburg, in 1868.

The latter is called "Russkaya Pomologaya." It con-

1904. Russian mulberry (XH).
The plant is very variulile in character of fniit and in shai)e of

leaves. See Morits.

tains a description of 225 varieties of apples, nearly
all of Russian origin. A wood-cut of each appears, in
addition to 144 colored plates. Gibb calls it "a grand,
good fundamental work." American literature on Rus-
sian fruits is mainly confined to three sources: the
reports of the Montreal Horticultural Society, publica-

tions of the Division of Pomology, Department of Ag-
riculture, Washington, and Bulletins of the Horticul-
tural Department of the Iowa Agricultural College. To
Charles Gibb, Abbotsford, Can. (Quebec), we are in-

debted for the faithful and accurate translation of the
names given in the collection imported by the Depart-
ment of Agriculture in 1870. This was adopted >-'' the
American Pomological Society in 18S5. John Craio.

POND-APPLE \s Anona glabra. Pond Lily, yuphar.
Pond-weed. PotamoyetoH.

1905. Pickerel-weed— Pontederia cordata.

P0NTED£BIA (G. Pontedera was an Italian botanist,
1688-1757). Pontederiacece. According to Engler (DC.
Monogr. Phaner. 4, p. 5^1 ) there are two species of
Pontederia. P. cordata, with several varieties, occurs
in both North and South America; P. rotundi folia is

native from Nicaragua tu Argentina. Perennial herbs
of bogs and poids, with strong horizontal rootstocks,
short spikes of showy blue flowers ami mostly cordate-
oblong or ovate mostly shining leaves. The North
American P. cord&ta, Linn., Pickerel-Weed ( Fig. 1905),
is common east of the Plains region on the borders of
ponds and along the margins of slow streams. It is a
strong-growing perennial, standing in clumps and send-
ing up several strong stems (from well-established
plants) 2-4 ft. tall, each stem bearing 1 cordate-ovate
leaf-blade and usually several leaf-sheaths: fls. light

blue, somewhat 2-lipped, with 6 linear-oblong and
spreading lobes, the middle upper lobe yellow-spotted
at the base inside; stamens 6, trimorphous; ovary with
3 locules, 2 of which develop no seeds: fr. a 1-seeded
utricle. Pontederias are well worth cultivation in bo.?;

gardens and shallow ponds, and P. cordata is offered

by dealers in native plants. It thrives best in

water 10-12 in. deep. It transplants with ease.

Propagated mostly by division. It grows as far
north as Nova Scotia and Minnesota, and there-

fore is perfectly hardv in all parts of the coun-
try. B.M. 1156. (;.W\'F. 45. Mn. 7:1. V. 2:196:

3 :336. For P. crasxipes, see Eichhornia apeciosa.

L. H. B.

PONTHlEVA glanduldsa is a W^st Indian terrestrial

orchid with small greenish flowers. It was advertised in

1881 by E. Gillett, of Southwick, Mass., but it is prob-

ably not hardy North, and does not appear to be in the
trade now. It is figured in B.M. 842 as Xeottia gland-
ulosa.

POOR MAN'S WEATHER GLASS. Amigallis ar-

vensis.

POOR ROBIN'S PLANTAIN. Erigcron bellidifoUtts.

POP CORN. See Com.

POPE'S HEAD. Melccnctiis.
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POPINAC is Acacia FarHeniana.

POFLAB. See Popitliis.

POPLAR, YELLOW. Liriodendron.

POPPY. Papa If r. California P. is Eifchsiholzia.
Celandine P. Stylophorttm. Cora F. Pa pit rtr Hh'Kas.
Horned P. is (Haucium. Opium P. is Papaver unmni-
feritm. Prickly P. See Anj^mone. Shirley P. is the
finest: strain of Papai-er hhaas. Tulip P. Huuue-
manuia. Welsh P, See Meconop.sis Cambrira.

POPPY MALLOW is Callirhiw.

1906. Staminate catkins of Populus tremuloides (X lis).

POPULUS (ancient Latin name). Poplar. Aspen.
From 20 to 25 soft-wooded trees of mostly small
medium size in the northern hemisphere, and wlr
with Salix, comprise the family ISalicacetp. The Popi,. i 5

are dioecious, with both staminate and pistillate flowers
naked and in slender mostly droopiner catkins in which
the scales are cut or cleft at the apex: stamens few or
many, usually numerous, on distinct tilaments : pistillate

tls. comprisiu}? a single 1-loculed mostly sessile ovary
with short style and 2-4 often lobed long stigmas: fr.

a small 2-4-valved capsule, containing cottony seeds:
Ivs. alternate, stalked, mostly broad: buds scaly, often
resinous. The Poplar of lumbermen is the tulip-tree.

(See Liriofleudron.)

The Poplars are amongst the easiest of all trees to

grow. They grow readily from hardwood cuttings, as
willows and currants do. The weeping varieties are
grafted head-high on erect kinds, P. graudidenfata
being much used as a stock. Poplars thrive in almost
any soil, althoutrh the (.'ottonwood is most at home in

lowlands and along streams, at least in the East. For
shelter-belts they are very useful because of their rapid
growth and great hardiness. In the prairie states sonie

of the Russian Poplars
(
particularly the form known

as P. Certinensis) are now popular, because they with-
stand the trying winters. The Poplars are also useful
for temporary shelter for other trees and bushes. In
this respect the common Aspen (

/'. tremiiloide.s) is one
of the most valuable of all trees in the reforestation of
American lands. It springs up quickly in clearings,
and during its comparatively short life holds the soil

and protects other vegetation and tinally contributes its

own substance to the maintenance of the stronger
forests. In this way it has exerted a most powerful
effect upon the conrtVuration of our forest areas and
upon the fertility of the land from remote time. The
same qualities make it valuable, in many instances, in
extensive ornamental pla;itings.

The fault in the planting of Poplars is the tendency
to plant too many and to allow them to give character
to the place. About summer resorts, for example,
Poplars and willows are used much too freely. They
give the place a look of cheapness. They are planted in

such places because they grow rapidly and thrive in un-
favorable conditions; but it is better to use them for
temporary effects, allowing better trees, that are planted
with them, gradually to take their places. The legiti-

mate use of Poplars in ornamental grounds is the j)ro-

du^tion of minor or secondary ettVcts. As a rule, they
are less adapted to isolated planting as specimen trees
than to use in composition,—as parts of general groups
of trees, where their characters will serve to break the
monotony of heavier foliage. The Poplars are gay
trees, as a rule, especially those, like the Aspens, which
have a trembling foliage. Their leaves are bright and
the tops thin. A few of them in judicious positions
give a place a sprightly air. This i!> particularly true
of the common Aspen, or Popular tremulnidfs, of our
woods (Figs. VMMi, 1916). Its light dancing foliage ami
silver-gray limbs are always cheering and its autumn
color is one of the purest golden yellows of our land-
scapes. It is well to ha\e a tree of it standing in front
of a group of maples or evergreens. Its whole attitude
'« then one of familiarity.
The Cottonwood is perhaps the best of all our Poplars

as a single specimen. It mi^kes a noble tree, spreading
its gray branches far and wide. But like the Aspen, it

is cheerful and restive. One is not moved to lie un«ler
it, ao he is under p maple or an oak. its leaves rustle
with the lightest movement of air. The ripple of its

foliage recalls the play of wavelets on a pebbly shore.
The day is never so dark but the Cottonwood retlects a
flood of light.

Some of the forms of the black Poplar of Europe
are especially satisfactory for the production of lively
effects in planting. Of these, none is better than the
form known to nurserymen as P-ifmlun elfi/mis. It has
a most pleasing light and tremulous foliage, the efl'ect

of which is heightened by atwitrgy character of growth
and a reddish ca^t to the leaf-st*alks and young shoots.
It is an elegant tree, a?id well adapted to planting in
front of heavier foliage in the most conspicuous part
f the grounds.
Some of the silver- or white-leaved Poplars pro<luce

the most striking contrasts of foliage, especiallv if set
near darker trees. Holies* Poplur ( Popnlii.'i liolhana
of the nurseries) is one of the best of these trees. Its

habit is something like that of the Lombardy. The
upper surface of the deeply lobed leaves is dark dull
green, while the under surface is almost snowy white.
Such emphatic trees as this should generally be par-

1907. A good clump of Lombardy Poplar.

tially obscured, by planting them amongst other trees so
that they appear to mix with the other foliage, or else
they should be seen at some distance. Other varieties
of the common white Poplar or Abele are occasionally
useful, although most of them sprout badlj'^ and may
become a nuisance. The Lombardy Poplar is probably

b9
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the most striking and distinct tree that is suited to

planting in the North. As single specimens scattered
here and there in mixed plantings, or when seen over

1908. Populus viminalis above and
P. angustiiolia below (X %).

or behind buildings, it may be most picturesque and
satisfactory; but the tendency is to plant it too freely.

Fig. 19l'7, ' The very fact that it is emphatic is the
reason why it should be planted sparingly when artistic

effects are desired. The catkins, partieulaily the
.xtaminate ones, are usually attractive, as they appear
in early spring; but they are of short duration. In the
following account, the species are distinguished by
characters of foliage and habit, as these are the features

chiefly known to horticulturists. The following sketch
includes all tht Poplars known to be offered by Ameri-
can nurserymen. Some of the .Japanese and Siberian

forms, however, are in need of cart-ful study. One of

the forms known as "Japanese Poplar " may be referable

to P. xttaveohns, Fisch., a species which is united with
P. balxnmifera by some authors. P. sunrcofens is

native to Amurland and Japan. For literature, see
Wesmael, DC. Prodr. IG, pt. 2. pp. 323-.3;U; Sargent.
Silva of North America, vol. 9 Tquoted below as S.S.

)

;

Bailey, Bull. G8, Cornell Exp. Sta.. from which the fol-

lowing account of the cultivated species is adapted.

INDEX.

a^'uminata, 2.

alba, 12.

angiistifolia. 2.

argentea, VI.

Atheniensis, 9.

balsamifera, 1, 3, 6.

Berenlensis, 6.

hetvlifolia, 7.

Holleana, 12.

Canadensig, .">.

o.indicans, I?.

canescens. 7, 12

Carolina. 5.

Caroliniana, .'>.

rarolinensis. 5.

Certinensis, 6.

crispa, 1.

deltoide.s. 5.

dilatata, 7.

Ihidlefji. 1.

elegans, 7.

fnstigiata. 7.

Greeca, 9, 10.

(jrandiilentata. 10.

heterophjiia, 10.

Htidsnnica, 7.

intermedia, .T.

Italioa. 7.

latifolia, 3.

lanrifolia, 3. 6.

Lindlettana. 1.

tttarrotihpllft. 'i.

innniJifera. .5.

iiitfra, 7, 10.

nivea. 12.

Solestii, 3.

Ontariensis, 3.

Pannonica, 7.

Petrocski, 6.

Polonica, 7.

pyramidalifi 1, 7.

pyramidata. 7.

rotundifolia. 11.

salicifolia, 1.

Silnrica, 3.

Sieboldi. 11.

Simonii, 4.

tremnla. 8.

treintilnides, 9.

viminalis, 1.

Wobsky, 3.

A. T' rminal fnnLs large and long, t/lufinou.'<-iiticky and
icith a balKamic orfor. — Balsam Poplaks.

B. Pttioles terete or channelled {not flattened).

c. Branchlets sharply anghd. *

1. viminalis, Lodd. (P. LindUydna. }iooth. P. salici-

folia, vri.spa, JJudteyi, pyrainiddlis saaveoleni*, Hort.
P. balsamifera, var. rimindlis, Loud.). Fig. 1908.

Small or medium-sized tree, of slender growth and with
a somewhat weeping habit when old: Ivs. broad-lanceo-
late, willow-like, finely serrate, often crinkled on the
margin. Asia.— This is very like the native Populus
<infjHsti folia, which it represents in Europe, but is

readily distinguished by its angled or furrowed stems,
and less tapering and crisped leaves which are conspic-
uously finely reticulated and whitened beneath. The
color of its foliage is grayish green, and in this respect
it affords a contrast to the nat've species. P. anyusti-
folia seems to be rather the better tree of the two, al-

though the viminalis has a more striking appearance.

CO. Brai'chlets terete (or sonieiirnes grooved on strong
growths).

D. Leaves long and narrow.

2. an^astifdlia, James. Fig. 1!>0S. Small pyramidal
or conical tree (reaching GO ft. in the wild,', with slen-

der twigs and mall buds, and soft clear green foliage:
Ivs. small for the genus, lanceolate or ovate-lanceolate,
short-stalked, green on both surfaces, finely and evenly
serrate: catkins short, densely flowered : ovary some-
what 2-lobed. Interior region from Assiniboia to Ne-
braska and Arizona, and westward. S.S. 9:492.— Com-
mon street tree in parts of the West, and sometimes
planted in the East for ornament. —A related species of
similar ranges is /*. acuminata, Rydberg, differing in

having long-petioled, rhomboid-lanceolate, acuminate
Ivs., which are serrate only at the middle. It will prob-
ably appear in cultivation.

DD. Lv.'i. mostly broad-lanceolate to ovate or rounded.

3. balsamifera, Linn. Balsam Poplar. Tacmahac.
Fig. 1909. Tall upright tree, with a narrow straight
top: Ivs. thick and firm, erect, whitened beneath, usually
smaller than in most other I plars of this group, in

shape ovate-lanceolate or oval, tapering towards the top
and sometimes at the base, finely and obtusely toothed,
dark green above. but whitish or rusty beneath: catkins

1909. Populus balsamifera {X%).

drooping, slender but rather densely fld., appearing in

very early spring. Newfoundland to British Columbia,
and southward into the northern tier of states; Asia.
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S.S. 9:490. —The native form is occasionally ne^n about
farm buildings and roadsides, where it makes a durable
and interesting tree; but it is rather too stilT ?)t the
pleasantest effects and too narrow for the best shatle.

The dull whiteness of the vder side of the leave.-) af-

1910. Populus balsamue a, var. latifolia ^X 'a)-

fords a pleasrit variety na contrast in its folias:»\ and
the fragrance of the resinou; buds in spring is as?reeable

to most persons. It is a desirable tree for occasional

planting, but, like the Loni hardy, it generally appears
to best advantage when placed amongst other trees. It is

a hardier tree than the Ijouibardy, and does not run
quickly to such extravagant heights. In cultivation

from Russian sources, it is known as Nos. Hi and 26

Voronesh and 32 Riga. The Balsam Poplar is probably
the most variable of Poplurs. In cultivation in this

country it is represented by at least three vvell-n:arked

botanical varieties, differing from the species and from
each other in the habit of growth, shape and color of

leaves and character of twigs.

Var. intermedia, Loudon (P. laurifblia of American
horticulturists, not of botanists. P. Sibirica pi/ranii-

il')fis, Hort.). A comparatively slow-growing tree of
close, upright habit: Ivs. very thick and hard, finely ser-

rate, oval in outline, and prominently whitened beneath,
commonly rather small for this group: twigs hard and
cylindrical. N. Asia. — It is considered to be a valuable

tree for hot and dry interior climates: and it also has
distinct merit for ornamental planting. It eventually
becomes a large tree. The PopulKs luuriMia and P.
Sibirica puramiduUH of American nurserymen are,

apparently, only minor variations of this type. These
trees are amongst the recent introductions of Russian
Poplars.

Var. latifdlia, Loudon (P. Xol^stii and P Wobs'.^y.

Hort.). Fig. 1910, Includes forms with ova*e or cor-

date-ovate rather blunt-pointed leaves, cylindrical twigs
(or slightly ridged on strong shoots) and the general
habit of the Balsam Poplar. Asia. — The Ivs. are usually
large and thick, shining green above and dull white be-

neath, in shape and texture somewhat like the next

1911. Populus balsatnifcra, var. candicans (X 1-5).

variety. The Nolestii Poplar is now sold by eastern
nurserymen as an ornamental tree. Its strong habit and
dark foliage adapt it admirably to planting near the rear
borders of grounds. The Wobsky Poplar is one of the
recent Russian introductions, with somewhat the habit

of a cherry tree, and i< much prized in the Northwest.
The Rasumovskoe Poplar appears to be of the same type.

Var. ctLndicans, Gray {P. cdtulirans. Ait. P. Oufari-
^nsis and J', hKirrophifllu, Hort.). Balm ok (iileaij.

Fig. 1911. Strong-growing spreading native tree, fre-

quently planted, and esteemed for its vigor and hardi-
ness and the resinous fragrance of its large buds in
spring-time: Ivs. broad and heart-shaped, green above
and veiny and rusty-white beneath, the leaf-stalk usu-
ally hairy and somewhat flattened. New Brunswick to

N. J. and W. to Minn. S.8. 9:491. ^n. 29, pp. 12.">, 126.
— It is very different from the Balsam Poplar in method
of growth, as it has none of the pyramidal or spire-like
tendency of that species, but usually makes a broad and
irregularly spreading top. While the tree is common in

cult., it is rare wild. In the early <lays, however, it was
fo md in very large trees in Michigan and other western
si»ies, and was used for sawing timber; an«i small iso-

lated natural groves of it are still to be seen. The
Balm of Gilead makes a good street tree, and is perhaps
the best, of he Poplars for shade. Well-grown trees
have the darkest and richest foliage of any common
Poplar, and this character mak j the tree valuable in
heavy gioups about the borders of a place. The top is

liable to becoine open and broken with age, however,

1912. Populus deltoides below, P. laurifolia above (X K).

and the tree often sprouts profusely. It is not well
adapted to smoky and dusty locations, as it soon be-
comes grimy. Probaiily a good species.

4. Slmonii, Carr. A strong, strict tree with Ivs. dif-

fering from those of the Balm of Gilead in having a
rounded or tapering base and much finer teeth, but
otherwise they are much alike. The shoots ai-e reddish
brown and spotted, and deeply grooved. China. — Int.

into France about 1861 by M. E. Simon, and somewhat
planted in this country. Some authors consider this to
be only a form of P. balsa mifera, and if the Balm of
Gilead is to be regarded as a form of that species, per-
haps this should be. For horticultural purposes, how-
ever, it seems to be distinct. It has been planted as far
north as Manitoba with entire success. It is a very rapid
grower. Useful where quick-growing wind-breaks are
desired.

BB. Petioles usualhj distinctly flattened, so that the

leaves turn easily in the wind.

C. Leai'es large, for the most part as long as, or
longer than, broad.

5. deltoides, Marsh. {P. monilifera, Ait. P. Cana-
dhisis, Moench). Cottonwood. Fig. 1912. Becoming
a large, much-branched picturesque tree, with deeply
furrowed gray-brown bark: Ivs. large, triangular-ovate,
mostly truncate or nearly straight on the base, ab-
ruptly acuminate, coarsely crenate-dentate but the mar-
gin plane or fiat, the petiole long, much flattened near
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the blade and commonly with 2 or 3 glands at the top.
the stipules small and falling early: catkins long and
loosely flowered : fruit an ovoid acute capsule. Gen-
erally distributed from Quebec to the Rocky Mts. and

1912. Populus deltoides. var. Carolinensis (X /4).

south to Fla., mostly in moist lands or along the moun-
tains. S.S. 9:494, 495. — Variable. Some of the forms
are fairly distinct in foliage and aspect, and they ap-
pear to be associated with particular horticultural
names in the nurseries. Some of the most ornamen-
tal specimens of Cot^ nwood are those with reddish
leaf-stalks and midribs. Taking all things into con-
sideration, the Cottonwood is probably the best of the
Poplars for general ornamental planting. It grows
rapidly and in almost every soil, and yet it possesses
elements of strength and durability which most of the
Poplars lack. Its foliage is always bright and glossy,
and the constant movement of the broad rich green
leaves gives it an air of cheeriness «'hich few trees
possess. The tree has been much used upon the
prairies and in nearly all western towns, much too abun-
dantly for good landscape effects. The rapid growth of

the tree gives a feeling of
luxuriance to plantations
even when most other
trees appear to be weak
or starved. The Cotton-
wood thrives best on
rather low lands, and yet
it is generally an admir-
able tree upon high and
dry areas. There is a
golden -leaved form of
the Cottonwood known
as variety Van Geertii
or var. auren. This is

one of the best of yellow-
leaved trees, and gener-
ally holds its color
throughout the season.
Like all trees of this un-
usual character, it should
be used cautiously, and
the best effeeiis are ob-
tained when it is planted
against a grou "> of trees
so as to appear as if

naturally projecting
from the other foliage.

Var. Carolinensis {P. Carolinensis, Willd. P. Caro-
Dna and Carolinidna, Hort. ). Carolina Poplar. Fig.
1913. A very distinct tree in habit of growth, making a
straight upright or pyramidal bead: Ivs. usually less
distinctly deltoid and more gradually taper - pointed

1914. Populus nififra. var. Italica—

Lombardy Poplar (X /^).

than in P. deUoidea. Native. —The Carolina Poplar Is

much planted, and nurserymen consider it to be dis-

tinct from the Cottonwood. It differs in strict, straight
appearance, and it is a most vigorous grower. Il is

much plante«l in Europe, where it is known as the
Swiss Poplar. Its botanical position needs to be inves-
tigated.

6. laoriidlia, Ledeb (P. halmmlfera, var. liurifdlia^

Wesm. P. Vertinhi)tiH, /*. PetnU'ski, P. Bereolennin,
Hort.). Certinensis Poplar. Fig. 1912. A very rapid-
growing and hardy tree, with a strong central leader and
a very heavy, dense foliage. Differs from P. deltoides

as follows: '»s. btxad-ovate in outline, with a roudded
or tapering base and rather short point at the apex; the
margin tather closely-toothed, wavy; leaf-stalk cora-

.>aratively short, only moderately flattened, glandless at

the top; stipules present and conspicuous: bud long:
shoots slightly hairy. Siberia. — The foliage on the old
wood or upon slow-growing shoots is very unlike that
upon the vigorous branches, and is almost identical

with that of the Balsam Poplar, being broadly oval, with
finely serrate margins, and whitish beneath. The twigs,
also, are cylindrical. But the strong shoots are strongly
angled or grooved and .l.-* foliage is much like that of
the native Cottonw-a but darker; and the growth is

more close and erect. The sketch in Fig. 1912 distin-

guishes the leaves. The Certinensis Poplar is a more
rugged tree than the Cottonwood, with healthier foliage

in the presence of leaf-rust, and its wood is said to be
valuable. It is now much planted in the Northv/est,

and deserves to be widely distributed. Its effect in the
landscape is considerably unlike that of the Cottonwood.
Its leaves stand out more horizontally, while those of
the Cottonwood hang loosely and often vertically and
therefore give the tree-top a heavier look. The terminal
spray of the two is particularly distinguishable in this

regard. The leaves of Certinensis upon the strong, erect

shoots stand almost at right angles to the shoot, and,
at some distance, therefore, present only their ruffled

edges to the eye, prof'ucing a unique and picturesque
effect.

CC, Leaves relatively small, mostly as broad as, or
broader than, long.

7. nigra, Linn. Black Poplar. Tree of medium
to large size, with leaves somewhat resembling those of

the Cottonwood, but generally smaller and much less

1915. Populus Tremula (X %).

deeply toothed, shorter in proportion to their width and
often with a tapering or rounded base; leaf -stalk

much flattened, so that the foliage moves freely in the
wind. Eu., Siberia. — The tree usually has a pyra-
midal habit of growth and a dark cast to the foliage.

It is a less lustrous tree than the Cottonwood and grows
more slowly. Specimens were found escaped along the
Hudson by Michaux, who thought it an American spe-

cies and published it early in the century as Populus
Hudsonica. Pursh, in 1814, published it again as the
"birch-leaved Vo\>\diT," Populus betuli folia, from trees

found near Lake Ontario. Although it was found half
wild in New York about a century ago, it does not
appear to have increased itself in America, for it is
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rarely ii>>eu, even in culti%'ated grounds. It in some-
times spontaneous in the East. The tree known in the
West .

•< Popnlu^ betuf. folia is only a robust form of
the European P. iiif^ru. Variable in cult, and grown in
European collections under a vari^tv of ^.aes. With
the exception of var. luilirc, ll.ef ' -ois are little

known in this country.

1916. Populus tremuloides (X /^).

Var. ^legans, Bailey (P. eltgans of nurserymen), is

a tree of pronounced strict or pyramidal habit, but con-
siderably broader than the Lomltardy Poplar: foliage
small and light-colored and very versatile in a breeze,
with a handsome reddish tint to the leaf-stalks and
young shoots. It is worth growing in every well-kept
place, especially if placed against a planting of heavier
foliage. Populus canesretut of some American nur-
serymen is very like this, although it has less color
and brightness.

Var. It&lica, Du Roi (var. pifratniddlis, Spach. P.
rtdlica, Moench. P. dilatata. Ait. P. fastigiata, Desf.
P. pyramiddlis, Rozier. P. pj/ramid(ifa, P. Pannduica,
P. Polbnica, Hort,). Lombardv or Itai^ian Poplar.
Figs. 1907, 1914. Differs from the typical Black Poplar
(P. nigra) in its tall, narrow growth, glabrous young
shoots, a confirmed habit of suckering from the root
and generally a more tapering base to the leaves. It is

one of the characteristic trees of parts of Italy, and it

is from one of the Italian provinces, Lombardv, that
its common name is derived. The tree is probably na-
tive in Asia, however. With age, the Lombardy Pop-
lar becomes one of the most striking and picturesque
of trees, particularly when some of the sprouts are
allowed to grow about the old stock, as in Fig. 1907. In
the northernmost states it is not long-lived.

1917. Populus grandidentata (X ^4).

AA. Terminal buds relatively small, not glutinous,
often pubescent. Aspens and White Poplars.

B. Mature Ivs. usnaUy green, greenish or brown be-

neath.

8. tr6mula, Linn. Ecropean Aspek. Fig. 1915.
Open headed, light-leaved tree, becoming 50-60 ft. tall:

Ivs. small and thin, round-oval, more or less whitened
beneath when young, bordered with deep and rounded

incurved teeth; the leaf-stalks long, slen<ler and flat-

tened, giving a restless motion to the frlittge: leaf-buds
small. Widely distributed in Europe and Asia, in this
country known chiefly in its weeping form (var. pm-
(/»</«). —The weeping form of the European Aspen is

perhaps the best weeping tree amongst the Poplars.
The spray is light, airy and fountain-like, quite unlike
the more common weeping forms of our native Populus
grandidentata, which present a stiff, angular form, a
combinativm that is rarely pleasing. A characteristic
feature of this tree is the profusion of its very long
catkius that appear in earliest spring, even before our
nrtive Poplars are in bloom. The staminate or male
catl.ins are particularly pleasing, and planters should
seltzttha* sex, if possible.

9. tremuloides, Michx. (P. Atheni^nsis and Gripca,
Hort.,. AMEitiCAN Asi'EN. Fitis. 1906, 1916. Very like

P. tremuii but the Ivs, are usually less circular and
more abrupti/ acuminate, the margins are small-crenate
rather than deeply toothed, and tliO Ivs. are green on
the under side. Generally distributed in North America
north of Pennsylvania and Kentucky, and extending to
Mexico in the mountains. S.S. 9:487. — One of the first

trees to spring up in clearings. The bark of the young
trees is whitish gray, rendering the saplings very con-
spicuous in a coppice. In woods the tree is said some-
times to reach a heijrht of 100 ft , but it is usually much
smaller than this. There appear to be no horticultural
varieties,

10. grrandidentJita, Michx. (P. GrTwca pe'ndula, P.
n)gra prndula and Parasol de St. Julien of nursery-
men). Large-toothed
Aspen. Fig. 1917. Tall,

straight tree, becoming
75 ft. high, known in
cultivation in various
weeping forms. Distin-
guished from P. trem-
ula by much larger and
thicker Ivs., which are
bluish or rusty white be-
neath, more ovate in out-

line, with larger and
more spreading teeth,

stouter leaf-stalks and
larger leaf-buds. Nova
Scotia to Minn, and
Tenn. S. S. 9:488,- In
its normal or erect form
it is rarely cultivated,
but the weeping kinds,
under a variety of names,
are frequently seen. Most, and perhaps all, of these
varieties originated in Europe, where the tree, like the
Cottonwood and the common Aspen, were early intro-
duced. The habit of the tree is too stiff and the foli-

age rather too heavy to make the best weeping subjects,
however. One of the best of these weeping forms is

that known as Parasol de St. Julien. The winter twigs
of the weeping varieties have a characteristic weak or
zigzag growth.— P. heterophyJla, Linn., a tall tree of
the eastern U. S., may be in cult,, although it does not
appear in trade lists. It has cordate-ovate, obtuse,
crenate Ivs., with terete petioles, the young parts and
the Ivs. white-tomentose. It is mostly un inhabitant of
swamps.

11. Si^boldii, Miq. (P. rofundifdlia. Hort.) Fig. 1918.

Tree, 20-30 ft., of spreading habit, with rather dark and
heavy foliage: Ivs. large, round-ovate, with a short tri-

angular subacute apex, nearly or quite truncate at the
base, dentate-serrate, wMth shallow incurved teeth, more
or less whitened beneath. Japan. — Hardy in westerm
New York.

BB. Mature Ivs. usually white toirentose beneath, at
least in the cultivated forms.

12. 41ha, Linn. White Poplar. Abele. Large, much-
branched tree, with whitish bark on the young branches

:

Ivs. much like those of Populus grandidentata, but
smaller, usually thicker and more angular, the under
surface— especially early in the season— woolly white.
Eu. and Asia. —The typical form of Populus alba is less

1918. PoDulus SieboldiKX ^).
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fcrowu h«re than the varieties with lohe«l ami very white-
bottomed (and sometimes variegated) leaves.

Var. nivea, Wesm. (
/*. niven, WiJld. P arghitfn.

Hort.). This is the commonest form of wliite Poplar in

this country. It is known by tlie snow-white under sur-
faces of its foliasje an<l tlie W- or 5-lol>ed niiiple-like

leaves. It is fur tuo frecjuent about old yards, wliere its

Inveterate brood of sucliers make it a perpetual nui-
sance. It Is sometimes called Silver Maple, from the
resemblance of its foliaj^e to that of the maple. As a
street tree in cities it is particularly oflfensive, for the
cottony covering of the under side of the leaves and of
the shoots holds soot and dust, and it looks repulsively
dirty. Useful for foliage effects in large plantings.

1919. Populus alba, vax. canescens above, and

vju-. Bolleana below (X /^).

Var. canescens, Loxidon. Fig. 1919. Leaves broad or

nearly circular in general outline, prominently notched
but not lobed. the under surfaces and the youne shoots

very gray-woolly. This tree is met with occasionally.

Its horticultural value is not greatly different from that

of var. nivfd. By some thought to be a hybrid of P.
alba and P. Tretuula.

Var. Bolle4na.Lauch. ( P. Bolleana). Bolles' Poplar.
Fig. 1919. A very tall, narrow-topped tree, with cottony
Ivs. rather more deeply lobed than those of the var.

txivea. The tree was introduced into Europe in 187.5

from Tnrkestan, and it was named for Dr. C. Bolle, an
arboriculturist. It bears about the same relation to

Populus alha that the Lombardy Poplar bears to Popu-
lus ni((ra. Its fastigiate habit, combined with the white
foliage and shoots, makes it a most emphatic tree, and
there is great danger of planting it too freely. Seems
to be short-lived. L, jj. B.

PORTO RICO as a Field for Horticulture. Porto Rico
(Fig. 1920) is aland of perpetual summer, awaiting only
the skill of the experienced grower to blossom into an
exotic fruit garden for our eastern states. It is our
only bit of tropical soil on the Atlantic side of the con-
tinent, and now possesses tariff protection for the fruit-

grower and vegetable - gardener which amounts to a
handsome profit in itself. As compared with Florida,

the climate and the soil are in favor of Porto Rico, while

in the matter of transportation, San Juac already has
the advantage of most Florida points.
Climate. — Porto Rico is more healthy thar most other

regions of the same latitude, because it has nore hills
and mountains, is more breezy, and becauste of it« in-

numerable streams of pure water.
The seasons are marked by the spring rains beginning

about May 1, and the full rains closing about Nov. I,

although in some parts rain falls every month in the year.
In the absence of irrigation, planting depends on the-se

periods. Tobacco an«l vegetaldes succeed best when
planted in the fall, as the direct sun and pouring rams,
liable to come in the summer months, injure them. A
sharp range of mountains, from 2.U00 to 3,.')00 ft. high,
traverses the length of the island a few miles from tlie

south coast, and all the remainder of the area, except
the river bottoms, and a coa>t fringe of alluvial plmn,
varying from a mere beach up to five miles in widih,
is intricate mountain and hill, threaded by countless
streams.
This topography creates great local climatic differ-

ences, a cooler and more moist temp^^rature in the in-

terior, with bright, clear weather on the sheltered
coasts. At sea-level the mercury rarely falls to 60*^ in
winter nights and in svimmer days rarely exceeds 9.">^.

The yearly averaire night temperature is about 70° and
that of the day about 8.")°. The nights are always com-
fortable for sleeping. Lack of food and medicines and
exposure to rains are responsible for most of the illness

in Porto Rico.

Products.— Coffee, sugarcane, stock-raising, the cul-

tivation of vegetables, and fruit-growing are the leading
industries of the island, their relative importance being
in the order named. Coffee and tobacco are not, strictly

speaking, horticultural products, and yet, as their cul-

tivation is more nearly that of the orchard and garden
than that of the field, a few observations abouL them, of
a general character, seem to be in place.

Coffee. — The growing of coffee presents some attrac-

tions to the American horticulturist commanding, say,
$•-'0,000, or upwards. The climate of the hilly and
mountainous interior, where coffee luxuriates, is cooler
and more refreshing than that upon the low cane belt

bordering the sea. Coffee is a staple. It improves with
age and can be transported over a mountainous trail,

and hence is sure of a market. The disadvantages are
the low value of the product under present market con-
ditions, the considerable cost for machinery if the price
for cleaned and assorted coffee is to be obtained, and
the fact that coffee is on the free list. A new market
will be opened in the United States when the fine aroma
of Porto Rican coffee becomes known. Better system
in cultivation and a cheaper means of transportation
will improve the status of the business, but the writer
is convinced that this industry will not advance as will

that of the higher-priced, protected products like sugar,
tobacco, oranges, pineapples and vegetables.

Tobacro. — The backwardness of the tobacco business
seems to be largely due to the fact that it has been
chiefly in the hands of the peasant class, lackingthe cap-
ital and special knowledge to perfect it. The curing, a«<-

sorting and marketing oif to})acco have not been reduced
to a line art as they have in the Vuelta Abaja district of
Cuba. There can be no doubt of the fact that there are
districts in Porto Rico where climate and soil are ad-
mirably adapted to the production of a high-grade leaf.

This is proved by the fact that in years of shortage of
the tobacco crop in Cuba. Porto Rico tobacco has been
extensively exported to Havana, re-cured and re-sorted,

and the finer quality sold as Havana leaf. Cayey is the
center of the best tobacco section of the island. There
are a number of tobacco farms and very many small peas-

ant's patches in this vicinity. Caguas and Comerio, not
far distant, are lesser centers of the business. There is a
bright future for the experience*!, progressive to' acco-

grower. Success may be expecte*! with a moderai' i;api-

tal, as returns are quick, the value of an acre's prod-
uct is large, and the tariff conditions are extremely
favorable for the Porto Rican as compared with the
Cuban. Sumatran or Mexican grower.
Fruit-Growintj in (z^'Mfra/.— Probably the most invit-

ing field for the horticulturist in Porto Rico is the cultiva-

t ion of the various tropical and subtropical fruits,particu-
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larly the orange and other citrous fruits, and tiie pine-
apple. Tlie growth of the trade in trupit-al frints from
tlie Britisii Wont Indies, chieHy JamaifH, wifiiuut any
iielp from tariff legislation, would Hhow wliat can be
done in I'orto Rico uiuier present circumstances. In

18'J5 thene iMiands shipped uh fruits and nuts to the
amount of $I,8U>,751, and in 18tH> to the amount of

in the Yearboolt of the Department ot Agriculture for
189.'), that "The best pineapple regions in the world
have B mean temperature of from 75 to 80'," which is

that of Pi)rto Hico. Fig. 192.'{. Tlie varieties grown are
the Pan de Azucur, Sugar Loaf, » very sweet yellow-
rteshe«i variety, and the CHl)ez<)na, Porto Rico, the
large and vigorous sort which originated near Lajuz.

920. Outline map oi the island of Porto Rico.

$.1,783,488. Costa Rica in the same interval increased
her trade with us in these prcducis from $362,945 to

$972,098, and Santo Domia-o from $16,(584 to $1.52,535.

The increase in the value of oranges sliipped by the
British West Indies, chiefly Jamaica, was from $17;{.396

in 1895 to $5.53,751 in IH'.K), and this in .spite f the
increase of the a<lverse tariff, raised to a cent a pound
in 1897. It is a significant fact tiiat this great business
in tropical fruits, scarcely more than begun twenty years
ago, is con<hicted by Americans and under stable Brit-

ish rule rather than in the Spanish Antilles.
Porto Rico produces some oranges as fine as any

grown in Jamaica, but not in the same quantity, as the
Spanish authorities have not been a.s assi<luous as the
Briti.sh in fostering desirable fruits in their colonies.
Then, too, a regular service of well-ventilated banana
steamers was established in Jamaica when the great
Florida freeze of 1894-5 gave her an opportunity in the
orange business. The conditions are now all favorable
in Porto Rico for the growth of citrous fruits in their
perfection. Repeated destructive freezes in Florida
have ruined the hopes, once entertained, for that state

as a sure orange-producing section. Floridians are re-

moving to Porto Rico, and this movement will increase
now that Porto Rico is sure of a just, progressive gov-
ernment and a stable market.
Two lines of steamers furnish excellent weekly

communications in both directions, between San Juan
and New York. Better transportation facilities between
the seaports and the interior are required before the
fruit industry can prosper there. The hiirhways build-
ing and to be built and the extensive system of trolley
railroads now projected, will supply this missing condi-
tion as fast as the fruit can be produced.

Orange."? thrive in all sections of Porto Rico, a shelter
from the prevailing winds and a well-drained soil being
the favoring conditions. They are most plentiful in the
Mayaguez district. Several Americans are ensaged in

this business near Bayamon, and also in the vicinity of
Toa Alta, Fajardo, Humacao, Jobos Bay, Panuelas, and
in other sections with encouraging prospects, and a
considerable acreage will be planted in 1901.

Pineapples.— Porto Rico is justly famed for the ex-
cellence and size of its pineapples. Webber writes,
in "Pineapple Industry in the United States," published

Grown upon virgin soil on the rich but stony hillsides

of its native habitat, the last pineapple is a revelation
to the eye and delight to the palate.
Some difficulty has been experienced in carrying pine-

apples from Porto Rico to New York. This is due to

rough handling, carting over infamous roads, poor
packing and inadequate ventilation on ship. More
carefully handled shipments made during the past year
turned out well.
Bamnuts antj PUmtainst . — 1l\\\» noh\e race of tropical

fruits grows upon the island in great variety and lux-

uriance. Among the forms seen are the Apple, the Fig,
the Date, the large red. and t)ur common vellow banana
known as the Aspinwall or Johnson, as well as the large
plantains, which are chiefly used for cooking as vege-
tables. There is no strong probability of a large export
trade in bananas being developed in Porto Rico in the
near future, as they are admitted to the United States
free of duty. The best banana lands must be compara-
tively close to the coast, and such lands are likely to pay
better in sugar cane. Sonie of the rarer sweet varieties

may be handled to advantasre. particularly the Fig and
Apple varieties. In connection with coffee-growing, if

the grower is close to a good nuirket, the sale of ba-
nanas might be made the source of a good revenue.
The Coi'onvut Pff?»w.— This graceful and valuable tree

grows abunilanrly along the Porto Rican seacoast. The
ripe nuts are exported to a limited extent. Cocoanut oil,

cocoanut butter and desiccated cocoanut are valuable
products easily prepared. From the fiber paper brushes
and mattresses are made. The wood, after hardening,
makes excellent canes. From the half-ripened fruit the
"coco de agua," or water-cocoanut. a clear drink, is

obtained, which taken direct from the shell is a health-
ful and refreshing beverage.
Other />»//*".— There are immerous tropical fruit.s of

greater or less value, some of which will ultimately be-
come articles of wide consumption by the fruit-lovers

of the North. Mangoes, pomegranates, aguacate or alli-

gator pears, are already sold in the fniit stores of our
large cities. The luscious "anones " (J »ona squamosa
and A. mnricatii) , t\xe pink-and-white-fleshed star ap-
ple, and the large "corazones" (.4 wowa reticulata) are
delicious fruits, especially with a touch of lime or lemon
juice to give them life. Somewhat similar in taste, but
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Hiualler, in the "tiittp^ro" or RMpotlillo, which, with ttn

brown skin, rPMenibieM m runty colored pear. The
"lechoza,"or tropical pawpaw, is a valuable fruit. The
tree has a Ntrai^ht truiili. nuriuountcd by a crown of
enoniiou<< HpreudiiiK leaves, under which the goo<i-iiizt'd

fruit iii borne in a cluiiter.

The ''ffuayaba" or tcuava. which Krowti almndantly
throiitrhout the island, is iih«m1 for inakinif jelly and paste.
The busineHH of jeiiy-inakin^; and of preserviu^, canniiiUT

an«l drying fruits will be developed. The "naranja," or
Honr orange, is partif>ularly valuable for niarnialude.

w»ymmm
19il. Porto Rican i 'antation or farm.

Preserved gintrer, so largely imported into the United
States, could be profitably preparetl, as the root is now
raised and exported.

l'f(fetiit>l)'s.—That vegetables ran be grown in Porto
Rico in the winter or "dry season" and sold in New York
ar remunerative prices was denionstrateil last season.
Tlie writer had charge of an experimental garden in

which a third of an acre each was devoted to growing
tomatoes and eggplants. Although the seed was not
sown until I)eceral>er, three months too late for a full

season, satisfactory shipments were made in April an<l

May which brought the full market price. There are
aphids, caterpillars and mites to be fought, so that the
grower must be prepared with insecticides.
The soils of Porto Rico average richer than those of

otir Atlantic seaboard, but for the production of vege-
tables of higu quality, intensive culture is required.
The stimulating character of the climate is such that
there is a tendency for vegetables to branch unduly, so
that unless hitih fertilization, frequent cultivation an<l

severe pruning are employed the (juality and size of the
fruit soon deteriorates and is worthless for shipments.
The heavy rainfalls of spring and fall interfere with the
setting of fruit, so that the season for marketing vege-
tables in the north must be from about December I't to

May 15. Absolute immunity from frost or even a check
from cool nights is the great vantage ground for winter
gardening on the island. Vegetables must be shielded
from the drj-ing effects of the stiff northeast trade- winds,
and it is probable that a shade will be reqjiired for suc-
cess in melon and cucumber culture. A skilful 'gar-

dener, acquainted with the climate, may expect to pro-
duce $.")00 to .$1,000 worth of tomatoes or eggplants per
acre. Fig. 1924.

At the present time .San Juan is the only port with
good shipping facilities for perishable products such as
vegetables. Beans, melons of every kind, cucumbers,
I)fppers, okra. sweet potatoes, peanuts, etc.. thrive in
this genial clime. The more hardy vegetables, such as
Irish potatoes, cabbatre, lettuce, radishes, beets, and
peas succeed in the fall and winter, especially in the
hill country.
yafive yefiefables,— 3efi\<\es the several varieties of

"batatas," or sweet potatoes, largely used in Porto
Rico, there are several kinds of the larger tropical
y.iras. The dark green foliage of these plants has a
rich beauty, trailing from their pole supports. The
roots of the broad-leaved "yautias," or colocasias, pop-
ularly called elephant's ears, are also extensively used
by tlie peones for food. The cassava, both the sweet
and bitter varieties, tiourish in Porto Rico. The former
i-t a valuable food for both man and beast. The roots
are excellent baked. There is no better source for

producing starch than casnava, which In now manufac-
tured in a crude way in aome sections uf the island and
exported to a limited extent.

itthtr Pn.i.'iihif UrnnurreH.—The cacao, or cocoa tree,
is grown In I'orto Rico and the pro<luct manufacturtd and
exported, l)ut only to » limited extent. Our imports of
this product from the British West Indies have increased
from $l,2«i2,1*U in 1h«C> to $2.107. l.'iO in Ih'.Kl, which indi-
cates the poHsibilities of expanding the trade. Another
possibility of profit for the island lies in utilizing cer-
tain steep, dry chalk ridges, now of little value, for the

cultivation of the "mag-
uey," tlie agave from which
the sisal is obtained. The
importation of this fiber
from the British West In-
dies has increased from
*2,7:{4,iM)y to ifi, 771,9^9.
Arnatto or "achote" finds

u congenial home in Porto
Uico. and should be made
to yield a profit. The cas-
tor oil plant bears abun-
dantly, an<l its Ivean is ex-
ported. The bean of a
valuable leguminous
plant, "hedionda," is used
by the natives as a substi-
tute for coffee and also to

mix with it. This plant
seems to have a secondary value in improving the soil

as a gatherer of nitrogen. The camplior, the rubber,
the nutmeg, allspice or pimento, and other spice-pro-
ducing trees, and ihe vanilla may all be grown perhaps
with profit on the inland.

EcoxoMu; CoxsiOEKATiONS.—Under the Porto Rican
law of May 1, IJMM), all merchandise coming into the
United States from I'orto Rico, and ooming into Porto
Rico from the United States, shall pay 1.") per cent of
the duties required to be paid upon like articles im-
ported from foreign countries. All the duties men-
tioned above are to cease .March 1, 1902. or at an earlier

date by certain action of the Legislature of Port<» Rico.
The present duties are so insignificant compared with
those of other countries and their tenure so brief and
uncertain that for our purpose of a business forecast,
we may properly assume free trade as established.
The grower of oranges and other citrous fruits has

the advantage of one cent per pound over the foreign
grower, which, on a crop of :{00 boxes per acre, would
amount to about $200. On pineapples crated, the duty
is 7 cents per cubic ft., or .'{.'• cents for a standard crate,

or a gain of at least $')() per acre for a fair crop. Oa
pineapples in bulk the duty is |7 per 1,000, a gain of
$30 to $50 an acre.

The duty on vegetables is 25 per cent on their listed

valuation. This is an advantage of fro.*?! $40 to $75 an
acre on tomatoes or eggplants.

1922. Characteristic rural scene in Porto Rico.

Foreign tobacco wrappers pay, if unstemmed, $1.85

per pound, and if stemmed. $2. .50 per pound, and fillers

35 cents if unstemmed and 50 cents if stemmed.
Palms, orchids, bulbs and all greenhouse plants pay

25 per cent, seeds 30 per cent, dried fruits, desiccated
cocoanut, etc., pay 2 cents per pound ; manufactured
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eh(KrolBt« from 15 per cent to 50 per cent, •ecorilinir to

(luality; csHtoroil bi'ttn^i hihI other oil iieedH 2'* percent;
cantor oil 35 centM per knUoii; hay rum antl bay w»tt>r

$1.50 per galloi:. Starch pays IV, cents pt-r pound, rico

2 cents per potin.l ; whih? tnugar pays yuii cents per pound
if not over No. 16 Dutch Ktamlard in color, and 1/,,*,-

centH per pound if at)ove that Htanuard.
/Aihof. — iiea. Roy Stone in an article, "Porto Rico

and ItH F'uture," in Munsey's luftifazine for Autfuxt,
19(M*, teMtitifM from larjfe experience to the effectivenens
of the Porto Rican native lalH)rer«, and the writer con-
MiderH them material for excellent Kardeners. poslle^4«•

inx a.s nuich (jiiickne.HM and natural intellijfonce an the
better cla.Hs of f!indo08 he has eniployetl fur like labor

in Jamaica.
There are >ro«Ml opportunities in Porto Rico awaitlnjr

the capitalist and the horticulturist, for it is a tield

in which every «lolIar intellij^ently invested in tropical
production is almoMt sure of a rich return. The island is

abjectly poor to-day. It has but $.'J,r»00,0O() for a popula-
tion of nearly a million, and all of this but $(>4)0,000 is in

the hands of the merchants und bankers, who will do
nothing to develop the country.

ACTHORiTiEJ* ON PoRTO Rico. — Valuable works bear-

ing? on our subject are: A bulletin, "Agriculture in Porto
Rico," of the Department of Asrriculture byCieu. Roy
Stone, reprinted from the year book of 1898; a l>ook on
Cuba and I'orto Rico by Mr. Robt-it T. Hill, and the full

and inf«>rming vohnne of Mr. William Dinwiddle.
"Puerto Rico, its Conditions and Possibilities." P(»r

statistics, see Bull, l.'t, section of Foreign Markets. V.
S. Dept. Agric. on Trade of Puerto Rico, 84 pp., by
Frank H. Hitchcock, 1898. p. m. Pennock.
General Notes on Porto Rko. — The following notes

are selected from the "Report on the Census of Porto
Rico, 1899," compiled under the direction of Lt.-Col.

J. P. Sanger and published by the War Department.
Most of the area of Porto Rico is held as fanns, and

a large portion, more than one-tifth. is un<ler cultivation.

The forested areas are small and are almost entirely
confined to the higher parts of the mountains. The
largest of these tracts is on El Yuiique, in the Sierra
Luquilla. Here are found small tracts of primeval for-

est, com{)osed of large trees of a variety of species, sev-

eral of which are of great value, such as Spanish cedar,
ebony and sandalwood, besides many others as yet

unknown to Anjerican markets. Timber is, however,
very scarce, and most of that used in building is im-
ported.
Lying in the tropica, the island is within the region

of the southwest trades, which blow with great regu-
larity. The annual temperature at San .luan, on the
north coast, ranges in different years from 78 to 82*^ F.

The mean monthly temperature ranges from 75° in Jan-
uary to 82'' in Auj;;u9t. The maximum temperature on
record is 99°, and the minimum .")7'^, indicating a very
slight range and a uniform climate. The only difference
of temperature to be observed throughout the island is

due ^'^ altitude, the highlands of the interior having a

1923. Pineapple plantation in Porto Rico.

mean annual teraperature as low as 72** F. Serious
storms occur, and occasional earthquakes, but the latter

are not violent, doiner but little damage. The annual
rainfall at San -Tuan averages 60 inches, about the same
as at New Orleans, and nearly two-thirds of this falls in

the summer and autumn. The annual relative humidity
at the capital is very high, averaging not far from 80

p«" cent. The annual rainfall increasen eastward from
San Juan, until near the northeast corner of the island
it exceeds 100 inches, it Increases also upon the high-
lands of the interior, reaching a maximum upon the dt*

Tiding ridge of nearly 100 inches. The south slope of
the island, on the other hand, is much drier, both rain-

1924.

Tomato-growing in Porto Rico.

The plantH are tiwi to cords

supported on stakes.

fall and atmospheric moisture being less, so much so
that in some regions irrigation is necessary for cultiva
tion of crops.
Owing to the fact that Porto Rico has for centuries

maintained a dense population almost entirely supported
by agriculture, a large portion of its surface is under
cultivation, and only a trilling proportion remains in its

natural condition. Hence little of its vegetation is in-

digenous. The native fauna of the island is, owing to
the same cause, very limited. There are no lart;e mara
mals except such as are domesticated. It is said that
there are no noxious reptiles and few insect pests.

Of the total area of Porto Rico— M,60G square miles —
2.743 s«juare miles were included within farms. This is

76 per cent, or more than three-fourths of the area of
the island. The area under cultivation was 747 square
miles, or not less than 21 per cent of the entire area of
the island. These figures are in strong contrast with
those for Cuba, of which 29.9 per cent only were in-

cluded within farms and only 3 per cent of the area of
the island was under cultivation. They approach more
nearly the condition of things in the United States,
where in 1890 16 percent was under cultivation. Yet,
considering the density of the rural population, which
is far beyond that of any part of the United States, the
proportion of cultivated land is small. To illustrate

this, consider the case of Illinois, in which the number of
rural inhabitants to a square mile was in 1890 but 42, or
less than one-fifth as great as in Porto Rico, while more
than seven-tenths of its area was un'ler cultivation.
The total number of farms in Porto Rico was 39,021

;

the total area was 1.7.')7,774 cuerdos (practically equiva-
lent to an acre); the average farm had an area of but
4.T cuerdas, or acres; the cultivated land comprised
477,987 cuerdas, an average to a farm of only 12 enerdas.
In the United States in 1890 the average farm contained
137 acres, of which 78 acres were improved. In Cuba
the average farm had an area of 142 acres, of which,
however, only about 13 acres were under cultivation.
The only measure of agricultural products which was

obtained by the census consisted in the area cultivated
in each crop. Measured in this way, the following table
shows the relative importance of each such crop, ex-
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tries; probably native to the southwestern parts of the

U. S., but it is considered that it is introduced into the

East and North. In sandy and loamy soils it is one of

the comrarnest and raos„ persistent of weeds, but it is

little knowa on heavy lands. The common wild plant is

prized for "greens" in some reffions, but the French up-
right forms (Fig. 1928) are much better, as they are

larger and more tender; these improved varieties look

very different from the common " Pusley "; they are easy

ot culture. For a discussion respecting the nativity of

Purslane in North America, see Gray & Trumbull, Amer.
Jour. Sci. 2.'). p. 25.3. L. H. B.

1928. Portulaca oleracea, the cultivated uprieht form (X 3^).

POSOQUilBIA (from a native name in Guiana).
HubiiicecB. About a dozen tropical American glabrous
trees and shrubs with thick opposite entire Ivs., tubular
fragrant white, rose or scarlet rts. in terminal corymbs,
and a berry-like fruit. The lis. are 5-merous: ovary
1-2-loculed, the style with 2-parted stigma. Several
species are mentioned in Old World horticultural atera-
ture, all warmhouse plants, but only one has appeared
in the American trade, P. lon^flora, Aubl. (sometimes
erroneously written P. fotujifoUa). This species is na-
tive to French Guiana. It is a handsome free-flowering
bush 5-8 ft. high: Ivs, oblong-acuminate, narrowed at

the base, thick and shining: rts. 12 or mofe in a cluster,
3-5 in. long, waxy white, very fragrant, the slender tube
curved, hairy in the throat. Prop, by cuttings of ripen-
ing wood. L, H. B.

POT. See Potting and Pota.

POTAMOGfiTON ^compound of Greek words signify-
ing that these are river plants). JVd'addceiP. PoND-
WEED, A rather large genus (50 or GO species) of
aquatic plants in temperate and sometimes in tropical

regions, a few of which a.*e sometimes grown in aquaria
and ponds. Nearly 40 species are native to North
America. They are weedy plants, attaching themselves
to the bottom in ponds, lake raare:ins and in shallow
streams, and holding their small spikes of inconspicuous
flowers above the water in midsummer. In many of the
species there are two kinds of leaves, the narrow sub-
merged ones aud the broad floating ones. The small
perfect flowers have 4 greenish perianth-segments, 4 sta-

mens, and usually 4 sessile 1-ovuled ovaries: fr. a nut-
let with a coiled or hooked embryo. The Potnmogetons
are very difficult plants for the systematic botanists,
and it is not worth while to describe any of the species
here. There are none which are generally known in the
trade. They are likely to be weeds in lily ponds. For
the Amer. species, see Morong, Mem. Torr. Club. 3, No.

2; also the current manuals. Three species have come
into slight iiorice in American gardens: P. crlspus,

Linn., and P. natans, Linn., natives, and P. d^nsus,
Linn., European. Easily grown. l. H. B.

POTASH. See Fertilizers and Fertility.

POTATO is one of the most widely cultivated and
valuable of esculent tubers. It is Solanum tttftero.sum

of the botanists, and is allied to several powerful nar-

cotics, such as tobacco, henbane and belladonna, and
also to the tomato, eggplant and capsicum. The Potato
is a native of the elevated valleys of Chile, Peru and
Mexico, and a form of it is found in southern Colorado
(see SoluHUiii). It probably was carried to Spain from
Peru early in the sixteenth century. It seems to have
been introduced into Europe as early as 15t>5. Sir Wal-
ter Raleigh, in V)><o, is said to have brought back the
Potato from the "new country." Recent investifration,

however, seems to give the credit of introducing the
Potato into England to Sir Francis Drake, in l.'iSe. As
Batatas Virginiana it was figured and described by
Gerarde in 1.597. It is probable that these circum-
stances led to erroneously giving the credit of intro-

ducing the Potato to Raleigh instead of to Sir John
Hawkins. The wild varieties in their native habitat
still bear a close resemblance to cultivated varieties

except for the enlarged vine and abnormal development
of the tuK -s in the latter. During the seventeenth cen-
tury the i-otato was cultivated in gardens in several
European countries. It was recommended by the Royal
Society of London in 160.3 for introduction into Ireland
as a safeguard against famine. The cultivation of the
Potato as a field crop became som^iwhat common in Ger-
many soon after 1772, at which time the grain crops
failed and Potatoes were a welcome substitute for the
bread-corn. It was near the middle of the eighteenth
century before it acquired any real importance in Eu-
rope, outside of Ireland and a few restricted localities

in other countries. As late as 1771 only a white and red
variety were mentioned in one ot the most important
English works on gardening. The plants were enor-
mously productive, but the tubers were poor in quality,

so poor in fact that their chief use was as food for
domestic animals; and only when the bread-corns
failed were they used to any extent, and even then as a
substitute. By 1840 the Potato had been largely substi-

tuted in Ireland for the cereals and other similar food
crops, as the yield of Potatoes in weight exceeded by
twenty to thirty times the yield of wheat, barley or oats
on an equal amount of land. This large dependence on
a single food crop finally resulted in a wide-spread
famine. The Potato blight which appeared in the United
States in 1845 devastated Ireland in 1846. During two
years, 1846 and 1847, a conservative estimate places the
numbers who perished for want of food or from dis-

eases caused by a meager diet of unhealthy and unnu-
tritious food at '<JOO,000. By 1848 the plague had virtually

disappeared.
The roots of the Potato are distinct from the tubers.

Usually, two to four roots start from the stalk at the
base of each underground stem which, when enlarged
at the end, forms the Potato. See Fig. 1929. Roots may
alsc start where underground stems are wanting. The
Potato is a perennial plant. The accumulated starch in

the tu>)ers furnishes an abundant supply of nourish-
rrent for the plants growing from the eyes or buds un-
til they are well above ground. So much food is stored
that not infrequently small young tubers are formed on
the outside of Potatoes left in the cellar during the
summer. Potatoes grow from two to even three feet

high, have smooth, herbaceous stems, irregularly pin-
nate leaves, and wheel-?haped flowers (Fig. 19'{0) vary-
ing in breadth from 1 to 1 % inches and in color from
bluish white to purple. They bear a globular purplish
or yellowish fruit or seed-ball of the size of a goose-
berry, containing many small seeds.
The dry matter of Potatoes is composed largely of

starca. Being deficient in nitrogen, the Potato is ill-

adapted for an exclusive diet, and should be used in

connection with food containing a high percentaTe of
proteids, such as lean meats, peas, beans and eggs.
The lack of vegetable fats may be supplied by butter,
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gravy, autl oaten meal. The composition of the Potato
varies widely. An average of IM analyses is as follows:

Water. Ash. Protein. Starfh. Fat.
i 't % 'i %

Pot.Htoes 78 1 2.2 18 .1

Oat meal 7.9 2 U.7 67.4 7.1

(iraham Hour 13.1 1.8 11.7 69.8 1.7

The nutritive ratio of wheat is 1 to 5.:{7, almost per-
fect : that of Potatoes 1 to 18.29, entirely too wide. Many
foods, in their natural state, as Potatoes, are more or
le.ss deficient in mineral matter. Notable among these
are rice and wlieaten tlour— the former containing but
0.4 per cent and the latter 0.5 per cent of ash.
Notwithstanding the fact that the Potato alone forms

an unbalanced ration, it is used more universally as a
food than any other esculent vegetable in localities

adapted to its growth. Potatoes contain a small amount
of a somewhat poisonous substance. When exposed to

the direct rays of the sun for some time and "greened.''
the deleterious substance is so greatly increased that
the water in which tliey are boiled is not infrequently
used to destroy vermin ou domestic animals. In any
case the water in which Potatoes are cooked should not
be used in the preparation of other foods.
There are many hundred varieties of Potatoes. New

varieties are constanth^ supplanting the old ones. As
new varieties are usually produced under superior con-
ditions, when they are placed in field culture and under
more difficult conditions they tend to degenerate. Old
varieties which have ''run out" often find their way into

a locality where conditions are superior. Here their
valuable qualities may be restored or even increased,
and they are then generally reintroduced under a new
name (see Bailey, ''Survival of the Unlike," for discus-
sion of the running out of Potatoes). Usually new
varieties are secured from seeds, but the seeds of a
single ball cannot be depended upon to propagate the
pare t type. The tubers of the most promising seed-
ling varieties are planted, placed under superior condi-
tions, and out of many hundred varieties tested, a

single one may (prove to be worthy of introduction.
The world owes much to Rev. Chauncey E. (ioodrich, of

Utica, N. Y., for his painstaking efforts not only to im-
prove the Potato, but also for originating and introduc-
ing several valuable varieties. The acquired habit of
producing enlarged underground stems has been so
greatly accentuated that the normal tendencj- to pro-
duce seed-balls has been nearly obliterated, especially

in the early varieties. The Potato is sensitive to frost

and therefore must complete its growth in most locali-

tie.s in from three to six months. The period of devel-
opment may be shortened by exposing the seed Pota-
toes to the more or less direct rays of the sun in a tem-
perature of about GC for one to two weeks before

1929. Underground parts of Potato plant.

Showing the fibrous roots ami the stems ending in tubers.
The old seed-piece is seen near the bottom.

planting. Some of the starch is transformed into sugar,
which causes the eyes or buds to develop into minia-
ture, short, tough plants or "rosettes,"' which results,
whtn the Potatoes are planted, in hastening growth an(i
shortening the period between planting and harvesting.
Some varieties, when thus treated and planted in warm,
rich, sandy soil, produce merchantable tubers in six

weeks. In cutting Potatoes for planting, each eye shou.a
be supplied with an abundance of food to start the
young plants oflf vigorously: the pieces should be as
large as possible and yet not bear more than one or two
eyes (Fig. 1931). While the late varieties thrive best
in a moist, cloudy climate and in a rich, loamy soil.

Potatoes may be successftilly produced in light soils

1930. Flowers and foliaee of Potato (X J^).

and under cloudless skies. Dryish, sandy or sandy
loam soils not only produce earlier Potatoes than cold,

damp lands, but tubers of a better quality. "Mealy"
Potatoes contain less moisture than do those which
remain somewhat hard when cooked. Americans prefer
the former; most Europeans the latter.

For market-gardening, varieties such as Early Rose
are planted 2 to \\ inches deep in dry, warm soils, as
soon as danger from frost has passed. Level tillage is

practiced until the vines are nearly full grown, when
the rows are slightly hilled by passing an implement,
provided with a single large shovel with or without
wing-attachments, between the rows. A threefold ef-

fect is secured : weeds are destroyed : the land is

raised into ridges, whereby the soil is made warmer and
drier, thus inducing early fruitage ; the young Pota-
toes are prevented from becoming green by exposure to

the sun. Most early varieties have a tendency to set

tubers near the surface. Sandy lands, which are well
suited to raising early Potatoes, are too frequently de-

ficient in plant-food, and resort is had to either barn
manure or chemical fertilizers. The former, especially

if not ftilly rotted, increases the tendency to produce
rough or scabby Potatoes, while the use of chemical
manures containing but a small percentage of nitrogen
tends to produce smooth tubers of a hierh quality. A
liberal dressing for an acre is 20 lbs. of ammonium sul-

fate, 80 lbs. of dried blood, 150 lbs. of
acid phosphate and 150 lbs. of muriate
of potash. These would furnish 17, 21
and 75 lbs., respectively, of the plant-
foods named. These concentrated fer-

tilizers should be thoroughly mixed
and incorporated with the soil by pass-
ing a small single-shoveled plow along
the open marks made ro receive the 1931.

seed Potatoes. Market- gardeners A good cutting or

often use wood ashes at the rate of 50 seed-piece,

to 80 bushels per acre.

Frequently a second crop follows the early Potatoes.

In any case a cover-crop (peas, clover or winter vetches >

should be sown after the Potatoes are dug if no secon<l

harvest crop follows; if it does follow, then a cover-

crop may be sown at or just before th« last inter-cul-

ture is given. In any case, provide some kind of a

cover-crop to digest the plant-food, to afford humu^
and conserve nitrogen for succeeding 'crops, and to

cover the land during the rainy and cold winter periods
when the soil would otherwise be idle and losinsr

fertility.

Late Potatoes are planted three or four weeks after
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the early ones and about two inches deeper. Inter-til-

lage should be given about every ten days, keeping the
ground practically level, and be continued late in the
season, that an earth-mulch may be kept intact to con-
serve moisture during the hot, dry period when the
young tubers are forming. Three to four tillings may
suffice for early Potatoes, six to seven for late varieties.

1932. Potato blieht.

True or late blight on the left; early blight on the right.

The yield per acre of Potatoes in the United States is

meager, 88.6 bus. being the average for 1899. Under
favorable soil and climatic conditions, with rational

methods of procedure, 200 to 400 bus. are not uncom-
mon, and under superior conditions more than 1,000

bus. per acre have been secured. H. C. Pierson, of Pit-

cairn. N. Y..won first prize for the largest amount of
Potatoes g^own from one pound of seed in a single sea-

son. By dividing the eyes and planting them in the
greenhouse in the winter, and after a little time re-di-

viding them, and this continued until many plants were
secured, he was enabled to raise 2.558 lbs. of Potatoes
in the ope»j from one pound of seed, being an increase
of more tba:i2 oOO fold. A. P. Rose, of Penn Yan, N. Y.,

and C. F. Thompson, of Lee, N. H., secured, by simi-

lar methods, 2,349 lbs. and 2,118 lbs. respectively. The
low average yield is due. in part, to the ravages of the
many enemies of the Potato plant, which, uncontrolled,
sometimes destroy the crop, and usually seriously dimin-
ish the y:eld. In the United States the Potato is not so
universally used as in Europe, though its use as a food
is steadily increasing. The average annual production
in the U. S. from 1881 to 1890 was 109,809,053 bus..

while the yield in 1899 was 228,783,232 bus., which sold
for an average price of thirty-nine cents per bushel.
New York stands first in Potato production, producing
28,707,976 bus. of the total yield. The crop of Europe
aggregates more than the entire wheat crop of the
world. The average production of the European coun-
tries from IJ^Hl to 1890 wa France, .396,746,138 bus.;

Austria, 306,984.697; Ger anv, 891.7.32.040; Russia,
.300,315,070; the United Kiiijrdom, 228,093,-397 bus. In
1898 the United States exported 581.833 bus. and im-
ported 530,420 bus. For further information, consult
the Experiment Station bulletins. Carman's "New Po-
tato Caltu.s • and Terry's "A B C of Potato Culture";
also bulletins and reports of various experiment sta-

tions.

The most common enemy to the Potato plant, the Col-
orado Potato bug, is easily destroyed by applications in

a powder or in a liquid of Paris green to the vines
when the bugs first appear. The fungus Phytophthora
infestans causes the true blight (Fig. 1932), which re-

sults in the potato-rot. The true blight may be kept in

check by frequent and thorough sprayings with Bor-
deaux mixture. It is always well to incorporate Paris
green with the mixture that any remaining bugs may
be destroyed. The Bordeaux mixture is also useful in

protecting in part the plants from the flea-beetle. Two

or three applications are usually made during the
summer. The early blight is more common than the
true or late blight. It causes the shriveling and death
<»f the foliage (Fig. 1932). It is usually the c«mibined
result of several causes, chief amongst which an- fungi,
rtea-beetle, droutrht. Thorough ;roo<i care and spraying
with Bordeaux mixture are the be>,t treatments. A good
Potato field should look like that in Fig. 1933 (adapted
from American Agriculturist); and the picture also
shows a good spraying rig.

j. p^ Roberts.

Potato Cfltcre at Norfolk.—The Irish Potato crop
at Norfolk, V'a., reaches about a half million barrels
annually. It is planted in February and March, and
marketed in June an<l July— say from June 20 to July 20.

The land for Potatoes ranges from a sandy loam to
a clayey loam, all on a subsoil of clay. Some years
the higher sandy lands do the best, sometimes the lower
more clayey lands give the best results, depending on
the amount and distribution of the rainfall, which is

generally from 4 to 6 inches per month. The land is

plowed with a two-horse plow, in October, November,
or December, and then lies until some time in January
or February, depending on the character of the winter.
It is then replowed, and harrowed down level and
smooth; as the land is mellow it all works down as
])liable and as fine as the best of garden soil. If Pota-
toes are to be grown alone on the land, the rows are laid

out with a single plow, turning out a furrow, nearly
do?,-n to the subsoil, an<l 2}'^ ft. apart. Fertilizer to the
amount of 800 or I.OOO lbs. to the acre is drilled into
the furrows, antl a little plow with a sort of subsoil
attachment is run in the row to mix the fertilizer with
the earth, and to stir ixp the hard soil at the bottom of
the furrow.
The seed Potatoes are cut to one eye, and <lropped

about 12 to 15 in. apart, and then covered with a small
turning plow with two furrows. As soon as the Potati>

begins to sprout well, and before it has made its ap-
pearance, a smoothing harrow is run across the rows,
cutting off the top of the riiiges an<l bringing the Potato
sprouts near to the surface. This kills all the early
growth of weeds and leaves the land in good condition
for the tender plants to break through. As soon as the
rows can be followed, a single plow is run along the
sides of the row, turning the earth away from the row
on both sides. Then a Breed or a Hallock weeder, or
any other good weeder. is run over the field, crossing
the rows as far as possible at right angles. This leaves
the land free from trrass or weeds; and the remainder

M»Mwv

1933. Spraying Potatoes.

of the cultivation consists in turning the dirt well to

the rows; then a short cajnpaign against the potato

bug, and the crop is made. About half of the seed used
is home-grown. To secure this home seed, a second crop
of Potatoes is grown, using seed taken from the first

crop, plantiner about August 1. This second crop stands
until the first autumn frosts, say some time in No-
vember, and then it is plowed out, and the larger
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Potatoes are used for market, the smaller ones for
seed. Many people prefer this to the seed purchased
from Maine or Michigan, The seed is rut to one eye,
and ab«»ut two barrels is necessary to use in plantinc
one acre. Some farmers a(>ply less fertilizer, provided
their land is in gootl heart or prodtictive condition;
some apply a part of the fertilizer at the bottom of the
drill, and the balance at the side of the row when the
dirt is turned away from the row. One tjoo<l thorough
application of Paris green or London purple at the
right time destroys the bug, although most farmers
have to go over their fields two or ni<»re times.

In digging, most farmers use the conuiion two-horse
f»l.)w, running the plow un«ler the row and lifting all

the Potatoes out, still attached to the vine, as the
vine is always green at time of digiring. and the Pota-
toes are tirmly attached thereto. The hands then fol-

low and lift up the vines with the Potatoes attache«l,
put the Potatoes in barrels at 10 cents per barrel.
Barrels are then headed up, by tirmly nailing on a can-
vas cover, and placed in farm wagons to be hauled to

the city or to serine near-by watercourse or railway,
for shipment to the great markets in the U. 8. east of
the Mississippi and north of the Ohio, and all the At-
lantic seaboard markets. The cost of barrel is about
20 cents each, including the cover. The freight is 18

1934. Potato-erowing in the Dismal Swamp, Va.

cents per barrel to Baltimore and Washington, 20 cents
to New York and Philadelphia, and about 30 cents to
Boston. The Potatoes are handled by commission men
at the different markets at 8 per cent commission.
The yield will run from 40 to 60 and even to 80 bar-

rels to the acre ap«i the price from $1 to $3 per bar-
rel; the yield depending, of course, upon the soil, the
season, and the cultivation; the price depending on the
old crop on hand, the condition of the consuming masses,
whether it is the year of presidential election or not, an<l

the character, condition, and earliness of the Potato
sections coming in competition with this section.
Sometimes the Potato rows are made farther apart

and berries are set in between the rows. Often the Po-
tato crop is followed by corn the same season, making
two fine staple farm crops from the same land the same
season. Sometimes these second crops of com are sown
full of cow-peas at the last working of the corn, and
then 8uch a mass of vegetation is grown that it is almost
impossible to turn it under after the com is harvested.
Some of the finest Potato land is found on the margins
of the famous Dismal Swjimp, a few miles south of Nor-
folk, Va. Fig. 193 k Whenever the sea>;<»ns are a little in-
clined to be dry, such land turns out the finest and nicest
Potatoes to be found anywhere. One grower, whose farm
has been reclaimed from what was once the "Swamp,"
has raised as high as 2.'5,000 barrels in a single season.
A navigable arm of the sea ran to within a half mile of
his "Potato patch," and a "tram railway" nin by mule-
power enabled him to put his Potatoes into market as
easily and as expeditiously as the man beside him who
grew 2."jO barrels. The scarcity of lalwr will eventually
compel the use of the improved machinery; and the

probability is that the acreage devoted to Potatoes is to
be lessened instead of increased. A. Jeffeks.
Potatoes in the ScjI'th. — It is an ea.sy matter to grow

an early or spring crop of Irish Potatoes in the South,
provided the seed tubers can be had. As the crop
matures early, it is almost impossible to keep the tubers
over the sunmier and through the succee<ling winter in

order to plant in th following spring. Therefore it is

a common practice to import seed from the North. This
<lifficulty of keeping the seed Potatoes is obviated if a
second or fall crop is grown; and this fall crop may also
be made to afford a staple supply of food. The great-
est problem in Irish Potato-growing in the extreme
South is the raisingof the fall crop, although themattf-r
is not diflifult if a few underlying principles ar" kept iti

mind. This article is devoted to the growing of the
second or fall crop.
Under favorable conditions profitable crops are grown

in the southern states during late summer and fall.

Dry, hot weather frequently prevails durinir the early
part of this period; hence the necessity of having the
soil, before planting, in a condition to receive and
to retain the greatest amount of moisture. Heating
manures or other materials that will cause rapid fer-

mentation shouhl not be applied to the soil just at

planting time nor during the first month after plantintr.

Laud that was thoroughly prepared, highly fertilized

and well tilled in some spring crop like cabbatre or
onions, gives much better results than similar soil

hroken and fertilized only a short time l)efore plant-
ing. Cool, moist, valley lands are better adapted to the
tall crop of Potatoes than are the drier, warmer hill-

>ides.

Dormant tubers of the previous year's crop would
• loubtless insure the best stand; but, as these are difli-

<-ult to obtain, the majority of growers select seed Pota-
toes from tlie spring crop, which matures two or three
months before time to plant the second crop. Some
.rrowers prefer to let seed Potatoes remain in the soil

where they grew until reatiy to plant the second crop:
others <ligas soon as the spring crop is matured, spreaii

the Potatoes thinly over a surface protected from sun
and rain, and cover lightly with straw or leaf-mold.
In latitude .33°, August 1 to August 1.^ is sufficiently

early to plant. If dry, hot weather prevails it is fre-

quently advantageous to sprout the tubers before
))lantiug; otherwise they may lie in the ground several
weeks perfectly dormant. This sprouting, or startiusr

the buds, is easily done by the following method:
Spread the Potatoes in a cckjI. shaded place, cover to

the depth of 3 or 4 inches with garden loam. san<l nr

leaf-mold, and keep moist (not wet) for about a fort-

night, or until the sprouts are an eighth to a quarter of
an inch long.
As a rule, conditions for starting Potato plants into

vigorous growth are nmch more favorable in the spring
than in August. The plantlet must draw its suste-
nance from the mother tuber until it is able to imbibe
f<>od from the soil; hence the practice of cutting tubers
into larger pieces for the summer planting than was
necessary in the spring seeding. Cover a little deeper
than would be proj)er for spring seeding: otherwise the
manner of planting the earlj- and the late crop is the
same. With proper care in preparation of land, very
little cultivation is necessary. Once the plants are

started into vigorous growth (which comes with the

advent of cool weather), the crop develops more rap-

idly in the fall than in the spring. It is seldom neces-

sary to dig before December 1. Keep, ng qualities are

excellent. For table use they are equal to those from
spring harvest, or even betr«-r the early crop. As
seed Potatoes they are preferred for spring planting.

A. B. JIcKay.

POTATO, AIR. Dioscoren hulbifera.

POTATO ONION. See 0»io„.

POTATO, SWEET See Sweet Potato.

POTENTlLLA (diminutive of Latin pofens, power-
ful; referring to the medicinal properties). iiosdice(P.

CiNQCEFOiL. PivE-FiXGER. A large genus of perennial,

rarely annual, herbs or shrubs found throughout the
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north temperate ami frigid zones, and chara<*terized by
their compound leaves, 5 hraoteoles borne at the base of
the 5 sepals, which in turn are borne upon the e«ijje of

a cup-shaped, <lry n-ceptacle; stamens lO-.'W, together
with the ."} rounded petals inserted upon the margin of
the reeeptswle: pistils many, in fruit becoming minute
akenes; styles deciduous. Those iu cultivation are all

hardy perennial plants suitable for border ifdanting.

The most valuable double-tld. forms are hybrids.

K. M. WiEliAND.

The American Potentillas are generally rather un-
attra<*tive plants with small flowers. They ar»-. as a
rule, very tenacious of life and do well with ordinary
care. P. frntii-naa, a handsome and distinct low shrub,
prefers moist positions, but will grow in even very
dry soil. Where thoroughly established in moist soil it

is difficult to era4licate. P. artfrnffa should be given a
dry soil, preferably about rocks. It is tenacious of life

and is quite attractive. /*. //ippiana, a western species
with comparatively large foUaire of de<'ided gray color,

is hardy east. It is a good ptTennial preferring dryish
soil. P. tridenfata is an attractive evergreen species
forming thick mats. It does well in any fairly ri<'h soil

in open or partially shaded positions. Potentillas are
l>rop. by division or seed, the hyV)rids only by division.

P. fntticusa may be increased by greenwood cuttings.

F. W. Barclay.

Hybrid Potentillas have nearly all the good qualities
we look f<'r in a b«>rder plant.— handsome foliage and
free -blooming habit. They continue in bloom from
spring nntil autumn, although most profusely in June
and July. They cannot bf said to be reliably hardy in
the latitude of Boston, prolmbly not above Washington.
They do not grow over two fe«'t and seldom need stak-

ing. A heavy soil suits them best. Choice varieties are
propagated by division of the rootstock m spring; cut-

tings will not root. They run mostly in shades of
maroon, scarlet an<i orange, often beautifully 1>anded
with yellow. They bear see«l freely, an<l when carefully
hybridizeil we maj' get a very fine strain with a good
proportion of double ores. Seedlings bloom the second
year. Some of the species make neat rock plants, es-

pecially P. tridentata, P. vprna and P. nrtjpnte(i,—Xh(^

last, though common, is valuable in places in which
other plants will not grow. f j) Hatfieu).

INPKX.

Antlre. Dr.. 16. Gordoni. o. O'Briana, 16.

argentea. 15. grjicilis. 14. palustris. See Co-
argyrophylla, 8. Krandiriora, 7. nianim.
atrosangiiinea. 8. Hamlet, 16. i>erfe<*ta, 16.

bicolor. 16. • Hapwnodiana, 16. purpurea, 16.

cardinale, 16. Hippiana. 2. PjTenaica, 12.

enccinea.Q. hybrida. 16. Rollinsou, Wm., 16.

Diivulin. 16. insignin, 8. rupestris, 4.

Eldorado, 16. Ivesia. 5. Ru.sselliana, 16.

Eniile. 16. la^niata.V.i. Salter, .leane, 16.

fonnnsa, i>. laciniosa, 13. Thiirberi. 10.

fruticosa, 1. Lemoine. 16. tridentata, 6. <

glandulosa. 3. Mars. 16. vema. 11.

Gloire de Nancy, 16. Nepalensis, 9. versicolor, 16.

Vesuve, 16.

A. Banal leaves pinnate.
B. Stem shrubby 1. fruticosa

BB. Stem herbaceous.
c. Li's. silky, tomentose beneath. 2. Hippiana

CC. IjI's, (freen on both .<fide.t.

V. Lfis. larffe. 1 in. lomf, den-
tate ^. glandulosa

4. rupestris
DD. Lfts. mintitf, %-% in. lona,

much divided 5. Gordoni
AA. Basal Ivs. palmutehf S-7-foliolate.

B. Lfts. S.

c. Fls. white (\. tridentata
CC. Fls. yellow or red 7. grandiflora

8. argyrophylla
BB. Lfts. 5-7 y, Nepalensis

o. Fls. red or purple 10. Thurberi
CC. Fls. yellow. 11. vema

D. Lvs. green beneath 12. Fyrenaica
i:{. laciniosa
14. gnracilis

DD. Lvs. white beneath M. argentea

1. fruticosa, Linn. Fig. 193.5. Much-branched. 5 in.

to 4 ft. high, with peculiar shreddy bark: lvs. all pin-
nate; Ifts. ;i-7, small (>-12 lines long), oblong-linear,
acute, silky with revolute margins: tls. numerous,
bright yellow, showy, 8-lt> lines broad ; style lateral

:

akenes, receptacle and disk all long-hairy. Swamps and

1935. Potentilla fruticosa (X j-s).

rocky places, N. Araer., Eu., Asia. J. H. III. .31:002.

I). 121. —A useful shrub, flowering throughout the
.summer.

2. Hippi&na, Lehm. Stem erect, stout, 1-2 ft. high,
silky, erect-branched above; stipules large, ovate-
lanceolate, subentire: basal lvs. rather large; Ifts. .3-.5

pairs, whitish silky above, tomentose beneath, decreas-
ing in size toward base of leaf, obovate-cuneate. 1-2K in.

long, obtusely toothed; cauline lvs. several and similar:
fls. deep yeilow. %-\ in. broad, cymose; bracteoles
nearly equaling the calyx, acute: petals slightly ex-
ceeding the sepals, retiise. Western America.

3. glanduldsa, Lin<ll. Strict, 1-2 ft. high, slender,
viscid and glandular-hairy, erect, branched above: lvs.

mostly basal, 4-*> in. long; Ifts. 3-4 pairs, \-\% in. long,
obova'te, obtusish, coarsely serrate-dentate, nearly gla-
brous; cauline lvs. 3-parted : fls. rather large, yellow
petals entire, efjualingthe long-acuminate sepals; styles
thickened below, inserted at base of carpel: akenes
glabrous. Western U. S. ; grows well in dry, sterile

ground.

4. rupestris, Linn. Very similar to the last, slightly
stouter: fls. larger, nearly white; petals entire, much
exceeding the calyx. June, July. En. —Grows well in
dry, sterile soil.

5. Gordoni, Baill. {Ivesia G6rdoni, Torr. & Gray).
Root stout: caudex woody and cespitose: stems erect,
4-12 in. high, P" '"'-e the lvs., glandular -pubescent

•stly basal, numerous; Ifts. 10-20
ivs. few, very small : fls. small

- crowded cyme: petals yellow,
._ :•• sepals; stamens only 5; pis-

tils 1-5. Western U. S. . forms dense mats in dry soil.

— Possibly generically distinct.

6. tridentata, Soland. Often woody at the base, 1-12
in. high, slender: branches erect-spreading, appressed-
pubescent: lvs. mostly basal, long-petioled; Ifts. %-\
in. long, oblanceolate. truncate and 2-5-toothed at the
apex, cuneate and entire below, coriaceons, dark green,
paler beneath: t!s. several, small, 3-5 lines broad, in a
terminal, nearly naked cyme; petals oval, entire, ex-
ceeding the calyx; style lateral, filiform: akenes and
receptacle villotis. June, July. Northern N. Amer.,
Greenland, Scotland.-Good for dry banks and rockeries.

or gl?bro.. :
crowded pa
and inconsr
spatnlate, no. er
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7. gTftndifldra,Linn. Stem leafy, 1 >-20 in. high, erect,

J>raiH'hed, villous: oaudex nearly .simple: Ivs. with
appressed-hairy petioles exceeding the broadly obovate-
cuneifonu, dentate, l-lVa-in. long Ifts., which are green
and pilose-silky on both sides: rts. numerous, ^i-% in.

in diara.
;
petals broad, emarginate, much exceeding the

acute sepals; akenes glabrous, rugnlose: receptacle
hairy. June, July. Eu., North Asia.—A good border
{Jant. Differs from the next in the smaller, broader
leaflets, green beneath, and the rugulose carpels.

8. argyrophyila, Wall. (P. iHMiijuis. Royle). Tall and
leafy, 2-3 ft. high, stout, silky-hairj' or pubescent: Ivs.

large, long-petioled; Ifts. 2-3 in. long, elliptic-ovate or
obovate, acutely toothed, white beneath, silky-hairy,
rarely glabrous above: fls. yellow, %-lH in. broa<l.

long, slender -pedicelled; .sepals acuminate; petals

large, obcordate, exceeding the calyx: akenes sniot»tli;

style sub-terminal, receptacle villous. June, July.
Himalayas. Var. atrosangxiinea, Hooker (P. ittrosnu-

gitinea, Lodd.).— Fls. red or purple, same range. One
of the most common species in cultivation and exten-
sively hybridized with P. ^^epalensis, giving rise t»»

most of the hybrid Potentillas of the trade.

9. Nepal^nsis, Hook. (P. fomidsa, Don. P. coccinea.
Hoffm.). Erect, l/'2-2 ft. high, from a woody rootstock.
few-fld., clothed with long, .soft, spreading hairs, leafy-
branched: lower Ivs. 5-7-foliate, often 12 in. long: lft.».

( 2-l{ in. long) obovate or elliptic-obovate, a<'ute or obtuse,
coarsely serrate, green, base entire: tis 8-12 lines broa«l.

purple; petals obcordate, twice the leiigth of the acute
sepals; bracteoles obtuse: akenes minute, glabrous,
wrinkled; receptacle hairy. May, June. Himalayas.
—A tine species.

10. Thiirberi, Gray. Similar to the last, but stem
ascending, more slender and finely i)ubescent: Ivs.

little paler beneath. 1-2 in. long, coarsely toothed or
almost crenate, thinner, .smaller and less veiny: brac-
teoles lanceolate, acute. June, August. Southwestern
U. S.—Good for border planting.

11. v6ma, Linn. Stems 4-10 in. long, spreading or
procumbent, sometimes creeping, forming a thick
turf, much branched from the base, more or less hispid:
radical Ivs. small; Ifts. .5-7, broadly obovate-cuneiforra,
dentate, 4-G lines long: upper Ivs. .sessile, temate: tls.

many, of medium size, obscurely cymose; petals obcor-
date, little exceeding the calyx: bracteoles similar to

the sepals; akenes smooth; receptacle hairy. April,

May. Dry or stony places, Europe. — For banks and
rockeries.

12. Fyren^ica, Ram. Stem branched below, G-15 in.

long, decumbent at base, then ascending: radical Ivs.

long-petioled, hirsute or nearly glabrous; Ifts. oblong,
toothed above with subacute teeth, terminal tooth of
equal size: stem-lvs. few, similar: Ivs. numerous; sepals
aud bracteoles similar, acutish; petals longer than the
cah'x, obcordate: carpels smooth; receptacle hairy.
Aug. Europe. — Larger than the last and less i>rostrate:
Ifts, larger, more oblong: tls. larger.

13. lacinidsa, Wald. & Kit. (P. lacitiuMa, Amer.
Hort. ?). Erect and forming clumps 1-2 ft. high, spar-
ingly hirsute, re<ldish: Ivs. with 5-8 broadly oblanceo-
late-oblong. 2-;Mn. long, deeply laciniate-pinnatifid and
pilose Ifts. : fis. in much-branched cymes ; sepals lanceo-
late; petals bright yellow, emarginate, much longer than
the calyx: akenes rugose; .style terminal. Hungary;
grows well in dry ground.— Closely related to P. recta.
Differs from the two preceding in the larger size, stiff,

erect habit, larger Ivs. and rugose akenes.

14. gr&cilis, Dougl. Erect and rather tall (about 2 ft.

high), more or less whitened with silky hairs and to-

mentum: basal Ivs. long-petioled; Ifts. obovate or
oblanceolate, 1-2 in. long, deeplj' and regularly incised-
dentate, silky above, rarely glabrous, white-tomentose
beneath; stem-lvs. similar but smaller: tls. many in a
terminal cyme; corolla «>-9 lines broad, .showy; petals
obcordate, exceeding the acuminate sepals : carpels
glabrous. Western N. Amer. — Some specimens in cult,

may be P. Blaschkedtia, Turc.

15. arg^ntea, Linn. Ascending or procumbent, tufted,
branched from the base. 4-12 in. long, more or less
whit^-tomento'ie, leafy: Ifts. 6-12 lines long, obovate-

oblanci'olate, cuneate, deeply incised with narrow teeth
and revolute margins, <lark green above, white beneath

:

tls. few, cymose. 2—t lines broad; nepals ovate-acut»-,
slightly shorter than the roun<le<l petals; styles filiform,'

terminal: akenes jrlabrous. May-Sept. Dry, sterile soil
throughout the whole north temperate zone.

16. Hybrid Potentillas, originally from P. aryyro-
phfflln, var. atroxaiujuintii and P. yeptilfusis (see
Gn. 16:207): Sinyle-flotrerfd. ~lia]>\rooiUaiia, Ifts. .5-6,

petals at base deep rose, at center pale rose, margins
whitish; Kusselliana, scarlet-fire-red, large: Ifts. .'{.

Double floH-ered. — ]ik'o]{>r Plena, orange and vermilion:
Cardinale, brilliant cardinal; Dr. Andr^, golden yel-
low, suffused with vermilion; Eldorado, purple .suf-

fused with yellow; Emile, bright bronzy red; Gloire
de Nancy, golden yellow; Hamlet, dark carmine:
Hybri«la, nanje applied to various hybrids, K. H. 189(1. j..

.<05; Jeane Salter, orange shaded scarlet; Le Vesuve.
rioriferous, light re<l margined with yellow or scarlet;
Mars, dark velvety red; M. Duudin, beautiful amber;
O'Briana, ])ink and salmon: Perfecta, maroon shaded
lemon; Purpurea, deep purple; Purpurea lutea plena,
dark purple, double: Versicolor, carmine and yellow-
fiaked: Victor Lemoine. light red striped with yellow;
Wm. RoUinson, mahogany brown suflfused with orange.

I*, anaertna, Linn. Silver-Weei>. SpreadiiiK l>y runners,
low, white-toineiitose: Ivs. radica), pinnate: tls. yellow,
iiravelly lake sliores. Very de<*<>rative. Eu., N. Amer.—P.
Canadensis, Linn. Pn)strate or creeping: Ivs. green, palmately
H-;Vfoli()late: tls. few. yellow. N. Amer. Good for dry, sterile
.soil. Mn. 3:38.— P. Millrri, Hort. A trade name not deter-
mined. W«K>lson 8ay.s," Colorado; 12-18 in. high. Plant densely
white-tomentose. branching. Fls. bright yellow, a half incli or
more across."— P. recta, Linn. Clo.se to P. laciniosa, tall, with
liJindsome paln)ate foliage: fls. deep yellow, worth}- of cult.
Eu.

—

P. Snlesurinna. See B.M. T'i.X.-P. svlphurea. Lam.
Similar to P. recta, but fls. pale yellow and larger. Fine deco-
rative plant. Eu.. introduced in Amer. g^ jj^ WiEGAND
POTfiEIUM (Greek for drinking cup; because the

foliage of one species was used in the preparation of a
medicinal drink). Jfosacetf. Linna?us placed certain
rosaceous plants in the genera Poterium and Saii-

guisorba, the latter having precedence of publication.
3Iany subsequent authors have united these genera, and
they are so treated in Gray's Manual. Focke. however
(Engler and Prantl, Die Natiirlichen PHanzenfatnilien),
re-defines the genus Poterium to include one specie^,
the P. xpinosuni of South Europe, allowing the other
species to remain in Sanguisorba. As thus understood,
Poterium is monoecious, the lower fis. in the spike
staminate, the upper pistillate, the stamens many and
hanging, the styles 2, the fr. somewhat fleshy, colored,

ami inclosed in the calyx, the leaves pinnate. P. spinosum,
Linn., is a small spiny shrub with nearly glabrous
serrate leaflets, somewhat downy branches, small green-
ish fls. in oblong spikes and reddish berry-like fr. It is

offered in S. Calif. Grows 3 ft., the branchlets ending
in spines. Said to be a very interesting ornamental
under-shrub.
For P. Ciniadense and P. Sanguisorba, see Sanguis-

orba- L. H. B.

POTHOS (Pofha is said to be a Ceylonese name).
Ariiceti'. Between 30 and 40 tall-climbing branching
shrubs (more or less herbaceous as known in cultiva-

tion) of the oriental tropics; leaves thick and often

shining, entire or lobed, sometimes blotched or varie-

gated. The species are warmhouse foliage plants, re-

quiring the same general treatment as Philodendron
(which see). Five names are in the American trade,

but not all of them belong to Pothos. In fact, the genus
Pothos is very ill-defined in cultivation because species

are named before flowers and fruits are known and
determinations are often wrongly made. Some of them
are to be referred to Scindapsus and others perhaps to

Rhaphi<lophora. The fis. are small and perfect, crowded
on a spadix, with 6 perianth-segments and 6 stamens,

the ovary 3-loculed and with a rounded or mushroom-
like sessile stigma: fr. a l-3->^eeded berry: spathe

usually persistent and wide-st ding or deflexed at

maturity. Rhaphidophorahas an «'iongor linear stigma.

The species of Pothos send out cord-like roots that cling

to damp walls. For P. argyropa, see Scindapsu.'i pictus,

var. For monograph, see Engler, DC. Monogr. Phaner. 2.
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A. Lv». green, not handed or mottled.

celatocatllia, N. E. Brown. Rapid-prowinj? clinibor,

with stems tiat on the under side and lying close to its

support: Ivs. distichous and overlappiuj;, broad-elliptic,

somewhat oblique, sessile, strongly manv-veined, dark
velvety green. Borneo. F.S. 23:2419, 2420. l.H. .'{0:4%.

— First described in 1880 in England. A very odd
plant.

nltens, Bull. Lvs. obliquely ovate-acute, cordate at

base, shining purplish green. Malaya.

AA. Lt's. mottled or batided.

afireus, Linden. Fig. 19;}G. Strong evergreen climber
with curdate-ovate-acute lvs., which are variously
blotched and mottled with yellowish white, the body
color being bright green. Solomon Isl. I.H. 27:;{h1.

S.H. 1:334. — The generic position of this plant — which
is one of the commonest ones in cult. — is in doubt. It

probably belongs to {{haphidophora, possibly to Scindap-
sus. in a dark place the handsome markings of the
leaves tend to disappear. Branches will grow in water
for a time. Prop, by cuttings or layers.

arg6nteus. Bull. Lvs. obliquely ovate-acurainate, sil-

very gray, with a deep green margin and a deep green
band along the midrib. Borneo. L^ jj^ 3^

POTHUAVA. See^cJimea.

POT MARIGOLD. See Calendula.

POTS. Before beginning an historical sketcn of the
manufacture of Hower pots in America the writer may
pf-rhaps be pardoned for stating that the tirm which he
represents is one of the thirty-one tirms eligible to tlie

Century Club, which consists of tirms that have had an
uuinterrupte<l ancestral record of one hundred years or
more in the same business. Other memberships in the
Century Club (»f interest to horticulturists are those «)f

.1. M. Thorlnirn & Co., of New York, and D. Landreth
& Co., of Philadelphia. The business of making flower
pots has been in the direct line of the writer's family
for four generations without a break, and this indicates
the age of the business in this country.
The flrsv entry n our oldest account book reads as

follows: Weston, .-. pril 19. 177."), Lemuel Jones, to Ware.
«lehtor: 0€ 2' &\. P'rom 1788 to 1810, a period of 21

years, we ha\ » a ["ontinuous account. The charges dur-
itiir that entile term cover about as many pages as we
now often use i*. a day: and the amount in dollars and
cents <loes not compare with single sales of the year
1900. Through all the years up to 1807 the term "flower
pots " does not once appear, and the writer very nuich
p'srrets that the first sale of flower pots and the name
of the purchaser cannot be found.
The readers of this article who can remember the year

18111 will recall the depressed condition of business after

war was actually declared. The members of the Hews
firm felt sure that there would be no demand for flower
pots, they being more of a luxury than a necessity, and
that the factory must close. At that time the writer
succeeded in getting permission to make his first ven-
ture as salesman "on the road.'' Going first to C. 31.

fHovey, he secured what was a good order for those
times, some 10,000 or more pots for the spring trade of

1802. Not once after that, during the Civil War. was
the firm able, during the spring and fall rush, to fill all

their orders for flower pots. It is not that these orders
were remarkably large or numerous, but they were be-
yond the capacity of the firm.

The writer's own records go back to 1806. At that
time prices were a third or a half higher than they are
to-day, which is more than the writer would be willing
to admit of the relative excellence of the goods. We
first got fairly under way with ma<!hinery for making
small flower pots in 1809. The father of the under-
signed, always disposed to be a little cautious, thought
that we should overstock the country and ruin the
prices. We did in that year what we thought was a
wonderful business in flower pots. We exceeded it by
a third in the month of October. 1894.

Until about 1804 or 186.5 common flower pots through-
out the world had always been made by hand on the

potter's wheel. There had l»een, indeed, many <litferent

forms of tliis wheel, but it had always been propelled by
hand or foot power. When, in the early fifties, a wheel
was made to be propelled by the foot, with twt> sizes of
pulleys and a balance wheel whereby the speed of the
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wheel was increased in the proportion of three to one,,

it was thousrht that i)erfection had been reached. Much
time, though very little money, had been spent previous
to the fifties in attempts to make a pot machine, it was
left to William Linton, of Baltimore, an experienced
practical potter, to perfect and patent the first machine.
From him we purchase<l iwo machines and the exclusive
ripht to use them in Massachusetts. In a short time we
were able to make irreat improvements on his patent.

America was far ahead of Europe in this kind of
machinery, as also in improved machinery in general.

It is proliably safe to say that from time immemorial
down to about the year 180.'{, flower pots had always
been made in one general way— by hand, on a potter's

wheel.
The machine made only small pots, up to about 5 inches

in diameter: and while it had previously taken an ex-

perienced man to make his thousand 3-inch pots in It)

hours, a smart boy with<mt any previous experience
whatever could make three thousand on the machine in

the same time.
When the standard pot was adopted, about 10 years

ago, the hand process was practically abandoned in

the principal potteries in favor of what is technically
called the jigger. This is a revolving disk propelled by
machinery. These disks, or jigtrer-heads, are made of
clifferent sizes and fitte«l with various rings. Plaster
molds are made in very large numbers for each size of
pots, and the larger stan<lard pots (r>-12-inch) are all

made at the present time in these molds. With us,

pots from 12-24 in. in diam. are made as of yore by
hand on the wheel.
The making of the pot is not its only cost: previous

to that comes the preparation of the clay. The hundred
years from 176;") to 186.') saw no improvement in the pro-
cess of preparing it for use. It was ground in a wooden
tank or tub. propelled by an ox. Tlie various other
processes remained as crude in I86.1 as they had been
the century previous: the drying, firing, and all con-
nected with the manufacture. The capacity of our
flower pot drying-rooms of to-day far exceeds the entire
product of any one year prior to 186,5. At that time the
custom of using wood for <lrying and firing pots still

continued. It required three cords of white pine and
from thirtv to forty hours' labor to thoroughly fire a,

90
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small furnace. To-day three tons of bituiiiinous coal will

fire tive times as iiiiu-h pottery in tiftten hours.
It is ft very eomnion sayinitf that one flowt-r pot is as

fjood as another, pr«»vided it will hohl together Iohk
enough to i^row the plant. This is ecjuivnh'ut to saying
that one rose is as jjood as another. The late C. M.
Hovey has often said to the writer. "Mr. Hews, I want
all perfect pots. Suppose I am pottins; a dioice plant
which will be worth twoor three dollars. I want a good

1937. Pots of various sizes.

All are "standard " pots except the rimless one ut the right, which is u "rose pot.

Rtraicrht pot for it, hut I am ohliqred to pull the pile over
before I can timl one. When I dt) ttn«l one it is sure to

be of such a soft burn that it will hardly hold together."
We would then examine some *)f the choice subjects in

his greenhouse, and they were sure to be in warped and
cracked pots. "Such a }K»t spoils the sale of a plant
unless I repot it." This was before the day of standard
pots. When the S<*ciety of American Florists met at

Washington in 1892 the writer spent several hours in the
greenhouses of the various departments. To say that

many of the flower pots looked as if they belonged to

that class of pottery found in the Indian mounds of
Mexico would be a reflection on the aborigines. The
p«v)r preparation of poor niatf'rials is a feature of
the thousands of inferior tiower pots that floo<l our
markets. The practical florists were long ago convinced
that the best pots are the cheapest.

(trades of clay used in the manufacture of flower pots
are almost as numerovis as the banks in which they are
found, and require many different methods of treatment.
To separate the .stones from the clay has always been a
very perplexing as well as expensive problem. The clay is

first plowed by means of a horse and capstan, whereby one
horse will do the work of twenty men with picks. This
clay is then loaded in dump carts and carried to the
mill, where it is shoveled through a disintegrator, which
expels the larger stones and crushes the smaller ones.
It then falls on an endless belt and is carried to a
revolving drier. This is a now western device, where,
by the tise of crude petroleum for heat, we evaporate
from 20 to 25 per cent of moisture from the clay, and
while it passes through a direct blaze of white heat
there is sufficient moisture all the time to prevent it

from burning. (Burning of the clay at this stage would
make it worthless.) To demonstrate this point beyond
question, paper and dry shavings were passed through
with the clay, and they came out without even scorch-
ing.
From the drier, the clay goes into large bins, where it

must remain 24 hotirs. so tliat portions of it which have
become too dry and hard may absorb the moisture from
that not dry enough. From these bins it is carried to
whippers, which beat the clay without ftirther crushing
the stone. Fr(»m the whipper it goes to the revolving
screens, and thence to the elevators.

The next process is mixing, or, as we term it. "pug-
ging." This is all done V»y machin<'ry. From one ma-
chine the clay comes out very soft and plasti*-, to be
worked into plaster molds. From the other the clay
comes out into hard cubes for the iron molds of the
machine. The pot machine and the jigger of to-day
each does the work of from six to eight men at the
wheel, even at as late a date as 1885.

The difference in cost between a good and a poor pot
is very slight, and if the florist will demand and accept
nothinsr but a first-class pot. a standard in quality as
well as size will soon be reached. To be stnndanl in
quality a pot must be of clay properly prepared, be of

uniform firing, and of a smooth surface inside as well
as otu. It must also be ot right porosity, a condition
which can be attained by the proper mixture of clay.

Mojreover, a nia<'hine-ma<le pot should have a smooth
rim on the inside, so that the man standing at his

bench potting thousands of plants per «lay, as is being
done con"<tantiy in large establishments, may have some
flesh on his thumbs at night. Such a pot must al>o
be able to stand transportation an<l years of usage if

necessary. "Standard " flower pots, .sudi

as are now used by American florists,

are shown in Fiirs. i9;J7.

The writer often asks himself. "Will
the deman<l f<»r flower pots in the next
quarter cent ;iy increase in the same
ratio as in the past <juarterf" Li }i>(\9

we mantifacturr'd 700.000 pots; in Ib'Ji,

7,000,000, or ten times as many pfter a
lapse of 25 years. If the same factory
can in 1020, another 25 years later, pro-
duce and sell 70,000.000, we shall verily
be living in a land of flowers!

A. H. Hews.
FOTSHEBDS. Gardener's name for

V)roken pots and crocks, a material used
in the bottom of pots, pans, boxes, etc., to afford drain-
age. Coal clinkers, gravel, etc., are often used for the
same purpose.

POTTING. The first stage in the life of the plant is

wlien the seedling is transplanted fn>m the seed-bed or
the cutting is put in the cutting bench. It is only when
either is potted that it can truly be said to take on the
dignity of a plant. It is then out of swaddling clothes
and enters the ranks of its big brothers and sisters,

on the way to making its bow in society; to live per-
chance in the window of the tenement or on the fire

escape; mayhap to refresh the eye of the patient in the
sick room; or to lose its i«lentity in rows of its fellows
in great trlass liouses where the blossoms are garnered
and sent to market ; perhaps to take its place in row
upon row of its kind and make an arabesque pattern
or gay border, and so delight the eye or regale the
senses with sweet odors.
The mechanical operation of potting includes also

"shifting," i. e., transferring the plant from a small to

a larger pot. Repotting signifies the same, generally
speaking, as shifting: but speaking technically it

means shaking out an established plant and putting it

in a pot of the same size or one smaller, according to

its needs. The actual operation of potting is very sim-
ple, and yet it must be well done to give the young
plant a fair start in life. Careless potting is respon-
sible for many losses in plants. The vast majority of
rooted cuttings and seedlings should be potted in 2-inch
pots, and it is essential, particularly in the case of
rooted cuttings, that it be done at the proper stage of

1938. Pern pans.

A form of lottery nsefnl for small Imlhs and many shallow-
rooted subjects of which spreading masses are desired.

development of the roots. When the roots are from one-
eighth to one-fourth of an inch long they may be said
to be at their best for potting. If sooner, the plants are

not likely to develop as rapidly in the pot as if left in

the cutting bench; if later, they are harder to han<lle,

injury is liable to result, and they do not as readily
recovci- from the shock incidental to the change. The
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operation of potting as practioefl in romnu-rrial Horists'
establishnifnts is as follows: The soil liitvini; bren pre-
pared,the workman places tlie empty pots at liis left hand,
the cuttings in front of him, and an empty "tial " to re-

ceive the potted plants at his riijjht. With a simultaneous
movement he takes an empty pot in his left hand and a
handful of soil in his ri>;ht. He "»et8 " the pot in front
of him, fills it with soil, and while d(dng ho reaches for

the cutting, retaining a small portion of Hoil in his
hand. With the index linger of the right hand he
makes a hole in the center of the \H>t of soil, inserts
the cutting, drops the portion of soil which he retained
in his right hand into the hole, takes the pot between
the index and niiilille lingers of both hands to steady it

1939. Pottinu a cutting.

The moment when the thvnnbs eome into pl.'»y.

and obtain leverage, places his thumbs on each side of
the cutting and parallel with his body (Fig. 1939), the
right on the side away fron> his Inxly, the left on the
other side, and presses evenly and firmly; then shifts
Ills thumbs so that they are at right angles with his
body and presses again; transfers tlie potte«l plant with
his right haml to the "flat." placing it with a little force
to level the loose soil on top, reaching for another
empty pot with his left hand as he does this, and re-
peats the movements. It is marvelous how rapidly
these motions are made by expert workmen, and the
work can be done as well rapidly as slowly when the
cuttings are in the proper condition as to root-develop-
ment already clescribed. There was a time when 5.000
per day of 10 hours was considered the maximum, and
ir is still good work for the average workn)an. James
Markey, an employe of tlie late Peter Henderson, re-
peatedly j)otted 10,«X)0 verbena cuttings with two boys
to assist in taking away the plants as potted, supplying
him with empty pots and cuttings, the requisite quan-
tity of soil having been previously placed on the bench.
The writer was his only assistant when he made his
tirst great effort at "breaking the record," when he suc-
ceeded in potting 7,.^00 in 10 hours. Ujwn one occasion
he potted 11.500 verbena cuttings in a day of 10 hours,

which is the highest number ever reached.
At a potting contest held in Madison Square
<tarden in New York city in 1892. George
Martin potted },'A''.i cuttings in one hour,
the material used being arborvitae cuttings
without roots.

The "standard "pots (Fig. 19.17). cannot be
handled as rapidly as those without rims,
for the reascm that the lower edges of the
rim are sharp and rough and make the fin-

gers of the workman sore. Consequently
the pots without rin»s are to be preferred.
The essentials in good potting are to put the
cutting in the center of the pot and at the
proper depth, to firm the soil thoroughly and
evenly, and to leave one-fourth of an inch,
or a little less, between the top of the soil and
the upper edge of the pot to receive water.
Included in porting is the care of the

plants immediately after being potted and
until they have taken root in the pots. First
in importance is the "setting" of the plants
on the bench; care should be taken that

1940.

Implement
forfirmine
the soil in they are "set" perfectly level so that they
lareepots. will hold water. They should be watered

thoroughly and shaded as soon as they are
set. The best method of shading when large quanti-
ties are potted is by the use of lath shutters. These
are made by nailing common laths on three paral-
lel pieces of furring strip, allowing one inch space be-
tween the laths. They may be made any length,

three feet being a very convenient size. Inverted pots
of a sufficient heiifht to clear the young plants make
very handy supports for these shutters. During late

spring and summer it will be necessary to supplement
this method of shading by covering the shutters with
paper or muslin, the
muslin being preferred.
Sew. the nmslin in 10-

yard lengths, giving
pieces 2 yards wide.
Sprinkle the muslin co-

piously at intervals as it

becomes dry. This care
must l>e kept up for ;M)
days according to con-
d i t i o n s ; the shutters
should be j>ut over the
plants early in the morn-
ing, first watering the
plants ; an hour or so
later the muslin should
be put on provided the
sun is shining brightly.
After the second day the
periotl for covering the
plants should be short-
ened by putting shutters
and nmslin on later and
taking them off earlier
until the plants are suf-
ficiently established to
get along without them. An important detail is to have
ai>out half an inch of san<l on the bench to retain mois-
ture and allow for the pnjper ''setting" of the plants.
Another very important detail, in case new pots are
use(', is to thoroughly saturate iheni with water before
filling, allowing sufficient time for the water to evaporate
from the surface before using. It is bad practice to
work with wet pots, and worse still with wet soil. A
good test of the proper amount of moisture in soil for
pottitig is when it molds in the hand only under strong
pressure. Another essential, in case old pots are used,
is to see that they are clean inside at all events; they
should be clean outside as well, but if any (dd soil i.s

found adhering to the inside of the pot it should be
cleaned out and thrown away.

Potting large plants from the open ground, such as
carnations, roses, geraniums, shrubs, etc., is an entirely
different operation from the foregoing. These all re-
quire pots 5 inches in diameter and over, and sufficient
pressure cannot be given with the thumbs to properly
firm the soil. It is necessary, therefore, to use a stick

1941. PottinE an orchid.

The jMit i ^ cut in two to .sliow the
proper cunditious inside.

1942. "Shifting " an established plant into a larger pet.

about an inch wide, and sharpened down to one-fourth
of an inch at the end. (Fig. 1940.) The handle should
be round, and in a large place where much heavy pot-

ting and shifting are done it pays to have some of these
sticks in regular tool stock. After the plant is placed
in the pot and the latter filled with soil, take the stem
of the plant at the surface between the index fingers
and thumbs, the other fingers extended do\<Ti the sides
of the pot. lift the pot about an inch and set i." back
with a smart shock, at the same time pressing the plant
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1943. A plant may be turned out
of its pot to ascertain if it

needs a "shift."

down and steadying it; this settles the Moil considerably
in the pot. Next take the stick described above an«l
run it around the inside e,l»fe of the pot twice or »o to
pack the soil, add more soil to Hll up, finish bv pressiniif
evenly and firmly the entire surface with the thumbs,
allowing bulf an inch of
space between the surface
of the soil and the upper
edge of the pots to hold
water. What has been
said about new and clean
pots applies with even
greater force to large pots.

The potting of orchids is

a ratlically different opera-
tion from the potting of
purely terrestrial plants,
about which the preceding
has been written. Take
Cattleyas as an example.
Heiiig epiphytes, they do
not require soil in which
to grow. I*ut them in
as small pots as possible.
The nuiterial for putting
best suite<l to these and
most orchids is fibrous
peat and live sphagnum
moss ill equal proportions,
adding a small portion of
broken charcoal. If fresli-

ly imported pieces are to
be potted, cut away all the old, dead roots, pseudobulbs
and leaves. If the formation of the piece is uneven it
should be cut in two, so as to combine the parts thus
separated into a more symmetrical whole, with the
growths pointing to the center. Have the pot thoroughlv
clean, fill it ab<nit half with clean "crocks" and small
pieces of charcoal, adjust the piece in the center of the
pot, distributing evenly any roots which remain; but
first spread a layer of moss over the "crocks," then press
ibe prep.*! ation of peat and moss evenly and moderately
firm around the piece and in the interstices between the
A'oots, finishing up high around the center; insert some
small-sized stakes at the proper places to support the
piece, tie the growth to them, and the job is finished.
Fig. 1941 will show l)etter than words can describe how
the plant should look after it is potted.

Repotting, when necessary, is almost identical in its
details with potting itself. The spring is the best
time to do it, even with species which flower in the fall.
Carefully remove all the old crocks and other material,
so as not to injure the roots, a pointed stick being the
best implement for the purpose^* Then replace as care-
fniiy with new material in a clean pot. The undersigned

dwells upon cleanliness
repeatedly, for herein lies

the great e^isential in suc-
cessful plant - growing.
Potting orchids in bas-
kets, which sounds para-
doxical, is identical with
potting them in pots as
far as the essential de-
tails of manipulation are
concerned. The potting
of bulbs is discussed un-
der Bulb.
"Shifting" is the tech-

nical term used in the
florist's trade when plants
are transferred to larger
pots. See Fig. 1942. When
the plant exhausts the soil

in the small pot it must
be put in a larger one to
maintain grovrth. The
trained eye detects at a
glance by the appearance

of the plant when it requires a "shift." Those lacking
such training can discover it by tumiug the plant out of
the pot and examining the roots. (See Fig. 194.3.) If

the outside of the ball of soil on the lower portion is

m^^J^.-

1944. Repotting a sickly plant.

The " shoulder " is ni>)bed
off as at ft. replaced by fresh
soil and the whole ball of
earth reduced in size. (Only
a fraction of the plant's
height is shown.)

well netted with rtkots as in Fig. 194.'», and particularly
if most of them have lost the fresh creamy white color
of healthy "working" roots, then the plant must be at
once shifted, or it will soon reach that stage which is
the bane of the careless plant - grower; viz., "pot-
iMJund."

" Kn(M'king out '* is the technical term used by florists
to de-*cribe the turning of a plant out of a pot. The best
way to do this is to tak*- the pot in the right hand,
invert it in passing it to the left, as the plant should !>©

placed between the index and middle fingers of the left
hand, give the pot a snuirt tap on its rin> on the edge
of the bench and the ball of soil is separated from the
pot; place the plant in a flat rea«ly for the purpose, and
repeat. One tup is all that is necessary in ninety nine
cases out of a hundre*!. It is bail practice to get in'to the
habit of giving a series of taps, as it makes sh»w work.
We are considering now the first shift, i. e., from a
2-inch to a :{-inch pot.
The plants having been knocked out, the next opera-

tion is to "shoulder" them. This consists of rem(»ving
the shoulder or edge of the ball of soil with the thumb
and forefinger down to where the roots begin. Fig. 1944.
The object of this is obvious, to renjove leached-out soil
and supply a fresh, nutritious portion in its place, so as
to get the greatest possible advantage from shifting.
Everything being made rea<ly, the operator proceeds by
putting a portion of soil in the bottom of the pot suffi-

cient to raise the ball of soil flush with the edge of the
pot. As this is being done, reach for the plant with the
left hand and put it in the center of the pot; simultane-
ously take a handful of soil in the right hand and fill

the pot, then grasp the pot between the index and
middle fingers of each han«l, place the thumbs on each
side of the plant at right angles with the body, lift the
pot about a half-inch
and set it back on the
bench with a smart rap,
pressing with the
thumbs at the sanie
time ; change the
thumbs to right angles
with their former posi-

(

tion and press again,
then change so as to
press where they have
not touched already

;

three pressures of the
thumbs and the rap on
the bench, and the op-
eration is done. A
smart operator with
two boys will shift 5, r^^ .

^j^^^^jj ^^ i^^^j j^ ,^^
000 plants m 10 hours. center.
This amount of work is

made possible only by eliminating all unnecessary mo-
tions and making them synchronous with each hand in

reaching for soil, pot and plant as described. One hand
should not be idle while the other is employed. See
Figs. 1945-9 for good and bad examples of potting.
Be careful in shifting not to set the plants too deep.

The tendency of roots is downward, and only enough of
the stem to steady the plant in the pot should be in the
soil. Plants set too deeply in the pots are easily over-
watered, because so much soil is not within the influ-

ence of root action. A few plants which root from the
crown, like lilies, should be set deeper than such plants
as roses, geraniums, fuchsias, palms and all plants
whose root action is mainly downward.
Do not give too great a shift at one time: that is, do

not attempt to shift from a 2-inch pot to a 5- or 6-inch.

As a rule, an inch at a time is best, especially for com-
mercial purposes, where plants are grown to be shipped
some distance. In private places .soft-wooded plants
may be shifted in spring from 2- to 4-inch pots and
from 4- to 6-inch, as the question of shipping does not
enter. But it would not be safe even with these to do
the same in late fall when growth is slower and the days
are growing shorter. Hard-wooded plants, such as
palms, azaleas, etc., and even roses should never be
shifted more than an inch at a time; in fact, it is better

not to shift them later than September in any case.

The spring is the best time to do it.

1945. Good and bad potting.

\
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DrainHK*' ih necessary in all pots over 4-inch and f<>r

hard-wu4Mlt'(l plants even that size is b^'tter draine<i.

This is technically called "crocking?." i. e., placing pots-

h«'rds in the l)ott«»iu of th«' pot to alU»w the quick pas-
sa^e of water and admit air to the r(M)ts. Place a large
piece over the hole in the bottom of the jxtt and the
remainder in smaller pieces. There are usiialiy en<»ngh
broken pots around a place to supply the needs. Char-
coal is an excellent material for supplyintr pot drainage,
none better. An inch or so of drainmrf )* >unicient in

a .»- or ti-inch pot, two inches or so for all sizes above
these, A bottom of broken stone, cinders or gravel is

e-isential upon which to stand the pots, an such a stratum
accelerates drainage, while at the same time provi«ling

a moist surface so beneficial to plants in a greenhouse.
A few words of caution may not be out of place

before closing this branch of the subject. Never shift

plants well set with good flowers are wanted: and ia
these days such plants will bring enough in the best
markets to pay for the space and tntuble. For 2- and
^{•inch pots use sifted s<»il, but for 4-inch and over soil

well broken, but having plenty of fiber from s(»«l in it,

should be used. Always water plants thoroughly after
shifting so as to soak the soil to the bottom, an<l do not
water again until they show dryness half way down the
pot on the outside, Patkkk O'Maka.

POURRETIA. See Puyn.

POUETHI«A villosa. See Phofinia.

PBAIRIE CLOVEB. Petdlostemon.

FBAIBIE DOCK. Silphiutn tfrebinthinaceHm.

\^^Kj2

1946. Too deep. 1947. Too high. 1948. Pot too full. 1949. Good.

plants while the ball of soil is wet: it should be dry
enougli to crumble readily to the touch. Never shift

into dirty pots: it will pay to clean them, especially the
inside. Never shift a pot-bound plant without lfK)sen-

ing the soil on the surfacre of the ball. A few smart
raps with the closed tist will do it; or better still repot
a^< now described.
Repotting is necessary frequently when plants have

become pot-bound, or when from any cause they appear
to require it; such, for instance, as debility from over-
shifting, over-watering or neglect of any kind. In
such cases the soil sh<mld be washed from the roots
almost entirely and the plant put into a pot a size or
two smaller than it has been growing in, taking care to
tirm the soil well, and if a shrubby plant prune it back
according to its needs and condition. Shade such
plants until danger of wilting is past and water spar-
ingly until new and vigorous growths appear, showing
that the subjects have regained their nonnal health.
There are a few cultural details intimately associated

with potting which may with profit be added as a
closing paragraph. The high, narrow pot showTi on
the extreme right of the line of pots in Pig. 1937 is fre-

quently used for roses and palms by some, especially
for Coeos Wrdihllinun. which makes a long tap-root
and which it is almost invariably fatal to bnjak. It is

feasible, however, to avoid this if the seeds are sown
in 6-inch pots, using 4 inches of clinkers as a bottom
These check the downward growth and induce develop-
ment of fibrous roots in the soil, so that the tap-root
m.xy be cut oflF below them and the ordinary 2-inch pot
useJ with safety. It is not necessary to use the deep
pot I'or roses in any case. Plants which exceed the
diamei»r of the pot should be given Toum to allow for
developiTient. The best market growers plunge the
pots in stil to half their depth, as it is necessary in the
si)ring months because of the rapid evaporation of
water. This refers especially to geraniums, fuchsias,
heliotropes, petunias, etc. Care must be taken, how-
ever, to lift them occasionally so as to prevent the roots
from getting hold in the soil through the hole in the
>>ottora of the pot. Ten inches apart from center to
center for such plants will not be too much if stocky

PHENANTHES (Greek words, meaning droopivg
bloHsom). Comp6.sitce. Rattlesnake Root. A genus
of about IG species of tall perennial herbs, of which 10
are natives of North America. A few species are oflFered

by collectors. Prenanthes are leafy-stemmed plants
with dull colored heads borne in spike like terminal
panicles. Lvs. alternate, lower ones petiolate, sagittate,
cordate, often much divided: upper ones aurictilate and
much narrower and smaller heads: 5-UO-fld. : akenes
terete, 4-.")-angled, usually striate. The sp<^cies are ex-
tremely variable. They are of easy culture in any good
soil.

A. Invnlncre glabrous.

B. Heads 5-l-fl(1.: iufoliiri-f verif narrSir, oulif 1 line

thick.

altissima, Linn. A variable species. Stem .T-7 ft.,

slender: tls. greenish yellow; pappus straw-colored or
whitish. July-Oct. In open or shade, Canada to Ga.
and Tenn.

BB. ffrads S-16-fld. Involucre broader, 114S linen
thick.

c. Pappus deep cinnamon-brown.

41ba, Linn. Stem 2-5 ft. high, usually purplish: in-

florescence thyrsoid-paniculate: fls. dull white. Aug.,
Sept. Open woods and sandy soil. Canada to Ga, and
111. B.B. 3:289. Mn. 3:161.

cr. Pappus straw-colored.

serpent&ria, Pursh {Xdbalus Frdseri, DC). Stem
ustially about 2-4 ft. higli, sometimes purple spotted:
fls. purplish, greenish white or yellowish. Jnlv-Oct.
Ont. to Fla. and Ky. B.B, 3:289.

AA, Involucre hirsute-pubescent.

racemdsa, Michx. Stem 6 in, to 2 ft. high: stera-lvs.

mainly sessile, while they are mostly petiolate in the
other species here described: fls. purplish, Aug., Sept.
Moist open places, Canada to N. J. and Colo. B.B.
3:291. p. w. Barclay.
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PKE8T0NIA
(
probably nained after C'harleM PreHton,

a corrtspoiKifUt of Hay). Apuryndceir. Atmut ;«) Hpe-
cies of tall I'liiiibtTH from tropical America. /*. vmona
i» a tind«.*r foliujft- plant once offered in America mm
Kchit't HHtan». I'rentoiiia diffetM from Kchit««« in Imv-
inK> callous rin^ inside the coroli»-tiilM' at the throat
and often .'» linear, erect h«-uleH below. Other jceneric
ch-jraoters : calyx with .'» entire or la(*crated scales inside
at the base: corolla salver-shape*!, the tul>e conNtricted
Mt the throat; lobes 5: ovary with 2 distinct carpels;
•e«di>i comoHe at the apex.
The following points are adapted from I^»we's Hcaiiti-

ful Leaved IMunts: J*, ctnona is cultivated for the net-
work of crimson veins on its foliage. The plant blooms
rarely, and its fls. are far inferior to Echites «»r Dipla-
denia. When properly culfivated it makes a charmint;
subject, but if neikflected it is as worthless as a weed.
It can hardly be propu><ated by cuttings; the fleshy
roots are cut into pieces 1-2 in. lon»f- The plant de-
mands a temperature of 85° F., with an atmosphere as
moist as possible. Foliage sh«mld never be syringed.
Younj? plants should be raised every season, as older
plants become unsightly. The plant was formerly con-
siderably grown, iMMMjr trained to a balloon-shaped wire
trellis. Needs warmth to bring out the markings.

endsa, Mt)ttet {ErJutes m/V/^iw.*, Anders. IJiPmndir-
tyoH vendmim, Lindl.). Lvs. opposite, ovute-luiiceo-
late, villous beneath: Hs. yellow, in pedunculate pani-
cles: corolla-lobes roundish, wavy. St. Vincent in the
West Indies. B.M. 2473. Lowe 5». \^^ jj

PBICKLT ASH. Xnnthor,,i„m. P. Comfrey, Sym-
phytum (isperrimiim. P. Pear, </imnti<i. P. Poppy,
AryetHone.

FBIDE OF INDIA. J/Wm Azederach.

PEIM. See LiyHStrum.

PBIMROSE. Primul'i. Arabian P. is .lrn#>6ja cor-
nuta. Cape P. is Str* ptncttrims. Common P. is Pri-
tnnla vuhjnris. English P. is Pnniulu vitlyaris.
Eveningr P. See (IJnothtra.

PRIMROSE PEERLESS. JS'arciHitus biflorus.

PRlMULA (Primula veris, the "first in spring," was
an ohl appellation of one or more of the species).
PrimuWictip. Pkimkose. Low herbs, mostly spring-
blooming, with ni()n(»petalous salverform Hs. in clusters
on scapes that arise from a radical cluster of leaves, the
fls, usually showy (pink, lilac, purple, yellow, white),
with a tube usually surpassing the .'»-toothed or 5-cleft

1950. Polyanthus flowers, to show dimorphism.

calyx: corolla with 5 spreading lobes, which are usually
notched or retuse at the end and more or less narrowed
at the base; stamens ."), aflBxed to the corolla-tube: ovary
1-loculed, with many ovules on an axile placenta, and 1

undivided flliform style and a capitate stigma. The
flowers of some Primulas are strongly dimorphic or
trimorphic— the stamens and pistils of <liflferent lengths

in different wer« of the same species. Fig. iy.'»0.

Darwin's w- k, "The Different Forms of Flowers on
PlantH of ll. Same Speci»s." This polymorphirim i«

asMociatt'd with cross-pollination. Primulas are nativttt

to the north temperate zone, only one being known in
the cold parts of >outhern South America, and one in

Java. Thty ar<- mostly ixireal or alpine plants. About
a dozen are native to the colder parts of North America.
Tlie greatest extension of the alpine nertion (HTurs in
the Himalaya rt-gion, in which there ire more than 40
species. There are Sfveral showy I'hinese specie^,
some of which are now in g»'i.. ral cjjitivation. Tln«
total number of species is usuutly placed at Hi^-UK). but
Pax, the latest monographer \ tonographische I'liersirlit

I'ber die Arten d«*r (iattung Primula, Leipzig, Ihhh.

and in Engler's Hot. Jahrbiicher Vid. 10), admits !].'>

species.

The outiloor Prinuila.s should be protected from
the mid<lay sun. <Jive a covering of mulch in winter.
They are amongst the tinest of ail hardy plants.
Primulas are mostly perennial. Several cultural groups
may be recognized: (ll The alpine j^ection Bftor<i.H

s<»me of the most useful plants for rock and alpine
gardens. The relatively little attention given to alpine
gardens in this country is the reason for the ne-
glect of these charming spring -flowering plants. (2)
The polyanthus class, comprising fully hardy spring-
fiowering plants, suitable for culture under ordinary
garden conditions, and always popular in this country.
To the same class belong the true cowslip ( P. officinalis)

and the oxiip [P. elafior), but these are rai dy seen in

our gardens in their pure form. All are easily j>ropa-

gated bydivisiim. (3) Yellow-Howeredor purple-fiowen d
verticillate- clustered outdoor species, of the J*, iiu-

perialis and P.Japonira type, some of wliich are hardy
even in the northern states witli some winter protection.

(4) The true greenhouse species, represented by the oI«l

P. Sinetmis (Chinese Primrose), the more recent P.
obconira and the still more recent /*. Forbeai. These
are Chinese species. The colors are of the cyanic
series, (f)) The auriculas of gardens, developed from
P. Auricula. In the auricula and cowslip groups hy-
brids are many, but elsewhere in the genus good hy-
brids seem to be few.
The hardy Primulas are usually treated as alpine or

rockwork plants, to which their snu»ll stature, tufted
habit, and love of cool partially shaded places admir-
ably suit them. The reader who wants a long list of the
species that are suited to alpine and rock gardens should
consult f'orrevon's "Les Plantes Alpines et de Kocail-
les," Paris, 189.5. For the present purpose, the writer
selects a list of twelve species recommended by Selfe-
Leonard for alpine gardens in England (Journ. Roval
llort. 19. p. 52 (1895): 1. "The golden yellow /'. Au-
ricula, which has the ad<litionaI interest that it is cer-

tainly one of the original parents of our florists' Auricu-
las."— 2. "That loveliest of white alpine Primulas, /*.

vi.<<cosa, var. nivalis, not to be confounded witli the
rarely seen P. nivalis of the Himalayas." P. vittcosa.

All., is a variable species with rosettes of obovate or
nearly orbicular lvs. that are tfwthed above, an<l short
scapes bearing umbels of mostly purple or rose fls.,with
corolla-lobes deeply 2-Iobed. Eu. — ."{. P. rosea and its

vars. grandiflora and splendens (see No. 21).— 4. "If
you want a large and robust alpine species with crimson
Howers to match with P. viscosa, var. nivalis, take J*.

viscosa.vsir. major" (= P. Peyrifschii, Stein, but it is a
hybrid of P. Auricula and P. viscosa).— 5-9. "So gr( at

is the number of fine foi^ns and hybrids of this well-

known P. viscosa that the next five of my items must
be taken from their ranks, viz.: P. ciliata (of gardens i,

with a good blue-purple flower; P. ciliata, var. purpur-
ata, a brilliant red or crimson-purple: P. Balfouri, a
beautiful Scotch hybrid of a rare tone of color; P. Livd-
sayana, a scarce and fine hybrid from the same north-

ern gardens, 1 think; and P. ciliata, var. cnccinea, of a

rare red shade."— 10, P. spectahilis, Tratt., P.Wulfeni-
ana, Schott, or P. Clusiana, Tausch., all from the Alps.

These are considered to be forms of one species by
some writers, but Pax keeps them distinct. They are

all members of the Auricula group. — 11. P. glaucescens,
Mor. (P. calycina, Dnby), one of the Auricula group.

Alps. — 12. "That perhaps most satisfactory of all, for
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elthtT op«'n-iiir rtw'kfry «»r frftiiM'. tin* charriiiiifi; /*.

m'lrginntft. Curt., of t\n- Muritiiiif Al|>»."' It \^ u <'«»ni-

pai't pluiit witli ohlon;; «>r ovhI iI»-»'|»Iv dt'iifutH whit«>-

iiiar>cin«'.l Ivs. uii<t piiri.liHh fl«. H.M. Ilil. h.li.C. ;{;_»7<».

For horthMiltural a«M'«»uiit« of I'riniulaN, ««•• Joiirn.

Royal Hort. Sor. 1HH«», IH'.M and 1h;»:»: HiniHluyim I'riiii-

roHeit, (In. Hi. pp. 5;{4-.'».'{.'»
( W. .Mtinm) ; liidliin IVimniH^-H.

(Ill, 41, pp. .'.8t»-,'>HJ; Hanly Priniulan. Un. .'»(», pp. ItT'J-HTO

(F. \V. M»v«'r); I'rimroHiH ami rheir alli**^, (».('. III. 27,

p. :i2.'». « t s«(i. (U. Lindsay). Fi>rMexitttU Friiurose, nee

(Enothtra. L. H. B.

The i^enus Prinnila contaitH inany pharniinu and
beautiful speci^-s; thfy not ordy brijfhten ourRarden.s in

MprinK and sumnM-r. l)ut all t iroutfh th«* winter we
ran enjoy the hlt>HMoinH of many showy Hpi-fit-^ in otir

gr«eDhou!«e8. Th«*re art* nmny spfcit- s that »*un not be

volved in ob>»rurity, althouirh sonn- think it 1« a <'roHii

Itetwern the priinront; and th«* (*<)vv.<«lip. It in a favorite
jfard'Mi plant and d«'»»'rv«'«( to Ik- m». Its tlowrrs* have
<*iiarniini;ly riidi folnrs. Th»-y are njont ^t-nerally useil

UM Mprinit l*t>ddinK plunti. \\ ht-n ust-d in thin way they
outrht to \n' planted in beds where they are partially
shaded during the hottest part of the day and a liberal

supply of water »<i^<"»i o them, as they are v«'ry Im-
patient of drought. When they are throuifh blossom-
ing they may be removed from the IhmIs, to make room
for summer beddinc plants, t«» some moist shady phu-e
where they can remain until fall. They are then
divided and [danted in eoldframes for the winter.
In Hprinif they are transplanted from there to the beds
ajfain. In sheltered parts of the roek trarden they can
be tfrown suo'essfnHy. They take kindly to j>ot eulture,
and many ot' them ure grown in this way to Ue<^orate

i^^M-^•-X ""hi

1951. Primula Sinensis (X %). A yuau;; plaui, as the dowers are beginnine to appear.

^rown in the North, owing to the cold winters and dry,
hot summers with which we have to contend. Neverthe-
less, with some care a large number of choice .species can
be grown. There are some which grow luxuriantly out
of doors; others can be grown in eoldframes with a
northern aspect; and a large number are some of our
showiest greenhouse plants for winter decoration.
The species of Primula are generally raised from

seed, but varieties which do not come true from seed
are increased either by division or cuttings. The seeds
of hardy Primroses should be sown soon after they are
collected, as their vitality is impaired if they get too dry.
The European Primrose. Primula vulgaris, \\\t\\ many

of its garden forms, thrives admirably in a moist, deep,
light soil, with partial shade, and a slight protection
of dry leaves or meadow hay in winter. It is easily raised
from seed. A good strain is important, if some of the
very best varieties are to be obtained. The cowslip,
P. officinalis, and the oxlip, P. elatior, grow under the
same conditions as the above. The polyanthus has
been in cultivation for many years, yet its origin is in-

conservatories in spring. Of late ye.irs the Primrose
and polyanthus have been forced in spring by ilorists

for cut-ilowers, tho>e with line yellow blossoms being
ni«»st in demand. The polyanthus can be raise<l from
seed, but some of the tine varieties are best propagated
by division.

The common auricula, P. Auricula, is best grown in

pots in a cool greenhouse or in eoldframes. In a pro-
tected corner under the shade of some hemlocks at the
Harvard Botanic (larden, there has been a good dump
of this plant growing and blossoming annually for the
past ten years, ^ee Auricula, vol. I.

P. auriculata, a pretty little Asia Minor species, can
be grown in a warm sheltered position. P. cortusoides
blossonis very early in spring, and requires slight pro-
tection and a warm position. There are many varieties
of this plant. P. farinosa is a beautiful native plant
requiring a stiff loam and a damp situation with shade
during the warmest part of the day. P. denticulata
comes from the Himalayan Mountains and is quite hardy
in the rock garden, grown in a moist, deep, rich, loamy
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soil. Thert are many varieties of this species, but the
liundsoniest is /*. denticulata, v»r. Cachemiriaua. T' j

form with white flowers is also pretty. Care should be
taken that this species and its varieties are planted in

a slijfhtly elevate«l position where water will n<»t settle

around the plants in winter. If ^rown in a low, damp
position, tlie crowns are liabh- t(» rot in winter. In i

warm sheltered position in the nn-k ^'arden J'. ropitaUi

may be jrrown, but must be well sheltered from the hot
summer sun. P. Japonicn is a splendid liardy plant and
prows vijforously in a rich, deep, moist soil. When the
]>Iants become established they self-sow tlnmsclves. It

also makes a jjood plant to force in pots in the sprinjf.

The seed of this plant oujrht to be sown as soon as ripe;

if this is not done they never come so evenly, ami also
require a long time to gemiinatf . The native Pritnuht
Mistaxsinica is a charminfr <lwarf Primrose; to be suc-
cessful with it the requirements are a very damp place
and not too much shade. P. rosea, a Himalayan species
with good qualities, can be grown in a sheltered place,

but must be given a covering of dried leaves in the
winter. /*. Sifbohlii is a <li«ti»>«-t Ja'unese plant and
is an exceedingly showy Primrose 'hen grown under
proper conditions. There are nany named varieties
of this plant, the best l>eing Lil.icina. Magenta Queen,
R"sea alba. Rosea striata and Viohe-ea. A light soil

well enriched with decaye«l l-af-mold, a sheltered
posit: n with partial shade and a covering of dried
leaves in the winter are the re-|uirements necessary
f>r success with this Primrose aij«l its varieties. This
plant makes an excellent pot-plant and is easy to force
in spring.
There are a number of species of Primula that E,re

grown in the greenhouse, but the most popular is P.
l>inensis. By selection and crossing there are many
imi)rcved varieties from the pale pink plant that was
introduced in 1820. Every shade of color from pure
white to deep crimson and even deep blue is obtained in

the flowers and also great variety in form and double-
ness. Not only has the flower been improved, but there
is a great variety to be had in foliage. The double
forms are increased by cuttings; semi-doubles are raised
from seed. The named varieties are raised from seed
sown annually and they come true to color. There are
several strains of seed which receive separate names,
but to get a good strain is impt)rtant. It requires as
much time and labor to raise plants from a poor strain
as from a goo<i one. The good strain costs a little more
to begin with, but the superior quality of the Idossoms
and plants pays in the end. The first week in April
is a good time to sow the seed in order to ^ret plants
to flower early the following] winter, and ab«.'it the
middle of May for a second batch to succeed the ilr«<t

sowing. Sow the seeds in well-drained ohallow pans.
Use finely sifted leaf-mold, loam and sand in equal
parts. Cover the seeds lightly and place the pans
when well watered in a temperature of about Ti^Fahr.
Sometimes the seed does not germinate evenlv; the best

leaves they may be potted off singly into ."{-inch

pots, using a ct>m|>ost slightly rougher than the one
used ii- the seed-pans. When the small pots are filled

with roots tho plants may be shifted into larger ones,
the final shift being into (i-inch petit, using a com-

Illilfe

1932. Sinele and semi-double Chinese Primroses.

K.-itural size.

thing to do then is to prick off all the young plants into

fresh soil similar to the above. Shake a little fresh soil

over the seed-pan again and place it in the same tem-
perature, and very soon the remainder of the seed will

germinate. When the young plants have three or four

1953. Primula obconica (X ^a).

post of good fibrous loam, rotten cow manure, leaf-mold
and sand. When given the final potting care should be
taken that the base of the plant rests on the soil, but it

should not be buried. If the plant is not ])otted right
it will be loose at the crown. When this is the case the
only remedy is to place three small stakes in a triangle
round the crown; this helps to keep the plant steady
when top-heavy with blossoms and foliage. When the
pots are full of roots, weak liquid mamire made from
fresh cow manure may be given once a week. During
the smnmer they require shade and should be grown in a
cool greenhouse or frame, where they ought to have
plenty of air at all times. In winter a temperature of
45"^ P. suits them well, and they last much longer in

blossom than if kept warmer. This Primrose is seldom
troubled with insect pests. Some of the best and most
distinct varieties are Russell's Queen of Whites. Alba
magnifica. Princess Louise, Cheswick Red Imj^roved,
Comet, Rubra superbissima. The best blue out of a
number we have tried is Farqnhar's Improved Blue.
The semi-doubles can be had in good distinct colors, but
the old double white is t'.:e best double Chinese Prim-
rose and slnmld be more grown than it is at present.

Sutton's Priwula stellatn is without doubt one of the
finest and most graceful Primroses we have for green-
house or conservatory decorations. The form with white
flowers is the most pleasing; but the red and pink
shades are also attractive. The foliage is like that of

P. Sinensis, but the flowers are far more graceful and
produced in whorls on long, erect '^trms. Ttiis plant will

blossom from November to May. t requires the same
treatment as the Chinese Primro>. , only the seeds can
be soTn a little earlier.

Primula floribumJa is a charming winter-flowering
greenhouse plant from western Himalayas. Its yellow
flowers are produced on stems from four to six inches
loner. There is an improved form which has larger

blossoms than the type. This plant is easily raised
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from seed. Primula Forbeni comes from China. It is

a dwarf, compact plant, ami its lilac flowers are prtMluced
in whorls on lonj;, wiry stems, as thejr are in P.
Jnpon'ca. It can be raised from seed or increased by
division. P. obconica is a very showy plant and w?ll

produce blossoms almost continually. It would make a
valuable florists' plant if it was not tluit it is sli hTy
poisonous to the touch. It has been preutly im[)io.Ml
since its introducti<m in 1882. The best form now in
cultivation is P. obconica, var. grandiflora fimbriata.
Young plants are easily obtained from seed and can
be grown in the greenhouse in one summer until tl ey
are large encmgh for 8-inch pots. Primula vertirilUttc

is a desirable greenhouse plant with yellow flowers
which are pnulnced in whorls on the stems. It has
handsome foliage covered with a white mealy powder.
If this powd"r is washed off with careless watering the
plants are never so handsome. Robert Camekon.

Running Notes on Primula.— Of the greenhouse
species, P. Sinensis is the old stan(l-l)y. The single
forms are easily grown f-om seed. It requires about
seven months from date of sowing to uloon . For fall

flowering, sow in 3Iarch. tSoak seeds 24 hours in water.
This will insure a more even germination. Then sow
in pans filled with light sandy soil, covering the seeds
only very thinly with sand ; temperature 70° F. Keep
pans always moist and shad}-. In two or three weeks'
time, in case seeds were fresh, which is most essential,
the young seedlings need pricking out. For that pur-
pose flat lH»xes or earthen pans tilled with a mixture of
iwo parts peat and one part common garden soil are the
best; do not take pots, because thej' are too deep and
do not <lry out fast enough. Keep shady; temperature
70°. When large enough, transplant in thumb-pots very
loosely and not too deep. Mixture of soil and the tem-
perature should be the same as previously advised. Keep
plants shifted into larger pots as fast as tliey require it.

Do not let them get root-bound. Make the soil heavier
at each transplanting. At the last shift, which should be
from five to six months from date of sowing, use liberally

of cow raanu "e and bone-meal. Through the whole sum-
mer plants should be kept shady and cool, syringing
overhead twice a day. (let them accustomed to the
sun in fall. Temperature in winter 50° to 00"^ F. Double
Prinailas can be propagated by cuttings in moss at a
temperature of 70° to 80° F. After they are rooted, treat
theTn the same as seedlings. The best time for propa-
gating is in February and March. We need hybrids of
this Chinese Primrose with other greenhouse species.
The writer has succeeded in making a promising cross
of P. Sinensis an<l P. obconira. This is figured in
American Agricuiiurist, March, 1900.

Prin: la obconica and the form known as P. obconica
hffhritla should have treatment exactly as for P. Si-

nensis. P. F'U-besi is a small lilac-flowered greenhouse
species, requiring the treatment given P. Sinensis. It

is now becoming well known.
Primula Auricula, the Primrose of the Alps, has

flowers variously colored, mostly yellow. Hardy or
half-hardy, needs light soil, plenty of air and sunshine;
goi>d for rockwork. The Auricula has never become
popular in America.
Primula cortusoidfs and P. Sieboldi are beautiful

species of Siberia, of dark ros(^ color. Hardy; give
plenty of air and a very sunny, rather dry exposure.
Very satisfactory spring flowers.
Primula capitata has flowers violet-blue in dense

heads. It is one of the most l)eautiful species of the
Himalayan region. It is difficult to cultivate here, be-
cause it needs a very cool temperature. Sow seed in cold-
frame, prick out as soon as up, keep on growing outside
in a cool place through the summer. In full they nmy be
potted, and. kept in the coldframe through winter; they
will be beautiful pot-plants in spring. It is a goo<l plant
for rockeries if it gets a place which is sheltered from
the sun and yet not shatiy. P. denticulata and var.
Cachemiriana are hardy. Give a moist, sunny place.
Primula Sfuarfii has dark yellow flowers. This beau-

tiful species is half-hardy; it needs a light soil, but not
dry, with full sun. Covered with a box over winter, it

will come through safely. It is rarely seen in this
country. Adolf Jaknicke.

acaulit, 15.

alba, 17.

amfjtna, 10.

Anricula, 1.

auriculata, 20.

Hoveana, :j.

Caeheiiirijina. 17.

capitata, IH.

Cjuhemiriana, 17.

caxilescens, 15.

Chinensis, 7.

cortusoi<lo.s, 9.

Courti, 3.

Cowslip, 13.

Casiokiana, 'J5.

dentifu]f4ta, 17.

elatior, 14.

erosa, 19.

farinosa, '-2,

filioifolia, 7.

fimbriata. 7, 8.

floribundft. 2.

Forl»esi, 11.

8Tandirtora,8, 10. 21.

imperialis, 5.

.IaiK)nica, 6.

Kashmiriuna. 24.

longifotia, 20.

Mistassiuica, 2.'{.

olK'onit,., 8.

officinalis, iu.

Oxlip, 14.

poruliformig. 8.

Polyantha. 10.

prcenitena. 7.

prolifera. 4.

pulcherrima, 17.

purpurea, 17.

pusilla, 23.

ro.sea, 8, 21.

RuHhyi. 2<5.

Sii)irica, 24.

Sieboldi. 10.

Simo.isis, 3.

Sinensis, 7.

stclhita, 7.

Stuartii. 27.

variabilis, 16.

verticillata. 3.

vincitlora, 12.

vulgaris, 15.

Key to the Groi-ps.

A. Yo'inij leaves inralufe {tolled in-

tra rds or upwards).
B. Lvs. thick: fls. umbellate: invo-

lucral bracts usually n>>t leaf>/. 1. ArRlci'i.v
iiU. Lrs.thin: fls.verticillate: brae*-

leafy 2. J'loki . sux
AA. Young Irs. revolute {rolled back-

wards).
B. Plant large, with yelloir or pur-

ple fls. in successive whorls . . .1. pROMFEit**:
BB. Plant with fls. in umbels or

heads, or if in whorls the plutits

small and slender {as gnnvn
under glass) and the fls. lilac

to white.

c. Lvs. lobed, the lobes den. ate or
crenate 4. Sinenses

cc. Lvs. Vcot lobed, or only indis-
tinctly so.

1>. Calyr enlarging after flow-

ering, leafy 5. MoNocAKPic*
IJD. Calyx vol enlarging.

e. Fls. not braried 0. Barbata:
EE. Fls. brarfed. either soli-

tary or many.
F. Foliage distinctly pi-

lose or pubescent.
O. Each flower dis-

tinctly stalked 7. Vernai.es
GO. Fich flower sessile

or eery nearly so. 8. CAi-iTAT.*:

FP. Fo

I

iage gla brous or
only minutely pn-
besrent.

G. Jnvolucral bracts
gibbous or eared

^ at fhe. base.

H. Capsule globose,
included in the

ca lyx 9. Aurktlat.«
HH. Capsule oblong -

cylindrical, ex-
serted 10. Farinos.*:

OG. Inrnlucral bracts
not gibbose nor
eared : caps u le.

cylindrical : peti-

ole narrowly
winged 11. Nivales

1. Auricula.

1. Aaricnla, Linn. Auricula. See p. 118 and Fig.

171, Vol. 1. Low, with a radical rosette of thick obovate-
cuneate glal>rous or pubescent mealy lvs. 2 or 3 inches
long, which are often crenate on the upper part: scales
H-O in. long, erect, prominently exceeding the lvs.: fls.

in an umbel, sometimes as many as 20, bright yellow and
fragrant, short-stalked, subtended by minute oval mealy
bracts, the segments obovate-cuneate and emarginate:
stamens dimorphous.— This description represents the
wild form as understood and described by J. G. Baker
in B.M. 08:57. "It is one of the most widely spread of
all the species," Baker writes, "as it extends in a wi'd
state from Dauphine and the Jura on the west through
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Switzerland to Lombardy. the Tyrol, Hungary aii'l

Transylvania." In cultivation, the plant has run int<)

flowers of many colors. It is possible that some of
these forms are hybrid progeny with related species.
Baker writes : "Wliat the relation is of this widely-
spread wild type to the multiform races of the gardeu

1954. Primula cortusoides (separate fls. X \'^.

Auricula is a subject that still remains to be fully
worked out." Pax mentions various natural hybrids.

2. Floribund^.
2. floribunda, Wall. Hairy: Ivs. rather thin, 3-f) in.

long, ovate or elliptic or obovate, with a broad petiole,

strongly nerved and reticulated, the margins coarse-
toothed: scales slender but erect, 10 in. or less, bearing
loose whorls that are subtended by three or four leaf-

like toothed bracts: tls. small, golden yellow, the slender
tube exserted beyond the deei>-cleft calyx, the segments
obcordate and entire. Himalaya. B.M. 0712, where
Hooker remarks: ''The plant here figured is found at

lower elevations in the Himalayas than any other of the
numerous species that inhabit that rich region, occur-
ring between 2,500 and G.500 ft. along the whole divisior
of the range which extends from Kumaon to Kashmir."
Also in Afghanistan. B.M. 0712. (in. Uii^HS. G.C. III.

27:195. R.H. 1895. p. 400-1. Gt. 45:1424; 47, p. 221.

3. verticilUta, Forsk. Plant growing about 1 ft., bear-
ing yellow tls. in leafy whorls: Ivs. lanceolate or oblong-
lanceolate* bracts 1 -nerved: calyx broa-Uycampanulate,
deeply 5-parted. the segments linear and entire: corolla-
tube about 5 times longer than calyx, the segments ob-
long and obtuse and eniarginate and the base scarcely
contracted. Arabia. — Probably not in cultivation, the
plant known under this name in gardens being the fol-

lowing:

Var. Bove&na, Mast, (P. Bovedna, Decne. P. vertieil-

I'ita, Hort. ). Lvs. broadly spatulate: bracts 3-nerved:
calyx cylindrical-campanulate, with 5 deep dentate lobes
or divisions: condla-tui.e 2-U times exceeding the calyx,
the segments rounds*! and crenulate, contracted at the

base, and sometimes bearing a dark spot in the <-enter.

Mt. Sinai, etc. B.M. 2842.—An interesting plant with
slender-tubed light yellow fls. about % in. long, borne
on slender pedicels in a whorl of sharp-toothed bract-
lvs,, the whorls 2 or li and standing well above the ro-

sette of sharp-toothed root-lvs.

Var. Sim^nsis, Mast. (P. Sim^nsis, Hochst. P.
Cohrti, Hurt. I. Abyssinian Pkimkose. Taller
and stouter, growing 18 or 20 in. tall, with root-

Ivs. nearly 1 ft. long: root-lvs. oblong-lanceolate,
mealy: lower bracts oblong and IJ-nerved, the
upper ones smaller and 1 -nerved: calyx broadly
cainpanulate, the lobes deltoid-lanceolate and en-
tire: corolla-tube \\-\ times longer than the calyx
and more or less mealy, the 5 segments obovate
and entire, emarginate at the end, contracted :it

the base. Abyssinia. B.M, 0042 (as P. rerticil-

/a/u.var. SjMf«.s*.s). —A striking plant, with large
salverform yellow fls., the corolla-tube nearly 2
in. long. Whorls 2 or 'A, many-fld. Not to be con-
founded with P. Siutusis (No. 7), a wholly ditter-

eut plant.

3. Prolifer^.

A, Flouers yellow.

4. prolifera. Wall. Stout, striking species with
scape often 18 in. high: plant green, not mealy:

lvs. many, long- oblanceolate, often more than I ft.

long, obtuse, entire or tinely toothed : fls. in successive
whorls on the slender erect scape, pale yellow, the tube
much exceeding the short-toothed calyx, the lobes flat

and shdilowly obcordate. Bengal. B. M. 0732. — Not
known to be in cult., but inserted here to distingui^li

it from P. imperialis, with which it was once confused.

5. imperious, Jungh. The noblest of cultivated Pri-

mulas, the scape rising 'A}4 ft., and bearing five or six

whorls of deep yellow flowers of firm substance.—Once
confounded with P. prolifera, from which it differs, ac-

cording to Hooker, in "the more robust habit, the thicker
^' \ture, broader mMrib, close reticulate nervation, and
-Hate surface of .he foliage and its deeper colored

dowers," The leaves are sometimes 1% ft. long; they
are long-oblong-oblanceolate in outline, obtuse, the mar-
gins beset with many small very sharp teeth, and the
surface much blistered and reticulated: fls. deep yel-

low or almost orange, % in. across, the tube % in. long
and much exceeding the short-toothed calyx. Mt^ of

Java. B.M. 7217. Gn. 40:823. G.M. 34:758-9. Not
hardy north.

AA. Floicers purple {or white).

0. Jap6iiica, Gray. Scape 1-2 ft. tall, bearing several
superimposed whorls of clear purple fls. : plant gla-

brous, not mealy: lvs. oblong-obovate or spatulate. <>b-

tuse. convex above, much reticulated, the margins \\ ith

small teeth: fls. 12 or more in ea<'h whorl, about 1 in.

across, the lobes obcordate, the corolla-tube nearly three
times as long as the short calvx-lobes. all the fls. promi-
nentlv stalked. .lapan. B.M. 5910. F.S. 19:19.=)(i-l.

I.H. 18:09. Gn. 29, p. .{82. R.H. 1871:570; 1895. p. -424,

F.M. 1871:537-8; 1872:9. -There are white-flow» red
forms. BUxmis early in summer to midsummer. Makes
a noble plant in deep moist soil and a shaded place.

Hardy at the North.

4. Sinenses.

A. Calyx loose and large, often inflated.

B. Zr.s. detp-lobed.

7. Sinensis, Sabine {P. Chine'nsis, Hort,), Chinese
Primrose. Figs. 1951, 1952. Trunk short and woody, but
as known in gardens the plant is practically stemless.
the ample foliage and the strong short scapes arising
directly from the surface of the ground or very near it:

whole plant soft-hairy : Ivs. oblong-ovate to nearly
roun<l-ovate, soft and usually limp, several-lobed and
the lobes toothed, long-petiofed: scapes erect, several:

fls. now of many colors, several to many in an und»el,

large and showy, salverform, the segments obcordate:

calyx inflated. China. Winter bloomer, as grown in

greenhouses. B.M. 2504. B.R. 7:539 (as P. pra>niten»).

F.S. 22:2334-37. I.H. 32:551; 35:42. Gn. 51:1124 and p.

469. G.C. lil. 25:181,203, 205. Gng. 2:91. A. F. 8:023,
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625, 671. F.R. 4:29. -The Chinese Primrose is now ex-
ceedingly variable. There are double tl«l. fonns of vari-
ous shapes and colors and of various decrees of dou-
bling. For pictures of various double and half-double
forms, see R.H. 1807:250, 330. F.S. 20:2145. I.H.
.{1:512; 35:42; 38:l:iG. The normal form of this Prini-
r«)se has a somewhat Hat-topped flower-cluster, but
there are forms with pyramidal and elongated clusters.
Var. 8teI14ta (P. sfella'ta, Hort.) is a form with hand-
some star-like long-stemmed fls, in successive whorls or
tiers in a long open cluster: recent. Gn. .53, p. 229;
.57, p. 52. A.G. 18:201; 20::{84-5. A.F. 12:005. Gng.
5:167. Pretty. Primula JSinemtis wjis introduced into
England from Chinese gardens in 1820, but it was not
until 1879 that the original wild form was known to bota-
nists. For accounts and pictures of this wild Primrose
as grown in English gardens, see essay by Sutton in
Joum. Roval Hort. !S<k-. 13:99 (1891). G.C. III. 5-115;
8:5(>4 ^:2b9; 11:13 (figure reproduced in A.G. 13:245).
Gn. 4'' J.j8. B.M. 7559. The native color of the Chi-
nese ..\imrose seems to be on the order of pink, but
there are many colors in the cult, forms,— from pure
white to red. There are now crested or fringed forms
(var. fimbri^ta, Hort.), and those with a frill or extra
corolla projecting from the throat (Fig. 19.52). Gt.
43:1402; 45:1432; 46, p. 192. The Ivs. are variable in
shape and de]>th of lobing. Some forms have crisped
leaves (var- filicifdlia, Hort.). The improvement of P.
Sinensis has taken place without the influence of hy-
bridization with other species.

BB. Lcs. scalloped or sinuate, not lobed.

8. obcdnica, Hance (P. poculiformis. Hook.). Fig.
1953. Slender, with loose-hairy leaves (the sharp hairs
often irritating-poisonous): Ivs. all radical, ovate-ob-
long or round-oblong, long-petioled, scallop-toothed and

very finely serrate: scapes many,
4-10 in. tall: fls. small, lilac or
light purple, several to many in
umbels, on long -spreading or
somewhat drot>ping pedicels, the
segments obcordate; calyx wide
open and shallow-toothed. China.
B.M. 6582. Gn. 26:456 and p.
206; 29, p. 241; 51, p. 317. G.C.
111. 9:401 (house). Gt. 43, p. 138.

F.R. 1:941. -Of late years this
species has become a popular win-
ter-blooming pot-plant. The fls.

are nearly or quite an inch across
in well-grown specimens. There is

a var. grandifldra, Hort., with fls.

nearlvorquite IH in. across. Gn.
51:1116. R.H. 1892. p. 114. Gt. 46,

p. 193. S.H.2. p. 52. A.F. 13:1063.
Gng. 6:245. Some of the large-fld.

forms have somewhat lacerated
or fringed petals ( var. fimbri&ta,
Hort.). Var. rdsea, Hort., has
rose -colored fls. P. obconica is

very easily grown. Prop, by seed.

AA. Calyx tiaiiDic ami ordinarn.

9. cortnsoldes, Linn. Fig. 19.54.

Lvs. in a rosette on the ground,
rather large and soft, loose hairy
(at least on the midrib and pe-
tioles), ovate-oblong or cordate-
oblonff.irregularly many-notched

:

shapes few to several, ()-12 in. tall,

very straight, hairy : fls. rose-
colored, about I in. across, pedi-
celled, in a loose, many-fld. um-
bel, the seirments obovate and
deeplv notched or even lobed.
Siberia. B.M. 399. R.H. 1859. p.
319. Gn. 29, p. 382.-A handsome
hardy species, blooming in May
in the northern states.

10. Sidboldi, Morr. (P. eorti(sn)des, var. amo'ua,
Lindl., var. grandiflora, Lem.. and var. Siebnldi, Flort.

P. amaeua, Hort.). Looks like a large and robust form
of P. cortusoides, with fls. l>a to nearly 2 in across,

1955. Primula Forbesi.

(X34)

the throat usually striped and the limb in various colors,

from pure white to deep purple-rose. Japan : perhaps a
cultivated state of the above. B.M. .5528. I.H. 16:599.

Gn. 29, p. 382; 35, p. .3.35; 36:721. (Jng. 8:241-2. R.H.
1892 :3(W.—The fls. are two to three times larger than
those of P. rortttsoides. In some forms the fls. are
fringed. Blooms in late spring. Hardy North.

5. MONOCARPICiE.

11. Forbesi, Franch. Babv Primrose. Figs. 1955. 1956.

Annual: slender and delicate species, with something
of the habit of P. obconica: loosely hairj', at least on
the lvs. and lower part of the scape: lvs. small, 1-2 in.

1956. Primula Forbesi. the Baby Primrose, at the beginninc

of its bloomine season.

long, oval-oblong to cordate-oblong, shallow ly sinuate-
toothed, minutfly serrulate: scapes very slender, 6-14
in. high, often bent above the whorls: fls. small (about

M in. across), light lilac, slender -pedicelled, appearing
in successive umbels or whorls, the segments obcordate.
calvx sharp-toothed, small, somewhat loose. Chins).

B.M. 7246. R.H. 1892. p. 2.59. G.C. III. 14:685. A.F.
14:757. Gng. 7:149. F.E. 11 :72.- Although first «U-

scribed .so recently as 1886, and first exhibited in Louden
in 1891, this plant is now one of the most popular of con-
servatory plants in America. It is a most profuse l)loomer,

beginning to flower when not more than 2 or 3 in. high
and continxiing until the scapes reach a height of 10-12
inches. It is particularly well adapted to growing in pans.
It is easily grown from seeds. an<l blooms well all win-
ter. Unless given plenty of light and room, the scapes
become weak and crooked.

6. Barbat.^.

12. vincifldra, Franch Perennial, with a short rhi-

zome: lvs. thin, oblo'^i; or oval, densely overlapping
and forming a narrow .»rect crown, all erect or nearly
so, the upper ones larg^ r, all entire but ciliate, covered
with reddish glands: scape short: fl. solitary, purple-
violet or blue, IK in. across, the tube cylindrical or
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long-obconic, hairj-, the se)Erments well separated and
broatlly obcordate; calyx small, not inflated. China.
G.C. 111. 1:574.—A most odd species, with vinca-like fls.

7. Vernales.
This is a proup of sprinK-flowerinp plants to which

the polyanthus and the true cowslip belong. They are
much varied and hybridized, and the botany of them is

therefore much confused. What Linnaeus called P. veris
(meaning the vernal or spring Primula) is now dismem-
bered into P. officinalis, P. elatior and P. vulgaris.

1957. Primula ofiicinalis (X J4).

A. Scape strong ami projecting above the Ivs., bearing
an umbel.

B. Fls. small, the limb of the corolla concave or cup-
like.

13. officinalis, Jacq. Cowslip. Fig. 1957. Stemless,
minutely soft-pubescent: Ivs. oval or oblong, abruptly
contracted orsubcordate at the base, the petiole winged,
the limb unevenly denticulate or sometimes erose: scape
6-12 in. tall, bearing about tt-12 fls. in a close umbel, all

the fls. pointing: or drooping to one side: fls. bright light
yellow, the tube about the length of the half-acute lobes
of the loose large calyx, the limb expanding little be-
yond the bulge of the calyx (about K-^i in. across).
Central and northern Europe, and long in cultivation.

BB. Fls. larger, opening wide and nearli/ flat.

14. el&tloT, Jacq. OxLip. Very like the last, but the
expanded fls. twice broader, and the calyx narrow (not
inflated) and with acuminate lobes: usually somewhat
taller: Ivs. very rugose. Evirope, particularly in moun-
tains and in the northern parts.

AA. Scape nsiia^ly short or almost none, the umbels
therefore borne in the foliage and the fls. standing
singly on the long rays {exceptions in JTo. 16).

15. vulgaris, Huds. (P. acaulis, Jacq.). PRniROSE.
Leaves many, tufted, sessile or tapering to a narrow
base, long oblong-obovate and obtuse (6-9 in. long), ru-
gose, irregularly shallow-toothed and denticulate: fls. 1

in. or more across, pale yellow, the limb flat, usually
not equaling the leaves, borne on long, slender pedicels;
calvx not inflated, the lobes acute or acuminate. There
are double-fld. forms. B.M. 229. On. 29, p. 385. R.H.
1880:90. — Var. caul^scens, an o<'casional state, has some
of the scapes more or less prolonged. Europe, widely

distributed. For pictures of various forms of P. vul'
garis, see Gn. 54:1184 and pp. 142, 143; 7, pp. 319, 345;
11. p. 127; 12:101. A.F. 13:1102. Gng. 6:245. R.H.
1898:12.

16. Poly&nths, ITort. Polvanthi s. Figs. 19.50, 19.58.

1959. A garden group supposed to be hybrids of P. offici-

nalis or P. tlatior and P. vulgaris, although many bota-
nists refer it to P. elatior direct. Some consider it to be
a direct development of P. ru Igaris. Whatever its origin,

the group is distinct for garden purposes, and it is the
commonest form of hardy Primula known in American
gardens. The fls. are several to many in an erect umbel
terminating a scape thi»» usually stands well above the
long Ivs. ; the colors are mostly yellow and red-and-yellow.
There is a form with one corofia inside the other, known
as Duplex orHose-in-Hose. The Polyanthus is perfectly
hardy, blooming in earliest spring. Prop, usually by
division. P. variabilis, as used in horticultural litera-

ture, usually refers to this Polyanthus group or to plants
of similar origin.

8. Capitat.e.

17. denticnl^ta, Smith. Scapes 4-18 in. tall, bearing
a dense um])el or head of pale purple fls.: Ivs. in a
rosette on the crov^ai, usually not full grown until the
flowers are past, and surrounded beneath by short,
broad, thick, leaf-like bracts; leaf-blades oblong-obovate
or spatulate, usually narrowed into a winged stalk,

sharply denticulate, more or less meal}': corolla-tube
about twice as long as the calyx-teeth, the corolla-lobes
obcordate. Himalaya region, 7,000 to 13,000 ft., and said

by Hooker to be "the commonest Himalavan Primula,
and verv variable." B.M. 39.59. B.R. 28':47. Gn. 11.

p. 127; 29, p. 382; .35, p. 529; 41, p. 588.-A hardy plant,
usually treated as a rockwork subject. Blooms in

earliest spring. Var. purpfirea, Hort., has dark purple
fls. Var. diba. Hort., has white fls. Gn. .50. p. 372. Var,
pulch^rrim-, Hort., is very robust, with deep purple fls.

in dense heads.

Var. Cachemiri&na, Hook. f. (P. Cachemiriana,
Munro. P. Cashtneriana, Hort.). Lvs. nearly or
quite full grown when the fls. are in bloom, usually
more mealy (yellow-mealy beneath and sometimes on
top): fls. rich purple with yellow center. Western
Himalayan region. R.H, 1880:3,30. P. Sibirica, var.
Kashmiriana (B.M. 6493) is a different plant. See
No. 24.

18. capitilta, Hook. Much like P. denticulata, but
lvs, appearing with the fls. and the fleshy leaf-bracts
few or none: according to Hooker, it "has finely den-
ticulate leaves, often snow-white with meal beneath,
but sometimes not so; a tall also mealy scape and
globose densely crowded head of sessile flowers which
open slowly, and the uppermost unexpanded ones are
depressed and imbricate over one another like the tiles

of a house. The corolla is of very deep purple-blue, the
tube and calvx both short," Eastern Himalava, B.M,
45.50, 6916 B. F.S, 6:618. Gn, 16:210; 29. p, 382;

45, p, 503; 50, p, 373; 54, p. 467. J.H. III. 32:209.

19. erbsa, Wall. (P. capifiita, var. crispa, Hort. P.
denticaliita, var. erosa. Duby). Differs from P. dentic-
ulata, according to Hooker, "in its much slenderer
habit, in always (except on young parts) wanting the
meal on the leaves, which are developed at flowering
time, are translucent with strongly erose and denticu-
late margins, and have a strongly reticulated surface,
and the petioles are often red : the umbels are loose or
dense-flowered, and the flowers in our garden speci-

mens are of a far deeper purple than is usual in P. den-
ticulata." Hooker says that the lvs. are sometimes 18

in. long. Temperate Himalaya. B.M. 6916A.— This name
does not appear in the Amer trade, but the species is

very likely to pass as P. denticulata or P, capitata.

9. AURtCl'LAT^.

20. auricul&ta, Lam. (P. longifdlia. Curt.). Scapes
4-10 in. tall, from a rosette of oblong-obovate smooth
irregularly denticulate lvs. : fls. in a rounded head or

umbel, purplish, with a whitish eye, the tube 1 in. or

more long and much exceeding the calyx, the involu-

cral scales more or less auriculate. Mts. of Greece to

Persia. B.M. 3^.
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21. rdsea, Royle. Tufted. 4-8 in. tall, jrlabrous, not
mealy: Iv.s.many, oblong-obovateor oblanceolate. crenu-
late or sniaU-tuotheil: tls. few to many in a rather loose
head (eat'h flower distinctly stalked), rose-red, more or
less drooping, the tube somewhat exceeding the long
sharp calyx-teeth, the lobes of>oordate. Western Hima-
laya. B.M. G437. Gn. 50:1091. the large-fld. form (var.

nrandiflora); 10:187; 29, p. ;{82; :n, p. 597; 39, p. 417.

(i.e. II. 19:540. F.M. 1879:;«)0. R.H. 1880:3.30. -One
of the best of the alpine Primulas.

10. FAKiNos-a:.

A. Plant mealy, at least when young.

22. farindsa, Linn. Scapes 9 in. or less tall: Ivs. ob-
long-obovate, spatulate or cuneate-lanceolate, tnpering
into a short flat petiole, denticulate: umbel mostly few-
fld., bearing pretty lilac or flesh-colored fls., with a yel-

lowish eye, the corolla-lobes obcordate and separate at

the base'and % in. or less long, (generally distributed

in boreal and alpine regions of the northern hemisphere,
in N. Araer. occurring in Maine, on Lake Superior and
in the mountains as far south as Colorado. Gn. 29, p
385.

AA. Plant green or very nearly so.

2.^. Mistassinica, Michx. (P. farindsa, var. Misfas.'<in

ica. Pax. P. pn.silla. Hook.). Plant small and slen-

der, with only mere traces of mealiness if any : Ivs.

only 3^ in. long, stalked or not, spatulate or obovate,
toothed or repand: scape about in. tall, with few fls.,

the latter flesh-colored and shorter than in P. farino<a.

Arctic America, and south to northern New England,
central New York, Lake Superior, etc. B.M. 2973, 3U20.

24. Siblrica, Jacq. Plant wholly green, the scapes G

or 7 in. or less high : Ivs. thickish, oval, obovate or
round-ovate, nearly or quite entire, alx)ut H in. long:

fls, few, lilac or pink, the corolla-lobes obcordate and
about ^ in. long: involucral bracts almost spurred at

base. Arctic an<i alpine regions of the northern hemi-
sphere. B.M. ;n<)7, 3445 (the latter as var. integerrima).

Var. Easlmi'.ri4na, Hook., has fls. smaller, the corolla-

tube scarcely exceeding the calyx, and the corolla-lobes

narrower. B.M. 6493, Western Himalaya. Not to be con-

founded with P. denticulata.var. Vachemiriava, No. 17.

so: involucre bracts 2 or 3, conspicuous, nnetiual:
corolla-lobes retuse, the tube little if any exceeding the
calyx -lol>e8. Early spring. Eastern Oregon.— Offered
by dealers in native plants

1958. Polyanthus—Primula Polyantha (X %).

11. NiVALV

A. Fls. purplish white.

Cusickiina, Gray. Scapes (3 in. or less tall, oai-h

bearing 2-4 violet or white fls. : Ivs. oblong-spatulate or
narrow-oblong, alout 2 in, long, entire or very nearly

25.

1959. Polyanthus— Primula Polyantha.

26. BuBbyi, Greene. Larger than P. Cusickiana, the
Ivs. 2-5 in. long, denticulate: scapes sometimes 1 ft.

tall. 6-10-fld., the fls. deep purple with yellow eye: in-

volucre bracts 3 or more, subulate or ovate: corolla-
lobes obcordate, the corolla-tube longer than the calvx.
Mts. in New Mex. and Ariz. B.M. 7032. -Offered by
dealers in native plants.

AA. Fls. yellow.

27. Stiiartii, Wall. An exceedingly variable Himalayan
species with drooping yellow fls. in a terminal umbel:
radical Ivs. 5-10, narrowly oblanceolate, acute, sharp-
serrate or sometimes entire, yellow, mealy beneath:
scape 12-18 in. tall, bearing a mealy-covered inflores-

cence: fls. light yellow, with tube twice the length of
the usually acute-lobed calyx, the lobes orbicular and
emarginate or sometimes orbicular and entire. B.3I.
4356. G.C. II. 19:824; 25:.'>28. Gn. 29, p. 382.-Fls. 1

in. or more long. l H. B.

PSIHCE, WILLIAM, the second proprietor of the
Prince Nursery at Flushing. L. I. (New York), was born
about 1725, and died in 1802. The nursery, which was
perhaps the first large commercial one in America, was
established about 17.'{0 by his father, Robert Prince. The
Huguenots who settled at New Hochelle and on the north
shore of Long Island brought with tliem a variety of
French fruits, and the interest thus created in horticul-
ture resulted in the estal)lishment of this first nurserj-.
For a number of years attention was confined chiefly

to the fruit trees with which to stock the new country,
and it was only when more settled conditions came
Ihat the culture of ornamental trees and shrubs was
introduced. Under William Prince the nursery grew
rapidly in importance until the war of the Revoluti<m.
One of the early advertisements reads as follows, under
date of September 21, 17G7:
"For sale at William Prince's nursery. Flushing, a

great variety of fniit trees, such as apple, plum, peach,
nectarine, cherry, apricot and pear. They may be nut
up so as to be sent to Europe. Capt. Jeremiah Mitchell
and Daniel Clements go to New York in packet boats
Tuesdays and Fridays."
The extension to ornamental branches is seen in
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an advertisement in the New- York "Mercury" of March
14, 1774, which reads as fulluws:

"William Prince, at his nursery. Flushing Landing,
offers for sale—

110 large Carolina Magnolia flower trees, the most
beautiful trees that grow in America, four feet high.

50 large Ciitalpu tiower trees; they are nine feet high
to the under part of the top and thick as one's leg.

30 or 40 Almond trees that begin to bear.

2,.500 white, red and black Currant bushes.
50 Fig tn*es.

Lisbon and Madeira Grape vines.

5,000 Hautboy, Chili, large English and American
Strawberry plants.

1,.")00 white and 1.000 black Mulberry trees.

Also Barcelona Filbert trees."

The establishment had attained such public im-
portance that when the British took possession of
Flushing, August 21), 1776, after their victory at the
battle of Long Island, the commanding officer. General
Howe, placed a guard over the nurserj" to protect it

from depredations, and this was continued until all

danger was past. The extent of the business, as well as
the paralyzing effect of the war, is shown from an
advertisement of Mr. Prince, shortly after the British
occupation, offering .'50,000 young cherry trees for sale
as hoop-poles, the only use to which they could be i>ut

during the Revolution. The loss of domestic business
was largely compensated by the great demand for
American native trees and shrubs wanted by the officers

of the British army to be sent to friends in England
and Germany.
A return of peace brought with it increased trade, to

make good the depredations of the soldierj- as well as
to re-stock the orchards of those who for seven years
past had paid more attention to the science of war than
to the pursuits of horticulture; and a catalogue of 1794,
still preserved, contains fully as many varieties of fruit
as those of some nurseries of the year 1900, over a cen-
tury later; apricots and nectarines, for instance, each
being represented by ten varieties.

Not only was everything of merit imported, but the
origination of new varieties by a careful selection of
seedlings was enthusiastically carried on. Two plums,
still well known, date from this period. Prince's Yellow
Gage being originated in 178.*i and the Imperial Gage in
1794. The "Treatise on Horticulture " mentions that in

1790 no less than twenty-five quarts of green gage pits

were planted, from which seedlings were obtained of
every coli>r and shape, it being probable that the Wash-
ington plum was orisrinated in that year. Before the
death of this William Prince, the nursery business had
been taken up by his sons, William and Benjamin: the
former on new ground, called the Linnean Botanic
Garden and Nursery, and the latter at the original
place, called "The Old American Nursery."

}Villiam Pritife, third proprietor of the Prince Nur-
series at Flushinsr, was bom Nov. 10. 17(»<) ; married
Mary Stratton, Dec. 24, 1794, and died April 9, 1842.
During his lifetime the Prince Nursery was one of the
centers of horticultural and botanic interest in America,
and rea«.*hed the heijrht of its fame. He continued the
work of his father in the introduction of all foreign trees
and plants of value, the discovery of unknown American
species and the creation of new varieties from seed.
One of the trees introduced to great popularity in the
younger days of William Prince the second was the
Lombardy poplar, of which he advertised in 1798 no
less than 10,000 trees 10-17 ft. in height. For several
years the Lombardy poplar was the fashionable shade
tree. Long avenues of them were planted by the
wealthy; and ^heir leaves were consid.'red valuable for
fe<Mer. In 1806 the tide turned, owini; to a belief that
they harbored a poisonous worm, and thousands were
cut down and burned.

In 179.3 William Prince bouarht from Bayard, LeRoy
and Clarkson, the. property on the north side of Bridge
street in Flushing, across from the old nursery, con-
taining eighty acres, and it was soon transformed into
a place of arboreal beauty. For fully fifty years the
nursery was carried on much less for'profit than from
a love of horticulture and botany. It was designed to

contain every known kind of tree, shrub, vine ami plant
known to England or America that possessed any hor-
ticultural merit. In Europe probably the only one of
the same character was that of the London Horticul-
tural Society. When the great Northwest was explored
by Lewis and Clark, many of the botanical treasures
found a home at the Flushing Nurseries. Among them

1960.
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the Mahonia became very popular, the earlier specimens
being sold at $20 each.
The catalogues from 1815 to 1850 ranked among the

standard horticultural publications of the country. The
number of varieties of fruits cultivated seems scarcely
credible in these days, when many nurseries are con-
ducted solely for profit, and only the trees or plants
which find a ready sale are propagated. The collectioji
of roses at one time embraced over 800 kinds; of dah-
lias over .'{.")0 varieties; the collections of camellias, of
citrous fruits and of grapes were enormous, while the
marvelous variety of the ordinary fruits can be seen
from the "Pouiologieal Manual." The "Treatise on Hor-
ticulture" mentions that at that time (1828) the nursery
contained more than 20,000 plums, of 140 varieties,
while the apricots numbered .35 and the grapes about
240 varieties. The catalogue of 1845, which enumerates
only the best varieties, contains 350 kinds of apples.
300 of pears, 120 of cherries, 200 of plums and 160 of
peaches.

In 1828 Mr. Prince wrote and published the "Treatise
on Horticulture." which was the first work of the kiml
produced in America. Mr. Prince was a man of great
energy of purpose, of excellent judgment, with a love
for scientific studies, and possessed of a most amiable
character. By indefatigable effort he succeeded in hav-
ing roads and bridires built which shortened the dis-

tance to New York fully one-half, and soon after the in-

vention of steamboats he had a reirular line of boats es-

tablished between Flushing and New York. He was a

zealous churchman, a vestryman of St. George's church.
Flushing, as early as 1798. and continued in the vestry
.32 years, durine: 14 of which he was warden. In the
words of Mandeville's History of Flushina:, he was
"universally esteemed in life and regretted in death."
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IVilliaiH Jiohert Prince (Fig. 1960), fourth proprietor
of the Prince Nursery, at Flushinjf, was born November
(5, 1795; niarrieil Charlotte C Collins, daughter of Gov-
ernor Collins, of Rho<le Island, October 2, 1826, and died
March 28. 1809. He inherited his father's love of l>otany

and his great energy. He was connected with the Ameri-
can Institute, National Poniological Society. Mas.-^achu-

setts Horticultural iSociety and many other important or-

ganizations, in whose transactions he took a prominent
part. In 1830 he wrote, with the assistance of his father,

the "Treatise on the Vine," a work of hifjh importance.
In 1831 he issued the "Poniological Manual" in two vol-

umes, an important treatise on all fruits except apples.

In 1846 he pulilished the "Manual of Roses." In his

later davs Mr. Prince received the honorarv degrees of

M.D. and LL.I>.
When a boy he was sent for a year to (^anada in or<ler

to become proficient in French, as there were then no
schools of languagres in New York, and the European
corresponderK-e was an imj)<>rtant feature in the horti-

cultural business. In his early numhood he botanized
through the entire line of Atlantic States in company
with Professor Torrey, of Columbia College, and Pro-
fessor Nuttall. of Harvard. In California, during 1849
and IH.IO, while others were searching only for gold, he
was makins? collections of the trees and wild flowers of
that country. The oldest cedar of Lebanon in the fnited
States, as well as the oldest Chinese Tnagnolias, salis-

biirias, Mt. Atlas cedars, paulownias and purple beeches
are to be found to-day in the grounds of the Prince
h{»mestead, together with many other unique specimens.
VViien the disease of the Irish potato caused a fear that
it would have to be replaced by some other vegetable,
he imported the Chinese yam or potato {Dioxeorea Ba-
tatas), paying $600 for the tubers contained in the first

consignment,— a consignment which could be placed in

a small box. About the same time he introduced sor-

ghum, or Chinese sugar cane. He was unwearied in his
endeavors to promote silk culture in the United States.
He imported not oidy the silkworms l>ut the mulberry
trees to feed them, and built a large cocoonerj' for their
accommodation. He luui vast plantations of mulberries
in different places. He was offered $100,000 for the one
near Norfolk, Va. It is a curious circumstance, illus-

trating the general interest in mulberry culture at that
time, that cuttings of the Moras matticanlis were used
as currency in all the stores in the vicinity of Flushing,
passing current everywhere at the rate of V2]4 cents
each. Mr. Prince's familiarity with the French lan-
guage greatly facilitated his intercourse with European
li.>rticulturists, and he was in constant communication
with French, Belgian, Dutch and German nurseries.
At the time of his marriage he purchased additional

property adjoining the nursery of his father, and sub-
seciuently added three other large areas to the nursery
establishment. He was always more of a horticulturist
and botanist than business man, and, as in his father's
days, the Linnean Botanic Nursery continued to be
celebrated for its great variety of vegetable life rather
than a commercial establishment. He was a vigorous
and prolific writer, and down to the time of his death
was a constant contributor to horticultural literature.

L. B. Prince.

PEINCE EDWARD ISLAND. See Canada.

FBINCE'S FEATHEB. Amaranthus and Cehsia.

PEtNOS. See Ilex.

FRIONIUM (Greek, saw; referring to leaves, which
are sword-shaped, with serrate edges), Junc(icea>. A
genus of one species, a tender aquatic plant from S.

Africa, where it grows in great masses in mnning water.
This is one of the few plants of the rush family having
the Ivs. crowded at the top of an erect, woody stem 5-6

ft. high. Generic characters: ovary sessile, globose,
3-celled ; ovules axile, usually 2 in a cell : stigmas 3,

sessile, spreading: capsule rigid, 3-valved: seeds usu-
ally only 1 in each cell. For further description, see
Flora Capensis 7:28. This pLint may be grown in a pot
placed in a pan of water, and, if desired, may be planted
out for the summer in a wet position.

Palmita, E. Mey. Stem stout, often forked, 2-4 in.

in thickness, reaching a length of 5-6 ft.: Ivs. linear,

rigid, glabrous, '.i-4 ft. long, in dense rosette at summit
of stem: inflorescence a large, deuvp, terminal panicle
on long peduncle
B.M. 5722.

perianth and bracts J^ in. long.

F. W. Barclay.

FBITCHABDIA (W. T. Pritchard. British consul at
Fiji in i860). Palmaveip. Nine species of spineless fan
palms from small islands of the South Pacific. True
Pritchanlias. according to Wm. Watson, differ from all

other fan-leaved j,«I.u.-. in the form of the lilade, which
is cuneate m outline; the Ivs. are also exceptionally soft
and pliant. The best of the genus, probably, is P. Pa-
cifica, which is remarkable for its tibrous, fluffy leaf-

stalks. Pritchordia is allied to several genera mentioned
under Licuala (which see), being distinguished as fol-

lows: ovary 3-cornered or 3-lobed, narrowed into a
strong style: corolla with persistent tube and decidu-
ous segments: embrv'o subbasilar. The genus was
monographed by Beccari in Malesia, vol. 3 (1890). The
best horticultural account is that of Wm. Watson in
G.C. III. 13:332 ('S93). The species in the supplemen-
tary list below are very imperfectly known.

A. Fr. bJack-purple, globose, 6 lines thick.

Facifica, Seem. & Wendl. Fig. 1961. Trunk attain-

ing 30 ft. high, 10-12 in. thick, straight, smooth; Ivs.

4H ft. long, 3J'4 ft. wide, densely covered when young
with whitish brown tomentum, finally glabrous ; seg-
ments about 90 ; petiole 3^» ft. long. Samoa, Fiji.

I.H. 21:161. F.S. 22:2262.-The illustration (Fig. 1961)
is adapted from Martius.

AA. Fr. yellow or red, 9 lines thick.

Gaudichatldii, H. Wendl. {P. macrocdrpa, Linden).
Trunk 20 ft. high, 1 ft. thick: Ivs. roundish, 3-4 ft,

long, covere<l beneath with pale brown matted wool,
slit for about 1 ft. into about 60 segments; petioles 2-3

ft. long. Hawaiian Islands. I.H. 26:352.

^^''•'V..

..^i^

1951. Pritchardia Pacifica.

AAA. Fr. greenish, globose, 15-20 lines thick.

M^rtii, H. Wendl. Trunk generally not exceeding
5-6 ft., but as thick as in P. Gaudachaudii: Ivs. glabrous
and glaucous below, not woolly; segments about 40, not
as deep; petioles longer. Hawaiian IsL — Cult, in S.

Calif.

P. Bomeinsis, Hort., was introduced in 1891 by Linden, but
seems unknown to botanists.—P. filamentdsa, Hort., is presum-
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•bly n catalonrue error for P. fllifera.—P. filifera. Linden, is
Washingtonia fllifera.— JF*. ardndis. Bull, is Licuala grandis.—
P. PericuldruiH, Wendl., is said to l>e charact^rizeil by its dark
brownisli petioles and obliquely spherical fr. Pomotu Isl.—
P. Thurgtoni, Dnide, is said to be distinguished by its long
slender tl. -stalks like fishing rods bearing a tliyrselike inflor-
escence. -^ yi^

PRIVET. See Ligustrnm.

PRIVET, MOCK. See Phillyrea.

PROBOSCIS FLOWER. Martynia proboscidea.

PROCHNYANTHES (Greek, kneeUng and fJou'er:

referring to the .sudden bend in the liower which is

likened to a knee). Amaryllidtlcete. A genus closely
related to Poliunthes and Bravoa, differing chietiy in the
shape of the flowers. Stems slender, from oblong
tubers which crown short, thick rootstock: Ivs. mostly
basal; inflorescence a lax spike or raceme: fls. always
in pairs, tubular below, abruptly bent at the middle,
bell-shaped above; stamens 0, included: fr. 3-celled,
many-seeded. Native of we.stem Mexico. A genus, dis-

covered by Dr. E. Palmer in IS^fi, of which two species
have been described. It has been misspelled Prochy-
uanthes.

virid^scens, Watson. Stems 4-6 ft. high: Ivs. mostly
basal, numerous, 1-2 ft. long. 2-;{ in. broa«l, erect: fls.

5-:{0 pairs, brownish; pedicels nearly wanting to }}4 in.

long. Until recently supposed to be a very rare species,

known only from near Gua<lalajara, Mexico, but found
by the writer to be very common in the mountains of
the states of .Jalisco, Durango and Zacatecas. Not yet
in the trade, but it is a plant that deserves to be intro-

duced.

P. BuUidna. Baker. Hardly differs from the above bnt de-
scribed as having larger lis., which are sessile instead of hav-
ing a long pedi<*ei : tis. brownish green. The fls. are not jointed
at the pedicel as Baker says. B.M. 7427.

—

P. viridifliira nien-
tione<i under B.M. 7427 is a mere slip of the pen for P. viri.

descens. j, x. RoSE.

PR0MEN.SA (named presumably after the prophetess
of Dodona). Orehidat-ew. A genus of small herbs with
the habit of Odontoglossum but having Ivs. of paler
green. It is one of the many genera formerly united
with Zygopeialura. Lvs. conduplicate in the bud:
pseudobulbs evident : inflorescence originating above
the annual leafy axis, 1-2-rtd.: sepals and petals sub-
equal, spreading, the lateral sepals forming a mentura
with base of the column: labellum movably joined to
the base of the column. For culture, see Zygopetalum.

citrina, Donn. (ZygopHnlum rnnth'inHm). A little

orchid with small ovate pseudobulbs and Ia.nceolate lvs.
2-.'5 in. long: fls. pale lemon-yellow: labellum IMobed,
with crimson spots in the throat; column streaked with
red. June. Brazil. Gn. 20, p. 01.

gramfnea, Lindl. Lvs. about 6 in. long, lanceolate,
faintly striate, jointed to the e(}uitant bases: scapes
:{-5, clustered: fls. dirty yellow, spotted with brown;
sepals and petals oblong - lanceolate ; labellum oval,
crisp and toothed on the margin, shaded with rose and
blotched with crimson-brown. Spring. Brazil. B.M.
.=)046. G.C. II. 23:G;{().—On account of the absence of
pseudobulbs this species is now generally placed in the
genus Keffersteinia.

stapelioldes, Lindl. Pseudobulbs 4-angled, 1-2-Ivd.:
Ivs. hinceulute. spreading, pale glaucous, reticulate:
peduncle 2-fld. : lis. green outside, yellowish inside,
speckled and banded purple. Brazil. B.R. 25:17.

Heinrich Hasse^bring.

PROPAGATION. See Cuttage, Graftage, Layerage,
Nursery, Seedage.

PROSARTES. See Disporum.

PR0S0PIS( meaning obscure). Leguminds(P. A genus
of about 18 species of tender trees and shrubs includ-
ing the Mesquit and the Screw Bean, two forage plants
of considerable value in the arid regions of S. Calif, and
the Southwest. The species of Prosopis may be spiny
or not, the spines axillary, .solitary or in pairs, or some-
times only the stipules spinescent: lvs. bipinnate, the

pinnte in 1 or 2, rarely many, pairs; Ifts. few or many:
fls. small, in cylindrical spikes or globose hea<ls.
The Mesquit, P. julifloru or P. dulciit, is a thorny

shrub which ordinarily grows only a few feet high in the
desert, but under favorable circumstances it makes a
tree (iO ft, high. It ranges from California to Texas and
south to Buenos Ayres. It is also called Algaroba and
Cashaw. It was extensively planted in the Hawaiian
Islands many years ago by the missionaries. In great
stress of circumstances it has been known to send its

roots down a depth of 60 ft. It is suitable for hedges.
The sweetish pods are eaten chiefly by cattle. Seeds and
plants are offered in S. Calif.

A. Plant spiny: pod straight or nckle-shaped.

julifldra, DC. {P.dulris, Kunth). MESi^riT or Mes-
QUiTE. Plant with stout axillary spines or often un-
armed: Ifts. G-;{0 pairs, linear. J4-IJ2 in. long: spikes
cylindrical, 2-4 in. long: pod %-^ ft. long or more.—
The Californian form is said to bear smaller pods than
the tropical form, and to be hardier.

AA. Plant less spiny : pod spirally twisted in nu-
mrntiis turns.

pab^Bcens, Benth. StuEW Bean. Turnillo. Plant
merely spinescent on petioles: Ifts. 5-8 pairs, ol»long,

H-^n in. long: spikes globose to cylindrical, IJ2-2 in.

long: pod 1-2 in. long. Tex., Calif., Mex. ^y_ yi

PSOSTANTHBRA (Greek, to add to, and anther: re-

ferring to the connectives of the anthers being spurred
or crested beneath). Lafntitd'. About 40 species of
Australian shrubs or subshrubs, with resinous glands,
and commonly strong-scented. Fls. borne in spring or
summer, solitary, axillary or opposite in terminal ra-

cemes; calyx-tube usually striate, the limb 2-lippetl;

corolla -tube short, dilated into broad bell -shaped
throat; stamens 4, in pairs; anthers with 2 perfect
cells ; the connective not elongated but prominent at
the back, sometimes cristate and usually tipped with a
crest of short points or hairs, thoui^h 6ccasionally the
appendages are verv short or wanting. Flora Au>tra-
liensis 5:91 (1870).

'

niyea, A. Cunn. A beautiful shrub, .3-6 ft. high, gla-
brous except the corolla or with a fev\^ appressed hairs:
stem and branches slender, twiggy, upper ones 4-angled.
lvs. %-\}4 in. long, oblong- lanceolate or linear, entire,
pale green; margins involute, especially on older lvs.:

fls. snow-white or tinged with blue; pedicels short; ca-

lyx about % in. long, green; corolla %-% in. across.
Rocky hills, N. S. Wales and Victoria. B.M. ."jImS. —A
tender shrub, which can be safely grown only where the
lemon is hardy. Introduced by Franceschi, Santa \\i\r-

^ara-
'

F. W. Barclay.

PROTEA (from Proteus, the sea-god, who changed
into many forms; alluding to the baffling diversity of

the species). Proteacece. Proteas are tender shrubs
which are among the most attractive and characteristic
plants of the Cape of Good Hope.— a region whose plant
life is unique. Their flower-heads are said to look like

a "glorified artichoke." Indeed P. cynaroides (Fig.

1962) is named from this very resemblance. {Cyna-
roides means cynara-like ; and Cynara is the artichoke.

)

It has bright pink flower-heads which last several
months. The structure of the flower-heads is the dis-

tinctive feature of the whole family of the Proteacea».

The showy parts of the flower-head are the bracts,

which are often rigid, colored, and overlap one another
like the scales of a hard cone or an artichoke. "When
the heads of P. cynaroides first open," says Watson,
"they are full of honey and ace known to the Boers as

honey-pots." This honey is collected and made into a
kind of sugar. The blooming of the "honey-pots" is a
great occasion for picnics. Watson saw large bushes of

P. speciosa at the Cape, which he declared were quite

as effective as big specimen rhododendrons. "Fifty
years ago," writes Watson in 1891, "there were about .30

species of Protea includetl among popular greenhouse
plants in England; now one may safely say there is not

one, the few really under cultivation being only in

botanical collections." In 1881 Hooker wrote: "That
these and many other plants requiring like treatment
will be reintroduced, and will be the wonders of the

• .\f-^:^r
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shows f(»r many succesHive seasons, is as certain as that
they were ouce the glories of the old riue-heuted houses
that our forefathers culled stoves, in which orchids
quickly perished, and Hank-^ius and IVoteiis throve
niagniticently." Over 40 colored plates of Proteas ha> n

been published, of which 2M appeared in Andrews' Bot.
Rep. between 17l»7 and 1811.

The interest in proteaceous plants is growing in
soutliern California. Pntteads have a reputation for
being diflicult to cultivate away from the Cape, but
Hooker's statement seems to indicate that their culture
is not so much difficult as special. Under glass they are
said to require a ct>olhouse which is airy and sunny.
"The one great danger to cultivated Proteads," says
Watson, "is excessive watering, an<l to
guard against this it is f'mnd to be a good
plan, in the case of delicate si>ecies. to
place the pot in which the plant is grow-
ing inside a larger one, Hlling up the
space Ix'tween with silver san<l. The lat-

ter is always kept moist." Many of the
species need staking, as the shoots are
quick to break oflf at the base if unsup-
ported.

The family Proteaceff' contains 14 gen-
era, of which 10 are typical of southern
Africa ainl 4 of Austrulia. According to
Benthain and Hooker, the family is as dis-
tinct as possihle and has never been con-
fused by anj' one with anything else. The
most popular member of the family for
greenhouse culture in America at present
is the Silk Oak, or (irevillea. In southern
California the interest in the family is now
centered on the Silver Tree, Leucaden-
dron, which is the characteristic tree atK)Ut
Cape Town and practically the only native
tree of any kind growing there in quantity. Proteas
ripen seeds freely, and seeds can be easily procxired
from the Cape. Of recent years the two species which
have attracted the most attention in the horticultural
world are P. cynaroides (G.F. S:.*}.'). G.C. III. 17:773.
G.M. 38:407. Centurv Book of Gard. 310), and P. nana
(B.M. 70<J.->. G.F. 4:4'l3. G.M. 35:208, 209).
The Australia^ Proteacere are monographed in the

Flora Australiensis. Good horticultural accoxmts are
those of \Vm. Watson in G.F. 8:34 and 4:412, which
have been liberally quoted above. ^y^ jj^

PROTEADS, Same as Pmteacew.

PROTECTION, as used by the gardener, is an indefi-

nite term. A plant may need protection from living
agencies, as animals, birds, insects, or plants (includ-
ing fungi and weeds) — or it may need protection from
the weather, — heat, cold, rain, drought. (Generally,
however, the y^ardener means by "protection," winter-
protection, which again covers two very distinct ideas.
Most Cape Imlbs, for instance, are ruined if they are
frozen; tulips are not. Yet Cape bulbs can sometimes
be wintered outdoors if they are protected by a cov^er-

inu: heavy enough to keep out frost. Strawberries, on
the contrary, are covered after frost with a light nmlch,
which is designed merely to keep the plants from beintr
heaved by alternate freezing and thawing. These are
the main objects of winter protection in the East, at

least with herbs. In the prairie states the fniit trees
also need protection from the hot, drying winds of sum-
mer and from sun-scahl, which are not the important
considerations with eastern fruit-trrowers. See Winter
Protection. Allied topics are discussed under Gretv-
hoHse, Coldframea and ITotheds: Insects, Insecticideii.
Fungicides and Weeds; Transplantiny.

PROTOPLASM. A substance, sometimes called the
physical basis of life. apj)arently universally presriit

and functional in all living bodies, plants and animals
alike. It varies greatly in consistence, owing to the
proportional amount of water contained, from a semi-
fluid to a firm solid; and its chemical composition is

constantly cJjanffing by its own constructive an<l destruc-
tive activitv. The slimy substance observed when bark

91

is separated from rapi«lly irrowinj; stems is mainly pro-
toplasm, and is a good illustration of its condition in
young tissues and of its appearance in (|uantity.

As usually seen un<ler the microscope in the cells of
living plants. proto[tlasm is a mucilaginous or plastic
mass, neaily transjtarent, colorless or gray from the
numerous fine embed«le 1 trranules, and often exhibits

1962. Protea cynaroides (X ^e).

streaming or other kinds of motion. It fills very young
and actively forming cells completely full, like thin
jelly iti a glass riask. But as growth continues bubbles
of clear water appear, which soon enlarge and then
coalesce, so that at length the protoplasm becomes a
thin lining to the cell-wall and incloses a central body
of water. Not unfre(|uently. h«>wever, several strings

or bands, more or less branched, of the soft substance
stretch through the water across the cell, and in these
may often be observed streams of moving granules.
The protoplasmic layer or lining as described remains
as long as the cell lives and is, in fact, the only part of
the cell which exhibits any of the phenomena of vitality.

When it disappears, as it does from the heart-woo<l and
outer bark of trees and often of other plants, the tissues

are lifeless, and any functions they subsequently per-
form are solely mechanical or physical.

In living cells of all plants (except, perhaps, certain
algae and fungi l there is a sj>ecialized and very inqior-

tant portion of the cell-protoplasm, usually spheroidal or
disk-form, called the nucleus. The whole protoplasmic
mass is capable of absorbing nutriment and of appro-
priating it in its owti growth, and it is all sensitive to

external ajrt*nts or stimuli, like heat, light, mechanical
shock, etc.: but the nucleus is essential to cell-multi-

plication and to repro<luction. No new cells are ever
formed, tinless in the plants excej)ted above, without
the active aid of these miiuite but pe<-uliarly endowed
bodies: hence no growth, beyond the simple enlarge-
ment of cells ])reviously formed, can take place with-
out them. Cells increase by the self-division of those
already existimr. an«l in this the nucl»>i are the active
agents. Two new cells are actual, thtrngh enlarged,
halves of one former cell; the young cells, therefore,
repeat the characteristics of the old (me as nearly as any
such transmission can take place. In sexual reproduc-
tion there is a definite and essential coalescence of two
nuclei into one, and the result springing from the latter «

is necessarily a union of the characteristics of both
parents; l)ut in other cell-formations there is no such
chance for defarture from the preexisting type. This
explains why the characteristics of stock and cion do
not beconie mixe«l however intimate the union; the
tissues a<lher«' toirether and nutrient fiuids pass up or
down, but There is no intermingline: beyond this. No
cell becomes half-and-half of stock and cion. Each pre-

^
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serven its Individuality, tiirouifii tlio nelf-partition of
a iiinKle nucl«^u.H, no matter liuw near a n«'ijfljiK>r of
another kin«l it may have, nor what that iiei»;hl>or is.

'The «»nly re»'ipr«M'ul intiuences exerted are sucli an might
ccMue from soil or from physical conditions.

If we cannot say tliat protoplasm is the physical basis
of liie from the reasoning that the latter is something
apart from material suhstance, we must attrihute to
this seemingly unorganized, unstable sop.-thing all

those properties and activities which distinguish living
things ,froin dea<l bodies. All that plants do as liv-

ing things, protoplasm does. Do they select and
assimilate footl and bring <lea«l matter into the bonds of
vitality} Do they manufacture organic substances-
starches, sugars, oils, spices, fibers, etc.? Are they
sensitive or do they possess irritability? Are they
capable of response to stimuli by movement or other-
wise? Have they the power of growth and of repro»luc-
ing their kind? Then protoplasm is present and is

performing its wonderful operations.
T. J. BURRILL.

PKUMNOPITYS. See Podocarpus.

PRUNE Prunes are the dried fruit of certain varie-
ties of plums ( Fig. liM^J)- Any plum that can be success-
fully cured, without removing the pit. into a firm, long-
keeping p'-ojluct, may l)e used for making Prunes. The
chief requisite for a good Prune-making plum is that it

1963. Prunes (X nearly >^).

California Prune on the left (Iraperiale Epineuse): common comiueivi;il on the right.

have a large proportion of solids, more particularly a
large amount of sugar. Prunes are much valued in

cookery, making a nutritious foo<l having demulcent and
laxative qualities. Extra tine Prunes are sometimes
called prunelles; these are often packed in mass as are

dates and are sold as a confection.
Until within the last decade, France was the leading

Prune-pro<lucing region of the \Y<^rhi; now first rank
must be given to California. The average yearly output
in that state for the last five years of the nineteenth cen-
tury would be about 85,000.000 pounds, with a capacity
at the close of the period to produce an average crop of

I.'IO,000,000 pounds. France ranks second, with a yearly
average for the period given above of about 70,()6o,(XK)

pounds, a capacity which is being increased but little.

The P<M*ific northwest, Oregon, Washington and Idaho,
is third in importance in the Prune industry with a pro-

ducing capacity at the end of the century of about
.30,000.000 pounds per year; this will be considerably
increased from year to year. Bosnia. Servia, Germany
and Spain are other Prune-producing countries. The
most highly reputed Prune?i come from the valley of the
Loire in France, but it is doubtful if these are superior
in «|uality to the best grades from California and the
Pacific northwest.
Attempts have been made to start the Prune industry

in many regions other than those mentioned, but although
it has not been found difficult to grow the trees and pro-
duce an abun<lance of fruit, the climatic conditions have
proved too unfavoraVde for curing the product, and the
attempts have for the most part failed. Notable excep-
tions are parts of Australia and South Africa, regions
which may some time compete with those mentioned
above.
The growth of the Prune industry in America is one

of the most remarkable industrial phenomena of agri-
culture. An attempt was made by the United States
Patent Office to start the industry in 18.")4 on the Atlantic
coast by the distribution of cions of Prune d'Agen

and Prune Saitite Catherine, but though the fruit was
produced it could not be cured, and the infant industry
s«)on died, la iH'iO, Louis Pellier, of San Jos*'', Cali-
fornia, ha«l shippe<l from Agen, France, cions of the
Prune d'.Vjfen. The fruit was small, and to distin-
guish it from a larger plum, the Hungarian, supposed
to have come from Agen, this was calletl the i'etite, the
name now most commonly given to this the leading
Prune of the country. The first cured Prunes were ex-
hibited at the California State Fair in IbGIJ. The first

commercial orchard was ptante<l in 1870. In 1880 the
output per annum was about 200,000 pounds; in 18110

Hi, (MM).000 pounds, 80 times as great as in 1«80, and now,
in \*MH), the average capacity is certainly not less than
i:{0.000,000 pounds, valued by the producers at $4,550,000.

There are three methods of curing Prunes: sun-dry-
ing, as is ]»racticed in California and some parts of
Europe; curing in evaporators, the method in vogue in

the Pacific northwest and parts of California; third, sun
drying or evaf>orating after the fruit has l>een partially
cooke<i, chi«'riy practiced in the European countries.
Without <loubt sun-drying is the most economical and
profitable process where proper climatic conditions pre-
vail. Some think that a better product may l>e produced
by the use of evaporators, the slight chemical changes
taking place more perfectly, so that, as a rule, the fruit
looks better, keeps longer, is not so tough, and has a more
natural flavor than the sun-dried Prune. The half-cook-

ing is but little advocated in the
more pr<)gressive Prune regions,
for the reastm of economy; the pro-
duct is much darker colored, nu>re
tender, and perhaps more palatable,
having a c<K)ked flavor liked by
many. In California, evaporators
are not now used in the leading
Prune districts.

The method of treatment in cur-
ing Prunes varies greatly, but in

general it w<mld be about as fol-

lows: The fruit is allowed to re-

main on the trees until ripe enough
to fall to the ground, the maxi-
mum proportion of solids beint;

then produced. It is then passed over graders in

order to remove all rubbish and to secure several
sizes, evenness in size bving essential to attain uni-
formity in curing, since the snuiU fruits dry more
rapidly than the large ones. Machines run by hand or
by power do the grading. Before going to the drying
grounds or to the evaporators the green product nuist
be dipped in boiling lye or pricked by needles in a prick-
ing machine, to check and make tender the tough skin,
thus allowing the moisture more readily to escape. The
first method is in most general favor. The dipping
consists of immersing the fruit for a minute or less in

a solution of lye in the proportion of one pound of com-
mercial lye to from ten to fifty gallons of water main-
tained at the boiling point. The fruit is carried me-
chanically, as by an endless chain, through a va^:, or
is placed in wire baskets for the dipping. After a
thorough rinsing the Prunes are place<l on wooden or

wire-bottomed trays and are then ready for the ground
or for the evaporator.

In the sun the time of exposure varies from five to

twelve days, depending upon the climatic conditions, the
size and the variety of the fruit. Treatment in an evap-
orator varies with the make of the machine. In general,

the temperature in the evaporator should be from 120°

to 140° at the start, to be increased to from 160° to 180°

when the Prunes are taken out. Too much heat at first

causes the cells of the fruit to burst, producing drip

and discoloration. Other important factors entering
into the process of evaporation are the circulation of

air in the machine, convenience and cost of fuel and
power. The time required for curing ranges from 12

hours for a small, heavy Prune to 48 hours for a large,

juicy one. Much depends on the machine. A common
fault is to hasten the process too much. If not cured
enough, fermentation and mold result; if too much,
the weight is lessened, the quality is injured, the Pnme
is harsh and coarse, and has a dried-up appearance.
When sufficiently dried the Prunes are put in bins or
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piles to sweat, which taken from one to three weeks;
they are then ready for the Hninhiiit; prwenneM — j<ra«liiijf

aixl puckinif. In Krading, the t'ruiie<4 are separated into
Rizes indictttinKthenuniiier of I'mue?* reijuired to make a
pound, as lUN to 40s, 40s to r)Os an<i so on to the sniailest
ize, 120s to i:iOs. I'rocessintf is done liy dipping the
Prunes in boilintc water and Kly*'''""**. "r '»>' steaming,
or by usini; some special preparation in the Hnal dip, or
by rattlintr in a revolvinjf cylinder. Proeessinjf is repu-
table If it adds beauty to the color, or kills insert eitfKs, or
sterilizes the Prunes; it is disreputable when the olgect
Is to secure weight. Pat^kin^ is an art which must be
learned by experirnre and is varied to suit the taste of
producer and consumer. The best Prunes are ptu*ked in

boxes, though much of the product is put up in sacks.
Lininfc with pa|;>er, flllintc. facint?. pressinii^ and label-

Intr are important details. A w«'ll-eure<l Prune is soft
and sponjcy, the pit is l<M>se but does not rattle ; the
8kin is bright, lively and free from drippings and exu-
dations; thetlesh should be meaty, elastic, and of bright
col<)r.

All light-colored Prunes are bleached with sulfur
fumes. The prcicess injures the (luuiity of the Prunes,
and makes the product somewhat poisonous, but the
market is sometimes better for a light-colored, sul-

fured Prune than for the «larker unsulfured ones. In
other cases, however, the dark Prunes tlnd the best
market. The sulfuring is done by placing the trays of
fruit, cured or uncured, in a small chamber in which
sulfur is ignited by hot coals, or otherwise, the fumes
<listributed by ventilators, and the fruit allowed to be
fumigated for from a half hour to two hours.

In curing, if all conditions are not right, several diffi-

culties are encountered. In a poor evaporator, the fruit
drips, i. e., a syrupy li<iuid oozes from the Prunes in
the process of curing. If a poor product is produced, or
it the conditions for keeping are poor, the Prunes be-
come covered with globules of sugar, rendering them
sticky and destroying the luster— called sugaring.
Fruit grown on poor soil, or on unhealthy trees, or
picked before ripe, may cure into small Prunes of an
abnormal shape, called "frogs;" or they may fennent
and swell up in large, soft Prunes called "bloaters."

Varieties. — There is much confusion regarding the
nomenclature of the Prune-making plums. In the seat
of the industry the green fruits as well as the cured are
called Prunes, and the names of the varieties are in

many cases diflferent from those given in other than the
Prune-producing regions. For several of the leading
Prunes there are a number of synonyms, and some sorts
hav3 not a few «liHtinct races. Each region, as a nile,

has a favorite sort grown almost to the exclusion of all

oth'irs. The following is a discussion of the varieties of
Prime-making plums now well known in America.

Petite Prune (syns.. Prune d'Agen, Prune d'Ente,
Fnmch, California, Robe de Sergeant, etc. ) . — Of medium
size, egg-shaped, violet-purple; flesh greenish yellow,
sugary, rich ; trees hardy, very prolific, sure bearers.
Well cured, it is of a lively, bright amber color. This is

the Prune most widely grown in California. It has a
large proportion of solids, cures the easiest of any
Prune, and shrinks but little in curing. In cooking, but
little sugar is needed; hence it is the poor man's Pnme.
There are several types of this variety, diflfering mostly
in size an«l shape, due largely to varying soils and cli-

mates. It is at present the favorite in the market.
Italian Prune (syns., Fellenbersr. German Pi^me,

Swiss Pnme). — Large size, oval. <lark purple; flesh yel-
Itjwish, juicy, subacid, delicious ; trees somewhat ten-
der, subject to disease, capricious bearers. Cured, the
fruit is very dark red, approaching black in color. This
is the leading sort in the Pacific northwest, metre than
four-fifths being of this variety: but it is now found
that it is difficult to grow, and that, while a better sort
has not yet been found f<»r that region, j'et one that
would produce as jrood a fruit without the weaknesses
of the Italian tree is very desirable.

Silver Prune (syn., Coe Gidden Drop). Very large,
oval, one side enlarged, necked, light yellow, dotted
with red; flesh yellow, firm, juicy, sweet, rich; tree pre-
carious grower, but very productive when all conditions
are favorable. Properly cured, the Silver is of a beau-
tiful golden hue. The cured product is larger than that

of any other variety, is of superior flavor, and brings
the highest market price. Must be bleached. Always in
demand as a fancy product.
Most of the other varieties now grown are sold when

cured as one of the alx»ve three varieties. All bla(*k

Prunes are sohl as Italians; all amber ones as Petite;
an<l all light-colored ones as Silver. The Italian will

usually graile three or four sizes higher than the Pe-
tite, and the Silver two or three sizes higher than the
Italian. The price paid the pr<Mlucer is usually from
one-tenth to one-half cent greater for each higher
size. Extras, as the very large sizes of any variety are
called, command an adtlitional premium. The follow-

,

ing is a list of plums grown more or less for Prune-
making: Green Gage, which makes a fancy product;
Yellow Egg, sells as the Silver when evaporated; (»er-

man Prune, a class name for several riwcs making a
pnxluct much like the Italian; Huni^arian Prune, a
very large sort making a fancy prtnluct, but hard to

cure; Itobe de Sergeant, much like the Petite and c«)n-

sidered tlie same by some; Bulgarian Prune, of the
Italian class; Trageily Prune, a very early sort of the
Italian type; Golden Prune, nuich like the Silver and
possibly better; Champion Pnme, an early strain of the
Italian. The Willamette, Pacific, Tennant, Steptoe, and
Dosch, are all of the Italian type; the Dosch has much
to recommend it as a substitute for the Italian. .St.

Martin's Quet.sche is a late sort which sells as the Sil-

ver, as do also the Brignole and Datte de Hongrie. The
Giant, one of Burbank's seedlings, is much like but
larger than the Petite. Imperiale Epineuse is popular
in California ( Fig. liKW ) . Sugar Prune, one of Burbank's
seedlings, is also becoming popular.
See also Plum and Evaporation of Fruits.

U. P. Hedrick.
PRUNELLA. See Brunella.

PRUNING. Under this denomination are comprised a
multiluile of practices and ideals. It is impossible to
give any advice for pruning until one has analyzed the
subject and knows the objects for which he is to work
and the underlying principles on which his practices
must rest. The larger part of the writing on pruning
gives mere advice or direc-
tions, or details some per-
son's experience, without
analyzing or elucidating the
subject. The practice must
diff'er with every person and
every condition: the princi-
ples are universal. The
ideals that are associated
with pruning may be
grouped around three cen-
ters : ( 1 )

pruning proper, or
the removal of a part of a
plant for the purpose of bet-
tering the remaining part or
its product: (2j training, or
the disposition or placing of
the individual branches, a
practice which is ordinarily
coincident with pruning pro-
per; (3) trimming, or the
shaping of a plant into some
definite or artificial form.
The principles that under-

lie pruning proper may l)e

a'-sociated with two ideals—
the lessening of the struggle
for existence amongst the
parts of a plant, and the cut-

ting away of certain parts
for the purpose of producing
some definite efl'ect in the
formation of fruit-buds or
leaf-buds or in modifying the habit of the plant. There
are more branches in the top of any plant than can per-
sist: therefore there is struggle for existence. Those
which have the advantage of position, persist. Nature
prunes. Dying and dead branches in any neglected
tree-top are illustrations of this fact. Whenever the
struggle for existence is greatly lessened, the remain-

*-**'•

1964.
More limbs have perished

than have survived.—
Nature's pruning.
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Injf liranchrd r<*c«*l%*e u (crt'ater proportion of the plant'H

entTfcy, Hiitl they thfn-fore iiinkt* MtronK»'r growth or an*
more prtxluctivc in t1«>werH an<l fntit. I'runiiig i» t-H^en-

tittlly a thinning proceMs,

In itself pruiiinK i« n«>t a dcvitiilizitiK proreHn; it \h

only dcvitaiizinjiC wlien it in oarrieU to cxct-MM or when
the woundM do not heal and dixeane hHm in. It In rather
an invifforatinK pro<'e>»!», nince it allowi^ more nourinh-
nient to he dintrihiited to the reniaiuint; parts of the
plant. The notion that pniniii< is devitaiiziuK uri»<eM

from falMe aunlot^y with unimalM, which HutTer i«liock or
Injury wlien partn are removed. The fact that pruning;
in not a devitulizinK procens in proved I»y every tree.

The tree is a record of HUCcexHive pmninuH. Note the
numher of brancheH on the Meedlin^: tree in the nursery
row or in the forest, and then consider tiiat all th«'se

bran«'hes, with the exception of the leader itself, will

prohaldy perish In the ciiurse of time. The forest tree
develops a hole localise the side limbs are pnined awuy
by natural causes. V'lg. V.H'A. Knots are records of na-
ture's pruning. In the Kr'*ater number of cases the
limbs die and are removed when still very youn^, and
they leave small record in the tsrnm of the wood; but all

visible knots are histories of the renn)val of lariir^e

branches. As a rule, it is only when the knots become
knot-holes that injury results. A kn(»t-hole means de-
cay, and this decay may exten«l int<» the heart of the
tree, tinally causing it to iK'Ccmie hollow. A bla<'k or
decayed heart is always an »n<licati(m of tlisease. The
disease originates on the outside of the plant: it is the
result of inoculation. This inoculation takes place
thr<»ugh some bruised •)r broken part; it is usually an
ino<'ulation of filamentous fungi. These fungi gain u
foothold in the dea<l and dying cells of the wound, and
as they gr(»w they are able to destroy the living cells and
therefore to produce decay. The larger the wound, the
greater is the liability to iiifecti«m. It is very important,
therefore, in the pruning of trees, that the wounds shall

be as sniail as pi>ssible. This means that the best
pruning is that which is practiced annually, so that
none of the branches t<» be removed attain larire size.

This annual pnming is als«> most desirable for other
reasons, as may be seen l>elow.

Woody plants should always be pruned when they are
transplanted. This is because the roots are pruned in

the very process of removal,
and the tops should be re-

duced in proportion. For
some time after the plant is

transplanted, it lia^ no vital

connection with the soil,

1965. Prunine at time of

transplantine.

1965. Pruning; of the young tree

on transplantine.

and if all the top is allowed to remain there is much
evaporation from it and a dissipation of the energies of
the plant. How much of the top shall be removed de-
pends on how much of the roots was removed in digging,

and also on the pervonal ideals and deslref* of the operm-
tor. It is a general practice to cut back the top of a
plant at least one-half upon transplanting ; in Non>e
c»H«H atlU more of the top in removed. C^ulte another
question is the particular form in which the top shall
be h'ft. Some grow-
ers prefer to remove
all side branches,
if it is a fruit tree,

and leave a straight
whip. Fig. I'Mm. They
are then free to start

the new bran<'hes
where they like. This
is the Iwtter practice

with very younu
trees, and it 's one
that is nearly always
employed with peach
trees. If the trees are
three years old and
well branched, mo^t
persons prefer to

leave three or four
of the main branches
to form the starting
point of the future
top. Fitf. llMili. These
branches may be
headed back half or
more of their length.
(,)f late years a
meth«)d of very se-

vere pruning has
come into notice un-
der the name of the
.Stringfellow or stiib-

root system, taking
its name from H. M.
Stringfellow of
Texas, wh») has writ-

ten nuu'h concern-
ing it. The fullest

V>rese!itafion of Mr.
Stringfellow' s ideas
will be found in his
book, "The New Hor-
ticulture." It advises
that ])ractically all

the roots be cut away and that the top be shortened to a
straight stick one or two feet long, without side branches.
It is the supposition that when trees are reduced to their
lowest terms in this way, the new root -branches that
arise will take a more natural form and the tree will

assume more of the root character of a see«lling. 1 his
method of transplanting has met with good success in

many places. Tlie fundamental theories «m which it is

founded, however, have not )»een demonstrated. This
system is, in fact, a iuatter of local practice rather than
of principle. In a great majority of cuses, it will be
found to be better, particularly in trees that are three
years or more old, to prune them only moderately, allow-

ing a part of the original root system and a part of the
top to remain.

Pruning J-'ruit Trees. — Fruit trees are pnmed for

the purpose of enabling them to produce a superior
quality of fruit. They are not prune«l primarily to

make them assume any definite or preconceived shape.
It is best, as a rule, to allow each variety of tree to take
its own natural or normal form, (mly pruning it stifli-

ciently. so far as shape is concerned, to remove any un-
usual or unsymmetrical growths.

( 1 ) The fundamental conception in the pruning of

fruit trees is to reduce the struggle f()r existence, so

that the remaining parts may produce larger and finer

fruits.

(2) The result of pruning fruit trees should be to

keep the tree in bearing condition, not to force it into

such condition. If the tree lias received proper care

from the time it is planted, it should come into bearing
when it reaches the age of puberty. Pruning, therefore,

is merely a corrective process and keef»s the tree in

proper bearing condition.

i^*"

1967. Young apple tree.

The marks show which limbs
may be removed to udvantiige.

When trees have Ijeen much
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n«»jfle<*te<l, pntnini; nmy ht> the meanM of reinvitforHtiinc
thMiii anil Mfttint; tlifiii into • thriftier comiition. in
wiii'Ji ca.Hes It Ij* «>ne of the nieanN of renovittinK tho
tr****, an tillintr. ferfiiizini; ami s|irayin»f an*.

{'A} Ht-avy pruniiit; of th»' top r«-nil,s to prottiire wooil.
ThiM iM Im'<>uus»- tlir Mani(> amount of root enerfcy U con-
eentratiMl into a Nniallfr

amount (if top, tln-rehy chuh'
inu » ht'avi«r »fr«»wth. This
it4 particularly true If the
pruning; ih done when the
plant i.H (iorniant.

(t) Heavy pruiiim; of the
r<»ot temls to lessen the pro-
duction of wooil. because the
Hame amount of top receives
a less supply of soil water
with itH content of plant>
fo<Ml.

( r» ) Trees w h i c h ir r o w
niufh to wood are likely to be
relatively unproductive. It is an old nuixiin that check-
inj; tjrowth induces fruit fulness, so loiiif as the plant
remains healthy. If the tree is thrown into redundant
jrrowth every two or three years hy vt-ry heavy pruning,
it tt-nds to continm? t») pnnluce w<mmI at the expense of
fruit. When a tree is to l»e broujurht into hearing condi-
tion by general j;ood treatment, the aim should be to
keep it in that condition by a relatively liijht annual
prunint;. Violent pruniiit; is allowable only wh<n trees
have been nepflected atid it is necessary to brin»c them
ba<'k into bearinj; comiition or to renew their tops.

(«») The operator should know where the fruit-hnds
are borne before undertakinj; the pruning' of any fruit
tree; otherwise he may destroy too many of tlu-m. If

he knows the position of the fruit-buds, he may prune
in such manner as to thin the fruit even without the
removal of much wood, and thereby to reduce the struR-
jfle for existence to a minimum. Kvery species of tree
has its own method of fruit-t»earinjf. The pear bears
its fruit larifely on old spurs. The pea<'h bears on the
wood of the last seasoj»"s urowth. In order to thin the
fruit of the pear by prunintr, therefore, it is necessar>'
to remove part of tlie spurs. In the peach it is neces-
sary to cut out or to cut back a part of the previous
year's )?rowth. p]ach species of plant is a law unto it-

self in these regards.
(7) Headinff-in tends to promote fruitfulness, par-

ticularly in those trees that are prowintr over-rapidly.
If the heading-in is very severe, however, it may
amount to a heavy pruning, and in that ease it may

never headed-in, provided they are o' jtwinc well
pruned ami well cared for. Whether one nhall head-In
his fruit frees or not, is a personal ijuestion. If tho
trees are jfrowinj; t<M» rapidly, it is well to head them in
in order to check their ambition. This is particularly
necessary when trees are growing on heavy or very

•*'•>•• i*"
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1968. A New York cherry-erower's ideal of a
Montmorency cherry tree.

Perhaps the large branch on the front side should have been
removed when the tree was young.

set the plant into wood-bearing rather than into fruit-
bearing. It is not to be supposed, however, that head-
ing-in is necessarily to be advised in order to make
trees bear. They may bear just as well if they are

1969. Cordon training.

An apple tree (irrafteil on dwarf sto«'k > tr.iined in tw liranches n a horizontal wire ninuinK
only two feet above the tn'ouml. Eu<-h year ttje jfrowth* are cut bai'k to spurs.

fertile soil and tend to overgrow. In such case, cut-
ting off th^ strongest leaders and leaving the weaker
ofies may i >duv*e greater fruitfulness. When trees are
planted to«» « lose touether, if may hNo l»f necessary in
onler to i)revent the plantation from bfcoming too
thick. Scmje people like a low-headed and rounded
f«»p; this is a question of personal ideals. If the or-
chardisf desires such form, it is necessary to head-in
the tree. It should be rememberetl that the more a tree
is headed-in the thicker it tends to become in the crown
and the nmre inside pruning is necessary. Whenever
there Is danger of fruit rot. as in plums and early
peaches, it is a question whether the thick form of top
is the most advisable.

(8) Pinching-in the anniml growths in early summer
tends to aut;ment the d«*ve|opmeiit of fru'*-buds, al-

though these buds may n«)t be «lev -loped th« very year
in which the pinching-in is <lone. This is a special i)rac-

tice, however, which can he employed only on small
areas and with particular trees. It is essentially a
ganlen practice an<l not an orchard [tractice. In the
orchard, one must depend for fruitfulness upon the
general good care of the plantation, and in this care
pruning is one of the essential factors.

(9) Pruning fruit trees usually resolves itself into a
thorough and systematic thinning out of the weak, im-
perfect and interfering branches. Thereby, the energy
of the plant is saved and is deflected to those parts
that are capable of bearing a useful product. The sun
an<l air are admitted. The tree becomes manageable
for spraying and for picking. All the fruits have an
opportunity to develop. How mu«*h or how Mttle to thin
is wliolly a local question. In humid climates, much
thinning may be necessary. In dry, hot climates, as on
the Plains, but little thinning is allowable, else the
branches may sun-scald. F'igs. 1667 and 1968 illustrate

two pruning ideals. Consult, also, the pictures in the
various fruit articles in this work.

( 10) Scraping the rough bark from old trunks may be
a desirable practice, since it destroys the breeding
places of insects and fungi. Trees that have been con-
tinuously thrifty, however— that have recei\ed uni-
formly good tillage, fertilizing, i>n;ninir, spraying—
rarely need to be scraped, as the bark remains rela-

tively smooth and finn. Only the loose outer bark should
be removed. On ornamental trees, the bark is a part of
the characteristic beauty, and it shcmid not be scraped.
Although not a pruning question, this is closely asso-
ciated with pruning practices.

Pruning Ornftmental /'/'jm/s. — Ornamental trees and
shrubs are pruned for three purprtses : ( 1 ) to enable
them to produce greater quantity of bloom; (2t to make
them take some desired form; {'.\) to remove unusual or
straggling growths.
The pruning of ornamental trees and shrubs for the

production of flowers is controlled largely by the
tlower-bearing habit of the plant. Most early-blooming
plants develop their flower buds the year before. Heavy
pnining, therefore, particularly hea<ling-in, when the
plants are dormant, cuts off the flower-buds and the
amount of bloom is lessened. If these plants are
pruned just after the flowers are passed in spring the
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beat results will be secured, since the new growths will

f then develop tiower-buds for the year following. It may
^^ (j^ advisable, however, to prune such plants in win-

j^ ter for the purpose of thinning them, thereby allowing
the flower-buds which remain to produce larger bloom.

1970. Apple tree trained on an espalier-

In most ornamental plants, however, it is the number
of Howers rather than the size of each which is desired.

Plants that bloom late in the season, like hydi-angea
and most species of clematis, make their flower-buds
on shoots which arise that ver>' season. With such
plants, it is well to prune rather heavily while they are
dormant in order to cause them to throw up a profusion
of strong shoots in the spring. These shoots will bear
that sunnner. Lists of plants in these two categories
will be f<)un«l in the appendix to the second edition of
"The Pruning-Book."
Pruning to make the plant assume some definite form

is e-^sentially a method of shearing or heading-in.
If it is desired to have a very regular and definite
shape, it is well to shear the plant at least two or
three times a year in order to keep down the ex-
uberant growths. It is a common practice to shear
the plants only in the winter, but if this shearing
is somewhat violent, as is usually the case, the
plant throws up numerous strong shoots very early
in spring and it remains shapeless during a large
part of ihe growing season.

Training.— There i.> relatively little careful
training of ])lants in North Anieriea. largely be-
cause of the exp* nse of the skilled labor which is

necessary to perform it. Land is also relatively
cheap, and room can be given for the natural <ie-

velopment of most plants. In the Old World, fruit

plants must be grown in very small r.reas, and it

may be necessary to train them on walls, sides <if

buildings, or on trellises of various kinds. Trained
fruit trees may generally be referred to one of
three categories: the wall tree, which is trained
against a continuous surface: the espalier, which
is trained on a trellis, the branclies startintr at

nearly righ* angles from a central shaft; it < cor-

don, or training to a single or double stran«l near
the ground. Properly, an espalier is a trellis; but
the word is oomnionly u^ed for the pla.it that is

trained on the trellis. There are many variations

in the methods of training and pruning in each of these
three classes, and the methods are such as can scarcely
be well elucidated in writing. The Old World literature

is replete with instructions. In recent American litera-

ture, the fullest ' "count is to be found in "The Pruning-
Book." In order at trees maybe well trained on walls,

espaliers and cordons, it is necessary that the training
be begun in the nursery. The Old World nurseries
grow plants which are trained for various uses, but the
American nurseries do not. If, therefore, the American
is to train trees in any of these formal shapes, he should
secure specimens that are not mon' than one year from
the bu<l <»r graft, and begin the training himself. The
illustrations (Figs. 1;m;i>-71 ) suggest some of the special

methods of training fruit trees.

When to Prune. — It will be gleaned from the above
remarks that the time of pruning depends on many
circumstances, and chiefly on the result which it is de-
sired to reach. So far as the healing of the woinid is con-
cerned, it is usually best to prune when the vegetative
activities begin in spring so that the wound is quickly
covered or "headed." For the purpose of checking growth
and producing other definite results, it may be neces-
sary to prune at other times of the year. As a general
rule, however, the best time to prune is in late winter
and early spring, when labor can be had and before the
rush of spring work comes on. The colder and drier the
winter climate, the later the pruning should be delayed.
The wound made by severing a branch heals by means

of a callus which forms from the gr<»wing tissue between
the bark and wood. Fig. 1972. This tissue rolls over
the wound, tinallv joining in the center and completely
covering tl»e old wood. The old wood itself takes no
part in the healing ])rocess; in fact, it dies. When the
healing is complete, the old wood is merely covered and
preserved fr<»m external injury and infection, much as
fruit in a jar is preserved by being protected with a
cover. There is no dressing that will hasten the heal-

ing process except as it keeps the wood from decay. In
other words, the whole object of dressing a wound is to
protect it. The dressing prevents bacteria and fungi
from securing a foothold and therel>y prevents the rot.

Wounds that are exposed for some years nearly always
beconie unsound at the center because of the intrusion

of these organisms, and even if the wounds should sub-
sequently heal over, the infection may still extend down
the heart of the tree and finally cause its death. The
best covering for a wound is one that protects it best
from micro])es and funiri and which persists the long-

est. Ordinarily, gcMul white lead paint, applied heavily
and renewed occasionally, is the best protection. Graft-

ing wax may afford a good protection, if it is applied
hot so that it soaks into the tissue. If it is merely
spread over the -iurface, it soon blisters and becomes
loose and affords relatively little protection.

:^>r

1971. Pear trees trained on a wall.

When once the w.tll is covered, the tree is never allowed to in-

crease in surface .'ireii. It is cut back to spurs esicb year, much as
grape-vines may ^^ treated.

-^ 0»,-
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The rapidity with which wounds heal depends rery
largely on their position on the tree and the way in

which they are made. Wounds along the main
branches, which are the leading avenues for distribu-
tion of food, heal more speedily than those on the
weaker side branches. The closer the wound sits to the

branch, the more quickly
will it heal. Fig. 1973. If a
stub is left several inches
long (Fig. 1975), it seldom

1972. The healing tissue

arises from the side of

the wound, not from

the hard wood.

1973. A wcU-covered
wound.

The pruning was prop-
erly done, no stub being
left.

heals until it rots back to the main branch or trunk; and
l)y that time the decayed heari may have extended deep
into the tissue of the tree. It is a common notion that

a limo should be "Ait at right angles to <ae direction of
the limb itself and beyond the bulge at its base. It is a
better plan, however, to make the wound purullel to the
direction of the branch or trunk that remains, and close
to it. This woun<l may have a somewhat larger super-
ficial area, but it is much nearer the source of the heal-
ing food supply and therefore becomes covered more
quickly.

'

L. H. B.

PRt^NUS (ancient Latin name of plum). Ro.siicefP.

Pmm, Chekry, Peach, Apricot, Almond, etc. About
7r» species of pink-tlowered or white-flowered shrubs and
small trees of wi<le distribution, but most abundant in
the north temperate zone. Lvs. alternate, simple, usu-
ally serrate: Hs. mostly in spring, sometimes preceding
the leaves, either solitary or in clusters, perfect, the
pistil single, the stamens numerous and perigynous, the
petals and calyx-lobes 5: fr. a drupe, usually 1-seeded
by the abortion of one of the two ovules. Fig. 1976. The
genus as here outlined includes several well-marked
groups, some of which are regarded as distinct genera
by many authors. In their extreme or typical forms,
these subgenera ^re very distinct, but there are so many
intergradient forms that it seems unwise to keep them
distinct as genera. The tendency of plant-bretMling is

to still further oMiterate the differences by means of
hybridization. At best, the genus is polymorphous,
but the general experience is that confusion is increase»l

rather tlian decreased by the etfort to make two or more
genera from it. Many of the forms that appear to V»e

very distinct in their extremes, connect by insensible
gradations in intermediate ranges. The dominant East
American species, for example, shade off into marked
forms in the West and Southwest (see Waugh, 12th Rep.
Vt. Exp. Sta., p. 2;n-2:{9).

Horticultnrally. Prunus is one of the most important of
all genera. It includes the stone-fruits, — peaches, plums,
cherries, apricots, almonds. It is also prolitic of orna-
mental subjects, as double-flowered, variegated-leaved,
colored-leaved and weeping forms. Most of the culti-

vated species are hardy in the latitude of Philadelpiiia
and many are hardy in Ontario. All are of easy cultun^.
Nearly all the species are spring-flowering. Only P.
aciila, amongst the cultivated kinds, blooms as late as

midsummer. They are very useful for spring gardens,

herefore, where they make great display, but their short
season of bloom and the very ordinary foliage of most
of them have limited the planting of the ornamental
kinds. Some of the ornamental species are not grown
on their own stocks, but are worked on stocks that can
be grown easily and cheaply and of which seeds can be
obtained in abundance. The commonest stocks for the
ornamental kinds are the plum (P. domenticn), peach
and sweet cherry. On the plum are grown the dwarf
almonds and the double-flowering and fancy-foliage

1974. The stub is loneer

than necessary, although

the fault is not a flagrant

one.

1975. Common fault in prunins.

This wound cannot heal un-
til the stub rots aw.'jy, and by
that time the tree may be
irreparably diseased.

plums. The myrobalan plum {P. cerasifera) is some-
times used for the same purpose. Peach stocks may be
used for the same species, as a rule; and they are also
employed, particularly in the South, for many fruit-

bearing plums. The sweet cherry (P. Avium} is a good
stock for the various kinds of double-flowered, weeping
and fancy-leaved cherries. It is an important point in
the growing of these grafted Prunuses to remove all

sprouts from the stock as soon as tliey appear. This is

particularly true of the dwiirf almonds, since the stocks
are usually stronger-growing species aufl ten<l to sucker
from the root. It is a (}uestion whether it wouhl not be
better to propagate these dwarf species from layers or
cuttings in case seedlings of their own species cannot
be had. Own-rooted plants can be secured by root-

grafting with a long cion (see Fig. 943, Vol. I).

In North America there has been a Tuost remarkable
contemporaneous evolution of fruit-bearing ]>lums from
the native species. Several hundred orchard varieties

have been described, and the trees are grown coninur-
cially over a wide range of country in the South, in the
Mississippi valley and on the Plains, — in regions in
which the common Prunus (lomesticn does not thrive.

Systematic knowledge of these domesticated native
plums dates from 1892 (Bull. G2, Cornell Exp. Sta.).

1976. Flowers of plum. Natural size.

The ovary, or j'oung plum, with the ovu!e inside, is at o.

For the latest knowle<lge of the subject, the reader
should consult experiment station literature, particularly

the writinjrs of Waugh and (toff. See, also, "Evolution
of our Native Fruits."
For fuller information on the fruit-bearing members

of the genus, see Ahnond, Apricot, Cherry, Xectarinef
Piach, Plum, Pruue.

Ai.'.
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IXDIX TO THE LATIN' NAMES.
aei'da, 28. fruticosa, 18. panieulata, 25.

acutifolia, 5, (lalatensis, 7. pedunrnlata, 39.

Alberti.U. < u'orgic-a, 37. pendula, 18, 24, 27,
AUegheniensis, 11. glandulo^a, 13. 2i).

Amerifraiia, 10. gra<'ilis. 13. Pennsylvanica, 21.

Amygdalus, 41. Gravesii. 13. Persica. 42.

an((ustifoiia, 14, 27, Grayana. 31 aiul persi'-a-riora, 28.

32, 33. suppl. list. PetzoUli, :kj.

argentea, 40. Ilattan, H. Fissardi. 5.

Armenijua, 1, 2, 3. h^tfrophitlln, 27. Planterieusis, 5.

ascendens. 24. horteusis, 2.'>. platy<*ari>a. 42.
cuplenifolia,27,2!d. hortulaua, l.'j. Pseudo-Cerasiis, 25.

atropiirpiirea, 5. ilk-ifolia. 35. Pnddum. 25, 26.
aucfibcefoUa, 31. incana. 36. puiiiila, 1(5.

aurc4, 31. injucunda, 12. pumila, Hort. .18,38.

auMera, 28. insititia. 7. pyramidalis, 27.

Avium, 27. inteyrifolia, 35. ranunculitiora, 28.

Bertini, 33. Italica, 7. reflixa, 18.

Besseyi. 16. Ifosakiira, 24. regalis, 27.

Biijarella, 27. ,Taponi<'a, ;W, 38. Jihexii. 28.

Brigantitwa, 1. Japonira. Hort., 8, rivularis, 15.

c^inellia'Hora, 42. 18. 24, 25. rosea, 24.

camel lia^folia. 33. Juliana, 27. rotnudifolia, 33.
campes^tris. 37. Kelloggii, 0. salii-ifolia, 27, 29, 30.

CapoUin, 29. la:'\ is, 42. Schipkaensis, 33.

Caproniana, 25, 28. Lannesiana, 25. semperrioreus, 23.

Capv'i. 29. latifolia. 33. serotina, 2!).

Carol 'niaua, 34. I.,auro<-erasns, 33. 8<'rratifi)Ua.25.
CarUutgena, 29. Lindlei/i, 39. serridata, 25.
cartilaginea. 29. Lusitan'ca. 32. Sibirica, 2.

Caucasit-a, 33. niacrocarpa, 41. .S.'feinVrt, Hort., 18.

oprasifera, 5. inacrophiiUn,2~i. SielM>ldi, 25.

Cerasus, 28. Mahaleh, 20. Simouii, 44.

Cereola, 7. maliforinis. 7. Sinensis, W.
ChanKfcerasns, 18. ni;iri*ima, 13. spinosa, 6.

Chicasa. 14. tnnrmoiata, 31. su' "ordata, 9.

<JochinchinensLs,37. microphylla, 33. subhiriella, 24.

Colchica, 33. Mineri, In. Syriaca, 7.

communis, 7, 41. mollis, 10. I'exana, 10.

coramutata. 31. .Mume, 4. tomentosa, 19.

cunoata. 16. Myrofxilnna. 5. triflora, 8.

Daraascena. 7. myrtifolia. 32. triloba, 39.

dasycarpa, 3. uana. :{0. .37 uriihellata, 12.

David iana. 43. neeturiup 42. Utahensis, 17.

De<'umana, 27. nicntiana folia, 27. variegata. 18, 28, 29.

demissa. .30. nijn'a, 10, rrgatn. 39.

divaru'ata, 5. o«"eident.'4lis, oS. Virgiuiana, 30.

domestica. 5, 7. aeconovj^a. 7. vulgar, s. 28. 42.
donarimn. 2o. cri^ntaU.s. 40. Wfftereti,2''>.

Duraoina, 27. orthosopala, 15. Watsom 14.

emargiuata, 2^, Padus, 31. Waylaud , 15.

Focke (Enjler & Prantl, Pflanzenfa'nilien) makes 7
subgenera ii Pr.nus, 5 of which may W admitted here:

A. Lrs. CO (iv'u/e in the bn'l (». e., rolled
up, Hiiou'i ,g well as the Ivs. begin 'o

etrtenje from the bud): ornry unually
furrc'-ed lengthwixe. There are ex-
fcptions in some of the American
iiatire plums (Nos. 10, 11, 14. 15) in
which tlie Ivs. are eonduplicale in
vernation: tliese species and their
allies are intermediate between the
true plum.s and the cherries

I. Pkunophora (Nos. 1-15)

A A. Lvs. folded or condnplieate (trough-
shaped, folded lengthwise along the

midrib) in the bud.
t. Fruit very juicy, glabrous or only

vry slightly hairy: stone .nmoolh

or rough ish.

c. Fla. in fascicles or ryme.t

il. CEKASrs (Nos. \iy--2S)

CO. Fl.t. in racemes HI. Pauis (Nos. 29-35)
BB. Fruit normally .'ioft-hairy {except iti

42 rar.): stone or pit often fur
rowed and pitted.

C. Flower-cup ( usually called calyx-
tube) *>tbular

IV. rHAM^.AMY<JI)ALlT (NoS. 3&-37)
CC. Flcwer - cup short and wide-

spreading V. Amyodalls (Nos. 38-44)

For horticultural purposes, these five main f^roups may-
be illustrated as follows:

1. Plums and aj. nco/.s I. Pkunophora
2. Common or f( irled cherries .\l. i^y:'iAnvfi

3. liaeemose chei . us 1 II. Padt s.

4. Dwarf almonds IV'. Cham.*:amv<t!>.\lu8
5. Almonds and peaches V. A.MY<;i)ALUS

SuBOENT.s I. Pruxophora. Apricots and Plums.

Fruit sulcate, glabrous and usually glaucous (except
in the apricots), the st<jne compressed and usually
longer than broad and smooth or nearly so: fls. solitary

or in umbel-like cymes, mostly appearing before the lvs.

or with them: lvs. mostly convolute in vernation, gen-
erally ovate or lance-ovate.

A. Apricots,— ^^« fls. solitary or in 3\t, before the lrs.

and the fr, velrety {at least until rijte}: stone
Hsu<illy sulcate on the margin: peduncle separat-
ing from the mature fruit.

1. Armenlaca, Linn. {Armen)aca vulgaris. Lam.).
Common Apricot. Figs. 113-117. Small round-topped
tree with reddish bark much like that of the peach tree:

lvs. ovate to round-ovate, sometimes slightly cordate at

the base, abru])tly short - pointed, glabrous (at least

above), ch)sely serrate, tiie stalks stout and gland-bear-
ing: lis. pinkish, solitary an<l sessile or very nearly so,

appearing from lateral buds of last year's growth
(sometimes on short year-old spurs) before the lvs.: fr.

variable, nearly smooth when ripe, short-stalked like a
peach, usually somewhat flattened, mostly yellow ami
overlaid more or less with red, the stone Hat and smooth,
ridged or sulcate on one edge. Said by Focke to be
native of Turkestan and Mongolia; by some regarded
as Chinese. It early reached Europe, where it was once
supposed to be native of Armenia, whence the name
Armeniaca. The Russian Apricot is a hardy race of
this species. See Apricot and Figs. 113-117 in Vol. I.

The smooth-fniited .\pricot, P. Brigantiaca, Vill., is

refirarded by Dippel as a form of this species, var.

Brigantiaca, Dipj). Shrub or small tree, with smaller
Ivs. and smaller smooth subacid fruit. Probably a cul-

tural variety. Run wild in southern France and Pied-
mont.

2. Sibirica, Linn. (P.
Armentiji'i, var. ISibir-

ica, K. Koch). Siber-
ian Apricot. Fig. 1977.

Bush or small tree: lvs.

ovate to narrow-ovate.
l«»ng pointed, strongly
and often incisely
toothed: fls. white or
pink, appearing early
in the season and usu-
ally in great profusion

:

fr. globular, rarely
more than }4 in. in
diam., yellow with a 1977. ' unus Sibirica (X /-a).

reddish cheek, scarcely
fleshy, practically inedible. !>lniigolia, Dahuria. L.B.C,
17:1G27.— Soil!.' planted as an ornamental bush.

3. dasyc4r| (P. Armen)aca, var. dasycarpa,
K.Koch). Pi. or Black Apricot. Small tree, of
the stature of ti common Apricot: Ivs. smaller and
narrower, mostly elliptic-ovate, finely and closely ser-

rate, thin, dull green, the stalks slender and nearly or
quite glandless: fls, large and long-stalked, showy: fr.

globular and plum-'iL"^ on a distinct stem, pubescent at

maturity, dark purple, the flesh soft and sourish; stone
fuzzy. Probably native to Manchuria. B.R. 15: 1243.

L.B.C. 13:1250. — Sometimes jtlauted. mostly as an orna-
mental tree, for the fruit has little value compared to

that of the common Apricot. H:irdy in the North. Has
every appearance of being a distinct species.

4. Milme, Sieb. & Zucc. Japanese Apricot. Fig. 1978.

Tree of the dimensions of the common Apricot, but the

bark greenish or gray and the foliage duller in color:

lvs. relatively small, narrow-ovate to nearly round-ovate,
long-pointed, finely and sharply serrate, more or less

scabrous, lighter colored beneath, the petioles mostly
gland-bearing: fls. sessile or nearly so, fragrant: fr.

mostly smaller than that of P. Armeniaca. yellow or

greenish, the dry flesh adhering to the pitted stone.

J. pan, where it is nnich grown for its flowers. Gn.
.'50:1061. R.H. 188." :5«;4. — Planted to some extent in the

South, particularly in the form known as Buntro or

Bongoume Apricot or ]»lum. but of minor value. When
top-worked on plum, it withstands the winters of cen-
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tral New York, but will not bear. The Apricot cult, as
Chinese or Shense is also of this species. Many double-
fld. form.s in Japan.

1978. Prunus Mume (X yi).

AA. Vuvyis, — the flu. mosthf in cymes, in most species
appearing with the Ivs. hi the North (before the

It's, in the Sotith), and the fr. smooth and glau-
cous : stone not pronnnently sufcate: peduncle
slender, remaining with the fruit.

B. Eur. -Asian Plums: Ivs. relatively broad, usually
prominentlif reticulated and more or less pubescent
{at least beneath), the young twigs mostly pu-
bescent.

C. Flower-stems glabrous.

5. cerasifera, Ehrh. {P. dom^stica, var. Myrobalan,
Linn. /*. Myrobalaun. L^^isel.). Mykobalax Plum.
Cherry Plum. Slender twiggy grower, often thorny,
the twites '.isnally soon becoming glabrous: Ivs. rather
small and thin, rather litiht frreen, beeomintr nearly or
quite glabrous, short-ovate and short-pointed, finely ser-

rate: ris. rather small, white or blush, slender-stalked:
fr. small (usually 1 in. or less in diam.), globular an<i

clierrj'-like, depressed about the stem, yellow or red,

the tiesh soft, juicy and sweet-flavored. Probably na-
tive to the Caucasus and southwestern Asia. B.M. 59:J-1.

On. :i3, p. 252. J.H. III. 28:2«7.-The Myrobalan Plum
is extensively used in tliis country as a sto<'k on which
to bud the domestica Plums, the seedlings being im-
ported in great quantities from Europe. It is a smaller
tree than P. domest ica ,\\it\\ much more slender growth,
smoother twigs and leaves, smaller and mostly earlier
flowers and smaller, softer fruit with a depression
about the stem. It tends to dwarf the domestica
Plums, but its influence in this direction is not suf-
ficient to discourage its use as a stock. Its advantages
as a stock are its cheapness, the ease with which all do-
mestica varieties "take" on it, and the readiness with
which it can be grown
in the nursery row. It is

not used to any extent
as stocks for other Plum s

than the d om e s t i c a s.

8{>ontaneous trees are
sometimes found about
ohl nursery grounds, and
it occasionally appears
in orchards when the top
of a Plum tree dies and
8|>routs arise from the
root. There are also a
few varieties propagated for the early juicy fruits, but
they are little known. It makes a good ornamental tree.
The Marianna. much used for stocks of many kinds of
Plums in the S. (and growing from cuttings), is per-
haps a hybrid of this species with P. hortulana or P.
angusfifolia. There are several cultivated forms of
P. cerasifera. one of the best being the plant known as
P. Planteriensis, Hort., with full double white and red fls.

1979.

Prunus spinosa

(X l^^.)

Ther" are also forms with yellow- and white-variegated
leave , and a weeping form (var. pendula). A form
with narrow wiMow-Iike Ivs. (var. acutifolia) is also
advertise*!. \ Torm with twi.sted or contorted foliage is

shown in H.Li. lH[)o, p. 201.

Var. atropurpurea, Dipp. {P. Pissdrdi, Hort. P. ce-

rasifera, var. Pissdrdi, B:iiley). A handsonie form with
purple Ivs. and da: k wine-red fruits. — Introduced into
France by Pissard, gardener to the 8hah of Persia, and
first fully described in Revue Horticole in I'Osl. It is a
cultural form of P. cerasifera. I* ''^ one of the best of
all small purple-leaver trees, holding m icL of its color
in the American summers. It .-.vems to be hardy wherc-
ever the common Plum v-ill stand. The best color is

secured on the strong growths: iher«'fore it is well to
head b.ick the tree frequentlv. R.H. 1881 ;190; 1884::{96.

(t.(Mil. 1:416. Gn. :{2:G13;'55, p. 314. J.H. III. 28:2ft7.

G.M. 31:190-1.

Var. divaric&ta (P. diraririlta, Ledeb. ). Branciiirg
from the base, the branclus wide-spreading and some
of them nearly or quite prostrate: Ivs. broader towards
the base: fr. not depressed about the stem, yellow.
Macedonia to N. Persia. B.M. iJ7)VJ.

6. spindsa, Linn. Blackthorn. Fie. 1970. Low and
spreading, making a very thick thorny top, the young
growths distinctly pubescent: Ivs. small, oblotig-obo-

vate or elliptic-ovute, very numerous on the branches,
nearly or quite obtuse, very finely and ch>sely serrate:
fls. white, small, borne singly or in pairs (or sometimes
in 3"s) and often on the thorns: fr. little larger than a
very large pea. very deep glaucous-blue, usually per-

sisting until winter, scarcely edible. Mi«ld!e and south-
ern Europe and N. Africa to N. Persia and Siberia.
— Sometimes planted in this country, chiefly in the
double-fld. form (Gn. ,")9, p. 7<n. It is an excellent bush
or small tree for protecting the borders and corners of
drives and walks. The short, stiff, thorny branches
make a good barrier. Perfectly hardy where the Plum
can be grown. It is not impossible that this species is

the original of the domestica Plum. The little fruits are
usually astringent, but there is a sweet-fruited form.

cc. Flower-stems usually more or less hairy.

7. domestica, Linn. (P. communis, Huds.). Common
Garden Plum. Figs. 1851-55. Plate XXX. .Strong-

growing small tree with pubescent twigs: Ivs. large and
thick, dull green, much reticulated, pubescent beneath,
ovate or obovate. coarsely and irreguhvrly serrate: fls.

white, large, usually in dusters: fr. various, but firm
in texture and usually not depressed about the stem;
stone large, slightly rough or pitted. — Native country
UJiknown, and very likely derived from P. spinosa. If
it exists in a truly wild state, it is to be sought in the
Caucasus and truas-Caucasus regions. It is run wild in
many parts of the world. Focke says that P. domestica
is unknown in an originally wild state, and that the
typical form of the species is the prune (Zwetsche), P.
oeconomica, Borkh. There are various forms of P. do-

mestica grown for ornament,
as double-flowered, yellow-
leaved and variegated -Ivd.

As a fruit plant it is widely
variable. It is the parent
species of the old-time or
common Plums, as distin-
guished from the Japanese
and native Plums. The syn-
onymy of the main varietal
groups is shown by Waugh,

Bot. Gaz. 20, pp. 417-427 (Dec, 1898), and 27, pp. 478-481.

Var. Damasc^na, Linn. ( P. insititia, Linn. P. Itnlira,
Borkh.). Damson. Fig. 185t». A form with small foli-

age and small tirm fruits liorne mostly in clusters.—
Damson is a general name for small-fruited and small-
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leaved forms of the Plum. When the Plum runs wild
it usually reverts to this form. Some of the Damsons
(as the French, Shropshire, Farleij^h) are commercial
orchard varieties, being used for culinary purposes.
There is much difference of opinion as to the systematic
position of the P'um designated by Linnaeus as P. in-

sititia, but it is clear that it is intermediate between
P. domestica and P. spinosa. It is probably one stage
in the reversion of the Plum towards P. xpinosa. It

seems to be indistinguishable from var. Damascena,
when this variety is taken in its large sense.
Other forms of Plums have received Latin class-

names, as var. xnalilbrmis, Linn. (P. ISyriaca, Dipp.),
including the Mirabelle (a small-leaved form with
small yellow fruit, not unlike the Damsons) and others;
var. Cerdola, Linn., the (ireen Gages or Reine Claudes;
var. Galat^nsis, Auth., the Prunes.

BB. Oriental Plums: Ivs. relatively longer {mostly
oblong-obovale), not roughened or pubescent, often
shining, the young twigs glabrous or nearly so.

8. trifidra, Roxbg. (P. Jap^nica, Hort., not Thunb.
P. Hdttan, Ta.m&ri). Japanese Plum. Fig. 1980. Plate
XXX. Strong-growing small tree, with smooth often
shining reddish or cinnamon-brown twigs: K*s. mostly
oblong -obovate, abniptly but prominentlj* pointed,
closely obtuse-serrate, the veins looping near the mar-
gin, bright often shining green above and dull beneath:
ris. few from each bud (most commonly about .'{), showy,
white or very nearly so, slender-stalked: fr. various,
mostly large and tirm, yellow or light red (never blue-
purple) with pronounced suture and tending to be
pointed at the apex. R.H. 1895:1(50.—Probably Chinese,
but introduced into this country from Japan (in 1870),
and now widely distributed and much grown for its fruit.

The Japanese Plum is hardy, in some of its varieties,

as far north as Ottawa. It is prized because of its

great productiveness, long-keeping qualities and beauty
of its fruit, and its relative immunity from black-knot.
As a class, the fruit is of lower quality than the
domestica Plums. The season of the Japanese Plums

begins considerably in advance of the domesticas and
holds nearly as late. The greater number of the varie-
ties are clingstones, but there are some freestones
among them. A race of hybrids with P. hortulana and
P. angustifolia is now appearing.

1980. Prunus triflora— Japanese Plum.

From specimens in the herbarium at the Royal (hardens, K-iw.

1981. Prunus Americana, as it

errows wild in New York (X 1-5).

See Xo. 10.

BBB. American or native Plums: Ivs. relatively narrow
and smooth and the young growth glai^ous (P.
stibcordata and P. Americana partial t rcep-

tions), the fruit comparatively small and in
shades of yellow and red, never deep llue-

purple.

c. Lvs. mostly broad and thick, pubescent or rough inh

btnenth. very sharply serrate or even jagged : fr.

thick-skinned.

9. subcord^ta, Benth. Small tree or bush, usually
only a few feet high: lvs. round-ovate, obtuse, broad or
subcordate at base, either sharply or obtusely serrate,

thick, soft-pubescent beneath: lis. white fading to rose,

lass than 1 in. across, in clusters of 4 or less an<i appear-
ing before the leaves: fr. globular or short-ol)long, usu-
ally dark red, in the largest wild forms somewhat over
1 in. in diam., the flesh subacid and dinging to the flat

smooth stone. Hitfh lands and mountains. N. Calif, and
Oregon. S.S. 4:154.— The fruit is gathered for do>ues-
tic uses, and the tree is sometimes planted abou' settle-

ments. It varies much, and the greater part of the
trees do not produce agreeable fruit. In many cases it

is only a tree-like bush. The bark is blackish, and is

sometimes pubescent on young shoots.

Var. K^Ilog^, Lemmon. Sisson Plum. Taller and
more slender: bark ash-gray: lvs. not cordate, orbicu-

lar or elliptical, nearly glabrous : fr. larger ( 1 in. or more
long), ovate, yellow or red, the flesh soft and palatable.

Northern California. Much recommended by Mr. Sisson,
near Mt. Shasta, whose name it bears. This Plum is

now planted in many places in California. It is superior
to P. suhcordata itself. The tree rarely exceeds 15 ft.

in height and 4-6 in. in diameter of trunk.

10. Americina,Marsh.(P.3Vj-«>na,Scheele). Fig.l9S1.
Plate XXX. Small, twiggj', spreading, usually thorny
t'*ee with gray branches or gray-brown twigs : lvs. obo-

vate, oblong-obovate or sometimes oblong-ovate, acxnni-

nate, thickish, the margins mostly sharp-serrate or some-
times almost incised, not glossy, strongly reticulated

beneath and pubescent on the veins: fls. large, white,

slender-stalked, the calyx-lobes entire and pubescent on
the inside, appearing in small clusters in advance of

the lvs.: fr. various, but mostly small and hard, the

skin tough and jjlaucous and not shining, yellow and
variously overlaid with red; stone turgid. Woods and
copses. New York to Colorado and Texas. It sometimes
reaches a height of 15-20 ft. S.S. 4:150.— In the East,

the fruits are usually austere, and often fit for eating;
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but in the West edible-fniited forms are found in abun-
dance. It is the most prolific source of cultivated native
Plums for the cold North.

Var. nigra, Waugh ( P. nigra , Alton ) . Canada Pi.vm.

Fig. 1982. Lvs. mostly broader, the petioles bearing 2
glands near the top: fls. larger, on slender dark red
pedicels, the calyx-lobos glandular-serrate and
glabrous on the inside: fr. mostly somewhat
oblong and orange-red, the stone large and much
compressed. Newfoundland to Assiniboia, and
in New England, and probably descending into
the northern Mississippi valley. S.S. 4:149.—
A more showy tree than P. Americana, bloom-
ing earlier, and in its extreme forms appearing
to be very distinct, but there are all grades of
intermediate forms. It has given rise to some
of the best fruit-bearing varieties, such as the Chv^ney.

Var. mdllis, Torrey & Gray. Lvs. and shoots ;.oft-

pubescent or sometimes almost tomentose. lowj, to
Texas. — To this form belong the Wolf and Van Buren
Plums. There is also a double -tld. variety.

cc. Lvs. mostly as narrow as Innceolate-omtt;, or else

small and shortish, thin or thinni»h [except P. mart-
titna), finely and usually evenly serrate, becoming
glabrous or nearly so {except in forms of P. umbellata
and P. maritima ) beneath at maturity: fr. mostly
thick-skinned.

11. Allegheni^nsis, Porter. Allegheny Plum. Fig,
1983. Tree 12-15 ft., or oftener a straggling bush, usu-
ally not thorny, the young growth reddish and glabrous:
lvs. lance-ovate to elliptic-obovate, prominently acumi-
nate, sharply flne-serrate, pubescent on the veins be-
neath but becoming glabrous with age : tls. small

( % in.

across), white, in clusters of 2-5, appearing with the
lvs., the calyx minutely pubescent, the petals round-
obovate: fr. globular, % in. or less in diam., dark
purple with a heavy bloom, acid in flavor and often aus-
tere. Mts. of Pa. S.S. 4:15.3. G.F. 3:429, from which
Fig. 1983 is reduced.— In a very limited way the speciea
has come into botanic gardens and collections. As an
ornamental subject it has merit, for it bears profusely
of flowers and fruit. The Plums, or "sloes," are collected
from the wild for the making of pies and preserves.

12. umbellAta, Ell. Black Sloe of the South. Hoa
Pn'M (this name is also applied to forms of P. Ameri-
cana and P. gracilis ) . Twiggy small tree ( 10-20 ft. ) , with
very slender glabrous branchfets: lvs. small (2 in. or less
long), light green and rather thin, oblong, oblong-
ovate, oblong obovate, or sometimes broadly elliptic-

ovate, obtuse or nearly so, closely serrulate, sometimes
very closely pubescent beneath even at maturity: fls.

small to medium in size, in few-flowered umbels, appear-
ing with or just before the lvs.: fr. small, globular,
slender-stalked, from pure yellow to orange-yellow and
red-blotched, thinly glaucous, the flesh usually sour

1983. Prunus Allegheniensis {X%).

and bitter and free from the stone. Near the coast
from S. Car. to Tex. S.S. 4:155. — Not introduced as a
fruit-plant, but sometimes planted for the profusion of
its white flowers. The fruit is not unlike a Cherry in

shape. The foliage suggests P. cerasifera. A species
recently describe<l, P. injttcanda, Small, from Stone
Mountain, Ga., and not in the trade, is distinguished

from P. umbellata by its "more
rigid habit and the foliage, in-

cluding the branchlets, is vel-

vety-tomentose. In place of the
subglobose drupeof i*. umbella-
ta, we find an oblong fruit of an
extremely bitter taste. The stone
is correspondingly lengthened."

1982. Prunus Americana, var. nigra (X hi).
^<//

13. maritima, Wangh. Beach Plum. Fig. 1984. De-
cumbent straggling more or less thorny bush with rough
and warty branches and slightly pubescent young
growth: lvs. oval or obovate-oval. short-acute or nearly
obtuse, clostly serrate, dull green, often somewhat
pubescent beneath: fls. small, slender-stalked, in few-
flowered umbels preceding the lvs.: fr. about % in. in

diam., depresscd-globn'ar (somewhat flattened at t'.a

ends), with a slight cavity about the stem, mostly deep
dull purple wht-n ripe and covered with a heavy bloom,
the flesh brittle and mostly sweet and juicy and free

from the small, turgid, cherry-like stone (which is

pointed at both ends), the skin thick, tough and more
or less acrid. Sands of the seashore. New Brunswick to

Virginia; also at the head of Lake Michigan. Gng. 4:257
(bush in bloom).—The main stems are decumbent, and
strong shoots stand upright to a height of 2-6 ft., or some-
times tfven 10-12 ft. P. maritima is a handsome plant in

cultivation because of the great profusion of its early
spring bloom, and the fruits, when produced, are also

ornamental. As a fruit plant it is known in the variety
Bassett American, which, however, has never become
popular because of its small size. The species is very
variable, and no doubt several botanical varieties could
be distinguished. Yellow-fruited forms are known.

Species related to P. maritima, but not in the trade,

are P. Gravesii, Small, Connecticut, with orbicular very
obtuse and often apiculate lvs. and stone pointed only at

base. P. gracilis, Engelm. & Gray, Tenn. to Kans. and
Tex., a shrub not more than 4 or 5 ft. tall, soft-pubescent,
with small, oval-lanceolate lvs, and very small nearly

l«fe'
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glol)o.se fr. ; P. glanduldsa, Torr. & Gray, Te^., a low
bush with v»Ty frooki'ti ami pibesct'iit branches, very
small, oval-obtuse Ivs.. uiid a .small velvety fruit.

CCC. LfS. monthj narrow and peaeh-Uke, firm and
morf or less shhiimj, glabrous, the youiiij

ijroH'tfis not pubescent : fr. thin-skinpied.

14. anguBtifdlia, Marsh. {P. ChicAsa, Mi«*haux f).

CHU'KASAW I'l.lM. MoiXTAIX I'llKKKV. Fitf. VJH'i.

Plate XXX. Small, bushy - topped twijrj^y tree, with
slender zijurzaj; reddish brittiehes: Ivs. Iniieeolate or ob-

h>n!;-lance«>late uiul etMiduplifiit*' ( trou^rhlike), shiiiiiijr,

finely un«l el»)sely serrati-: fr. small and early, cherry-

like, slender-stemmed, red or yellow an«l yellow-dotted,
shining, thinly irlaufoiis. the tlesh soft and juicy and
clin^ini; t<» the small, romrh stone. Del., south and
west, bein^ uluuKlant in the sandy thickets. S.IS.

4:1."»2. — This species has driven rise to several worthy
pomolojiTit'til varieties as Newman an«l Lone JStar. It is

not hardy in New York. It sometimes reaches a hei>;ht

of 20-2:* 'ft., but it is often a small, bushy tree. It i>

supposetl that .Michaux had this {)lant in miiul when he
made the name /*. Cfiicasa. The specimens in his her-
barium (in Paris) are P. horttt/ana, however: but they
ar«> markeil with an interroiration point, as if he were
not sure of them, and they may not represent his idea
of the species.

Vnr, Wdtsoni. Waucrh iP. W,rfsn,n, Sartr.). Sanm>
I'LiM. Fiir. VJSi'i. Bush. ;{-«• ft. hi!<:h. with more zigzaj;

twigs thau in P. angusiifolia, more spiny, the Ivs. and

1984.

Prunus maritima.

»x ^4.)

See No. 13.

fls. smaller, the fr. with thicker skin. Dry regions of
Nebraska, Kansas and Oklahoma, and i>lanted by the
settlers, who prize it for its fruit. G.F. 7:135.

1.'). hortul&na, Bailey. Wii.o Goose Pr.fm. Fisr. 1987.

Mostly taller tree than P. anijHstifolia, with straijfhter

twitfs,' not thorny : Ivs. plane or tiat, closely and ob-
tusely-srlandular serrate: fr. jrlobular, glossy and thinly
glaucous. lemon yellow to red, juicy, the thin tiesii

cliniriui? to the small rough stone. 8. S. 4:ir)l. —

A

group of hybrids of P. Americana antl P. amjitsti-

folia, but occurriTig in the wild from Maryland and
Virginia to Texas. In orchanls it is represented by
many varieties, of which the Wild Goose is the best
known. One brjiiK'h of the species-group, var. Mlneri,
Bailey, is near to P. Americana, and represents the
northward extension of the group: it is known by its

thicker and duller Ivs. which are very veiny below and
coarsely toothed and sonu^what obovate in outline, and
by a late Arm fruit. To this form belong the Miner,
Langsdon. (Minton. Forest Rose. Another branch of the

hortulana gnmp, var. W&ylandi (Fig. 1988), is char-
acterized by strong growth, straight dark-colored twigs,
broad, heavy, coarsely toothed shining Ivs. with 2-6
glands on the p«'tioles. late blossoming, and thin-skinned
fr. of good flavor. This form is common in the middle
South and Texas. It is represented in cultivation by
many excellent varieties, hs Wayland, (toldt>n lieauty,

Mureman, lieed, Gartield, Cumberland and others. This

1985. Leaf of Prunus aueustifolia. Natural size.

is apparently the " Prunus spec. Texas" d«'scribed and
Hgured by Dippt-I in Laubholzkunde, .'{. p. (»2«». Wangh
has suggested that 7*. rirnlaris, S«'heele, is this Way-
land type of Plums. Two sheets of Lindheimer's speci-

mens, duplicates of tho.se <»n which Scheeh* founded
the species, are in the <iray Herbarium. They repre-

sent a small, crabbed-growing bush with snnill con-

duplieate Ivs. that are hairy beneath, and very small
slemler-stalked tis. just pn-ceding tln' Ivs. It is very
doubtful if they can be held to represent the Wayland
Plums. They are rather to be cimipareil with P. ortho-

sepit lit, KoehiU'.
Prunus orthosepula, Koehne. from southern Texas

((». F. 7, p. IM, Fig. :>4) is, according to Sargent, "rather
closely related to Prnnns hortalana, from which it cati

be distinguished by the smaller numb«>r of glands on
the petioles, by the eglamlular calyx-lobes, the dark-
colored fruit and smoother stone." It is a twiggy shriilt

growing 4 or ~i ft. high. Lvs. oblong-ovate, a<'uminate,

coarsely serrate, shining above, pilose beneath: tU.

white or tinged pink, appearing witli the opening of tlie

leaf-buds: fr. globose. 1 in. in diam..dark blue orneariy
black, glaucous, the flesh yellow ami of good (juality.

This plant must be further studied before its lK>tani<'!d

position can be determined. Possibly it is a geographi-
cal form of the San<l Plum or the Hortulana group, al-

though the hairiness of the lvs. beneath distinguish it.

Not in the trade.

SrBGExrs II. Cekasus. Cherries.

Fruit globular or oblong, not sulcate. glabrous and
usually not glaucous, the stone turgid (usually nearly

globular), and rarely conspicuously hmger than liread

and smooth: tls. in umbel-like fascicles (mostly solitary

in P. tomenfosa), mostly
with or inmiediately pre-
ceding the leaves.

A. Plant dicarf, usnalJi)

onlif a bush, irilh

no central trunk.

Ifi. ptimila, Linn. Sant>
C H F, K K V. D \V A K F
Chkkky. Fig. 1989. De-
cumbent at the base when
old.but the young growth
strictly erect and often
reaching.5-8 ft. in height,
the slen<ler. twiggy
growth reddish and gla-

brous: lvs. narrowly ob-
lanceolate. acumiiu^te.
short-pointed or nearly
o))tuse, the margins
above very closely ser-

rate, dull green above
and whitish green be-
neath: tls. small, in 2-.5-

Hd. mnbels, the pedicels
slender: fr. nearly glob- 1^6. Prunus angustifolia. var.

ular. purple - black, on Watsoni.—TheSandPlum(X5^).
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sleinler stems. On san<ly ftiul

inland shores from Maine t«

District of ('olunil>i» ami \V

pejf. — Tlie fruit is small and us
scarcely edible, the tlesh

astringent. The species is

nion on dunes of the (treat Lak
It is in cult, as an ornamental {

for which it is worthy, although it

is much attacked hy the twijj blight
(caused by the fungus Munilia).

Var. cuneita [P. runeittn, Raf.). Fig. 19JK). More
erect from the base: Ivs. thin. ovi«l, short-obovate or
spatulate, strongly toothe«l: tls. larger. Bogs and cool
woo<ls in the northern states. Not in the tra<ie, so far
as known.

Var. B68seyi, Waugh {P. /;»f.«{.«{^vi, Bailey). Western
Sand ('HKKr.Y. Figs. 1;>'.M, li>l»2. Known from /*. />n mi «7a

by its more prostrate hal<it. Ivs. spreading (more erect
in P. pumifa), broad and thick, usually elliptic, elliptic-

oval, or elliptic-lanceolate: stipules on strong shoots,
large and green, serrate: fr. nearly or <iuite twice
larger, «»n short stalks, usually sweet or at least edible.
— This is the Sand Cherry of the Plains and the West,
ranging from Kansa< to Manitolta and west to I'tah ami
C!olorado. The original of the Improved Rocky Moun-
tain Cherry, a plant grown for its large sweet fruit. In
its extreme form this plant looks tf> be <listinct. but it

seems to intergrade imperceptibly into P. pumila.

17. Utahfinsis, Dieck. Ftah Hvbkid Cherry. Ap-
parently a hybrid of P. Watsoni and P. pumila, var.

Jh'ssfifi. A small, tree-like bush: Ivs. lance-elliptic to
oblontr-ovate. short-pointed or nearly blunt, finely ser-

rate, slightly conduplicate, glos^•y above and much re-

ticulated beneath : fr. cherry-iike, somewhat larger
than that of Besseifi (abtmt % or % in. in diam.), of
deep mahogany color, with a thin plum-like bloom, a
thin tlesh and a relatively large cherry-like stone. — Ap-
pears to have been raised about 40 years ago from seed
of P. pnniila, vai. lifsseyi (P. \Vatsoni
grew near) by J. E. J«)hnson, in Nebraska.
Mr. Johnson subsequently moved to Utah,
whence the fruit was distributed. It has
little value as a fruit plant, but it is an at-

tractive ornamental subject, both in flower
and fruit.

18. fruticdsa. Pall. (P. Chamwc^rasus.
.Tacq. P. pumiUt, Hort. (\'rit.sus Sif)irifn,

Hort. ). DwarkChkukv. or (iRorNDCHEKKV
of Kurope. Spreatling bush. 2-4 ft. high,
with slender glabnms branchlets: Ivs. vary-
ing from obovate to «»blanceolate and lance-

olate, the apex acuminate or sonutimes al-

most obtuse, closely sernilate, thickish,
shining above, the petiole short: tls. white,
in nearly or quite sessile umbels: fr. small,
globular, purple-red. very s<nir. Hitrhlands and mts. ot

Germany, Austria-Hungary au«l southern Russia.

Var. p6ndula, ITort. { Pru h n s , ami Ct-f-nstts. Juponira
pendnlit, Hort.), is a most ornamental form with droop-
ing branches excellent for top - working on standard
stocks (Fig. lyO.'l). This is sometimes confounded with
jP. semperflorens, but is distinguished at once by its

nua hortulana.

See No. !.">.

foliage, its early blooming, its Ms. in clusters, and its

dwarf habit. This is the form of P. fruficoxa that is

chietly known in this country. A similar pen«lulous
form, but with larger and more crenate-serrate Ivs., is

known as P. nfltxa. Hort.; perhaps a hybrid of P.
fniticosa and P. .'<fmpfrfh>n'»s. Var. varieg4ta, Hort.,
has Ivs. marked with yellowish white.

AA. Plant a tree or tree-like.

B. Trees grown onltf for ornament or for storks {not
pomoloyicul .tpecieg).

C. Flower-clusters simple, sessile or very nearly so.

l>. Lvs. tomentose beneath.

19. tomentdsa, Thunb. Small tree, or sometimes a
tree-like btish, the young growths pubescent-tomen-
tose: branches clo.se-joiute<l, causing the Ivs. and Hs. to
be numerous: Ivs. broad-oval to short-obovate, short-
stalked, abruptly contracte<l into a short i>oint. the
margins incisely and sometimes imeqinilly serrate, dull
and rugose above, densely pubescent -tomentose be-
neath: tls. small, sessile, tisually 1 or 2 at a joint, pink-
ish, appearing just before the Ivs.: fr. light red, globu-
lar, the siz«' of a very small cherry, sessile or very
short-stalked, sparsely hairy, said to be eateu in Japan
but too small to be of much im])ortance for food. N.
China and Mancliuria. A.O. 12:77. G.F. 5:.^81.—

A

very worthy hardy small tree, making a very dense top,
and quite unlike most other (^berries in appearance.

1988. Prunus hortulana. var. Waylandi (X ^'4).

vxy. Lrs. tjlaltrous or nearly so.

E. Shape of Irs. rrmrnfiah. — urarfy as trrnad as lontj:

ft. -clusters on the e}nls of the branchlets.

20. Mahileb, Linn. Mahaleb Cherry. St. LrriE
Chkkkv. Small, slender tree with hard glaltrous branch-
lets: Ivs. light green, round-ovate to orbicular, abruptly

very short-pointed, often subcordate at base, the mar
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1989. Prunus pumila-Sand Cherry (X^u)- No. 16.

gin» closely callous-serrate: fls. small, fraerrant, white,
in small terminal 'umbels in May and June (in New-
York ), appearing when the tree is in nearly full leaf: fr.

very small, dark red. not edible. Middle and southern
Europe and the Caucasus. — Extensively imported for
cherry-tree stocks, and sometimes run wild.

EE. Shape of Ivs. distitictln longer than broad: fl.-elUK-

ters mostly lateral.

F. Native Bird Cherries, bearing venj small white fls.

and a profusion of very small red fruits.

21. Pennsylv^nica, Linn. Common Wild Bird or Pin
Chkkkv. Fiif?. 1994. Shallow-rooted tree with slender
red - barked branches,
25-40 ft. high and some-
times \% ft. in diam. of
trunk: Ivs. oblong-lan-
ceolate - acuminate,
light green and ratlier

thin, closely sharp-ser-
rate: tls. small, white,
slender - stalked, ap-
pearing with the Ivs.,

in 2's or 3's: fr. the
size of a pea, light
cherry -red, the flesh
thin and snur and
somewhat puckery:
stone oblong. Sandy
and rocky lands, New-
f«»undland to British
Columbia, and south iu
the mountains to Colo-
rado and N. Carolina.
S.S. 4:156. — Where the tree grows naturally, it often
sprouts inveterately and becomes a nuisance. When
bruised, tin- wood has a strong peach-like odor. It is

an interesting ornamental tree, however. In poor soils,

it is often ]it:le more than a bush. On large trunks
the bark tends to peel in transverse strips.

22. emargrin&ta, Walp. Sometimes 40 ft. high : Ivs.

oblong-ovate or oblanceolate, mostly obtuse, closely
serrate, often somewhat pubescent beneath : fls. tinged
green, appearing with the Ivs. in G-12 ft. glabrous or
pubescent corymbs: fr. larger than that of P. Pennsyl-
vanica, almost black when ripe, the flesh thin and bit-

ter: stone ovoid. High lands from Montana to British
Columbia and California. S.S. 4:157. — Sometimes of-
fered as an ornamental tree.

TF. Exotic Cherries, bearing showy white or pink fls. in
rather profuse clusters, the fruits larger (when
produced).

23. semperfldrens, Ehrh. E\t:rblooming Cfterrv.
Ai.t.-Saints' Chekry. Fisz. 1995. Small tree or a bush,
\i-;ually top-worked on other stock, with a straggling or
drooping habit, the slender twigs gIal)rous: Ivs. oval to
oblong -obovate, short-pointed (or acuminate on the
strong shoots), irregularly dentate, rather hard and
firm in texture: fls. white, on long, axillary and terminal
peduncles from Miiy till September: fr. like a small
pie Cherry, but mostly longer-stalked and smaller, dark
red.— Proba])ly a cultivated offshoot of the pie or Mo-
rello Cherry, P. Cerasus. By some its parent species
is thought to be distinct from P. Cerasus, and is sepa-
rated as P. acida, Koch. See No. 28. R.H. 1877 :.50. Gn.
50, p. ;iKJ. Its habit of blooming all summer makes it a

1990. Prunus pumila, var. cuneata.

(X hi.) No. IC.

Var. asc^ndens, Makino. is an up-
7.508. M.D.li. iyoO::{iy, :{20.-()neof

desirable ornamental subject. The leave.s resemble
those of P. Cerasus, except that they are smaller.
Known in France as Cerisier de la Touissaint ("All
Saints' Cherry"). There is a form with yellow-varie-
gated Ivs.

24. p^ndula, Maxim. (/*. suhhirtella, Miq., in part.
Cerasus pt'ndula, Sieb. C. Itnsakitra, Sieb. C. Jap6nica
and var. rosea, Hort. ). Rose-bi'd Chekry. Japanese
Weeping Rose-flowered Cherkv. Fig. 1996. Small
tree, with drooping crooked bran<'hes: Ivs. ovate t<t oh
long-ovate, acuminate,very sharp-serrate, usually pubes-
cent beneath (at least on the strong shoots) : tts.jj^-i in.

across, on long minutely pubescent stalks, in small
clusters from lateral buds b«-f(»re the Ivs. appear, rose-
pink, the petals notched at the tiji, the calyx-tube iun-
nelform and red : fr. very small, globular, black-red,
somewhat astringent. Japan. R.H. 1876, p. :{28. «in.

.50:1095. (}.F. 1:198; 2:487 (old tree). Gng. 2:269.

M.D.G. 1890::<20-1.

right form. B.M.
the handsomest of early-flowering trees, producing its

chaste pink flowers in profusi<m. Usually top-worked
on P. Avium. Hardy in central New York. Mi^juel's
name, subhirtella, is older than Maximowicz's pendula,
but Miquel confused two species, and it seems to be de-
sirable to drop the name.

CC. Flower-clusters from lateral winter-buds, pedxin-

cled and hearing 2-') fls., with prominent ser-

rate bracts at the forks.

25. Psetldo- Cerasus, Lindl. (P. Puddum, Miq., not

Roxbg. ). Japanese Flowerino Cherry. Figs. 1997,

1998. Strong-growing tree, like a Sweet Cherry: Ivs.

ovate to oblong-ovate, long -acuminate, glabrous or

nearly so, the margin deeply sharp-serrate or toothed,

the .stipules usually large and serrate on the young
growths: fls. large, pink or blush, appearing with the

first Ivs. or slightly in advance of them, on glabrous or

hairy pedicels, the peduncle branching: fr. spherical,

smail, verv dark red, subacid, somewhat astringent.

China, Japan. Manchuria. G.C. III. 7:609; 19:467,517.

Gn. .50, p. 318; 56:1244 and pp. 5, 8. J.H. III. 34:139.

G.F. 10:463. A.G. 12:402-3. -The botanical status of

the trees cultivated under this name is not well under-
stood. It is by no means certain that all of these plants

belong to P. Pseudo-Cerasus as

described by Lindley. Our knowl-
edge of the group is yet too im-
perfect to warrant a thorough
revision.
Var. hort6nsis, Maxim. (Cera-

sus serratifdlia. Lindl. C. serru-

l<)ta, Hort. C. Lai nesidna, Carr.

P. donHrium, Sieb. ). This is the
famous ornamental Cherry of

Japan, where it is cultivated in

many forms, some of them being
full double. It differs from the
type in having somewhat nar-
rower Ivs., with smaller serra-

tures and large fls. It is now fre-

quently planted in this country,
particularly the double-fld. forms,
but it is not quite as hardy as the

1991. Western Sand Cherry—Prunus
pumila, var. Bessesri (X J4). No. 16.

1992. Prunus pumila. var.

BeaseyiiX/i).
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Sweet Cherry (PrMii«« ^fium). Fls.

white or blush, showy. R.H. 187:1 ::{51

(aa Ceramig Lannegiana) ; lH7u: :i90

(erroneously asCt/u/mna var.); 1H77:

390. F.S. 21:2238-9 (us Cenmus Ca-
proniana var.). Gn. 52, p. 408.

Var. Si^boldi, Maxim. {CiroHus Sie-
boldi, C'arr. C. Japonica, Hurt, of
some. C. W'dtereri, Hurt. P. jmnicu-
l(ita, Hort., not Thunh.). Differs in

having young Ivs. pubescent, and the
shoots pubescent even until fall, th«
IvM. relatively short and broad. Not
uncommon in cult. B.K. 10:800. R.H.
1800:371.

26. Piiddum, Roxbg. A Himalayan
represfututive of P. P.tendo-C'era><ui<,

described by Hooker as a large tree
of brilliant appearance in flower, gla-

brous except the pul)erulous young
shoots, the rose-red or white flowers
solitary, fascicled or umbelled, the
calyx-tube narrowly campanulate and
the petals obovate or linear -oblong:
Ivs. ovate-lanceolate or oblong-lanceo-
late, caudate-acuminate, sharply ser-

rate, glabrous, 3-r)-in. long, the petiole
with 2-4 glands: fr. oblong or ellipsoid,

obtuse at both ends, with scanty yel-

low or reddish acid flesh: stone bony
an<l furrowed. Temperate Himalava,
3,000-8,000 ft. -The name is catalogued
in Southern Calif., with the statement
that the tree "blossoms in November
and ripens its fruit in April." Hooker
(Fl. Brit. India) places it with species
having "flowers appearing before the
leaves."

BB. Trees grown for fruit (pomologi-
cal speviex), but known also in
ornamental forms.

27. Avium, Linn. Sweet Cherry.
Mazzakd. Figs. 420, 428, 431. 1999.

Tall, robust tree with red-brown bark,
the young trees with a strong central
leader and pyramidal growth, the old
seedling trees sometimes becoming 2
ft. and more in dianieter (see Fig. 428,
Vol. I) : Ivs. generally oblong-ovate ami
gradually taper-pointed, dull and soft

in color and texture, hanging as if limp
on the young growths: fls. in dense
clusters on lateral spurs and appearing
with the hairy strongly con<iuplicate
young Ivs., the scales of the fl.-buds

large and persistent for a time: fr.

globular, depressed-globular or heart-
like, mosth' sweet, yellow or red.
Europe and Western Asia. —The par-
ent species of the many Sweet Cher-
ries (and also of the Maj* Duke class),
and now run wild in many parts of the East. The run-
wild and common seedling forms, with small fruits, are
known under the general name of Mazzard Cherries.
Mazzard stocks, mostly imported, are used as stocks for
Cherries, although Mabaleb is more popular with prop-
agators because (like the Myrobalan Plum) it is easier
and cheaper to grow, runs more tmifonn and is capable
of being budded through a long season. There are
many ornamental fonns of the P. Avium, as: var.
pyramid&lis, Hort.. tree making a pyramidal crown : var.
p^ndula, Hort., with drooping branches; var. variegata,
Hort., with yellow and dull white markings on the
foliage; also various cut-leaved and double-fld. forms.
To this species are to be referre«l such garden names
as P. angustifolia, asplenifolia, heterophylla, solid-
folia.

Var. Juliana, Hort. {C^rasus Julidna, DC). Heart
or Gean Cherries. Fruit heart-shaped, with soft flesh,

as in the varieties Governor Wood, Black Tartarian,
Black Eagle. These are the Guigniers and Ifeaumiers

•'!)';'mm
i:V,:tel|!illi;;i:':;5l,l 1 Jill \fej^*

1993. 'Weeping dwarf cherry of Europe, grafted on Morello stock.

One of the best of the small ornamental species, and known under several names
in nurseries.

—

Pruntts frtdicosa, var. pendula. See No. 18.

of the French. A weeping form is knowTi as P. Juliana,
var. pendula.

Var. reg&lis, Bailey ( C. regdlis, Poit. & Turp.). Duke
Cherries. Differ from the Heart Cherries in having an
acid flesh (and forthat reason often erroneously referred
to P. Cerasus ) . May Duke is the leading representative.

Var. Doracina, Hort.(C Puranna, DC. C. Bigar^lla,
Roem.). BuiARREAU Cherries. Distinguished by the
firm breaking flesh of the fruit, which is mostly of light

color. Here belong the Windsor, Yellow Spanish, Na-
poleon.

Var. Decum&na, Dipp. {C. Decumdna, Delaun. P.
niacrophyUa, Poir. P. nirotiamf folia, Thomps.). Lvs.
very large (sometimes nearly 1 ft. long), somewhat
heart-shaped. Grown for ornament.

28. C6rastl8, Linn. {Cerasus vulgdris. Mill. C. Capron-
idua, DC. P. drida, Gfertn.. not K. Koch. P. austera,
Ehrh.) SorR. Pie, or Morello Cherry. Figs. 427, 429,

430. Rather low, round-headed tree with gray bark and

^^^^^tt^HM
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no central lewler (compare Figs. 420 and 427, NTol. I):

Ivs. ovate-olwvate or short-ovate, abruptly i»h<»rt-pointtMl,

stiff and parcliment-like and more or less gloswy alK)ve,

light or gray-green: tin. in small clusterH from lateral

buds mostly in a<lvance of the Ivs., the scales of the
d.-buds small: fr. roundish or depressed-globular, red,

soft-rteshed, acid: stone giol>ular. Native to Asia Mi-
nor and perhaps to southeastern Europe.— P. CerastiH

is the common Pie Cherry of old yards. It escapes into

fence-rows and other waste places, forming dense
thickets, as the Plum does. It sprouts from the root.

The various Morellos belong here; also the Montmo-
rency, Louis F*hillippe, and others. There are at least

two well-marked groups of these poraological Cherries—
those with uncolore«l juice ( Amarelles, thePruuun acida
of some), and those with colored juice (Morellos or
Oriottes ). To the former group belong the Montmorency,
Early Richmond, and several early varieties. The
Primus acida of Karl K(M"h {CeraxuH ncida, Dumort.)
is a bush-like plant with slender pendulous branches
and smaller Ivs., the petioles usually gland-bearing (less

so in P. Cerasun), the fruit dark red and sour, the stone
ovoid; of this plant P. semperflorens (No. 23) is a form.
It is generally considered, however, that this P. acidu,
including P. semperflorens, is a derivative from P.
Cerasus. Even if it is a distinct species, the name /'.

acida of Koch cannot stand, for it is antedated by the
P, acida of Ehrhart; P. semperflorens, TA\rh.,t\n^Tf'iori'.

nmst hold as the species-name. Ornamental forms of

P. Cerasus are: Var. ranunculifldra, Mort. (<\ Rherii,
Hort.). Fls. full double, white, F. S. 17:1805. Var.
persicaefldra, H(>rt. "Is. full, double, light rose or pink.
Var. variegdita. Hort. Lvs. variegated with yellow and
dull white.

StTBGENUS III. Padus (including La urocera sits).

Fruit small and globular, raroly used for eating: fls.

white, small, in distinct racemes, not prece<ling the Ivs.,

or arising from the axils of persistent lvs. of the year
before.

A. Padua proper: lvs. deciduoHs: fls. on leafy shoots
of the season.

B. Calyr-lohes persistent at the base of the fr.: fls. ap-
pearing relatively late in the season: large trees.

29. ser6tina, Ehrh. Wild Black Cherry. Strong,
straight tree, reaching 100 ft., with very dark brown
bitter-aromatic bark: lvs. oblong, lance-oblong or ob-
long-ovate, tapering to a point, thickish and firm, shin-
ing above, with many small inctirved callous teeth: rts,

in long, loose racemes, appearing when the lvs. are
nearly full grown: fr. size of a pea, purple-black, bit-

teris'i, ripening in late summer and September. Gen-
erally distributed from Nova Scotia to Dakota, south to
Fla. and Texas. S.S. 4:I.)9.—A valuable timber tree,

furnishing lumber for cabinet work and house finish-

ings; also a fine lawn tree. It is much used in forestry

Var. salicildlia, K«ehne (P. Malicifdlia, HBK P.
Cdpnli,ViikV. Cerasus Vilpollin,DQ.). Capilin. Lvs.
narrower (usually narrowly lanceolate), smooth and
shining, usually more leathery. Western Tex., Ari/..,

New Mex., Mex. and south. K.H. 1888, p. i:«7; I893:49t».

Prunus Pennsylvanica (X l-V)

plantings. Var. pendula, Hort., has drooping branches.
Var. variegata. Hurt., has yellow-marked lvs. Var.
cartilaglnea, Hort. (var. Cnrthn<iena, Hort., by error.
P. cariilaginea , Lehm.). is a handsome form with very
long, shining lvs. Var. asplenifolia, Hort., has narrow,
deeply toothed lvs.

1915. Prunus semperflorens (X 3^). No. 23.

BB. Calyx-lobes not persistent on the fr.: fls. early:
small trees.

30. Virgini^na, Linn. Choke Cherry. Fig. 2000.

Bush or soiiutinies a small tree 30 ft. tall, with rough
speckled bark and a strong odor when bruised: lvs.

thin, oval-oblong or obovate, abruptly pointed, very
sharply serrate, with spreatling or at least not incurved
teeth: tls. in short, dense racemes in spring with the
Ivs. : fr. size of pea, in summer, red or amber-colored
(the latter var. leacocdrpa, Wats.), puckery : stone
smooth. Generally distributed over northern North
America to the Arctic circle and occurring in the moun-
tains of Mex. S.S. 4:1,^8. — Now and then a large-fruited
variety is found, tit for eating. Sometimes planted for
ornament. There is a weeping form. var. p^ndula, Hort.

;

a dwarf form. var. n&na, Hort. ; a narrow-lvd. form.var.
salicifdlia, Hort. The fruit is usually unfit for eating,

but forms are known with edible fruit.

Var. demfssa, Torr. (P. demhsa, Walp.). Lvs. more
rounded or even subcordate, somewhat pubescent,
thicker: fr. dark red or purple-black, large and edible.

Nebraska and Dakota, west and south. — Considered by
Bessey (Nebr. Hort. 189.'), p. 104) to V)e worthy of im-
provement as a fruit plant. He thinks it more nearly
related to P. serotina than to P. Vinjiniana.

31. PMus, Linn. ErROPEAN Bird Cherry. Very like

P. Virfiiniana, but has larger Hs. on longer pedicels, in

longer and loosi'r often drooping somewhat leafy ra-

cemes: fls. appearing a week later: stone rough. Eu-
rope and Asia. Gn. 53. p. 92. —Common in cult, in many
forms: var. p^ndula, Hort., drooping; var. variegata,
Hort., in several forms, as aurea, aticubirfolia, w<ir-

tnorafa. Albert}. Var. commut4ta, Dipp. (P. Grayaiia,
Hort.. not Maxim.) is noteworthy because it is one of
the earliest of all trees to leaf out in spring. G.F.
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1 :295. There Ih a douhh-tld. form. Variabh' in ItH foli-

age. MakeH a Hiiapcly tree 10-20 ft. tall.

AA. Lanroeeranun: Ivh. prrnintent {evergreen) : fix. in

Mpring in the nxili* of the Ivn. of the prerioun
yeur. — JMHreU.

B. liacemes longer than the Iva.

,'{2. Lusitinica, Linn. Pobtivjai. Latrel. Tree, 20

ft. tall. Iiut iixuatly {;rown &s a tub plant and conipara-

1996. Prunus pendula. the rose-bud cherry (X >4). No. 24.

ble to Lanrus iiobilis : Ivs. thick and leathery, ovate-
lanceolate to lonjj-lanceolale, sharp-serrate: Hs.white, in

racemes that exceed the Ivs., appearing in late spring
or early summer: fr. round-oval, nei*rly black, small.

Spain and Portugal and Canaries. — It .s .. small tree in

its native places, but becomes a bush farther north. It

is sometimes planted in the open ground in our southern
states, but in northern parts it is a tub plant. There
is a form with variegated Ivs., another ( var. angUS-
tifdlia. Hort. I with narrow Ivs., and another (var.

myrtiidlia, Hort. ) with small Ivs. and compact habit.

BB. Racemes not longer than the Irs.

c. Calffx-lottes toothed or undulate.

3.1. Lauroc6rasu8, Linn. Cherry Laurel. English
Lai'REL. Bush or small tree ( reaching 10 ft. ) with hand-
some evergreen foliage: Ivs. coriaceous and glossy,
short-stalked, oval, lanceolate, obloug-elliptic or oblan-
ceolate, narrowed into a short point, remotely serrulate,
with 2—4 glands at the base of the blade: fls. small,
white, in axillary or terminal short racemes in spring,
the calyx-lobes 3-toothe«l: fr. ovoid-acute, small, black-
ish. Southeastern Europe to N. Persia. Gn. 50, p. 313.—
One of the raost popular broad -leaved evergreen plants
in Europe, and somewhat planted in the southern states.

It is also grown in tubs and used for house decoration.
Some of the forms will stand as far north as Washing-
ton, and var. Sehipknensis is hardy in central New
York. When grown in the open, the Cherry Laurel
should be allowed to ripen its wood thoroughly before
winter sets in. Protection from severe winds is always
desirable. The plant may be propagated by moans of
long cuttings of ripe wood; also bj- layers. Named va-
rieties are worked on common stocks. The Cherry
Laurel is very variable. Some of the horticultural

forms are as follows: Var. anguitildlia, Ivs. very long
Bn<l narrow, and plant hardy us fur north u.h Washing-
ton; var. Bertini, with very broml leaves; var. camel-
lialdlia, witb re«Mirved leaves; var. Caucailca. and var.

CdlcUca, with xUnder twigs and dark foliagi- which iti

gruy-green beneath, also hardy; var. Japdnica, a nar-
row-leaved form, like var. atujuafifolm; var. latifdlla,

with bn»ad Ivs., hardy at Washington; var. microphyila,
with small, narrow Ivs., only 4-5 in. long; var. rotuntU-
Idlia, with ^hort-oblong blunt Ivs. 4 in. 28, p. 405. Var.
Bchipka^nsil, with small, nearly or completely entire
Ivs. dark green above and very light green beneath,
hanly in New York; var. variegita, Ivs. marbled or
blotched with dull white.

.U. Caroliniina, Ait. WiLf> Oranoe. Mcmk Oran«je
of the South. Tree, 20—40 ft.: Ivs. oblong-lanceohite-
acuminaie, usually entire but sometimes remot»-ly
spinose-serrulate. thick, dark green anti shining above,
the margins usually somewhat revolute: fls. cream-
colored, in short rather clo«e racemes, the calyx-lobes
with undulate margins: t'r. ^•^ in. long. iiblong-p<»inted,

blafk ami shining. S. Car. to Fla. and 'lex. S.S. 4:lt»0.

— A han«lH«>me evergreen, prize«l for planting in the
.South. Blooms from Feb. to April.

cc. Cahir-lobeH entire.

35. ilicifolia, Walj>. Islav. Spanish Wild Chekrv.
MoiNTAiN" KvKKUKEEN Chekkv. Fig. 2001. Evergreen
bush or small tree, rarely becoming 3t» ft. tall, with a
dense crown: Ivs. holly-like, ovate to ovate-lanceolate,
cbtuse, acute or sometimes even acuminate, mostly
broad and sometinu-s rounded at the base, the margins
coarsely spiny-tmnhed, the blade thick and shining:
Hs. white, in slender racemes less than 2 in. long iu

spring, about *'» in. across: fr. rather large (sometimes
'i:i in. long), nearly globose. pur|tle or nearly black;
stone ovate. San Francisco to Lower Calif. 4{n. 3, p.

131. S.S. 4:Hi2. (i.K. 5:475 (tree). —A ntost v.orthy
garden plant.

Var. integrifdlia, Sudw. (P. oecidentiiUs, Hort., not
Swartz). Catalina Chekrv. Lvs. longer and more
acuminate, usually entire: fr. larger. Islands off the
coast of southern t'alifornia and rarely on the mainland.
S.S. 4:103. — Considered to be more desirable as a gar-

den plant than the type. It grows rapidly under culti-

vation, making a compact, very dark green crown.
Useful also in pots and tubs, P. occidental is, Swartz,
a <lifferent plant, grows from Cuba to Trinidad. It is

not in the trade, although it is mentioned in a recent
list of "seeds and plants imported for distribution in
cooperation with the agricultural experiment stations''

0^ r'^// C-^

1997. Prunus Pseudo-Cerasus (X J^). No. 25.

by the U. S. Dept. of Agrie. Grisebach describes it as
a high tree: Ivs. oblong or ovate-obloBg. rounded at the
base, bluntish, with 2 glandular spots at the base be-
neath: racemes lateral, puberulous or glabrous: fr.

ovoid, slightly apiculate, nearly 1 in. long, purple. The
fruit is said to be "of verv fine flavor."

92
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1998. Japanese Flowering Cherry—
Prvinus Pseudo-Cerasus (X >2). N«>. 25.

SlBtiENUS IV ('HAM^AMYfJUALis (including Miero-
cerasiis). Dwarf Almond.

Fniit small, either flmi or juicy, glabrous or pubes-
rent: plant dwarf, with sessile flowers solitary or in

pairs preeeiling the Ivs., the stamens 20 or more, the
calyx-tube tubular: Ivs. conduplicate.

Sfi. inc&na, Peone. (Ceraaus incdna, Spach.
Amfi<j(hthis hiffittn. Pall. ..1. ttAna, var. incdna,
Loud.). Shrub of medium size: Ivs. small, the
petiole short and soft-hairy and ^landless or bear-
ing glands at the very top, the blade obovate-
oblong, elliptic or lance-elliptic, short-pointed or
obtuse, finely sharp-toothed, white-tomentose beneath
fls. mostly in 2's, appearing with the Ivs. or just in ad-
vance of them, light rose-color, about % in. across, the
petals emarginate: fr. bright red, the size of a pea,
smooth, juicv. Sotitheastern Eu. an«l western Asia. R.
H. 1852:281. "B.R. 25:58. Gt, 44, p. 243 (leaf ).

.^7. n&na, Stokes (A m y (j dolus
ndna, Linn. I. Rissian Almond.
Fig. 2002. Bush, 3 to 5 ft. high

:

flowers solitary, appearing a little

in advance of the leaves, sessile,

pink and showy : Ivs. narrowly
elliptic or elliptic lanceolate, 2 or
3 in. long, thick and rather stiff,

scarcely pointed, ligrhter colored
and the veins prominent beneath,
smooth, the edges i«et with sharp,
spreading, saw-like teeth: fls. usu-
ally solitar}i% rose-color, nearly 1 in.

across, with or just preceding the
Ivs.: frtiit small and iiard. pubes-
cent, bitter, with a large, wrinkled,
sharp-pointed, somewliat cordate,
unequal -sided pit. Russia and
Western Asia. B. M. 1»>1. L.B.C.
12:1114. — This plant has been in-

troduced into this country recently
as a fruit plant, although it pos-
sesses little merit for that purpose.
It is cultivated in Europe for its

flowers, and it has been thought 1999. Prunus Avium,
that the Flowering Almond of our (X>^.) No. 7.

PRUNUS

gardens belongs to It; but our Flow-
ering Almontis are l*runun Japnmra
and P. triluha, a correction which
was made in the revised edition of
Uray's "Field, Forest and (iarden Bot-
any." This Russian Almond is very
hardy, •ndiiring the climnte of tho
northern prairie states, where it ripens
its little almond like fruits in July. A
small-fruited fi»rm of the Apricot (P.

Armenidrti) has lately f>een in-
tro<luced as Russian' AInjond,
PninuH iiaiKi is cultivated in
two or three forms. Var. cam-
P^ttril has white Hs. of larjfer
size. Var. 6e6rgica has dark
rose-c<dored somewhat smaller
fls. and narrower, longer Ivs.

Var. Cochinchin^nsii is a larger
plant with white fls.

Slboenis V. AMYODAU'S.
Almonds and Peaches.

Fruit sessile, large, mostly
pubescent : fls. solitary from
lateral buds on the previous
year's growth. ft|j.earing in ad-

Tauce of the Ivs., the latter conduplicate in the bud.

. Plant low and bttshy : Flowering Almonds.
38. Japdnica, Thunb. (P. nAna of American gardens.

P. Si»rn.s is, Hori. Ann'f(jdnlus pftntiht Sims). Figs.
20U2, 2003. Bushy plant, rarely over ."» ft. high : Ivs. ovate-
lanceolate to oblong-lanceolate, acuminate, not at all in-
clined to be lobed, glabrous or nearly so, very strongly
veined beneath, closely and almost obtusely serrulate':
fls. solitary or in 2's and 3's, rose-col(»reil or blush,
stalked (the stalks lengthening), appearing with the
Ivs.: fr. globular or short-oblong, K in. in diam..
smooth and shining, wine-red. Cult, from Japan. I»ut

probably native to China, B.M. 217«. R.H. 1852:.'{01;

1873, p. 457; 1874, p. 453; I87(;:2fK); 1884:1,56; 188r., p.
416; 1887, p. 136; 1890:468. Hn. 38, p. 605: 50, p. 313.-
This is the commonest Flowering Almond of our gar-
dens, giving a profusion of attractive bloom in early

iiMif^ <i:

2000. Prunus VirKiniana.

{X%.) No. 30.

springr. Hardy. It is

known in gardens
only in the <louble

form. There is con-
siderable doubt as to
the application of the
two names P. Japon-
iea and P. Sinensis.
Carri^re s u p j) o s e s

(R.H. 1874. p. 451)
that there are two
species, and he says
that the true P. Si-
nensis is worth culti-

vating f<»r the edible qualities of its fruit as
well as for its flowers. Until the question is

cleared up by further investigations of abo-
riginal types, the writer prefers to leave the
subject as above, thereby agreeing with most
writers on these plants.

29. triloba, Lindl. (Amygdalus peduncuDta. Bunge,
AmygdaUpsis Llndleyi, Carr. Prun^psis Lindleyi.

Andr^). Flowering Pum. Fig. 2002. Differs from the

last in having broadly ovate or obovate soft-hairy Ivs.,

which are abruptly pointed, coarsely doubly serrate,

tending to be lobed above (on strotig shoots): fls. soli-

tary and mostly in advance of the Ivs,, pink or rose-col-

ored, sometimes white, usuallj' double: fr. small, reu-

Hiilikiaiiiiiiii
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hairy when voiinjf, hut l>ecominjf fi^lahrous. China.
Ml. 8:;«)8. F.S. 15:1:j.T.». R.H. lH«»l':yi; lH84:;{y»). (in. 21,

p. 275; 28:.') 12; 'kj, p. :{74. IJug. 5: U'tb; «i:2tK); H:im».-A
moat tleKiruhle buMh, hanly in central New Yurk an*t

Ontario. It is Monietinies jfrown an a standard by hein>c

worked on IMum, hut it in then short-iived. H<ith this

and P. Japonirn are conini«»nly worke«l on Plum, hut
l>«tter rertuU>4 are to he expeetedfrom own-roote<l plant.4

(got hy layering or r«M)t-grafting).

Var. P*t«oI<li (P. PHzohli, Korh. P. viru<)t>i, Hort.).
BraueiiU-ts and a«lult Ivs. ghihrous, the Ivs. ovate or
elliptic: Hs. smaller, ro.«<e-col(jr. China.

40. orient&Us, Ku'hne {Amifffilatmi ori»'Hti^!is, Mill.

A. nriji^iitfa , Lam.). Shrub, ;i-8 ft. high: lv.s. .small,

nearly or <|uite HesMile, oval, otdong or narrow obovate,
nearly obtune or short- pointed, entire: tls. Holitary,

nearly 1 in. across, li^ht rose-color, with or just pre-
«'eding the Irs.: fr. ovate or oblong, thinly pubescent
but becoming glabrous. Asia Minor, etc. L.B.C. 12:1137.

AA. Plant a tree or tree-like.

p. Fr. hard, aitlittimj at matxirity.

41. Amj'gdaluB, Stokes (Amtffjdalusi commiiuis, Linn.).
Almond. Fitfs. OJ. M. Peach-like tree, l()-2.') ft. tall,

with gray bark: Ivs. lanceolate, firm and shining, very
closely serrate: Hs. lur^e (1 in. and more acrossi, soli-

tary and appearinir before the Ivs., pink, 8h<»wy: fr. a
large compressed drupe with hard tlesh, splitting open
at maturity an<i liberating the pitted stone (or Almond).
Asia. ^in. .>0:1()88 (var. marrocarpa) ; ,54 :118;{.—Grown
as an ornanjental tree, but chiefly for the nuts (or pits

of the fruit). There are double-ttd., white-fld., and
variegated-lvd. forms; also weeping forms. V&r. macro-
larpa is an early-blooming erect-growing form with lis.

2 in. across and very showy. See Almond.

ramelliipflnra, with its nubvariety plena, the former
with very large carmine Hs. and the latter with double
rts. There are forms (var. »vr«»><«/«»r) with different
colors of tls. on tlifferent branches of the same tree.

2001. Prunus ilicifolia (X/i). No. 35.

BB. /v. soft, not opening or splitting.

42. P^rsica, Sieb. & Zucc. (Amygdalus Persira, Linn.
Persica rttlgiirin, Mill.). Peach. Figs. lGGl-<;.

Much like the Almond in Iwtanical characters and by
some thought to be derived from that plant, but now
generallj' agreed to be an oritdnal species and to be
native to China: Ivs. broad-lanceolate or oblong-lanceo-
late, coarsely serrate: fls, solitary, pink, appearing be-
fore the Ivs.: fr. soft, pubescent at maturity, the stone
deep-pitted and very hard. Widely cultivated, especially
in North America, where it thrives under a great variety
of conditions.— There are two well-marked forms, the
clingstones or pavies {Pemica vuJgaria of Risso), and
the freestones {Persica domestica of Risso). There are
manv ornamental forms of the Peach tree: double-fld.
Fiff.'lOGS (F.S. 10:%9; 1.3:1291), 1300. R.H. 1852:221);
white-fld., dark-fld., etc.; purple-lvd.; variesated-lvd.;
dwarfs. One of the best of these fancy forms is var.

2002. Dwart almunda (X ^a).

Pninut nana at left; P. Japonica in middle; P. triloba
at right. Noa. 37-39.

Var. Iseyis, Gray (Amygdalus P/rsica neetur\na.
Ait. Persica /(»«•/.», DC. Primus Prrsica. var. nertu-
ri»a, Maxim. ). Nei:tarine. Fiu. 14*>4. Fruit smooth,
usually smaller: Ivs. usually more strongly serrate.
The Nectarine has sprung from the PeaWi. both through
aeed and bud-variation. There are two types, as in the
Peach: clingstones or hnignons i Persica l<pvis of
Risso), and freestones {Persica riolarea of Ri.so).

The Nectarine is not tfenerally cultivated in this coun-
try, although it is popular in California.

Var. platyc&rpa, Bailey ( Persica platycdrpa, De-
caisne). Flat I'EArH, or Peen-to. Fig. UtfiO. Much
flattened endwise, and scarcelv thicker than the pit.

From China. R.H. 1870-1:111. Trans. Lond. Hort. Soc.
4:512. — Grown in the southern states, where it has
given rise to various globular Peaches. The Peen-to
originated in 18r»9. with P. .1. Berckman?', Augusta. <ia.,

from seeds sent from Australia, where it was probably
introtluced from China.

4.3. Davidi&na, Franch. (Persica Davididna, Carr.
Pri(nus P>^rsira, var. IhiiHdiAna, Dipp.). Fig. 2004.

Slender, willow-like tree: Ivs. narrower and .smaller

than those of the Peach, tapering from near the base
into very long points, very sharp-serrate, light green,
willow -like: fls. appearing very early, 1 in. or more
across, white or blush, solitary: fr. nearly globular, the
suture prominent, about 1 in. in diameter, pubescent,
grayish or yellowish: stone small and nearly spherical,

ruminated, free from the
whitish drv flesh. China.
R.H. 1872, "p. 75. G.F. 10:

503. Gt. 44:1412. G.C. III.

11:529. Gn. 50, p. 105.-
Somewhat grown as an orna-
mental subject. Hardy in

New York, but the flower-
buds are usually killed. It

blooms very early, much in

advance of Peaches. By
some thought to be a form
of the Peach species, but as
known in this country it

seems to have specific char-
acters.

44. Simdnii, Carr.

(

Persica
Sintonii, Decaisne). Simon
or Apkicot Plum. Fig. 2005.

tigiate tree : Ivs. rather long-oblanceolate or lance-ob-

ovate, rather thick and heavy, dull, very veiny below,
finely but unevenly obtuse - serrate, conduplicate or
trough-shaped in habit : fls. nearly white, on short

3003. Prunus Japonica.

Natural size. No. 38.

A straight-growing, fas-
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stalks, often two or three together, preceding the
leaves: fr. 1 or 2 in. in dian)' er, flattened lenjrthwise,

very tirm in texture, perfectly smooth, handsome nia-

roon-red, possessing a deep suture, the yellow flesh

closely adhering to the small, spongy-roughened nearly
orbicular pit. Named in honor of

Eugene Simon, who sent pits from
China to France, prior to 1872.

China. R.H. 1872: 110. -Introduced
into the United States about 1880,

or shortly after. Although much
advertised by nxirserymen, it has
not attracted great attention from
fruit-growers in the East. Upon
the Patnflc slope it is popular. The
fruit is usually bitter, with an
almond-like astringency, but some-
times it is very palatable. The tree

is very hardy and vigorous some-
what north of the limit of peach-
growing, but, except in the Pacific

region, it does not appear to be
uniformly productive. The fruit

is han<lsome, with a pleasing odor,
and it keeps a long time. The in e

is conspicuous for its narrow, erect
growth. The flowers are borne on
short spurs on woml two and more
years old; also singly on the last

year's growth.

P. Cocomilia, Tenore. Allied to P, cerasifera. Bush or
small tree, with thorny branches: Ivs. oval or obovate, tai)er-

ing below, somewhat poiiited, glabrous on both sides: fr.

small and yellow. Italy.—P. Grayava, Maxim. Allied to P.

Padus. " It is a small tree, 20-30 ft. high, with a sl-^ider tmnk.
ample, membranaoeou.'s, long-pt)inted, setaceo-serrate Ivs., bi-

glandular at the base but without glands on the petioles, a
l)e<'iiliarity which Vjest distinguishes this si)ecies from P. Padus,
although the hair-like teeth of the leaves are characteristic
and apparently constant." Sargent, I'\)rest Flora of Japan.—
P. Jac<jueinimtii, Hook. f. Subgenus Amygdalu.s. Dwarf (6-

10 ft.). with small ovate, ovate-lanceolate or elliptic, acumi-
nate, serrulate Ivs. : fls. pink, .^-^4 in. across, solitary or in pairs,

short -stalked, appearing as the Ivs. burst: fr. globose, red,
juicy, small. Northwestern Himalaya, 9.600 to 12,000 ft. B.M.
6976. G.C. III. 22:23. (it. 44, p. 243 (leaf). -P. Madcldi,
Rupr. Somewhat allied to P. Padus. but the fls. api)eanng on

bly serrate : racemes glandular and l)earing conspicuous
bracts, appearing witli the Ivs.: fls. white, % in. .'icross,

stalked: fr. less than H in- h>ng, in midsummer. Japan. G.F.
6 : ID.T and Forest, Fl. Japan 12. —P. Miqueiidna, Sarg. "A
second species of Pninns (Fig. 37). very similar in general a.

20C4. Prunus Davidiana {X %). No. 43.

the ends of leafless shoots: fls. white, long-stalked, less than
Kin. across, the racemes 2-3 in long: Ivs. lanceolate, elliptic

or obovate, serrate. Manchuria. — P. Maximd^iciczii, Rupr.
Subgenus Padus: 25-30 ft.: young growth rusty -puliescent:
Ivs. elliptic or elliptic -obovate, long- stalked, coarsely dou-

Prunus Simonii (X /^)

pearance to Prunus pendula [?. svibhirtellaj , is confounded
with it in gardens here. It has the same general habit and the
same long, pendulotis br:ini*Iies, but the bark is darker, and
hardly to be distinguislied from that of the common cherry
tree The fls. are corymbose on short, leafy branches, and the
pedicds are conspicuously bracted at the base, and, as well as
the shorter and paler caly.x-tube, are covered with a few scat-

tered hairs. The petals are more narrowly ovate than tho»^e of
the last spe<*ies, entire and rarely truncate, much paler pink or
nearly white in color. The ovary is quite smooth, but the
style is densely coated with hairs. The Ivs., which appear
shortly after the opening of the flowers, are broader, thinner
and more deeply and irregularly cut on t! eir margins and are
only 6-8-ribbeti. They are i>ubescent on the under side, as well
as the petioles and young shoots, and have iwo conspicuous
orange-colored glands iit the base of the blade. Their larger
stipules are three-lobc-d and glandular. The corymbose in-

florescence of this plant, the forked stipules and the texture
and color of the young leaves point to some form of Prunus
Pseudo-Cerastis, but the style is conspicuously hair>-, and I

therefore very dou)>tfuIIy refer it to Maximowiczs Prunus
Miqueliana, authentic specimens of which, however, I have
not been able to examine." Sargent, in G.F. 1. p. 196 and
fig. This plant appears not to be the P. Miqueliana of Maxinio-
wicz, but a form of P. pendula (P. pendula. var. ci»rneo, Rehd.,
M.D.G. I900:32f)). — P. prnstrdta Labill. (. lo.sely allied to P.
incana. Very dwarf, wiih small round -oval Ivs., whitLsh iie-

neath : fls. small, bright pink, api)earing with the Ivs.: tr.

small, ovoid. red, glabrous. B.R. 2:136. Gt. 44. p. 243 ( leaf ) :1414.

R.H. 1870-1:371.— P. xpAflprocarpo, Swartz. Evergreen, allied to
P. Caroliniana: small tree: Ivs. elliptic to oblong-ovate, entire:

fls. small, white, in racemes shorter than the Ivs.: fr. Kin. or
less long, orange-brown. S. Fla. to Brazil. S.S. 4:161.

—

P.
Saiori, Schmidt. "A m\ich more common tree [than P. Padus]
in Yezo and in the elevated forests of Hondo is Prunus Ssiori,

another Bird Cherrj-, always easily distinguished hy its pale,

nearly whi e bark. It is a handsome glabrous tree, with oblong
membranaceous Ivs and long, graceful racemes of small fls.,

and is well worth intr<.ducing into our plantations as an orna-
mental plant. It also grows in Saglialin. where it was dis-

covered ]>y Schmidt, in Manchuria, and in western China."
Sargent, Forest Flora of Japan. l, Jj. B.

PSEUDOLABIX (Greek, pseudos, false, and Larix;

being similar to, but not a true Larch). Couifenr.
Golden Larch. A genus of one species, a tall, pyra-
midal tree with horizontally spreading whorled branches

;

the linear leaves appear in dense clusters on short spurs,

but those of the leading shoots are scattered and spirally

arranged. It is a beautiful tree with its long, spreading
branches pendulous at the extremities and clothed with
liirht green feathery foliatre turning to a clear yellow in

fall. The tree seems to remain free from insect pests

and fungous diseases and is hardy in Mass. and prob-

ably farther north. It requires a sunny, open position

and a well-drained, moderately moist soil; it does not

thrive nor look well if crowded by other trees. The
Golden Larch should be raised onlv from seeds. If
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grafted on its own roots or on the common Larch, as it

is sometimes done, it rarely trrows into a symmetrical
tree. Paeudolarix is known wild only from a restrictetl

res^ion in N. China, where it grows in the mountains at

an altitude of about iJ.OOO ft. It is closely allied to

Larix, but differs by the stalked, pendulous, clustered,
starainate tls. an«l by the deciduous cone-scales, which
separate from the axis at maturity as in the tir.

2006. Pseudolarix Kaempferi (X %).

KaBmpferi, (lord Fig. 2006. {Liirix Kdmpferi, Fort.
Laricopsis Kcempferi, Kent). Tree, becoming 130 ft.

high: Ivs. linear-acuminate, soft. light green, bluish
green beneath, 13^-3 in. long and 1-1>^ lines broad:
starainate fls. yellow, about % in. long, slender-stalked;
pistillate lis. about % in. long: cone ovate, reddish
brown, 2/^-3 in. long, l3:i-2 in. broad; scales triangular,
ovate-lanceolate, cordate at the base, emarginate at the
apex, woody: bracts ovate-lanceolate, much smaller
than the scales, each scale with 2 seeds with the wings
as long as the scale. F. S. 17:1777-78. R. H. 18()8:.331

;

1871, p. 608, 609. O.C. II. 19:88. On. 8, p. 32.1; 29, p. .397.

— Var. n§lna, Beissn. Dwarf form, cult, in China and
Japan; without much decorative value.

Alfred Rehder.

PSEUDOPHffiNIX (Greek, fal.se Phoenix). Pnlmdceoe.
A genus of one species, a pinnate-leaved palm discov-
ered in 1886 on one of the Florida Keys and distinguished
from all other North American palms by its scarlet-

orange fruit, which is about the size of a fherry. This
palm is cult, in S. Calif. (Tpneric characters: female
fl. with calyx small, spreading, somewhat denticulate;
petals 3, ovate, obtuse, green, bent back; staminodia 6,

distinctly dark purp'' at the top: fr. an orange-colored
^. 1 K . st'o^^^te, eoni 'ning 1-3 globular carpels.

'Id.gonti, f ^ f Trunk slender, 20-25 ft. high,
lv^-12 in. ! (: abruptly pinnate, 4-5 ft. long;
pinnae lan> . . , ^ ">inate. 12-16 in. long, bright green
above, ^la\ '

: j, folded backward at the very
base: spau :. appears from among the Ivs.; main and
secondary branches light yellow-green and flattened:
fr. usuallv 3-lobed. K-% in. thick, bright orange-scarlet.
Florida Keys. G.F. 1:353. S.S. 10:506.

F. W. Barclay.

PSEUDOTStTGA {Greek false Tsngn). Couiferae.
Tall evergreen trees, of symmetrical pyramidal habit,
with regularly whorled branches clothed with linear flat-

tened Ivs., which are more or less 2-ranked and whit-
ish beneath: fls. forming orange or reddish catkins:
cones pendulous, medium - sized, of somewhat bristly
appearance on account of the protruding bra<'ts. The
Douglas Spruce, which is the only species well known
in cultivation, is one of the tallest pnd most important

forest and timber trees of western North America, and
in its forms of the higher altitudes it is hardy as far
n<»rth as Canada. When it finds a congenial home it is

among the most desirable conifers for park planting
and it grows rapidly. It thrives best in a porous sandy
loam, and its cultivation does not differ from that of
Adieu and Picea, which see. Varieties may be grafted
on the type.
The genus has three species in W. N. America and in

Japan. Pyramidal trees, closely allied and very similar
in foliage to Al)ies, from which they are chiefly distin-
guished by their cones falling off as awh<deat maturity,
like those of Picea. The Ivs. contain but one flbro-vas-
cular bundle and are not decurrent at the base. The
bracts of the cone are rather large and nu>re or less ex-
serted, 2-lobed at the apex, with the midrib produced
into a subulate awn. Without cones the genus may be
<listinguished from Abies by its more slender and flexi-

ble Ivs., and especially by its elongated ovate or ovate-
lanceolate acute and not resinous winter-buds. The
light red or yellow wood is hard and <lurable and much
used for construction, for railway ties and for masts.
The bark is sometimes used for tanning leather.

Douglasii, Carr. (P. mncronilta, SuAw. P.taTifolia,
Britt. P. LiiidleifUHU, Carr. Abies Dougla.si, Lindl.
Abietia Douglasii, Kent). Douglas Spruck. Red
Fir. Fig. 2007. Pyramidal tree, attaining 200 ft. and
sometimes more, with a trunk becoming 12 ft. in diam.
clothed with ri«lged dark red-brown bark : branches
horizontal, with pemlulous branchlets : Ivs. linear,

straight or curved, obtuse, slender and flexible, dark
green or >)luish green, %-\% in. long : staminate cat-

kins orange, pistillate reddish : cones pendulous, oval-

ovate, with broad rounded scales and much exsertetl

bracts, 2-43^ in. long; seed % in. long, with broad
wing, light reddish brown. Brit. Col. to M-^x., west to

Mont, and Colo. S.S. 12:607. G.F. 10:295. Gn. 31, p. 288.

R.H. 1868:151. — The most important of thefomisin cul-

tivation are the following: Var. compacta, Beissn. Of
dense compact habit. Var. fastigi^ta, Carr. (var. apar-
sifolia, Carr.). Dense conical pyramid with numerous
ascending branches and with shorter Ivs. Var. glatica,

Beissn. With bluish green or almost silvery white foli-

age. Hardier than the type, but of slower growth : from
Colorado. This form is best adapted for cultivation in

the eastern states. Var. glauca p^ndola, Beissn., h
pendulous branches and glaucous foliage. Var. glaucf
cens, Beissn. {P. grZnMc^ifrf'w.s.Bailly), is hardly differei.,

from var. glauca. R.H. 1895:88. Var. p^ndula, Neum.
With pendulous branches and dark green foliage. Var.

2007. Douglas Spruce—Pseudotsuga Douglasii (X 1-5).

Stairii, Beissn. With whitish variegated foliage; of little

ornamental value. Var. taxifdiia, Loud. Of slower
growth, forming abroad dense pyramid, with longer and
darker green lv3. and the cones with shorter bracts.
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P. Japoniea. Beissn. (Tsusfa .laponu-a, Shirass.). Tree, to 60
ft., similar to P. l>ouKlasi. but Ivs. shorter and broadei and
cones smaller, with strongly retlex'»d bracts. Japan. But re-

cently introduced, and hardiness not yet proved; probably as
hardy as the hardier forms of P. Douglasi.—P, inacrucarpa,
Mayr (P. Douglasi, var. macrocarpa, Eng"lm.). Tree, to 60 or
80 ft., with remote and usuallj' pen<lulous branches: Ivs. acute,
bluish gray: cones 4-ti,''2 in. long, with shorter bracts; seeds ^
in. long. S. Calif. S.S. 12:tj08. G.F. i0:l'5. Seems not yet in-

troduced; not hardy north, and inferior.—P. Davididna, Bertr.
-=Keteleeria David iaua, Beissn., and P. Jezooisis, Bertr.=Kete-
leeria Fortunei, Carr. Ketekeria certainly constitutes a dis-
tinct genus and cannot be united with either Abies, Picea,
Tsuga or Pseudotsugr^. I* is chietiy distinguished by the stami-
nate ils. beiug arrange . in clusters like those of Pseudolarix,
but are only short -s "ikfKl: co.es upright, with persistent
scales; bracts enciose<i, half as long as the scales: Ivs. similar
to those of Abies but pale gree , not whitish beneath, pointed
or obtuse, rigid. In old age the head be<'omes bro;id and tiat-

toppetl as in Cedrus Libani, in young trees it is regular, pyra-
midal, with whorled branches. The germination is very ditfer-

ent from that of most other conifers, but similar to Ginkgo
and Arauearia, as the two cotyledons remain in the ground isi-

closed in the seed and do not become green. None of the 3 or 4
Chinese species seems to be in cultivation in this country,
where they would probably not be hardy r^^rth of the middle
states, but P. ( Keteleeria) Fortunei, Carr., has been successfully
cu' in S. Europe. The Ivs. of tliis species are about 1 in. long,
rigid, pointed on the lower branches, obtuseon the upper ones:
cone 3-<) in. long. F.S. 7, p. 22:^ (as P. Jezoensis). R.H. 1866:-4.'.l.

Prop, by «'..ls, layers and cuttings and by grafting on Abies
Picea; it will probably also grow grafted on Pseudotsuga.

Alfred Rehder.
The Douglas Spruce is a tree for the million. It

would be difficult to overrate its beauty. As a forest
tree it perhaps pr<»'' •'-*>, a greater crop of lumber per acre
than any other sp. '" probably grows faster than any
other conifer. Ii.. '*» complaint is sometimeb
made that it grows too last to make a compact lawn
tree. It is desirable to have groups of Douglas Spruce,
because the foliage is so soft that single specimens are
sometimes injured by high winds. Specimens planted
on the prairies without pn)tection from hot \<rinds may
sometimes have their buds injured by late spring frosts.

It is, of course, a mistake to use the Douglas Spruce
lor a wind-break. The Douglas Spruce is generally
prop, by seeds. Seeds of coniP'^rs gathered on the
Pacil slope are tender, while those gathered in Colorado
produce hardy trees which endure both drought and
cold. Unlike the fii s. the Douglas Spruce has fine, fibrous
roots like the Norway Spruce and transplants as readily.

The writer has transplanted many stocky young trees

growing in the open to the nursery and has saved 90 per
cent of them. They seemed to thrive as well as nur-
sery-grown Norway spruces of the same size. The
yield of seed from a wagon-load of cones is light, and it

is somewhat dilHcult to grow seedlings. In some cir-

cumstances it will be cheaj)er in the end to procure
young trees. The Douglas Spruce is remarkaMe for its

wide variation in form and color. The needles may be
short or long, light green, dark green, or have a bluish
or silvery cast. The deep blue and silvery foliage is

characteristic of the deep gorges of high altitudes.

C. S. Harrison.

We have found the Douglas Spruce one of the easiest
of all conifers to grow from seed. However, the seed
rapidly loses its germinating powers, in this respect
partaking of the firs more than of the spruces. As it is

now being grown and disseminated, it is not to be
recommended for general planting. Seed from trees
growing in the valleys and foothills of Colorado will not
produce trees that are hardy north of the '^'^io river.

As trees growing in those localities are eas\ of access, a
larger part of the seed is collected from them. There is

considerable difference between trees grown from valley
and mountain seeds. The former have short green
leaves and a stunted look, ctmipact growth, showing
none of the bold and striking effect of those from a
high elevation. The latter have longer leaves, more
glaucous appearance and great rapidity of growth. The
valley trees brown in winter; the mountain trees do
not. Many of the latter have a spreading and weeping
habit, partaking more of the characteristic of the hem-
lock. The valley trees have more of the habit of Picea
orientnlis, but not as good color. Unless more care is

taken in collecting seeds of this tree, it will soon fall

Into disrepute. xhos. H. Douglas.

PSlDinM (Greek, psidion, the pomegranate). Myr-
toccif. A 'jout I'M species of evergreen trees and shrubs.
Lvs. opposite, petiolate, penniveined : tts. rather large,
white, cymose on axillary or lateral, 1-3- ( rarely many-

)

fld. peduncles; calyx 4-5-lobed, the lobes persistent-
petals 4 or .'), spreading: berries glol)ose, ovoid or pear-
shaped, usually roughish, often crowned with the calyx
limb; seeds subreniform, hard. Natives of tropical and
subtropicil America; some species have become nuttir-
alized in tropical Asia and south Africa. Prop, easily by-

suckers, cuttings or seeds.

INDEX
(s. L. refers to supplementary list.)

Araca, 2 Guineense, 3. pyriforme, 1.

Cattleianum, 4. lucidum, 4. sapidissimuni, 1.

Guajava, 1. polycarpum, S. L. Sinense, s . i.,.

Guava, 1. pnmiferum, 1. Thea, S. L.
Guayavillas, s. l. pyriferum, 1.

A. Branchlets 4-an(jJed.

1. Guajitva, Linn. {P. pomiferum, Linn. P. Gitara^
Raddi). Lemon Glava. Fig. 2008. Shrub or small tree,
6-15 ft. high: lvs. oval to oblonj^-iauceolate, bluntish,
chartaceous, glabrous above, puberulent below: pe-
duncles 3 to many-dd., pubescent: fr. globose, yellow,
aromatic, somewhat astrinfrent. June. Grown in S.
Calif, and valued for jellies and preserves: several
horticultural varieties are offered by nurserymen.
Var. sapidissimam, Jacq., has similar fruit but only
1-fld. peduncles. Becomes a troublesome weedy pdant
in moist tropical countries.

Var. pyriferum, Linn. (P. pyriferum, Linn. P. py-
WAlrme, Griseb. ). Common Gcava. Small tree: lvs.

acute: peduncles 1-fld.: fr. small, pear-shaped, smooth-
skinned, yellowish when ripe, aromatic, sweet and
pleasant to the taste. Fls. May->July: fr. July-Nov.
B.R. 13:1079. — The .source of the well-known Guava
jelly of the Wt-st Indies. The fresh fruit makes ex-
cellent tarts after removing the smai! stony seeds. To
be eaten raw, it is best gathered in the early morning,
according to Lindley, as it is then more agreeably aci<l.

aa. Branchlets terete.

2. Arica, Raddi. Brazil Guava. Shrub 4-6 ft, high:
branchlets hirsute: lvs. oval or oblong, obtuse, above
sub-velutinous to the touch, beneath pubescently sub-
hirsute; veins reticulate, somewhat raised: peduncles
axillary, 1-3-fld. : fr. ovoid, greenish yellow ; tlesh

white. Dry uplands of Brazil. — Offered by two or three
dealers, and said to be one of the very best Guavas.

3. Guiiie^nse, Swartz. Guiana Guava. Shrub 8-10 ft.

high: branchlets pubescent-villous: lvs. ovate, glabrous
above: petioles and under side rusty-tomentose: pe-
duncles 1-3-rtd.: fr. subrotund, subpubescent, deep
yellow outside; flesh red, said to possess an exquisite
flavor.

4. Cattlei&nam, Sabine. Strawberry Guava. Shrub
or small tree, 10-20 ft. high: branchlets glabrous: lvs.

opposite, obovate, coriaceous, glabrous, dark green: pe-
duncles axillary, opposite, solitary, 1-fld., scarcely equal-

ing the petioles: fr. nearly spherical, about 1 in. long, of
a tine deep claret color, with a tough foveolate skin, re-

sembling that of a ripe fig, but thinner; pulp fleshy, soft

and juicy, purplish red next the skin but white at center,

sweet and acid, with a strawberry-like fragrance and fla-

vor, hence the popular name. Mav. Brazil. B.R. 622. B.M.
2501. N. 3:238. -Extensively cultivated in S. Calif.;

hardy outdoors near San Francisco and probably north-

ward. \';ir. Ittcidum {P. lucidum. Hort. ). Yellow
Stk.\wbekkv Guava. Has a larger yellow fruit, said to

have a better taste than the purple-fniited form. Re-
ported as being cultivated extensively in Florida; grown
in S. Calif, by Franceschi.

P. GuaynriUas, Hort. "Brazil; a distinct-looking species,

said to have smaller fruit than P. Guajava but of superior
taste,"= P. Cujavillas] Burm. ^ ?), which hits been reduced to a
form of P. Guajava.—P. polycdrpmn, L,imb. Small shrub with
branchlets terete, hirsute: lvs. subsessile, ovate-oblong, acute,

pubescent above, scabrous and rugose beneath: peduncles 3fld.:

fr. yellow within, edible, considered superior in flavor to the
common Guava. hut rarely larger than a cherry. S. Amer. and
W. Indies.—P. Siiunse, recentlj- introduced by Mr. Swingle,
agricultural explorer for the U. S. Dept. of Agriculture, not yet
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seen by us. —P. Thea, Griseb. ArRentina. Another recent in-

troduction by Mr. SwinKl*-— Several other euible-fruited spe-
cies are kuown, but are not introduced iu this country.

Jos. Biir' ' Davy.
PSOBALEA (Greek, tcarfy; referring t ^Is on the

foliajff). Lnjiiminbsie. Sci'RFV 1*K,\ genus of
about 110 species of herbs, shrubs or suashrubs widely
scattered about the world, 'M being North American.
Lvs. glandular-dotted; Ifts. ;{ to many and digitate or .'{

and pinnate: rts. purple, blue, rose or white,
in racemes or spikes; calyx not enlarged
after flowering: standard ovate or orbicular,
clawed; wing oblong or falcate; keel in-

curved, obttise: ovary sessile; pod ovoid,
short, indehiscent, 1-seeded. Useful border
plants.

A. Plants hardy.

B. ^^o. of Ifts. 7.

snbacatilis, Torr. &
Gray. Perennial herb,
stemless or nearly so,

about 1 ft. high, with nu-
merous, usually purple lis.

in ovate or oblontr. «lense
spikes: Ifts. 7, digitate,
obovate-oblong, 1 in. long

:

fl.-stem longer than lvs.,

rigid. April-June. Rocky
hills, Tenn.

BB. No. of Ifts. S.

C. Lvs. digitntely com-
pound.

lanceol^ta, Pursh. Per-
ennial herb, much
branched, glabrous or
nearly so, densely dark-
glandular, 1-2 ft. high:
Ifts. sessile, bright green,
entire, linear or oblance-
olate: fls. bluish white. .*? lines long. .June,
July. Kan. to N. W. Territorv, west to
Wash., etc. B.B. 2:281.

CC. Lvs. pinnately compound.

physddes, Dougl. Perennial herb, slen-
der, 1-2 ft. high: Ifts. ovate, about 1 in.
long: fls. in short, close racemes; calyx }4
in. long, becoming enlarged and inflated
until nearly i., in. lona:; corolla H in. long,
white or purplish. Mts. of coast ranges,
U. S.

BBS. No. of Iftii. .'>.

escol^nta, Pursh. Pomme Rlanche. Hardy herba-
ceous perennial 4-18 in. high: Ifts. "» and digitate, short-
stalked, oval or obovate, entire obtuse, narrowed at base.
1-2 in. long: fls. bluish: spikes dense, l^-g-S in. long:
root large, oft»-n clustered, starchy . June. Prairies.

Manitoba and Dakota south. B.B. 2:284.

AA. Plants ttndef, cult, in S. Calif.

B. .To. of Ifts. 3.

C. Ilabit herbaceous.

hitumindsa, Linn. Perennial herb, l%-3 ft. high, ai>-

pressed hirsute: Ifts. nearly entire; lower ones ovate,

obtuse; upper ones much narrower, acute: peduncles
longer than lvs.; fl. -heads dense, involucrate, becoming
elongated in fruit: fls. nearly 1 in. long. Spring and
early summer. Poor soil, Arabia.

CC. ffdbit shrubby.

glanduldsa, Linn. Petioles scabrous: Ifts. .1. diiritate.

ovate-lanceolate, acuminate: fls. blue and white, in usu-
ally axillary ra^-emes. Chile and Peru. B.M. 990.

BB, No. of Ifts. 7-11.

pinn^ta, Linn. Arborescent or shrubby. (>-12 ft.,

densely branched an<l leaty: Ifts. 7-11. pinnate, linear

or lanceolate linear, acute, commonly 10-1.1 lines long
by about 1 line wide: fls. axillary, solitary or clustered,
sessile or pedicelled, blue with white wings. 8. Africa.
G.c. III. ii-.mw. J.H. III. 3;j:5yi.

The following points concerning the P«mime Blanche
(which is also called Prairie Apple, Prairie Turnip and
Indian or Missouri Bread-root,are taken
from Goodale's " Wild Flowers of Anier-

autumn

2008.

Guava—Psidium Guair.va (X J a).

{•lant dies and separates from the root, near the ground,
and is blown about the prairies. After the top has -JTone

the root cannot be readily found, and hence the Indians
dig them ii August for their winter use. The^root lie.s

deep in the groutul and is about the size of a hen's egg.
The outside is covered with a thick inteirument almost
as tough as wood and of a dark brown color. The inside
is whitish and not unlike a chestinit in a[)pearance aiu>

taste, Vjut not so sweet. The Indian women dig tlie ro<»is

with great facility l»y means of a i-ointed stick two or
three feet long." Tlie roots are spinille-shaped or tur-

nip-shaped. If the Indians use them imme«liat*'ly, they
generally roast them in ashes. They are also dried and
stored for winter, ami when wantt-d they are mashed
between stones, mixed with water and baked into cakes
over the coals. The root was frequently found in the
canoes of the Indians by early travelers l»efore the plant
which produced it was known to white men, Nuttall
wrote: "The taste is rather insipid, but not disagreeable
either raw or boiled. Texture laminated, always tena-
cious, solid and never farinaceous." In 1840 the Pomme
Blanche was propose*! as a substitute for the potato. Its

claims to consideration are <liscussed in "Comptes rendue
de I'Academie des Seiences." vols. 2»>, 29 and ;{fl, an<l in

"Le Potatrer d"un rurieux." by Pailleux and Bois. with
the result that it is l)elieved to offer no ]>ossibilities of
advance over the potato. p^ ^y^ Baki'I.w.
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PSYCHOTRIA (Greek, life -prenervbiq: ref«*rrin-r to

nit<licinal properties), Jiubihcem. About 500 tropical

or subtropical shrubs, ^mall trees or ntrely herbs bear-

ing small tls. in terminal or rarely axillary, corymbose,
paniculate or head-like cymes: Ivs. opposite or rarely

whorled: calyx-limb short, various, often 5 -toothed:

corolla usually short, 5-, rarely 4-lobed : fr. a drupe
with 2 smooth hemispherical stones. Grumilea. which
differs only in having ruminate albumen, is included in

this genus.
A. /'/.*. yeUow.

Cap^nsis, Vatke {Gi-^tmllea Capensis, Sond.). An
evergreen shrub or tree with shining Ivs. .'{-.'ix 1J4-2 in.

an«l Hs. in trichotomous, pedunculate corymbs: stipules

coriaceous, broad: pedicels appressed, hairy, bracteated

2009. Psychotria undata

at the base; ultimate pedicel bearing a f>-r2-fld. umbel:
calyx Vo line long: corolla 3 lines long, yellow: fr. black.
S. Africa. Cult, in S. Fla.

AA. FIs. white.

undata, Jacq. Fig. 2009. A glabrous shrub; Irs.

papery, elliptical, costate-veiny : stiptiles large, connate,
dimidiate-sheathing, obovate: panicle sessile, trichoto-
mous, much exceeded by the Ivs.: tis. clustered, white;
corolla-lobes shorter than tube. Bahama. Jamaica.

P. jasminiflora. Mast. Shrubby: )),irk whitish: Ivs. 3 in.

long, coriaceous, pale l)eneath: nerves obscure: fls. white, l-lJi
in. long. Braz. G.C. II. rJ:201. B.M. 64r>4.

F. W. Barclay.
FTSBOXYLON (Greek, sneese-trood). Sapinddrerp.

P. utih', or !Snee7,e\\hm>I), is a forest tree of great value
in South Africa. It has been introduced to S. California
by Dr. F. Franceschi, Santa Barbara, who sends the fol-

lowing notes mainly taken from C. C. Henkel's '^Tree
Planting in the Transkeian Territories": It is a tree
30-.50 ft. high, with a straight trunk 2-4 ft. in diam. and
a l>eautiful crown: wood extremely heavy and hard,
strong, tough, close-grained, inelastic, very durable in
contact with the ground, easily split; used for piles of
bridges and jetties, for trucks and wagons, doors and

window frames, fence-posts and lately for engraving.
It burns readily even when green. It takes a fine polish
like mahogany. Dr. Franceschi writes that the seed
possesses short vitality. Of several thousand seeds
received from Kewa few years ago not one germinated.
Another large consignment was received two years ago
from the Cape, but only a few see<llings have been suc-
cessfully raised so far. The tree is called Sneezewood
because of its pungent o«lor.

Generic characters : tis. polygaraously dioecious; sepals
4, obtuse; petals 4; disk hypogynous, annular, glandu-
lar; stamens 4, alternate with the petals ; styles 2, or
connate in one: capsule compressed, 2-lobed at apex,
cordate at base, 2-celled, 2-seeded.

tltile, Ecklon & Zeyher. Sneezewood. Lvs. opposite;
Ifts. 11-17, decreasing, entire: racemes axillary, .shorter

than lvs.: tis. small, white or vellowish. S. Afr.

W. M.
PTABMICA. Included with Achillea.

PT£L£A (Greek name of the Elm tree, transferred to
this genus on account of the sinularity of the fruits).

Rutticeae. Hop Tree. Ornamental deciduous shrubs or
trees with alternate, h)ng-petioled, usually 3-foliolate

lvs. "".nd greenish white Us. in loose terminal c(»rymbs,
followed by flattened usually broadly
winged and nearly orbicular fruits. The
one species chiefly cult, is hardy north—
if it proves tender, as it sometimes
does, it is probably raised from south-
ern seed — and is a small, round-headed,
rather loosely branched tree with glossy
green foliage, a<lorned in fall with nu-
merous clusters of light green fruits
which remain on the branches for some
time after the lvs. have fallen. Itthrives
best in a porous, moderately moist soil

and prefers a somewhat shaded position.
Prop, by seeds sown in fall; the varie-

ties by layers or by grafting in spring under glass or
budding in summer on seedlings of the type.

The genus has 4 or 5 species in North America, south
to Mexico. Lvs. estipulate, ;i-5-foliolate ; Ifts. entire
or crenulate, punctate with pellucid dots: fls. small, po-
lygamous, in terminal corymbs; lobes of the minute
calyx, petals and stamens 4-5: ovary flattened, 2-celled,

with short style: fr. a 2-seeded, indehiscent, small flat-

tened nut, furnished usually with a broad thin wing.
Bark and foliage are sometimes used medicinally and
emit (as well as the fruits) when bruised, a strong, pun-
gent odor resembling somewhat that of the hop. for
which the frs. are said to have been used as a substitute
— hence the name Hop free.

trifoli^ta, Linn. Hop Tree. Wafer Ash. Fig. 2010.

Shrub or small round-headed tree, attaining 25 ft.: Ifts.

3, sessile, ovate to elliptic-oblong, narrowed at both
ends, sometimes acuminate, the lateral ones unequal at

the base, crenulate or entire, dark green and lustrous
above, pale below, glabrous or pubescent when young,
.^-5 in. long: fls. ?ii- 3^ in. across; filaments villous be-

low: fr. about 1 in. long. broa<i I v winged. June, N. Y.
to Fla.. west to Minn. S.S. \:\h, .34. G.C. III. 10:375.

Several varieties are in cultivation, of which var. aiirea,

Hort. (P. a urea, Hort.),the Golden Hop Thee, with
yellow foliage, is the best known, Var. glatica, Kirchn,
(? var. pubescens, Pursh). Lvs. grayish green, pubes-
cent when young. Var. mdllis, Torr. & Gray (P. mollis,

Curtis. P. rhomhifnlia. Heller). Branclilets, inflor-

escence and lvs. beneath pubescent or tomentose. N. C.
and Fla. to Ariz. More tender than the northern
glabrous form and rarely cultivated.

P. angiistifolia, Benth. (P. Baldwiui, Torr. & Gray). Shrub,
attaiiiing'Jo ft., witli smaller and narrower Ifts., 1-2)^2 in. long:
tis. larger: t'r. with narrower wing, em»-ginate at the base,
5. C. to Fla.. and Tex. to Colo.. Calif, and Mex.—P. aptera.
Parry. Shmb. attaining 15 ft.: Ifts. very small, becoming 1 in.

long: corj-mbs few-fid.: fr. wingless or nearly so. Calif. G.F.
3:333. Both last named species are not hardy north.

Alfred Rehder.

PTEBlDIUM (Greek, with the form of Pteris). Poly-
po(li()ee(p. A genus of large, ternately divided ferns

commonlv kno' -n as Bracken or Brakes, with the
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sporangia borne on a marginal line-like receptacle as in

Pteris (Fig. 2011) and covered with a marginal indu-

aium, but with an additional menibranouH indr ium
within the receptacle. Commonly known as Pteris.

aqtiilinam, Knlin. Lvs. scat-

tered from an underground rhi-

zome, 2-9 ft. high, temately com-
pound. Field and waste places in

some of its forms throughout the
world. L. ]\i. Underwood.

nrnvs-nvr, /-. i /. 2011. Pruitins piiinule
PTfiEIS (Greek name for a ol common brakc-

fern, from a word meaning icing; Pteridium aquilinum.
alluding to the prevalence of pin- Natural size,
nate forms). Pol/fpodidcece. A
large genus of widely distributed ferns with the spor-
angia borne on a marginal line-like receptacle that con-
nects the free ends of the veins, and with the more or
less altered margin of the leaf rolled over to form a con-
tinuous indusium. Many of the forms are among the
commonest species of ferns in the trade and are quite
generally used for table decoration. For culture, see
Fern.

INDEX.

8. L. refers to supplementary list.

adiantoides, s. L. heterophylla, 8. regina, s. l.

albo-lineata, 2. inequalis, .5. scal>er«la, 10.

angustata. 3. inteniata, 8. semipinnata. 6.

aqnilina, s. L. leptophylla, 13. semilata, 3.

arg>'rjea. 7. longifoha, 1. SieboldU. S. i..

Bausei. 6. magnitica. 2. Sniithiana, 11

.

biaurita, 11. major, 2. Smithii, 9.

Cretif'H, 2. maxima. 11. Snorardii, s. i>.

C'hinensis, s. L. Mayii. 2. tremula, 9.

cristata, 3, 11, neinoralis, 11. tri<'olor. 7.

densa, 3. nobilis, 2. variegata, 9.

ensiforrais. 4. Ouvrardi, 3. Victoria?, 4.

geranifolia, s. L palmata, s. L. voluta, 3.

Gilbertii. 3. pluinosa. s. L. Wallichiana, 12.

hastata, s, l. Quadriaurita, 7. ^Yilnsetti, s. L.

A. Veins free thronqhout

.

B. Lvti. simpli/ pinnate, the lotcer

pinme not dirided 1. longifolia
BB. Lrs. aim ply pinnate, but the

lower pinnai forked 2. Cretica
'.i. serrulata
4. ensiformis

EBB. Lrs. with lowest pinn(e pinnate. 5. inaequalis
G. semipinnata

BBBB. Lvs. with lowest pinnas hipin-
nntifid.

c. Lowest pinn(e enlarged 7. quadriaurita
8. heterophylla
9. tremula

cc. Lowest pinntT not enlarged ..10. scaberula
AA. Veins free, except for a single low

arch next the n 'rein 11. biaurita
12. Wallichiana

AAA. Veins uniting, forming copious
meshes 13. leptophylla

1. longildlia, Liim. Lvs. 1-2 ft. long. 4-9 in. wide,
lanceolate, often narrowe<l below; pinnae 20-30 on each
side, linear, entire. Tropical regions all around the
world, extending to southern Florida. Var. M^riesii,
Hort. Fronds shorter and pinnules straighter. the plant
keeping closer to the pot: a good horticultural form.

2. Cretica, Linn. Lvs. «)-12 in. long, on slender, straw-
colored stalks, consisting of a terminal pinna and 2-6
opposite sessile pairs, the upper often decurrent, the
lower pairs cleft nearly to the base into 2 or 3 pinnules.
Quite generally distributed in tropical regions, extend-
inff to central Florida. Many varieties are in cult., of
which var. albo-lineiita. Hort". (Fi<?. 2012), is one of the
finest, with broader piniia^ and a l)roa<l. central, whitish
band. Var. m^jor and var. n6bilis are larger horticul-
tural forms, and var. magnifica and var. Mtlyii {P.
JI(\yii) are still more developed.

3. serrul&ta, Linn, f. Lvs. H-V2 in. long, on slender
brownish stalks, consisting of a terminal pinna and 5-6
pairs of lateral ones, the upper ones decurrent and the
lower forked into 2 oi 3 branches or with second branch
above the basal one: pinna? narrow, the indusium not ex-

tending to the apices,which are sharply serrulate. China
and Japan. — Many monstrous and distorted fonns appear
in cult., giving rise to such varietal names as angustata,
cristata, cristata nana compacta. cristata variegiita,

d^nsa, Oilbertii, Ouvr4rdi (/'. (Jmrnrdi, Hort.), voluta,
etc., but these cannot be regarded as true varieties in

any scientittc sense.

4. ensifdrmis, Barm. Lvs. of 2 sorts, the sterile with
elliptic or elliptic-lanceolate segments, the lower pinna?
5-7-parted, the upper gradually simpler; sporophylls
similar but taller and with longer and much narrower
divisions. India to Polynesia; often confused with the
preceding species, as both are more or less common in
cult. Var. VictdrisB ( P. Virtdritr, Hort. ) is a garden va-
riety with leaves variegatt-d with white.

5. insequ&lis, Baker. Lvs. ovate -deltoid, 18-24 in.

long, 10-1.") in. wide, with 4-.') pairs of pinnate or pinnati-
fld pinnae followed by 2-3 pairs of broadly linear simple
ones and ending in a long, terminal, irregularly pin-
natifld portion; divisions of the lower sides of the pin-
nee uniformly much longer and lari^er than the upper
ones. China and Japan.

2010. Ptelea trifoliata. the Hop Tree, in fruit (X J'q).

6. semipinnata, Linn. Lvs. 12-18 in. long, the upper
portion simply pinnate with decurrent pinna?, the 4 or
more lowest pinnatitid on the lower side, the upper side
of the secondary rachises bordered by a narrow lamina.
India, China, Japan and the East Indies. — Var. Baiisei,

{P. Bausei, Hort.) is a garden form.

7. quadriaurita, Rctz. Lvs. up to 2-3 ft. long, on
strong, pale stalks, with a terminal central i)inna cut
down to the rachis into numerous linear-oblong lobes,

and below this several similar pinnae on each side, the
lowest of which are usually again compound with simi-
lar but smaller ones branching from the lower side at
base. All tropical regions. — Var. argyraea {P.argyr<fa,
Moore) is a form with a white band down the centers
of the pinnae. Var. tricolor ( P. tricolor. Linden) is simi-
lar but has a tinge of red in addition.

8. heteroph^llR., Linn. Lvs, 6-8 in. long, on pale stalks,

of 2 sorts : sterile lvs. elliptic,deeply incised ; sporophylls
narrowly linear-elliptic, with broad indusia and sterile

apices ending in 2-3 teeth : both sorts bipinnate in the
lower portions. West Indies to Brazil. Sometimes
referred to a distinct gnus, Anopteris. Var. intemJtta
( P. intemhta, Moore) is a garden variety with smaller
sporophylls and broader segments.
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9. tr^mula, R. Br. Lvs. 2-4 ft. long, on polished
chestnut-brown stulks; upper piuiite simply pinnate,
lower often much compound: sort copious, sometimes
flllingupthe whole segment except the rachis. Australia,
New Zealand. — Many forms cK-cur in cult, as var. Smith-
ijina (P. iSmithii, Hurt.), varieg&ta, etc.

/* f

3012. Pteris Cretica. var. albo-lineata.

10. 8cab6nila, Richard. Lvs. 12-18 in. long, on brown-
ish scabrous stalks, lanceolate-ovate in outline, tripin-

nate or quadri-pinnatitid throughout; rachis tiexuous,

scabrous; sori at maturity covering nearly the entire

surface of the narrow lanceolate segments. New Zea-
land.

11. bianrlta, Linn. (P. mdxima. Baker. P. nemordlis,
Willd.). Lvs, 1.5-30 in. long, with a terminal pinna G-d
in. long cut into narrow round-pointed divisions on 7-10

pairs of similar lateral ones, the lowest pair bearing a

fork on the lower basal side. All tropical regions.—
Habit v«y like P. qu'drianrifa, from which it differs

chiefly in "the venatioi Var. crist^ta (P. maxima, var.

cristdta, Hort.) is a ciat. form.

12. Wallichiina, Agardh. Lvs. tripartite, with the
lateral divisions again forked, the central one reaching
2 ft. long, with numerous lanceolate s»'ssile opposite
pinnules, cut again into numer«>us narrow lobes one-
eighth in. wide. India, Japan and the Philippine Islands.

13. leptophj^lla, Swz. Lvs. deltoid, 9-12 in. each way,
on straw-colored stalks ; upper pinna simple, those
below pinnatifid to a winged rachis, the lowest similarly

bipinnatitid at the base; veins line; sori not rerching
the tips of the segments. Brazil.

The following are mostly synoiijins and tr.'ide names that
cannot be accoxmted for by tlie writer: P. adiantoldes.—P.
aiiuHina. See Pteridium.—P. Chinensis is iK)ssibly a var. of
P. serrulata.—P. geranifbUa is a spe<-ies of Dorjoptoris.—P.
hastdta = Fellrea ha>;tata.—P. palmata possibly referable to
Doryopteris.—P. phtmosa.—P. regina.—P. Sieholdii.—P. Sttor-

drdii.—P. WimsetH. l. ji. I'xderwood.

PTEROCABYA (Greek, pteros, wing, and kanja, nut;
referring to the winged nuts). Jnglanddcece. Orna-
mental deciduous trees, with large, alternate, pinnate
lvs., rather inconspicuous greenish fls. in pendulous
catkins, and long, pendulous racemes of small, winged
fruits. The three cultivated species are hardy as far
north as Massachusetts, except some tender varieties of
P. stenoptera. They are handsome trees of rapid growth,
with graceful dark green foliage, decorated in summer
and fall with the long, drooping racemes of light green
fruits. They thrive best in rich and moist soil, but also

grow in drier localities. Propagated by seeds sown in
fall or stratified, and by layt-rs and suckers.
A genus of about 7 species in the Caucasus region,

China and .lapun. Branches with lamellose pith: lvs.

o«l 1-pinnate, with almost sessile Ifts. : tls. niontecious, in
pendulous catkins, appearintr with the lvs.: staminate
catkins rather dense, lis. consisting of 3 connate bracts,
1-4 sepals and (>-l8 stamens; pistillate catkins slender,
the l-celle«l ovary enclosed in a connate involucre elon-
gated into a 4-toothe«l beak, stigmas 2: fr. a small 1-

seeded, winged nut, 4-celled at the base. In germination
the 4-lobed cotyledons are borne above the ground and
become green, while in Juglans and Hicoria they remain
inclosed in the nuts.

A. Winter-btuh naked, usually several in each axil.

fraxinifdlia, Spach. (P. Caucdsica, C. A. Mey.). Tree,
to 60 ft., with spreading branches, often risingin several
stems from the ground: lvs. 8-15 in. long, witli glabrous
terete rachis; Ifts. 11-2.5, oblong to oblong-lanceolate,
acute or acuminate, serrate, pubescent only in the axils

of the veins beneath, 2-4 in. long: stamens 10-10; fr.

with semi-orbiculate wing, about % in. broad, in racemes
to 18 in. long. W.Asia. Gn. 34, p. 219. «.C. III. 4:381.
— P. Spaehifitia, Lav. (P. dumo.sa, L&v.), is hardly dif-

ferent, except that it is more shrubby and tender.

stendptera, DC. (P. Sin(^'n.sis, Hort, P. JapStnca,
Hort. I. Fig. 2013. Tree, similar to the preceding: lvs.

0-12 in. long, with the rachis winged and pubescent be-

neath; Ifts. 11-21, oblong, acute, serrate, pubescent b»-
neath on the midrib, 2-4 in. long: stamens 0-10: fr.

with oblong or oval-oblong, usually upright wings di-

verging at a narrow angle. China. — This is a variable
species, and the varieties are of different degrees of
hardiness. The form cultivated in the Arnold Arboretum
has proved as hardy as the ];'rcceding species.

AA. Winter-buds covered with S-S dark brown, large
se<rles, falling off early in spring: accessory
buds wanting.

rhoifdlia, Sieb. & Zucc. (P. sorbifblia, Sieb. & Zucc.
P. ht-i-iytita, Hort.). Tree, attaining 80 ft., with spread-
ing branches: lvs. 8-15 in. long, with terete-pubescent
or almost glabrous rachis; Ifts. 11-21, oblong or oblong-
lanceolate, acuminate, pubescent on the veins beneath

2013. Pterocarya stenoptera (X 1-5).

or almost glabrous, 2-4 in. long: fr. with a broa4l

rhombic wing, about 1 in. across. Japan, J>.Z. 2:1.'>0.—

This species is an important forest tree in Japan and
has proved hardy at the Arnold Arboretum.

Alfked Rehder.
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PTEB08P£RMUM KJret'k, winged sted). Stercii-

liar, It. A ^tnu> of about 15 species of trees or shrubs
from tropical Asia. Lvs, 2-ranketl, leathery, simple or
lobetl: peduncles 1-.'^, temiiiial: bractlets entire or lacini-

att', persistent or not: sepals 5, more or less connate;
petals 5, deciduous with calyx: staminal column short,
bearing 3 linear, 2-celled anthers between each pair of the
uliii^ulate staminodia: ovary inserted at summit of stami-
nal column..'{-S-celle'l; style entire; stigma 5-furrowe«l

;

ovules many: capsule somewhat woody, terete or 5-an-

gled. Flora of British India 1 '.'.ifHi.

acerifdlinm, Willd. Large tree: lvs. 10-14 in. x *>-l'2

in., roundish or oblong, often lobe«l, palmttely 5-7-

nerved; nerves prominent beneath: bractlets laciniate:

fl.-buds oblong, obtuse, 5-angled, rusty tomentose: fls.

5-G in. across, pure white, fragrant; sepals linear-o^»-

long. thick; petals linear-oblong: capsule 4-6 in. long,
5-celled ; see«ls many ; wing large, thin. B.M. 620.
Cult, in S. Calif. y^ ^y. BARCLAY.

PTEROSTtEAX (Greek, ;>/*'ro.s, wing ; alluding to
the winged or ribbed fruit, by which it is distinguished
from the allied genus Styrax). Sf!irae<}ceip. Ornamen-
tal deciduous trees, with rather large, alternate, denticu-
late lvs. and white fls. in showy pendulous panicles,
followed l)y small rather inconspicuous fruits. They are
only precariously hardy as far north as Mass. in shel-
tered positions. In .luue tliey are very attractive, with
their graceful drooping panicles of numerous deutzia-
like fragrant flowers. They thrive best in a moderately
moist, sandy loam and are prop, by seeds or layers and
also by greenwood cuttings under glass. About 3 spe-
cies in China and Japan, Small trees: fls. in large pan-
icles terminal on short branchlets ; calyx 5-toothed;
corolla 5-parted almost to the base; stamens 10, some-
what longer than the corolla and slightly exceeded by
the slender style : ovary 3-celled : fr. a ribbed or
winged, 1- to 2-seeded nut. Sometimes united with
Halesia, from which it is distinguished chiefly by the
panicled drooping inflorescence and the 5-merous fls.

hfspida, Sieb. & Zucc. (ffnUsiahi!<pida,yi&st.). Fig.
2014. Tree, attaining 25 ft., with slender spreading
branches forming an open head: lvs. short - petiole*!,

ovate to oblong, narrowed at the base, acute or acumi-
nate, almost glabrous or pubescent on the veins be-
neath, light green above, grayish green beneath. 4-7 in.

long: panicles 4-6 in. or more long: fls, creamy white,
fragrant, about H in. long: fr. 10-ribbed, thickly cov-
ered with bristlv hairs. H in. long. June. Japan. G.C.
11.22:177. On.* 8. p. 24:5; 26, p. 23: 34, p. 111. R.H.
1875, p. 308. G.F. 5:389. M.D.G. 1899:353.

corymbdsa, Sieb. & Zucc. (ffnlesia corymbdso,
Nichols.). Small tree, closely allied to the preceding:
lvs. broader, oval or ovate, sparingly stellate-pubescent
on both sides: panicle l)roader: fr. with 4-5 narrow
wings, toraentulose. June. Japan. — Seems to be more
tender than tho preceding and is but rarely cultivated.

Alfred Rehder.
PTERdXYLON. See Ptifroxylou.

FTIL6MERIS is considered by Gray as a subgenus
of Baeria. P. coronaria, Nutt., is the plant known to

the trade as Short in CnUfomiea. It is described and
figured in this work under AcfiuoJepis.

auj^sta, Becc. Tnink becoming 80-100 ft. high,
slender, smooth: ivs. becoming 8-12 ft. long; pinna?
2-3 ft., linear, acuminate, bright green: fr. elliptical-

oblong, red: seed grooved on one side. Xicobar.

F. W. BARri.AV.

PTILOTUS ezalt^tua. See Trichiniti m.

PTYCHORAPHIS (Greek, folded and raphe). Pal-
indcetF. A genus of 3 species of Malayan palms. Of
P. augusta, Wm. Watson writes: "It is as graceful as
Coco.t Weddeliana or Geonoma gracilix, and it grows
as freely under cultivation as either of these popular
palms." This rare palm has been offered in America
but is not known to be cultivate*!. Tlie genus contains
3 species, one from Singapore, one from the Philippines
an<l one from Xicobar.
The genus is placed next to Rhopaloldaste by Dni«le

in Engler and Prantl's Natiirlichen Pflanzenfamilien
and distinguished by the ridge of the forked raphe and
deeply ruminate seed, while the rumination of the
upper parts of the seed is flatfish.

2014. Pterostyrax hispida (XK)-

PTYCHOSPfiRMA (Greek words, probably referring
to the ruminate albumen of the seed), Palmdcece. The
following names have appeared in American trade cat-
alogues: Ptychonperma Alexandrfp, CunninghamiaHa
and Seemannii. These are all referred below to other
genera. For P. elegans, consult Seaforthia.

P. alba, SoheflF. See Dictyosi>erina alba.— P. Alexdndrcp. F.
Muell. See An-hontophoenix Alexandra?.—/'. Cunninuhamidna,
H. We.\dl. See An*hontophoenix Ctmninghamii.

—

P. eleyans.
Blame. Consnlt Seaforthia.— P. Rtimphii. Consult Drymo-
phlapus.— P. Se^inannii. See Baiaka.

PUCCOON. Lithospermnm.

PUCCOON, RED. Sanguinnria.

PUCCOON, YELLOW. IJifdrastis.

PUCHA-PAT. Nanie in India of Patchouli.

PUDDING BERRY. Corntis Canadensis.

PUERARIA ( M. N. PuTari, Imtanist of Geneva).
LfgnminosiP. Ten twining Asian herbs or shrubs,
closely allied to Dolichos and Phaseolus, but differing
among other things in the beardless style, tumid nodes
of the racemes and monadelphous stamens. Lvs. 3-foli-

olate and stipellate, the Ifts. sometimes lobed: fls. often
large, pea-shaped, in long and tlense. often compoun<l,
racemes: standard usually spurred at the base, about
equaling the wings and keel: pod flatfish, linear, many-
seeded.

• Thunbergiana, Benth. (Dolichos Japdnicus, Hort.
Pachyr)ztis ThiinbergiUnus, Sieb & Zucc). Kuuztr
Vine. Perennial with large tuberous starchy roots,

making a most remarkably vigorous growth of slender,
hairy, twining stems: Ifts. rhombic-ovate to nearly or-

bicular-ovate, variously lobed, but the margins entire
and ciliate: fls. pea-s!iaped. purple, in axillary spikes
late in the season, not showv: nod large and flat.

Japan and China. A.G. 13:387; 21; 505. :,G.F. 6:50.5.

RH. 1891, p. 31. Gt. 45:1429.-A hardy vine remark-
able for the great rapi«lity of its growth, aiul most use-

HlHIIillll
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ful for covering arlMjrs and verandas. From a well-

established root, vines will grow 4tM)U ft. in a sin^l*'

season, produrinj; a profusion of very larjje Ivs. In the
North the plant dies to the ground in the winter, but in

the South the top becomes woody. The large fleshy root

assumes most ruri«*us sliapes, the main branches often
being 4-5 ft. long, (teorgeson writes of the plant in

Japan: "The roots are ttesliy and yield starch of excel-

lent quality; the tough tiber of the inner bark is manu-
factured into a sort of cloth which combines fineness with
remarkable strength; and in certain situations the vine
is unparalleled for ornament and shade." The tts. are
borne on the old or wcM>dy stems, but these stems usually
do not persist north of Philadelphia, and even rarely
there. With age. the tops are more likely to survive the
winter. Prop, by «livision of the roots, or by seeds when
they can be had; also by cuttings. l_ jj^ g^

PUFF BALLS. See page KMf).

FULMONABIA (Latin, Innf/; the herb having been
considere<l a remedy for diseases of the lungs). Bor-
rmjindcetf. LrNowoKT. About 6 species of mostly
Etiropean perennial herbs, with creeping rootstocks and
rather lartre, blue or purple fls. in terminal cymes.
Calyx tubular-bell-shaped, Ti-toothed or cleft to the
middle only; corolla-tube straight, naked or pilose;
limb .')-lob«'d; stamens included in corolla-tube: nuts
smooth. Mertensia has a short, open, more deeply-cleft

calyx, exserted stamens,
and slightly fleshy nuts.
Pulra<marias are of easy
cultivation, preferring
lijrht soil, not very dry,
in open or partially
shaded positions. They
are readily propagated
by division. Divide the
clumps every two or
three years.

A. Lvs. white-spotted.

B . Plu nt very glandular.

sacchar&ta. Mill.
Bethlehem Sage. Fig.

201.5. Height G-18 in.:

stem setose-hairy, with
articulate glands : radical
lvs. oval - acuminate at

both ends, slightly de-
current, larger than in

following species: fls.

whitish or reddish vio-

let. April, May. In shady
places, Europe.

BB. Plant rough -hairy
hut slightly if at all
(jlnrdnlar.

o!ficin41is, Linn. (P.
mo'-nlatit. F. G. Dietr.).

Height fL>-\2 in. : radical
lvs. in distinct tufts,
ovate - oblong to nearly
linear, on long footstalks,

coarsely hairy, more or
less spotted: fls. in ter-

minal forked cymes, rec^

April. Woods. Europe.

2015. Pulmonaria saccharata

(X ^3.)

fading to violet.

AA. Lvs. entirely green.

angrastifdlia, Linn. Height (y-\2 in.: stem setose-

hairy, having a few glands: radical lvs. elliptic-lanceo-

late to lanceolate, decurrent on petiole: fls. blue. April,

May. Woods, Europe.

P. alhn, Hort. Saul, is presnmably Mertensia Sibirica, var.

alba.--P. Sibirica. See Mertensia Sibirica.—P. Virginica. See
Mertensia pulmonarioides. p^ ^y". Barclay.

FULSATtLLA. See Anemone.

PULTENAA is one of many genera of Australian
shrulM (»f tlie legume family with clusters of yellou-
pea-sha{)ed flowers. I'ulten«»as are practically unknown
in American rtori<'ulture. Seventy-flve species are dis-
tinguished in Flora Au8tralien8is'2: 107-140 (1«W), F<r
general purj)ose8 these plants are presumably inferior
to CytiHHS Cauarietisis.

FUMFKIN. See Squash.

FtlNICA (PumjVkx, Carthaginian: \wnce ^fnl^^mpuni^
cum, "apple of Carthage," an early name of the Pome-
granate). Lythrdce<f. Genus of 1 species.

OraniLtom, Linn. Pomeoraxate. which see. A large
deciduous slirub or small tree, with mostlj- opposite or
clustered oblong or obovate obtuse entire, glabrous and
more or less shining lvs.: fls. axillary, solitary or in

small clusters, orange-red, showy; calyx tubular, the
short lobes 5-7 and persistent on the top of the fruit (as
on an apple) ; petals e(]ual in number to the calyx-lobes,
inserted between the lobes, lanceolate to olmvate,
wrinkled: ovary imbedded in the calyx-txibe (or recep-
tacle-tube), comprising several locules or compartments
in two series (one series above the other), ripening into
a large, juicy, many-see«le«l pome-like berry. Persia f<»

X. W. India. —A handsome plant, with showy fls. 1 in.

across in summer. Hardy as far north as Washingtiju
and Baltimore. It is also grown as a conservatory
plant, blooming in winter as well as in summer. For
ornament, the double-tlowering kinds are the most
popular (F.S. 13:i;{85, as /'. Gnniatum Legrelhi).
There are many named varieties. The treatment of the
fruit-bearing varieties is disc issed under Pomegranutf.

Var. n&na, Hort. (P. nfiia, Linn.). Dwarf Pome-
granate, seldom growing hight r'than a man, and usually
treated as a pot-plant in the North. It is the best kind
for greenhouse use. The double-fld. form is most com-
mon. B.M. (».'{4. It is as hardy as the species, and is

suitable for outdoor work where the climate is not too
severe. On the Pacific coast it is grown as a hedge
plant as far north as San Francisco. Both this and the
species are easily grown by cuttings of dormant wood,
as currants are. but the cuttings should be started in-

doors with some heat. l^ pj g^

FUKIFICATION
Galanthus nivalis.

FLOWEB. Same as snowdrop.

PUBPLE CONE-FLOWEB. Echinacea.

PUBPLE WBEATH. Petrea.

PT^BSHIA (atter F. T. P»ursh, or Pursch, as is the
original spelling of his name (1774-1820); born at

Grossenhain, in Saxony, not at Tobolsk, in Siberia, as
is frequently stated; traveled in this country and wrote
a flora of North America.) Iiosdce(f. Low deciduous
spreading shrub with alternate, mostly fascicled, small,

cuneate and tridentate lvs.. rather small, solitary, yel-

lowish fls. and inconspicuous fruits. Of little ornamen-
tal value with its sparse grayish or bluish green foliage

and its rather inconspicuous fls., and but rarely culti-

vated. Probably hanly as far north as Mass., requiring
stxnny position and well-drained peaty soil; an excess

of moisture, especially <luring the winter, proves fatal

t" it. Prop, by seeds and probably by layers. But one
•/ cies, native of western N. America and allied to Cer-
. ourpus: petals 5; stamens numerous; pistils 1 or

sometimes 2: fr. a pubescent leathery akene exceeding
tue persistent calyx.

trident^ta, DC. Diffusply branched shrub, attaining

5, rarely 10 ft.: lvs. cuneate-obovate. .S-lobed at the

apex, whitish pubescent beneath, %-% in. long: fls.

solitary on short branchlets, almost sessile, yellowish,

about '% in. across: fr. ovate-o])long, acuminate. April

-»July. Ore. to Wyoming, New Mex. and Calif. B.R.
17:1446. — Var. glanduldsa, Jones (P. glandulosa. Cur-

ran), is glandular and has very small, almost glabrous
lvs., sometimes pinnately 5-lobed. Alfrep Rehder.

FUBSLANE. Portulaca oleracea.

PULSE. See Legumes. PUBSLANE, WINTEB. Montia perfoliata.
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PUSCHKlNIA (Count M. PtiHohkin, Rn»Hiati poet).
Liliihrif. A ^enus of 2 species of hardy spriiiK-^jlooni-

in^ bulbs from 8. Asia, with chisters of sinali (Mobed
white tls., each narrow lobe l>eing prettily lined with
blue. A j^ood specimen may have as many as 10 fl?».,

ea<!h % in. across. The peculiar feature of the genus
is the crown on which the stamens are borne. This is

a white body of petal-like texture, havinn; (i hitws, each
of which is variously to<»thed. The jfenus is allied to

Scilla and (.'hiono«loxa. Lvs. 2-.'J, linear, surrounding
the lower part of the scape. Excellent early plants.

scilloldes, Adams {Adihmtia ftrilhAilfit, Willd.l.
Height 4-12 in.: bulb globular, about % in. thick: Ivs.

as tongas scape, %-\ in, wide: nvceme 1-10-rtd. ; pe«li-

cels slender, erect: perianth usually bluish white; di-

visions elliptic-oblong, three times as long as the tube;
crown one-third as long as <livisioiis. deft t<» ml<ldle
into truncate or retuse teeth. Var. Liban6tica, Boiss.

(P. Lifmnotirti, Zucc), differs from the type in having
divisions of perianth }4 in. long and the teeth of the
crown more acute and bifid, (in. .'J2, p. .l; 54, p. 219.

B,M. 2244. F.S. 21 :2220 (as P. sirula).

F. W. Barclay and W. M.

PUTRANJlVA (meaning obscure). Euphorbirieefr.

A genus of 2 species of tender evergreen trees native
<»f India. Lvs. alternate. un<Uvided. entire or serrulate:
tis. axillary, small, yellow or white, mono'cious or
dicecious, the female subsolitary, the male clustered :

stamens \-H : ovary 2-.3-celled : drupe l-celle<l. Flora
of British India, o:.'iii6.

Bozbarghii, Wall. Indian Ain'LEX Plant. A mod-
erate-size«l tree, nearly glabrous: lvs. 2-.'i in. long,
obliquely ovate to ovate-lanceolate, serrulate: tis. small,
yellow; sepals of male H. .'{-.5, of female .>-C: fr. globose
to ovoid, size of a cherry or smaller, white tomentose.
Cult, in S. Fla. F. W. Barclay.

PUTTY-BOOT. CornUorhiza.

POYA (Chilean name). Bromelidcece. Forty-four
species, according to Mez (DC. Monogr. Phaner. 9) of
large terrestrial xerophytic South American brome-
liads, allied to Pitcaimia {differing in having a fully
superior rather than partially superior ovary). For
culture, see also Billbergia. Puya ccertilea, P. Whyfei
and P. heterophylla are here referred to Pitcairnia.
Puya also includes the plants known in trade as
Pourretia.

A. Fls. yellow.

Chil^nsis, Molina (PiVcaJrwia coarctdta, Pers., and P.
ChiUnsis, Lodd.). Becoming 4-.t ft. or more high,
sometimes branching: lvs. in tufts, 2-4 ft. long, very
narrow, often recurved, the margins armed with strong
recurved spines or thorns, glaucous: blossoms in a
branching, hoary, bracted inflorescence rising ."i-S ft.

from the top of the caudex, the fls. large (2 in. across),
sessile or nearly so, the 3 lanceolate sepals greenish
and he obovate-oblong much-exserted petals yellow or
greenish vellow, the <> er'^ct stamens shorter than the
oetals. the stigma .3-branched. Chile. B.M. 4715. F.S.
9:869-70. G.C. III. 7:685.-A striking and mammoth
bromeliad, making a yucca-like mass of foliage and
projecting above it a very showy inflorescence.

AA. Fls. white or rose-color.

gigas, Andre. Still larger than the latter, sending its

titanic spikes 20 to 30 ft. into the air, from a rosette of
hard and thick spiny-toothed agave-like lvs. : inflores-

cence simple, dense, club-shaped, terminating the tall,

erect, bracted scape: lvs. green above an<l white be-
neath, the spines black and hooked: fls. white, passing
into rose. Colombia, 10,000 ft. R.H. 1881. p. 31.5. and
Gn. 21, p. 309. — Can probably be handled like agaves.

L. H. B.

Puyas and Pitcaimias are mostly warmhouse plants,
requiring the general treatment given Musas, Dieflfen-
bachias and Marantas. They prefer a fairly heavy
loam, and, except when in bloom, a constant supply of
moisture. When in bloom, the plant shouM be elevated
on a pedestal or inverted pots in order to protect it

frona ex«'estiive moisture and to allow the scape full

opportunity to expau<l. i'ropagated by division.

H. A. SlEBttEt HT.

Puyas and Pitcaimias are generally foun<l in collec-

tions of bromeliads anil are usually grown in moist
tropical houses. The native home of the Puyas is on
the steep, stony slopes of the Conlilleras at high alti-

tudes with little other vegetation for c(unpany except
some species of Cereus. This would indicate that drier
and c«Miler comlitions, «»r such as we give Cacti and suc-
culents, would suit them best, yet they thrive e((ually

well in the tropical house. Indeed, the writer has
found most of the family Bromeliacea* very acc«»m-
moilating not only to temperature and moisture condi-
tions, but to soils and methods of growintr them; for
instance, nuiny of the Tillantlsias may be gn»wn on
blo<'ks of wood as ej»i|>hytes, yet they do equally well

grown in j»ots. But what iierhaps is more remarkable
is the fact that several of the stronger-growing Brome-
liatls appear to grow equally well either in a stnuig
loamy mixture, or a mixtur*- of chopped fern root and
charcoal. The writer has pineapples growing in bt»th

mixtures with e(|Ual success. But the most rational
treatment is to give all the Bromeliads conditions and
soil similar to the environment in which they are found
in their native habitat, yet according to the experience
of the writer few plants possess such remarkable adap-
tability to changed conditions as do these plants.

J. Canning.

PYCNANTHEMUM (Greek, (ffM**- and blossom: re-

ferring to compact flower-heads). LabiCltiP. Molntain
Fruit. Hardy aromatic perennial herbs with branching
stems and white or purplish fls. in terminal or sometimes
also axillary clusters, borne in late summer. Calyx 2-

lippe<l or 5-toothed, naked in the throat ; corolla 2-lipped

;

stamens 4, straight and spreading, or connivent under
the upper lip; the upper pair shorter or abortive: an-
thers 2-celled. The genus diflfers from Monarda in hav-
ing smaller and canescent fl. -heads, l^vcnanthemums
are mint-like plants of easy culture in any good soil.

The following grow 1-3 ft. high, and bear fl. -heads % in.

across or less from .July to September. Lvs. entire, gla-

brous or pubescent, nearly sessile.

A. Lvs. lanceolate or linear-lanceolate: calyr-teeth
ovate-triitiK/ular.

lanceol&tam, Pursh. Stem rather stout: lvs. fragrant,
firm, acuminate at apex, rounded or narrowed at base,
1-2 in. long. 2-.") lines wide. Dry fields, Canada to (ia.,

west to Minn. B.B. 3:112.

AA. Lt's. linear: calyx-teeth subulate , bristle-tipped.

linifdlitun, Pursh. Stem slender: lvs. 1-2 in. long,
}4-\}4 lines wide. In fields, Mass. to Fla., Out., Minn,
and Texas. B.B. 3:111.

P. Monardella, Michx., is properly Monarda Clinopodia,
Linn. A i>erennial herb with a slender, usually simple stem
1-3 ft. high. Lvs. lanceolate to ovate, membranaceous, bright
green. slender-i)etiole«i, 2-4 in. long: fl. -heads solitar>', terminal:
corolla yellowish, 1 in. long or less. .lune-Aug. FieMs, Out. to
Ga. B.B. 3:102.—P. rulifare, offere<l by .Jacob W. Manning in
1892, was raised from see<l received from Wra. Tliompson. of
Ipswich, Eng. .1. Woodward Manning writes that tliis plant
is properly Origanum vulgare, which see.

F. W. Barclay.
PYRACANTHA (Greek ;)»/r, fire, and akanthos, thorn-,

alluding to the bright red fruits ». Ifosdcete. Ornamen-
tal evergreen thorny shrubs, with alternate rather
small and narrow crenulate lvs., white fls. in corymbs,
and bright red fruits. P. coccinea is hardy as far north as
Mass. in sheltered positions. It is a handsome low ever-
green shrub, especially when loaded with its bright red
fruits, these remaining on the branches all winter if not
eaten by birds, which ire fond of them; it is also pretty

in spring with its numerous corymbs of white fls. It is

well adapted for planting on rocky slopes or sunny
rockeries or for borders of shrubberies; it may also be
used for low ornamental hedtres or for covering walls,

as it stands pruning well and is easily trained into any
desired shape. It thrives in almost any kind of well-

drained soil, including limestone, and prefers sunny po-

sitions. Prop, by .seeds or by cuttings of ripened wood
in fall under glass, kept during the winter in a temper-
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ate jfreenhouse; alno by layers and Home^ime^* by prraft-

injf on Hawthorn or Cotom-astfr. Pyra-autha in a >f»*nurt

of 2 .Hpe<Mf!* from southeast Kurope to the Hiniaiayus;
closely allied to Cotoneuster but eiinily liistinguished by
the crenulate Ivs. and the th«>rny brunches, also l>y the
more conspicuous stipules. From Cratiegus it is chieHy
distinifuished by the structure of the (»var>', which con-
tains 2 equal ovules in each cell, while in t'ratH»»fUs each
cell contains only one fertile ovule and a sec«m<l imper-
fect and smaller one. (.'orj-mbs many-tld.; stamens
about 20, with yellow anthers: fr. red or orange, rarely
white, with .j stones.

coccinea, Roem. (Cotonedtifi r Ptjracdntha, Spach.
CratiKjiix Ptjr>iriintha, Borkh. M^.sjiilns Fyrnciintha,
Linn.). Fiir- 2016. Shrub, attaining » ft., rarely 20 ft.,

with nuiii i.»u8 short spines: younji; branch lets and peti-

<des Krayish pubescent: Ivs. oval-oblontf to oblanceo-
late, acute, creuate. glabrous or slightly pubescent when
young, %-\% in. long: corymbs pubescent, many-fld..
about \% in. broa*i : rts. small, white: fr. numerous,
bright red, about one-fifth in. a<'ross. May. June. Italy

to W. Asia. — Var. LaULndi, Dipp. {Cotoneiister cretin-

l<\ta, Hort., not Wenzig), is of more vigorous growth,
with slender branches: Ivs. less deeply crenate: corymbs
larger: fr. bright orange-re<l. Well suited for covering
walls and said to be hardier than the type. Var. pauci-
fldra, Dipp. Of low, dense habit and very thorny: co-
rymbs small: fr. yellowish red. Hardy and well suited
for hedges. Var. frtictu 41bo is a fonn with white or
yellowish fruits.

crenul&ta, Roem. (Cotnnedster crenulhtn, Wenzig.
CrntlfgtiA creuul(\t(t, Roxb. ). Closely allied to the pre-
ceding: branchlets and petioles rusty-pubescent, gla-
brous at length: Ivs. narrower, oblong to oblanceolate.
obtuse or acutish, more leathery, bright green and glossy
above, 1-2 in. long: corymbs glabrous : fr. globose, bright
orange-red. May, June. Himal. B.R. 30:52.—More tender
than the preceding, with handsomer, glossier foliage.

Alfred Kehdek.

section HoflTmann places the tlortsts' chrysanthemums
< generally said to be the pnuluct of V. IndirnmX
SiHenne): also Pi/rfthnnn rostiim; also the white
weed or oxeye daisy, ('. Lni<onthetHiun; the costmary,
('. Bal»amita, var. fdnarrtotdfn; and C. eiHeniriotfoliHm
and corymltosum. Here also bfloni; the (iolden Feather,

2016. Pyracantha coccinea (X J4).

PYR£THBUM in jrarden literature and laneruage
nearly always means Pyrethrum roxettm, the handsome
Slimmer-blooming hardy perennial composite, with finely

dissected foliage, pictured on page 312 of this work,
Fie:. t<>3. It is a favorite border plant in Europe, but
little known in America, although it has several hun-
dred varieties. It requires special culture, for which
see p. 310. Nearly all the Pyrethrums with personal
names, as Ajax, Ceres, etc., are forms of this species.
These varieties are also listed in catalogues as hybrid
I'yrethrums or P. hyhridutn. Althousrh the genus
Pyrethrum was long ago reduced to the rank of a mere
section of Chrysanthemum, the name Pyrethrum is still

prominent in our nursery catalogues, and it has become
thoroughly established in the English language as the
common or popular name of Pyrethrum roseum and its

varieties, which are now referred by botanists to Chrys-
(nithemutn eoccineum.

In Engler and Prantl's Natiirlichen Pflanzenfamilien,
HoflFmann makes eight sections of Chrysanthemum.
Among these the section Pyrethrum is distinguished,
chiefly, though not entirely, by the fact that the plants
are perennial and by the 5-10-ribbed akene. In this

2017. Golden Feather.

A common betltlinjj plant with yellow toliaKe. often
catalogue*! as Pyrethnnn parthenifoUum, var. aureum.
See p. 311, species No. 4.

Figs. 2017, 459, the well-known bedding plant with
golden foliage, and C. uliginonum, which has attracted
considerable notice within recent years. -^ jkl

P"^ROLA (name said to be derived from E*yrus, name
of the pear tree I. L'rirdeece. Wintergreen. Shinleaf.
Perennial evergreen, stemless herbs, with a cluster of
orbicular or elliptical leaves attached to the top of the
branching, slender, underground rootstocks: scape
angular and scaly-bracted, bearing racemes of white,
greenish or purple, uoddintr fis. in summer. Fls. slightly
irregular; sepais 5, imbricate*!; petals 5; stamens lo";

style declined <)r straight: capsule o-lobed, splitting
from below upwards, bearing numerous small seeds.
The genus has about a dozen species and several varie-
ties, found in the n(»rth temperate zone from Great
Britain to Asia and North America south to Mexico.
Ab«>ut 10 species occur in North America. They grow
naturally in rather poor sandy uplands and in bogs.
Like many other members of the heath family. Winter-
greens are difficult to cultivate and will not succeetl in
garden soil. In removing them from the woods, care
should be taken to secure a large ball of earth. They
may then sTicceed in the shade of evergreens and upon
rockeries in peaty soil. The species are scarcely in

general cult.; they are offered by dealers in native
plants. P. rotund ifol in is probably more cult, than the
others. For a fuller botanical account, see Gray's Syn.
Flora N. Amer.

A. I^ls. greenish : style straight.

secunda, Linn. Height al>out 6 in.: Ivs. thin, ovate,
crenate, l-lVa in. hma:: fls. snuill, in a one-sided, dense,
spike-like raceme. North Atlantic states to Lab., Rocky
Mts. to arctic regions, N. Europe to Japan.

AA. Fls. greenish white ; style curved downward.
chlordntha, Swartz. Heigh. .^10 in.: Ivs. small, or-

bicular, dull, shorter than the petiole: fls. few; anther
cells with beaked tips. Lab. to Pa., Ro<"ky Mts.. north
to subarctic regions.

ellfptica, Nutt. Height 8-10 in.: Ivs. broadly oval or
oblong, thin, dull, serrulate. 2-2^ in. long, longer than
the petiole; loosely 5-10-fld. Canada to Brit. Col. and
through N. Atlantic states to New Mex., Japan.

pfcta, Smith. Height 5-10 in.: Ivs. thick, broadly
ovate to spatulate. blotched with white alx>ve, dull,

longer than the petioles. Pacific slope.

AAA. Fls. white to pink or purple.

rotundifdlia, Linn. Height 5-12 in.: Ivs. orbicular,

about 2 in. long, thick, shining above, sho-ter than tlie

petioles: fls. numerous: bracts conspicuous. Var. tili-
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ffindta. Uray. with pink or roHe-colored rts. and suhcor-

iiiiU' TO obuvate. ilull Ivh., iK'curH in xwaiupn, An-tlc

n-jfioriH, mid hs far Moutli as <»h.. N»'W M»'X. and Calif.

Var. Mftrifdlia, llook.. witti purplf Hs. anil roitiitl kid-

ney-!*haped to ovate-urbiruiar Ivs., occurs northward.

C. F. Wheelek.

FYBOLA, One-flowered. Mone»e» gmndiflom.

P'?RU8 ( Latin name of pear tree). Sometimes spelled
J*trus. liomtrt-ir. P«»me Fkiits. Klnwers normally
p«'rfeot, re>rular. in sprin;;; tonis urn-shape<l and at-

tached to the carpels nnd tliially closinff over them, and
with them heconiinir rivshy in fruit; cnlyx-lohes 3 and
persistent upon the top of tlie youn^ fruit, or in some
oases falling: away at partial maturity; p«'tals 5, white or
red; stamens 2<> or more; pistils 2 to .'», crowning a
2- to o-IocuWmI ovary in which the locules are usually
2-seeded. Fijf. '2«UH. Pyrus is a polymorjihous jifenus,

comprising some '.W to .')<) species in the northern hemi-
sphere. Trees or whruhs, with alternate leaves which are
simple in the comm<»n species hut compound in P.
heterophylla and rarely in some of the apple tribe. The
species are cultivat«'«l for their edilde fruits and for
ornament. Apples and Pears are the leadini? species.

The s{>ecies are mostly small trees, hearinj; clusters of
showy white or blush tlowers with the leaves or in

advance of them. They are natives of the northern
hemisphere, niostly of cool temperate parts, and the
preater part of them are hardy in the northern states.

They are of easy culture. The pear-like species may
be worked on Pear stoi'ks, and the apple-like species on
Apple stocks.

The fruit of Pyms is of the kind known to botanists
as a pome. The morphology of the pome is still a sub-
ject of dispute, although most botanists now agree in
considering it to be a hollow torus (receptacle) in which
the ovary is imbedded. Fig. 2019 illustrates the theo-
retical structure. The ovary is at h, wholly inclosed in

ity like an apple, the flesh bearing grit cells; styles

usually free or not united at the base. (No*. 1-5.)

Of these plants there are perhaps l."> to 20 s[>ecies,

natives to south-central Europe and Asia, with the
greatest expansion in the Grecian-.\sia-Minor-Syri»n

2018. Flowers of apple.

The ovaries are shown in the section, an ovule ^jeing at

the fleshy torus n. Most of the edible part of the Apple
or Pear, therefore, is considered t«) be torus, whereas
the core is ovary. This ovary is of tive carpels or cells,

as shown in the cross-section. Fig. 2020. It was formerly
held that the edible part is largely calyx-tube, but vari-
ous morphological considerati«»ns have inclined students
to regard it as stem rather than calyx. One of these
reasons is the fact that Apples sometimes bear a rudi-

mentary leaf (as in Fig. 20211. an organ

r
which is commonly borne only by stems.
There are the wi«lest differences of

opinion as to the generic limits of this
- - group of plants. What is regarded >)y

Bentham & Hooker as one genus is re-

garded by others as 10 or 12 genera ( see.

for example. E. Koehne, "Die Gattung
iler Pomaceen." Wissensch. Beil. zum
Program des Falk-Realgymnasiuras, Ber-
lin, 1890). In the present work, some of
these species (the quinces) are set off

as Ctfdonia, the medlar as Mespilus,
and the mountain ashes, chokeberries
and their kin as Sorbus. This restricts

Pyrus to the pear-like and apple-like
species.

1. i*KAHfi. — (Pyrophorum). Fruit either
with a conical base or possessing a cav-

O

2019.

Diaeram of a
pome i pear).

Showing t li e
torus part at a
and the ovary
part at 6.

2020. Section of a pume l,apple).

Showing the interior or ovar>- part and the exterior
or torus pitrt.

region. Of this particular regicm. Bossier (Flora
Orientalisj reduces the species to eight, J*. comwuniH,
I*, rordata, P. iitnifgdaliforHiiH, P. ehnigrifoUa, P.
Halicifolin, P. Sifriarn. P. Itnrfinia, P. glabra. Some
of these have fniits of comestibl(> value, and it is not
impossible that they may be worthy of amelioration.
The best horticultural account of the species of Pears,
with particular reference to their pcmiological values,
will be found in vol. 1 of Decaisne's "Le .lardiu
Fruitier du Museum," where superb plates are given.

2. Apples (J/ (»/»«.'< |. — Fniit with a sunken base or
"cavity," the flesh with<mt grit cells; styles more
or less united below ( Nos. l>-]9).

There are probably 20 good species of this sub-
genus, of wide distribution. The common Apple,
P. Mains, is probablrindigenous in southwestern
Asia. In Siberia, I'tiina and Japan, several spe-
cies are native, of which the best known are the
smooth-growing Crab trees with small fniits that

shed their calices. In North America is another
set, represented by the Garliind Crab, P. coro-

varia of the East, the Narrow-leaved Crab, P.
augnstifolia of the Southeast, the Prairie States
Crab, P. loenitis, and the far western Crab, P.
fuxca. It is difiicult to Hnd good characters to

separate the small-fruited Apples, particularly

the Asiatic forms. Carrieie attempted to solve

thedifficulty { Pommii rs microra rpt^s , Paris, 188i{)

by referring them all to one polymorphf>us species-

group. Mains microrarpn. Although Pynis and Malus
are very chtsely related botanically, they hold their dis-

tinctions with much persistency and they do not inter-

hybridize. Many writers prefer to keep the genera dis-

tinct, but the characters of separation are too minute
and technical for ordiiuiry di-

agnostic purposes. It does not
follow that characters have
generic value merely because
they are constant. The marks
that separate Malus from Py-
rus are not readily determin-
able on the herbarium sheet,
and are therefore of relativelj'

little value to the systematist,
for whom generic lines are
chiefly erected. Their distinct-

ness is further shown by their
relations to inter-grafting, al-

though the graftage-relation is

not coincident with the classi-

fication-relation. It is usually
impossible to graft the pear - species on the apple-
species with any degree of success; yet pears thrive on
quinces and also on hawthorns, which are well marked
genera.

2021. A pome bearing a
rudimentary leaf fat A).
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aetrita. 10.

A«'lira«, I.

AiHt-neana. See
HiirbuH.

amygiiHliforiiilM, .'.

HiitriiMtifoiitt, 10.

arhtitifiUia. See
Sorhus.

Aria. Set^ Sorhtis.

Aitraeanica, 10.

Aueuparia. See
Sorbu$.

anrifiilariH, 5.

hrtfcttta. y.

Itetulifolin, 5.

Hollifulleriana, 5.

crraniffra, 9.

Cathituetiai*. See

cotninuiuH, 1.

••oronariii, 15.

i-ratH'Kifolia, 19.

t'mionia. See Vy-
donia.

dioiea, 10,

INIUX.
tira. Se«

Sofhua.
«>ln*s»l{rifolta, 5.

tlurilmada, 7.

fti««'«, 14.

Ufrtnanirit. See
Meaffiltm.

Halliitna, M.

heten»ph>^llH, 1, ."i.

hybrida. S»<e ij*/*"-

bu».
loenHis, 17.

Jaf/onica, 'I. See
also i'ydunin.

Kniilo, l.'i.

KotHchyaua, 5.

MaluH. lU.

Mail lei. See Vw
donia

Miuabei. See Sur-
biia.

Michaurii, 5.

nigra. See Sorbtu.
nivaliH, 2.

Faradiuiaca, 10.

Parkmani, t.

I'vllieria. 5.

ptnnifiilui. a.

Py ranter. 1.

Kiiitftt. 12.

rirulttriM. It.

Kiv.rsii. H.
Kalirifolia, 4.

»ambiieifoUn . See

SchHdecktri, 7.

atmperriiwii/i. 18.

Sieboldii, .(. « .

SikkiinenHiM, 19.

Siinimii, 3.

Sinaiea, 5.

SineiiHis, :t. 11.

Snulardi, IM.

spe<*tuhilis, 11.

ToriiiKo, •).

tortHinalix. S«'«»

Surhiia.

T>M*honoskii. r>.

Vaaurienaia, 'A.

Therp are fornix of P. communis with variepated foll-

Ajfe ( var. variftfutd ), loWd ( var. trilobatu) and cut
leaveH (var. hrtrrophylhi).

A. PYRopHORfM or Pyki's propkr : ^•. <r»7A f/ninulitf
or yritfif fh.'th {utileK.t vipeHfil nff the trer):

ntylex iiHunllif free to the baxe.

1. commtinii, Linn. Common Pear. Fijfs. l()84-89.

2022. Strou^c. nprijfht tree, livintf to a yiVvAt ajfe and
HometimeM attaining a height of 7."» ft., the pedicels and
sonietinieM the young growth pubescent, but all parts
be<'oining glabrous: Ivs. in»»stly oblong-ovate, with a
prominent point. Iiard in texture an»l veiny, l)riglit

green, the serratures »mall an«l nuicJi appresse*! and
obtuse, or sometimes the leaf is almost entire: fls. in

umbel-like clusters on slender (2 to ;{ in. ) pedicels,
white, appearing with the Ivs. ; calyx persistent: fr.

very variou.s under cultivatioti, usually tapering to the
stem, the Hesh generally with gritty concretion.*!. Na-
tive to soutliern Kurope and Asia, where it has been
cultivated from the earliest times. — Probably indige-
nous as far east as Kashmir. In the Syrio- Persian region
are several very distinct Pyruses of the Pear group, a
number of which may be outlying forms of P. rommu-
tns. In the wild in Europe, various thorny and small-
fruited forms are known, two of which are often sepa-
rate«i under Latin names : Var. Achras, Wallr., with
ovate-acuminate long -stalked Ivs. wliiili, with the ca-

2022. Pyrus communis (X 14).

lyx-tube. are tomentose when young, and the fr. taper-
ing at the base. Var. P^raster, Wallr., with roundish
acute, strongly .serrate Ivs., which, with the calyx-tube,
are glabrous when young, the fruit rounded at the base.

2023. Pyrus Torinito (X K). See No. 6.

2. nivalis, Jacq. Snow Pear. Shoots grayish pubes-
cent: Ivs. oval to obovateoval, obtuse or short-acute,
entire, gray-pubescent: tis. large, white, showy: fr.

small, rouiidish pyrifonn, late-ripening, acid, becoming
sweet when overripe. Southern France, southern (ier-

many, northern Italy, Austria. —The Snow Pear is a
small tree, with tliick shoots that are white- or gray-
hairy when young. It is grown in ]>arts of Europe, par-
ticularly in FVance, for the making of perry or Pear
cider, the greater part of such varieties being of this
species. By some writers it is considere<l to be a form
of P. conntunii.s. It is not known to be in cultivation in

this country, but it would not be strange if some of the
in» ported Pear stocks were of this species. Said to be
calh'd Snow Pear liecause the fruits are fit for eating
after snow falls. This is the Poire Sauytr ("sage-
leaved Pear") of the French.

.*?. Sinensis, Lindl.
(
P. rommtniis, var. Shie'n.fis. Kocli.

P.l'.ssitrit'n.-ii.'t, Maxim. P. Stmo}iii, Carr. /*. Sirfioldii,

Carr. /'. JaptUiiva, Hort.). Sand Pear. Japanese
and Chinese Pear. Fig. KJHO. A very rapid growing
tree, with strong, thick shoots: Ivs. broadly ovate ami
lon;r-pointed, very dark green, the margins thickly fur-

nisl'.ed with very sharp, sometimes almost br'stle-like

teeth: tls. large, appearing rather in advance of the
foliage: fr. hard and usually roughish, commonly with
a depression or'Vavity " about the .stem, the Hesh tough
and gritty and poor in flavor, the calyx usualh' falling
before maturitv. Native to China. B.R. 15:1248. R.H.
1872. p. 28: 1880:110. G.C. III. 28:298. -Known in this

country in a number of varieties, as Chinese San<i,

Japanese Sand, Hawaii, Madame von Siebold, Mikado.
Diamyo. Gold Dust. The fruits are often remarkably
apple-like, especially in the russet varieties, but they
are distinguished by the long stem and pear-like flesh.
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It inlitti** prizotl fcir iN fruit. Hlthoinrli thf ju-nrHar*' UM«.ful
for pr»"«»'rvinif uiitl some ut thf Mirietifs urv showv tiini

thi- fniit«t j»r»' <(mm| kf«-[M-rs; if i>» uh»'i| for MtockM npon
wiiirli ti> work thi* coiiiinoii i't-ur, Hn<l it han tfivi'ti ^omi
ffHults ill liybriiliziiii;. It is an fxcflli-iit ornuiiicntul
tree, heiiit^ a clean ifrower of i;rettt vi|(or. Kleffer,
Le Coiife aii<i others are hybrids of /*. mmmuniit aixt
/*. SifitHAtH ( Kii;s. I(i«|-;{). Tliis type liaH a Ntronner
(frowlii than the eoiuintin Tears, the leaves are usually
l>roa«h-r ami darker k;reeii, witli closely and mostly oh-
tuHely serrate edu'"'^. the fruit is more or le»«M pyriform
and of hettj-r flavor than that of /». Shirunin, and the
ralyx is eitiier persistt-nt or «lei-iduous Seedlings of
KietTer «»ften protiiiee the sharply toothe>i leaves of P.

4. salicifdlia, Pall. Small tree, hernming 20 ft. tall:
IvH, wiilt»\v-like (whence the name), lim-ar lancecdate or
laii(*<*o[ate. obtuse or short-acuminate, entire or very
nearly s(», hoary beneath: tis. white, in corymbs, short-
pe'icelled: fr. round-pyriform. short-stemmed, yellow
or greenish. Siberia. <i.('. II. 14: 14.'». — A showy spring-
flowering small tree, hardy in the northern stateH, and
worthy of being better known.

.*». The following siKH-ies of the se<*tion Pymphonim (Pearn)
neiy tx* exjHftfHl to Hpp*>ttr in liie trade. aii<i some of them are
fM)w growing in private r'olle«-tions in this ronntr>'. P. auricu-
IdriM, Knitop (P. IVdlveria. Linn. P. H«illwylleriHna. IK'.).
I)i Ters from the Pear in liaving softer more irreifiilar Ivs.,

which are deeply serrate and sometimes ahnost Jagged, pul>e9-
cent l>enenth at maturity: fr. Hinall O'^-Vq in. long), pyriform.
orantre-red. hard and usually austere. liong ago discovered in
cultivation in France. Regarile<i as a hybrid, prot)ably <if P.
coinmnniH and P. Aria (se«' Soriius). I'oinmonly planteil in
Kun>|>ean colitH-tions. B.lt. 17:14.17. L.B.C. U.hmi.— I', animi-
dilHiirmin. Vill. .Much like P. nivalis, hut the Ivs. broad-el-
liptir or lance-elliptic and at maturity nearly or Quite glahrons
hfiieath: fls. white: fr. small and greiMi, hard, top-sha|K'd. .*s.E.

Eu. and Asia. B. K. IS: 1484 (as P. nivalis).— /', hetulifolia,
Biuujf. Tree, to '_*0 ft.: Ivs. ovate-acuminate, loni;-stalked,
»li.»rp-serrate, het-oining shining Bre«'n above, pale totnentose
beneath: tls. white. -;» in. across: fr. nearly Klobnlar. size of a
pea. brown and dotte<l, the caly-x fallinu N.China. Hardv in
N. Knsfiand. K.H. 1879, pp. rUH, M'J. (i.F. 7:2-J.'i. A.F. i:{:i;{9t).

(}njf. B:.'l(>5>. A worthy plant for ornament. l)earint: a profusion
of ti-. in atlvance of the Ivs.— P. liollicnUeriitna. DC". .See P.
aiiricularis, alM)ve.— /*. fhrnarifoUn, Pall. Sn:all spiny tree, the
younif sh<M)ts tomentose: Ivs. lanceolate to (dtioiiK-lanceolate,
shortiicuminate. entire, usually silky-t«»mentose: fls. small, on
densely tomeiiKtse pe<licels: fr. glolM)se-tnil>inate, glabrous,
the calyx persistent. Caucasus, S. Itussia. Var. Kotsehyana,
Boiss. (P. Kotsehyana. P.oiss ), is usually spineless, the foliage
larjrer VMn. long), the fr. larger (alnrnt 1 in. in diam.) and glo-
tM)se. The si»e<Mfic n.-tme was first written, l)y Pallas, ela'agri-
folia (not ela'jujnifolia), be<-ause he considered elapagms to l>e

the proiMT si)elllng of the name of the oleaster genus, it having
been spelled that way by I)io.s<'oridcs.— /*. heterophuUn. Kegel

Linn.^P Huriculari*. alxive— /'. .ViMMicn. Thoiiin, in referred! to
P. amygdHliforinis liy Boinnier — /*. T»chun»akti.\\tk\in\. Tree,
;m>-40 ft.: Ivs. ovate acuminate, eoars«dy serrate, with sharp
teeth, »hining and pilos.- als>ve. Honifwh.tf tomeiitoi.e Iwiifnih:
fr. ohovoid: <-alyx ImImh in-rsistent, whitt- tom<-iito<>e. 1 in. or
less in illam.. ytllow with a ro«y cheek. .Ia(>an. ii.V. 7:55.
Sargent. Forest Fl. Ja|»an It

W24. Pyrus baccata (X H).
See No. 1).

AA. Mali s, the Apples: fr. Hsunllff u-ithnut grit-cells;
utilleg usiutllij unitfd at the b<t»r.

B. Oriental {Oht World) aperies: Ivs. mnstlif fiitehi
ami evenly serrate and mtt lohrd exrept on strong
shoots: calyx either persistent on the fr. or ea-
dnrous.

C. Calyx deciduous, leaving the apex of the fr. naked.
(Figs. 202.1, 2024.)

D. Lvs. on summer shoots more or less lobed.

fi. ToringO, Sieb. {P. Sielmldii, Kegel, not Tarr.).
T()KiN<i«» or DwAKF Ckab. Fig. 202;>. Shrub or dwarf
tree, nearly glabrous: lvs. ovate or oblong-ovate in
outline, bright dark gr<>en above and thinly pubescent
below, becoiiiinir colored in the fall, strongly notched or
lobed on either side at or below the middle', the middle
lobe often notche<l again near the top, the remaining
margins sharply d"ntate: fls. small, white or blush, on
.slender stems: fr. the size of a pea, shedding its calvx.
Japan. R.tl. 187U:4."j1; Ibbl, p. 290. Gn. M, p. iitO.

2025.

PjTus Malus. the apple.

& Schmalh. Small tree, with very variable foli.-ige, some plants
"having lvs. that are smooth at the margin: others are slit and
almost of thread-like form; hut the majority exhibit forms in-
terme<liate between these two extremes." Lv.s!. usually ovate
in outline, hut mostly pinnatifid and the segments again
toothwl. E.Turkestan, (i.e. III. 7:11.'» — /'. .W»>A<jfmi. Bosc.
is referred to P. amygdaliformis, by Boissier.

—

P. Follviria,

M.D.G. 1899:45l). Carriere, "Ponimiers Microcarpes,"
pp. 4.'}.fi2.— Grown mostly for ornament,but lately recom-
mended as a hanly stock upon which to dwarf the
Apple. In Japan, the little fniits are gathered after frost
ancl preserved. I'^pon the fruit-spurs, the leaves are
sometimes only toothed, but upon barren or strong

93
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shoots they are prominently lobed and suggest the leaves
of hawthorns. Closely Hllied to P. baccata, and to P.
florihnndii of the ^aniens. Sargent writes (Forest
Flora of .lapan, p. 4(») that P. Torimjo "is a common
and widely distrihuted plant in Japan, growing from

2026. Pyrus spcctabilis (X %)

the sea-level in Yeddo to elevations of several thousand
feet in central Hondo, usually in moist ground in the
neighborhood of stn-anis," It varies froni a low liush to

a tret .'{0 ft. high. The Leaves are exceedingly variable.

DD. Lvs. on sitnnner sJwots not lobed.

E. Vernation {Irs. in bud) condnplicate.

7. floribiinda, Nichols. (P. Mains ftoribunda, Hort.
Mitluif floribunda, Sieb. M. mirmedrpa floribiinda,

Carr. ). Floweking Tkab. 8hrub or sometimes a
small tree, often thorny : young growths glabrous
or very soon becoming so: lvs. ovate and usually
acuminate, the petioles rather thick and reddish and
usually not much if any more than 1 in. long on the
leuv.iug young shoots, the margins finely but very
sharply serrate, usually thickish. sh'ning above and
glabrous (or soon becoming so) beneath: Hs. rose or
rose-red. appearing with the lvs.. prtMUiced in great
abundance and very showy: tr. usually about the size

of a pea, on long, slender stalks, red. not persisting till

winter. Japan. R.H. 180G::ni; 1871 :.')91 : l^si, p. 2!M;.

F.S. 15:1585. G.F. 1:1.V2; 2:.')2:{. A.G. i:{:4.'57; 18:4:{7.

F.E. 9:.')7.3. it. 47:\US {var. a frosani/uinea) . M.D.(i.
1899:4.54. «, ^rriere, "Pommiers Microcarpes," pp. 44.65.
—One of the best of all ear!y spring-tlowering bushes
or small trees, and now common in gardens. The semi-
double forms often receive the names Halliana and
Parkniani. A recent double-fld. ft)rn is var. Schei-

deckeri (Gng fir.'JOS. A.F. 13:1398). There is much
Uoubt as to tilt proper specific disposition of this plant.

EE. Vernation cunvultitt

.

8. Halli&na, Voss {P. Pdrkmani, Hort. Mi)tus Jfal-
liihia, Kcehne). Bush or small tree, <i-15 ft. tall, with a
loose open crown: lvs. long-ovate, glabrous, leatliery:

rose-colored, usually half-double and hanging on
slender reddish pedicels: fr. size of a peu or somewhat
larger, brownish red, ripening late in fall and contain-
ing very large see«ls. Jaj>an. M.D.ti. 1899:457. — Per-
haps an offshoot t)f P. baccata. One of the handsomest
of the Howering Apples.

9. baccata, Linn. {Mdlus baerdta, Desf. ). Siberfan
Ckab. Fig. 2024. i^ml•ll spreading tree, with a com-
pact crcwn. smooth in all its parts; growth hard and
wiry: lvs. ovate to ovate-lcnceolate or ovate-acuminate,
tl in and glabnms. on slender petioles, finely and n«'arly

evenly serrate, bright green: fls. appearing with the
leaves on long and very slender (2 to 3 in.) greenish

pedicels, typically pure white, handsome:
fr. from the size «»f a pea to '% in. in diame-
ter, on lonir. !iard stem;-, yellow or red and
tirm and often translucent in texture, never
l)ecoming mellow, the calyx falling away
before nuiturity. Siberia to Manchuri:. and
the Himalaya region. B.M. »;il2. M.D.O.
1899:4.54. -Difficult to distinguish from P.
ftoribunda: larger, becoming a distinct tree,

sometimes as large as a large Apple tree: lvs. with
blunter teeth, and usuadly miu'h lonjrer, very slender,
hard, glabrous peti<<les : fis. lighter colored, usually
white: vernation convolute (lvs. rolled in the bud). It

runs into many forms, particularly in fruit.

The term Crab Apple has an indefinite application.
In general, it is applied in this country to any small,
hard sour Apple, particularly to such as cannot be used
for dessert. All the indigenous Apples are called Crabs,
and sometimes seedlings of the common Apple are
similarly designated, as in the temi" Crab-stocks," which
is used for imported seedlirg stocks. As applied to

orchard fruits, it contprises. as p. rule, those small hard-
fleshed varieties of Ajiples like the Transcendent and
Hyslop, and these plants are further distinguished by
smoothish parts, hard twigs, and hmg petioles and
fruit-stems. These types of Crabs are no doubt hybrids
between P/frus Mains and P. baccata. They are often
referred to Pifrus prnnitolia (Willdenow, Phytogr. i. 8
(1794). See B.M. «>158), which is apparently a deriva-
tive of P. Mains and P. baccata, t^roxi ,

The writer reaches this conclus"' . aft

ined Willdenow's original spt

Berlin. The fruit of /*. pnih
the brittle and trans-
lucent texture of P.
ba c c a t a. but it is

larger, c o m m o n 1 y
m ore farinaceous,
and the calyx is per-
sistent. Some Crabs
that pass as Siber-

hybridization.
having exam-

len. y» served at

olia partakes much of

•jm. Pynia Ringo (X K). Leaves rather narrow. No. 12. 3028. Pyrus Rinffo (Y %).
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2029. Pyrus Kaido of "^ -
'
'i

harticulturists ' J'v')-

2030. Fruit of Pyrus Kaido in winter.

(XK.)
2031. Pyrus coronaria (X Va).

ian belong to this monffrei i », . ^" ^t f the so-called

Crabs are only small-fruited fo i ' jf P us Malux, be-

ing distinguished by soft woo iea^e* . <' short pubes-
cent leaf-stalks and fruit-stems. -^ ^ . .,ers consider
P. pritni folia to be a good species. By some, the hy-
brids of P. Mains and P. baccafa are referred to P.
cerasifera, Tausch.

cc. Calyx persistent on the ripe fruit.

10. M^us, Linn, [P. Astracdnica and P. acfrba, DC.
Malu.s (otntnunis, 1 C. Mdlns JItilns, Britt. ). Apple.
Figs, 107-112, 2025, A round-headed tree, with all the
growing parts and under surface of the leaves gray-
woolly : Ivs, ovate or orbicular-ovate, mostly pointed,
soft in texture, dull, the margins irregularly serrate, on
stout petioles: tls. large and showy, white or light rose,

in close clusters on short woolly pedicels, appearing
with the leaves: ir. very various, with a cavity about
the stem, a homogeneous flesh and persistent calyx.—
Cultivated from r .ote anti<iuity, and believed to be
native to southeastern Europe and western temperate
Asia to the Himalayas, "Indigenous in the western
hills [of the Himalaya], as well as cultivated up to
11,.")00 feet in Tibet," Hooker. It varies into many
forms, and several species have been erected upon the
different types. The Para<lise Apple {P. Malus, var.
paradisiaca, Linn,) is a dwarf form known in this
country chiefly as a stock upon which to graft Apples
that it is desired to dwarf. The Bloomless Apple {P.
dioiea, Willd.) is an apetalous form, with ten to fifteen

styles. 2 rows of sepals, a sxiperimposed core and no
stamens; see Amer. Gard. 10, p. 244, 279; 11. p. G (flgs.),

624. There are ornamental forms, witl -^negated Ivs.

(Gt. 4.'):142.^. var. aiirea), --'hers with p. ially double
lis., others with drooping, uabit.

11, spect&bilis, Ait. {P. MAIks spectdbilis, Hort,
M(iln- spectdbilis, Borkh, 31. Sine'nsis. Dum.i. Chi-
nese Flowering Apple. Fig. 202G. Small tree, with
darker colored fls. than those of the Apple {the opening
fl.-buda almost coral-red), and blooming earlier: Ivs.

narrower, oval to oval-oblong, slender-stalked, nearly
plabrous on both surfaces or becoming so, usually more
closely serrate than those of the Apple : pedicels and
calyx-tube nearly or quite glabrous: fr. roundish or
ro;md-oval, without u cavity at the base, reddish yellow,
.sour. China, and perhaps Japan. B.M. 267. L.B.C.
18:1729. Gn. 2'., p. 46. Gng. .1:273. G.F. 1:272.-A
very handsome early-blooming tree, of which the dou-
ble-fld. forms are most prized. P. Malus it self has
been diss<>minated under the name of P. spfffabilis.
Hardy in the nort. ern states, Vur. Riversii, Ho.c.
has very large half-double bright rose-red flowt.'s.

12, Bin^o, W'.'nzig ( P. spectdbilis, var. Ringo, Koch,
P. Torintjn, var, Jiingo, Nichols, Mdl Kingo, Sieb.).

Figs, 2027, 2028. Spreading bush or small tree, all

parts more pubescent than in P. speefabilis : Ivs. usu-
ally broader, broad-oval to round-oval, sharply serrate,
relatively short-stalked: fls. large, rose-colored, in few-
fld. clusters: fr. small, somewhat depressed at the base
about the stem, about % in. in diam. Japan. Carri^re,
"Pom. Microcarpes," p. 41. as P. microcarpa Eingo.—
Very doubtful whether a distinct species.

1.3. K^do, Sieb. (P. spectdbilis, var. K^ido, Nichols.
M<Mhs Kdido, Sieb.). Figs. 2029. 20;U). By some
thought to be a hybrid of P. spectabUis and P. Jiingo,

and by others considered as a good species. It is not
certain that the P, Kaido originally meant by Siebold is

the P. Kaido of American horticulturists. As known
here, it is very like P. spectahili.'^, bearing most pro-
fusely of red fls., with red pedicels and calyx, and hold-
ing its little fruits all winter: fr. nearly glo]»ular, li-%
in. in diam., mostly holding the calyx but sometimes
dropping it in midsummer, — tlie drop])ing of the calyx,

as well as the habit of growth, suggesting hybridity
with P. floribunda . It comes from Japan. It is a most
useful plant, beiug one of the most showy of all the
oriental flowering apples.

3032. Wild Crab of the East. Pyrus coronaria (X 5.*). No. 15.
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2034.

Pyrus coronaria

(X l^i.)

BB. Amencan native species: Ivs. for the most part
eoarseltf tootheil and more or less lohrd or notched:
calyx persistent [exception in P. fiisca),

('. Calyx deciduous from the fruit.

14. fusca, Raf. (P. rivuldris, Douffl.). Shrub or
small tree, sometimes 3()—tO ft. tall, the young growths
more or less pubescent: Ivs. ovate-lanceolate, acute or
acuminate, very sharply and strongly serrate, often 3-

lobed or notched on the strong shoots, pubescent be-

neath: fls. white, on slender pubescent pedicels, appear-
ing when the Ivs. are nearly or quite full grown, nearly
or fully 1 in. across: fr. ob-
long, % in. or less long, yel-

low or greenish, the calyx-
lobes caducous. N. Calif, to

Alaska. S.S. 4: 170.- Accord

-

ingto Sargent, P. /"^.s-rff "grows
usually in deej), rich soil in

the neighborhood of streams,
often forming almost impen-
etrable thickets of consider-
able extent, and attains its

greatest size in <^he valleys of
Wasliiiii^ton and Oregon.''
The fruit ;:s eaten by Indians.
The species suggests P.
Torinqo.

cc. Calyx persistent.

15. coron&ria, Linn. Wild
Ckab Apple. P'igs. 20:J1-:U. A
low, busiiy tree,with very stitl'. crooked, thorny branches,
the young growth glabrous or becoming so: Ivs. triangu-
lar-ovate, on the spurs short-ovate, sharply cut-serrate
and more or less prominently lobed and notched, thin
and hard, on slender but stiff, glabrous petioles: lis. ap-
jM'aring with tb.e Ivs., rosy red or blush and very fra-

grant, on long and slender (1% to 2 in.), stiff pedicels
which are glabrous or nearly so: fr. about an inch in
diam.. liattenod at both ends, clear yellowish green
without spots or «lots and often with a tinted cheek, the
stem very slender and smooth and set in a reirular and
uniform shallow cavity, the basin {at the apex) broad
but rather deep with separated corrugations and a
small, smooth calyx, the i\eMi hard, sour and acerb.
Wild in dryish glades and rich uplands from Ontario
and New York to District of Columbia, west to Kansas
and Missouri, and southward. B.M. 20(t9. B.R. 8:«>.51.

S.S. 4:167. R.H. 1884, p. 104. On. 29, p. 39.-.: ,34, p.
20r». — The fruit, which is produced in abuinlance, was
often buried by the early settlers for u-e in the spring,
when its a<*erbity was largely extracted; and it was
sometimes iised for ci<ler. It is also useful for jellies

and preserves. Tlie species was probably never intro-

duced into "iltivation for its fruit. altlK>ugh it has }>een

long grown for ornament and under domestication the

2035. Prairie States Crab—Pyrus loensis i.X%).

Apples are often twice their natural size. There is a
form with senii-dcmble tls. and one (var. aucubif folia)
with variegated leaves. An attractive species.

16. ang^stifdlia, Ait. (P. corondria, var. antfustifdUa,
Wenzig. Molns auijustifnlia, Michx. M. semperrirens,
Desf. M. microciirpa setnpervirens,Q'ATT.). Lvs. lance-
oblong, erenate-serrate or almost entire, not lobed, thick
and half evergreen: otherwise very like P. coronaria.
Western Pa. to ¥\a,. and La., taking the place of P.
coronaria. B.R. 14:1207. Carri^re,"Pom. Microcarpes,"
pp. 21, 1.37. S.S. 4:1G9. R.H. 1877:410?-A double-fld.
form of what appears to be this species is figured in

G.C. III. 13:43.

17. Io6nsis, Bailey (P. corondria.var. lo^nsis, "Wood).
Praikie States or Western Crae Apple. Fig. 20.35.

Small tree, with mostly softer wood, the parts gray-
woolly: lvs. ovate-oblong to elliptic-obovate, irregularly
and mostly bluntly toothed and the larger ones marked
with right-angled no*?he3 of shallow lobes, very tonien
tose below or becoming rusty and rarely glabrate with
age, the petioles short and stout and pubescent : tis. usu
ally upon shorter pedicels which, like the calyx, are to
mentose: fr. oblong or at least never flattened length
wise, s<mietimes angular, larger than in the last and
clinging later to the tree, dull heavy green with im
merous light-coiored dots on the skin, the surface hav
ing a greasy feel, the stem short and thick as com-
pared with No. 15 and set in an oblique cavity, the basin
narrow and shallow, with variable corrugations and a
closed and pubescent calyx, the flesh sour and austere.
Wild in low or flat lands in the Mississi{>pi valley. S.S.
4:168 (frs. too flat). — Fruits appropriated by the set-

tlers, but the species is probably not in cultivation for
its fruit, although a double-flowered variety has l»een
latelv introduced, — Bechtel's Crab, sometimes referred
to P. angusti folia (G.C. III. 25:397).

18. Sotilardi, Bailev. Soflard Crab. Ficrs. 20.36,

2037. Natural hybrid (.f P.
31(1 lus and P. loensis: a
snuill tree, with much the look
of an Apple tree, and woolly:
lvs. large, round-ovate to el-

liptic-ovate or oblong -ovate,
either rounded or tapering at

the base, often very blunt or
even rounde<l at the top. most-
ly bluntly and coarsely serrate
or dentate when young, ir-

regularly crenate- dentate at
maturity, with a tendency to

become lobed, on short pubes-
cent petioles, thick and often
rugose and woolly beneath:
fls. blush, in close woolly clus-

ters like those of the Apple:
fr. often 2 in. or even more
in diam., flatt. (i lengthwise.

yellow and often with a tinted cheek,

the basin shallow, fle^h fairly edible.

Wild in the Mississippi valley from
Minnesota to Texas, but always local.

— Named for James (t. Soulard. Ga-
lena, 111., wlio introduced the first va
riety to cultivation. In some
forms the leaves become nearly
smooth late in the season and
there is little tendency towards
an irregular notching or lobing
of the margins. The tree is

hardy and the fruit keeps well
and is useful for culinary pur-
poses. A few r 'ued varieties

are grown in the upper Missis-
sippi valley, where trees of g»-eat

hardiness are demande<l. For
accoxints of the poniological off-

slutots of (Mir native Apjdes, see
Bailey, "Evolution <»f our Na-
tive Fruits," and Craig «fe Hume.
''Native ('ral> Apples and their
Cultivated Varieties," Iowa
Acad. Sci. 1899.

2036. Mature leaf of Pyrus

Soulard i (X J'e).
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19. The above sketch (Nos. 6 to 18) accounts for all the apple-
like species known to he in the American trade, although there
may be other Latin names in some of the catalogues. There
are few remaining six-cies of the Malus section.

—

P. cratiegi-
Mia, Targ., consiilereil bj- some writers to be of this section,
by others to belong to Sorbus, and by still others to be a hybrid
between Pyrus and Sorbus, is a bush or small tree, local in N.

2037. Pyrus Soulardi (X%).

Italy: Ivs. broad-ovate in outlin?. with several sharp lobes: fls.

white, al)out 1 in. across, in oi)en ternimal corymbs: fr. J^ in.
long, elliptic-oblong, red. B.M. 7»-':<.— P. Sikk'imengis, Hook. f.

"Very similar to P. biiccata, but the leaves (which attain 5 x :j

in. ) are more acutely serrate, woolly '>ene!ith and on the T>etif>le

an<l on the midrib above, the peduncles and calyx are also
woolly. * * » I suspect it will prove a forni of P. baccata."
—Hooker. Himalayas, 7,000-10,000 ft altitude. B.M. 7430.
G.M.41:313. L_ jj^ B_

PYXIDANTHfiRA (Greek, box and anthera; tho
anthers open transver.sely like the lid of a Ik)x),
IHaj)en.siace(r. The Pyxie, Flowekin<} Moj^s or Vise-
BARREN Bealty is a pretty little creeping plant, native
only to New Jersey and North Carolina, wliich is
covered in early sprinj? with sniall white, ."-petaled
flowers and pink buds. It ^4ometinles blooms side by
."ide with the trailing arbutus. These flowers are sold
in the streets of Philadelphia, but the Pyxie \y scarcely
cultivated. It fjrows best in nudst, sandy soil. In
partial shade and soil rich in vegetable mold the buds
are pale pink; in full sunlight and poor soil the buds are
reddish. The Pyxie belongs to a snu.U family of excep-
tionally interesting plants remarkable for their beauty,
distinctness and geoj-raphical distribution. They repre-
sent a vanishing race, and there are many different
opinions as to their place in the v^^^etable kingdom. As
a genus Pyxidanth'Ta has but one species, and its

nearest ally is Diapensia. which differs in having the
anthers opening longitudinally; also the fls. are pe-
duncled in Diapensia, while i . Pyxidanthera each flower
is solitary at the end of a short i)raach. Another pecu-
liar feature of the Pyxie is the sharp point at the end of
each antiier.

Generic characters: sepals ^. oblcng, obtuse, reddish
at tip; corolla short-bell-shaped, 5-kbed: lobes obovate,
erose, persistent; stamens 5, inserted in the sinuses;
staminodes none: o"ary 3-cc'lIed: ovules many in a cell:
capsule locuiicidal.

barbul^ta, Michx. Creeping shrub, with a long tap-
root in the center of the tuft: Ivs. narrow, crowded,
overlapping, the young ones woolly at the base within,
whence the specific name "barbulata." Fls, ]\Iarch to
.May. B.M. 4.'>92. Mn. 8:33. B.B. 2:5«3. Gn. 27, p. 209
(from Harper's Mag.). -^y

-yi

2033. Pyrus coroniria (X %). See No. 15, page 1474.
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QUACK 6BA8S, QUICK GRASS, QUITCH OBASS.

See Agropyrnm.

QUAKING GRASS. Species of Briza.

QUAMASH. Camassia esculenta.

QUAMOCLIT. See Ipom<ta.

QUEEN LILT. This name has been proposed for
Phjeilranassa; also for Curcuma; and it has been errone-
ously used for Strelitzia.

QUEEN OF THE MEADOWS.
also tipiriBa.

rim a rin pentapeta la

;

QUEEN OF THE PRAIRIE. Spircra lobata.

QUfiRCUS (ancient Latin name). Cupulifenp. Oak.
Ornamental deciduous or evergreen trees, rarely shrubs,
with alternate, petioled, entire or lobed Ivs., and incon-
spicuous monoecious fls., the staminate ones in slender,
pendulous, rarely upright, catkins (Fig. 20.'?8); the
fruits, or "acorns." consisting of a globular to oblong
nut, inclosed or embraced only at the base, or rarely
wholly, by a cup-like involucre. The deciduous species
are mostly hardy north, while of the everirreen ones
none seem to be hardy farther north than Washington,
D, C; some half-evergreen Oaks, like Q. Turneri and
Q. Macedonica, will j)robably prove hardy in the vicin-
ity of New York, Most of the Oaks are stately trees of
noble and majestic habit with stout, wide-spreading
branches; some, like Q. alba, Garryana, Vini'iniana
and chrysolepis, often cover a space more than 100 ft. in

diameter; others, like Q. macrorarpa, Prinus and tine

toria, have a more oval, round-topped head, while Q.
palastris and imhricaria form symmetrical broad pyra-
mids. A very few hardy species are shrubs, generally
called Scrub Oaks, as Q. prhwifh's and Q. ilicifoUa.

Oaks rank among our most valuable park and avenue
trees, and are as beautiful when grown as single trees
as they are when grouped together and forming groves
and woods. As avenue trees Q. paln.sfris, rubra, coc-

cinca, imhricaria and Phellos are among the best, the
last-named when medium-sized trees are desired; in the
southern states, Q. lanrifolia, nliginosa and the ever-
green Q. Virgin ia)ta are preferred. The shrubby spe-
cies, like Q. prinoides and Q. ilicifolia, may be used
for covering rocky hillsides and dry ridges.

2038. Staminate catkins of an Oak—Quercus pedunculata.

(X*>^.) See No. 29.

Oak leaves are always beautiful. They have many
shades of green; especially attractive are somn wirli

leaves of contrasting colors, the under side being silvery
white, the upper one dark green, as in Q.Mahh'vberg)

.

tnacrocarpa, Michauxi and some foreign evergreen spe-

cies. In many Oaks the leaves show a handsome pink
or crimson color when unfolding, and some species as-

sume brilliant autumnal tints. Es{)ecial!y beautiful in

autumn are (,>. roccinea and jxtliistris, with the fciliage

turning brilliant scarlet; Q. rubra, imbricaria and Mi-
chauxi, which turn bright or dark red: i^. alba, violet or
vinous purple; ij. lyrata, scarlet or orange; y. Phellox,
pale yellow; Q. Pritius, orange or orange-brown; Q.
cuneata and ilicifolia, orange-brown or yellow; (J. Stel-

la ta and nigra, brown or dull orange. Some of the for-

eign species, like Q. sessiliflora, and also pedunculata,
Cerris, Javuginosa, glandulifera and others, retain the
green color until late in fall. Besides our native ever
green species, the Japanese Q. acuta, cuspidata and

2039. Annual-fruited Oak
—Quercus alba (X }4)-

The in:iture acorn is

borne on tlie wood of the
season. See No. 28.

glauca are among the best evergreen Oaks for cultiva-
tion in the South; the European (^. Ilex and Suber are
also handsome evergreen trees.

Generally the Oaks grow best in a moderately moist,
rich soil, including heavy day; some, as (^. bicolnr. uli-

giiiosa, alba, Phellox, fah-afa and Virginiaua, prefer
moister situations and grow naturally in low and t)ften

even in swampy ground; while others, espeeially the
Red Oaks, like Q. rubra, cocciuea, imbricaria, Marilon-
dica, Prinus and xtellata, grow well in drier, rocky or

sandy soil, and the Scrub Oaks on dry an«l barren soil.

The Black and Red Oaks, and especiallv the Pin Oak,
are usually easily transplanted and large trees are

moved successfully, while the White Oaks are nio»'e

particular and only younger nursery-grown trees can be
safely transplanted.
Oaks are prop, usually by seeds sown immediately

after gathering in fall; this is especially necessary with

Q. alba, Virginiana and some other White Oaks which
sprout as soon as th«'y are ripe; but only the root is pro-

duced in fall, while the stem does not appear until the

following spring. The seeds of Red an<i Black Oaks,
and also of Q. pedunculata , if not sown at once should
be stratifie<l and sown early in spring. Acorns should
be packed in earth, moss or saw-diist when shipped for

a great rlistance. Varieties are usually grafted on potted

stock in the greenhouse in early spring or sometimes in

August. As a stock Q. pedinici>lata is preferred, but

Q. rubra, tinctoria and Priuus are also employed. It is

probably safer to graft va ieties of White and of Red
Oak each on stock of the same group. The evergreen
species are sometimes increased by layers and also by
cuttings.
Abcmt .300 species are known, distributed through the

colder and temperate regions of the northern hemisph«'re

and in the mountains of the tropics. Almost all species

are trees, but sometimes become shrubby in high alti-

tudes or in dry and rocky or sandy localities. Lvs.
short-petioled. with deciduous stipules, penninerved:
fls. monoecious; the staminate in slender, pendulous or

*(U7C)
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erect catkin.s with 4-7-parte(l calyx and 4-12, usually 6,

stamens; pistillate in l-mauy-Hd. spikex in the axils of
the young Ivs., rarely at the base of the axillary stami-
nate catkins, each flower consisting of an incompletely
3-celled ovary, surrounded by imbricate
bracts: fr. a 1-seeded subglobose to oblong
nut, surrounded at the base or sometimes ai-

most inclose<l by a cup-like involucre.
The numerous species have been divided

into «lifferent subgenera. All American spe-
cies, except Q. densiflora, belong to the sub-
genus Lepidobalanus {balaiios is Greek for
"acorn"), which is characterized by slender,
pendulous, starainate catkins, separate axil-

lary pistillate spikes and a cup consisting of
bracts of various shape but not connate into
zones. Q. denxiflom belongs t^ Pasania,
which has erect staminate catkins, some bear-
ing pistillate fls. at their base, like the catkins
of Castanea. Cyclobalanus and Cydobala-
nopsis have the scales of <"he cup connate into
concentric rings; the inflorescence of the flrst

being similar to that of Pasania, of the second
to Lepidobalanus. Chlamydobalanus is much
like Cyclobalanus, but the nut is wholly in-

cluded by the ovate cup. Of Lithocarpus,
with the nut partly connate with the cup, but
otherwise like the last-named subgenus, no
species is in cultivation. The oaks of the
subgenus Lepidobalanus are divided into
two sections, — Leueobalanus and Melanoba-
lanus. In the former, comprising the White
Oak tribe, the acorns mature the first year
(Fig. 20.'<9). In the latter, comprising the
Black Oaks, the acorns mature the second
year (Fig. 2040). Besi<ies the 300 species,
about 40 hybrids have been recorded. The
latest monograph of the whole genus is by
A. DeCandolle in Prodromiis, vol. 16, 2, pp.
1-108 (18o4-i8(>8). Important iilustrat'^d works on Amer-
ican Oaks are A. Michaux, "Histoire des Cheues de
rAmerique "

( 1801 ) , with 3(5 plates ; Kellogg and Oreene,
"Illustrations of West American Oaks" (1889). with 37
plates; Sargent," Silva of North America," vol. 8 (189.5),

with 82 plates, and Liebmann, "Chenes de I'Amerique
tr»picale" (1869), with 47 plates. Most of the European
and west Asian Oaks are figured in Kotschy, Eichen
Europas und des Orients (1862), with 40 colored plates.

wagons, tools and many other articles. The bark of
some species, in America that of ^. vehitina, Prinmt
and densiflora, is used for tanning leather. Cork is
obtained from the bark of y. Suber and oceidentalin in

l,Q.

2041. Leaves and acoms of various Oaks.

Phellos; S, Q. alba; 3, Q. velttHna; 4, Q. rubra; ,'>, Q. Prinus;
6, Q. macroccrpa; 7, Q. bicolor.

southern Europe. The bark of a few species ha? also
been employed in medicine. The acoms of several spe-
cies are edible, in America especially those of Q,
Michauxi, Kmoryi and lobnfa : in Europe those of Q.
Ilex, var. Hal lota and ^gilops; in .Japan those of
Q. glauca: in many European countries the acoms of
all species are an important food for hoirs. In eastern
Asia a silkworm feeds on the leaves of difft-rent species.
A parasitic insect living on Q corciff-ra in southern
Europe and N. Africa yields a scarlet dye. Galls caused
by the puncture of certain insects are used for tanning
and dyeing and are now chiefly obtained from (^. Ihx,
var. infectoria in western Asia. Some of the above men-
tioned species are described only in the supplementary
list, p. 1483. See 0<ik.

2940. Biennial-fruited oak—
Ouercusvelutina(X }i).

The mature acorn isborno
on two-year-old wood: that
is. the aforn does not ma-
ture until it is two years
old. See No. 6.

The Oaks comprise some of the most important forest
trees of the northern hemisphere. The wood of most
species is strong:, tough, hard and durable, and highly
valued for many purposes, especially ship-building,
construction, for furniture, and in the manufacture of

acuminata, 19.

^ffilops, 31 and
s\ipi»l.

asrrif'ilia, 39.
alba. 28.

a in higu a, 2.

atjuatirn. 9.

Austriaca. 34.
Ballora, .'{6.

Haninteri, 8.

bioolor. 22.

Jiunpeana, 14.

Californica, 5.

catnata, 32.

Castanea. 19.

Cprris. .34.

Chincapin, 18.

Chinensis, 14.

chrysolepis, 38.

cooeinea. 4.

comptonia'folia, 29.

Con<'ordia. 29.
conferta, .33.

t'ontorta. 29.

erinitn, "2.

crispula. 16.

cuiieata. 7.

Daiutio. 1.).

densiflora, 40.

dentata. 15. 17.

digitata, 7.

fa (rata, 7.

fastinnata, 29.

IXDEX.

femina, 29.

femiginea, 10.

filicifolia, 29.

Fordii. 36.

Garryana, 26.

jjlandulifera, 17.

Krosseserrata, 16.

Hartwissiana, 31
heterophylla, 29.

Hindsii, 27.

humil^s, 18
stippl.

Hungarica, 33.

Ilex. 36.

ilicifolia, 8.

imbricaria. 12.

Kelloggii, .">.

la<'iniata, 29, 34.

lanuginosa. 16,

ami suppl.
laurifolia, 13.

lobata. 27.

lyrata, 24.

macrocarpa. 23.

Marilandica, 10.

Michauxi, 20.

minor. 2.5.

Mongolica, 16.

montana, 21.

Muhlenbergi, 19
nana, 8.

nigra, 9, in.

obtusiloba, 2.1.

ooeidentalis, 3,1.

oliva'for'nis, 23.

palustri-imbricaria,
palustris, 1. (12.

Pannoiiica, 33.

pectinata. 29.

pe<lnnfulata. 29.

pendula, 21», 31, 32.

Phellos, 11.

pinnatifida, 1.'. 28.

and plataniiides, 22.

prinoides. 18.

Prinus, 17-22.

Pst'ndivgilops, 31.

pubcKcens, 31.

purpuraseens, 29.

purpurea. 29. 'JO.

Purenaica, ?'^

31 repanda. 28.

Robur, 29. .30.

rubra, 2.

sessilitlora. 30.

stelLata, 25.

.SuV)er, 35.

Texana, 3,

tinctoria, 6.

Toza. 32.

uligiiiosa, 9.

variabilis, 14.

v.'iriegata, 29.
velutina. 6.

rirens. 37.

VMrginiana, 37.
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A Stiiminate catkins slemler, pendu-
loHit : pistilhife iIm. ih neparate
ajrillari/ spik*^ ( For aa, see spe-
cies No. 40). Lefiuobalams.

B. yValls of nut tomcHiose on the
inner .surface: Irs. lobed, with
bristle-tipped teeth and lofjes or
entire, bristly-pointed, but not
seri'ate and not evergreen: ft.

ripening the second gear: bark
dark-colored, not sea Ig. Black
Oaks. Melanobalanus.

C. Lvs. pinnatifid, slender-
stalked.

D. Lobes of Irs. nstta II

y

toot he J: tinder side
glabrous or rarely pu-
bescent.

E. Cup shallow, saucer-
shaped, broader than
high 1.

:{.

EE. Cup turbinate or hemi-
spherical 4.

DD. Lobes of lvs. entire or few-
toothed: undrr side whit-
ish or grayish tomentose.

QUERCUS

GO. Length of lvs. 2S in. 'Hi.

cc. Lvs. obovate, S-5-lobed at the
apex or almost entire, shorf-
stalked 9.

10.

CCC. Lvs. oblong or linear-oblong,
entire, rarely re mot el if

toothed n.
12.

i;{.

BB. Walls of nut glabrous on the in-

ner surface (exctpt Xos..'{8,39)

:

lvs. sinuately lobed or toothed,
not bristle-tipped, rarely ser-

rate with bristly teeth ; the ever-
green lvs. sometimes entire: fr.

ripening the first year (except
Nos. 14, 38. 39 ) . White Oaks.
Leucobalanus.

C. Foliage deciduous.
D. Lvs. sinuately dentate or

serrate.

E. Scales of cup linear or
lanceolate, spreading
and recurved 14.

15.

EE. Scales of cup appressed,
imhricafe.

P. Petioles very .thorf: lvs.

cordate at base, al-

palustris
rubra
Texana

coccinea
Kelloggii
velutina

cuneata
ilicifolia

nigra
Marilandica

Fhellos
imbricana
laurifolia

variabilis
dencata

n>osf S'
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beneath, 2-0 in. lon^r : fr. ovoid, J-a-l in. long, em-
brace<l about one-third bj' the deeply saucer-shaped cup.
Ind. and Iowa to Tex. and Fla. S.S. 8:411. G.F. 7:515,

51 7. — Tall tree, only recently introduced into cult. : much
like (^. cnccinea in f«)liap:e and like i^. ruhra in fruit, but
the cup somewhat deeper and smaller and pale grayish
tumeutoae.

2045.
Ouercus

Kellogeii.

2043. Ouercua palustris (on the left) and Phellos (X K)-

4. cocclnea, Muench. Scarlet Oak. Fig. 2042, 2044.

Tree, to 80 ft.,with gradually spreading branches forming
a rounti-topped ratlier open head: Ivs. deeply divided by
wide sinuses into 7-9 rather narrow, oblong or lanceo
late, fev/-toothed lobes, bright green and glossy ahove,
light green and glabrous beneath, 4-8 in. long: fr. short-
stalked, ovoid to oblong-ovate, l4-% in.

long, embraced about one-half by the almost
glabrous cup. Me. to Fla., west to Minn,
and Mo. S.S. 8:412, 41.3. Em. 1 :in:}.- Espe-
cially valuable f"- ' brilliant scarlet fall

coloring; grows well in dryish situations.

5. E611oggii, Xewb. {Q. CaUf&rnica,
Coop.). Califoknian Black Oak. Fig.
2045. Tree, occasionally to 100 ft., with
stout spreading branches forming an open,
rounl-topped head: Ivs. dividt-d about to
the middle by wide sinuses into usually 7
ol)Ioijg, toothed lobes, pubescent when
young, at length glabrous and glossj' above,
yellowish green und glabrous or floccose be-
neath, ;j-6 in. long: fr. short-stalked: acorn ovoid or ob-
long, mostly roimded at the top, 1-1/^ in. long, em-
braced about one-third or one-half by the deep hemi-
spherical glabrous cup. Ore. to Calif. S.S. 8:416. G.F.
9:14.1.

). velutina. Lam (Q. tinrf^ria.B&rtr.). Black Oak.
Yellow Bakk Oak. Figs. 2040, 2041 (3), 2042. Tree, to
80. sometimes to I.IO ft., with rather slender branches,
spreading gradually into a narrow^ open head ; bark
very dark brown, inner bark orange: Ivs. pinnatifid to
or beyond the middle, with 7-9 broad toothed lolies,

dark and du'l green above, brownish pubescent beneath
at tirst. glabrous at length, excejit in the axils of the
veins, 4-10 in. long: fr. short-stalked: at-nrn ovoid, %-l
in. lonar, emliraced about one-half by the hemispherical
denselv pubescent cup. Me. to Fla., west to Minn, and
Tex. S.S. 8:414, 415." Em. 1:100. G.F. 5:55.-Tree of
rapid growth, less beautiful than the preceding spe-
cies, but the wood is more valuabl"; it flourishes even in
rather dry soil, and the foliage turns dull red or orange-
brown in fall.

7. cuneita, Wangh. {Q. fh'{jifi)ta, Sudw. Q. fnlcdta,
Michx.). Spanish Oak. Tree, to 70, rarely to 100 ft.,

with stout spreading branches formintr an open, round-
topped head: Ivs. deeply pinnatifi«l, with .5-7 entire 'an-
ceolate and often falcate h^bes. separated by broad si-

nuses, drooping, dark green and glabrous above, tawny
or grayish tomentulose beneath, 3-8 in. long: fr. shor«^-

stalked: acorn subglobose, % in. high, embraced one-
half bv the turbinate cup. N. J. to Fla.. wt'st to Mo.
and Tex. S.S. 8:420. G.F. 8:104.-Han«lsonie, with
peculiarly distinct foliage, but not quite hardy north.

8. ilicifdlia, Wangh. (^. liduiitteri, Michx. Q. tidna,

Sarg. ). Beak or Sckcb Oak. Intricately branched,
spreading shrub to 10 ft. high, rarely small tree to 20
ft. : Ivs. pinnately lobed, with usually 2 broad triangular
lobes t»n each side, dark green and glabrous above. whit-
ish tomentulose beneath, 2-5 in. long: fr. short-stalked;
acorn globose-ovoid, )4 in. or less high, embraced about
one half by the saucer-shaped cup. Me. to Va., west to
Ohio and Ky. S.S. 8:424. Em. 1 : 170. —Growing natur-
ally on dry rocky soil and forming tlense thickets; it may
be used for covering barren rocky ridges ami hillsides.

Hvbrids with (^. coccineu and (^. i-elutiua are known
(Rhodora, 3:24).

9. nigra, Linn. {Q. aqtidtica, Walt. Q, uUgindsa,
Wangh.). Water Oak. Tree, to 80 ft., with rather
slender branches forming a conical, round-topped head:
Ivs. obovate, 3-lobed at the apex or sometimes entire,

rarely pinnatiti<l above the middle, dull bluish green
above, paler beneath, soon glabrous except axillary tufts
of brown hairs beneath, 1%-A in. long: fr. short-stalked;
acorn globose -ovoid, %-% in. high, emViraced one-fourth
to one-third by the saucer-shape<l cup. Del. to Fla.,west
to Ky. and Tex. S.S. 8:428.—Of rapid growth and easily
transplanted; often planted as av»»nue tree in the South,
but not quite hardy north. Usually called (^. aquatica.

10. Maril&ndica, Muench {Q. »»)(/»•</, Wangh. Q. fer-

rnginea.yik-hx.). Black Jack. .Iack Oak. Tree, to 30,

sometimes to 50 ft., with short spreatling branches form-
ing a narrow, round-topped or often irregular head: Ivs.

obovate, .3-5-lobed at the broad ai)ex, with broad, entire
or sparingly toothed lobes, glabrous and dark green
above, at length glabrous and yellowish green beneath,
brownish tomentose at first: fr. short-stalkeu; acorn
ovoid-oblong, % in. high, embraced one-third to two-
thirds b}' the turbinate cup. N. Y. to Fla., viest to Neb.
and Texas, S.S. 8:426, 427.- Handsome tree, with its

large glossy foliage; hardy north. Better known as Q.
vigra, but this name really belongs to the preceding
species.

11. Fh^lloB, Linn. Willow Oak. Plate XXI. Fig.

2043. Tree, to 50 ft., sometimes becoming 80 ft., with
rather slender branches forming a conical, round-topped
head: Ivs. short-petioled, linear-oblong, brigi.i; green
and glossy above, pubescent below when young, glabrous
and lightgreen at length, 2-4 in. long: frs. almost ses-

sile, acorn subglobose, K-K in. high, embraced about
one-fourth bv the saucer-shaped cup. N. Y. to Fla.,west
to Mo. and Tex. S.S. 8:4.35. Gt. 29, p. 221. A. G. 17:195.

R.H. 1898, p. 149. — Beautiful hardy medium-sized tree

2044. Leaves of Quercos
coccinea. (X J...)

with handsome foliage turning pale yellow in fall,

prefers moist or almost swampy soil.

12. irabric^ria, Michx. Suincle Oak. Tree, to GO,

rarely to 100 ft., with slender and somewhat pendulous
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2046. Quercus lobata (X 3^).

No. 27.

branches, of pj'ramidal habit in its youth, round-topped
when old: Ivs, oblong or oblong-lanceolate. «lark green
and glabrous above, grayish tonientulose beneath,.'i-7 in.

long: fr. short-stalked; acorn subglobose.J-a in. long, em-
braced one third to one-half by the turbinate cup. Pa. to

Ga..we8ttoNeb. and Ark. S.S.8:432. A.G. 17:195. Mn.
6:91. -Beautiful Oak of
symmetrical hubit with
handsome glossy foliage,
turning russet - red in
fall. There are several
hybrids of this species
and No. 11 with other
Black and Red Oaks

;

one of them is in the
trade as (J. palustri-
imbriciiria, Engelni.: it

has oblong - lanceolate
ivs., entire or coarsely toothed, with bristly teeth, soon
glal»rons, 4-6 in. long: cup turbinate. For other hy-
brids of this group see S.S. 8:433, 434, 436, 437.

1.3. laurifdlia, Michx. Laurel Oak. Tree, to 60, oc-
casionally to lUO ft., with comparatively slender branches
forming a dense, round-topped head:" Ivs. oblong or ob-
long-obovati , sometimes slightly lobed, dark gre'^n and
shining above, light green and puberulous at tirst, gla-
brous at length bebiW, 2-C in. long: fr. short-stalked;
acorn ovoid or subglobose, about % in. long, embraced
one-fourth by the saucer-shaped cup. V^a. to Fla. and La.
S.S. 8:429, 430. — Handsome tiee with almost half-ever-
green glossy foliage, often planted as avenue tree in the
southern and Muif states; not hardy north.

14. varidbilib, Blume {Q. Bungecinn, Forb. Q. Chi-
n^M.s/.s-, Bunge, not Abel). Tree, to 80 ft.: Ivs. slender-
petioled, oblong to oblong-lanceolate, acuminate, cre-
nately serrate, with bristle-like teeth, dark green and
glabrous above, whitish tonientulose below, SJe-O in.

long: fr. almost sessile; acorn subglolxise, not much
exceeding the large cup; scales thifk, lanceolate, re-

curved. N. China, .lapan.- Handsome tree with distinct
foliage almost like that of Cnatatna cremita ; has proved
hardy in M..ss, and western N. Y.

15. dentita, Thunb. (Q. Da\mio, Hort.). Tree, to 80
ft., with broad, round-toppe<l heatl: Ivs. short-petioled,
obovate. sinuately toothed, with 3-6 rounded broad teeth
on each side, dark green and usually glabrous above at
length, light green and pubescent beneath, firm and
leathery, to 12 in, long: fr. almost sessile; acorn ovate,
%-% in , long, embraced one-half by the large cup : scales
lanceolate, thin, spreading and r..'curved. Japan.— Re-
markable for its large Ivs., on young plants to 1 ft. long
and 8 in. broad; hardy north. Var. pinnatifida, Mat-
sum. {Q. pinnatifida, Franch. & Sav.s. Lvs. divided
«I;;:"«'^ *" he midrib into linear lobes with crisp irregu-
lar margins; interesting form.

No. 28.

16. Mongolica, Fisch. Tree, to 100 ft.: Ivs. obovate
or obovate-oblong. much narrowed below the middle,
coarsely toothed with acute or mucrontilate te(>th, bright
green above, light green beneath, with long hairs along

the veins, almost glabrous at length, .'{-7 in. long; fr.

almost sessile, acorn V9.-% in. higli, embraced one-third
by the cup. Amurland, N.China, Satrhalin. — There are
two closely allied species from Japan, ^. crisfnila,
Blume, and (^. grotatetierrata, Blume, which are almost
indistinguishable in foliage from each other and from
this species, but Q. rri.'ipula has the cup somewhat
deeper, embracing ab<mt one-half of the nut. Both have
handsome foliage and have proved hardy in the Arnold
Arboretum. Cnder the name of Q. Mongolica a form of
i^. lanuginosa is sometimes found in the trade.

17. glandulifera, Blume. Tree, to 40 ft., rarely to
70 ft., shrubby .n cult.: Ivs. cuneate or rounded at' the
base, oblong-obovate to «»blanceolate, acute, with 6-10
g'l^ndular-tipped, acute teeth on each side, light green
above, glabrous, whitish or grayish green beneath, ap-
pressed silkj' a: first, almost half-evergreen. 23^-5 in.

long: fr. peduncled, usually several; acorn ovate, about
% in. high, embraced one-third to one-half by the cup.
Japan. — Half evergreen shrub with handsome foliage,
almost hardy north, at least in sheltered positions.
Sometimes ctilt. under the name Q.flentata. Q.glandn-
lifera, Mast., is ^. Tumeri (see suppl. list).

18. prlnoides, Willd. {^.C^i'ncffpin, Pursh. Q.Prlnus,
var. Chincapin, Michx.). Chincapin Oak, Spreading
shnib, with slender stems, usually not over 6 ft. high,
rarely to 1,5 ft. : lvs. rather short-petioled, cuneate at
the base, ovate-oblong or oblong, with 4-8 sometimes
obtusish teeth on each side, bright green above, grayish
tonientulose beneath, 2%-o in. long* fr. sessile, acorn
oval, about }4 in. long, embraced one-half by the cup.
Maine to Ala., west to Minn, and Tex. S.S. 8:378. Em.
1 :ir)8.— Pretty shrub for covering dry and rocky ridges.
In tradt sometimes under the misleading name of (J.
humilis,tor which see supplementary list.

19. Mtihlenbergi, Engelm. {Q. Cnstdnea.V^^iUd., not
N^e. (^. </<•»»} (HO/a, Sarg., not Roxb. Q. Pnniis, xar.
acuminiita, Michx.). Yellow CHE.«?TxrT Oak. Tree, to
100 or occasionally to 160 ft., with rather short branches
forming a narrow, round-topped head: lvs. slender-
stalked, oblong to oblong-lanceolate, acute or acuminate,
coarsely toothed with acute, glandular-tipped teeth, dark
or yellowish green above, whitish tonientulose beneath,
4-7 in. Ion;,': fr. sessile or short-p?duncled; acorns
ovate, 'H-% in. long, embraced about one-half by the
cup. Tenn. to Va., west to Neb, and Tex. S.S. 8:377.—
Beautiful tree with light gray bark and handsome foli-

age, glossy above and silvery white beneath.

20. Mickatizi, Nutt. {Q. Pr)nti.<i, var. pahisfri.H,

Michx.), Basket Oak. Cow Oak. Tree, to 10(1 ft.,

with round-topped, rather dense head; bark light gray,
scaly: lvs. obovate or obovate-oblong, acute, deeply
crenulate-toothed, with obtuse, mucronulate teeth,
bright green and shining above, grayish tonientulose
beneath, 4-7 in. long: fr. short-peduncled; acorn ovoid,

1-1K in. high, embraced about '~ne-third by th° tomen-
tose cup. Del. to Fla., west to I;id. and Tex. S.S.
8::{82. 383.-One of the most beantiful of the Chestnut
Oaks; prefers moist soil.

21. Prinus, Linn. {Q. Prinns, var. monficola, Michx.
Q. nionfana, Willd,). Chestnut Oak. Rock Chest-
nit Oak. Fig. 2041 (.">). Tree, to 70, or occasionally to
100 ft., with broad, irregular head and dark brown,
ridged bark: lvs. slender-stalked, obovate to oblong-
lanceolate, coarsely crenulate-toothed, bright or yellow-
ish green above, paler beneath, tomentulosewhen young,
often almost glabrous at length, 5-8 in. long: fr. soli-

tary or in pairs, on peduncles about 1 in. long: acorn
ovoid, l-\% in, high, embraced about one-third by the
cup. Maine and Ontano to Ala. S,S. 8:37.'i. 376. Em.
1:1.") (as Q. Castanea) and laO. G.C, III. 14:(;]7. G.F.
1:510. —Handsome Oak, growing well in rather dry soil.

22. bfcolor, Willd, {Q. plnf'jnoUes,^vL^\<r. Q.Prhms,
var. tomentdsa , Michx. Q. Prlnns, var. discolor, Mic'ix.

f.). Swamp White Oak. Fig. 2041 (7). Tree, to 70
ft,, rarely to 100 ft., with narrow, round-topped, open
head and light grayish brown, scaly bark: lvs. obovate
to oblong-'-bovate, sinuately dentate, sometimes lobed
half-way to the middle, dark green and dull above,
whitish tonientulose beneath, 4-7 in. long: fr. solitary

or in pairs on peduncles l>i-4 in. long; acorn ovate-
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ohlonif, \-VA in. lii«:h, emhraced one-third by the cup.
OuflH-c to (in., west to Mich. an<l Ark. S.S. 8:380, .{81.

Em. 1:1."»."1. (.i. K. -trSW. — It i« ies.s (lesirable as an or-

naiuftitui tn-e than many otiier .species, but the wood is

valuable. The litfht gray bark st'parating in larg*' thin
scales and the numerous small branches which apjuar
on the larger limbs and often on the trunk, make it easy
to distinguish from allied species.

2.'{. macroc&rpa, Michx. Buk Oak. Mossy Crp Oak.
Fig L'otl (0). Tree, to 80, sometimes KiO ft., with large
sprca«ling branches, forming a broad, rotind hea«l;

bark light brown, <leeply furrowed; younger branches
soini'times with corky wings: Ivs. obovate or oblong-
obovate, lyrate-pinnatitid, with 4-10 pairs of lobes, the
lower ones smaller, separated by wide and deep sinuses,
the upper ones much larger, or sometimes the Ivs. are
only sinuately dentate above the mi<ldle, bright green
and' shining above, grayish or whitish tomentose be-
neath, 4-8 in. long: fr. sessile or short-stalked; acorn
broa<lly <»vate or ovoid, ?4-l^ain. high, embraced about
one-half by the large %-2 in. wide cup, with the upper
scales awned and forming a fringe-like border. Nova
Scotia to Pa., west to Mi nitoba and Tex. S.S. 8:.'i71,

372. Em. 1:149. (J.F. 2:.')0(); 3:407. Mn. 2:15:{. (ing.

4:342. — Var. oliv8ef6rmis, Gray
(
^. oUvafdrmia, Michx. j.

Lvs. deeply pinnatittd, lobes almost all row and sep-

arated by wide sinuses; cup usually longated, much
higher than broad. 8.S. 8:.'i73.—The Bur Oak is of vig-

orous growth and becomes a stately tree and is of pic-

tures«iue appearance in winter with its corky branches.
Crown often fan-shaped until tree is mature.

24. I3rr&ta, Walt. OvERcrp Oak. Swamp, or Swamp
Post Oak. Tree, to 100 ft., with rather small, often
pendulous branches forming a symmetrical, round-
topped heau: lvs. obovate to obovate-oblong, deeply
lyrate pinnatitid, with .'J-5 pairs of oblong or lanceolate
lobes, the lower ones much smaller, separated by a wide

sinus from the upper
ones, dark green an<i

shining above, whitish
tomentulose beneath or
sometimes light green
and pubescent: fr.

short - stalked ; acorn
globose, K-1 in. high,
almost entirely en-
closed by the large
scaly cup. N. J. to

Fla., west to Mo. and
Tex. S.S. 8:374. -Lit-
tle cultivate<l; hardy as
far north as Massachu-
setts

;
prefers moist

soil.

2,}. stelUta, Wangh.
(Q. ohtHtiiloba, Michx.
4>. jwjHor, Sarg. ). Post
Oak. Tree, to 60, rarely
to 100 ft., with l)road.

dense, roimd head, and
2048. Enelish Oak—Ouercuspedun- ^vitlj grayish brown,

culata. Natural size. No. 29. deeply fissured bark:
lvs. s hort - stalked,

broadly obovate, lyrate-pinnatifid, with 2 or usually 3
pairs of lobes, the midd'e pair being much larger, undu-
late, and m<)stly with a lobe on the lower side, separated
from the lower pair l>y wide, from the upper pair by
narrower sinuses, dark gr en above, brownish tcmien-

tulose beneath, 5-8 in. long: fr. almost sessile: a<*orn

ovoid, /4 in. high, einbra<*ed one-third to one-half by
the cup; scales lanceolate, looselv appressed. Maine to

Fla., west to Mich, and Tex. S.S.'8:3G8, 369. Em. 1:1.')1.

—Hardy and handsome tree with dense round head,
growing naturally in rather dry, sandy or rocky soil.

26. Garry^na, Dougl. 0-iegon Oak. Tree, to 80,

rarely to 100 ft., with wi'' spreading brandies, ome-
times shrubby; bark light gray: lvs. obovate, pinnati-

fid, with broad, obtuse, entire or toothed lobes, da»*k

preen above, pubescent aiid yellowish green or whitish
below: fr. short-stalked; acorn ovoid, about 1 in. high,
embraced about one-third by tht.- saucer-shaped cup ;

scales usuallv thin. Wash, and Ore. to Calif. S.S. 8:364,

365. O.F. 7:495. -The most important Oak of the Pacific
states as a timber tree.

27. lobita, N^e (Q. mndaii, Benth.). Valley or
Wkei'In*; Oak (White Oak of the Pacitic states).

Fig. 2046. Tree, to 100 ft., with great, wide-spreading

2049. Quercus pedunculata. var.

licifolia (X 3-2). No. 29.

limbs and slender drooping branches: lvs. oblong or

obovate-oblong, with ;{-5 pairs of sometimes lobed-den-

tate lobes, dark green and stellate-pubescent above and
usually whitish tomentulose beneath, 2-4 in. long : fr.

almost sessile; acorn elongated, conical, l>2-2 in. high,

embraced about one-third by the cup; lower scales tuber-

culate, upper one subulate. Calif S.S. 8:.'{62. H.F.

3:611; 10:.55,202, 205.— Gr; -eful wide-spreading tree,but

has not been cult, successfully outside of Calif.

28. 41ba, Linn. White Oak. Plate XXL Figs.

l.')<»6. 2039, 2041(2), 2047. Tree, to 100 ft., with stout

spreading branches forming abroad, open head: bark
light gray: lvs. obovate or oblong -obovate, narniwed
at the base, with 3-8 pairs of rather narrow obtuse and
sometimes toothed lobes, pubescent when young, soon
glabrous, bright green above, glaucescent beneath : fr.

short- or long-stalked; acorn oblong-ovate, 1 in. high,
embraced about one-fourth
by the shallow cup; scales
closely appressed. Me. to
Fla., west to Minn, and Tex.
S.S. 8:.3.')6, 357. Em. 1:145.
G.F.3:91; 4:6.7; 5:259, 4.'.0.

-The White Oak ^s one of
the noblest trees cf tlif

n«»rthern states and a beau-
tiful park tree, where space
can be allowed for its full

development ; the folia ire

assumes a beautiful deep
vinous red or vi(tlet-pur])le

color in fall. Var. rep&nda,
Michx., is a form in which
the lvs. have rather shallow
sinuses and the fruits are
usually short-stalked. Var.
pinnatifida, Michx., has the
lvs. deeply pinnatiPd with
narrow often lobed or
toothed lobes and the fruits
usually slender-stalked. S.S. 8:358 Hybrids of this

species with Q. nnirrocurpa, Prhnis and sfellata are
known. S.S. 8: 359-361. A tree of the hybrid with Q.

2050.

Acorn oi Live Oak—Quercus
Virginiana: oftenerknow^n
asQ. virensCXK). No. 37.
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Prinrnt was found in tlu' nnrspry of John Saul, near
Wii'ihiiij^ton, I). C, and has Ix-eti »li.stril>uttMi as Saul's

Oak.

21). p«dunculita,Ehrh.(<?. I?dhHr,yfir.pe(htnruli}fa.'DC.

Q. Uobnr, Linn., partly. <^. femina. Mill.). Fi^s. 20;{8,

2048. Tree, to 120 ft., with stout spnadinj? brandies
forming a broad round-topped head: lv.s. short-p»'tioh'd,

auriciilate at the base, oblonjj-ohovate, with :{-7 rounded
h>bes on ea<'h side, quite glabrou.H. dark (rreen above,

pale bluish jfrecn beneath, 2%-3 in. lonj;: fr. 1-7 on
slender pe<luneles; aeom ovate or ovate-oblonjr, about I

in. hitrh, embraced about one-third bv the hemisplu-rical

cup. Eu.. N. Afr., W. Asia. G.C. III. 24:2(il; 2.">:l«;h.

— More than 40 varieties are cultivated in European
nurseries and eolleetion.s; some of the most important
are the following: V'ar. Conc6rdia, Lemaire. Lvs.
bright yellow. I.H. 14:537. V'ar. contdrta, Hort. A
form with twistvd branches and crowded lvs. of ir-

regular sliape ; of slow growth. Var. fastigiata, DC.
With upright branches forming a narrow columnar
head. G.< ". II. li>:17!>. Of the same habit are var. las-

tigri&ta cupressoides, Hort., with narrower lvs. Var.

2051. Variation in the leaves of Live Oak.

(Querciis Viruiniana.) No. 37. Nearly natunU size.

fastigi&ta aureo-punct^tawith yellowish spotted foliage.

Var. fastigiata viridis with lvs. of darker green. Var.
heterophylla, Lf>nd. (var. com pto>t Up folia, Hort.) with
narrow, eloni;ated, slightly or creiiately lol)e(l, some-
times almost entire leaves. Var. filicifolia, Lem. (var.

pectindta, var. laciniata, xa,r. asplenifolin , var. (Jounieti,

Hort.). Fig. 2049. Lvs. deeply divided 'often almost
to the midrib in narrow linear lobes, with crisp mar-
gins. &.<\ II. 14:«i;{2. I.H. 1, black figure not num-
bered opposite plate ."..3. R.H. 1894. p. 17. Var. p6n-
dola. Loud. With pend ilous branche.s: a form with
more slender and more decide«lly w«'eping branches
is var. Daur^aaei, Hort. Var. purpuriscens, DC.
(var. purpurea, Loud.). With the lvs. bright pur-

ple when youiig, becoming almost green at length or as
in the forms distinguislu-d as var. atropurpurea and var.
nigra, Hort., the color is more intense and retained
thnmgli the whole summer. F.S. 17:1783-84. Var.
varieg^ta, Endl. There are a number of varieguti-d
forms, but of n«» great ornanjental value; the most cult,
are: niho - viirif<jt)ta, ar(/enteo-picta, tiurto - mrityata,
Jo-reau4nsis maculdta, tricolor.

30. sessilifldra, Salisb, {Q. Rfthur, var. KessilifhWn,
DC. l^. Ji'ohur, yiill.). Sinular in habit to the former,
but limbs less spreading and head less broad: petioles

yt-*4 in. long: lvs. rounded orcuneate at base, oliovate
or obovate-oblong, with .V9 rounded lobes on ea«'h side,

somewhat glossy above, pale and glabrous or slightly
pubescent on the mi«lrib beufath. 23^-.") in. long: fr.

almost sessile, usually somewhat larger than those of
the preceding spi-ries. F^uropc, W. Asia to Persia. A
very distinct variety is var. mespilifblia, Wallr., with
almost entire lvs. Var. purpurea, Hort., has the lvs.

]»urplish when y«»ung. — ^. s< ssiliflora is less c<mMnon in

cult, than the last. Both are usually called English
Oak and are.often considered as mere subspecies of (^.

Jiohur.

31. lanugrindsa, Thuill. {Q. puhe'scens, Willd.). Tree,
to 40 ft., but sometimes remaining shrubl)y: bra?iche8
toraentose when young: lvs. pinnately lobe<l or pinnati*
fid, with 4-8 pairs of obtuse or acute lobes, glabrous
above, pubescent or tomentose and grayish green be-
neath, 2-4 in. long: fr. almost sessile; acorn ovoid, 14-
1 in. long, enclosed about one-half by the tomentose
cup; scales closely appressed. M.and S.Eu.,W.Asia. —

A

very variable species, often shrubby, growing mostly on
drj', roeky and often on limestone soil; the more south-
ern forms of it are tender. Var. Hartwissi^na, Dipp.
{Q. Ifartw iKn i() na, Stev.). Lvs. small, rather acutely
lobed, yellowish tomentose beneath. Var. p^ndula,
Jaccj.

( (^. ^JCijilopn, var. penduht and PseudarfiUops p^ii-

ilitlii, Hort.), v.ith pendulous branches and densely
tomentose lvs., resembles the following species and is

supposed by some authors to be a hybrid between the
two.

.32. Tdza, Bosc (Q.Pyretulica, Willd. Q. camUta and
crhnfd, Hort.). Tree, to 40 ft., with slender branches;
branchlets yellowish tomentose: lvs. pinnatitid half
way to the middle or more, with rather narrow and acute
lobes, pubescent above, yellowish or grayish tomentose
beneath, 3-.t in. long: fr. short or long- peduncled;
acorn oblong, embraced one-third to one-half by the to-

mentose cup ; scales loosely appressed. rather large.

Spain. S. France. Var. p^ndula, Dipp., with pendulous
branches. — Somewhat tender north.

33. conf6rta, Kit. (Q. P'inn6)iiri, Hort. Q. ITnvgnrica,
Hubeny). Tree, to 120 ft., with gradually spreading
branches forming a round-topped, open head; bark
rather light Itrown: lvs. very short-petioled, auriculate
at the base, obovate, deeply pinnatitid. with ')-7 i>airs (if

often toothed lobes, dark green and almost glabrous at

length, pale and ttmientose beneath, 4-7 in. long: fr.

short-peduncled; acorn ovoid-oblong, embraced about
one-third bv the cup; scales rather large, looselv n\>-

pressed. Italy. S. E. Eu. G.C. II. .'>:8.^».- Pretty Oak
with handsome dark green foliage; hardy in Mass. Itut

seems not reliable farther north.

34. C^rris, Linn. Tukkev Oak. Tree, to 120 fi.. with
rather short spreading branches forming a broad pyra-

midal at length often irregular open head: lvs. obl(»ng

or obovate-obltmg, pinnatifld, with .'{-8 pairs of entire or
few-toothed lobes, dark green and somewhat rouirh

above, grayish pubescent or almost glabrous beneath at

length: fr. short-stalked, ripening the second year; acorn
oblong-ovate, to 1% in. long, embraced almut one-half by
the large mossy cup. S.E. Eu..W. Asia. Mn.3:l(>0. (Jn.

27, p. 470. 477. — Handsome Oak with dark green foliage

and of pyramidal habit when young, but not quite hardy
north. Easily recognized even in winter by the slender
subulate scales surrounding and exceeding the winter-

buds. Var, Austriaca, Loud. Lvs. longer-petioled. less

deeply lobed, or almost '^innately dentate with short,

acute, entire lobes. For Q. Au.tfrincn setnpervirens, see

Q. Turneri in supplementary list. Var. lacini&ta. Loud.
Lv.s. deeply pinnatitid. ')ften ahruist to the nii<lrib

divided into narrow oblou j lobes. There are hybrids
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with Q. Suher, for which st-e Q. Luromhrntta, in sup-
plementary list.

;i.). Buber, Linn. Cokk Oak. Tree, to 50 ft., with
broad Dund-topped heml und thick, deeply furrowed,
ttponiry, elastic hurk: Ivs. <»vute to <»l»l<»n»;, roiiude<l or
HUhc(»rdate at the base, remotely serrate, tflabroiis al)ove,

whitith tomentose l>eiieath,l-;Jin.l«)ntr: fr.short-ntalked;
aeorn ovate or oblong-ovate, J-i-lK in. liiirh.emhraeed <nie-

third t(t one-half by the cup: ^cale^ thick, usually with
Khort and often recurved tips.

S. Europe, N. Afr. — From tliis

species cork in obtained; it is

much cultivated for this jair-

pose in E. India and recently
also in (Jalitorniu, where it

Reenis to thrive well. Q. orci-
ilcutiifis, (Jay, seems to diflFer

only by the fr. ripening the
second year and by its greater
liardjness; its bark is not distin-
guished commercially from that
of the true Cork Oak.

.%. Ilex, Linn. Holly or
Holm ( )ak. Tree, to (iO ft., with
large, round-topped head; bark
not corky: Ivs. very variable,
ovate to lanceolate, remotely
serrate or almost entire and
with revolute margin, dark
green above, yellowish or whit-
ish tomentose beneath, l-'A in.

long : fr. l-'.i, usually pedun-
clt-d ; acorn ovate, embraced
about one -half by the cup;
scales thin, appressed, rarely
slightly spreading. 8. Europe.
M.D.Ci. ]h!»h:27.".. Var. Ballbta,
IK\ (^. liaUotii, Desf.). Lvs.
smaller, orbicular or broadly
ovate; the sweet acorn is often
gathered for food. Var. F6rdii,
Ni.-h.ds. {(J. FiWdii, Carr. ). Of
pyramidal habit with narrower
and smaller Ivs. R.H. IMGI. pp.
114. 11.1: 1885, pp. .•i.")2, :{5;{. Not
to be confounded with l^. FonJ-
iiiHii, Hemsl., a Chinese species with chestnut-like
leaves.

."^T. Virginiina, Mill. (Q. v)renfi, Ait.). Live Oak.
Figs. 20:>()-:.L'. Tree, to 50 or rarely to 70 ft., with al-

most horizontal limbs, forming a wide sprea<ling head;
sometimes shrubby: lvs. elliptic or oblor.g, usually en-
tire, with revolute margiti. rarely with a f 'W spiny teeth
above the middle, dark green and glossy above, whitish
tonu'ntulose beneath, l-;{ in. long: fr. peduncled; acorn
ovate, about 1 in. long, cmbrace<l about one-third liy the
cup; scales thin, appressed. Va. to Fla.. west to Mex.
S.S. 8:39i.:W5. (J.F. 1:47G: 5:480.487: <;:7: 8:2.35. F.R.
1:043. Gng. 8:1. — One of the most beautiful of the
American Oaks and much planted as a shade and
avenue tree in the southern states; easily transplanted
and of rapid growth; also very valuable as a timber tree.

.38. chrygdlepis, Liebm. California Live Oak. Mai'l
Oak. Fig. 20.53. Tree, to 50, rarely ti» 100 ft., with wide-
spreading head and often pendulous branches : lvs.

short-petioled, oval to oblong-ovate, acute and spiny-
toothed or entire, bluish or yellowish green above, glau-
cous beneath and covered with fulvous tomentum when
young. 1-4 in. hm^: fr. short-stalki'd, ripening the sec-
on<l year; acorn ovoid. 34-1 K in. high, embraced about
one-fourth by the shallow cup, which is often very thick
and denselv fulvous-tomentose. Ore. to Calif' S.S.
8::{98, 399. 'O.F. 5: 127. -The most beautiful of the Cali-
fornian Oaks.

.39. agrifdlia, N^e. Fig. 20.54. Similar in habit to the
fonner, soinetinu's shrubby: lvs. bro-ully oval to ob-
long, sinuately spiny-toothed, usually convex, dull green
above, light green below, pubescent at first. \H-3 in.

long: fr. usually sessile; acorn conic-ovate, often elon-
gated, to 1 iii in. long, embraced one-fourth to one-third
bv the cup; scales thin, sliirbtlv i)uberulous. Calif.
IS.S. 8:403. F.F.G. 2, p. 44. F.S. 7, p. 138.

40. denslfldra, Ilook. A: Arn. Tan Bark Oak. Ever-
green tre»', to 70, wcusionally t<» lOO ft., with spreading
l»ranches fonning a dense, broad, round-topped head:
lvs. oblong-obovate or oblong, acute, remotely dentate,
with short acute callous teeth, fulvou . tomentose when
young, at maturity glabrous an<l pale green abov»'. rusty
tomentose beneath and Hnally ulabrous uihI bluish wliite":

fr. peduncled; acorn ovoid orovnte, '4-P.j in. long, em-
braced oLiy at the ba-se by the Mhallow cup coated with

*'->^^^' -,t^^̂

2052. Live Oak, writh Spanish moss haneing from the branches.

Audubon Park, New Or]vuns.— Qitemis Viryiitiana.

linear spreading scales. S. Ore. to Calif. S.S. 8:438.
G.F. 5:.52.{. — One of the most beautiful Oaks of the Pa-
cific states. The ojdy representative of the subgenus
Pasania in America.

The spei'ies in the following list are not hardy north except
when mentioned:

Q. acuta, Thnnb. (Q. Buergeri. Hlume). Evercreen small
tree: lvs. obluiii; to lanceolate, abruptly acuminate, usually
entire, glabrous, light green beneath. 4-7 in.: <up thick, with
the scales connate into concentric rings. Jap., Corea. Gn. !!>,

p. 2H^.— Q. JCiiilops. Linn. Evergreen tree, to 6(i ft.: all ed
to Q. Cerris: Ivs. lol)ed-«lentate with acute sinuses, fulvons-
tnmentose at tirst: cup large, with si»reading. flat, lanceolate
scales, not much to one-half sliorter than acorn. S. Italj",

Greece.

—

Q. aliiifolia, Poech. Evergreen shrub: lvs. orbicular
or oval, dentate, shining nlK)ve, yellow-tomentose beneath,
1-2 in. long: cup with rc<urve<l lanceolate bracts; acorn I'^in.
long. Creta. Gn. 18, p. 4K»;: 40. p. 9.=>. AM.UA'.iCi.— Q. liuenjeri,
Blume = Q. acuta.— ^. banil'iS(rfinia, Fort., not Hance. = Q.
Vibra.vana.— y. i>r?r»7(»?ifi, 8arg. =Q. cinerea.- C>. caxtamrfolia,
Q.\. Mey. Half evergren nee, to 70 ft.: lvs. «)J>l«ng-]anceo-
late, serrate, tomentulose b.-neiith. rarely almost glabrous,
4-i) in. long: cup with lanceolate refnr\ed scales. W. Asia to
N. Persia. Not or only half-hardy north— Q. ('titeshn-i. Michx.
Tree, to 60 ft.: lvs. similar to those of Q. cnne;»t!«, but rufous-
tomentose when young, glabrous at length, e.xcept axillarj' tufts
beneath, very short-petioled: cup turbinate. N.C. to Fla. and
La. S.S. 8:417.

—

Q. Chnprnani, S.nrg. (Q. obtusiloba, var. par-
vifolia, Chapm.). Usually shrub, rarely small tree: allied to
Q. stellata: lvs. ol>ovate-ol)l<ing and entire or slightly sinuately
lolied toward the apex. S. C.to Fla. S.S. 8:.'i70.— <^. Cfiiii/usis,

Abel. .*^ee Q. sclerophylla.

—

Q. ciiterea, Michx. Pl.fE .L\rK,
Small tree: allied to Q. imbricaria. but lvs. tomentulose l)e-

nc-ith, smaller, elliptic to oblong-lanceolate, half-evergreen:
cup saucer-sh;iped : acorn subglobose. N. ('. to Fla. and Tex.
S.S. 8:4:{1.— 0. cneeifern. Linn. Evergreen small tree or shrub:
lvs. oval to oVtiong. spinose dentate., almost glabrous. \-'l in.

long: cup with spre.'iding or recurved rigid scales: maturation
bieiuual. S. En.— y. euspidata, Thunb. Evergreen tree, to
40 ft., with slender branches: lvs. ovate to oblong, acuminate,
crenately serrate toward the apex or entire, glabrous at length,
iH'SVa in. long: fr. in short spikes; cup ovate, enclosing the
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acorn. S.Z. vol. I. 2. G.C. II. 12:233. Verj- desirable evergreen
treeof vigorous growth. V'ar. variegjita, Hort. Lvs. smaller.with
abroad, irregular, creamy-white margin. (i.O. II. 12:233.— y.
Doiiglasi. Hook. & Arn. Tree, to 60 ft., with dense, round-
topped head: allied to Q. Garryana. but lvs. bluish green, less
deeply iol)ed, often only sinuately dentate. Calif. S.S. 8:386.
—Q. dttnwsa, Nutt. Evergreen rigid shrub to 8 ft. or occa-
sionally tree to 30 ft.: lvs. oblong to obovate, entire or sinuately
toothe<l, pul>esceat, grayish green, %-2, rarely to 3 in. long: fr.

usually solitary and sessile; acorn oval, %-\% in. long, em-
brace<i one-third to two-thirds by the cup. Verj' variablf.
Calif. S.S.8:392.— (^. Emoryi, Torr. Evergreen tree, to 40 ft.:

20S3. Quercus chrysolepis.

{X}4.) No. 38.

20S4. Querctis agriiolia.

iXK.) No. 39.

allied to Q. chrysolepis : lvs. usually cordate, oblong-lanceolate,
spiny-toothed, soon almost glabrous, l-2>^jn. long: ac-oni ob-
long. %~%m. high. Tex. to Aoiz. S.S. 8:397.— Q. Esculus,
Linn. A S. Euroi»ean form of Q. sessiliflora. with the lvs. pu-
bescent when young and deeply pinnatifid: synonym to Q.
sessiliSora, var. aurea, DC—Q. Fulhamensis, Hort. See Q.
Lucombeana.— Q. Gdmbeli, Nutt. Small tree or shrub, very
variable: allied to Q. alba: lvs. smaller, pale or yellowish
green and usually finely pubescent below: fr. smaller, sessile.
Colo, to Utah and Mex. S.S. 8:366, 367. Gt. 44, p. 7.—Q. Geor-
gidna, Curtis. Shrub. 6-8 ft., rarely small tree: allied to Q.
I>alustris: lvs. smaller, less deeply lobed and lobes mostly
entire. Ga. S.S 8:425. Hardy.— Q. f/Wbra. Thunb. Evergreen
tree: lvs. oblong, obtusely acuminate, entire, glabrous, light
green beneiith, 3-6 in. long: staminate catkins erect: fr. in
spikes, ripening the second lyear: the oblong nut embraced
about one-third by the cup. .Jap. G.C. II. 14:785: 111.16:377.
R.H. 1858, p. 351. S.Z. vol. I. 8!).-Q. glaitca, Thunb. Half-ever-
green tree, to 40 ft.: lvs. o%-ate-lanceolate, acuminate, serrate
aliove the middle, glaucous and appressed silky beneath, 2-5 in.

long: staminate catkins pendulous, paniclcl: cup with the scales
conn:ite into concentric rings. Jap.

—

Q. GramiaUia. Linn.=0.
Ilex.—Q. Haas, Kotschy. Closely allied to Q. peduneulata:
lvs. sparingly stellate-pubescent beneath, larger: fr. larger. E.
Eu.. W. Asia. Hardy.— Q. heterophylla, Michx. Supposed hy-
brid of Q. Phellos and Q. velutina: lvs. oblong, narrowed into
the petiole, sinuately loV)etl or toothed or entire. S.S. 8:436.—
Q. humili^, Walt. = Q. cinerea.— Q. humilis. Lam. Half-ever-
green shrub, with oval, coarsely dentate lvs., grayish tomen-
tose l)eneath: fr. almost sessile. Portugal. Sometimes Q.
prinoides is sold under this name.— Q. incdna, Roxb. Ever-
green tree, to 60 ft.: allied to Q. vari.ibilis: lvs. oblong- to
ovate-lanceolat<?, acuminate, mucronate-serrate with 14-20
pairs of veins, glossy above, whitish tomentose beneath, .3-6 in.

long: fr. sessile: acorn about 1 in. long, at first almost enclosed
by tilt' campanulate, rather thin cup. Himalayj\s. Sometimes
nnif Ml with Q. lanata. Recently advertised by Franceschi.

—

Q.
inferfdria, Oliv. = Q. Lu.sitanica. var. infectoria.— Q. inversa,
Lindl. = Q. thal.issica.— Q. lanata. Wall. Evergreen tree, to
80 ft.: allied to Q. inc.ina: lvs. oblong-lanceolate, with 10-16
pairs of veins, remotely toothed, 4-8 in. long: fr. smaller, cup
hemispherical. Himalayas.

—

Q. Ia7iugiiwsa, Don = Q. lanata.
—Q. Lediia, Nutt. Supposed hybrid of Q. imbricaria and velu-
tina: lvs. oblong or obovate-oblong, sinuately toothed or entire,
rounded at the base. S.S. 8:4:^4. Hardy.— Q. Libani, Oliv.
Half-evergreen shrub or small tree: lvs. oblong-ovate, coarsely
serrate, light green and at length almost glabrous beneath,
2-4 in. long: acoi n almost wholly enclosed ; scales little spread-
ing. Asia Minor. R.H. 1872. p. 1.55; 1877, p. 173 (not p. 172.

w^hich is probably Q. ^gilops). Gn. 1, p. 618.— ^. Lucombedna,
Sweet. (Q. Cerris. var. Lucoral>eana, Loud. Q. Cerris, var. sub-
perennis. DC). Supposed hybrid of Q. Cerris and Q. Suber.
Half-evergreen tree to 70 ft., with broad, round heitd: lvs. oval-
ov.-ite. coarsely serrate, tomentose beneath, 2-3*4 in. long: cup
with subulate spreading scales. Probably of the same paren-
tage as Q. Fulhamensis. differing by symmetricjtl pyramidal
habit and more corky bark. Gn. 27, pp. 476-478.— <^. Lusitdn-
iVfl. Lam Half-evergreen tree, sometimes shrub: lvs. oval to
ovate-lanceolate, coarsely and deeply serrate, pubescent be-
jieath. 1-2 in. long: cup with appiesse<i scales, embni.ing one-
h.-ilf to one-third of the nut. S. Eu. Var. infec.'oria, DC, is

more shnibby and has the lvs. less pubescent beneath. -Q.
Macedimira, DC ^vergreeii tree or shnb: lvs. oval oblong,
serrate, lisht green and sparingly puoescenl beneath, 1!.^-" in.

long; cup with the lower sc.iles appressed, the middle ones
spreading and the upper ones inversed, almost enclosing the
nut. Macedonia. Albania.— <?. macrantht'ra, Fisrh J'ey.

Tree, to 50 ft.: allied to Q. conferta: lvs. larger and 1. ^ply
lobe<l, with 8-10 ovate loljes on each side, pubesct is ia.

long. Cauc. to N. Persia. Hardy.— (^. macro/^pw. Kotschy. A
variety of Q. .Egilops, with larger, less deeply lobed lvs. and
the scales of the cup large and strongly recurved. Creta.— Q.
oblotigifolia, Torr. Evergreen small tree, to 30 ft., with spread-
ing, often contorted branches: allie<l to Q. undulata. Lvs.
ovate to obovate, entire or spiny-t<K)thed, glabrous, blui.-ih

green, 1-3 in. long: cup embracing alwut one-third of theovaie
nut. Ariz, to Mex. and W. Tex. S.S. 8:388. G.F. 1:140,—g.
pagodaefolia, Ashe (Q. falcata, var. pagotlaefolia. Ell.). Tree,
to 100 ft., with spreading branches forming an oval or oblong
head: closely allied to Q. cuneata: lvs. with 7-11 narrowly tri-

angular lobes, whitish tomentulose beneath. Va. to N. C to

Ga. in swamps.—*;?, phillyrtenidfs, A. Gray. Evergreen tree or
slirub, with broadly oval to oblong-oval lvs., crenately serrate,

except at the base, glabrous, l-2''2 in. long: cup with appressed
scales, small. Japan.—g. Pontica, K<x;h. Tree or shrub: lvs.

oMong-oval. sem-ite, glabrous, glaucescent beneath, 4-6 in. long:

cup with ovate- lanceolate scales, enclosing about one-half of
the nut. Asia Minor. Gt.40, p. 510. Hardy.—Q.Pseudosuber,
Santi. Evergreen or half-evergreen tree, allied to Q. Suber:
bark less corky: lvs. more deeply serrate, thinner and less to-

mentose beneath: cup with recurved scales. It:vly, N. Air.

—

Q.
pumila, Walt. (Q. Phellos, var. pumila, Michx. Q. sericea,

Willd.). Half-evergreen spreading shrub, to 12 ft., similar to

Q. cinerea: lvs. oblong to linear-oblong, entire or coarsely
toothed, tomentulose beneath, glabrous at length: acorn sub-
globose, J^ in. high; maturation annual. N. C to Fla. S.S.
8:404.— Q. Pyraini, Kotschy. Variety of Q. ^^gilops, with the
lvs. less deeply and very irregularly lobed: cup embracing one-
third of the acorn, with the lower scales loosely appressed, the
upper ones recurved. Asia Minor.

—

Q. reticulata, Humb. &
Bonpl. Half-evergreen tree, to 30 ft., or shrub: lvs. oval or
oljovate, spiny-dentate toward the apex, bluish green, tomen-
tose and reticulate beneath, 1-5 in. long: fr. in slender-stalked
spikes: cup with appressed scales. Ariz, and N. Mex. to Mex.
S.S. 8:390.— Q. rotunda, Hort.= phiWyreoides.—Q. sclerophylla,
Lindl. Evergieen tree: lvs. oval to oblong-obovate or oblong,
acuminate, serrate toward the apex, glaucescent beneath,
2^4-6 in. long: fr. in peduncled spikes, nut not much exceeding
the cup: bract ovate, appressetl. N.China. Paxt. Flow. Gard.
1, p. 37. This is probably the Q. Chinensis. Abel. Sometimes
Q. Turneri is cult, under the name of Q. sclerophylla.— g.
seri-'i, Willd. =Q. pumila.— Q. serrdta, Thunb. Evergreen
tr-. lvs. o>x>vate-oblong to oblong, acute, serrate, light green
and ;,'iabrous below, 2-8 in. long: fr. sessile; cup with large,

spreading and recurved scales, embracing two-thirds of the
nut. Corea, Jap.— Q. Skinneri, Benth. Tree, to 70 ft.: lvs.

slender-stalked, ovate to ovate-lanceoL-ite. sinuatel.v serrate
with bristly teeth, glabrous. 3-6 in. long: fr. sessile: Jicorn
subglobose. Large. S. Mex.. Gnat. GC.1841:11G.—Q.thatd8sica.
Hance. Evergreen tree: lvs. elliptic to obovate-oblong, acumi-
njite, serrate toward the apex or entire, glaucous-tomentulose
beneath, 3-5 in. long: fr. in short spikes; cup with appressed
scales, embracing one-iourth to one-third of the nut. China.
P.F.G. 1, p. 36 -y. Tiinieri, Willd. Half-evergreen tree:

supposed hybrid of Q. Ilex and Q. peduneulata* lvs. oval to
obovate-oblong, with 4-8 ascei:<ling teeth on each side, light
green and almost glabi-ous beneath at length: frs. few. in pe-
duncled spikes; sf*ales appressed. Of garden origin. Some-
times cultivated under the names Q. fclandulifera, Austriaca
sempervirens, Pseudosuber and sclerop'r.ylla.— Q. undulata,
Torr. Small tree or shrub: allied to Q. Douiilasi, with smaller,
less ''.eeply lobed, bluish green lvs. pubes'ont below: nut
smaller. Colo, to Ariz, and Tex. S.S. S:'.iHi.—Q. Ungeri,
Kotschy. V.-irietv of Q. ..^ligilops: lvs. smaller, lobed: cup
with recurve*! sc:...>s, not much shorter than m-orn. A.^ia Minor.
—Q. Vibraydna, Franch & Sav. (Q. bambusa>folia. Fort., not
Hance.). Evergreen tree, to .50 ft., allied to Q. glauca: lvs.
lanceolate, serrate, gla>)rousand glaucous beneath. .3-5 in. long:
acorn oblong-ovate, much excee<ling the lamellose cup. Jap.

—

Q. Wislizeni, DC. Evergreen tree, to 80 ft.: allied to Q. agri-
folia: lvs. ovate to oblong-lanceol.ite, sinuately dentate or en-
tire, glabrous, yellowish green beneath. 1-5 in. long: acorn em-
braced about one-half by the cup. Colo, to Calif, and Tex.
S.S. 8:406. ALFRED ReHDER.
QUESNfiLIA. See Billbergia.

QUICKrHOKN. Cratcpgus Oxyacantha.

QUILLAJA (fiom QuiUni, the C. ;!ean name, which
conies from quiUsan, to \-ash; the b, ;k. of the tree con-
tain.s saponin, an alkaline compounci, which makes it

useful as soap). Mo.'dcene. A genus of about 4 species
of extra-tropical evergreen trees, mostly American: lvs.

simple, entire or dentate, shining, coriaceous: Hs. axil-

lary and terminal, solitary or clustered ; calyx coria-
ceous, persistent, with 5 valvate lobes; petals n, small,
spatulate; stamens 10: fr. 5, oblong, obtuse, follicles
coherent at their bases.

Saponilria, MoHna. Soap Dark Tree. A large tree:
lvs. lh-2 in. long, ovate, shiniutf, dentate, short-peti
oled: fls. whitt , al>out '^^ in. across, usually terminal,
solitary or in clusters of .^-5 on the same peduncle.
Chile. B.M. 7.-)G8.-C'ult. it; .S. Calif.
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QUINCE. Fiers. 205r.-9. The Quince (see Cydoma
vutijiiriii) is an interestinjjj ar.tl peculiar fruit. Its com-
mercial status has changed but little in a century.
There is no widespread constant demand for the fruit.

This ha;* intluenced its development; varieties have
changed but little and meth(»ds of cultivation are gener-
ally unstu<lied. There are a few marked examples which
illustrate the advantages of good cultivation, but, unfor-
tunately, the belief that the Quince thrives best when
neglected prevails to such an extent that the legitimate
profits of the industry are seldom realized. This miscon-
ception, coupled with the fact that the fruit of most
varieties cannot be eaten raw— though delicious when
cooked— has constantly impeded the progress of Quince
culture. Times are changing, however. There are sev-
eral notable Quince orchards in the United States which
are being managed like well-conducted dwarf pear plan-
tations. These orchards are profitable. The Quince is

peculiar in the manner in which it bears the fruit. The
flowers resemble apple blossoms, but are larger and jnore
open, white, shaded with pink, and are produced singly at
the extremities of the twigs. The tree is highly ornamen-
tal when in flower, and again when decked with irregular
golden apple- or pear-shaped fruits the display is of rare
beauty.
The habit of growth is slow; the branches are crooked

and distorted. The tree rarely exceeds 15 ft. in
height, though a specimen at Geneva, N. Y., was re-
ported some years ago to be 30 ft. high, with a stem
nearly 2 ft. in diameter. The leaves are oval, entire,
dark green above and downy underneath, hanging on
late in the autumn. In constitution, it is somewhat less
hardy than the apple and pear. Like the apple and pear,
the fruit is 5-celled; each cell contains several seeds
invested with a kind of muci' .ginous pulp, differing in
these respects from the app! ^ and pear, which usually
have 2 free seeds in each cell. The flavor of the fruit is

milder in warm countries than in cold. Though com-
monly uneati*ble raw, the Quince has been esteemed for
at least 2,000 years for the making of marmalade.

lar notion, it should be well drained. The best orchards
are found on lands naturally or artific" lly drained.
Sandy land grows the trees (|uickly. bu. »hey are not
long-lived or productive in their later years.
On light soils Quinces may be planted 10 ft. apart

each way; on heavy soils, particularly in the East, where

2055. Flower of Quince.

It is borne on the wood
of the season, not from an
autumn fruit-bud.

Quince marmalade is more freely manufactured in Eu-
rope than ip Amerca. Quinces are chiefly canned in the
United Stales, although the juice 's used in flavorinj<'

various manufactured fruit products and in making jelly.

Boiled Quinces, served hot with cream or burter and
sugar, make an excellent dessert.
The best soil for Quinces »n New York state is a

heavy, moist, retentive clay loam. Contrary lo popu-

2056. The oranee or apple Quince (X J^).

the trees are longer lived than in the West, they should
not be planted nearer than 15 ft. each way and some
persons recommend greater distances. T '•ee-year-old

trees are preferred by most planters. T Tees begin
to bear two years after planting. They r^ .i full bear-
ing at 10 or 12 years. The Quince is shallow-rooted;
therefore deep plowing is to be avoided. Thorough
tillage is just as necessary as with the peach and
plum; adequate fertilizing is also essential to suc-
cess. The Quince orchard should never be left bare of
ground cover in the autumn. A cover-crop (see Cover-
Crops ) is required to protect the roots from frost injury
during winter. Frequently the trees are weakened by
the loss of surface roots. In selecting cover-crops to
obviate this possibility those which «'an be easily in-

corporated with the soil by a disk or spring-tooth harrow
are preferable. Cow-peas, soy beans or buckwheat,
from this standpoint, are desirable plants. Aside from
this the trees may need nitrogenous and mineral fertil-

izers. Their vigor and productiveness may be accepted
as guides to the proper fertilizer treatment. If the
trees lack vigor, apply barnyard manure, supplement it

with mineral fertilizers, as potash and phosphoric acid.
These can be broadcasted in the fall or early spring.
When readily soluble fertilizers are used they should
be applied in smaller quantities during the growing
season.
The natural form of the Quince tree is vase-shaped,

or globular with age. Little training is needed. Prun-
ing is of two kinds: that which removes diseased,
interfering or superfluous brancnes and that which
influences more directly the quantity and quality of the
fruit. The latter consists of "heailing-in" strong-grow-
ing shoots each year. Heading-in should be performed
during late winter or early spring. Whether this
system shall be carried on rigidly year after year will
depend on the character of the growth. It is also to be
remembered that this shortening of the terminal shoots
is in effect a thinning process and is of greatest value
where trees are growing very rapidly; consequently the
extent of its employment is a matter of judgment on
the part of the operator. Quinces are remarkably
regular ])earers, but not infrequently the fruit is ill-

shaped and of small size, due to overbearing and insect
injury. Heading-in may thus be more satisfactorily used
to thin the Quince crop than other pomaceous fruits.

As the trees become old, they are likely to grow ragged
and to have little bearing wood; heading-in may correct
this fault.

Among the most serious fungous diseast-s are leaf
blight, rust and pear blight. Leaf blight ( Kutowonpor-
iitm niacuhitum) produces spots on the foliage and fn it.

The leaves drop prematurely and the fruit is small i nd
marrea by black spots. Rust {Rcentelia aurintiaca], a
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form of the fungus causinp: the familiar "cedar apple"
on wild red cedars is one of tlie most common diseases,
but is of less economic importance than leaf blight.
Rust attacks the fruit, blotching it, and in some in-
stances completely enveloping it in a peculiar orange-

2057. Quinces.

colored fringe-like growth. The twigs are infested by
the mycelium of the funi:us, and show its presence by
irregular swellings. Leaf blight and rtist are best con-
trolled by using Bordeaux mixture. Fire blight or pear
blight is the most dangerous disease, becnuse it is

always prevalent to a greater or less extent and is >'ery

difficult to control. As with the pear, of which it is an
enemy of first importance, the only remedy is the
hviTJt'nic one of preventing infecti«m by destroying
the infected part. This must be done promptly ' All
diseased branches and trees, if badly attacked, should be
cut out and burned at once. As a matter of fact, Quinces
are not ordinarily attacked in the limbs or on the tnmks,
sn that the removal of the twigs or small branches often
cuts out the diseased portions.
The stem of The Quince tree is attacked by borers,

which can be ntrolled only by digging them out.
The fruit isatta< .d by codlin moth; this is best treated
with arsenical poisons applied in spray form. The
Quince curculio is often very troubles*)me, causing the
fruits to become knotty. The best remedy is to catch
the insects by the jarring method (Fig. "JOoO), as the
plum curculio is caught.
Comparatively few varieties have been added to Quince

lists in recent years. Sailey says in his bulletin on ''The
Quince in Western New York" (Bulletin 80 of (^ornell
Experiment Station), which appears to be t'" only
experiment station publication on this subject, that
Orauire, Champion, Rea and Meenh are the leading
varieties in New York state. Among the newer varie-
ties, Fuller and Van Dem in should be mentioned. With
Quinces, as with other I'ruits for which there is not a
strong and constant demand, it is desirable to plant
sufiii'ient variety of early and late kinds to properly
cover the season.
The clear yellow and delicate skin of the Quince

shows bruises readilv. The fruits should be handled

2058. New York Ocince plantation.

carefully. It usually pays to grade the fruit, which may
be shipped according to quality in peck or l.l-pound
grape baskets, in bushel ketrs, half barrels or barrels.
The finer grades are ordinarily marketed with greatest
profit in the smaller packages.
Quinces are propagateil iu four ways: (1) cuttings

of the ripened wood an«l als(» from pieces of roots treated
like cuttings; (2) nicmnd layers; {'.i) root -grafting;

(4) budding. HardwcMMl cuttings are employed by
nurserymen who have light, warm soils. They are
handled like grape cuttings, and made like ci-rrant

cuttings. In mouiui - layering the old i>lant is cut
back to encourage a growth of sprouts from the crown.
A mound of soil is thrown about them. When rooted
they are deta'died. Layer-grown plants are not the most
desirable because much given to sprouting when set in

the orchard. When r(»ot-grafting is employed, pieces
of apple roots are spliced to the cions. These roots
ajssist the cuttings in becoming established, and often
are removed when the nurser>' tree is transplanted at

one or two years, or perhaps not till ])repare«l for orchard
setting. Quince stock is used when trees are i)ropagated
by budding. Angel s is commonly grown from seed for
this purpose. jqhn Craig.

QUINCE, BENGAL. See ^Egle.

QUININE. See Cinehotia.

QUINOA. See Chrnnpodiinn Qin'v^o

20S9. Catching; the curculio in a New York Quince orchard.

QUISQUALIS (name discussed below). Comhrefi\een\
This includes the Rangoon Creeper, a tender woody
plant with o-petaled red fls., remarkable for their ex-

tremely long calyx-tube (2-'S in.), which is slender and
green and at first sight might be mistaken for a pedicel
or corolla-tube. The name gtdsqiidlis means literally

who f what f and was given by Riimphius in astonish-
ment at the plant's behavior, for it is said to grow erect
and shrub-like to a height of 3 ft., when it throws oul
from the base a new growth that climbs up the neigh-
boring trees, after which vhe original shrub perishes.
Manv other interesting statements about this plant are
made in B.M. 2():W.

Quis<iualis is a genus of 4 species native to tropical
Asia, Natal, Madagascar and (iuinea. Lvs. mostly
opposite or nearly so. oblong or ovate, acuminate, en-
tire: fls. changeable in color, white to red; stamens 10;

ovary l-cell«d; ovules :{-4: fr. dry, oblong, leather^',

5-cornered, 5-winged, 1-seeded.

tndica, Linn. Rangoon Creeper. Lvs. 4 in. long,
nearly glabrous: calyx-teeth triangular, acute, not acu-
minate: petals rose or scarlet: fr. with very sharp
angles but hardlv winired. Malava. Widelv cult, in

tropics. B.M. 20n:{. B.R. 6:492.' R.H. 18f58:r>0 (as

Q. pubescens). — <^iiisquan.s Indira is cult, in northern
hothouses. For best results it should be planted in beds
of soil composed of fibrous loam, peat and sand. The fls.

appear from June to St-ptember, and last well when cut.

After flowering the plant should be cut back severely and
water applied less frequently until the woo«l is ripened.
New growth starts the following spring. !f the plant is

kept in a very hot and humid atmosphere it makes a ram-
pant growth. It is remarkably free from insect pests
and fungous diseases. Prop, by softwood cuttings in-

serted in san«l wi<^h bottom heat.

Emil MiscHE and W. M.
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ber of original illustrations. It is

carefully printed on specially made
paper of a permanent character.

Vol. I (A to D, 509 pages, 743

illustrations, 9 plates) , Vol. II (E

to M, 544 pages, 710 illustrations,

10 plates) , and Vol. Ill (N to Q,
432 pages, 606 illustrations, 11

plates) are now ready, and the

work will be completed earlv in

1901.

This book is sold onlv bv sub -

scription, and orders will be ac-

cepted for the full set only, at $5

per volume. Terms and further

information mav be had of

k rjT*. at* v. C

3rsi
I MM* tmitN» *W «., af

. _ -VMa u« JMto r^L M«>r
"P »»—fi * to M« «r- atM* I* Aarv. TW ^lin mMm «« *• M C. • C^

Uk* ftt- M*. M lU •> 7 ki

THE MACMILLAN COMPANY
66 Fifth Avenue, NEW YORK



The Garden-Craft Series

The Horticulturist's Rule-Book
A Compendium of Useful Information for Fruit-

growers^ Truck -gardeners, FloristSy and Others

By L. H. BAILEY
Professor of Horticulture in the Cornell University

FOURTH EDITION — 312 PAGES — 75 CTS.

AVAST mass of information is presented in this handy little reference

book, arranged so carefully and indexed so completely that instant

reference may be made to any one of the two thousand entries. The
things you want to know about horticultural work, the remedy for a plant

disease, the way to conquer a troublesome insect enemy— all are concisely

set forth. It is a collection of verified and digested facts, in compact

form, easy"of reference and comprehensive in range. Now in its fourth

edition, the book has become a standard reference work.

The Horticulturist's Kule - Book
presents information upon such matters

as recipes for insecticides and fungicides,

descriptions (with remedies) of insects

and diseases, weeds, lawns, grafting-

waxes, seed and planting- tables, tables

of yields, rules for greenhouse heating

and management, with figures, methods
of storing produce, tariff and postal

rates, rules of societies for naming and
exhibiting specimens, score -cards and

scales of points, r-nalyses of fertilizing

substances, lists of current horticultural

books and journals.

nUUBIOCS urSBCTB. 41

Stmediet. — PeniMent i^ringing with wucr wOI ges-

enlly destroy tiiem, if the ipny is applied to Uie onder
•urfacc. Fumes ol sulphur. Salphids-of-sods wash.

KeroMDe emulsion as for Mim.
bvbarh. Rhubasii-Cbicdlio (^ixtis coneani. Say). —

grui> three-foorths in-b long borios into the crowo and
rooh. It also attacks wild docks.

Bewudf. — Burn all infested plants, and keep down the

docks.

oot-Oall, Crown-Oall.—A wideqiread disease, of which

the cause is wholly uiiknown. It ocean upon the peach,

apple, pear, raspberry, blacklxrry, and other plants. Tha
sweUiogi are hard and woody, and appear both at th*

crown of the plant— where they soraetimes attain the liM
of one's double fists— and on the amall root*.

Rrmfdf — Nothing is surely known in the way of

remedy except to destroy badly infested trees. It is lec-

ommendM* to dig aitay the earth, eat 08 or pan oB tto

knots, KT to paint the woonds with Bordeaaz miztara.

I>onef7 trees sbou'id be inspected for the galla

Root-Koat (Hfterodtra ndldeola. MUIL). — A dlHsaeehwac-

tarized by the knotting and contortion of the roota of th*

paach, orange, and many other plaott. IIm knots are aoatly

rather soft twellings. and on the smaller roota. It Is usoally

Bost destructive on the p«ach. !t if caused by a nematode

or true worn. Oolf States. Attacks greenhoan pianta la

tbs north.

Prewatie*.— Plant non-tofested planU in fnsh aoO;

tad into healthy stocks. FerUUzehigh'y, particularly wttk

potassic fertiliiCTSL Set the trees eight or ten inches deep

In high snd dry soils. Infested small trees may ta*

remedied. In part at least, by transplanting them Into

highly manured holes which have b«en prepared contignoa*

to them. Does not live in regioos where the gronad

freetes deeply. If it U feared in greenhousbs, see that tk*

soil has bean thoroajzhly froicn befoia it Is and. TTbitc-

wash the beeches. Sec Koot-Galu

"It is packed from cover to cover with a

vast amount of useful information for everv

one who grows fruit, flowers, or slants of

any kind. All kinds of useful trbles are

given, which are very convenient to any

one, whether a horticulturist or not."

—

Cali-

forn id Fruit - Grower. 1 .



The Garden-Craft Series

Garden - Making
Suggestions for the Utilizing of Home Grounds

By L. H. BAILEY
Aided by L. R. Taft, F. A. Waugh, and Ernest Walker

FOURTH EDITION— 417 PAGES— 256 ILLUSTRATIONS— $1.00

HERE is a book literally ''for the million" who in broad America
have some love for growing things. "Every family can have a
garden. If there is not a foot of land, there are porches or win-

dows. Wherever there is sunlight, plants may be made to grow;
and one plant in a tin -can may he a more helpful and inspiring
garden to some mind than a whole acre of lawn and flowers may
be to another." The illustrations are copious and beautiful.

While it presents scientific truths, it is in no sense a mere scientific treatise. It

gives in simple language such information as every man or woman who buys a single

packet of seed or attempts to grow a single plant is in need of. No other modern
American work exists which covers this important field. It forms a manual of

instruction for the beginner in garden work, and is at the same time a book of ref-

erence for the skilled craftsman. It is profusely illustrated and every important
operation is graphically shown.— Boston Transcript.

It is impossible to praise too highly the valuable publications issued by Prof.

Bailey. This work on "Garden - Making" has all the excellences of his previous
books, together with many features which will recommend themselves to every one
desiring to make the most of the grounds around his home.

—

Xew Orleans Picayune.

The Practical Garden -Book
Containing the Simplest Directions for t' e Growing of

the Commonest Things about the House and Garden

By C. E. HUNN
Gardener to the Horticultural Department of Cornell University

and L. H. BAILEY
SECOND EDITION -250 PAGES— MANY MARGINAL CUTS— $1.00

I
ILLUSTRATED by many marginal ^'thumbnair' cuts. This is

the latest issue of the Garden -Craft series. It is the book for the
busy man or woman who wants the most direct practical infor-

mation as to just how to plant, prune, train, and to care for all the
common flowers, fruits, vegetables, ornamental bushes and trees. It

has ai'ticles on the making of lawns, borders, spraying, fertilizers,

manures, lists of plants for particular purposes, hotbeds, window -gar-

dening, etc. It is all arranged alphabetically, like a miniature cyclo-

pedia. It does not contain a bit of theory or of fine writing, but is

designed for those who have no time to go into ^'he whys and
wherefores, and who want directions as to how to grow plants.



The Garden-Craft Series

The Nursery-Book
A Complete Guide to the Multiplication of Plants

By L. H. BAILEY
Professor of Horticulture in U.c Cornell University

THIRD EDITION— 365 PAGES— 152 ILLUSTRATIONS— $1.00

THE detailed questions of propagation are answered in this admirable vol-

ume, which has become the standard work of reference for nurserymen.
It is now in its third edition,, and has been thoroughly revised and

greatly extended. It is intensely practical, and fully sets forth the processes
of budding, grafting, seed- sowing, etc., as well as many other important
items of nursery work. It is simply essential to the seedsman, nurseryman,
florist or grower of plants in any walk of life. As with all Professor Bailey's
works, there are unusually complete indexes and glossaries, rendering the
book most convenient in use.

The Nursery-Book includes Seedage (Requisites of Germination, Seed-Testing,
Handling and Sowing of Seeds); Separation and Division; Layerage; Cuttage (Gen-
eral Requirements of Cuttings, Various Kinds of Cuttings); Graftage (General Con-
siderations, Budding, Grafting, Inarching, Grafting Waxes); Nursery Management
(Nursery Lands, Grades of Trees, Storing and Trimming Trees, etc.); The Nursery
List (an alphabetical catalogue of about 1,500 plants, with directions for their

multiplication).

"This book should be in the home of not only every horticulturist, but of every
family, irrespective of occupation, who loves flowers or ornamental plants, for it treats

of the propagation of these as well as of food plants."

—

Michigan Fruit- Grower.

Plant- Breeding
Being Five Lectures upon the Amelioration of Domestic Plants

By L. H. BAILEY
Professor of Horticulture in the Cornell University

293 PAGES— 20 ILLUSTRATIONS— $1.00

AWORK of unique interest, it being the only volume upon this subject.

When one considers the marvelous changes in our fniits, vegetables and
flowers within a generation, through the work of man in turning to his

purposes the impulses of nature, the great interest of this book may be indi-

cated. It tells how varieties of cultivated plants come about, and further,

how one may engage in the fascinating work of originating them. The gi'ower

who gi'opes in the dark in his search for the ideal fruit or flower may here find

guidance and aid in the principles governing the work.

Plant -Breeding comprises five chapters: The Fact and Philosophy of Variation;

The FhilosopLy of the Crossing of Plants; How Domestic Varieties Originate ; Bor-

rowed Opinions, being translations from the writings of Verlot, Carriere, and Focke;
Pollination, or How to Cross Plants. Chapter HI contains the list of fifteen rules for

plant -breeding, which De Varginy, the eminent French writer, has called "the quin-

df,alogue of the horticulturist."



The Garden-Craft Series

The Forcing-Book
A Manual of the Cultivation of Vegetables in Glass Houses

By L. H. BAILEY
Professor of Horticulture in the Cornell University

266 PAGES -88 ILLUSTRATIONS ^$1.00

NO subject in horticulture has more rapidly assumed importance than that
of bringing into use out of season various vegetables and fruits. If one
stops to think of the deprivation there would be, even of the danger to

health, in the cessation of this "forcing," and further, if an idea is gained of
the extensive business done in out -of- season products, the importance of this

complete little manual will be understood. It describes forcing-houses best
adapted; tells what crops may be gi-own and marketed, and how best to do the
work. It is a convenient record of long experience and careful experimentation.

The FoKCiNG-BooK includes Introductory Suggestions (Category of Forcing Crops,
Locations for Vegetable Forcing, Cost of Heat and Labor) ; Construction of the Forc-
ing-House (Types and Forms of Houses, Structural Details, Heating, Cost); Manage-
ment of the Forcing- House (Temperature, Soils, Fertilizers, Watering, Ventilating and
Shading, Electric Light, Pollination, Insects and Diseases) ; Lettuce ; Cauliflower;

Radish; Asparagus and Rhubarb; Miscellaneous Cool Plants (Celery, Salads, Onion,
Beets, Potato, Pepino) ; Tomato; Cucumber; Muskmelon; Miscellaneous Warm Plants

(Bean, Eggplant, Pepper, Cyphomandra) ; Summaries of the Management of the

Various Crops.

The Pruning-Book
A Monograph of the Pruning and Training" of Plants as Applied to American Conditions

By L. H. BAILEY
Professor of Horticulture in the Cornell University

THIRD EDITION— 545 PAGES— 331 ILLUSTRATIONS— $1.50

UNTIL the appearance of this book, there had been no complete and con-
sistent discussion of pruning. Professor Bailey considers fully the
philosophy of the subject, showing why we should prune, with such

statements of experience and observation as will enlighten the reader. It

states principles; and then the various practices of pruning are considered
in full detail, and a vast fund of carefully collected data is made serviceable

to the reader. The illustrations are numerous and remarkably convincing.

The Pruning-Book includes the Philosophy of Pruning (Does Pruning Devitalize

Plants?): The Fruit-bud (The Bud and the Branch, The Leaf-bud and Fruit-bud,
The Fruit-spur, Co-terminal Fruit -bearing, Grapes and Brambles, How to Tell Fruit-

buds, Summary Synopsis); The Healing of Wounds (Nature of Wound, Suggestions to

the Pruner, When to Cut, Dressings, How to Mend Trees); The Principles of Pruning
(Top-pruning, Root-pruning, Variation of Hab't, Watersprouts, Heading-in, Obstruc-

tions, Checking Growth, Girdling, etc.. General Law); Some Specific Advice (Form of

Top, Root-pruning, Subsequent Treatment, Ringing and Girdling, Pruning Tools, Re-
marks on Specific Plants) ; Some Modes of Training, American Grape Training, Vinifera

Grape Training.



The Rural Science Series

The Principles of Agriculture
A Text -Book for Schools and Rural Societies

Edited by L. H. BAILEY
With Contributions from His Colleagues in the Cornell University

THIRD EDITION — 300 PAGES - 92 ILLUSTRATIONS - $1.25

THIS is an attempt to analyze the complex subject of agriculture, and to
present the underlying principles and factors in clear, terse English.
Each chapter is in two parts: the first part, or the principles, is in

numbered paragraphs in very large type (the size used in "Lessons with
Plants"); the second part contains informal suggestions to the teacher and
pupil, with illustrations. It is one of the few attempts to coordinate all the
various agricultural subjects, showing the relative importance and x>osition

of each. It is a skeleton of agi-icultural science and practice. Full refer-

ences are made to such literature as the teacher or pupil may be able to

secure.

The Principles of Agriculture comprises the following subjects: Introduction
discussing what agriculture is. Part I.— The soil, containing: The Contents of the

Soil; The Texture of the Soil; The Moisture in the Soil; The Tillage of the Soil;

Enriching the Soil by Farm Resources; Enriching the Soil bj^ Conrpsrcial Resources.
Part II.— The Plant and the Crop, comprising: The Offices of tic Tlant; How the

Plant Lives; The Propagation of the Plant; Preparation of the Land for the Seed;
Subsequent Care of the Plant; Pastures, Meadows, Forage. Part III.— The Animal
and Stock, comprising: The Offices of the Animal; How tli' Vnimal Lives; The
Feeding of the Animal; The Breeding of the Animal; Managemeat of Stock

The Soil
Its Nature, Relations and Fundamental Principles of Management

«

By F. H. KING
Professor of Agricultural Physics in the University o: Wisconsin

303 PAGES — 45 ILLUSTRATIONS — 75 CENTS

ALUMINOUS and practical discussion of the soil and its various attri-

butes. As an understanding of the soil ni some measure is of vital

necessity to success :n even the most limited agincultural operations,

the importance of a work like this cannot easily be overestimated.

"It is a book which progressive farmers will come to regard as one of the

essential implements of farm life."

—

Boston Daily Advertiser.



The Rural Science Series

The Fertility of the Land
A Summary Sketch of the Relationship of

farm - practice tc the Maintaining and Increasing of the Productivity of the Soil

By I. P. ROBERTS
Director of the College of Agriculture, Cornell University

THIRD EDITION -421 PAGES -45 ILLUSTRATIONS -$1.25

THIS work, written by one who has been termed ''the wisest farmer in

America," takes up the treatment of the soil from the standpoint of the
farmer rather than that of the scientist. It embodies the results of years

of careful experimentation and observation along practical lines, and will be
found helpful and inspiring to a marked degree. No other one book could be
so heartily recommended to the progi-essive farmer as this interesting series

of talks—for Professor Roberts seems to be personally addressing the reader.

The Fertility of the Land includes xV Chat with the Young Farmer; Inventory
of the Land; Evolution of the Plow (fully illustrated); The Means and Philosophy of

Tilling the Land (telling how and why we should plow, harrow, etc.); Conserving
Moisture; Irrigation and Drainage; Manures (in four unitjue, illustrated chapters);

Nitrogen; Potash and Phosphoric Acid: Lime and other dressings; Commercial Fertil-

izers; The Use of Clovers, Fallows and Rotations; Appendix.

"In short, the book will be found helpful to the farmer, in that it will enable him
to go through the routine ot his everyday work with intelligence, and. therefore- with
skill and the assurance of wider success."

—

Garden and Forest

The Spraying of Plants
A Succinct Account of the History^ Principles and Practice of the

Application of Liquids and Powders to Plants for the Purpose of Destroying Insects and Fungi

By E. G. LODEMAN
Late Instructor in Horticulture in the Cornell University

399 PAGES— 92 ILLUSTRATIONS— $1.00

IN these days this subject is conceded to be of enormous importance to the
horticulturist ; for it is only by intelligent spraying that many large fruit

interests are saved from utter extinction. Professor Lodeman treats the
subject both historically and practically, and the worli forms the only complete
manual of spraying, being admittedly the standard authority. Not only is

spraying discussed in its relations to the plant or tree and the crop, but the
diseases and insects which are to be combated are most fully presented.

The Spraying of Plants includes in its first part a complete history of the rise of

spraying, both in this country and abroad. There are also full illustrated accounts of
pumps and nozzles, complete recipes of formulas, and the like. The second part, compris-
ing 135 pages, entitled "Specific Directions for Spraying Cultivated Plants," is an alpha-

betical illustrated account of the various insects and fungi, with methods of treating them.

"Mr. Lodemau has gatherei the results on an immense amount of experiments, both
in Europe and America, and his book can be trusted not only as a manual of practice,

but as a true and well -classified record of our knowledge on this subject f*t the present
time."

—

OarJen and Forest.
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Bush -Fruits
A Horticultural Monograph of

Raspberries^ Blackberries^ Dewuerries^ Currants^ Gooseberries^ and other Shrub -like Fruits

By FRED W. CARD
Professor of Horticulture in Rhode Island Agricultural College

SECOND EDITION -537 PAGES- 113 ILLUSTRATIONS — $1.50

THE aim of this book is twofold,— to give all necessary instruction on
the eultivatioTi of the bush- fruits, and to provide a cyclopedia of ref-

erence to varieties, species, insects, and diseases. Every variety of the
various fruits is fully described, this being the first effort to collect all

information about varieties of all these fruits since the time of the Down-
ings. In this respect, the book will always be a standard authority. The
varieties are arranged alphabetically under various natural classes or gi'oups,

but a very full index refers instantly to any variety. The cultural directions

are full and clear, and are entirely separated from the descriptions and tech-

nical matter. Full instructions are given for the evaporating of berries.

The author has himself had long experience in the growing of the fruits.

The book is, therefore, both a manual of practice and a work of reference,

and is supplied at the usual price of either one alone.

The Principles of Fruit-Growing
By L. H. BAILEY

Professor of Horticulture in the Cornell University

THIRD EDITION— 516 PAGES — 120 ILLUSTRA TIONS — $1.25

THERE have been manuals and treatises on fruit-growing, but this vol-

ume is the first consistent presentation of the underlying principles

affecting the growth of the various fruits. It is thus unique, and it

occupies a field of the greatest importance. It joins science and practice,

for it not only discusses the reasons for certain operations, but presents the

most approved methods, gathered from the successful fruit- gi-owers of

America. It appeals especially to the horticulturist who is willing to have
his brain direct and supplement the work oi his hands, and to acquire a
knowledge of principles rather than a mere memorandum of their application.

The Principles of Fruit-Growing includes: Introductory Discussion, comprising
an inventory and classification of fruits, the fruit zones, the outlook for fruit-grow-

ing; the Location and its Climato, with a full discussion of frosts; the Tilling of

Fruit Lands; the Fertilizing of Fruit I<ands; the Planting of Orchards; Secondary
care of Orchards; Diseases, Insects and Spraying; Picking and Packing and Storing
Fniits, Shipi>ing, etc.; and a bibliography of American writings on the subject.

"The book is \ery practical in its treatment of the subject of fruit-growing,

after a brief introductory entering at once into the discussion of the location of the

orchard, following that with the tillage of fruit lands, dealing with the planting and
care of fruits. Taken all in all, it is the most complete book on fruit-growing at a
small price we have seen."— Western Rural.



The Rural Science Series

Fertilizers
The Source, Character and Composition of Natural, Home-Made and Manufactured Fertilizers

;

and Suggestions as to their Use for Diffeient Crops and Conditions

By EDWARD B. VOORHEES
Director ot the New Jersey Experiment Stations, and Professor of Agriculture in Rutgers College

SECOND EDITION— 335 PAGES — $1.00

THIS book discusses tho difficult questions of fertilizers in such plain and
untechnical language that those who are wholly unlearned in chemistry
can use it. There are no elaborate tables. The book instructs upon

the fundamental principles of the use of fertilizers, so that the farmer is

able, when he reads it, to determine for himself what his practice shall be.

It is not an advocate for commercial fertilizers, but tells simply and directly

what the truth is respecting their value.

Fertilizers includes the following : The Natural Fertility of the Soil, and
Sources of Loss of the Elements of Fertility; The Function of Manures and Ferti-

lizers, and the Need of Artificial Fertilizers; Nitrogenous Fertilizers; Phosphates;
Superphosphates and Potash; Miscellaneous Fertilizing Materials; Purchase of Ferti-

lizers; Chemical Analyses of Fertilizers; Methods of Use of Fertilizers; Fertilizers

for Cereals and Grasses, Potatoes, Sweet Potatoes, Tomatoes and Sugar Beets; Green
Forage Crops; Market -Garden Crops; Orchard Fruits and Berries; Fertilizers for
various special ^?rops.

The Farmstead
By I. P. ROBERTS

Director of the College of Agriculture at Cornell University

350 PAGES — 138 ILLUSTRATIONS -$1,25

THIS "wisest farmer in America" is also a most delightful and practical

writer on the wide subject of farm life and practice. In this book he
enters a new field and goes to the root of many problems that have

long perplexed farmers and their families. The author's genial style and
shrewd, clear, unbiased discussion of such topics as "The Selection and
Purchape of Farms," "The Farm as a Source of Income," "Locating the
House," "Planning Rural Buildings," "Building the House" (including in

three chapters the general plans, outside covering, painting, etc., inside

finish, heating and ventilation), "Water-supply and Sewage," "House-fur-
nishing," "The Home Yard," "A Discussion of Barns," etc., will make this

book a gi'eat favorite in its series, and a gi-eat help to all who purchase
new farms or remodel old ones. To scores of farm-owners it will be a
revelation of how much there is to enjoy on the farm and how to make
the most of it.



The Rural Science Series

Milk and Its Products
A Treatise upon the Nature and Qualities of Dairy Milk^ and the Manufacture of

Butter and Cheese

By HENRY H. WING
Assistant Professor of Dairy Husbandry in the Cornell University

THIRD EDITION

-

PAGES — 33 ILLUSTRATIONS — $1.00

IN this volume the whole field of dairying is intelligently consid-

ered. The production and character of the lacteal fluid are first

discussed, and then in order are taken up the marketing of milk,

the production and handling of butter, cheese, and all the products

of the dairy. Although the book is up to date in its science, it is

none the less a complete guide to modern dairy practice. The illus-

trations serve to point the practical recommendations of the text.

No recent work on dairying has been so well received as this.

84 Jlilk find Jti ProdueU.

tbeae «tr»inera should be cleansed . with great care^

and Bhoold be frequently renewed.

Trratmtni ufltr tlmrixg.— Sv) soon as the milk is

drmwu^it should be rapidly brought to a temperature

•lightly below the surrounding atmosphere. While it

i» being cooled it should be stirred to prevent the

cream from rising, and in milk that has been cooled

in this way there will be comparatively little tendency

Jifterward for the cream to separate from the milk.

Ifilk so treated is in an ideal condition fur consnmp-

Ooti, even though the .consumer may consider the

qnality poor because of the slight tendency of tbt^

to form on the surface.

Af'nttioH itf milk.—Milk when drawn from the cow
contains a certain amount of dissolved gases. These

gas^ contain more or less

of what is known as animal

odor, tLe amount of this

odor depending very largely

upon the physical condition

of the animal at the time

the milk is drawn. Some-

times the amonnt is very

slight and scarcely notice-

able, at other times it is so

great as to W extremely of-

fensive. These gases and

the ac<'onipMii\ ing odor are

easily reiiiov,-! from the
Star milk i-ootor ftsd

».r.i«. milk by -x yTtrre of the
fia 5

Milk and Its Products includes chap-

ters on: Secretion of Milk; Composition

of Milk; Testing of Milk; Ferments and

Fermentations of Milk, and their Control;

Market Milk; Separation of Cream ; Ripen-

ing of Cream; Churning; Finishing and

Marketing Butter; Milk for Cheese -Mak-
ing ; Cheddar Cheese -Making ; Varieties

of Cheese; By- Products of the Dairy;

Butter and Cheese Factories ; Statistics

and Economics of the Dairy Industry;

Appendix, comprising useful rules and

tests, metric system, dairy laws, and

references to dairy literature.

"The book is a mine of valuable in-

formation, and ought to be in the hands

of all progressive dairymen."

—

New Eng-

land Farmer,



The Rural Science Series

Irrigation and Drainage
Principles and Practice of their Cultural Phases

By F. H. KING
Professor of Agricultiiral Physics in the University of Wisconsin

502 PAGES — 163 ILLUSTRATIONS — $1.50

THIS book deals in a most clear and thorough way with im-
mediately practical problems from the farmer's, fruit -grower's,

and gardener's standpoint, while the principles which underlie them
are presented in a concise manner that will be most helpful in

building up a rational practice of irrigation culture and farm drain-

age. Special effort has been made all through the book to broaden

ideas of general soil management, even where neither irrigation nor

drainage is practiced. In the preparation of this book the author

personally inspected the irrigating ditches and practices of both

humid and arid climates in this country and in Europe, so that the

illustrations, which are largely photo -engravings, are also of a most
practical nature.

Irrigation and Drainage includes under

Irrigation Cultiu*e, in Part I: The Extent

and Geographic Range of Irrigation; Con-

ditions which make Irrigation Imperative,

Desirable, or Unnecessary; The Extent to

which Tillage May Take the Place of Ir-

rigation; The Increase of Yield Due to

Irrigation in Humid Climates : Amount
and Measurement of Wat*^r for Irriga-

tion; Frequency, Amount and Measure-

ment of Water for Single Irrigations

;

Character of Water for Irrigation; Alkali

Lands; Supplying Water for Irrigation;

Methods of Applying Water; Sewage Irri-

gation. Part II, Farm Drainage, includes

Pi'inciples of Drainage, divided .into many
subheads and treated in a most clear and

thorough w^ay ; and ^'actical Details of

Under-draining.

478 Irrigation tni Drainagt

Beferriug to i57, which is a proflle of the data in

the Uble, A is tne oatlet of t.ie drain . the first atakA

aut ia marked 0, the second 50, etc., np to 600, the

nt.rnben expresairsf t!ie number of feet from the out-

let. The datum plane ia rhoiiea 10 feet below thn

f^^i^

."tMr'im' i.«i i»: i.ii'-i.M Ttt^ «• »l»'-i.» /in

r^. W. BMOTKlalM trad* llM ud <kvUl o( illlrb.

liurfaee of the (n^und, at station 0. and the grouiiJ

here ia 3 feet above the bottom of the drain, which

leaves the outlet 7 feet above datnm, aa atated in the

table, which ia alao the elevation of the grade line at

thi« place.

Referring to tne table, in the column of elevationa

it wilt he seen that the aurface of the ground at 600

feet from the outlet ia il.36 feet above datinn plane,

while ihc outlet ia 7 feet above, makiag a total fail of

11.36—7 = 4.36 feet.

If it ia decided to give the drain a fait of .24 foot.
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The Principles of Vegetable - Gardening

By L. H. BAILEY

458 PAGES— 144 ILLUSTRATIONS — $1,25

VEGETABLE-GARDENING books are usually mere alphabetic

cyclopedias of directions. This book states the reasons why. It

discusses fully the underlying questions regarding soils, fertilizing,

tilling, storing, marketing, controlling insects and diseases, and other

vital present-day problems. It treats the general subject of truck

-

gardening and market-gardening ; also the home garden. After

these general ir.atters are fully discussed, the treatment of each

vegetable is taken up and the principles of its cultivation con-

sidered.

The classification is into natural cultural groups, so that it is

possible to state all the principles which pertain to any class of

vegetables, without much repetition. Thus, root crops are treated

by themselves; so are salad crops, bulb crops, and the like. Par-

ticular attention is given to hotbeds and coldframes; also to seeds

and seed -growing.
^

Full estimates are given of the capital required for market

-

gardening. The book contains a complete list of all American
books on vegetable -gardening.

ABSTRACT OF CONTENTS

Part I

—

General View

Chapter I. The Lay-out of the Plantation. Chapter V. Seeds and Seedage.

Chapter II. Glass. Chapter VI. Subsequent Management of

Chapter III. The Soil and Its Treatment. the Vegetable -Garden.

Chapter IV. Vegetable -Gardening Tools. Chapter VII. Marketing and Storing.

Part II—Vegetable -Gardening Crops

Chapter VIII. Introductory Discussion. Chapter XV. Pulse Crops.

Chapter IX. Root Crops. Chapter XVI. Solanaceous Crops.

Chapter X. Tuber Crops. Chapter XVII. Cucurbitous Crops.

Chapter XI. Bulb Crops. Chapter XVIII. Sweet Corn and Okra.

Chapter XII. Cole Crops. Chapter XIX. Sweet Herbs.

Chapter XIII. Pot- Herb Crops. Chapter XX. Perennial Crops. -

Chapter XIV. Salad Crops.



The Rural Science Series

Rural Wealth and Welfare
Economic Principles Illustrated and Applied in Farm Life

By GEORGE T. FAIRCHILD, LL.D.
Ex-Pres'dent of the Agricultural College of Kansa'^

381 PAGES— 14 CHARTS— $1.25

THIS is the first important American effort to discuss tiie princi-

ples of economics with particular reference to agiiculture. It is

the result of a lifetime of study and teaching by one who has al-

ways been in close touch with rural affairs, because nearly all his life

he has been a teacher in agricultural colleges. It discusses the general

rise and progress of agiicultural activity as related to the development

of the country at large, and shows the relation of farm life to the

production of wealth, to questions of education, currency, tariffs,

wages, markets, labor problems, transportatioii, social conditions, etc.

Rural Wealth and Welfare includes Introduction (General Welfare, Nature of

Wealth). Part I— Productive Industry, comprising: Aims of Industry; Forces in

Production of Wealth; Labor Defined and Classified; Capital Defined and Classified;

Personal Attainments; Combination of Forces for Individual Efficiency; Methods of

Association; Exchange, Advantages, Limitations and Tendencies; Value the Basis

of Exchange; Exchange— its Machinery; Banks and Banking; Deferred Settlement

and Credit Expansion; Technical Division of Labor; Aggregation of Industry; Special

Incentives to Production; Business Security. Part II— Distribution of Wealth for

Welfare, comprising: General Principles of Fair Distribution; Wages and Profits;

Conflict between Wage -earners and Profit -makers; Proceeds of Capital; Interest and

Rent; Principles of Interest; Principles of Land Rent; and Part III— Consumption

of Wealth, comprising: Wealth used by Individuals; Prudent Consumption; Impru-

dent Consumption; Social Organization for Consumption; Economic Functions of

Government; Eccmomic Machinery of Government; Conclusion and Index.

So long as the demand warrants, new volumes will be added to

the Rural Science Series. Definite arrangements have been com-
pleted for the following:

Feeding of Animals. By W. H. Jordan, of New York State Experiment Station.

In the press.

Farm Poultry. By George C. Watson, of Pennsylvania State College. In the press.

Physiology of Plants. By J. C. Arthur, Purdue University.

Breeding of Animals. Bv W. H. Brewer, of Yale University.

Plant Pathology. By B. T. Galloway and associates, of U. S. Dept. of Agric.

The Pome Fruits (Apples, Pears, Quinces). By L. H. Bailey. --
, , I

Care of Animals. By N. S. Mayo, Connecticut Agricultural College.



Works by Professor Bailey

The Evolution of Our Native Fruits

By L. H. BAILEY
Professor of Horticulture in the Cornell University

472 PAGES — 125 ILLUSTRATIONS — $2.00

IN this entertaiuiiig volume, the origin and development of the fruits

peculiar to North America are inquired into, and the personality

of those horticultural pioneers whose almost forgotten labors have
given as our most valuable fruits is touched upon. There has been
careful research into the history of the various fmits, even in the

records of the great European botanists writing of American economic
botany. The conclusions reached, the information presented, and the

suggestions as to developments, ably set forth in the terse style of

the author at his best, cannot but be valuable to any thoughtful

fruit-grower.

The Evolution of Our* Native Fruits discusses The Rise of the American Grape

(North America a Natural Viueland, Attempts to Cultivate the European Grape, The
Experiments of the Dufours, The Branch of Promise, John Adlum and the Catawba,

Rise of Commercial Viticulture, Why did the Early Vine Experiments Fail ? Synopsis of

the American Grapes) ; The Strange History of

the Mulberries (The Early Silk Industry, The

"Multicaulis Craze,"); Evolution of Ameri-

can Plums and Cherries (Native Plums in

General, The Chickasaw, Hortulana, Marianna

and Beach Plum Groups, Pacif.c Coast Plum,

Various Other Types of Plums; Native Cherries,

Dwarf Cherry Group) ; Native Apples (Indig-

enous Species, Amelioration has Begun) ; Ori-

gin of American Raspberry - growing (Early

American History, Present Types, Outlying

Tj'pes) ; Evolution of Blackberry and Dewbeiry

Culture (The High -bush Blackberry and Its

Kin, The Dewberries, Botanical Names) ; Various

Types of Berry -like Fruits (The Gooseberry,

Native Currants, Juneberry, Buffalo Berry,

Elderberry, High-bush Cranberry, Cranberry,

Strawberry) ; Various Types of Tree Fruits (Per-

simmon, Custard Apple Tribe, Thorn -Apples,

Nut -Fruits) , General Remarks on the Improve-

ment of our Native Fruits (What lias Been

Done, What Probably Should Be Done.
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field strawberry in the improvement of the garden

varieties has evidently been ver>- small.

A full discussion of this strawberry evolution is

made in Essay XXV., "Survival of the Unlike." and it

is, therefore, unnecessary to pursue the subject here.

Tig. lis. Ptmot or tb. eoamom wild Irawh.rTT, tbovloc bow
tk« rmBmmn («i> httott tb* fnitt la matanL

It mi^ be said, however, that there are three leading

groups or type* of strawberries native to North Amer-
ica.— tl» Scarlet or Virginian gruup, uie Ve«ca or Old



^VoRKS BY Professor Bailey

The Survival of the Unlike
A Collection of Evolution Essays Suggested by the Study of Domestic Plants

By L. H. BAILEY
Professor of Horticulture in the Cornell University

THIRD EDITION -515 PAGES~22 ILLUSTRATIONS — $2.00

TO those interested in the underlying philosophy of plant life, this

volume, written in a most entercaining style, and fully illustrated,

will prove welcome. It treats of the modification of plants under

cultivation upon the evolution theories, and its attitude is chai*-

acterized by the author's well-known originality and independence

of thought. Incidentally, there is stated much that will be valuable

and suggestive to the working horticulturist. It may well be called

indeed, a philosophy of horticulture.

The Survival of the Unlike comprises thirty essays touching upon The General

Fact and Philosop} of Evolution (The Plant Individual, Experimental Evolution,

Coxey's Array an be Russian Thistle, Recent Progress, etc.) ; Expounding the Fact and

Causes of Variat.ou (The Supposed Correlations of Quality in Fruits, Natural History

of Synonyms, Reflective Impressions, Relation of Seed- Bearing to Cultivation, Varia-

tion after Birth, Relation between American and Eastern Asian Fruits, Horticultural

Geography, Problems of Climate and Plants,

American Fruits, Acclimatization, Sex in

Fruits, Novelties, Promising Varieties, etc.);

and Tracing the Evolution of Particular Types

of Plants (The Cultivated Strawberry, Battle

of the Plums, Grapes, Progress of the Carna-

tion, Petunia, The Garden Tomato, etc.).

" Whatever Professor Bailey writes is in-

teresting reading. He has the rare gift of an

entertaining style, and what he writes people

want to read. xVll his pi-evious books have

been widely read, and this will prove no

exception to the well-established rule. The

secret of his popularity, if there be any secret

about it, is that when he Avi'ites he has some-

thing new to say; something based upon ex-

periences and observations. These are by no

means all his own, for he has the ability to

see with the eyes of other people, as well as

with his own. He is thus able to bring into

his pages a rich mass of new matter, which

gives them additional interest and value.

—Prof. E. C. Bessey, in Science.

116 TH* SrRVTVAL Of TH* UMUKB. [IV.

P. Old 111^. anj new fia.
fonai of tooutu trvit.

pUnt specifically from any other species of Lycopenienm
which is yet described. The
leaflets are reduced in number,

and are greatly modified iu

shape. Even the inftorescenoe

shares in the transformation,

for the flowers, instead of being

six or more, as they are in its

knowq ancestors, are reduced to

two or three. If De V'arigny

were to experiment for centu*

ries, he could scarcely ex-

pect to produce any "new
species" which should

have better characters than

this singular race of to-

matoes, the origin of which

is so well known that we
have the record of the

year -n which it origina-

,
ted, and

i^V'^'m the very <> Pmt iik. m. of tsstu.

man who sowed the seed from which

it sprung. This curious race came
in suddenly, without any premoni-

tion, so far as we know, of its ap-

pearing, and the same thing has

probably not originated a second

time.

The other type to which I refer-

red, the large-leaved or Mikado rac«

(variety grandifolium) , gave evi-

uikam^tmuimM^ deue« of ita ooffiing. This type has



Works by Professor Bailey

Lessons With Plants
Suggestions for Seeing and Interpreting Some of the Common Forms of Vegetation

By L. H. BAILEY
Professor of Horticulture in the Cornell University

^Vith delineations from nature by W. S. Holdsworth
of the University of Michigan*

SECOND EDITION -491 PAGES — 446 ILLUSTRATIONS -$1.10 NET

WHILE this volume Joes not ask attention as a manual of bot-

any, it is, in effect, a most admirable text -book on that science.

The motive of the book is the cultivation of the power of observa-

tion and the ability to draw proper inferences therefrom. It is pure

"nature study" that it inculcates, and the charm of its manner and
method will be felt by even a casual reader. The numerous beauti-

ful illustrations are a marked feature of the work.

Lessons with Plants is admirably adapted to class use in high schook.

It includes Studies of Twigs and I ids; Studies of Leaves and Foli-

age; Studies of Flowers; Studies of the Fructification; Studies of the

Propagation of Plants; Studies of the Behavior and Habits of Plants;

Studies of the Kinds of Plants; Sug-

gestions and Review^s.

"The clear text, beautiful illustra-

tions, strong binding and, most im-

portant of all, the very excellent

arrangement of the subject matter,

make it an invaluable adjunct to the

working materials of a busy teacher.

Aside from its value as a thoroughly

up-to-date text -book, it is equally

indispensable to the busy teacher as

a reference book on account of the

clear, concise and unique manner of

the arrangement of its contents."

—Miss L. M, Elliott, Grammar School,

No. 8:J, Xeiv York City.

First Lessons With Plants

AN ABRIDGMENT OF ABOVE

117 PAGES— 116 ILLUSTRATIONS- 40 CENTS NET
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